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EQUITY SUSPENDED 12,081
OVERDOSE OF SIMILARITY IN

-

VAUDEVILLE, SAY BOOKERS

Next Season's Routes on Big Time Now Going Out
for Comedy Turns and Acts in "One"—Turns

Without Originality Cannot Advance

Next season's routes now going

6at of the Keith office include

mostly comedy turns and acts in

.'"one." The bands* are not being

routed at present, due to the desire

'of the booking men to wait until as-

, oured the band craze will survive

another season. This applies mostly

to the straight bands, and not bands

with specialty people added. A
booking meeting will be held next
week in which the importance of

how material will be emphasized
for next season.

It is the consensus of opinion
among the bookers vaudeville is

now suffering from an overdose of

too much similarity in material. A
popular song that clicks will be
Bung to death within a month, and
the same fate follows a new gag
that becomes popular.
New acts appear occasionally

without one original line, piece of
business or dialog. Although many
bf this type secure bookings in the
neighborhood houses, they can
never attain the best bookings
Where a sophisticated audience re-

fuses to accept the hackneyed mate-
rial.

This condition keeps the big time
regulars going along year in and
year out with very few new faces.

iThe public like to see newcomers of

ability, but they are few and far

between.
The small time for these reasons

has not developed enough new acts

to replace those practically playing
themselves out and others who have
lost their value through lack of pro-
gresslveness and showmanship. It

Is currently rumored that a time
limit may be placed on acts of a
certain type to insure a new act

each season.

JUBILEE N. G. FOR THEATRES
New York's bilver jubilee in cele-

bration of the 25th anniversary of

.the formation of Greater New York
is a flop so far as Broadway's thea-

tres are concerned. The Jubilee
DW In its second week, has another
two weeks to go. but the legitimate
managers arc unconcerned whether
it ends any tunc before.

FOX TAKES CENTRAL
The Shuberts have leased the

Central. New York, to William Fox
from Sept 1 to Feb. 1

Fox will use the house for Ills

jpecial film showings, opening with
if Winter Comes

MEMBER OF EQUITY

DIES IN BELLEVUE

Friends Appealing to Organi-

zation Informed Equity Has

No Funds for Needy

Leo Frankel, dramatic actor, was
taken seriously ill at his home on

West 44th street, New York, about

two weeks ago. He continued to

grow worse. As his funds became

exhausted, and he was a member
of Equity, that organization was
appealed to by friends of Frankel.
They were informed Equity had no
charity fund to take care of such
cases, and nothing could *»e done.

Frankel was taken to Bellevue
where everything possible was done
for the sufferer, but the disease was
too far advanced for remedy and he
died May 29.

TWO WEEKS' FAIR

Horde of Buyers Expected in New
York July 23 Aug. 6

• The National Merchandise Fair is

to be held fn New York for two
weeks, July 23-Aug. 3. Four floors

of the Grand Central Palace are to

be devoted to the wholesale and
manufacturing end of the trade,

while the 69th Regiment Armory
will be turned over to the ready-to-
wear garment manufacturers. There
is a possibility that still another
building also on Lexington avenue
may be taken over for one of the
added attractkuis in conjunction
with the exposition.

The affair is to be the biggest of
its kind that has ever been held in

New York City by the garment
trade. It will attract a tremendous
number of out-of-town buyers.
At the (J rand Central Palace over

1,000 spaceg at in average price of

$750 each had been disposed of up
to early "this week, which will give

that structure a return of $7r>0,000

on the two weeks tint the exposi-

tion is to be held without counting
the possibility of the gate.

Famous French Conductor Dies

Paris, June 6

Camille Chevillard, famous Pronofc
musical conductor, controlling the

Iitmoureux orchestra, died this

week at the age of 64

\ !

AMAZES MEETING

Annual Gathering of Equity
Fails to Disclose Financial

Statement— Many Ques-
tions Asked by Frank
Sheridan— Unsatisfactory

Answers by Emerson and
Gillmore — Plead Delay
Caused by Los Angeles
Branch—Benefits Unprof-
itable— Queries on Ex-

penditures—Officers and
Councilmen Re-elected

SMALL CROWD ATTENDS

At the annual meeting of Equity
Monday in New York a gasp could
be heard throughout the attendance
when it was announced 12,081 mem-
bers had been suspended for non-
papment of dues.
Grant Stewart had given out the

following statistics: New members
for the past yr, 2,045; life mem-
bers, 6; resignations, 206.

The next announcement was of

the suspensions.
Frank Gillmore explained that

these had not been expelled, but can
be placed in good standing again by
payment of back dues. But the effect

was dispelled by this statement.
Stewart sensed this and hastened
to read that there had been no ex-
pulsions, but 73 deaths, and asked
those present to stand in silence
while he read the names.
The attendance at the annual

meeting Monday of Equity was far
from satisfactory to the officials

and decidedly illuminating as to
the calibre of members in attend-
ance. There were barely 400 pres-
ent, mostly well on in years, and
not 10 recognized standard actors
amongst them, not counting those
on the platform.
The meeting, scheduled to open

at 2 p. m., got under way .it 2 : 4f>

and concluded at 4:15. Most of the
time was consumed with matters
usually considered foreign to an
Important business meeting. This
may or may not have been under
expert advice.

There were IS men and three

TERROR OF THE BORDER RUNNERS

UNDER ARREST AS BOOTLEGGER

Ralph Hackmeister, Former Customs Guard. Held
Under Bail Following Arrest by Federal Men
When Found with Alleged Liquor in Car

WILL ROGERS CRIED

AT GOOD-BYE PARTY

Gala Time, With Tears, as Hu-

morist Said Au Revoir

to "Follies"

women on the onVial platform Thr-

ones recognized were John Miner -

son, Prank Gillmore, Paul Turner
(attorney), Kdmund Breese, John
Cope. Jane Cowl and Dorothy Bry-
ant (secretary of the Chorus Union).

In opening the meeting Ihnerson

suggested all newspaper references

to the plans of Equity officials

(Continued on page 47)

Tears mingled freely with laugh-

ter as the members of Ziegfeld

"Follies" company, including house
attaches,, stagehands, members of

Mr. Ziegfeld's office force, gathered
on the stage of the Amsterdam The-
atre after the show Saturday night
for a party to give a fitting fare-
well to Will Rogers. There was
hardly a dry eye in the group of

almost 300 people when Will, fol-

lowing a speech by Gene Buck,
stood on a chair to make his fare-

well address. Will cried openly and
admitted to the company that he
finally had to confess what he had
been trying to conceal for a long
time, that he is effeminate. The
tears, said Will, proved It.

The first tear of the night came
when the audience gave a spon-
taneous farewell to Will just before
the last curtain fell. It seemed that
everyone in the audience knew he
was leaving, In spite of the fact that
no public announcement had been
made. As the curtain fell with Will
in the center, the orchestra played
"Old Lang Syne" and the audience
stood and cheered and yelled for a
speech. Tears rolled down Will's
cheeks as he bowed his acknowl-
edgements, and Ma.-y Baton kissed
him.

Will had to have an hour alone In

his dressing room before he trusted
himself to come down to Join the
party on the stage. He felt the
tears coming again, however, and
stayed In the property room until
Buck dragged him out to the centre
of the stage. Gone m.ide a fine

Jpeech, ending by calling Rogers
' alio greatest of all monologists. and
one of the sweetest souls that God
ever put tho breath of life Into."

Rogers was making .. big effort
to choke v.back the tears as he
si irted talking }|<> said :

'Friends. I've got to admit to a
weakness. I don't wmi you folks
to think I'm acting. I wish I was
good enough an actor to hide what
I feel, but I can't. I'm all blubbered
up and can't do a darn thing. I

wint to admit something to you

(Continued on page 4)

Albany, N. Y., June 6.

Ralph Hackmeister has been held
under ball on the charge of attempt-
ing to transport liquor through New
York State. He was detained by
federal men at West Mountain.
near here, and a car full of liquor

alleged to have belonged to him was
seized.

It's not the usual rum running
case. Hackmeister not so long ago
was a U. S. Customs guard at
Rouse's Point, where he was known
to the bootleggers as the terror of
the border. Among the bootleggers
of those days it was conceded that
no one could get to Hackmeister,
and anyone running the Canadian
line was more fearful of the fearless
Customs guard than any other man
or thing along the border.
Hackmeister was looked upon as

a two-gun man, a dead shot, and his
gun was said to have h"Id several
notches that denoted drivers of fl«e-
ing cars Hackmeister had gone
after. /

A story known to but a few mil
never published Is of a New York
bootlegger who decided that If

Hackmeister could be detained in

conversation at a given point, liquor
could pass him on another road
meanwhile. To aceomplish his end
the bootlegger engaged a young
woman from the stage in New York,
an attractive-looking girl of bright
mind and hair (rod head) as his
assistant. They drove to Canada
In a car, meeting Hackmeister on
the way and waved to him at close
range with the girl smiling.
On their way back In a roadster

again Hackmeister spied and hailed
them. The girl, in her most engag-
ing manner, held him in conversa-
tion until the bootlegger's trucks
had gone south on another road.

It was claimed by the bootlegger
and the girl It was the only time a
rum runner had ever put over my-
thing on Hackmeister, who. while
In the service, bore an unblemished
reputation.

Dillingham in Vienna
London, .Jurw 6

Charles Dillingham, who is in

Vienna, Is expected here the iii»« r

part of the week.

COSTUMES
Who will make your next ones?
Those who have bought from us

say—

BROOKS-MAHIEU
1 137 B'way T«l IfH I'-r.n N V. City_ 11,000 Costumes for Rental
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VAUDEVILLE BRANCH DEFIES

EQUITY; DARES IT TO FIGHT

A. A. F. Member Gives Version Why Equity Post-

poned Its Vaudeville Intentions Until June, 1924
—Some Direct Remarks

4,

The story that Equity, through

ito council, had decided not to In-

terfere in the vaudeville situation

until (at the earliest) June, 1924,

whfii the P. M. A. contract Jssuc
will have to be decided one way or

the other, reached the officials and
hoard of directors of the A. A. F.

(Vaudeville Branch) and it found
tbem in no receptive or grateful
frame of mind.
Equity's Vove was classified by

A. A. P. representatives as a well

developed Cfise of cold feet, induced
by the knowledge that Mountford,
FitzPatrick and their supporters
were preparing to carry the war to

Equity, instead of waiting for Equi-
ty's first move. Fearful of what
revelations might be made, the A.
A. V. claim, the Equity crowd quit
cold, and not through any consider-
ation for the A. A. F.

'

"Equity knew that arrangements
had been made by the A. A. F. to

hold an open meeting in a Times
square theater next Thursday (to-
day), at which the whole story was
to have been told to the actors or
anyone else who cared to hear it.

Also that it was the intention of the
A. A. F. to force the Equity to open
its books by court action, in answer
to Paul Dulzell's statement that
Equity had over 2,000 vaudeville
actors in its membership.

'If this is true, Equity has over
$24,000 of our money, which belongs
to uh and which we want.

"This matter will have to be ad-
justed in any case, but we have
called the meeting off.

"The Equity crowd has made a
ridiculous exhibition of themselves
with their bluffs at the Pla/.a hotel
meeting, and their published state-
ments in s<»me papers," an A. A. F.
member said.

"These fellows who talk about
fighting the managers, why are they
afraid to give the A. A. F. a battle?
"They started on up," he contin-

ued, "and while it only takes one to
start a light, it takes two to quit.

The A. A. F. is not doing any quit-
ting..

"Equity does not want to forget
how the 1910 strike was engineered,
and by whom. Also how at critical

times, instead of sturdy action, the
supposed leaders of the strike burst
into tears and ask what must be
done. If they have learned to fight

on their own since then, and want
a fight with the A. A. F., wo are
more than willing to accommodate
them, and if we are licked we'll at
leant go down with our colors fly-

ing," the same member concluded.

BARRIE WILL WRITE

FOR MAUDE ADAMS

Open Question if Actress Re-

turns to Stage—Sentiment

Behind New Piece

London, June 6

During her visit here Maude
Aii.inis arranged with Sir James
Barrie for him to write a new play
for her, although it is doubtful if

she will ever return to the stage.
The deal was arranged for senti-
mental reasons, Miss Adams' ap-
pearance in a Barrie play having
established him as a playwrighL

Barrie has also promised to write
|

Dave Qhasen said to Jean Middle-
ton and she didn't answer. Then
Dave Chasen said, "I won't speak
to Jean Middleton," and Jean Mid-
dh ton sent Dave Chasen a cable
to England, where he is now the
biggest single comedy hit the
U. S. A. has sent over, even bigger
than Van Hoven, and that's talk-
ing. Dave Chasen cabled back to
Jean Middleton, who was a riot at

the Palace, Chicago, last week, and
Ernie Ball told Jean Middleton not
to answer Dave Chasen's cable, and
Harry Ashton, who has The Tab
Shop at 122 West Grand avenue,
Chicago, wrhere for very little

money, a dollar or so. you can get

some of Harry's monologues, nigger
acts and so on, and Dave Big Riot
in England Chasen and Jean Mid-

ih the fall. Douglas in the mean-
time win appear in vaudeville and
has also sent for the script of Booth
Tarkington's "Seventeen."

a play for' Tom Douglas to be ready
| dleton

ft

and Uon Huddle and Dave
Chasen Dave Chasen Dave Chasen
Dave Chasen, and as long as I'm
paying for this thing why not Frank
Van Hoven?

„ Direction EDWARD S. KELLER,
who will some day book Wal Lang-
try and Dave Chasen the Swansea
Kids.

FRANK VAN HOVEN
VOLUNTARY "ANGEL"

Scotchman Guarantees Losses
"Ned Keane"

for

London, June 6.

"Ned Keane of Old Drury," an-
nounced to close at the Drury Lane
June 2, will run at least another
fortnight.

Samuel CJreenlees, a wealthy man,
witnessing a performance, volun-
teered to assume two weeks' losses
to give the show a chance to grow.
Greenlees, a retired distiller, said

\o a Variety representative: "I had
hoped my identity would not be
known, merely wanting o help what
I consider a good play and good
acting. But I am a Scotchman and
exacted of the management if any
profits I must share."

FILM CASE ABROAD

Codsol and Hess

Goldwyn vs.

in London

—

Stoll.

Iiondon, June 6.

Frank J. Codsol and Gabriel Hess
have arrived here in the interests
of the Goldwyn suit against the Stoll
Film Co.
The action is based on a split be-

tween the two firms which occurred
three years ago when Goldwyn
stopped delivering pictures to Stoll
for British distribution. Stoll in

turn ceased payments to Goldwyn
on previous releases.

Eminent counsel lias been re-
tained by both sides, with the ac-
tion to be heard this week.

'OLIVER CROMWELL'UNLIKELY
London, June 6.

John Drinkwater's "Oliver Crom-
well" was presented May 29 at His
Majt sty's by Henry Ainley by ar-

rangement with George Grossmith
and J. A. E. Malone.
The piece is gloomy and episodic

but contains a brilliant stellar role

for Ainley, who was well received.
II- six < sh in iinlibi.iy

The supporting cast includes Ireni
Rookc, Clare Harris, Mary O'Far-
rell, Harcourt Williams, Milton Ros-
mer, Howard Pose and Murray Kin-
nell.

BERNARD SHAW REVIVED
Paris, June 6.

The sarcastical dramatic fable
bearing the title locally of "An-
drocles et le Lion" in a prolog and
two acts by Bernard Shaw, adapted
to the French stage by' Henriette
and Augustin Hamon, was revived
by Jacques Hebertot at the Comedie
des Champs Elysees last week and
obtained fairly good notices. The
title role of Androcles is held by a
corpulent looking comedian, Evseef,
with the Russian-Swiss actor
George Pitoeff as Caesar and hia
wife Ludmilla Pitoeff as Lavinia.
Pierre I'rondaie's four-act melo-

drama from the novel of Claude
Farrere, "L'Homme qui Assassina,"
was revived at the Theatre dc Paris
last Friday, with Andre Brule, Jules
Toulout, Paul Escoffler, Gaston Sev-
erin, Madeleino Lely (role of Lady
Falkland), Marie Marcilly.

MM. YORSKA'S NOSE

AGAIN REMODELED

Actress Improving Profile by

Operation — Second

Attempt

WANT VAN HOVEN BACK
London, June 6.

The public over here are asking
for Van Hoven—when is he coming
back? In the face of all hits it is

safe to say Van Hovert is one of
the inggest things the United States
ever vcr.t to England. He ranks
with the big- native stars and can
play in and around London for life,

though he i.s considered one of the
biggest draws in the provinces.

Paul

OTHER FOREIGN
NEWS

(Continued on page 34)

SPECHTS BANDS HIT
Loudon, June 6.

an] Specht ami his band opened
at Lyon's Cornerhouse restaurant
May 30 and were enthusiastically
received.
The restaurant has, been packed

continuously from morning until
closing hour since the orchestra
npttn.l .,

TERMS FOR TIV0LI
London, June 6.

Jack McKeon sailed June 2 on the
Aquitania without disclosing the
status of the lease he is reported as
having secured on the Tivoll.

It appears that Famous Players
will secure the house at either £35,-
000 pounds rental and .

r
>0 per cent,

of the profits or buy it foi £400,000.

Paris, June 6.

Mme. Yorska, a Franco-American
picture actress, has undergone an
operation again, Dr. Bourget, a
Paris surgeon, having remodeled her

nose.

Yorska desires to improve her

profile for the screen, having had
her nose remade in America some
years ago.
The result of the latest surgical

effort is unknown.

Calve at Benefit

Emma Calve sang
benefit performance
mologist Institute.

aris, June 6.

Saturday at a
for the Ento-

LONDON CLOSINGS

Four Plays Are Ending
Week

Runs This

London, June 6.

"The Bad Man" closes Thursday
(June 7) with Matheson Lang to

revive "Carnival" Saturday.
"Her Temporary Husband" at the

Duke of York's, Capel'S insect play,

"And So Ad Infinitum," at the Re-
gent, and "The Rainbow Revue" at

the Empire close Saturday.

MAURDU'S COMEDY

Odeon Unsuited for This Romantic
Melodrama

The initial presentation of Pierre
Maurdu's three-act comedy entitled
"Madame La Societaire" was fairly
well received at the Odeon May 30.

The 'Odeon is unsuited -or this ro-
mantic type of melodrama.
The title signifies a leading mem-

ber of the Comedie Francaise named
Juliette, who has an illegitimate
daughter she educates as her niece.
A friend makes love to both mother
and daughter. The latter prefers
a nephew and marries him. The
actress marries her son-in-law's
father.

Andrce Megard is in the actress
role with Renee Devillers as the
daughter. Robert Arnops plays the
daughter's husband with Andre Va-
rennes, a modern Don Juan, as the
uncle.

FLORENCE WALTON IS IN

WITTY PARIS REVUE

Dancing with Her Husband,

Leon Leitrim—Amusing *
Peace Conference

"DOVER ST. TO DIXIE"

HAS GOOD CHANCE

First Part Needs Revision

—

"Plantation" Colored Con-

tingent Gets Over

London, June 6.

"From Dover Street to Dixie," a
heterogeneous 'revue, opened May
31 at the Pavilion. The first part is

made up of the usual ingredients,
with Stanley Lupino chief comedian.'
This section heeds drastic revision.

The second half is given over en-
tirely to colored players (from the
"Plantation" cabaret, New York) in

a plantation revue and was received
tumultuously with every indication
Florence Mills and company have
established themselves here.

At the conclusion of the perform-
ance the pit started booing, but it

was impossible to determine wheth-
er it was intended for the colored
artists, entire entertainment or first

part. The pit generously applauded
throughout the second half.

Hannen Swaffer, a theatrical pjir-

agrapher for the "Daily Graphic"
and "Sunday Times," was refused
admittance to the Pavilion by
Charles B. Cochran on the opening
night. Cochran took trie newspaper
man by the arm, informing him he
could not come in and returned the
money for the purchased tickets.

Swaffer has been*perslstehtly pan-
ning "Colored Invasion" since the
announcement was made Of the

coming of the colored troupe for the
former Empire show.
The first part of the Pavilion

show has been since speeded, with
splendid' business resulting. The
colored company has been inun-
dated with offers for cabaret, and
will probably come to an agreement
with one of the big night clubs

trhortly.

Paris, June 9.

Zepp and Deyrmons' witty revue
produced at the Theatre Marigny
May 31 was well received, with Flor*
ence Walton dancipg with her hus-
band, Leon Leitrim, the star. Local
artistes in the cast are Milton and
Palau, Mesdamcs Armando Casslve,
Lucyenne nerval, Josette Givrav,
Yvonne Lorris and Miles, Fretter-
ique and Moskovina, dancers. '

<

Topical skits cleverly introduced
predominate the piece. Mis» "Wal-
ton represents wealthy America1

re-
membering France's ancient friend-
ship. A pence conference with the
nations arming is amusingly devel-
oped. The comparison of a fash-
ionable resort called the Cafe Amer-
icain to-day and several years ago
constitutes a diverting scene.
Half of the stage is of a famous

cafe 50 years ago and the other naif
the same boulevard cafe at present.
Characters of both dates are intro-
duced, displaying our forefathers
taking their pleasures joyfully,
whereas the present generation ap-
pears weary. .

•

The Marigny revue will probably
attract foreign visitors on tke-
strength of the attractive Walton
dancing. She is co-operating with
manager Duval in opening a caba-
ret called Ouistiti, on the first floor
of the Marigny theater overlooking
the Champs Elysees, with appear-
ances to be made there nightly wiih
Leitrim after the revue, the music
to be furnished by the Red Devil*,
a colored jaz» Land.

CRUDE DRAMA, BUT SUCCESS
London, June 6.

"The Outsider," a strong inter-

esting drama, crudely constructed,

was presented at the St. James May
31. The piece contains a unique
idea and is well played by Leslie

Faber and Isabel Elsom.
It appears to be a success.

Falls' Turn Registers
London, June 6,

Archie and Gertie Falls' opening
at Stratford this week registered an
excellent impression.

IN LONDON

London, May 29.

Some Weeks ago Variety's London
correspondent received and trans-

mitted to America a cable to the

effect Roscoe ('"Fatty") 'Arbuckle

was in London. The report ema-
nated from a man called Charles H.

Johnson, who said be was the first

officer of the steamship "President

Adams" and Arbuckle had ero

on her under an alias. The story

was borne out by the appearance
in London of a man who might
•a«i!y have l»» « n taken for Arbuckle.
Apparently this man was support-
ing the story and doing well on his
likeness to the famous comedian.
The sequel has been written in

police court records to the effect
that Johnson had not been to sea
for two years, was not the first of-
ficer of the American steamship,
•President Adams," and had lived
for some time by forging sailing
masters' advance pay notes. For
this latter mistake he is now re-
ading as a guest of the King in

of
trial

His Majesty's
it was proved

din
bis
his heavy American
a Britisher.

prisons. At
that, desplt*

accent, he was

Julian Wylic
slvely for the
summer show.
"Wylio Tate
1023" at Blackpool
company including

is going in exten-
"Pierrot" type of
H e produced the

Super Pierrots of

on May 19, the
Jack Edge and

some half dozen other principals
Tii. y have a repertoire of 250 items.
Early in June he will produce an-
other show of the same description
at Douglas (Isle of Man)! This will
ociupy a new open-air thtatn
The Wylie-Tate big shows with
prominent stars in the cast have
been proved to be too expensive tW
touring.

List year's working of Rlvoll, the
Fast End supcr-kincma, opened by
Walter Wanger. resulted in a loss
of £ 0,636. It was run with high-
class variety and big pictures. The
building has now been let at a

(Continued on page 34)

SAILINGS
June 26 (New York to LondOjp),

Ely Stroock (Brooks-Mahleu Co)
(Reliance).

June 12 (New York for London)
Harold Crane (Aquitania).
June 9 (New York to Southamp-

ton), George M. Cohan and wfie
(Majestic).
June 9 (New York to London),

Morris Gest (Olympic).
June 9 (New York to London),

Kimberly and Page (Orbita).
June 7 (New York to Naples),

May Dowling and mother (Patria),
June 6 (New York to Havre),

Perez and Marguerite (Paris).
June 6 (New York to Paris); Irene

Fenwlck, Florence Macbeth, Eva Lei
Callienne, Mercedes de Acoeta,
Ernest Schelling, Robert Milton,
Mary Lewis, Jack Daugherty and
the principals of the Goldwyn pic-
ture, "The Eternal City," including
Lionel Barrymore, Barbara Lai
Marr, Montague Love, Bert Lytell
(Paris).

June 5 (New York to London),
Carl Randall, Mme. Margaret Mat-
zenauer, Frank Albeit ( Bercngaria)'*
June 5 (New York to Southamp*

ton), Charles Gebest (Mauretanla) 4

June 5 (New York to London),
Helen Trix, Josephine Trix, May,
Tully, Mrs. A. H. Woods, Arthur'
Ilammcrstein (Berengaria).
June 2 (New York to London)*

Joseph Conrad, Ivor Novello, Marie
Doro, Mitzi, A. H. Woods, Ben
Blumenthal, A. P. K; ye, Mary Kaye,
Michael Michaelcsko, Yvette Rugel,
Mischa Elman and several members
of the Jewish Art Theatre (Majes-
tic).

June 2 (New York to London)*
Margaret Leahy (Cedric).
June 2 (New York to Bremen),

Millo Picco (America).
June 2 (New York to London),

Neysa Tempest (Albania).
June 2 (New York to Hamburg),

Hilda Spong, Mis. Frederic Do
Belleville (Ohio).
June 2 (New York to London),

Mitzi (HajOS) (Majestic).
June 2 (New York for London), J.

Robert Rubin (Majestic).
Juno 2 (New York to London),

Hilda Spong (Ohio).
May 31 (New York to Panama),

entire company (32) of -Say It with
Jazz* (Santa Elisia).

THE TILLER SCHOOLS

OF DANCING
143 Charing Cress Road

LONDON
Director, JOHN TILLER

WILETTK

KERSHAW
OITARANTY TRUST CO.

122 Fifth Avenue j.fw
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KELLEY WINS GOOD WILL CASE;

PRECEDENT FOR SHOW BUSINESS

Treasury Department Ruling Saves $200,000 to Ring-

ling Heirs—Rule Applies to All Inheritances in

Amusement Field

By a decision of the Board of Ap-
peals and Review of the Inheritance
Tax Division of the U. S. Treasury
Department, handed down late last

week, it is ruled on the argument
of John M. Kelley that the good
will of a circus is without ascer-

tainable or taxable value in refer-

ence to transfer as an inheritance.

This complete victory for the

Ringling attorney not only makes
a saving of from $150,000 to $200,000

to the heirs of the late Henry and
Alf T, Ringling. but it creates a
precedent which will probably be
followed in the settlement of all

estates and properties transferred

under the inheritance tax regula-

tions where show property is in-

volved.

j Mr. Kelley wrote a brilliant argu-
ment involving a detailed history

of the circus business, a record not

obtainable anywhere else. He
nought to impress the point that

there is good will in the amusement
business and that element is enor-

mously valuable. But the good will

attaches to the personality and in-

dividuality of the manager and dies

with him. That, by Mr. KelleV's

argument, is why there "is only one
Ringling Circus, one Ziegfeld 'Fol-

lies.' etc."

The brief also presents a history

of circus failures to prove that cir-

cus good will is not an asset that

auVvives a deceased showman. Mr.
Kelley traced a trail of broken and
bankrupt shows to the tomb of ex-

pired circuses, the wreckage plant

of William P. Hall down in Mis-
souri, to show the unusual and even
extreme business hazard in oper-

ating the big tops.

{The fourth installment of John
M. Kelley's "good will" brief follow*.

In this portion the attorney gives

further detail* of disastrous ven-
ture* in the field of the big top*,

material that ha* never before been
published, and, indeed, wa* not
knoivn to the great majority of cir-

cus men (hemtelve*.
One item tell* of the lot* of more

than t!i00,000 in a season by Have-
lin, Tate and other* backing a Hag-
enbeck show. A* a final *umming
up, 51 circus failure* are specified

by name.
In the estimation of thowmen

who have followed Mr. Kelley'* line

of reasoning, a* published weekly
in Variety so far, it is the most
comprehen*ive and complete treat-

i*e on a given subject ever written
in the theatrical world.]
W. W. Cole's New Colossal Shows.
Came into prominence around
1870-71. Cole brought to his show
the heritage of birth and associa-
tion. His maternal grandfather,
Thomas Cook, presented the first

Imported circus in America In 1836.
His mother was an accomplished
show woman.
W. W. Cole built his show to a

highly successful institution, and
exhibited throughout the United
States, Canada, Australia and the
South Sea Islands.
The Cole Show was the first to

go on rails in America and the
first show to cross the continent
on rails.

W. W. Cole, with the possible
exception of Bailey, gathered more
money from the circus, investment
considered, than any other show-
man. Finally he retired. His show
was disposed of at auction at New
Orleans in 1885.
For many years ambitious

showmen sought to benefit by
Cole's well-founded reputation.
Time and again under different
owners a show went out feat-
uring the name Cole, traveling
through the same territory where
Cole had made a fortune; but

• lacking Cole's personal skill, fore-
sight and leadership, it proved a
failure. After struggling under
different owners for fifteen years
or more, it closed a failure and
was sold at auction.
No name in circus history died

Imrder than the name Cole. It

was the objective in exploitation
among nmbltlous showmen for a
Kent ration. Cole's financial suc-
cess made it so. To Others than
Cole himself, the original builder,
the good will or trade name never
proved a profitable investment.
Among others who traded upon

the name Cole in fruitless at-
tempts to pet something of value
from it. we mention the following:

Cole Brothers World -Toured Shows.
Martin J. Downs put out the circus
in 1906. The same outfit had pre-
viously carried with disastrous re-
sults the name—Sells & Orey Cir-
cus. Downs built the show to a
30 car circus and operated it up
to 1909.
The outfit, never a success, was

upon the death of Downs closed
out at Corry, Pa., in February,
1910, through agents, Fiss, Doerr
& Carroll.

Cole Brothers World -Toured Shows.
We find this show again on the
road in 1912. Put out by Wade
H. Coulter and AI. O. Campbell
(of Campbell Bros. Circus).
The property comprising what

was formerly Coulter's Shows
was leased from Wm. P. Hall. At
Albany, Missouri. February 1, 1913,
Coulter died. The circus proved
a failure.

In 1913 the circus went out again
in the hands of Al. G. Campbell.
Ed. Campbell, Virg. Campbell and
Fred. Hatfield. Again It spelled
failure and was taken over finally
by Wm. P. Hall.
The season of 1916 saw the cir-

cus on the road again as a 16 car
show, put out by J. Augustus
Jones.

In 1917 Jones continued the
circus as a 20-car show. Failure.

In 1918 Jones put the show out
reduced to 11 cars. Late in the
season Jones died. A short time
afterward the circus closed and
was shipped to Shreveport, La.,
concluding the last sad chapter in
the Cole experiment.

It is important to note that those
who succeeded Cole in the use of
his name were not purchasers of
a fractional interest in a trade
name, and were not limited 'to a
fractional interest of a deceased
owner, and were not subject to
competition of previous owners
simultaneously operating under
the name.

Carl Hagenbeck Trained Animal
Circus. At the St. Louis expo-
sition. 1904, Carl Hagenbeck pre-
sented his splendid exhibition of
trained wild animals. The next
year many of the acts were ex-
hibited with success in theatres.

1905 the circus was put out as
a brand new railroad show by
Hagenbeck and his associates,
Frank R. Tate, John H. Havlin,
C. Lee Williams and C. N. Tl. .np-
son. The show was splendidly
equipped, well organized, backed
by ample capital and managed by
experienced showmen.

It lost heavily from the day it

opened. In the venture Havlin is

reported to have lost $260,000 and
Tate $75,000.

Great Wallace Shows. B. R. Wal-
lace of Peru, Indiana, was pur-
chaser of the remains of the Carl
Hagenbeck Trained Animal Cir-
cus. Wallace, a man of long and
varied circus experience, , was
identified with various shows, such
as Cook & Whitby's, Wallace &
Anderson—always making money,
always giving close personal at-
tention to details and always pur-
suing a "policy peculiarly his
own." He followed the conserva-
tive code. A few horses from a
livery stable end equipment pur-
chased from broken-down . circus
outfits was the beginning. The
wagon show was made over into
a railroad show. At the time of
the Hagenbeck failure the Wal-
lace Circus was next in size to
the Ringling enterprises.

Carl Hagenbeck A. Great Wallace
Shows Combined—was the name
put upon the show by Wallace.

In emphasizing the point that
It is the personal service and skill
of the manager that is the chief
feature in circus success, it is im-
portant to note that Wallace, when
he combined these shows in many
ways subordinated his own name
and featured the Hagenbeck
Trained Wild Animal name—

a

name which had in other hands
met with complete failure. Wal-
lace, giving this enterprise his
direct personal management, made
of it a success. He sold out July
1, 1913. to a corporation con-
trolled by John O. Talbot, Charles
F. Cory, Charles Hagemon, J. \\\
Warren and Ed. Ballard.
Charles Cory, nephew of Wal-

lace, was a successful traction
railroad man. Cory ha. I beCn ld< n-
lified from childhood with his uncle
in the management of the Wallace
circus and Talbot had even been
business manager for the Wallace
circus. The new management did
not. enjoy ihe measure of succ<
achieved by Wallace,

Note. During all of ihese yeai i

the Ringling circuses were oper-
ating with tremendous success
from every viewpoint every year

(Continued on page 2%)

HARRY HOLMAN
Just finished my annual tour over

Keith and Orpheum Circuits.
Direction: THOS. FITZPATRICK
This week (June 4), Flatbush,

Brooklyn,
Next week (June 11), Broadway,

New York.
Week of June 18. Fordham and

Jefferson, New York.
Open for New York productions.

WEEK OF DRIFTING IN

AMUSEMENT STOCKS

Price Changes Narrow and
Trading Small and With-

out Significance

It was a dull and featureless week
in the amusement stocks with aim-
less drifting of prices within nar-
row range and transactions at so
low* a volume that trading was
without significance. The listed
theatre issues held close to levels
that have come to be regarded as
their resistance points, or just
above.
The market seems to have gone

into its regular summer phase. There
never has been a major upswing
in prices in June and July and the
public seems to have reconciled It-

self to a period of waiting, leaving
the list to the tender mercies of the
professional operators. What they
will do is, of course, uncertain, but
the logic of the situation would
seem to be that If prices won't go
up they are likely to go down. At
least that la the brokerage idea, for
margin calls were sent out whole-
sale early in the week asking for
pretty substantial reinforcement of
accounts.
Orpheum gave way to 18 after

presenting a solid front during the
heaviest of the pressure, but deal-
ings were so small as to be negligi-
ble. Reports from Chicago Indicate
a particularly strong position of the
stock. It Is said profits for the
first quarter were more than suffi-
cient to care for the preferred divi-
dends and even the first week In
June gave the business a profit.

In the other stocks dealings ap-
parently represented the surrender
of small accounts under pressure
and no disposition to support prices
on the part of insiders.
The nummary ©f transactions Mar tl to

June 0, Inclusive:—

STOCK EXCHANGE
Thuniday— Sales. High.Low. Laat.

Fam. Play.-L.. 2.800 81 7ST4 SO
.!><»• PM MO 02% »1% 02%
LotW, Inc 800 1714 IT 17
Boston sold 300 Orpheum at 17%.
Krldav

—

Fam. Tlay.-L.. 4.200
I>o. pfd 200

<ioldwyn (old).. 1.200
Ijncw, Inc 1,200
Saturday—
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<:<>Mwyn (old).. 300
Loew, Inc 300
Orpheum 300

iiostun void M Orpheum at 18.
Monday—
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HOUDINI. ON CONCERT TOUR,

WM EXPOSE SPIRITUALISM

Master Magician Arranging to Spreadeagle Country

on Educational Tour—May Also Expose Other

Fakes for Credulous

—

Has New Thumb Trick

YOUNG FRENCH POET

IS SENT BACK HOME

Claims Against Clarke Silver-

nail Countered by Manager;

Young and Temperamental

Maurice Aubret, a young French
poet who arrived in New York in

the first cabin of the "Olympic"

two weeks ago, left in the third

class on the "Ohio" Inst Saturday
with a deep-seated grudge in his
artistic soul against America and
all things American, particularly
American actors who endeavor to
present their native plays in the
language of France.
Aubret was discovered riding

down Fifth avenue in a taxi with
about $2 in his pockets by some
American girls who had known him
during his student days in Paris.
After buying the 22-year-old poet
a dinner- and obtaining free lodging
and board for him with some kindly
French people, they consented to
listen to the story of his alleged per-
secutions and trials. He claimed
that he had been brought to this
country by Clarke Silvernall, who
had made a verbal contract with
him to coach the New York presen-
tation of "Ofgcer 6CC" in French at
a guaranteed salary of $50 a week.
Once on this side, he anys, the pro-
ducer ditched him. leaving him
without funds, resources, or any re-
muneration for the work he claims
to have done on the trip over.

Si** er nail says that Beverly Slt-

graves became interested in the
struggling young poet shortly after
the war and persuaded him to aid
the boy in various wnys. Silvernall
recognized the conspicuous promise
shown in Aubert's poems, and kept
up a correspondence with him after
returning to this country. On his
last visit to Paris, the manager says
that he came across the poet living
in pitiful poverty and extremely
anxious to find picture work in
America>

Silvernall stresses the claim that,

after lending the boy over $150, he
made no contract, but agreed to
bring him to America in return for

some personal tutoring in the finer

points of the French language. He
also 'says he had promised to re-
ward the poet liberally for Ave
hours a day work on this side, but
when they arrived the boy shirked
his duties and remained unsatisfied,

even though Silvernall tried to
place him with several film com-
panies and other theatrical con-
cerns.
The last straw, according to Sil-

vernall, was when suddenly enter-
ing his office one morning he found
the Frenchmen ransacking a trunk.
After walloping the poet's jaw, the
producer claims that he threw him
out of his office, alt further sym-
pathy and aid going with him.
Aubret continued to live with the

French couple for a few days, but
they soon tired of his temperamen-
tal and "borrowing" ways and sent
him down to the French Consul,
who advanced him the money for
passage home. He has had two or
three books of poems published, re-
ceiving rather favorable reviews on
both sides of the Atlantic. He also
has a good light tenor voice and
ha* appeared in many Paris con-
certs. Before leaving New York,
Aubret claimed that he has enough
theatrical influence in the French
capital to Mop Silvcrnail from pro-
ducing there. The American man-
ager is inclined to laugh at this
statement.

EDDIE CANTOR DOUBLING
Eddie Cantor will open a two-

week engagement at the Palace,
New York, next week (June 11).
The Comedian, who followed Will
Rogers into Ziegfeld "Follies." will
double Into the Palace from the
muaical comedy the weeks of Jun«»
It and 18.

Cantor will play about four weeks
for the Keith office in Greater New-
York

I

Harry HoudinI, the master
musician, is arranging to spread-

eagle the country next season on a
concert -educational tour in an ex-

pose of spiritualism.

HoudinI will do the triaks of the

mediums and offer to duplicate any

spirit manifestation a local medium
will do ahead of him on the same
stage or elsewhere.

To educate the public into the

possible trickery of fake "spirits"

has long been a slumbering ambition

of Houdini's. His recent contro-

versy with Sir Conan Doyle, the em-
inent Englisman who became a con-
vert, has led to Houdini's determina-
tion to proceed with his cherished
plan.
While accepted aa an "escape

artist" until his name has grown to

be a by-word in that connection,
HoudinI ranks with the master
magicians of the world. There la

no trick In magic he does not know
of, and knows many other magi-
cians are unaware of. In addition
he is super-proficient in illusion*

and escapes, and besides his com-
plete knowledge of the methods of
mediums, HoudinI la Intimately up
in the lore of the "mental telepath-
lsts" or "mind readers," and their

equipment.
It Is within the probabilities

HoudinI may add to his educational
tour a short synopsis on "mind
reading" aa at present practiced,
when so performed for deceptive
purposes.

Houdini's latest magic trick is

biting off his thumb. Bending his

thumb forward and backward while
apparently cutting It with a knife

blade, the magician placet the
thumb in his mouth as though to

bite It, and when withdrawing the
member It looks to be severed*, It

may be what la known as a "table

trick" (not adaptable to stage pres-
entation), but Is thoroughly mystify-
ing and has puxsled several news-
paper people on the dailies in New
York of late.

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE IS

ACCEPTED IN CHICAGO

Opens at Prominent Restau-

rant to Capacity Crowd in

Exclusive Neighborhood

Chicago, June •.

If nothing untoward crops up for
the remaining three weeks of Kos-
coe Arbuckle's cabaret debut at
Marigold Gardens, there will be no
question left to the fact Chicago
has accepted the former film come-
dian.

Monday night's business at the
Gardens, where a now revue also
opened, broke all records for this
prominent cabaret, located In one
of Chicago's most exclusive neigh-
borhoods.
Conservative press work and good

Judgment In handling Arbuckle
prior to his debut marked his en-
trance into the limelight once again
as a public entertainer. Nat Roy-
ster is locally given much credit
for the able manner In which Ros-
coe was handled from both angles.
He had to line up sis dailies, ar-
ranging a dinner nightly forgone
of the representatives of sach". at
which Arbuckle acted as host. Din-
ners were also given to well known
nati\es of social and financial stand-
ing, patrons of the Gardens, and
Arbuckle again graced the affairs.

Arbuckle is leading a couple of
i numbers in the show and doing
J
some comedy falls.

The brat obtainable InitrurUon at

STUDIOS OF

SYAfiE DAIKINC
1841 Broadway
NORTHWEST C6s. COth i>T

I

M*M

, >.l . '.
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ADVANCE ROYALTY TO AUTHORS

MAY BE V.1 P. A. REGULATED

!

50.000 ON BRAVES FIELD

Managers' Association in Receipt of Complaints from

Acts—Month's Trial of Material Suggested—V.

M. P. A. Will Protect Authors

Loew Starting Night Shows
Dancing June 11.

ind

The Vaudeville Managers' Pro-

tective Association is to Investigate

the royalties and advance fees

charged i>y vaudeville authors in

an effort to protect artist-, from

paying 1750 to $1,000 for Material

that after purchase Is often f*<nr,i\

worthless and unplayable.

The nianaK^r«' association has

been investigating the condition fol-

lowing complaints from arcs ami

has concluded many tarns are go-

ing along with old hackneyed ma-
terial after experiencing a ioxs of

money following the purchase of

worthless material.

The "advance royalty" practise

is the bane of the whole evil accord-

ing to the artists who have appealed
to the V. M. P. A. to Invent some
it) stem which win give an act a

chance to ascertain whether now
material is i.p to vaudevil' stand-
ards before the a.tist is asked to

pay retainers, in addition to the ad-
ditional outlaj for special scenery
and costur.ies when necessary.
The vaudeville bookers' have been

aware of the worthlcssness of the
material for a ong time ai.d have
often advised standard acts against

producing ^ new turn for that rea-

son. They prefer to play the old

one to taking a chance on an un-
known quantity.
This has restilt« d in |ht similar-

ity of acts complained so mo h

about and the numbers of act* that

go along year in and year out with-

out changing a xintf'.e line. One of

vaudeville's best known character

comedians has wanted to experi-

ment with a new Vehicle for the
past two seasons, but has 1 en ad-
vised agXlnst it by the booking men.
The "gypping authors" in many

Instances are said to wo-k hand in

glove with cosu era and scenic
artists. The author writes an act
< ailing for special scenery and new.,

costumes, then recommends cer-
tain costumeri and scenery out-
fitters from whom he collect a com-
mission.
A suggestion luafcad upon with

favor by the V. M. P. A. is to aMot
a' trial period to a new act of about
four weeks in which time the ar-
tist will be enabled to ascertain
just what his new vehicle amounts
to. If the artist decides to con-
tinue with the act, the V. M. P. A.
will see that the author is paid in

full f »r the number of weeks worked
if on a royalty basis, and in the
event it is an outright sale, will

also protect the writer.
If th« act after the month's ex-

periment finds the turn is not going
1 o be acceptable to the vaudeville
bookers, he is to be at lilwrt.y to

return the act to the author with a

royalty charge based upon the ac-
tual time worked.

The "advance royalty'' for ma-
terial that is unseen until deliv-

ered is labelled as the worst form
of gypping with which modern
vaudeville artists have to contend,
ft is discouraging the production of

new acts, thereby hurting vaudeville

bills l.y too mj ny "repeats" with the

public clamoring for new material
each season.

Braves Field, Boston, will open
Monday, June 27. as a popular

priced vaudeville and picture out-

door amusement and dancing center.

The dance floor, which will accom-
modate 10,000, wiir cover the entire

infield stretching to the base lines.

The field, the home of the Boston
Nationals, has 50,000 capacity. The
entertainments will be staged
nightly following the baseball

gsxses. A general admission of 50
cents and war tax will prevail.
The doors will open at 8. with

darning for one hour. Following
the dancing will be fireworks, then
pictures, which will be visible from
any part of the field.

Vaudeville with acts selected for
their outdoor propensities will fol-

low. The vaudeville will be booked
through the New York Loew o»TIce.

ROGERS IN TEARS
iContnued from page 1)

right now I've tried to conceal all

these years. There must be some
effeminate trait in me that never
came out before. It's a shame for

me to stand up here and admit that,

but I'm crying now, and a real man
wouldn't do that.

"I'm going away from here with
the sweetest feelings in the world
for all of you. If I .nought that my
going would make the slightest dif-

ference to the show, or would stop
its run, or knock any of you out of
work, 1 wouldn't leave. You know
that.

'Von know, I'm not a Christian,
but I'm a gentile, aaid every gen-
tile has his pet Jew. It seems
mighty strange that of all the Jews
in the world Mr. Ziegfeld should
pick my pet Jew to con\c in h^re
and take my place. That's Eddie
Cantor. He's my pet, and I'm
mighty glad he's coming in.

You folks know that my family
Is out there in California, and my
kids, and I want to go back for their
sake. My kids have been almost
raised in a dressing room and born
in a trunk, and I've got to give
them a chance."
At the finish of Rogers' speech

• \< ry girl in the show kissed him.
Later Will entered into the spirit

of the occasion and couldn't refuse
when one of the girls wanted to
dance with him. It's new stuff to
Will ;md he said, 'I never did try
this before."

The party was exclusive, and the
doormen had a hard time keeping
people out. Only employes were ad-

PUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN

ON PROFESSIONAL STAGE

First Time in the United States—At Davis, Pitts-

burgh, June 11—Six High Schools Are Con-

tributing

NO CLASS SPECIFIED;

FARE FOR STEERAGE

Six Members of "Plantation"

Changed to First Class on

"Majestic"

layed because of an injury to Stan-
mitted. with the exception of Wal- ly Lupino, who is in the white sec-
tor Catlett and Tommy Meighan, old
friends of Will's, and one other.
Rogers left Sunday for the west.

LEONARD HICKS
PROPRIETOR OF THE GRANT AND LORRAINE

HOTELS IN CHICAGO
has just closed a L'0-year leas*' \\ith a 15-year option on the new Hotel
Owcnsboro, Owensbmo, Ky.

The new house will contain l."»0 rooms, every room with bath, and will

cost $500,000. Work has already started and will be completed In the
early summer, J 024.

The new half-million dollar Hotel Cannon at Danville, Illinois, will also
open during the summer of 10l!4.

Mr. Hicks just recently purchased the two buildings north of the Lorraine.
vChich gives him .1 frontage on Wabash Avenue of 150 fvet, and 100 feet

on Van Bliren, and IS7 feet deep. The entire building will be remod-
eled— the upper stories to be annexed to the Lorraine, giving an addi-
tion of 150 rooms, mostly with bath. Kight stores are located on thV
lower floor.

The Crant is undergoing a thorough remodeling, as it will not >>< torn
down for everal years.

Mr. Hicks is this wcik jii Louisville, Kentucky, negotiating for a new
500-rooiu hotel

ASTAIRES, HIT

London, June $.

'Stop Flirting," produced In New
TorH as "For Goodness Sake,"
opened favorably at the Shaftesbury
May 30, after three weeks in Liver-
pool, Fred and Adele Astairc
pi-overt a sensational success, the
remaining members of the east in-
cluding Jack Melford, Marjorie Gor-
don, Mimi Crawford, Harry Ken-
dall, H. R. Hignett, George de War-
faz. The piece is presented by Sir
Alfred Butt, with the staging by
Felix Fdwardes.

Albert de Courville had engaged
the Astaires and Williams and
Wolfus for his Empire show while
in New York, but both teams failed
to sail for London. Williams and
Wolfus are an unknown "quantity
here, but the Astaires can now write
their own ticket.

The colored players of "Plantation

Days" returned from London last

week. Only some of the company
were aboard the Cedric. third-class,

while at least six arrived on the

Majestic, first class.

Leanord Harper, of Harper &
Blanks, who originally organized

the show for Jimmy O'Neill in Chi-

cago, displayed a receipt from the
Cunard Line for 23 pounds 10 shil-

lings, the difference paid between
first and third class. He explained
Sir Alfred Butt's contract called for
return transportation without stip-

ulation as to what class passage
was to be supplied.

The "Plantation"' company played
but 15 minutes in the Butt-de Cour-
ville show "Rainbow," the main ob-
ject of the revue appearance being
to advertise the "Plantation" cafe,

which never opened. The authori-
ties refused to pass the decorations
because of failure to tireproof the
materials. O'Neil and Irving Tish-
man, who had the colored show, are
credited with having made about
$800 weekly on the- contract. They
received $3,000 for "Plantation
Days," the total overhead of which,
including commissions, was about
$2,200.

,

"From Dover Street to Dixie," the
C B. Cochran revue, which will

have Florence Mills and the show
from the Plantation Cabaret, New
York, was billed to open in London
this week. The opening was de-

tion of the revue and broke his arm
while rehearsing. Cochran allowed
each member of the colored com-
pany 5 pounds weekly because ©f
the postponement.

S. C. OPTIONAL TAX

S. K. HODGDON MEMORIAL
The unveiling of the bronze

memorial tablet to the memory of
th^i late Sam K. Hodgdon, sub-
scribed for by the vaudeville artists
of the world, will take place at the
Pahica theatre Wednesday, July 26.

at 10:20 a. m. It will be the 70th
anniversary of Mr. Hodgdon's birth,

and the unveiling will be done by
his grandchildren.

The tablet Is to be permanently
installed in a selected spot in the
National Vaudeville Artists' Club.

Most recent information from
South Carolina confirms the 10 per
cent theater tax. which is a regula-
tion of the state revenue bill passed
at the last legislature. The tax ap-
plies to all classes of amusements
except picture houses, the latter
having succeeded in holding off the
levy until Sept. J. prior to which
time a hearing will be held to deter-
mine if the tax shall be collected.
There are no legitimate theaters

open, and it is reported most of the
vaudeville theaters are also closed
for the summer. Attraction book-
ings will be held up pending the
hearing which is due in August,
when the International Theatrical
Association will join the local man-
agers In the fight to remove the
theater tax. The tax i» optional
v.itn, a commission until the fall,

at which time it must be made per-
manent or discarded.

LOPEZ AT PALACE INDEF.
The Vincent Lopes Band starts an

indefinite run at the Palace, New
York, July 2. Last season the Lopes
band played nine weeks |n tin at the

Palace during June, July and
August. The harmonists will con-

tinue at the Pennsylvan a Roof "lur-

ing the Palace engagement.
The band Will receive $.'500

n •;<!>- for the Palace engagement.

SINCLAIR AND GASPER
The sister team of Ethel Sinclair

ami Marie Gasper, separated sev-
eral years ago at the time ,,f Miss
Sinclair's marriage to Mark Levy,
the agent, has reunited.

Bince the dissolution M m Onsper
became the wife of Lawrence
Schwab of Schwab £ Kussell,
The terim will do a r,<w •• bj

Paul Gerard Smith.

MARY WERNER'S INJURY
Mary Werner of Rice and Wer-

ner broke both legs as the result of
a. fall timing the performance May
.10 at the Hennepin, Minneapolis.

The accident occurred while MlsS
Werner, a heavily built woman, was
performing comedy acrobatics on
the elevated scaffolding that figures
in the act. She was removed to the
l-'airview Hospital, Minneapolis.
Where she will be confined for *

• i weeks.

HOME AFTER 35 YEARS
Springfield, Mass., .June 6.

Jack and Dick Lombard, brothers
who have played the vaudeville cir-
cuits for the past 35 years, appeared
on a stage in their native town for

Pittsburgh, June 6.

For the first time in the United
States public school children will
appear on the professional stage be-
ginning June 11 at the Davis here,
when a choral society and orches-
tra made up of pupils of six Pitts-
burgh high schools will be led 'by-

their own music teachers at • each'
of the matinee and night shows
at the Davis in addition, to the regu-
lar Keith vaudeville bill.

A jury selected by the Pittsburgh
Board of Education will award th* ;

winners at the end of the week. The
winning orchestra and choir will re*
main at the" house a second week,-

Manager Eugene L. Connelly of
the Davis has contributed about
$«00 to the school fund for the pur*
chase of musical Instruments. Tat'
plan has been endorsed by William ,

M. Davidson, Superintendent ..pf

Schools and the faculty of the six
schools.

The appearance of the Fifth Ave-
nue. High School Orchestra at the
Davis during "International Week*«
f * a single performance, is believed ,

to have been- the incentive that inr
spired the management to go after
the school musical aggregations,, .

(

The first choir will appear at the .

.

matinee June 11 with a male chorus
of 38 voices assisted by an orches- .

tra of 40 from the Allegheny High
School.

TRIX GIRLS' PLANS
«

•r.

May Return for Carle Carlton**
"Paradise Alley."

Before Helen and Josephine Trix
sailed Tuesday on the."Ber. ngaria^
an agreement had been reached be-
tween them and Carle Carlton for
the sisters to return in the fall, ap-
pearing in the Carlton production
of "Paradise Alley." Jenle Jacobs
conducted the negotiations, which
involved a contract for two years.

From New York the Trix girls go
to the Hermitage, Paris, a cabaret,
where they are due.to open June 15,
Their own cabaret in that city, tho
Trix Blue Room, slumped following
the departure of the sisters for Neir
York, and it is continuing under a
new name, the Abey Blue Room.
The sisters returned to New York,

for a visit, with both remaining
thoroughly American after their
foreign successes. Josephine as-.
sorted she is heart free and living-
only for her art, while Helen admit*
it's a thrill to have a bank account.
Helen added that if It means anyW

thing over here the" Trix sisters ap-
peared twice before the King and*
Queen. When told it

•" didn't mean a
thing, Helen answered its just as:
well, and seemed pleased when in*,
formed for the difference in car-
fare they might have their picture
taken with President Harding on-
the lawn of the White House. Helen-
replied they were pressed for time,
but would consider it on the return
trip.

MILEAGE BOOK APPEAL
The appeal of the National Coun-

cil of Traveling Salesmen's Associ.
ations against the District Court of
Massachusetts, which enjoined tho
Interstate Commerce Commission
from enforcing its order to put the
mileage books in effect on all rail-
roads, has been docketed by the
United States Supreme Court AH
pleadings must be filed by August

and thereafter the highest court
the first time last week, showing will appoint a date for the
at the Victory Theatre, in a skit
entitled "The Boys of Long Ago."
In which they are associated with
some other old-timers, 'Hi Tom"
Ward, .'.mi Johnson Ait Alien and
his (laughter.

argu

STAGE HAND KILLED BY AUTO
|

Low.'li, m tsa., June 6.

Lawrence w. Gumming*, aged 40,

a stage hand at Keith's here, was
killed while on his way home to
supp»r Friday night, when knocked
down by an automobih owned and
operated by MllO D. '"lay, who was
.-= rested on a charge of man-
slaught<

m-nt.
In the meanwhile the salesmen

are attacking the 50 ! r cent. Puir-i
man surcharge, and have prepared
a ir..;-::- of static .. ,j .iK iirnentS
for presentation before rrio l-.enf-
ng i>y the interstate Commerce
Commission in Chirngj June 20.
This hearing will conskl r all Pull-
man rates and the surcharge, The
Salesmen's Association maintain*
that the surcharge was n \ ... meas-
ure; that it should i removed;
since the Pullman Comnany re-
ceives nnne of the i> • " • f »»r <r
vice, and the tax. nmc ntlng to
$34,000,000 a j ear. is . , .-elusive
graft by the railroads
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SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE FLOP

WILL MAKE MANY NEW ACTS

Turns Forming with New Faces as Partners to

Former Unit Actors—Authors Receiving Commis-

sions to Write New Acts

Vaudeville la to see a number of

new faces teamed with a member
of a standard act in eereral com-

binations next season, according- to

one vaudeville author who Is busy

on "commissions" to write new
vehicles for a number of acts. These

new oombos are mainly recruited

from Shubert units, members of

the act splitting in order to lose

their identity as former "Shubert*

acts'* And securing new faces as

partners.

One male member purposely

joined a Brooklyn, N. Y., amateur

theatrical organization, something

heretofore despised by him, al-

though in his Immediate residential

neighborhood, and after a month's

watchful waiting, proposed a

promising, young woman for a

vaudeville possibility. The hard-

boiled author doing the skit en-

thuses over possibility

A number of authors admit their

Indebtedness for advance royalties

and tasks of writing to order over

the summer to the flopping of the

Shubert unit style of entertain-

ment. Last year it was the reverse.

Standard acts that ordinarily would
have needed new material for the

past season on the big time did not

bother to rejuvenate their stuff for

the Shuberts, deeming it sufficient

and tried. Now, with many aiming
for a comeback, every means is

being resorted to, starting with an
absolute new act.

A veteran vaudeville writer, who
has been a trouper for years before
taking to the typewriter profes-
sionally, conservatively states this

presages a betterment as concerns
vaudeville generally.

ORGANIST WEDS RUTH DENNIS
St. Louis, June, 6.

The marriage of Ruth Dennis

(Dennis Sisters) to Stuart Barrie

took place June 4 in Clayton, Mo.
The bridegroom is featured organist
at the Missouri Theatre, St. Louis.
Their romance started about three

years ago when Barrie was organist
at the Chicago Theatre, Chicago.
Shortly after the meeting Barrie
came to St. Louis and did not again
see Miss Dennis until she with her
sisters appeared here at the Grand
Central, about four weeks ago. The
friendship was renewed. The sis-

ters played the Central two weeks,
then left to fill other engagements.
Ruth returned Monday morning.
Barrie recently was divorced on

the ground of desertion by the
widow of George S. Nixon, former
multi-millionaire United States
Senator of Nevada. Last October,
when Barrie accepted services of
notice of the divorce suit, he stated
he left his wife because she failed

to install a $50,000 organ in their
home as she promised.

Ccrurt notice read:—Count Ar-
mond Harold Adrain D'Alerla. alias
Stuart Barrie.

HARRY COOPER RETIRING

Popular Comic Taking up Life
Insurance.

i

Vaudeville is losing In Harry
Cooper one of its most popular com-
edians. Mr. Cooper has taken up
the sale of life insurance, a voca-
tion his extended acquaintance and
popularity naturally equips him for.

Of the original Empire City Quar-
tet, Harry (not Harry L. Cooper)
for years enjoyed the fayor of the

highest class vaudeville. He was
known throughout the confines of

the states. Upon the dissolution

of the quartet, Mr. Cooper reap-

peared In vaudeville as a single act,

often taking dips Into production
work.

TWO SUMMER SHOWS

CLOSING THIS WEEK

Where Kilbane Trained
The report that Johnny Kilbane,

who was supposed to have trained
for the Criqui bout at Summit, N. J.,

did not do so is confirmed by a
$1,000 action which Mary Greene
has instituted against the ex-feath-
er-weight champ.
Miss Greene, who Is an indepen-

dent booking agent, claims that

amount as damages for erecting a
ring and establishing training quar-
ters for the. battler, of which Kil-
bane did not avail himself. Kendler
& Goldstein represent Miss Greece.

• BERT LEVY
THE INTERNATIONAL ENTERTAINER

Who was to sail Tuesday, June 12, on the "Aquitanla," has postponed
his departure to make art film titles for Douglas Fairbanks.

MARRIAGES
Margaret (Eunice) Miller to Ed-

ward Arthur (Ned) Bolles at Dud-

ington, Mich., May 18. The newly-

weds are of Eunice Miller and Co.,

with the husband the dancing part-

ner of his wife.

Frank Hurst (Hurst and Voght)
to Julia Gross in South Bend, Ind.,

June 4.

Edward Katz to Adele Goldberg
on June 10. Mr. Katz Is in the Or-
pheum Circuit contract department.
Miss Goldberg is in the Rosalie
Stewart vaudeville office. The
couple will honeymoon on the Great
Lakes.

Marie Holly, "Greenwich Village
Follies," and Captain John Graham
Golgnn of the Aviation Branch, U.

S. A., June 6 at St. Malachy's
Church In New York City.
Al Haase, professional manager

for the McKinley Music Co. in New
York, to Grace DeMar June 1 in
New York.
Josephine Kernan, with Harry

Carroll's vaudeville act, to Frank
Waters (non-professional) May 30
in New York.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McKenna, June

4, at thoir home in New York City.
son. Mr. McKonna is treasurer of

Keith's Riversldt, New York

Marion Show and Cooper's

"Beauty Revue"—Gerard's

"Follies" Continues

JOYS AND GLOOMS OF BKAY

The Broadway Comic was talking:

"The old romance of the stage has passed. The days when the greatest

stars on the stage jaxzed up the old street have given way to sedate)

business men and thoughts of dollars and cents. The days of the old

Vaudeville Con\edy Club, when George Cohan and Willie Collier led the>

procession, have passed. I remember one night Dick Carle and myself

hired a couple of hacks at 4 o'clock In the morning and raced them around

Columbus circle, while Cohan sat in the window of Chllds' and was the

judge. Now Cohan is a country gentleman and Sam Harris is a big

manager. Guess Felix Adler and I will have to reform."

The "Dew Drop Inn" company is still laughing at the result of an
argument between one of the delicate chorus boys In the show and a
stage hand. The latter socked the former, and the chorus boy rushed

out In the street and dragged In the traffic cop from 45th street,

"Do you want him arrested?" asked the cop.

"Oh, no," said the victim, '1 want you to make him apologize.*

The Broadway comic needed a shave. It looked as If he was starting

a beard. Rubbing his chin, he said, "I think I'll give up the Hou*** "-<

David. That guy's wrong, anyway."

Two of the three Columbia wheel
shows playing summer engagement I

will close Saturday. They arc the
Jlmmfe Cooper "Beauty ri.vue"
which winds up a five weeks run
at the Ca ino, Boston, and the Dave
Marion show which stops at the
Columbia, New York. The Barney
Gerard show "Follies of the Day"
continues at the Gayety, Boston.

It had been the original inten-
tion of the Marion show to con-
tinue for at leas: another week at

the Columbia, and negotiations had
practically been completed for the
appearance of Eva Ttttiguay as an
extra attraction. A sudden rush of

hot weather this week changed the
decision U> continue, and the
Tanguay date was called off. This
week Is the fifth of the show's Co-
lumbia engagement.
La*t week the Marlon sh-v/ did

around $5,900 at the Columbia, with
Mike McTlgue, the light heavy-
weight champion, as an added at-
traction. The. previous week the
Marion show did $5,700. The Sil-

ver Jubilee looked upon to help
business failed to live up to expec-
tations.

The Cooper show in Boston ' ist

week did around $6,1000. Cooper
was ordered to take 9 rest by his

physician, his vocal c' rds going
back on him a couple of weeks ago.

Hot weather hit the Boston businc j

a whack last week, and the urrent
week's business it Is expected will

drop much lower than any week of
the run.

G< rd's "Follies" at the Gayety,
Boston, did approxl: itely $5,900
last week. The show is running
along at an even pace, and will

likely h Id out for some tl.-.ie un-
less the weather conditions grow
worse.
The closing of the Mariori show

at the Columbia, means the house
will close. There is a remote pos-
sibility' the Columbia might re-open
again in two or tr ee v/eekj vith

the Gerard "Follies" aa the attrac-
tion, but nothing definite has been
settled.

Jack Wilson gave a "house warming" at his new apartment on 86th

street a few nights ago. His guests were many, and distinguished. Eddie
Darling was there, and Edgar Allan Wolf, and Lou Tellegen, all dressed

up. Will Morrissey entertained a policeman from the corner, a fello#-

Irishman, who fell asleep on his stories at 8 o'clock in the morning. Mile.
Juliet was there, and Reed Albee, and La Sylflhe. together with Pansy
Maness and Hasel Jennings of the "Follies," and Bert Savoy.

The warm weather is making it an open season in more ways than one,
for the gang which hangs out at 50fh street and Seventh avenue, and the
conductors and motormen at the barn across the street have a great time
laying off. The reason for it is the desire of the Winter Garden chorus
girls for fresh air. They open the windows these warm evenings and
make trouble for the police, who have to chase the crowds away from
the opposite sides of the street. The girls don't know they have an un-
profitable audience, or else don't care. A few nights ago the police had
to disperse a crowd of 200. But the tenants In the Earl Carroll theatre
building are seriously considering renting night privileges, with the use
of opera glasses. It seems the girls simply won't keep their windows shut.
It seems to be a choice between revelation or suffocation—and they like
fresh air.

Eddie Cantor looked gloomy as "O Creamy San'' was being played at
the Lambs' Gambol. Four young gentlemen, dressed In elaborate Jap-
anese kimonas, were disporting themselves more or less gracefully about
the stage.

"They should send those kimonas out to be refilled," said Eddie.

It was a night of closings and goodbys on Broadway Saturday. The
party the stage crew of the Amsterdam gave Will Rogers topped every-
thing else. John Steele got a big send-off from the "Music Box" com-
pany, and took the same train as Rogers did Sunday for Chicago, where
he opened Monday at McVlcker's. Steele will play Los Angeles and San
Francisco, and return to the new show in the fall. The Moscow Art The-
atres closed also. Everybody kissed everybody else, and all kissed Mor-
ris Gest. so he fled to the shelter of the Will Rogers party at the Amster-
dam, where he found all the girls crying and kissing Will Rogers. Eddie
Dowllng closed in "Sally, Irene and Mary," after almost a year on Broad-
way. He sails for France shortly with Murray Hulburt on the "Paris.**
In the fall he will take out his show again and do another one, he has
written, called "Whistling Tim," at matinees. Eddie Buxzell also left
"The Gingham Girl" last week after an all-season run on Broadway.

Will Page, rotund publicity director for Zlegfeld, stood in the lobby of
the Earl Carroll Theatre Sunday night as Jack Haszard came by, wear-
ing a huge clown hat, a broadbrlmmed straw affair. Will tossed a ribald
remark in the general direction of the comic, and got this reply.

"Lay off that hat. I wore that In shows long before you were even/ a
press agent, to say nothing of a publicity director."

The Lambs razzed themselves in a couple of spots at that Gambol. In
one scene a detective turned to one of the members in a sketch and
said, "Your prospective son-in-law Is a movie actor, not a crook."
"Perhaps it would -have been better had he remained a crook," came

the answer.

NEW ACTS
"Three Jacks and a Queen," with

the Rand Brothers, Marty Barrett
and Flo Powell, dancing ai.d sing-
ing.

James Madison is writing new
acts for York and King and for
Noble and Brooks.
The "Old Timers" sketch has been

reconstructed and Annie Hart has
been added to the act. It opens
next week on the U. B. O. time.
Gene Barnes < Barnes and Stre n-

mel) and Matt Kennedy, character
comedy dialog.

Sidney Taylor and Co., sketch.
Kincaid and Kincald, song and

dance.
Melrose and Terrlll, skit.
Johnny Jens and Charles Mack

(Callahan and Mack) In skit.

Theatre Grotesk, Russian dancing
and singing act with seven people
and eight scenes, featuring Julia
Belceft.

"Recollections," with six people,
including Annette Creighton and
Walter Davis,

.

Maurice Barrett and Freddie
Clayton in "Fate."

Singer's Midgets will headline at

the Palace, New York, week June
26, after having toured the Keith

Circuit all season.

ANN PENNINGTON AND JOHNS
Ann Pennington and Brooke Johns

are a new combination for vaude-
ville. Negotiations have been on
for a four of the local Keith houses.

*The learn is asking $2,500 weekly.
M. S. Bentham has the act.

Harry Puck replaced Johns in

"Jack and Jill" Tuesday night. The
show closes Saturday at the Globe.

Two years ago Belle Rutland was an established single with a beautiful
soprano voice. She suddenly lost it, and spent a whole year and all her
money trying to regain it. Nothing was effective, and she took a position
with Nat Lewis. She worked hard, and Is now In entire charge of his
professional department. Her voice suddenly returned, stronger and bet-
ter than ever, but Miss Rutland prefers to stick to her new business.

A chorus girl in White's "Scandals" dashed hurriedly out of the Al-
gonquin dining room. She dropped something, something light which
fluttered to the floor. A waiter, passing, picked it up and chased her
through the lobby, holding the delicate fabric at arm's length. Every-
body looked. The girl took the article, confused. It was a pair of green
silk bloomers.

Ruth White and her sister, Lillian, have been two of the best known of
Dillingham chorus girls for several years. Both retired from shows last
fall, and Ruth, one of the prettiest girls on Broadway, developed a re-
markable ability to sew lamp shades and pillows. She has saved enough
money to go to Europe, and sailed this week with Lillian, for a summer
abroad, with a two months' stay in Paris, studying voice. Ruth had been
signed for pictures by Max Kargerjust before that director's sudden
death. Ruth says she'll go back to the stage only when she can go back
as a principal. Meantime her unique ability has given her a comfortable
livelihood.

Vacationing This Summer
Have

KIETY
Keep You in Touch with the Current Happening*

of Show Business

R/F7Y
be sent anywhere in the United States for the special rate of $1.7§

for three months. Foreign, including Canada, $2L0Qu
r
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HORWITZ FRANCHISE REVOKED,

AGENT LIABLE FOR CONTEMPT

Loew's Booking Chief Cancels Horwitz* Office

—

Secured Transportation on Credit—Wife Wins in

Court Proceedings

The Loew office this week revoked

the booking franchise held by

Arthur J. Horwitz following further

evidence of his irregular business

methods.
J. H. Lubin, Loew booking chief,

issued the ultimatum Tuesday after

complaint had been made to the

Loew people that Horwitz had se-

cured two tickets from a railroad

for California and Chicago. The
tickets were advanced by the rail-

road people on account of Horwitz'
connection with the Iibew office an

an agent.
Horwitz' flight from jurisdiction

hereabouts is the culmination of a
series of incidents that completed
the wreck of one of the most pros-
perous of the independent small
time vaudeville agencies in Greater
New York. Coming here* from Chi-
cago he formed a partnership with
Lee Kraus which developed into the
largest local independent agency.
After a year or so Horwitz split

with Kraus, both attempting to op-
erate alone, with disastrous results.

Kraus rejoined Horwitz a short
time ago, just in time to witness the
final disintegration of the remains
of the once prosperous Horwitz &
Kraus combination.

Mrs. Edythe Livingston-Horwitz's
motion to punish Arthur J. Horwitz,
the Loew agent, for contempt for
failure to pay his alimony regularly
was granted by New York Supreme

Court Justice Lehman this week.
An order for Horwitz's arrest has
been issued but cannot be served
before Thursday (today) because of

the regular court procedure neces-
sary to settle an order. Horwitz is

reported having cleaned out his
Loew Annex building office, includ-
ing all ledgers and accounts.

The agent opposed the motion on
the ground his wife agreed to accept
$125 weekly for the summer season
instead of the $200 a week allowed
her by court order. Horwitz is

$2,112.50 in arrears.

This was Arthur's last legal stand
in his divorce imbroglio with his
wife. The trial of the action is due
shortly, having been on the calendar
for some weeks. Benjamin F. Spell -

man still is Mrs. Horwitz's attorney.
The defendant has gone through six

law offices unsuccessfully in the
course of his defense.

Judgment for over $1,200 on a

$1,410 loan due Dwight W. Fisher,
owner of a circus act, was entered
this week against Arthur J. Hor-
witz-Lee Kraus, Inc., and Horwitz
individually. The defendants bor-
rowed the money from Fisher, who
was routed over the Pan time by
the Horwitz-Kraus agency and only
received $228.57 in return.

Another judgment for $47.09 has
been entered against Horwitz per-
sonally by the Graphic Photo En-
graving Co., Inc.

MAE and ROSE WILTON
"Talented Vocalists'*

What tho HuffRlo "Courier" said:

"Tho gifted Wilson sisters, talented vocnlihts, who popsesa that valued a»set for
• singer, a regard for correct pitch, and who have, really beautiful voices, sing
a regular program, lengthened by a demand for extras, with comedy hits that
win enthusiastic applause."

Playing B. F. Keith Circuit

ACTS DISLIKE FOX'S

METHOD OF BOOKING

Told Night Before Where to

Play Next Half—Advantage

of Circuit, of Course

EXTRA DAY IN BALTIMORE

Garden Issuing 7- Day Contract

—

Free Show at Camp Meade.

Commencing next week, acts

booked through the Amalgamated
Agencyt New York, for the Garden,
Baltimore, will he given contracts
for a seven-day week In place of six

as heretofore.

The theatre management has ar-

ranged to present the entire nhow
on Sundays at the theatre in Camp
Meade. Thf* show will be furnished
the army post without cost, it is

claimed, the army supplying (intiH-

portation.

It has not been stated whether ad-
mission will be charged to see the

performance at Camp afeade.

The Brighton, Coney Island

(vaudeville), will inaugurate an ad-
mission top of $2 next Sunday, con-
tinuing it Sundays throughout the

season. The Brighton heretofore
charged J 1.50 top week days and
Sunday -v.

REDRESSING TEMPLE
Rochester, N. Y., June 6.

E. F. Albee came to Rochester last

week to inspect the Temple, which
the Keith interests • recently pur-

chased, with the Detroit Temple,

from J. H. Moore. Previous to his

visit it was not entirely settled that

the house would not be available for

a stock company. Earlier in the

season Vaughan G laser had tried to

rent it for the summer, but receiv-

ing no encouragement he went to

Mr. Albcc expressed dissatisfac-
tion with the condition of the house
and decided to redecorate it at once.
He was scheduled to go from Roch-
ester to Syracuse, but telephoned to

the latter city cancelling the en-
gagement and left for New York to

confer with his architects and deco-
rators. It is still undecided whether
J. II. "Mickey" Finn will be con-
tinued as manager. A decision is

expected soon.

The custom of telling an act

Wednesday night where it goes

Thursday is stil' being practised in

the Fox booking office, and is be-
ing severely criticized by the ar-

tists.

Acts playing the Fox time are, in

most cases, booked for three days at

a time. The usual practice accord-
ing to the act is to inform the act

Wednesday or Sunday night where
it plays the following half week.
According to the acts this leaves

the Fox reople in a posi-'oii where
they can quickly dispense with the

services of an act if a cheaper turn

is suddenly available. It also makes
it possible for the Fox people to

induce an act to cut salary for the

following week because the act has
no chance to fill in the time else-

where on such short notice.

Some acts receive blanket con-
tracts for the entire Fox time, but
they are also subject to the Wednes-
day and Sunday night notice, ac-
cording to the acts.

VAUDEVILLE, ONLY, FOR

ACKERMAN & HARRIS

Releasing Theatres With Oth-

er Policies—Century and

Casino Go to Others

San Francisco, June 6.

Ackerman & Harris are forfeiting

their leases on the Casino and Cen-
tury theatres here and will confine
their activities solely to the chain
of vaudeville theatres that bears
their name.

In other cities, with the exception
of two, Ackerman & Harris like-

wise will relinquish houses main-
tained other than' for vaudeville
purposes. The two exceptions are
the Century, Oakland, where Russell
and his musical comedy company
are playing, and the Heillg, Seatle,
now housing Will King's musical
comedy aggregation.
The new policy was ordered into

effect this week.
The Century reverts to Louis

Lurle, who plans to run it as a
straight picture theatre.

The Casino goes back to G. M.
(Bronco Billy) Anderson, who al-

ready is preparing a musical revue
to be staged there.

"Our future activities," said Sam
Harris, in discussing the matter,
"will be confined entirely to vaude-
ville. We are no longer to be in-

terested in any way with houses
that play pictures or other attrac-
tions with the exception of the
Russell company in Oakland and
the King company in Seattle."

12 IN OHIO

Keith's Building House in Columbus
Will Seat 3,500

A new Keith house to seat 3,500

with office building and stores is

to be built in Columbus, O., on West
Broad street by the Keith Circuit
before next season.

E. F. Albee, J. J. Murdock and
Senator Walters completed all ar-
rangements with the American In-
surance Union for the erection of
the house on their recent trip west.
The Insurance Union is to erect the
office building and the Keith people
the theatre.

A 13-story office building and a
five-story building, housing the
theatre are planned. It will be the
largest structure in Columbus on
the block that now contains the
Colonial, A. L. U. and other build-
ings.

The latest Keith super-house will

give the Keith Circuit 12 theatres
of modern construction in the state
of Ohio.

MISS KERSHAW HERE

Legit Star Without Any Intention
of Leaving

The cabled report from abroad
that Willette Kershaw might mnke
London her home has no basis. It

may have been inspired through a
possible visit Miss Kershaw will

make to the other side this season.
The star will retain her perma-

nent residence In New York and
will appear over here in a new
play next season.

KEITH'S MIDDLE-WESTERN

BOOKINGS CHANGED ABOI

Reported Glen Burt Will Not Return to Keith'i

Booking Staff—Features to Be Booked Out ol

New York Office

JUDGE URGES HARMONY;

NO. 802 LOSES DECISION

Court Upholds Membership in

Both Musical Organi-

zations

The test case of Benjamin Berko-
witz, a trap drummer, against Ed-
ward Canavan, * chairman of the
board of directors of Local 902, has
resulted in a victory for the Mu-
sical Mutual Protective Union.
The decision of Justice Lazan-
sky in the Queens County Su-
preme Court grants Berkowitz an
injunction restraining Canavan
from suspending members of M. M.
P. U. Berkowitz, like many other
musicians, is a member of both or-
ganizations. His grievance is that

whe.n he appeared before Canavan
to pay up his quarterly dues and 25

per cent, penalty for b'Bing in ar-
rears, Canavan refused to accept
the money unless Berkowitz paid a
$10 fine and resigned his member-
ship in the M.M.P.U.
The M.M.P.U., organized in 1864,

carries with it certain valuable
privileges such as death benefits

and relief for indigent members,
owning over $1,000,000 worth of
property. Local 802 controls the
metropolitan employment situation
as concerns dance hall and theatre
work. Practically every musician is

a member of both bodies. The non-
recognition of a musician by the
local practically ostracizes a player
from any union orchestra and de-
stroys his means of securing a live-

lihood. One musician in a parallel
situation to that of Berkowitz held
a* 21 weeks' contract as cellist with
the Chicago Opera Co., which he
could not fulfil without a Local 802
membership card.
The decision by Justice Lazansky

reinstates all musicians suspended
by 802 a short time ago. The jurist
in a lengthy opinion advises both
bodies to get together*and adjust
their differences, stating It looks
much like an argument between two
labor leaders at the expense of the
members. He concludes: "Well
might one interested in the welfare
of the members of these organiza-
tions, reading the papers, exclaim
to the leaders of both organizations,
'a plague o' both the houses." It

would be sensible, indeed, if a truce
were declared and the members per-
mitted to play their parts In har-
mony."

HOUSES CLOSING
Sheridan, East Liverpool, O.,

closes June 25 for repairs. The
house splits with Johnstown which
is now playing vaudeville the last
half only.

Keith's, Lowell, Mass., Juno 9.
Palace, Manchester (Keith) closed

June 2.

Alhambra, Allegheny and Broad-
way, Philadelphia, closed Saturday.
Under pressure of the heat wave

five vaudeville theatres closed Sat-
urday in Philadelphia, and three
more will join the dark group at
the end of this week. Starting next
week, the only vaudeville houses
lighted will be Keith's, Nixon and
the Globe. It is doubtful if the
Nixon will attempt summer con-
tinuance.

Pell's, Bridgeport. Conn., switched
to tabs this week, leaving the Pal-
ace, the new Poli 4,000- seater, alone
offering vaudeville. Up to Saturday
last both houses, which are across
the street from each other and both
Poll-OWned, were offering vaude-
ville.

Seventh Street, Minneapolis (Jr.
Orpheum), will close Saturday. The
Orpheum bills will play the Henne-
pin, Minneapolis, beginning next
Monday, when a summer policy of
six acts and feature pictures at pop
prices will be inaugurated. State,
Nanticoke, closes Saturday; Colo-
nial, Norwich (Keith pop), Satur-
day; Robinson's (J rand, Clarksburg,
W. Va,, June 18; Strand, Ithaca.
N. V., Saturday.
The Orpheum, Allentown, Fa., and

The booking situation as regards]

the Keith middle western small andj
big time houses, many formerl]

booked out of Chicago, 1 j in for con«
siderable readjusting before
season.

Glen Burt, former Chicago bookei
of most of the Keith small tinu

houses out of Chicago, will not con-
tinue in that capacity after the.
summer. Burt left the Keith book-]
jng headquarters in the Palace!
Theatre Building this week on a.)

vacation, but he win not resume tbaj
booking cf the middle wesben
houses upon his return, it is re-
ported.

All of the big time houses for-
merly booked out of Chicago. .ai _

now booked through the New Yorkl
Keith office by Johnny Collins and
Jack Dempsey. The new line, up'
will probably remain as at present]
with the Chicago Keith office fill-

ing in the bills after the feature am
headline acts have been booke<
through New York.
When the houses switched froi.

Chicago to New York, Burt came
east to book several of the small]
time houses in conjunction witL
Collins and Dempsey. The KeitbJ
people wanted to consolidate the
bookings of all of the middle west-
ern houses to avoid repeats in the
towns and to route acts for the
entire time.
Burt has been associated with the

Keith organization for ten years,
during which time his activities as
a booker were confined to Chicago.
Arthur Denman. it is reported,

may succeed Glen Burt in Chicago.

NEW "FAMILY" TITLE

Keith's Office Will Find Anoth<
Name for Small Tims Division

The present name of the "Fam-
ily Department" of the Keith office,
as that division has been called
since its Inception about 16 years
ago, will be changed shortly.
The name "Family" came about

through the small time houses of the
perod of 1907-8 and thereabouts
catering to family trade, with the j
theatres being dubbed "family the*
atres." The Sullivan-Considine cir-
cuit was the first to use the tlWe,
Since then the field has widened
and the name has outgrown its
original meaning.

Just what the new name of the
Keith small time booking dlvison
will be has not be*n decided, but
t is definite the Family name will
be dropped.
The floor space alterations, which

will change the fifth floor booking
department, quite similar to the»xth or big time booking room are
practically completed

Able. Eaaton, Pa., both Wilmer AVincent houses booking through

J«»?e
Ith Fami,y ^Wrtmeni^SS

Eddie Keller, vaudeville acent
will celebrate his silver anniversary*

fpJl'L '7Cnt °" June 15
'
wh«n «•

S" e' f<

J
a vacation trip on the

«*reat Lakes.
The Players Boat Club, Fair-

J
aven

-
N

- J -. bad its official openingMay 30. A good show was put on
extemporaneously by the members.The Actors Colony will put on their
•annual show at the Palace, Red
Bank, N. J.. June 28.
Harry Lenetska Is now associated

with the H. B. Marlnelli office. He
transferred from the Floyd Stoker
office.

Mrs. Benedict Barstow Talbot, di-
vorced wife of Hayden Talbot, play-
wright and globe-trotting special
writer, must pay $237.10 costs to theNew Amsterdam Casualty Co. as a
result of her unsuccessful efforts to
collect $3,000 bail posted by the
casualty company when Talbot was
Incarcerated in the 'alimony club"
for non-payment of his

%

ex "wife's
maintenance. Talbot was ordered to
remit $900 annually for Mrs. Tal-
bot's support and the same amount
for their daughter's education and
rearing. Mrs. Talbot was given
judgment for the $3,000 sued for last
year when Talbot jumped bail, but
lost out on appeal.



Thursday, June 7, 1923 BURLESQUE
MUTUAL SHOW STRANDS

IN CINCY AND HEAT

No Salaries for "Girls a la

Carte"—Everything in Show
Tightly Attached

OPPOSITION TICKET

Burlesque CSubV Annual Meeting
and Election on June 14

Cincinnati, June 6.

Members of the "Girls a la Carte"

company, stranded and sweating in

the heat of one of the most torrid

days Cincinnati has ever expe-

rienced, were impatiently waiting

for their salaries from the Mutual
Burlesque Wheel. The People's

Theatre, where they played here last
week. cloBed Saturday, following an
attachment levied on every tangi-
ble object, to satisfy a claim for
$443.25 made by the Runey Show
Print Co. of this city. Simultaneous
attachments were made for the fol-
lowing urnoi nts at these houses:—
Broadway Theatre, Indianapolis.
%i 10.3J: Gaycty. Louisvll!?, *2S0.1«;
New Kmpirc. Cleveland, $225.75;
Garden Theatre. Buffalo. $M. The
Indianapolis and Louisville houses
closed some days ago. The plain-
tiff In each case was the ltuney
company.
Joseph Jermon, manager of Peo-

ple's, told the actors they would be
paid at 1 o'clock Monday. At that

j

hour the money was not forthcom-
ing, so Jermon promised they would
get it tomorrow. The delay, he said,

was due to the fact that executives
of the Mutual had been in New York
attending a meeting of wheel chiefs
and wer*» unable to sign checks at
headquarters in Cleveland. The
Runey company not only tied up the
box office receipts at People's but
seized the scenery, costumes and
baggage of the company. Benny
Moore and Busby Nate are stars of
the troupe.

At the headquarters of the Mutual
Burlesque Wheel in New York it

wa9 stated the "Girls a la Carte."
which played at the People's. Cin-
cinnati, last week was not a Mutual
wheel show, and that the Mutual
wneel had nothing to do with its

management.
The title. "Girls a la Carte." was

used by another show on the Mutual
wheel it was said, earlier in the
season.
The Mutual season closed several

weeks ago, the Mutual wheel rep-
resentative in New York said, and
the Mutual circuit had no connec-
tion in any way with the "Girls
a la Carte" at the People's, Cin-
cinnati.

The Burlesque Club of America
will hold its annual meeting and
election of officers at its ciubrooms

on 44th street, New York, Thursday,

June 14. at 8:50 p. m.

Considerable controversy has

arisen over the question of whether

the "opposition." which nominated

five candidates for the board of gov-

ernors can withdraw the nomina-

tions. These were made -y petition

in the usual way, the five candi-

dates being Dan Dody. Phil Dalton,

Lou Reals, Wm. S. Clark and Meyer
Harris, for two years, and Henry

Kurtzman for one year.

The board of governors' candi-
dates were nominated a couple of

weeks ago. Otherwise tie regular
and opposition tickets are identical,

with Bobby Clark, nominee for

president; John G. Jermon, vice-

president; James C. Sutherland,
treasurer; Harry Rudder, financial

secretary, and Lou Lesser, record-
ing secretary.

John G. Jermon was a member of

the board of governors at the time
the nominations for both tickets

were made, but a couple of days
ago resigned from the board, due to
his candidacy for the vice-nresi-
dency.
With the vacancy on the board of

governors for >ne year thus created
the regulars and the opposition par-
ties got together and made a deal
whereby Meyer Harris, who was
listed on the opposition ticket for
the board of governors, was to be
appointed to the vacancy left by
Jermon on the board.
The petition* as a result were

withdrawn nominating the five op-
position candidates. The regular
candidates for the board are Dave
Marion, Walter K. Hill. Frank Hun-
ter, Wash Martin, James Coughlin,
for two years, and Maurice Cain for
one year.

It is claimed by some of *he op-
position party that the withdrawal
of the petition was not permissible.
The matter will be thrashed out at
a meeting to be held next Sunday.
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ROXY LA ROCCA
Wizard of the Harp

Mr Manager:—
When you buy a shirt you gener-

ally ask for a standard make; that
is what Roxy LaRocca means to
your bill. The Standard act of the
world.
This week (June 4), Keith's. Boston.
Next week (June 11), Bushwick,

Brooklyn.
Will appear in production shortly.

SMALLER CITIES LOCATED

OLYMPIC SET

Columbia's Now Chisago House
with Jake Isaacs, Manager

NO MIDNIGHT SHOW
Only $30 in House When Columbia

Called It Off.

The scheduled midnight show to
have been g^ven by the Dave Marion
show at the Columbia. New York,
last Wednesday was called off at
11:50. At that hour there was about
$30 in the house.

As the stage hands and musicians
were ready for work, the latter had
to be paid an extra one-twelfth pro
rata of a week's salary, in accord-
ance with the stage union's rules.

Wednesday was a generally ob-
served holiday in Now York last

week, being Memorial Day, or Dec-
oration Day. Considerable bally-
hooing was done by the Columbia
announcing the midnight show.
The failure of the midnight idea

to take hold for burlesque in New
York as it lias in Boston, where the
Casino baa packed 'em in with an
early morning matinee for the last

three weeks, means the abandon-
ment of the idea as far as the Co-
lumbia. New York, is concerned.
Last Wednesday's proposed mid-
night show was to have been in the
nature of an experiment, and if

showing anything at all would have
been the means of starting the mid-
night thing >;oing here.

COLUMBIA CO. PAYS

DIVIDEND OF 10 P. C.

Other Subsidiaries Declare

Profit Sharing — Passed
Dividend Last Year

"HOKUM" IN DICTIONARY
The word "hokum" h;ts found its

way into the dictionary after years

of use as a bit of Vaudeville and
burlesque terminology.
The l-'wiil; & Wag nails I 'radical

Standard luctionary gives tin- fol-

lowing deflnltioa of the mu».-h-used
theatrical descriptive: "Hokum

—

noun; theatrical slang.. Any word,
act. busint as or property used by
•a actor lo win an audience.."
"Hokum" also appears in the

Funk A IVagnatlt New Standard
Dictionary, The first dictionary
m h copyrighted in 1122 and the

second in 1921.

The Columbia Amusement Co.
declared a dividend of .10 per cent,
on its capita! stock last week to
stockholders of record. Last sea-
son the Columbia passed its divi-
dend for the first thne in a number
of years. The dividend is payable
June 15.
' The Columbia Theatre and Realty
Co., which controls the Columbia
building and Columbia theatre. New
York, declared a dividend of five
per cent, also payable June 15. The
Columbia Amusement Co. and
Columbia theatre dividends were
annual.

Other Columbia concerns declar-
ing dividends preceding the annual
meeting last week were the Wash-
ington Theatrical Co.. operating the
Gayety. Washington, with a dividend
of 10 pe: cent. The Baltimore
Amusement Co., operatirg the
Palace, Baltimore, and the com-
pany operating the Gayety, Kansas
City, both declaring dividends of
five per cent. The Washington.
Baltimore and Kansas 31ty divi-
dends were quarterly.

It was settled this week that the

Columbia wheel shows will play the

Olympic, Chicago, as a week stand

next season. The Empress, Chi .ago.

will be eliminated as a result of the

Olympic deal.

Besides the Olympic the Columbia
will also play the Star and Garter
as formerly in Chicago. The Col-
umbia, played until the end of last

season, will be. off the Columbia
list, having been leased by Al
Woods and renamed the Adelphl for

legitimate attractions.
*

Objections by Mrs. Kohl over the
playing of burlesque in the Olympic
were made when the deal for that

house was first started, but have
since been withdrawn.
Juke Isaacs will be the resident

manager of the Olympic for the
Columbia interests leasing the

house.

Columbia Will Take on Trenton,
Bayonn© and Akron Next Season

Several of the smaller cities that

have not played wheel burlesque
for a couple of years or more will

have Columbia shows next season.

Among the towns slated to house
Columbia attractions are: Wheel-
ing, W. Ya.: Baynnne. N. J.: Tren-
ton. N. J.; and Akron. O.

The State In Trenton may be the

one to play the Columbia shows or

it may be the Palace. A deal for

one or the other of the houses is

due. for consummation this week.
Trenton has not had wheel shows
since the American bowed out two
years ago. The Columbia has played
the town occasionally as a one
and two nighter during the past
ten years. Trenton will be a three-
day stand next season for the
Columbia.
The Strand, Bayonne, will house

the Columbia shows. It \ ill play
them three days, splitting with
Trenton or another nearby New Jer-
sey town.
The house in Wheeling has not

been decided on. the same condition
pertaining to Akron. Both will be
three day stands.
A deal for a house in Union Hill,

N. J., was declared off this - week
with the acqulstlon of the idayonne
house.

MIKE McTIGUE DIDN'T DRAW
Mike McTigue, recent conqueror

of Battling Siki and holder of the

world's light heavy-weight title,

failed to better the previous week's

gross at the Columbia when Dave
Marion's summer show got $5,850

on the week with the boxer as an
added attraction.
Without a strengthener the show

got within a few dollars of that
amount the week previous. Mc-
Tigue received $1,250 for the week.

COLUMBIA RE-ELECTS

Annual Election Held—No Succes-
sor to Henry.

STEPPE AND NEIL SEPARATE
Chicago, June 6.

Steppe and O'Neil, a Shubert
vaudeville act. recently back in the

good graces of the Keith and Or-
pheum circuits, Is disbanding.

Steppe has signed with a bur-
lesque show, with O'Neil seeking a
new partner.
Bobby Bernard is spoken of as

the new partner, to do practically
the same act that Steppe and O'Neil
have been doing.

Sim A. Scrlbner was re-elected
general manager and secretary of
the Columbia Amusement Co.; J.

Herbert Mack, president, and It. K.
Hynlcka, treasurer, at the annual
meeting of the Columbia May "i-
June 1.

The board of directors', Including
Char] fj» Waldron. .John C. Jermon.
Jules Hurl::*. Mack. Scribner and
Hynlcka, also re-elected.
The matter of what franchises will

he renewed when Expiring In IP24

wan i,nr over until the next quar-
terly meeting al least. It may not

come up until the semi-annual
meeting in December
No on«- ass elected t'» Ihc -"' ; on

the board ol directors held by Tom
Henry, recently resigned,

COLUMBIA PRODUCERS MEET
A general meeting of the Colum-

bia Amusement Co. producers has

been called for to-day (Thursday)

in the offices of the Columbia. New
York.

Plans for next season will be dis-

cussed and the situation. talked over
with the Columbia executives.

"MONKEY SHINES/' TITLE
"Monkey Shines' is to be the title

of the Clark and McCullough show
on the Columbia wheel next season

The title first selecfed "Till Tut '

bait beer, picked for a musical show
b'tig readied by Jim Mr William-,
and (Marl; and McCUliOUgtl agreed
to change the name of their show.

Scribner Back at His Nat-ve Town.
Sam Scribner left New York this

week for a month's vacation i\

Hrookville, |\i
, hit birthplace.

COLUMBIA CO. OFFICERS

MUST BE EXAMINED

Court So Orders in American

Wheel Action—$500,000

Damages Asked

ENGAGEMENTS
Garry McOarry Players, Majoatic.

Buffalo; Louis Wolford, Flora Uadc,
Ralph Spiague, Jessica Page.
Walter Baldwin Stock Co., Duval,

Jacksonville, Pla.; Evlta Nudson.
J. Harrison Taylor, Mabel Paige.
J. Francia Klrke (director), Charles
Ritchie, stage manager, and Mabel
Buel, scenic artist.

Community Chautauqua ("The
Storms"), George Saunders and
Mildred Foster.
Community Chautauqua ("His

Honor, Abe Potash"), Hans Her-
bert.

Elitch'a Garden Stock, Denver;
Ann McDonald.
Haze! Burgess Players. Roosevelt.

West Hoboken; Leo Kennedy.
Ed Renton Stock". Hamilton. Ont.;

Florence Coventry and Lyle Cle-
ment.
Robert McLaughlin Stock. Ohio.

Cleveland; Lavinia Shannon.
Oakland Stock. Oakland. Cal.;

Helen McKellar. George McQuarrle.
Opal Skinner. "Bombo.''
Estalre Kaye. "Caroline" (replac-

ing Helen Shlpman).
Harry Buck. "Jack and Jill" (re-

placing Brooks John).
Madeline Fairbanks. Bonstelle

If. <% H. stock.
Marion Fairbanks. Maude Fealy

stock. Newark.
Evelyn A. Bennett, "Clinging

Vine" (replacing Joyce White).
Bertori Churchill. "Connie Goes

Home."
Jane Houston. Reglna Wallace.

Frederick Burton. Zeffle Tilbury.
Stephen Maley, "The Breaking
Point."
Far "Passing Show of 1923" (com-

plete): Walter Woolf, Joan Hay.
George Hassell, George Jessel.

Helen Shlpman, James Watts. Roy
Cummlngs, Josephine- Drake. Bar-
net t Parker, Bob Nqlson, Olive Ann
Alcorn. Nat Naxarro, Jr., Flanagan
and Morrison. Louise Dose. Hal Van
Rensselaer, Llhby and Sparrow,
Vera Ross, William Pringle. Jack
Rifffe. Jean Steele. Frank Bernard,
Andrew Joachim. James Hamilton,
Trado Bros., Tom Nip. Dorothy
Bruce. Perle Germonde, Bob Gil-

bert. Helen Herendeeft.
Melville Burke, Stuart Walker

stock. Cincinnati.
Mary Miles Minter, Keith vaude-

ville.

Walter Abel. "Mary the Third."
Frederick Stanhope, to atage

"Connie Goes Home." *»

Victor Casmnre. "Jack and Jill."

Joe Cook. "Vrnitles of 1923."

Jobyna Howland, "Passing Show
of 1923."
Grant Mitchell. "Whole Town's

Talking."
For "Magnolia" (complete): Leo

Carillo, Josephine Royle. J. K.
Hutchinson, Elizabeth Patterson.
Lohn Rutherford. Phyllis Schuyler.
John Nicolson, Ethel Wilson, James
Bradbury, Jr.. John Mellon.

Neil II. Pratt. "Gi and Tak •

"

(replacing Charles Dow Clarke).
Sylvia Field, "Connie Goes Home."

IN AND OUT
"MHcdles and Steps," a musical

production act. had to cancel the last

half last week at roetor's, Yoiikers,
N'. Y., berause of the loss of th«*ir

music hooks. The members of. the

act maintain they placed theirlor-

rbestrationi on the orchestra
leader'*: rack, but they disappeared
mysteriously.
Homer Sisters and Co. were out

or the bill at the Astoria. L L. tie

last half of last week, due to one
of the girls Injuring bar leg. Ziegler

Bisters and Co. substituted. I

The officers and directors of the

Columbia Amusement Co. must

stand examination before trial in

the American Burlesque Associa-

tion's $500,000 damage suit on

charges of conspiracy. Justice

O'Malley of the New York Supreme
Court has set the date for June 8

(Friday). While refusing the" mo-
tion of Leon Laski, counsel for the

defense, to vacate the examination,

he granted another motion not mak-
ing it necessary for the production

of all the Columbia's books and
records unless it becomes necessary

at the examination.

J. Herbert Mack. Jules Hurtig,

Rud K. Hynlcka. Samuel A. Scrib-
ner, John G. Jermon. Warren B.
Irons and Thomas Henry, the co-

defendants must submit to exam-
ination. The Columbia and 'the

above named Individuals are
charged with having conspired to

destroy ths business of the Ameri-
can Burlesque Association.
The Columbia has filed an answer

to the lengthy complaint setting up.

among other defenses, that the offi-

cers of the A. B. A. (I. H. Herk. K.

Thomas Beatty, and George W.
Gallagher) helped destroy Its own
business by forming a new corpora-
tion, the Affiliated Theatres Corp.,

for the purpose of operating, pro-
ducing and routing the "unit" form
of entertainment. Another defense,
to supplement the usual general de-
nial Is that the "plaintiff lost its

business standing, prestige and
good will. lost the business which
it might have had, and which it

might have continued to have, had
the officer* and directors aforesaid
properly and faithfully discharged
the duties owing from them." It

Is also charged that the A. B. A.
ordered Its shows not to play cer-
tain theatres.

The American Burlesque Associa-
tion has been duly adjudicated a
bankrupt on the recommendation of

ex-Judge F). Henry Lacombe who
was appointed to net as special

master in the Involuntary bank-
ruptcy proceedings. Among the

other charges contained in the A. B.

A.'s complaint Is that the defendant
causad the plaintiff to be thrown
into bankruptcy.

LAST SEASON BLAMED

FOR HIGH SALARIES

Burlesque Producers Say Com-

ics Were Scarce—Anticipate

Surplus Talent Next

Rurlc.'Ciue producers are blaming
last season's vaudeville and opposi-
tion for the present inflution of

burlesque salaries principally as re-

gard* comedians. The standard
burlesque asking price for a come-
dian for next season Is $175 for any
kind of a comic, and much higher
for comedians of known value to

burlesque.
The practice of burlesque come-

dians and straight* teaming for

vaudeville between seasons, and the
inflated salaries paid by ihe Shubert
units last season, is said to he the
reason.
According to the producers the

comedians were scarce last SSasoa
and in a position to demand big
salaries. If the producers ddn't
want ihem they had regular vaude-
vllle and opposition to turn to.

The failure of the unit circuit

left many of the former hurlesque
comedlanl out of employment, but
Independent vaudeville has absorbed
them to such an extent that they
ask big money when approached by
I producer for a burlesque engage-
ment.
Another reason the former hur-

losquera prefer vaudeville is said to

be the difference lo working time
required. A burlesque comic li

either working or changing costfUh*
for t*o hours in a burlesque show
against two or three appearances «•(

i bout 15 minute* duration in raad< -

vide.

The producers ate holding tight,

however, anticipating a surplus cf

talent before next season starts.
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MASKED MEN PARADE GRAFTON ,W. VA.,

IN PROTEST AGAINST CARNIVAL THERE

"Games" Stopped Following Day by Local Officers-

Frank West Carnival Sufferer—Second Carnival

at Grafton This Season—Previous One Got $45,-

000 in Town—West Show Management Filled

$10 Each on Five Charges

Grafton, W. Va., June 6.

By way of protest against the

action of the city council in permit-

ting- a second carnival to appear

here this spring. 21 masked men

paraded the principal streets of this

city and went over Into West Graf-

ton, past the carnival grounds where

the Frank West carnival was exhib-

iting. The men wore headdress

which suggested the United States

flag and a large flag was carried at

the head of the procession. *They

were robed In white and hooded.

They marched in double file on main

streets and past the carnival

t rounds.
The next day officers stopped the

"games" which had been running
up to this time in connection with
the West shows. The show man-
agement was before Justice Charles
A. Lilly on seven charges of opeiat-
ing "games of chance." The man-
agement made the plea that the
Dotson shows, here previously, had
been "permitted to operate" and
that this show stood to lose money;
that the shows themselves were
clean but that hangers-on operated
gambling games. Justice Lilly fined

the show $10 in five cases, dropped
one, making $70 fine in all, with the
understanding that all games but
baseball were to be closed during
the remainder of the stay of the car-
nival in Grafton.
The Dotson carnival, which broke

in at Grafton this apring, appeared
under the auspices of the Loyal
Order of Moose, and Justice Lilly

was the least embarrassed as he had
formerly been an officer in this

lodge in Grafton. Emphasis was
placed on the fact that the Moose
could have the Dotson show and
that the Charles Hugh post of the
American Legion (a second post
in a city of 10,000) was not granted
similar privileges. Justice Lilly

stated that following the parade of
robed and hooded men there had
been complaint filed with him and
a warrant sworn out, while there
had been no complaint of the fame
nature regarding the Dotson shows.
The Dotson shows found Grafton

a rich spot. - Gamblers and politi-

cians estimate that they got as
much as $41,000 here. The Method-
ist minister, in a sermon preached
in advance of the opening of the
West shows, estimated that $45,000
was. taken out of the town. The
merchants became incensed when
their customers asked for an exten-
sion of credit and gave the gambling
nt the carnival as the reason for
\ < ing short of funds. Weight was
brought to bear on the mayor not
to permit another carnival, but the
council granted the permit over his
bead, arguing that tho American
Legion could not be turned down.
The Loyal Order of Moose made

?!,G00 on the Dotson carnival, which
included a percentage of the gate
and the raffle of an automobile.

FLOTO-BARNUM ROUTES

HAVE STRANGE ANGLE

One Leaves Boston as Other

Comes In—B-B Skips Albany

—Robinson's for Canada

CARNIVAL MAN SUES

FOR GAMBLING DEBT

Parker O'Leary of St. John

Denied Judgment—Carnival

Wrestler Up for Burglary

PUBLIC KEEN FOR PARK

AMUSEMENT AT START

The Fairmont Lodge No. 294,

P. P. O. Elks. Fairmont, W. Va..

n;. do less than $400 out of

the engagement of the Dotson
carnival here, but cleared up $1,700

in an automobile raffle.

There are several unusual angles
to the routing of the Sells- Floto
and Ringllng Bros.-Barnum & Bai-
ley shows into and out of New Eng-
land this year.

It appears to be the desire of the
Sells show to hit the eastern high
spots and get away from the Atlan-
tic seaboard through Pennsylvania,
while the Barnum show is coming
into Boston. The puzzle of how
the Sells show will avoid the Bar-
num route was solved this week.
The Barnum outfit plays Canton

June 9, moving thence to James-
town, Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochester,
Schenectady and straight for Bos-
ton on a Sunday Jump. This itin-

erary leaves Albany unplayed, so

that out of Boston the show can
make the Sunday movement to that
town and thence Utica, Bingham-
ton and out of New York state. This
will come after a week of stands
through New England.
The Sells-Floto top has been

making all sorts of eccentric move-
ments since the start of the season,
beginning with the quick sally out

of Chicago practically straight into

Newark, N. J. Then they turned
west and it looked like a strike for

northern New York along the Cen-
tral. This was changed at the

eleventh hour and the show made
the leap from Binghamton to

Brooklyn qver Sunday. From
Brooklyn they hopped all the! way
to Boston. Now the plan is to play
this week out In New England, with
a Jump next Sunday from Pittsfleld,

Mass., to Philadelphia for a week.
The John Robinson show, owned

by the Ballard-Muggivan combina-
tion, is already in the Maritime
provinces of Canada. It was re-
ported last week moving north
through New Hampshire. All these
details go to confirm Variety's re-

port of a month ago that the Ring-
lings will not play the eastern part

of the Dominion this year, but prob-
ably will cross the border following
the Chicago ftand, although the
lake front engagement has not been
definitely set as yet, as far as the
circus world knows.
Last year the Barnum show

played Eastern Canada preceded
most of the way by the Hagenbeck-
Wallace show, but before the Bal-
lard-Muggivan people set their Do-
minion routes there was some ques-
tion which outfit would cross the

border. All three shows were with-
in striking distance of Canada, and
it was said the Robinson show had
been selected. At the last minute
tho Hagenbeck top was chosen.
They seem to be carrying out the

plan of last year now.

St. John, N. B., June 6.

Parker O'Leary. formerly of the

Great New York Shows, a small

carnival organization touring New
England and Eastern Canada, and

for many years a concessionaire,

operating wheels, gambling devices,

etc., with different carnival shows

through New England and Eastern

Canada, was the plaintiff in a court

case against Max Bragcr, a mem-
ber of a women's wear firm in St.

John.
During the winter and spring,

O'Leary, who generally does not
start on the road with the carnivals
until the middle of June, operates a
gambling house in this city. Brager
was one of his customers and, in-

cidentally, in O'Leary's debt In gam-
bling to the tune of $150. O'Leary
instituted court action to recover
the gambling debt, Brager having
refused to respond to O'Leary's de-
mands. After the case had occu-
pied much attention, the police

magistrate decided O'Leary was not
entitled to recover the money.
O'Leary is expected to appeal to a
higher court.

For one season O'Leary was a
partner in a carnival organization
operating out of ftew Yorkx the
other partner being Al Fpster, a
former St. John who, who has been
in the carnival business for the past
30 years.

William Merritt, carnival wres-
tley, formerly of the World's Stand-
ard Shows, escaped a prison term
by a very narrow margin in a court
in this city and will soon face an-
other trial. In the meanwhile he is

rusticating behind the bars. Mer-
ritt is charged with breaking and
entering a warehouse and stealing
goods valued at about $300.

Merritt pleaded not guilty. The
Jury disagreed, eleven for conviction
and one for acquittal, the lone dis-
senting Juror holding out for three
hours. The carnival man would
have received a term in prison, as
he has been arrested on numerous
occasions in Eastern Canada and
New England while en route with
carnivals and has a police record of
much length. His second trial will
start soon.

(Copyright by King Features Syndicate)

AN OPEN LETTER TO '

BILLY DE BECK
(Creator of "Barney Google" and

"Spark Plug")

Dear Friend Billy:

Listen, Billy, I don't know whether
you've been following it up or not,

but this melody of mine! "Barney
Google," is a knockout! You have
no idea, Billy, but you'll find out
when the royalty statements come
in. I suppose you're so busy doping
out Barney Google's future and try-

ing to keep the poor little sap from
losing his bankroll, so he won't lose

bis new mamma, that you don't fol-

low the song business; but I do,

Billy, and I'm telling you, you and I

together are going to get a tlo?k of

real money out of this thing. Every-
body's singing it, Billy, the same
way everybody is following Spark
Plug's career, and we win, we do.

I never knew before how many
people read the Hearst papers, Billy,

but I'm glad, Billy, for everybody
knows who Barney Google is before
they buy the song.
Yours till Marcus Loew goes

back lo the fur business,
7 CON CONRAD

Next Week—An open letter to???

LONG ISLAND ROAD BANS

OVER 4-CAR CIRCUSES

Memorial Day Furnishes Index

of People's Taste, Showmen

Say—Good Openings

Building Boom on Island Re-

sponsible—Huge Increase

of Traffic on Road

ELKS AND BENEFITS

Brisk Demand for Acts, Especially
Clowns, for Special Events

No , circuses or tented aggrega-

tions requiring more than three or

four freight cars for transportation

for Long Island this summer. The
Long Island Railroad, due to an

enormous increase of passenger and

freight traffic, can't handle the
shows.
The past year Long Island has

seen more home building than ever
before. The state tax exemption
law is responsible for the building
boom. The added summer resort

traffic only serves to complicate the
situation.

The road's banning of large shows
means that the Sparks, Main and
any of the other tented shows ne-
cessitating 20 or more cars to
travel in, can't make the island this

summer unless some means of

transportation with motor trucks
might be arranged.

Attendance figures for the sum-
mer parks that opened Memorial]
day will not be available at the New
York centers until late this week,,

but showmen with outdoor interests

j

declare all the signs point to a re-
'

vival of public interes* n the out-i

door resorts, basing their views on
the scattered reports for the holiday

and Saturday and Sunday.
Memorial day was perfect for the

|

opening. It was estimated that'tl

principal eastern places such, as,

Luna at Coney, Columbia in North
Jersey and the like ran to a henvyi

gnte. Columbia is estimated at 60,-

000, or one-third more than a good
Sunday la3t year. Riverside. 1

Springfield, Mass., reported 40,000]

attendance and Hillside, nea.- New-!
ark, N. J., was figured at 25,000.

Even the new resort at Monticello,

a brand new establishment which
\

opened its gates for the first timei

and is still unfinished, drew 18,000

people, a remarkable record forj

that town.
Most of the parks have not yet I

gotten into their stride. Many new
rides still require the finishing

touches and a number have features

which 'are not operating, such as the

big new pool at Olympia, Newark,
N. J.

The big thing to the outdooi

amusement purveyors was that th<

people responded to the annual call

for open air amusement in highly

encouraging numbers.

ELKS' INDOOR CIRCUS

Plenty of Publicity Given
Kansas City.

It in

CIRCUS ROUTES
Rmrjling Bros.- Barnum - Bai ley

June 9, Canton, O.; 11, Youngs-
town; 12, Jamestown; 13. Buffalo;

14, Rochester; 15, Syracuse; 16,

Schenectady; 18-23, Boston.

Sells-Floto

June 9, Pittsfield, Mas* ; week of

11, Philadelphia.

John Robinson
June 11, Stratford, Ont.;

Guelph; 13, Peterborough;
Belleville; 15, Kingston; 16, Ottawa;
18, Montreal.

12,

14,

Walter L. Main
June 11, Norwalk. O; 12. Frr-

mont; 13. Adrian, Mich.; 14, Hills-

4ale: 16. Albion; 16, Dowagiac.

BILLPOSTERS STRIKE
Springfield, Mass.. June 6.

Billposters employed by the

Springfield Advertising Company,
which has practically all the the-
atrical outdoor advertising in this

section, struck Saturday for more
pay. They have been receiving $L'S

and $30 a week, and demand $5 a

week more. .

Theatrical men say the strike will

not interfere with them at all, and
it will not affect the posting for the
Sells-Floto circus coming to town
this week-

Ed R. Henry, assistant general
manager of the Fort Worth (Texas)
Stockyards Co., was appointed seo-

retary-manager of the Southwest-
ern Exposition and Fat Stock Show
for 1924 at the last meeting of the

#

association. The appointment at

A brisk demand for circus acts
has come into the market In the
last ten days from shows at Elks
gatherings, state and national, and
from society circuses and benefits
of other kinds such as drives for
hospital funds.
The New York State Lodge of

Elks was In session in Albany Mon-
day and Tuesday and Governor
Smith was initiated In that city, a
special dispensation being required
to permit his installation in a city
other than his home town.
The national gathering of the

Shrincrs in Washington all this
week brought a large number of
tented shows to the capital. Ar-
thur Kill, husband of Valecita, the
leopard trainer, took a show of 16
Arabs and a group of cowboys to
Washington for r. display under the
auspices of Almas Temple, the
Washington Shrine group.
Greenwich, Conn., is to stage a

drive for hospital funds June 13-14,
using a society circus for the pur-
pose. Johnny Keeler will direct the
«how with Frank Row* n putting on
the clown numbers. Amateurs
will make the principal bulk of per-
formers, although some clowns have
been booked. Another hospital
benefit is set for Haeker.fack. N. J.

.Several others are scheduled frr
Long Island points.
The Brooklyn Lodge, No. 22, of

Elks has taken Ebbets Field for
June 28, whet it will give the an-

Eigbt or ten

WANT AUTO POLO
A sudden vogue for auto polo

has come up. All the fairs have
asked for the event and bookers are
in a quandary. The feature is ex-

pensive and has to be well framed
to get over. Experience has proved
that a dull match kills the display.

The World Amusement people in

Chicago have specialized in the

polo idea and have assembled what
is described as the champ five, all

of them recruited from among col-<

lege students looking for a profit-j

able vacation. The group has beeni

under development for two seasons.]

The essence of the display is that

it shall have thrills, and that meant
smasbups. In the search for mate-]
rial the World people tried out
scores of taxicab drivers, but they
got cold feet after a we'ek or two]
and couldn't be made to stick.

/ The cost of the feature bars It

from tho smaller fairs, for players
are highly paid and repairs and re-j

conditioning, as well as tranilpor-]

tation of cars, make heavy items.]

But the busy weeks of late August
and through September have beenj
filled up.

Kansas City, June 6.

The Elks' indoor charity circus

closed an eight nights' engagement
at Convention Hall Saturday. Thou-
sands of tickets were sold in ad-
vance, and while the attendance
was disappointing at some of the
performances, the affair is reported
a financial success.
Never was an entertainment, un-

der locfil auspices, given more pub-
licity here than the Elks received.
The parade held the day of the
opening was several miles in length
and included city officials, members
of the fire and police departments
in uniform, marines, National
guardsmen, and other military or-
ganizations, and the members of
tho circus company, most of the
latter riding in autos.

The circus performances were
given by professionals in the huge
arena of Convention Hall under the
direction of Edward Joyce and Leo
Hamilton. The advertised acts
were Rosard Trio, The Great Man-
ello company, Bernard Arneson.
Three Regals, Lenors Trio. Sonny
Boys, Lester, Bell and Griffin, The
Aerial Youngs, Allen Trio. Les I

RODEO, WASH., THREATENED
Washington, June 6.

The Rodeo at the Union Statloi

Plaza has been threatened wltl

closing by officers of the Human*
Society, but Commissioner Oystei
has stated that any arrests mad<
will be technical ones and a test

case will be hurried. The commi«-
sioner did state, however, that, wer«
sanitary conditions not fully main-1
tained, the show would be closed up.

Officers of the local Humane So-
ciety had stated that they woulc
make arrests if any cruelty wer<
noted by them, but in this they will

not be held up, as the commission*
has stated they can make no ar-
rests.

The show^ is doing very well an*
has had a splendid publicity cam-1
paign put over for them here. It isj

understood that they are appearing
under a guarantee arrangement 1

with the local committee of the
Shrine convention. Edward S.

Duval and Carter B. Keene, repre-,
senting the show, are to be tech-*

nically arrested if any apparent-
cruelty to the animals is noted.

REPEAT PRIESTS OF PALLAS
Kansas City, June 6. M

Arnades. Hamilton Sisters, Fisher I
K°d hV tne 8Ucce« '

<>f

this time marks a new policy for

the association and indicate* that I nual Kiddies' day.

preparations for next year's show [comedy turns will be booked for the

| will start immediately. I event

Sisters, Hasscn-Ben Abdgi, Carlson
Sisters. The Atrial UtU, Valentino'*
Casting Act. Sir Victor's dogs, mon-
keys and ponies, The Billy Sunday
Elephants, Earl Shipley, Madame
Redini's horses.

Fire recently destroyed the grand
stand at the New Braunsfels. Texas,
fair grounds. The stands had re-
cently been renovated and were not

I covered by Insurance.

Fricsts of Tallas festivities her*
last fall, revived after a period of

some ten years, the directors Of

that institution, together with mem-
bers of the Chamber of Commerce^
and other civic bodies, are planning
for a more elaborate and longer
play spell thfs fall. If the tentative
plans work out, practically the en-
tire month of October will be gives
over to fun and amusement, Kansaf
City to be the host to thousands of

citizens in its trade territory.
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Columbia Park, North Bergen, N. J.

Columbia Park, on the Bite of the

•Id Schuetzen park property to the

west of Hoboken, has been running
about five years. The plant spreads
over 50 acres and represents over
$2,000,000 in investment. It was
financed by popular stock subscrip-
tion and holdings are spread all

over North Jersey in small lots so
that in a measure the whole com-
munity is in on the proposition.
Last year it paid 12 per cent, in

dividends.
As a summer park property in

character and in management it is

unique. It has the usual rides and
other features but the big pull is

the merchandise wheel. There are
between 25 and 30 merchandising
devices, all operated under one head.
Thomas Shortan, who also is secre-
tary of the park company, next in
the active management to President
Otto Oesehbach. Shortan paj-s a
ftait annual rental for the complete

i privilege and operates them him-
self.

Variety's reporter made his first

,

visit to the property Decoration
Day. At 8 o'clock in the evening

,'. the place was crowded and every-
thing was working at close rt> ca-

;, pacity. A huge crowd, practically
• at the opening of the sea- an. was

•i an acid test for any management
•

i
and the fact that the machine
moved smoothly speaks volumes for

' the administration. The gaffe for the
day probably ran to 50.000 or 60 000.

in amusement enterprises as In
• any other activity* the institution
repress nts the men behind it. This
•observer's opinion from his inspec-
tion is that Columbia Park has a
..broad -gauged, business direetovate
that is working along new lines. In

its five years of activity it has won
the confidence of its public to the

* 'extent that the people have been
educated to the conviction it is

'going to- get a square deal inside

the gates, enters the place without
suspicion and gives itself over to

having a good time without reserve.

The astonishing thing about the
place is that it can make a feature
of merchandising devices and still

keep its crowds in a cheerful, jolly

•frame of mind. Apparently the
• trick is to leave the people alone.

i abstain from nagging them this way
and that by raucous ballyhoos and
accommodate them with choice of

amusement. About all, the wheels
deliver standard merchandise on
the basis of the board's capacity.

For example, one booth plays 20

numbers at 10 cents a number and
the winner gets an Armour Star
ham, regularly branded and packed.
and with it a metal roaster. This
concession had a tremendous pull

for the thrifty housewives. The
goods delivered on the turn of the
wheel probably represented more
than could be bought at retail for

the $2 represented on the board.
Shortan is said to have found this

game so popular he is able to con-
tract for the goods in carload lots

at bargain prices.

Wheels Give Value
Another popular wheel gives mu-

•ical instruments. It has every va-
riety of instrument—flashy looking
banjoes, ukeleles, cithers, accord-
ions, ets. The board has 90 num-
bers in groups of threes, each
group selling for 26 cents. The
board represents $7.50 to the turn
and the goods looked to an inex-
perienced eye to represent value
plus. In this case aa in others there
was a big sign informing everybody
that there were "no stars." The
winner on the number had the pick
of the place and no goods was of-

fered until the winner made his
choice. In other cases where stars
were played notice was posted to

that effect.

There was very little ballyhooing
and nobody was urged to play.
Half the time people who wanted to

play couldn't get to the boards be-
cause non-playing watchers occu-
pied the space, but the watchers
were not addressed or even asked
to play or move on. The Variety
reporter in the whole evening saw
only one dispute. A player put
down a two-dollar bill and said he
received only change for $1. The
customer was inclined to be ugly
about it, but before he could raise
his voice the change maker was up
with an apology, pointing out that
the' wind had blown the missing
one-dollar bill off the counter and

f it was lying at the player's feet.
The policy seemed to be that the
employes were always wrong and
the customer always right. It saved
trouble and time and in the end it

worked out, apparently. Just as the
Wall Street lunch room that leaves
the customer to pay his own check
as he goes out.
There's a lot to be said for this

system. It takes it for granted that

the customer is on the square. In

the long run—speaking now of a

permanent amusement resort— the
public is bound to take the same
view of the management and it-

agents. At least it seems to have
worked out to that end in this

proposition,
There's another amsle to this

remarkable status of a park em-
ployee as represented in the .lersev

Park. Shortan is said to rule his
employees with iron discipline on
one h%nd, but to pay them highest
wages on the other. According to

one well ipf-»rrned amusement man

anybody In the management, pre-
ferring to make his own observa-
tions—Shortan doesn't pay any
wheel worker less than $50 a week
and premiums and the flat salary in

some cases runs up to $100. These
workers have good jobs to protect
and they have to be the fastest in
their class. They are said to carry
implicit instructions that if they
address ar.y woman directly, except
as necessary in the play, they go off
the lot for good.

Well Behaved Crowds
AI! this about the wheels because

they practically make the park. The
rest of it is incidental. JA'hat makes
the place unique is the well behaved,
sober crowds with everybody car-
rying something from teddy bears
and dolls with electrically lighted
eyes to blankets, cooking utensils,
canary birds and other things be-
yond count. One woman carried
an electric heater and a yonng man
hugged a live young goat. Special
considerations govern the wheel
proposition here. In most places
it would bring on a jam with the
local merchants, but Columbia is

just at the edge of Hudson County
and is away from the city centers.
The nearest stores are blocks away
in T rnion Hill, across It.; Hudson
Boulevard. Besides there is a larger
play from the towns at u distance
than from those nearby. Union
Hill merchants don't especially
care how much Passaic trade is ab-
sorbed by the wheels and Passaic
store keepers are too far away in

another rounly to have much to

say.
The park draws astonishing

patronage from distant points. At
one time in the early evening. 10

huge' busses were counted at the
gates from points as faraway aa.

Patersoii and even Haekensaek and
they kept arriving and departing all

evening. Besides which all the trol-

ley lines of North Jersey come
within a few block* of the gate and
the Hudson Tubes from New York
are a short eav ride away. All these
channels of travel are liberally

billed by the park which makes a

feature just now of its $300,000
swimming pool capable of accom-
modating 6.000. and of its 50 acres
of walks, groves and gardens and
amusement features. The poster
design is a good flash with the cen -

tral figure a striking diving girl.

Even the New York stations of the
Hudson Tubes system (used by all

Jersey commuters) are liberally

supplied with paper and nobody who
travels between New York and Jer-
sey can fail to have the place called

to his or her attention.

Rides Patronized
Although the wheels get the heavy

play, the rides were well patron-
ised, especially by the youn«r
couples. J. J. McCarthy's new "Trip
to Paradise" had a vaitlng line all

evening, although the ride is not
yet complete. It's a tunnel ride on
motorized tracks, the car passing
through dark stretches with illumi-

nated set scenes behind glass at. in-

tervals. The device is one of those
"spoony " rides and looks like sure
fire with its flashy front, it will

have seven scenic displays when
completed. Only four of them were
illuminated Memorial day.
Returning to the fascinating sub-

ject of park management's atti-

tude toward the public, one runs
into innumerable trifles at Colum-
bia to show a right policy in this

establishment. Variety's man went
to the lunch room for a bite. The
place, adjoining the big dance floor,

was immaculate. The prices of

everything were posted over the

counter in figures four inches hip,h.

A polite waiter took the order de-
livered it promptly and walked
away until he was wanted. When
the customer was through he
counted up the check, took the

money and departed without a
word. Anybody who has been served
in an ordinary park lunchroom with
a waiter nervously hanging to his

elbow will appreciate this kind of

service.
Throughout the whole park there

isn't a "Don't" sign nor a special

policeman, except those who regu-
late auto traffic in the three-acre
parking lot. The dance haM calls

for an admission of a quarter. But
you can walk into the adjoining
lunchroom and from there to the
dance floor without hindrance. Only
nobody does it. There isn't a soul
to prevent you from beating the
place for two bits, but apparently
nobody thinks of it.

.Terry Drew and his •even-piece
orchestra supply the dance music.
Drew wears evening clothes and the
bandsmen are neatly costumed. The
let-alone policy of the whole place
is illustrated In the handling of the
dancers. It the couples show a ten-
dency to become—eh

—

over-entusi-
astic, the floor manager, instead of
calling attention to <i particular
couple by warning them on the floor,
«li]i«<

: \ siii^nal to the leader and the
orchestra hWIIcIIPH—TTTTD—n not her
number with a qui«t rhythm. The
crowds gets the ti;> Instantly al-

though not n Word has been said

CON GETS GOLF BUG;

GOLF PRO THE CAUSE

GUILTY OF ROBBERY

R. V.

Manager Bawls Out Ball Team
For Early Hours, and Suc-

cumbs Himself

Scott and Frank Bryan Sent
Away for Three Years.

Syracuse, June S.

Dear Chick:
After all my beefm' al«>ut my

guys wearin' themselves out in the
mornings playin' golf, what do you
think 1 went and done? i got my-
self hooked worse than any of them.

I have been gettin' up at i a. m.
and playing IS holes and sneakin' in

so they won't get hep to me, for if

they ever catch me chasin' the little

white apple around I might as well
jump the club.

I got them winn in*, and as far as
I can see they are layin' off the golf
thing before ball

I went out to the golf club aft«r I

caught them cheatin', with the in-

tention of puttin' a stop to the
mornin' practice thing. When I ar-
rived their the pro was the only
guy who seemed to know anything
about it. so I told him what would
happen the next time he let my U»ll

players wear themselves out pTayln*
golf When they had a ball game to
consider that afternoon.
He was a nice guy. and after

listehin' for a while asked me if I

ever played . golf. The long and
short of it was that he finally in-
troduced me to a quart of Scotch.
This bird told me that that's what
everybody meant when they began
kiddin' about the 18th hole—that's
where you guzsle. After skippin*
17 holes a coupla times I agreed to

Fairmont, W. Va., June 6.

K. V. Seott and Frank Bryan,
found guilty dt robbery in a jury
trial, were sentenced to three years
each in the penitentiary at Mounds -

ville by Judge E. M. Showalter. The
evidence was that these two men.
who came here with the Dodson
carnival, which played under the
auspices of the Elks lodge, asked
R. C. Robinson to change a bill for
them. When he took out his pttrot
they snatched it and ran.
A pickpocket arrested May 2 4.

when the Hagenbeck -Wallace circus
exhibited here, is still in Jail here
awaiting a trial.

FIGHT OVER EASTOH'S BEACH
Providence. June C.

Legal controversy over the leas-
anywuy

}
jn K fcy the city of Newport of Kas-
ton'x Beach to the Newport Beach
Association is in the hands of the
Supreme Court at Providence, fol-
lowing the presaing of hills or ex-
ception to the Superior Court rul-
ing Friday abrogating the lease.
Doth sides to the dispute took

exceptions tp the decision.
Thereafter arguments were heard

and elaborate briefs embracing the
entire history of the beach from the
original proprietor's grant in 1702 to
the present day were presented*
The court's decision will be em-

braced in a later decision.

WFADIC* RUHNING RODEO
Calgary. June «.

Guy Weadick will have charge of
smack a golf ball and show this egg] tMe rodeo here early in July. The
how hard a ball player could hit one. ' government has given |>ermission
We went out on the links, and j

l <> 2.000 Indians to participate, mak-
after he put my ball up on a muJi inK 't by far the biggest in Domln-
cone I took a cut at it and hit one

j

ion history. The Calgary Chamber
about n mile and half, but with an of Commerce will hold open house
outcurve on it that would make 'to American newspapermen during
Walter .lohnson turn in his uniform !

that time.

if he saw it. Several governors of Northwest

-

This was all wrong, arcordin* to em states will be there as guests.
the pro. for the bail wasn't supposed arriving in time to see the opening

SWIMMING POOL GROWS
IN FAVOR AS DRAW

to curve none. He fixed up an egg
for himself and took a grip on the
club like he was goin' to choose up
aides. Maybe he can't smack em.
He got in behind one and hit it as
straight as a bowlln' alley. The
next part of my education was to
learn to put. After we played a
coupla holes I begun to realize that
this game was as scientific as base
ball and that a guy could very easily
go nuts about it.

The next mornin' when I woke up
at daybreak I was so sure of it that
I went back to the golf course to
tell his nobs about it, and we framed
an agreement. This egg is bugs
about baseball. I agreed to make
a ball player out of him if he would
teach me to play golf, but neither
one of us was to tip our mitts to

my ball players.
I have been goin' out every morn-

in', and after we play around once
I take him back of the clubhouse
and hit grounders at him. He is a
big league golfer, but an awful
busher at the other game, and T

guess it's vice is virtue. He tells

me that in six months I will be goin'
around in 80, which will be just
about his bat tin' average in six

months if he sticks to baseball.
Tho club is winnin' again, how-

ever, and keepin' away from the golf
course in the mornin*. They show
up at the park for mornin' practice
as I ordered them to, but they are
cheatin* because I haven't been
their to watch them.

I gave them six new balls to prac-
tice with, flgurin* I qpuld tell if the
balls was grass stained just alout
how much practice they got in. 1

seen one of them layin' out in the
outfield this mornin' rubbin' the six

new balls in the grass to stain them,
so I guess they have been practicln'

that short into the dinin' room in-

stead of the national pastime.
We are tied for fourth place, and

I haven't been asked to tie a can to

no one for a week. The directors
are layin' off us and will just so

long as we keep winnin*. do and
get yourself a load of this «<>lf

thini* I'm telliri' you it' tin darb.

Tour old pal,

Con

of the new Windermere road, a sec
tion of highway opening the Rocky
Mountain territory to suto tour-
ists.

CANADIAN RATE REDUCTIONS
A reduction of the tariff charged

for the transportation of circuses
and outdoor shows by the Canadian
railroads is reported as likely with-
in a couple of weeks.
The matter is understood to be

under advisement by the roads now.
with the reduction due to be an-
nounced short I v.

—Variety's reporter didn't irterview resolved tti.t gvoimm in.- uo

.md nobody has hepn offended.
It S*ts down to this, the POfl-

< ern has a lot of money planted in

a permanent business, Romebodj
with remarkably gOOd sense, ©r un-
der remarkaWe inspiration or

maybe with an impulse he didn't

altogether understand himself has
b

n

for small chance Is bum buslm
in the long tun and has [aid do
-«—

p

fOHfwm Of—givillK—Lhu pnblir .-.

reasonable run for Its money. The
park doesn't talk about it in its i-i-

vertlsement «. but the ntmoaphe
the place speaks for itself.

itunnina nn amusement paik on
tin," basis is revolutionary. Anj
showman of the old school will tell

you it oan't be done and lhal nnj
enterprise sn operated IS < raws
Columbia paid 12 per < n divi-

dends last reai snd the yeai before

: ricverl heles* '•"•' *''•

GUS HILLS TENT SHOW
Cus Hill started his tent show

experiment at Suffern. N. y., June
2, with "Mutt and Jeff," under can-
vas, at 75 cents top. The troupe
will play the one-nighters in New
York State and Canada during the
summer.

Park Men Adding Grandstands

and Planning Aquatic Events

—$1 50,000 Plant in Newark

The Inland eastern park men are
just waking up to the rich possi-

bilities of the swimming pool, and
construction plans are in the mak-
ing for this and next season that
are likely to swamp contractors
with work. One of the principal

projects is the $150,000 plant near-
ing completion at Olympic Park,
near Newark. X. J., under the man-
agement of Sidney Reynolds, the

former vaudevillian.

Reynolds proposes to hold a series

"of aquatic events, and has applied
to the Amateur Athletic t'nion for

a charter recognizing his establish-

ment as an official center for ama-
teur events.
The pool idea has several impor-

tant angles aside from the draw as
a bathing place, it j« iirnpnioii to
flank Hie tanks on two sides with
grandstands to which admission will
be charged for the athletic events.
Another slant is that with the bath-
ing suits becoming briefer and
briefer, and with the feminine fad
for swim in Ing and diving atunts, a
swinrniitiK pool crowd ha« the aspect
of the 'Tollies" ensembles and the
park crowd likes to watch the
scenes of animation.
Probably the profitable venture at

Madison Square Garden last sum-
mer and the summer before has had
a lot to do with bringing the pool
scheme to the attention of the park
mm, but one outdoor amusement
purveyor points out that the big
booster for the vogue has been the
frequency with which the Sunday
newspaper rotagravure sections
have been exploiting bathing girls
during the past years, and the
further propaganda for undraped
beach beauties on the screen.
Park bathing plants in the east

have run into investments as high
aa $300,000. and the returns have
been startling. The pool at Colum-
bia Park, near Union Hill, N. J.
cost around that figure. It can ac-
• •uiiirnodate 6.000 bathers, and at $1
a he.id. and is said to have grossed
more than its cost on the first fuil
season of 1922. The pool st
Schencks' Paliaade Park (Jersey

»

each summer nets $75,000 at tfee
least.

.
.

The Brighton Beach pool, whieh
run* all year round and is enclosed,
is reported to have turned in a
profit of more than $150,000 in a
season, and simlliar figures are
quoted for other establishrr. nts.
After the Initial, Investment the
pool is one of the lowest cost ooa-
cessions on the ground and this i

contributes tojta popularity a> i

park feature.

IRVING YATES
Vaudeville Manager and Producer

Who ix repreoeotlng many standard acts now playing for the Marcos
liOew, \\ i'li^ni I'ox. and Independent circuits and who would like to hear

iioni i few more high grade turns desirous «>f playing In and around
New fork this summei <>i win- would welcome contracting for futun
.1 I l»«S
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Frequently America gives the

English reason to observe that pos-

sibly the English opinion of Amer-
icans In their manners are not so

far wrong. The latest Instance was
concerned with advertising dele-

gates coming over on the "Beren-
aria," docking In New York last

Friday. There were 115 English
delegates and they had been ex-

tended the courtesy of the Port of

New York. In any other country
this would have meant that their

landing should have been expedited,

but not so with the New York cus-
toms. It Is said the customs men
held up the baggage on the "Beren-
garia" for examination until the big
boat, to catch the tide and dock the
same day, had to leave Quarantine
with the delegates still on board,
notwithstanding It had been ar-
ranged to transfer them to the cut-
ter at Quarantine. Some of the un-
knowing reporters unjustly blamed
the captain of the "Berengaria," al-

though, as a matter of record, the
"Berengaria" reached her dock min-
utes ahead of the smaller boat. Had
the Cunard line wanted to make an
explanation of the criticism heaped
upon it, an explosion might have fol-

lowed in Washington. It was merely
another instance, however, of the
bullheadedness or pigheadedness of
the New York Customs, and a sys-
tem employed in that department
never thoroughly understood by the

public that \m supposed to pay the
customs men their salaries through
taxation.

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE

The New York Law Journal, the official law paper for the First Judicial

Dept I Maurice Wormser, editor, devoted a column and a half to an

editorial May 31 on the Justice Holmes' U. S. Supreme Court decision

in the Max Hart-Keith interstate commerce damage suit. The editorial

refers to the baseball decision commenting: "As shrewdly remarked, with

characteristic insight, by Mr. Justice Holmes, could it reasonably be said

that a firm of lawyers, sending out a member to argue a case, or a lec-

ture bureau sending out speakers, is engaged in interstate commerce
simply because the lawyer or lecturer goes with his brief bag and papers

to another state?"

The Hart-Keith decision is commented on: "We agree, however, with

Mr. Justice Holmes that in many instances it really is the necessary and
essential apparatus, including scenery, properties and animals, which
constitute the vaudeville performance's success, and as these have 'to be

and are transported over state lines in the course of the operation of the

circuit, there is a matter of interstate commerce truly involved, at least

so far as one can determine from the allegations of the bill, beyond which
the learned court correctly refused to go in determining the issue of

jurisdiction of the Federal District Court."

THE STYLISH SIDE
.

That the deal credited to John Ringling and E. F. Albee to erect an
Indoor sports coliseum on the site now occupied by the car barn at

Seventh avenue and 50th street has been consummated was strongly

indicated by developments within the last week. One significant sign

was the renting of a store in the closeby Earl Carroll Theatre building

to be used as a ticket office. The lease was secured by Mike Jacobs, who
has specialized on all sporting events at Madison Square Garden. Jacobs

appears to be the official ticket broker for the Tex Rlckard shows, and
other Broadway agencies have been supplied by Jacobs.

The new amusement structure will include three theatres, according to

present plans. Two houses will front on Seventh avenue and one will be

located at the Sixth avenue end of the plot. It is believed one house will

play vaudeville along the lines of the State-Lake policy.

Martin Beck does not intend to return to the other side immediately.

He is now In New York with no intention, he says, of leaving. Mr. Beck
is chairman of the board of directors of the Orpheum Circuit without his

duties in that post being generally known.

Joseph Alexander, father of the
Alexander Sisters,, answering Leo
Edwards' royalty suit, claims that

the sisters did not avail themselves
of Edwards' vehicle, but played in

an old act produced by Sammy
Burns. Edwards claims a 10 per

cent, interest in the act's salary for

having authored the Alexanders'
routine. The latter, answering
through Kendler & Goldstein, aver
that after breaking in the Edwards
routine in a local Fox house, they

could get no further bookings with
it. Edwards arrives at his $1,000

an a percentage of the $10,000 the

act is alleged to have groseed up to

the time of. bringing suit.

It has not as yet been decided who of the Orpheum Circuit staff will

take to Paris the Sarah Bernhardt memorial tablet the circuit will send

over. Marcus Heiman, president of the Orpheum, is sailing July 4 on the

"Leviathan." It is possible he will convey the tablet across. Otherwise

the circuit may, as a mark of memory and regard for the great actress,

delegate Eddie Sullivan, manager of the Orpheum. St. Louis, to be its

bearer.
Sullivan was Bernhardt'* first manager when she came over here to

play in vaudeville for the Orpheum. Thereafter, whenever Bernhardt
had an American tour in prospect, she made the condition Mr. Sullivan

should again be in personal charge. A warm friendship thus developed
between the French tragedienne and the American showman. Were it

left to Bernhardt's choice as to the bearer of a token of regard to her
tomb from this side, it would be, without doubt, Eddie Sullivan.

A. quaint comic costume was the one worn by Miss King (Yorke and

King) at the Palace. She Is supposed to be half of an old-fashioned tin-

type and succeeds in looking it admirably. The dress is of the vintage

of 1900, a marvel of comedy possibilities. Miss King has a crisp and

staccato style of working, and her mock ballad was delightfully offered.

How smart Aileen Stanley looked in a white coat trimmed with white

monkey fur, topped with a white poke, hat. She later divested herself

of this chic hat and cloak to reveal the loveliest of orchid shaded silver

cloth, made with two oblong panels back and front of waist and trimmed

with sequins on lower edge and a row of the same sequins on the

bottom of thl skirt. Just the proper touch of color was lent by a powder

blue girdle. Miss Stanley has appealing beauty and reminds one at times

of Ethel Barrymore. Her lullaby she delivered charmingly.

My. how those Foy Kids grow, and Madeline has beaten Mary by at*1

least a head, though she is the younger. Eddie gives a cracking'

imitation of Pop and has a very good voice. Mary, watch your diet.

Harry Stoddard and his orchestra's playing of Thais was tip-top.

The orchestration was splendid also. Speaking of orchestrations, Moore

and Freed'*" arrangement of harmonica and castanets was a gem in IfS

way.
The combination of pink and red worn by Miss Mackaye in Lionel

Atwill's playlet was quite bad and put Miss Mackaye's prettiness at a
disadvantage. . , t

General Pershing is a daily hit this week at Loew's State for you boys

who wore uniforms in the course of your histrionic careers. As he

looks when decorating the unknown soldier's grave in International

News Service pictures, one must perforce agree he appears as though he
had worn a uniform from the cradle.

Why do they call the whirling dervish acrobats "The Eight Blue Devils",

when they are nine, dressed in yellow? They do some remarkable stunts.

Marie (Casson Bros, and Marie) showed us something novel in a baseball'

costume and got away from the conventional thing usually worn. New
music would help this act a lot. A clever bit of paper tearing was done by
one of the boys. Considering he did the tearing behind his back, it was
very accurate. Marie's hair is not bobbed short enough unless she is

letting if grow. A good idea if she is, as the bob is a thing of the past.

Cora. Green looked well in a tomato red crepe made quite simply with

u skirt draped at each side. A very nice voice has Miss Green.

Eddie Carr and company, the comedy of the bill, and Eddie has the

same fluent nonchalant humor as heretofore. He is masterfully aided and
abetted by George Edwards, though one can't but regret Mr. Edwards is

not doing one of his cameo-like characterizations. Grace Carr likewise

assisted as the flip stenog and wore a most tasteful black gown with a
revere panel the full length of the skirt, caught gracefully back about
three inches above the hem. She made quite a picture.

The annual election of the Amer-
ican Society of Magicians occurred
Saturday evening, June 2, during the

society's banquet at the Hotel Mc-
Alpin. Harry Houdinl was re-elect-

ed president; B. M. L. Ernest, vice-

president; Howard Thurston, second
vice-president; George W. Heller,

treasurer; Richard* Van Dien, sec-

retary; Charles Nagel, Harry Linna-
berry, sergeants-at-orms; Servais
LeRoy, Dr. Lionel Hartley, Francis
J. Werner and Jean Irving of coun-
cil, and Horace Goldin, representa-
tive-at -large.

The Famous Players special attraction booking office is said to have
lined up so far 31 weeks for next season. It means the F. P. office has
31 picture theatres where it can play a special attraction for that length
of time

Experimenting, however, has proven there are few real drawing cards
for the picture houses, regardless of the name or the salary paid. It is

seemingly because the picture theatres appear to quickly wear out the

special attractions or names. The first in of a type does a little some-
thing, but those that follow, if along the same lines of entertainment,
carry little box office weight. Even the house attempting to. aid the turns
by placing a production around is of little avail.

Before next season starts, however, there may be a change in picture
hou ce special attractions This will be likely if producers are allowed
an opportunity with some assurance of genuine time and no favoritism.
Just now the picture house booking is so chaotic and apparently without
guiding hands there is hardly anything to it other than the prospects

—

and the prospects are brilliant, but will only be made so through experi-
enced people placed in charge.
The first thing the picture house booking offices must do is to oust

the gyp agent. The trouble so far has been the picture booking heads
do not seem to know the gyps, though their names are common property
in booking circles.

The Herald 8quare f
Steubenville,

O., was completely destroyed by
fire May 31. The house for several
seasons played pop vaudeville
booked by Billy Delaney of the
Keith Family Department. It had
been closed for three weeks prior

to the blaze which wiped it off the

theatrical map. George Schaeffer's

(manager) loss in scenery, props,

etc., will total about $15,000. This

is not covered by insurance. The
damage sustained by the theatre

will reach about $100,000.

A comedienne of several years standing recently approached a vaude-
ville executive with a request she be given an opportunity to show an act
prepared, but which she was having difficulty in securing a showing date
for. The executive gave the comedienne, who is well along toward middle
age, a note to a booking man in which he requested an opening date be
arranged.

In place of taking the note directly to the 'booker, the comedienne
took it to her home, and, steaming it open, read the contents. The execu-
tive had commented on the woman's age in the note, but purely on a busi-
ness basis. She took offense and confided to friends with the result it got
back to the writer with her indiscretion eliminating any chance of book-
ings.

Agnes Ayers is wearing tights this week at the Rialto in 'The Heart
Haider," and wearing them very "Well. The said tights are part of a
fancy dress costume made in the cap and bells style, short satin pants
and carrying a shoulder cape that reaches almost to the ankles. Her
costume that stood out most was a lace and chiffon affair that had haut
ton stamped all over it.

The drooping picture hat was thoroughly lovely and framed Miss Ayers*
beautiful face entrancingly. The only trimming on the hat was small
blossoms beneath the brim, set at intervals of about two inches and hang-
ing rather loosely. The dress carried an overskirt with a series of points
falling slightly below the underskirt.

A more adorable tom-boy_could hardly be pictured. As the daughter
of an insurance-protected daddy she sure raised the dickens, and let us
hope the hubby she rar to earth had the good sense to insure himself
against her pranks also. Mahlon Hamilton looked very dapper in his
dress yachting clothes.

Harry and Grace Ellsworth, the

vaudeville dancing pair, are in "Dew
Drop Inn" at the Astor, even if

Variety's reviewer did miss them

on the opening performance. They
do about 8 minutes in the show, be-

ing on at the middle of the first, and

near the end of the last act.

Gus Edwards has gone t<» Great
Falls, Mont., to play around in the

Dempsey camp and take In the big

battle. After that he will return

and get busy with "Sunbonnet
Sue," the Rdwards-Lait musical

show set to open Labor Day.

The bookings in Africa arranged
for Rich Hayes by the Irternational

Variety Theatres Co. baVi been in-

definitely postponed it his request.

Ada Mae Weeks is to appear in vaudeville for five weeks outside of
New Y/ork commencing June 11. The consent of Henry W. Savage had to
he secured for the vaudeville dates. Miss Weeks has signed to be starred
under the Savage mrvn-v. -»ment next season. Savage agreed to the limited
vaudeville engagement if bookings were made away from New York. The
opening week will be played in Chicago.

CABARETS

Kramer and Boyle, with

Meyer Davis Hand, h.iw

booked for Loew's Stair.

York, the Wtek Of June is.

the
i:r< n

N < w

Seizures of booze cars, valuable

in themselves and valuable in their
loads, have been numerous upstate
of late. Packards and Cadillacs have
figured prominently in the "bag." A
Packard car with 341 quarts of
whiskey aboard was nabbed by pro-
hibition agents outside of Malone.
The machine and the load were es-
timated to be worth between $6,000
and $7,000. After ..sizing a Packard
on their way down to Albany, where
they participated in a raid, the "bor-

der squad'* working under Robert D.

Angell grabbed another, along with

a Cadillac, on the trip back. Five
of the agents were driving north
in a ear when they noticed two ma-
chines which appeared to contain

bottles in the tonneau. They gave
chase and outside oi Glenn Falls

overtook the quarry. They seized
the automobiles, confiscated their
load of whiskey and beer and ar-
rested several men. One occupant
of the booze "fleet" escaped.

Agents working out of Albany
rounded up another liquor fleet of
Cadillacs and a Marmon in a barn
on a farm at West Mountain and
apprehended a group of alleged
bootleggers. Among those arrested
was Ralph Hackmeister, who was
regarded as a "bad man" by rum
runners when he operated as a cus-
toms guard along (be border a year
ago. Hackmeister had the reputa-
tion of being a dead shot and his

gun was figuratively notched with
a large number of bootlegging vic-

tims. A revolver and a rifle were
(Continued on page 31)

The best quotation in Bathe's Topics last week was from the Brooklyn
"Eagle": "Minority has the say and majority has to pay," it repeated, but
wheri Gov. Alfred E. Smith signed the bill to repeal the MulJan-Gage Bill

it began to look as though the majority might have some say after alL
Clifford and Grey, a hooprolling act opened the 5th Ave. show the last
half. Here is a good act getting only half the results they should because
of the music. New and tuneful music would enhance the general effect
tremendously. The young girl does not improve her costume by wear-
ing the headpiece she does—the gown is chic enough.
Don Quixano held No. 2 in a very effective and colorful Spanish Don'a

promenade suit. A little less arranging when replacing his hat would
leave the impression of more familiarity with Spanish clothes and man-
ners. He has a true and resounding voice, but his routine is meaning*
iess. "Mandalay" was the first and only number to get the deserving re-
sults, and that was next to last.

A beautiful and silent girl walked through the Porter J. White sketch
in a compelling Spanish costume. Something sweet in hats was shown
by Hawthorne and Cook. These two young men have an original and
clean ssnse of humor.
Miss Stark (Bobbe and Stark) is the sweet girl graduate type. She

wore a dress of flowered design over silver cloth with much gruce. Miss
Kelly (Swift and Kelly) has a sweet-sixteen creation, but .Miss Kelly is
getting a little too plump, and 'tis a pity with her baby face. The or-
chestration of her song "Last Night I Was Dreaming" is really beautiful.
And her voice is at its best when she sings sotto voce.
The Lorner girls looked girlish in their first dresses of pink chiffon

with rows of ostrich trimming, horizontally around hips, and the bottom
of the -skirts. The remainder of their wardrobe was entirely .without
character.

The crook types in 'The Exciters" (at the Rivoli this week) are shuu>
deringly convincing. Especially Irvil Alderson who plays "Strangler"
Louis.
The clothes worn by Bebe Daniels, are not up to her usual standard.

Most of them are neutral in style. As Miss Daniels is not an unusual
tvpe, it might behoove her to go in for an individual mode when choosing
clothes. The best thing ;n her wardrobe was a negligee of chiffon'edged
at the top and bottom with metal lace, and over this a clinging all over
lace wrap that showed the attractive contour of Mi?s Daniels' figure. In
bad taste was her picture hat in the aeroplane, and the sleeveless sport
dress. Fashion decrees that sport clothes have a sleeve of some sort or
.length, but a sleeve is necessary. However, her arms were nice to look at.

Antonio Moreno wore one suit throughout the picture, and while it was
abviously burglar-like, he managed to give it a certain dash. The per-
fume spraying bit Miss Daniels indulges in, in the boudoir scene, was
done in thev same way 111 "The Awful Truth" (stage) at the Henry Miller
theatre last season.

<U>ld braid and bra-s buttons en famiiy butlers are dislin tly bad form.
The proper dress for house servants is plain black with black bow tie
for informal occasions, and white tie for the more formal.

The medium siz, ha: this year is out. Hats will either be very large
or small and close titt'ng. The lace gown should be a part of every
sinaitly dressed girls wardrobe. Women will find when taking out last
summer's frock* that they will be far too short for this year's style In
case the dress has a hem that is too narrow to allow of lengthening, a
good plan will be to separate the waist an,; skirt, and by Inserting a
wide girdle between it will at the same time lengthen the gown, ac-
complishing ihe long waist,lint of this season,
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P.M. A. APPROVES PLAYWRIGHTS'

PROPOSED 3-CORNERED TRUCE

Authors
9 Plan Calls for a New Contract Beginning

After '24-'25—Settlement of Situation by This

Means Now Up to Equity

Wednesday afternoon a delegation

from Dramatists' Guild was in con-

ference with the Producing Man-
agers' Association, the meeting be-

ing called to consider a proposal on

the part of the playwrights offering

a. solution of the difficulties between

jthe managers and Equity. It was
fltated by a high authority in man-
agerial ranks that the P. M. A.

would welcome any plan with that

Objective except "closed shop."

The explanation of the dramatists'
Intervention in the Equity situation
lies in the few try-outs this spring
and the reduction in the number of

plays contracted for. It is claimed
that only half the usual amount
have been accepted to date for pro-
duction next season. Producers
holding down productions, assert it

is too risky to plunge into produc-
tion because many attractions do
not win back the investment the

first season and profits must come
from touring. The threat of a strike

would prevent touring or hinder it

during the season of 1924-25. The
playwrights have felt directly the
curtailment of play acceptances,
Which usually call for advance roy-
alties.

In . the discussion Wednesday
Vrith the managers the authors pro-
posed that a new agreement be
drawn up, dating from the end of
the coming season, and that it shall

do a three-party contract. The man-
agers agreed that the playwrights
fchould participate, and .expressed
Willingness to enter into such an
agreement, whereby actors, pro-
ducers and authors would have
equal standing. The authors who
previously were in conference with
Equity will now report back the
fr-esult of Wednesday's conference
to Equity. This is in line with the
proposal from the authors that a

•ort of "theatrical supreme court"
be formed.

According to statements by sev-
eral members of the Dramatists
{Society, that organization has no in-

dention of becoming a labor union,

Jeither directly with the A. P. of L.

pr through affiliation with Equity.
While such a move might add
prestige to the labor movement, the

dramatists cannot see where they
would be benefited.

Inside the society are other plans
for organizing a mutual protective
body. They will culminate when
the present deadlock between the P.

M. A. and Equity is broken.
The dramatists wish it understood

their attempt at mediation between
the two bodies is inspired by the
desire to prevent disruption of the
theatre, Ions of work by actors, rev-
enue by the managers, and royalties

by themselves.

It is not in any way indicative of
partisanship with either the man-
agers or actors. The dramatists de-
clare themselves neutral, with no
motive other than to protect their
own interests.

The dramatists are not particular-
ly optimistic regarding the propo-
sition (discussed between commit-
tees of their society and Equity) of
a committee of twelve (four ac-
tors, four managers and four au-
thors) to arbitrate and settle all

disputes between the members of
the several organizations. It is not
offered as an alternative. The au-
thors in an effort to prevent the
threatened clash are seeking any
kind of a practical and peaceful
solution,

The authors are feeling the effects
of this situation, pointing to the
number of American producers who
have transferred their activities to
England, or announced they were,
and also the curtailment of produc-
tion of those remaining here, as
each production cut means .the loss
of royalties to some American au-
thor. If this continues until 1924
with more curtailment, not only the
losses of the authors but also the
number of actors thrown out of en-
gagement will be matters of eco-
nomic importance, they say.
The committee from the Drama-

tists Society was to have met a
committee of the P. M. A. Monday,
but owing to a minor operation
which Owen Davis, chairman of the
dramatists committee, had to under-
go, it was necessary to postpone the
meeting until yesterday (Wednes-
day) at which time the committee
of twelve proposition and other
suggestions and ideas were dis-
cussed in detail.

INTERSTATE IN TEXAS

TAKING ON ROAD SHOWS

Vaudeville Circuit Stipulates It

May Charge 25c Above

Show's Admission

HAMMOND AND "TIMES"

Report Dramatic Critic of "Tribune*
Received Offer.

*
Despite that Percy Hammond,

dramatic reviewer of the "Tribune,"
has a contract with that publication
Which still has some time to run,

the "Times" is reported seeking his

Services at the head of its dramatic
•department. Hammond Is said to

tiave listened to the offer made him
and then countered with the fact

that he might listen to them if they
ftpoke as loud as $18,000 a year for

hla writings, this to be exclusive of

a cut of 50 per cent on any syndi-

cate returns on his material. This
Bort of a deal would mean that

Hammond would collect something
like $25,000 a year for looking at

plays, and thus he the highest priced

dramatic critic the country has ever
known.
John Corbin, who is now review-

ing for the "Times," stepped in as

a pinch hitter when Alex Woolcott
switched to the "Herald." Corbin
does not care particularly for dra-
matics and would prefer reviewing
books and writing editorials.

Incidentally during the week Ken-
neth McGowan, who held down the

reviewing job on the "Globe." was
mentioned as v possibility for the

"Time.H" desk

"LIGHT WINES" ENDS RUN

Name Will Be Changed to "Good
Old Days" for New York

"Light Wines and Beer," the
Aaron Hoffman comedy, will close
at the Selwyn, Chicago, Saturday
for the season. The Broadway open-
ing date has been set for Aug. 8,

when the title of the show will be
changed by A. H. Woods to "Good
Old Days."
The piece debutted at the Woods,

Chicago, but switched to the Sel-
wy>v when the former house was
taken over under a rental for "The
Covered Wagon."
"Light Wines" started at $2 top,

but the Loop patrons were sus-
picious of the scale for a time.
When it moved to the. Selwyn the
regulation $2.50 top was estab-
lished. The Chicago engagement is

virtually three months.

TANNEHILL'S NEW COMEDY
Prank Tannehill, luthor, racing

enthusi ist mil Atlantic City com-
muter, has completed i new comedy
entitled "Vows," |o be played next

season by « woman si ir

Tannehill leaves Ihis week for

the Canadian tracks *nd lifter re-

mainiag there i m uir weeks will

gall foi I tondon

STEPPING "VILLAGE FOLLIES"
John Murray Anderson and his

co-producers began to get together
this week on the new edition of the
"Greenwich Village Follies." The
first point settled was that the
show would he i d Hiring entertain*
ment, first of all.

The show will no into rehearsal
in about three weeks. It is sched-
uled for opening out of town be*
tween Aug. 1 and IS

. LAMBS GAMBOL GOT $15,000

The Annual Gambol of tin Lambs
it the Karl Carrol theater Sunday
night is said to have grossed BO.ne*

thing like $16,000 for the organlsa*
t ion,

The gate was iroiind $9,300, w

the program bringing tboul J'J.ooo.

The problem of road attractions

booking Texas territory has been

solved. Beginning next fall, legiti-

mate shows will be presented In

Interstate Circuit theatres at least

one day each week. The varied

policy of the Interstate will not

eliminate vaudeville, which will be

hooked much the same as hereto-

fore, the vaudeville bills laying off

on the days the road attractions are
presented.

Bookings are now being made and
shows already contracted for. When
the contracts were returned this

week to the several producers send-
ing shows through the south, an in-

serted clause caused quite , some
comment and criticism. This added
provision stipulates that in consid-
eration of the "unusual booking"
the Interstate houses shall be per-
mitted to charge 25 cents above the
prices of admission agreed on, and
the extra revenue derived shall not
be shared In by the attraction, but
shall be retained by the theatre In

total.

Legitimate managers are inclined

to regard the novel "twenty-five
cent" clause ae a holdup, but at this

period bookings for next season are
being rapidly completed, and as
there Is little time to make other
booking provisions in the territory,

it is expected that the contracts will

be accepted. The Interstate's reason
for making the provision" of

charging an extra quarter In ad-
missions is that the theatres will

be placed to exceptional expense,
that mostly being the salaries of

the vaudeville acts that will lay oft

on the day or days the legitimate

shows play. The vaudeville people
also explain the extra charge de-
vice as necessary because of other
added expenditures attendant the

mixed policy -next season.
Booking Texas has been one of

the toughest Jobs for those routing
attractions through the south. The
Interstate and the Hodgkins circuit

originally absorbed the theatres

formerly playing road shows and
turned them into split week vaude-
ville and picture houees. Last
winter several touring shows were
able to break into the field again
by booking auditoriums and
armories with fairly good results.

Wher the Interstate proposed
mixing vaudeville with legitimate

the bookers eagerly accepted, and
managers liked the idea, for It Is

figured the Texas field Is hungry
for ehows. Recently when "Hitchy-
Koo" played there the nightly

takings were as high as $3,000, and
where a matinee was given the
day's gross was between $5,000 and
$8,000. With that kind of money
in sight the legitimate bookers will

hardly pass up the opportunity of

making the territory, despite the
contract Joker.
At present the Interstate has

opened up their houses in Dallas,

San Antonio, Fort Worth and Hous-
ton to road shows. If they prove
successful, It is likely the balance
of the Interstate time will add road
shows bookings. The one-night
companies playing the field will

charge the usual prices, $2.50 at-

taining for non -musicals, with
musicals possibly on a $3 top.

Albee's Appeal for Actors
9 Fund

*

New York, June 4.

TO THE MANAGERS OF ALL DRAMATIC, BURLESQUE AND
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA.
Won't you become • member of THE ACTORS' FUND OF

AMERICA? It costs only $2 a year; and won't you endeavor to get

other people to join?
This is a wonderful institution. It takes care of the aged and

unfortunate members of the theatrical profession. Hundreds and
hundreds of cases are on record that have been cared for by this

humane institution, where, if it had not been for such and the Lord
knows what would have happened to them. I feel that it be*
hooves my/Bry member of the theatrical profession, no matter what
his or her position, to contribute something each year toward this

institution, and now is t/ie time to do it.

I am asking ^vtry theatrical club and rtTy theatrical institution

of any nature to interest themselves. Won't you help? $2 a year!
Just think of itl When you receive this letter, don't hesitate to
send a number of applications to Mr. Daniel Frohman, president. The
Actors' Fund of America, Columbia Theatre building, 47th street and
Broadway, New York, a man who has devoted his whole life to the
interest of the actor. I say a man with such humane principles
should be encouraged, and it is with that thought in mind I am
appealing to all theatrical people to give him their hearty support
We are always generous in times of great calamity to those who

are in distress outside of our business. Now let us see if we can
not help our own a little, and the principal thing is to show an in*
terest, and the best way to show that interest at the present time
is to join THE ACTORS' FUND.
You are eligible

—

Bvery one connected, directly or indirectly, with
any branch ef the American theatre is eligible to join.

Applications can be had from the headquarters of the ACTORS'
FUND OF AMERICA, 47th street and Broadway. New York.

Faithfully yours,
E. F. Albee.

ALBEE URGES THEATRE MEN

TO JOIN THE ACTORS' FUND
•

Sends Letter Broadcast to Support Theatre's Most
Worthy Charitable Organization—Costs Only $2
Yearly—All Should Contribute

BOX OFFICES PRICES ARE

HEAVY LOSS FOR SPEC

Mrs. Couthoui Wants Law She

Promoted Changed 7- Pre-

mium Next Season

Chicago, June 8.

The Couthoui system of handling
tickets at box office prices Is under-
stood to have proven a fizzle, also

a heavy financial loss tj the Cou-
thoui office or. the season. The los

to the theatres can not bo figured,

either In dollars or In good will.

The Shuberts are probably the

first ones to note this, and it is said

for next season the Couthoui stands

will charge a premium. It Is also

understood that the Shuberts will

change the Couthoui offices from 10

to 25 cents per ticket with a 25 per

cent, return privilege up to 7 o'clock.

Mrs. Couthoui has seldom charged
over 50 cents premium, although it

is understood to the social leaders

and her charge accounts that desire

opening night tickets and certain

locations she has her own set price.

Mrs. Couthoui through the last

administration tried to force

through a law whereby It became
unlawful for the theatres to do busi-

ness with the brokers and for the

brokers to charge a premium. It Is

now said she will spend $15,000 to

try to remove this law off of the

statute books and permit the the-

atres to do business with the brok-
ers direct, allowing the ticket scalp-

ers to charge a 50 -cent premium.

COHAN SAILING
With The Rise of Ro.sie O'Reilly"

set for the summer at the Tremont.
Boston, Ceorcre M. Cohan will Mil
for London Saturday to direct the

final rehearsals of t ho English pro-
duction of "Little N'ellle Kelly,"

opening there noon under the man
i^ement of C 15 Cochran.
Charles Gebest sulci Tuesday to

rehearse the orrhe^tn. is d id F rank
Masters, who was engaged for the
role of the "dancing detective" in

the "Kelly" show.
The other Amerl u -. who will be

in t h<> r i i r il w '•<. I

Lg >. They are Donovan ind l*ee

Ralph Whitehead md Sintry -ml
M ir tin.

HARRY HOWARD GETS $12,000
Hairy Howard, last a principal

i with (Jus Hill's "Girl from Green-
wich Village" company, has been
awarded $12,000 damages by the
New York State Compensation Com-
mittee for injuries sustained last

October In Rocky Mount, N. C. from
a 45-foot fall through an open trap
door.

Howard sustained fracture* of his

right ana and leg which will leave
him lame permanently, although i<

will not impair his ability as t per-

former.

KEENAN OPENING IN EAST
Los Angelo i, Juno c.

New York, June 4.

BdltOT Variety.
I know of no institution that con-

tributes so much good, and has
been doing so for a great many
years, as the Actors* Fund of Amer-
ica.

I never realized there was so
much need for an organization of
this kind until the N. V. A. started,
and we found so many who were
unfortunate in Illness and In other
ways required assistance and
friendship. I am commencing to
fully realize the arduous work and
self-sacrifice of those who have in-
terested themselves in getting to-
gether the money each year which
is disbursed for the unfortunate
members of the theatrical profes-
sion through the Actors' Fund. In
attending its last meeting and lis-

tening to its reports, I was astound-
ed to learn how little support out-
side of the benefits the theatrical
people give to this great institution.
Most of its Income is obtained from
outside sources. Its large donations
have come principally from those
outside of the theatrical profession.
There is no reason on earth why
every theatrical man cannot con-
tribute something to this institution

every year. The membership fees

are only $2.00 yearly. Surely every
artist and every member of the
theatrical profession has two or
three friends whom ho can Interest

to join and also make his contribu-
tion of $2.00 a year.

I am sure that If this condition
was brought to the attention of the
theatrical profession they would all

Interest themselves and that is why
I am asking you to publish this let-

ter, and also the enclosed letter

which I am sending all over the

country to every theatrical manager
and to every circuit of theaters, ir-

respective of what branch of the-

atricals they represent.
Communications should -be ad-

dressed to Mr. Daniel Frohman,
president of the Actors' Fund of

America, Columbia Theater ftldg..

7th avenue and 47th street, New
York City. Application blanks can
be obtained there for membership,
which costs only $2.00 per year.

I am in hopes that there will be

a large response from the theatrical

people to their moral obligation. We.
contribute to every other c.iuse;

now i"t us take a little Interest In

OUr OWn E. /•'• Afhff

TWO ' VANITIES" TITLES
Hhow husinese will hive two

Frank Keenan has returned to the { "Vanities' nhow* neat season, one

roasl ifter having had « successful ? the Karl Carrotl musical r viie.

run in chii tgo "I "Peter w I »n." ! which il i i irrles the sub-title of

He will remain here foi about three' "JM The oih«*r will he Barney

months, going Kasl to »nen In Ne* f.erai I's "Vualtl i," on the coium
York in Hi" pi i about Hopl IS hla wheel
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ARTHUR VOEGTLIN HAS SCHEME

FOR NEW PLAY POLICY AT HIP

MARY EATON AMONG

ZIEGFELD'S NEW STARS

Many Showmen Reported Desirous of Securing Big

Playhouse—Possibility of Dillingham Continuing

Its Direction—Gigantic Revue and Cabaret

4.

It's like the old game of 'button,

button" as far as the Hippodrome

w concerned, with no one definitely

net as yet aw the manager of the big

house, cither for the interests that

control it or under a rental or

lease for the coming season. First,

Morris Gest was mentioned as hav-

ing the house for the presentation

there of the Reinhardt spectacle

The Miracle," then last week there

came word from Paris it was pos-

sible that the house might again be

found under the direction of Chailes

Dillingham. This week another

factor cropped up in the field with

the advent of Carle Carlton, report-

ed to have interested sufficient cap-

ita] to back him in a venture which
would mean the taking over of the
house by him. Others were also

reported in the field with a view
to utilizing the Hip's tremendous
popularity •the country over for a
promotion scheme.
Arthur Voegtlin, who was w'th

Thompson & Dundy during the
huilding of the structure and its

director from that time until the

Hhubcrts lost control of the build-
ing a few months after Voegtlin
resigned as managing and produc-
ing director, Js also reported having
a plan to take over the structure.

Voegtlin has worked out a com-
prehensive scheme regarding the
Hippodrome and its possible use in

the future. The first step would be
to change the policy of the enter-
tainment and to present super-revue
with huge spectacular effects. This
would mean that a remodeling of

the house would be necessary and
the old apron in front of the shape
would have to be cut away and the
tank also eliminated.
The Voegtlin plan comprise! dras-

tic changes throughout the struc-
ture. There is perhaps no one liv-

ing belter acquainted with the Hip-
j>odrome structurally and its pos-
sibilitles, as well as its needs to

make it again one of the biggest
paying of indoor amusement propo-
sitions. The plans include, the
• hanging of the entire front of the

building and the wiping out of the
stores, with a huge lounging and
waiting room for the 43rd street

side; a tea room and/ small dancing
space on the 44th street side; doing
away of all the animals utilized in

connection with the past shows and
the devoting of the entire cellar to
a gigantic cabaret as part of the
general amusement and entertain-
ment scheme.
As for the interior of the Hip

itKPlf, the general plan would re to

make the house a more intimate
theater. The space gained by the
ripping out of the apron would
Largely increase the seating capa-
city and it would also bring the
audience closer to the stage. A
glass runway to swing around the
entire front of the balcony is also
included in the scheme with a view
to making the balcony box seais the
most sought after in the house.
The plan for the shows themselves

would mean that a chorus of at

least 100 of the most beautiful girls

obtainable would be utilized as the
foreground for the ensemble num-
bers, with a like number of dancers
also used. The scheme is so worked
out that if real super-revue type of

entertainment were given along the
lines of either the "Follies** or the
Winter Garden ihows, with an in-

crease of a) cut 100 per cent in the
number of the girls in the choruses,
the house would attract about 75

per cent of its audiences from the

regular New Yt>rk rank and tile.

whereas heretofore the Hippodrome
clientele has principally been 25 per
cent from New York and ?.

r
> per cent

of out of town visiters-.

Figuring out

NUMBER CONFLICT

White's "Scandals" and "Passing
Show" With Similar Scenes

The Shuberts may rush the new
"Passing Show of 1923" into the
Winter Garden next week, with the
object of beating out "Scandals,"
due at the Globe June 18. Orig-
inally the "Passing Show" was to
have opened late this month. The
Garden was a beehive early this
week, with rehearsals doubled and
if the "Passing Show" is not opened
during the coming week it Js sure
to debut at the same time George
White brings in his "Scandals."
The conflict in costumes and ma-

terial is the result of both the Shu-
berts and Whjte having representa-
tives in Paris.' Allan Foster acted
f >r the Shuberts and E. Ray Perez
for White.
The Shuberts believe they have

a find in Joan Haye, an English
prima, in "The Passing Show." She
has been favorably reported upon

'

from rehearsals.
"The Passing Show's" principal

comedy scene is 'the old Simon and
Gardner "The New Coachman" skit

from vaudeville, with the wall and
falling step ladder.

SCHOOL TEACHER-ACTRESS
Stratford, Conn.. June 6.

Inga Fciar Leine, for several
years a member of the faculty of
the Stratford High School, will give
up teaching at the close of the
school session this month to re urn
to the stage.
She was leading lady in "The Age

of Reason" several seasons ago, and
played in "Enter Madam."

Second Edition "Follies" Held

Over Two Weeks—New
"Follies" Labor Day

Although the presentation of the
second edition of the "Follies of
1922" was scheduled for Monday,
Flo. Ziegfeld, Jr., deferred its. ad-
vent to two weeks later, when it will
be brought to the fore coincident
with the opening of the George
White "Scandals of 1923" at the
Globe. Monday night Eddie Cantor
wast added to the "Follies," replacing
Will Rogers, who stepped out to go
to the coast to make films.

In the second edition of the
"Follies" will be at least five new
numbers, with Gene Buck's "Four
Dames and a Guy," the hit of the
Lambs' Gambol, in the revised edi-

tion. Gallagher and Shean are also

to have their portion in the pro-
ceedings considerably enhanced
with an "In Paris" sketch allotted

to them.

The Ziegfeld plans call for the
current show remaining at the New
Amsterdam until the last week in

August and then moving to Boston,
opening there on Labor Day. The
"Follies of 1923" will come into the
Amsterdam at the same time.

As soon as the '23 "Follies" is out
of the way Ziegfeld is tq launch Into

the production of three other musi-
cal shows, one for Marillyn Miller,

one for Fannie Brlce and a third for

Mary Eaton.

He was also planning that for the
summer run of the second "Follies"

edition that Walter Catlett was to

come into the show, but Catlett re-
fust d to undertake the assignment
and is trying to arrange for a dis-

continuance of the balance of his

contract with Ziegfeld. Catlett is

staging the book for the Earl Car-
roll summer show "Vanities of 1923."

To-day (Thursday) the "Follies"

cast is to have its-annual outing at

Palisades Park, leaving the New
Amsterdam stage door in the morn-
ing and traveling by machines,
headed by a band, to the Fort Lee
ferry and thence to the Jersey side.

OPENING DATES WITHHELD,

SELWYNS CAUSE PROTEST

Will Not Specify on "Fool" Companies—Manager^
Want Better Line First on Conditions—People}

'Engaged with No Contracts Issued J-at
f 1

OSGOOD LEFT $207,226

Klaw A E Hanger'* Booker's Estate
Appraised by State

Charles Osgood, one of the most
widely known men in the theatrical

business in this country, left a net

estate of $207,226.62 when he died,

May 26, 1922, which, under his will,

passes over equally between his
widow, Leni Marley Osgood, and hie
two children, Charles and Charlotte
Osgood, all of 104 East 40th street.
The gross value of his estate

amounted to $213,059.62. It con-
sisted of cash on deposit with the
Bankers' Truet Co., $12,959.56 and
securities, $200,100.06, which in-
cluded 15 shares of Columbia
Graphophone Co., $270.
He had much stock of no value,

including 560 shares of the Merritt
Amusement Co. and 5,000 shares of
Theatre & Commercial Electric Ad-
vertising Co.
Without bonds he named his

widow ae the executrix of the
estate. In an affidavit she said that
he "held a salaried position with
Mr. A L. Erlanger, and was paid
his salary up to and including the
week of his death, which items were
deposited in his account by the
Bankers* Trust Co.

Mr. Osgood, whose right name
was John S. Stone, "the name of
John S Stone was that given me
by my parents, and subsequently I

assumed the name of Charles Os-
good, and have since been known
by that name and no other," wjis
53 years old, and for more than 30
years had been connected
Klaw & Erlanger. •

He first entered theatricals as a
member of a song and dance team,
.and hater became an advance agent
for traveling attractions. After this

—for a number of years—he man-
aged theatres for Pat Harris in Bal-
timore, Washington, Cincinnati and
Louisville. Later he was employed
by Klaw & Erlanger as an advance
man, and still later was manager
for the St. Charles and Academy of
Mufic, New Orleans.
He arrived in New York for the

firm in advance of "The Country
iCircus." when the offices were
located at 30th street and Broadway,
and was placed in charge of the
routing books in the exchange which
at that time was known as Charles
Jefferson, Klaw & Erlanger Ex-
change, they having purchased the
old Taylor Exchange business. Since
that time he had been continuously
handling the routee booked out of
the Klaw & Erlanger Exchange,
until he was taken ill about six
years ago. Victor Leighton, who
later succeeded him, became his as-
sistant, Mr. Osgood devoting about
five moi.the a year to the work.

The Equ'ty la reported having
entered a protest against the meth-
ods employed by the Selwyns In en-
gaging people for the several com*
panics of "The Fool." The objec-
tion has been raised by the fact that
none of the contracts i«sued for the
new companies Includes an opening1

date or a clause to the effect they,
will open on or about such and such
a date

Several hundred people were in-
terviewed for parts in the various
companies, all of which were prac-
tically filled.

As the situation stands, the peo-
ple, although tentatively engaged,?
have not received signed contract*,
the Selwyns refusing to specify
when the different companies will
open, preferring to wait until a bet-
ter insight into the conditions for
next season may be secured and
whether any opposition may be ex-
pected from Equity.

12 BEST PLAYERS

Philly Dramatic Critic

Plays and Actors
Selects

FAY MARBE
Who will appear as the headline attraction for the week of June 18th at

the LAFAYETTE THEATRE, BUFFALO, at a record-breaking salary
for a single feminine star.

a ir;.( sr.'ile

su< h entertainment, it la believed
that thr shows could be successfully
presented at $2.50 top during the
week with a $3 s< ale for Saturdays
and holidays.

It is possible that the Idea that

Charles lMlIingham may have for

the hous» in the event that he should
secure it would he along somewhat
similar lines, His statement In

Paris that tin Hip *an to remain,

SHUBERTS' PROVIDENCE
Providence, June 6.

Construction Of a new theater, to

be leased to the Shuberts, will begin
soon at the corner of Broad and
chestnut streets, according to L. A.

Geerts, local real estate doaler, snd
Jacob Conn, who recently purchased
the property. According to tenta-
tive plans the theater will seat 1.600.

Records filed at the City Hall
show the property was purchased
by < Vim fi . m A*d,l.. 1 Tlngh V Wall
revenue stamps attached to the

deed disclosing the purchase pi i< «•

Was approximately $226,000.

MRS. FRANCES SELL MARRYING
Frances H. Sill, widow of the late

William Ftaymond Sill, who died
early this year, is to marry Edward
T. Hawiey Tuesday afternoon,
June 1L.

Trie ceremony will take place at

E. T. Hawley's River .styx, Like
Mop ito< rvg, N. 3,

Mrs. Sill disposed of the lease

On Bill's Hotel, Flushing. L. 1., s« v-

er.il moiitlis ago, and since has been
living at the New Jersey resort.

Philadelphia, June 0.

Twelve best pieces of acting of
the current theatrical season as
selected by Arthur B. Waters',
dramatic editor of the "Public" and
"Evening Public Ledgers," in his
column last week, were as follows:
Jeanne Eagels in "Rain;"' Pauline
Lord in "Anna Christie;" Henry;
Miller in "The Changelings;" Con-
stantin Stanislavsky in "The Cherry
Orchard;" Laurette Taylor In

W j t ,) « "Humoresque;" Edward Douglas in
"Winnie and the Wolves;" Lennox
Pawle in "The Mountebank;" WaN
lace ISddinger in "Captain Apple*
jack;" Allison Skipworth in "The
Torch Bearers ;" Glenn Hunter In
"Merton of the Movies;" J. C.
Nugent in "Kempy;" Helen Gahagan
in "Passions for Men."

TED LEWIS "FROLICS"
Ted.Lewis' "Frolics" goes Into re-

hearsal Monday under Allen K.
Fostor's direction. The piece, for-
merly known as "A to Z," is being
sponsored by the Ted Lewis Pro-
ductions, Inc., of which Lewis and
Arthur Pearson are managing heads.
Pearson, in collaboration with Billy '

K. Wells, a burlesque librettist re-
sponsible for the new "Scandals,"
is Working on the hook. Jack
Yollen and Milton Ager are doing
the lyrics and score. N

Henry Clive, the artist, has been
engaged to select a beauty chorus.
Julius Tannen and Lewis and Dody
are among the principals.

CORNERSTONE FOR ELRAE

might m< .in that the produeer
trying to evolve some sort of an
entertainment that would be along
the lines of that presented at the
!•' ies Bergere In th« Fr< m h < i

tal.

Phlladelphlai June 6.

Operations have so far progn l

I in the construction of the Elrae
iarTheatre and office Jfuilding, south-

\v< Bt corner of Eleventh and Mar-
ket streets, that the Stanley com*
pany has arranged for the laying
of the corner stone on Saturday,
June 30.

HARRY E. FISHERS WILL
The will of Harry B. Fisher of

Fisher and Carroll, who died May
127, filed for probate this week in

the Kings County Surrogate's
Court, directs -his estate of "over
$10,000" In realty, and "under
$10,000" in personality after all

debts are paid, to be divided as fol-
#

U ws : —
Annie E. Fisher, widow, of 4048

Hubbard place, Brooklyn, the resi-
due, and she is named also as the
executrix. Milton Mussel] .Fisher,
adopted son, Of the same address,
and Alvin vv. Pierce, known a)s<
as Alvin W. Fisher, stepsoV- whose
address is not given, each $1.

THOMAS' DOG MISSING
Augustus Thomas i suffering the

loss of a pal, "Luxembourg," the
German police dog which Mr.
Thomas' son, Major Luke Thomas,
brought back with him from Over
There, after his service with the
U. S. troops in the war. When Mr.
Thomas' play " Palmy Days" opened
at Atlantic City, a bloodhound in
the cast became ill. "Lux" jumped
in and played the part perfectly*
and was continued in it. .His prin-
cipal cue, on which he" used to)

jump at Wilton Lackaye's throat,
was "Where is my hat?" "Lux'?
has never forgotten it. Anyone who
may see a medium <ized, reddish
brown police dog, with th. tip of
one ear slightly drooped is asked
to say "Where is my hat?" If the*
dog goes crazy, it is "Lux."
"Lux" went for a walk June 1 and

did not return. Mrs. Thomas is
also worrying. •

Anyone hearing of "Lux" Is re-
quested to phone Plaza 2465, and
ask for Mr. Thomas. A suitable
reward is offered.— ———

—

ANOTHER COLORED SHOW
Another colored .revue is to he

produced. Jones and Jones (vaude-
ville) have wri'en the book with
music by Maceo Pinkard, writer of
"Liza."
The new revue will begin rehear-

sal next .Monday with a premiere set
for the Lafayette, Harlem, some
time mxt month, to be followed by
six 'weeks In the colored houses.
Joe Bheftell's Revue, Jones and

Jones and a cast of 31* have been
engaged. Bheftell will produce tho
p< • which i* as yet untitled.

"IRENE" WITH ALL-STAR CAST
James Montgomery will send

"Irene" on a fare\wll tour with an
all-star cast composed of the orig-
inal principals p! the company.
These are Dale Winter, Jere De-
laney, Flo Irwin, Henry Coote, Dot
Lamar, Howrtfd Freeman, Brie Mc-
Kay, George Collins and Frank
Robb, musical director,
Joe i>» Mill win have the manage-

m< nt. nnd th< show will open at
Tulsa, Okla., Aug. io.
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HEAT, SURE DEATH TO THE GROSS,

LANDSHEAVILY, B'WAY DISMAYED
i

J-atc Comers Doubly Handicapped—Eight Shows

Closed Last Saturday—Ten or More May Leave

This Week—No Gravy from Jubilee

WORKING PLAN GIVEN

FOR CENTRAL OFFICE

The folly of presenting new at-

tractions on Broadway at the fag

end of the season has been strik-

ingly demonstrated to producers

Within the past six weeks. Over a

dozen attempts have been made,

and nearly all have failed. The
percentage of winning plays is

email in comparison to the volume
produced, even where a presenta-

tion has the best conditions sur-

rounding it. Offering new plays on

the eve of summer means inviting

a handicap which only the rare ex-

ceptions can stand up under.

Non-musicals at this time are to

foe considered ventures of double

hazard, as gambling with the

weather i« loaded to the natural

risk of production. Some of the

late entries may be explained by

the fact that controllers of theatres

demanded guarantees up until the

late spring. Some independent

rnanagers appear to have taken the

chance of landing rWw, in prefer-

ence of waiting with their wares

for the highly competitive opening

gjeriod of the new season. Fn-
couragement was supplied by the

open summers In recent years.

June of last year was cool and

rainy, but now the summer is off

t-> a torrid start, upsetting all dope

from the weather sharps that the

foot season would not be hot this

year.
There is but one exception among

the new plays lately brought in. the

English comedy, "Aren't We All?"

at the Gaiety. It is presented by

one of Broadway's best known pro-

ducers (Charles Dillingham), but

there isn't any manager of his

rating who would have attempted

the piece at this time, and it Is

doubtful if he would have put it

On except through circumstances of

Contract necessity. "Zander the

Great" was first rated very highly

at the Empire, though its late ar-

rival caused surprise also. Indica-

tions now are that it will not last

past the Fourth of July. The at-

traction was conceded to have a

htrong chance for a long run had it

foeen produced in season. The other

xicw non -musical tries have either

tfosed or are tottering and cannot

last.

The sudden descent of heat last

>reek and its continuance this week

affected all Broadway, with four

exceptions. "Aren't We All?"

played to virtual capacity and ap-

proximated $14,000. a Jump of over

$2,000 over the Initial week. "Kaln"

lost some standee*, but continued

at capacity, with "Seventh Heaven"

also so favored. "Wildflower"

fetood the weather assault at the

Casino, equaling its pace of $20,500,

but with the aid of a scale lifted

from $2.50 to $3. the latter applying

for the first 10 rows. All other

musicals were affected for $2,000

land over, with some grosses show-
ing a decline of $3,500 under the

previous week, the drop being al-

most as severe for the dramas.

New York's Silver Jubilee brought

ho gravy to Broadway. Saturday
night's houses resembled Wednes-
day matinees in many cast's. The
"Follies" went under $30,000 for the

first time, though it claimed a come-
back early this week. The decline

was about $2,000 (here and for the

Music Box. which went to $18,500

and wad the first time under $20,000.

."Little Nellie Kelley" also went
under $20,000 for the first time* the

gross sliding under $1S,000.

The rapidity of the closings on

Broadway has brought some meas-
ure of hope to sponsors of the weak
attractions still . sticking and for

some of the other survivors. They
figure that with fewer attraction.*

they may get a better break from

the cut rate sales. Musicals have
the first call in the latter agencies,

with dramas running next and
farces last. Fxpect it ions from cut

rates, however, Is over estimated,

for the volume <>f sales there is also

"shot"
"Adrienne." the summer musical

at the Cohan, opened to promise,

getting nearly $19,000 its first week
and winning • good break from the

sritics "Dew Drop Inn" fell off

$2,000 at the Astor, averaging the

same drop as the others.

FRENCH TRIP OFF

Joe Leblang Writes P. M. A.

Members, Furnishing De-

tailed Information

8ilvernair*

f

Plans for

Abandoned
Paris Are

"The School for Scandal," re-

vived for the week at the Lyceum
by the Players' Club «s a benefit,

started off with a rush and by
means of a $10 top Monday and
Saturday nights and $5 top for all

other performances, should get the

$30,000 gross aimed for. Regard-
less of the heat, the all-star cast is

attracting the cream of theatre pa-
tronage.

The dual presentation of "Blossom
Time" at the 44th Street and Shu-
bert was a failure. One company
was withdrawn Saturday at the end
of its second week, when it got
$4,000. The other show may be
withdrawn from the Shubert at any
time. "For Value Received," which
moved from the Longacre to the
Apollo, also stopped so that last

week's withdrawals numbered eight.

Wednesday six shows were defi-

nitely listed to shut at the end of
this week and the list may grow to

10 before Saturday. "Bombo" ends
its season at the Winter Garden;
"Jack and Jill" stops at the Globe;
Jane Cowl's "Juliet" ends a record
run at the Henry Miller; "Whisper-
ing Wires" closes for the season at
the Broadhurst, having made the
best run of the new mystery dramas
this year; "Caroline" closes at the
Ambassador, and "The Wasp" quits
at the Selwyn. There is doubt about
the remaining "Blossom Time."
"Cold Feet" (a new farce at the
Fulton) and "Give and Take," which
moved to the Central Monday, con-
tinuing longer than Saturday, and
that does not exhaust the candi-
dates for closing.

Virtually all the withdrawals mean
ihat many dark houses, but the
Garden may stay lighted, plans
being made to rush the new "Pass-
ing Show" in next week. The Sel-
wyn will be dark but one week, when
"Helen of Troy, N. Y.," arrives (June
18). The same applies to the Globe,
which gets "Scandals."
The subway circuit is through.

"Just Married" got $5,800 at the
Broad Street, Newark; "Morphia"
closed its season at the Bronx opera
house, getting nearly $5,000, while
musical stock drew $6,000 at the
Majestic, Brooklyn, but is -likely to
be withdrawn, as was the case with
the Newark try with * the same
policy.

The terrific heat wave the early
part of this week brought a marked
falling off in the. demand for the-
atrical entertainment. The advance
price agencies were all overloaded
with seats and on both Monday and
Tuesday night they were dumping
into the cut rate office at a tre-

mendous pace. Shows for which
buys have stood since their opening
months ago were marked in the
cut rates at bargain prices. The
shows that were dumped were "Dew
Drop Inn" (Astor), "Zander the
Great" (Empire). "So This Is Lon-
don!" (Hudson). "Music Box Revue"
(Music Box). "The Fool" (Times
Square) and "Bombo" (Winter Gar-
den). At the same time the cut
rate people had a hard time get-
ting rid of their own "regulars," for

the demand for cheap seats also fell

off.

Both the buy and the cut lists were
CUt down slightly this week through
closings. This hit the cut rates

harder than the buys, for the at-

tractions that are being handled

by the brokers ire still showing suf-

ficient strength to weather the heat
for a few weeks at least.

Right now the biggest demand in

lown is for "Aren't We All?" at t\\ n

(', llety, which hit the town as a dis-

tinct surprise and none of the brok-
ers ran get the seats that they want
for the show, which is putting about

400 a night over th^ advance price

counters. Another attraction rated

In the real hit class Is the Louh A.

Werba production, "Adrienne." at

the Cohan, which seemingly is get-

ting the c»:i from those Inclined

musically.
This week there were 15 buys

listed, namely Dew Drop Inn" (As-

tor), "Seventh Heaven*1 (Booth).

"Wildflower" (Casino),

Plans for an American company
to present Broadway plays in Paris
this summer have been abandoned.
Clark Silverman, who organized the
company, tried his idea out via spe-
cial matinees at the Selwyn last

week, the plays being given in

French.
The backer of the project, said

to be a wealthy copper man, sud-
denly withdrew.
It was reported that salaries were

not satisfactorily adjusted, al-

though at the theater the manage-
ment stated all bills incurred by
Silvernail had been paid. They in-

cluded rent at $250 for each of the

three afternoons, stage crew wages
and advertising. A lease on a Paris

theatre had been arranged for, and
backing to the amount of $15,000 had
been promised.
A French actor engaged to coach

the players was reported as having
been stranded after disputes with
Silvernail. Henry Grisitt was com-
pany manager.

LYCEUM'S $30,000 GROSS

Players' Club Revival Capacity

—

Actors' Fund Participate*

A letter covering the plan of the

Central Theatre Ticket Office has

been addressed to the Producing

Managers' Association by Joseph

Leblang at the request of the or-

ganisation. A copy of the letter is

to be sent to every member of the

association with a view to inform

them thoroughly with the proposed

manner of operation of the Central

Office. The subject is to be pre-

sented at one of the meetings of the

organization in the near future.

None connected with the organiza-

tion or with the Leblang office would
give out the contents of the letter,

other than to admit such 'a letter

was sent and received by Augustus
Thomas.

It is understood the Leblang let-
ter contained a complete working
plan of the manner in which he pro-
posed to conduct the Central Office
in the event he is the selection* to
head the organized tlckot selling
agency.

CHAIN STORE COUPONS

AS CUT-RATE MEASURE

Promotor Promises Distribu-

tion of 100.000 Tickets

a Day

The "School for Scandal" pre-

sented by the Players' Club with

an all-star cast started off to great

business at the Lyceum. At $10

j top the first night's takings were
$5,300. Tuesday, when the scale

was $5 top, the statement shows
better than $3,500. The attraction

has the best agency call on Broad-
way, and. capacity is indicated for

the balance of the week. The final

performance Saturday is also

topped at $10, and the total on the

week may reach $30,000.

The engagement is for the benefit

of the Flayers' Club, but the Actors'

Fund will receive a percentage of

the receipts. The Lyceum is being

used without charge through the

courtesy of Daniel Frohman and

David Belasco. It was claimed the

advance* sale was nearly $20,000,

which beat the total gross of last

year's Players' Club show, which

was given at the Empire.

OPERATION ON TOMMY LEARY
Tommy Leary, character actor, In

"Chu Chin Chow," "Mecca" and
other Comstock & Gest productions,

was taken suddenly ill June 1. Un-
der a doctor's advice he was rushed

to the Roosevelt hospital, New
York, where it was found necessary

to perform an immediate operation

for appendicitis. He came out of

the operation satisfactorily, and at

last reports was doing as well as

could be expected for a man of hid

age, over 60.

Leon Cunningham's "Spring Fevsr"

Leon Cunningham, author of

"Hospitality." which the Kquity

Players presented during the last

season, has completed another play.

accepted for production by Russell

Janny.
Its present title is "Spring Fever."

and it is now stated for the early

fall.

COHAN IMPOSTOR
An impostor claiming to bo "field

man" for George M. Cohan started
"operating" out of town last week.
The man gave the name of Carroll
and said he was a cousin of Earl
Carroll. He approached the team
of Kelso and Demonde while they
were playing Trenton, N. J., and
assured the act it would be engaged
for a new musical show soon to be
opened in Boston by Cohan.
That Carroll Is phoney was dis-

closed when the act called at Co-
han's office this week and declared
the man had worked them for a
"touch." Cohan has no field man,
while Earl Carroll stated he did not
know the individual. The impostor
is described as being a smooth
talker with a knowledge of show
business.

An innovation in half-price ticket

distribution came to light on Broad-
way during the current week with
the proposal that an arrangement
be made with a number of hat and
shoe chain stores with a view to

handling the distribution of a spe-
cial coupon in connection with their

sales. The promoter of the idea has
patented a combination out-rats
coupon and a business card for the

purpose of lending dignity and
value to the cut-rate coupon and
thus believes the curse of flooding

the town with ordinary half-rate

tickets may be overcome to the ex-

tent that those who receive the

half-rate coupon will accept the
ticket as a thing of value.

Two chains of stores operating

about 150 branches in Greater New
York and vicinity are said to be

ready to place the tickets before the

public, the store receiving return
through the advertising they get
out of the project. The promoter
says that within two weeks aftef

the inauguration of the plan he will

be in a position to guarantee dis~

tribution of something like 100.0(H)

coupons a day.
v Coupons must be

used within a week. This, he is cer-

tain, will find a return of a high
percentage at the box offices. The
other cut-rate coupon distribution

plans up to the present call for

something Uke a 1,000,000 distribu-

tion for each show, with a returq

of approximately one per cent.

None of the chain stores included
in the plan is to sell articles of a
sales price of less than $2 and will

include hats and shoe establish-

ments at first.

No Colored Shows at Grand, K. C.

Kansas City, June 6.

The report the Grand will play
colored shows next season was er-
roneous.
The Grand will play combinations

and road shows as in former sea-
sons.

COWL JUMP TO COAST

"Romeo and Juliet," with June
Cowl, which closed its record

Shakespearean run of twenty weeks
at the Henry Miller Saturday, will

jump directly to the coast instead

of stopping off at Denver. The at-

traction will lay off six weeks, re-

opening In Los Angeles at the M.ison

July 30.

There will be two men In ad-

vance, Frank Matthews and George
Robey having been appointed. John
llogarty will remain back.

Granfl Guignol Coming to B'way

(Cohan). "Merton of the Movies"

(Cort), "Rain" (Elliott), "Zander the

Great" (Empire). "Aren't We All?"

(Gaiety). "Jack and Jill" (Globe).

"So This Is London!" (Hudson).

"Little Nellie Kelly" (Liberty), "Tol-

ly Preferred' (Little). "Music Box
Revue" (Music Box), "ZiegfeM Fol-

lies" (Amsterdam), and "Bombo"
(Winter Garden).

In the rut rates the dhows thai

were on sale were "Caroline* (Am-
dassador), "Yon and r (Belmont),

"Uptown West" (Bijou), "Whisper-

Inn Wires" (Broadhurst), "Give and

Take" (Central). "Go-Go" (Daly's),

-Zander the Great" il'liniu'''),

"Sweet Nell <>f Old Drury" (43th

Street), "Cold Feet" (Fulton), "The
Devil's Discipline" (CI irrlck), M u k

and Jill" (Globe). "Icebound" (Har-

"Romeo .'i»d Juliet" (Miller),

"Not So Fast" (Morosco), "Up Bhe
(Joes" (Playhouse), "The Wasp"
(Selwyn). "Blossom Tims" (Shu-
hert), "Mary the Third" (39th

Street), and a few se< on I balcony

scats for "Dew Drop Inn " (Astor),

"Adrienne"m iking a total of 19 in all.

rogarded here optimistically

French language presentations

did not prevent the remarkable

success of Mme. Sorell In New
York during the winter. Her en-

gagement at the J9th Street the-

atre was limited to two or three

weeks, but the capacity business

drawn was noted here with con-

siderable satisfaction.

That engagement, together

with the world's record draw of

the Moscow Art Theatre in New

attraction writ repeat the] York, appears to have convinced

the American managers and» the

directors of the Grand Guignol

that It is not necessary for

American audiences to under-

stand the language. That par-

ticularly applies to tho Guignol

plays, which depend a great deal

on pantomime.

Rablno and Buranl, the man-

aging directors of the Grand

Guignol, which has a similar

standing In Franee that the Mos-

cow Art has In Russia, will ac-

company the company which will

number 1* players. Max and

Paulette. the two noted male ac-

tors will lead the organization

along with Mile M»xa. The first

named rarely appear in the sun'

plays, alternating on the bill «t

the head of the various casts. All

plays will be presented exictly

U»e s.ime as here, as the original

settings will he taken ucioss.

The Grand Guignol has been in

existence 35 years or more, ante-

dating the Moscow Art. Its best

known contributing author is

Andre de Lome, who has been

contriving thrillers for the Guig-

nol for the past 20 years. Per-

haps half a doxen of his Wood

eurdlers will be Included In the

American bills.

Farts, June 6.

The booking of the famous
Grand Guignol for New York by
the Selwyns has aroused a flurry

of interesting comment here

among showmen.
Reports of the sensational suc-

cess of the Moscow Art Theatre

in America have resulted In opin-

ion here that the way is paved
for another foreign language nov-

elty, such as the Grand Guignol,

and It Is not doubted the Paris

Ian

Russians' scoring in their 10

weeks on Broadway. It is also

believed the Grand Guignol will

interest the social set In New
York fully as much.

It is understood the Grand
Guignol was chosen by the Sel-

wyns because of the uncertainty

of the Gultrys appearing In

America. Luclen Guitry would
like to go across, but is afraid of

tho ocean trip. He made all ar-

rangements with Arch Belwyn
when the American manager was
here recently, but there is doubt

about the OuitrjTS ever leaving

here,

There ire 200 small plays In

the Grand Guignol repertoire

winch could be presented in

America. The actual selections

for the programs have not been
made, hut it is figured elimina-

tions Will leave between 40 and

B0 which will in* shown in New
York. The plan is to present four

playlets in each performance,

with < change of bill weekly. Not

nil the Guignol pieces ife lensa-

tional dramatics and a change of

pace will he afforded by playing

two thrillers i rid two comedies.

Th«' American invasion of the

noted French organisation is
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STOCKS

PIRATES OF PENZANCE
Baltimore, Juno f».

This Js the Ofth of a series of

comic opera condensations which

J. Humbird Huffy has presented at

the Century. ThiH work is good « n-

tertainmcnt for several reasons The
chief being the fact that the fairly

well-known chant of the "Imbibers
Union of the Universe," "Hail, Hail,

tho Qang'S All Here." is from the

work, and another is that the fa-

mous 'Modem Major-General" rat-

ter song also occurs in "pirates.

Consequently, the work rnak. a

considerable appeal t<» a mate au-

di* nee, Mr. Uuffy, as the Pirate ap-

prentice, and Alice Mai k< nsie, as

the Major-General's daughter, s«
the outstanding members of the

cast along with Francis Tyler, bas-

so to whom fall's the role of Major-
Ceneral Stanley. Tyler's big song is

put over excellently. His enunci-

ation registering in good shape for

this piece of the "Modern Major-
General," and his information "veg-
etable, animal and mineral" neces-

sitates the clearest of diction, and
the most careful pronunciation pos-

sible lo give it. There are actually

few men in comic opera who can do
it justice. One of them is Arthur
Cunningham, who sings the part in

the DeWolf Hopper Company, and
his work in this role is nearly let-

ter perfect, although Tyler certain-

ly acquits himself creditably.

Leo de Hieapods sings the baritone

role of the Pirate Chief. While the

Chief's lieutenant, Samuel, is sung
by Albert A. Wheeler. The piece is

attractively staged, and a mixed
chorus of 12 voices adds greatly.

During the course of the opera sev-
eral melodious choruses occurred.
Frank Rehsen, directing the Century
Company's orchestra, handles his

musicians well, with no . staggering
oifhcuitieti in the acore. All in all.

the piece is well given, although it

is like the others in so much that
the person unfamiliarwith the opera
is quite unfamiliar with the plot

when it is all over, unless he reads
his program, and nine-tenths of the
theatre-goers are using their pro-
grams for fans at this time of the
year in Baltimore. Hisk.

PRESIDENT STOCK
("ABIE'S IRISH ROSE")

Washington, June 6.

Anne Nichols, who -wrote "Abie's
lush Rose' was out front Monday
night. She didn't see a very good
performance of her "child," but
she did see a good performance in

the making, and then again possibly

there is just a little prejudice! when
the company presenting the piece

during the remarkable run here
.earlier in the season is taken into

e< mparison.
Lew Welsh appeared tonight as

Solomon. He followed Leo Hoy.t who
is now playing the part so success-
fully in Pittsburgh for the Smith-
Duffy aggregation in that city. Mr.
Welsh, when the lack of rehear-
sals is considered gave a remark-
ably 4,'ood performance, but there is

lots of room for improvement. Evi-
dently the advent of Miss Nichols
means rehearsals.

• The balance of the cast was a

number of those appearing previ-
ously in their sane roles, Robert
Lowe, always splendid in every-
thing he does, again scored as the
Irishman, Harry Bhutan doesn't
miss a Chance for a laugh as Cohen
and Guy D'Knnery gives a sincere

performance as the Rabbi, of the
newer additions (leorge Barnes
naturally suffers as Abie when com-
pared with Terry Duffy. He is too

mature; the part needs a juvenile,

not the leading man. Kay Ham-
mond did well as Rose Mary while
Thomas McGrnth as the priest with
but two rehearsals did very well.

Henrietta Yaders as Mrs. Cohen was
splendid. She too, is new in the
cast.
The piece is a wonder. Monday'?

house was an excellent one and after

two very lean weeks with "Give and
Take" running in opposition to a

mammoth carnival on Pennsylvania
avenue, "Abie" comes along and
jets business, and that aforesaid

carnival still running even stronger
with what looks like ten million

shrincrs parading the avenue.

all players with the exception of the

two leads for <•" h bill. This policy

is a new departure for stock, and
from general appearances will never
gain a strong foothold. The Cres-
cent may be taken as an example.
Although doing business under the

Duffy management, the company
never built up a clientele of regular

stock fans who attend the perform-
ances weekly. The house is situ-

ated In the downtown section of

Bro< klyn, and can draw a certain
perc< nt.i^e Of transients for each
performance. Such is not often the

case With Stock theatres, and the
popularity of their permanent play-
ers is invariably one of the main
n usons for success.

A jobbing stock company is not
often successful as far as smooth
performances are concerned. In
some cases people are engaged for
roles which they played previously
either on the road or in the original
company. Engagements of this order
are generally satisfactory. The cus-
tom, however, of merely changing
people each week offers little for the
player or the audier.ee they work to.

The people engaged for one week in

reality are not getting full value for
their work. It is necessary for them
to rehearse the week previous and
secure only the salary the one week
they play. This condition tends to
add a spirit of half-heartedness to
the work that detracts from the
piece in general. The Shubert-
Crescent production of "It's a Boy"
proved this. With the exception of
Arthur Albortson and Lenita Lane,
the leads, the other players are
merely Jobbers. In the first act of
the Tuesday ni^ht performance, be-
fore a handful of people, Myra
Hampton and Charles Ellis, both ap-
parently merely' jobbing for the
week, played with an indifference
and insolence which should not have
been tolerated by any director.

"It's <t Boy," us presented by ih*?

Shubert-Crescent company, had cer-
tain shortcomings, but in many
ways proved a comparatively satis-
factory stock presentation. The
piece is nicely suited to stock with
a east of eleven and played in two
sets. For farce comedy it is suffi-

ciently chan to be wholesome and
has sufficient comedy to make it

worth while. Arthur Albertson. a
juvenile type leading man. provided
the necessary feeling to the role of
the young husband to muke his per-
formance the outstanding feature of
the piece. Lenita Lane, with the
other lend, played listlessly in the
early portion of the piece, but moved
up several notches as it progressed.
Hal Salter displayed himself as well
above the one- week jobber class.
Dorthy Leeds, a stately young wom-
an, was given a good assignment
which she filled with ease. John
Carmody and Helen Beresford made
their character parts stand up.
Ralph Murphy did well enough with
a juvenile comedy role. Murphy is

likewise doing the directing.
The company's scenic staff turned

out two well -designed sets. Hart.

lark of adequate patronage she was
through with Buffalo. McGarry

was forced to secure the first and

last week's rent to the theater and

post return fares to New York for

the company. Financial backing

from a number of Buffalonians, also

Interested in the Buffalo Mayers,

has been secured, the venture tak-

ing on somewhat of a community
aspect. McGarry .Majestic Players

was incorporated this week, capi-

talized at $500. with McGarry as

president and general manager. The
personnel of the company has not

jet been announced.

PITTSFIELD STOCK JAM

Salaries in Arrears at Union Square
and Some Players Quit

Opening their third annual season
at the Carlin's Arena theater, Bal-
timore, the DeFco Grand Opera
Company sang "Tosca" and received

an ovation by more than 2,000 per-

sons who gathered to welcome them
back to Baltimore.

This troupe, which first came
here in 1921, returned last year for

four weeks, and its return this year

is for the same period. William iA.

Alhaugh, local impresario, is back-
ing the show this year and has made
provisions to import guest artists

from time to time.

Principals include Mme. Edith

DeLys, Richard Bonnelli, A. (Ian-

dolfi, Giovanni Diaz, Armando
Tokatyan, Henry Weldon, Mjne.

Thalia Sabaneyva, and many others.

A ballet is also carried.

Isis von Mitzel, vaudeville and

stock actress, left an estate of about

$1,180 In personalty and no will

when she died May 17, according to

her husband. Max von Mitzel, of 300

West 49th street, New York, in his

application for letters of adminis-
tration. Mrs. von Mitzel, who had

been ill for about a week, was a

native of Philadelphia and had been

on the stage *for about 37 years. At
the time of her illness she was ap-

pearing in a vaudeville act under
the direction of her husband and, in

addition to the latter, she is sur-

vived by a daughter, Anna Bur-
rough, of 91 Brooks street, Brighton,

Mass.

Tittsfleld, Mass., June 6.

The finances of the Union Square
Theatre stock company are badly
muddled. The 12 remaining mem-
bers of the company received no
salaries for last week. H. V. Tudor
of Stamford, Vt., backer of the

company, retired suddenly last

week. Then Dorothy Beardsley at-

tached the receipts Saturday for her-

salary for last week.
John F. Cooney, owner of the

theatre, has contributed its use free

of charge for the next two weeks
and the company will be conducted

on a commonwealth basis.

The organization received another

blow Monday when J. Lansing Ern-

est severed his connection as man-
ager. Ernest had made the fact

known to several members of the

company, but on the request of Mr.

Tudor had not made the matter
public. Mr. Ernest Is to return to

Holyoke, Mass., as manager of

Mountain l'ark, which position he

held before coming to Pittsfleld as

manager of the Cplonial Theatre.

Harry Bond of Boston joined the

company Saturday and will remain
during the next two weeks. A new
financial backer is negotiating, ac-

cording to Frank McDonald.
It is declared by some of the

players that legal steps may be

taken to secure back salaries from
Mr. Tudor. Besides the dozen play-

ers there were eight stage hands
and six attendants in the front .of

the house who received no salaries

for last week.
John F. Cooney, Jr., of this city,

is to be manager of the company
for the next two weeks and Mr.
Bond will play the leads.

Over the week end Hurtig &
Seamon transferred the Mabel
Brownell stock from the Strand to

tho Shubert, Newark, N. J. The
musical stock at the latter house
after a two weeks' trial failed to

draw, but the motive for the change
in the Brownell location is not clear.

Hurtig & Seamon still have the

lease on the Strand, and it is said

they intend to put in musical tabs,

beginning next week. They have
taken the Shubert on sharing

terms.

The selection of "The Storm" by
the White-Myers and Community

(Continued on page 17$

Providence, June 6.

"The Masquerader" was produced
for the first time in stock Monday,
when the Albee stock presented the
play before a capacity audience at
the Albee theatre. The presentation
marked a splendid achievement on
the part of the players, the piece
affording the augmented cast mani-
fold opportunities for excellent act-
ing in the almost endless dramatic
ramifications which the production
abounds with.
Ethelbert Hales essayed with

marked success the difficult double
role which was so long distinguished
by the playing of Guy Bates Post,
that of John Chllcote and John
Loder, in which he achieves a re-
markable degree of conviction in his
subtle distinctions.
Grace Huff as Eva Chilcotc has a

heavy part which she carries well.

Eklward Butler and Edwin Evans
also have important roles. Louise
Gerard Huntington, Lyman Abbe,
Ralph J. Locke, Lois Bolton, Graham
Velsey, Samuel Godfrey, Jessie Alli-

son, George Spelvin and Edwin
lb nsley are the others. The com-
pany is augmented by the engage-
ment for tlu week of Miss Rodd,
who appears as Mrs. Fordham; Miss
iDunca'n, who plays the role of Lady
Bram fell, and Harold Whetherald,
who appears in the prolog.
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rent. Brooklyn, was originally In-

stalled by Henry Duffy. He retired

from the management two weeks
ago, with the company continuing
under the direction of Howard Ram-
sey. From general appearances it is

in its last weeks, as business has
fallen off to a marked degree «since
the. retirement of Duffy and the
sudden hot spell of this week.

In his operation of the Brooklyn
company Ramsey is following closely

the policy adhered to by his prede-
cessor, that of jobbing practically

The musical stock presented by
the Shulerts in Newark, .V J., drew
BO fcehly it was withdrawn Satur-
day at the end of the second week
and the Mable Brownell Players
moved In from another Newark
house. The shubcrts organised two
musical stock companies, planned
to switching with the Majestic.
\U <-..|..i> n The hitter r.pi ried \ ej \

well with "The Chocolate Soulier"

last week, but business dropped off

after Memorial Hay. and it is not
certain if the policy will continue
aft«r this week.

Garry McGarry will oy-n stock at

the Majestic, Buffalo, June II, This
is the first summer in 16 years Jes-
sie Bonstelle has not maintained *
tOCk there. Mi*s Bonstelle an
nouueed last season that owing to

BURNS-KASPER PLAYERS

LEAVE, DESPITE EQUITY

Management Refused to Post

Bond—Equity Withheld j

Sanction

The members of the Burrs-Kas*

per Players left New York last FTU
day for Cumberland Md., scheduled

to open at the Maryland theater

there in "Her Temporary Hub-

band" June 11, without the sanction

of Equity.

The people engaged for the corns

pany were called into the Equity

ofllee early in the week and la-

formed by George F. Trimble, an

Equity official, the organization dfd

not sanction the stock engagement

under the management of Nat Burns

and Edwin Casper.

Equity informed the company
management it would be necessary

to post a bond guaranteeing two

weeks' salary and transportation to

Cumberland and return for the en-

tire personnel before it would sanc-

tion the engagement.
The management refused to post

the bond and the people engaged
were notified to that effect. Follow-

ing their first meeting with the

Equity official the players were noti-

fied to return the following day for

final instructions. It is reported

following a meeting with the com-
pany management they failed to re-

turn to the Equity office and left

Friday without the sanction of the

organization.
Burns & Kasper operated a com-

pany in Halifax for several months
and recently closed there to Install

the company in Cumberland. Nat
Burns is" the director of the com-
pany and Edwin Kasper its leading

man.
-i J

NO SALARIES I

Arlington Players Wrongly Promt
iscd Before Performance

•

Lynn, Mass., June 6.

Reports circulated among tho
members of the Arlington Players,

stage hands and orchestra, Satur*
day evening, that their salaries

would not be paid at the close of
the performance delayed the pres-
entation of the final act of "Pitter

Patter*' at the Auditorium for over
half an hour, during which many
persons left the theatre, while the
employes argued back stage
whether to continue or quit.

They were told by the manage-
ment to finish the play and they
would be paid. After the final cur-
tain was lowered, it being the close
of the season, no salaries were paid*
This situation resulted from a

receiver being placed at the theatre
to take charge of all money in the
box office following a suit instituted
by Guy Caldwell, one of the owners,
against Charles A. Bickford, actor
and manager of the company, a
month ago, which is now pending.
It is understood that all funds will
be held until the government's bill

for war tax collected is satisfied,
after which an announcement will
be made as to the payment of em-
ployes' salaries.

The past season has been one of
the most successful for stock in
this city. It is reported that next
fall the theatre will be under the
management of John B. Mack, one
of the members of the Arlington
Players* assisted by George Clark
in the box office.

AUTO MAN WELCHES

Pittsfield Stocks Backer Backs Out
With Salaries Owing

KARL KAE KNECHT
Dramatic Editor, Evansville "Courier"

K. k. k . without any relationship with the secret order that carries
those Symbolic initials, has hern tho cartoonist for thr F.vansville (Ind.)

"Courier" for 17 years and hit the front page every day during that time
with an offering from his pen. lb* has been dramatic editor <»f the pub-
lication f<-r II 3«;iih, and also it-presents Variety in the Kvansvillc ter-

ritory.

Knecht was horn in Iroquois, South Dakota; his boyhood was spent
in Freeport, ill , and later he attended the Art Institute in Chicago. Dur-
ing the three years there he also worked as an usher in the Illinois theatre,
later becoming doorman at the house.

In addition to having a failing for the "hall shows," Mr. Knecht also
has a distinct weakness for the "white tops," and each season makes it a
point to visit with the circus- folk. As a result his studio is hung with
many studies of circus life. He is a Kotarinn and a member of the
American Press Humorists. Occasionally he takes to tho platform with
an offering that he has billed "Chalk Talk."

(The eighteenth of the series of pietunt, atnl brief sketches of the
dramatic editor* of the country.

J

Pittsfield, Mass., Junu 6.

A local automobile < ealer who has
been the backer of the stock at the
Union Square severed his connec-
tions with the organisation last
week with salaries due the members
of the company for the final week
of his connection. Upon departing
it is alleged he stated he was un-
able to meet the nal.uj list, although
it is reported he purchased a saw-
mill for $22,004 earlier in tho week.
The company is operating this

week on the commonwealth plan,
the owners of the house permitting
it to continue without rei.tal charge
with the hope the reiituro may
prove a succe&s.
The theatre owners are trying to

buck the new company recently In-
stalled by the Goldstein Bros., in t*o
Broadway, an opposition house.
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INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT

"Blossom Time'* was the Shuberts biggest money maker for the season

just over, and lines up as the most successful operetta ever produced by

them. The total profits from the three companies sent out Is estimated

at close to $300,000. Next season four "Blossom Times" will be toured.

An exceptional feature of the attraction Is that the No. t company is re-

garded just as good as the No. 1 and No. 1.

William S. Goldenburg, dramatic editor of the "Cincinnati "Enquirer,"

was re-elected president of the Stage and Screen Scribes of America, at

their annual meeting at Cincinnati. Other officers re-elected were Albert

C. Thompson, dramatic editor, "Commercial Tribune," vice president;

Myrtle Miles, motion picture editor, "Times -Star," secretary; Dlmer H.

Dressman, motion picture editor, "The Post," treasurer. William A.

Clark, press representative of the Keith-Harris theatrical interests;

Rudolph A. Benson, press agent, Chester Park; Noah Schechter, free-

lance press agent; William G. Stiegler. dramatic editor, "Times-Star,"

and Carl B. Adams, motion picture editor. "The Enquirer," were elected

directors.

Plans were made .to organise branches in other cities. Alan Rogers

and Harry V. Martin were designated to start a chapter in New York.

LEGIT ITEMS
"Sea Foam," * new drama by

Forest Halsey and Benjamin F.
Glazer, has been purchased by Sam
H. Harris and will be produced early
In the fall.

Eileen Van Blene, who in private
life la Mrs. Freddie McKay, will
leave Saturday with her husband for
a vacation at their country home,
"Cuddledoon" In Provincetown.
Mass.

Oliver D. Bailey has closed the 21 -year lease for the Republic, New
York, with Arthur Hammcrstem, effective from May 1. HH. Bailey

agrees to pay Hammereteln $35,000 net annually for just the four walls,

exclusive of the ground rental, tuxes, Insurance and other assessments.

Bailey heretofore had the Republic on a sub-lease from A H. Woods.

The ground is owned by the Geisha Realty Co. In which a number of

Broadway mercantile people are interested. They took It over recently

from the Davidson estate of Albany. The ground rental Bailey must pay

is five per cent, per year of the assessed appraisal of the valuation.

Conservatively it is worth $400,000.
/

V

There have been hundreds of instances where members of Equity,

finding themselves In destitute circumstances, through illness, lack of

employment, etc., have applied to Equity headquarters for financial as-

sistance, and invariably have been told no financial assistance could be

given by Equity, as it was not a charitable institution.

Equity maintains a sick and death benefit fund and gives theatrical

benefits, balls, previews and May parties in order (as advertised) to

obtain money to be used for these charities.

At the Equity annual meeting June 4 the following Hit of these benefit

performances and the profits from them was given by the officials:

Profit on show at Metropolitan Opera house $1 ,256

Troflt on ball at Astor Hotel (about) 1.000 V
Profit on ball at Chicago

*»JJJ
Profit on Los Angeles previews 650

Profit on May party at Astor Hotel 10.750

Total $15,018

A total of $15,618 raised presumably and avowedly for Equity charities;

and yet when charity is applied for by an Equity member it is refused

with the gratuitous advice "Go to the Actors' Fund."

Is the money thus raised for charity applied to the working funds of

Equity and added to that organization's actual assets, instead of being

used for the purpose it is donated for. by a charitable public, and the

sick and needy of the organization cold-bloodedly refused the price of

medicine, food or room rent by the well-paid officials in charge of that

fund?

The uncertainty whether Al Jolson will again contract to appear under

the management of the Shuberts may Ttave^been lessened through the

Shuberls recently presenting their blackface star with a $13,000 Rolls

Royce. f

"Plus Fours," with Peggy O'Neil. closed at the St. James, London.

Saturday after playing something over 200 performances. The show was

not presented in the provinces, as previously reported. Miss O'Neil

has gone to the country for a rest. She has declined "Zander the Great"

as her next London attraction, but another play has been chosen for the

fall. Miss O'Neil has secured the American rights to "Plus Fours."

Otis Skinner closed Saturday in "Mister Antonio." The season is re-

ported one of the most successful In Skinner's career, and It is said the

tour netted the Frohman office around $100,000 profit

The tenor in a Broadway revue whose marital opinions made good

newspaper copy not so long ago, because he said his temperament did

r.ot permit him having a wife (for wftlch he Is now paying healthy

alimony), became smitten on a "Follies" beauty during the winter. He
wrote her many letters loaded with amorous rhapsodies. Then he

switched affections and endeavored to get the notes back. He suc-

ceeded, but only after an Intermediary passed Just $8,000 to the "Follies"

gal. That was three weeks' salary for the tenor.
_

A recent item to the effect that Arthur Hopkins planned a curtailed

production program for the coming season because of the strained

relations between the managers and Equity, erroneously expressed doubt

as to whether John and Ethel Barrymore would again be presented by

Hopkins. The manager stated both Rarrymores will be under his direc-

tion next season. John Barrymore will appear in "Hamlet" and possibly

other attractions after a tour of the main stands. It is not decided

whether Miss Barrymore will be presented in a new play In New York
or whether she will tour in 'The Laughing Lady." which was the most
successful of her trio of tries at the Longacre.

A benefit performance will be
given at the Republic Sunday eve-
ning, June 17, in aid of Mme. Ana-
stasla Souvornia, the Russian
actress, who attracted attention
through an unfortunate accident
while rehearsing. She was struck by
a trolley car, sustaining a broken
leg. At the time she was practically
without funds. One of the children,
a lad of 15, ran away after telling

his mother he would not burden her
any longer. He has since been
found working for the Western
Union. Mme. Souvornia's father
was the editor of a Petrograd news-
paper.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tours and
their child returned to New York
last week, after Mr. Tours had as-
sisted In launching "The Music Box
Revue," in London. Eddie Rush,
assistant producer for the show,
also returned. Hassard Short will

be back the end of this month.
Irving Berlin is to return in couple
of weeks.

BEDSIDE CHATS

By NELLIE REVLLL

Dear "boys in the Booking Office!" I don't seem to be able to get a
complete list of all those who participated in and paid for that flattering

tribute to me in the page of the N. V. A. program. I have no way of

reaching you personally, but I know you read Variety, and so I want you
all to accept this as a message of thanks, Individually and collectively.

Your ambassador, Billy Grady, came down the other day to apprise me
of your additional thought for my happiness, but somehow I couldn't say
all I wanted to at the moment. I got a choky feeling about my throat,

and the only thing I could think of was that story told of old Bob Fiti-

slmmons by Tex Rickard.
It was at a dinner given to Fitssimmons at a cafe in 14th street. The

bunch had gotten together and bought the warrior a huge silver loving-

cup. John Pollock, the sport writer, presented It. After about the tenth
drink, the cup was flashed on the emotional old fellow. Fits stared at the
big and gleaming thing. Then he glowered at Pollock and yelled, "Now,
dammit, you've made me cryl"

Mme. Perle Bartl, of the Royal
Opera, Madrid, and Chicago Opera,
has returned to the State after an
extended tour of the European
countries.

A deal has been effected by which
Claude Robinson, who operates the
Robinson Grand, Clarksburg, W.Va..
takes over the opera house, which
has been operated since its opening
a few years ago by Frank Moore
and Jack Marx, Rohlnwon will play
touring attractions in the opera
house next season and, vaudeville
at the Robinson Grand, with a pic-
ture policy at both houses. Claude
Robinson was at one time treasurer
of the New Amsterdam theatre In
New York. He Is a brother of Rube
Robinson, who has the bill posting
plant in Wheeling.

»

The benefit performance at the
Century, New York, Sunday eve*
ning (June 10) for the Veterans'
Mountain Camp Drive has the pa-
trons' seats in the orchestra scaled
at $25 each.

Don't ever try to write a book. It's like anything else one tries to make
at home, only to learn that it can be bought much better and cheaper
ready-made. Writing this recalls to mind my one and only attempt to

make a dress. I thought because I had the material, the scissors, a sewing
machine and a Butterick pattern, I could give lessons to Paquln. But
before going far with it I realized what a friend and benefactor humanity
had in the man that founded the cloak and suit industry.

It is a good deal like the sidewalk comedian who can always get a
laugh from the gang a*, the corner, but finds It a different matter to get
his stuff over the footlights with professionals looking on from the wings.
Or like the little girl who dances so "be-yoot-lfully" at the graduating
exercises and then come-, to Broadway ready and willing to take Pavlowa'e
place, but soon discovers that the salt cellar should have boon shaken
liberally over the fulsome praise of friends.

That's the way I feel about my home-brew book. I have used the
formula prescribed by people who are expert at book-making, or rather
writing. And If I can't get the same kick in mine they do in theirs it is

not the fault of the recipe. Anyway, I know I am glad to get it off my
chest, which is where I wrote It.

Having thus far only hinted that my friends are responsible for this

literary aberration I now openly accuse them.* The buck is theirs. For
months they\ continued to say: "Why don't you write a book?" The
I lea of inability only seemed to mfflce them more Insistent that I stop
loafing and go to work.
"Of course jvu can." they argued. "You must have loads of material,

and what right have you to deprive the public of the very book that per-
haps It hungers for?"

That though: of a hungering public, and here is the result. Well

—

maybe it was also the necessity of garnering a few. good, old, hard,
eluslw "In God We Trusts" to keep the wolf barking up another tree

that Induced me to perpetrate this pot-pourri of word juggllngs on my
friends. But le«t anyone follow my example let me warn them. There
are more heartaches, headaches and disappointments coincident with
the writing of one book than the exploiting of fifty musical shows, and
I have become convinced that no author—be he ever so humble—was
ever paid ha'f enough for his labors. I realise now what a vengeful man
Job was when he said: "Oh, that mine enemy would write a book."

•

Thomas Grant Springer, old time
singer, left a net estate of $725 when,
at Hughes' lodging house, 322 West
42nd street, he died Dec. 26.

To the exclusion of his widow,
son and a sister, he left this to the
organization composed of the em-
ployees of Redfleld-Kendrick Odell
Company, Inc.. to be used for the
aid and relief of employees.

Arthur S. Roes has resigned as
president and from the board of di-
rectors of Masterpieces. Inc., and
Arthur Productions, Inc., legitimate
producing corporations.

LITTLE THEATRES

My love for children has been my paramount virtue, and I have missed
them all during my illness. But I had one young rentleman friend, about
four years of age, who is the source of endless delight. His name is

Billy, and his father Is Wlllia mGrady, the vaudeville agent (when he
isn't under suspension).

Little Billy, or Bill as he prefers to be called, staggered into my room
one Sunday morning under a huge bunch of flowers which he deposited
with a very obvious "you—wemen—are—more—trouble—to—us—men"
expression on his face, that was far In advance of his tender age.

"Billy, how is your mother?" I Inquired. "Oh." he sighed, "she's all

right. She gave, me a darn good Jicken yesterday." "What for, BUI?"
"Just 'cause I broke a window." "But why did you break the window?"
"Cause my girl wanted it broke. She was mad at the man inside 'cause
he chased us off his stoop." "Oh, Billy," I ventured, "that's terrible for
a nice little boy to break windows and make your mother and father
cry." He came back quickly In vigorous protest. "They didn't cry. Maw
just licked, and Paw only laughed." .

When one of the internes asked him why he was caHed BUI, he replied.

"Dad says 'cause I came on the first of the month."

.

The work of the Little Theatres
In Europe and In the United
States in the furtherance of dra-
matic art and the knowledge of cor-
rectly spoken English was praised
by Prof. Wlllard Thorpe* of the
Spoken English Department of

Smith College, Northampton, Mass.,
at a Smith College club luncheon In

Portland, Maine, a few days ago.

Professor Thorpe advocated the en-
couragement of this type of theatre
and expressed the hope that the
movement might continue to de-
velop.

The dallies carried front page stories last week about a boy being
poisoned by eating spinach. It makes me shiver to think of all the chances
I've been taking the las. four years. I always was suspicious of it.

Doc O. L. Hall, the dramatic critic of the Chicago Journal, is on his

way back from Europe aboard a Canadian liner. He will land at Quebec

and strike for the Loop from there without giving Broadway a peek. Hall

has been abroad as the guest of CJeorge Tyler, who is remaining there for,

several weeks more.

It has been proven conclusively recently that the switching of attrac-

tions from one house to another with the idea that a more desirable loca-

tion will attract business is a fallacy. Several attractions tried it. but

"all things being equal,"' the experiments failed, proving that if i show

has the "stuff" it will draw, regardless of the location.

A novelty In connection,with the opening of the new revue, "III Sa>

She Is," at the Walnut, Philadelphia, Is the absence of the usual litho-

graphs In front of the theatre and In the lobby. In their place are oil

paintings of Muriel Hudson and other principals of the show.

Connecticut will be one of the first

eastern states to Inaugurate the

Little Theatre movement according
to plans being made at the Con-
necticut Agricultural College at
Storrs. Prof. H. A. Seckerson of the
English Department Is behind the
movement In this State.

Under direction of E I. Llnesba,
once house manager of Te Liberty
theatre, the stock selling campatgn
for the new community theatre In

Oakland, Cal., Is under way. The
directors of the Community The-
atre, Inc., secured a permit to sell

6,000 shares of stock at $100 for the

purpose of erecting « theatre and
office building on a site held by op-
tion at Seventeenth and Franklin
streets. The plan Is to play road
shows.

During an afternoon last week word was sent from the hospital office

that a courier wished to see me with an important message. Presently
an officer In the olive of the Marine Corps appeared in my doorway and,
clicking his heels together, gave me a military salute and remained mo-
tionless until I had answered it. He was Captain Foster B. Putney,
recreation officer at the U. 8. A. Fitssimmons General Hospital In Denver.
His message really was Important, for it was a greeting from Connie

O'Donnell and the other boys in the hospital there. He had orders for

me also, orders to get well soon and visit Denver so that they cou'd meet
me with a military band. Those are the sort of orders I like to take.

Captain Putney told me that all the boys there were faithful readers of

Variety and had commanded him, under pain of court-martial, to see
me when he got to New York and let me know how hard they are
pulling for my recovery.

An invitation to attend the annual banquet of the Society of American
Magicians, held last Friday, prompts me to reveal the fact that I get
almost as many bids of that sort as does Will Rogers. The only difference
between us Is that he attends them and I don't. Perhaps the latter fact

Is the reason I am asked to so many and I hereby serve notice to ban-
queters to be careful how they broadcast Invitations to me when I get
out of the hospital. However, I will come to eat, not to speak.

It seems to me that with the right sort of co-operation I should have
been able to get to the magicians' dinner. Didn't they have a magic
wand or a pair of seven-league boots they weren't using?

The California fruit growers, says a New York edltortal writer, now
insist that we call the prune a "California plum." Do they want t«

link the fair name of California with gastronomic penance in a thousand
boarding houses and hospitals all over this fair land? Or do they bellev«
.-, prune by any other name will taste the flatter?

A few days ago I had a letter from Eddie Sullivan, manager of tht

Orpheum theatre, St. Louis, telling me he was thinking of going out
on hi*-- annual fishing trip. I trust he will catch plenty of fish, but at the

same time I couldn't resist sending him the epigram I came aero™
recently to the effect that if fish were as big as the stories told about
them, grorors would have t<i sell sardines In garagei instead of cans.

"Thirty- three Thousand Berry Plekers Needed In Missouri," says %

headline. If they'll Just 'show me" where they are, I won't mind picking

up ' ?,2 000 berries" all by myself.

< • •
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HEAT AT 86; BUSINESS NEAR

IS CHICAGO'S JUNE START

SHOWS IN N. Y. AND COMMENT

4-

Box Offices Blistered Two Ways in Loop—If Heat

Continues Predicted Four Chi Houses Left Open
by July 1—Hodge Closes Long Run

Chicago. June 5.

Seasonable weather, long over-
due, yanked itself so furiously out
of the spring's backwardness tha.
the extremes were encountered in
the weather line for ihe last week
of the fiscal season for the legit

houses In the loop.

Simultaneously with the first day
of the month of roses last Friday
box office trade found itself se-
verely blistered as the result of the
wild dash of the temperature. Shoot-
ing up to 86 without any ceremony
after a long spell of weather which
invited topcoats and other unsea-
sonable wearing apparel, a new heat
record for Juno 1 in Chicago was
established.

The box offices were sun-stroked
on their best two nights of the week
(Friday•Saturday), and since the
previous night's business of the week
wasn't anywhere near what weather
conditions would be thought to
create, the whole bottom of the
loop's business evaporated, creating
further unrest. The heat spell con-
tinued at a record clip at the hour
of this report, giving all the houses
frightful trade for the new week up
to today's matinee performances..
While the theatre managers realized
the hot weather would com*1 along
at any moment, they never expected
the terrific punch it would have in
the way of rising to record heights
fit this particular time.

But, then, dear ole Chi is peculiar
with its weather contributions. Hot
spells here are not usually of long
duration, for those whiffs from the
lake can cool off everything with
the snap of the finger. If the pres-
ent heat wave is an advance warn-
ing of what Chicago is going to re-
ceive this summer in the way of tor-
ridness. there are reasons to believe
that July 1 will onry find four the-
atres open. The others positively
cannot stand the pace.

When the town's leading attrac-
tion ("The Passing Show") only
drew $725 at the Saturday matinee,
and then had its previous Saturday
night gross of $4,000 shaved to $2.-
100. what the other shows in town
suffered can be estimated. Sunday
night "The Passing Show" fell to
$1.700,' even going lower for Monday
night.
On its final week at the Stude-

baker "For All of Us" fought bravely
against the weather conditions, but
the heat on Saturday night killed
off what would have been a capacity
farewell audience except for the
tempera tii re. Remarkable, indeed,
was the draw for the Hodge show on
the final week, holding right up to
the last minute the amazement
which greeted the attraction once it

left the dismal outlook at the La
Salle theatre.
Close on the heels of "For All of

TTs" for the real bright spot of the
week was the tendency of "Steve,"
at the Princess, to step lively. The
actual draw of "Steve'* at the mat-
inee performances in the last two
weeks has been under-estimated.
Vp to Thursday night of last week
"Steve" was pacing along for what
looked like a fine chance for the at-
traction to gain its best week thus
far. The last three performances
were battered, yet a mark 'lose to
$11,000 was reached. The manage-
ment has taken a cue from* the mat-
inee draw, with the result-that three
matinees have now been billed for
the remaining weeks. There is no
doubt of "Steve" easily reaching the
Fourth of July performance.

Eccentricities of the weather man
can't be blamed for what looked like

the prize booby business of the
whole season for a premiere attrac-
tion, credited to "The Voice," at the
Cort. On the official count the pre-
miere of "Greatness," at the Olym-
pic during the winter, might chal-
lenge the gross of "The Voice," but
to the iatter went the strange hap-
pening for the Cort theatre of hav-
ing a matinee performance called off
and money refunded to a handful of
patrons. Something like $t»o was
taken In at the Curt Wednesday aft-

ernoon. In the absence of U. .1.

Herrmann, manager, somebody called

off the matinee. This somebody
dented the long-scanding record so
proudly cherished by "Span'' Herr-
ann in the claim ii.it toe Cort

would never close if there w;ih a
chance to keep it open.
The failure of "The Voice" makes

four losing shows that the Cort has
housed In a row. Frnsec's show
closes Saturday. l*p to last night it

looked as if the Cort WOUld continue
upsetting a long*standing policy by
going dark next week. Itut now
"Rolling Honu,' discarded at the
Harris because of $5,000 gross, will

move down the street to the Cort.
This makes the Harris klark, "The
Voice" was ushered* o it of exist* nc«

I

via the worst laceration any piece
ever got by a Chicago dramatic
critic. Sheppard Butler tossed the
prize vitriol at the Prates show, and
those who happened to see the show
agreed with Butler.

Noteworthy In every way was the
fareweH demand for William Hodge.
It's how known the theatrical world
over Just what "For All of Us'' ac-
complished in Chicago. Stricken
with an avalanche of daggers which
denoted Immediate death for the
piece at the time it essayed an ex-
istence at the La Salle, clever man-
agerial ideas grasped the situation
and, moving to the Studebaker, the
Hodge piece became the rage of the
town, not popularized by the regular
playgoer, but drawing a clientele of
playgoers who, perhaps, had forgot-
ten the last time they attended a
theatrical performance. From the
profits obtained during this engage-
ment Messrs. Hanks and Gazzolo
haven't been overanxious to secure
a summer attraction, being satisfied
now that the rent at the Studebaker
is paid for many future weeks plus
a handsome profit for their first year
as independent managers.

"Chains" can be considered a pro-
gressive show. Unless the continu-
ance of the hot spell hits the attrac-
tion altogether too severe a blow
"Chains" stands a good chance of
holding up for July patronage. It

will take a couple of deadly blows
to chase "Chains" into the store-
house, for the youthful managers,
Bryant and Tuerk, have been given
encouragement thus far. The play
is being talked right for successful
business, and up to Friday night
there were splendid climbs in all of
the nightly gross receipts. It's the
best encouragement that Bryant has
received all season at his ever-
changeable Playhouse.

,

"Rolling Home" has gone back-
ward instead of forward at the Har-
ris, and the meager business of last
week, which didn't come altogether
from the "sunstroke" of Friday and
Saturday, hurried the decision of the
Harris office to take it out. What
theatrical strategy there is in the
move of "Rolling Home" to continue
at the Cort is hard to fathom, yet it

must be remembered it's a strange
period in the loop's theatrical his-
tory, and perhaps the Reed-Shosgren
combination is trusting to the favors
that sometimes this strangeness
creates. A New York dramatic
writer visited the office of this Chi-
cago correspondent this week after
witnessing "Rolling Home" and
made the claim that the Donald
Brian piece is no other than the one
another New York firm tried out two
seasons ago under the title of "Like
a King."

"Light Wines and Beer" at the
Selwyn will close Saturday. This
is due to the refusal of Jos* ph Caw-
thorn to play his role beyond the
specilled date of June 1(5. It is re-
ported there has been a salary mis-
understanding between the Woods
offices and Cawthorne, with the re
suit that the star is forsaking the
piece for the New York engagement.
Charles Wlnninger was at first

chosen to follow Cawthorn. Noth-
ing is »n sight to follow at the Sel-
wyn, making quite possible the
closing of the twin theatres now
that the Harris goes dark Saturday.
"Hitchy-Koo" is up against it at

the Garrick. It is reported that the
owners of the show are not alto-
gether in a happy state of mind be-
cause of the way "The Dancing
Girl" was rushed into the loop and
houssd at the Colonial. "The Danc-
ing Girl" really made a hit on its
premiere, which drew a two-thirds
capacity of the lower floor. The
dramatic critics raved over it. The
Colonial attraction will cut into toe
Garrick, where business has fallen
so rapidly it is doubtful if "Ilitchy-
Koo" can hold on for more than two
weeks. It is still a good guess to
say that the Garrtck, with the pos-
sibility of an exit of "Hitchy-Koo"
will be protected for the summer by
t h#> transfer of the lowly operated
• Blossom Time" from the Great
Northern to the Garrlck. "Blossom
Time" is considered a great "hold-
ing in reserve" attraction fOT the
Krrubrrt houses:
From the way the business for

this week has started off there wl.'l

be some surprisingly meager gro* i

receipts on the week. On Sunday
night R gross of $500 was big mo;, •;.

for the dramatic shows. Tuesday
night's business didn't crawl much
over the Monday night average ol

$L\r>0. The musical shows just ap-
pro, k bed the four figure mark. It's

a hectic hour in Chicago- this flrsl

stage of the summer season and
sharp statisticians, who refuse to
go away for a vacation after tin

busy winter season, are around
again with the claim that July 1 will

only find five loop houses open, if

not four. This, indeed, will be a
new record.

Figures estimated end comment point to some attractions being
successful, while the ssms gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or lots. The variance is explained in the difference in

house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
play is also considered.

Last week's estimates:

"The Voice" (Cort,~ 1st week).
Panned unmercifully. Smallest trade
this house ever did. Exits Satur-
day. "Rolling Home." grabbed for
Sunday night, keeping house open.
Gross for "Voice" figured around
$3,400.

"For All of Us" (Studebaker, 29th
and final week). Records continued
right up to last bell. Rightly earned
record honors of year despite what
awards may be otherwise given.
Final check of business close to
$11,700.

"Steve" (Princess, 7th week).
Matinee gross higher in previous
weeks than check disclosed. $10,800.

"Passing Show" (Apollo, 6th
week). Less than $3,000 gross on
two performances Saturday held
week's gross slightly under $21,000.

"Rolling Home" (Harris, 2d week).
Closes Saturday, moving to Cort.
Around $5,000.

"Light Wines and Beer" (Selwyn,
11th week). Fell to $6,000. Won't
go farther.

"Chains" (Playhouse, 2d week).
Ascended little over $7,000, giving
much promise.

"Up the Ladder" (Central, 9th
week). Last weeks announced, with
June 1 6 probable closing date. Failed
of $5,000.

"Hitchy-Koo" (Garrick, 2d week).
Quickly lost premiere punch. Slipped
to around $18,000.

"Two Fellows and Girl" (Cohan's
Grand, 12th week). Hovered around
$8,500.

"Blossom Time" (Great Northern,
12th week). Ft 11 short of $9,500.

BOSTON RED HOT

'Sally, Irene and Mary" May Try
for Summer Run

Boston, June 6.

With Tuesday of this week the

hottest day that Boston has seen

for years and with no possibility in

sight of a drastic change in the

weather conditions, the theatrical

business—or what little is left of it

here at this time—began to look
quite shaky.
There was one exception to this

statement—the Cohan show at the
Tremont. Close observers of things
theatrical marveled Monday and
Tuesday nights when, with the tem-
peratures in the vicinity of the 80s
and the general trend toward the
beaches and open spots, a constant
stream of patrons walked past the
ticket taker at this house until ca-
pacity conditions existed. And the
advance sale indicates that this
business will keep up for some time
to come.

It is figured that "Rosle O'Reilly"
is practically immune to conditions
that woud spell serious trouble if

not complete ruin for an ordinary
theatrical attraction. It has an ad-
vance sale that days in advance
cleans out the rack in the box office,

and the theatre last week grossed
better than $23,000. This meant
every scat sold and a big standee
outfit on hand for the eight per-
formances. The time that Cohan
has allotted him here—until October—should be taken care of easily
by the attraction, as it is being
touted far and wide as another one
of the Cohan hits and in the same
class with his previous^sh*5wn-that
played summer runs at the house.
One of the problems that confronted
the producer when it opened—the
matter of cutting down the running
time of the show—has been taken
care of by cutting out an entire
scene, which included three dance
numbers. This was the only way
the result could be accomplished,
and now the show runs two hours
and three-quarters. Formerly it ran
three hours.
There is small chance of "Molly

Darling" staying on at the Colonial,
where it returned last week after
finishing an engagement at the Tre-
mont and playing out of town for a
week. The sbow did not get over
very strong last week at the Colo-
nial, playing to a bit better than
$13,000.
Another possibility of a summer

run came to the surface with a re-
port that "Sally, Irene and Mary"
was oue io come into the Wilbur
te i.» sipplant "Lisa," the eol-

l show which opened there n
couple of weeks ago. It was figured
this show would be a better drawing
card for a summer run than "Liza"
and that there would bo some ben-
efit derived from the name of the
-how at the start. Outside of this
the coast is char at the present
time, with all the other houses in
the town shut down for the summer
months.
"The Rise of Rosie O'Reilly'' (Tre-

mont, 3d week). $23,000 last week,
tiot full week. Opening week at- j

"Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (55th
week). Run leader has piled up
great profits, and though summer
gait has started off at around
$8,500, is still making real money,
as company salaries are moderate.

"Adrienne," Cohan (2d week). Sum-
mer musical which looks set. By
far livest attraction house has
had for a year, and opening week
gross excellent, takings close to

$19,000.

"Aren't We All?" Gaiety (3d week).
English comedy real hit, with de-
mand growing steadily in agen-
cies. It ought to stick through
summer and hold over into fall.

Only attraction which went up-
ward last week. Takings nearly
$14,000, virtual capacity.

"Blossom Time," Shubert (3d week).
Dual engagement did not draw
and company at 44th Street closed
Saturday after two weeks. Com-
pany at Shubert pulled about
$5,000 last week and is also liable

to be withdrawn at any time.

"Bombo," AY inter Garden (4th
week). Final week for Al Jolson
show, which pulled best second
engagement on Broadway on rec-
ord. Show off for summer, but
due for tour again in fall. "Pass-
ing Show of 1923" due late in

month; house dark in meantime.

"Caroline," Ambassador (19th week).
F'irial week. Held on at profit un-
til last two weeks, when gross
went under $6,000. House dark.

"Cold Feet," Fulton (3d week). Try-
ing to put tbis one across, man-
agement spending money on sub-
ruban outdoor advertising. Second
week not over $3,500 and notice
given by house. May stop Satur-
day.

"Dew Drop Inn," Astor (4th week).
New musical has not • been par-
ticularly plugged, but doing fairly

well on strength of Jim Barton's
draw. Last week slipped off -$2,000,

average drop for most of the
musicals. Takings were $12,509.

"Follies," New Amsterdam (53d
week). Anniversary week cele-
brated. Eddie Cantor now in

show, having succeeded Will Rog-
ers. Other new features next
week. Expected to hit around
$30,000 through summer. First
time Ziegfeld revue has run so
long on Broadway. Last week
dropped $2,000 for a gross of
$28,600. Came back strongly Mon-
day when Cantor debutted.

"For Value Received," Apollo. Closed
suddenly* Saturday at end of
fourth week. The switch from
the Longacre failed to better busi-
ness; in fact, total last week was
under $1,900, which halved the
pace at Longacre. Late entry
spoiled chances.

"Give and Take," Central (21st

week). Moved from 49th Street
Monday, succeeding "The Ging-
ham Girl." Down to $5,000 and

* under on side street location and
is counted on to pick up through
Broadway transients. Won't last
16ng. House soon switches to pic-
tures.

"Go Go," Daly's 63d Street (13th
week). Figured to stay musical
through summer, with road book-
ings arranged for fall. House and
attraction under same manage-
ment. $7,500.

"Icebound," Sam Harris (17th week).
Picked up after being awarded
Pulitzer prize as best drama of
season. Some profit at $7,700 last
week. Not counted on to stick
long, but has a few weeks more
to go.

"Jack and Jill," Globe (12th week).
Final week. Although notice went
up last week this musical re-
mained on. Heat early this week
killed off whatever draw remained.
House dark next week, then
White's '; c andals."

"Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (30th
week). Cohan's musical smash of
this season expected to go through
until fall, at which time his new-
est musical. "The Rise of Rosie
O'Reilly" (now running in Bos-
ton) will succeed. Pace of "Kelly"
around $18,000, slipping with oth-
ers last week.

"Mary the Third," 39th Street <18th
w£ek). Dropped to around $5,000,
but counted on to last for some
time on a summer basis and house
rent off. Nearby hits should help
some.

"Merton of the Movies Cort <30th
Week). This COmedy hit, like ;ill

others, affected in early summer
slump, but still riding to • Scellent
profits. Quoted at $11,000 now.

"Music Box Revue," Music Box (33d
week). Last week with arrival of

warm weather business affected
about $2,000, and the gross was
$18,500. Can make money at $15,-
000 or a little more, and ought to
ride through into late July.

"Not So Fast," Morosco (3d week).
Accounted good entertainment,
but has not been able to draw real
money. One of the new shows
severely handicapped by late cn^ n 'y>

trance. $4,000 to $5,000.

"Polly Preferred," Little (21st>week). ..

One of big six remaining suc-
cesses, with high rating in agency
call and aimed for continuance
through summer. Heat dented
business about $1,000 last week;
takings were $9,300.

"Rain," Maxine Elliott (31st week).
Unrivaled dramatic smash of sea-
son. Draw continues at capacity
proportions with remarkable regu-

_ larity, and prediction is for at-
• traction to play through next sea-
son. $14,600 last week; some
standees missed. First time under
$15,000.

"Romeo and Juliet,^ Htnry Miller
(20th week). Final week for Jane

traction started Tuesday night. Very
strong advance s;iie.

"Molly Darling" (Colonial, 2d
week). First week did ahout $13.-
000. Not figured strong • noui.li to
emain.

Cowl's "Juliet," hailed as finest In,
generation. Engagement broke all

records for Shakespearean runs
here. Business last week about
$8,400, but average has been

,

around $12,000.

"Sally, Irene and Mary," Century.
Added to withdrawals last Saturn
day; stayed 39 weeks. Opened
orfglnaily at Casino, and played
the 44th Street before mdving
here. Made money through having
low cost operation for a musical.

"Seventh Heaven," Booth (32d
week). All signs point to this

drama holding up through summer
and may last into new season.
Business virtually capacity, with
$13,600 in last week. Honor spot
next to "Raiu" among the dramas.

"8o This Is London," Hudson (41st .

week). Expected to stick until
after Fourth, but weather may
change plans. Dropped another
$1,500 or so last week for gross of
between $7,500 and $8,000.

"The Devil's Disciple," Garrick (7th
week). Will be tried into hot sea-
son, though big business not ex-
pected by revival. Low operating
cost permits a profit at $5,000.

"The Fool," Times Square (33d
week). Sensation of winter
months now down to $7,000. Its
exceptional reputation is figured
to keep jt going at this pace for
some time. About breaking even.

"The Wasp," Selwyn (llth week).
Final week. Manipulation of cut
rates kept this one going for last
three weeks. Little better than
$5,500 last week. "Helen of Trov.
N. Y.," due June 18.

"Up She Goes," Playhouse (31st
week). One matinee now, Wednes-
afternoon performance being cut
out. Attraction grossed $5,000 or
less last week and can hardly do
more than brea'k even, regardless
of show and house being under
same management. Figures to
stop SOoil.

"Uptown West," Bijou (7th week).
Though well thought of. last
week's business was nearly lowest
gross registered. Considerably
under $3,000. Co-operative basis
only way it could continue.

"Whispering Wires," Broadhurst
(42d week). Final week for mys-
tery play, which made longest run
for shows of that class. Routed
out late in winter, but jumped
after moving. Has been around
$5,000 mark lately, but skidded to
$3,000 last week, when notice was
posted.

"Wildflower," Casino (18th week).
Hot weather slump failed to hurt
Hammerstein's fast-going musical
to any degree. Gross heid up to
nearly $20,500, while all other mu-
sicals dropped. Scale here how-
ever, was lifted from $2.50 to $3
top.

*

"You and I," Belmont <lGth week).
Held its own last week until Sat-
urday, when both performances
were affected like the others. Busi-
ness was about $7,500. .Manage-
ments expects to hold it in.

"Zander the Great," Empire <9th
week). Promising late entry,
which rated best of the spring
tries. Was walloped last week to
the tune of $2,0ft0, and the gross
was $x.000. Scheduled until July
4, but doubtful after that time.

"The School for Scandal" is the at-
traction at the Lyceum for one
week only. Senle, $10 top opening
night and Saturday, with $5 top
other performances. Advance sale
claimed to be $20,000. Sweet Nell
of Old Drury" pulling tairly well
at the 48th Street and has another
week or so to go. Special mntl
nees in Preach of "Offtper C66"
failed at Selwyn. "Sun |Jp" con-
tinues at Provincetovvn i'layhousi
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IN SPITE OF THE WEATHER

Talk of Reopening Two Houses—New "Passing

Show" at Shubert for Two Weeks Questioned

—

Managers Favor Quaker City for Break-in

Philadelphia, June 6.

For the present, at any rate, the

closing of legitimate houses here

seems to have stopped; and the

three still remaining open are more
than likely to ride through June

safely.

• With the closing Saturday of

"Shuffle Along" at the Forrest, the

last legit attraction at the Nixon-
Nirdlinger (syndicate) houses here
departed. The Garrick is now the

only one of their three houses.open,
in the second week of a*month's en-
gagement of feature pictures under
the direction of the Stanley com-
pany.
Up to late last week there was

still much talk and many rumors of

a successor to "Shuffle Along" at

the Forrest, both musical shows and
feature films being mentioned in

this connection, but as things look

at present this house is closed until

Labor Day, When it will reopen with

Its usual rcvoe and musical comedy
policy.
The latest report is of the two

weeks' occupation of the Shubert,
beginning June 18, with the new
"Passing Show of 1923." First word
of this booking .trickled through
here late last week, and since the

wires have* been hot, first with veri-

fications and then denials. At pres-

en writing the booking still stands,

but the general belief is expressed
that It will never materialize, de-
spite definite assertion of the fact in

copy emanating from the New York
Shubert offices. The announcement
was first for a run of two weeks, but
now the statement that it will open
on Broadway on the 25th makes
that impossible, even provided Phllly

is chosen as the tryout. And
whether the Shubert, which has
been dark several weeks, with the
"juice" off and the staff scattered,

would be opened for a single week
is very doubtful.
On the other hand, it is a fact that

a number of producers have recently
expressed themselves in favor of

tryouts here, even at the risk of los-

ing* money (if the weather should
be particularly hot) because, they
claim, it is easier to get a line on a
show's merits with the rather Jiard-
boiled, hard-to-please summer audi-
ences of PhiHy than with the tour-
ist-convention crowds of the sum-
mer resort towns. It ia considered
not at all unlikely that tills city will

see many more tryouts than it has
during the past few seasons. Last
fall Sam Harris had two or three
important ones at the Garrick, and
this spring has seen several musical
xomedies open here.

Business was big last week in two
Of the three houses remaining open
and very satisfactory in the third.

"Shuffle A'jng" survived the heat
In splendid fashion, the colored
revue hitting a mark of about
$18,000, an actual gain over tue pre-

\
ceding week. There is no question
but that this revue could have hung
along another month, but the man-
agement figured it wiser to get out
with big profits for four weeks.
"Happy Days," the renamed "Sun

Showers," did not hold up to the
money records set by "Spice of 1922"

and "Make It Snappy" at the Chest-
nut, but this Delf show did gross
$10,000 on the week, which was

* highly satisfactory and considered
big money considering the swelter-
ing veather and the absence of big
names. It won some most surpris-
ingly good notices, and may stay
three or even four weeks.
Whether or not the house will

stay open after the departure of
'Happy Dvys" has not been deter-
mined; many claim the house will

try for summer going no matter
how soon the Delf show leaves.

The newly organized Philadelphia
Theatre Guild, in its fourth week,
and Its second with William Gil-
lette's new show, "Winnie and the
Wolves," showed a surprisingly
good record, hitting very close to
the $5,000 mark. The first week of
"Winnie" realized a gross of $5,225,

but this was eaten into by the fact
that, in addition to Lola Fisher as
guest star, Gillette, who personally
supervised the show, had to be paid.
This week, without that item, and
a gross that only missed the for-
mer week's figure by about $250, it

is figured the "Guild" made some
money.
This week's opening caused a lot

of Interest, because it had been
touted so far in advance. It was
"I'll Say She Is," the Gaites-Beury
revue at the Walnut, which hopes
for a summer continuance. The hot
weather cut into the last -minute
box office sale, but the advance sale
had been so big that the opening
night house was a fine one despite

the 90-odd degrees of the ther-
mometer.
The Guild offered its fourth play

this week, a revival of Cosmo Ham-
ilton's "Scandal." which played
here at the Adelphi four or five
years ago with Charles Cherry and
June Walker. Francine Larrimore
is the guest star, and it is being
emphasized that this is her first

appearance in this city in the part
which first won her big success.
So far results here have been en-

couraging in the main, and at'least
the new organization has not lost
much money. The only losing week
was the second ("Good .Gracious,
Annabelle"), although the first: with
Gillette as a big expense, was little

more than an even break. With
"Winnie" the "Guild" probably
made money.
Kstimates of the week:
"Scandal" ("Lyric). Fourth at-

traction (fifth week) of newly or-
ganized "Guild" started rather bad-
ly, but all Mondays have been off
here this spring. "Winnie and the
Wolves," in its second and final
week, almost reached the $5,000
mark, which meant .profit. Next
week's attraction not known.
"Happy Days" (Chestnut, second

week). Surprisingly fine notices,
and business better than hot
weather led management to expect.
Reached $10,000 mark, which, with
this show, nieans a profit of several
thousand dollars. Length of stay
undecided; weather to determine.
, "I'll Say She Is" (Walnut, first).
First bl gsummer revue, produced
by Joseph Gaites and James Beury
(house owner), opened encourag-
ingly despite the intense heat. Looks
good.
"The Greatest Menace" (Garrick.

second week). Drug film has been
doing fair business thanks to big
advertising, but will be taken off
after this week, as originally
planned. Another photoplay is an-
nounced for the next two weeks,
but the name is not divulged. Then
the house will be dark for the sum-
mer.
Forrest grossed about $18,000 with

"Shuffle Along" in final week and
is now dark.

June 17 by Helen MacKeftar. Miss
MacKellar opens June 11 in San
Francisco In "The Storm" and then
comes to Oakland for four weeks In

"The Storm.'* "Back Pay," •The
Masked Woman" and "Lawful Lar-
ceny."

Erlau Wilcox, husband and man-
ager of Blanche Pickert. has
selected a cast for "The Storm"
from members of the Blanche Pick-

ert Stock Co., and will commence
a season of one night stands (no
matinees) June 11, taking in the

larger cities en route to the Coast

Michael Corper, manager of the

Majestic, Los Angeles, ne of the

Wilkes chain of stock theaters, has
been ordered by the local courts to

pay his 'wife temporary alimony of

$200 monthly, pending her action

for divorce.

The Harlem opera house, playing
stock, will close July 1, reopening in

the fall with pop vaudeville. Just

around the corner on 7th avenue is

Keiths Alhambra. also playing

stock.

The Harder-Hall stock in Read-
ing, Pa., closes Saturday. The com-
pany under the same management
at the Trent, Trenton, N. J., closes

June 1C.

Dorothy Beardsley is the new
leading woman of the Majestic

Players,' Utica, N. Y.. succeeding
Beatrice Hendrikson.

Lowell Sherman will open a two-
week engagement in stock, at the

Belasco, Washington, next Sunday.

The Charles Lovenberg stock at

the Bijou, Woonsocket. R. I., close3

June 1C.

/ 10,000 SEE "HIPP0LYTUS"
San Francisco, June 6.

Margaret Anglin staged the Greek
tragedy "Hlppolytus" at the Berke-
ley Greek theater on Saturday night
before an audience that numbered
10,000. The local critics were di-
vided In their opinions of the per-
formance, some stating the support

,

the star received was decidedly)
poor.
But a single performance was

given, and it seemingly pleased a
highbrow audience.

The Royal Players, under the

management of Norval Keedwell,

opened Monday at the Royal Alex-

andria. Toronto, in "Nice People."

Keedwell and Miriam Sears are

playing the leads, with other mem-
bers. Zola Talma, Eunice Hunt, Ed-
ward H. Wever, George Lefflngwell,

Earl House. Alma Powell, Audrey
Beattle. Charles Halton. The
Campbell-Duncan Players, playing
melodramas, areMn their third week
at the Grand, Toronto.

The Vaughn- Glaser Players
opened Monday at Orchestra hall,

Detroit, in "Abraham Lincoln."

The company Is practically t!e

same as has been appearing under
the Glaser management In Toronto.

Russell Senior Joined this week as

scenic director.

The Fairbanks Twins have en-

tered stock for the summer to gain

dramatic experience. Madeline
Joined the

1 Jessie Bonstelle company
at the Harlem O. H., New York,

this week, and Marion is with the

Maude Fealy stock.

STOCKS
(Continut-d from page 14)

Service chatauqua circuits marks
their first attempt to present a pro-
duction of that order in any of their
towns. The Chautauqua interests

have heretofore limited themselves
to plays which could be presented
without carrying a production of
anjr size. "The Storm" is in the
spectacular class, its big scene be-
ing a forest fire.

Al Luttlnger will Instant stock In

Portland, Me., for the summer, a
company under his management
opening there June 18.

Francine Larrimore is the guest
star of the newly organized Phila-
delphia Theatre Guild at the Lyric
this week in a revival of "Scandal."
The production won some pleasant
notices from the second-string
critics (the first being at the new
"I'll Say She Is" revue at the Wal-
nut) and Miss Larrimore's indi-

vidual work was very highly re-
garded.

Louis Jacobs, who managed the
Steindorff-Hartman opera season at

the Auditorium, Oakland, Cal., last

summer, is organizing a comic opera
company for a ten weeks' season
this summer. Mabel RIegelman will

be prima donna and Jefferson de
Angelis has been engaged for com-
edy roles.

Dorothy Beardsley made her de-

but Monday as leading woman of

the Majestic Players at Utica, N.
Y., appearing in "Lawful I/vrceny."

Miss Beardsley was leading woman
with a Utica company several sea-

sons ago. She replaces Beatrice
Hendrikson.

Mrs. Leslie Carter will be suc-

ceeded at the Fulton, Oakland, Cal.,

The Alhambra Players, Brooklyn,

N. Y., close June 16. For the final

week Dagmar LInette, former lead-

ing woman at the Gotham, Brook-
lyn, will Join the Alhambra com-
pany, taking the place left vacant
by Aveta Nudson, who leaves this

week for the Walter S. Baldwin
company, opening June 18 in Jack-
sonville, Fla. The Alhambra will

return to stock in the fall. It being
the only house under the Loew
management playing stock.

NEWS OF THE DAILIES

The $50,000 breach of promise
suit filed by Helen A, Coats, actress,

against James F. de Journett,

wholesale grocer, of Rome, Ga, has
been dismissed in the Rome Fed-
eral Court Judge Samuel H. Sib-

ley held that the plaintiff had failed

to establish satisfactory evidence.

Garry McGarry Installs stork In

the Majestic, Buffalo, the company
opening In "Nice People," with Don
Burroughs as leading man.

The Harder-Hall stock opened
Monday at the Strand, Bayonne,
N.J.

The Hazel Burgess Players
opened this week at the Roosevelt,

West Hoboken, N. J., a former
vaudeville house.

The Leon Brown stock after one
week in Lewlston. Me., is reported
having closed Saturday with sal-

aries due.

Henry Duffey, who with Art
Smith managed the stock at the

Crescent, Brooklyn, in addition to

the company at the President,
Washington, was discharged In the

West Side court Wednesday on the
charge of possessing a revolver.

Several weeks ago Duffey slightly

Injured himself at the Ansonia be-

cause of business troubles. It was
testified the gun was not Duffey's.

but was a theatre property and had
been used In the presentation of

"The Bad Man."

The memory of S. Rankin Drew,
first American actor to die for his

country in the World War, was
honored Decoration Day by the
American Legion Post bearing his

name. The members, all theatrical

men, gathered around a tree they
had planted for him In Central Park
and heard a splendid eulogy deliv-
ered by Lieutenant Commander
Wells Hawks, their commander.
Flowers will be sent to Drew's
grave, and also to the graves of two
other American actors killed In ser-
vice, Morgan Wheeler and Milton
Rauch.

When Richard Bennett returns
from Italy this fall he Is to appear
In "Debris." a new American play
by Wilson Colison.

Reports have come from Paris
saying that there has been a recon-
ciliation between Ida Rubenstein,
the dancer, and the Italian poet-

statesman, Gabriele D'Annunzio.
The love affair of this remarkable
couple was supposed to have ended
nine vears ago after a violent quar-
rel. However, it is now said that
Mile. Rubenstein has returned to

Paris from the wilds of Africa to

the arms of the poet, who has given
up his avowed intention of entering

a monastery. Mile. Rubinstein Is

also being spoken of abroad as suc-
cessor to Sarah Bernhardt

A summer revue entitled "Say It

with Jazz" will be the first musical
show to be presented in Panama. A
contract was drawn up between
Raymond Perez, producer of the

show, and Mary Lee Kelley, head
of the KeHey Enterprises of Pan-
ama, providing for a six months
route In the Canal Zone. The com-
pany of 12 principals and 20 choris-

ters is on its way.

first film engagement She has been
in "The Rose of Stamboul." "The
Bronx Express" and other legitimate
shows. Her father and his brother
Pat were both interested in theatri-
cals for many years. The sort of
part Miss Sullivan will play may be
inferred from the fact that although
she is only 24 years old and B feet 6
Inches tall, her weight is given as
225 pounds.

The Frohmans will produce Irene
Bordoni in Avery Hopwood's "Little
Miss Bluebird" next season. They
will also present a translation of*
Molnar's "The Swan," which Gilbert
Miller and David Burton are study-
lng now in Budapest Contrary to
reports, BHlle Burke wMl not star In
this piece. v

The Bohemians are soon to pro-
duce a new three-act comedy by
Edward Laska, entitled "Brains,
Inc."

The* title of Ted Lewis and Ar-
thur Pearson's summer revue has
been changed from "From A to Z"
to "Ted Lewis11 Frolic"

Savoy and Brennan are reported
to have taken out $100,000 worth
of Insurance each, with each naming
his partner as beneficiary.

A bronze memorial tablet was un-
veiled last Sunday afternoon to the
memory of Eugene F. Gillespie, for-
merly treasurer of the Royal la the
Bronx. Many theatrical people
took part in honoring Gillespie who
lost his life while in the U. & Navy.

Mrs. Ermlnie Clarke Borland, for-

mer actress, has filed a secret suit

against her husband, John Borland,

for either a divorce or a separation.

The couple's marriage IS years ago
was something of a society sensa-

tion, as Borland was then a young
naval officer of high social promi-
nence. Mrs. Borland, before her
marriage, appeared In "The Pink
Lady." "Havana" and other musical
productions.

"Two Fellows and a Oirl"
George M. Cohan comedy now run-
ning in Chicago is scheduled to
open at the Vanderbllt New York.
Aug: It.

Borden Harrlman, son of the
millionaire Oliver Harrlman. is the
latest male debutante to squlrtu Into
the films. His first part is as a
big. burly bartender In "Grit" a
new Scott Fitzgerald story starring:
Glenn Hunter.

Maxlne Alton, Inc., play brokers,

announce that they have obtained
the American rights for the musical
works of Andre de Croisset, French
composer. The first production that
they intend to make over here is

"Behave Yourself," a mystery mu-
sical comedy, wth book and lyrics

by Herbert Crooker, an American.

An application for a permit to
build a special hospital for members
of the profession was argued last
Monday before the executive com-
mittee of the State Board of Chari-
ties. Attorneys for a group of pro-
fessionals who are behind the move-
ment were ordered to produce sched-
ules showing that such a hospital
could be supported within the pro-
fession, because, it was pointed out
a similar application for a police
hospital proved a distinct failure
after it was granted some time ago.

A French version of "The Storm"
is being prepared by Helen Mac-
Kellar, who expects to produce it

In Paris soon. She will play the
leading role.

Glmbel Bros. Inc.. has purchased
the entire wholesale stock of grafo-
nolas of the Columbia Graphophone
Company, approximately 63,000 in-

struments. This is the largest sin-

gle purchase of musical Instruments
ever made by one organization. The
present retail value of the stock has
been announced as $7,500,000. Every
type and finish of Columbia phono-
graphs Is included in the lot.

The Earl of Northesk was refused
a license in New York city to marry
Jessica Brown when It was found
that the dancer's recent Illinois di-
vorce decree was worthless in New
York State. The couple are expected
to try some other state. They can-
not marry in Illinois within a year.

Carl W. Dodge, 'cellist in the.

Metropolitan Opera orchestra, has
disappeared from the Brattleboro
Retreat in Vermont, where he was
under treatment for a nervous
breakdown. He dropped out of
sight suddenly May 30 after leaving
a note to his wife In which/he said
he was going to end It all.

James Dales, who plays the lead
in "Loyalties," will not be deported
from this country, and the $1,000
bond that he hair been under has
been canceled by the government
He had been signaled out for depor-
tation because of certain charges
made against him by a Welsh girt
Pat Somerset Is still under bond on
account of accusations made against
him by Carle Carlton and admitted
by Edith Day. However, since Som-
erset has married the actress and
her ex-husband has withdrawn his
charges, it Is expected that the war-
fant will be revoked In the near
uture.

Mrs. Ann Margarot Van Amburgh
of New York City, after having had
her name cleared of her husband's
charges in his divorce suit, has filed

a counter claim for separate main-
tenance. Von Amburgh protested
that he was "broke." but was
obliged to admit that in his ca-
pacity of orchestra leader at the
Knickerbocker Grill he sometimes
made as mueh as $200 a week,
counting separate engagements.

The committee chosen to represent
the Society of American Dramatists
and Composers In its conference
with the Actors' Equity Association
and the Producing Managers' Asso-
ciation Is made up of Owen Davis,
Edward Childs Carpenter, Victor
Herbert, George Mlddlcton and
William Anthony McGuire.

Margaret C. Sullivan, daughter of
the famous Tammany politician "Big
Tim," has signed with the Cosmo-
politan Corporation to appear in the
picture "Under the Red Robe," her

Mrs. Hilton Phlllpson, formerly
Mabel Russell, chorus girl and later
musical comedy star, has been elect-
ed to the British House of Commons,
succeeding her husband. She was
elected on the Conservative plat-
form, winning by over 0,000' votes,
and being the third woman to gain a
seat In Parliament

The police broke up a Hollywood
party early last Sunday morning and
brought two picture men and two
women to court on charges of va-
grancy. The men were Gaston Glass.
star of "Humoresque" and "The
Hero," and Louis J. Gasnler. The
women were Mrs. Helen McCloskey,
Follies alumna and wife of a wealthy
New Yorker, and Alma Rhoades, an
extra glrL Mrs. McCloskey was
fined $500 last year for driving an
auto while drunk and fighting with a
policeman. Glass would make no
statement after the raid, but Gas-
nler told newspaper men that it was
all a frame-up and that ho was
simply calling on Glass.

The body of Carl W. Dodge, cellist

In the Metropolitan opera house or-
chestra, was found on ths grounds
of the Brattleboro Retreat last Fri-
day with a bullet In the head and a
revolver near by. Dodge had been
despondent for some tune because of
111 health.
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OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

HELEN OF TROY, N. Y.
Musical play which poke* fun at th« pro-

verbial •tlrrd bualneaa man" and traventlee
ilia detail tranaactiona of "big buaineaa."
1'roduced by Rufus Lemaire and Ueonte
Jcwaal, wMh a book by Qeorg* S. Kaufman
attd Marc Conne41y. Mu*io and lyrlea by
Kert Kalmar and Harry Kuby. St*red by
INrtrum Harrison and Hert French, with
ort-heetrm under the direction of Lou: a

Mlvera
In a brief prolog and two acts. First

presentation at the new Fairmont ;heatr«\
Wirmont, W. Va.. June 4-4. after whuh
it play* Cumberland. Md, three niffhta,

then a week In Newark. N. J . and la sched-
uled to open at the Swiwyn, New York,

'June 18.
}Jel«n MoOuffey Helen Ford
Meribei McGuffey sjueenlo Smith
Kllaa Yarrow Tom Lewis
Baron de Cfcrtier Joseph Lertora
Harper William* Clyde Hunnewell
I>avid Willlama Faui Frawley
C. Warren Jennings Roy Atwell
lirace Yarrow stolht Hoban
M me. 1'asanova Joan Clemen t

Specialty Dancers Charles Ad'er. Bobby
Dale, Lovey Lee. Bllsa Bonwit, Nell
Ames. Opal Hickaon, WiUiara Dunn and
Marie Paynter.

Fairmont, W. Va., June 6.

"Hden of Troy, New York," treats

of commercial activities In a peppy
way and Is a combination of plot

with musical numbers, a departure
f.oin anything seen previously, with
a touch of revue to the extent that

it travesties the Russian deluge In

its biggest song number in the sec-

ond act (used for the finale also), and
introduces a brief jazx ensemble in
a number styled "A Little Jazz," led
by Helen Ford.
The leading character is a girl

who breaks into big business
through having a new idea for a
collar (Miss Ford). Her sister, a
pert soubret type, in contrast to a
retiring and modest lead, is the sec-
ond most important feminine role
(Queenie Smith). The juvenile
(Paul Frawley) is an aspirant to
honors in big business. The heavy
(Roy Atwell) is an efficiency expert.
The comedian (Tom Lewis) is the
head of a big collar factory. Other
characters, with the exception of the
interpolated dancers, are those peo-
ple which might for musical comedy
purposes be encountered in a collar
factory.
Throughout there is a disposition

to make light of big business, the
theme being adhered to with a faith-
fulness not often encountered in a
musical show. The Russian number
is introduced in connection with a
visit of the collar magnate and his
party to New York, where a model
is to be photographed In a new collar
which the public has failed to take
to with enthusiasm. A comedy quar-
tet number "What Makes a Business
Man Tired?" la Just ahead of the
finale of the first act, and It paves
the way for Lewis to offer a mono-
log in connection with the finale, in
which he is apparently embarrassed
when called upon for a speech. This
quartet number has much promise.
The monolog, delivered with the en-
tire company, giving away to him, is
awkwardly presented as the show
was framed, but can probably be
worked into something effective.
The show is strong on dancing,

up to requirements from a singing
standpoint, and with a further de-
velopment of comedy should fill the
laughing want. The production is
adequate in a scenic way, and the
costuming throughout Is attractive.
There is an avoidance of a display
of legs, except to meet present danc-
ing styles in specialties. There are
20 girls, eight chorus m>n, and 10
principals, and several dancers.
The prolog is presented in a cor-

ridor in the collar factory of Troy,
N. Y., at 7.45 a. m. The time which
passes before the opening of the first
act at 11 a. m. is marked by throw-
ing the spot on a practical clock
which has hands moving indicating
the passing of three hours. The first

act is located in the directors' room,
and Tom Lewis has the eight chorus
men for a comedy meeting of the
hoard of directors, later burlesqued
by Helen Ford, Queenie Smith, Paul
Frawley and Charles Lawrence in
the second act. The long table,

around which the board gathers, is

used for a song in which Miss Ford
is supported by the chorus men, and
Is raised on their shoulders with her
on top of it. This table idea is em-
ployed again in the second act, and
again the office ilea is emphasized
In the second act, when two girls do
a dance seated on chairs at differ-

ent aides of the stage in the rear.
There is a song number, "Early

Morning Blues," in the first act, in

which the chorus girls sing nicely.

"My Ideal," sting by Helen Ford; "I

Like a Big Town," by Charles Law-
rence and Rtells Hoh;m, and the
romedy quartet, are the song fea-
tures of the first net. "Advertising."
led by Joseph Lertorn, "Nijigo Nov-
&o Glide" (Russian number), and 'A
Lfttle Jazz" are the outstanding
song features of the second act. The
second act contains the real song
hits of the show in these three num-
bers.

Miss Ford Is cute and attractive,

singing charmingly and dancing
prettily. Miss Smith, who seems to

nave been selected for her dancing,
plays the soubret role effectively.

Mr. Lewis Is Ideally cast In the chief

comedy role. Joseph Lertora has
he key role In the early part of the
second act and does exceptionallyW work. I'sut ,.,.,w>v h.i.s <h.

usual Juvenile role and gets an op-
portunity or two, which he meets.
Roy Atwell and Charles Lawrence
have rather thankless parts, which
are necessary to the development of

the plot. Clyde Hunnewell and
Stella Hoban are required to do lit-

tle more than advance the story,

while Joan Clement's role is but a
bit.

George Jessel made a little talk in
advance of the rising of the curtain.
He told the Fairmont people they
should be proud of their new theatre,
costing half a million, and that they
ought to be proud of themselves,
since the audience reminded him of
the New Amsterdam theatre. He
jested that the show might run long
on the first night, but, in fact, it got
away at 8.37 and was over by 11.20.

The theatre is a splendid one, but
the local orchestra could not play
the music on the opening night, and
this made it difficult for the chorus
girls, who gave a remarkably good
performance under such conditions.
The only other break worth men-
tioning was due to inability of the
local stage hands to close in on the
prolog.
Three Fairmont coal operators

built the new theatre and engaged
Harry Gordon as manager9. When
he could not aecure an opening at-
traction, after scouring the country,
they took it upon themselves and
got in touch with Jessel. They gave
the new show $9,000 for a week and
played the attraction here three
days, playing it on percentage them-
selves at Cumberland, Md., the last
three days of the week. They em-
phasized in advertising that they
were offering the show at New York
prices—$3.30 for best seats.
The extremely warm weather led

to the house not being sold out for
the opening night, though (here
were only a few vacant seats down-
stairs.

I'LL SAY SHE IS
Philadelphia, June 6.

Assistant Theatrical Agent "Rlchman"

.

Jack Sheehan
First Office Girl "Florence"

Florence Hedges
Zeppo—"Merchant" Edward Marx
Theatrical A Rent Frank Gardiner
Chicko—'Toorman" Leonard Marx
tiroucho—"Lawyer" Julius Marx
Harpo—••BeuKarman" Arthur Marx
Before—(Thief) William Baiwtt
And After—("Doctor") BiRson Herbert
"Chlaf" Arnold Qluck
Second Office Girl Marjorle Laurene
Footman John Nallac
Ruby. Social Secretary. .Gertrude O'Connor
"Beauty" Muriel Hudson
Paxes Melvln Sisters
Chinaman Roger Dodge
Whit* Girl and Hop Merchant

Cerile D*Andrea and Harry Walter*
Street Gamlna Bower Sisters
Chinese Boy Katherine Guerra
Bull and Bear Robert Hart and

Marjorle Fielding
Gold Man Ledru Stlfflcr
Pierrots Jane Hurd. Joey Benton
Dacing Girl Beulah Baker
Caroline Caroline Day
Terkea' "Happy Six" (Augmented)

The Jazs Band

The opening of the new revue, "I'll

Say She Is," produced by Joseph M.
Gaites and James P. Beury, the lat-
ter owner of the Walnut street the-
atre, took place Monday night at
that house, and was generally voted
a very promising entertainment. It
is planned as the first of a series of
annual revues to run through the
summer months at the Walnut and
give Philadelphians something they
have recently lacked—hot-weather
theatrical entertainment.
There had been a great deal of

mystery surrounding "I'll Say She
Is," and an unusual amount of in-
terest and curiosity had been worked
up in this way for the opening. It

turned out that the new rejrue is an
expanded and very much elaborated
version of the unit show, ''Gimme a
Thrill," played over the Shubert cir-
cuit. It was at times difficult to rec-
ognize the resemblance, but at
others the "Gimme a Thrill" unit
was followed very closelv indeed.
The thread of plot concerns the

efforts of eight men to give to a
young and beautiful heiress a thrill

in return for which she will bestow
her hand and fortune on the lucky
man. Among the thrills are those of
gambling, of underworld crime, of
riches, of poverty and of love. Quite
naturally, theso give opportunities
for varied and attractive settings.

"I'll Say She Is," on its opening
night, was remarkable for a number
of things, its speed and smoothness
first. The curtain rose about 8.30
and fell 11.10, a great deal better
than most musical comedy try-outs
have succeeded In doin here this
year. It is divided into two acts,
with a remarkably short intermis-
sion, and very few hitches aid little
fumbling between scenes.
The second unusual feature was

the perfect ensemble work. One
would have thought to see the chorus
that it had been working together
for an entire season. In fact, one of
the faults of "111 Say She Is" is

that its lively and capable chorus [a

not giv»n enough to do.
The show opens vvitli a humdinger

of a chorus number, entitled "Do It."
in which Jack Sheehan works with
the girls. The stepping in this num-
ber is real!: top-notch and gets the
show under wny with a bang. The
scene is an unpretentious one in a
theatrical agent's office, it seeming
to bo the fashion lately to do away
with the usu.il colorful and elab-
orate opening number. •

The Four Marx Brothers enter
ooking for Jobs, and

all of them, when asked to demon-
strate, give Gallagher-and-Shean
imitations. Some of this business,
clever for those on the know, fell a
bit flat here the opening night.
Willie Baggott and Blgson Herbert,
the only comedy team in the show
outside of the Marx boys, together
with the juvenile, Arnold Gluck, are
also in on this scene. These seven,
together with Sheehan, now assume
the roles of the rhyme, "rlchman,
poorman, beggarman. thief, doc-
tor, lawyer, merchant, chief," and
conspire together to give the heiress
her desired thrill. They have a
rather neat song along this line,
"Give Me a Thrill." in which Ger-
trude O'Connor, with some eccentric
comedy and dancing, takes a helping
hand.
The heiress, in the per. on of

Muriel Hudson, makes her appear-
ance, in a scene in one, and opens
with a well -delivered song, The
Thrill of Love" After that f e plot
runs riot, and the dancing teams
proceed to rule the show.
A Chinatown "bit," with D'Andrea

and Walters doing a whirlwind (and
rather daring) dance of the apache
order, a neat little number by the
Melvin Sisters, and a beautifully
staged specialty, entitled "The
Dream Ship," with Florence Hedges
singing a eong, entitled "San Toy,"
followed.

The first extended comedy skit of
the revue was a courtroom scene,
with Arthur Marx as the judge, and
Julius .as the prosecuting attorney.
A card" game stunt would have been
funnier if trimmed, and the finale of
the scene with the beautiful defend-
ant going scot free can also be
sharpened.
The following number, . "The

Tragedy of Gambling," was the first

to use full stage. It was futuristic
in design, with a giant ticker in the
background, and figures represent-
ing a bull and a bear in opposite
corners. The coloring was in black
and white: Florence Hedges ap-
peared as a fairy, and members of
the chorus represented "The Gam-
bler," "Cards," "Penny," "Dice,"
"Dime," "Racing." "Dollar." "Rou-
lette," "Gold Coin," etc.
The second act was opened by an

attractive little song number by the
Melvin Sisters in "one," and this
was followed by an elaborate, but
rather out-dated number called
"Beauty's Dress," in which various
members of the ensemble brought
silk, and lace, and feathers and
jewels, and perfume to deck Miss
Hudson, who at one time was clad
in rather diaphanous garments.
By far, the longest skit in the sec-

ond act was the "Napoleon and Jo-
sephine" number, with Julius Marx
as Napoleon, Muriel Hudson as Jo-
sephine, and Arthur Marx especially
amusing as one of her admirer*?.
This is much too long, but is very
funny in spots. It is also relieved by
somo remarkable playing on the harp
by Arthur Marx, and some clever
piano playing by Leonard Marx.
The former "ad-libbed" a great deal,
even to the extent of getting the
other performers laughing. A rather
silly comedy number, "In the Sheik's
Tent." with Baggott and Herbert,
ended on a high note when the ro-
tund Baggott turned some remark-
able somersaults.
A fine finishing touch was put on

the show by the appearance of the
Yerkes Happy Six (augmented to
nine) orchestra, which rendered
both jazz and semi-classical num-
bers to the time of wild applause.

In fact, the one fault of the
show is too many dancing teams,
which gets tiresome. Arthur and
Julius Marx are funny, but should
have some new comedy stuff; the
same goes for Baggott and Herbert.
The only dancing feature which
should be played up bigger is that
of the chorus, which is one of real
beauty and much cleverness. More
specialties for Edward and Leonard
Marx would also not be amiss.
The staging is simple, and ap-

parently not expensive. A great
many of the scenes are laid in "one,"
before "Art Curtains," which are at-
tractive. The lighting Is generally
good, but will undoubtedly show
much improvement at ensuing per-
formances. The voices are adequate
for the music of Tom Johnstone,
though Miss Hudson's personality
and pep were superior to the quality
of her contralto voice. The book
and lyrics by Will B. Johnstone
were adequate. Eugene Sanger di-
rected the book, Vaughn Godfrey
staged the numbers, Ted Coleman
direoted the orchestra, and Gaites
himself personally directed the pro-
duction.

It looks very promising, and may
fulfill its producers' expectations of
doing for Philadelphia in summer
time what Cohan has done in Bos-
ton. Watera.

jewel scene, in which the show
girls represented Individual master-
pieces of the jewelers' art.
This scene had * tendency to se-

cure a rating as the most elaborate
that has graced the modern revue
of this character; certainly it held
the prize for a certain type of* ef-
fective gorgeousness of typed sim-
plicity in feminine costuming.
The fun -makers were very scarce,

and there was no real comedy to
broak the successive reappearance
of the singers. Only the spectacular
with its chorus and Its constantly
changing costumes played the note
of variation. Life in "The Scan-
dals" of 1923 is mostly a matter
of music and broad colorings.
Johnny Dooley carried the hon-

ors for name place, and Tom Patri-
cola for popularity. Both acted as
funmakers, but It was in the soberer
scenes of travesty that Dooley most
pleased, and in grotesque character
that Patricola achieved his slncerest
applause. Winnie Lightner sings
songs that border on the "tough" a
little too often to make their novelty
pleasurable. Richard Bold holds the
male singing lead, as does DeLyle
Alda in the feminine division.
Neither achieved any heights to
compare with the standard of the
production.
The chorus is a particularly

pleasing addition to the show.
Beauty marks every phase

abounding about this new produc-
tion, insofar as costuming and stage
setting are concerned. It is the best
of the "Scandals" that have played
their opening dates with us.
Some of the more notable scenes

were the opening "doll" sets, the
Chauve-Soris number, the final cab-
aret scene, the Versailles grouping,
the Juliet balcony episodes, the Nile
dances, the Rose number, and the
Manhattan historical denouement.
Mr White failed to put in a per-

sonal appearance in accord with
custom, and the absence of Ann
Pennington was also marked.

Schcuer.

ON BROADWAY

THE VOICE ,
In three acta by Frederic Arnold Kum-

mer, at Corl. in Chicago, May 27.
William John Milton
Simmon* George Parsons
Daniels Philip Liord
Perry Bryc« Kennedy
Brady Pierre Watkina
Rev. Dr. Merriroan ...Conrad Cantmen
Marian Barry .....Virginia Hammond
Tom Prescott William Cuortenay
Isabel Henderson Alice Buchanan
Marvin Prescott Henry Mortimer
Angelo Edward Robinson
Policeman Monroe Child

MnKlw,.,.<or. looking tori.

SCANDALS OF 1923
Atlantic City, June 6.

The 1923 Whites "Scandals" is

here. In an elongated edition they
held the first night audience of
Monday in their scats to 20 minutes
past the midnight hour, with a con-
tinuous procession of events that
ranged from vaudeville to the spec-
tacular.
The entertainment was intro-

duced with an elaborate reel, show-
ing the cast in poses that tended to

burlesque, and added a brief satire
on the news reels and the literary
topicals, introduced the chorus on
the screen, and faded out to show
the same girl on the stage—and the
entertainment began. It ran the
gamut of variety, climaxing in a
magnificently costumed and lighted

"The Voice" Is strangely con-
ducted and forbades possibility of
applause until over, '"'lat is a dis-
advantage since all who are seated
when the curtain rises do not re-
main. William Courtenay, Jie star,
has a sort of heavy role, ready to
be reformed. The end of the sec-
ond act follows a Scroogish dream
and leaves the audience mystified
as to what the playwright and ac-
tors are trying to do. At the end of
the third act there was quite lib-
eral applause from an audience
which had not manifested any en-
thusiasm up to that time.
There were 98 people on the lower

floor and a scattered few upstairs.
Two couples in prominent boxes
left after the first act and did not
return. A couple seated well front
passed out after the second act with
coats and cloaks on.
The play surpasses Shakespeare's

"Hamlet" inasmuch as it has a vari-
ety of ghosts, representatives of all

classes of life and both sexes. It
bears a strong resemblance to
"Scrooge" (Dickens' "A Christmas
Carol") as the dreamer sees spec-
tacles—one a father watching over
a sort of "Tiny Tim." The author
gives « red it to Dickens in a love
scene in which 'David Copperfield"
is mentioned.
There is no comedy until the last

act. Then a comic Italian organ
grinder is introduced and the hero—
the Courtenay role—is set for some
light comedy, clear out of tune with
what has preceded.
The plot concerns a rich man who

does all the despicable things men
of wealth do on the stage. He is
warned to change his ways. After a
nightmare which he thinhs has ex-
tended over six weeks, but which in
reality has been only a few min-
utes, he backs track beautifully.
Courtenay is the rich man who

after this warning determines to
practise the golden rule. It is an
impossible part, but Courtenay
handles it worse than it would seem
possible to do. George Perkins
plays the poor man victim of the
rich one's greed for money and there
is nothing brilliant about his per-
formance. Virginia Hammond Is
the leading woman. She lacks
warmth. It may be due to her dis-
couragement or disgust with the
role and the play. Perhaps that
may be said as well for the otheis.
.Alice Buchanan is strictly melo-
dramatic. The other roles are not
worth consideration.
The Cort had Mrs .Fiske in "The

Dice of the Gods." thought to have
been the most dismal play of the
season. It was followed bv Taylor
Holmes in "The Bear Cat." which
was almost as dismal and the
craziest of all times. But II. H.
Frazee has broken his own record
with "The Voice." Those incli" 7

to titter at a play will find rich
morsels in this dialog. A groun »f

specialists examine the rich man and
conclude he is due for the asylum.
About all with whom he comes in
contact on the stage have the same
idf ft» .Loop.

SCHOOL FOB SCANDAL
Sir Pater Teazle . John
Sir Oliver Surface ...Tom Wlaj
Joseph Surface McKay Morrli
Charles Surface .....Charlea Rlchmai
Sir Benjamin Backbite Henry E. Dlxej
Crabtree Etianne Ulrardot
Snake Robert ManteJI
Careless . ..•«••••..«»««•••••••. .John Crai|
Sir Harry Dumper Relnald Werrenrath
Moaea Albert Q. Andrew*
Rowley ..Albert Brunit
Trip Kracst Lawfoi.
Servant to Sir Peter Teazle. .Grant Mitchel
Servant to Lady Sneerwell.Walter Jlnmpder.
Servant to Joseph Surface. . .Francia Wilaoai
Lady Teazle Ethel 1 tarrymora jLady Sneerwell Violet Kemble-Ctoope
Mra. Candour Charlotte Walkc
Maria Carrol McCde

Without any doubt the most An
posing cast ever assembled in
play. A round doxen stars and ha
as many supporting notables. Thi
for the Players' (Club) annual re-
vival and benefit. Last year it was
Sheridan's "The Rivals," this year
it is Sheridan's "The School foi

Scandal." It seemed last year tha
the array at thOKmpire could nev
be surpassed, but this year's at the
Lyceum completely outshines it.

The premiere price ranged to $10.
which was not too much. The aris
tocrats of the theatre crowded th<

aristocrat of theatres. Almos
every face was familiar to those Wh
recognize professional personage
And the enthusiasm was beyond
even what might have been amid
pated.

John Drew, flawless in his enunci-
ation and quite at ease as became
the honored dean of stage stars,
was greeted like a C|onqucror—no,
like a deliverer—for it was more an
ovation of affection than of awe.
And when he had his stellar niece,
Ethel Barrymore, looking more
radiant than she had in these sev-
eral debuts, came before the. curtain
hand in hand, benefice it clamor
became an uproar.
Strangers passing the staid Ly-

1

ceum, where all ia usually grave and
subdued, must have halted in won-
der at the sounds and imagined !

that amateur night had broken
loose within the solemn walls, for
the revered dignitaries of the the-
atre's most legitimate school were
"stopping the show" one after an-
other.
A stranger within might have

wondered too, at many things. The
players were not mentioned on the
program, and it might have mysti-
fied a school teacher or a lover of
the musty but aromatic satirical
classics of Sheridan how so much
could be assembled all at once
within the confines of a commer-
cial playhouse. The cast could
probably not be paid at $15,000 for
the week. A scant note in agate
among the dress and light "credita"
acknowledged the donation of the
theatre by the Frohman estate and
David Belasco at the instance of
Daniel Frohman. Otherwise there
was no explanation, no "We extend
thanks
The managing committee of the

Players consists of Francis Wilson,
Daniel Frohman, George B. Brett
and Louis Evan Shipman. The
production was staged by William.
Seymour and John Craig. The stage
is managed by Alexander Leftwich
(and managed it is, to the last fine
whisper). Norman Bel Geddes de-
signed the scenes and Robert Berg-
man painted them.
The principal item In this review

is in the list of names at the right
side of the small type at the head
of this report. It speaks more than
can be said In observation about
the Players or about Sheridan. It
is doubtful whether any author of
today will be revived a century
hence at the hands of such an as-
semblage. And, indeed, it is more
doubtful whether there is an au-
thor today who would me rit it.

One who has seen "The Rivals'* -

and "The School for Scandal" again
within a month can well understand
why Philip Brinsiey Sheridan is
still a theatrical hero In lf»23. With
a few adaptations Into the modern
type so that his works would be of
the period which is familiar to us.
these would be the raging hits of
the hour. They are deep, they are
broad, they are keen, they are big;
yet they are amusing, interesting
and compelling.
The man was not only a wit and a

commentator—he was a prophet.
Many of his lines ring with more
truth and conviction in the un-
natural world of this era than they
could have In the simple, obvious !

world of his day, which he thought
so hypocritical and specious. Sheri-
dan hadn't "seen nothing "—'yet he
read under the powdered wigs and
lace cuffs of his time the cruel
changes that were to be notorious •

and accepted facts decades after he
dared to hint at them as suspicions
and fears.
The Players give to Rheridan'sj

Immortal farce a sympathetic un-
derstanding that is magnificent
These, ate no commonplace mum- t

mers whose education has been a
chance step from the cabarets or
the rep tents. Those ore artists of '

culture, who may be trusted to re-
produce the flavor of pre-Victorian
England, to set the ech< cs ringing
again to the sly rejoinders of a
deathless wit. to restore ;,« great
sculptors do the crumhling master-
pieces of old so that they may re-
flect before eyes yet to come the
cunning of hands long gone.
From every viewpoint, this ambi-

(Continued on page 30)
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LOEWS LEXINGTON 0. E
OPENING WITH PICTURES

oew Circuit Reported Paying

$850,000 for Big Theatre-

Possession in August

Tin* Lexington Ave. O. H. is re-
port. '! as having been taken over by
Marcus Loew to be converted into

^a picture house, becoming one of

the links in the Loew chain of the-
atres iu New York. The deal is

said to have involved approximately
$850,000. with Loew standing ready
to spend an additional quarter of a
million to remodel the theatre.

The theatre for several years past
has been run as a community play-
ers organization, which stepped In

when the property was held by one
of the big insurance companies.
Later the insurance people disposed
of the theatre to a realty operator.
Several times within the last few

years there were various rumors as

to a change of policy at the house.

There was something of a differ-

ence in the figure asked and that

offered at the time and the deal fell

through.
Loew. it is said, will alter the

six balconies that the theatre has
and extend them some 30 feet each.

This work will require some months,
but it will be impossible to start

until some time late in August. The
hotlse has several attractions

booked in for the latter part of July
and tAriy August. On the final

rental, which winds up August 3

and which is for the two weeks pre-
ceding, the Loew people are said

to **ave offered the lessees $10,000

bonus if they would call off their

date so that the reconstruction
worlc could commence earlier.

The Lexington is so situated that
it has practically no opposition.

There are but the Plaza Theatre at

G9th street and Madison avenue,
and Proctor's 58th Street in the
neighborhood of the Lexington. The
former of these two plays a picture
policy and is getting about the
heaviest limousine trade of any
house in almost any section of the
town, drawing as it does from as
far north as 72nd street from the
best residential section of the city.

This, together with the tremendous
.amount of building that is going on
along Park avenue, .should make the
Lexington a class house instead of
a mass theatre.

BALTIMORE'S EXAMPLE OF BIG HOUSE

COMPETITION DRIVES OUT SMALL ONES

Business All Going to Big Houses—Medium Capacity
Places Can't Compete—Neighborhood Situation

About the Same—Small Picture Houses Gradu-
ally Forced Out of Business

MIKE CONNOLLY'S CO.

Most Popular Caster O; ens Own
Offices in New York

LOEWS OTHER TWO
Takes Empress, Omaha, and Boro

Park, Brooklyn

Besides securing the Lexington
Avenue, New York, Marcus Loew
has placed on his list the Empress,
Omaha, and Boro Park, Brooklyn.
Both will play Loew picture policy
starting with the fall.

The Boro Park has had an adven-
turous career, playing several kinds
of vaudeville, besides pictures, with-
out success with any policy. Local
Interference had a great deal to do
with its failures. Loew is reported
having purchased the Boro Park
outright for about $500,000. He i

leaned the Omaha house that has
been playing vaudeville booked by
the association in Chicago. It seats
about 1,40*.

Baltimore, June 6.

Small movie houses in Baltimore
are in hard luck. Business is all

going to the big houses. Within
the past few months more than half

a dozen of the small and medium
sized—several first run places—have
closed. Several other houses lo-

cated in the downtown section are
scheduled to shut soon, while many
others are virtually starving to

death as far as business is con-
cerned. ' On top of all that many
small houses in the other sections
of the city have either closed com-
pletely or been sold and turned into
stores.

The reason downtown is that the
Century and the Rivoli are giving
such big shows the others cannot
compete, and that the Century is

so conveniently located the erst-
while tired shopper, instead of

dropping into a small place, will

trek for the Century. The Rivoli
has a tremendous advantage over
the other houses in being located
on the City Hall Plaza with plenty
of parking space available. Up-
town the Metropolitan, Parkway
and Boulevard are getting the big
house business. While these houses
are not actually coining money, the
chances are that they are not losing.

The Blue Mouse, a Lexington
street house, nearly adjoining the
Century, has been closed for a
month. Across the street from It

the Picture Garden, recently re-
modeled, and which was a snug and
beautiful little house of the inti-

mate variety, has given up; the
Pickwick, on Howard street, an-
other fair-sized place, has also quit.
The Little Pickwick quit over a year
ago. while the Strand, formerly one
of the big houses of Baltimore, is
now for sale and has suspended
operations. The Gertrude McCoy,
on Fulton avenue, is about to close,
while rumor also mentions that the
Wizard, a large downtown first-run
house, near the Century, will scon
close.

It presents a situation In a city
formerly infested, as are most other
cities, with small movie houses.
Many are still going, but they are
in localities where the population
doesn't crave particularly edifying
entertainment. On South Broadway,
in a foreign section of the city, are
two large houses, Cluster and the
Broadway. The latter does a con-
sistently good business. But scat-
tered up and down the street within
a radius of five blocks are about five
small houses, all running the wild
lurid stuff that calls for posters of
the vintage of 1908. when villains
choked the heroine and when dope
dens were portrayed in all their
iniquity. One house in that section
runs a bad tabloid show along with
its movies—carries a chorus of five
girls, a couple of alleged comedians,
and allows those in the back of the
house to stand in the aisles during
the performance of the "extra at-
traction." If the owners of the place
are Krea. showmen and ever get
anywhere they can point with pride
to a mighty humble beginning.

CASEY AND BIOCRAPH

MUST ACCOUNT

Justice Decides Against Them
on Screen Rights to 13 Plays;

Old Case Long Pending

The New York Casting Offices.

Inc., were opened this week by Mike
Connolly, at 140 West 44th street.

New York. The object of the busi-
ness is to cast for screen and stage,
to secure and procure players as
requested and suggest names for
roles.

The company's president, Mike
Connolly, is the best known casting
man in the country, of wide ac-
quaintance and evergreen popular-
ity. Owning a reputation for con-
scientiousness and integrity, Mr.
Connolly Is reported to have opened
his offices with assurances from
some of the largest film producers
they welcome him in the open field.

For several years Connolly was
the caster for the Hearst picture
concern, leaving that post some
months ag-> to go to the coast.
Loneliness on the Pacific led Mike
to return to New York and start his
new office. He is reputed to have
some very Influential associates con-
nected with It.

UNION SUES EXHIBITOR
Springfield, Mass., June 6.

Springfield branch of the Inter-
national Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes and Moving Picture
Operators has brought suit against
Fred L. Frechette, proprietor of
the Playhouse theatre of Chlcopee,

j
and Kenneth Forkey, until recent-

J
|y proprietor of the Pastime the-
atre of Chlcopee, to compel the de-
fendants to keep an alleged agree-
ment with the plaintiffs concerning
the employment of moving picture
machine operators.
A master has been appointed by

the Supreme Court to hear the case.
The hearing will be June 8.

THOMAS AND POWELL OUT
John Charles Thomas and Will-

iam Powell, who were injured early
last week when Thomas's car
dropped over an embankment, were
discharged from the White Plains,
N Y.. hospital last Saturday. Al-
though Powell was not seriously
hurt. Thomas's injuries were more
serious than first reported.

Thomas was removed to his home.
Three ribs were broken and one
slightly punctured a lung. His face

was cut, one gash under his eye
requiring several stitches. It is ex-
pected the sear will be slight, how-
ever. Both players were appear-
ing in Cosmopolitan's feature film.

"Under the Ked Robe," which is

being held up until they recover.

PETR0FF AT GRANADA
Chicago, June 6.

Boris Petroff, ballet master and
producer pf—McVieke r's—Theatre
here, lert Juno 5 -to produce two
presentations, The Garden of

Dreams" and tho "Argentine Wan-
derer," for the management of the

Granada theatre. San lYaheisco.

Marjorie Lincoln and Pauline
SBemova, premier dancers of Mc-
Vieker's ballets, accompanied him;
the rest of the ballet will be com-
pleted from PetrofTs dancing school
on th* < oast.

GASNIER IN ARREST

BY L. A. PURITY SQUAD

Two Men and Two Women
Taken In Raid—Gaston

Glass Included

Los Angeles, June 6.

Louis J. Gasnier and Gaston Glajs
were arrested Saturday by the Pur-
ity squad, together with Mrs. Helen
Neary McCloskey, a former "Fol-
lies" girl, and another woman, In a
Hollywood house, charged with va-
grancy and lewdness.
The Purity squad officers who

made the arrest state that they had
watched the house for hours and
what they witnessed prompted them
to make the arrests. The quartet
remained in jail over night and were
later released in $100 bail each.

Mrs. McCloskey has been featured
in the daily papers recently through
a suit she has brought against Joe
and Alma Rhodes and through her
suit for divorce against Joe Mc-
Closkey. a press agent. The "other
woman'' in- the case is also in pic-

tures in small roles.

Gasnier and Glas? both protest
their innocence and state that they
will make complete explanations' at
their trial.

Gasnier and Glass were arraigned
before Judge Frederickson and their
trial has been set for June 21. There
was an array of legal talent pres-
ent in court, headed by Milton
Cohen, who defended RoacOO Ar-
buckle. it is understood that the
charge will be changed to one of
"disturbing the peace."

HAWKINS' EXPLANATION

Misunderstanding in Respect to
Publication of Story Mention

•

tng W. C. Hawkins

FAY MARBE AT $1,500
Fay Marbe has been booked for

'the LaFayette, Buffalo, independent
picture house, at $1,500 for the week
of June 18. \

The long pending suit of the l)e

Mille Co. against Pat Casey, the Bo-
graph Co. and the Protective Amuse-
ment Co. has been adjudicated by
New York Supreme Court Justice

Wagner, who has ordered Casey and
the defendants to account to Cecil

B. De Mille on the screen rights to

the following 13 plays controlled by
the plaintiff: "Stronghear*." "Lord
Chumley." "RejOrenation of Aunt
Mary," "Seven Days," "Stampede."
"Beverly of Graustark." "Road to

Yesterday/' "Enchanted Ball."

"Classmates* "Men and Women."
•The Wife," "The Genius'* and
"Royal Mounted."

These were screened by the Pro-
tective under license from Carey.
who, in turn, licensed from the
plaintiff. The pictures were pro-
duced by Blograph and released

through the old General Film Co.
Casey was oblgated to make

weekly royalty statements, and
when defaulting the De Mille Co. re-

scinded the agreement, which, how-
ever, was disregarded. The defend-
ants continued to distribute the pic-

tures, the De Mille Co. being forced

to sue for an injunction and an ac-
counting. Two years ago Justice

Hotchkiss found for too plaintiff,

but before he couhfslgn a modified
decree, he died, necessitating a com-
plete new trial.

Rather than go through a three

weeks' trial again. Justice Wagner
decided from the Hotchkiss records.

The defendants must account for all

moneys derived from the films sub-
sequent to Feb. 26, lllf. They are

also enjoined from further distribu-

tion of the pictures.

October 27, 1922, Variety printed

an article in respect to Wm. EL

Burns, who had been incarcerated

in the Tombs In connection with a

charge of receiving stolen films.

The same article referred to W. C.

Hawkins as having been indicted
by Hays on the suspicion of being
involved in film thefts, the inference
of the article being that Hays had
claimed that Hawkins and Burns
were on the same committee of the
old National Association of the Mo-
tion Picture Industry.

It was not the purpose of Variety
In its story to charge that \V. C.

Hawkins had been indicted by any
Grand Jury or criminally pros-
ecuted in connection with this sit-

uation. Variety does not believe
the language used was susceptible
of such a construction. All that
Variety intended to publish was. as
a matter of news, the fact that Will
EL Hays had claimed that W, C.

Hawkins had been involved In film

thefts.

It was not the paper's purpose to

charge W. C. Hawkins with having
been indicted in respect thereto.
and Variety disclaims any intention
whatsoever or any disposition to

publish anything that conveyed
any such idea.

ANOTHER AHIMAL FILM

San Francisco. Juno 0:

Lou Hutt, former Pathe jiewi
camera man here who went to

Borneo to film wild animal and
native life, and who returned

several months ago, has closed a

deal with Eugene H. Roth to handle

his picture which Is to bo called

"Wild Men and Beasts -of Borneo".

PAUL SWAN'S PEEVE
Los Angeles. June 6.

Paul Swan has bud a lit of tem-
perament, and as a result quit the
Lasky lot. He was cast for one of
the roles In the De Mills production,;
"Ten Commandments."
After leaving the studio "the most

{

beautiful man" Issued a statement
to the effect that he was tempera-
mentally unfit to gel along with
studio people.

CONSTANCE TALMAI1GF. FREE
Los Angeles, Juno 6.

• Constance Talmadge is free Bgaln.
The courts here handed down her

fina! decree fiom John I. Pi ilooriou.

HEARST'S CAMEO FOR 8 WEEKS
B. S. Moss' Cameo on 42d Street

near Broadway has been leased bj

W. R. Hearst. The house opened
under the Hearst banner Mond i)

with "Enemies of Women."
The Cameo lease is for ei^bt

weeks, and may be lengthened to

the entire sumnjer. It will giv»- the
Hcarst-Goldwyn combination a
Broadway house for first runs until
the Park at Columbus circle Is

ready for occupancy.
Th" b*;ise was negotiated <.o . t

rental and percentage basis

Please-U, St. Johnsbury, Vt.

Burned

St. Johnsbury. Vt.. June '.

The Please-U was totally de-
stroyed by a fire which al » wiped
out five stores and several tene
ments, May II, the total loss being
estimated at $7 r

. 000.

FREEZING OUT INDEPENDENTS?
Is there a move on foot in New York through the possible com-

bination of the strong picture house circuits, working In possible

conjunction with the screen producers, to wipe the Independent pic-

ture house owner from the field? If one listens to any number

of the smaller independent exhibitors who have anywhere from

one to six little theatres in their chains, such a condition does

exist, and they are unable to cope with It.

One exhibitor this week made the prediction that within five

years time Marcus Loew alone would have CJreater New York

sewed up as far as neighborhood picture exhibiting was concerned:

that he would have even the producers at his mercy and be able

to dictate to them a3 to the terms on which he would show their

product.
This opinion seems to be the outgrowth of the failure of the

A B. C, which was promoted by independent exhibitor* for the

purpose of being able to present to the local exchanges a hu> ins

combination that would in strength equal the number of booking

days that any of the big circuits could offer, to function success-

fully. The wail of some of those that were interested in the A. B. C
is against the producer for not having supported the Independents so

that their booking office could have continued in the field and

operated as a protection measure for the producers of plr-tures

against the possibility of a combination of the circuit houses in

New York, which would eventually have the producers and dis-

tributors at their mercy.

The question of high film rentals has always been sure fire red

flag material for any one who wanted to rouse the independent

exhibitors to action. It may be that It is being utilized In a new

form at this time to wake the exhibitors to something or another,

which some one or an organisation is hoping to profit by, still it

may bo that there is something in the plaint that the exhibitors

are voicing.

One exhibitor, a former head of the local exhibitor organization,

has let it be known that at least three of the major film producing

and distributing organizations combined against him In the matter

of raising film rental prices when he had managed to bring about the

combining of six small picture theatres in his zone in New York

City, and boosted rentals to such a decree that he is now forced to

purchase only In the open mnrket. However, this same exhibitor

was only recently before the Federal Trade Commission In their

investigation of the Famous Players, and failed to impart this

in format ion for the benefit of th* record

Another exhibitor in a local exchange the other day stated that

he felt certain that Loew was going to be the biggest factor in the

motion picture exhibiting game as far as New York City was con-

cerned, and that he felt that it wns only a question of time before

the Keith. L«h*w and Fox Interests would all bo working under one

banner as far as the purchasing of pictures for their houses was

concerned.
This, however, seems to be a very remote possibility, althou

Marcus Loew stated openly at meeting of the Chamber of <

merce when he was brought farr. to face with brother exhibitors

who accused him of Invading their territory and creatine: an onpo-

sition that was raising the rental prices, thai he would HOt uudei

any circumstances stop in the extension of hh theatre holdings m
the city
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CONVENTION OFTHEATRE OWNERS

MAY RESULT IN RECONCILIATION

PAUL SWIFT LEAVES

AS A B. C. MANAGER

Syracuse the Place, June 19-21—Burying of Hatchet

With M. P. T. O. A. Prophesied by Some—Mike
Walsh and William Dillon Presidency Candidates

The annual convention of the The-

atre Owners of New York state is

to be held in Syracuse at the Ona-

daga hotel on June 19, 20 and 21.

This Is the organization that bolted

the convention of the #Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America In

Washington last year and since

has been on the outside of the na-

tional organization. The Syracuse

convention is believed by many will

bring about a reconciliation between

the New York state organization

and the national body, while there

are others who state that there isn't

a possibility of this step coming to

pass.

This week one of the members
of the organisation who Is rather

well informed made the statement

that had it not been for the fact

that the national organization has
re-elected Sydney S. Cohen as its

leader for another year it might
have been possible to bring New
York back into the fold, but with

Cohen as the national leader Charles

O'Reilly would not consider a na-

tional affiliation.

However, on Tuesday, at the reg-

ular weekly meeting of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce,
Sydney Cohen put in an appearance,
his first in 15 months, although he
has retained his membership in the

local New York city body. Those
who were present stated that Cohen
received an enthusiastic reception

when he rose to speak. Cohen's
appearance at the Chamber of Com-
merce meeting may possibly mean
that he will be in evidence in

Syracuse when the state convention
is called to order and that it may
also be possible that some arrange-
ment will be arrived at between the

old line regulars," who have de-

veloped a new state organization

that is affiliated with the national

body, and the insurgents, which will

bring about harmony and peace as
far as New York state is concerned.

The New York state insurgents

have issued invitations to their con-

vention to all of the presidents of

state organizations that are affil-

iated with the national body and
likewise to a number of Influential

exhibitors, who sway power in their

respective states; this means that

both James Hitter of Michigan, who
refused to have his name placed

before the convention in Chicago a
few weeks ago as a candidate for

national president, and Al. W.
Steffes, the Minnesota candidate
who had his name withdrawn after

(he name, of Sydney S. Cohen was
placed in nomination, have un-
doubtedly been Invited to be pres-

ent in Syracuse.
In the event that they put in an

appearance and it is impossible for

the two factions in this state to get

together, Syracuse may possibly
witness the birth of another na-
tional organization which will be
comprised of those that have had
their personal aspirations or th»>ir

state's desire to step into control

of the national body thwarted, as

well as New York and (leorgia,

which stepped out of the M. P. T
O. A. a year ago.

Whether the New York insurgents

will be able to swing enough weight

to whip Michigan and Minnesota
into line is a question. The former
state organization issued a state-

ment which evidently means that it

is going to lie low and await de-
velopments. The latter turned in

its charter and severed its con-
nection with the national body.
However, New York may he able

to swing the trick at Syracuse, and
if it docs thero may be two na-
tional exhibitor organizations in the

field, with the new one undoubtedly
made up of a scries of Chambers of

Commerce in all the key centers of

the country dividing the nation on
the" same basis as the exhibition

value quotas arc now laid out.

As to a contest for the presidency

of the New York State body, there

seems to be small likelihood. Those
that are at the helm of the organi-

sation want to have the situation

well in hand before they go into

the convention, feeling that here at

all costs there must be the aspect
of the fullest harmony. With this

In mind it is going to be pretty

definitely settled as to who the next
leader for the state is to be.

At present there are two names
mentioned. One is that of Mike
Walsh, owner of the Strand The-
atre, Yonkers, N. Y., and the Demo-
cratic leader of Westchester county,
and William Dillon of Ithaca. N. Y.
The entire state seems to be in ac-
cord on the name of Walsh with
the possible exception of Buffalo,
and the powers that be believe that
they will be able to whip the lead-
ers from that city into line for the
sake of harmony. There is a ques-
tion, however, as to whether or not
Walsh will accept the position at
the head of the organization when
it is tendered to fclm. At the meet-
ing this week it was stated that
he said that he did not want to be
burdened with the duties of the
office.

The plans ror Syracuse call for
the opening of the convention on
Tuesday evening, with the following
two days to be utilized for the busi-
ness of that body. New York State
Senator James J. Walker, who is

an honorary member of the State
body, will be the temporary chair-
man of the convention and will un-
doubtedly make the keynote speech
at the opening.
There is no question that

Walker is still in arms against
Cohen and will refuse to be asso-
ciated with any organization which
affliliatrs with the Cohen organiza-
tion. Walsh, who is affiliated with
Walker in politics, would undoubt-
edly carry out any suggestion that
would please the Senate's majority
leader.

In sifting down the matter as it

stands, it would appear on the face
of facts as presented that the Ne
York State insurgents cannot return
to the Cohen fold wilhout offend-
ing Walker, and the exhibitors of
the state owe the Senator so deep
a debt of gratitude for the battles
that he has fought for- them that
they could not take a step that
would offend him and still retain
their self-respect.

However, itNs barely possible
that Walker and Cohen may pos-
sibly be brought together, for it

is rather generally conceded that
Charles O'Reilly, present state lead-
er of the exhibitors and likewise
head of the Chamber of Commerce
in New York, would not be averse
to a general get-together on the
part of all of the independent ex-
hibitors of the state foi a common
cause. O'Reilly, however, cannot
come out in the open with an ex-
pression of a wish of this nature,
even^ if he nml lt

' although there
have been rumors for months that
he and Cohen had reached some
sort of understanding. This
O'Reilly has denied time and again
when it was put up to him. In
face of these denials there was a
statement made from th platform
at the Chicago convention on two
occasions, the first time by Clus.
Schmidt of Indianapolis, and later
by Sydney S. Cohen, that there was
to be a Joint convention in New
York State shortly after the na-
tional convention closed. This may
be taken to indicate either one thing
or the other in regard to O'Reilly's
attitude on the question of a peace
pact.

Co-operative Booking Scheme
Being Run by Girl Secretary

—Playing Third Picture

MOOSER BACK FROM FAR EAST;

QUASHED FILM PIRACIES INORIENT

ARRESTED FOR FALSE ADS
Los Angeles, June 6.

One arrest and a warrant for an-
other is the result to date of the
war that is being waged on local

"schools" for film aspirants. Michael
J. Lynch, of Screen Players, inc., is

under arre«t for false advertising
in connection with the above organ-
ization while a warrant has been
issued for O. Kollar, the "casting
director" for the concern.

Paul Swift has resigned from the
Associated Booking Corporation, the
A. B. C. which was to solve inde-
pendent exhibitor problems, and
taken over the job of special rep-
resentative for Al. Lichtman. He
was in Washington this week, mak-
ing a survey of the Lichtman ex-
change there.

No successor has been named for

Swift's post and the running of the
establishment is left in the hands of

Mae Langam, Swift's girl secretary,

acting under the executive bgard,
but handling the delivery of prints

and the collection of quotas.
The A. B. C. group began playing

its
#
third territorial purchase Sun-

day, the Biishman-Bayne picture,

"Modern Marriage," but it is inti-

mated that this will be the last ter-

ritorial first-run purchase—certain-
ly the last until next fall. No ef-

fort is being made to look over
material or bid for it. The Bush-
man-Bayne picture is not being
played in all the houses attached
to the A. B. C. group, but only by
those members who personally sub-
scribed for the feature.

Swift went to Chicago with
Lichtman, presumably on the pros-
pect that exhibitor distribution

would come up at the convention
of the Theatre Owners and he
would be on hand to advise with
Lichtman on the possibility of a
tie-up. It is generally believed
that the failure of the A. B. C. prop-
osition to come through had an
important bearing on the action of
the Theatre Owners in ignoring the
whole subject of exhibitor distribu-

tion. The co-operative 3Cheme was
pretty generally exploited at the
outset, but lt apparently split on
the inability of individual exhib-
itors to get together on a collective

booking basis.

Jerome Beatty, for several years
attached to the Los Angeles press
department of Famous Players,
stopped off at Chicago on his way
east and was engaged to handle
Lichtman publicity. The executive
offices of the company moved to

the new office building at 51st street

and Broadway last week and was
functioning Monday.

REID'S URN DEDICATED
Los Angeles, June 6.

Wallace Reid's urn of ashes and
pedestal in Forrest Lawn Cemetery
were dedicated on Sunday.
Dorothy Davenport, his widow,

and numerous friends attended the
ceremony.

Hit Mission a Complete Success Despite Bitter Oppo-

sition—Rewarded With Percentage of Profits of

All Oriental Releases

MANY COMPLAINTS

Uniform Contract Being Ignored by
Exchanges

Judging from the numbjr of com-

plaints that have been pouring into

the Arbitration Board, maintained

by exhibitors and distributors in the

New York territory for the adjust-

ment of film buying and selling dif-

ferences, there seems to be a pretty

general movement on the part of the

exchange's forces in the city to

generally ignore the uniform con-

tract which was evolved through

many months of hard labor on the

part of the Will H. Hays organisa-

tion and the exhibitor bodies and
finally ratified by the Chamber of

Commerce and the New York State

Theatre Owners.
This week it was reported that no

less than eight cases had been pre-

sented by exhibitors to the Chamber
of Commerce, asking that the or-

ganisation present them for judg-

ment before the Arbitration Board
and ask that they be awarded dam-
ages for the failure on the part of

the exchanges to carry out their

agreements.
The eight cases are not an unusual

number it was learned on investiga-

tion. That many and more are crop-

ping up each week over a period

of almost two months, and the diffi-

culty that the chamber is having

is that some of the organizations

which among the producers and dis-

tributors were most active in put-

ting through the unifon.i contract

are refusing to take the matter to
i

arbitration and in general .ignoring

the cases altogether.

CONGRESS IN NEW YORK
The first International Congress

on Motion Picture Arts will start

today (Thursday) at the Waldorf-
Astoria. New York, and continue

for twe days.

The Congress is the result of an
Invitation that was issued by
Adolph Zukor to the authors of the

world to be present and voice their

suggestions for the betterment of

screen entertainment.
There will be a banquet held to-

morrow evening.

MINNESOTA'S M. P. T. 0. RESIGNS

FROM NATIONAL ORGANIZATION

Meeting in Minneapolis Decides to Withdraw

—

Charter Surrendered—Chicago Convention After-

math—Sydney Cohen's Statement

JEAN ACKER REMARRYING
Los Angeles, June 6.

Jean Acker, formerly Mrs. Ro-
dolph Valentino, on her return here
confirms the report that she is to
wed. The bridegroom to be Is the
Marquis Luis de Bazany Sandoval,
a Spanish grandee.
No date for the ceremony is set

as yet.

Minneapolis, June 6.

At a meeting of the Board of Di-
rectors of M. P. T. O. of Minnesota
held here yesterday it was unani-
mously voted the organization
would surrender the character it

holds in the M P. T. O. A. and with-
draw from the national organiza-
tion. The move was expected as a
consequence of the national conven-
tion in Chicago, at which Sydney
S. Cohen was re-elected president.
After the meeting the following

telegram was sent to Cohen:
"At a regularly called meeting of

the Board of Directors of the Min-
nesota M. P. T. O. A. it wast unani-
mously voted to surender our char-
ter and sever affiliation with the na-
tional organization. Please accept
this as official notice of our action.
Charter being returned by registered
mail.

"Minnesota Division M. P. T. O. A.,

"Clyde n. Hitchcock, (Secretary."

Sydney S. Cohen from the na-
tional headquarters of the M. P. T.

O. A. yesterday (Wednesday) is-

sued a statement on the Minnesota
situation.

It blames the retirement of Min-
nesota from the organization at the
door of First National. Cohen said:
"The situation' in Minnesota is per-
fectly plain to every thinking the-
atre owner who has given it con-
sideration. The organization in that
territory has been dominated largely
by First National Interests. Theo-
dore Hayes, the general manager of
Ruben & Finkelstein, regional di-
gional directors of First National,
has been the commanding figure in
the Minnesota organization."

The statement reviews the events
leading up to the national conven-
tion and the presentation and with-
drawal of Stcffc's name, with Hayes
hoiking the statement at the Illi-

nois State convention his State
would stick to the organization, de-
spite what might happen at the Chi-
cago convention.

The statement added that steps
would immediately be taken by the
national organization to protect the
interests of the Independent theatre
owners in Minnesota, who are not
In sympathy with the move made
by the state directors.

San Francisco, June 6.

George Mooser, international

showman, arrived here from across
the Pacific, having spent a year in

the Orient for the United Artists'

Corporation in quashing film piracy.

His mission was a complete success,

and he is said to have been reward-
ed with a percentage of profits of

all Oriental releases for his sensa-

tional work through Japan, China,

Java, India and the Philippines.

Plckford, Fairbanks, Griffith and
Chaplin films were being distributed

without conscience or by-your-

leave in the Far East through what
Mooser proved to be a thoroughly
established ring of American and
European film thieves. With the

support of Ambassador Warren and
the Japanese government, Mooser
waged an intensive battle, routing
the thieving crew and making ar-
rangements with the exhibitors in

the vast territory, whereby they will

not take pictures, except through
the regular and orderly channels.

Mooser found the headquarters
of the conspiracy in Shanghai,
China, with one A. Ramos, a Span-
ish subject, at the head, and an
American named Goldenburg as his
main malefactor. Goldenburg was
murdered in a quarrel with another
ot the crooks shortly after Mooser
arrived in Shanghai and began to

expose the dishonest deals.

Mooser was physically attacked
and" his wife threatened by Chinese
thugs. Attempts were also made to-
buy him off. Threats that his daugh-
ter would be kidnapped by bandits
were posted on his door. Mooser,
who speaks Chinese fluently, and
lived in that country for many years,
won his figlft at last and stopped fu-
ture probabilities of recurrences by
lining up th^ theatre owners and-
putting through certain government
actions against illicit trade in films.

Mooser was quoted here as fol-
lows:
"Japan has no copyright law.

When I arrived there the exhibitors
were about to display pirated copies
of "Way Down East." I arranged
to show my print first, to establish
precedence.
"Then I found a clause in the

American-Japanese treaty protect-
ing authors' rights. So I printed a
synopsis of the story. The pirates,
getting wind of this, also printed a
synopsis, and theirs was published
first.- They notified me that if I
showed my print they would pro-
ceed against me for damages—

a

most curious situation.
"Finally, on the same night, I

showed "Way Down East" in the big
Kogyokan, or wrestling amphithe-
atre, and they showed it in the
Nippon Kan Theatre, Tokio. Am-
bassador Warren, at my request,
communicated with the home office '

and took up the matter with the
Japanese government. I retained
the foremost lawyer in Japan, Dr.
Niyoaka, and he finally obtained the
first order of stoppage and seizure
ever J«sued by a Japanese rourt.
"Then we went after the pirated

film, but it had disappeared. We
brought criminal charges against
one Takarcura, head, of the ring In
Japan. After this, the ring began
to weaken, and the climax came
when we sat one afternoon in Dr.
Niyoaka'.s office and the exhibitors,
one after another, brought in eleven
reels of the pirated film—all there
were. We agreed not to prosecute
them, and in turn they helped us to
expo«e the Shanghai headquarters.
"During this fight leading bank-

ers and government Officials gave
mr every issurance of support, say-
ing they considered the piracy a
blot on their national honor. But
the blackhand Iotters from the se-
cret Short Sword Society kept com-
ing in. The contest lasted five
months.

"I learned that the ring's system
was to buy a print, through bribery
from some American distributor;
bring it into Hongkong, a free port,
in a trunk; ship it to Shanghai, and
there reproduce it. Since my visit
to Shanghai not one pirated film has
been shown.
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LAST WEEK IN 3 BIG HOUSES

Poor Film Material Blamed for Drops in Grosses-

Other Features Held Up—"Human Wreckage
Big Quota

Poor picture material was the

cause of a three -corned slump at
the box offices along Broadway last

week. The three houses wfre the
'Capitol with "Garrison's Finish,"
Rivoli with "Fogbound" and Strand
with "Slander the Woman." Not a
single one did anything like normal
tottsiness.

In direct Opposition to the three
drops was the remarkable manner
in which "Enemies of Woman."

'Rialto, second week, and third in
picture houses on the street. Meld
yp, finishing the week with $U0,660,
bringing the three weeks' gross to

1

IT7.000.
"Garrisons Finish" at the Capitol

-was an Allied Producers and Dis-
tributors' release, with Jack Pick-
ibrd as the Star. It was pretty gen-
erally panned, and had it not been
the Capitol has a big clientele of
regulars the receipts there would
have dropped far be!ow the $35,000
•they were. At the Strahd there
wasn't a single excuse made. It
was freely admitted the picture was
a bad one. and that uccounted for
the falling off of the business to
such an extent the receipts went
under $20,000. "Fogbound* at the
Rivoli never had a chance. Inci-
dentally, the Rialto and the Rivoli.
^Specially the latter, are missing

• .Keisenfeld, their presentation direc-
tor, at present abroad.
This week at the uptown house

the general show offered Is decid-
edly off except for the feature it-

self. When Reisenfeld returns he
will have the task of re-establishing
these houses.
At the Criterion the gross of

$10,940 speaks louder than anything
else coijld as to the manner in which
"The Covered Wagon" is continuing
to hold on. The little Cameo fared
badly with "The Man Next Door,"
a Vitagraph feature, which drew
just a little better than $3,300.

Griffith's "The White Rose" at the
Lyric is doing but fair, and on July
1 is to be succeeded by the Mrs.
Wallace Reid picture, "Human
Wreckage." The Ince-F. B. O. combi-
nation are going after a $5,000,000
on this picture, and the reports at
this time are that they are taking
contracts from one to two weeks in
houses which usually play a split-
week policy. The question now
rests with the manner in which the
picture is to be put over In New
York. The showing here will fol-
low those in Los Angeles and San
Francisco, where the picture will be
first offered.
Estimates for last week:
Cameo—"The Man Next Door."

(Vitagraph. Seats 539. Scale. 55-
85.) Failed to pull even though the
name of Emerson Hough, author of
"The Covered Wagon," was played

< up. Reached $3,339.
Capitol—"Garrison's Finish." (Al-

lied Producers and Distributors.
Seats 5.300. Scale, 55-85-11.10.
Picture decidedly weak as far as
Capitol's box office was concerned.
Under $37,000.

Criterion—"The Covered Wagon."
(Paramount. Seats 608. Scale:
Mats. $1 top; eves. $1.50.) Holding
pace remarkably despite heat. Last
week gross $10,940.
Lyric—"The White Rose." (D. W.

Griffith. Seats 1.400. Scale: Mato.
$1 top; eves. $1.50.) Not exactly
walloping, but doing consistently
fair business. Between $6,500 and
$7,000.

Rialto—"Enemies of Women."
(Cosmopolitan-Goldwyn. Seats 1,960.

Scale 55-85-99.) Third week on
Rroadway in regular picture houses
after having run at $1.50 top at
Central. Final week drew $20,660.
and booked into Cameo for eight
weeks additional, Hearst making
arrangement for Moss house on
rental basis. In three weeks at
Rivoli and Rialto gross went to C77,-
000.

R i v o.l i— ' Fogbound." (Para-
mount.) Seats 2,200. Scale 55-85-
99.) Failed to hit with gross drop-
ping to $16,750.
Strand—"Slander The Woman."

(Inee-First National. Seats 2.900.
Scale. 3"»-50-85.) Also a weak sis-
ter as far as feature picture wai
concerned and box office suffered.
Gross on week went to $19,672.
This week Strand got corking sum-
mer program and presentation end
stands tip particular'y strong. Busi-
ness likewise did "come-back."

HOME MADE PICTURE

FLOPS IN FRISCO

BIG BILL AT NEWMAN
STOOD OFF HEAT WAVE

Did Average Business Last

Week—Outdoor Opposition

Too Much for Others

STATE CONVENTIONS
The M. 1». T. O. A. of New Jersey

with W. V. Woodhul! at its beadT
will ho'd an annual stai<« * .invention"

»t I^ake Hopatconc. N. J., JnnV
JS-29.

On the day prevntis the Cm
necticut M. P. T. O. A. will hold Its

innua.1 convention si Double Beach
i Mr New Fl i ven.

Drive for Interest Through Lo-

cal Pride a Failure
—

"Brass"

Tops City's Receipts

San Francisco, June 6.

"Her Accidental Husband," pro-

duced by the Beiasco Attractions, a
local producing organization, was
shown at the California, and a
Htrong play made to rouse interest
of the public through the fact that
this was a local product. The at-
tempt failed and the picture got $12,-

500 on the week, which isn't good
business for this house.
The Warner Bros, production of

"Brass," at the Granada, pulled the
top receipts of the week, getting
$21,000. The balance of the attrac-
tions in. town ran at about a neck-
and-neck pace around $11,500, With
the exception of "The Ne'er- Do-
Well," which was placed at the little

Portola after having played both the
California and the (iranda, getting
$5,400 on the week.
An estimate of last week's busi-

ness is:

California—"Her Accidental Hus-
band." (Seats. 2,700; scale, 55-90.^
This is a San Francisco-made pro-
duction issued by Beiasco Attrac-
tions, Inc. Picture lightweight and
continuity poor. Doing only fair
business despite play-up of local
manufacture. Got $12,500 on the
week.
Granada—"Brass" (Warner Broth-

ers). (Seats 2,840; scale 55-90)
This looks like one of the best box-
office bets in town. Picture had big
preview and much publicity. Drew
$21,000.

Imperial—"Enemies of Women"
(Cosmopolitan - Goldwyn). (Seats
1.400; scale, 55-75.) Third week.
Has been heavily advertised and
carried much publicity In Hearst
papers. Pulling special stunts such
as midnight matinees. Business Is

holding up satisfactorily. Gross
$11,000.
Warfield—"The Custard Cup."

featuring Mary Carr. (Seats 2,800;
scale, 55-75 ) Second week very
light. Picture proved disappointing.
This is final week also of "The Sher-
woods," a musical aggregation that
has been in this theatre a long time.
Got $9,780.
Tivoli—' The White Frontier" feat-

uring Dorothy Phillips. (Seats 1,-

800; scale, 40-75.) The sort Tivoli
audiences like. Probably will pile

up satisfactory returns. Grossed
$11,000.

Portola — "The Ne'er-Do -Well."
(Seats 1.100; scale, 50-75.) Becom-
ing a second-run house. Pictures
playing California and Granada be-
ing shoved into this house to extend
run. This feature doing fairly well,

with $5,400
8trand—"Safety Last," with Har-

old Lloyd. (Seats 1.700; scale, 50-

75.) Final week of this offering.
Has played to excellent business all

through run. Last week $13,100.

HEAT WAVE IN CHICAGO SETS

NEW LOW RECEIPTS LEVEL

Kansas Citv. June *.

With the sudden hot wea 'ier, an
Elks Charity circus in Convention
hall, the parks open, and gasoline

nights, the picture houses were up
against it last week. Even the

Memorial day holiday proved more
injurious than beneficial. It was
one of the first real bright days of
the season, and the outdoors got
the bigger part of the people. The
Newman continues to hold up
against most everything, with Its

many added attractions in connec-
tion with Its picture program. This
house is celebrating its fourth anni-
versary and offering a bill exceed-
ing anything ever presented in a
picture theatre In the west. Among
the artists appearing as added acts
are Grace Foster, Bartram and
Saxon, Ladies' Quartet. Jimmy
Dunn. Gloria Hilderbrand, Bobby
Tremaine, Ten Kelley Dancers and
a 12 piece novelty orchestra. The
film is "The Exciters."
Last week's estimates.
Newman—"The Bustle of Silk,"

(Paramount). Seats 1,980—scale,
nights 50-75. Extra features. Busi-
ness around $12,000.

Royal—'Thornes and Orange
Blossoms." (Preferred Pictures).
Seats 890, scale—35-50. Kenneth
Harlan and Estelle Taylor. Snub
Pollard comedy, "Where Am I?"'
added. Picture particularly appeal-
ing to those who had read Bertha
M. Clay's "best seller" of 25 years
ago, but story worked out well on
film and two leads well liked. Many
parts of story modernized with use
of radio. Gross close to $6,000.
Twelfth S t r • • t— ' Quicksands."

and Mack Sennett comedy "Gymna-
sium Jim." Seats 1.100—scale 30.

Drug smuggling gang on the Mexi-
can border, with thrills and gun
play. Claimed shots were made In
Mexico opposite to Fort Crockett.
Around $12,000.
Liberty—"Suzanne," (Mack Sen-

nett production). Seats 1.000—scale
35-50. Mable Normand. Always
favorite here, Miss Normand * name
meant more to Kansas City fans
than title of feature, but proved
really entertaining picture with
number of original thoughts and
settings and some excellent photog-
raphy. Neighborhood of $6,000.

Pictures and Legit Houses Feel Business Loss in Chi-

cago Theatres—May's Weekly Average $44,000

—

"Safety Last" Did $25,000 at Orchestra Hall

"SAFETY LAST" BREAKS

L A. HOUSE RECORD

Lloyd Comedy at California

Plays to $23,615—"Covered
Wagon" Still a Hit

PICTURES ARE "BLAH"

IN NEW ORLEANS

Total Takings Upheld Opinion

—Strand Seating 2,200,

Week's Gross $3,965

MERGER ABANDONED

Effort to Pool Eighth Avenue, New
York, House* Alt Off

A scheme to form a throe-cor-
nered pool of picture houses In the

district along Eighth avenue from
42d to 59th street and Involving
three interests is understood to have
been abandoned after approaching
consummation.
The houses concerned are the

Royal, Amphion. Tivoli. Times, Cem
and several others. The interests

involved are Yost. Consolidated
(headed hy Relognino and most im-
portant of the trio) and the bouses
controlled by FVmchl. The Tivoli is

the most important property of the

lot and playI the best grade of pic-

tures, but the other houses were in

competition an bidden for second
and laler run- rtnfl tbe |»lan v\ is to

handle th m on. a nop -competitive
basis from a centrnl booking office.

Ti>" putties to the proposal, how-
ever, could not he brought « >

sagreement on terms,

PAPA HOOT
Los Angeter, Jane I,

ii .<»( Gibson, ibe Universal West*
ern sin l>" lame Ihe daddy ol a

1 1 itghtei > • terd.tj

New Orleans, June $.

This city remains almost Immune
to pictures by comparison with

other towns. Listing of the grosses

along with the capacities of the

houses proves lucidly the people will

perhaps never show sustained in-

terest.

Exchanges here seldom hIiow a
profit, bringing about continuous
change of managers. Which never
seems to alter the situation. To
most of the inhabitants pictures are
mostly "blah."
Last week was just another of

the countless poor weeks that lvave
gone before. The score follows:
Strand (seating capacity. L',200;

prices, 28. 55. 83). "The Famous
Mrs. Fair." Started mildly and fin-

ished worse. It was pronounced
not "peppy" or "kicky" enough, the
tempo being slow; that is, from lo-
cal perspective; S3,965 in seven
days.

Liberty ("seating capacity, 1.800;
prices. 28-55). Guy Bates Post in

"Omar the Tentmaker." Considered
dull and tedious. Film begot small-
est receipts at Liberty past two
years- 12.843. At same theatre same
star in "The Masquerader" several
months ago established record for
this year. only surpassed by
"Brass," a picture that cost little

by comparison with some, but
which will surely make a fortune
for Wa»rner Bros "Brass" has
everything picture should have.
Tudor t**4ats4 $00; price, :•<•

Mixed policy p.ist week brought
trifle better than $l.t;o<>. Tudor
pi.i v »-<i several plct urea.

Los Angeles, June 6.

The one bright spot, or the bright-

est at least from the standpoint of

cinematic attractions, was Harold
Lloyd's "Safety Last" at the Cali-

fornia. The comedy opened to the
biggest house ever recorded at the
California, not even barring the
grand opening three years ago.
Next week the feature will be shown
simultaneously at the California and
Miller's, operated by the same man-
agement. "The Covered Wagon/' at
Grauman's Egyptian, hasn't shown
anyuigns of a fall-off, although "En-
emies of Women" at the Hialto is

not holding up so well. The other
houses fared only mediocrely. These
are the estimates for the week:
California—"Safety Last" (Roach)

(Seats 2,000; 26-55); Lloyd's most
recent more -than-two -reel feature.
Lloyd a big favorite. Elinor's music
a distinct feature. Took $23,515.
Kinema—"Within the Law" (A. F.

X.) (Seats 1.800: 25-55). Norma Tal-
madge's best picture', according to
many. Third week didn't do so
well. Ordinary fillers. Estimated
at $9,700.
Grauman'i-"The Heart of Weto-

na" (Seats 2.200; 25-35). Revival of
this old-timer didn't prove as popu-
lar as theatre management figured.
Norma Talmadge and Thomas
Meighan co-starred. Easter and
Har.elton in "The Spirit of Indian
L,ove" and were well received. Jack
Laughlin's dance act with 14 local
beauties a hit. Crossed $11,772.
Grauman'i Metropolitan — "Only

Thirty - eight" (Famous Players-
Lasky). (Seats 3,700; 35-50.) So-
called all-star cast. Fairly well
received. "Fighting Blood" series
(H. C. Witwer story) also listed.

Ben Black's jazz artists added zest
to the program. Got about $25,800.
Graumm'i Rialto— "Enemies of

Women" (Cosmo). (Seats 800; 35-
55.) No date set for termination of
run, but indications are the end is

not far off. Box office showed
$8,290.
Grauman'i Hollywood—"The Cov-

ered Wagon" (Paramount). (Seats
1,800; 50-$l.) Nights holding up
great. Matinees will be boosted con-
siderably with closing of schools.
Got in neighborhood of $20,800.

Mission— "Down to the Sea In
Ships" (Independent). (Seats 900;
35-80.) This thriller by Elmer Clif-
ton Is creating a positive sensation.
Took $8,990.
Loew'i "Success" (Metro). (Seats

2,400; 25-S6). No particular star,
but well-balanced cast. Stan Lau-
nel In comedy. "When Knights Were
Cold." and other features, chief
among them Rose Perfect. J. K.
Qorham producing for this house
temporarily.

FDWIN CAREWE DIVORCED
Lot An jeies. .1 une '»

j :<* wiii Carewe, director foi First

National productions, who-.*- nun-
prof<>ssicnal name is J. J fox. has
i>» en divorced by Mary J*a0 Fog-
C ircwe
Teddj Sampson, former wif> of

Ford jjteriing, the Ma-k Bennett
comedian *.«-. named «* o-ie-

, -ti oi den

F0Y FAMILY ON SCREEN
The Foys have been signed for

the screen. Albert W. Hale, a di-
rector, stated Tuesday that he had
entered into an arrangement with
Eddie i'oy whereby Master Irving
Foy was to be presented as the star
of a five-reel comedy which he was
to make and In which the support-
ing cast would be headed by the
elder l\»y and the rest of the family.
The pit ture is to be made in the

vi< inity of New York during the
summer.

FREAK AT FILM THEATRE
Baltimore, June 8.

At the Brodle theatre here they
are showing a freak along with the
regular show. A pair of twins built
on the order of their more famous

Ives from Siam is the attrac-
tion and the management of the
house ha* been billing them ex-
tensivelj en the outside of the
MoJUe They are alive and have
i 'i Utractipg a sreat amount of
attention in their neighborhood.

Foreclosing on Cow Pony
I.os Angeles, •Tune 6.

Kdythe Sterling Is the defendant
in » mortgage foreclosure action in

which a cow pony is featured. The
cow pony sras given as security for
a $?fia no'>' which Miss Sterling
f « 1 1 J » • 1 1

•

Chicago, June 6.

The tremendous heat wave swept
the bottom out of not only the legit,
but also the picture business last
week, and new low levels were
reached at the picture houses. Dec-
oration day, which always calls for
thousands of surrounding villagers
to come into town, helped to save
the picture houses.
With very few of the legit the-

atres having a Wednesday matinee
and only four vaudeville theatres
in the down town section, helped'
make picture business.

Still, the week was so disastrous
it forced "Knemies of Women"
which looked good for another four
weeks at the Kooaevelt to hang up
the one more week sign. It is un-
derstood the picture had a $14,000
stop clause.
The Chicago theatre has not been

hitting as per schedule in the last
two or three weeks. Where the
gross business for March and April
has been around $47,000 a week.
May's average was around $44,000.
This theatre is depending a great
deal on the school vacations which
will allow the children to eome
down town, and also a play from
the many conventions. This proved
true last year when the summer
business was away over expecta-
tions.
The Randolph which set Itself a

new record by the number of
weeks and In money played to since
Universal took it over, erossed Just
exactly half of what "The Hunting
Big Game" opened to. It is said
the picture grossed in Iti six weeks
here $50,000. "The Covered Wagon '

the highest priced film In town on
admission, took a terrific splurge In
advertising, running two full pages
In the dailies and held its own.
Estimates for last week:
Chicago—"Brass" (First N e-

tional). Seats 4,200. Nights. 55c.
Although well exploited, and bene-
fit of several strong presentations
around $42,000.
. .McV ickr**—"Modern Marriage"
(Paramount). Personal appearance
of Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne who were starred in film,
helped keep up average. Showed less
falling off than other film theatres.
Around $30,000.

Roosevelt—"Enemies of Women:"
(Cosmopolitan). $14,000. Falling off
may be blamed on theatre, as It

is condensed, close-seating house,
becoming hot with people knowing
it.

Randolph—"Hunting Big Game."
(Universal). Seventh week. Barely
touched $5,000. *

Woods—"The Covered Wagon."
(Paramount). Around $11,000.
Doubtful whether showing actual
profit, still considered tremendous,
when remembered last two feature
films played legit theatres. "Robin
Hood" and "One Exciting Niaht."
failed to do anywhere near this in
their seventh week.
Orchestra Hall—"Safety Lust.'

(Pathe). Capacity around 2.200.
Prices 65c. week days; 75c. Satur-
day and Sunday. Kight shows a day.
grinding from 11 until 11. Fillm has
swept town.. Hit almost $25,000.
which breaks all records for this
theatre.

FALSE ARREST CASE, MISTRIAL
Washington, June 6.

The Jury which has been hearing
the testimony in the damage suit of
Mrs. Hattie May Morris, who
claims that she was seized by Spe-
cial Officer c; rover C. Boilers in the
Columbia theatre, ejected and ar-

rested Sept. 21, 1921, failed to reach
a verdict and the $25,000 suit will

have to be re -tried.

Mrs. Morris sued the Columbia
Amusement Company, Washington
Theatre Company and Harry Jar-
boe, manager of tho house, as op-
erators and owners of the theatre
for alleged false arrest, assault and
battery and false Imprisonment.

KIRKW00D AS "BEN HUB '

Los Angeles, June C.

Aecording to rumor, it has been
settled JaQM-s Kirk wood Is to play
the title role in the screen produc-
tion of "Ben Hiir" which Is to be
filmed on the Coldwyn lot at Culver
Cit v. .

Practically •• <ry leading nun of

the hi n en iiia been named ah a
possibility for the tola during the
last year.

Former Wife Promoting Ex-Hubby
I.os Angeles, June 9.

Violet Boyle, divorced wife of
Jack Eoyle, author of popuUr
Action, is here trying to promote a
cotnp.ir.y to screen •©•Jie of her lof-

mer hueband's works.
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WEEK OF HEAT MAKES PHILLY

TRIM SAIL FOR THE SUMMER
\

Aldine Closing and Big Downtown Houses May Be
Reduced to Two if Stanton Quits—"Mrs. Fair

Fails to Attract

»

PICTURES
HEAT HURT BALTIMORE;

WEEK'S OUTLOOK SAME

Thursday, June 7, 1023

'WAGON" IN BOSTON

Influx of Shriners Helped Some

Last Week—Prospect Worse

This Week

Philadelphia, June 6.

Si orciting hot weather predomi-
nated last week, and the film house

grosser, which had been holding up
in a most unusual fashion, took

their first decided tumble.

One result was the announcement

of the closing ofthe Aldine theatre,

following this week's showing. This

was nothing of a surprise, especially

•Jn view of the decision to keep the

Stantdn open with "Enemies of

Women," instead of closing it about
June 1. as last year.

It would not be surprising now to

see the Stanton remain open for a
good part of the summer. If it does
close, this will mean only two of
the four big downtown first-run
movie houses running through the
hot months, an unusual situation.

This, in turn, would probably mean
that the Palace would return to a
policy of first runs, which it has not
had in several years, and also that
the Arcadia, which has been de-
voted for several years to program
pictures of little importance, might
again get big bookings.
What will be done with the

Aldine in the fall is a question of
Interest to those on the inside here.
It* location, close to the Kitten

-

house square society section, has
prove** a poor one for business, and
it is undoubtedly too close to the
Stanley (a block away, at 19th and
Market). There have been numer-
ous rumors (especially lasufall, at
the time the Stanley took it over)
that thie house might be remodeled
and used for legit, especially of the
Intimate "little theatre" order. It

has proved that in order to win
success as a film house it must go
in for heavy and elaborate exploita-
tion and advertising. With program
pictures-, it has seldom done any
business.
Another feature of last week's

collapse in film house business was
the comparatively low gross turned
in by "The Famous Mrs. Fair*' at
the Stanley, which generally escapee
the slumps. The fact that "Mrs.
Fair" as a stage play had two suc-
cessful engagements here and
caused a lot of talk, was expected
to draw some real money to the
box office of the Stanley, but quite
the contrary, the Monday business
was the smallest of the last six
months or more, and the entire week
was way off.^
The Stanton did a fair week's

business with "The Ne'er-Do-Well,"
but the gross was such as would
have caused a substitution if turned
in during the past winter. However,
since decision had been made to put
"Enemies of Women" in for a run
beginning June 11, the Stanley com-
pany did not want to make another
witch in between, and "The Ne'er-
Do-Well" was continued this week.
Its gross is likely to. be extremely
low in this, its third week.
The Karlton was the only house

which held up big last week;
"Safety Last," second run, was its

feature and the Lloyd comedy con-
tinued to show the form it had dis-
played at the Stanley several weeks
ago. The gross at the Karlton was
a big one for the house, although,
it must be admitted, considerably
under expectations, for which,
again, the hot weather must be
blamed
The Palace and the Victoria, after

thoir big money of . the preceding
week slumped with last week's fea-
tures The former had "Erase,"
which had previously done cred-
itable business at the Stanley, and
the Victoria had a first-run, "Luck,"
with Johnny Hines. With any kind
of good weather breaks, both houses
would probably have done excellent
business.
This week's features are proble-

matical in the matter of business,
especially as the hot wave is hold-
ing over. The Stanley feature pic-
ture is "The Bright Shawl." mark-
ing a return of the Richard Birthel-
mess features to this house.
"Fury," his last, wa*< .shown at the
Karlton, where it did line business
and attracted much attention bore.

On the other hand, "The Bond Hoy,"
the last Barthelmess picture shown
at the Stanley, was definitely off in

gTOSK

—

Trffe Karlton this week has "60

Cente an Hour," with Walter Tliers.

"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime.'
Hlers' last picture shown here, and
his first starring vehicle, did a very
mediocre week's business.
The Aldine was to have had "The

Exciters," with Bebe Daniels and
.Antonio Moreno this week, but this

is changed on Thursday, after all

•ho potU re were out and newspaper
layouts completed, and Douglas

MacLean in "The Sunshine Trail"
was substituted.

Estimates of last week:
Stanley—"The Famous Mrs. Fair"

(Metro). Surprisingly low gross of
not quite $20,000, despite high praise
in dailies and success of stage play
here. Quaker City Quartet, com-
posed of prominent local singers,
was ridded feature; 'also, Jack
Greismer, billed as "boy orator."
M >nda> was worst in long time at
house, with gradual, but not large
pick-up during week. "The Bright
Shawl' this week, with "You "Can't
Fool Youi Wife" next. Big musical
and other added attractions appear
to have been dropped for rest of
summer. (Capacity, 4,000. Scale:
Matines. 35 and 50 cents; evenings,
5C and 75 cents.)

Stanton— "The Ne'er-Do-Well"
(Paramount). Thomas Meighan
feature off in second week, but com-
pany adhered to decision to keep it

in for a third week. Monday it will
be succeeded by "Enemies of
Women," which is carded as in for
an "indefinite engagement." "Ne'er-
Do-Well" did only about $9,000.
(Capacity, 1,700. Scale: Matinees,
25 and 50 cents; evenings, 50 and
75 cents.)

Aldine — "Fogbound" (Para-
mount). First Dorothy Dalton pic-
ture booked at this house shared
fate of recent pictures here, gross
dropping to around $3,500 when hot
daya struck town. This week, with
"The Sunshine Trail," is end of
season here, as house is announced
as closed for summer. (Capacity,
1,500. Scale, 50c.

Karlton—"Safety Last" (Pathe).
Held up finely through first real
touch of Philly summer, and grossed
close to $9,000, which, at this scale
and capacity, is fine, though not
quite as big as expected. "60 Cents
an Hour" is thks week's feature.
(Capacity, 1,100. Scale, 50c.)

EVERYTHING WRONG IN

WASHINGTON LAST WEEK

Three-Quarter Houses Satur-

day Night—Grosses Fell

Away Off

Washington, June 6.

If every movie star that ever had
his or her name in the lights were
gathered together in one great cast

they wouldn't have attracted busi-

ness here last week. There was
too much outside. A survey of the

houses Saturday night, in spite of

a rain storm which would under
normal conditions, have aided busi-
ness, disclosed but three-quarter
houses in all of the larger down-
town theatres. A good term for it

might be "the pre-convention
slump." It hit everything locally.
The quality of the films in most

instances was up to the standard
the local managers endeavor to
maintain. From a picture stand-
point the greatest of the four was
the Dick Barthelmess-Dorothy Glsh
special, "The Bright Shawl," at the
Metropolitan. It is holding this pic-
ture over for a second week (cur-
rent), not because of any particu-
larly good business last week, but
because of faith in the picture.

"Bustle of Silk," finishing two
weeks at Moore's Bialto, did but
little, although business went in
fits and starts. There was no ex-
pensive orchestra rehearsal for a
new film, and every little bit helped
last week. "Success," at Loew's
Columbia, had but little to commend
it, the regular patrons of the house
remaining loyal though, even in the
slump, while Loew's other house,
the Palace, witlv"The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine,** got it's share Of
what business there was to be got-
ten.

Estimates for last week:
Crandall's Metropolitan (seats

1.700: scale. 15-50). "The Bright
Shawl" (First Nat mal). Did busi-
ness of week, although figure 'way
off. hitting a slow as $6,500.

Moore's Rialto (seats 1,000; scale.
50). Betty Compson in "Bustle of
Silk" (Paramount). Second week,
possibly got $5,000.
Loew's Palace (seats 2,500; scale,

35-50). "The Trail of Lonesome
Pine" (Paramount). About $6,000.
Loew's Columbia (seats 1,200;

scale, 86-80 nights). "Success"
(Metro). May have dropped below
Palace figures, but good estimate

i | $6 01

Torrid heat the latter part of last

week hurt the movie business to

some extent, but the influx of

Shriners into the city also bolstered

it up a bit, for it was near normal.
This week, however, the heat Is go-
ing to play hob with business all
around, for several houses in the
early part of the week had noticea-
ble gaps In their audiences at both
matlneo and night performances,
with the same applying to vaude-
ville houses.
None the less, they are going

right along and programs look good
In the near future. "The Girl of the
Golden West" is now current at the
Blvoli and is holding up fairly well,
while a dancing team is also adding
luster to the bill. At the Century
Leon Victor is exploiting Metro's
"Famous Mrs. Fair" and on Monday
had the Federation of Women's
Cubs as house guests. He received
an indorsement from the organiza-
tion on the film and this figured in
as nice publicity stuff for him. The
picture Is in on a percentage basis
and another Metro film, "Where the
Pavement Ends," comes in next
week on the same plan. Much plug-
ging will be done for Ramon No-
varro who is starred. Meanwhile,
Thomas D. Soriero, manager of the
combined Whltehurst interests, is
plugging along with the copdensed
Gilbert and Sullivan operas, this
week's bill being "Pirates of Pen-
zance" These operas are adding
quite a nice bit to the operating
"Nut," and it is doubtful whether
they are bringing all they should to
the front of the house, but none the
lees they are adding a class to the
theatre that is not going to hurt
and should help to build a real rep-
utation.
Last week the New Lyceum went

away off with a return of "'Way
Down East,' although the show
played to virtual capacity for seven
weeks on its first run at the same
house. Last week put very Little

into any one's pocket.
Century, capacity 3,500 (scale 25-

50-75). With "The Rustle of Silk"
and "Pinafore" as added attraction,
this house hung between $13,000 and
$14,000, which is good considering
the heat. Is playing "Famous Mrs.
Fair" this week to fair business,
with heat working against it.

Rivoli, capacity 2,000 (scale 25-
50-75). Working "Within the Law"
Jot two weeks, business held up
fairly well on the last stretch. Tal-
madge is a great favorite in Balti-
more and Rivoli itself Is always as-
sured of a fairly regular clientele on
account of uniform quality of Its
programs and music. This week
"Girl of the Golden West" started
off well, with heat also cutting in a
bit here.
New, capacity 1,800 (scale 25-50).

With "Masters of Men," Morgan
Robertson's sea story, did about
$8,000, which is average business.
Picture didn't create a furor, but
rated as being good.
Parkway, capacity 1,200 (scale 25-

44). "Brass" played here last week,
having already played at New Ly-
ceum (twice dally) and as regular
program picture at the New. Held
u.j to fair business, getting about
$3,500 on week. This week "Cor-
delia the Magnificent," Clara Kim-
ball Young fllm. Same picture is
also showing down town at the New
Wizard.

Special Doing Special
at |1.50

lusmess

.
Boston, June 5.

The Covered Wagon," playing
the Majestic, la proving a big sur-
prise in at least one way. It Is the
first photoplay, for that la what it

would readily be termed, that was
featured by the higher-priced seats
selling out first, with tjie others
trailing behind.
Scaled at $1.50 top there is a re-

markable demand for thisr price
seats, and even the "Birth of a Na-
tion" did not equal this attraction
in that respect
The picture la over good and strong,

with business building up until the
hot spell struck the city. Then, as
was n...uraL there was a sag. The
first week here the fllm Is credited
with $11,000, with between $12,000
and $13,000 the gross for the second
week. This week, because of weather
conditions, should not be so good,
but already the picture has proven
itself to be a most unusual attrac-
tion. The audience that is seen in
the Majestic nightly is far from be-
ing the regular picture audience, it

Is just the opposite. The evening
shows are reported good, with mat-
inees off slightly, about three quar-
ters capacity.
This week "Main Street" is be-

ing released at three downtown pic-
ture houses. Park, Modern and
Beacon. The Park has been the
house where several successful fea-
tures have been released this sea-
son, and the Modern and Beacon
have the well-earned reputation of
being two of the best located and
most dependable houses In the city.
The film is being well advertised
with plenty of poster and newspaper
publicity. A capacity house for
Sunday night, with big business on
Monday.
Last week the Park turned in a

gross of slightly better than $4,000.
with the Modern and Beacon going
it $1,500 better.

HEARST OPENING TWO

SPECIALS AT EMPIRE

"Enemies" in London June 15—"Little Old New York

in July

William Randolph Hearst thla

week set the opejMnge for his lately

acquired Empire, under lease, in

London. Taking possession June
11, the Cosmopolitan production of
"Enemies of Women" will open
June 15.

During early July Cosmopolitan's
"Little Old New York" will succeed
it at the same house. Prints for
both pictures were sent across this
week
With the short space left but little

f

exploitation can be given "Ene-
mies" in the English capital, but a
strong campaign is anticipated for
"Little Old New York."
Jack Poiter. now In London, will

represent Hearst in the social man-
agerial activities fpr the specials,

likely working In conjunction with
the Goldwyn press staff in London.

HUNEKER WITH EASTMAN
•

Erik Huneker has joined the East-
man Studios staff as general man-
ager. Huneker is the son of the
late James Gibbon Huneker, inter-

nationally famed writer and critic.

His mother, Cleo Bracken, is a fa-

mous sculptress.

Mr. Huneker was formerly con-
nected with the Metropolitan Opera.
He has also done newspaper work.

INSIDE STUFF
ON PICTURES

CONVENTION H'DQTRS

State Meeting Opens June 19 at
Syracuse

Syracuse, N. Y., June 8.

Pre-convention headquarters of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners'
Association of New York have been
established in Room 401, the Bob-
bins-Eckel theatre building here.
Samuel Berman, executive secretary
of the state body, came here on
Saturday to open the headquarters
and meet with a committee of local
exhibitors, who will complete the
convention plans. James Roe, presi-
dent of the local movie men's or-
ganization, is chairman of the com-
mittee, and its personnel includes
practically all city exhibitors.
There will be, Berman said, no

attempt to stage a movie ball in
connection with the convention. The
difficulty in assuring the presence
of a sufficient number of stars as
drawing cards was explained aa the
principal hitch. A half dozen or so
prominent players will be Invited to
the convention banquet, the speak-
ers at which will include U. S. Sen-
ator Wadsworth, State Senator J. J.

Walker, Will Hays and a small army
of others.

Berman predicts that the local
convertlon—the second meeting of
the association to be held In this
city—will see an attendance of 3,000.

Jesse L. Lasky on the coast sent for Bill Hart immediately the Hearst
papers published the Hart vindication story. Lasky asked Hart to start
at once on a picture for Famous and Hart assented. Yet some malicious-
ly minded persons attempted to circulate a report- Hart had engaged to
make a picture for Cosmopolitan (Hearst), and for that reason the Hearst'
papers had uncovered the vindication.

It's pretty tough to get ar. undeserved wallop as Hart did without hav-
ing people in the picture business who should be delighted to see someone
come through clean, attempt to cast a shadow of doubt upon it. If the
picture people themselves are the principal scandal mongers for and of
themselves, they should not be surprised that the public, hearing their
mutterings, magnify tnem.
A little less talking by the people of pictures, less willingness to have

everyone hear how wise they think they are and how much they think
they know about others would lessen the undesirable notoriety the fllm
trade so plentifully has received. Their talk is passed around and even-
tually reaches publicity quarters where It Is followed up and a story
made. There's quite sufficient that naturally breaks through court records
and other happenings. If the picture people would make it a practice
to strictly mind their own business, which is picture making, it might be
much better for the trade aa a whole.

The importance of directors In the making of pictures appears to be on
the decline, according to an official of one of the largest producing or-
ganizations. He says directors are Wred and fired at will, with none of
so great importance the producing company feels he is essential to the
success of its productions.
This condition has been developed through the number of technical

experts now associated with picture making, it is claimed. The day of
the director handling a production In its entirety has passed. At the
present time the company secures the cast, builds the sets and after the
scenario has been put into proper shape, calls in a director to look it over !

to say whether he thinks he will be able to turn out a worth while pic-
ture with the story supplied.

In most cases the directors have nothing to say in regard to the
selection of players. The sets are all built without suggestions from him,
and all he ,is called upon to do is to get the most out of the people In the
cast for the situations offered in the script.
There are several exceptions, however, among the leading directors.

The official appears to have deliberately overlooked those directors ex-
cepted from any general staterqent of the above character. <

A fairly popular leading man in Hollywood, who commands $1,500 a
week, was working in two pictures simultaneously as so many leading
people are. He was approached by a third company to appear in one of
its productions for one day in a sympathetic role that did not require his ,appearing throughout the footage, the script calling for his early de-
parture out of the picture. Knowing that the picture company was i

anxious to have him in the picture, not so much for his histrionic ability '

because the part coule be as weil filled by another juvenile but for the"
fact his name would mean something in the billing, he demanded $2,000for that one days' work. He got it.

A parade consisting of three automobiles chased itself around Timessquare th* other morning and handed a laugh or two to the natives Inthe first car was Larry Semon and some movie men, in the second' and

ninrin
a
H
n0n

2w
C
?
pt *?* h°ldine home-™de signs on poles' with the

-nscription, Welcome Larry Semon with the Three Million Dollar Con-tract A cameraman accompanied the outfit, and pictures will probably
be shown of Larry's New York "reception."

John Howard Cromwell, the 68-year-old lawyer- millionaire, was granted

Saa^aa^SSZ "TV dlV °r°e ,aSt Prld*y * SuDreme Court JusticeSeeger in Newburgh, N. Y. The case was first -brought up for trial be-fore a Jury last winter, the jury disagreeing. The principals agreed toan arbitrator to hear testimony. It is reported Mrs. Cromwell secureda cash settlement. Harry Cohn, fllm director, was named in the first suit.

The terms over which D. W. Griffith and Al Jolson are reported split

™i„ t°J Z \ a
1

ppe*ni
!
lce *n Mackface ln a Griffith-directed special Sre

5? *?
John's demand for $25,000 down and another $25,000 when

ovtp $6B?.W0.
C°mp,eted

'

b«^es_a_percentage of * n* /roe- takings

^"^"l^w w,,! tnke Possession of the Barbee Loop theatre Chicago

reraV,: ^ 0n
*
,0ng ** ,Ca *e and wil1 ™k, extensive
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PRESENTATIONS
(Extra attractions in picture theatres, when not

pictures, will be carried and described in this depart-

ment for the general information of the trade.)

&
*A LITTLE BALLET, A LITTLE
SONG, A LITTLE JAZZ"

6 Mins.; Full Stage
Strand, New York
Here is decided novelty exactly

what title implies. Stage is set with
huge book which bears title and
from doors cut in center artists ap-
pear. Program runs as follows:
llilebeafreud" K re later

Mile. Klomentowics
•'A Kim la th.» Dark" Herbert

1>M line Falco
"CUic:^gn" mm*

Mite. Kl.-mentowirz, Dawn atnl

M. ltounnann
'The jazsy finish with two girls

and, a man, all of the ballet school,

brought the biggest applause return.

The program offered at the Strand
this week with the novelties and
the orchestral selections all leaning

toward the popular music of the day
might have been advertised as a
popular Jazz week to the advantage
of the box office.

• The orchestra arrangement had a
•banjo and a saxophone as well as

other jazzy instruments and the

overture won far greater applause
than any of the classical selections

have been known to get. Fred.

PIANO QUARTET (4)

10 Mins.; Full Stage
8trand, New York

A quartet of young women who
play the piano exceedingly well.

They are seated at grand pianos

end make a pleasing stage picture

in the manner in which the lights

are employed at the Strand during
the act. Wisely they are playing
nothing but popular numbers. This
appeals particularly to picture house
audiences today. The girls offered

three selections. The applause
necessitated an encore.

A decided novelty that almost any
exhibitor in a town of any size at

all can utilize with the assistance

of four of the music store demon-
strators. Fred.

BETTY MAY
MValse Ballet"

2 Mint.; Full Stage
Fivoli, New York

This Is just a ballet number
Which, while prettily enough done
In a terpsichorean sense, failed to
stir the audience to any great de-
gree.

A pleasing enough divertissement
Iko break the monotony of the pro-
gram. Fred.

A STARTLING
NOVELTY

:mm
BORRAH MINEVITCH

The WorldV Greatest

Harmonica Soloist

Six Weeks at Rialto and
Rivoli, New York

Now Playing the Finest
Theatres

This Week (June 4)

Branford Thea., Newark

Direction H. Chernyk

114 E. 16th St., N. Y. C.

•i.'.-i. i.ii.m .->' uj i >*en1 <><)}•

OPERATIC POTPOURRI
15 Mins.; One and Full Stage
Capitol, New York
A splendid musical and dance

feature as put on at the Capitol, but
the cost would be prohibitive In
anything but the biggest houses. A
mediocre presentation of this sort
would never do and it involves so
many people the outlay is large.

In effect the feature is a four-
number special show framed along
classical music lines. At the open-
ing a tenor in appropriate comedy
dress does the prolog from "Pagll-
acciM as a solo, extremely well done
by Deslree La Salle, singing before
the regular gold house curtain.
The stage is set with a scene out-

side the prison for a solo by Mme.
KJsa Stralia, billed a& from the
Royal Opera, Covent Garden, an
aria, from "II Trovatore," brilliantly
sung. A waltz ballet from "Faust"
intervenes between this and the
finale, the sextet^ from "Lucia" with
Kditha Fleischer, billed as of the
Wagnerian Opera Co., and consid-
ered of sufficient importance for
display in the lights.

The feature has special value for
the Capitol, where the musical pro-
gram has almost as much weight as
the picture feature. For houses
drawing from straight fans, the
idea does not appear worth while. It
is pretty heavy musical stuff, but as
handled at the Broadway house is
a treat. Rush.

DANCE CHARACTERISTIC
3 Mins.; Full Stage
Capitol, New York
The simplest kind of arrange-

ment, briefly put together and de-
signed merely to supply atmosphere
for the feature picture, "The Ragged
Edge." The locale of the story is
China and a group of girls in Chi-
nese costume before a colorful Ori-
ental setting go through a neat
routine of steps. Merely supplies
a touch of color and a bit of anima-
tion as a prelude to this particular
picture. For that purpose very sat-
isfactory.

The dancers are drawn from the
Capitol school. Hush.

WALTER VAUGHAN'S BANJO
ARTI8T8 (7)

Musical
5 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
Chicago Theater, Chicago

Chicago, June 3.

Seven fellows playing banjos, six
In a half circle and the seventh
just a little In front of the natural
position, with an elaborate setting,
composed of a black main drop with
a huge banjo hanging In front of
it, on which both picture and elec-
trical effects play.
The banjo must be all of 10 feet

in diameter. It permits different
pictures to be thrown on It during
first number. At the finish elec-
tricity plays up and down the keys,
making a striking novelty. The
seven banjoists play the instru-
ments very well. They inject a
little singing into one number. An-
other is a medley of popular airs.

The orchestra is used with the banjo
music.
The banjoists appear to play the

instruments very well, but there is

no brilliance to their performance.
Itoop.

"A BREATH OF EGYPT" (7)
Dance Novelty
6 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set)
McVicker's, Chicago

Chicago. June 2.

The interest in Egyptian affairs

with the advent of "King Tut" into

the show business makes this

timely. It is a beautiful stag* pic-

ture. There is a series of panels
near the front of the •tago with
Egyptian pictures on LhCYn. They
turn out to be dancers posing; a

girl in each panel, two on each side

and a different panel in the middle
of man and woman.
Over the top is a ry< lorama ("hori-

zon) with a couple of palm tree*,

All Exhibitors

in Michigan
Read our inagnzine published every

Tuesday
If you want to rcich this clientele"

there is no better medium.
Rates very low

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH, Publisher

415 Free Proas Bldg. DETROIT

PICTURES
conveying a highly artistic effect.

The four girls come forward and
do * dance handling Egyptian tam-
bourines, which seem to have been
square Instead of round. The two
feature dancers present a classical

number. The music is provided by
the McVicker's orchestra.
The dancing throughout Is first-

class.

"IN FLANDERS" (5>

Songs
8 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set)

Chicago Theater, Chicago.

Chicago, June 2.

The setting Is a field of poppies

in "two," with a representation of-

a battlefield in the rear. Gladys
Swartout sings "The Rose of

Picardy." She makes an awkward
exit, returning later in costume of

a Red Cross nurse, to join in the

finish.

One portion of the battlefield Is

slowly lighted up and on an ele-

vated location four young men In

uniform sing. Near the conclu-

sion an effect has silhouettes of

many soldiers behind them.
The stage picture is pretty and

was especially appropriate for the

week including Decoration Day.

ELSIE and PAULSEN
Ice Skating
8 Mins.: Full Stage (Special Set)

Missouri, St. Louis
St. Louis, June 6.

Elsie and Paulsen look much bet-

ter now than when here with
"Frolics of 1922," Herman Tiraberg'a

unit show. They are a team of ex-
cellent Ice skaters. Though new to

the Missouri customers, Elsie and
Paulsen can come back to the Mis-
souri any time, judging by the ro~

ception they got.

The winter set with snow covered
mountain in the background and the

"ice" pond (artificial flooring) In

the valley won hearty applause at
eaeh opening.
Their routine is that of present-

ing an original Apache dance while
on Ice skates. The pirouetting of

this team as they perform on their

skates was justly rewarded by an
audience thai filled every seat In

the large theater. Host.

COAST FILM NEWS
By ED G. KRIEQ

Los Angeles, June 6.

Shirley Mason Is recovering rap-
Idly from her recent operation. As
soon as she Is well enough she will

leave for New York.

The first picture of the Little

Theatre Film Company was shown
at a preview before the Writers'
Club In Hollywood. "Mortal Clay"
is the title.

William Desmond, popular serial

star, and his wife will leave for

London shortly, where they are to

be featured in vaudeville.

Lew Cody, after several months*
sojourn In New York, is back In

Hollywood and will start work for

CJoldwyn.

„MarIlynn Miller, Follies star and
wife of Jack Pickford, is expected
in Los Angeles within the next few
days. Her contract does not allow
her to play in pictures, so she Is

coming to vacation here and be near
her husband.

Victor Seastrom. Swedish di-

rector, started work on the famous
Hall Cnine novel, "The Masters of

Men," for Goldwyn.

Lionel Barrymore will play one of

the leading roles In Hall Calne's
"The Eternal City," which George
Fitzmaurice will produce.'

Frederick Truesdell has b<*en en-
gaged to play an important role in

the next Frank Dorzage production.

Ralph Lewis Is In Chicago, where
he rushed hurriedly to the bedside
of his father. Captain E. H. Lewis
who was taken suddenly 111.

•How to Educate a Wif<> " the
Elinor Glyn novel, is the latest pur-
chase of the Warner Brothers to

be picturiz''!

T. Hoy R.^rnes on hi* arrival In

New York will Immediately start
work on the H. ('. Witwer story,

"Ciin and Mabel," which Cosmo-
p<tliian will i"-'"

1 """ *»

Critics of local papers were guests
of Rupert Julian at » preview of
"Merry <•> Round," which was held
at the Ambassador Hot.-i Th»«atre. .

According to word from Ihe IXnl-

versal sin. ho. V'lctoi ii". • .'s ( imous
•i i ,.si. The Hunchback <>f Notre
Dame," will !••• rompleted iboul
hints 10, H is i million doll it upec

t a< le.

OVERLOADING K. C.

More Theatres Planned for South
8ide of City

EASTMAN AND MUSIC

Hochstein School Brings Out Talent
Concert Shows

Kansas City, June 6.

Plans of proposed theatres, most-
ly on the rapidly developing south
side of the city, continue to be an-
nounced by promoters and construc-
tion firms, In spite of the undeniable
fact that there are many houses al-

ready here now operating so near
the 'break-even" mark that a slight

slump would put them out of busi-

ness. The latest project announced
la a big house to take the place of

an old armory building at 39th and
Main streets. The lot has a front-

age of 210 feet on both streets, and
already contains a small picture the-

atre, the Warwick. It is rumored
that the new place will be leased by
one of the big downtown operators,
but this report has not been con-
firmed.

Another theatre is planned for

55th and Troost, with a seating ca-
pacity of 1,000 and still another will

be built at 47th and Troost, to be
known as -the Rockhill. It Is an-
nounced this house will have a ca-
pacity of 1,900. and will be equipped
with a stag* 80 by 30, with rigging
loft and all appliances necessary
for regular productions. The house
will be under the management of

Jack Koth, manager of the Isls the-
atre, at 31st street and Troost.

FRENCH FILM NOTES
Paris, May 29.

A masked ball, reminiscent of the
duys of the artist (J avan i, has been
organized at the Opera here to raise
funds for the endowment of a home
intended for aged employes of the
French motion picture business.

Battling Siki's appearance in the
film, "La Quatrieme Reprise" ("The
Fourth Round"), is to be the first
of a series of IS which the Dutch
producer, Dims, is to superintend
for the pugilist.

Max Linder has signed with the
Austrian firm, Vita, in Vienna, to
play in a picture which he has
written and entitled "Le Clown Par
Amour" ("Clown by Love"). Work
will commence middle of September,
with Rene Hervil as producer.
Jacques Feyder has also been
booked by the Vita concern for film
work.

Jacques do Daroncelll Intends to
screen Ernest Jerochon's novel,
"Nene," the picture rights of which
were reported to haVe been sold to
an American corporation. The lo-
cal press states the publisher has
been successful in having the rights
retained in France. Sandra Milow-
anoff will impersonate Nene.

Rochester, N. T., June «.

The annual concert of David
Hochstein Memorial Music School
was held In Kilbourn Hall, Eastman
School of Music, on Monday night.

This school is unique and has at-

tracted countrywide attention. It

was founded by local philanthrop-
ists who are interested in music 1

1

education and named for David
Hochstein, a violinist of promise,
who lost his life In the Argonne.
His home on Joseph avenue was
purchased by Mrs. James S. Wat-
son to house the school. The fac-

ulty Is supplied by the Eastman
School and personal tuition costs

from 10 to 75 cents a lesson, class

instruction being free. There are
now about 350 pupils in all branches
of music, most of them being from
the foreign sections and many of

them from poor families. Orches-
tras, quartets, soloists, etc, heard in

concert testify that the school is de-
veloping latent talent.

Maude Adams was In Rochester
recently to confer with Eastman
Kodak Company scientists regard-
ing her scheme for the development
of colored lighting effects for the
stage. With her came Dr. E. P. Nut-
ting of the General Eleotric Co. For
a long time she has been working
on her plans, which are said to give
promise of new artistic effects.

ing the production in the centre of
France.

A group of players under the
designation of Artistes Associes
Francois (United French Artists)
has been formed, and this new com-
pany will begin operations with
"Parlas," scenario taken from the
book of El Hadjo, the author watclr-

Henry Roussefl Is leaving for
Spain to produce "Vlolettes Impe-
rlales," with Raquel Meller, Mme*
Jane Even, Hlanehettl, Claude
France, Fames, Morgan, Pauletle
Marchal, MM. San Juana. Andre
Roanne, O'Kelly, Morlas, etc. The
company also includes Jean de
Merly, Delmonde and Thevenet in

the technical section, with Kruger
and Portier at the cameras. Most,
of the. work will be done In France,
only exteriors being shot in Spain.
The story deals with the Court of
the Second Empire.

The comedy of Mellhac and
Halevy, "Frou-Frou" (which waa
Inspired from Mrs. H. Wood's "East
Lynn"), In the repertoire of the
Comedle Franchise. Is to be filmed
here by Guy de Fresney, with Jules
Raucourt, George Falrwood, Dubosc
Zeyorf. Mmes. Glna Palerme (In ti-

tle role), Suzanne Talba. Mllleflorl

and Jalabert.

The cast for Pierre Wolffs com-
edy. «'Secret de Poltchlnelle" ("Ev-
erybody's Secret"), being screened
by Rene Hervil for Vandal-Delae
(Film d'Art). comprises Maurice de
Feraudy, Gabriel Signoret, Jean
Dehelly, Mmes. Cheircl. Andre*
Brabant.

Gaston Leroux's novelette. "Le
Fantome de lOpera" Is to be pro-

duced In America.

MOTION PICTURE

PRODUCERS, ATTENTION
44A comedy's vitals

Are funny sub-titles

And in funny sayings I deal*

The sub-title humor
May help out a bloomer
And make you a real funny reel/ 9

MY MOTTO:
"Eggs are kept in cold storage

And held like birds in a cage;

But before they reach the greasy vests

They generally reach ^old 4W*ge."

So get me while I'm fresh ; no doubt you'll say,

"Get this egg who thinks he can write sub-titles/
9

But I can write eggsactly what you want, and

I'll lay you 12 to 1. One dozen know how clever

he is until he advertises.

Address "An egg that can't be beat"

VARIETY, NEW YORK
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BORIS PETROFF
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THE RAGGED EDGE
Distinctive Pictures Corp. production re-

*ra>e<l by iSoMwyn-Cosmoiolitan. Adapted
by Forrest liaJaey from Harold Mac-
Orath's uovel. Directed by Harmon
Weight. Alfred Lunt and Mlml Palmeri
featured. Running; time, 81 minutes. At
the Capitol, New York, week of June 3.
Howard Hpurlock .....Alfred Lunt
Kuth Endicott Mlml Palmeri
Ah Cum Charles Kan*
The Doctor Wallace Erskine
McCllntock George MacQuarrie
£ Biggins Charles Slattery
The WaMrrt Christian Frank
Prudrme Jedson Grace GriswoJd
Anselina Jedaon.... Alice May
Hotel Manager Percy Carr
Kev. Dalby .Sydney Drew
Mr* Dalby Hattie Delars
The Aunt Marie Day

eMBSBsaasaBMBsaj

A South Sea Island picture with
different angles is here presented.
It has an attractive romantic flavor.
Most of the South Seas hokum, such
as undressed native maidens and
heavy atmosphere, is miesing. In-
stead the picture rests on the sure
foundation of a clean-cut story and
well-drawn characters, with a pic-
turesque backing of ancient China.

Co-Producer of the Tremendous success, "SYNCOPATION WEEK"

Late Ballet Master of the MUNICIPAL OPERA, RUSSIA. Three Seasons Ballet Master and Producer for

California and Granada Theatres, San Francisco

Now Ballet Master McVicker** Theatre, Chicago

and re-engaged for next season

It is seldom a novel 'a transcribed
to the screen in eo satisfactory a
manner. It progresses logically

from scene to scene and character
to character with remarkable econ-
omy and logic. It has cleverly
knitted bits of comedy, such as the
Chinese guide, who introduces him-
self as Yale '16, and rescues the
hero by a native trick, explaining
that the hero (who also is a Yale
alumnus) *s "a blood brother of my
tong."

The picture Is a little long, but

it is packed full of meat and the
length never becomes wearisome.
There are other angles. Suspense
is skillfully introduced by the de-
vice of having a detective from the
States pursue the hero for some
vague crime. In the end it turns
out that his friends at home were
merely trying to get track of him
to tell him his supposed crime was
all imaginary. But the pursuit
gives the whole story a mysterious
turn and furnishes motives for tire

whole tale.

The Oriental touch is especially

DONT WORRY
About summer pictures. First National is releas-

ing just as big ones for the summer as any time of

the year. First National has plenty for all the

time. Look over this list of releases for June, July

and August:

"THE GIRL OF THE
GOLDEN WEST"

An Edwin Carewe Production

David Belasco's great stage suc-
cess; presented by Edwin Carewe.

•'CHILDREN OF DUST"
A Frank Bcrbage Production

A picturizntion of Tristram Tup-
por'a "Tcrwilliger"; presented by
Arthur S. Jacobs.

JACKIE COOGAN
in "Circus Days"

Jjirtioc Otis' celebrated story of

ton weeks with a circup, "Toby
Tyler"; presented by Sol Lesser.

"A MAN OF ACTION"
A Thomas H. Ince Production

Starring Douglas MacLean

••PENROD AND SAM"
Booth Tarkington's sequel to
'Tenrod"; presented by J. K.
McDonald; directed by William
Peaudine.

Constance Talmadge
in "Dulcy"

An uproarious cometly by George
Kaufman and Marx Connelly;
directed by Sidney Franklin;
presented by Joseph M. Schcnck;
continuity by John Emerson And
Anita Loos.

"THE BRASS BOTTLE"
A Maurice Tourneur Production.
Personally directed by Maurice
Tourneur.

••TRILBY"
A Richard Walton Tully Produc-
tion. From George du Maurier's
great classic. Directed by James
Young.

Richard Barthelmess
in "The Fighting Blade"
Beulah Dix's thrilling tale. Pre-
sented by Inspiration Pictures,

Inc. Charles H. Duell, president.

Directed by John S. Robertson.

"THE WANTERS"
(Working title)

A John M. Stahl Production

A sparkling comedy drama of

New York society presented by
Louis B. Mayer; written by Lelia

Burton Wells.

Katherine MacDonald
in "The Scarlet Lily"

By Fred Sittenhnm; directed by
"Victor Shertzlnger.

««HER REPUTATION"
A Thomas H. Ince Production

Directed by John Griffith Wray
under the personal supervision of

Thomas II. Ince; adapted from
the novel, "The Devil's Own," by
TalbUt Monday and Bradley
King.

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

vivid. The hero in Pekin goes on a
lonesome spree, and under the in-
fluence insists upon visiting the
native quarter in spite of warnings
of danger to foreign devils. He
forces his way into a native gam-
bling place, buys a "sing song" girl
to free her and escapes because the
superstitious natives think him mad.
The scenes Inside the gambling
place and in the streets, with their
weird Chinese crowds, *are im-
pressive bits of pictorial punch, and
the. whole atmosphere is convincing-
ly accomplished.
Out of his experience with hooch

and mental complexities the hero
breaks down, and is nursed back to
health by a missionary's daughter.
A benevolent doctor secures a job
for him on a distant island in the
South Pacific, and on the eve of de-
parture he marries the sari. Here
the story takes a rather unsatisfac-
tory twist. The young man, be-
lieving he has committed a crime
back home, resolves Me will not
claim his bride until lie has re-
established himself, although she
makes it plain she loves him and is

pained by his coldness.
It's all straightened up by the

appearance of the detective with
explanations that his theft of money
has been forgiven and his family
welcdmes him back. To put a satis-
factory romantic finish to the story,
a drug fiend who has been pur-
suing the girl is introduced, and
the clash between the derelict and
the hero wins the young man's self-
respect and brings him to his wife's
arms.
One of the picture's charms is that

most of the cast is comparatively
new to the screen. Alfred Lunt is

a splendid natural actor, and Mimi
Palmeri makes a likable heroine,
partly because she is a variation
from the insipid beauties we haA'e
become accustomed to. Hush.

THE EXCITERS
Famous Players-Paramount production.

li. wilted by Adolph Znkor. Pcbe Daniels
and Antonio Moreno co-starred. Adapted
frcm. Martin Brown's play by John Cotton
and Fonya I.cvl*»n. Directed by Maurice
Campbell, At the Rivoli, Now York, week
June 3. Time, 04 minutes.
Ronnie Ran.l Bebe. Daniels
Pierre Mart el ."...Antonio Moreno
Backhaul, the lnw>er Burr Mcintosh
Krmlntrude Diana Alien
Roger Patton Cyril Ring
Hilary Hand Biffelow fooper
Mrs. Rand Ida Darling
Delia Vaughn Jane Thomas
Mechanician Allan Simpson
Minister George Backus
"Cent It maw Kddie" Henry Sedley
"Rtrangler l.ouis" Irvil Alderson
'Flash ' Tom B'.ake

Here is a fast-moving, entertain-

ing light cotnedy melodrama sure
to please film house audiences. It

has a rare combination of a clever

co-starred pair of players, a good
story, a number of thrills and a great

little love theme. What more can
any one ask for? But with this it

is going to be up to the exhibitor

to pull his audiences in, with the as-

surance that they will be enter-

tained once in the theatre.

The screen offering was adapted

from Martin BrdVn's play of the
same title. It deals with the fast-
moving flapper of the upper social

set who is out in search of thrills.

In her adventures she marries one
whom she Relieves to be a burglar,
only to discover in the end that lie

is in reality an avenger who has
given himself to the task of track-
ing down a gang of crooks who had
wronged a friend of him.

In plcturizing the events as above
Maurice Campbell has handled the
task with a perfect understanding
of tho dramatic value of suspense.
The public is unaware of the real
status of tho hero until tho final

few feet of the story.
Bebe Daniels incidentally is prov-

ing herself something of an actress
In this picture. She is no longer
affecting the drooping eye and the
Cupid's bow lip make-up that she
was wont to present to the camera
is also a thing of the past as far as
this picture is concerned, and, there-
fore, there is practically a new Bebe
Daniels on the screen and a much
better actress than the former Bebe
was. Antonio Moreno makes an
altogether convincing hero. The bal-
ance of the cast matters but little,

except for a small character bit
played by Irvil Alderson as a stran-
gles He was enough tto give one
the shivers when his hands started
working. Jano Thomas and Cyril
Ring also contributed cleverly to
tho ensemble background for the
two stnrs. Fred.

A MAN OF ACTION
A Thomas H. Tnce-Firet National pro-

duction* starring Douglas MacLean. Story
by Bradley King, directed by James W.
Home. Shown at the Strand, New York,
week June 3. Time 50 minutes.
Bruce MacAl lister Douglas MacLean
Helen Sumner. .. .Marguerite de la Motte
Harry Hopwood Raymond Hat ton
Spike McNab Wade Boetler
Dr. Sumner Arthur Millett
Andy Kingsley Benedict
Kugene Preston Arthur Stewart Hull
The "Deacon" William Courtrtght
"Frisk -O" Row Katherine Lewis

This is a farcical crook story,
ideal for warm weather programs.
It is a laugh yarn from beginning
to end and as a pictu.e offering
comes as better follow up material
to "The Hottentot" than the one
picture with MacLean as the star
that was released since. In this
the young comedian handles him-
self particularly well and the com-
edy action with several eccentric
crooks wandering through the story
brings scream after scream of
laughter.
MacLean is depicted as a young

man born with a silver spoon in
his mouth, roused by the desires
of his fiancee that he become a man
of action. A newly appointed di-
rector of his estate tries to fleece
him of a shipment of diamonds.
This leads to a series of complica-
tions that really tax the young man
to all the' action that his being is

capable of.
%

The story is handled in a snappy
farcical manner, that almost bor-
ders on slapstick at times, but it

is delightful hoak that the audi-
ences will eat up. MacLean handles
himself cleverly and is stepping
into the position of the foremost
light comedian of the screen today.
Raymond Hatton and William
Courtright aava pair of underworld
characters scored heavily as did
Katherine Lewis as their companion
in crime. Fred.

THE HEART RAIDER
Famous Players production, with Agnes

Ay res starred. Scenario by Jack Cunning-
ham, from a story by Harry Durant nnd
Julie Heme, directed t.y Wesley Rupg'es.
At Rialto, New York, week June 3. Run-
ning time, .14 minutes.
Muriel Cray, a speed cirl Agnee Ayres
J< hn lVnnK a b.tchelor. .Mahlon Hamilton
Ciasparil McM.tiion, an jnsunnte clerk,

Charles Rugg'e?
Reginald Gray, Muriel's father,

Vr<\ zcr Coulter
Mr* Dennl.", John's mother.'. . .Marie Burke
Jeremiah Wiggins, captain of yacht,

Charlies Rlegal

A breath of the whole outdoors
that just tits in for the summer time
and with Agnes Ayres looking as
well as playing the impetuous self-

willed young woman makes "The
Heart Raider" a pleasing hour as a
regular weekly first-run release.
The title is derived through

Muriel Cray (Miss Ayres,) having
decided to have John Dennis (Mah-
lon Hamilton) for a husband. She
goes after him willy-nilly and gets
him. To accomplish that she drives
her car wildly to Palm Beach,
breaking down fences, killing
chickens en route and finally land-
ing in jail for overnight along with
her father, who was the only pas-
senger, as a result of her reckless
driving. But she got to Palm Beach
in time to meet Dennis, who didn't
know she was there, he having ar-
rived on his yacht.
When Dennis sought to escape the

very pretty and likeable girl no
other man would have resisted, she
dove from a bulkhead and swam to
his boat, then went ashore in a huff
at him, but, relenting, again chased
him, and this time in a motorboat
that was doing 35 (and a dead
ringer, Sid, for the old one), the
complications inclusive of a south-
ern typhoon culminating in their
eventual marriage, when one of the
best captions of the evening came
forth. Muriel, looking at John, said:
"I wotider if I will have as much
trouble in holding you as 1 had in
getting you?"
A side story Intermingled and for

comedy was the father insuring
himself against his daughter's esca-
pades with the insurance company,
fearful through the accumulating
damage demands of victims of the
daughter's car, sending a represen-
tative (Charles Buggies) to marr>
the girl or lose his job. The policy
provided tho company's liability
ended upon tho daughther's mar-
riage. Buggies probably did as well
as anyone could with the role, a
purely fanciful one, as was the pol-
icy incident, but he won a few
laughs. But the light texture of the
entire story gives it an amusing
angle continuously.
The picture's best bet, however, is

Agnes Ayres, that rare type of a

good-looking athletic girl who la

both, the kind of a girl everyone)
likes. Miss Ayres never let it be*

forgotten she's the sort that get*
what they go after. It's this dom>*
inant spirit of the girl, always man-.
ifest, that brings to her admiration
despite her leap-year methods and
strict attention because she's apt to
do anything af any time.
The adaptation by Jack Cun-

ningham is excellent, equaled by.

the direction of Wesley Buggies.
Just whether it was Mr. Cunning-
ham or Mr. Ruggles or the cutter
who passed up the details of getting:

the folks out of jail in Atlanta of,
course isn't known, but that detail
stuff elided as it was might be ob-
served by any director as a distinct
advancement in useless waste of
time and celuloid.
This picture will • please the

patrons for the exhibitors and do a
lot for Agnes Ayres. You leave the
theatre with that vision of a healthy
young girl in your mind, and the
vision is still with this guy, some
hours after. Hime.

THE TIE THAT BINDS
A wl*hy wa*bv melodrama, presented by

"The Tie That Binds'' Co. Adapted from
a Kob ballad of years ago l y Pearl Keating-.
Directed by Joseph Levering. Suown at
Iyicw's New Y< rk on double feature bill,

June 5. Time. 73 minutes.
Daniel Kenvon William P. Carlton
Charles Podge Robert Bdeson
DavM Winthrop Walter Miller
Mary Ell: n Orey Barbara Bedford
Flora Foster Marlam Hwayne
Mrs. Mills KfHc Shannon
Liela Brandt Julta Swayne Gordon

1

This picture is one of the reasone
that the exhibitors are complaining
that features are too long and take
up too much running time in their

shows. It is just a fair program
melodrama that will get by in prac-
tically all of the daily change
houses, but at the same time it la

a picture that could have been de-
livered in five reels as well as six

or seven. The feature contains
naught that has not been seen time
and again as far as situation goes,
nor has it any particular punch that
is going to send it over with audi-
ences. It's just a picture, and while
it is pretty fair when viewed from
the angle of a state's rights offer-
ing it doesn't go beyond that.
Originally "The Tie That Binds"

was one of those sob ballads that
delighted the hearts of those close
harmony fiends of a score or more of
years ago. As a picture it is some-
what different than the theme laid
out in the song. For screen pur-
poses a murder mystery, a ruined
girl and all the other little necessary
touches that would eat u:> footage
have been added.
The cast, however, is a fairly good

one, with Barbara Bedford the out-
standing figure in the enactment of
the drama. She is the private sec-
retary to a toy manufacturer, who
wants to marpr her. Instead of ac-
cepting she #eds one of the organ-
ization's staff and he is discharged
a few weeks after the ceremony.
For several years after that he la
employed but intermittently, and
devotes his time principally to
working out a toy novelty in a tiger
that springs. The wife, finally worn
down by his lack of pcogressiveness,
returns to her old position, living
apart from her husband, who re-
tains their only child. The old em-
ployer tries to have an affair with
the wife and attacks her in the office
on a night that the husband has
followed her. The wife, trying to
protect herself, pulls a revolver; her
husband also has one. and a mys-
terious shot is fired. Each believes
the other has done it, and rthe hus-
band goes to Jail. It finally de-
velops that the night watchman,
whose daughter was ruined by the
boss, fired the ajiot.
The prlncipaTangle of note In tho

picture was the baby that was util-
ized, which seemingly could be made
to laugh or cry at will.
There ore any number of good

names in tho cast, but for the
greater part they have nothing to
d0 Frtd.

ORGAN RECITAL BROADCAST
St. Louis, June 6.

A midnight organ recital, start-
ing at 11:30 p. m. and ending at
1:30 a. m* presented by Stuart Bar-
rio at the Missouri theater Saturn
day night nnd broadcast by Post*
Dispatch station KSD, was so sue*
Cessful that Ilerschel Stuart, man-
aging direr tor, announced concerts
will be given twice a month.
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GRATITUDE!

'

In our Business—for, after all, the Profession has a basic

principal of business—the saddest discrepancy is "GRATI-
tTUDE MINUS," Therefore, let this be a departure! I

am GRATEFUL' to the Public, to the Press, to my Asso-

ciates and to Messrs. Jones, Linick & Schaefer for the

opportunity given me. to make McVicker's Theatre the

most phenomenal outstanding success of the decade.

H. Leopold Spitalny

General Director of Stage and Orchestra

J

BURNING WORDS
Universal romantic melodrama of (he

Horthweat Mounted, starring Roy Stewart.
Story by Harrison Warren Jacobu. .Directed
by Btuart I'aton. Projection time, 52 min-
ute*. At Locw's New York. Juno 1.

David Darby Roy Stewart
Mary Malcolm L>aura LaPlan te
Rose Darby HaroM lioodwin
Mn. Darby Edith Yorke
Mr. Darby Airred Fisher
John Malcolm .....William Welsh

Some of these story makers and
directors must think the human

- race is extremely obtuse. They are
never content to picture emotion,
sentiment or action in convincing
proportion. Everything has to be
superlative. •Ha scene is tinged
with pathos they pile the agony on
until an ordinary mortal with aver-
age sensitiveness revolts. If you
over-emphasize an emotional qual-
ity far enough what you accomplish
is to awaken in the back of the
spectator's mind the thought, "Oh,
sugar! It's only a picture." The
illusion is gone and with it sympa-
thetic interest.
That's what happens in "Burning

Words." Not content with working
up a situation of moderate pathos

—

briefly, the meeting in a cell between
a condemned murderer and his aged
mother—they work endless varia-
tions on the theme, such as having
the mother asking the boy to re-
peat a childhood prayer learned at

her knee, etc. The idea presumably
— is that emotional appeal must be

spread on so thick that it will bore
through the densest grade of fans.
If it is Universal's deliberate cam-
paign to specialize in pictures for

the lowest class of audiences, this

Is the way to go about it. Only it's

lather a cynical notion that the ma-
jority of fans are boneheads.
Kxcept for this tendency to slop

over in sentiment the picture isn't

a bad one on its technical side.

Some of the locations are excep-
tionally beautiful in a scenic way
and the photography is consistently
fine. But always the overdoing
of the dramatic and sentimental
stands as a bar to interest. The
stcry has to do with two brothers,
both in the same troupe of the
Northwest Mounted Police. The
younger brother is a weakling, the
elder a moral and physical hero.
When the younger brother, as the
climax of his career of petty vice,

commits a murder, nothing would
do but the elder brother be sent into
the wilderness to capture him. Such
a situation couldn't happen except
•iii cheap fiction.

When the youngster is put on
trial the elder takes his guilt upon
his own Shoulders, another thread-
bare device of second class fiction.

The introduction of the old mother
and the stilted scene in the cell of
the condemned is the last straw.
To make It worse Roy Stewart is

an unconvincing hero in a straight
role, just a screen actor in every
pose and gesture, while Harold
fJoodwin, who plays the younger
brother, is a thoroughly human and
natural young player.. Your sym-
pathies go out to the better actor,
and as it unfolded on the screen
the *Mory seemed to contradict it-

self. The romantic element Is prac-
tically absent. They do drag in a
love scene from time to time, but it

is never convincing, and at the
fadeo^t of the hero and his bride
you have a feeling the whole affair

somehow is unsatisfactory. Rush.

LOWS, LIFEAND LAUGHTER
London, May 24.

This new Walsh-Pearson film is

exceptionally good entertainment. A
mixture of romance and fantasy,
the story is well told am. the con-
tinuity is excellent. As far as the
story itself is concerned the key-
note is simplicity, but scenically
the picture is more ornate and ex-
travagant than any other British
production, but this elaborate stag-
ing is necessary to pive the point
to the simplicity of the story.

Throughout, George Pearson's pro-
duction work is remark* bly good
and he eucceedf in making his
' harncters live as few British pro-
ducers have done. His staging Is

admirable whether showing the
squalor of a 'tenement house or the
glories of the-fashionable West End.
The interiors of the auditorium of a
big theatre are the best seen and
his "behind stage" PCenei are real
There arc many shots of London by

night and throughout the photog-
raphy is beaurttul.
The story tells how a boy and a

girl, both lonely and living in squalid
lodgings, become sweethearts. He
is an unpublished story writer, she
an illiterate chorus girl. At the mo-
ment she is promoted to be leading
lady in the No. 2 company of the
revue he gets the news, his first

story has been accepted. That night
he reads a novel to the girl. It is

the story of their own lives. She
becomes a great music hall "star,"
but he sinks to the lowest depths.
She is loved by a rich man, but her
heart is always with the boy. They
have decided on a reunion in two
year's time, but when the hour
comes it brings her news of his
death. This is the end of his story,
but the girl insists upon it having
a happy « tiding. They must bc*h
achieve fame and fortune.
Although the story gives every op-

portunity for it there is an entire
absence of the suggestive or the
nasty. The cast, without being of
the so-called "star" c1a*h, is very
fine. Betty Balfour gives one of
her best performances as the girl.

and a newcomer to leading parts on
the screen, Harry JonaH, ,« excel-
lent as th» boy. Frank Stanmore
gives a fine character study as an
itinerant toy seller, the Optimist,
Annie Esmond and Nancy Price are
exceptionally good as his wife and
her friend. Cordon iiopkiik is nat-
ural and (rood as A CJentleman, and
Aubrey Ridgewell presents an ex-
cellent study as a girl in love with
tlie boy. This impersonation from
the point of view of sheer histrionic
ability is by far the best perform-
ance in the picture. Many small
parts are very well played.
As has become common nowadays

the feature had a prolog, but up to
the moment of writing no one knows
what it was about or why it was
staged. Cut drastically, "Love, Life,
and Laughter" will make a fine
showman's proposition. (lore.

THE STRANGER OF THE HILLS
Farra Production released by AnVhor in

the .state right* field. Itaature* Jfidward
Coxen, Ethel Richie and Charlva Farra
Shown at Times Theatre, New Tort, a
BOO-seat house on Blgbth avenue, with n
20-c-ent tup male, on double ftmlurv bill,

June 1. Time, SO minute*

This is just one of the usual boak
Westerns, with a fairly well cen-
tered storv that is designed for the

cheaper type of houses. As such it

will get by. There are four prin-
cipais that stand out; three form

the usual triangle and the fourth
provides comedy. The cast of prin-
cipals holds the girl, the killer, the
ranger captain and the sheriff. With
the quartet of characters to work
from, a tale that is interesting is

worked out. The direction and pho-
tography arc rather poor, and the
print shown at this house was de-
cidedly "rainy."
There is one thing that the pic-

ture, docs bring to the fore, and
that is a possibility in Ethel Richie.
Here is a girl that seemingly has
everything that goes toward the
making of a successful screen artist,
and if some one does not pick her

for a real picture shortly they will
be overlooking a bet.

•The Stranger of the Hills" Is

just what it was intended to be, a
cheap picture for the cheap houses,
and as such, answers. Fred.

Waterbury* Fire

Waterbury, Conn., June 6.

The Scenic theatre, a movie bouse,

was damaged to the extent of about
$4,000 May 80 by a fire of unknown
origin, which threatened for a time
.o destroy the three-story structure

of which the theatre is a part.

CRIQUI KILBANE FIGHT
Mndo under the auspices of the Tolo

Grounds Athletic Association and arc
claimed to be exclusive. At the Broadway
this week. Running time, 20 minutes.

This film should be of great in-

terest to close followers of box-
ing, but as it stands now is too
long and technical to offer much
enjoyment or excitement to the av-
erage picture audience. At the
Broadway it ran for 29 minutes,
even though it was reeled off at a
much greater speed than the actual
action. Women, children and a good
many men are bound to find this
round-after-round stuff boring, par-
ticularly if no music Is played, as
at the Broadway.
The picture starts with stills of

the contestants and the promoters,
followed by some views of the
crowd entering the Polo Grounds.
Then there «re six of the eight
rounds of the Curtin-Sharkey pre-
lim, only the second and fourth be-
ing omitted. This is where the film

lags and should be cut. It is a par-
ticularly uneventful scrap and two
or three rounds would have been
plenty -to establish Curtin's suprem-
acy. Besides, the focus is rather
blurred, but the camera man evi-

dently eliminated this trouhle be-
fore the start of the main bout.

After Joe Humphreys introduced
the principals and the defending
champion is shown to be the favor-
ite with the crowd the big fight be-
gins. It is slow and productive of
few real wallops, with Criqtii hav-
ing a shade the better of it all the
way. It is interesting to notice how
Kilbane, full of confidence at first,

gradually loses the look of scorn
and native superiority and becomes
more and more worried under the
Frenchman's provocative little jabs
until the middle of tho fatal sixth
round.
The sudden right to the jaw Is so

unexpected it is impossible to an-
ticipate it even when warned be-
forehand on the screen. With it

corncs the one big thrill of the pic-
ture, but it's a genuine thrill, far
sup< rlor to the staged climaxes in

the regular film dramas.
The picture Is enlivened with a

few well-taken bits of the crowd,
cheering, eating hot dogs and gen-
erally amusing, themselves. It hard-
ly looks as If 20,000 were present,
though, Judging from the empty
«eats

For 1923-1924
Paramount 's New Policy is

One Bigger and Better Picture
Each Week-

»

And Here's What Paramount
Means by Bigger andBetterPictures:

*
Bluebeards8*Wife

***

Prints of these first three of Paramount'* new
product will soon be ready for showing. See
them and you'll know what the policy of one
bigger and better picture every week means to
you and your business!

^Gloria Swanson in the gor-

geous French love-drama that

was a Broadway stage hit for

over a year. A Sam Wood
production. Adapted by

Sada Cowan from Charlton

Andrews' adaptation of Al-

fred Savon's play.

Ct Qantmoun!^

^^Pola Negri in the greatest

story ever screened. A
George Fitzmaurice produc-

tion. With Jack Holt. Sup-

ported by Charles de Roche.

Adapted by Ouida Bergere

from the story by Hector

Turnbull.

*? (paramountQiclure

***Boy, how they'll flock

to thie one ! Twenty-two real
stars, 56 screen celebrities

playing real parts in the

etory. Produced by James
Cruze, director of "The
Covered Wagon." By Frank
Condon. Adapted by Tom
Geraghty. Ask your ex-

change about the cast.

QQanamounlQictoft

See Them For Yourself!

ess
\ FAMQUI PLAYERS LAJjKV COkfXMATlON
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(Continued from page 8)

finding them increase*! In size and
carrying features and creations
characteristic of Kingling man
agement.
The Hagenbeek-Wallace organi-

sation met with an unfortunate
railroad accident in the spring of
1918. It is reported that the circus
lost $190,000 on the season. It

was sold at receiver's sale the
following year, complete as a Ru-
ing concern with name, good will,

ttlle, rolling stock, personal prop-
erty and advertising for $.15,000.

The purchasers were Ballard, Mu-
givan & Bowers.

Carl Hagenbeek -Wallace Circus
went out the next season, 1919,

under the new management as a
30 car show—and a 30 car show it

has remained.

W. C. Coup Circus. Coup was the
first partner of P. T. Barnum and
participated In organising 'he first

circus to travel under Barnum's
name.

In the case of a circus owned l»y

* firm or corporation where there
ere several active managers, it is

difficult to determine the individ-
uals responsible for its success.
Circus history has often revealed,
however, In cases of purchase and
in cases of survivorship, the indi-
vidual members In whose hands
ithe circus pr*ves a failure.
And so W. C. Coup, who shared
With Barnum in the success of the
Barnum Show, equipped, organ-
ized and put out a first-class show
railed W. C. Coup Circus. He put
hack of the show many of the
men who had shared in the re-
sponsibility for making the Bar-
num Show a success. It was an
tJbter failure. Closed by the
sheriff.

L. B. Lent Circus. Lent in his day
huilt up and maintained in the

.

heart of New. York City a circus
first class in every respect and
financially a success. He toured
it about the country with equal
success. It was a circus regarded
as a model of perfection. With
his death passed also everything
of value in his circus.
Several attempts under his name

were made to revive the show, but
with no accompanying success.

Coup A Lent's New United Monster
Shows. A 20 car circus put out in
1916 by B. J. Stark and several
others. Closed a failure August 28
after losing heavily.

Coup A Lent's Enormous Shows
United. A 20 car outfit put out in
1917 by B. J. Stark.
The belief still lingered that either

singly or combined there was
something of value in the names
of Coup or Bent that might be
revived in another venture. The
show met with an unbroken line
of reverses. Failed July 7. Sold
do a creditor bank at Cedar Rap-
Ids, Iowa. Thereupon Melville B.
Raymond formed a syndicate, and
nt an expense reported around
$100,000, again put the show on
its feet and assumed management.
The organization lived three days
and was closed at Connellsvilie,
Pa.. July 11, 1917.
The failure was so disastrous

that the bank which had backed
the enterprise failed with it. and
one of its officers in a period of
gloom, alleged to be due to the
circus failure, took his life.

Coup &. Lent's Motorized Circus.
If precedent Is ever a guide the
disastrous circus failures under
the name of Coup & Bent would
have forever deterred investors
from another attempt. Yet several
prominent showmen (American
Circus Corporation) put out a cir-
cus under this name, partly mo-
torized, in 1918. It* failure was
quick and dismal. Informed
showmen put the loss at $75,000.

John Robinson Circus.
Famous Robinson's Shows.
John Robinson's Ten Big Shows-
Yankee Robinson* Circus.
John Robinson Circus. The oldest

circus name in America. First
put out in 1824. For three gen-
erations the circus remained in the
family and the family remained
In the circus. Around 1888 it was
a 28 car show. The close of the
season 1911 marked the last ex-
hibition of the John Robinson cir-
cus in the hands of the Robinson
family and the show was retired.
The John Robinson Circus be-

fore the public for nearly a cen-
tury never took a place among tho
shows of first magnitude, and jet
it was seldom a losing enterprise.
Bike the name of Sells, Fore-
paugh and Cole, the name Robin-
son has been much traded on. For
Instance, in 1911. there were ex-
hibited throughout the country
and separately owned John Rob-
inson's Teti Big shows Combined,
Yankee Robinson Circus and
Texas Bill's Wild West and the
Robinson's Famous Shows.

The Famous Robinson Shows (Dan-
ny Robinson, Manager). But out
by Dan It. Robinson and "Bunk"
Allen as an 18 car railroad show
1910-n. It featured the Robinson
name. Two banks are reported to
have Invested In this venture
$100,000 It barely stood on Its

legs the first year and died in Its

second season, Sold at assignee's
sale September 27 to Piss, Doeer
tk Carroll, who disposed of it in

parcels at Indianapolis, November
24. 1911.

Robinson's Famous Shows (Mugivan
A Bowers. Owners). In I'M) Mm
givan & Bowers icqnlrcd tittle to

this circus and npplied t;he n un-
to nn outfit that had formerly

carried the name Dode Flsk
Shows.
During 1914 and 1915 they op-

erated this circus, when at the
close of 1915 the name Robinson's
Famous Shows was retired.

John Robinson's Ten Big Shows. In

1916 Mugivan & Bowers put a cir-

cus nut under this name as a 30

car show.
Johr» Robinson Circus. This was

the title used by Mugivan <fc Bow-
era for the circus in 1917, made
up of a combination of several

•mall shows into a 45 car outfit.

The success of the venture may
OS interpreted from the fact that
the following year (1918) the cir-

cus went out as a 30 car show and
has continued down to date as a
30 car show.

Yankee Robinson Circus. Had been
out as a wagon show prior to and
during the Civil War. The re-
mains of this circus finally came
to the hands of Burr Robins. For
years this circus was off the road
and the name in disuse until re-
vived by Fred Buchanan.
Fred Buchanan, to whose man-

agement is due the success of this

circus, lust put it out as a wagon
show. He purchased the title and
good will for $500. .The third sea-
son it west on rails and for years
operated with fair success.
Kventually it was huilt up to a 25
car circus and became well estab-
lished before the public.

1908-1910 it was out under the
name Yankee Robinson Circus.

1911-12 it went out as Ynnkee
Robinson Circus & Texas Bill's

Wild West.
1913-1914 It was out as Yankee

Robinson Big Three- Ring Wild
Animal Circus.

1915-1920 it was out under the
name Yankee Robinson Circus.
At the close of 1920 season Wm.

P. Hall, as agent for Mugivan,
Ballard & Bowers, purchased the
show from Fred Buchanan.

It is Important to note that Mu-
givan, Ballard & Bowers are oper-
ating circuses next in size to Ring-
ling enterprises. These showmen,
carrying extensive circus invest-
ments, realize that responsibility
for success of a circus rests with
the manager and not in the name.
This is most evident in their
transactions, as the Yankee Rob-
inson name, well established and
fairly successful, was abandoned
and the following season the cir-
cus was put out under the name
Howe's Great Bondon Circus &
Van Amburg's Trained Wild Ani-
mals.
The transitory nature and fleet-

ing value of a circus name is fur-
ther evidenced in the fact that the
Howe title was put out by a lessee
in 1922 and the outfit that carried
the Howe name in 1921 was oper-
ated under the name Clollmar
Bros, in 1922 up to August 1,

when, in the midst of the season,
they added on to the Collmar
Bros, title the name Yankee Rob-
inson.

Buchanan Brothers' Circus. A wagon
show. Operated with ups and
downs under this name for years.
Later it was changed to Bailey &
Busby. This organization lasted
but one year. Then the show was
reorganized and in 1916 put out
as a wagon show under the name
Yankee Robinson.

P. T. Barnum; James A. Bailey;
Barnum & London United Shows;
Cooper A Bailey; Barnum A Bailey;
Barnum, Bailey A Hutchinson;
Barnum, Hutchinson, Cole A Coop-
er; Barr.'um A Bailey Greatest
Show on Earth.
P. T. Barnum. So much Iras been

written in biography and story of
P. T. Barnum that this statement
willi present only principal dates
relating io*his circus career.
Barnum was l>orn at Bethel.

Conn., July G, 1810. Died April 7,

1891.
Itanium entered the amusement

field in 1835. Perhaps no other
showman was ever identified with
so great a number or variety of
amusements or creations as Bar-
num. While a noted showman,
yet he was distinguished for his
genius in the field of publicity.
He gained notoriety in featuring
such attractions as Joice Heth,
an African woman; Tom Thumb,
and particularly his American
Museum. In 1X50 he brought Jenny
land to America. In 1851 he ex-
hibited Barnum's (Jreat Asiatic
Caravan Museum and Menagerie.
He introduced the hippodrome as
an outdoor attraction. In 1871 he
had out traveling fair attractions.
In 1X72 his amusement enterprise
first traveled on nils Previous
to this he (with W. C. Coup) put
out the P, T. Barnum Circus. In
1 -4S0 he Joined in partnership with
limes A. Bailey and James B.
Huchinson in operating the Bar-
num K- London Shows. These
were operated 18S1-1885, Bailey
was general manager.

James A. Bailey, .lames A. Bailey
wn.s bom July 1. 1S47; died April
li, 1900. lake Barnum* so much
li i s been wrol ten of his inU i est
ing c ireer is i showman that the
objects of this brief will deal only
with dates "f his principal circus
connections 11 is circus career
b.»: m in 1800 He w ! Identified
with various shows leading up to
his connection with Cooper and
i: ii num. in 1 Ml he bee ime i

partner mrd equal owner with
.

« -ooper In t he Coop* i & B i iley
( 'inn

Bailey i < % showman « n re-
sourceful, possessed remarkable

Judgment and executive skill,

ranking in these respects above
any other showman in his day.

Bailey took the Cooper & Bailey
Circus to Australia in 1876. The
show toured Australia with much
success in 1877, but in the follow-j
ing year. 1878, it met with reverses*
in its tour of South America, After
an unprofitable season what re-
mained of value of the circus was
returned to the States.

In 1879 Bailey secured control of
the Howes CJreat Bondon Shows,
taeretofore operated unsuccess-
fully, and, with P. T. Barnum and
J. B. Hutchinson as partners, put
out the Barnum, Bailey & Hutch-
inson Show.

In the fall of 1885. on account.
of ill health, Bailey retired, selling
his interest to W. W. Cole and
J. K. Cooper, who, with Barnum
and J. B. Hutchinson, operated,
1886 and 1887, the circus as Bar-
num, Hutchinson, C?ole and Cooper.
It was a 52 car show, with 520
employes.

In the fall of 1887 Barnum pur-
chased the interests of Cole,
Hutchinson and Cooper. He re-
called Bailey from retirement to
assume active management of the
new show. It was then that he
brought out the title Createet
Show on Earth.

Barnum A Bailey Greatest Show on
Earth. Went out 1888 under P. T.
Barnum and James A. Bailey,
equal owners. In 1889 it was a 64
car show. On October 20, 1889. it
sailed for Bondon, opening No-
vember 11. Closed February 15,
1890, returning to New York
March 3. 1890.

In 1893 Bailey purchased from
the estate Barnum's interest in the
show. Bailey operated the Bar-
num & Bailey Greatest Show on
Earth in this country until he
took it to Great Britain, fall of
1897. It was exhibited in Great
Britain 1898-1899 and in Europe
1900-1902. About 1900 Bailey in-
corporated the circus in England,
reserving trade name and title
rights for the United. States. At
the close of the European tour in
France October 4, 1902, Bailey
returned the circus to tho United
^States, leaving behind rolling
stock and miscellaneous property,
which was leased to the Buffalo
Bill Show, which opened in Eu-
rope the following season.

1903, 1904 and 1905 Bailey, as
managing director, operated the
Barnum & Bailey Circus in the
United States. During its open-
ing engagement in Madison Square
Garden April 11, 1906. Bailey died.
For the remainder of the season
the show was operated by George
O. Starr, managing director, and
for the year 1907 W. W. Cole was
managing director. In the fall of
1907 Ringling Bros, acquired by
puicha.se the Barnum & Bailey
Greatest Show on Earth. (See
Ringling Bros.)

Campbell Brothers Great Consoli-
dated Shows. Campbell Brothers,
starting in a very small way,
equipped and put out a wagon
show, enlarging it year by year.
They were successful flnanciariy.
There were three brothers, each of
them directly associated in the
building and operation of the
show. From the successful wagon
show they organized and put out
a railroad show, beginning with a
seven to ten car show, with which
they were likewise successful.
About the year 1904 or 1905 they

began enlarging their circus until
they built it to twenty-five cars.
This show had back of it the same
men that had been successful with
the wagon show and the smaller
railroad shows. With the big show
they were complete failures. With
the wagon show and the smaller
railroad show they accumulated
considerable property and enjoyed
good credit. Closed by the sheriff
August 10, 1912.
The big show was to them a

losing proposition from its begin-
ning. They not only lost all their
property, but the bank that had
lent large sums failed with the
circus.

J. H. La Pearl Circus. J. H. Ba
Pearl huilt up and operated for
many years a two-car railroad
show. It was recognized as one
of the successful enterprises of
its class on the road. Then be
increased his show to a five-car
outfit, which met with fair suc-
cess. Next he increased the cir-
cus to a fifteen-car show and came
to speedy financial failure.
Sold at auction at Camden, N.

J. The physical show property
sold for little, the name and good
will for nothing.

Barton A Bailey World's Celebrat-
ed Shows. A 17 car show put out
in 1915 by John A. Barton, prin-
cipal owner. together with
Thomas f. Weidemann and Will-
iam P. Hall.
This outfit was well equipped

and made attractive. Ostensibly
it was put out to trade upon the
name Bailey, master snowman
and chief of the field in his day.

If failed before the season was
half over. Closed at Missoula July
27.. William P. Hall shipped the
remains to Lancaster, Mo.

Frank P. Spellman's Combined Cir-
cus, Inc. This and the succeed-
ing venture 'represent two of the
more Conspicuous of many at-
tempts of Spellman in the circus
business.
The above named circus opened

at I ) i\ Ion. April 30, 191 I, and w is
closed by att trhment May 30 of
i he same ye ir

United States Circus Corporation.
The record >f this experiment is i

more of a warning than an Illus-

tration. It Is convincing proof
that money does not make the
circus "mare" go.
This circus was built more In

the prospectus than on the lot
Pretentious New York offices

were opened, from which emanat-
ed a notorious stock-selling Cam-
paign. The "circus" was to be
motorized.
One Frank P. Spellman featured

in the exploitation. It is reported
that stockholders parted with no
less than a quarter of a million
dollars. A few tableaux were
beautifully carved, put onto auto
trucks and a makeshift for a show
finally arranged.
The outfit holds the world's rec-

ord for playing the shortest sea-
son. When Polly of the Circus
said "the show must go on" she
looked at an experienced manager
and nfyt at a promoter.

Gentry Shows. For more than a
third of a century the name Gen-
try stood for the best in show
business. It was backed by an
enterprise well managed and suc-
cessful. The show at first was
known as Professor Gentry Shows,
owned by H. B. Gentry, with
whom three brothers were identi-
fied. Fired by his success H. B.
Gentry equipped fend put out a
circus for each* of the three
brothers. Each show was oper-
ated under the name Gentry Bros,
bv men of the same name and
men who had been theretofore
identified with the original Gen-
try Show. The organization
operated by H. B. Gentry , was
the only one that survived. The
others failed dismally. One of
them was purchased by a Minne-
apolis concern that, in connection
with it. advertised International
Stock Food. This concern, with
ample capftal, put out a well. or-
ganized show, used the same
name, same sort of advertising,
gave the same sort of perform-
ance as the show conducted by
H. B. Gentry. It lost heavily and
retired. During all this time Gen-
try Bros. Shows, under the man-
agement of H. B. Gentry, oper-
ated with success.
About 1917 H. B. Gentry sold

his shows to J. D. Newman and
J. B. Austin, men who had spent
the better part of a lifetime with
the best and biggest shows of the
country and had experience In
every department of circus man-
agement. Furthermore, they had
been identified with H. B. Gentry
in his management of the show.
After operating six years the cir-
cus, late in the 1922 season, fell

into the hands of the receiver.
And thus again a name and a

show that had been for a genera-
tion foremost in its class and of
great value to its builder proved
to be of little value to another.

Mighty Haag Shows. For a num-
ber of years this circus operated
successfully as a wagon show
throughout the South. The
owner, Ernest Haag, in 1910 en-
larged the circus and made it Into
a railroad show. He continued to
operate the railroad show until
1914, having enlarged it to a 14
car circus. As a railroad show
under the same management it

proved a dismal failure. It was
closed out, the railroad equipment
going to a carnival company. Haag
went back again to the old wagon
show and continued with moder-
ate success.
The point of greatest value a

showman can learn is to recognize
his limitations in the size of show
that he can organize and success-
fully operate.

Sun Bros. Circus. Operated suc-
cessfully for years as a wagon
show under management of George
and Pete Sun. From a wagon
show they built up a railroad
show and for several years oper-
ated with fair success. George
Sun died, leaving his brother Pete
the surviving manager. With
George out of the show it failed
after one or two years', trial. At
the close of the 1918 season it was
sold out piecemeal. No purchaser
could be found for the name or
ttile. The name, always valuable
to George Sun. was of small worth
to anyone else, not even his sur-
viving brother.
While George Sun was always

looked upon as the leading show-
man, yet no one could say that the
success of the circus was due
alone to his personal skill until he
died and the surviving brother
undertook to fill his shoes. The
good -will interest of the deceased
George Sun was of little value.

M. L. Clark A Sons Wagon Shows.
A widely known and well recog-
nized attraction as a wagon show.
From a wagon show it was put out
as a spic and span railroad show
under the same name and man-
agement. It did not last the sea-
son through.

Palmer Brothers Big Three- Ring
Wild Animal Circus. Operated by
Backman & Tinsh for several
years as a two-car show with suc-
cess. Palmer, for many years
Identified as employe with big
show attractions, formed a part-
nership with Backman & Tinsh,
and together they p»i* r„,t (1'rjl)
a ten car show under above name.
Despite .experience and manage-
ment the show went the way of
ihe majority -failed, sold by" the
sheriff, losses heavy.

W.edeman Shows. Wiedeman
started with a one car show and
successfully went along building
up his organization until he es-
tablished % f.. t , ( -, r BhoW. This
he conducted successfully for sev-

i "l ye m. wheM his mil., lion led
him to put out i i w Tify .n .show

I This was an utter failure.
Campbell- Bailey- Hutchinson Circus
and Wild West. 1920-1922. Tho
men who equipped and put out
this show in 1920 had been Identi-
fied with various large success-
ful circuses all their lives. They
had experience in every depart-
ment of the circus business. They
put out a new railroad show and
appropriated to it the names Camp-
bell-Bailey-Hutchlnson — names
famous in the circus world for
half a century.

If there is any value to good
will o# name in the circus busi-
ness it would have been evident
here. The show was a failure
from the first. Its owners
stressed every effort to keep it on
its legs and bring to it success.
They took in a new partner and
added capital, but before the close
of its third season it passed out.
with creditors sharing in the dis-
tress.

Walter L. Main Circus. William
Main, father of Walter B. Main,
established under his name the
circus as a wagon show. When
the son, Walter L., reached his
majority he, with his mother, took
over the management of the cir-
cus'. For the first two years the
show went out under the title
William Main Shows. Walter L.
Main, America's youngest show-
man, sole proprietor. After two
years or so the title was changed
to "Walter L. Main Circus." This *

circus went on rails on or about
1887. In the hands of Walter L
Main the circus had a sort of
hard-picking success—a few good
years, many that were lean, com-
ing finally to financial embarrass-
ment. For one season W. E.
Franklin, an experienced show-
man, was identified with the man-
agement. Franklin withdrew. For
a time, with varying degrees of
success, Walter L. Main kept out
the circus, finally disposing of it

by piecemeal. After several years*
retirement he put a show together
and painted his name on it. This
show has in recent years been
operated under the exclusive
management of Andrew Downey,
in whose experienced capable
hands it has continued a success-
ful enterprise in its class.

Young Buffalo's Wild West A Texas
Rangers. Organized and put out
by Colonel Seaver. featuring the
name Buffalo. He equipped a
model 21 car show, well organized
with good attractions. It lasted
through 1910 and 1911.
The next season <1912) found

the outfit moving with two impor-
tant additions—it added another
Colonel and another name.

Young Buffalo's Wild West am'
Colonel Cumming's Great Fai
East Combined. 1912. Colonel
Seaver and Colonel Cummings
proprietors.

Believing that there is some-
thing in a name, the next year
found the outfit with an addi-
tional prefix

—

Vernon C. Seaver's Hippodrome*
Young Buffalo's Wild West and
Colonel Cumming's Far East.
1913-1914. Same proprietors. Al-
though distinguished by colonels
and embellished by titles, the ven-
ture never was a success. It came
to the hands of receiver July 28,
1914.

Frank A. Robbing All Feature
Shows. 190G-1915. Frank A.
Bobbins built up from a small
beginning a successful railroad
circus of the 15-car class. It waa
well equipped, carried a valuable
menagerie and for a number of
years was fairly successful. In
tho last analysis it was a question
of management. He built bigger
than he could handle. He gradu-
ally cut down and cut down to
keep going. Finally the show was*
sold by the Erie Lithograph Co.
to satisfy claims of creditors.

Sangers Greater Europearf Circus.
This had been the circus supreme
In Europe before the entry of
Barnum & Bafley. In 1911 Mu-
gavln & Bowers put out a well-
equipped railroad circus under
this title. After three years' trial
under their management in the
best show territory of this country
it proved a failure. Its former
good will and its name had no
transfer value. During the third
season while on the road the title
was stripped from the circus and
in its stead appeared the name
Robinson's Famous Shows.

Harris Nickel Plate Shows. For
years under the management of
Harris, the builder, the circus was
a success in the 10 to 15 car class.
It enjoyed a good reputatioff and
made money.
Harris died. His estate, through

experienced management (for
years identified with Harris)* un-
dertook to continue the show. It
dragged along for a year and failed
(1904). Closed out to Wm. P.H all for a fraction of its cost.

Welch Bros. Circus. Two brothers
irom a small beginning with a
wagon show built their circus up
to the fifteen-car class. It was a
successful enterprise up to this
point. Then it ceased to make
money, Reducing it again to old
standards, fhey tried to stem the
decline, Bui [he show was finally
closed out September 1T> 19lf>

Sig. Sautell's Circus.
Sig. Sautell's Nine Big Railroad
Shows. First built as a canal bo it
show, Outgrowing the canal boat
and w igon Show class it w is made
Into » railroad circuit and slowly
built up to x prosperous lt» car-how Then rune the mist ike
common to bo many showmen of
building beyond the capacity ri

the management
The outfit wis finally purchased
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by J. T. McCaddon (brother-in-

law of James A. Bailey), a man
well trained in clrcua building and
management. He fitted out this

circus and shipped It to Prance.

Its failure abroad was so complete
that it was utterly abandoned on
the lot at Grenoble. France.

Sautell Individually and with
•various combinations afterwards
tried to re-establish the circus

under the old name in this coun-
try. It went out in 1913 and 1914.

Failed July 31, 1914. Taken over
by Louis D. Thilman. After nine
months on the road the outfit

"broke" him. Creditors closed the

show Oct. 2. It finally came to

the wrecking house of William P.

Hall.

The Great John O'Brien's Shows.
In Its day second to the Adam
Forepaugh Circus. This institu-

tion died in 1S89 after having been
before the public for a generation.

«Bob Hunting Shows. The history

of this show parallels somewhat-
the La Pearl Shows. Hunting
was first a performer. His family
were performers and his whole
life was spent in the atmosphere
of tent shows. From a small be-
ginning by the piece by piece
method he built up a twelve-car
show. Then he built beyond his

capacity to handle—and circus
history listed another failure.

Later in other hands also the
show under this name went to

pieces. No good will value.

G. W. Hargreave Circus. Once a
good show enjoying a fair meas-
ure of success. In the hands of
purchasers it went quickly to

pieces. The reputation of the
show, its success, its name and its

experience counted for lUtle in the
hands of new management.

John 8. McMahor? Shows. The Mc-
Mahons built up their show to fif-

teen cars. For a long time—1881-
1898—while operated by the Mc-
Mahons this show met with de-
pendable success In its field on the
Pacific coast.

After the death of the McMa-
hons the show in the hands of
the estate and survivors was a
failure.

Davis o\ Talbot. In 1887 went out
as a new. well-equipped twenty-
five car railroad show—in those
days a big show. It did not last

the season through. Seized by the
sheriff—sold on attachment at a
sacrifice.

Mollis Bailey Shows. The Mollie
Bailey shows was established be-
yond any other amusement feat-
ure as a small-town attraction
in Texas and the Sos4hwest. She
•first put out a wagon show. Her
children were brought up on the
"lot." They participated in the
show, were musicians, performers
and generally useful. Later Mol-
lie Bailey Shows became a two-
car railroad show. The boys grew
to manhood in the business, mar-
ried and with their wives partici-
pated in the performance and
management, with Mollie Bailey
always the managing head. Mol-
lie Bailey perhaps was identified
with her circus twenty years or
more. She died in the business.
Her sons and their families, after
her death, continued the same
show under the same name in the
same established territory. They
were dismal failures. The prop-
erty that Mollie Bailey circus had
accumulated was dissipated In
fruitless endeavors to keep the
show going. The Mollie Bailey
show finally died on the lot.

Greater Norris & Rowe Circus. Put
out by C. I. Norris and H. S. Rowe
—"That California Circus." At
one time the best known circus on
the pacific coast and operated
with much success. It had splen-
did physical equipment, magnifi-
cent carved parade wagons, was
well advertised and the name a
household word through! the
Northwest. Norris withdrew and
entered the theatrical field, in
which he likewise met with suc-
cess.

H. S. Ttowe continued the Nor-
ris- Rowe Circus. It went
through the 1909 season with di-
minishing success every day it

was out. He painted up the show
and put it out new the following
season. 1910, but it was doomed
to failure. Closed under attach^
rnent May 9, 1910. It was sold*
piecemeal by Peru Trust Co. at
ft mere fraction of its cost.
The next season or so other ex-

perienced showmen, knowing I

reputation of the circus under
Norris, equipped and put out a
show under the same name.
After spending a great deal of
money in an ambitious attempt to
get something from the good will
it failed disastrously. The show
lasted about three weeks.
The circus finally came to the

hands of William P. Hall at a cost
reported at 11.400.

Great Van Amburg Shows. Van
Amburg was at one time a part-
ner of P. T. Barnu/n. Built splen-
did shows and handled them with
success.
The Van Amburg Circus exhib-

ited in London in 1847 to the
greatest business of any circus
up to that time.

In 1904 Muglvan A Rowers put
out their first show under this
name. After four years' trial they
stripped the name from their
property. The next season (1908)
the equipment went out under the
name Howe's Croat London
Shows.
Circus ventures under the Van

Amburg name have met with little
reward.

Howt'e Great London Shows. Put
out in 1908 by Jerry Mugivan and
Bert Bowers, owners. This cir-
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cue; varying in size from about a
sixteen car show to a twenty-one
car show, they operated 1908-
1916. Its measure of success may
be inferred from its retirement at
the clcse of the 1918 season.
In 1920 this circus again went

out as a fifteen car show owned
by Jerry Muglvan, Bert Bowers,
Ed. Ballard and Dan Odom.
The next season (1921) the cir-

cus went out as a twenty-five car
show under the combined names
of Howe's Great London Circus &
Van Amburg's Trained Wild Ani-
mals.

At the close of the season 1921
the name was stripped from the
show, and upon the same equip-
ment for 1922 appeared the name
Gollmar Bros. Circus. The title

—

Howe's Great London Circus—was
leased to M. E. Golden, who pur-
chased Palmer Bros. Circus.

Accordingly, by the magic of
the paint brush, the 15 car equip-
ment which the year previously
had borne the name Palmer Broth-
ers, in 1922 went out as Howe's
Great London Circus & Van Am-
burg's Trained Animals, in the
hands of M. E. Golden et al.

Wheeler Bros. An old-established
circus name. 1911-1913 the or-
ganisation was known as Downey
& Wheeler's World's Best
Shows. As a 10 car show it met
with fair success in the hands of
Downey & Wheeler. In 1913
Downey withdrew. In 1914 the
show was put out by Al. P. Wheel-
er under the name Wheeler Bros.
Greater .shows and Great Stam-
pede Wild West. As a 10 car out-
fit Wheeler handled it with fair
success. Then he fell into error
common to so many showmen who
built beyond their capacity to
handle. .
The show (1916) was built up

to the 30 car class And put out as
Wheeler Bros. Enormous Shows.
Wheeler had made connection for
unlimited capital. No expense was
spared to make the organization
complete in every respect. It had
the old Wheeler name and repu-
tation back of it.

It was a complete failure from
every viewpoint. A heavy loser, it

was shipped back to old winter
quarters and sold piecemeal.
The management, which proved

adequate in handling the circus as
a wagon show and a small railroad
show, was with the big show, even
though better and more hand-
somely equipped and with plenty
of capital backing it, a complete
failure.

Rhoda Royal World Toured Shows
e\ Old Buffalo Wild West. In 1920
put out by Rhoda Royal and asso-
ciates as a 13-car circus. It strug-
gled the season through.

Rhoda Royal Circus. 1921-1922.
Closed April 17. 1922, after being
out a few weeks. A series of hope-
less experiments. Equipment
seized by the Erie Lithograph Co.
In the foregoing enterprises

Rhoda (Royal was the dominant
figure. Tie was identified for years
with different prominent circuses
and was a successful exhibitor
and trainer of animal acts. Yet
the acid test comes when one un-
dertakes to function in the man-
agement, organization, routing and
transportation of a show.

Cook & Wilson's Greatest Trained
Animal Show on Earth. This cir-
cus—a 15 car outfit—was launched
in April, 1916, by D. Clinton Cook
of Trenton and H. G. Wilson of
Philadelphia. Closed with heavy
losses in August.

Cook Bros. World's Greatest Shows
(Inc.), put out by D. Clinton Cook
in 1917 as a ten car show. Closed
a failure at Dyersville, Iowa, Aug-
17 of the same year.

This outfit appropriated the term
World's Greaest Shows, a trade
name created, owned and estab-
lished by Ringllng Brothers for
over a third of a century.
But this* attempt presumably to

operate under the trade name and
reputation of another failed, as
similar attempts have so often
failed In the circus world. It failed
dismally with Adam Forepaugh,
Jr., in 1893, when he put out an
independent show featuring the
name Forepaugh, then the prop-
erty of Bailey. Like results fol-
lowed the attempt of Luella Fore-
paugh Fish outfit in the use of the
Forepaugh name. We find a
striking example of such failures
in the attempt of Willie Sells and
his combinations in the use of the
name Sells (see p. 34).
For similar instances of trade-

,

name Infringement see Cole Shows
(pp. 37-38). Coup & Lent (p. 41),
Robinson (p. 43), Bailey (pp. 45
and 48).
Was it Pope who wrote

—

"Be not the first bg whom the new
is tried,

Nor yet the last to lay the old
aside."

The showman In choosing a
name for his caravan has taken
the first line of Pope's stanza as
his creed.
Springtime always brings put

two important features rich in

color and splendor —the Easter
bonnet and a new circus. And so
we find the venturesome show-
man recruiting outfit or caravan
to go forth in the amusement
world under a name made famous
by another. As a rule the outfit
Is so much at variance, in point
of talent and equipment, with the
Institution that established the
name that the public is seldom
misled.

Practically all these infringe-
ment ventures may be summed
up as proof of the old statement
that one cannot get "something for
nothing." The cirrus has proved

* hazardous field for the experi-
ment

Irwin Broa. Cheverme Days Frontier
Wild West Shows. This show,
from a modest beginning, was
gradually built up to the twenty-
/flve car class, and attained a fair
measure of success. In the hands
of transferees it suffered speedy
decline. Abruptly closed in 1914,
a failure.

Miles Orton Circus.

Orton Bros. Circus. An old-estab-
lished cir*cus. The circus under
Miles Orton grew to a twenty-car
show and was established before
the Ringling Bros, were in busi-
ness. His success was made with
a wagon show. The circus failed
only when they made it into a
railroad show and enlarged it be-
yond their capacity to succesfully
operate. With the circus went
most of their savings. The prob-
lem of organization and operation
of the big show was beyond them.
The Ortons were prominent as

performers. Many times the show
went "broke," only again to reor-
ganize in a vain attempt to spell
success out of the old name. The
last Orton Circus went out (R. Z.
Orton) in *81«, a thlrteen-car
show. It failed on the 4th of July
stand. The remains of the show
went to William P. Hall.

John H. Sparks Old Reliable Vir-
ginia Show*.

John H. Spark* World's Famous
Shows.

Sparks Circus. Charles Sparks has
for many years had his circus
before the public under titles In
the order named, closing the 1922
season with a 15-car show. Sparks
began with a small outfit and built
his show "from the ground up."
Sparks is one of the few showmen
who in circus building has not
ventured beyond his capacity to
operate. For 1923 Sparks Shows
enter the 20-car class.

Bulger & Cheney Railroad Shows.
Went out in the spring of 1911,
only to close a failure July 6.

Struggled to Its feet again July
26, only to close for good Septem-
ber 11. The fragments of this
outfit the next season went into
the Rice Bros. Colossal Railroad
Shows.

Rice Bros. Colossal Railroad Shows.
The term "colosaal" had greater
application In describing its failure
than its equipment. With J. H.
Garrett at its head it opened sea-
son of 1913 at Minneapolis May
9 with much ado. Attachment
closed the doors September 1.

Sold at public auction November

Al G. Barnes Circus. Organized
and put out by Barnes in 1910.
Made up in part from a carnival
show. Since its opening Al G.
Barnes has annually put out the
show and has built it up to the
30 -car class. It is a Barnes show,
built by Barnes, operated by
Barnes and in his hands a success
among shows of its class.

Leon Wachburn Circus. By close
application and the "never-say-
die" spirit Leon Washburn in the
course of a few years built up a
show to the 20-car class. Its cost
investment was high. It enjoyed
a good reputation. ^
Notwithstanding his best efforts

the circus went to the wall about
ten years ago—sold piece by piece
at a sacrifice.

Lemon Brothers Circus. A well-
known established show of the 25-
car class. After twenty years of
"hit "and miss" struggles In the

* hands of Its owner it failed and
was closed out. The name and
good will are on the shelf without
a taker.

James Patterson's Trained Animal
Shows and Gollmar Bros. Circus.
Took over the Gollmar Circus and
in 1917 James Patterson put out
the combination as a 25-car circus.
Dismal failure. Closed Octo-

ber 8. Sold in parcels at Paola,
Kansas.

Patterson Trained Animal Circus.
Season 1922. Operated as a 20-
car show. Failure. Reported to
have lost over $60,000. Show closed
August 14. This followed on the
heels of failure with the Gollmar
show. Yet Patterson had been a
successful carnival man.
There are many other Instances

where successful business men,
railroad men, theatrical men—ven-
tured in the circus game only to
fail dismally.
Management, experience, skill

and the creative genius are the
big qualifying factors in the cir-
cus.

La Tena's Big Three Ring Wild
Animal Circus. Operated 1914-
1917 and built up to a 19-car show.
Operated by Andrew Downey.
They say that paper never refuses
ink. So a circus never refuses
paint. A circus frequently runs
low on coin .of the realm, but it

seldom runs low on paint. The
next season— 1918—the equipment
went out bearing the name Wal-
ter L. Main Fashion Plato Shows.

Cummins Wild West ar.'d Indian
Congress. Operated season li'i c

with Colonel Cummins. Walter L>
Main and others IfJjek of it.

Closed Sept. 28. Later destroyed
by fire. No Insurance

Jones Brothers Buffalo Ranch Wild
West Shows. 1910 operated by
J. Augustus Jones as a 14-car
show. Failure. Sold in parcels
by Peru Trust Co.

California Frank's All Star Wild
West Show. Operated season
1911 as an 11-car outfit by Edward
Arlington, California Frank and
others. Unsuccessful, Off the
road.

Prairie Lillie A Nebraska Bill's Wild
(Continued on page 45)

SPORTS
.

Two world's championship box-
ing titles passed ownership last
week In open-air battles staged In

New York, Eugene Criqui for France
knocking out Johnny Kilbane in the
sixth round at the Polo grounds Sat-
urday afternoon and winning the
featherweight crown, whilo Jack
Bernstein got the decision over
Johnny Dundee at the Yankees' sta-
dium a few evenings previous, in a
contest for the junior lightweight
title.

The results In both instances
were surprises, Bernstein's "win"
being dubious In the minds of a ma-
jority of fight fans, but the down-
fall of Kilbane was sensational in
its suddenness. The silver-
thatched Clevelander had held his
title for over 11 years, ever since de-
feating Abe Attel on the coast. It
was his first appearance here in two
years, and in fact Johnny's failure
to defend the title in New York
for two years led to the boxing
commission passing the state crown
to Dundee, but the latter automati-
cally lost it when Kilbane was re-
Instated.

Dundee will now get a chance to
win a real title, having been
matched to meet Criqui. The
junior lightweight division (ISO
pounds) was invented by Tex Pack-
ard mainly because of Dbndee. That
the Scotch-Wop was named to meet
the winner of the Kilbane-Criqui
battle is pretty good evidence of
what sportsmen thought of the
Bernstein decision, although it is

possible the latter cannot make the
feather limit of 126 pounds neces-
sary to meet Criqui.

From the opening gong it was
apparent Criqui was not afraid of
Kilbane. Johnny crossed with his
right to the French boy's face al-
most immediately, but it made no
impression nor did it change the
invader's plan of campaign. Criqui
was always coming in and it was
plainly noticed that Kilbane was
backing up. From the second round
on Johnny ran backwards and count
was lost in the numt<?r of laps he
made in reverse. The Frenchman
never failed to bore in, swinging his
left for the moat part and shooting
the right to the body.

Those who knew Kilbane dis-
counted the backing up and the
points of Criqui. They were wait-
ing for "the old master" to cross
with his right. Johnny did. but
nothing happened. Criqui is a vet-
eran of the world war and was
severely wounded at Verdun. They
said there was a bit of sheep's f»hin

grafted onto his Jaw. Maybe Kll-
ibane believed that too. From Man-
hassett, L. I. (the same place that
Carpentier trained) enme word that
Gene's right hand was not there

—

war injuries* had made it ineffective.

'

In the fifth round the ex-poilu shot
the same right to Johnny's heart
and Kilbane loudly grunted. When
he went to his corner there was a
crimson patch marking the position
of the punch and the Ohioan was
bleeding from the mouth.

In the sixth Criqui suddenly
crashed his right to Kilbane's Jaw
and over the champion went. It

was the first real swing to the head
from the Invader's "useless" right
paw. Kilbane's head hit the can-
vas. He struggled to arise, fell

back again, but got to his knees.
There he rested while being counted
out. Ha got up then, stood around
for a time as his handlers reached
his side. It was over so quickly and
Kilbane acted so strangely that the
onlookers could not figure it out.
But Johnny was through and he
knew that sooner than anyone else,
despite his dazed condition.
Kilbane admits being 34. From

what he is reputed to have said
after the battle he figured it to be*

his last important contest. He
would have liked to have retired
undefeated, hut is not so sorry
about it because the fight earned
him $50,000. In a 48th street chop
house Sunday he told friends: "You
know what I came here for; well, I

got it" (meaning the money) and
"now I'm going back home and go
fishing." He will probably not fight
again, for he is well off financially,
being reputed to be worth $300,000.
Kilbane undoubtedly underesti-

mated Cri<jui, who aside from his
fearlessness and a good right punch
displayed no marvelous boxing
ability. It is apparent Kilbane did
not seriously train for the scrap
and 'bat was a fata] error for a
man of his age. Johnny was sup-
posed to have conditioned himself
at Summit, N. J., near Freddy
Webb's quarters, but it Is said on
the b«st authority that be n-

went rear ih< place. That m;i v ex-
plain (he return to his corner at the
end of the seeo'i <i • •

I

Yet Kilbane weighed a little ovei
123 pounds, probably a natural
weight for him. He displayed a
much defensive cleverness as ever
In the third and fourth rounds, pick-
ing off Criqui's swings in mid-air
with his open gloves. But the old
boy's punches had lost their sting*.
He was all washed up and knew it
The championship bout went on

ahead of the semi-final, as rain was
feared. Most of the customers
waited to see the grudge battle be-
tween Babe Herman and Kid Kap-
'an, who fought a slashing eight*
round draw. The wallops those
boys traded so impressed the fans
that Jt was the opinion afterwards
that either would have given Criqui
a real fight if not doing to him
what he did to Kilbane. Kaplan
and Herman fought twice before,
each having a win to his credit

It was the first boxing show at
the Polo grounds under the direc-
tion of Tom O'Rourke. Attendance
was away off, there being acres of
seats in the lower pavilion and on
the field. The price of $25 ringside
doubtless crabbed the gate, which
numbered about 15,000 persons. The
vast lower pavilion, priced at $7.70,

held but a handful of people, while
around the ring the field seata were
only one-third occupied. The rates
for the Jimmy Wilde-Pancho Villa,

dated for Saturday of next week,
are moderate and ought to draw
real attendance.

Johnnie Dundee lost his junior
lightweight title to Jack Bernstein
of Yonkers Decoration Day evening
at the New York Velodrome, when
the decision was handed to Bern-
stein after 15 rounds of battling In

which Dundee did all of the leading
in addition to dumping the con-
tender for a 9-second count in

round 2.

A roar of disapproval followed
Joe Humphries' announcement that
a new champion had been ac-
claimed. Bernstein while waiting
for the decision in his corner shook
his head to a group of Yonkers
rooters, indicating he didn't think
the Judges would find for him.
When Humphries announced the
outcome Bernstein dashed over to

Dundee's corner to shake hands
with the veteran title holder.

A wild scene followed the ver-
dict. Comment of the departing
crowd was bitter and caustic. 'A
mob was reported as waiting around
to Interview Kid McPartland, one
of the judges.
The fight itself was an interesting

contest. ^Bernstein scored in the
clinches with Dundee content to

box at long range. Johnnie made
Bernstein mias a wild left repeat-
edly, pulliffg his head back out of
range and countering with his own
left hook or a right cross to the
kidneys.
Dundee after the fight alleged he

had injured his right hand early
in the bout, which prevented him
from crossing with the right to any
place but a soft part of his op-
ponent's anatomy.
Up to the eighth round it seemed

that Dundee was a mile in front.

He dropped Bernstein with a right
cross behind the ear in the second
round. After rising from the nine
count Bernstein got on the de-
fensive for the balance of the round
with Dundee trying desperately to
end the affair with a kayo. Bern-
stein regained his courage toward
the latter part of the bout and
slugged wildly, but was always un-
der the dominance of the Scotch-
Wop, who landed the cleaner
punches. What punishment Bern-
stein meted out was mostly done
In the clinches with a "rabbit
punch" to the back of the head and
Inside lefts to the head. Dundee
did considerable holding in an effort

to tie up Bernstein in the clinches,
which may have influenced the ver-
dict.

The decision was the rankest of
a series of rotten guesses which will

continue just so long as the judges
and referee are permitted to turn in

a "secret verdict." The referee alone
should have the power to award a
decision and not two judges and
the referee.

Following the fight were reports
that Dundee and Bernstein had a
clause in the articles for the bout
which obligated the men to fight
again within 60 days. If this is true
Dundee prohahly had it inserted to
protect himself against a hairline
verdict

Bernstein Is a youngster who be-
gan boxing at the local clubs some
years ago under an Irl^h nom de
ring. He placed himself under the
management of "Doc" Hirsch of
Yonkers about a year ago and began

(Continue*1 or Dace Ml
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EDDIE CANTOR
Song* and Talk
19 Mms.; One
Orpheum, Brooklyn
Eddie Cantor, now In Ziegfeld

"Follies," opened his local tour of

the Keith houses at the Orpheum
this week in an act composed of

popular comedy songs, broken up
with several stories and a bit of

clowning with his leader, Louis

Ciree. Edward Morgan programmed
as the Cantor pianist, was not visi-

ble.

Cantor hasn't played vaudeville In

a long time, except one week at an

independent vaudeville houso. He
stepped right back into the two-a-

day with his ability to handle a

vaudeville gathering unimpaired by

his elevation to musical comedy
stardom.
Opening with "How Ya Gonna

Keep Your Mind on Dancing," he

followed with "Oh, Gee! Oh. Gosh!"

and • Vcs, We Have No Bananas,"

all sung in Cantor's machine gun

style with the punch lines punched

across as only Cantor can.

Eddie sparred for breath with a

few new stories, also neatly inti-

mated that he was not in vaudeville

because he was money mad. but

hecause he thought he should keep

his vaudeville following and make
yearly appearances.

After the laughs Cantor hopped
Into several more popular songs, all

delivered in his own muchly imi-

tated manner, while stepping all

over the stage.

In a demand curtain-speech Can-
tor confessed that he hadn't any
more act than a jack rabbit, and
exited after praising and introduc-

ing the act following.

At the half empty house Cantor
proved himself one of vaudeville's

surest fire entertainers. Before a

normal gathering his 19 minutes
could have been stretched to any
length desired.

Eddie Cantor is an entertainer

with a capital "E." He is value re-

ceived for vaudeville. Con.

JONES and REA
Comedy Talk and Song
14 Mint.; One (Special Drop)
68th Street

Two men with a comedy Idea

probably inspired by the "Tooner-
ville Trolley" cartoons now appear-
ing in a daily paper. The characters
are a "rube" who is the motorman
of "The Pruneville Trolley," and a
red -headed Patsy Bolivar youth
with a hair Up delivery that at times
reminds of Dave Marion's "Snuffy."

The act opens with the "Hube"
accosting the newcomer, who is an
applicant for the job of conductor.
Seated on a bench they cross-fire,

using released gags mostly, but get-

ting laughs through the tonftue-tied

delivery of one comedian.
An ear trumpet used by the "rube"

turns out to be a booee container.

A double song, "Down by (lie River-
side," aimed at comedy, didn't con-
tain a punch in the lyric but served
to break up the talk.

More cross-fire with the hair-
lipped member giving an exagger-
ated version of something or other
followed by another double song
completed an all right act for the
pop houses.
To advance, the idea will have to

be developed and embellished with
up-to-date and new dialog. At this

house the turn let down in spots hut
was well received on the whole. t

Con.

C3SON BROS, and MARIE
Singing and Dancing
10 Mint.; One (8); Two (2)

State
The Casson Bros, were formerly

a brother hoofing act. They are still

that and a good one for the pop
time, the addition of Marie having
done naught particularly to enhance
the value of the act. It is just one
of the regulation two men and a
girl turns now that gets over prin-
cipally on the novelty bit of

"Dancing Sam" on a phonograph
that the boys do at the close of the
aot. Marie for the greater part

fakes through the stepping all

through the act, although she has
a fair kick and splits rather snap-
pi ly. Fred.

HOWARD and NORWOOD
Talk and Songs
15 Mms.; One
American
Man in misfit evening clothes

works as though imitating Willie

Howard (Howard Bros.), whom he
somewhut resembles in feature, but

the resemblance ends there.

The dialog and comedy raeihods

are <»f small lime calibre. The girl

la a nico-looking medium, and her

one gown attractive. She has confi-

dence but lacks repose. Experience

in playing will remedy this, but

. brighter, snappier material should

be secured if belter than small time

! the team's objective.

GEO. MacFARLANE and CO. (3)

Songs, dances, musical.
20 mine; Full Stage (Special Set)

81st Street.

George MacFarlane, one of the

surest and best beloved of vaude-

ville singles, essays a production

act in association with Charlie

Orapewin, with the assistance of a

male pianist, a pretty girl dancer

and a woman violinist. By tor-

lured effort he has contrived to

make one of the sweetest acts in

"one" that vaudeville possesses into

a. mess of what-is-it?

Appearing before a purple silk

eye with a center opening, Mac-
Farlane, wearing black silk knickers

of the Gilbert-Sullivan school, was
heartily received. The feminine

violinist was seated, wearing a

white wig and a long costume that

must have been designed to con-

ceal something— it could have had

no other intent, as It was of no

charm, no character, and no period.

The girl, herseir. wore a wooden
expression and fiddled as though
she resented it. In that she was
not alone. When rhe played a solo,

off key some of the time and wheezy
and scratchy the rest of the time,

there was a deadly dull thud.

MacFarlane. meanwhile, sang one

good number Veil and one long,

over-- orked ballad well. Then the

curtains parted and out came, for

no known reason, Miss Margaret
Walker. Pretty doll, Miss Walker,

but she probably studied dancing

in the same correspondence school

where the lady virtuoso learned

fiddling. She is a beautiful crea-

ture, but stiff and awkward and ob-

viously amateurish. Her solo dance,

a hodge-podge of disconnected steps

and figures, got nothing despite the

girls charms. MacFarlane then

sang a love song and the curtains

parted and Miss Walker was there

In a suit of white silk and black

oilcloth, with a backing to match,

and worked in the song. This was
repeated for MacFarlane's famous
"Marchita," in which Miss Walker
wore Spanish and did a few steps.

The curtain fell on this, the high

spot of the routine.

For an encore MacFarlane sang
a soggy mother number, revealing

the beautiful blonde again in the

opening as an old lady. Of all

backward showmanship this is a
memorable example. Having shown
her thrice as a peach, the final cur-

tain left her in a gray wig and
motherly apron, killing the only as-

sets the girl had. Moreover, Mac-
Farlane should sing romantic
things and not mother sobs, unless

It be "Mother Machree." which fits

him because he is Irish and because
it is a "voice" song.
This seems an unusually pro-

nounced effort at fighting off suc-
cess. MacFarlane is a terrific fa-

vorite before the curtain, In dress
duds, singing a programme of his

own style of songs in his own mag-
nificent voice and his own engaging,
diffident and dignified manner. Why
should he turn ringmaster to a

small-time vaudeville troupe and
appear in a ladylike cyclorama with
color schemes and cloths of gold,

more fitting for a coquettish sou-
brette than a sturdy, upstanding
baritone identified with the finest

traditions of concert art in vaude-
ville?

The best thing George can do Is

to take his production loss and go
back In "one" where he belongs and
where he needn't take off his hat or
shorten his trousers for anybody.
Girl acts are not for him and he is

not for them. It would take some
girl act to be up to ljis standard
and there Is no apparent sense In
hit* coming down to that of new-
comers and weak sisters at this
stage of his career. • Lait.

WILBUR SWEATMAN and Co. (4)

Musical, Song and Danes
15 Mine.; Three (Spacial Drapes)

23d Street

Since last seen Sweatman has
developed his stuff, featuring his

clarinet mastery as before, but aug-
menting it with considerable trim-

mings. A male drummer is located

between a male and a female pian-

ist (two pianos on stage), with
Sweatman up front tooting his vari-

ous forms of clarinet. The simul-
taneous multiple performance of the

"Rosary" on three clarinets is a
highlight with Sweatman breaking
it up with jazs and blues of the

most indigo hue. The woman pian-

ist manages a pop number fairly.

The other pianist doubles on the

sax later hammering the drums for

the regular drummer's legmania at-

tempt. The dance specialist, an-
other colored boy, is introduced to-

wards the conclusion of the rou-
tine. The drummer's contribution
was in concert with the stepper for

a second encore and was fair, slip-

ping up on the tempo. He should
stick to the drums.
The barbaric "blue-ing" for the

getaway was an effective noplause
accelerator for recalls. The act

topped the 23d Street bill and was
the applause hit. Abel.

EDWARDS and BEASLEY
Comedy
14 Mint.; One
58th St.

Beasley. a comic sporting shell-

rimmed spectacles, was formerly of

Morris and Beasley. Edwards is

the straight man. Their routine is

principally burlesque, though the

early portion contained dialog. One
story had to do with one man taking
his wife to see the "Three Mus-
keteers" with triplets the result, and
he refused to take her to see the
"Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
Another of the team's gags was cut
after the matinee by the manage-
ment.
A slow motion camera stunt

really started the boys on their way.
It was very well done, though there

was one doubtful position. A trav-
esty on the Gish Sisters in "Or-
phans of the Storm" seemed to

tickle the house as much, but was
not equal to the slow motion bit.

For the finale a lyric given was a
plain Invitation for applause with
the promise of something new in

the way of an encore. That was a
classic dance burlesque. The team
scored a hit next to closing and will

likely repeat in bills of the kind.

Ibee.

BARABAN and GROMS CO.
Dances and Songs. ;

18 Mine; Full Stag*. '

(Spacial Drapes)
City. •

Baraban and Orohs. comprise a
man and woman dancing team spe-

cialising in character dances. Jon-
athan Haw, a high baritone with a
real voice that discloses cultivation,

assists. The opening has the three

on a darkened stage singing with
tiny spots illuminating their faces.

It's a laudable try for novelty. Song
Is introductory number of familiar
type, but well written and put over
right.

Stage setting of Arabian atmos-
phere next, with Haw doing an Ori-
ental number as preface to double
dance by Baraban and Grohs. Man
made up as sheik and woman in
Arabian costume. Dance done with
grace and skill.

Haw in Indian make-up next,
with change of scene showing wig-
wam. Another vocal number by
Haw with Baraban and Grohs fol-

lowing it up also in Indian garb.
Another double with 'suggestion of
whirlwind dancing; a picturesque
bit of terpsichore.
Excellent lighting and character

stuff takes act out of commonplace
dancing turns. While act holds but
three people, ah effect of bigness
is created through method of pre-
sentation. If class, ability and pro-
duction count for anything act
qualifies as big timer unquestion-
ably. Bell.

JUSTA MARSHALL and Co. (4)
Singing and Dancing
16 Mins.; Full Stage (Special
Drapes)

American
Justa Marshall, a colored toe

dancer with four colored boys, open
with a Spanish number. There is

a song, but the singing ffl of negli-

gible value, indistinguishable as to

lyrics and devoid of music or har-
mony. The dancing is but fair at
the start, too much sameness, but
a toe danre by the girl toward the
finish, in which she does some dif-

ficult tripping Including the strut,

is well executed, and a fast finish

of sinsl«» routines increasing In

tempo until the ensemble rally is

really worth while. This was re-
warded with generous applause.

If the folks In the act noticed how
it picked up once the real dancing
started, the reference to the voices
may have some weight, in which
case the additional speed will nrfore

than compensate for the vocal
omissions. At present the act Is

just a smi'l time flash.

EIGHT BLUE DEVILS
Acrobats
4 Mins.; Full Stage
State

This act is one of the typical Arab
acts that once held such great popu-
larity in vaudeville. This turn is an
exceptional one when it comes to
the quality of the tumbling that is

presented by its members. It is

fast and furious while it lasts and
there was just four minutes of the
routine given on Monday night for
the last show. That was enough.
However, the turn may be billed

as the "Nine Blue Devils;" there
are nine men in the act and all

work. It is surprising that the full

number billed and those shown: this

act, however, is the other way about.
Fred.

The KNIGHT and His KNAVE
Juggling
10 Mins.; Full Stage
58th Street

•

This oddly named team has the
added billing of being a European
importation, nnd to add to the illu-

sion the names of Kurt Tarzan and
Rudolph Wagner are in parenthesis.
The act was formerly known as Bit-
ter and Knappe and the routine re-
mains the same.
The first-named is probably the

young Hercules who juggles cannon
balls and other heavyweight ob-
jects, changing the pace by juggling
a plate and egg. One stunt is the
catching of two aquariums in either
hand and a cannon ball on the neck.
The funny-looking hairless comic
got in his best work with the fish
bowls, starting by eating one of the
goldfish. The "knight's" best
strength test was catching a tor-
pedo on his back, the iron cylinder
being claimed to weigh 200 pounds.
He is splendidly built and alt adorn-
ment to the opening spot. Ibee.

O'BRIEN and JOSEPHINE
Songs and Talk
16 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
Fifth Ave.
An attractive couple working be-

fore a neat special drop in "one"
with a routine of songs and chatter.
The songs hold up the turn with the
male member furnishing an accom-
paniment with a uke. This style
of vocol work is generally popular
and nicely handled In this Instance.
The talk Is weak. The Ideas upon
which it Is based do not come under
the classification of new.
A certain amount of the chatter

could be eliminated entirely. As the
turn stands It has merit in the song
end with possibilities of this being
built up to such a de*gree that the
couple may make headway. The act
appeared fitted to the No. 2 spot.

THE SINGING THREE
8 Mins.; One
23d Street (June 4)

Male trio in tuxes. 0|i

with "halibut-fish" cry which, if in-

tended for comedy, muffed. Their
songs are sold conventionally and
are not even distinguished by nu-
ance. The pops, the bulwark of the
routine, are overly familiar and have
no appeal in that direction. The
delivery is average.
A routine encore was tlw ' I'.uhun-

kus Mary Jane" number. Small
timey. A'»el.

PALACE
An unusual bill for the Palace

this week, first because It is without
production flash, and, second, be-
cause it is short on dancing. In-
deed, there Isn't a straight away
dancing number In the frameup. Its
saving grace is that it has plenty of
robust comedy, all the way from the
smart, wise, witticisms of Harry
Fox. which is supposed to be the sort
of thing the Palace regulars revel in.
to the rough low comedy hokum of
Sam Yorke and Rose King, who
peddle a brand of comedy peculiar
and exclusive to the neighborhood
small time houses, but which the
Palace crowd ate up ravenously.
The appearance of Fox and the
Eddie Foy family gave the bill the
complexion of old-time week. Both
were loyally greeted by the sub-
scription customers, which marked
them as regulars, pleased Eddie and
Harry, and made everybody happy.
So it was a cheerful occasion, even
if the show in its length, breadth and
thickness was not strictly de luxe
vaudeville.

Claude Anderson and Leona Yvel
are a nice-looking, youthful pair of
roller skaters, and they work their
specialty beautifully. They have
style and what gymnasts ca'.l "form"
in their finished work. The ma-
neuvers on the rollers are graceful
and striking, particularly the feat
of the young man whirling his
plump partner dizzily around by one
ankle. Their Apache dance on skates
is a more spirited performance than
a lot of them do on their feet.

Sam Moore and Carl Freed have
a capital specialty, the sort of gen-
uine vaudeville turn that the Palace
relishes, but they furnish at once a
moral and an awful example. Here
are two men who have a distinctive
musical specialty, one that by Its
Oddity cfimn-.ands attention. And
what 'do they do? You* guessed it.
They talk. The surprise opening
and the music that followed had the
audienee sold to a man. But the
minute they began to wise Crack it

was all off. They told two gatrs nnd
didn't get a ripple. They they went
back to their ^g-gular line mid had
to sell themselves all over. They
did this promptly enough, but whv
make it necessary? They talked
some more at the finish and did
themselves no good.
The Eddie Foy act Is as we have

known it these several or more
years. Foy 'a an Institution and much
of his stuff—particularly the critical
comments on the youngster's imper-
sonation of himself—is funnv The

MISCHA OLIN
Violiniet . .. «

12 Min.; One and Two
Hill St, Los Angelee

Los Angeles, June 6.

Misclia Olio, a Russian violinist
in an ill-fitting dxess suit, with an
Ampico reproducing piano furnish-
ing his accompaniment, offers three
classical selections, Schubert's Ser-
enade, Chinese Tambourine and
Gypsy airs, the latter minus the
piano accompaniment.
In "One" there la no doubt about

his playing ability, with the auto-
matic piano a novelty. Otherwise
there is a lack of showmanship and
a somewhat too serious routine to
fill vaudeville requisites.

Josephs.

JOE DE LIER
Accordion, Talk and Singing
15 Mins.; One
Prospect
Joe De Lier is offering an accor-

dion playing turn that includes
monologing between solos and a
girl assistant located in a balcony
box. The girl sings and crossfires
with De Lier.
Excellent musician playing diffi-

cult stuff with precision, style and
technic. Act holds an abundance
of laughs, some derived from De
Lier's patter, but. most from the
crossftring between De Lier and
audience "plant."
Neater style, of dressing, say Tux

or nifty a^ck suit, might replace
De Lier's present make up to ad-
vantage.
Act panicked 'em at Prospect.

It's a standard for any time, and
eaa readily follow all the others of
its type, topping most of 'em. Bell.

JEANETTE and HARRY SHIELDS
Dancing
12 Mins.; Full Stage (Special
Drape)

Prospect, Brooklyn
Mixed dancing team with youth

and unusual ability in their favor.
It's just a regulation dancing act
now with doubles and singles, but
a producer could make it into a fea-
ture turh.

The man has a forward kick that's
great nnd the girl a back kick, the
essence of grace and agility. Both
would make two real assets for a
production. Another season's ex-
perience will iron out a wrinkle or
two in the matter of stage presence.
Girl very good toe dancer.
The man sings. He shouldn't.

The team's legmania stuff alone will
put 'em across safely anywhere.
Both have obvious possibilities for
development. Bell.

kids keep up a fast pace, and the
20 minutes uass swiftly.

Yorke and King are a whale of a
small time turn. They play man
and woman rube characters under
the caption of "The Old Family Tin
Types." There is the basis of keen
comedy portrait in their get-up, but
they depart from character drawing
and go in for knockabout hoke, with
a pretty stale line of familiar cross
talk and actual physical roughhouse
for the buffoon finish. On the Amer-
ican roof they'd tear the house apart,
and to do the reporting conscienti-
ously, that's what they did at the
Palace, on "No. 4.

Harry Stoddard with his orchestra,
who formerly played at Shanlev s
and since then has made itself a lot
of friends among the Emersoa disk
shoppers, have a crackerjack vaude-
ville number, high up among the list
of bands. They get a lot of effects
all their own, or so it seems to one
observer. For one thing they back
up all the arrangements with a bass
horn so deep its toots sound like a
muffled bass drum, and it gives the
whole composition a rhythm like a
heart beat. One of the numbers is
the Meditation from "Thais," done
as a violin solo, and this curious
rhythmic beat had a stunning effect.
For this number also there was the
queer weaving in of a sobbing saxo-
phone and innumerable other mu-
sical embroideries that made it mem-
orable. These nine men, most of
them playing several instruments,
get away from the familiar formH
and achieve individuality. The
frame-up also is different. For "The
Sidewalks of New York," for ex-
ample, they placed a prop lamp-
post to one side and with the change
of the street sien from "Pell Street"
to "Mulberry Street" and 'Broad-
way." the musicians make a slight
costume cha ge and play a -natch
of appropriate air. It was a knock-
out closing the first half.
Aileen Stanley is a. personabi.-

young woman with a capital knack
for dialect numbers, but Ihe phono-
graph racket almost spoils her turn,
The introduction of the canned song
cheapens what could be made Into
a high -class single act. Miss
Stanley has charm and a breezv
twiHt to her delivery that compels
Attention. Her handling of rags and
blues like "Headed for Baltimore"
touches the heights. Why then sur-
render, even a few minutes, to a
tinny talking machine? It isn't rea-
sonable.

Lionel At will is a fine actor, even
if he does play to vaudeville audi-
ences with rather a good deal of
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theatrical emphasis. The sketch Is

Id the same vein—artificial to the

last degree—but gauged for a spe-
cialty show where vivid effects have
to be delivered In a minimum of

time and there Isn't any liberty in

working up delicate shadings. When
you stop to think of It, 16 or 17

minutes is an extremely short space
In which to unreel a complete dra-
matic story, and they do that even
to a boisterous but highly colored
"big scene," and the novelty of hav-
ing the heroine sit in a stage box
and thereby make the whole audi-
ence part of the play. The surprise

turn at the finish is an ingenious
surprise and brings about a first

rate curtain.
Fox was never better in his pri-

vate vein of making the audience
understand zippy personal gags and
wise cracks touching upon side show
business matters. Fox probably will

never get over being a precocious
youngster as long as his jolly kid-
ding style lasts. Somebody ought to
build Fox an intimate Little Vaude-
ville Theatre and let him ad lib him-
self to a fare-ye-well.
The Four Phillips, risley workers,

equilibrists and club jugglers, closed
the show with impressive feats in

head to head balances, but the forma-
tions were necessarily slow, which
makes it a dangerous item for bill

closing. Hush.

RIVERSIDE
The afterpiece put on at th* con-

clusion of Olsen and Johnson's turn
at the Riverside Monday night saved
the show from a real Brooklyn
Bridge brodie. The first half of the
bill was as tame as a pet cat, far
too quiet and with two acts spotted
second and third, that let the show
down so far it was a miracle it

ever recovered.

Zelda Santley deuced with "im-
pressions" of stage celebrities, and
Tracey and McBride in a long drawn
out, much too tallcy two-act of
dialog,' songs and .dancing were No.
3. Tracey and McBride just missed
the Bronx cheer from the balcony -

ltes when they opened with get back
crossfire that didn't register. The
act needs shortening and re-writing.
The talk can be cut down to a mini-
mum. The low comedy finish is

kayo, but the turn in its present
shape is not big time, due either
the author's fault or the limitations
of the artists.
Miss Santley is a bobbed haired

girl with an exaggerated carriage
and a series of impressions or imi-
tations that bear some resemblance
to the originals, but not enough to"
stand comparison with some of
vaudeville's excellent mimics. Her
singing voice is a handicap also.
The imitation of Belle Baker was
reminiscent as to dialect, but that
let it out. She got most with James
Barton's slow dance which was also
so so. A sign board with names of
stars to be "requested" held up the
applause a bit, but she registered
but mildly.
Moran and Mack following all of

the talk in the No. 3 act did about
as well as could be expected In
fourth position. The blackface pair
crossfired to fair results. The box-
ing bout went well as did the slow
dance of .the taller comedo, but they
didn't receive their usual returns
by far.

Franklyn and Douglas Charles
had tough sledding at the opening
closing the first half, but hooked
them with their travestied Apache
dance and the hand to hand stuff
at the finish. The many camoil-
flaged acrobatic acts that followed
the fashion set by this one have
failed to take the edge off this
corking turn. They deserve credit
for originating something and how
vaudeville needs originality just
now!
After intermission. Topics and

Aesop Fables did unusually well due
to the quiet prelude. Shone and
Squire opened after Intermission
subbing for Bevan and Flint, who
failed to open due to illness. Shone
is Billy Shone who has been singling
In the small time houses. Miss
Squire is an eye filling blonde who
can wear limb displaying costumes
and does, but who shouldn't sing
much and does. Her voice broke
on the high notes, maybe due to ner-
vousness, it being a big time show-
ing for the pair. The act is com-
posed of "kidding." familiarity
with the leader, and other hack-
neyed comedy methods. It'*-not big
time and won't be despite the pos-
sibilities of t^ne team.
May Yohe and her band next.

The former Lady Francis Hope sang
several of her old song successes,
getting some returns. Miss Yohe
has surrounded herself with an ex-
cellent group of musicians and a
colored boy dancer who tore down
the house and Started the first

healthy applause of the evening.
Olsen and Johnson opened with a

bit of their regular turn then went
into the afterpiece which included
about everybody on the bill but the
"The Clown Seal" that opened the
show. The colored boy from the
Vohe art wan the individual hit of
the afterpiece. The clowning was
a riot with the comedy hungry regu-
lars. The artists trooped up and
down the aisles pulling hoke and
making it 'stand up. Olsen and
Johnson saved the show wit! their
act and were as welcome as a home
run with the b :J«fl full and four
runs needr 1 to win.
The Riverside is down to summer

'pproprintions on the cost of its
phows. About a half a houseful on
he lower floor sweltered and stuck,

Con.

ORPHEUM
Even Eddie Cantor (New Acts),

doubling over from Ziegfeld's "Fol-
lies," had to bow to "Kid Humid ty"
at the Orpheum Tuesday night. Ed-
die lost the decision to the weather
man as far as attendance waa con-
cerned, but hung it right on the
kid's chin when it came to enter-
taining those who were In. The
black face running mate of Al Jol-
son. or rather the late stable mate
and star of "Make It Snappy,' now
the Follies, went right after them
with his songs and stories told a la
C-tntor, and registered solidly con-
sidering the anemic gathering. Can-
tor is a "name," an entertainer of
two rare combinations in these days
when drapes and cheek have re-
placed drops and talent. Cantor
was programmed for next to clos-
ing, bur appeared No. 4 in order
to make the Follies, changing places
with Frank Dixon in "Lonesome
Manor.'
Dixon eased through the nice re-

turns. His "hick" character and
wise delivery were a bang under-
neath the bridge, where they all talk
that way. His, "Listen, Koke!"
threatens to become a Brooklyn
catch line. It's a return engagement
to.* the Paul Gerard Smith playlet
at the house this season.
The rest of the bill played fast

and smooth. Lady Alice's Pets
opend with the rats and cats. The
association of the two natural
enemies was in itself a novelty. The
rats do most of the work, walking
tight ropes, climbing ladders, etc.
The cats are a beautiful group of
Angoras. Lady Alice looks class
in her evening gown, and the turn
is nicely dressed and weli produced.
Vincent O'Donnell, another Or-

pheum face, was second. The boy
McCormack sang four songs, and
could have pressed it, but wisely
refrained preferring to take several
healthy boWs instead.
Flo Lewis followed in a muchly-

improved vehicle over her recent
appearance in a New York house.
Miss Lewis has cut the act consid-
erably, much to its advantage. Her
former long-drawn-out "kidding
and crossfire," with her pianist haa
been edited. Opening with 'Giving

The turn held the house Intact, It

waa a long show, running three
hours, too.

Milla Reuter and William Reuter
were at the other end with a hand-
balanclng turn that brought forth

the usual formations and several

new twists. A good sight act. The
woman la an expert ground tumbler,
and also figures aa the under -

stander aa well aa the mounter in

some of the tricks.
Beaumont Sisters were No. 2, and

although handicapped by a mess of
innocuous talk contained in their

sketch vehicle, by Edgar Allan
Weolf, the old-timers won out
handily with their old songs. That
"Sidewalks of New York," "Rosie
O'Grady" and "Annie Rooney" rou-
tine has saved many an act. It was
a herculean task to accomplish, but
the good old standbys of the Tony
Pastor period succeeded in making
the house forget the drivel and
forced attempts at comedy of the
sketch. A straight singing turn,
with the old-time numbers kept in

as the punch, would make a much
better act, minus the sketch struc-
ture.
Maddock's "Fifty Miles from

Broadway," third, and a whang
with the pretty stage setting, the
competent comedy efforts of Harry
B. Watson and Reg B. Merville. and
its music. Likewise Olga Woods'
dancing and the cute stepping of

the pair of ponies in rompers. The
book is awful. That cast must be a
wonder in its way to overcome the
effects of some of the gags. Who-
ever wrote it went right down the
line and grabbed every released gag
in sight. The house liked the act
Immensely.
D. D. H. next with a bunch of new

material. The Brightonites caught
the better part of the points, al-

though one or two floated througn
the transom. D. D. H. caught a re-

ception on opening and closed ex-
ceptionally for a talking act. The
encore could be stronger, however.
It made an anti-climax following
the laughs of the act itself.

Grette Ardine, assisted by Tyrell
and Mack, a couple of first-rate

Roofers, closed the first half with
a rush. The act has some excellent

lyrics and music by Neville Fleeson
and Albert -Von Tilzer. Dancing is

Kisses Away," with candy kisses dis-

; an instant impieh- • ., m^^i-. ,i,.,.;„« intorniiuinn

songs and an encore, and could have
sung half a dozen more. Good two-
men acts of this type are always
welcome, and these boys are near
the top in their line.

Swift and Kelley, next to closing,

were up against a roasting, restless

crowd, but their refreshing little

skit seemed to bring in a bit of
fresh air with it. Mary Kelley has
one of the sweetest voices in vaude-
ville, as well as a winsome, appeal-
ing manner that cannot fall to bring
results. Swift is a good example
of the more recent type of light

comedian, working without make-up
or trick outfit and depending upon
legitimate delivery of material for
hi.s laughs.
Ted Lorraine and Jack Mlnto of-

fered their neat routine of dances
and songs in closing spot. Elna
Hansen has taken Margaret Davles'
place in the act. She does practi-
cally the same bits as her prede-
cessor, is pretty and graceful, but
lacks the assurance that will come
with experience. All the numbers
have a touch of novelty, particularly
the moth and flame and the jazz
apache dances.
"Out of the Dust." a good film

feature, co-'d not hold the fight
fans.

Fourteen minutes waa not enough
for the Americans,
Foster and Seamon have a turn

picked complete from burlesque, in-
cluding the Dutch comedian's red
nose and tricks of speech and busi-
ness. They are still doing a brand
of Weber and Fields. The fat
straight man feeds in the recog-
nized burlesque way, and the
comedian pulls all the official ma-
terial, including the rattle in the
throat Out of their 17 minutes
there is a "nance" bit that must
last eight. The audience liked
them immensely.
Brosius and Brown, veteran com*

edy bicyclists, closed the show.
Rtuh.

. FIFTH AVE.

leader, she made.an instant imp
sion, which was strengthened by her
graceful dance. Her "Suffragette"
character, with monolog and song
which followed, slows up the act.

The song contains exactly one
funnv line. The "speech" also runs
for the end book. The "flapper" num-
ber for the finish remains, as before,
the strength of the turn. It's a
much better act than before, but
there is room for plenty of im-
provement. The production is un-
usually elaborate.
Rogers and Allen closed the first

half in a gem of a singing turn. It

is a man and woman combination,
with excellent voices much above
the average. Two special sets set in

three and full stage serve for back-
ground for "Crinoline Days," and
a medley of old favorites, and "My
Man." The act closes in "One,"
with an operatic selection. The
voices are toneful and mellow, and
the turn routined to find favor with
any vaudeville gathering. Refine-
ment is the keynote of this turn,

which will hold a spot on any of the

big bills.

Aesop's Fables and old songs and
views commemorating the Silver

Jubilee followed the intermission
period. Moody and Duncan next,

two girls, one doing comedy in the

conventional frame-up to the> oth-

*er'a prim straight. The comedienne
haa considerable personality. The
voices are O. K. soloing, but sound-
ed flat in one duet. The operatic-
jazz contrast, with "one interrupting
the other, made a good, strong iin-

ish. They liked the act here.

Kerr and Weston closed and land-

ed big with their dancing. The
"flapper" dance of the team didn't

suffer any, although a direct con-

nection with Flo Lewis and her
piano-dancing partner. The solo

dances and opening cane dance of

Kerr and Weston will stand com-
parison with any pair in vaudeville.

It's a sure fire turn of its kind.

About half a houseful on the

lower floor, and not enough to start

a fight in the balance of the house.
Con.

BRIGHTON
It looked like a push-over for a

turnaway at the Brighton, Coney
Island, Monday night, but the house

! never did better than three-quarters

capacity during the evening. A sul-

try', torrid day in the city made the

seashore look perfect for the night,

and then the Silver Jubilee celebra-

tion was expected to help a little.

That's about what the Jubilee did

apparently—a little—very little. A
threat of a thunderstorm from «'> to

1) kept a lot of people in town de-

spite the heat.
The show was composed mostly

of familiars, standard acts that

guaranteed a certain percentage of

entertainment. The novelty and the

only thing approaching anything off

the beaten path came at the elo e

with the basketball game of the

Cooke, Mortimer and Harvey B 1

This is played by two men on bi-

cycles, and there's a thrill a sec-

ond in it. To make it harder a con-
siderable part of the session is

played in the dark with the ball

illuminated. * It's an Interesting bit

of science and skill that cofcibin* a

<Vith it high-class entertainment.

well. Topics during intermission
and . Paths News preceding the
vaudeville.
Emma Carus and Walter J. Leo-

pold started it over again In the
second half with songs. Some Of

the harmonized stuff wasn't what
could be called harmonious. A dou-
ble dance secured gales of laughs.
The solo done by Leopold at the
piano could* be dispensed with, his

voice falling short of ballad require-
ments. The Carus act landed
strongly at the finish, Miss Carus
making a speech. It testified un-
questionably she's a favorite in

Brooklyn, her home town. >

Williams and Wolfus next to

closing and a riot of laughs, as
usual, with their low comedy stuff.

Slapperitus of the most obvious
sort, but what could be funnier than
the way they handle it? The trick

dog who doesn't do the tricks re-
calls Harry Kelly's "Lizzie" from a
Winter Garden show of some years
back, and the placing of "Fisher's
Hornpipe" and "Yankee Doodle"
while singing "Swanee River" at the
Ramo time was done by Will H.
Fox back in the last century. But,
then, most of the piano acts have
taken Fox's stuff ad lib. and it's

entirely probable that Williams
never saw Fox work. Nevertheless,
Fox originated the triple trick men-
tioned. The breakaway piano has
the sort of comedy attached to it's

manipulation that made the Key-
stone comedies sensations a decade
age A remarkable comedy turn
withal. Bell

BROADWAY
The Criqui-Kilbane fight pictures

as an extra attraction drew a full

house Monday night. It was a mot-
ley audience. The bill waa made
up of standard acts.

Willa and Harold Browne opened
with a familiar type of rag picture

act. The turn lacks individuality,

but is capably arranged and pre-

sented. The Dixie Four started

slowly with three or four pop num-
bers that they bellowed forth. This
dusky quartet has the mistaken idea

that noise is harmony. It was not

until they started dancing that they
began to tie the show into Chinese
puzzles. With that characteristic

indigo strut they created a bedlam
of applause.
Frawley and Louise did not click

as nicely as usual. Some of the

man's more subtle quips passed
completely over, and he seemed to

have difficulty in forcing any appre-
ciable laughs out of them. Besides,

his prize "Dixie" song was used
later in the bill by Tom Swift, and
he was forced to deliver a number
less adapted to his style. This act

need not worry, however, as Fraw-
ky's personality, coupled with the
gill's lovely auburn beauty, assures
their success almost anywhere.

Powers' Elephants topped and re-

peated their success of a month ago
at the Palace. It is needless to say
anything except that they filled with
wonder and delight a crowd so hard-
boiled that they probably think zoos
are meant only for children. Recog-
nition must be given to the trainer,

who is a great performer as well.

The audience was Just ripe for

Healy and Cross, who sang five

AMERICAN
The bill has a quiet, but interest-

ing, start, and builds up to a strong
comedy climax, the sort of comedy
the American clientele likes. Per-
haps it i« because the offering of
material is more abundant and the
bookers' choice wider,' but this
early summer entertainment is a
vast improvement upon the bills

that have been framed for the
house. It's too bad that the sea-
sonal falling off in attendance cornea
just at thie time. For, with shows
like that of the first half the busi-
ness ought to build.
A Buster Keaton started the

evening off splendidly with one of
those rip-roaring comedies, this one
the electrical trick farce. Maxine
and Bobby, single man with a
single dog, made an unusual
starter. The work is quiet and
withour parade, but the dog, a

j
zippy fox terrier, is wisest of his

;
kind. He goes through his routine
without a word of command. The
trick of a somersault off a pedestal
Strikes one as a new trick alU>-

Sether, and all this pup's stuff is

ifferent. The man works the dog
wlthou'. trying any singing, dancing
or talk, and the novelty appeals.

Dreor. Sisters do a fairly pleasing
routine of songs and costume
change with too much attempted
character stuff and not half enough
coon shouting and blues duets.
They finished/with a corking darty
melody that carried them off neatly,
but before that they struggled along
with novelties that didn't quite add
up, although both girls know the
show business and work with a
good dea. of energy and -aureness.
The pirate song i« a mediocre
starter and doesn't give the sisters'
voices a chance. A rag for an
opener would get them going better,
and the closing blued would clinch
a good impression. Their cross-
fire is dull.

Judeon Cole did well, leaving the
house wanting more. Dan Caslar
and^the Beasley Twins make a first-

rate flash for No. 4. The twins look
well in two costumes, both gypsy
affairs, and their violin playing is

smooth and finished. The dancing
doesn't amount to much, but it in-
troducer a change of pace and helps
the general effect. The same goes
for the girls' singing. Caslar is a
piano-playing demon. He gets
flashy effects from the Ivories, but
what is the answer to turning the
stage dark and lighting a cigaret
in the gloom as a prelude to a solo
of "My Rosary'? When the lights
presently come up it is disclosed
that Caslar uses the right hand to
hold the coffin nail, playing only
with his left. But the cigaret light-
ing is the wrong way to go about
the trick display. It suggests some-
thing different and the audience is

puzzled. They expect something like
"Then My Pipe Went Out," and
they get "My Rosary." They prob-
ably resent being fooled.

Earl Bronson is working with a
woman this time. Bronson's stuff
Js laughable, but the comedy punch
o' the turn is rough soubret busi-
ness with the musicians—a flirta-
tion song addressed to the drum-
mer, then a kiss for the top of the
bald bass viol, and a lot of rough
stuff with the leader They liked
it at the American, and some of
the cross talk was a riot. Bronson
has a pleasing tenor voice that
could have been used more, al-
though the turn as Jt stands is sure-
fire on this grade of time.
Harry Murray and Jean Madox

came through with the feature of
the evening. The girl is a winner.
Her characterization of the tough
girl demanding to be fed '« as funny
a* anything that has come to this
reviewer's attention in a long time.
The cross talk is packed with witty
surprises, and the girl's style of de-
livery Is 100 per cent. For good
measure «he does an acrobatic
knockabout dance that is a winner.
It's a striking performance, even
though it is done in comedy vein
and makes most of the apache
stuff look foolish for rough knock-
about. Murray has improved con-
ftlderabl) His feeding and leading
is well timed and his tenor voice Js

useful in breaking 'vp the talk.

The Fifth Avenue Inaugurated a
new policy this week of opening at
noon instead of 1 p. m., with the
early hours given over to pictures
and the regular thrice dally rou-
tine for the vaudeville continued.
In addition to advancing the open-
ing time one hour a new scale haa
been put into effect for the added
period, the top admission between
12 and one being 25 cents, with the
balcony 20 centa and the second
balcony 10 centa. The same scale
is In effect between 4:15 and 6:11
as an incentive to attract buslnesa
for the supper show.
The first half bill Monday night

opened with Bankers and Sylvera.
a man and woman comedy acro-
batic team. The couple display
some capable work of * varied na-
ture. The work la faat and worth-
while, with the final feat handled
by the man not sufficiently showy
for the final effort Aa worked out,
ita difficulty is not demonstrated.
In six minutes thia couple displayed
plenty of action. O'Brien and Jo-
sephine (New Acta) took the No. S
assignment, making fair progress,
their vocal efTorta gaining the beat
returns.

The first real applause of the
evening started with Bill Robinson,
No. 3. The ebony-hued terpsicho-
rean whiabang started with a rush
and kept the audience with Mm
every minute. He gave the show
much speed.

Mable Burke, assisted by Norma
Leyland, came through nicely—NoV"'
4—with their <luiet song and piano
offering. Misa Burke, a favorite of
several years' standing at the Fifth
Avenue, found many old friends
present, with the entire audience
displaying genuine appreciation of
her efforts and those of Misa Ley-
land.

Billy Arlington and Co. made a
bid for comedy honors—No. 5—the *

low comedy efforts of Arlington and
bis co -workers being credited with
several laughs. The turn is com-
prised of three men and a young
woman, and includes bits associ-
ated with this comedian for some
time. The downtown audience gave
their approval. Maurice Diamond
and Co. in a dance offering followed.
Diamond is assisted by two capa-
ble, hard-working girls. Their ef-
forts show expert training, with
Diamond's sure fire Russian step-
ping the act's big punch.
Tho dance turn made way for

Jack Wilson and Co., closing the
show.- The Wilson turn secured its
returns with the introduction of
the diminutive darkey, who had
things his own way. The early
work brought laughs regardless of
the fact that as an impromptu of-
fering' It failed to contain any signs
of newnesM.

LOEWS.STATE
Comedy was the missing element

in the Htate'a bill the first half.
That made the show offered a rather
dreary affair that was tremendously
accentuated by the fact that the
orchestra chose for its overture of-
fering for the bill the selection from
"11 Trovatore," a long-drawn-out,
somber musical aelection. At that
there weren't so many present as
to worry very much about, for the
house at nine o'clock waa less than
half filled on the lower floor.
The opening act. Eight Blue Dev-

ils (New Acta) waa a business-like
flash at the opening for about four
minutes; then the speed slipped
and there wasn't a single thing
stirring until Mlgnon, who appeared
next to closing, stepped on the stage
and tore off the applause hit of the
bill. This little artiste is aa good
an imitator as ever and seemingly
has the knack of«acquirlng manner-
isms and speech tones aa well of
those that she impersonates. The
audience wanted more when she left
the stage.
Closing the show, following

Mignon. were Platov and Natalie
with their par-excellent dance of-
fering. It isn't an act that should
bo in the closing spot, for its full
value isn't sold to the audience in
that position on a bill. In class,
stage dressing, costuming and work
this team ranks with the best that
vaudeville has to offer in this par-
ticular type of entertainment. Na-
talie's clothes were pretty, and one
gown that appeared to be brand
new stood out above the rest. De-
spite the fact that the team was on
late, that easily captured tho sec-
ond honors.
After the opening act Casson Bros.

and Marie (New Acts) showed a
fairly neat little dance offering, even
though the acquisition of Marie
does not Koem to enhance the value
of the act particularly. "Ham Tree**
Harrington and Cora Green, col-

b
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ored team, Cared but passing fair

With their comedy and songs.

Eddie Carr and Co., with his time-

worn vehicle, failed to get laugh*
and the end of the act just about

Went over and lay there.

In addition to the six acts or

Vaudeville there was "The Trail of

the Lonesome Pine" as the feature

picture offering: "The Klectric

House," ft Buster Keaton comedy,

and a news weekly. Fred.

CITY
What's big time? What's smuli

time"' Where does the one begin

and the other end? Apparently its

a condition of mind affected by the

price of admission, policy of the

house, number of shows given daily

and style of performance rather than

any judgment arrived at with the

show itself as a standard of com-

parison. Take the City's fl^-half

show. The City plays pop vaudeville

and pictures with a tariff of half a

smacker for orchestra and ba.cony

and 75 cents for the loges. And does

that mean the big-time shows gen-

erally around New York this week,

with a caser and a half top. avt rage

twice as good in entertainment

values as the City's show? Yes—it

does not. . .

All that .first-half bill needed was

one important "name" to class it up.

As it was the show glided along with

a pace and tempo that made many
a big-time show of current vintage

look peaked. ni.t-ji
Harry Scranton and Co. initialed

with ft fast wire-walking act that

lifted the show into high, speed at

the drop of the flag. Nick and

Gladys Verga deuced It handily with

singing and talk. It's one of those

combinations that has the man doing

comedy "wop" and the woman
atralghting. The man has a reso-

nant voice, very musical at time3

and at other times inclined too much
to wander off pitch. Although it

was hot enough to fry an egg on the

14th street pavement Tuesday night

the bunch out front pounded blisters

on their hands for mostly everything

offered by the Vergas. The trick of

having the orchestra play the intro-

duction of a pop hit lor bow music

and then warbling opera is bad med-
I'Mhe for any audience, however, and
the jury refused to be "Barnumed"
the second time. Jockeying has Its

limits with the mercury hitting 90.

Bertie Herron and Bonnie Gaylord

In a chatty little blackface skit were
third, bringing back memories of the

•On and Oft" Cameron and Flana-

gan classic. The transition from
black to white in view of the house
caught attention and held it, as any
glimpse of backstagt stuff always

has. The comedy business regis-

tered effectively, but the act de-

served a better score than it suc-

ceeded in hanging up.

A touch of clean-cut class took

the rostrum with the arrival of

Martha Pryor. Miss Pryor did a

quintot of numbers, each with a
likable southern accent and a de-

livery that was marked with rhythm,
individuality and personal charm. A
male pianist blended the accompani-
ments perfectly. Real showmanship
In the Pryor act. No jockeying. No
drapes or bunk, but a single singing

act that can step out in any mans
theatre.

Lieipsig. the card manipulator,
fifth. He's a wis with the paste-

boards. The changing of high de-

nominations into lower ones and
vice-versa with the rubbing out of

spots and transformations is as fine

an exhibition of the art as present-

day vaudeville affords. Time has
polished a technlg that was great

when vaudeville was variety.

Billy Hughes and Lady Friends
was another classy turn that lifted

the show. It's the act originally

done with Donald Kerr as the solo

dancer. Four nifty looking cuties

assist Hughes in the various uum-
bers. Hughes showed Rome knee
nnd ankl< stepping and soft-shoe
stuff that was distinctive. He's also

there strong on .acrobatic dancing,
and would be an acquisition for a
Broadway production. Kelly and
Wise, next to get away with a con-
versational duel, spread some con-
vincing hick stuff on the record and
boosted the show's comedy average
right where it was needed.
Baraban and Grohs Co. (New

Acts) closed the vaudeville section.

and a Buster Keaton comedy was
the picture feature. Hell.

23D STREET
A fair show for this grade of

vaudeville played to half capacity
MkihIhj night. It will spurt, con-
sidering the good "Last Moment"
feature and the corking Buster
Keaton comedy, "The Electric
House.' The twin reeler packs a
laugh a minute conservatively. The
recruiting of electricity to assist

Keaton's knockabout comedy ele-

vates slapstlckery Into a science.

The show opened with the Sing-
ing Three (New Acts), an added
starter. Edwards and Edwards, the
first tegular turn, pleased with a
rifle routine on familiar lines, but
distinguished by the couple's ap-
pearance and the man's naive man-
ner of admitting he or his partner
Is good. The team affeohs hunters'
costuming, working in full stage
(woodland set). Some of the shot*

•re quite delicate and accordingly
flashy.
Jean T.a Crosve, ft stately blonde.

..With a i.cr> voice, did well with her

three numbers. Her rose and black
costumt scheme ks effective to con-
trust and bet off her blonde beauty.
Opening with "A Kiss in the Dark."
she followed with a "mammy"
number and wound up with a med-
ley of standard Scotch airs. Her
Insistent cueing to accelerate the
orchestra, which insisted on play-
ing ft retarded tempo, had little

effect on the trench boys, who
would hftVQ their own way The
musicians made themselves felt in

another act later on tW> bill.

John IfcKenna and Co. (four
people* garnered a flock of laugh*
with their "Wanna Make Some
Money' skit, which has for its

major situation a wager with Mc-
Kenna Agreeing to tell the truth for

20 minutes, no matter what hap-
pens. The idea is reminiscent and
the working out of It not quite con-
sistent, at times frnly inane, hut all

Is overiookd and forgiven in the
rush of the laughs. The idea of the
character Whitmore buzzing a prop
phone bell without disguising it

seriously from the audience, and
then have McKenna answer several
leading Questions via the wire for

the purpose of making him pull an
Annanias i« a bit too crude for a
big time audience. The vehicle
looks good for the three-a-dayers.
Leigh and Jones, mixed team,

with Jones (a distant relative of

Sam Bernard! doing a Bernard
comic as an explosive pseudo-baron,
ncored with their bright skit. Grace
Leigh is a standard In vaudeville
with other combinat'ons and feed.,

like a veteran. It's a sure-fire in-

termediary body-of-the-blll act. and
can elevate if some of the familiars
are eliminated. (lags like "What
has six legs and flies?** (three
pigeons), can stand elision; also,

"Three weeks before I was born
mv name was Elizabeth." The line

"I find 'em, fondle 'em, feed *em,
and forget 'em." is Eddie Buzzell's.

which has been converted into a
published number (Berlin). The
combo has quite a leaning for
paprika in some of their points with
a punch line In their closing "To-
gether" number about '"Satisfy your
yearning." with retort by Jones
being open to question.
Wilbur Sweatman and Co. have

a new frame-up practically (New
Acts) The comedy and feature
followed. Abel.

of working up other people's spe-
cialties. Borne of the material in

"The World of Make Believe" is dry
stuff, but whenever it began to creak
she breezed on and rolled her own
script. Tillis and La Rue. in sup-
port, with some beautiful light

acrobatics, were the tajent of the
half hour consumed. The main idea
is a good one. It went across beau-
tifully and is a flash. Its long solos
and violent dramatics, alone, bar it

from standing up as a mid-bill big-
timer, and it is a shame to swamp
Miss St. Clair, who could walk on
in the Music Box and steal any
scenes not nailed down.
George MacFarlane and Co. (New

Acts) gave the bill all the rest of
the excitement it had. The ie-
mainder was come-and-go middle-
type vaudeville. It was a fiercely
hot night and the audience was
small, which didn't help, either.
Canova's Plastic Posing Dogs, in

which two white animals, well
trained to hold postures, did live

double stills, with bits of movies in

between to show Canova posing
them, made a slow though pretty

opener. He calls his dogs Max and
Maurice, which may or may not be a
stab at acquiring a little prestige
earned elsewhere. Melinda and
Dade, the brownskin couple that
made good in the two-spot over the
big circuit, fared all right here, too.

It may again be noted that this pair
doesn't squeeze its welcome dry and
knows when an audience has about
enough. The routine never slows
up. and the brief running time is all

put to good use without stalling.
Jim Cullen, the orphan of the Or-

phenm. looked hot in his long Prince
Albert with the velvet collar. For
summer dates he might wear an al-
paca or work In his shirt sleeves,
even if he wears suspenders. Jim
is durable old vintage, aged in the
original container, and still convey-
ing the kick. His parodies and light
whimsies went over as usual. Rubin
nnd Hall, not programed, took it

pretty easy and got off O. K. on
Rubin's eccentric dance exit. The
body of the act didn't agitate any-
body. Each of these men would do
better working with a pretty girl.

Lait.

FOREIGN FILM REVIEWS

58TH ST.
Business has l>een off all around

in the split- week houses recently,
the advent of summer, weather
doubtless being the principal factor
and an element which will count un-
til patrons become accustomed to
the change. No exception here
Monday night. The house held
plenty of vacant rows on the lower
floor.

The first half bill was uninterest-
ing, appearing to be in tune with
the attendance. Yet three turns of
the six captured first-rate returns,
and that was surprising on such a
humid evening. Pietro, on third,

was the first to score and should be
chedited with the show's individual
honors. He encored twice and was
still in demand. The accordeonist
has been playing a lengthy time in
the pop theatres, but the booking
has been for a week in each stand
as a rule. His most artistic num-
ber was iti simulation of an organ,
the selection being a semi-classic
well fitted to its treatment.
Stevens and Hollister, accorded

topline billing, returned to the 58th
St. with "Back in Beverly Hills," a
skit that wears well in the three-a-
day field Following l'ietro, the
couple got over for a fair score.
Edwards and Bcasley (New Acts),
next to closing, succeeded In turn-
ing in the score the spot calls for.

Helen Smiles Davis, who won her
middle name while abroad as an en-
tertainer for the A. F. P., tried No.
3 with Karl Nelson, but the pair
never got going. A special silk dro.».
which tableauxcd into a dressing
room for the several changes,
helped in a sight way. but th. mate-
rial offered is neither amusing nor
entertaining. Miss Davis looked
very nice as the "Follies" chorister
and In the even more brief dressing
changes, she looked classy in the
first frock, too. but if the couple ex-
perts to Win a spot attention must
be paid to the act itself.

Carson and Kane successfully
closed the show, their dancing reg-
istering in a way tlr: an encore 1 t

was earned, it was announced as
"our idea of a step dance" by Car-
son, but that meant nothing. Miss
Kane sported bare legs, In tune with
the thermometer, and she attracted
attention at all times with her
frocks. Both looked refreshing In
the white costumes for the r.iilitary

finale, that counting in making the
act a good dancing Hash for this
time. 'The Knight and Mis Knave '

(New Acts) opened. lb<<\

81ST ST.
'The Son Dodger" was taken out

as the feature act and "The World
of Make Believe" booked in without
time to change the program. Illness
of a principal in the act originally
billed was the explanation of the
management. The stop-gap proved
no disappointment. It is the Hoeky
and Oreen ensemble act featuring
Nola St. Clair, the clever juvenile
and versatile « omedienne.

Miss St. Clair ran away with the
turn. She has a free and easy man-
ner and an exceedingly valuable u.iy

GRAND GUIGNOL
Paris. May 28.

We have another show to chron-
icle at the little Grand Cuignol. in

the ville lumlere. which is well
mixed with the accustomary doses
of farce and drama, but this time
it is not a credit to either this
famous chamber of horrors or the
city of Paris.
The first number is a one-act

drama **Le Devoir de tuer" by Rene
Berton. posing the problem whether
a physician has the right to kill a
patient when he knows the victim
is past recovery, but may continue
to live a time in terrible agony. •

The author shows us the practician
j

has not only a right, but it is a
j

duty.
A poor fellow is dying slowly

|

from a cancer on the liver and begs
to be put out of pain. If he dies
before a certain date his wife loses
her claim to a pension, but the
sympathetic doctor in connivance
with the wife changes the mor-
phine for strychnine* in the syringe.
Who would convict for such a deed?
We blame M. Choisy a great deal;

more for having mounted "J'veux
voir Virginia." one-act farce by Jose
de Bery8. This Frenchy produc-
tion is the yarn about a false Amer-
ican artist paying a big. price to a
janitor for the privilege of watch-
ing his niece in a state of nudity.
The exhibition is supposed to be
held in the adjoining room, and the
amount paid in a false check. The
police arrest the generou spectator,
who is an escaped lunatic in the
form of a false art student. Indeed
the entire act is false.

M. Arquilliere, -the actor, has
turned playwright and given a two-
act drama "Nevrose." An Oriental
Countess is desperate at the idea of
being separated from her young
lover by the return of her husband.
She suggests to a former admirer
that he should put the legitimate
intruder out of the av. but the
former favorite, not blind to the
truth, and having nothing to gain,
declines.
The husband challenges the

younger lover to a duel, .hereupon
the wife tries to disarm her lawful
companion by a night of volupty.
As a matter of fact, the husband is

killed i:i the duel, to the visible joy
of the wife, but the former admirer*
takes the law into his own hands
and shoots the unnatural woman.
This drama is played in sombre
scenery, to create an atmosphere of
halucination, the action being rapid
and ably constructed.

It is followed by 'I, Jalouse."
one-act piece by Michel Brega and
Georges Hoffman, explaining the
troubles of an author possessed with
a jealous wife, The dran itist is

flirting with an influential actress,
his caly object being to have his
piece accepted, but owing to the in-
terference of the spouse who de-
clines to see her nose put out of
joint, the poor author loses the
only opportunity he ever had of get-
ting a plu: produced.
On the whole the new program

of the Grand Gulgno] has proved ft

slip. Kcmdrew.

the title), in ft manner that indi-
cates a calamity accord!. ; to local
folk-lore.

In the morning young Harbois
calls to tell Fromont his father has
died, whereupon the crafty old cul-
tivator declares without going into
details that he is able to testify
relative to his neighbor's unhealthy
physical condition, thereby suppos-
ing a natural end, if the heir will
give (not sell) the plot of land he
wants. In this drama the audience
has all the impression' of f. wicked
crime without knowing any deta'ls.
and as such it is an interesting ef-
fort.

There is another two-act drama
"Une Main dans I'bmbre." by Pierre
Patau and Jean Velu. a sort of echo
of the war. A German general is

tempted in a moment of fear to con-
fess to a Dutch journalist that he
assassinated a mother and violated
her two daughters while billetted in
a French mansion. His companion,
having by a subterfuge got the other
visitors out of the way, flies at his
throat and strangles him. The news-
paper man from Holland is a
Frenchman in disguise; he is "The
hand in the shadow* tracking down
unpunished war criminals.
"Mon Frere de Lait." two-act

farce, also by Pierre Patau, is a bit
near the knuckle, with an unex-
pected denouement. A man is flirt-

ing with his cook; she tells his wife
who persuades her t sleep in the
spare bedroom while the lady takes
her place. But a friend from the
colonies pays a visit and the -hus-
band decides to put him up for the
night, generously suggesting he
shall join the cook.
The colonial foster brother (vide

title) willingly accepts. Meantime,
the repenting cook, hearing of the
situation, warns her master when it

is too late, and the husband is seen
fretting at his own stupidity. How-
ever, the friend, a bit off color had
declined the favors of the supposed
cook, it developed. The* farce is

well acted, and quick in movement,
constituting a really comic sketch
of the poet Chaucer style, but totally

unfit for modern export.
In spite of a few laughs and a

passing shudder, the new program
of the Deux Ma?
likewise.

sques proves a slip
Kendrew.

AUX DEUX MASQUES
Paris. Its) 2'.'.

The little theatre known as the
Deux Masques, a sort of competitor
to the Grand Guignol, under the di-
rection of Marcel Nancy, has also
treated Us habitues to a new mixed
show.
There is nothing much to report.

Starting off with the smutty sketch
of 'T/Imposslble A.veu" already
mentioned and for Which a substi-
tute COUld have been easily found,
wc have a two-irr drarna. '\.c

L'EMBRASEMENT
Paris, May 2!>.

A separate group of dramatic en-
thusiasts calling themselves the
Oeuvrlers (workers) were given
hospitality by Lugne Poe at the
Maison do l'Ocuvre for a matinee
and presented a remarkable three-
act piece, "L'Embrascment" ("Con-
flagration"). No regular playhouse
has had the privilege of producing
a work of the same power during
the entire season, now almost ended.
The author has attacked a delicate
subject in a proficient manner.
A married couple watching them-

selves grow old have retired to a
small country town. The man Is a
painter of a certain talent and his
pictures have brought him mild no-
toriety. The woman is reconciled to
the role of housewife and is the
companion of her husband at the
fireside, without any anticipated
change to break the monotony. But
the husband, well turned 50. feels
the oppression of provincial dull-
ness and is bored to death, notwith-
standing he has his art lo occupy
the time if he could only muster
energy and Inspiration to paint.
Then into this dreary existence n

young girl appears as a beacon.
She js an orphan, taken Into the
homo as general servant, although
her refinement and education arn
fat above those wont t'» acr pt mh h

Chlen qui hurle" by Rene Wiener
a pastoral of peasant w..\s nnd
means. Harbois has refused to sell

a plot of land to his neighbor, Kro-
mont, both cunning farmers, .-so the
latter insinuates to the gjod-for-
nothing sou of Harbois that hid
father \<* Buffering from heart
disease and when he quits this earth
all his fortune will belong to the
disreputablo lad. During the nlghl
the dogs a.re heard barking (hence

a menial occupation. >t appears,
however, she preferred domestic
service in the country to the temp-
tations of the capital, and so sadly
but confidently entered the painter's
household as she would have taken
the veil In a nunnery. Her presence,
full of youth! ul (harm, quickly al-
ters the dreary aspect of the art-
ist's daily life. She fills the place
with sweet gaiety. The man's ar-
dor is rekindled despite his r>f. years.
nnd he seeks to be continually In

the company of this young creature,
whoso charm and chastity inspire
him to resume his painting.
The maiden becomes keenly In-

terested In her master's work, and
on his supplication consents to be*
come his model for a study of tho
nude. She is quite pure in her in*
tent ions, only admiring and respect-
ing the artist, who is old enough
to be her father. But is It a genu-
ine inspiration for true art en the
part of the man or an excuse to
satisfy his craving desire to con-
template the perfect lines of this
rofined; healthy maiden within hi*.

clutches? The elderly artist dare
hardly put the question to himself,
and will only acknowledge in his
own mind that the presence of this
innocent, confiding girl has fired
him with renewed energy to paint,
such as he has never before experi-
enced.
Then, as the picture progresses,

the virgin doubts the purity of her
own soul, for she begins to fear the
growing affection and warm admira-
tion she feels for her employer and
benefactor are the reticence of a
deeper sentiment that may lead to
a violent passion followed by pos-
session at the first opportunity.
The wife visits the studio one day

and discovers the canvas on which
the painter has expressed the
voluptuous exuberance he has not
yet dared to openly declare to the
model. She Immediately sizes up
the situation, taxes her husband
with forbidden and evil designs and
recalls* him to his duty. As the
moral man he is, the artist realizes
the sin he was about to* commit, for
he is now sure the servant girl loves
him. He promises to renounce the
flesh and the devil, but would cer-
tainly have ultimately failed, de-
spite his honorable endeavors, were
he not assisted by his former model,'
who, to spare grief to the wife and
shame to the husband, accepts an
offer of marriage made by the gar-
dener. It is true she gives herself
to the young laborer with the same
spirit of resignation as an incurable
would commit suicide.

Fortunately the gardener is a
straight, sensible, intelligent, hard-
working fellow, capable of winning
a woman's esteem and assuring her
a lasting happiness. And the eve-
ning of her departure for another
village with her husband the young
woman laughs as freely as when
she first entered the house. When
she has gone the artist sadly shuts
the door, more than ever feeling the
weight of his age and thanking the

. great Architect of the Universe for
sparing him from eternal remorse.

This painful tragedy of unre-
quited secret desire Is unfolded in
an impressive style of dramatic art
by a young author giving his first
effort to the public. He has suc-
ceeded beyond his own hopes. It
Is as good as a church sermon and
just as effective. Many men will
see themselves reflected as in a mir-
ror. It draws one of the great
dramas of human nature. There are
many honest folks who have thus
suffered, and it behooves all of us
to refrain from throwing a stone of
contempt at a guilty neighbor.

Kendrew.

SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL
(Continue dfrom page 18)

tious revival is a credit to Its spon-
sors and its servants. It is an earn-
est, fine thing, carried out in an ap-
parent spirit of honor to the Insti-
tution In which it was conceived,
primarily and in honor of which It
is done.—the theatre.
Mr. Drew, Miss Barrymore. Fran-

cis Wilson. Tom Wise, Charlotte
Walker.. Carol McComas. Charles
Richman. McKay Morris. Henrv
Dixey. Albert O. Andrews and Violet
Kemble -Cooper essay the foremost
roles. There is glory enough for
them all and for all the others, some
of them recognized and established
stars who played silent parts and
fragments.

*%}{
there uas RlnK l0 performance

that stood forth even more than the
general acclaim. It was that done
by Charles Richman. For many a
season Richman has played heavy
things in modern melodramas; he
ha* been accredited, but no one whosaw him in raw films and such
junk as "Help Wanted" nnd "Bought
and Paid For" could have dreamed
that he had within him the dash
he sparkle, the buoyant elasticity
to play Charles Surface as it was
probably never played -before in all
its mellow traditions.
Miss Barrymore was an equally

exhilarating visitation. Youthful
coy. light, winsome and whimsical".
her Lady Teazle (immortalized bv
the unilving Lillian Russell) was a
un.te-wigged

. champagne bubble.
And Mr. Drew, master artist of
high comedy, was the crust v Sir
Peter to the adorable life. Miss
Walker, making a resplendent re-
appearance after a long New York
Qbsence, looked like a flapper and
Played young star animated by
the vibrations of s first exciting
HO -ad way chance.
This reporter, surfeited and some-

times- choked with the dramatic
< la mi rap of his day, with witless
and spineless vaudeville, with
gaudy revues and blatant bur-
ies.. ins. sat as in a peaceful, flow-
ered heaven Of ethereal bliss as this
nagennt of personalities mi.ved be-
fore his vision, animating the nun-
cent atmosphere of a garden of In-
toxicating eomed v.

To him "The School for Sc.ndil'
was the delight of years. Tail.
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CABARET
(Continued from page 10)

found in one of the machines, Hack-
meiseter having a permit to carry

a revolver. The dry agenta seized*

the firearms and said that H&c-k-

meister could apply to the prohibi-

tion office in Albany for the return

of the revolver if he so desired.

The former customs guard and sev-

eral of his companions were com-
mitted to Jail until they were able

to furnish bail. The cars were

brought to Albany by federal of-

ficers.' An application for the re-

turn of the Marmon is expected to

be made because no liquor was
found in it.

Three counties have been taken

from the territory formerly within

the jurisdiction of the Malone office,

so that Chief Agent Angell and his

squad may concentrate their efforts

solely on the patroling of the

border.

I. M. Weingarden's new revue, 'A
Night in Dreamland," was produced

on the Century roof in Baltimore

Monday. Although ragged on its

first showing, there is material for

a good hHow. Before the first week
is over -it should round into an
entertaining proposition.

Unlike the Ernie Young shows,

which used exclusive music, these

shows are framing big ensembles

to popular songs of the day. In

the new show are "Louisville Lou,"

"Yes, We Have No Bananas,"
"Seven or Eleven" and others. Sev-
eral other ensembles are used. In-

cluding the flash of the evening,

"Snowflakes." Other specialty acts

b/ the principals went over well,

though there is still some question

as to whether or not the show will

have any wearing qualities.

It is good now for a few nights,

but it doesn't seem it is elaborate

enough or that its staging la at-

tractive enough to make the ha-

bitues of the roof want to see it for

three straight weeks.
New principals in this show, with

the exception of Joe Tenner and
Muriel Devine. The other principals

ara Top Notch and Mildred Frank-
lin, a dainty soubret, won 'most of

the honors* Victor Kaplan is on
hand with some juvenile work of

high order, while Mildred Howard
made good as the ingenue.
The show is picking up some

gravy this week due to the pres-

ence of the Shriners In town.

Ray. Miller will close Paradise
dance hall, Newark, Saturday and
open a hall in Atlantic City. Para-
dise will reopen In September. Mil-
ler did a big thing in putting Para-
dise over this season. There was
no such attraction in Newark pre-

viously and when he announced his

intention on turning the old Para-
mount theatre into a dance hall

many here shook their heads at his

folly. But Paradise went over with
a smash and now every one is

wondering why he didn't do the

same.

he died October 19, 1921, according
to a transfer tax State appraisal of
his property filed last week in the
Surrogate's Court, New York. Un-
der hia will this passes over equally
between his four children. Mr. Far-
rlngton was 68 years old, a native
of New York City, and for many
years conducted a general market
business at Madison avenue and

and search the actual place (room
or rooms) where he believes liquor
is held or concealed and may enter
the premises by virtue of the war*
rant only between dawn and sunset.
The Mullan-Gage act permitted a
police officer to obtain a warrant to
search the entire building of the
alleged possessor of liquor at any
hour of the day or night.

No elation was expressed by the
New York restaurant men over the
signing of the Mullan-Gage repealer
by Gov. AI Smith, but much satis-

27th street. About 30 years ago, on
,
faction was shown. The restaurant

father, Georgethe death oZ his
Browne, the founder, he became the
owner of the chop house, and many
years ago turned the management
over to J. Paul Schubert He was
a member of the Hotelmen's Asso-
ciation and spent most of his time
at Atlantic City, N. J.

The Fagan brothers are said to
have disposed of all their inter-
ests in Roseland on Broadway,
transferring their activity to the
new dance place replacing the old
ice rink at Broadway and 53d
street. The plot there has been
leveled for the new building. Dance
hall business around New York has
perceptibly dropped in the past few „_^

w
im_

°_r
,

weeks. _

The radio will pay a band if the
band Insists, according to a recent
account of a band's manager, duck-
ing the bull stuff about publicity
and advertising over the wireless,

receiving $400 for one hour's play-
ing for a nightly concert. The
radio's representative went so far

before concluding the arrangement
as to quote the union scale, but
the manager replied that ran also

for Sweeney.

It's reported the New York fed-

eral prohibition department has
lately imported 150 western work-
ers for .New York and they are
now around. With state enforce-
ment out, restaurants that sell are
proceeding on the theory they shall

sell only to those they know. They
think that is the proper tip off to

locate the federal men if they turn
up.

men had had to contend with so
much from police and federal officers

they were about worn out. That Gov.
Smith signed the repealer they
thought was no more than he should
have done on the platform he went
into his return to office on. But
they agreed that the approval by
the Governor makes him the big-
gest figure in politics In this coun-
try.

Though Washington is a vision as
the head of the nation and Smith
certainly will not take the second
place on the ticket, his re-election
as Governor of New York Is as-
sured, and, what is better, Al Smith
may yet be the U. S. Senator from

They need a man like

Smith in the Senate. They need a
Smith at the head of the Govern-
ment, but that Is too forlorn a hope.
Talking against Smith and his kind
of Smiths is what makas the Ku
Klux possible, what raised it from
a get-rich-quick coin getting
scheme to an organisation.

for individuals or leagues. None
of them seems to be on the level.

Every appeal sent out to support

Prohibition carries with it another

appeal—for money. So Al Smith
did two great things—he gave the

people what they wanted, and he

choked off the coin getting reform

grafters.

One thing noticeable in New York
during the last few weeks while the

signature of the Governor was
pending and that was the opening

of a number j>t places as straight

bars for the serving of "beer." near,

etherised or otherwise, and the pa-

tronage that they got was a heavy
one. One of the new establishments

went so far as to put up a free

lunch for its customers with the

tariff on the brew being two bits for

a tall one of the Tom Collins va-

riety and the bartender not being

particular how much froth he served

with it. The usual tariff around
town on good beer is 40 cents a
glass for that drawn from the wood.

A restaurant man of New York
traveling around with a New York
policeman and taking him into

clubs was the latest—and the

limit! That's out, now, though.

The new "Plantation" colored

show in the cabaret of that name
on Broadway will ' move to the

Pr.vflion Royal on the Merrick road
early in July. The Pavilion is re-

ported starting off with fair busi-

ness. It got $3,£00 over the week-
end, if that's good business.

The most conclusive proof bands
are becoming a drug on the market
is that music publishers are pass-
ing them up. One leading publish-
ing house has barred all bands from
its professional rooms. The explJ-
nation is that the numerous bands
have been "hogging" the time of the

professional staffs. It often turns
out the musicians are not booked
for appearances or break up before
getting hoDk'rgs.
A professional manager staled

bands have been costing his office

money without the firm getting re-

sults. Arrangers have been so much
occupied getting scores ready that

other artists have not been given
the attention due them. Besidea,
the bands take up the largest re-

hearsal rooms, and during the long
practices pliers have been made
to endure long waits. The noise of

the bands around publishing office*

has also been a source of annoy-
ance.

The two "Why -Not- Eat?" restau-
rants, well known to practically

every professional who has visited

Kansas City in the last 10 years,

Now that New York State has
told the world it is a state, a sov-
ereign state, one of the United
States, self-governed, obeying the
federal laws and ready to assist the
federal government In the enforce-
ment of its lews without using sup-
plementary state laws that are un-
necessary for federal enforcement,
now maybe the American Society
of Restaurateurs will take a tum-
ble to itself. Everything the restau-
rant men have had to stand for

they deserved. Without a question
of a doubt they are the most short-
sighted bunch of business men that
ever fell into somethhiK soft, only
to throw it away.
Had the restaurant men got to-

gether on the Reisenweber case and
carried it up, with the present re-

pealer signed they would have been
in a position to protect themselves.
But they didn't and the present fear

of a federal Injunction may be a
little bit worse than the Mullan-
Gage act was. The restaurateurs
who say let the other fellow take
care of himself can't see the end of

their noses. They pull apart and
let any graften come in between
them. If the Mullan-Gage repealer

is taking the cops out of liquor en-

forcement, with everything that

means In New York's largest cities,

the restaurateurs had better get

together to prevent the police again

working in, inch by inch, until they

once more will put the screws on

Monte Carlo, which was one of the

fast moving cabarets of the town
with a stiff couvert charge during

the winter, has passed into the

hands of Billy Gallagher, who is to

reopen the establishment with a

new revue June If.

Atlantio City cabaret manage-
ments are not shelling out this sea-

son for floor attractions as they did

in the past. One of the owners who
was in the city during the week
asked an established producer to

place a show with him on a gam-
bling basis, sharing on the take of

the couvert charge. None of the

producers are any too happy over

the shore prospect for the coming
summer and are laying off on the

gambles.

have been thrown -into bankruptcy
by some of the creditors. In an an- I

until the restaurants will cry with

Polly Lou Dee and band open

June 18 at the Palais Royal, At-

lantic City.

Prohibition agents almost ruined

the Italian restaurants In Chicago

when they raided Diamond Joe

Esposito's, Caruso's, Bella Napoll,

The Vesuvlo and the New Italy.

Much wines and liquors were con-

fiscated. The Italian restaurants In

Chicago have been running wide

open and were considered immune,

until the recent change of both the

city administration and the govern-

ment's prohibition office.

Ray Stilrwell, formerly with a
number of standard bands, has or-

ganised his own 11 -men orchestra.

They open June 23 in Pittsburgh

on a six weeks' tour of Pennsyl-

vania and Ohio dance halls and

summer parks.

incline other boys of his years to

beliove study or experience 'or pre-

\lous work is not always required

for a successful business career. At
least that seemed to be the Impres-
sion gained by another young man
not so long out of college, who
lately was on the coast, saw Hola-
fleld, liked him and sent back east

the details above, excepting this

closing paragraph, written by some-
one else who believes there is no
substantial success permanently
secured without work and experi-

ence as the foundation.

After taking the chorus of the

Century roof, Baltimore, revue to

a special club entertainment, Joe
Tenner, a principal in the show,
became involved in an altercation

with one of the girls in the chorus
dressing room as m result of which
the chorister, sustained a black eye.

Two of the girls are said to have
become Intoxicated at the club
affair, an argument resulting and
being subsequently settled. Back at
the roof It la said Tenner reopened
the argument and became involved
In It himself. Tenner was formerly
company manager along with I. ML
Welngarden. but a Mr. Stewart^
representing the latter. Is now man-
aging affairs.

A 60- piece band under the direc-
tion of Alex Hyde has been booked
to supply the music at Bravee
Field, Boston, when evening shows
are given in the ball park under the
Loew management commencing
June 25. The band will carry the
billing of being presented by Paul
Whiteman.

swer to the petition filed by the

creditors, Angelo Reborl, owner, ad-

mitted the bankruptcy allegation

and gave three reasons for the fail-

ure—prohibition, closing of the Cen-
tury theatre and unfavorable police

publicity.

The fixtures of Murray's on 42nd

street, also Delmonico's, have been
sold at auction. It is said Joe Sus-

sljind of Murray's, who first pro-

posed to move the cabaret upstairs

in the building, decided that in the

face of the federal injunction pro-

ceedings pending it might as well

be permanently closed. It is said

the federal ruling under which the

injunctions are granted permit that

the order shall close the building

for a year, taking in the entire build-

ing regardless of what business be-

sides that of the disorderly place

(so judged by the injunction) shall

be contained within it.

the pain of the gouge.

The retrenchment policy of the

Salving includes the sale of their

\Ionte Carlo restaurant, New York
to William J. Gallagher, proprietor

of the Broadway Gardens. The Sal-

ving are also reported disposing <»f

the Palace hotel on 45th street,

which they have conducted as a

theatrical hotel for several years.

Gallagher is reported about to dis-

pose of his downstairs place, <!alla-

ijher's, to some Chinese,

Whether Gov. Smith's signature

postponed the closing of the Palall

Royal, New York, of course won't

be announced, but nevertheless the

I reported closing la now conira-

dieted. Only two other Slavin res-

taurants in New York are remain-

ing open, Montmartre and the new
400 Club.

Frank E. Fsrrington, late owner
of Browne's Chop House, a gather-

ing place for theatrical people for

64 years and Which restaurant was
noted also for the largest collection

of theatrical pictures in the world,

left a net estate of $11,229.47 when

Before the repealer was signed

hv <:<<>. Smith tho police had »>< «'ii

very active in the Tlmea square

section, making many raids and

•eiaure*. Just what inspired the

activity with the intent of the <;<>\-

crnor in doubt at the time was l< fl

open to conjecture. In some of the

places the police went in with senn h

warrants*.

The Mullan Gage act differenti-

ated mm hly in Its authority for the

police to obtain n search and

ure warrant from ih.it of the fed*

prohibition law. The federal olll-

cer may apply only for a warrant

. The cops will not willingly give

up what has been the easiest thing

that ever fell into their laps, given

them by a Republican up-state gov-

ernor, Miller, who knew as little

about the people at large as he did

about running a state. As a states-

man Miller wasn't even a good law-

yer. But the police all over New
York State should erect a memorial

to him and give him a benefit every

six months, as he gave them a con-

tinuous benefit from the day Miller

signed the Mullan-Gage enforce-

ment act.

About the best thing the American
Society can do is to stand prepared

to contest any illegal move of the

police; any step they take that is

overstepping their authority under

the federal laws, which only now
apply; any overt act they commit

which could be amplified if stood

for. and that may only be dono by a

willingness to legally contest any

fal*c authority the police assume.

It's about time the restaurateurs

stopped using that argument, "You

can't hfcht the cops." They had

better fight them, right now and

to-day, if the cops try to put them

out of business; otherwise the cops

will.

Had Gov. Smith vetoed the le-

pra h»r he would have turned New
York City ami F?.'»tc over to the

Republicans. He approved the re-

pealer and he put ihe Democratic

party of New York right where he

-aid it would be during tho cam-
paign, on a wet plalform-pnd the

chances are that a wet platform

will elect :he next President of th^

United States.

By approving ;he repealer Gov.

Smith e»U off th< fciaft for the coin

getting refon.ierf. No wonder the

reformers squealed ! Prohibition to

them means only coin. That goes

JUDGMENTS
Arthur J. Horwits; Graphic Photo

Engraving Co., Inc.; $47.09.

Arthur Hopkins; N. Murphy;
costs, $115 94.

Livingston Piatt; T. B. McDonald
Construction Co.; $774.00.

Jessie Reed; D. Oilman; $44.31.

Andreas Dipple; a Frledmanfe
$1,016.46.
William L. Passpart; M. Beck;

$6.93358.
Plimpton Epic Pictures, Inc.; N.

Y. TcL Co.; $21.56.
Benedict Bristew Talbot; Now

Amsterdam Casualty Co.; costs,

$237.10.
Stereoscopic Film Corp.; City of

New York; $7$.M.
Freeport Theatre Corp.; W. SL

Lipstrott; $457.90.

George H. Hamilton, Inc.; Crefta-
man Film tabors torlee, Inc.;

$914.82.
Kathryne Stuart; I* Wilck;

$291.20.
fttuyveeant Motion Picture Co.;

City of New York; $46.10.
Gut Hill; F. V. Peterson* cost*,

$127.10.

INCORPORATIOSS
The Knickerbocker Grill at Broad-

way and 42d street wll be closed

for six months through a federal

injunction allowed this week in the

U. S. District court. Liquor viola-

tions in sales on the premises com-

posed the evidence against it. The

Knickerbocker is owned by Joe

Panl, who also has Woodmansten

Inn on the Pelham parkway. There

are no proceedings pending against

the inn.

The Crub Royals, an eatabliMh-

ment less than a year old, has

taken its place as the leading road

house in the vieinity of Los An-

geles. An interesting sidelight on

the success of the place is the fact

it is conducted by Bill Holafleld, a

chap 22 years old, Just out of pre-

paratory school who never had any

restaurant or cabaret managerial

experience until he opened tho coast

road resort.

Holafleld left school and married.

taking a honeymoon trip to the

coast. While there he noticed the

need of a high cla«3 road house end
decided to invest in one. Purchas-

ing a plot of six acroa he erected the

present Club Royale, which Is re-

ported as never having had a lon-

ing week since opening cix months
ago.

The place secures Iti big play on

Saturday nlghta with Friday! and

.Sundays also strong. A couvert

charge of 75 cents Is made during

the week and boo.itud to $1 on Sat-

urdays. Holafleld absolutely refuse*

to sell and has built up a following

of the best spend, rs In tho vicinity

regardless of this ruling. In ft way
thn example of Holafleld stands out

two ways. Here <s a good clean

boy who ke^ps clean de.-pite operat-

ing a roadhoilte and put it ov^r

without a time of experience. It

may have been native business in-

stinct with him. Ms personal char-

acteristics (said In he of the best)

or an inborn shrewdness that was
worth more than experience might

have been. But the fact remains

that without experience In the line

I

Holafleld made a OtMCtaa of the

restaurant, something that might

New York Charters
Lanin Bros., Manhattan, theatres,

$20,000; J. 8.. 8. C. and H. I. Lanin.
(Attorney L. Halle, 1(0$ Broadway).
Cinemart Syndicate Pictures,

Manhattan, $100,000; I* A. Jackson,
A. P. Boyd. (Attorney, R. Spear,
220 West 42d St.)
Selwyn Producing Corp., Manhat-

tan, theatrical and motion pictures,
$10,000; 8. M. Brook, J. J. Flnnegan.
(Attorney, N. W. Kerngood. 2*3
Broadway).

Rabinoff Grand Opera Co., Man-
hattan. $50,000; B. Fatow, M. H. Un-
terberg. (Attorney, M. Rabinoff. 250
West 57th St).
Chester C. Odies, Manhattan, mo-

tion pictures, $6,000; G. H. Mohm,
A. Weiss. (Attorney, G. S. Ludlow,
74 Broadway.)
, New Madison Square Garden
Corp., Manhattan, boxing exhibi-
tions, theatres, general amusement
business a'nd restaurant; 250,000
shares common stock, no par value;
active capital, $500; G. F. Jebbett,
H. W. Paprockl. F. H. Butehorn, $7

Wall St., Manhattan. (Attorney, F.
Knorr, Albany.)
Hudson Valley Theatre Corp..

PouKhkeepule, $600,000; P. J. and
L. L. Tennis, D. Sherman. (Attor-
ney, C. Husted, Poughkeepsie.)

Delaware Charters
Canyon Pictures Corp., Wilmington,
motion pictures, $3,560,000; (Cor-
poration Trust Co. of America.)
Marten Projection Corp, Wil-

mington, moving picture machine*
$3,000,000: (Corporation Trust Co.
of America.) 4

Dissolutions
Arthur Hammerstein, Manhattan.

Texas Charters
Fox Film Corporation of Texas,

Dallas. Capital stock. $5,000. In-
corporators. T. O. Mitchell, B. V.
Everitt and J. H. Gardner.

LEGAL MATTERS
Charles Dickson and Leon Cun-

ningham, both playwrights, collabo-
rated on a play, "Homantlcltls," the
former being called In to "doctor"
it. It was intended as a vehicle for
Mary Forrest via Marc. Klaw, but
expectations did not eventuate, and
Dickson claimed $1,000 for his ser-
Ices. Iteachlng the courts, the mat-

tor was tried twice, once the Jury
dlxaKreeing. with Cunningham de-
riding to dispose of the metier by
settling for $250 through O'BrMD,
.M.ilevliiaky ft Drlecoll.
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BILLS NEXT WEEK (JUNE 11)

IN VAUDHVILLB THEATRES
l open tor the WNk with Monday matlt —. w'aii not otherwiseCAI1 hou

MUd)
The bill* below are grouped to divisions, aooordlng to booking ofl«M supplied

The manner In whloh these bills are printed does not denote the relative
Importance of act* nor their program position*.

* before nam* denote* act la doing new turn, or raappaarlng after abseooe
vaudeville, or appaarlng tn city wbara llatad for tba flrat Una*.

KEITH CIRCUIT
WW TOBK CITY

Keith's Palnoo
Bddls Cantor
Flo Lewis Co
Roberts Oelrs ft D
Olenn ft Jenkins
Jfaahan ft Newman
•Friend In Need
lime Trio
Rogers ft Allen
Sinclair ft Oasper
Keiths Riverside

Savoy ft Brennan
Kerr A Weston
Bailey ft Cowan %
Harry J Conley Co
Walsh ft Bills
B Hughes Polo T
Bill Robinson
.(Two to Oil)

Fern ft Marie
(Others to nil)

Id half (14-17)
Laura Ormsbee
Jo Jo Dooley
Dexxo Retter
(Others to All)

Proctor's 6th Ave.

2d half (7-10)
Ben Bernle ft Band
Sweeney ft Walters
Mulroy McNeece R
Wra Ebs
Rltter ft Knapp
(Others to fill)

1st half (11-11)
Mel Klee
Ona Munson Co

IMealey ft Croas
(Others to nil)

ATLANTA I Mack ft Velmar
Lyric I Dayton ft rainier

(Birmingham split) I McUrath ft Deeds

VARDON and PERRY
HEADLINING PANTAGES CIRCUIT

CBGELE HARRY
D'ANDREA and WALTERS

Featured Dancers
ALWAYS

•VmrT," "The Merry Widow." "Up In
the Clouds." "Spice of 1V22," and others.

Moos' Broadway
Harry Dolman Co
Jo* K Watson
Murray ft Alan
(Others to Oil)

Mom' Coliseum
Julius Tannen
Williams ft Taylor
Dooley ft Sales
Sunbonnets
Harrison ft Dakln
(On* to fill)

2d half
Tom Smith
Star* of Future
Rhodes ft Watson
Paul Sydell
.(Two to fill)

Keith's Fordham
Singers Midgets

J
[raft* ft Haley
Others to fill)

Sd halt
Singer's Midgets
M'Farlane ft Palace
Dooley ft 8ale*
4 ft Mitchell
ITwo to All)

M**** Franklin «
•So Shall Ye Reap
M'Farlane ft Palace
Lehr ft Mercedes
Arnaut Bros
.(Two to fill)

Id half
Dotson
Owen McOivneyW ft J Mandel
The Wager
B ft B Wheeler •

"

Herman ft Shirley
Keith's Hamilton

Princess Wahletka
Prawley ft Louise
Tom Smith
Herman ft Shirley
(Two to fill)

Sd half
Princes Wahletk*
Holmes ft LaVere

2d half (14-17)
Williams ft Wolfus
Dave Roth
Rellly ft Walters
Alleen Stanley
(Others to fill)

Proctor's tSrd St.

2d half (7-10)
Shaw ft Lee
Brooks ft Ross
Wm Edmunds Co
Bohemian Life
Saxon ft Griffith
La Toy's Models

1st half (11-12)
•Sharon Stevens Co
Lloyd ft Goods
Burke ft Swan
Block ft Dunlop
Mildred Parker
Leach La Qulnlan 2

Sd half (14-17)
Hal Johnson Co
Stanley Galllnl Co
Bobby Randall
•Coakley ft Sobers
Florence Brady
(One to fill)

FAB BOCKAWAT
Colombia
2d half

York* ft King
Williams ft Taylor
Fols'm Denny Band
Mrss Juliet
Murray ft Oakland
Kay Hamlin ft Kay

BROOKLYN
Keith's Boshwlch
Avon Comedy 4
Fr'nklyn Charles Co
Deagon ft Mack
ltoxy LaRocca
Jack Norton Co
Wright ft Deltrlch
Lady Alice's Pets
Ted Lorraine
(One to fill)

1st half
Powell ft Brown
Montana
Raymond Bond Co
Harry Brecn
The Bradnas

BALTIMORE
Maryland

Maureen Englln
Al Wohlman
Al Striker
Ibach's Band
Lytell ft Fant
Dooley ft Morton
Helen Ware
BATON ROUGE

Columbia
(Shrcvcport split)

1st half
Calvin ft O'Connor
Sabbott ft Brooks
Anderson ft Graves
Joe Laurie
Mallia ft Bart

BIBMINGHAM
Lyric

(Atlanta split)
1st halt

Will Morris
Lang ft Haley
Kellam ft O'Dare
Brown ft Whltaker
Lone Star 4

BOSTON
B. F. Keith's

Clifford ft Gray
Walters ft Walters
Lou Tellegen
Senator Ford
Bryan ft Broderlck
Ferry Corwey
Hazel Crosby Co
Louise ft Mitchell

Fitch's Minstrels

2d half
Crystall Bennett Co
Stewart Girls
Holllday ft Wlllot
Wallflower
Jones ft Ray
White Way Orch

LOUISVILLE

National
Crystall Bennett Co
Stewart Girls
Holliday ft Willet
Wallflower
Jones ft Ray
White Way Orch

2d half

Zeno Moll ft Carl
Florence R'ynolda 3
Four Miners
Mack ft Velmar
Dayton ft Palmer
McGrath ft Deeds

MOBILE
Lyric

(New Orleans split)
1st half

A ft L Sheldon
Sterling 4
Baxley ft Porter
Demarest ft Col'te
H ft Brockman Rev

MONTREAL
Imperial

(Sunday Opening)
Ring Tangle
Pardo A Archer
Inglls ft Winchester
University Trio
Follls Sisters
Mary Jane

EDDIE

BORDEN
-'

Official Dentist to tho N. V. A.

!
DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

seas B'wap (Patamha Bid*.) u. y.

I«ehr ft Mercedes
.(Other* to All)

Keith's JeflTerooa
Yorke ft King
Star* of Futurs
Bast Sid* W'st Side
Kky Hamlin ft Kay
Paul Sydell
Ormsbee ft Reeo*

2d half
•So Shall Ye Reap
Arnaut Bros
L ft H Zelgler
Harrison ft Dakln
(Two to All)

Mom' Regent
Dotson
B ft B Wheeler
Owen McOivneyW ft J Mandel
The Wager
J ft E Mitchell

2d half
Crafts ft Haley
Hawthorne ft Cook
Lenore Kern
.(Others to fill)

Keith's 81 at Si.
Al K Hall Co
Chic Salo
Fleming Sis
•Aaron ft Kelly
Anderson ft Yvel
Mary Haynes

Keith's Orphenm
Harland Dixon Co
Bob Albright Co
Mabel Burke Co
Olcott ft Mary Ann
Fortunello ft C
Moran ft Mack
Splendid ft Partner
Elisabeth Brlc*
(One to fill)

Moss' Flntbash
Rooncy ft Bent Rev
Burke ft Durkln
Sealo
Davis ft Polls
(Two to fill)

Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (7-10)

Alexander ft Eim're
Right or Wrong
•Recco
4 Madcaps
Laura Ormsbee Co
(One to fill)

1st half (11-11)
Stamford & Il.unp
The Diamonds
(Others to fill)

2d half (14-17)
Archer ft Belford
Old Timers
(Others to fill)

Keith's Proapert
2d half (7-10)

BUFFALO
Shea's

Mlll'rshlp ft Gerard
Leviathan Band
Begee ft Cupee
Bert Fitsgibbona
(Others to fill)

CINCINNATI
Palaeo

Lawton
Potter ft Gamble
Kavanaugh ft B
Murphy ft Clark
Coogan ft Casey
Valentine Vox
Gallettl ft Kokla

CLEVELAND
Hippodrome

TanArakls
Lew Wilson
Ward A Dooley
Jack George Duo
Morgan A Binder
Robt Rellly Co

105th Street •

Harry Tsuda
Rhodes ft Watson
McDevitt Kelly ft QM ft A Clark
Weaver ft Weaver
Frank Farnum Co

Palace
7 Arabian Knights
Dooley ft Storey
William Kent Co
Williams ft Vaneasl
Wayne ft Warren

NEWARK
Proctor**

•Joseph Fejer's Or
Olsen ft Johnson
Shone ft Squires
Beaumont Sis
8 Blue Demons
Seed ft Austin

NASHVILLE
Princes*

(Chattanooga split)
1st halt

Mlcahuia
Welch Mealy ft M
Briscoe ft Rauh
Harry Mayo
Juggleland

2d half
Nathano Bros
Jay ft Wesson
Syko
Williams ft Clark
Honey Campbell Co

MT. VERNON
Proctor's

2d half (7-10)
Singer's Midgets
Bill Robinson
Browne ft Lavelle
J ft H Shellds
(Two to fill)

1st half (11-12)
Williams ft Wolfus
Alleen Stanley
(Others to fill)

2d half
•Dor'thy Russell Co

PHILADELPHIA
B. F. Keith's

Claudia Coleman
La Palerloa Trio
Bevaa ft Flint
Wilton Sister*
Josef Dlskay
Hugh Herbert Co
Storm

PITTSBURGH
Dart*JAN Olm*

Irving Fisher
Emma Raymond Co
Barrett ft Farnum
oiititua & Hayes
Rube Clifford Co

PORTLAND, ME.
B. F. Keith's

The Great Leon
Cupid* Close Up*
B ft L Tindell
Rockwell A Fox
Tabor ft Green
T ft B Healey

Bob Hall
Lydoll ft
Grette Ardla* 43*

TOLKDO
B. F. Keith**

Belli** Duo
Bernard ft Scarth
Murray Kisse* Co
Polly ft Os
Will* ft Robbln*
Dane* Creation*

Sd half
Thorn' tn ft Squire*
Wade Booth
Hallen ft Day
Warr'e Symphonlsts
Fox ft Allyn
Wilson Aubrey Trio

WASHINGTON
It. F. Keith'*

Young Wang Co
Tom* ft Aksr
Fenton ft Field*
Creole Fashion Pi
Victor Moore Co

THEY
RADIATE
WITH

PERSONALITY

THE
FOUR

DIAMONDS
HUGHIE. PHOEBE

THOMAS and STANLEY
THI8 Week

COLISEUM and FORDHAM
Noxt Week

GREENPOINT and (On* to Fill)
Juna 18—BRIGHTON BEACH

ALF T. WILTON
RBPRBSBNTATIVB

BOB— —GERTRUDE

EARLE and RIAL REVUE
HEADLINING

J*AV. M. A., B. F. Keith (Western

)

HENRI MARGO
assisted by

MARGARITA MARGO, ARDATH DE
HALLS and HELENK BKTII

Direction EAGLE ft GOLDSMITH

Proctor's 125th St.
Sd half * (7-10)

'Dolly Wilson Co
John McKenna Co
Leigh & Jones
Ash ft Hsll
Edwards ft Bdw'rds
(One to fill)

1st half (11-U)
Billy Arlington Co
Holmes ft LaVere
LaSova Gllmore Co
Bobby Randall
Walters ft Stern
Stanley Galllnl Co
Sd half (14-17)

GUfoyle ft Lang*
Block ft Dunlop
Mildred Parker
(Others to fill)

Proctor'* 68th St.

M half (7-10)
Hugh Herbert Co
Howard ft Lind
Chester ft DeVer*
J ft B Mitchell
O'Brien ft J'sephlne
Bfewklrk A Moyers'

Howard Kyle Co
Innls Bros
Florence Brady
Clifford ft Grey
A ft F Stedman
(One to fill)

1st half (11-11)
Son Dodger
*Sweeney A W'lters
•Dor'thy Russell Co
(Others to fill)

Sd half (14-17)
Fern ft Marie
The Delanos
(Others to fill)

ALBANY
Proctor's

Morrelle's Dogs
Kennedy Bros
•Prltchard ft Rock
Anger A Packer
Royal Purple Girls

2d halt
Jack Hanley
Danlse ft Dayal
Lew Seymour Co
•Rleta Garcia Co

Brnost R Ball

DAYTON
B. F. Keith's

Thornton A Squires
Hallen ft Day
Fox A Allyn
Warr"s Symphonlsts
Wade Booth
Wilson Aubrey I

2d half
Bellies Duo
Bernard A Scarth
Dance Creations
Polly ft o«
Wills A Bobbins
Fitch's Minstrels

DETROIT
Temple

Franklyn Ardell Co
Tom Burke
•Parker Brothers
Dorothy Byton Co
Stan Stanley Trio
(Two to fill)

Son Dodger
Mel Klee _.

(Others to rllLb-

NEW ORLEANS
Palace

(Mobile split)

1st half
Stewart & Mercer
Murray A Gerrlsh
Kennedy A Rooney
Eddie Nelson
Ann Francis Co

NORFOLK
Academy

(Richmond split)

1st half
Moore A Freed
London Steppers
(Others to fill)

PATERSON, N. J.

Majestic
2d half (7-10)

HUGH HERBERT
823 LEFFERTR AVENUE.KEW GARDENS. L.

Phone Richmond Hill 9083

tat half (11-11) (One to oil)

ELIZABETH, N. J.

Proctor's
Sd half (7-10)

Hal Johnson Co
Mane. Blaine Co
Jack Little
The Delanos
Burke A Swan
(One to fill)

INDIANAPOLIS
Palace

Zeno Moll A Carl
Florence R'ynolds 3

rali.il A Romalne
LaPctite Revue
John Dunsmore
McDonald A Oakes
Archer A Belford
(Ono to fill)

1st half (1 1 -IS)
Phenomenal Pi'y'rs
Grace Twins
(Others to fill)

2d half (14 17)
Moher A Kldrldge
(Others to Oil)

RICHMOND
Lyric

(Norfolk split)
1st half

T Brown Girl*
Deagon A Mack
(Others to Oil)

SCHENECTADY
Proctor's

Jack Hanley
Danlse ft Dayns
Married Again
Eleta Garcia Co
(One to Oil)

2d half
Morrelle's Dogs
Kennedy Bros
Prltchard A Rock
Anger A Packer
Royal Purple Girls

SYRACUSE
Proctor's

Royal Danes

Powers A Wallace
Leo Donnelly Co
Helen Stover

WHITE PLAINS
Lynn

Miller Trio
Jo Jo Dooley
Hazel Harrington
Adelaide Bell Co
Swift A Kelly
•Miracle Girl

2d hair
R'ymond A Wllbert
Walters ft Stern
Meehan's Dogs
Laura Ordway
H Stoddard ft Band
YONKEBS. N. T.

Proctor**
2d half (7-10)

Edwards ft Beasle*
Stars of Future
Gilded Cage

KETCH and WILMA
"VOCAL VARIETY»»

ASSISTED BY

"Jeremiah Wilma Ketch"
AT THE HARP

Playing KEITH CIRCUIT

Jean Hollls
Bennington A Scott
Adams A Lillian
Harris A Holly
Russell A Hayes

2d half
Lew Rice
(Others to Oil)

B. P. Keith's

Nestor A Vlnoent
•Oeo F. Owen
Arthur DeVoy Co

Hayward A Irwin
Kennedy Bros
Ths Pierson

1st half (11-11)
Chas Keating Co
Hawthorne A Cook
Old Timers
The Delano*
(Two to fill)

Sd half (14-17)
Healy ft Cross
O'Brien A J'sephlne
(Others to fill)

P0LTS CIRCUIT
BRIDGEPORT

Paine*
8 Lusters
Alma Braham Co
Sandy
Shaw A Lee
Gus Edwards Rev

2d half
Clown Seal
Watts ft Hawley
Vernon Stiles
McLaughlin ft B
Elktns Fay A B

HARTFORD
Capitol

Clown Seal

1st half
Billy Kinkald ,

Eugene Emmett Co
'Looking Backw'd
Butler A Parker
The Comeback*

SPB'GF'UL MASS.
Pslae*

Gray Sisters
Jack McOowan
Runaway 4
Henry A Moore
Power's Elephants

2d half
Ward A Zeller
Colvln A Wood

ARTHUR SILBER
BOOKINO EXCLUSIVELY WITH

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
606 FITZGERALD DLDG* NEW YORK

Phones BRYANT 7076—482B

Ann Suter
Mme DuBarry Co
Barrett A Cunneen
Bits of Dance Hits

2d half
Samsted A Marlon
Duncan A Joyce
•The Digatones
Chief Caupollean
Carnival of Venice

NEW nAVEN
Palace

Van Baldwin S
Elklns Fay A B
Bobby Jackson
Vernon Stiles
Watt* A Hawley

2d half
Sandy
Alma Braham Co
Gus Edwards Rev
Shaw A Lee
S Lusters

SCRANTON, PA.
PoU's

(Wkes-Barre split)

Replto
Sharkey Roth A H
Power's Elephants

WATERRURY
Palace

Samsted A Marlon
Duncan A Joyce
McLaughlin A B
Chief Caupollean
•Crtney Keyes A P

2d half
Van Baldwin S
Ann Suter
Bobby Jackson Co
Barrett A Cunneen
Emily Lea Co

WKES-BARRE.
Poll's

(Scranton spilt)
1st half

Ethel Parker Co
Holden A Harron
Danny Dugan Co
Morris A Shaw
Harry Kahn*

••SIB" S.

DVVYER
WORCESTER

Poll'*

Ward A Zeller
Colvln ft Wood*
Pepito
Sharkey Roth ft H

Carnival of Venice

Sd half
Gray Sister*
Jack McOowan
Runaway 4
Henry ft Moor*
Mme DuBarry Co

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT

BOSTON
Boston

Gordon ft Kenney
Senna ft Weber
Elsa Ryan Co
Willie Solar
•Carr ft Brer
Gordon's Olympln
(Scollay Square)

Charles Ledegar
Neil O'Connell
Mardo ft Rome
Melroy Sisters
Howard A Whits
Joe Darcey \

J ft H Shields

Gordon's Olympla
(Washington St.)
Pitxer ft Day
Nolan Leary Co
Brown Sisters
Hanako Japs
Ulis-ft Lee
HROCKTN, MASS.

Strand
Francis ArmsWAG Ahearn
Jay C Fltppen Co
Freda A Anthony
(One to Oil)

2d- half
Freed. Harrison Co
Jack LaVler *

Goslar ft Lusby

Kane's Marionette*
(On* to fill)

CAMBRIDGE
Central Square

Steraad's Midgets
(Two to Oil)

Sd half
Sternad's Midgets
Ethel MacDonough
(One to Oil)

LYNN, MASS.
Olympla.

Ethel MacDonough
Kenard ft West
Bob Bob A Bobbie
(One to nu

r

2d half
Strad A Legato
•Ooets A Duffy
Doyle A Christie
(One to Oil)

NEW BEDFORD
Olympln

Kane's Marionette*
Peggy Brooks
Freed Harrison Co
Jack LaVler
Goslar A Lusby

2d half
Francis Arms
Freda A AnthonyWAG Ahearn
(Two to Oil)

L0EW CIRCUIT
NEW TOBK CITY

Arco Bros
Southern Foot
Bronson ft Reneo
Norton ft Melnotto
Elliott ft LaTour
Cosslar ft Beasleys'

Sd half
Horlick ft Harris*
Qulxey Four
Norton ft Melnotte
Neil McKlnley

(Ono to All)
Sd half

Mail* Lunette
Whit* Black ft D
Adrian
Brava Mlchellna T
(On* to Oil)

Onto*
Samaroff ft Sonln
Judson Col*
Justa Marshall Co
Al Lester Co
Casting Lameye

4 DANCING MADCAPS
PLAYING KEITH CIRCUIT

Produced by CISSY MADCAP.
Direction; JIMMY DUNEDIW

Casting Lamey*
(One to Oil)

American
LeVeaux
Gold A Goldie
Miller Packer A S
Hanson A Burtons'
Morley Sisters
Hans Roberts Co
Neil McKlnley
4 Y Herons

2d half
Dailey Bros
Cassons' A Marie
Corinne Himber Co
Southern Four
Fred Weber Co
Harry Bines
UMuat Trio
(One to Oil)

Victoria,
Jack Hanley
Stevens A Brunelle

Sd half
Kawana Duo
Merrltt A Coughlln
Basil A Allen
Elliott A UTour
Will Morrlssey

Fulton
Margaret A Alvarea
Tower ft Welch
Fred Weber Co
King ft Irwin
Walter Manthey Co

2d half
John Blondy Co
Jean Boydell
Antrim* A Vale
Foster *& Seamon
(One to Oil)

Palace
Pederson Bros
Merrltt A Coughlln
Mack A Lane
J R Johnson Co

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT

SHEAN and PH'JIIPS
Featured with ONA MUNSON

Playing B. P. Keith Circuit

CINCINNATI
Palace

Lawton
Murphy A Clark
Valentine Vox
(Others to Oil)

CLEVELAND
Reade's Hipp.

Ward A Doorey

IIammond'3 Band
(Others to Oil)

KOKOMO, IND.
Strand

Coulter A Rose
Page Hack A Mack
(Two to Oil)

2d half
•RAJ Brill
Birds of Paradise

WILLIAM F. ADER
The Chicago Theatrical Lawyer

Now Located nt
11 SO. LA SALLE ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.

Phone RANDOLPH Mil

Jack George Duo
(Others to Oil)

FINDLAY. O.

Majestic

2d half
Brown A LaVelle
Garcenittl Bros
(One to Oil)

INDIANAPOLIS
Palace

Mack A Velmar
Fitch's Minstrels
(Others to Oil)

2d half .

Crystal Bennett Co
Stewart Sisters

(Two to Oil)

LEXINGTON, KY.
Be* Air

Broderlck'Wynn Co
Johnny Clark Co
Cook A Oatman
(Others to All)

RICHMOND, IND.
Marray

Clayton A Lennle
Sylvia Dean CoRAF Brill
(One to Oil)

Sd half
Cook A Oatman
Page Hack A Mack
(Two to All)*

0RPHETJM CIRCUIT
CHICAGO
Palace

(Sunday Opening)
Van A Rchenck
Wells Virginia A W
Yarmark
Lel.tnds
* Lopes Red Cap O
Billy Glason
Lambert A Fish
(One to All)

State Lake
(Sunday Opening)
Yarmark
Wellington Cross
Rubevillo
Fisher A Ollmor*
Primrose 4
Redmond ft Wells

Geo Olsen's Orch
MILWAUKEE

Palace
(Sunday Opening)
Roy Bargy ft Orch
Ben Welch
LltUe Cottage
Ol'nville ft Saund'rs
(Two to All)

MINNEAPOLIS
Hennepin

(Sunday Opening)
Silver Duvaii ft k
Chas Irwin
Hal Skelly
Olga Cook
Margaret Morrell*
Rainbows End

CHESTER FREDERICKS
The Featured Juvenile Dancer and

Clever Mimic
Third Season with
Gus Edward* Revue *

Will Morrissey
Harry Hinea
Snappy Bits

2d half
The Faynes
Evans A Wilson
The Poster Girl
Mack A Lane
Cosslar A Bcasley 2

Lincoln Square
Wheeler Boys
Mabel Drow
Antrim A Vale
Collins A Pillard
Brava Michllina T

2d half
Selma Braats Co
White A Barry
Al Lester Co
Frank Gaby
Valda Co

Greeley Square
Mazie Lunette
White A Barry
Albert Rlckard
Fred Bowers Co
Basil A Allen /

(One to Oil)
* 2d half

Samaroff A Sonln
Carney A Carr
Frost A Morrison
Righto
Tuck A Clars
Hanson A Burtons'
Delancey Street

(One to Oil)

2d half
Ben Franklyn Co
Sam !•: Mann
Carl A Ines
Brady A Mahoney
Fred Bowers Co

Warwick
Byron Ct Karl
MarU'ta Craig Co
Gordon A Stewarts'
(Two to Oil)

Sd half
Dvorak
Pauline Fielding Co
Fox A Miller
(Two to Oil)

ASTORIA. L. I.

Astoria
J Blondy A Bro
Cassons' A Mario
Rule A O'Brien
White Black A U
Mignon
Toyland Follies

Sd half
Tower A Welch
Bronson A Reneo
Grey A Old Hose
King ft Irwin
Fern Blgelow ft K
(One to Oil)

ATLANTA
Grand

The Plckfords

TOMMY — »• \IM

VAN and VERNON

•Frederick Fradkln
Stars of Yesterday
(Two to Oil)

DES MOINES

Orphenm

(Sunday Opening)
Don Valerlo Trio
Frank De Voe
Jean Adair CoFAT Sabinl
S Ballentine A H
KANSAS CTTY
Main Street

•Fagln's Orchestra
Van Hoven
•Beauty
Bob Murphy
Jean Mlddletoa
(One to Oil)

LOS ANGELES
Hill Street

De Marcos A Band

OAKLAND, CAL.

Orphenm
Mrs R Valentino Co
Roye Maye A B
Delro
Fox A Sarno
Corinne Tilton
(One to Oil)

SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Onto

(Sunday Opening)
FrarRc Mclntyre
Boreo
McDonald S
Hughes A Debrow
Edith Clifford
Snow Columbus

Orphenm
(Sunday Opening)
Duncan Sisters
Irene Franklin
Sylvia Clark
Bernevlcl Bros

E. HEMMEND1NGER, 7^7Jirurvivn.JEWEL ERRM W<* 4
*\h «"•* New YorkTelephone Bryant 1548

^uv»l A SeymondsW C Fields
The Le Grohs
Llttlejohns

Walton A Brandt
Fireside Reveries
Gordon A Rica
Jack Osterman
•Fritz! Rldgeway

Orphenm

Blossom Reeley Co
Frank Whitman
J A I Connelly
Fannie Brice
Clayton ft Edwards
Skatelles

ST. PAUL
Palace

Dolly Kay
Land of Fantasy
Weber ft Rldnor
Hickman Bros
•Fevect ft Clair

Selma Braats Os
Carney ft Carr
Lillian Morton
Righto
Frank Gaby
Corinne Himber Co

2d half
Warman ft Mack
C'sm'p'lit'n Danc'rs
Judson Col*
S Wheeler Boy*

National
Stanley ft Alva
Frost A Maddox
Foster A Seamon
Valda Co

Sd half
Arco Bros
Lillian Morton
Billy Hall Co
Collin* A Pillard
Dane* Varieties

Orphenm
Faynes
Evans A Wilson
Billy 8 Hall Co
Adrian
Dance Varieties

2d half
Frank Shields
Bayes A Smith
Chas Rogers Co
Morley Sisters
Snappy Bits

Boulevard
Lillian's Dogs
Jean Boydell

Boland A Knight
Chas L Fletcher
Amoros ft Jeanett*
•Sig N'wman's Orch

Sd half
Sweeney ft Rooney
Mabel Blondell
Moore ft Elliott
DeVine A William*
Gerard ft Mllo

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome

L ft O Harvey
Fagg ft Whit*
Harry - White
Hollywood Frolic*

BIRMINGHAM
IWJou

O'Neill ft O'Neill
Whiting ft Duna
Adler ft Clark
Rand ft Lloyd
Dls Movie Stare

2d half
The Plckfords
Boland A Knight
Chas L Fletcher
Amoros A Jeanett*
•Sig N'wman's Orch
Dls Movie Stars

BOSTON
Orpheum

Penman A Lillian
Besthoff A M'ss'ng*r
Maxon A Brown

COUNT TRIE

PERRONE and OLIVER
in a "Song Symphony"

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT,

Chas Rogers Co
Bayes A Smith
Fern Bigelow A K

21 half
S Danolse Slnsters
Murray A Maddox
Mignon
Toyland Follies
(One to OH)

Avenue B
Ben Franklyn Co
Sam K Mann
Carl A Ines
Brady A Mahoney
Horl'k A Sarampas'

2d half
Margaret A Alvares
Mabel Drew
Tllyou A Rogers
J R Johnson Co
(One to Oil)

BROOKLYN
Metropolitan

LaMont Trio
Orey A Old Rose
Qulxey Four
Tuck A Clare

•Tom Martin Co
Barry A Lancaster
Kirksmlth Sister*

BUFFALO
Stat*

Victoria A Dupre
C A C McNaughtoa
In Wrong
Jean Granese
Drown Gardn'r A B

CHICAGO
Rlallo

Wyoming Duo
Ubert CarltonCAT Harvey
Matthews A Ayres
Larry Harktns Co

(LEVELAND
State

Raymond Plk*
P ft O Hall
T Honey Boys
Bernard A Leon*
Piatov ft Natalie
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rNDON, CA*T
Iasw

•DeBourgh Si*

jjippon Duo
r»rdo A Noll

M half

Loun London
Harry Mason Co
Jimmy S*vo Co

MEMPHIS
state

•Syneo
• DHbridr* & <*

yuinns' & Smith
Ethel Davis Co
Fori* & W«t

2d half

O'NHU #t O'N'illl

Whltin* * Dunn
Adler &. Clark
Band A Lloyd
Jfoaa A Manning Sis

MII.WALKfcK
Miller

folyanna t

QuinnV A Pm.ih
thel Davis Cm
FOiis A W«ct

OTTAWA. CAN.
t . . >»

Hoffman A Jessis
Villon Sisters ,
Stolen SwttM
Hqrhie Clark ••

<Jra««»r A I»aailor

FAI.IMADISM IK
f.uuls L*e
« Atrial Stars,

Trtlla Co

PROVIDKNCE
Eatery

FWt.her Ot Pasa'ls
t'hadwick A Taylor
*B A N Walnvrrlght
Senator Murphy
Amaranth Sis Co
(One to fill)

2d half
Dreon Sisters
Golden Bird

DENTIST
Prices within ressoa to ths profsssloa.

Dr. M. Q. CARY
N. W. Cor. State and Randolph fits.

Second floor over Drug Sturs
Entrance • W. Randolph St. % CHICAGO

AGN —CHAS.

FINLAY and HILL
in "Vodvil a la Mode"

with ENRICO CARUSO SBORDI

.•

Ford A Goodrich
Stars P.ecord
Dew is A Rogers
Lieut Thetlon Co

MONTREAL
Loew

Mankin
MHntyre A Halc'b
Bob Ferns Co
Mumford A Stanley
Indian Reveries

NEWARK, N. J.

State
Maxine A Hobby
Lehr A Kennedy
Jordan Saxton Co
Harrison Moss
Will Stantoa Co

NEW ORLEANS
Cresrcat -

•Ella I.aVall
•Rolley & Billy
Fred Swartx Co
•Bond Morse
•Lytell Twins A S

2d half
•Synco
•Del bridge A G

Geo Morton
Hubert Dyer Co
(Two to fill)

SPRINGFIELD
Broadway

Hubert Dyer Co
Geo Morton
Golden Bird

2d h*if
Chadwick A Tayl'rBAN Wainwrigbt
Senator Murphy
Amaranth Sis A Co
(One to fill)

TORONTO
Younge St.

Francis A Wilson
A A L Wilson
M Montgomery Co
Lasar A Dal*
Mrs. Eva Fay

WASHINGTON
Strand

Holden & Graham
Chas Martin
Fay Rash 3
Wilson A Jerome
Mammy 4b Gold D 1

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
BUFFALO.
Lafayette

Rubini & Diana
•Stone A Hallo
Little Miss Nobody
•Faber A Walters
4 Errottos

CHICAGO
Midway

Australian Baltua

Warden * Burt
•3 Hoopnters

E. LIVERPOOL, O.

Strand

Geo I."Shay
Roof Garden 3
(Two to nil)

FILTON, N. T.
' Quirk

JACK POWELL SEXTETTE
HEADLINING VANTAGES CIRCUIT

Week of June 4. Winnipeg

•Art—Adair
•P A Reynolds Sis
(Two to All)

2d half .

•Blttner Brothers
Mike Bernard
(Three to OH) '

Mill I.ICOTHE. O.

Majeetle •

Dale A Toung
•Tips A Tap*
(One to All)

CINCINNATI
Cheater Park

Howard & Louise
Sam Lee
Bernard A Erma
•Herbert A Oersnon
•Demure Null A V

(OMMBI'S, O.

Olentangy Park
Genero Sisters
Rossow Midgets
•Ray Reid
Garland A Smith

CORTLAND. N. Y.
Cortland

Mr A Mrs S Darrow
Grace Doro
Morgan A Gray

Mart el A Weat
Dillon & Martin
•Hardy Bros

GARY, 1ND.

Gary
2d half

•Australian Ballut
Burt Coleman
•Eleanor* Bella Co
Nelson A Nelson
(Two to fill)

JP.W CASTLE, IND.
Grand

•Prlmo Valley A D
•Herbert A Binnett
(One to All)

NIAGARA EALLS
Straad
1st half

Barnes A Hamilton
Knox A -McGowan
(Two to fill)

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Victoria
Grace King
Sherlocks' A Clint'n

2d halt
Barnes A Hamilton
Barto A Clark

I'uur Tainakas
(One i.. nil)

MINNEAPOLIS
• Hi Street

Sigsbet-n Doim
I^eonard A warnelt
Ton* Da vies Co
Desley Sisters
Bender A Armetr'g
Jimmy Dunn
(One to Jill)

ST. LOUS
Grand

Yost A Clody
France St Jerome
Stanley ft Wilsons'
Gordon ft Day
•Hick'y ft Hart Rev
Nick Hufford
Leona Hall ReV
3 Alex
Knapp A Cornelia

Kkydome
•Jack Polk

J A E Arnold
Berger ft Seainon
Arley A Gibson
(Three to fill)

SO. HEND, IND.
Palace

Sterling ft Uotd
6 Musical Nosses
Delbel ft Waters
(Two to fill)

2d half

Clayton ft Lennle
(Others to fill)

TOPEKA. KAN.
Novelty

•Tom Brantford
W ft M Siegfried
(Two to fill)

2d half

The Lampinis
Anderson Young Co
Mack ft Reading
(One to fill)

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
MINNEAPOLIS

Pontages
•Solbina ft Nugfl
Rendetta & Gray
Ale k o

Clark ft ONeli
Canadian Band

WINNIPEG
Pantagee

Prevost ft Goulet
Cornell Leona ft Z
Yvette) Co
O ft H Ellsworth
Cor'cida's Animals

SASKATOON
Pantagee
(li-isy

(Same bill plays
i i

Frarikie ft Johnnie
Callahan A Blisa

SAN FRANCISCO
Pantagee

Castleton ft Mack
Cronin ft Hart
Speeders
Walter Weems
fcruiks of Araby

OAKLAND, CAL.
Pantagee

Whirl of World
LOS ANGELES

Puntugrs
Phil La Tosca
Bid Gold A Bro
Honeymoon Ship

Sensational Head-Balancing Fqu Hbrltts

THE ORIGINAL

FOUR PHILLIPS
4June 1) Keith's Palace. New York

Management: MAX liflLLIF

Regina 14-16)
Minton Bros
Jones ft Sylvester
La Tell ft Yokes
Jack Powell I
Foley ft La Tour.
Roy A Arthur

EDMONTON
Pantagee

Petrams
•Nay Bros
Casson & Clem
Georgia Minstrels

* Travel
Ziska
Ulis ft Clark
Spanish Dancers
Jack St rouse
Redley Trio

SPOKANE
Pantagee

Lewis ft Brown
Knowles ft White
H Downing Co.
Marlon Clair
Long Tack Sam

SEATTLE
Pantagee

Adonia ft Dog
O'Meara ft Landis

Carl Mc-Cullough
Alexander.

SAN DIEGO
Pantagrs

Allen A Taxie
Pr'ncTn A Vernon
Dummies
Nan Halpcrin
Pasquallo Bros

LONG BEACH
Pantagee

D Lyons Duo
Reno Sis ft Allen
Burke ft Betty
Ned Norton Co
Regal & Moore
Hori Trio

SALT LAKE
Pantagee '

Five Chaplns
La Pine ft Emery
Marriage-Divorce
Flnlay ft 11.11

Willie Bros

OGDEN. t'TAII

Pantagee
(11-13)

Equilli Bros
Chick Supreme

WALTER ETHEL

.WARD and DOOLEY

BOB MURPHY "and"
suggests for your gummer vacation

Bingham Beach, South RoyaltoB. It.

Fred Grey Co

DETROIT
Colombia

Stanleys
Leonard A Germ'ne
•Cuttner ft Hoffm'n
Stanley Doyle A R
•Alice Remsrn
K'lahuhi Hawaiian*

SPRINGFIELD, O.

Regent
Dublin Trio „
Talsa Sisters
Roof Garden 3

(One to 111!)

2d half
Geo LaShay
•Welton & Marsnall
I Blue Devils
(One to fill)

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
CHICAGO
Majestic

Trcnelle Trio
Morgan ft Ray
Lee ft Cranston
Valand Gamble
Rubini Sisters
Gene Greene

2d half
Rodford ft Madden
Harry Rappl
John Alden Co

R'NSAS CITY, MO.
Globe

•Woodland Trio

JACK CLIFF

THOMAS and HAYMAN
ECCENTRIC DANCERS

Have, signed for New York production,
(HAM IIERLA1N BKOWN Office

"... LK '- —
)g| Arnold
Watson Ac St Alva
Cannon Stater*

2d half
Tom Brantford
W A M Siegfried
• Two to fin)

MIIWM *#EK
Majestic

n< rg a English
Williams & Ho* .."1

Gallets Monks
M. «lbury A. Bltil

Stanley & Mi-Come

Johnson A Baker
(One to fill)

ABERDEN, S. D.
Orpheum
(15-16)

V & M Collins
•Mowatt & Mullen
'Milton ft Lehman

FARGO, N. D.

(•rand
F A XI Collins
•Mowatt A Mullen
•Mill on A Lehman

Pole's M'ldy Maids
Youth
D'wn'g A O'Rourke
La France Bros

VANCOUVER
Pantagee.

The McBanns
C'n'olly A Francis
Telephone Tangle
GaDeri hi Sisters. .

Warren A O'Brien
Les Gladdons

BELLINGHAM
Pantagee

Leon ft Mitsie
Purcella ft Ramsey
Juliet Dike
Clay Crouch
Tares Falcons

TACOMA
Pantagee

Fsrly ft Laight
H Seymour Co
Kranz ft White
Gautler's Toy Shop

Ross A Roma
Lewis A Norton
Hob La Salle
Joe Jackson

DENVER
Pantagee

Hope Vernon
Dewey A Rogere
Cave Man Love
Davla A McCoy,

.

Harvard Holt A K
COLO. SPRINGS

Pantagee
(11-13)

(Same bill plays
Pueblo H-l«)

Schepp'a Clrous
Lillian B'khart Co
Chas Howard Co
Hubbells Band
Toney and George

OMAHA, NEB.
Pantagee

Sheik's Favorite

OBITUARY
•

CARL W. DODGE cast of "1492," which had a sensa-

Carl \\ . Dodge, one of the leading
cellists of the Metropolitan opera
house in New York City, was found
shot to »1< at h last Friday morning
near Brattleboro, Vt. The authori-
ties stated the case as one of suicide.

Dodge disappeared from Law ton
Hall of the Brattleboro. Retreat last

Wednesday. He had been at the
.Retreat lo receive treatment for a
nervous breakdown. No news of the

tional run at the Casino in 1893.

He had been in pictures for the last

ten years or so. His wife, profes-

sionally known as Mary Malatesta,

survives. Interment was In Chi-

cago,

IN LOVING MEMORY

of our dearly beloved and devoted

Mother

LEAH MANDEL
who passed away June 3d, 1923

The Memory of her goodness still

ever remain as a shining light and a

living monument to her heartbroken

children.

EVA, SADIE, FANNY, DORA.

missing man was given out until
the arrival of his brother, William
F. Dodge, leader of the Hotel Tou-
raine orchestra, of Boston.
When found the body of Dodge

was about a mile from Law ton Hall.
His straw hat and a revolver lay
near his body. There was a ballot

wound in his head.
Burial was in Natick, Mass.

CHARLE8 F. PIDGIN
Charles F. Pidgin, author. stat

Jstician and playwright, died June
4 at his home in Melrose. Mass.,
aged 78. At first a Journalist, he
later made an intensive study into
the field of statistics, becoming one
of the most expert men in the coun-
try in that line. This apparently
dry occupation did :.ot prevent him

Lady Elizabeth Robinson Greet]

the beloved mother of

MAURICE GREET
(tor many years associated with
Mr. Krlanger and Mr. Klaw)

passed peacefully away on May 30,

1923, after a long Illness, at Souths.;*,

England. ?

from writing all sorts of imagina-
tive things on the side. He wrote
many novels, poems, short stories

and special articles, as well as sev-
eral songs and the libretti for

operas, cantatas and musical come-
dies. His best known novel was
"Quiney Adams Sawyer." He was
married three times, his first two
wives dying many years ago.

MRS. ANNETTE O. DE BONDY
Mrs. Annette Olivier DeBondy, or-

ganist of SL Jean Baptiste Church,
Lynn, Mass., and widow of Prof.

Joseph O. D. De Bondy, well known
organist, died at her home In that

city May 31, age4!! 69. Lwsa

She was director of dramatics in

the parochial schools of the city.

She had been in poor health since

the deu'h of her husband, several

POTTER and GAMBLE
B. F. KEITH CIRCUIT

Direction: THOS. J. riTXPATHIOK

PORTLAND, ORE.
Pantagee

Msrtin«-tte
Conn A Alhert
Klass A Mrllliant
Framis Renault
<;« <> Mayo
Dance Evolutions

Travel

(Open week)
Chuck Haas
Whitehead A- Band
Laurie De Vine

KANHAS CITS
Pantage*

Rial A T.indstrom
Little Cinderella
Fernando Page
Morrissey & Young
Uuardnmith Rros

MEMPHIS
Pantnges

I,a Dora A U'kman
Hurt Walton
Virginia Helles
Rok' rs Ray & R
Mendozas

IN LOVING MEMORY
OF MY DEAR DEPARTED

MOTHER
Who PasseJ From Life's Stage

June tth. 1922.

DOROTHY RUSSELL

WILLIAM WOR8LEY
Wiiliam Worsley died of pneu-

monia May 31 at Roanoke, Va.,

where Worsley and Hillard were
phiying an engagement at the Keith
house. The deceased was formerly
with Jimmy Hussey, also with Hus-
sey in "The Shimmey Police Sta-

tion." Worsley has been with Hil-

lard for about a year. They were
playing the Keith southern houses
when Worsley was taken ill and re-

moved to a hospital in Roanoke. He
died after a few days' illness.

MRS. DALE SHANNON
Mrs. Dale Shannon, stage and

screen actress, died June 1 at her
home in New York City after a
Abort illness. She was for many
years a principal with the Fore-
paugh Stock of Cincinnati, and later

played Lubin Films.
She wus one of the leading

pctresses of the Catholic Actors'

QuQd and three yeirs ago played
Jonn ot Arc in a benefit given by
that organization at Fordham Uni-
versity

LIZZIE KENDAL
Lizzie Kendal, in private life Mrs.

James R. McCann, died May 30 at
her home in Coytesville, X. J., from
paralysis. The deceased was §7
:> I'iii-s of age and headed her own
repertory company through the
middle west during the '80's. Sub-

IN MEMORY
of my' beloved huabanU

WEST AVEY
Who passed away February «\ 1922.
A Pal whose memory will live in my

heart forever.

LUCILLE.

soqucntly Miss Kendal appeared In
support of Kate Claxton, Adelaide
Thurston and Kate Putnam. Inter-
ment was in Brooksldc Cemetery,
Englewood, X. J. Mr. McCann sur-
vives.

MRS. J. A. DOBSON
Mrs. J. A. Dobson, aged 84, died

May 29, at her home, 15 West 108th
st*eet, Xew York. The deceased
was a newspaper woman, and had
made many translations for the

IN MEMORIAM

William Henry Beasley
Devoted husband of Jetly and father

Of the Beasley Twins.

May his dear soul rest In peace.

stage. She was .the mother of Mrs.
Helen Avery Hardy, and the grand-
mother of Dorlg Hardy.

LEO FRANKEL
Leo Frankel, legitimate actor,

last with Lew Fields' "Snaoshots of
1922," died at Bellevue Hospital,

New York, of septicamia. May 29.

His death is also reported In the
news columns of this issue, on
page 1. •

ADAM WOOD
Adam Wood, 38 years old, of the

former Wood Brothers' 'Vim,
Beauty and Health" revue, died,

after a long Illness, at his home,
3107 Xorth Front street, Phila-
delphia. June 1.

THOMA8 COGSWELL
Thomas Cogswell, for ten years

associated with the Nellie Gil) play-
ers, died June 2 in the Heaton hos-* -

pital, Montpelier, Vt, following an
operation. Mr. Cogswell graduated
from Dartmouth college in 1899. He
belonged to the Odd Fellows lodge
at Gilmanton Iron Works, X. H.. and
the Wyoming lodge. No. 80. F. &
A. M., at North Montpelier. The
funeral and burial was held June
6 at Gilmanton Iron Works, N. H.

ABRAHAM PHILIPS
Abraham Philips, known to scores

of theatrical people as. "Pop," died
June 9, at his New York City h me,
after a prolonged attack of dla* etes,

ag^d 72. He was one «. ! the pioneers

of the theatre ticket business, and
in recent years condu ed the first

agency to be established next to

Keiths Talace. After retiring from
the wholesale firework business
many .ears ago, he opened a
ticket bureau next to the old Hay-
market theatre on Sixth avenue. He
was ins tr .mental in giving a start

to Joe Leblang, who owned a small
cigar « - • * opposite him. lie leaves
a son, who is manager Of n 42nd
street film theatre, a'nd two daugh-
ters, one of whom is the wife of
Mitch Marks of the E. B. Marks
Musir Publishing Co.

Camillo Chevillard, the leading
brchestra conductor of France, died
recently in Paris, age'd 64. The de r

ceased was president of various
French musical societies, a chevalier
of the Legon of Honor and a pro-
fessor of music at the Conservatory.
He was also a composer of note and *

a publicist with considerable pres-
tlce

Ths mother of Fred and Ernest- ••

De Bondy died May ' 31 at ' Lyhn, '

Massachusetts. She is survived by
a sister and two sons. Fred De
Bondy is associated With the Mari-
nelli Afcency Keith agents.

•

..' .

The mother of Samuel Schwrirtg-
herg, theatrical attorney, died, on
May 29. . .

•

The father of Betty Blossom, a
dancer with "The Pepper Box Be

-

vUe," died in San Francisco on Mon-
day, June 4.

The mother of Winfleld Sheehan
v led at her home in Buffalo, June 4.

The musical stock company at the
Crphcum, Oklahoma City, opened
Sunday for a summer repertoire of
about 26 weeks. The open in at-
traction is "A Reckless Eve." The
company totals 27, and Includes
Madeline Randall, Tom Rofs, Jane
Haxelton, Jack West, Jack Collins,

Leo Lewis, Nell English. Edgar
Smith, Miriam Conway, Max Ford,
and 32 choristers. Jim Buckley Is

the manager.

months ago. She is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Annette Connery.
formerly on the stage, wife of Con-
gressman William P. Connery, Jr.

The Castle, Lonp Beach, Long
Island, recently taken over by the

Greater Xew York Theatres Corp.

(the Keith-B. S. Moss group in the

Keith offices), starts with a com-

bination policy of pop vaudeville
and pictures Juno 15. Danny Sim-
mons will book the vaudeville. The
1'ills for the summer at least will

hold live acts.

EDWIN B. JACK
Edwin B. Jack, theatrical man-

ager and agent, died suddenly May
31, In the Lambs' Club, of Xew York
city. He was 61.and for many years
had been associated with his cousin,
Roland Reed. He was born in Phila-
delphia, the son of John Jack, a*

Shakespearean actor with a <iis-

ttaguished n cord as an oftVer in the
Civil War. The deceased began his
career SS ,i reporter. He served
during i he World War with the
Oversea*! Theatre League

GUS PIXLEY
'Ins I'ixley, prominent as a come-

dian and a musical comedy favorite
from 1*90 to 1910, died at Baranae
Lake June 2. He arrived at the

health resort nine days before his

death. Tin deceased, about Bf, was
a brother of Annie Plxl* y, and came
of a theatrical family. He entered
the show business as a youth. Dur-
ing hs career he played In prac-

tical!] « • i > branch of.amusements.
Jl» wn,.« a member of the original
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THE HELD HAS BROADENED
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SHOW BUSINESS EVERYWHERE

NO MORE "PICTURES" ONLY

NO MORE "SMALL TIME"

XORE "BIG TIME"

NOTHING BUT SHOW BUSINESS
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NEW MATINEE IDOL

HITS LONDON HARD

FORTUGE DIES

Carl Brisson, Good Looking

Dane, Mobbed by Women in

. "Merry Widow"

London. June 6.

A new musical comedy star was
offered to the London public in Carl
Brisson, who appeared as Prince
Danilo in the revival of "The Merry
Widow" at Daly's. He scored tre-

mendously and the following night
was mobbed at the stage door by a
bunch of romantic young women
who insisted on embracing him.
They were so strenuous in their

demonstrations they well-nigh tore
his clothes to pieces.

Brisson Is a good-looking young
Dane who first appeared here in a
dancing act with a woman in which
they performed a series of whirl-
wind dances that created no undue
excitement.
In looks he strongly resembles

Georges Carpentier and a few years
ago was the amateur boxing cham-
pion of the Continent. When Joe
Beckett, the heavyweight champion
of England, was training for his
fight with Carpentier, Brisson was
brought over for Beckett's sparring
partner, and was of such great as-
sistance to the English champion
the Frenchman walked right out of
his corner and knocked him cold
with a single punch.
Anyway, Brisson is the current

musical comedy idol. He has been
placed under a 10 years' theatrical
contract by James White, the mil-
lionaire producer of "The Merry
Widow" revival.

French Vaudeville Singer Attacked

with Pneumonia in Casino Revue

HUGO'S POETICAL HAY
1ST TIME IN PUBLIC

I

GUITRYS OPEN

•core Triumphantly Before Brilliant
Audience

London, June •
Sacha and Lucien Gultry opened

a six week*;' repertoire season at
the Oxford Monday before a brilliant
audience. They scored their usual
triumph.
Duse opens Thursday, playing

two matinees a week at the same
house.

AMERICANS IN EUROPE
Paris, May 29.

In Paris last week: Adolph S.
Ochs (N. Y. Times) and wife, en
route to London, and return to New
York early in June; Mrs. Renee
Brown, travel lecturer; Mrs. David
Belasco, Marjorie Rambeau, Miss
Wllla S. Cather, novelist; Albert ina
Rasch, Mrs. Nina Wilcox Putnam,
authoress (coming from Austria);
Charles Hubbard, tenor; John Mac-
Cormack, Roderick White, violinist,

from London; W. Tinlot, of N. Y.
Symphony orchestra; R. M. Haan,
St. Regis Hotel, N. Y.; Prof. Mark
J. Baldwin, lecturer; Elsie Jan Is,

from London, prior to sailing for
Hew York.
Tex McLeod is in Paris, singing

at a night cabaret instead of rope
throwing.
Wayne Spalding, pianist, made

his professional debut in Munich
last week.
Nelda Humphrey, soprano, of Ala-

bama, and Madeleine Du Carp,
pianiste, will give a short series of
concerts in Paris prior to their tour
in the United States In October.
Mme. Laurka, American dancer,

has arrived in Paris from Berlin,
where she has been delivering lec-
tures on "reiaxlsm."
William Martin, of Lowell, Mass.,

made his debut at the Opera Co-
mique, Paris, in "Werther," May 25.

COUNCILLOR FINED FOB LIBEL
Brussels, June 6.

Jacques Fermd, director of the
Royal Circus here, sued M. Oor,
member of the Brussels municipal
council, for having referred to him
as a "Dirty German" In the council
chamber during the controversy last
February relative to the* engage-
ment of German performers in Bel-
gian places of amusement.
Fermo was accused of favoring

Germanic acts at the Royal Circus
at the time the anti-German outcry
was started and the Paris music
halls invaded by an Independent
syndicate headed by a French singer
called Georglus, and the phrase re-
ferred to was uttered by Oor.
The Belgian court, while recog-

nizing a municipal councillor has
the power to criticize and control
the local public resorts, considered
the expression "dirty" beyond the
rights of criticism, and condemned*
Oor to pay 6.000 francs damages.
The circus manager, who is of Rou-
manian nationality, claimed 50,000
francs.

Paris, June 6.

A revised edition of the "En
Douce" revue has been produced at

the Casino de Paris, following the

departure of Madame Mistinguette.
Claudine Boria has replaced her in

the sketches.
Furluge, a French vaudeville

singer, after fulfilling* a short en-
gagement at the Ambassadors,
where rain interfered with the vau-
deville show, opened a starring en-
gagement with the Casino revue al-

though suffering from pneumonia
which compelled him to relinquish
the role the following day and re-

sulted in hi* death June 1. He was
35 years old.

Dorville, with St. Granier, remain
the C sino features, with the revue
also Including Jack Edwards, Amer-
ican dancer; Roy Barton, a com-
poser, and Harry Wills, a French
dancer.

"PEDLAB'S PIE" AT COURT
London, June 6.

"Pedlar's Pie," an exceptionally
effective touring revue, that com-
pares favorably with many West
End shows, upon which 10 times
the amount is expended for produc-
tion, opened June 2 at the Court

Wanger's Salary Suit Settled

London, June 6

Walter Wanger has settled his

suit for breach of contract against
the Provincial Cinematograph The-
atres.

Wanger's contract called for
•£5,000 annual- salary, and it is

understood he received a substan-
tial settlement.

"Deux Trouvailles de Gallus"

at Comedle Francaise—

Privately Produced

Paris, June I.

The first public presentation of

j
Victor Hugo's poetical three-act

play, "Deux Trouvailles de Gallqs,"

was given June 1 at the Comedle
Francaise. The piece had been pro-

duced privately during the author's
lifetime.

The story Is of Duke Gallus, who,
weary of his regular pleasures, at*-

tempjts to seduce a peasant girl,

promising her riches. The maiden
refuses and marries a poor man who
is the duke's nephew and lawful
heir to the ducal throne. Gallus
abdicates, resulting in the reign of
the nephew. Gallus tempts another
peasant, Elisabeth, who yields, be-
coming wealthy, with many titled

lovers. She ultimately commits sui-
cide because receiving no real love.

Gallus, stricken with remorse, re-
grets never having confessed he
really loved her.
The piece is well mounted. Raph-

ael Dufios plays Gallus and Roger
Gaillard the nephew, with Huguette
Dufios the faithful peasant and
Mme. Pierat the Elisabeth role.

Each gave a splendid performance.

\
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Spindly in Revue
Paris, June 8.

Mme. Spinelly, recently a mother,
with Harry Cahlll as a dancing
partner, has joined Rip's revue at
the Theatre du Vaudeville.

DEATHS ABR0AI
The death is announced of Louis

Olivier at Paris. French journalist
and critic, aged 68 years.

HARVEY'S ENGLISH REP. CO.

London, June 6

Martin Harvey resumes his Eng-
lish tour in August preparatory to
sailing early in the autumn for
America with an entire English
repertoire company.

"Natacha" Adapated.

London, June 6. -

Dorothy Drake and Sydney Blow
have adapted "Le Vertige" from the
French of Demere and renamed it

"Natacha."
Their adaptation has been ac-

cepted for production by A. H.
Woods.

SOUTH AFRICA
By H. HANSON

At the Opera House Leonard
Rayne's Stock Company staging
series of melodramas including
"Royal Divorce," "Silver King."
"Lights O' London," "Two 'Little
Vagabonds.", and "The Sign of the
Cross." Freda Godfrey, as clever
and versatile as she is pretty, plays
the leads. Miss Godfrey is an ac-
tress who has the gift of attractive
stage personality.

Commencing May 8 Yorke and
Adams start at thp Opera house in
"Partners Again." under direction
of African Theaters, Ltd.

Alhambra, (African Theaters, Ltd.)
has the pick of the pictures. The
very fine film "Saturday Night"
proved winner. "The Loves of
Pharaoh," superb spectacle, drew
capacity. May 1-2, the splendidly
produced film "I Accuse" drew* ca-
pacity. Many words in the cap-
tions are misspelled, a real fault
with foreign producers. May 3-5,
"The Dust Flower." May 7, "Paddy,
the Next Best Thing," (Mae Marsh).
"Orphans of the Storm" May 28.
At the Tivoli good bills of acts at-
tracting good houses. Week April
18, Leah Victoria, billed as "Jolly
Dutch Girl." gets applause for that
number. Her other songs are weak.
Sydney and Adelaide. Australian
act, a clever turn. Frank Powell,
comedian, fair. Cornelia and Ed-
die, comedy acrobats, big, with ex-
cellent act. Ann Stephenson and
Allan McBeth do well as enter-
tainers. Daisy Griff, comedienne of
ability, nice dresses and stvle, al-
though voice not strong, kemble
and Morton, comedy cycling, good,
with man doing all the work. Week
April 25, Jack Barty, corned lap.
puts over some funny stuff, tut
spoils his show with swear words.
May Sherrard, billed as "The New
Style Comedienne." failed to grip
with her act. Dorval and Daley,
wire act. Leah Victoria, come-
dienne, Kemble and Morton, comedy
cycling act; Daisy Griff, Cornelia
and Eddie. Week May 2. Edward
J. Wood. Vocalist, good reception.
Marie Ellerslie, does a nc . semi-
contortion tur.i, her movements be-
ing artistic, without overdoing. Dan
Bros., and Sherry, dancing and
singing, no special punch. Jessie
Broughton and Dennis Creedon, re-
turn visit, real attractive musical
act. May Sherrard, comedienne.
Jack Barty, comedian. Dorval and
Daley, wire act. Week May 9, Jack
Shields, comedian. Lolita, violinist
Jack Stocks. "The Woman Hater."
Dan Bros, and Sherry, Marie Ellers-
lie. May Sherrard, Broughton and
Creedon.

Ada Reeve, the Englith * actress,
had to cancel her South African
tour under the , direction of Leon. •"

Rayne, due to' nervous breakdown
on heV arrival at Durban Natal from
Australia. She has gone to Eng-
land.

Manager Lerner at the Grand is

providing attractive programs for
his patrons. April 23-25 "A Virgin
Paradise" (Pearl White); 26-28.
"Black Beauty"; April 30-May 2,

"The Invisible Power" (House Pe-
ters and Irene Rich); 3-6, "The
Fox" (Harry Carey); 8-10, "The
Furnace" (Agnes Ayres and Milton
Sills).

Wolfram's, the popular three-ses-
sion picture hall, is drawing ca-
pacity nightly. April 23-25, "The
Bait" (Hope Hampton); 26-28,
"Come On Over" (Colleen Moore);
April 30-May 2, "When Romance
Rides." The serial. "The Adven-
tures of Robinson Crusoe," Is
screened at this house; 3-6, "One
Wonderful Night" (Herbert Rawlin-
son).

The Globe, Woodstock, is a pop-
ular suburban hall doing good busi-
ness. April 23-25. "The Valley of
the Giants" (Wallace Reid); 26-28,
"The Fighting Lover" (Frank Mayo;
April 30-May 2, "The Man from Be-
yond" (Harry Houdini) ; 3-5, "Rep-
utation" (Priscilla Dean).

The Premier, Rondebosch, under
the able supervision of Manager H.
Phillips, Is a favorite resort. April
26-28, "The Wonderful Thing'
(Norma Talmadge).

Regal, Wynberg, well- patronized
hall. April 26-28, "Serenade" (George
Walsh).

New Pavilion, Clarcmont. Doing
good business. April 26-28. "Diana
of the Crossways" (Fay Compton).

The South African Government
income tax authorities are on the
war path. They are determined to
levy the tax on all artistes visiting
South Africa in receipt of big sala-
ries. It will mean that all managers
will be compelled to submit state-
ments of salaries paid to acts. Ar-
tistes who are boosted through ad-
vertisements as receiving sky-high
salaries will come down to cold
print In genuine figures. Details
wilt not be made public.

A roller skating rink is being run
by a local private hotel, adjoining

(Continued on page 46)

(Continued from page S)

rental of £8.750 and 10 per cent of
any net profits.

Graham Moffat law In London
looking for a theatre Tit which to
revive "Bunty Pulls the Strings."
Prior to doing this, however, he
will be seen again in Westt End
vaudeville with the sketch, "UntH
the Bells Ring," which he recently
did at the Coliseum.

Walts" at the Gaiety. "Ned Kc
of Old Drury" at Drury Lane at
"A Night of Temptation" at tl

Lyceum. The Bransby William ve
sion of "David Copperfleld" opens
the Lyceum, June 0.

"Papa" Cragg. the head of the
marvelous Cragg troupe of acrobats,
was 77 years of age May 26. He has
been an acrobat for over 61 years,
has been married four times, and
is responsible for 24 children, 14
grandchildren and 19 great-grand-
children. The other old "stars" who
are still very much in evidence are
James Finney, the swimmer, and
Paul Martinetti, the pantomimist
whose performance of "Robert Ma-
caire" was one of the vaudeville
sensations many years ago.

The Theatrical Garden Party will
take place June 26 in the grounds
of the Royal Hospital, Chelsea. The
star turn will be "The Urand Gog-
gle Theatre." with Sir Gerald du
Maurier as showman.

Paul Specht and his orchestra
will be the attraction at the Lyons
Corner House restaurant in Coven-
try street. This restaurant will
seat 4,500 guests, and the catering
allows for ten million meals a year.
The staff will number 1.700, includ-
ing 900 waitresses, and a special
pumping plant in one basemen); will
provide the five public floors with
fresh air. The restaurant opened
May 30.

H. A. Langiois, one of England's
oldest tutors, died suddenly May 7
while engaged on political work.
He was over 71 years of age. Be-
fore becoming an actor he had an
adventurous life, beginning as a
volunteer in the Fran?o- Prussian
war, and during the late European
war his services were retained by
the War Office for recruiting pur-
poses. Of late years he was prin-
cipally known as a giant in panto-
mime, and has played the part in
most of the important London and
provincial houses. His last appear-
ance was last February.

Following on the GuMiver Clrcul
the Variety Theatres Consohdat*
(Syndicate Halls) are going in heai
ily for legitimate bookings, revut
and musical comedies. The manage*
ment declare they have not turnc
their backs on "variety," but
giving a wider interpretation to thi
somewhat maligned word. One
the largest theatres on this circuit
which Includes the Euston. noi
known as the Regent, is to be en«
tirely rebuilt as a legitimate houi
although it will be suitable for al
classes of entertainment, including
films. A first-class restaurant will
be run in conjunction with this
house.

PARIS
Paris, May 28.

Boucot, a local comic, often seen
in revues, will replace Maurice
Chevalier in "La Haut" at the
Bouffes - Parisiens when Maurice
leaves to play "Dede" in New York
in June. Boucot goes after to the
Folies Dramntique for operetta.

"Le Roi Pausole," adapted from
the novel of Pierre Louys by Albert
Willemetz,_ to music by Christine,
is to be created at the Theatre
Daunou early next season. .

The Cabaret de la Cbaumlere will

be taken over by Leonce Paco, a
chansonnier, next season.

Mile. Spinelly (a happy mother
since the last few weeks) will re-
place Gaby Montbreuse and Su-
zanne Raymond, local stars, in the
second edition of Rip's revue at the
Theatre du Vaudeville shortly.'
People here are beginning to won-
der why Mile. Andree Alvar left

Sylvestre's rehearsals some time
ago at this house.

Jean Worms has been engaged by
Cora Laparcerle for leads at the
Theatre Mognrdor next season.

Dorothy Minto's season at the
Ambassadors with "The Piccadilly
Puritan" will end June 2. Reandean
will produce John Hastings Turn-
er's play, "Lilies of the Field,"
June 5.

"M. le Trouhadec Saisi Par la
(

Debauche," by Jules Romains. has
been transferred from the Comedle
des Champs Elysees to the Renais-
sance to replace "The Sign on the
Door" during the summer manage-
ment of Felix Camoin.

Robert Courtheldge is considering
a revival of "Paddy the Next Best
Thing" in the West End during the
autumn.

Among the attractions at the The-
atrical Garden Party will be a bur-
lesque of the "Insect Play," now
running at the Regent. The pro-
posed title is "Keating of Old
Drury." The Garden Party, the big
stage social function of the year
raises annually a large sum ofmoney for the Actors' Orphanage.

J. T. Grein, playwright, producer,
critic, has taken over the old Pa-
vilion, Whitechapel, and will run it
as a "People's Theatre," somewhat
on the lines of the "Old Vic"

"The Last Waltz" finishes at the
Gaiety June 2. after which Jose Col-
lins will take a holiday. Immedi-
ately on her return rehearsals will
begin for the new Catherine of Rus-
sia play, which has been written by
Robert Evett and Reginald Arkell.
Jose Collins will play Empress Cath-
erine, a female despot about whose
character historians differ.

Although the new A. A. Milne
play, "Success," was supposed to
follow "Isabel, Edward and Anne"
at the Haymarket. it is now an-
nounced as the successor to the
"Jack Straw" revival at the Cri-
terion.

Edward Laurillard has secured the
entire rights of a new musical play
by Arthur Wimperis and Harry M
Vernon, entitled "John and Mary."
Wimperis is also responsible for the
lyrics, and the music is by Edward
Kunneke, the composer of "The
Cousin from Nowhere" and "Love's
Awakening."

Mile. Falconetti is booked for next
season at the Theatre des Arts by
R. Darzens, to hold the lead in
Claude Anet's piece, "Fille Perdue."

Isadora Duncan offered a series
of dancing exhibitions at the Tro-
cadero last week, devoting her poses
to Wagner and Tchaikovsky, with
Busser and de Lausnay conducting
in turn. It was a musical treat, but
no one was turned away.

/

Maurice Rostand (son of the late
poet Edmond) filed with the Come-
dle Francaise his latest effusion in
three acts, which he has entitled
"La Mort des Amants," being bor-
rowed from the famous sonnet of
Baudelaire. It has now been ac-
cepted by the reading committee, to
be produced next season.

Georges de Porto - Riche, tha
French playwright, born at Bor-
deaux, 1849. author of "Le Passe."
"Amoureuse," "Le Viell Homme"
and many other successful psycho-
logical comedies, has been finally
elected a member of the French
Academy, after waiting many years.
But Porto-Riche should not com-
plain over less talented writers hav-
ing been chosen before him, for It
is of public notoriety that no mod-
ern author has produced any work
that will go down to posterity after
having entered the Academy. It
seems to be the living graveyard ofFrench authors.

Reginald Sharland is seriously ill
and out of the cast of "Brighter
London." at the Hippodrome. His
£},

r
,!?

are be,n* P'aycd by Walter
Williams.

Alfred Denville. the pioneer of bis
stock companies here, is thinking of
crossing to America to see if condi-
tions are favorable for opening up
big there. He is at the moment run-
ning nhout a dozen big "stocks"' here
and has also several first-class road
shows. Among his road shows have
been "The Miracle" and "Joseph and
His Brethren," from His Majesty's.

Four shows finish In the West End
on June 2—"The Piccadilly Purl-
tan ' at the Ambassadors, "The Last

Olympla, June 1: Albertina Rasch,
classical dancing act; Perchicot,
i>aura de Santelmo, Spanish dancer:Kanni and Lula. Hawaiian dancers:
Lple and Her Musical Comedy;
fi*

'ns Boards, trapeze; Bowdenand Garde, cyclists; Irakasime,
Russian cantatrica; Diva Aida,
Italian singer; Omero Duo, Anse-
roul Troupe, Fortunello (clowns),
Abbins in looning the loop, Politt,
\ anca. Les Frllli.

Pilcer Entertaining in Cabaret

TT
Paris. June 8.

Harry Pilcer has been engaged as
master of ceremonies for the Am-
bassadeur's supper rooms In the
Champs Elysees. going there night-
ly after dancinnr in the revue at the
Palace. *

Pilcer has been booked for a new
revue at the Capucines next season.

Mrs. Castle Announces Short Stay
London. June 6.

Irene Castle upon arrival here an-
nounced she would return to the
States upon the completion of a
two weeks' dancing engagement at
the Embassy Club.
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This theatre has changed its pol-

icy from 10 acts and two reels of

pictures to eight acts and a feature
picture. The present policy will re-

main throughout the summer. Wes-
ton and Eline headline the vaudeville
bill, and Gaston Glass in "The Hero"
is the feature picture.

This week's bill contains a lot of

good comedy, and ran smoothly until

Carey, Bannon and Marr came on.

The latter member walked off in the
middle of the second number and did

not return to finish the act. The
other two sang a couple of numbers
and also walked off. It was notice-
able that the trio did not complete
their act.

Opening the show was Anita Diaz
and monks. This act carries a spe-
cial set and the animals go through
a fast and difficult routine. Wyeth
and La Rue, a man and woman
singing, dancing and juggling, held
next position. Their opening gag
and the balloon blowing are the
property of other acts. The woman,
who is the major portion of the act,

makes a nice appearance, can also
deliver a number and is a good
dancer. The act got over on the
woman's ability.
Menning Sisters, two girls who

pluy violin .and harp, are both capa-
ble musicians antt have a good se-
lection of numbers. Johnny Keane,
a young man with a pleasing voice,
hns that necessary punch and per-
sonality to make him two-a-day act,

but needs material if he wants to

better himself. Fox and Kelly in a
comedy skit. "Good Byv." which was
recently called "Babies," had the

audience screaming. They are both
capable performers. Carey, Bannon
and Marr occupied this position, but
walked off. Weston and Kline

cleaned up in the next-to-closin» po-

sition with their comedy talk. The
female member of the team is a
clever comedienne and the man is a
good straight. The cafe scene that

they did for an encore was also ap-
preciated. Harry Abrams and Co.,

a novelty singing and dancing act,

in which there are four people,

closed the show and held them. The
act carries a special set and make
several changes of costumes, closed

to three bows.

The hottest Sunday afternoon of

the year did not keep amusement
seekers away from the Balace. It

was packed with a very apprecia-
tive audience, who witnessed one of

the best bills seen at this house in

a long time.
Van and Schenck, second, week,

divided headline honors with Leon
Errol, and these artists ran away
with the show. .However, this does
not mean that they were the only

hits on th6 bill. There was so much
good vaudeville that the Palace pa-
trons reveled In real good entertain-

ment despite the torrid atmosph* r<\

The bill got a good start with the

White Brothers. One is a contor-

tionist executing difficult feat* that

were almost uncanny, while the

oth*r furnished comedy in acrobatic

tumbling. No. 2, the Misses Bea-
trice Gardcll and Ruth Tryor, as-

sisted by Narcelle White, head a

picturesque novelty in dance crea-

tions. This act was staged by Ed
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Beck and sponsored by the Orpheum
Circuit production department. Beck
has selected in Gardell and Pryor
girls who have personality and can
dance. Added to this they are
youthful, and regardless of the heat
workcel with a zest that brought
them big applause for their efforts.

The act Is good enough to have a
better spot, but there were so many
other worthy offerings on the bill it

could not be done.

Dooley and Storey can always be
depended upon to furnish comedy,
and they did not disappoint. Dooley
had a few new comedy cjuips that
evoked much laughter and his pret-
ty little partner proved a good foil

for his comedy.
Jean Adair has not only selected a

good vehicle in "The Cake Eaters,"
but she has surrounded herself with
a capable cast. The playlet is filled

with modern slang expressions, and
Miss Adair's attempts to keep pace
with this specie provoked no end of

laughter. Credit should be given
Laura Bee, who portrayed the "flap-

per," getting all she could out of the

part. Both boys are also splendid
In their parts.
Earl and Carl Tearson and Cleo

Newport, return at this house, kept

pace with the Other hits on the pro-
gram with their acrobatic dancing,
while Miss Newport sang a COUplC
of songs to her own piano accom-
paniment. The trio have a good
opening "nut" song that gave the

act a big start.

Errol got a big hand on his m-
tranee. He is doing his famous
"Take-off" of an Inebriate which he
did several years ago. it Is called
• 'The finest. " Enol is nn artist who
gets the most out of every gesture
or sit oat ion Alf James .i a I he butler

Is an excellent straight man for

Rrrol, and the audience was k< pt in

<>n. continuous bowl. He w;is forced
to a Speech which was short arid

timely.
Win nrid S«-h#-M«-k ofi«t«<l a. lo

new song* f' r tliMr sc< ond w •

They rendered five numbers and did
thr««' encores, As a fin.ii touch for

comedy they sang "Running Wild,"
with Leon Rrrol doing a marathon,
in which the boys Joined, the thre<
running through the audience and
back to the stage again, where they
tOOk tbeir bows much to the amuse.
rrunt of the audience,
"Rainbow's End" was n fitting

. N.y. i Here Is a poking art with
nature's own coloring' Four well-

formed girls furnish living pictures
with electrical effects that bring it

above acts of similar caliber. The
act has such entertaining value that
the audience remained seated, until
the finish.

Loop*

Gene Wilson, now here as com-
pany manager of "Bight Win** and
Beer," is being strongly advocated
for the new manager's Job at the
Woods Adelphl theatre, which is
slated to open the latter part of
August. For his long and faithful
service with the Woods offices it is
reckoned that Wilson is entitled to
the plum ahead of the other appli-
cants. Wilson is widely known here,
at one time being strongly men-
tioned as the probable Woods repre-
sentative when the Jake Rosenthal
regime closed. It is known that
Wilson will happily forsake road
touring if the Woods office awards
him the job at the Adelphl.

Yost and Clady, man and woman
clay modeling, the man doing most
of the work, while the woman pre-
pares the clay, which helps kill the
waiting time. There Is a little talk
that means the same.
The O'Connor Sisters, one with a

sweet soprano and the other nlto,
kept to straight singing. Their
routine proved pleasing to the four-
a-day crowd. "Broadway to the
Bowery" a typical family time flash
act of four people with three scenes
with plenty of singing and dancing,
helped to speed the bill along. It
also has a little music, finishing
with an old fashioned Bowery
dance, the girl taking the falls,
which produced a little painful com-
edy.
Ben Nee One, who hills hlmselj

as one of the four hundred million,
proves himself just that, with a
trick opening of singing off stage
an Irish ballad. He mfckes his ap«
pearance In his native Chinese cos-
tume, whieh sets turn in the good

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION
Special Discount to Performers

WHEN IN CHICAGO
State- Lake Theatre Bldg.,

Ground Floor

graces of his audience and delivers
hie first big laugh. IBs "Kelly"song was aaother sure fire and from
then on it was easy sailing. lj
scored an easy hit.

Black and ODonnell, a man andwoman comedy taking act with thewoman doing the straight are both
splendid showmen, plus some good
talk. The "Uttle Cottage'' with
Sinclair and Dixon Just sent their
baggage and scenery from the
I'alace to the Majestic, and kept up
'the fast running of the show. Theway that this act went proved that
the patrons of tho four-a-day are
not habitues of the two-a-day, and
vice versa. Coulter and Rose atwo man blackfaco act ' Id the
next to shut position, depicting theazy type of negro with the same
kind of talk. It is all gags, but
found fertile soil. raf;e, Hack and
Mack, with their hand to hand and
the terrific flying catching hand tohand stand for' a closer, proved a
thriller, even on this sweltering hot
day. Slsbee's Dogs and Bender and
Armstrong not seen on this show.

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Avenue

CHICAGO
Phone Neelry 380

1

ASK— AI IHOrr MSTKKH

GUARANTEED
STORAGE
Fully Insured

FREE
A* nn accommodation to the the-
**»' > profession you can tore your
fur* with ua

FREE OF CHARGE
You are under no obligation

Our n
< miiiiM riil.-itif.nn are many bun

<lre<ls of theatrical patrons

Blumenfield's Fur Shop
204 State- Lake Bldg.

CHICAGO
I'hnne DKAKIIOKV 12B3
WOlCK CAIXBD FOR

Our Reference*
Anyone in Show iiu-ii,

MILLION DOLLAR RAINBO ROOM
(lark Street, at Lawrence Avenue, CHICAGO

MR. FRED MANf/ Presents
KKHARD HKCK H PRODI CTION I.I \l Til I I

"RAINBO RAYS"
with iUuribo n«(lU (y Chore*

FRANK HKSTIIIAI. and lite RAINDO OK< IIKHTHA
FAMOUS DINNRItH AND A T A CAHTH HRRVlCfal
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THE INCOMPARABLE

SOF>HIE TUCKER
NOW STARRING IN THE

"PEPPER BOX REVUE" at the AUDITORIUM, LOS ANGELES
IS SCORING TREMENDOUSLY WITH

I

WORDS BY

JACK YELLEN THE SISTER OF "LOVIN' SAM"
MUSIC BY

MILTON ACER

AGER. YELLEN BORNSTEIN,
1595 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

-

BILLY CHANDLER, Prof. M*r.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE BLDG.

CHICAGO
MILT STEVENS. Western Mgr.

,

SPORTS
(Continued from pago 27)

boxing under his real name with
marked success. He weighed 128%
pounds. He is an American Hebrew
about 23 years old. Benny Valger

Francis X. Hennessy
IRISH PIPER—SCOTCH PIPER
Violinist (Musician), Irish Bt*p

*nd Scotch Highland Dancer. Plsj

Km. VauderlUe. Would Join Musical Art Bur-
ue. Irish comedian, or Ladf Hlnger. Partner.

AGENTS. Km* My Address. Variety. Ntw York.

was at the ringside to challenge the
winner. Valger iiolds a referee's
decision over P.crnstein and lias

been picked by the Boxing Commis-
sion as the next opponent for the
130-pound championship.

The decisive defeat of the crack
Princeton nine, followed by a vic-
tory over City College of New York
after 11 straight wins from other
college teams, had led supporters
of Colgate to claim the Intercolle-

giate baseball championship of the
East for the Maroon. It has van-
quished the Army. Springfield, La-

fayette. Hamilton' (twice), Bonaven-
ture, Syracuse (twice), Amherst,
Yale, Rochester, Princeton and City
College, and has not lost a game.
Kinney and Fitzgerald are the star

pitchers, Barnes the crack catcher,

and Hermann, Sanford, O'Connor
and Reddall the leading hitters.

Hermann, who is captain of the
nine, and was captain of the Maroon
basketball team, is batting .550,

Sanford .400. and O'Connor and
Reddall over .400. Livermore is re-

garded as the outfield star. Big
league scouts have been watching
several of the Colgate players, and

THE LAST WARNING
McCALLUM SILK OPERA HOSE are made on the only

opera hose machines in America.

THEATRICAL MANAGERS, PRODUCERS AND
DIRECTORS have tested scientifically,

3tH5Callum
Stll^HosLcr^

tested them for quality, tested them for service,

tested them for beauty after thorough laundering,

and this is their verdict:

* McCALLUM OPERA HOSE are used by all producers

who demand quality and service.

Artists -and Performers get more pleasure performing
faring McCALLUM HOSE.

Every day we hear some customer say, Tve been
induced to try some other make hose other than
McCALLUM, but I always go back to McCALLUM
for quality and service."

McCALLUM OPERA HOUSE are priced as reasonable

as the substitute or inferior grades

—

Xjuarantced to give satisfactory service.

PRODUCERS should have our representative call (be-

fore placing orders) with samples of tights, union
suits, leotards, opera hose, symmetricals, trunks,

dancing belts, dancing bloomers, rompers—every-

thing theatrical—men's furnishings, hats, etc.
*

Our service and prices make it possible for us never to lose an order

LADIES'
DEPT. obti'Am&oi4 Inc.

MEN'S
DEPT.

THEATRICAL OUTFITTER
1580 BROADWAY

Through Seventh Avenue NEW YORK CITY,

Larry Doyle made a trip to Hamil-
ton to secure the services of two
or three of them for his independent
team in Glens Falls. George P.
Bayle, Jr., chairman of the Glens
Falls Baseball Commission, an-
nounced last Saturday that he had
received word Captain Hermann
and Kinney would join the local

team on June 10. Chairman Bayle
is trying to book a game for June
20. Hermann will play third base
and Kinney, when not pitching, will

work in the outfield,, where his hit-

ting ability will count.

Snooks Dowd, star jumper of the
Eastern league last season, is back
in the* circuit again. New Haven
having purchased him from Atlanta
of the Southern association. Albany
purchased Dowd from Kansas City
of the American association last

June and took over a fat contract
he had with K. C. He was a flat

bust, jumped the team twice, was
let to. signed with Pittsfleld and
jumped that club. Snooks started
this season with the Texas league,
but purchased his release to sign
with Atlanta. The latter club is

understood to have reimbursed him.
Ho was north for. two weeks before
he induced Manager "Wild Bill*

Doifovan to purchase him fur the
New Haven club, on which he will
play second base. Dowd did not set
the world on Ire in the Southern as-
sociation, according to reports, and
Atlanta would not keep him. He Is

a crack basketball player.

C. M. Mishler, the Sandusky, O.,
showman, was on with a number
of fans to see Kilbane romp home
a winner. The party made all kinds'
of plans to remain in New York for
several days. Ten seconds after

Kilbane went out, most of the party
was asking when the next train left

town. The manager remained, but
the others beat it home, and to make
their misery last longer boarded the
slowest train for the west. Many
Clevelander.s were also present.

An odd twist to the debatable
championship decisions in Neir
York this season is supplied by the
matching of Dundee against Criqul
and Villa against Wilde. Only the
Yonkers fight bugs are sure that
Bernstein deserved the verdict over
Dundee. At Madison Square Gar-
den last winter when Frankie
Genaro was given the decision over
Villa, the American flyweight
champ, whom he never had In trou-
ble, there was a roar from the fans.
Those two decisions rate With the
Gene Tunney "win" over Harry
Greb. Tho answer is that Villa and
Dundee are selected to contend for
the wot la's titles.

The Shuborts do not seem to have
(Continued on page 43)

/rllLLER^S^g

The World's largest

manufacturers of the-

atrical footwear. We
fit entire companies,
also individual orders,

NEW VOKR-1554 Il'way at 40th 'St.

CHICAGO—State and Monro* 8U.

bartram and^axton
the best bet

of the year for

musical comedy
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Tames madison saJ
The other day an actor, wish-
ing to retire from the stage,

asked mo if I know anything
bout tho restaurant business.

I told him it was all "Greek"
to mo.

WRITING FOR VAUDEVILLE
means you must please the actor,

the booker and the audience. I

have been doing this successfully

for many years.

My laugh laboratory is at

1493 Broadway, New York.

I ALSO I88UE
every month a COMEDY
SERVICE (the highest
priced printed matter in the
world), each issue containing

a new and strictly original
monologue, double rouUne
and miscellaneous gags. Leon
Enrol and Frank Tinney are
among its subscribers. No. 11

now ready, price $2; or the
first 11 issues, $12; or any 4

for 15. Yearly subscriptions
(12 issues), $15.

v, i

LOS ANGELES
The importance of Fannie Brice

headlining the current Orpheum
bill is proving an exceptional draw
and promises to equal if not sur-
pass the heavy box office record
hung up recently by the Duncan
Sisters. Miss Brice breezed into a
big hit, offering more than a half
dozen numbers and costume changes
for each.

George Olson and his orchestra,
following Miss Brice in the closing
position, with a routine of numbers
and rendition far superior to most
bands heard here and minus the
usual loud. Jazzy style, scored
heavily. The Cho Cho impression
proved especially -effective with the
appearance of Miss Brice In male
attire dancing towards the finish
adding a big punch.

Clayton and Edwards gathered
good laughs with their blackface
comedy business, in which Edwards'
syncopated mouth noises and Clay-
ton's fast stepping were powerful
features.

Three White Kuhns injected a
kick in the early section with pleas-
ing vocal and instrumental work.
Mltty and Tillio repeated in a.

most pronounced fashion, with
Tony and Norman duplicating their
laughing success of last week.
Preston and Ysobel, a mixed team,
with acrobatics, good comedy and
Violin playing, gave the show a
dandy starts The girl's violin ac-
companiment to her partner's shoul-
der hops combined with the appear-
ance of a cute 30 months old baby
secured tremendous applause.

Josephs.

Alexander the Great, an estab-
lished box office magnet, proved a
strong draw at Pantages. His per-
formance Monday night, entirely
devoted to crystal gazing, consisted
of answering over 100 questions
and including comedy answers
which elicited howls. Master show-
manship dominates the entire act.
Alexander announces a different
routine for each show, with books
for sale in the lobby for 50 cents.

Sid Gold and Brother appeared

—

No. 2—with songs and dances, with
Sid appearing alone next to clos-
ing to avoid a stage wait on ac-
count of the number of full stage
acts on the bill. His capable ef-
forts established him in both spots.
Joe Herbert and Co. in "Honey-

moon Ship" provided an entertain-
ing farce. Princeton and Vernon,
with talk, Including good slang

The only reason

TAYLOR-XX
Wardrobe trunks sell is

—

Proven Worth 1

Now $75.

TAYLOR'S
J28 E.Randolph St. 210 W. 44th 8t.

CHICAGO NEW YORK

wm%. '////////////Mi
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TO EVERY THEATRICAL MANAGER IN THE WORLD

DO YOU KNOW?
Who Holds the GREATEST PAID ADMISSION RECORD

of the theatre ?

Who CREATED EVERY DANCE CRAZE in seven years ?

Who Has More IMITATORS Than Any Other Dancer

of the Stage or Screen?

Who Has Received Tribute From 12,409 Critics; Newspapers,

Journals, Managers, Producers, Etc— (thu » • m.h«* of Record)

Do Know -You Know Facts
But You Did Not Know
^vVho For the First Time in Her Career Is Available for Limited

Engagements

THE INIMITABLE

MOST IMITATED OF ALL DANCERS

Management

F. SAUNDERS
-

Phone Bryant 9943
ROOM 406

Selwyn Theatre Bldg.

229 West 42d St

New York City

=
phrases, secured laughs.
Pasquali Brothers aroused the

most enthusiastic applause with
their fine acrobatic and balancing
feats. Allen and Taxi were enjoyed
in the opening spot. Josephs.

Remodelling of Egan's Theatre
will be started next week. A bal-
cony will be installed, among other
things.

The Kinema has changed its ad-
mission policy. The box office price

is now 35 cents flat.

A nicely blended bill provided
pleasing entertainment at the Hill

Street. Bronson and Baldwin did

their spiritualistic travesty to re-

turns.
Toto registered a bigger success

than at the Orpheum last week.
Sylvester Family were a hit. clos-

•* 'WJhtietu

"Getting Style

Across"
CreatlORi strikingly original, for

ihe leading lady and her entire

company: at prices unusually

low.

ing the show. Marguerite Padula
held the No. 4 spot to fine apprecia-
tion.
Wilbur and Adams opened the

show with 'a neatly constructed
comedy vehicle that affords the
male member fine opportunities to
display .excellent acrobatic feats.
Mischa Olin (New Acts).

Josephs.

The Symphony Theatre probably
will go out of business next Feb-
ruary. Dr. H. B. Breckwedel's lease
then expires, and indications are
that it will not be renewed.

Thomas Wilkes will bring Mar-
jorie Rambeau to the Majestic for
a stock starring engagement.

During .he past two months sev-
eral new honky-tonk shows have
sprung up on Main street.

GREY KID

$10
1 14.50 Values

*v^

Winkelman
Kt\i\c in Quality Footwear

21 West 42nd St.

I'hilatlclphia **» York

?7E& Z I

NEW ORLEANS
By O. M. SAMUEL

ST. CHAKhKS—Saenger Mayers
in "I'ollyanna."
STRAND— Harold Lloyd in "Dr.

Jack,"
LIBERTY— Betty Ompson "The

White Flower."
PALACE—Vaudeville.
CRESCENT -Vaudeville

Walter Kattman manager of

Spanish Dancing Studio
Castaaeta Cjrmbala, Taini.ourin, n««i

\\< rk fii.il nil kind* Vt Bpantfth Pane**
hi. (i a im r.t it.. t.mim taught t<y a
teacher <>f International ^ I'Uif.

Scnora Aurora Arriaza
637 Madison Avenue
New York City
I'ltolH I 1.17.1 »U,C

Loew's Crescent the past five years,
was given a farewell surprise party
on the stage of the theatre Satur-
day. Kattman was presented a
handsome trunk and presents in-

numerable, Judge R. H. Browne of
the United States Court making the
presentation speech. He la suc-
ceeded by Rodney Toups, assistant
manager for some time. Kattman
handed in his resignation about two
months ago to take effect June 2,

in order to enter a commercial en-
terprise.

Thus far the Saenger Players have
met with bodnteous success in their
efforts to play through the summer,
dramatic stock—in New Orleans in
July and August—the very thought
of it seems ridiculous! * Continuing
at the present pace, though, the
stork looks like it might fool the
wiseacres.

tentlon of local Rlaltoites through
her remarkable dancing. She is Fay
Korfler of the Haines-Morton
school, employing twlr> and evolu-
tions accredited hertofore only to a
Pavlowa or Oenee.

Contract has been awarded for
the entrance of the new $2,000,000
Saenger theatre, to be tbe finest
picture house in the south. The en-
trance bad to be erected along with
the stores frontilng as they are be-
ing built first. The theatre, to seat
4,000 will be started during the next
several months.

V COUPON
' • » >UI.

A mere slip of a girl in her early
'hens ban been attracting the at-

;

BOOK STRIP:

WELDON.WIILIAMS&LICX!
FORT SMITH. AKK.

CHAIRS FOR SALE
APPROXIMATELY 500 LEATHER UPHOLSTERED OPERA CHAIR3
AND 180 MI8SION BOX CHAIRS, ALL IN GOOD CONDITION. THE8E
TO BE 80LD ON THE FLOOR AND REMOVED BY PURCHASER
FROM THE COLUMBIA THEATRE, 11 N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Al'I'LY TO

orMartin Herman, Eltinge Theatre, New York City,

Lou M. Houseman, General Western Representative, A.

H. Woods, Woods Theatre, Chicago.
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TWO PHOTOGRAPHS THAT TELL A STORY
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Mr. E. V. Darling Makes a New Star Overnight

HELEN STOVER
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(Formerly of Concert and Grand Opera)

MISS STOVER MAKES SENSATIONAL HIT

AT KEITH'S RIVERSIDE, NEW YORK
Moved from No. 2 Position to No. 4, Then

to No. 6. After Monday Show Mr. Darling

Orders Miss Stover's Name in Lights

*

MM

ITDODGER
'.yiy.y***

I
$***** *«** M* #&T Of If;

:M<m-£#j&4

Before She Opened

Keith Vaudeville Is One Branch of Theatricals

Where Genuine MERIT Counts

Miss Stover Is Under the Personal Direction of

MAY TULLY
145 West 45th Street, New York City

Address All Communications There After She Opened

BOSTON
By LEN LIBBEY

It w;is 91 in shade when the eve-
ning curtain went up on daylight
saving: schedule at Keith's to a sad
house, and a bill that had four
perspiration acts. The audience knew
it was hot, and by that perverse
psychology so common to vaudeville
In June, most of the acts on the bill
apparently thought that it was a
secret, and between asides and
torow-mopping they rubbed it in un-

SUMMER SHOES

White, colors and chic com-

binations in dainty designs

for all occasions.

ANDREW GELLER
1656 Broadway
NEW YORK CITY

At &lat Street

til everybody was hotter than old
Colonel Coue would have found nec-
essary.
The show built itself up well and

closed strong, rehearsal and matinee
calling for no work by the wreck-
ing crew, which of late has been
ruthlessly ripping the program up
the back before Monday night's per-
formance.
Rath Roye, spotted next to clos-

ing on an unusually late bill, topped
the bill as regards vigor of applause,
majnly from the male contingent,
as there was a bit of spice to her
numbers that tickled their risibil-
ities. She struck a walk-out, which
she stopped within a minute *and
held the house solid. Her last num-
ber was a real curtain call, because
of the lateness of the bill, but when
she finally won her "go ahead" she
mugged the house and said: "I was
coming out, anyway." It won the
audience, because they knew ehe

Young Authors, Attention!
Ilnve you • sketch on hand with a n*>w

iil«»>»—not more than three people?
If ao, submit same to

OLLY LOGSDON
Gaiety Theatre Bldfl.

N. Y. City

_ Mnaweek
"Empress" Express Route to

CHERBOURG-SOUTHAMPTON—HAMBURG
Largest, Finest Ship* on St. Lawrence— 1st, 2nd and 3rd Class

ExcdlenfMONOCLASS" cabin steamers to LIVERPOOL, BELFAST,
GLASGOW, CHERBOURG, SOUTHAMPTON and ANTWERP
For rat 0a and sailing dates apply local tourist and steamship agents or

CANADIAN PACIFIC
K T. STEBBINO. Gen. A«t. Past. Drpt. Madison Ave. at 44th St , New York

was dishing sweetened boiled Bald-
wins.

Adelaide and Hughes, headlining,
knocked themselves out of first hon-
ors by too long a routine. Their
"Elopement of the Toys" is a vaude-
ville classic, and put them over with
a crash, with half a dozen legiti-

mate calls, and a friendly little cur-
tain chatter well done. Adelaide
was at her best and the house loved
her. If this team is going to play
well Into the summer, they would
do well to cut down drastically,
change their routine and hang
everything else around the toy
number, which could etand on Its

own two feet with a few specialties
around it. Hughes has a golden
comedy chance to develop the Idea
of the toy soldier, being constantly
called back to his sentry box by
the bugle call, by dropping his part-
ner at a few crucial points as the
result of the distraction of the call

to duty, and away from his Dresden
doll sweetheart.

Fortunello and Clrllllno goaled,
the house, and can easily stand a
late summer re-booking, as they
dominated the lobby chatter going
out. They are apparently heat-
proof, and have a precision routine
that is rare.

Emma Frabell and Brother, with
brother carrying the act, opened on
the wire, winning what looked like a
normal hand until the scant house
was surveyed, which was so light
that it was really a corking good re-
ception. Roxy LaRocca struck a
snag in second spot, the house re-
fusing to whistle, or do any work for
him on choruses, and his personal
work flopped. He looked all wet,
and probably was. Even his smile
was moist. Some fine day a shrewd
harpist of LaRocca's unquestioned
capabilities is going to try out a
novelty act as a half-wit, as au-
diences have always fallen for this
type of comedy, and at the present
time LaRocca seems to be groping
for a character, as he at present
looks unlike either an Adonis, a
comedian or an eccentric musician,
and his personal work does not reg-
ister as full as it should because of
the indefinite personalities he wab-
bles and vacillates between.
The sketch, "Likes and Dislikes,"

featuring Marion Murray, dragged
badly. It needs summer pruning and
more comedy. The skeUh h.i* a
thrrne and ex>in.> situations, but talks
itself flat.

Ceorges Dufranne, with Cnl

Stelzell at the piano, was billed as a
vaudeville debut. Dufranne has a
delightful voice and a limp person-
ality, not aggressive in the least. He
leaned toward the classical, and the
rail birds called him "nice, with a
nicer voice." They'd love 4ilm on
a concert tour and razz him in bur-
lesque.
Ben Pierce and Lee Ryan worked

hard and earned their hand, occa-
sionally pulling what looked like ad
lib stuff that would have been better,
left for chatter in the wings. The
outstanding one was, "Keep away
from me, you're drawing flies."
Mack and LaRue closed late, with a
roller skating act, featuring the
swivel-neck twist, and holding the
house remarkably well for a late
bill.

SAN FRANCISCO
"Human Wreckage," the film pro-

duced by Mrs. Wallace Reld depict-
ing the evils of narcotics, is reported
booked into the Century theatre, to
open the end of this week.

Benjamin A. Purringtorv long

MANAGER WANTED
for high-class vaudeville and picture
theatre, Greater New York; must
have vaudeville experience and be
aggressive: state where employed
last five years and reasons for leav-
ing previous employers, also age,
references, salary. Address Box 212,
Variety, New York.

identified with the Players' Club, haa
been elected president of the organi-
zation for the 1923-24 season. Ha
succeeds Clarence Colman.

Mrs. Ada Fair, mother of Nancy
Fair, star of "The Demi-Virgin."
which was at the Century last week,
suffered a serious accident during a
rehearsal and was removed to the
St. Francis Hospital.

Starting this week the Ferrla
Hartman-Paul Stelndorf light opera
company at the Rivoll will enjoy a
vacation. The company haa been
playing steadily since last October.

Warren Lemon Is ahead of "Tha
Demi-Virgin."

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
PERMANENTLY REMOVED
From face, neck and arms by the

only successful method In the world.

POSITIVE! AND PAINLESS.
NO NEEDLES OR CHEMICALS USED.

Has no III effects on the akin or health
and la particularly effective In stub-
born cases where other methods failed.
Physicians' Investigations solicited.

Free booklet.

N. Y. Cosmo-Plastic Inst.,

347 Fifth Ave.
Opp. Waldorf. Salt* SOI, Aehland 6ITI

Physicians In attendance.

Torn Brown suggest*
a visit to the

Tom Brown Music Co.
State-Lake BIdg. (17 W. Lake St.)

CHICAGO
Everything for the Band and Orchestra

Huescher Band Instruments and Saxophones
Sclnier Woodwinds Geo. W. Haynes Flutes

Lecdy Drums Paramount Hanjos
Gibson String Instruments

SCENERY BY FLAGG STUDIOS EXPERTS I FACILITIES

=RESULTS
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SENSATIONAL COMEDY HIT IN

.

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
'

AT THE NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE, NEW YORK

.

»

-

>

,

i GOSH
GOLLY

(I'M IN LOVE)
WORDS BY

OLSEN and JOHNSON • •

MUSIC BY

ERNIE BRE
<

Clean Comedy Choru Marvelous Double
.

•/

V

WATERSON. BERLIN & SNYDER CO
J

JOE HILLER, Prof. Mgr.

Strand Theatre BIdg., New York

FRANK CLARK
81 W. Randolph St.

CHICAGO

JIMMY C. KESSEL
318 Superba Theatre BIdg.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

DON RAMSAY
24 Tremont Street

BOSTON, MASS. •

MORT HARRIS

602 Pantages Theatre BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

MURRAY WHITEMAN
381 Main Street

BUFFALO, N. Y.

FRANK WATERSON
Globe Theatre Bidg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HARRIS FRIEDMAN
36 East Fifth Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

BEN FIELDS
304 Fifth Avenue

PITTSBURGH, PA.
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THE FINEST SINGING ACT IN THE HISTORY OF VAUDEVILLE

AT THE PALACE THEATRE; CHICAGO '

ALLAN LEONORA

ROGERS and

Played Their THIRD Engagement at This House in Seven Months

On This Occasion TOM BASHAW of the Chicago "Herald and
•»

Said:

•Ws foe! quite certain that Mr.
Frank Tinney, the humorous atar
of the 'vodvil* going* on at the
Palace thia week; Mr. Joe Cook.
who'a worth walking- miles in the
rain to eee and h**r *.?><! every other

soul on that long and commendable
program, will agree that the most
interesting and wonderful moment
of the wholft hill in that in which
the ever welcome Mtss Leonora
Allen sings—and acts—that Fannie
Brice gem and masterpiece known

as 'My Man.' It seemed to us that
it was the one big pinnacle of our
vaudeville lives. Go and see and
hear for yourself—to attempt to de-
scribe it. would bo like trying to
paint the lily or reglld the sunset.
So we shall not make the attempt.

And you do agree, don't you, Mr.i
Tinney, Mr. Cook and all the rest of

]

you?'!
• • •

"Personally, we believs Allan
Rogers and Leonora Allen can not

be excelled today as entertaining

headliners. Their voices, Individu-

ally and collectively, are more re-

freshing than anything we know of

on the vaudeville stage, and their

selection of new songs this season

iw a rare tribute to the person who
chose tbenu

This Week (June 4)—Keith's Orpheum, Brooklyn Next Week (June 11)—Keith's Palace, New York
••

P. S.—Many Thanks to Manager* for Thmir Production Offer* After Our Sensational Chicago Successes

KANSAS CITY
By WILL R. HUGHES

NEWMAN—"The Exciters." film.

LIBERTY—"Temptation." film.
ELECTRIC PARK—"Follies of

1923."

MAINSTREET—Vaudeville.
PANTA«ES—Vaudeville.

The parks are cutting into the

THEATDICAL CUTS
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. Inc

business at the vaudeville houses,
in spite of the rainy weather that
has been tfo persiste t here this
spring. The Mainstrcet. T ith its
immense capacity, and big Orpheum
bills continues to draw 'em in
nightly to practically capacity, but
the mats have shown some decrease.
At the Pantages business has been
disappointing.

3 2 5 Wctt NEW YORK

Things were sure busy around the
Mainstre t Saturday night. Every
act on the bill jumped to Chicago
and it was necessary to get the
show through bj^ 10:30 to make the
train.

There has been some report, un-
confirmed, that Marcus Loew will

put pictures in the Garden when it

is vacated next week by the Bridge
musical stock. This house formerly
was the home of Loew va Jeville.

but failed to attract much notice,
being a block or two out of the
path of the amusement seekers.

EDDIE MACK TALKS: No. 137

Eddie Mack for years has hold the unique position of being the

foremost theatrical tailor. Whether from vaudeville, burlesque,

legitimate or motion pictures, Eddie Mack can outfit you in either

stage or stcset clothing. The latest in styles of the best material.

The following are a few vaudeville headliners who have recently,

visited Mack's Clothes Shop:

Moran and Mack, Tracey and McBride, Claude and Marion,
Shaw and Lee, Wade Booth, Pat Rooney, Bob Albright, Chic Sale,

and Ergotti and Herman.

MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP
MACK BUILDING

Jutt a •Up Eaat of Broadwar en 4ltfc Street

BERT IS AT THE 46th STREET STORE

The Great Ringens, lush divers,
are at Electric Park.

sured that it will be conducted on a
high plane.

in

In

ROCHESTER. N. Y.
By L. B. SKEFF1NGTON

LYCEUM—Lyceum Players
"The Gold Diggers."
EASTMAN — Jackie Coogan

"Daddy"; divertissement, "The Toy
Shop," Eastman theatre ballft;
"Lohengrin," Eastman theatre or-
chestra; solo, Charles Hedley.
PAY'S.—John Elliott and Girls.

Pete Ortin, Anger and DeLong.
Brown and Barrows, Verdi and
Glenn, Maurice and Girlie, "The
Bohemian Girl," film feature.
VICTORIA—Thomas and Frederic

Sisters, Faber and Walters, "When
Husbands Deceive" and "The Isle
of Doubt," films.

PICTURES—Regent. Mary Can-
in "Silver Wings"; Piccadilly. Pola
Negri in "Mad Lore** and Milton
Sills in "The Forgotten Law."

S

Sea Breeze Park. Rochester's only
amusement park, is going full speed
this year. The crowds on the open-
ing day, Memorial Day, have been
estimated os exceeding 35,000 peo-
ple, a new high record. The re-
sort, which is on the lake a few
miles from the city and is owned by
the local railway company, has been
"cleaned up" this year, and it is as-

Many persons who had little con-
tact with the work of the Eastman
School of Music are finding surprise
and delight at the recitals and con-
certs given during the pre-com-
mencement season. These are held
in KUbourn hall several times a
week and tickets are distributed
without charge. For one thing. It

is seen that the school is developing
and fostering English opera. One
of the several operatic recitals was
given on Saturday night. First.

"Hansel and Grttel" was given in

English in three acts, different stu-

dents assuming the principal roles

Xn the several acts. Next the "Mad
Scene" from "Hamlet" was given,

followed by two acts of "Pagliacci"

in English. The singing, music, act-

ing, lighting and stage effects, cos-
tumes and finished performances
evoked enthusiastic applause. •

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
Mt W. SSth St.. N. I.
Phone Fits Roy 0S44
and Cor Cataloguea—

We are desirous of engaging pro-
ducer with sufficient musical
comedy experience to enable him
to participate in production work
for high-grade motion picture
theatre in Chicago: Must pos-
sess ability to inject originality
into acts.

^
Write and state age

and experience. Splendid oppor-
tunity for person of ability.

ADDRESS BOX 100, VARIETY,
STATE LAKE THEATRE BLDG.,

CHICAGO

LEW M. GOLDBERG
Third Floor, Woods Theatre Building, CHICAGO

Booking -Exclusively with

B. F. KEITH VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE (Western)

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
ORPHEUM AND ALLIED CIRCUITS

Artists Desiring Above Route for Next Season Should Communicate Now.14

THE AGENCY OF PERSONAL SERVICE
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HUGHES
"

TUDIO OF^ DANCE
45 West 57th Street; New York

PLAZA 7635

•

Is the only school in America where the student may have the advantage of instruction from artists whose technical skill and creative ability

. combined with their knowledge of stagecraft—and presentation has kept them before the public for many years as America's greatest Dancers

—

and they are still the most famous and highest salaried dancers on our stage, and why has their standard of art lived through all the years of fads?
Nothing has swamped them—because they have had the advantage of a technical foundation that has left them unrestricted. Dancing is one of

the fine arts, k has a fundamental principle, and when this is once mastered your attainment becomes a fixture.

"Dancing Is an interpretive art with' Adelaide and
Hughes, and to the poetry of motion is added the poetry
which is nature told in a light that we have not sden it

in before." »—The News, Washington, D. C.

"Adelaide and Hughes are to dancing what Tiffany is

to diamonds. —Washington Post.

"Adelaide and Hughes are headline™ that bring head-
line quality, which is neither bought nor borrowed;
neither painted on nor left off, and a showmanship that
sells to its highest voltage." —Jack Lait.

"Adelaide and Hughes' dancing seems the very incar-
nation of the joy of living, the sort of fairy thing that
it's plea.sant to dream about."

—N. Y. Globe and Commercial Advertiser.

"Adelaide and Hughes' dancing is like a bouquet of
living flowers, the antithesis of what may well be called
dancing. They triumph over all ancient, mediaeval and
modern."» —Percy Hammond.

"Adelaide is a gorgeous dancer."

Alan Dale, N. Y. American.

"Adelaide and Hughes are supreme technicians of
stage dancing, revealing their superlatively ezquisfte art
most bewltchingly."

N. Y. Evening Telegram.

" 'Adelaide,' actress, artist and radiant embodiment of
the simplicity of finished attainment, with her partner,
Mr. Hughes, sent a thrill over the footlights at the
Grand."

—Pittsburgh Bun:

"Toes that twinkle as if possessed. Adelaide hi the
Bernhardt of the ballet"

—Amy Leslie, Chicago Daily News.

"Their quiet elegance makes the dancers a thing apart.
Their work has always the high assurance that comes of
absolute technical knowledge."

—J. O. 8., Baltimore Evening Sun.

"The Adelaide and Hughes' spectacle is worthy of any
of the Russians or Italians." —Archie Bell.

"As we sat and watched Adelaide we couldn't help but
compare her with 'Pavlowa,' a decision that even -more
intense thought does not change, for who is there beside*
her that has a set of toes which can even be compared
with the famous Anna."

Zittel, Zit's Weekly, August, 1922,

"Adelaide is a bit of dandelion-down turned Into a girl,
she floats about the stage as though she were being
flown by a particularly loving zephyr.**

—New York World.

"Adelaide's dancing might be termed a smile in rhyth-
mic motion, as piquant and poetic as it is pictorial."

—fit. Louis Republican.

"So harmoniously do they dance, it seems they must
have danced together since the day they were born."

—New * York World.

"Their dancing thrills as only something brilliant can
thrill." —Dramatic Mirror.

"Whatever we might say of Adelaide and Hughes'
dancing would fall short of the mark."

—Philadelphia Ledger.

Summer Normal Courses, Students* Classes and Stage Training in all styles of dancing under the tutelage of Masters of the Art of the Dance

JUNE 18th TO JULY 14th, AND JULY Kith TO AUGUST 11th

These Special Courses under the personal supervision and direction of ADELAIDE & HUGHES
Booklet and Information Upon Application ENROLL NOW, AS CLASS NUMBER IS LIMITED

BALTIMORE
By ROBERT F. 8I8K

CARI'N'S ARENA—DeFeo Grand
Opera Co.
CENTURY—"Famous Mrs. Fair.

NEW—"Mr. Billings Spends His
Dime."
R1VOLI—"The Girl of the Golden

"West."
METROPOLITAN—"Fogbound."
PARKWAY—"Cordelia, the Mag-

nificent."
CENTURY ROOF—"A Night in

Dreamland," roof revue.

Business on the Century Roof has

I

VACATION SPECIAL
A BEAUTIFUL

PERMANENT WAVE
ENTIRE $17
HEAD V * •

Oil or Steam
Last 6-0 Months

Thouiandi of MtUflHi
cmtomer*. The theatri-
cal, the business glrli

and society women from
eTery part of the United
State* all claim ourt the
most exqulaite and long-
• st lasting ware. Make

now. Call Cathedral 7244.

MME. BRUSH Corner Broadway
Over Cuthman i

been away ofl for the past two
weeks, and last week it grew so bad
that on. several nights the Intake
did not come up to $200, according
to reports. This week, however,
things are due for a big pick-up, as
the overflow crowd from the Shrin-
ers* convention is staying in Balti-
more and they are all out for a big
time. At the opening «of the show
Monday night they contributed
largely to the crowd, which usually
thins out noticeably during the tor-
rid uonths. Already the temper-
ature has gone over 90, and the
weather shows no signs of moder-
ation. The only relief has been a
thunderstorm in the evening. As the
result of the poor week's business
atop the roof several of tho princi-
pals In the last show were kept
waiting several days for their sal-

aries by Joe Tenner, who was run-
ning the show in the absence of

I. M. Weingarden. Tenner and

Weingarden came In as partners,
but it is understood now that a rep-
resentative of Weingarden's is now
managing the troupe and that
Tenner is merely a principal.

FRENCH SHOES
For On ami Off Stage

Sponsors
of Short
Shoe*
Vamp

Send for Catalogue

West 45th St., at No. 154
Opp. Ly«cum Thea. Bet. B'way and «tb Are.

MAX HASE
Famous SHIRT HOSPITAL

SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR AND PAJAMAS MADE TO ORDER
EXPERT REFITTING AND REPAIRING
SPECIAL RATES TO PROFESSION

142 Mason Street, SAN FRANCISCO

Leon Victor, who is in town for a
fortnight's stretch explointing the
Metro film, "Famous Mrs. Fair," had
approximately 500 members of the
Federation of Women's Clubs as
guests of the Century theatre on
the opening night. The women In-
dorsed the film and were greatly
pleased, while Mr. Victor Is using
their indorsement as a part of a big
publicity and exploitation campaign
to put the show over here.

last bill of season this week. Cur-
rent attraction Js "Bought and Paid
For." Business fair. A. G. Bain-
bridge and wife are in New York.
Bainbridge hopes to purchase rights
for stock presentations of Broadway
productions for new season.

Two bands are featured in town
this week. Arnold Johnson's Bruns-
wick Orchestra is featured with pic-

tures at State (Finkelstelp & Ruben
house), while Pan offers Yvette and
her band.

New Garrick, one of Finkelsteln A
Ruben's largest downtown theatre*,
has been closed focjmmmer months.
Reports reaching fllm exchanges In-
dicate about 30 per cent, of picture
houses throughout state will be dark
this summer.

The condensed comic operas which
the Century has been presenting for
the past month have become so pop-
ular that now they are receiving
equal billing to the feature picture,

and in some ads last week they were
given the big type over the Comp-
son picture, "Rustle of Silk." These
operas are presented in about 25

minutes and -ere of the Gilbert and
Sullivan* series, although the open-
ing presentation was Planquette's
"Chimes of Normandy."

MINNEAPOLIS
By FRANK W. BURKE

Extreme warm weather here last

few days has put a crimp into busi-

ness. Hennepin, Orpheum, Pan and
Seventh Street felt effects of warm
weather in box office receipts. Man-
ager George Sackett of Hennepin

-

Orpheum, and Manager Christ of
Pan are getting newspaper spreads
on cooling systems.

Bainbridge Players, with Sarah
Padden as visiting star, are offering

AND

in "SOMETHING DIFFERENTn

THIS WEEK (JUNE 3)-0RPHEUM, LOS ANGELES
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DANDY-LION

;

35$ each-3Jiw$l

Arwornjby Mr.,Clifton*\Xfet>b

the best dressed man on the

aean stage»now appearing

in trie successful musical show-

Jack-andJfilL
One of. Five Styles of

Lion
Semi
Sop

Lion Collars &> SmKT$*Jixc.£Makers of lAonQzuARs^rptWyi

SPOKANE
By EDWARD J. CROSBY

A crowd of 3,000 persons shrieked
applause when Rudolph Valentino
and his wife, clad In their Argen-
tine tango costumes. entered
Whitehead's dancing palace. The
big dancing palace was literally

packed with people. A complete

REICHERT'S
Celebrated Grease Paints

and Cosmetics

On Sale at All fostumers, Dniggtata and
Department Htores.

JULIUS PAULYf Inc.,

SOLE AGBNTS
36 E. 21st St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

program was arranged for the eve-
ning. Zoe Yake won the Mineralva
beauty contest for Spokane.

A. W. Pierong, traveling repre-
sentative of Alex Pantages, left

Spokane last week en route to Kan-
sas City, via Portland, Ore. At
Kansas City he will Inspect the
house there and begin a tour of the
circuit.

"The Awful Truth." scored at
Auditorium May 29-30. Good at-
tendance first night and good news
brought capacity crowd second
night.

Walter Finney is still he. *Ing the
position of manager of the Pantages
house here. Finney was placed In

charge of the house when Mr. Pie-
rong. former manager, was made
traveling manager.

Established THE ERA 1837

TIIK srrilFMK PROFESSIONAL ORCJAN Or GREAT BRITAIN

Advertisement rate. la. per Inch: £38 per page. Clarified advertisement*: Com-
panies, theatres, artists, musicians and miscellaneous, wanted and wants, etc.,

three lines. Is. Id., each additional line 9d.; displayed lines Is. Annual subscription,
post prepaid, U. 8. A.. 15.00.

Editorial, Advertising and Publishing Offices: 35 Wellington Street, Strand,
London, W.C.t. Phone Regent 45f6-«7. Cables: "The Kru, London."

DALLAS
By MADELINE CASH

CYCLE PARK—Gene Lewis-Olga
Worth Players in "Clarence."
MAJESTIC—Manhattan Musical

Co., in "Listen Lester."
HAPPYLAND—Bob -Greer In

"Breaking into Society."
JEFFERSON—Jazzman ia Revue.
PALACE—"Brass."
MELBA—"Sunshine Trail." "The

Light in the Dark."
OLD MILL—"America's Answer."
CAPITOL—"Masters of Men."
QUEEN—"His Wife's Husband."
CRYSTAL—"Devil's Doorvard."
ROX—"Fury."

Plans of the Senate force ad-
journment of the third called ex-
traordinary session of toe Texas
Legislation having failed, both
houses this week ground out numer-
ous bills.

The amusement busines. appar-
ently hard-hit 10 days ago. began to
breath again after several bills in-
imical to the interests of the profes-
sion had been killed.
The Lackey bill, levying a tax of

three cents a square foot on bill

boards was amended down to one
and one-half cents per square foot
and then killed, at least in its pres-
ent form, when a motion to strike
out the enacting clause was adopted.

Uok*d
HeP

•ansae* ToarLt
Tkfcets at Greatly

In die Canadian Pacific Rockies

THX »p and seat of the outdoors—with real

comfort and food living; at small cost. Yours,

as never before—in this greatest of open air play

-

And -ao easy to reach I

camps at Lake Want*. Lake OUaisj
Yoho Valley, Emerald Lake, Moraine Lake,
Lake Windermere-aM enlarged. New canape nt

Vermilion River and Sinclair Hot Springs, cm

the new Banff Windermere Road— each a

center for Alpine combine, kikiag or riding the

mountain trails in this Garden of the Giants.

Ootf, boating end bathing at Lake Windermeee.

Moderate rates—American plan at all Bungalow

Amk for full information

anaf Folder—#. C— 1M

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
f. m. perry. Agist,

Awt. st44mSc..N.T.C.

The Baldwin bill, which sought
to levy an occupation ttx on pic-

ture theatres and opera houses
from $15 to $150 a year was killed

in the house.
The bill by Mr. Burmeister which

would have exacted a license of
from $100 to $750 on indoor recre-
ation places, where chess; handball,
bowling and billiards were played,
came to an untimely demise, when
the House voted to strike ou; the
enacting divorce.
Those contemplating a divorce in

Texas would be glad to know that
they will not have to pay a tax of
$2.50 which was proposed in the
Culp bill. Also those in the profes-
sion who contemplate marriage,
can enter the matrimonial sea 50
cents cheaper than otherwise
through the fact that the marriage

-

divorce bill was killed. These taxes
on marriages and divorces would
have been placed to the credit of
the department of vital statistics
for the prevention of communicable
diseases.
Attempt was made to introduce

a bill licensing fortune tellers and
palm readers. It failed because the
legislature can only take up tax
measures at the present session.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
By CHE8TER B. BAHN

STRAND—First half, "Scars of
Jealousy" and "Sheik of Araby."

M INERS
MAKE UP

Est. Henry C. Miner, Inc.

ROBBINS-ECKEL — First half,

"The Exciters."
EMPIRE—First half, "The Girl

Who Came Back."
B. F. KEITHS—Second week,

summer policy, "Lost and Found."
film, and vaudeville.
TEMPLE—Vaudeville.
SAVOY—"The Hero." *

CRKSCENT—"Bella Donna.**

Indictment of two Syracuse theatre
owners for failure to pay to the gov-
ernment the full amount of theatre
admission taxes collected in two
local movie houses will be asked at
the Binghamton term of the U. S.

District Court, beginning June 11.

It is understood one of the accused
persons has fled the city. It is said

that the government got about halt

the tux collected in the two houses,

the management pocketing the

It will take six— new assistant

U. S. district attorneys to handle
dry law violation cases in the north-
ern New York federal district as a
result of the repeal of the Mullan-
Gage law. That is the estimate of

U S. District Attorney Oliver D.
Burden, who Is requesting authority
to augment his staff.

New Unpublished
Song Numbers

We can supply you with the kind of song

material you want to tmprore your set

and ws will gladly demonstrate those

which may prove available for use. We
give you an opportunity to ess a song
brtore It Is stale. Call today.

Room 216; Romax Bldg.,

245 West 47th Straet

(W. of Broadway), New York, N. Y.

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
Steamship accommodations arranged on all Lines, at Male Office
Prices. Beats are coin* very falls arrange early. Forrlan Money

bonaht and sold Liberty Monde boaa*ht and sold.

PAUL TAUSIG A BON. 104 Hast 14th St.. New York
Phone t Stnyreaant «130-Oi:t7.

THE ORIGINAL

PENDER TROUPE
•

THE ONE AND ONLY

LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK, NOW (JUNE 7-10)
*

Producers and Managers Are Invited to Witness One of the Cleverest Troupes in the United States

New Act in Preparation. Hokum Up to Date, Also Stilt Novelties

For Productions All Communications 244 W. Thayer St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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A FEW PRESS OPINIONS RECEIVED BY
.

HARRY
•

BULLiK

AND
with CHARLES EMBLER at piano

ON THE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT .

In "DANCE, COLOR AND SPEED" Direction LEW GOLDER
r

•

.

SEATTLE
"In a neck-and-neck race for headline honors at the

Moore, t£is week, three acts come under the wire so

nearly together that any one of the three might be called

the winner. The dancing of Harry Roye and Billce

Maye; Frank Mclntyre sketch and Sylvia Clark's "ar-

. tistic buffoonery" are all exceptionally enjoyable vaude-

ville offerings. The feature of the terpsichorean program

of Roye and Maye is an original tango which is a distinct

novelty and is filled with some of the best acrobatic

dancing ever seen on the Moore stage. Two others of

. their dances amaze with new steps and acrobatic fea-

tures. Mr. Roye offers two eccentric dances that bring

him storms of applause and Miss Maye captivates with

two toe dances filled with steps that are new. The entire

number is tastily staged and Charles Embler introduces

them with a neat song and contributes a classic piano

selection."

VANCOUVER
"Headline honors were divided at the Orpheum, last

evening, between Frank Mclntyre and Company and
Harry Roye and Billce Maye, dancers. The Roye-Maye
dance act is wonderful. The dancers give an exhibition

of graceful stepping that just about has it on everything
of the kind ever seen here. Miss Maye fa a toe dancer
of surpassing accomplishments, while her partner is

equally graceful and supple. They do a Spanish dance
which is a winner."

PORTLAND
"There are dancers and dancers, but few who have

an act like that of Harry Roye and Billee Maye. It is

not just that they are graceful and that their act is

unique, but they accomplish the most difficult dances
with such ease and precision that the audience is almost
fooled into believing their work simple. It is time well
spent to watch them in their colorful act."

VANCOUVER
"Harry Roye and Billee Maye, with Charles Embler at

piano, present one of the finest dance acts seen here
this season. Miss Maye is grace Itself in every move-
ment while Roye appears to have every trick of the
acrobat, his high -kicking rivaling anything ever seen on
the Orpheum stage. The act is well staged and there
were repeated demands for encores."

WINNIPEG
"Words fail to describe the dancing act of Harry Roye

and Billee Maye. This dancing color and speed offering
is more easily described in these words than anything
lying loose. They introduce some novelties in the dan-
cing line never seen here before."

PORTLAND
"A beautiful dancing number is presented by Harry

Roye and Billee Maye. Billee is an artiste of rare worth
and Harry is some soloist, too. Roye and Maye -have a
beautiful dancing act, staged handsomely, presented
snapplly. It registers from the start."

SPORTS

(Continued from page 36)

a monoply on the "two for*one"
method of selling tickets. While
the London theatres have not yet
adopted the scheme, the last boxing
tournament held at Olympia, with
Jack Bloomfleld vs. Jack Magill as
the headline attraction, the manage-
ment of the enterprise inaugurated
the system of disposing of the
boxes at the regular price, and
giving an additional box compli-
mentary as a bonus to the pur-
chaser. Despite this inducement,
the crowd was small, less than
8,000, and before the main contest
was on, those in the cheaper
priced seats were tacitly permitted

to climb over into the higher priced

enclosures.

The Guardian of a Good
Complexion

The Stage
For TheBoudoir

STEINS MAKE UP
fiookktUponRequest!

STEIN COSMETIC CO.
430 $T>

MBWVOMN

Hold* the Centre of the

Stage

The financial fizzle of the Johnny
Kilbane-Eugene Criqui champion-
ship match at the Polo Grounds
last Saturday is laid to the bone
scale of prices. Charles A. Stone

-

ham, chief stockholder in the Giants
club, is said to be the real backer
of the fight club using the grounds,
and he is said to have devised the

mace top of $25 plus war tax.

Tom O'Rourke is the match-maker
and apparently the general manager
otherwise. Had the top been $10

there is little question that a profit

would have been made, instead of

the $50,000 loss incurred. A more
moderate scale applies for the
Jimmy Wilde-Pancho Villa event.

Instead of holding the contest in

the afternoon, however, it will be
staged at night, the promoters
figuring the loss in attendance last

Saturday, was partially because of

opposition sporting events, par-
ticularly the races.

Battling Siki and Marcel Nilles

have signed for a bout July 8, to

be held in Buffalo Stadium, Paris.

Johnny Dundee will meet Eugene
Criqui for the world's featherweight

title within 60 days. The articles

of the bout have been signed by

Criqui. Tom O'Rourke will stage

the bout, probably at the Polo

Grounds.

The New York Boxing Commis-
sion compelled Criqui and Kilbane

to post forfeits of $10,000 to meet

Dundee before they would sanction

the recent Criqui-Kilbane bout.

Dundee has been ignored by Kil-

bane ever since they fought a 20-

For Sensational Stage Dancing

The only one of its kind

170 WEST 48th STREET
Just Off Seventh Avenue, New York City

PHONE BRYANT 5156

round draw when Kilbane wa i in
his prime shortly after he beat Abe
Attell for the title. Dundee has
been fighting lightweights ever
since, although always able to
make the featherweight limit of
126 pounds. His recent loss of his
130-pound title to Jack Bernstein of
Yonkers iu no way affected his
featherweight standing, hence his
match with Criqui.

Al. Kaufman, one-time heavy-
weight fighter and lata.* sparring
partner for James J. Jeffries when
the latter made his country-wide
tour prior to returning to the ring
to 3ght Jack Johnson, has been
financed by a group of people and
opened a gymnasium in Hollywood.

The annual golf tournament <f the
Keith-Orpheum offices will be staged

June 12-11-14 at the Mt. Vernon
(N. Y.) Country Club. Thirty -six
entries have been filed with Secre-
tary Harvey Watklns. Edwin O.
Lauder, Jr., president of the club
and winner of last yea's tourna-
ment, will again compete, as will
Frank Jonjs, winner in 1921. Ten
prizes will be offeied.

charges has not been done and she
now seeks to secure the amount.

A suit to recover $925 from Ray
Caldwell, pitcher on the Kansas
City ball team of the American as-
sociation, was filed in a Kansas City
district court this week by Mra Nel-
lie Caldwell, the defendant's former
wife. The petition states Mrs. Cald-
well was divorced from the defend-
ant Dec. 1$, 1921, at Little Valley,
N. Y., and that the court ordered
Cardwell to contribute $50 a month
to the support of a son, James R.
Caldwell. This Mrs. Caldwell

Betting on whether Gov. Smith
would sign the repealer ran to evens
in New York until Arnold Rothstein
offered $50,000 to $20,000 that the
Governor would approve it The
odds by that time had shifted to t
to 5 the Governor would approve,
but no bets of consequence wero
recorded after the Rothstein offer.

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
\Mr*i » vrn» ii iikii i r |m| *.

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 12d STREET
NEW VORK CITY

An American World Standard Vaudeville Novelty

SIDNEY VERL

THE FAYNES
Have presented their "UNUSUAUTY"

in the following countries:
Empire, Johannesburg Grand O. H., Aukland
Fuller's New Theatre, Sydney Palladium, London

And B. F. Keith Theatres in America

Week of January 3, 1921

THE FAYNE8
Whit Cunliffe
Max Darewski
Little Tich
Lorna and Toots Pounds
Ernie Lotings and Co.
Marie Lloyd
The Famous American Southern Orchestra

and Singers

PALLADIUM PROGRAM
Running Order

Week of January 10, 1921

McRae and La Port
2 Geo. Mozart
3 Max Darewski
4 Little Tich
5 THE FAYNE8
6 Lorna and Toots Pounds »

7 Msrie Lloyd
8 Ernie Lotinga and Co.
9 The Gladiators

NOTE—This Act has not played anything west of Chicago.

Loew's State, New York, Last Week
Loew's Americans New York, Now

DIRECTION
HUGHES A MANWARING
Palace Theatre Annex
New York City

IRVING YATES
160 West 46th Street
New York City
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AND HIS ORCHESTRA
FEATURING VAUDEVILLE'S GREATEST ORCHESTRAL NOVELTY

*

"THE STREETS OF NEW YORKIf

Direction ROSE & CURTIS Personal Representative, JOS. B. FRANKLYN

Stage and Technical Direction, LEO J. LE BLANC
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Aflame H
Adams K
Alexander Robt
Allman Chaa

Banka A (3*7
Ball Dick
BendIk Theo
Burnett R
Brack Helen
Browning Geo
Bryant W
Bud Burt

Carroll Flor
Cercller Paul
Chaplow Rene
Clark Reno
Clayton Murray
Corbett Selma
Craig Blanch

JDaAlma Geo

DsAngelo Jefferson
DeRss Blllle

Porto Jot
Pox Wm
Frisco Joe

Oaylord Bonnlo
Qlendennlng Peggy
Oordon Elaine
Qrayle Leslie
Granville R

Hall Margie
Hallen Jack
Haywood Kddle
Hendrickaon S
Hoback Chaa
HOrton Lillian
Hughes Bert

Keith Eugene
Kemp Margurlto

Kennedy Peggy
King Manny .•

Kirby Tom

Lang Bllllo
Lattelle A
Leonard Jean
Lester Nellie
Llmo Trio
Lorraine Mao
Lovett Oeo
Lucille Lillian

Mack Grill
afarchest Mrs R
Mackey Geo
Marvin Dart
Mary Ann
Montgomery Wm
Mortimer Boh
Mulloy John

Nlchole Jack

Patto John
Pederaon Bros
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Phsllts Jamas
Ploets Mr V
Potter A H&rtwell

Rayfleld Flo
Regay Pearl
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Ruchlp Bon
Ruhl Bernlo
Ryder Ritta

Sawyer Matthew
Schubert U
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Stephen Murray
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Tero Miss O

Unltt Edward
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Well Wm
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NOW ON DISPLAYf

A WONDERFUL COLLECTION OF

MID-SUMMER
HATS

Something Different.

160 W. 45th St., New York City
Two Doors Bast of Broadway

10% Oieeasat at N. V. A.'i fresi as N. V. A.

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS
si i

Anderson Luclllo
Anthenia Miss
Adams Trio

Ballet Rlida
Barnes Stewart
Burton Richard
Burton Effle

Chadderton Lillian
Cathro James L
Clarke Ed M
Cunard Gracs
Carling Hilda

Delmar Gladys
Day George
Demlng Jos

Follls Dick
Fair Polly
Fesens Florestos

Gibson Hardy
Georgalls Trio

Hyde Marion
Haig Roy W
Hardy A Gibson
Hotline Kitty
Harris Jack
Harley Cliff

Jarvis Robert
Johnson Bros A J

Ketch A Wilms
Khyam
Kingston Bobby
Keasler Clarke 8

Larkln Pete *

Lloyd Arthur

Mills Joseph B
Mantell Leonard A
McGowan
Meakln Walter
McGulrl Stanley
Mason Smiling B
Moore A Shy
Morrlaon A Daley

Oldsmith Mary L

Ryan Hazel t

Stanley Doylo A R
Smith Oliver Co
Santrey Norton A B
Southern Jean
Simmons James D
Sllverettes The

White Bob

Deretops Dusts Like Magic!
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PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

Back to Pre-War Prices

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City. Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand

SAMUEL NATHANS
SOLE AGENT FOR HAM
TRUNKS IN THE EAST

529-531 Seventh Ave.. New York City
Phone: Fitz Roy 0620 Between 38th and 39th Str eta

WASHINGTON, D. C
By HARDIE MEAKIN

The toy balloons, the street
fakers, the pick-pockets and the
pink lemonade, coupled with all the
othor necessary parts of a massive
carnival, have hit Washington. You
wouldn't know the staid old capital
of the nation. Even President
Harding has donned his Fez. The
lower floor of the White House has
been thrown open to the visiting
Shriners. as well aa many other
things that have been held from the
visitor within our gates, are now
thrown wide open. The famous
avenue la a mass of lights, artistic
aa well aa spectacular. When all

la considered, Washington has a
free show on its streets, so where
are the theatres and the picture
houses going to be when the final
count la made at the end of the
week? Monday night every one of
the houses held goodly sized crowds.
The President theatre, with stock,
reverting to v

its first winner, "Abie's
Irish Rose," opened a little weak
Sunday, but Monday night held the
house a little ^>ver three-quarters
full, with them still arriving at 9
o'clock. Evidently the late-comers
got tired of parading Pennsylvania
avenue and dropped in.

The Garrick reopened after two
weeks of darkness since the flop of
Marshall's stock company, with pic-
tures for the week as did Poll's,
they, too, seemingly getting some
business. Harry Jarboe has also
reopened the Gayety, the home of
Columbia Wheel burlesque, with
"Talk of the Town," with Eddie
Hall and Charlie Fagan.

mess and Gish in "The Bright
Shawl" (second week).

Glen Echo is going full blast and
getting the best start in years, while
Chevy Chase Lake, with ita two
dancing floors, is doing well also.
Le Paradls Roof, the new Meyer
Davis summer attraction, above his
Le Paradia restaurant, is getting
the business of the town. Some "Of

the greatest publicity ever put over
has Defers handled for Mr. Meyer's
band, it having appeared on three
occasions at the big time vaudeville
house, and other special occasions.

Jack Garrison, who has handled
the now President theatre for the
Columbia Amusement TJo. for some
six years, and who has been re-
ta.ned at the house as resident
manager by the Duffy-Smith stock,
put on his Fez of the local Almas
and ballyhooed to, his fellow Nobles,
and Incidentally brought in a bunch
of visitors.

The moonlight boat trips were
resumed down the historic Potomac
on Decoration Day.

A revival of Griffith's "Birth of a
Nation" will be shown at Poll's the
coming week.

The Cosmos reverts to the sum-
mer policy this week, now offering
only pictures and discontinuing the
vaudeville portion of their show.
The Strand is continuing with Loew
vaudeville, having for the current
week Sig. Newman and his orches-
tra, the Pickfords, Charles Leonard
Fletcher, Bolani and Knight,
Amoros and Jeanet.
Keith's Is eliminating -its Tues-

day, Wednesday and Thursday
matinees with big time vaudeville
and is putting on an 11:15 show at
night after the regular performance,
to take Its place on these three
nights. This is one house that didn't
suffer last week to an appreciable
degree from the slump, the Shriners
seemingly finding just what they
wanted there, and Noble Roland S.
Bobbins, who crossed the "burning
sands" at a special ceremony along
with Admiral Coontz, General
Le Jeune and the Pers'an Ambassa-
dor, In his own theatre just last
week, was there to greet them.

The Rodeo at the Union Station
has been doing fairly well, the hip
arena being well filled Monday
night

All of the local house managers
(Clarence Harris, at the President;
Charles McCllntock, at the Belasco;
L. Stoddard Taylor, at the Garrick;
Lawrence Beatus, at the Palace;
Mark Gates, at the Columbia; Rob-
ert Long, at the Rialtnt- and Nelson
Bell, at the Metropolitan) have been
placed on the reception committee
by the local Almas Grotto, and each

has done his bit in getting things,
both in his house and outside, in
order for the entertainment of the
visitor?.

President Harding met all the
Indians and cowboys from the
Rodeo appearing on the Union Sta-
tion Plaza Saturday. Usual photo-
graphs taken.

Jimmy Kelly's place in Greenwich
Village (Sullivan street) has a new
cabaret show in which la featured

Ned Lincoln, the South African

dancer, who is putting on a version

of his African native dance with a
backing of girls.

Aftrigwty

/?

I Y.make them »UU smoke them
CIGAKM MADE IN AM. HIZBS

I & Y
CIGAR COMPANY

.OS—7th AVE., Opp. Columbia Theatre*
Where All the Performers Meet

The Finest Summer
Fut8 Sold at an
Exceptionally Low

Price

SAVINGS OF OVER 50%

^Special Discount to
Jbc Profusion

Puts Repaired and
V I^modele<i<

"Will clear your head
and improveyour voice

AT AU DRUG STORES StND POR PRCC SAMPLE
CASMINE CO., SC.I2U. st^N.Y.

Picture houses: Loew's Palace.
"The Tiger's Claw" and "Once a
Mason"; Loew's Columbia, "Four
Horsemen** (revival) ; Moore's
Rialto. "The Abysmal Jtrute";
Crandall's Metropolitan, Barthel-

Black,
White, Pink

Satin,
Patent or

Vici Kid.
Round

or
Pointed

Box
Toe,
Hand-
Made,
Kid or
Satin,

For STAGE and STREET oStf,

Toe 225 W. 42d St., NEW YORK Ct,rS
y

"hort MmpShoes

•76

billy MORGAN and RAY VERA
Week of June 10—Majestic, Chicago
Week of June 18—Grand, St. Louis
Week of June 25-27—Avenue E, St. Louis

INGING
OME
ONGS

Direction EARL & PERKINS

S Week of June 28-30—Elks, Taylorville, III.

Week of July 1—Majestic, Milwaukee
Week of July 8—Seventh St, Minneapolis

.
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E. F. ALBEE, President J. J. MURDOCH, General Manager F. F. PROCTOR, Vice-President

.

B. F. KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
;

(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building, New York)
.

-

B. P. KEITH, EDWARD F. ALBEE, A. PAUL KEITH, F. F. PROCTOIt

Artists can book direct addressing W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH

•

Booking Agency
General Executive Offices
IPIW BUILDING ANNEX

160 WEST 46™ST
NEW YORK

JHLUBIN
GEtfERJlL MAMAB£R

.

CHICAGO OFFICE

l6o2GipitolBldg
SIDNEYMWEISMAN

IN CHARGE

i

BOOKING DEPARTMENT.
Palace Theatre Building

NEW YORK

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
CUte-Lake Building

CHICAGO

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT .

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

FALLY MARKUS
1547 Broadway

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE B.DG.Bryant 6060 0061

arc

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.
MARKET, GRANT and O'FARRELL 8TREET8 SAN FRANCISCO

ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
8HVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.

uSEE US WHEN IN CALIFORNIA

MEIKLEJOHN and DUNN
Amusement Managers, Theatrical Agents,

Personal Representatives.
Vaudeville, Road Shows.

i«» AKMLCS-Blajertis Theatre Bids . tt»
Beer. Mils. Pies MM.
SAN FRANCISCO— Psntaess Theatre BUt.. Ma

Bear. Dousiat M53.

GOOD WILL DECISION
(Continued from page 27)

West Combination. Operated 1912
by Welsh Bros. Title changed
for the next year to Wyoming
Bills Wild West.

Wyoming Bill's Wild West. Stayed
out two years, 1913-1914, under
Welsh Brothers as a 10-car outfit,
and then off the road for good.

Circle "D" Wild Wwt and Cooper
Brothers Famous Shows. Put
out season 1914. Mr. Dickey, owner.
Opened April 25. Closed July 6.

Unsuccessful. Losses heavy.
The Great Luella Forepaugh Fish
Wild West Show. Put out at St.
Louis 1893. Its name included
"Forepaugh." July 25 attached
at Janesville, Wisconsin. Reor-
ganised and opened at Appleton
Sept. 4. Lasted but a few days,
when it went to pieces at Ishpcm-
ing, Michigan.

Great Dode Fisk Shows. 1909-1010.
An 11 -car circus, Financial fail-

ure. .Sold to Mugivan A Bowers,
who next year put the physical
property on the road under the
name Sanger's Greater European
Shows.

William H. Coulter's Famous Rail-
road Shows, fun i" 1911 as a 16-
ear circus, owned by Conifer.
trngawanittg Ar Kmbrcc.
Classed among shovvm* n as ;i

"huge'* •failure.
On Jul*/ 2t» of the Hiime year a

combination was made of the
Coulter Show with Indian Pete's
Wild West show. This combina-
tion started out as a 24-car show.
Failure closed I in- doors Kept. 0.

and the physical property thai
was left of it followed the well-
beaten trail of dissipated shows
to tlio wrecking house of William
P. H. ill. (This property, or par;
f'f it. was ir. other hands the fid-
lowing year, made into a show

that carried the name Cole Broth-
ers World Toured Shows.)

Kit Carson's Buffalo Ranch Wild
West Shows. Put out by P. Au-
gustus Jones.

In 1911-1914 operated by
Thomas F. Wiedeman as a 12-

car show. .
.

Failed October 24, 1914, and the

receiver took charge.
Oklahoma Ranch Wild West. Put
out 1913 by Fred Beckman, with

Edward Arlington interested as

investor only. Built into a 17-car

show, well equipped, with attrac-

tions of international reputation.

Closed Oct. 18 -of same season, a
losing, disappointing venture.

It is reported that Edward
Arlington lost $54,000 in this ven-
ture.

Miller Bros. 101 Rar.'-h Wild West
Show. Operated season 1908, with

Miller Bros, owners. The next

season the show went out billed as

Miller Bro«. A Ed. Arlington's 101

Ranch Real Wild West. Operated
1909 to 1915 and built up to a 30-

car show. In 1915, having oper-

ated for five years?, Arlington
withdrew. After his retirement
Miller Bros, never put out the
show.

Buffalo Bill & 101 Ranch Shows.
Tli is is the title of a 30-car show
put out in 1916 by Ed. Arlington,
featuring Jess Wiliard as an at-
traction.

Jess Willard & Buffalo Bill Shows.
I Formerly 101 itanch Wild West.)
Operated season 1917 by Jess Wii-
.i] <l .is a 28-car show.
Failure* Property sold out.

Tims .nils the big Wild West com-
binations, for .i time front-rank
contenders and fairly successful.
But th«- -sm< of these cnter-
Id'HH's" W.is flri liny even while in

i ii hands of their buildei s. No
ma'tcrfnl good will value was ever
realised or transferred In them
to operating nw ces ors.

Pawr.os Bill'j Historic W.ld West.
Put out by Gordon W, LJUie
• p. iv. nee Bill), who has I

il it", d w •

'. the show bus ness
nee 188.1 Withdrew the show
m the ro.i t 1908 to combine
• Huff do l i I.

A Group cf Circus Failures
Fortunes i i

n sp< nt In build*

itig ctr Fortunes have been

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLETHEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

PAUL GOUDRON, CAPITOL BUILDING. CHICAGO
Detroit office. 200 Breitmeyer Bldg.

lost in fruitless attempts to keep
them going. Name, good will, repu-
tation have counted for little in the
transfer of circuses. In 100 years
it has never figured as an item of

any consequence.
In a losi .g game the circus has

struggled hard for self-preservatitfn.

Name and good will have been a
mere incident. e »

We add the following to the al-

ready long list of circus failures:

King A Burke Circus, Forepaugh
A Samuels, Shields Bros. Circus.
Miller, Stowe A Freeman Circua,

the Gillespie Shows, Burch Bros.
Circus, R. T. Richards Circus,

Aaron Turner Circus, Nixon. Costello

ft Hawes Circus, John O'Brien's
World Frir Circus, Hardenburg's
Circus, Sheldenburg's Circus, P. A.
Older s Circus, J. E. Warner A Co.
Circus, Boston, Springer A Hender-
son Circus, John B. Davis Circus,

Central Park Circus, the Great
Eastern Circus, American Racing
Association Circus, Stone & Murray
Circus, Clark Ames Circus, J. H.
Ksehman's World United Railroad
Circus. Hugo Brothers Modern
United Shows, J. H. Frenche's Cir-

cus. Don Stone Circus, Haight A
Chambers Circus, Anderson A
Hamilton, Ad Nathan's Circus, James
Robinson's Circus. Paddy Ryan Cir-

eufl, Rechie Brothers' Circus, Cal-

vin & Nathan's Circus, F.-ench A Co.

Circus, Spalding A Rodgers Circus.

Doris A Calvin Circus. Gregard A
Belford Circus, Pullman Bros. Cir-

cus City Pullman Olngess Circus,

l>.,n Shelbys United States Circus,

S. H. Barrett Circus, Cooper A Jack-
son Circus, King A Franklin. Burr
Roboins, Levi J. North's Circus, Dan
Costello circus. Gather A Shallcross
Show-. Dan Rice Circus, Bostock
Trained Wild Animals. Wm. P. Hall

Circus, Welsh Bros. A Lessig's

Shows, Melville A Maginley, Lom-
bard A Hathaway, Heber Bros. Cir-

cus, Hough A Howard Circus, Sipe's

Dog and Pony Show, Sipe A Hiakc

Dog and Pony Show, Sine, Doilman
e> Blake Pony Show. _

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN M. kkllky.
Attorney for Estates of Ifenry

i: igling, Alf. T. Kingllng.

The Van Amam's Minstrels, pre-

senting i om-hou. minstrel show
in the Keith houses, will play une-

i d- ji« .i regular road at-

traction during the summer. The
• el organization will return to

• ill tii* i-»
'

TEXAS FAIR RACES
W. H. Stratton, secretary of the

Dallas Fair, was registered at the
Hotel Astor, New Tork, this week,
returning home Tuesday evening.
He said he planned to bring run-
ning races hack to the fair this year,

j

after 12 years of exclusively harness
events.

Mr. Strat ton's idea is that sooner
or later there Is a chance of the
pvi-mutuel machine being admit-
ted, but scarcely this year. So the
turf events will be minus either the
machines or the boeks.

/ • \

BARNES PASSES UP BROOKLYN
The proposed invasion of Brook-

lyn this season by the Al G. Barnes
circus has been declared off.

The SeHs-Floto show slipping in
ahead is one reason advanced for
the Barnes show passing up Brook-
lyn.

Another reason reported is tsstt
the show could not get into Brooklyn
before the middle Of July, and ft

was figured Coney island with its

numerous freak shows, etc., would
Wllrl irlC iVIUOllw IV1E.PI

J
work out as too much competition.

Will Rollins, formerly with Tri-
angle, is now Deroit representative
for Jack Mills.

The Emerson Phonograph Co., is

advertising its new record releases
with pictorial current event posters
distributed to dealers. The same
publicity stunt was adopted some
time ago by Irving Berlin Inc.

A branch office in Pittsburgh has
been opened by Siaemore A Shrig-
ley, music publishers. Robert W.
Ebbert is in charge.

Joe Raymond and his on lies

supplying the music at the Palais
Royal since Whlteinan sailed, have
signed an exclusive contract to

make disks for the Victor Talking
Machine Company.

(Jilss) Vaughn De Leath, song
writer and phonograph recording
artist, is managing director of the
new WDT radio broadcasting sta-
tion. 510 West 23rd street, New
York, the formal opening of whP'h
is slated lor June S (Friday), at 11
p. m.

. LOGAN, W. VA, BANS
Logan, W. Va., June 0.

Carnivals have been banned from
Logan by action of the City Coun-
cil, which- acted upon resolutions
adopted by the Logan Chamber of
Commerce. The resolution cited that
such attractions are "destructive of
morals*" that "gambling devices al-
ways accompany them," and that
whatever virtues they possess are
more than offset by the low char-
acter of the hangers-on.

EDEN MUSEE" AS TITLE
i i

Gum perts, Inc., has been granted }

an Injunction against the World in
Wax, Inc., operators of a Coney
Island side show, to restrain the
use of the words "Eden Musee" in

the advertising.
Gumpertx claims exclusive use

thereto, which contention has been
upheld by court order.

At a meeting held June 5 the Mu-
sic Publishers' Protective Associa-
tion paused a resolution authorizing
E. C. Mills, the executive, to ehooee
committees to try six allaged piracy
cases that have been placed before
the association recently. The mem-
bers of these committees are to be
picked in accordance with the song
in question, The disputes are to be
decided one way or another, and
any publisher found guilty Is to be
punished as provided for in the new
rules of the association.
One or two of the publinhers ob-

jected strongly to the resolution,
claiming that the plaintiffs in most
casts were out for financial j.;iin

only. The cotwnxu* of opinion.
however, seemed to lie Utat The"

lotion w.is passed, not to bene«
fit a few individuals, but to check
further piracy. By giving awardi
on any piracy ••. colorable imlta-
t Ion of four I) 1 1

«•
< nun •• t h<- .i

elation would be abb to curb this
evil

Ethel B«*ri-ymoro will open her

vaud 'i Urn < - iiw Ive

found Loi I K< th** \\ I mt'-

ton, i

BACK F10M MEXICO
The shew that played for six^

weeks in the bull ring, Mexico City,
headed by the California Frank Wild
West, ended its engagement Sat-
urday and the people started back
for New Tork, according to tele-

graphic advices to agents in New
York.

Carnival Men Held for Murder
Chicago, June 0.

Martin (Red) Crowley and George
Grlse, said to bo members of a car-
nival compiny which recently
played Lansing, are being held for

the mysterious .slaying of Mrs. Wil-
liam T. Britton, who u.n killed at
h* -r *w»m*» in I-in-.r.t:, \iir-H

H. L. Reynolds has - ,..... .' Itu-

dolph Spring as .i- stai : mat j*er

of th.' American, Nen yorkwSpring
being transferred to the^*Fnitot»,

Brooklyn, as manager, William B,

Pennington is thn new assistant
nranager at tee 83d Street, New
fork, taking the place ra ated by
the appointment of Fred Bmnelle
.i« mam t the Ch • Ket* York.
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Henrietta Farrar, mother of Ger-
ftldine Farrar, the opera singer, left

a. net estate of $4,950.24 when she

died Jan. 24, all of which, under her

will, executed Nov. 14, 1916, passes

over to her husband, Sidney D. Far-
rar, one-time professional ball

player, of 210 West 90th street, who,
without bonds, Is also the executor.

Charles Williams, who has man-
aged the Temple, Detroit, for James
H. Moore for the past 25 years, has
banded over the management to

Robert F.ggleston, of Keith's, Indi-

anapolis. Williams will take a va-

cation, after which he will person-

ally represent Moore in his various

Interests.

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Leonard

GRANT
Special Rate* to the Profession

Hicks, Operating
AND

Hotels

CHICAGO LORRAINE
417-419 S. Wabash Avenue

' 350 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

The Westwood Theatre, West-
wood, N. J., under the management
of Louis Fry, starts vaudeville

Wednesdays and Saturdays, com-
mencing this week, playing four

acts booked by Harry Lorraine of

the Fally Markua office.

Fred Heineman is in charge of the

Loew publicity department during

the absence of Terry Turner, who
la In Boston handling the publicity

for Braves Field, Boston, which in-

stalls evening shows under the

Loew management June 2fi.

IRVINGTON HALL
3SG West 51st Street

6640 Circle

HENRI COURT
S12 West 48th Street

3830 Longacre

HILDONA COURT
341-347 West 45th Street. 3560 Longacre.

1-2-3-4-room apartments. Each apartment with private bath,
phone, kitchen, kitchenette. •

$18.00 UP WEEKLY—$70.00 UP MONTHLY
The largest maintainer of housekeeping furnished apartments

directly under the supervision of the owner. Located In the center of
the theatrical district. All fireproof buildings.

Address all communicationa to

CHARLES TENENBAUM
Principal office. Hildona Court, 341 West 45th St., New York
Apartment* can be teen evening*. Office in each building.

Rinaldo, the original rag violin-

ist of vaudeville, playing in Europe
the last 12 years, has returned to I

America, opening for a tour of the
j

Pan Circuit in Chicago last week.

RUANO APARTMENTS

Fridkin and Rhoda, classical

dancers, are leaving "Adrienne" on

account of the length of the show.

Alsx Sidney Rosenthal, theatrical

Attorney, has removed from the

Longacre to the Loew building.

SOUTH AFRICA
(Continued from page 34)

the premises. The rink is well pa-
tronized.

JOHANNESBURG
At His Majesty's, direction of

African Theatres, Ltd., Irene Van-
brugh. with Dion Boucicault and
their English company, are drawing
capacity. April 16, "His House In
Order"; April 30, "Mis' Nell o' New
Orleans"

I

RUANO COURT
tOO West 50th

Circle 0536

RUANO
SOS ftth At«. (49th)

Ilryant 3989

1-2 Room Housekeeping Apartment*
HOTEL KKItVICK TKLKPHONK KLKVATOK

SUMMER RATES
1

THE ADELAIDE
754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE

Between 46th and 47th Streets Oh Block Ifeat ef Broadway
Three, roar aad Five-Room Hlfh-Chios Famished Apartments.

Wtrlrttv rrof»«mloi»al MRH OKOROK HIKOKI. Mgr Fhnae«; Brywnt HS.%0-1

Leonard Rayne's company at
Standard ataged "Mr. Wu" and
'Lord Richard In Pantry"; April 20.
•'non-stop" revue, "Follow the
Girls." Business good.

At the Empire the musical ad-
venture, "Round in Fifty." real
money winner for African Theatres,

TAVERN
156-8 WEST 48TH STREET
» East of Broadway

A CHOP HOUSE

OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

HOTEL HUDSON
$ 8 and Up Single

$12 and Up Double
Hot aad Cold Water and
Telephone In Each Room.

102 WE8T 44th 8TREET
NEW YORK CITY

Flume: BRYANT tt*S-M

main 7J74—eetss

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments
(of the better kind—within means of economical folks)

THE DUPLEX
330 We.t 43d Street

\ •
Longacre 7132

, Three and four rooms with bath
Modern in every particular. Accommodate three or more

adults

$12.00 UP WEEKLY
YANDIS COURT
241-247 West 43d Street

Bryant 7912

One. three and four room apartments with kitchenettes,
private bath and telephone. Directly west of Times
Square. Room arrangement creates utmost privacy.

RATES: $17.00 UP WEEKLY
Ref* communications to M. CLAMAN, 241 West 43d St.

Phone: Lensurrv §141—Bryant 4293

THE BERTHA
Geo. F. Schneider. I'rap.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

COMPLETE rOR IIOUSKKKKP1NG.

323-325 West 43rd Street
CLEAN AND AIR1

NEW YORK* CITY
Private Bath. .1-4 Rooma. t'nlrrlnR to the comfort and convenience ol

the profession.
STEAM UKAT AND ELECTK1C LIGHT ..... $15.00 IIP

HOTEL FULTON
(la tha Heart ef New York)

% 8 and Up Single

$14 and Up Double
Shower Bathe. Hot and Cold

Water and Telephone.

Electric faa la eaeh room.

264-268 WE8T 46th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Phone: Bryant 0»3^JM
Opposite N. V. A.

Engstrum Apartment Hotel

623 West Fifth St.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF
Special Bates to Profession

Ltd. "Kid" Lewia, the boxer, vis-

ited South Africa, went into the

show April 23, giving exhibition

bouts with native boxers. Week
April 30 bill reverted to vaudeville.

Donald and Carson, Sam Laveen
and Billy Cross, Lohse and Ster-
ling (American). Stuart Barnes
(American), Ivy and Dorice Lee, A.
C. Astor, Sydney and Adelaide, E. J.

Wood.

Orpheum: April 16—Dorval and
Daley, Edythe Hyland, pictures.
Week April 23—Dan Bros, and
Sherry, Marie Ellerslie. pictures.
Week April 30—Dudley and Staf-
ford, Lolita, pictures.

The 1933 Musical Comedy Com-
pany, under the direction of the
African Theatres Ltd., opens at His

OEL'S One Moment West
of Broadway at

41st Street
The Rendezvous ef the lending Lights ef Literature and the Stage.
The Beet Feed and Entertainment In New Vork. Munlc and Dnncins;.

$1 Oar Special: A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
In the GRILL with 8PECIAL RESERVATIONS for LADIES

COLEMAN
APARTMENTS

Newly renovated heaeekeepla« apart-
mente; all modem conveniences.

HUMMER RATKM •

138 Weat 49th Street, N. Y.
(One block Beet ef Broadway)

Phone Bryant 6220

ARISTO HOTEL
101 Wast 44th St, New York
la the heart of the Agents' district

FOR THEATRICAL FOLKS
Room* with bath $1C week up
Telephone 1197-1198 Bryant

Majesty's May 14 in "Whirled Into
Happiness." The principals include
Vera Pearce. Ethel Cadman. Isa
Bowman, Christine Rona, Victor
Crowford. Martin Iredale, Rowland
Hill, Gordon Sherry and Frank
Barclay. Captain P. Maxwell-Stew-
art will produce.

Johannesburg ia one of the gay
spots on the map of South Africa.
Dances, cabarets and novel ideas
are the life of the town. Commer-
cial prospects are none too good at
present, but the Johannesburg folks
will have their pleasure.

The South African Pictorial, with
which is incorporated "Stage and
Cinema." is a bright and chatty
illustrated weekly published in Jo-
hannesburg. Its pages are devoted
to the stage, cinema, music, society
doings and sport, and the whole
publication is turned out in a very
creditable style.

LONDON FUJM~NEWS

(FORMERLY PROFESSIONAL*)
Wish to announce that they have opened the first and only modern
Italian-American boarding house in the heart of the Catskill Mountain*.

SUNSHINE VILLASffico,.,
Elev., 2,000 ft. Handball and tennis courts, bathing, boating, fishing,
dancing and radio. Rates, |18 up. Write FERRARO BROS.

Read and Save

HOME FOR PERFORMERS
Furnished room* to let la hlsh-claas Modern Building;. Rooma with hot

and cold running water; housekeeping privilege! ; gas, electricity, maid
service and linen Included; telephone, hath, kitchen on every floor Cor your
convenience.

Situated SO feet from Central Park Weat. IK minutes from hooking
offices, next 8th Ave. surface cars, I minutes from 6th aad tth Ave. "L"
stations.

SINGLE ROOM, $6 WEEKLY; FRONT SUITES, $14 WEEKLY
DOUBLE ROOM, $7.50 UP; 5 ROOM APART., $25 WEEKLY

Office on premises under supervision ef Owner.

14 West 101st St., New York Tel. Glarkson 1260

1

PICTURES AND VAUDEVILLE

VAUDEVILLE AND PICTURES

/? •^

The Chateau Laurier
City Island, N. Y.

NOW OPEN FOR SEASON OF
1923 _W :

:

•— •

Beautifully Decorated. Dint}) Moore's Wonderful Orchestra

Excellent Shore Dinner at $3.00 and exquisite a la

Carte service

Management

Julius Keller William Werner

The police are taking particular
interest at the moment in the do-
ings of several so-called "schools
of cinema acting" and "dud" pro-
ducing firms, and are zealously ask-
ing all and sundry very pertinent
questions. In some cases the allega-
tions go far beyond the ordinary
charge of obtaining money by false
pretenses and arrests are imminent.
It is not generally known in the
show world that Scotland Yard pos-
sesses a very keen inspector whose
chief duty is the running down of
charlatans, but his great difficulty
is to get people to either prosecute
or to even stand by their statements
under oath.

•

Doxatt Tratt is to produce a film
version of W. O. Locke's novel. "The
Iteloved Vagabond," immediately.
The title role will be played by
Carlyle Blackwell. and the picture
will be made at the million -pound
Alliance Co.'s studios, which before
the "million pound" Idea arrived
were the London Company's studios
at St. Margereta-on-Thames.

m/s&mmim.

ITS ALL SHOW BUSINESS

Everyone Looking To Or Use-
ful In -Either Or All Fields

Should Keep Themselves
Before All Show Business By
Carrying An Announcement
In Variety 1

)

J& in .•;;^^WW&^Liiiix^^tMSi^ls^mmff^f^i^^^^^^
.

<
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EQUITY SUSPENDS 12,000

(Continued from- page 1)

should be ignored and that the one

thing to bear in mind was that the

Council will' never in any way re-

cede from its position in demand-
ing the Equity Shop.

Officers Re-elected

Election of officers was the next

order of business. Mary Shaw, Ef-

jj© Shannon and George Le Guerre
were selected from the audience to

art as tellers. About half of those
present voted, with all the officers

and councilmen re-elected. There
was. no opposition to the regular
ticket.

Meantime, Gillmore informed the
meeting what wonderful things
Equity had done in TVxas, Colorado,
Oklahoma and elsewhere in the
matter of tent, boat and repertoire
shows, but had nothing to say
about New York, Chicago, Boston
or other big cities. He said the
situation in Los Angeles, where
Equity has u picture branch, was
far from encouraging, but a con-
vention was to be held soon, and
it was hoped that BIquity would be
put on its feet in that vicinity. Ho
also said that the Chorus Equity
branch was the best fixed finan-
cially of all the Four A's "branches,
having a surplus to its credit of
$8,211.29. He also told of the legis-

lative program Equity has followed
in child labor matters and the open
Sunday bill put forward by W. A.
Brady, and Which, he said, Brady
will try to resurrect at the next
session of the legislature at Al-
bany.

Benefit Figures

. Gillmore then went into the mat-
ter of benefits and balls as showing
them hardly worth while, except for
propaganda. The Metropolitan ben-
efit netted $1.2&6; the Astor ball
about $1,000; the Chicago ball,

$1,962; Los Angeles benefit, $«50.
The recent May Party receipts, with
few expenses, turned in $10,750.
Emerson told of the Drama-

tists' committee calling on the
Council and telling them that they
should not try to precipitate trou-
ble by the Equity Shop ultimatum
to the managers. "But," said Emer-
son, "wo have documents in our
safe which no one but the Council
and officers have ever seen, prov-
ing how often the managers have
breached the P. M. A.-Equity agree-
ment, and that only by the enforce-
iment of the Equity Shop can we
compel the managers to live up to
that document. We showed these
jpapers to the dramatists and they
.immediately swung over to us, and
I am almost positive they will ac-
cept our invitation to become a
;
Union and help us to force the man-
agers to be good.

Dramatists' Angle Discussed
"The Dramatists will meet the

managers and arrange a meeting
for us to put our side of the ques-

tion up to both of them, and after |

that if the managers will not grant
us the Equity Shop, there will be no
more meetings, but we shall make
preparations for a strike which is

inevitable. The Council is already
planning to take care of members,
so that they shall not be in want in

the event of a strike, and we don't
want to give those plans away at
present, so I want to ask you not to
ask questions about them but to
trust your officers.

"The managers claim they will

bring foreign actors over and curtail
production. That is ridiculous
propaganda. They cannot do with-
out you, the American actor. If

Equity is ruining their busim ss,

why don't they try Rome other as
they are such wonderful business
men? Bootlegging is a good busi-
ness. I know, because when I was
in Los Angeles I got fed up with the
place. I hate it. And although my
doctor has ordered me never to
drink or smoke, I felt I needed
something and I said to Joe Schenck,
'I've got to have a drink. Get me
somo good Scotch.' He did, and
from »then on I drank Scotch and
smoked cigarets, and in a week I

put on ten pounds. That's a busi-
ness. Some of our great managers
peddled shoestrings and collar but-
tons— let thern do it again if there
is no money in show business*."

Pohticfl Discourse

He then swung to politics and
eulogized Governor Smith for sign-
ing the Mullan-Gage repeal bill,

while his auditors were eagerly
waiting to hear something about
Equity,' and nervously edging
around on their chairs. Gillmore
then did some more stallipg by re-
ferring to papers which had made
mistatements about the resignations
from the Council of Marjorie Ram-
beau and Richard Harding, the
papers stating that their objection
to the closed shop was the causev
Gillmore denied this but said, "They
believed in the closed shop, but did
not want to share responsibility, if

a strike was called to enforce it."

Frank Sheridan's Stand

Right here Frank Sheridan, stand-
ing up, declared, "This is not what
we came here to listen to. Let us
have the financial statement."

Gillmore—"Well, our financial af-
fairs are in the hands of our audi-
tor, so as we have not the correct
figures we thought it best not to
give' any. I have a letter here from
the auditor. Frank Masarac (or a
similar sounding name) which I will

read if you wish." He read, "Equity
Association. Gentlemen. I am sorry
not to have the financial statement
ready In time for your meeting, but
your Los Angefces office held us up.
We wired Los Angeles and thejr re-
plied the matter is now in the mails
and will probably be received in a
week or so."

Sheridan—"Well, it is a peculiar
thing that you have always read the
financial statement at every annual
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meeting .before this, and now Los
Angeles holds it up."
Gillmore—"I have some figures
here which I will read if you like,

but until we receive the auditor's
report they cannot be considered
official." He read: "Total assets,

$28,882; furniture and fixtures,

$9,383." CJillmore stated that a defi-

cit of $4,000 on the first six months
of this year had been wiped out,

and the year finished with a gain of
$13,991. He then read some more
figures which seemed to be charges
against the foregoing but were 'not

so explained, as follows:
-Rent, $1,500; liabilities, $4,067;

legal services, $1,000; money ad-
vanced, $6,515."

Gillmore said that Sheridan would
be welcome to rome to the office

and see the books at any time, or
they would even send him a copy
of the auditor's report. ThiH offer

Sheridan refused, saying that the
members were entitled to hear the
financial statement read at the an-
nual meeting and there was no ex-
cuse for any other procedure.

"Liberal with Others' Money"
Commenting on the liberal ex-

penditure of money, Sheridan added:
"Some people are mighty liberal

when spending other people's money,
but not so liberal with their own.
And in the matter of the Metro-
politan opera house benefits and
Astor balls a lot of it was spent for

a very small return."
Gillmore—"Yes, they were ex-

pensive propaganda, and that is why
we cut them out. Staging, advertis-
ing, costumes and musicians are ex-
pensive."

Sheridan— "Oh, I know all about
that stuff." ^.
At this Emerson jumped up and

banged the table with his gavel,
shouting, "What do you mean, 'all

that stuff'?" Sheridan came right
back with "Now, don't you go off

half-cocked, banging things at me.
You claim you have made a gain
this year. But don't forget that you
raised our dues, which should easily
account for that."

About this time there was a whis-
pered conference on the platform,
and Edmund Breese quietly slipped
off, going into the audience and
walking up the aisle towards Sheri-
dan and truculently demanded,
"Just what is this argument got up
for? What Is it you want to know?"
Sheridan—"This is no argument.

I want some information from John
Emerson, and you cannot start any
argument with me;"

Breese—""Well, what are you try-
ing to do? Ask your questions. I'll

answer them."

Financial Statement Argument
Sheridan—"All right. I want the

truth about the financial statement.
Can you give it to me 7"

Breese—"Well, no, not exactly,

but"
Sheridan—"Then don't butt in and

try to give me an argument about
something of which you are Ig-

norant," and Breese took the count
in a chair for a minute, then re-
sumed his place on the platform
looking very sheepish, while Sheri-

dan continued to Gillmore:
"What about these bills you were

talking about for ads, musicians,
etc.?"

Gillmore—"Well, the bills are sent

to me and I o. k. them, and they are
paid." i

Sheridan— "Is that so? Well, your
o. k. does not make them o. k. just

the same. Do you publish these ex-
penditures in Itemized detail in the

Equity Bulletin'?"

Gillmore Badly Rattled

Sheridan had Gillmore badly rat-
tled by this time and the best an-
swer Gillmore could think of was,
"I'm sure I don't know. I forget."

Emerson, also excited, Jumped up
and shouted, "Shall we send for re-

ports and read them?'
Good work followed by the clique

that shouted "No!" Then Emerson
declared that Sheridan, who was
for Equity body and soul, was abso-
lutely right in his stand and he,

Emerson, was with him. Emerson
said: "Mr. Sheridan has a perfect

right to complain about this un-
fortunate situation. The financial

statement should be read at the an-
nual meeting, and should have been
h<;( But everybody knows that

ever) thing Is o. k., our fi if nd Sh« ri-

dan included, whom I know has the

organisation's interests at heart. As
I laid before, Mr .Sheridan is right,

but we cannot read what Is, un-
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fortunately, not here. We are very

sorry, but the books are always
open to Mr. Sheridan, and when the

auditor's report Is in we'll be de-

lighted to give friend Sheridan carte

blanche to examine it. We admire
his courageous stand," etc., etc.

After some more inconsequential

chatter a motion to adjourn was
put, and carried.

NOT MILLER, MILWAUKEE
A denial was sent Out by the

management of the Miller, Mil-

waukee, stating the Miller would
not play Columbia wheel attractions,

but would continue with vaudeville

and pictures next season as for-

merly.

The Columbia will have .some

houso other than the (iayety in Mil-

waukee f<r a stand next season.

Among Others the Miller was said

to have been under consideration.

ILL AND INJURED
Dave Roth was struck by an an-

tomotyl* while playing in Philadel-

phia the end of last week. He is

reported to be resting comfortably
in a local hospital.

William Masatirt was dixrhttr%* <l

from Pr. King's private hospital,

Hay Shore, Long Island, this week,

having successfully undergone I

minor operation.
Edward Farrell, slock, has been

confined to his home for the past

three weeks due to a stomach dis-

order.

Lena Sicgei of the Utw contra<

department has been at home for

two weeks due to an attack of flu.

Fally Markus having recovered

from his recent attack of pneumo-
nia has left for Aebury Park, N. J.,

to recuperate.

The management of the Freeport

theatre, Frceport, Long Island, has

become involved in a strife with the

local stagehands' union, due to the

Installation of a non-union crew
after the house had been operated

for several months with a union
staff. The union Is billing the town
to the effect that the theatre is un-
fair to organized labor, the union

paper being placed in eloac proxim-
ity to that of the theatre.

Harry Rose will make his maiden
trip as trans- oceanic entertainer on
the Leviathan July 4, whi« h will be
the first voyage of the lug boat since

she has been reconstructed for pas-
m r,;-< r i r v,<<\

Al Darling, Manager of Keith's

Royal, is chairman of the theatrical

committee In charge of the enter-

tainment of a pageant and celebra-

tion In the Bronx, Saturday, June 9.

It is an annual fixture known as

t Bronx Borough Day.

*
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Managers
Who have vaudeville, picture, park or stock theatres in territory between. New Orleans and Chicago

WITH MY ACT I CAN GET YOU EXTRA BUSINESS
IT IS GOOD FOR ANY POLICY HOUSE

SPECIAL PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN; ADyANCE REELS, THREE WEEKS;.CAN TIE UP WITH LOCAL PAPER.

I CARRY EVERYTHING; COMPLETE STUDIO, 12 LAMPS, ETC.

.WILL LEAVE COMPLETE "SCREEN TESTS" TO PULL EXTRA BUSINESS FOR YOU THE FOLLOWING WEEK.

THIS IS THE ACT THAT

in Loe.w theatres in New York, in Baltimore, and in Washington

WIRE MR. E. A. LAKE, MANAGER

/ WANT TO FILL A LITTLE OPEN TIME

beginriing the first week in July

COMMUNICATE DIRECT TO

(Himself)

"DISCOVERING MOVIE STAGS''

WILL PAY YOU

SALARY or on PERCENTAGE
WRITE OR WIRE

LOEWS GRAND, ATLANTA, THIS WEEK (JUNE 4); LOEWS BIJOU, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.,
NEXT WEEK (JUNE 11); LOEW'S STATE, MEMPHIS, JUNE 17; LOEW'S CRESCENT, NEW

ORLEANS, JUNE 24

The publicity campaign, paper, etc., by courtesy of Loew Enterprises, to whom I acknowledge my thanks

Wire Mn SAMUEL' MFINHOLD, General Manager, Loew Enterprises, New York City, for his opin-

ion regarding box office value

I
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N.Y. ANTI-CARNIVAL CRUSADE
SHUBERTS' SHARP SHOW STUFF;

"PASSING SHOW SCOOPS WHITE

Announces Sudden Opening in New York After Get-

ting White's "Scandals" in ShuberU' Theatre at

New Haven—Similarity in Several Scenes

. The Insiders along Broadway were
Stunned this week at the announce-
ment that the new 'Passing Show"
Would open at the Winter Garden
.this Thursday. The first hint came
In the newspaper ads Monday after-

noon. The ticket sale was opened
-Immediately, with only three days
(to go. Everything about it bore the

gush of crowding through a sensa-
tional Shubert "put over." with
George White and his new "Scan-
days" aimed at.

White** show is in a Shubert the-

(Continued on page 42)

STREET SPECS STOPPED

AT KEITH'S PALACE

JAP MARIONETTE SHOW

ON BROADWAY IN FALL

.-

One Disposessed— Another

Stops Handling Palace

Tickets:. •

The Palace, New York, has suc-
ceeded in ridding itself of the specu-
lator evil. This week the Yale
Ticket Co., one of the "sidewalk"
(store) spec concerns, was dispos-
sessed by Richie & Cornell. The
Other speculator above the Palace
has not been handling tickets for

$he house for the past 10 days.
The Palace declared war on the

•pecs several weeks ago. The house
put In caliphones warning pur-

(Continued on page 3) •

NEW STAGE SCALES

1. A. T. 8. E. Sets Salaries for Next
Season

The scale to be asked for car-
penters, stagehands and electricians
by the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes for next
Season will be approximately $75 a
tnan. The three classes mentioned
fcre now receiving $62.50 minimum,
although with the larger legitimate
Shows most carpenters, property
men and electricians are receiving
over the scale.

The $7T, minimum Is a:-> to he
asked for traveling picture oper-
ators. They now are receiving the
same as the stage crew department
heads, $62.50.
The new wage scale for the stage-

rands will he presented to the In-
ternational Managers' Association
When that body convenes it; New
York next Monday. June 18.
The musicians are to ask $S0 for

road men.

J. D. Barton Importing Han-

dlers and Effects—Has Run

95 Years in Japan

"Mingio Shaibai," the noted Jap-

anese marionette show, may be

brought here next season. Although

intended for the fall of 1924, a
Broadway manager has virtually

settled on presenting the attraction

a year ahead of* time J. D. Barton,
who recently returned from the
Orient, is acting for the famed Jap
attraction.

Along with the settings and
effects, 30 men who work the figures

will be brought over. The marion-
ettes themselves are about five feet

high, almost as tall as the average
Jap. The men working the marion-
ettes are encased in black robes and
masks, the audience not being sup-
posed to see the workers. Marvelous
effects are secured, the figures In

dual exhibitions and battle scenes
(Continued on page 4)

LOF

'

MENACE' ASKED

8Y CQLER

Public Welfare Commit-
j

Moner Coler to Demand
Aldermen Enact Ordin-
ance Taxing Visiting

Shows Out of City Limits—Causes Arrest of Show-
men, Charging Misrepre-
sentation — Records of
Office Basis for Opposi-
tion

N. Y. RODEO AT YANKEE STADIUM

WILL DIVIDE $50,000 FOR CONTESTS
—

Running 10 Days in August—4100,000 Weekly Ex-

pense—$3 Top Gate Nights—Elaborated Repeat

by Tex Austin of Sensational Rodeo at Garden

LAW UP TUESDAY

Bird S. Color, Commissioner of

Publie Welfare for Greater New
York this week opened fire on the

visiting carnivals and declared his

intention of forcing the issue when
the new carnival ordinance comes
up for final vote before the Board
o f Aldermen next Tuesday.
The Commissioner will try to have

the city fathers change the proposed
regulation so that prohibitive taxes
will keep carnivals away from New
York. His recommendation is that

(Continued on page 38)

LOS ANGELES CHAMP

"ON THE CUFF" TOWN

KELLERMANN BACK

Returns to New York After Three I

Years Across Water

After three years away from New
York Annette Kellermann returned

this week. In her travels the first

and famous diving girl visited the

Par East, spending four months in

the South Sea Islands. Under the

direction of James It. Sullivan a
special seven-reel feature picture

starring Miss Kellermann was com-
pleted there. It is named "Shona
of the South Seas."

Mr. Sullivan accompanied Miss

Kellermann on her return trip. He
is deciding this week the film dis-

tributor for the Kellermann
pictures.

BURNSIDE'S OPTION ON HIP?
H. H. Burnside, associated with

the Hippodrome, New York, dur-

ing the entire period it was under
the management o£ Charles B. Dil-

lingham, is reported to hu.ve paid

|
r
>0.000 this week for a short option

to buy the house.
Burnside is organizing a new

company which plans to buy and
operate the UIjl

Sophie Tucker Brands City—
"Pepper Box Revue" Set

Back $40,000

Los Angeles, June 13.

Los Angeles is the greatest "on
the cuff" town in the world. That
at least is Sophie Tucker's remark
a. lent the city.

Sophie and George Lciut.' are
leaving the "Pepper Bo4 1; vue"
with the show closing after ]. laying

(Continued on page 4)

NO COIN—NO ALIMONY

Los Angales Judge Decides for Cart
Mays

Los Angeles, J line IS.

If you're a husband and broke,
men your wiie cannot I'lMlyyl all"

limny.

That is the ruling handed do
by Judge Summer-field here in the
case of Charlotte I'ierco ag linst her
husband, Carl Mays.
The decision was considerable of

a Jolt to the screen actress, who be-

lieved the courts could compel her
husband to pay up. even though lie

didn't have the money.

CLOAK AND SUIT MEN

ANGELING FOR B'WAY

Merchandise ' Fair Suggested

as Reason for Loosen-

ing Up

Various big silk manufacturers
and firms that are turning out high
class gownS for the retail trade are
springing to the fore as the angels
for summer shows this season be-
cause of thsj interest in the Mer-
chandise Fair, to be held here dur-
ing July.

At least two of the Broadway mu-
sical revues scheduled for the sum-
mer are said to be backed by or-

(Continued on page 17)

THEATRICALS SOCIALLY

SECURING RECRUITS

Member of Fish Family Re-

ported Associated with

Leonard Wood, Jr.

Leonard Wood, Jr., son of Major
General Leonard Wood, is breaking
into the show business on the mana-
gerial end. Unlike salons of other
prominent families, young Wood is

not aiming for histrionic distinction
or dabbling in it in a dilletante fash-
ion. He intends producing for

(Continued on page 17)

PLAY WITH EFFECTS

Seven Different Ones By Carter in

"The Crash."

Chicago, June 13.

ThsrS v/ill be an attempt to revive
the stage play with effects this
coming season when the National
Productions Co., of which C. S.

Primrose is general manager, will
I out "The Crash," whi< li open*

at the Majestic, Dubuque. Sept. 9.

The play is by Ralph T. Ketter-
ing, who is interested In the com-
pany, and the effects are the work
of Lincoln J. Carter. There will be
seven different effects in the show.
The National Production.-. Co. will

also send out "Why Wives <io

Wrong." which will op<»n at Sli"-

boygan. Wis. Bept 10

The world's championship Rodeo
competitions wil) be held in New
York by Tex Austin, who will stags
the western sports contests at the
Yankee baseball stadium In August
over a period of 10 days. There
will be $60,000 in »vise money, that
being double the total in prises paid
at the Madison Square Garden
Itodeo last winter, also under

(Continued on page 42)

01T0 KAHN MAY AID

FOREIGN WRITERS

Banker in Warm Sympathy
With Protection for

Foreigners

Otto H. Kahn, noted financier and
patron of the arts, was recently
asked to serve as honorary president
of an organization to be founded
next season which has for its prime
object the future protection of

(Continued on page 38)

BEBE DANIELS' ACT

Film Star in 8ingina snd Dancing
Turn at Buffalo Picture H use

Buffalo, June 13.

This week at the Lafayette
Square, a picture house playing
extra attractions. Be be Daniels is

appearing in a singing and dancing
specialty.

It is claimed Miss Daniels In re-
ceiving $3,000 for the week's en-
gagement. Negotiations suddenly
started and were closed in the mid-
dle of last week for the current ap-
pearance.

EGGED MEDICINE SHOW
Elmira, N. Y., June 13.

LImira Heights residents hiv«
outgrown the ioys of the :»itent

medicii.e show.
Entertainers with the CtiftOP

Comedy Company, appearing with a
medicine distributor, were twgets
for st. lie eggs.

COSTUMES
Who will make your next ones?
Those who have bought from us

say—

BROOKS-MAHIEU
1137 It'vrar Tel. »S!0 P«no. N. V. City

_-1 1,000 Costumes Tor Rental

_
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NOVELTYW 'BANANAS' SONG

ENJOYING SENSATIONAL SALES

37,000 Copies in One Day—Unexplainable Pref-

erence by Public Leads Song Market Now Three

to One

Not since 1920, when "Oh! By
Jingo'" grossed over 2,000,000 copies

In sales (at 15 to 18 cents a copy
wholesale) hae a comedy "nut" song
create! such a sensation as "Yes!
We Have No Bananas!"

Its success Is unexplainable anil

cannot be presently gauged, al-

though the title as a catchline may
be a cau«e.
When a song sells 37 000 copies a

day, as it did Tuesday of this week,
according to Ttommy Hughes, of the

Shapirc -Bernstein Co. executive
staff, Its possible gross Is Inesti-

mable until it is on its wane. Cur-
rently, the number Is approaching
Its peak, with at least a million-

copy mark a certainty?

The reason for the public's favor-
able reaction to so frank an asinine

a song is merely a matter of per-
sonal opinion. The melody is In-

gratiating, although the best part
of it Is a snatch from "An Old-
Fashion Garden," a product on
number (by permission of Harms),
while some commend it because it

is clecn. Analysis ono way or an-
other cannot belittle the popular
success of the song.

Similarly, "Barney Google." writ-
ten around Billy De Beck's Hearst
syndicate cartoon character, is a
big seller.

From the professional viewpoint,
while comedy songs and novelties
have always been in demand by the
publishers, they have proved to be
far from staple commercial articles

in tfie whole. The acts like the
s.>ngs, and when a publisher draws
the acts to his professional studios
he la satisfied. Once within their

four walls, the piano-pounding Val-
entino* can sell the male comedian's
wife to do a ballad or Insert a
worth-while song in the act's rou-
tine to supplement the doubtful
matter. Contrarily, with these
songs, both the actors like the songs
because "they go big" and the pub-
lic is actually purchasing them.
"Yes! We Have No Bananas!" is

the work of two unknown musi-
cians, last in Murray's Roman Gar-
dens orchestra. They have set a
pace that every publisher is follow-

ing. Every music house now prac-
tically has a song of similar type
"in the works."
The public's fickleness can best

be illustrated that it will patronize
equally as well songs like "You
Tell Her—I Stutter," and "You
Gotta See Mamma Every Night," as
well as ballads like "You Know You
Belong to Somebody Else," and
"Whcfl Sorry Now?" The "Bana-
nas" number currently is outselling

anything else on the popular song
market 3 to 1.

That the catchline "Yes! We have
no bananas" is no small factor in

the song's success is attested by
C. Harold Vernon, president-elect
of the Thirty Club of London who,
at a luncheon discourse on Tuesday
before the Advertising Club of New
York in honor of the British dole-

gates to the recent world's advertis-
ing convention in Atlantic City,

lauded America for its pithy adver-
tising slogans and singled out the
"bananas'' phrase for particular
commendation. Mr. Vernon said he
is taking it back with him to Lon-
don.

COMPOSER'S DWARF SONS
Madrid, June 4.

A musician named Papido died at

Granada, Spain, and the authorities

presented themselves at the house
of the deceased to make an inven-
tory of the estate according to local

law. Notwithstanding Lapido was
supposed to have lived alono with a
servant, the officials discovered two
other living beings in the place
They were dwarfs, aged about 40

years and each a little over three
feet tall. Tho bodies were well pro-
portioned, but with small heads.

It was ascertained from the ser-

vant the littlo men were the sons
of the musician, and they had never
been outside the house. They slept

in the same bed In a remote room,
rising at daylight and retiring dally

at six o'clock. They have no notion
of time and are unable to eat
humanly. They speak in a crying
roice but feebly.

It Is supposed Xapldo hid his off-

springs, ashamed of their deformity.

JERITZA MAY SING

AT COVENT GARDEN

Star Demands $4,000 Per Per-

formance, Singing Three

Times Weekly

1 DILLINGHAM IN LONDON
Jszz

—

and Atrociously Bad Jazz—
in Vienna

Berlin, June 13.

Overtures are being made for
Jeritz;i to sing at Covent Garden,
etartinp in October, for a short sea-
son. She went to the State Opera
In Vienna after returning to this
wide from the Metropolitan. New
York, and has set a figure of $4,000
a performance with not ever three
appearances weekly in London.
The negotiations seem likely of

consummation. If closed it is pos-
sible Kichard Bohnen, the Met's
tenor, will appear with her.

"SHUFFLE ALONG" JAM.

DeCourville Wants Colored Co.

—

Cochran's Barring Clause

London, June 13.

There is a jam on over the
American colored show, "Shuffle
Along." Albert deCourville is said
tc have gone over Charles B. Coch-
ran's head in an attempt to secure
the troupe. DeCourville wanted to
place it at the Scala. Cochran,
however, is reported holding a
contract with tho "Shuffle" people
that gives him a barring clause, as
the contract provides that either
side may cancel the undated en-
gagement by ten weeks' notice with
Cochran's agreement reading if suCh
cancellation is promulgated, "Shuffle
Along'* can not appear on this side
for any other management or mder
its own without his consent.
Cochran is reported having cabled

New York he will not consent to
"Shuffle Along" appearing over here
for deCourville, It Is understood
Cochran filed cancellation following
the "Plantation" company flop,

while deCourville Is said to have se-
cured his desire for the "Shuffle"
group following the recent success
of the other "Plantation" (restau-
rant) bunch into the efFrom Dover
to Dixie" show.

This week marks 25 years that
EDDIE KELLER has been handling
our actors. Oh, I don't want to be
rude, but please tell me how any
man can live through 25 years of act-
ors. Oh, say. don't bother to tell me,
I know. He only handles regulars,
like the little regular he is himself.
I very seldom go to his office. I

have never called him, except in my
letters, anything but Mister Keller.
I have never received a letter from
him that didn't make me feel as
though 1 was his best act (which,
with sweet thoughts for the other
fortunate ones, I am). Anyway,
these things are hard to write, and
they say Will Rogers cried last
week. Well , after my nearly 14
years under Eddie Keller, and even
with things so wonderful, I feel kind
of Rogery myself.

FRANK VAN STILL EDDIE
KELLER'S BEST ACT HOVEN
P. S.—Oh say, Eddie, Jean says

give our best to the help in our of-
fice, and hurrah for Dave Chasen.———ii^^———^>——

»

"SECRETS" A FAILURE

London's Biggest Hit Doesn't Get
Over in Provinces

EDITH KELLY'S LATEST SUIT
Paris, June 13.

Edith Kelly Gould, second wife of
Frank Jay Gould, divorced in France
during December, 1920, after recent-
ly losing her case in New York, has
commenced suit under the French
law to obtain one-half of her hus-
band's fortune.

Gould Is reported as the owner of
the Mogador theatre, Paris, and
largely interested in the trical en-
terprises in London.
Charles C. Loeb, attorney for

Gould, denies his client is the owner
of the Mogador.

NAZIMOVA'S HUBBY SAILING
London, June 13.

Nazimova's husband, Charles
Bryant, is due to sail from New
York late this month, coming over
hero to on suit with Sir Oswald
Stoll concerning Mme. Nazimova's
appearances on this side in the
early fall for the Stoll film concern.
While "Aphrodite" is tho present

contemplated picture for the star,

•another may be substituted or
added.

London June 13.

Although creditect with being the
biggest hit of the London season
the two provincial companies play-
ing "Secrets" are doing shocking
business and will close shortly.

The provincial failure is attri-

buted to the resemblance of the

title to "Secrets of the Harem,"
which had to abandon "Of the
Harem" following an official protest

from tho Turkish government.

BEAD ITALIAN CONTRACTS
Paris, June 13.

The Ncuvelliste des Concerts
warns performers singing contracts
for Italy to carefully read the
clauses.
One stipulates artists can be

called on to giv*e "the usual number
of performances daily," without
further indication of the number. It

is customary for some houses In

Italy and Spain to give four ahort
performai-ces daily, and artists are
thus expected to repeat there act
four times (even six on Sundays at

certain resorts).

The exact number of perform-
ances per day should be clearly

stated.

Fritzi Massary Causes Objection

London June 13.

James White is to produce the

Viennese opera "Pompadour" with
Fritzi Massary in the title role.

Strong objection bas been regis-

tered against Miss Massary, who is

German. She is under contract to

White and he must play her or face

a law suit.

London, June 13.

Charles Dillingham has arrived*
for a three weeks' stay. He will re-
turn directly to New York from
here.

During bis visit to the Continent
the theatrical business' appeared
pretty good, with the productions
he witnessed in Paris displaying
improvement over those of former
years.
Dillingham's visit to Vienna dis-

closed Viennese music is no longer
popular there. All music is of a
Jazz nature, atrociously played by
bands including one American mu-
sician of the poorest grade.

JERRY AND CO. SIGNED

Acrobats Angled for by Several
Managers—Ziegfeld Has Them

London, June 13.

Jerry and Co.. comedy acrobats,
in a sketch entitled "The Builders,"
which scored a big hit in the recent
Empire show, sailed on the Majestic
today under contract to Florenz
Ziegfeld after receiving offers from
twelve other American managers
and agents. *

Ziegfeld has- also signed sixteen
Empire girls, who sail during Au-
gust.

Considerable controversy has
arisen over the Jerry and Co. con-
tract. Harry Mundorf saw the act
o:i the continent and made an offer

for Keith. E. Ray Goetz saw it at
the Empire and tendered an offer

for George White, with Allan K.
Foster doing likewise for the Shu-
berts.

The various managements were
cabling frantically and haggling
over the salary for the turn when
Ziegfeld cabled, asking the price,

and upon receiving the reply, ac-
cepted it, c:.' Ung transportation.

IDA RUBENSTE1N

D'ANNUNZIO'S VERSION
.—,— •

Three-Act Tra/jedy with New
Ideas at Paris Opera—*/

Leon Bakst Produced '

\
. L * »

DICTATES TO MANAGERS

French Authors' Society
Article 17

Restores

Paris, June 5.

The election for officers for the
ensuing year of the French Society
of Authors and Composers (some-
times designated the greatest trust

in Europe) at the regular general
meeting brought the following re-
sults: Andre Messager, president
(replacing Robert de Flers), Pierre
Veber, Paul Milliet, Francis de
Croisset and Henri Rabaud,
vice-presidents; Andre Vely
and Henri Hirschman, secre-
taries; Lucien Gleize and Leon
Xanrof, treasurers; Maurice Des-
valliers, librarian. It is the first

time a musician has been elected
chairman of the society.

It was decided to restore Article
17 to the by-laws, by which no
theatrical manager^can produce his
own play at the theatre he directs
without the consent of the society.

. Pari*, June 13.
Gabriel D'Annunzio's three-act

version of the tragedy "Phaedre
from Sophocles," but personally ar-
ranged with many original ideas,
was produced at the Opera June 7
with four performances for charity. '

Ida Rubensteln paid the expenses
for the production and unfortunately
held the title role.

Leon Bakst produced the pleca
with curious scenery with the
French translation credited to Andre-
Doderet. The music was written by
Ildebrando Pizzetti. The original
was created by Duse five years ago
In Italy.

*

Rubensteln weakened the per-
formance, with the local press ad-
versely criticizing.

SAILINGS
•

SWEDISH BALLET COMING
Paris, June 13.

Rolf Demares' Swedish Ballet has
been booked for a six months' tour
in the States next season, opening
at the Belmont, New York.

"CARNIVAL" BEVTVAL GOOD
London, June 13.

Matheson Lang revived "Carni-
val" at the New Theatre June 9 be-

fore an enthusiastic audience.

IN LONDON

••LnJOM" MILD ABROAD
Paris, Juno 13.

Mme. De Comminges and Ador-
'ans' French translation of Francois
Molnar's Hungarian drama "Lillom,"
In seven scenes, was received mild-
Ty at the Comcdl* des Champs-
Elysees June 9, with George and
Mme. Pitoeff heading the east*
"Liliom" was produced In New

York several seasons ago.

Russian Ballet Opening at Lyrique

Paris, June 13.

The Russian Ballet opens its sea-
son today at the Theatre de la Gaito
Lyrique, the municipal playhouse.

London, June 7.

Michael Faraday has been reveal-

ing some interesting figures as to

pro- war theatre finance. When he
took over the Lyric for the produc-
tion of "The Chocolate Soldier" the

rental of the houso was only £2 r
iU

and the wholo production cost

£1,100 a week. Following the Sat-
urday ni«ht production the bookings
for Monday were only eight shil-

lings, but the takings for tho first

week wcro £2,000. Those were
happy days for theatrical specu-
lators. Now theatres seem only to

be run to give the promoters of
shows a fat salary as long as the
hou?e remains open;

Sir Dan Godfrey, son of the fa-
mous Dan Dodfrty, has retired from
his post as general manager of tho
Winter Gardens, Bournemouth, af-
ter 30 years' service.

Gena Valt, a member of "Rats"
company at the Vaudeville, has been
married to Reginald Hamblin, a city
man with a reputed incomo of over
£14.J00 a year.' Right up to the
door of the Registry Office the
bridegroom's family and its let il

representatives tried to make him
reconsider the matter, but he was
adamant.

As far as the V. A. F.'s decision
regarding the employment of ex-
enemy sets in this country is con-
cerncd, it is washed out in regard
to the Rigoletto Brothers, who were
barred from appearing in London
some time ago. After a Jong and
serious discussion, during which the
KigoTottos produced proofs that, al-
though born in Berlin, they were of
Russian parentage and registered by
the police as Russian, it was re-
solved that the ex-enemy re iluUon
passed in February, 1921, did not af-
fect these artists, but that any in-
convenience they might have suf-
fered was entirely duo to statements
made by them in this country and in
America.

Again there Is to be no pantomime
at Drury Lane this coming Christ-
mas, which will leave that field open

(Continued on page 39)

July 3 (New York to Sweden).
Ruth Ahlstrand (Stockholm).
June 27 (New York to Paris)*

Mitty and Tillio (Paris).

June 1J (New York for London).
Richard Pitrot (Orduna).
June 19 (New York for London!*

Jacob Wilk (Pittsburgh).

June 16 (New York for London),
Andre Chariot (Homeric),
June 16 (Havre to New York)*'

Manuel Camere (Paris).

June 16 (NewJTork to Southamp-
ton), Tom Nesbit (Orca).

June 13 (London to New YorkL
Saul Bornstein.

June 12 (New York to Hamburg),
Claire Dux, Frederick A. Stock,
Frederick J. Wesscls (Resolute).

June 9 (New York to London)/
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lowry, Mr. n^i
Mrs. Frank Masters (Olympic).
June 9 (New York to London)*

Marjorie Schweinert, Feodoro Cba<*
liapin, George M. Cohan (Olympic);
June 9 (New York to Mediterra»

nean ports), Benlamino Gigli, Mme, •
Luisa Minghetti (Colombo).
June 9 (New York to London),-

Darling Twins (Adriatic).
June 7 (New York to Hamburg),-

Moscow Art Theatre troupe (La*
conia).

June 7 (New York to London)/
Galwey Herbert (Laconia).

)

AMERICANS ABROAD
Paris, June 2.

In Paris last week—Mrs. Mary
Bush Williams, authoress, of
Chicago; Alex Woolcott, dramaticj
critic of New York "Herald," for a
short vacation; Frank G. Carpenter,
Journalist, en route to Switzerland;'
J. Gruber, from Philadelphia;]
Georgia O'Ramey, Dorothy Dalton*
Jascha Heifetz, Grace Moore, Betty
Carter, Sarah Addington ("Ladles/
Homo Journal") ; Mrs. Genevieve Yt
Parkhurst ("Pictorial Review")

fl
Frank Crowninshield ("Vanity
Fair"); Richard D. Wyckoff (editor
of "Magazine of Watt Street") and
family; Walter Damrosch, Brand
Whitlock, novelist.

*» 1

DEATHS ABROAD
fc

Paris, June 2. '

Camille Chevilla.d, French mu-
sician and conductor of the
Lamoureux orchestra, died at
Chatou, near Paris, May 80, aged
64.

*

BoDris, French vaudeville artist,
died from gas poisoning >n his room
at a hotel in Tourcoing. The police
investigation proved the death to be
accidental.

Mme. Paule Quillien, artist painter
(Mme. Jacques Brillouin). M.
Cuelenacrc, president of the Federa-
tion de Musique of North of France,
of apoplexy, age, 71 years.
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AMUSEMENT STOCKS UPSET

WISE MARKET PREDICTIONS

•

Famous Players Advances to 82 When Ticker

Sharps Look for Setback—Queer Bear Propa-

ganda Against Loew—Orpheum Eases Off

The amusement stocks upset all

the dope this week. In the face of

a general collapse of prices

throughout the list, which amounted

to a repetition of the performance

of the third week in May. Famous

Pluyer moved steadily up to a

new high on the movement of 82.

At the same moment Loew. about

whtth there has been a conspic-

uously rosy view nmeng trade au-

thorities, struck a new bottom of

10V--- Orpheum's movements were

of minor importance, although it

broke 19 for the first time in a

fortniglTt. In the case ot the last

named the volume of business was
too small to give the fluctuation*

much importance.
I ,'p until Monday and while Fa-

mous was moving within narrow
limits between 78 and 79. Broad-
way had a hot tip that the film

leader, was a sale. The argument
behind' the information was that

the general list was under com-
mand of the same influences that
brought about th? sma.'h of late

May and all the signs were out for

a repetition of bear pool operations
such as the one that carried Fa-
mous down to 73 and a fraction.

Wall street information was that
the clique that raided Famous was
ready fo.- a similar coup that would
take the issue below the May bot-

tom. A.; one of the signs that the
same crowd was operating on the

short side, it was pointed out that

Steel was being hammered as *w
demonstration just as it was be-

• fore and the oil stocks were sub-
ject I to heavy pressure.
The theory was that when the

time was ripe a drive against Fa-
mous Players would be organized.
That, of course, may eventuate,

and the upturn of the early week
may have been an intentional pre-
liminary to that operation or in-

siders may have7 become acquainted
with th plans of the bears and or-
ganize 1 a counter demonstration
by way of serving notice that the
pool would defend its position. In

a professional market almost any
line of argument is debatable.
Strange reports are coming out

•bout Loew. They get some atten-
tion in the Street, but theatrical ob-
servers affect to scoff at them. The
one that was greeted with frank de-
rision in Times Square tried to have
it appear that selling was coming
Into Loew under the influence of
radio competition and the bad effect

on the Loew type of entertainment
of daylight saving. To traders with
an intimate insight into the show
business this line of dope looked
fishy, and it was one view that it

was being put out by some interest
anxious to get the stock down to a
bargain basis, where it could be
thriftily accumulated.

"If that's the best argument the
bears can muster," said one trader,

"I should be inclined to regard it as
bearish. My observation is that the
radio has run into a temporary state
of calm, between the phase of nov-*
elty and the exploitation of some
improvement that will revive inter-
est in blase fans. As to the daylight
saving argument, that looks alto-

gether phoney. Early June heat al-
ways knocks the box-office silly for
the moment. Old 86 Fahrenheit in

June stops theatregoing, but you'll
notice that 94 in August finds the
box office still doing business."
Orpheum continued its steady

course. The inside purchasers have
in offect served notice that they will
not follow prices up, but are ready
to take ail offerings at a price which
they regard as satisfactory. There
is no incentive to sell against the
stock, which sells off easily, but has
a habit or tightening up at low
levels, Beside* which inside pur-
chases have removed a good deal of
*<«»•»« I.. .m the market and i vWu«'«»«l
the floating supply,
The only trade on the Curb WSJ

that of 2.000 Trtangl* at a new low
of lo cents. Tiie judgment against
the company hroke the campaign of
the outside clique, which at one time
was reported headed for II. The
Operation In Oimth. presumably to
discount profits from the new pic-
ture. nppeJirs to have run its course

when the stock got above 5. Tech-
nicolor has not come out In a month.

8TOCK EXCHANGE
'Th* Mimmary of transaction* June 7 to
13. inclusive:
Thuix'ay— Sales. Hlsh. Low. La*t. Ch*

Fam. 1 iay-L. .. 1.300 19% 78»4 78% — %
Do. |f«l 100 Ul% t»l% Vl% — %

Ooldwy- (old).. S00 6V» "VVi ft»4 — 14
r.oew. Inc S00 17 16'4 10% — %
Orphean 1.800 10 18% 18% -;-%
Frldav-

Fam. Play-L... 500 TfU* 7»% 70% + %
GoldVy* 400 8% .1% 3% — %
I.r>.*tv Inc ROft 10% 1«% 1(5%
Druhetnr 300 10 10 10 + %

Satu»"« ty

—

'

Fan- r hy-T.. .. 700 SO 79% 70% +%
i*<>;d\v.\n 400 5 5 5 — %
'-ocw Ire......

.

UK) 17 10% 10%
Orph-uui 200 10 10 10
Mondr > —

s'am. Pay-L... 00O 80<i 70 S<»V4 -\- %
Qo.dwya "joii .*. :, :,

Loew iPc 400 17 16% 17 -f %
Orpheum 200 19 10 l»
Tuo*.*ay—

Fam. 1 ay-L. .. 4,!»rX) S2 80% S0T; <« %
Oo'.d-v. n Mini ;>% ft S% *f %
LotMT. Inc .300 17 10% 10% — %
Wcd» ( M13V—

Fam. Flay-L. .. 2.4.'H) 81% 8ft 80% 4-%
Do. pM 100 02 02 S»2 + %

Ooldfc-v (old).. 000 ft ft ft _ %OoMwr (ru-w). TOO 10% 10% 10% _2%
I.opw Ire." 200 17 10'. ISM — %
0:ph< UHi 400 18% 18' . 1S% — %

THE CURB
Thurf.'ay— Sale*. High. Low. I a.< t. Cb*

Triaagtt •2 000 10 10 10 —3

•On s p share. •

THEATRICAL HOTEL

Site on 46th Street—300 Rooms
With Restaurant

A new 15-story hotel will be built
on the sites now covered by build-
ings at 121-123-125 and 127 West
46th street, to cater exclusively to
the theatrical profession.
Russian and Turkish baths for

men only will occupy four floors of
the building. The property has
been purchased by Frank Bown, the
realtor for the Forsyth, Baths in-
terests that will construct the hotel.

Dr. Louis Druskin, of the baths
compai.y, is behind the new pro-
ject. Present tenants have been
given 90 days notice to vacate. It

will begin the new building opera-
tions about October 1.

The hotel will cater to both sexes
with the baths a stag proposition.
The hotel will cater to transients
but will not give a rate for less
than one week. Three hundred
rooms are planned for the struc-
ture in addition to the baths and
a restaurant. •

=

B'WAY'S NIGHT LIFE

MISSED BY CHARLOT

English Producer's Return

Visit After Four Years-
Finds Changes

1

Andre Chariot, the London musi-
cal comedy producer and manager,
who has been In New York for the

past two weeks, returns Saturday
on the "Homeric" following a close

survey of the musical productions
current on Broadway.

Chariot's visit, his first In four
years, was largely to look over
musical productions on the strength
of his agreement with the Selwyns
for the joint importation of a Lon-
don revue produced by him. which
will be brought to New York in time
to open New Year's Eve, possibly

at the Times Square. It is the plan

of the London producer to bring his

revue intact from the other side, in-

cluding in the company 12 principals

and 18 girls. The piece will be
brought over as a London revue and
will not be revised for the American
stage.

The Chariot visit is to determine
what portions of the piece, entitled

"Rats." now playing at the Vaude-
ville, London, shall be deleted before
opening in New York. It will close

for the summer and the changes
necessary made the idea of the pro-
ducer being to be present it in the
provinces for one week prior to
sailing. According to present plans
it will open cold on Broadway, with
the production built in New York.
The most noticeable change in

New York, according to Chariot, is

Its night life. The London producer
blames prohibition entirely for the
complete elimination of the former
style of New York night life The
big loss is the elaborate restaurant
floor revue. Broadway has nothing
now to offer in entertainment of
this order.

The only, touch of the former New
York life was found by 'him at the
Shelburne Hotel, Brighton Beach,

!
where a revue under the direction
of Ned Wayburn is being presented.
The Chariot plans for London for

the coming season include new re-
vues for the Vaudeville and Duke of
York's theatres. The new shows for
these houses will be staged prior to
his returning to New York with the
current Vaudeville revue. After
witnessing the New York produc-
tions, both musical and dramatic,
the London producer failed to buy
any for the other side.

In witnessing performances in the
greater number of New York houses
Chariot claims the condition of the
theatrical business and the general
conditions of this country far su-
perior to England, where things are
still in a seriously unsettled condi-
tion as the result of the war.

BERNHARDT AUCTION

Stags Bracelets Bring 1,800 Francs
Each—Amateur Collectors Bid

Paris, June II.

The publio sale of Sarah Bern-
hardt'* stage effects and jewelry
commenced solemnly on Monday,
fetching exaggerated , prices from
amateur collectors, Including local

theatrical people.
Several stage bracelets with Imi-

tation turquoises brought an aver-
age of 1,800 francs each.
The jewelers present smiled as

t> ey were befng ssold. declaring the
bidding public madness.

DR. STEINISH MAY COME

OVER TO LECTURE

Rejuvenator Angled For by

Dr. Benjamin of New
York

Vienna, June 13.

Two transformers of age are in

conference. They are Dr. Stein ish,

the Continental youth restorer who
makes his horn 3 hers, and Dr. Ben-
jamin, the noted New York gland

_ placet

.

DUKE BORIS IN CABARET ** Benjamin is angling for Dr.
Srelnlsh to go to America on a lec-

ture tour, crossing In the fail. There
*rt pre spec ts of the project reach-
ing a successful conclusion.

Appearing With Nina Payne in

Ptris.

Paris. June 18.

The Russian Grand Duke Boris
opens this week at the Pavilion
cabaret. Porte Daulphine, Bois De
Boulogne, with Nina Payne, Claud-
ine Boria and Impera Labella ap-
pearing with him.

"EXTRA DRY" IS FUNNY
Paris, June 13.

"Extra Dry," a new revue, opened
at the C'hjale June 9, meeting with
approval. The piece is extremely
witty. It includes mainly local skits

particularly alluding to current the-
atrical events.
Jean Carlot, a brother of. Andre

Chariot, the London producer and
manager, is the acting manager fcr

Henri Rataille, the author, who
holds a lease on the Cigale for the
summer. v

PALACE SPECS
(Continued from page 1)

chasers that tickets purchased from
the specs would be refused at the
door.
In addition, to this a squad 2

"spotters" were posted at the en-
trance of the two specs' booths to
stop Palace patrons and warning
them against purchasing tickets
from the specs.
The house in holding back its al-

lotment of seats to the 60-cent
premium agencies crimped the specs.
The latter formerly paid the 60-
cent premium to resell for a profit
from $10 a pair for $2 seats.

Capt. Louis Julien Viaud (Loti) Dies
Paris, June 13.

Captain Louts Julien Viaud, fa-
mous French novelist, using the pen
name of Pierre Loti. died June 10
at Hendaye in the Pyrenees at the
age of 73.

Al Bound for Paris

London, June 13.

A. H. Woods left here Monday for

Tar is.

PARIS TO LONDON FOR 1 SHOW
Paris, June 13.

The entire Comedle Francaise
company will go to London to play

Geraldy'M comedy "Aimer" for a
single performance at the Lyric

June 2*

It is to be given for the benefit of

the French hospital uftder Ahe pat-

ronage of the French embassy.

Dr. Benjamin of New York i* said

to have furnished much of the ma-
•crial for the Gertrude Atherton
oest seller, "Black Oxen."

P0LLARD-EDLIN TURN
London, June 13.

Daphne Pollard and Tubby Edlin

are appearing at the Palladium this

week in a sketch from the recent

Empire show.
Miss Pollard sails June 20 to join

the new "Greenwich Village Fol-

lies."

Cowan Selects Piccadilly
London, June II.

Cowan, who leased a
to be erected In Covent
Dennis Eadle for 31
an option on & sits In
between Devonshire

Piccadilly Hotel.

Laurence
new theatre
Garden to
years, has
Piccadilly,

House and

PADEREWSKI IS BIG DRAW
Paris, June 13.

Paderewski played at a benefit

concert at the Theatre du Chatelet

held the afternoon of June 9. It was
attended by President Millerand.

Crowds lined the streets near the

theatre to see the former Polish

Fresident arrive.

RIP'S REVUE COMING OFF
Paris, June 13.

Rips Revue will be withdrawn
from the Theatre Vaudeville shortly.

Robert Quinault and Iris Rows
will dance at the Casino, prior to

going to America.

Voluntary Salary Increase

London, June 13.

"What Every Woman Knows" is

doing big business at the Apollo. J.
E. Vendrenne, its manager, has vol-
untarily Increased Hilda Treveloy-
an's salary.

Marmein Sisters and Casino

Paris, June It.
The Marmein Sisters upon arriv-

ing entered into negotiations with
Leon Volterra for an engagement
at the newly renovated Casino de
Paris.

BlumentHal After Tivoli

T<ondon. June 13.

Ben Blumenthal is here to nepo
tiatc for a lease on the Tivoli.

C. C. Church, who once tried his

hand at operating music depart-
ment in department stores under
the name of Church Paxton Com-
pany, and met with only fair M1C-
,.

(.y«. j« i.'poritil to have fount! ;i

rcw i>a< Iter i'i 'i 1
*
1 person of C. T.

lit wilt Starting in July, another
attempt to Install and run music
departments In the hip: stores will

he made. This time the name. C. C.

Church Company, wlli he used.

IRVING YATES
Vaudeville Mariner and Produce*

111-11% l.ofw Aiinri llldr. New York

Malone Buys Australian Rights

Paris, June 18.

Capt. Malone has purchased the
Australian rights to "Bluebeard's
Kighth Wife" through Howell A.

Baud.

"Mary Stuart" Following at Court
London, June 13.

Herbert Jay is to revive "Mary
Stuart" at the Court after the run
of "Pedlar's Pie," which is doing
poorly.

ST. PETERSBURG 0. H. BURNED
St. Marie's O. H., St. Petersburg,

the home of the Russian Govern-
ment Company, is reported having
been destroyed by firs recently,

without loss of life.

Four- Act Farce Poorly Received.

Paris, June It.

"La Farce de Phllllpps" in four
acts by Bourgies, was poorly re-

ceived at the out of the way
Theatre Albert,I.

The current bill also Includes the
one acters "Le Vaccln" by Andre
Payre and "Rayon Vert," by Mme.
Themaneys.

Gilbert Miller Rebuilding St. James
London. June 13.

Gilbert Miller la arranging to re-

build tho .St. James next year at a

cost of 50.000 pounds.

Manuel Camera Going to Coast

Paris, June 13.

Manuel Camere, a French picture

artor, sails Saturday on the "Paris"

to start work in Los Angeles.

Ames Preparing for "Goddess"

London, June 13.

Winthrop Ames is here complet-
ing the detail.-* for his production of

"The Green Goddess" in the autumn.
Ames has gone to Paris, having

passed upon the set models for the
London production. He will return
to New York shortly.

Two Revivals in Paris.

Paris. June 13.

"The Lyona Mail" win bo revived
at the Thnatre de L'Ambigu
Comiqur- i" t week.
The romody version of Henri

Ifurger's "Via Ds I'.ohemo" was re-
vived n* the Porte .St. Martin Jun^
11.

Alhambra, Paris, Closing.

I'aris. June 13.

The Alhambra closes June 28, re-
opening Aug, 24.

DUSE TRIUMPH

Returns to London Stag-* After 20
Years

London, June 13.

Duae opened at the Oxford June
7 in Ibsen's "Lady From the Sea,"
scoring a veritable triumph after

an absence from London for 20
years.

DOLLYS REMAINING
Paris, June 13.

The Dolly Sisters appearing in the

summer revus "Paris sana Voiles"

at the Ambassadeurs will prolong
their Paris stay six months after

August to appear in the Oscar
Dufrennes autumn production at the
Palace
The Baggerson plate smashing act

opening at the Palace last week,
scored a big hit.

'LILIES' DEPENDS ON PLATERS
London, June 13.

The future of "Lilies of the Field"

depends upon ths popularity of Edna
Best and Meggie Albaneal, its prin-

cipal players.

When first produced ever here last

week at the Ambassadors the ex-
travagant plot and mediocre comedy
were well enough received.

PAINFUILY SUBMISSIVE
London, June 13.

"David Copperfteld" at the Ly-
ceum with Bransby Williams play-
ing Peggotty and Micawber was
well received by a portion of ths
audience and in painful submission
by the remainder.

"NED KEAN" IS THROUGH
London, June 13.

"Ned Kean of Old Drury" cloves
Saturday at ths Drury Lane de-
spite the publicity given Samuel
Greenlee's generous financing of

the show for a fortnight

MILLER'S PROSPECTIVE FIVE
London, June 13.

Gilbert Miller will make five pro-
ductions In the autumn, two in

London and three in New York.
Miller will return to the States

July 4.

KATE BISHOP BIES
London, June 13.

Kate Bishop, an old-time char-
acter actress and mother of Marls
Lohr. died June 12 at the age
of 76.

"You'd Be Surprised" Moving Out
London, June 13.

"You'd Be Surprised" enda its

run at the Alhambra June 23, open-
ing at the Hippodrome. Man-
chester, June 25, for a fortnight,

following which the company will

return to America.
Dan Leno. Jr., will replace George

Robey for the Manchester engage-
ment.
Robey will appear In pictures for

Stoll until the expiration of his con-
tract In November.

Arrivals in Paris.

Paris, June II

Recent Paris arrivals are Yvette
Rugel, Ivor Norvello, Marie Doro,
Miaeh i lOlman and Mitzi.

gj The beat obtainable ln»tni<tion at

MED WAYBURM
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KEITHORPHEUM GOLF FINAL

ON AT MT. VERNON TODAY

Harry Weber, Frank O'Brien, Ted Lauder and Harry

Motley in Last Flight—32 Players Tee Off-
Two Eliminations Rounds Go to Extra Hole

4-

PIATOV IN BANKRUPTCY;

ALIENATION SUIT ON

Saach* Piatov (Piatov ami Na-
talie, vaudeville dancers) has ill^d

a voluntary i>ctition in bankruptcy
in the U. S. District Court, listing
total liabilities of $101,037.86. of
which the biggest item, $100,000, is

ascribed to a damage suit which
itftftta Ferrari has pending in the
New York Supreme Court through
Eli Johnson. The action is for al-

leged alienation of affection*. Na-
talie, Piatov's dancing partner, is

Mrs. Ferrari in private life.

Other creditors are: Harry Pox,
$«0: Henry Bergman, $80; Max
Wiley, $80; Kendler & Goldstein,
attorneys. $275.20.

Assets are $250, exempt wearing
apparel.

Ava V. Anderson in Divorce Suit.

Los Angeles, June 13.

Ava V. Anderson, of an acrobatic
turn in vaudeville, has started suit
against her husband for divorce.
He is a member of the local City
Fire Department.

Jules Delmar, booker of the south-
ern Keith time, New York, left for

a three weeks' vacation last we. k.

The Keith-Orpheum golf argu-

ment at the Mount Vernon Country

Club got down to the semi-final

struggle yesterday afternoon, hav-

ing a pair of survivors in each .

group of 1$. This morning Harry ($a$Cha PJatOV ifl U. S. C0UTt
Weber will meet Frank O'Brien and §j *• c • « , ..

Ted Lauder will clash with Harry WaTIM reiTan OllGQ

Mosley. and the survivor of these .for $100,000
two matches will play it off for the

championship and the trophy.
,

In the eliminations there were two

niacins that went to an extra hole

alter evenly gaited players had

reached the home green all square.

Thirty-two players teed off Tues-

day, after & nine-hole qualifying

roune\ designed to set handicaps.

Harold Kemp turned in the best

me<la score of 45 for this round,

but lost his touch immediately,
losing in the first elimination round
to Bill McCaffrey.
The summaries: McCaffrey de-

feated Kemp 3 and 1 ; Piunkett de-
feated Mack, 3 and 2; Quaid de-
feated Jordan, 3 and 2; Gurnett de-
feated Watkins, 4 and 2; Cnsey won
from Vincent. 3 and 2; Thompson
defeated McNally, 5 and 4, and
Lauder won from Stewart, 2 and 1.

The next round left as survivors
Piunkett, Mosley, Thompson and
Lauder, and this line-up was fur-

ther reduced by the elimination of

Piunkett and Thompson.
In the other 16 the first round was

as follows: Bierbauer defeated
Meyer, 4 and 3; Heiman won from
Alhee, 3 and 2; Gottlieb-Weber
match finished 8 and 7; O'Brien
outplayed Oakford, C and 5; Demp-
sey won over Luescher, 4 and 3;

Uolder defeated Woods. 8 and 7,

and Walters won from Van Buren,
2 and 1.

In the semi-finals S. n. Walter!
was forced to leave town and had
to default. The other matches left

the surviving field Weber over Bier-
bauer, 5 and 4; O'Brien over Dcnip-
sry, 2 and 1, with the Walter! de-
fault leaving O'Brien and Weber to

fight It out for the grand slam to-

day with either Mosley or Lauder.
The tournament opened Tuesday

with a nine-hole qualifying round.
upon which handicaps were basi d.

In medal piny Harold Kemp led with
a 45, while Harry Mosley and Lee
Stewart were tied for second place

with 46 cards. They will play off

for the second priz*-.

Thirty-two players teed up for the

match play in the elimination round.
The feature was an extra hole match
between Pied Rchanberger and
Harry Mosley, who came to the
eighteenth all square and had to

play off the deciding bole. Mosley
won the ti^ht match, which will fur-

nish fanning eonvers.it ion for the
Palace building for months.
Following are Tuesday's results

t

Upper bracket—McCaffrey, 2 up and
1 to go on Kemp; piunkett, 3 and 2

on Mack; Qui id. :i ami 2 on
Harry Jordan of Philadelphia; Mos-
ley, winner over Schanbcrger in an
extra hole match. Lower bracket —
Gurnett, 4 and 2 on Watkins; Vin-
cent (Frank), 3 and 2 on Casey;
Maj. Thompson, 5 and 4 on McNal-
ly; I^auder, 2 and 1 on Stewart. Sec-
ond 16, upper bracket— Bierbruer, 4

and 3 on Meyer: Heiman, 3 and 2 on
Albee (Heed); Weber, 8 and 7 on
Gottlieb; McGowan, 4 and 2 on Fra-
ser. Lower bracket—O'Brien, 6 and
5 on Oakford; Dempsey, 4 and 3 on
Luescher, Golder, 3 and 2 on Woods,
and Senator Walters, i and 2 on
Van Buren.

FRANK BELNOME KILLED

BY DOUBLE SOMERSAULT

Dies of Broken Neck—Had

Been Practising 3 Mos.

—

Of Boy and Boyer

Beading, Pa., June 13.

As the result of an accident while

practicing a double forward somer J

sault at the Lukens' Gymnasium
June 7, Frank Belnome, of the acro-
batic team of Boy and Boyer, fell

and suffered" a broken neck from
which he died the following day.

Belnome, professionally Boy, of

the Boy and Boyer combination, was
20 years old and had been In show
business for a year. The act had
played the Keith houses exclusively
since its formation, winding up their

stiioii two weeks ago at Lancaster,
Pa.
Arriving in Beading for rest and

practice between seasops, Belnome
started immediately to rehearse a
double somersault which he had
been practicing for three months.
It had been the intention of the
team to resume engagements shortly

on fair dates. As customary with
acrobats, Belnome was keeping in

trim with daily exercise at the

Lukens* Gym.
The act employed a trampoline,

a prop of the latter being in use at

the time of accident. Belnome lived

ten hours following the accident. He
was a resident of Birdsdale, Pa., a
town a few miles from Beading. He
is survived by his parents, a sister

and three brothers.
The forward double somersault is

regarded by acrobats as one of the

most difficult and dangerous feats

known to the business. But few
have succeeded in performing it un-
assisted by s )ring boards or similar
apparatus. Attempting it has re-

sulted in the death of a considerable
number of those risking its dangers.
The only acrobat who ever did

the double' somersault twice a day
was Charles Siegrist. Siegrist's

stunt is technically described as a
"round off, flip flap, unassisted
double off the mat."

M. E. G. LIME TRIO
"THE GOLLYWOG"

B. P. Keith's Palace, New York .this week (June 11).
Playing the K'-ith Circuit in America exclusively.
At the Riverside, New York, VARIETY said: -The comedy value of

the act is well developed— with the work sufficiently fast to prove enter-
taining. Held the attention of all," etc.

Direction H. B. MARINELLI

CHAMP ON THE CUFF"
(Continued from page i

)

somo one nightcra in South* »n
California.

The three wee ks the production
played the Philharmonic Audito-
rium here is said to have run up a

loss of $40,000 for Ackennan A
Harris, sponsors for the attraction,
Sophie Tucker was dickering to

take over the Little* Cl it) Cafe in

Hollywood. It fell through ind this
mused the r,-.iig comedienne to

remark that she dldnt know a "city
where so man) things wen donv
•'on the tuff."

MUST PAY TO DEFEND
Athur Ashley (Ash), the actor, who

was recently released from :in * x

tended incarceration In a Buffalo

(X. V.) '"alimony club" for non-pay-
ment <»f back alimony, cannot de-
fend his wife's divorce suit unless

I he makes good .the $i,t;oo arrears,
according to a decision by New Vork
Supreme Court Justice Tierney)
Mrs, Bertha Ash recently was de-
nied ,i <1« . i •.' because «., no! suf-
ficient evidence. Ashley was ar-
rcst4 d for defalcation of I is alimony
payments for the support of his

Wife and two children,
'j be Ashleys were married in 1907.

UOOKIM1 sl.UUfr.lt D.tTKMKOlTm FOR MAT Mlv«,\
IRVING YATES

1W) UTS*! 10tU Sticet III jaui *j8;

MRS. SCHENCK'S DECREE

Interlocutory Divorce Granted

—

Alimony Agreed Upon

Mrs. Amelia Schema has been
granted an Interiors ltory d cree of

divorce from Joe Schenck (Vl r and,

Schenck) by Justice Cropsey in the
Brooklyn (N. Y.) Supreme Court.
In the course of the trial $260
weekly alimony was agreed upon
until Mrs. Schenck remarries. She
is to have custody of their nine-
year oh daughter although the
father is not barred from seeing it

whenever desirable.
Lillian Broderlck figured in the

proceedings. An aiienution of affec-
tions' damage suit by Mrs. Schenck
is still pending against Miss
Broderlck. . As a rule such actions
are disposed of simultaneously with
with or shortly after the granting
of a divorce. It is hot unlikely that
suit will be similarly handled.
Goldie & (riimm acted for Schenck.

They are also attorneys of record
for Miss Broderlck.

VETERAN PATTERSON

HOPES FOR WINDFALL
_ _

At 70 Performer Is Claimant
to Brower Estate—Life

Not Bee's Funnybone _

St Johns. N. B. June 13.

Joe Patterson, for 50 years a
carnival, vaudeville anJ medicine
show entertainer, blackface com-
edian and ba'njoist, and now re-
tired at the age of 70. living in the
little town of East port on the
Maine and h'ew Brunswick border,
is looking forward to a share of
the millions slated for distribution
under the provisions of the famous
Brower will.

This will concerns immense pro-
perty holdings in New York City
including the land on which the New
York Stock Exchange, Singer Build-
ing, Trinity church and the New
York subway wero built. An esti-
mate places the value of the land
at about four hundred million. The
will is now said to have been found
In Pennsylvania unde.- a little

church at the village of Gap.
Patterson, after a half century as

an entertainer is not only broke
but badly bent and he is waiting
anxiously for developments. He has
been visited by a Manhattan at-
torney who is now handling his
claim. The Vetera n has expecta-
tions of receiving about two mil-
lion from the gigantic estate. There
are about 125 claimants from dif-
ferent parts of the States and Can-
ada. Joe lays claim to a share
because of being his mother's only
son. He claims his mother a Kier-
stead from Eastm Canada, was a
lineal descendant of the second hus-
band of Mrs. Anlka •,J;ins Bogardus
Brower (or Brouwer as it is also
spelled), the owner of the property-
two centuries ago, and the maker
of the mysterious will. She was the
daughter of William of Orange aft-
erward William III of England.
Old Joe In his career traveled

about 60,000 miles, he asserts. Ho
says an entertainer's life is not al-
ways the bee's funny bone. He has
been walknig so often as a result of
shows being srrecked on the rocks
of adversity, ho h:is forgotten the
actual count. Now at the three score
station he looks forward to wallow-
ing in luxury—that is if hi dreams
come true.

During most of' his entertaining
career, Joe

#
wa« billed as Trot Joe

Patterson."'

BUSHWICK COMIC SKIT

BY HOUSE ATTACHES

APPEARED AND COLLAPSED
Syracuse, June 13.

i:< fusing the advice of physicians
who informed her she was risking

(

death by ;ippe;iring, Evely: Faber,
in "Mother's Diary," a playlet, at
K« ith's, insisted tipon playing the
Monday matinee, although suffering
from appendicitis.
At the f.ill of the final curtain

upon tin act, Miss Faber collapsed,
and wan rushed to a hospital for
treatment.

Miss Faber is the wife of Arthur
Devoy. featured in .he playlet.

"Fun in a Cradle" Next Week's
iece — Doorman
Featured in It

Afterpi

YVETTE RUGEL WITH OPERA
Yvette Rugcl will spend the sum-

nnv in Italy, with headquarters in
Milan, where she will appear with
ibe Royal Italian Opera Company
.-1 gtai d opera.

Keith's Busbwiek, Brooklyn, N.
Y., next week will stage a comedy
afterpiece in which the bouse at-
taches win participate.'

T. F. Thomas, the doorman, an
old•timer, formerly of Thomas and
Watson, will be featured In the act
called *Fun in a Crad e."

The otlnrs are Gladys OWVil.
usherette; <j r o r g o Lawrence,
props; Archie McKinley, advertis-
ing agent; Albert Kuhii, call boy;
i uk Damenberg, lobbyman.

Enid Markcy in Sketch
Enid Markey, picture star, will

enter vaudeville with a iketch
called "A Mutual Misunderstand*
ing" John Russell wrote it for a
cast oi three

ACTS' BAGGAGE LOST

IN BROAD ST. FIRE

Phila. Railroad Blaze Prevents

Several Vaudeville

Openings

Philadelphia, June 13

The fire, which destroyed the
Broad Street Station early Monday
morning caused all kinds of trouble-

in the local theatrical field.

The Broad Street baggage room
was burned. All day those who had
lost baggage stormed the place, and
nearly 200 pieces were claimed.
Members of the bill at B.

Keith's and also at the Globe' ^-a-
day house) suffered losses in this
way. The most unfortunate were
the Ea Pilartca Trio, Spanish
dancers, who lost all their trunks,
and could not appear at all Monday.
On Tuesday, the trunks were found,
water soaked and partially burped.
The loss of their baggage alone,

consisting of five trunks, was esti-
mated at |7.000. Each member of
the troupe received $100 from the
manager, and made a hurried trip
back to New York for more cos-
tumes. By dint of all-night sewing
and arranging, the dancers were iible
to go on Tuesday afternoon.
The AVilton Sisters, featured >un

the Keith bill, also lost trunks,, and
appeared Monday matinee and night
in their street clothes. Their trunks
were also recovered Tuesday, and
one of them was almost undamaged.
Bobby Heath, billed at the Globe,

•was another sufferer, and /..was
forced to do his song and daiico
act in street clothes. Other victims
were members of the "Boys of Xong
Ago" skit at the Globe.
The total baggage loss is esti-

mated at about $100,000.

JAP PUPPET SHOW
(Continued from page 1)

being said to attain amazing simu-
lation of human action.
At Osaka the "Mingio Shaihai"

is an institution. The shows hove
been presented in tho same theatre
there for »5 years without missing
a single day. The performance
starts at 11 in the morning, extend-
ing for 12 hours. Several shows are
presented in that time, 'he average
play consuming about four hours.
Patrons are permitted to remain
throughout the entire time. Admis-
sion is about the same as Broad-
way, the best seats costing five yen,
which is about $2.50; to that a tax
higher than here is added. The Jap
marionette shows have been a reve-
lation to American visitors, who find
it no task to remain in the house
through a whole play, despite the
long running time.

The Japanese marionette per-
formances are SOmewhai different
than in other countries. A skilled
aetor spotted at the side of the
stage speaks lines for the figures,
changing his voice for tho various
characters. One of th.- actors at
Asaka is as remarkable us the
shows themselves. He is TO years
of :igo and has been blind for 40
years, yet is able to memorize all
the lines of the plays, which are
frequently changed. Drama, trag-
edy and comedy is the range of the
presentations.

Some splendid settings are given
th<> 'Mingio Shaimai" shows. None
of tho settings are "flown," there
being no fly galleries, and all the
set pieces are dropped through
slots under the stage. The set
pieces rarely measure over eight
feet in height, but are often 40 feet
in width.

The system of actors talking on
the side of the stage In the marion-
ette shows explains the system of
moving picture presentations In
Japan, where there are no titles
projected. The actor explaining the
picture is generally the star of
each house, h#» both Interpreting the
story and adding materia) of his
own. All kissing scenes are cut
from pictures In Japan, although
that does not apply to China. Oscu-
lation In Japan is held a strictly
private matter and is never seen en
the stage nor in public.

.Milton Davis, m i* cal director of
ibe Powhattan itoot orchestra!
Washington, D. C
Juno x iin ,| |a now ;

a honeymoon tnp.
u
was
NCW

marrh d
> ork <

>

Tom ' ' innon. !e id<

»

th< it e orchestra,
l
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Washington,
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O'HAY AND ERNIE CARR

TIRED OF CITY LIFE

O'Hay Bathing Every Day and

Bickering at Waiters—

Rather Hobo It

•

Captain Irving O'Hay and Ser-

geant Ernie Carr have decided, In

spite of" O'Hay's perpetual meal
ticket, that continued life in the

crowded cities is enervating in its

effect upon the moral fibre and
physical spontaneity of the man.
They have tiie wanderlust and

feel the call of the wild. They are
golrtg on a genuine hobo tour cf the

i mountains, knocking at back doors,

dodging the aggressive watchdog,
sleeping and cooking in the open.
O'Hay says: "Imagine, I have

slept in the one bed for six months,
something I have never been guilty

of before. For the first time in my
life I have money in the bank, and
I bathe every day! It's unbearable,
unthinkable.

**I am even beginning to kick at

waiters for bum service.. When a
man sinks so low as to kick at a
waiter, he's beyond redemption.

"Is it any wonder I want to be a
hobo again? Well, that's what Ernie
and I are going to be for the next
.three months, anyway. Here, can
you use this dirty old bank book?
It's no good* to us. No? Well, all

right, so long, I've got a date with
Jeff Davis."

LUTES VICE BURT

Tink Humphries' Assistant Coming
To New York

George Lutes, the booking assist-
ant to Tink Humphries, head of the
Chicago Keith office, will transfer
to New York to represent the Chi-
cago Keith office in tho newly ef-
fected booking system for the Keith
middle-western houses. Lutes will

assist Johnny Collins, and replace
Glen Burt, who left New York last

week.
The booking arrangement for the

middle-western houses for next sea-
son will call for the houses being
booked out of New York with the
Chicago Keith office co-operating.
Acta will be routed for the entire

time controlled by the two offices

in that territory, eliminating repeats
and consolidating the bookings In

manner never done before when
each booker played an act for a
few weeks. It will enable the mid-
dle western material to play con-
secutively for about 15 weeks.

HONORARY DEGREE

CONFERRED ON ALBEE

EVA PRESERVES HEART

OF BOSTON BULL, 'BABY'

Miss Tanguay's Companion

for 14 Years—Will Carry

Heart Always

GIRLS AND BILLING

Blossom Seeley and F«nni« Brics

Avert Clash.

AK+lll R FR^ZEK N«r«:

Dear Van.Hoven:—
Now that the hot weather Is com-

ing on, so that we can have fresh
bananas, will you loan us some of
your ice.

AKTlim

—

—HARBY
FRAZER and BUNCE

in "DOUBLES' TROUBLES"

Los Angel j. June IS.

A physical clash between Blossom
Seeley and Fannie Brlce back stage

of the Orpheum here was averted

by the narrowest of margins Mon-
day when' the former arrived to play

an engagement.
Miss 8eeley was the cause of the

excitement. On her arrival she be-

lieved she found the house favoring
Miss Brlce In the advertising nnd
made that statement regarding tho

management. After that things

popped loud and fast and for a few
moments It looked like an open
clash. Finally the management
forced the two stars to make up.

Miss Seeley and several other of

the Orpheum acts will be Is id off

here for several weeks following

the close of the local engagement

Master of Arts by St. Stephens

College—First Time for Any
Theatrical Manager

The honorary degree of Master o£

Arts was conferred on E. F. Albee
Tuesday, by St. Stephen's College,

Annandale on the Hudson, "in rec-

ognition of 25 years of remarkable
service in regenerating and im-
proving artistically and ethically a'

great enterprise for the healthy
amusement of the American people."

It is the first time on record a

theatrical manager has been hon-
ored with an honorary degree from
an American college. Actors and
authors have in times past received
similar honors but no managers so
far as is known.

In conferring the degree Mr.
Albee's efforts to better the work-
ing conditions of the artist, his ef-

forts to improve vaudeville artistic-

ally, etc., were stressed, uso the
work done during the war by the
Keith organization.

Memphis, June 13.

Eva Tanguay's Boston Bull.

"Baby," died here June 7 in spite

of all the commedienne could do
to save her adored pet.

The dog, Miss Tanguay's con-
stant companion for 14 years, be-
came ill four weeks » go in Omaha.
His mistress sent for Dr. Risley of
Brooklyn, the veterinarian, and
paid/ him $100 a day and all ex-
l^enses to give the best possible
care to the animal.
After the dog's death Eva had

him skinned so that the hide would
be ready for a taxidermist. She Is

preserving his heart in a bottle of

alcohol and swears she will carry
it with her always.
Miss Tanguay has cancelled all

summer dates, because she says
that she cannot do anything but
mourn the death of the canine,

which she loved more than any-
thing else In the world.

MALE ACID THROWER

ATTACKS LE BLANC

Stoddard Band's Technical Di-

rector Assailed at Stage

Door of Palace

BUFFALO NEWSPAPERS

GREET JESSICA BROWN

Earl of Northesk Sought by

Social Set— Jessica's

Mother Was Peeved

RIVAL MAGICIANS BATTLE

OVER INFRINGED TRICK

Waters the Great and the

Great Maurice the

Combatants

JUDGMENT OVER ACT

Stager of Old Timers Recovers from
Producers

Edward LeRoy Rice was given
judgment for $250 by Judge Eder
and a Jury in the Third District
Municipal Court against Milton
Hocky and Howard J. Green, pro-
ducers of "Stars of Yesterday"
which Rice, an old timer, was en-
gaged to cast. He was to receive
$25 weekly royalty each week the
act worked and admits receipt of
one week's salary when payment
stopped. He sued for 10 weeks'
royalty.
Hocky & Green's defense was

Rice was to receive a m.nlmum of
$15 for doing special publicity, ex-
clusive casting for them and the
use of old time photos of former
vaudeville artists and old time pro-
grams. They testified that Rice
produced a rival act, "Veterans of
Variety" to compete with their
"Stars of Yesterday" act; that he
attempted to Induce some of the
members of the latter act to hold
out fjr larger salaries: that he
ceased doing special publicity and
withdrew his photographs and pro-
grams.
The jury's verdic'. for the full

amount determines Rice's right to
recover $25 for each week the act
played, approximated by Jacob I.

Ooodstein of tho Leon Lnnfc! law
ofTlce for the plaintiff at 60 weeks.

FOX THEATRE DAMAGE

Fire in Philadelphia House Causes
Loss of $150,000

Philadelphia, June 1$.

^The fire which destroyed the
enormous train shed of the Broad
Street Station (Pennsylvania Rail-

road) here Monday, also swept six

floors of the new Fox Theatre and
office building, now in the course of

construction at 16th and Market
streets, directly across from the
train shed.
Sparks blew over from the station

fire and Ignited the building in sev-
eral places. Owing to the height, and
the fact '.hat, of course, no stairs

or elevators had as yet been in-

stalled, it was a grave problem as to

how to get water up to the blaze. It

was done by firemen, who carried
the hose and shinned up the girders.

The flames broke out in the wood
casings, which had been built to

hold the concrete floors of the build-
ing. It was discovered In nearly fifty

places at the same time. The dam-
age Is estimated at $150,000.

An unknown assailant threw acid
in the. face of Leo J. Le Blanc
Wednesday night (June 8) in the
Palace, New York, stage entrance.
Le Blanc is the technical director

of the Harry Stoddard and Band
turn, playing an engagement at the
house.
Le Blanc was painfully bifrned

about the face and removed to

Roosevelt hospital for treatment.
His assailant is unknown to him.
According to Le Blanc, the un-

known, a young chap, stepped up
to him and asked him If he were
L* Blanc. When the stage director
admitted his identity, the unknown
muttered something about "Maybe
she won't want you now," at the

same time throwing acid in his face

from a small vial in his right hand.
Le Blanc stated he was unable to

attribute any motive for the act
Following the acid throwing the
assailant disappeared and has not
been apprehended to date.

BERNIE-BAKER'S BUNGALOW
The newest thing in cabarets tills

summer !s to be B?rnie rind Baker's
Bungalow, a cabaret in the Timen
Square section.
A reunion by tho former vaude-

ville partners was followed by ihe
offer of financial backing for tho
establishment of the couple's own
restaurant.

FRANCIS HASTINGS HELPLESS
Chicago, June IS.

Francis Hastings, formerly an
aerlalist in the r ells-Floto circus,

who was a patient In the Chicago
county hospital, has been trans-
ferred to the Oak Forest Infirmary.
The performer was injured while

working in the show, a fall result-

ing In complete paralysis from the

waist down and total blindness. An
ex-vaudevillian has appealed to

professionals who may be laying off

here to visit Hastings, who Is tor-

mented with loneliness, unable to

read or visit other patients.

The Oak Forest institution is a
short ride out on the Rock Island

line. Hastings Is in ward 5.

A sister residing In Chicago Is

attending to his few personal needs.

SONGWRITERS' MANAGER

Club Appoints Leo Wood at Annual
8alary\

Leo Wood, veteran songsmlth and
secretary of The Songwriters, was
last week placed under a $5,200 an-
nual salary for the purpose of de-
voting all his time to the executive
details of the organisation. Wood
will have charge of the working out
of a number of affairs for the pur-
pose of raising more funds to fur-
ther The Songwriters' plan for a
clubhouse.
An outing, a ball and a couple of

shows are among the present plans.

The $7,000 netted by the organisa-
tion's recent show at the Century is

Insufficient for any immediate pur-
pose as 'regards the erection of a
building.

Wood has tendered his resigna-
tion to Leo Feist, Inc., where he was
a staff writer, and will devote all

his time to The Songwriters, al-

though not barred from free-lancing
in writing.

Buffalo. June II.

City Clerk Frank Tyler of this

city reversed his previous decision

and states he will interpose no ob-
jection to issuing a marriage license

in Buffalo for Jessica Brown and
the Earl of Northesk. Mr. Tyler
branded as false any statement that
he had' declined to grant such a
permit and said that he would grant
it if applied for unless some new
doubt was created as to the legality

of the procedure.
When, the city clerk's decision

was communicated to Miss Brown
she stated that for the present the
Earl and she were not thinking
about marriage but were merely
"enjoying ourselves immensely."
The Jessica Brown-Earl of North-

esk activities have occupied Buffalo
for the greater part of the past week.
On receipt of news that a marriage
license had been denied the couple
in New York, Miss Brown's mother
declared she knew nothing of her
daughter's plans, in as much as she
had not seen fit to write her since
Northesk's arrival and stated that
the dancer was old enough to take
care of herself.

Jessica arrived home Thursday,
and was greeted by hosts of news-
paper reporters, who gave her col-

umns in all of the local papers.
Northesk arrived Saturday morning,
and was received by an enthusiastic
crowd.
Although the newspaper men are

making active efforts to nhadow the

doings of the couple, very little of

their whereabouts are really known.
Northesk has been put up at Buf-
falo's most exclusive club, the Buf-
falo Club, and members of the local

social set are making strenuous ef-

forts to entertain the earl and his

fiancee.

No state celebrity from Buffalo

has received the newspaper pub-
licity here given to Miss Brown.

The Amalgamated Brotherhood of
Magicians became more amalga-
mated last Thursday afternoon,
when two of the brothers. Water*
the Great, and Maurice the Great
mixed it pugilisiically on West 46th
street to the accompaniment of jars
bands and vocal selections from the
surrounding resorts of the music
publishers. Waters accused Mau-
rice oi infringing on tricks which
he (Waters) had originated, to

which Maurice replied that Waters
was another, and several of them.
Waters retaliated In like language,
in the course of which he called
Maurice everything but a magician.
This got Maurice's goat, and to

show it he butted Waters with hi«

head. Recovering his perpendicular,
Waters charged and ripped Mau-
rice's coat, tore his trousers and
rolled him In the gutter, at the
same time massaging any part of
the anatomy which happened to be
in his vicinity.

After they were separated Mau-
rice walloped Waters over the head
with a concealed egg-bag, and also
broke a perfectly good walking cane
over his person, following which
he exited hurriedly toward Eighth
avenue with his disordered ward-
robe in ruins fluttering behind him.
The speed was too fast for the
Oreat Waters, now greater than
ever, but Inclined) to embonpoint
and short-winded, who watched the
Oreat Maurice do the disappearing
trick while he (Waters) caressed a
swollen jaw and bloody nose.
The aftermath of the encounter

was the suspension of Waters from
the N. V. A.

LOVE ON CREDIT

ENGAGEMENTS

THE BILLY KANES BATTLES

Higgins Going in "Wild Flower"

Monday (June 18) Bobby Illpgins/

Will replace Olin Howland in the

Hammcrstein production of "Wild
Flower'' at the Casino. New York.
The piece is expected to run through
the summer at the house.

Howland may be signed for a new
Cosmopolitan picture.

A matrimonial Jam occurred last

week in the rooms of the National
Vaudeville Artists, when Mrs. Billy

Kane and her husband mixed It up.
Mrs. Kane was reported having

chased her spouse around with a
razor. The s le thing between the
same couple happened recently at a
local hotel. The Kanes have been
separated for some time.
According to eywltnesses, Mrs.

Kane has made several Ineffectual
efforts to effect a reconciliation, two
of which have resulted in battles.

BETTY MAURICE ILL
Buffalo. N. Y.. June II.

Pneumonia attacked Betty Mau-
rice while at Shea's last week with
the Stan Stanley turn.

It is feared her illness may de-
velop tubercular symptoms.

IRVING YATES
Vaudeville Manager and Producer

414-415 I-o«-w Annrx Hid*. Mew York

George MacQuarrle, Helen Mac-
Kellar stock, San Francisco.

Tom Powers, Mildred McLeod,
"Tarnish."

Margalo Gillmore, Ann Andrews,
J. M. Kerrigan, Mitchell Harris,
"The Earthquake."

Alfred Goodman, conductor "Pass-
ing Show of 1923."

Mae Dealy, "Dew Drop Inn."

Jazz Craze Band (7 pieces), Ger-
ard's "Vanities."

Charles Purcell, "Yesterdays."

Charles Purcell, Florence Rltten-
house, Martha Mayo, W. A. White-
car, Francesca Rotoli, Hans Robert,
Cllfforu Brooke, director, "Yester-
days."

Evelyn Brown, Zlegfeld "Follies."
Clare Blandick, Florence Pendle-

ton, Thomas Donnelly, "Connie
Goes Home."
Alfred Helton, Albert Andruss,

Luis Alberni, "The Earthquake."
Maud Traux, Alcazar stock, San

Francisco.
Jennie Eustace, Clarence Handy-

sides, Hale Norcross, Hilda Vaughan,
"The Fool."
Marjorle Leach, Ted Lewis'

"Frolics."

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Masters,
"Little, Nellie KcIIcy" (London).
Orlo B. Sheldon. Byron INasley,

Jules Bennett, H. Conway, "yester-
days."

Frederick Woflock, Morris Ank-
rum, 'Sweet No'. I of Old Drury."

Horowitz "Nest" Not Paid For—
Judgment Against Agent

Arthur J. Horwltz forgot to pay
several months' rent on the apart-
ment he rented for Dorothy Clare
(Mooney and Clare), as a result of
which the 159 West 85th St. Co..

Inc., has taken Judgment for $322.70
against the agent. The booker was
disfranchised last week by J. H.
Lubin, of the Loew circuit, which
culminates a series of business
and legal reversals Horwlts has en-
countered since the first of the year.
The West 85th street address fig-

ured as Horwltz's "love nest" (-ent

275 monthly) in the divorce pro-
ceedings instituted by Mrs. Edith
Livlngston-Horwitz, as a result of
which she has been awarded $200
weekly temporary alimony.
Horwlts was later adjudged guilty

of contempt of court for failure to
meet his alimony regularly, but
slipped out of New York state Juris-
diction.

Justice Lehman Wednesday signed
an order of arrest in Mrs. Horwltz's
divorce suit against the agent de-
claring him in contempt of court for
non-payment of alimony. The trial

of the divorce suit came up before
Justice Newburger this week with
the court reserving decision, a usual
procedure. Mr. Spellman states
there is little doubt that the decree
will be granted.

ILL AND INJURED
Justa Johnson of the Justa and

Marshall Revue, a colored turn,

was operated on for appendicitis at

St. Mary's hospital, Brooklyn, last

week. She was replaced In the act
by Miss Perry of the "Dancing
Demons."

Phil Tyrrell Is at the American
hospital, Chicago, suffering with
appendicitis.

William Harder, the stock man-
ager, underwent a nasal operation
In a New York hospital Tuesday.

Corlnne Griffith was knocked un-
conscious last week at Hollywood
when the heavy plug at the end of
a studio cable struck her on the
hcad„ Wearing a big head-dress,
it served to break the force of the
blow and prevented serious Injury.

Frank Mayo was another Goldwyn
star Injured at the Hollywood studio
last week. A short circuit oceurrc I

in an electric torch that he was
carrying, burning both of his legs.
He was forced to remain at home
for several days.

Mrs. Fred McCloy, wife of the
manager of the Columbia, New
York, underwent a major ujwation
at Stern's Sanitarium, June 8.
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KEITH'S NEW 86TH STREET HOUSE

CLOSE TO LOEWS ORPHEDM

NEW REPORT SYSTEM

DETECTING 'COPY ACTS'

East Side's Only Twice Daily Vaudeville Theatre-

Site Is Purchased on Lexington Avenue for

,000,000

+

$1

The Keith circuit last week pur-

chased a nite on Lexington avenue
between 86th and 87th streets on the

^.est sale of the avenue, valued at

approximately $1,000,000, on which

a Keith's theatre will bo built.

The site fronts 202 feet on Lex-
ington avenue, 120 feet on 86th

street and 100 feet on 87th street.

The 86th street end of the plot was
bought from Samuel Brencr, who
purchased it several weeks ago from
the Frederick Aycr estate of Bos-
ton and valued it at $600,000. It is

improved with four and five-story

apartments and has an avenue
frontage of 100 feet and measures
120 feet along 86th street. The 87th

street corner, improved with old

apartments and dwellings 100x100,

was sold by Norman S. Reltenfeld
and Joseph A. O'Donnell, who re-

cently bought Jt.

The erection of a Keith house on
the site will give the Keith office its

first big time east side stand, as
predicted in Variety several months
ago. There is no Keith house on the
cast side between Proctor's 5Sth
Street on Lexington avenue and
l'roctor's East 125th Street.

The announcement last week the
I.oew circuit had purchased the
Lexington Avenue opera house gives
J,oe\v two houses on the ">cast side
next season. Loew's Orpbeum on
SGth street is^closely adjacent to the
recent Keith purchase.

The policy of t lie newest Keith
house is reported for big time
vaudeville, or two shows daily,

which will be an innovation for. the
east side of New \oik.

PAN QUITS OAKLAND

Local House Closes, With
nouncement of Retiring

An-

Oakiand, June 13.

Tantnges closes June 9, and the
announcement Is that Pantages will

retire from the vaudeville field here.

Several weeks ago Pantages is-

sued through his manager, Bert
Meyers, a closing notice to the crew.
The notice was posted at the same
time the Orpheum gave notice. Di-
rectly afterward both theatres an-
nounced that they would continue
indefinitely.

Pantages has been involved in a
law suit here with the Loeb Realty
company. He secured a 10-year
lease at a stipulated rental with the
provision, according to him, that it

would be renewed for 10 years at

the same rental. When the date <«f

renewal came the realty company
asked more rent.

There is a possibility of Pantages
locating on a site on tipper Broad-
way which is rapidly becoming the
theatrical ("enter in Oakland but no

I

definite word as to plans have been
given out.

Keith's Family Dept. Office

Installs Lifter Detector

—

Small Time Evil

L0EW REDUCES RENTS

Annex Building Cuts Monthly to $75
for Single Offices

The new "rspor: system" in-

stalled in the Keith pop price vaude-
ville department lays particular
stress on the filching of materia), a
practiso that has been growing on
the small time for past seasens.
Acts to avoid paying an author

have been accused of lifting any
piece of business or idea that suited
their fancy, with n.any "copy actf

'

getting by.
The reports now will invite a

comprehensive survey of the condi-
tion and where discovered the
matter will be laid before the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective As-
sociation.

ORPHEUM'S FIVE ON COAST
.San Francisco, June 13.

The decision of the Orpheum Cir-
cuit to continue playing vaudeville
at the Orpheum, Oakland, through-
out the summer, gives the circuit

five open houses on the coast during
the heated spell.

The others are the circuit's two
houses each here and Los Angeles.

MAE and ROSE WILTON
WHAT THE PITTSBURGH "POST" SAID

"Still another hit is the recital of the Wilton Sisters, Rose and Mae.
two youthful entertainers, who know how to harmonize. They sing "blue"
songs, ballads and the one plays the violin while the other hammers away
ut the piano a la Padcrcwski. They get a number of return orders for
more and they acquiesce.

BOOKED SOLID, B F. KEITH VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE

MERIAN SUES HIP
Edgar Merian, owner of an animal

act, is suing the New York Hippo-
drome Corp.. claiming $5(3.34 bal-
ance due for services rendered at
the Hip last fall. R. H. Burnsides
answering amdavit sets forth Merian
was engaged for 10 week? at $500 a
week, but that his contract was
cancelled by payment of $1,000 and
the agreement to secure a vaude-
ville route for Merian.
Merian denies receipt of the $1,000.
verring he received $5,175 of a

$5,738.34 amounf due him, which is
the reason for his suing for the dif-
ference. Both litigants have asked
and been granted billls of particu-
lars to verify the statements.

MARRIAGES

QUARTET WALKS OUT
Four Colored Singers Leave Buffalo

House Without Salary

Buffalo, June 13.

'The Plantation Four," u specialty

quartet, jumped the bill at the Gar-

den Saturday night after an alter-

cation with the managi merit over
whether their booking called for six

or seven days.
The act was booked by Jack Her-

man who arranged for seven days
including Sunday. Saturday the

quartet demanded a full weeks
salary. It was refused until the

end of the rnp;i(,r«nictit Sunday.
The act then walked ou: and left

immedately for New York. The six

nay's salary was paid to the agent
by the house management, but has
not yet been called for !•> the act

COLLEGE TEAM

Adele Goldberg, secretary to Ro-
salie Stewart, and Kddle Katz, of the
Orpheum. circuit's contract depart-
ment, June 10, in New York City.
Thomas Burke, treasurer of Town

flail, to Nellie O'Regar in New York
last month.
Peggy Marsh has announced in

Paris that she is engaged to marry
Thomas B. Wells, of Minneapolis,
wealthy heir of an aristocratic pio-
neer family. The wedding is sched-
uled for New York in September.
Adele Vaughan to Edward M.

Stevenson June 8 at St. Stephen's
Episcopal Church, New York. Mrs.
Stevenson has been with the Thos.
R. Shea company; her husband is
the artist.

Scuta Marie Erd. prima donna of
tho Stuttgart National Opera
House, and Casper Haehnlc,
wealthy manufacturer, of Jackson,
Mich., June 9. at New York City.
Norman A. Snyder to Harriet Mc-

Kenzie, non -professional, June 9.
Mr. Snyder is of the DouglaH A.
Flint Co. (vaudeville).
Barbara Kemp, Metropolitan

opera singer, and Prof. Max von
Schillings, composer and general
director of the state opera, June 11,
In CharlQttenburg, Germany.
Marriage intentions filed at Provi-

dence several days ago have dis-
posed the coming wedding of Edna
Von Schenck. of 334 Massachusetts
avenue, Boston, opera singer and
musician, to Prof. John Thomas
Dyche, secretary of the exclusive
Badminton Club of Physical Culture
of Boston.
Bernice Hart, actress, and Charles

Bridgman of Flint, Mich... 21-year-
old U. of P. student, on May 26 InNew York city.
Francis MacMillan, American vio-

linist, and Lilian Mure, non-profes-
sional, Juno 19 at St. Thomas'
Church, New York city.

Marcus Loew has reduced rents
for the ofllces in the Loew Annex
building on 46th street, principally

occupied by agents doing business
with the Loew booking office. The
cut varies from 25 to almost 40 per
cent, now effective from May. Sin-
gle ofllces now are $75 monthly.
The rent formerly was $100 to $125
monthly.
When the Loew offices were trans-

ferred from th« Putnam building
two years ago the agents moved at

the same time. There was com-
plaint about the high schedules set

for the ofllces, but no concessions
were permitted. The cutting of
rents follows the reduction in the
store rentals on the first floor lost

year. It is claimed the Loew office

recognized the fact the agents were
not earning as much as formerly.
Loew agents this season operated

without the Southwestern and
Coast bookings formerly handled
by the Loew office. When that time
was lopped off it meant the loss of
"soft" commissions for the agents.
The South and Coast time was
about 25 wer'-ji, and at least half
a dozen agents reaped $10,000 and
more in conpmissions from such
bookings, one office being known to

have made as high as $20,000 annu-
ally. Bookings in that territory
were always regarded as sure
money, and the balance of commis-
sions on other Loew bookings were
regarded as gravy. The Western
Loew bookings were dropped a year
ago.
Two new theatrical firms moved

into tho Loew Annex building last

week. They are Mark Levy, vaude-
ville agency, from the Putnam
building, and Fred Rycroft, mu-
sical ageney.

ROAD SHOWS AT OKIA. CITY
Oklahoma City, June 13.

The Shubert-Erlan?;er road at-
tractions will play the Liberty here
next season, having awarded a fran-
chise upon agreement of the house
to enlarge the stage 3 0x10 and in-

crease the seating capacity of the
house.
The road attractions will play the

Liberty until the new Masonic
Temple is completed Jan. 1, 1924.

The Liberty played various poli-

cies last season, taking the Inter-
state circuit (Keith vaudeville) bills.

PAN'S OPENING POINT
Beginning Saturday, the Pantages

road showe will open at Toronto,
following with Hamilton, where
they close Saturday to make the
Sunday opening in Minneapolis.

Prior to this date the road shows
have opened at Minneapolis. TlTe
bills at Toronto and Hamilton were
booked from Chicago, and composed
of acts recruited locally.

Tho regular Pan road show will
open at Toronto under the new ar-
rangement.

Graduate and Undergraduate Form
Turn for Summer

Syraeuse, N. Y., June 13.

Two more Syracuse University

contributions to vaudeville made
their plunge at Keith's this week,
George F. Owen, a freshman, whose
voice has attracted no little local

attention, and Robert Wolfenden, a

Syracuse graduate and pianist, have
teamed for the summer.
Owen lias vaudeville possiMiities,

once hi.s nervousness wears off. His
lower register Monday matinee was
shaky. But In spite of this, the

team hhd the audience asking for

more after several encores.

Theodore Pressor, Philadelphia
music publisher, has engaged Wil-
liam A. Fisher to write a short
history of the music publishing in-
dustry in the United States in con-
nection with the 40th anniversary
of the Presser firm. He wants the
various publishers to pay propor-
tionate amounts and collaborate in
preparing a small illustrated vol-ume somewhat similar to the one
issued last year by Ditson, entitled
Notes on Music in Old Boston."

This, he says, will dignify the in-
dustry, and could be used by each
of the separate concerns for adver-
tising purposes besides. Mr. Presser
will present the proposal to the
Music; Publishers' Protective Asso-
e'atlon and wiJl superintend the
matter, if it is passed upon favor-
ably.

HOUSES CLOSING
Flatbush, Brooklyn, closes June 17

for the summer.
The Strand, Ithaca, N. Y., closed

for the summer June 0. It will re-
sume with pop vaudeville booked
through the Keith Family Depart-
ment in September.

Lawrence Lehman in L. A.

Los Angeles, June 13.

Lawrence Lehman, ; nager of
Kansas City Orpheum, has been
brought on here to manage the
local house temporarily, succeeding
Jack Kamond, who is taking a leave
of absence because of ill health.

Ager, Yellen & Bornstein will pub-
lish the score of the Ted Lewis
'Frolics" produced by Arthur Pear-
ton and Lewis. Milton Ager and

, Jack Yellen did the lyrics and music.

AFTERPIECE WITH COMICS
The Olsen and Johnson afterpiece

will be continued next season by
the Keith Circuit, probably with an-
other team of comics now being
groomed for the parts.

Hawthorne and Cook have been
mentioned as the successors to Ol-
sen and Johnson. The Olsen and
Johnson turn has not been routed
for next season by the Keith peo-
ple through a difference in salary-

views.

8am A»h in F. P. Houses
S.im Ash has been booked over

the Famous Players picture houses
by tho F. p. booking department.

HOUSES CLOSING
Majestic, Harrisburg, Pa., closes

Saturday. It winds up the Wilmer
& Vincent houses with the excep-
tion of Watertown and Ftiea. N. Y„
scheduled for an early eloping.

AUTOS GIVEN AWAY
AS BUSINESS GETTERS

Condition of Small Time
Vaudeville Brings New

Expedient
|

.The "something for nothing" idea-
as exemplified by the giving of pre*
mlums to patrons by vaudeville>
houses as a business bocUer has
been rapidly gaining ground the last
two months. It has reached a point
where the premiums have advanced
in value from an inconsiderable
trinket to an automobile By tho
opening of next season indications)
point to the premium idea as applied
to the small time houses particu-
larly becoming genera).
Like many similar idea*: the pre*

mium p?an for theatres started out-
side of New York, the middle west
small timers introducing it during
the early part of last season A tie-
up between one of tho large auto
companies making a low priced ear
and one or two small timers wrs ef-
fected as an advertising experiment
around the dull period, following' the
holidays in one of the cities in upp* •

New York state at first and tho idea
caught on. Managers ef other
houses in "nearby cities imitated It
and from giving away an automobile
once in a while some houses would
give a car away weekly.
That is what the Ringhnrrtton

theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.. is doing
currently, presenting ac;rto some
patron every Wednesday night, be-
ginning June 13.

The Binghamton is a Keith-
booked house playing pop vaude-
ville. Billy Delaney of the Faiiily
Department, supplies the five acts
bi-weekly.
The radio has hurt the small time

business apprecially all over the
country. A check-up has proved it.

Another factor is the over-thcatreing
with some towns having a searing
gross that could not possibly permit
of capacity business. Bad pictures
are another drawback to patronage
and the repetition of vaudeville acts,
not only the playing back of the
same acts too frequently, but the
sameness of the acts even when the
names are different constitute what
the managers believe to be another
highly important reason for the flop
in business.
The premium idea is 1 ;oked on as

a natural outgrowth of the amateur
night and opportunity contest thing,
the latter having outlived their
usefulness for the present.

PHOTOS FIRST

Independent Booking Office Holding
Down Irresponsible Agents

A new mean.} of independent
vaudeville booking offices protecting
themselves igainst irresponsible
agents is to demand that photo-
graphs for acts booked b turned
into the office before contracts are
te.jucd.

Th's custom has been brought
about due to the habit t f agents
booking acts which they are ur.ible
to deliver. It is customary for
many independent agents to carry
as mar acts as possible on their
lists regardless if they are able to
deliver if a date is secured The
condition Is acute In tho Independ-
en offices whero stenographers
have been kept busy making out
contracts which were later des-
troyed when the agent fal.v i> de-
liver the act.

Another means of holding down
the irresponsible agentj is to place
a time limit on booking slips issued
by the ofllces. That makes it neces-
sary for tho agents to have signed
contracts in within so many hours
or the engagement is automatically"
de la red off.

MORE FOREIGN ACT$

Over Here Next Season—Almost
Double Last Year's Quota

A considerably larger number of
foreign acts will )>p played over
here next season that] In the last
two or three years. The foreign
turns hooked alone for the Keith
Circuit will about double the num-
i»« r played Ihhj s*.H ««,m .

One reason Is tiint Hie variant*
in money exchange has cased up
in the pnst 5-ear, Another is that
n»« feeling of antagonism engen-
dered by the war against Herman
acts has been modified con Ederably
with the passing of time..

Tor ACTION s. »

IRVING YATES
Booking Loew, p»i -i,i in.;. < ,,,"., »

I.ocw Annvi Itullding \ru *.,rU
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Plan to Halt Abrupt Termination of Franchises by
Co-operative Action—Conferences On Regard-

ing Percentages

A move that has for its objective

the abolishment of the practice of

abrupt franchise revocations by the

Columbia Amusement Co. Is con-

(Aittitl in a plan now in course of

working out by the newly organized

Columbia Producers' Association.

The association was organized June
7, follow in;-; a meeting of Columbia
producers culled by the Columbia
executive?.

The plan In brief calls for a cen-

sorship board, with the producers'

association holding equal represen-
tation with the .Columbia Amuse-
ment Co. If a producer has a bad
•how the new board, instead dt or-
dering it off the wheel, as in the
past, irlfl assist the owner of the
bad show to bring it up* to the
standard. This assistance will take
the form of two members of the
producers' association helping to

ieeast. secure new material, revise

and othciwii-e fix up a show in need
of remaking.
Tb* tltl« of the organization will

be the Columbia Producers Asso-
ciation.

The objects of the new organ-
ization, according to its executives,

ate the establishment of a betteV
system of co-operation between the
different produces than has ex-
isted in the past.

While not officially stated it Is

expected the association will work
more harmoniously in the engage-
ment of people for the Columbia
shows.
The , following officers were

elected at the first meeting: Presi-

dent, Tom Miner; vice-president,
Dave Marion; secretary and treas-

urer, Barney Gerard. The board of

directors in« hides H. C. Jacobs, W.
S. Campbell, Harry Hastings, George
Dresselhouse and Bobby Clark.

A committee of three, Rav®
Marion. Barney Gerard and Tom
Miner has been appointed to hold
a scries of conferences with the
Columbia executives on the subject
of percentages.
At the Colrmbla meeting It was

proposed that the present percen-
tages now operating on a sliding

scale arrangement be abolished and
the former system of the Columr
bla houses playing a show on a
50-50 or 65-45 basis be restored.
Objections to this plan were Im-

mediately forthcoming. The con-
ference between producers and ex-
ecutives were then arranged.
The Columbia producers had an

organization a couple of years ago,

formed at the time of the open shop
trouble with the stage hands and
musicians, tut this organization
Was dissolved following the strike.

The terms given last season
ranged from 45 per cent, up for at-

tractions to $10,000 when a higher
split was given the show. The pro-
ducers claim they couldn't better

$10,000 in many of the Columbia
houses, even if selling out. on ac-
count of the capacities.

The producers have suggested to

the Columbia Circuit heads that

they (producers) be allowel to ap-
point two men to the censorship
board which will give them equal
representation with the Columbia
Circuit censors. The suggestion is

reported as having been favorably
received by Pud K. Hynicka and J.

Herbert Mack of the Columbia. Sam
Scribner. general manager of the
Columbia Circuit, is out of town.
The matter will be adjusted when
he returna
The Columbia producers are re-

questing censorship representation
as a rantter of protection. Last
season many of the producers
whose attractions were reported
upon unfavorably went to consid-
ers . additional expense to bring
them up to Columbia standard* only
to discover tlmi several poor shows
w"'it lh.tn'.sh the season nual LerejL
aml

i m td.
The pi «..; i

«- t,.,.| Umt impartial
'

i eoesslty f<»r I ur-
1

'
• l ii' the censorship i ItotiUl

aI>n . i" < mi rnctiou on i l
i

Cil i u t.

MUTUAL WHEEL BONDS

PRODUCERS Di $1,000

Guarantee of Good Faith Re-

quired—Result of Shubert

Unit Failure

Contracts between the producers

and the Mutual Burlesque Circuit

for next season require the pro-

ducers to flic $1,000 with the Circuit

as a guarantee of good faith.

The Mutual is practically bonding
the producers for the season and
insuring the circuit against deple-
tions from the ranks. The bonding
of shows to finish a season was
proposed to the Columbia Circuit

officials following the dissolution of

the Affiliated- Circuit, which oper-
ated the Shubert units.

The Columbia officials replied neg-
atively to applications from several

former producers for reinstatement.
The producers offered a counter
proposal that they would be bonded,
to guarantee the Columbia Circuit

protection in case of more opposi-
tion.

As most of the producers were
approaching or going through the
throes of bankruptcy the Columbia
heads turned the proposition down
but admitted it was a good idea

where a producer's loyalty was in

question.
The posting of $1,000 as required

by the Mutual is said to have been
ordered following talks of a third

burlesque circuit to be headed by
I. H. Herk. The Mutual expects to

open next season with about 35

attractions.

AN OPKN I.KTTKK TO
Victor Talking Machine Co.

Camden, N. J.

Gentlemen:

—

I have just seen your posters, an-
nouncing this month's best records.
and am writing this letter to tell

you how proud and happy I am, and
grateful to you, for the showing you
have given me.
According to your list, four of

your six big hits of the month on
the record are my songs, which I

believe to be an honor which has
never before been won by a single
writer. On your list you have
"You've Gotta See Mamma Kvery
Night," "Barney Google," "Morning
Will Come'' and "Don't Cry, Swa-
nee."

Of course, you pick the records
and the songs for preferment in
your sales campaign solely from a
business standpoint, and advertis-
ing what you believe will sell best,
regardless of who writes the songs
and .ho plays them; but I cannot
help feeling grateful to you that so
many of my numbers should be on
your preferred list for one month.
Naturally, the royalties which you
will pay me has something to do
with my happiness in this matter,
but the fact that these songs have
been considered best by you makes
me quite elated.

Sincerely,

CON CONRAD—»——— M^——^————

—

TWO TICKETS STAND
Burlesque Club's Opposition Slate

Te Be Voted on

HOBOES SELLS OUT
Jimmy Evlston manager of the

Jimmy Hodges Musical Comedy Co.,

has bought Hodges' interest in the
company and will continue to op-
erate it under his own direction.

Hodges, who has been appearing
as featured comedian, has purchased
an interest in a picture studio to

which he will devote his time.

HAERY YOST IN TORONTO
Harry Yost has been appointed

resident manager of the Empire,
Toronto, playing the Columbia
wheel shows next season. Yost was
formerly manager of the Columbia
Gayety in Minneapolis.

DAVE MARION'S STAFF
Izzy Grodz will manage the Dave

Marion show next season. Baron
Golden will continue as advance
agent. It makes his 15th season
as head of the Marion show.

NEW ACTS
Bennett and Richards, reunited.

Gene Strong and Hazel Mann
(Mrs. Strong), having finished work
on the super-picture "Wild Love,"
in which Strong had to live up to

his name, took the Twentieth Cen-
tury for Cldcago fwhere the
parents of both reside) Monday for

a vacation with the old folks. While
away they will rehearse and break
in a vaudeville sketch, wiitten by
Will Hough for presentation on the
big time next season.
Mike Coakley (Coakley and Dun-

levy) and Kn.il Sober* (Subers and
La Ma ire) black face comedy act.

Holmes and Taylor, comedy two-
man act.

Bert Cordon (Gordon and Ford)
and Harry Gordon appearing to-

gether until dissolving four years
ano have reunited ror vaudeville.

Fred Mitel rand and Vera Ml he?*

»na in ti!;iti . .

The p'an to withdraw the five

"opposition" candidates for the
board of governors of the Burlesque
Club of America has been aban-
doned. Both tickets will be voted
for at the annual election June 14,

as previously decided.

The ticket put forth by the regu-
lars as It now stands includes the
following line-up: For president.
Bobby Clark; vice-president, John
G. Jermon; treasurer, James C.
Sutherland; financial secretary,
Harry Rudder, and recording sec-
retary, Lou Lesser. Board of gov-
ernors "regular ticket" candidates
are Dave Marion, Walter K. Hill,

Wash Martin, Frank Hunter, James
Coughlin for two years'? and Mau-
rice Cain to fill unexpired term of
one year.

The "opposition" board of govern-
ors candidates are Dan Dody, Phil
Dalton, Lou Reals, Wm. S. Clark,
Meyer Harris for two years, and
Henry Kurtzman for unexpired
term of one year.
The executive officers for both

"regular" and "opposition" tickets
are the same.

BURLESQUE CHANGES
Frank Naldi (Naldi and Naldi)

has signed a single contrast for next
season as principal comedian with
Sim Williams' burlesque attraction,
"The Radio Girls."

IRVING YATES
''"i ''•*• Manager aiui Producer

4ll.li.-. |.. \ii.fi Hlil( . New York
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- '
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Empress, Chicago Stock, Closed
Chicago, June 13.

The burlesque stock season at the
Empress closed Saturday, and for
Sunday pictures were put in the
house, with Karl Fuller's band as
an extra attraction^)

F« Ike Buys In On "Chuckles"

Charles Falke has purchased a
half interest in the Columbia wheel
show, "Chuckles of 1923-4," the
Miner estate holding the other half.

Falke will be company manager.

CanvMiman Fell Off Train

Syracuse, X. Y., June 13.

Joseph I'Vnelon, a canvassmnn
with the Al Barnes circus, fell from
thn circus train near Geneva, ITc

was unconscious when found, badly
cut about the face and head.

IN AND OUT
One of th< Morleys was taki n l. I

at the American, New York, Mon-

I

day ni?.'ht. the act leaving the bill,
j

DID 17 PERFORMANCES

ON WEEK TO $7,000

Special Engagement at Wash-

ington—Gerard's "Follies"

May Open at Columbia
" " ' '

'

Barney Gerard's "Follies of the

Day" may close its run at the Gay-
ety. Boston, next Monday. This was
not definitely decided on Wednes-
day, but appeared probable. The
reason for including Monday Is that

it is "Bunker Hill Day." Another
tentative plan that may be consum-
mated is to bring the "Follies" into

the Columbia, New York, July 16.

for a run.

The "Folies" did about $5,500 at

the Gayety. Boston, last week, the

fourth of its summer engagement.
The Dave Marion show, which
closed a five weeks' run at the Co-
lumbia last. Saturday, dropped to

Its lowest gross during the engage-
ment with about $4,690 on the week.

The Jlmmle Cooper Bcvue, play-

ing a summer engagement at the

Casino. Boston, closed Saturday
with a five weeks' run to Its credit.

The Cooper show did about $5,800

on the final week.
Harry Straus* "Talk of the

Town," playing a 'single special

week at the Washington Gayety
during the Shriners* convention in

the capital city last week played 17

performances, with the Wednesday
and Thursday 8 p. m. performances
omitted and three midnight whows
addtd. The show did about $7,000.

less than expected.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Balph Isen. 300 Fort

Washington avenue, June 5. 'daugh-
ter. Mr. Isen is professionally Balph
Fisher (Fisher and Hurst), the

mother being Honey Hurst (Hirsch).

v and Ballon so! stil nteil.

Dayten and Pamn r l< fi 'the bill

hi Keith's, !- -i. i •. Moi
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JUDGMENTS
(The first name in that of the

judgment debtor; creditor and
amount follow.)

Benfconhurst Amui. Co.; City of

N. Y $45.77.
Beaver Amus. Co.; same; $41.57.

American Animated Target Corp.;

S. S- Hathaway, $tl,41».10.

Arthur J. Horwitz; 159 West 85th

St. Co., Inc.; $322.70.

Francis Gates Porter; I. L. Bice.

Jr.. et al.; $21,»38.05.

Leland Stanford Wood; W. Tar-
melef; $2,309.04.
Amusement Holding Co.; City of

N. Y. $45.77.
Acorn Motion Picture Corp.;

same; $45.77.
Howe's Brownsville Theatre Co.;

same; $45.77.

Livcnia Amusement Co.; same;

Marie Leonard F»lm Co.; same;
$45.77.
M. 6 L. Amusement Co.; same;

$45.77.
Pegpy (Baroness) D'Erlanger,

forraeny known as Mrs. Peter
Cooper Hewitt; Hickson, Inc.;

$1.079.7i.

Fifty -Fifty Club, Inc.; L. IUeth;

$463.45.
Harry Edelhertz; Prudential Film

Distributors Corp.; $118.32.

Satisfied Judgments
Arthur Hopkins; N. F. Murphy;

costs. $115.94; June 1, 1923.

NEW INCORPORATIONS
* New York Chartsra

Fox W*r East CoVp.. Manhattan,
pictures, $25,000; P. Helllger, W. B.

F. Hogers, O. Blake. Attorney, S. E.

Rogers, West 55th street.

Hillsdale Amusement Co., Man-
hattan, pictures, $20,000; R. M.
Rickcrstaff. J. T. Pearsall. H. II.

Metz. Attorney. J. J. Sullivan, 203
Broadway.

All - Russian • American Cinema
Corp. (Tarac). Brooklyn, $60,000;
W. Jtecht, S. Wolfe. Attorney, M.
M. Flamm. 437 Miller avenue.
Brooklyn.

A. A. H. Amusement Corp., Bronx,
theatres, $•-'.».000; A. and H. Miller,
II. Weingarten. Attorneys, Gettner,
Simon & Anher. 2W9 Broadway.
Misrock Realty Corp., Manhattan,

theatricals and motion pictures.
$20,000; R. I.urle. J. F. Knsman, A.
Misrock. Attorneys. Kaplan, Kos-
man & Btreusan, 1540 Broadway.

Deleware Charters
Quaker Maid Film Co., Wilming-

ton, producers, $100,000. Martin k
mi i. th. Wilmington.
Anthracite Amusements, $300,000;

Robert I». Beaton, Ashland. Pa.; Al-
Itottesman, Daniel Hhalek,

H I
' riomdoMh.—Httr— F.d win ft. I'och-

i n. tvi minsjton.

Name Change
Cht'fch Motion Picture Corp. t'<

i an .Motion Picture Coi ;>

.

The v/'fe of Pel( i ConkHi . the
•' • .. died .Inn«' 1 1. They

i.<i mnrrh d for r>s years.

OBITUARY
JAME3*T7piLLING

Janus T. rilling, manager of the
Century. Oakland, atid one ol lbs
hest known showmen on the Pacific
Coast, died June 7. following an op-
eration two months ago for douhle
mastoids. -le was oelUved to be
on the road to recovery, had left
the hospital and was preparing to
retu-n to work.

Pilling was about 60 years of age
and is survived by a widow and a
daughter, now in the east. He be-
came identified vlth local theatric-
als about 20 yeurs ago as manager
of Idora Park. Later he went to
Vancouver. B. C. as hou^e manager
for Pantages and subsequently be-
came northwestern representative
for "Pan." He assumed charge of
the Orpheum house about seven
years ago and remained there until
last year when he returned to Oak-
land and took charge of the Ci-ntuiy
under the direction of Ackerman A
Harris.

PORTER STRONG
Porter Strong, blackface charac-

ter actor, died June 11 in his room
at the Hotel America. New York
City. The deceased was born 44
years ago In 8t. Joseph. Mo. He
appeared for many yeart with min-
strel companies and on the vaude-
ville stage. H*v*n years ago he
signed with D. W. Griffith for pic-
ture work and had appeared regu-
larly in films since then. He was
particularly noted for his work as
Romeo, the colored butler In "One
Kxcitlng Night." and his most le-
cent part was a similar one In "The
White Rose." lie leaves •• wife, who
is appearing In vaudeville.

JAMES A. KIERNAN
James A. Kiernan died June 4. at

his home. 407 12th street, Brooklyn.
N. Y. He had appeared on the
legitimate stage and in vaudeville
(Kiernan. Walters and Klerthnt.
In the early 80's the deceased was
of the original Dixie Tigers at the
Bijou, New York, and he also played
Tweedle- Punch In the Initial pro-
duction of "Florodora" at the Ca-
sino, New York, In 1901-2, among
other and various productions he
appeared In.

JOHN M. FRANZ
John M. Franz, 61, who was a

showman with "Buffalo Bill" from
1899 until the time of Buffalo Bill's
death, died at Ban Antonio.

Mr. Frans was a native of
Brownsville, Tex., but for the last
three years had resided In Ban An-
tonio. The funeral was held under
tho nuspices of the Fraternal Order
of iOagles. Surviving Mr. Franr. are
his wife and two children.

MR8. NELLIE DONER
Mrs. Nellie Doner, formerly ballet

mistress of the New York Hippo-
drome, died June 9 at her New York
city home, aged 48. The deceased
was at one time well known on the
variety and legitimate stage, retir-
ing several years ago to booonie a
dancing instructress and ballet mis-
tress. She was the mother of Kitty,
Rose and Ted Doner.

MR8. RENE M. SHATTUCK
Mrs. Rene If. Shattuck, for many

years an acrobat with the Barnttm-
Bailey circus, died June 9 at her
home In New York city. The de-
ceased, in her 59th year, had been
an active performer up to a few
years ago, doing a sensational acro-
batic act with her husband, (Jeorge
Sh ittuck.

EMIL KA8CHIA
Eoril Kaschia, treasurer of the

Gayety, Pittsburgh, died in St. Mai -

garet's Hospital, in tli.it city, June 4.

Death followed an operation for ton-
silitis, complications bringing on
heart trouble. He was 2i years old.

FRANK O. GREEN ..

Frank D. Green, theatrical man*
ager, died June 11 at his home in

Brooklyn. He was born in Georgia
and came to Brooklyn 25 years ago.
(lis widow, a son, Arthur, and a
daughter. Alice, survive him.

Pierre Loti, the famou9 French
novelist and man of letters, died
June 10 at his home in Hendaye
Frence, aged 74. •_

".

The sister of Harry Mundorf died

June 1.1, Alt. Mundorf Ii a member
of the Keith circuit New York ofthv

staff

H. H. Dixon, a. veteran stage
hand >>' prominent Mason, d.cd \tt

!•- v • •• - June 11. He was 5-'

yea rs o I I
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FORCE $2,51 OR $5,000 GUARANTEE

UNDER "AUSPICES," IS NEW TIP

Fraternal Organizations Urged to Insist Upon Car-

nivals—Profit-Sharing Unfair, Say Letters Sent

Out From Chicago

Chicago. June 13.

Fraternal organisations under the

auspices of which carnivals are ap-

pearing ar*e being warned in a series

of letters being sent out from

Chicago not to accept contracts call-

ing merely for a share of the profits

but to Insist upon having the

fraternal organization guaranteed

not less thai. $2,500 and as much as

$5,000 in important cities.

The carnivals have been cajoling

the fraternal organizations into

contracts which did not permit the

local body receiving more U an $400

or $500. Under the contracts
played this spring it has been un-
usual for the local organization to

receive as much as $600. In some
cases this has been easel U some
extent by a scheme by which the
local orgrnization raffled off an
automobile Independent cf the
carnival.

The plan of letting the local or-
ganization share in the "jprofits" is

not a fair one, It is pointed out in

these letters being sent out to posts
of the American Legion, the Elks,
Moose and other orders, because of
extra and incidental expenses which
make the operation of the carnival
itself show a small profit while there
are many concessions and hangers
on that clean up big money.
*The guarantee forces the disgorge

of a portion of the funds obtained
in ways that are not included in the
direct profits of the carnivals.
Some concerns have taken as

much as $30,000 or $40,000 in a city
and shown a book profit which gave
the local organization a ridiculously
small return.

N.Y.STATEFAIRWILL

RIVAL TORONTO'S

DULUTH'S MAYOR

Commissioners Hang Up $15,-

000 Rodeo Purses—24

Acts Booked

FRANK WEST ROW
Harry Ramish, business manager

of the Frank West shows a carnival

which was fined on five counts in
Grafton, W. Va., after tho Klu Klux
had made a demonstration near the
lot, gives his side of the affair in
a letter to Variety.
"The Hohn Post (under whose

auspices the West outfit showed)
has little standing In the commu-
nity, being the offshoot of the Le-
gion post which is sponsored by
the Chamber of Commerce and Ro-
tary Club* One of the city com-
missioners (Mr. Taylor) informed
us wo could not operate merchan-
dise wheels, but the police chief
claimed sole authority to close con-
cessions and as long as we worked
as we djd, we could go ahead. AVe
were selling souvenirs and giving

• nances away.
"The father of one of tlv^ Legion

boys swore out a wan ant which
included all concessions such as
lulloon racer and ball throwing de-
vices. The constable who served the
warrant told Justice of the Peace
Little we were not gambling and
we were told to open up again (Mr.
Ramish does not say who gave per-
mission).

"Subsequently the prosecuting at-
torney ruled that our concessions
were not games of skill and the
fines followed."
Mr. Ramish declares the demon-

stration of the Klan had no rela-
tion to the carnival and denies that
the West shows cited the previous
engagement of the Dotson shows
for the Legion. The management,
ho adds took all responsibility for
its acts and did not blame hangers
on. The show's stationery carries
the line 'Cleanest Show on Earth."

The New York Fair Commission-

ers have secured a large appropria-

tion from the legislature, and It Is

reported a program is being formu-

lated that will try to have the Em-
pire State event rival in size and

outlay the Toronto Exposition.

Work began this week on the

construction of a coliseum that will

cost $150,000. and it is planned to

have a double track, one of dirt and

one of cinder design so that the

Grand Circuit races may be held

regardless of the weather.

The new policy is evidenced also

in the scale of attractions boing

booked. The Frank Wirth office

last week contracted to supply the

people for a monster rodeo which

will represent about $7,000 in paid

performers alone, while other events
in connection with this show will

bring competitions for prices total-

ling $15,000 more.
The Commission has been criti-

cized for what is called failure to

provide entertainment features. The
charge has been made that the fair

depended too much on Its exhibits.

This year an open air show of 24

acts will be furnished to overcome
this criticism. Pat Conway's band
of 45 men will occupy the band-
stand, while Larmphan's band will

furnish the music for the wild west
show.

Says No Carnivals in That Town
After This Summer

Duluth, June 13.

The Common Council was in-

formed this week by Mayor Snively

there will be no permits issued to

carnivals for Duluth after this sum-
mer. Several have s^curod permits

for the current season.

Owing to the $500 local license fee

for circuses h?e, both 'ie Ringling

Brothers' and Main circuses Jiave

passed up this town.
.

SWINDLER USES THEATRE
Indianapolis, June 18.

Two local Arms were swindled

by a dapper man giving his name
as "L. A. Patterson," and represent-

ing himself to be connected with
Ringling Brother*, Barnum £
Bailey's circus, which was here last

week.
The stranger represented himself

as an "advertising man." He in-

duced an automobile sales agency
to pay him $80 in advance on an
agreement to pay $150 for the priv-

ilege of having one of its cars,

plastered with placards, lead the

pageant at the opening of the big

show. He also gypped a printing

firm Into getting out a lot of con-

tract forms which he used in "sell-

ing" his stunt
The victims did not learn they

were stung until the printer, who
had been told by the swindler to

see the purchasing agent of the cir-

cus, tried to collect hia bill from
him.

FOREIGN ACTS TOO BIG
( Chicago, June 13.

Two of the acts brought from
abroad for the Ringling and Bar-
num and Bailey circus this season
were found to be too big to trans-

port on the road and were sent to

winter quarters at Bridgeport,

Conn.
These acts were the lion riding

the horse in the mammoth steel

cage and the 24 liberty horse act.

SELLS-FLOTO IN RAIN
Springfield, Mass., June 13.

Sells-Floto circus ran into cold

and rainy weather in Worcester,
Springfield and Pittsfield Thursday.
Friday and Saturday. It rained so

hard in Springfield patrons in the

menagerie tent were treated to a
shower when water started to seep
through the canvas. Many of the
spectators had to raise umbrellas.

NO ENORMOUS OPEN-AIR "LOTS"

FOR CIRCUSES IN TEN YEARS

Circus Man Gives It as His Opinion—Building

Operations Taking Up Open Spaces in Ten
Largest Cities

The playing of the type of circus

the public of the larger cities have
been educated up to in the last ten

years will be a thing of the past in

ten years to' come In the same
larger cities, according to a circus

executive who has made an inten-

sive study.
The condition regarding playing

grounds as it exists in New Yorlc,

where Madison Square Garden has
saved the situation for the Ringling
Big Show the last decade, and
where it has been impossible to se-

sure a lot of sufficient size to ac-

commodate it, is reflected generally

in a smaller degree in the 10 largest

cities.

Through the enormous increase in

building since the end of the war
lots large enpugh for the Ringling
show are becoming less in number

While Vacationing This Summer
Have

niETY
Keep You in Touch with the Current Happenings

of Show Business

will be tent anywhere in the United States for the special rate of $1.75

for three months. Foreign, including Canada, $2.00.

yearly. The time is rapidly ap-
proaching in cities like Boston, Phil-
adelphia, Detroit and Pittsburgh
when lots of this size will not be
available.

The inability of tne Ringling show
to play Brooklyn this season be-
cause of the absence of a large
enough playing space with suitable
transportation as an adjunct exem-
plifies the condition the big circuses
will have to face in the other towns
more or less shortly.

There has been some talk of the
circus people getting together with
with local associations and promot-
ing large amphitheatres that could
be used throughout the year for
various amusement purposes, tut
this has not passed the stage of
discussion as yet.

With the circus of the larger type,
travelling in from 60 to 125 cars,

unable to play the 10 largest cities

it would hardly be worth while play-
ing the smaller towns alone.
Circus men generally are alive to

the situation and are considering
means to solve the problem.
The plan of utilizing motor busses

for transportation of patrons has
been used by some of the smaller
shows with in and out success. The
furnishing of transportation Is

hardly thought practical for the
big shows, however, the plan of
building amphitheatres being the
most logical proposed thus far.

These it has been pointed out could
be used for sporting events and
civic assemblages such as conven-
tions, etc

FAIR AGENTS ALLEGE CONSPIRACY

AGAINST RIVAL AGENCY

Damage Action for $100,000 by Wirth Office with
Frank Melville Defendant—Injured Wirth's Busi-

-Forgery Charge Not Entertainednesi

USING SELLS-FLOTO SHOW

ONLY AS OPPOSITION

Harvey Has Absolute Author-

ity on Routing — Made

$200,000 Last Year

Chicago, June 13.

The Muggivan-Bowers-Ballad cir-

cus is using; the Sells-Floto show to

harass the Ringling Brothers -Barn-
um and Bailey show and depends
upon the changing of the route of

this single organization for Its

near-opposition tactics rather than
using all of the Muggivan-Bowers-
Ballad attractions as was the plan
last season.
The plan of procedure is mate-

rially changed this seaso.i inasmuch
as the Sells-Floto show is playing
in advance and around the Rlng-
ling-Barnum & Bailey circus rather
than using the three attractions in a
checkerboard system of routings as
was the plan In 1922.

The Sells-Floto show is said tc

have* shown a profit o? between
$200,000 and $300,000 last year. The
contact of the two shows to date
has been "satisfactory" to the Floto
show, which does not attempt to

rival the Ringling-Barni ..i & Bailey
in size.

Zack Tyrell, who is back with
^Sells-Floto and R. M. Harvey, the
general agent, are said to have ab-
solute authority in this routing sys-
tem and to change or switch the
route as they deem wise. This dele-

gation of authority is said to have
earned the approval of James Mug-
gavin and Bert Bowers, practical
showmen, who have seen the danger
of a management holding too tight

a rein on authority in routing. Mug-
gavin is with one of tht combina-
tion's shows and Bowers with an-
other, but they give their personal
attention to the conduct of the
shows rather than to the routing
of the Sells-Floto organization.

OUTDOOR ITEMS
William Merritt received a sen-

tence of four years in all at St.

Johns, N. B., where he was con-
victed on two charges of burglary.
Merrltt had been a wrestler with
the World's Standard Shows, a
carnival. George Brooks, arrested
in the same town with George W.
Lord, on the charge of stealing
whiskey, was acquitted while Lord
was convicted and given three
years. They also had been con-
nected with carnivals.

Several employcs^f the Sells-Floto
circus caused Fall River, Mass., au-
thorities considerable bother during
the appearance of the show there.
Two men, George Thomas, of Wash-
ington, and Garfield Anderson, of
Baltimore, were arrested on charges
of malicious destruction of private
property by poisoning five perform-
ing dogs of the circus. They were
arraigned in the District Court there
and found guilty. Both were sen-
tenced to four months in the House
of Correction. The men, according
to testimony, poisoned the animals
to gain revenge over their trainer,

George Allen, against whom they
held a grudge for something that
had taken place previously. The
clogs were of great value, it was
stated, and did tight rope walking
stunts.

The vaudeville theatre in Moun-
tain Run Park, Holyoke, Mass.,
starts next Monday with six acts
booked by Harry Carlin and Bob
Hutchinson of the Keith Family de-
partment. It will be a split week.

The Wirth, Blumenfeld Fair Book-
Ing Association, consisting of Frank
Wirth, George Hamid and Philip St.

Leon, has started suit for $lt0,000

damages against Frank Melville on
the grounds of conspiracy. The lat-

ter is alleged to have distributed

derosatory matter intended to In-

jure the complainant's business.

Wirth, Hamid and St. Leon pur-
chased the minority interest of Her-
man Blumenfeld and Max Lowen-
stein in the Wirth, Blumenfeld office

during the spring. Shortly after-
ward Mellville, also in the fair book-
ing business, is alleged to have sent
out letters to a number of small
towns scheduled for fairs, giving the
gratuitous information that the
Wirth -Blumenfeld agency had been
dissolved. Also that the agency
would have trouble filling contracts
for shows, with the further explana-
tion that acts were common prop-
erty. '

The letters are claimed to have
embarrassed Wirth and Hamid, who
are the active heads of the agency,
and.'in addition to the task of ex-
plaining the true situation, the

i propaganda was the result of the
agency losing a number of contracts,
^»s the small town fair secretaries
'rarely see trade papers and were
ignorant of the facts. It appears
that Melville sent a field man on
the road immediately after sending
out the letters, the representative
being thereby able to secure con-
tracts.

Wirth and Hamid further contend
they have many outdoor acts under
play or pay contracts for 'the fair

|

season, placing the firm under a
heavy liability if their field of book-

I

ings is restricted, which they allege
I
was the purpose o_' Melville. The

{
name of the Wirth -Blumenfeld office

}
was continued after the minority

I stockholders sold out, as most of
I the booking contracts had already
been made out in that name.
Wirth and Hamid say they have

booked 90 per cent, of the fairs for
this season in New York State.
Many letters were sent the firm by
the major fair secretaries condemn-
ing the methods alleged to have
been pursued by Melville, and sev-
eral fair men offered to come to
New York to testify.

Melville is said to have secured
information of the Wirth-Blumen-
felt plans through a leak in the of-
fice. After Blumenfeld and Lowen-
steln withdrew the same suite of
offices were occupied for several
weeks and the data is said to have
been pilfered at night. Lowenstein
and Blumenfeld specialized in
vaudeville and cabaret bookings,
having little or no concern with the
office's fair bookings other than a
financial interest.

Lowenstein is credited with hav-
ing started negotiations for Harry
Hassler, field man for Wirth and
Hamid, with the object of placing
him with the Melville office. Hass-
led did confer with Melville but re-
mained with Wirth and Hamid.
Telegrams purported to be signed
by Hassler were sent to at least 13
fair secretaries, the wires stating
there was trouble in the Wirth-
Blumenfelt office. Hassler declared
he never signed any such telegrams
and a charge of forgery was lodged
with the district attorney's office.
The case was dismissed, however,
last week, because of insufficient
evidence.
Wirth and Hamid testified they

had proof the telegrams had been
sent from Melville's office.

The Riverside Amusement Com-
pany, operating Riverside amuse-
ment park, Indianapolis, has an-
nounced it will spend $225,000 on
Improvements, including a new
$75,000 skating rink, a new roller
coaster costing between $60,000 and
$70,000; a refreshment and cafe-
teria building costing $50,000; a
"fun" house costing $30,000, and an
open air theatre at $15,000. Work
will be started after Labor Day.

UNIVERSITY RAIN INSURANCE
Ann Arbor, Mich., June 13.

The University of Michigan, fol-
lowing the usual insurance pro-
cedure indulged in by outdoor
showmen, will receive $3,000 if one-
tenth of an inch of rain falls next
Monday when the school's outdoor
commencement exercises on Ferry
Field will be staged.

If it does rain, the exercises will
be held indoors, but this is the first
instance that an educational insti-
tution has taken out insurance
against rain In connection with its

entertainment activities.
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SEVERAL DRAMATIC TENT SHOWS

GOT BUNCHED IN ILLINOIS

• •

More Dignity Through Broadcasting—Some Shows
Making Long Jumps Away from Crowded Terri-

tory—Generally Reports Are Good
-

Chicago, June It.

The traveling dramatic companies

which Hhow under canvas have

taken, an added dignity since Elwyn

Stjrong started broadcasting "The

Man Who Cnpie Rack"' on Fridays

lie

It is

at ":\i0 p. m. (Chicago time)

also broadcasts bin orchestra.

beijtg done out <»1 Omaha.
The touring s-hows of the tent va-

riety fomelKW or other bunched un-

fOYttinaiely in Illinois this spring.

As a consequence Home are making
long jumps to get away from the

crowd. In some towns there have
been as n.any oh four of these shows
an f:ii tuts Beaton* George Mob-
iftsoit. win. played Pontiac. 111. last

vrofk. made 1< ng jumi> north.

(Wen fltieiiflSS . who played. Mo-
mence. III., m*t Week, jumped up
into Wisconsin fur this week.
•TIT- ffhOWS !M

a slap ln-t \v«f'U owing to the, t turn

of < ••>!.l weather. Th I Ilnbert Sher-

man ^linv, of which .7ani<>s Feltz la

manager, played Vandalia lust week
nSd> moved t«> Christopher this week.
ITIsWlHh Wilson, who took over the

Oordenler outfit, is playing Gorde-
nier territory around Peoria profit-

ably.

The shows in Michigan are do-

ing well. Nothing has been heard
from Lloyd Gould but he is known
to have opened. The Jack KcUey
show is doing very well. Shows in

Wisconsin have had a larger

amount of cool weather than was
CSMd for. The Rotnour show is

said to be doing exceptionally well.

Ceorge Sweet's is the only Iowa
show from which reports have been
received. His organisation is pros-
pering. The Roy Porter show, the
Mack stock and the Guy stock are
getting money in Indiana; the lat-

ter is at Montpelier this week. The
Jack Johnson show and Ed North's
show are in Kansas and word from
out that way indicate that they
are baring a fairly good spring
season.
Clem Corey arrived at O. H.

Johnston's office In Chicago Monday
to organize a tent show.

. LABOR DIFFICULT

Situation More Troublesome
Outdoor Attractions

for

PARKS FOR ENGLAND

London Tramway Man Raturn After
Studying American Resorts

As the outdoor season progresses

the question of labor assumes a still

more troublesome condition.

At no time since the end of the

war has the labor situation with

the big circuses and carnivals been

as bad as at present. In past years,

even up to last season, there has

been a sufficient supply of "floating

labor'* from which tho circus people

could recruit canvas men. mechan-
ics, etc. Fhit this year the 'float-

ers" seemed to have diminished to
a mere handful ;it the start of the
season, with their numbers steadily
decreasing since.

Demands for Common labor for
. toad building, in factories aid the

,!ll !° ,H * building business is rated as mainly
responsible for the labor shortage
the outdoot people are experiencing.
Wages are. as a result of tho con-
dition mentioned, have ax-en elimb-
ing continually, with "razor backs,'

at any price.etc.. hard to ^i-l

The group of four London tram-
way men which has been in the
United States for a month studying
the American summer park institu-

tion with a view to its exploitation
In England, sailed for home last

week.
They visited parks in the Kast

and as far West as Kansas City,

paying special attention to the park
as an incident to street railway ter-

minals. They also canvassed the
American ride builders and took
home a complete schedule of prices.

The revival of the park in Amer-
ica is said to have had n parallel

abroad. Miller & linker, who hold
numerous patents on devices for

roller coaster and other rides, are
engaged on two foreign Jobs, one
in Blackpool; Knghertd, and the other
in Australia. They furnish the plans
complete and construction superin-
tendents. Labor and materials- are
secured oh the ground.

PICTURE EXPO. LOOKS GOOD
Los Angeles, June 13,

Renewed activity result ing from
the assumption of operations by the
World Amusement Corporation, in

which Kd. Carruthers ami Clmrles
Duffiekl are heavily interested, gives
indication that the M,onroe Centen-
nial- and Motion .Picture exposition,
scheduled for next month, to run
five weeks, will be a success.
The press department lias been

augmented tinder the supervision of
III Wombold, aitfl the territory is

being flooded with press matter.
P.uildings are going Up mpidly on

the grounds and practically all con-
cessions have been let oct.

ACTS WITH AMATEURS
Hooking of acta to work with

amateur performers in charity
"Wert* continue to furnish a good
dfal v'i employment. The society
circus for the benefit of the Memo-
rial hospital. CIteenwirh, Conn.,
which from next Wednesday to the
end of the week, will have Starrett's
Animals. Stroller Sisters and Nor-
man, the Frog Man. Johnny
Keelei is putting on the numbers
while Frank Bowen is directing the
show. Uoth are professionals.

AERIAL CROMWELLS INJURED
The Aerial Cromwells, on their

opening performance at Kleotric
Park, Albany, June 4, were working
on a new apparatus built to econ-
omize on weight in excess baggage.

In their full swing for a passing
somersault, which brought the max-
imum strain on the rigging, the new
apparatus collapsed, hurling both to
the ground, some 50 feet below.
When examined, it was found

Frank had escaped with a sprained
arm and dislocated shoulder, but
his wife sustained more serious in-

juries, the full extent oi which it

will take time to tell.

Both are reported as improving.
The team had the summer booked

in parks and fairs, several weeks
of which they have had to cancel on
account of the accident.

ACCIDENTS IN PARKS
Sawn Kingen, the 20-year-old girl

high diver, fractured her collar bone'
while performing at Luna Park late
last week. She is at the Coney
Island Hospital. Miss Kingen struck
the side of the tank in completing a
high dive. She hails from Florida,
and was formerly of the Daring
Ringenn.
The Cromwells fell while playing

at Mid -City Park, Albany. N. Y..
early last week. Although neither
member was seriously hurt, the act
win be forced to lay off several
weeks. The rigging collapsed. When
Frank Cromwell discovered it start-
ing: to topple, he quickly lowered
latide on a rope, but part of the

apparatus fell on her. Frank jumped
to safety. The management offered
the team full salary, although the
accident haopened at tho first show.
The Cromwelle hav* oeen rebooked
t the park.

PHILIP WIRTH COMES OVER
Chicago, June 13.

Philip Wirth, the Australian
showman, arrived here Saturday on
a trip around the world. He is a
brother of George Wirth, with whom
he owns the Wirth Brothers circus.

This is his first trip to America.
Mr. Wirth left here to join the

Walter L. Main show, which is play-
ing Ohio, and will tour with the
show a week, visiting May Wirth
and the Wirth Family, featured with
the show.

COMANCHE CO., TEXAS FAIR
Oklahoma City, June 13.

A permanent organization of the
Comanche, Tex., May 29, and a de-
cision to hold a Comanche County
Fair in the fall was reached.
The following officers of the fair

association were elected Oeorge
Montgomery, president J. F. Smoot,
vice-president, and C. E. Foster,
secretary.
The fair will be a live stock and

agricultural fair with amusements
included.

CUBAN PARK MAN HERE
Sig. Canssla, attraction manager

for the Havana, Cuba, park, la in

New York putting out inquiry for
features for his establishment. He
plans to open a permanent New
York cfflce in the fall.

CIRCUS ROUTES
Ringling Bros.-B. nd B.

June 25, Worcester, Mass.; 26,

New Bedford. Mass.; 27. Fall Kiver,

Mass.; 28, Providence. R. I.; 29. New
Haven. Conn.; 30. Bridgeport, Conn.

il

Harry O'ftri ln( ,

the Chicago < »..
'" tbe tin,-

,tl "' !

Grant CL-
ip l,,r( i

few l\;ly
,,r ' ni "If

iil be in charge of

:>f Clarke & Leslie
a bOUSC building,
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K. ef C. Circus '

Tlu West Brighton Council,

Knights of Columbus, will hold an
eight-day society circus and bazaar,

beginning June CO. on Btaten Island.

The show will be given under '* 125-

foot round top.

Bernard Dolan is heading the

\ ir.o< nt Lopes Red Carps' orchestra,

which opened Sunday at the Palaoe,

Chicago. The combination was
formerly under ti»e leadership of J.

Del] Lampe, son of J. Hodewalk
Lampe, technical director of t he-

major Lope* orchestra.

SB

LUNA PARK, CONEY ISLAND

CARNIVAL AT CONEY ISLAND
The World at Home Carnival show-

is playing- an Indefinite engagement
at Coney Island this summer. The
show has been at Ci»n«-.\ for five

weeks now with Business averaging
good to the present.

It is the first season the carnival
has passed up travelling for a per-
manent location. If business war-
rants it will remain at Coney
throughout the season.

Important revisions have taken

place in Luna Park since last year,

revisions and additions that change

the character and atmosphere of

the entire institution. The changed

complexion appears to be a part of

the country-wide movement to bring

the summer park back to Its old

place as a wurm weather amuse-
ment resort and place of recreation

for the people.
The changes come under three

headings: The establishment of a
large KiaudsUnd, with a gate for

the circus features and the elabora-
tion of the show; the building of a

new swimming pool at an estimated
cost of $150,000, and the use of the

adjoining property, formerly occu-
pied by the Sea Beach Palace, into

a -fun house/' called "Tlu? Pit."

The circus grandstand is in the

form of a depressed single ring,

probably 20 feet below the level of

the park walks, with grandstands
on three sides with a capacity of

about 1.400 sloping to the ringside.

The gate Is TO cents, while entrance
also IS Included In tho combination
ticket Tlr. show takes up GO min-
utes. U fast and Interesting, with a
capital comedy finale in Corelll's

comedy circus featuring the unrid-

Sbje nude with a darky and a tramp
rider.

At both shows last Sunday night
the place was fitted to capacity, with
even the sloping aisles occupied.
One section was occupied by visit-

ing Shrihers en route from Wash-
ington. I it-sides its entertainment
features the circus Is a splendid
ballyhoo incident over the whole"
Island. Bash show is preceded by a
parade to the Kates and back, with
the crowd looking on through the
Surf avenue gates. The J (dm Bob-
inson Klcphants lead the parade
and command attention. The rest

of the show is made up of the Rid-
ing Waltons. Sensational Meredith,
spectaculsr aerial novelty featuring
a loop-the-loop on a riding trapeze.

Bevers1 clown numbers bring the
total of the bill up t° six nets, In-

cluding a brief bit by Ferber and
I-'erber.

The elaboration of the paid show
and the gate to caver its cost Is a
comparatively new development. It

comes in response to the demand of
the ooneesHiounires for a feature
capable of advertising exploitation
that will '«. ring the people out. and
the tendency in this direction up-

Will BURNS and LYNN Ed
in "TUNES, TICKLES AND TAPS"

By HARRY C. GREENE snd ARTHUR HAVEL
THIS WEEK (JUNE 11), 8POTTEO FIFTH AT PALACE, HEW YORK.

MR. DARLING: We appreciate your confidence.

MR. JACK CURTIS and MR. MORRIS ROSE: We thank you for
your co-operation.

MORRIS ROSE:

BUBr LY
—

CARNIVAL FIRE

American Exposition Shows 3urned
En Route

Watertown, N. Y.. June 13.

Sparks from a passing engine

fired the train bearing the equip-

ment of the American Reposition

Shows, badly burning it. The train

was going from Schenectady to

Oloversville, N. Y.
T'.j fire caused the carnival to

postpone its showing here from next

to the following week. «

CIVIC LEAGUE ON CIHCUSES

Albany, N. V. .Time 19

The New York CIVlc League,
headquarters here, has set its eyes

On clrCUSeS Visiting New jfork State.

Requests are sent out by the

League to chiefs oi" police where
1 1 if- circuses appear, nsklrg i." com-
plaints seers received &:oi of what
naluie, sic.

pears to be country- wide. What
influence it has had at Luna does
not yet appear, although the man-
agement declares tho Memorial day
K.ito was the best in the last five
years. Lost Sunday attendance was
estimated at 30,000.

The 'fun house" and the swim-
ming pool appear to be inspired by
several considerations. The man-
sgement doesn't say ho. but the In-
tent clearly is to bring In a feature
that will supplement the rest of the
plant for stronger competition with
Steepelchase down on the water-
front, the Tilyou institution that has
always made a feature of the rough -

house devices tor the younger crowd.
Luna has gone Steeplechase one

better in its rough-and-'umble
amiiMt'inr'iity

blasts th:iL

Over their

stairways,

There are the air
blow the girls' skirts
heads, the collapsible
the human roulette

wheel and innumerable slides, »<\
eral of which are hazardous ei »ugh
to tempi fate. One ju particular
goes down u humpy slope with a
take-off into the air to .•• flexible

curved slope of metal with an <

resembling the leaps of :
j

i*. . Jtimpeu
In the news topical. A lot ol : u-

turers got up rubbing their heads,
and one man. Variety's reporter, If

you must know, emerged with »
hen's egg bump on the back of his
dome and gore trickling Into his
Van Ileunen. It's no place for in-
valids, but it does seem to enter-
tain the youngsters mightily.
Besides the bid for Steeplechase

patronage, the new feature is visible
to the Surf avenue crowd and serves
as an attractive ballyhoo for the
whole park, and it gives the place
an additional entrance on the main
thoroughfare. Admission to the
"fun house" is 35 cents snd entrance
Is independent of the rest of the
plant. One may visit "The Pit"
from Surf avenue without going into
the park. Entering from the park
the gati man clips the tickets, which
are good for return to the park it-
self.

By (his arrangement Luna has a
roofed-in recreation ground avail-
able in case of rain and accessible
both to the park patrons and the
general Coney crowd.

It is planned to open the swim-
ming pool June 16, although the job
does not 1 ok that far advanced just
now. The plant will have a capacity
of around 3.500 and the bathers will
be visible from Surf avenue as an
additional attraction for onlookers.
The swimming pool Idea has been
an enormous money-maker in in-
land resorts and as a winter feature
at the seashore. As a feature at the
Island it has been tested at Steeple-
chase and seems to be a money-
maker in competition with surf
bathing. The Luna idea seems to
be' bait a spectacle for the visitors
and half n lure to the -water fans.
Later stands may be built and the
tank employed for aquatic events.
Luna still goes in for independent

bnllyhooiug. The Sea Raider show,
near the gate on the right hand'line
coming in has an elaborate opening
every half hour or less, using
"Keno," a young man doing thu
mechanical figure to get the crowd
and a lecture by a young man In
sailor togs. Some of the older con-
cession*, like "Witching Waves."
were getting an extremely mild play
Sunday evening, and the "games of
skill" (merchandising wheels are
taboo on L.ong Island) were de-
serted, except for the. balloon racer,
which got some attention. The
dance hall, one of the finest on the
island, was crowded.
Among the new devices is "The

Love* Nest," a big revolving affair
adjoining the chutes to the west.
In form It resembles a straw hat
with a series of doors from the rim
to the crown and a mase of pas-
sages where couples get lost. Exit
is by way of a sliding. chute.
A new atmonphere seems to have

come into the summer park game, or
it seems mo to one who baa not vis-
ited any of them for several yours.
This observer has been through two
resorts near New York this year.
Luna and Columbia, and noted the
changed behavior of park attend-
ants. At Luna gatemen and concia-*
sion workers are uniformly polite
and good humored. One man walked
into the "fun house" smoking. The
attendant followed, apologized, lifted
his cap to the offender's woman
companion and explained quietly
smoking was against the rules. In
the old days tho same end Would
have been accomplished with a
growl. This sort of thing reflects
a different style of management.
At I.una the general management

has been In thS hands Of A. B, Wal-
lace for the last three years. Wal-
lace came from the field of hotel
management and is described as
a strict disciplinarian, and his
methods are reflected In the v hole
character pf the Institution. The
plant is brighter and cleaner than
It has ever been since the Thomp-
son & Dundy days, and the « hole
operation shows method and order.

If the new boardwalk in to have
any effect on tbe Surf avenue
amusements it was not apparent
Sunday evening. Looking at the
crowded promenade one Imagines
Surf avenue must be deserted and
all the people are near the b< ach.
But Surf avenue is ss jammed as
ever. Tho report is that boardwalk
concessionaires are disappointed.
They, paid as high as $400 a f-ont
foot for space, but the crowd goes
up to the avenue or the Bowery to
play. The only beach front con-
cession that drew heavily was tho
new "Caterplller," an undulating
merry -go-round of wheeled cars,

which becomes a tunnel when in

motion by throwing a canvas cover
over the train of cars that shuts
the riders off from view and invites
"spooning." limit.

MELVILLE CHARGE DISMISSES
A charge of forgery prefci red

against Frank Melville, the lair

booker, was dismissed by Assistant
District Attorney Jacob Stiefel, who
had Charge of the hearings .luoe i

and 8. Melville was charged with
siKniiip; Harry Jlassier's name to 1:1

telegrams addressed to various fair

assooiat Ions.

v "'.m, a stenographer In th«

Wirth company's ottice. testified

Hn iler dictated the telegrams but
]• i his boms in Reading Pi

.

.- •«* i'.i.
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FORCE $2,500 OR $5,000 GUARANTEE

UNDER "AUSPICES," IS NEW TIP

Fraternal Organizations Urged to Insist Upon Car-

nivals—Profit-Sharing Unfair, Say Letters Sent

Out From Chicago

Chicago, June 13.

Fraternal organisations under the

auspices of which carnivals are ap-

pearing are being warned in a series

of letters being sent out from

Chicago not to accept contracts call-

ing merely for a share of the profits

but to Insist upon having the

fraternal organization guaranteed

not less than $2,500 and as much as

$5,000 In important cities.

The carnivals have been cajoling

the fraternal organizations Into

contracts which did not permit the
local body receiving more than $400
or $500. Under the contracts
played this spring it has been un-
usual for the local organization to

receive a« much as $600. In some
cases this has been easel t<* some
extent by a scheme by which the
local orgrnlzation raffled off an
automobile Independent cf the
carnival.

The plan of letting the local or-
ganization share in the Vjprotlts" is

not a fair one, It is pointed out in

these letters being sent out to posts
of the American Legion, the Elks,
Moose and other orders, because of
extra and incidental expenses which
make the operation of the carnival
itself show a small profit while there
are many concessions and hangers
on that clean up big money.
/The guarantee forces the disgorge

of a portion of the funds obtained
in ways that are not Included In the
direct profits of the carnivals.
Some concerns have taken as

much as $30,000 or $40,000 in a city
and shown a book profit which gave
the local organization a ridiculously
small return.

N. Y. STATE FAIR WILL

RIVAL TORONTO'S

Commissioners Hang Up $15,-

000 Rodeo Purses—24
Acts Booked

DULUTH'S MAYOR

Says No Carnivals in That Town
After This Summer

FRANK WEST ROW
Harry Ramish, business manager

of the Frank West shows a carnival
which was fined on five counts in
Grafton, W. Va., after tho Klu Klux
had made a demonstration near the
lot, gives his side of the affair in
a letter to Variety.
"The Hohn Post (under whose

auspices the West outfit showed)
has little standing in the commu-
nity, being the offshoot of the Le-
gion post which is sponsored by
the Chamber of Commerce and Ro-
tary Club. One of the city com-L
missioners (Mr. Taylor) informed
us we could not operate merchan-
dise wheels, but the police chief
claimed sole authority to close con-
cessions and as long as we worked
as we did, we could go ahead. We
were selling souvenirs and giving
chances away.
"The father of one of the Legion

boys swore out a warrant which
included all concessions such as
Walloon racer and ball throwing de-
vices. The constable who served the
warrant told Justice of the Peace
Little we were not gambling and
we were told to open up again (Mr.
Unmish does not say who gave per-
mission).

"Subsequently the prosecuting at-
torney ruled that our concessions
were not games of skill and the
fines followed."
Mr. Ramish declares the demon-

stration of the Klan had no rela-
tion to the carnival and denies that
the West shows cited the previous
engagement of the Dotson shows
for the Legion. The management,
he adds took all responsibility for
its acts and did not blame hangers
on. The show's stationery carries
the line "Cleanest Show on Earth."

The New York Fair Commission-

ers have secured a large appropria-

tion from the legislature, and it Is

reported a program is being formu-

lated that will try to have the Em-
pire State event rival in size and

outlay the Toronto Exposition.

Work began this week on the

construction of a coliseum that will

cost $150,000, and it is planned to

have a double track, one of dirt and

one of cinder design so that the

Grand Circuit races may be held

regardless of the weather.

The new policy is evidenced also

in the scale of attractions boing

booked. The Frank Wirth office

last week contracted to supply the

people for a monster rodeo which

will represent about $7,000 in paid

performers alone, while other events
in connection with this show will

bring competitions for prices total-

ling $15,000 more.
The Commission has been criti-

cized for what is called failure to

provide entertainment features. The
charge has been made that the fair

depended too much on its exhibits.

This year an open air show of 24

acts will be furnished to overcome
this criticism. Pat Conway's band
of 45 men will occupy the band-
stand, while Larmphan's band will

furnish the music for the wild west
show.

Duluth, June IS.

The Common Council was in-

formed this week by Mayor Snively

there will be no permits issued to

carnivals for Duluth after this sum-
mer. Several have s^curod permits

for the current season.

Owing to the $500 local license fee

for circuses hie, both 'ie Ringllng

Brothers' and Main circuses Jiave

passed up this town.

SWINDLER USES THEATRE
Indianapolis, June 13.

Two local firms were swindled

by a dapper man giving his name
as "L. A. Patterson," and represent-

ing himself to be connected with

Ringllng Brothers, Barnum £
Bailey's circus, which was here last

week.
The stranger represented himself

as an "advertising man." He in-

duced an automobile sales agency

to pay him $80 in advance on an
agreement to pay $150 for the priv-

ilege of having one of its cars,

plastered with placards, lead the

pageant at the opening of the big

show. He also gypped a printing

firm into getting out a lot of con-

tract forms which he used in "sell-

ing" his stunt.

The victims did not learn they
were stung until the printer, who
had been told by the swindler to

see the purchasing agent of the cir-

cus, tried to collect hi3 bill from
him.

FOREIGN ACTS TOO BIG

f
Chicago, June 13.

Two of the acts brought from
abroad for the Ringllng and Bar-
num and Bailey circus this season
were found to be too big to trans-
port on the road and were sent to

winter quarters at Bridgeport,
Conn.

ThPRfi acts were the lion riding

the horse in the mammoth steel

cage and the 24 liberty horse act.

SELLS FLOTO IN RAIN
Springfield, Mass., June 13.

Sells-Floto circus ran into cold

and rainy weather in Worcester,
Springfield and Pittsfleld Thursday.
Friday and Saturday. It rained so

hard in Springfield patrons in the
menagerie tent were treated to a
shower when water started to seep
through the canvas. Many of the
spectators had to raise umbrellas.

NO ENORMOUS OPEN-AIR "LOTS"

FOR CIRCUSES IN TEN YEARS

Circus Man Gives It as His Opinion—Building

Operations Taking Up Open Spaces in Ten
Largest Cities

The playing of the type of circus

the public of the larger cities have
been educated up to in the last ten

years will be a thing of the past in

ten years to' come In the same
larger cities, according to a circus

executive who has made an inten-

sive study.
The condition regarding playing

grounds as it exists in New York,
where Madison Square Garden has
saved the situation for the Ringling
Big Show the last decade, and
where it has been impossible to se-

sure a lot of sufficient size to ac-
commodate it, is reflected generally

in a smaller degree in the 10 largest

cities.

Through the enormous Increase in

building since the end of the war
lots large enough for the Ringllng
show are becoming less in number

While Vacationing This Summer
» Have

niETY
Keep You in Touch with the Current Happenings

of Show Business

will be sent anywhere in the United States for the special rate of $1.75

for three months. Foreign, including Canada, $2.00.

yearly. The time is rapidly ap-
proaching in cities like Boston, Phil-
adelphia, Detroit and Pittsburgh
when lots of this size will not be
available.

The inability of the Ringllng show
to play Brooklyn this season be-
cause of the absence of a large
enough playing space with suitable
transportation as an adjunct exem-
plifies the condition the biff circuses
will have to face in the other towns
more or less shortly.
There has been some talk of the

circus people getting together with
with local associations and promot-
ing large amphitheatres that could
be used throughout the year for
various amusement purposes, but
this has not passed the stage of
discussion as yet.

With the circus of the larger type,
travelling in from 60 to 125 cars,
unable to play the 10 largest cities

it would hardly be worth while play-
ing the smaller towns alone.
Circus men generally are alive to

the situation and are considering
means to solve the problem.
The plan of utilizing motor busses

for transportation of patrons has
been used by some of the smaller
shows with In and out success. The
furnishing of transportation is

hardly thought practical for the
big shows, however, the plan of
building amphitheatres being the
most logical proposed thus far.

These It has been pointed out could
be used for sporting events and
civic assemblages such as conven-
tions, etc

FAIR AGENTS ALLEGE CONSPIRACY

AGAINST RIVAL AGENCY

Damage Action for $100,000 by Wirth Office with
Frank Melville Defendant—Injured WirtrVs Busi-

ness—Forgery Charge Not Entertained

1 f

USINGSELLS-FL0T0SH0W

ONLY AS OPPOSITION

Harvey Has Absolute Author-

ity on Routing — Made

$200,000 Last Year

The Wirth, Blumenfeld Fair Book-
ing Association, consisting of Frank
Wirth, George Hamlcl and Philip St.

Leon, has started suit for UtO.OOO
damages against Frank MelviKe on
the grounds of conspiracy. The lat-

ter is alleged to have distributed

derogatory matter intended to In-

jure the complainant's business.

Wirth, Hamid and St. Leon pur-
Chicago, June 13. chased the minority interest of Her-

The Muggivan-Bower8-Ballad cir- man Blumenfeld and Max Lowen-
cus is using the Sells-Floto show to

j
stein in the Wirth, Blumenfeld office

harass the Ringllng Brothers-Barn-
j
during the spring. Shortly after-

urn and Bailey show and depends
j
ward Alellville, also in the fair book-

upon the changing of the route of
j
ing business, is alleged to have sent

this single organization for its
j
out letters to a number of small

near-opposition tactics rather than
j
towns scheduled for fairs, giving the

using all of the Muggivan-Bowers-
Ballad attractions as was the plan
last season.
The plan of procedure is mate-

rially changed this seaso.i inasmuch
as the Sells-Floto show is playing
in advance and around the Ring-
ling-Barnum & Bailey circus rather

gratuitous information that the
Wirth -Blumenfeld agency had been
dissolved. Also that the agency
would have trouble filling contracts
for shows, with the further explana-
tion that acts were common prop-
erty. '

The letters are claimed to have
than using the three attractions in a embarrassed Wirth and Hamid, who

are the active heads of the agency,
and,"in addition to the task of ex-
plaining the true situation, the

checkerboard system of routings as
was the plan in 1922.

The Sells-Floto show is said tc

have- shown a profit of between
{ propaganda was the result of the

^200,000 and 1300,000 last year. The agency losing a number of contracts.
contact of the two shows to date
has been "satisfactory" to the Floto
show, which does not attempt to
rival the Ringling-Barm .i & Bailey
in size.

Zack Tyrell. who is back with
Sells-Floto and R. If. Harvey, the
general agent, are said to have ab-
solute authority in this routing sys-
tem and to change or switch the
route as they deem wise. This dele-

.gps the small town fair secretaries
rarely see trade papers and were
ignorant of the facts. It appears
that Melville^ sent a field man on
the road immediately after sending
out the letters, the representative
being thereby able to secure con-
tracts.

Wirth and Hamid further contend
they have many outdoor acts under
play or pay contracts for the fair

gation of authority is said to have
; 8eason placlng tne firm under

earned the approval of James Mug-
j
h liability if their field of book-

gavin and Bert Bowers, practical lng8 ig reatrIcted which tne a„
showmen, who have seen the danger

j waa tne purpose _, Melvllle . Tne
of a management holding too tight

j
name of the Wirth .Blumenfeld offlce

a rein on authority in routing. Mug- w„ continued after the minority
gavin is with one of the combina- stockholder8 8old out „ mogt £tions shows and Bowers with an- th bookI contracts

*

had alread
other, but they give their personal '

attention to the conduct of the
shows rather than to the routing
of the Sells-Floto organization.

OUTDOOR ITEMS
William Merritt received a sen-

tence of four years in all at St.

Johns, N. B., where he was con-
victed on two charges of burglary.
Merritt had been a wrestler with
the World's Standard Shows, a
carnival. Georgo Brooks, arrested
in the same town with George W.
Lord, on the charge of stealing
whiskey, was acquitted while Lord
was convicted and given three
years. They also had been con-
nected with carnivals.

Several employcs'of the Sells-Floto
circus caused Fall River, Mass., au-
thorities considerable bother during
the appearance of the show there.

Two men, George Thomas, of Wash-
ington, and Garfield Anderson, of
Baltimore, were arrested on charges
of malicious destruction of private
property by poisoning five perform-
ing dogs of the circus. They were
arraigned in the District Court there
and found guilty. Both were sen-
tenced to four months in the House
of Correction. The men, according
to testimoyy, poisoned the animals
to gain revenge over their trainer,
George Allen, against whom they
held a grudge for something that
had taken place previously. The
dogs were of great value, it was
stated, and did tight rope walking
stunts.

The vaudeville theatre in Moun-
tain Run Park, Holyoke, Mass.,
starts next Monday with six acts
booked by Harry Carlin and Bob
Hutchinson of the Keith Family de-
partment. It will be a split week.

been made out in that name.
Wirth and Hamid say they have

booked 90 per cent, of the fairs for
this season in New York State.
Many letters were sent the firm by
the major fair secretaries condemn-
ing the methods alleged to have
been pursued by Melville, and sev-
eral fair men offered to come to
New York to testify.

Melville is said to have secured
information of the Wirth-Blumen-
felt plans through a leak in the of-
flce. After Blumenfeld and Lowen-
steln withdrew the same suite of
offices were occupied for several
weeks and the data is said to have
been pilfered at night. Lowenstein
and Blumenfeld specialized in
vaudeville and cabaret bookings,
having little or no concern with the
office's fair bookings other than a
financial interest.

Lowenstein is credited with hav-
ing started negotiations for Harry
Hassler, field man for

t
Wirth and

Hamid, with the object of placing
him with the Melville office. Hass-
led did confer with Melville but re-
mained with Wirth and Hamid.
Telegrams purported to be signed
by Hassler were sent to at least 13
fair secretaries, the wires stating
there was trouble in the Wirth-
Blumenfelt office. Hassler declared
he never signed any such telegrams
and a charge of forgery was lodged
with the district attorney's offlce.
The case was dismissed, however,
last week, because of insufficient
evidence.
Wirth and Hamid testified they

had proof the telegrams had been
sent from Melville's office.

The Riverside Amusement Com-
pany, operating Riverside amuse-
ment park, Indianapolis, has an-
nounced it will spend $225,000 on
improvements, Including a new
$75,000 skating rink, a new roller
coaster costing between $60,000 and
$70,000; a refreshment and cafe-
teria building costing $r>0,000; a
"fun" i.ouse costing $30,000, and ar.

open air theatre at $15,000. Work
| will be started after Labor Day.

UNIVERSITY RAIN INSURANCE
Ann Arbor, Mich., June 13.

The University of Michigan, fol-
lowing the usual insurance pro-
cedure indulged in by outdoor
showmen, will receive $3,000 if one-
tenth of an inch of rain falls next
Monday when the school's outdoor
commencement exercises on Ferry
Field will be staged.

If it does rain, the exercises will
be held indoors, but this is the first

Instance that an educational insti-
tution has taken out insurance
SgSinst rain in connection with its

entertainment acth ities.
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SEVERAL DRAMATIC TENT SHOWS

GOT BUNCHED IN ILLINOIS

'.

PARKS FOR ENGLAND

London Tramway Men Return After
Studying American Resorts

More Dignity Through Broadcasting—Some Shows

Making Long Jumps Away from Crowded Terri-

tory—Generally Reports Are Good

.

Chicago, June It.

The traveling drumatic companies

which show under canvas have

taljen an added dignity since Elwyn

Strong started broadcasting "The

Man Who Came Back"'~on Fridays

at
(

":itO p. m. (Chicago time). He

alW broadcasts his orchestra. It is

bei«g dune out of Omaha.
• -tThe touring thows of the tent va-

riety M»melKMV or other bunched un-

fo+thnately in Illinois thin s;.ring.

A> a consequence Home are making

|Mt§ jumps to get away from the

crowd. In tome towns there have
hcen us n.any ok four of these shows
so fa i ti><s season. George Bob-
ln»ov. who played Pontiao, 111., last

vrovU. made a bug jump north.

Olfc-n Bevoridge. who played Mo-
menoe. 111., last week, jumped up
into Wisconsin for this week.

rTh • SHOWS in Illinois territory got

x sian last ifeel curing to lha return

of -did weather. Th i Robert Sher-

man show., of which James FeJts la

manager, ployed Vandalia last week
sjgsVmoved to Christopher this arae.lt.

RfteWigh Wilson, who took over the

Gordenlei outfit, is playing Gordc-
nier territory around Peoria profit-

ably.

The shOWl in Michigan are do-

ing well. Nothing has been heard
from 1.1. vd Could but he is known "l"" , E. V i . .

, i riM.^ t„ i. —-- ^tverts continue to furnish a good
to have opened. 1 he .lack KeHey . ,. , „,,

*»'

,, ... . deal oi emplovment. The societyshow is doing very well. Shows in . ,. ., , 1 • ?. .,

Wisconsin have had a larger

amount Of cool weather than was
en red for. The Rotuour show Is

said to be doing exceptionally well.

George Sweet's is the only Iowa
show from which reports have been
received. His organization is pros-
pering. The Roy Porter show, the

Mack stock and the Guy stock are
getting money In Indiana; the lat-

ter is at Montpelier this week. The
Jack Johnson show and Ed North's
show are in Kansas and word from
out that way indicate that they
are having a fairly good spring
season.
Clem Corey arrived at O. H.

Johnston's office In Chicago Monday
to organize a tent show.

. LABOR DIFFICULT

Situation More Troublesome for
Outdoor Attractions

As the outdoor season progresses

the question of labor assumes a still

more troublesome condition.

At no time since the end of the

war has the labor situation with

the big circuses and carnivals been

as bad as at present. In past years.

even up to lust season, there has

been a sufficient supply of "floating

labor" from which tho circus people

coukl recruit canvas men. mechan-
ics, etc. Rut this year the 'float-

ers" seemed to have diminished to
a mere handful at the start of the
season, with thfir numbers steadily
decreasing since.

Demands for common labor for
load building, In factories and the
building business is rated as mainly
responsible for the labor shortage
the otitdooi people are experiencing.
Wages are. as a result of the con-
dition mentioned, have been climb-
ing continually, with 'razor hacks,'
etc,, hard to get at any price.

The group of four London tram-
way men which has been in the
United States for a month studying
the American summer park institu-
tion with a view to its exploitation
in England, sailed for home last

week.
They visited parks in the East

and as far West as Kansas City,
paying special attention to the park
as an incident to street railway ter-
minals. They also canvassed the
American ride builders and tool:

home a complete schedule of prices.
The revival of the park la Amer-

ica is said to have had a parallel
abroad. Miller & linker, who hold
numerous patents on devices for
roller coaster and other rides, are
engaged on two foreign jobs, one
in Blackpool; England, and the other
in Australia. They furnish the plans
complete and construction superin-
tendents. Labor and materials* are
secured oh the ground.

=
LUNA PARK, CONEY ISLAND

ACTS WITH AMATEURS
Hooking of acts to work with

imateuf performers In charity

ircus for the benefit of the .Memo
rial hospital, Oieenwich, Conn.,
which from next Wednesday to the
end of the week, will have Starrett's
Animals. Stroller Sisters and Nor-
man, the Frog Man. Johnny
Keelei is putting on the numbers
while Frank Bowen is directing the
show. lioth are professionals.

AEitlAL CROMWELLS INJURED
The Aerial Cromwells, on their

opening performance at Electric
Park, Albany, June 4, were working
on a new apparatus built to econ-
omize on weight in excess baggage.

In their full swing for a passing
somersault, which brought the max-
imum strain on the rigging, the new-
apparatus collapsed, hurling both to
the ground, some 50 feet below.
"When examined, it was found

Frank had escaped with a sprained
arm and dislocated shoulder, but
his wife sustained more serious in-
juries, the full extent or which it

will take time to tell.

Roth are reported as improving.
The team had the summer booked

In parks and fairs, several weeks
of which they have had to cancel on
account of the accident.

ACCIDENTS IN PARKS
Sawn Ringen, the 20-year-old girl

high diver, fractured her collar bone
while performing at Luna Park late
last week. She is at the Coney
Island Hospital. Miss Ringen struck
the side of the tank in completing a
high dive. She hails from Florida,
and was formerly of the Daring
Ringens.
The Cromwells fell while playing

at Mid -City Park, Albany, N. Y„
«arly last week. Although neither
member was seriously hurt, the act
will be forced to lay off several
weeks. The rigging collapsed. When
Frank Cromwell discovered it start-
ing to topple, he quickly lowered
Mamie on a rope, but part of the
apparatus fell on her. Frank jumped
to safety. The management offered
the team full salary, alliioiigh the
Accident happened at the first show.
The Cromwells hawer*bccn rehooked
t the park. f—S
Hnrry O'Brisfi will be in charge of

the Chicago clfnca Of Clarke & Leslie
"' the QraJhd opera hOUSC building
t.rani Cl«rke is In Chicago for a
rear dajrii superintending.

PHILIP WIRTH COMES OYER
Chicago, June 13.

Philip Wirtli, the Australian
showman, arrived here Saturday on
a trip around the world. He is a
brother of George Wirth, with whom
he owns the Wirth Rrothera circus.

This is his first trip to America.
Mr. Wirth left hero to join the

Walter L. Main show, which is play-
ing Ohio, and will tour with the
show a week, visiting May Wirth
and the Wirth Family, featured with
the show.

COMANCHE CO., TEXAS FAIR
Oklahoma City, June 13.

A permanent organization of the
Comanche, Tex., May 29, and a de-
cision to hold a Comanche County
Fair in the fall was reached.
The following officers of the fair

association were elected George
Montgomery, president J. F. Smoot,
vice-president, and C. E. Foster,
secretary.
The fair will be a live stock and

agricultural fair with amusements
included.

CUBAN PARK MAN HERE
Sig. Canssla. attraction manager

for the Havana, Cuba, park, la in

New York putting out inquiry for
features for his establishment. He
plans to open a permanent New
York cftlce in the fall.

CIRCUS ROUTES
Ringling Bros. B. nd B

June 25, Worcester, Mass.; 26,

New Redford, Mass.; 27, Fall River,
Mabs.; 28, Providence, R. I.; 29, New
Haven. Ocnn.; 30, Rridgeport, Conn.

K. of C. Circus

Tin West Brighton Council,

Knights of Columbus, will hold an

eight-day society circus and basaar,

begin' ing June 30, on StSten Isli

The show will be given under :« 155-

foot round top.

Bel nurd Dol.tn is In tiding the

Yinc< nt Lopes Red Carps' orchestra,
which opened Hunday ;tt Ihe Palaoe,
Chicago. The combination was
formerly under the leadership of J.

Dell Lamps, sou of J. Bodewalk
Ijinipe. technical director of lh<»

major Lopez orchestra.

PICTURE EXPO. I00KS GOOD
Los Angeles. June 13.

Renewed activity resulting from
the assumption of operations by the
World Amusement Corporal ion, in

which Ed. Carruuhers and Clmrles
Duffleld are heavily interested, given
indication that the Monroe Centen-
nial and Motion .Picture exposition,
scheduled for next month, to run
live weeks, will be a success.
The press department lias been

augmented under the supervision of
Hi Wombold, and the territory is

being flooded with prats matter.
P.ui Mings are going Up rapidly cm

the grounds and practically all con-
cessions have been' let out.

CARNIVAL AT CONEY ISLAND
The World at Home Carnival show

is playing an indefinite engagement
at Coney IsteBd this summer. The
show has been at Cune) for five

weeks now with business averaging
good to the present.

It Is the first Season the carnival
has passed up travelling for u per-
manent location. If business war-
rants It will remain at Coney
throughout the season.

Important revisions have taken

place in Luna Park since last year,

revisions and additions that change

the character and atmosphere of

the entire institution. The changed

complexion appears to be a part of

the country-wide movement to bring

the summer park back to its old

place as a warm weather amuse-
ment resort and place of recreation
for the people.
The changes come under three

headings: The establishment of a

large grandstand, with a gat«» for

the circus features and the elalwra-
tion of the show; the building of a
new swimming pool at an estimated
cost pf J1&O.U0O, and the use of the

adjoin iqg property, formerly occu-
pied by the Sea Reach Palace, into

a 'fun house." called "The Pit"
The circus grandstand Is in the

form of a depressed single ring,

probably 20 feet below the level of

the park walks, with grandstands
on- three sides with a capacity of

about 1.400 sloping to the ringside.

The gate is TO cents, while entrance
also i* included in tho combination
ticket. Th'. show takes up GO min-
utes, is fast and Interesting, with a
capital comedy finale in CorelH's
comedy cincua featuring the unrid-
able mule with a darky and a tramp
rider.

At both shows last Sunday nlgbt
the place was filled to capacity, with
even the sloping aisles occupied.
One section was occupied by visit-

ing Shrihers eu route from Wash-
ington. Besides its entertainment
features the circus Is a splendid^
ballyhoo incident over the whole*
Island. Farh show Is preceded by a

parade to the gates and back, with
the crowd looking on through the
Su if avenue gates. The John Rob-
inson Flephants lead the parade
and command attention. Tin- rest

of the show is made up of the Rid-
ing Waltons, Sensational Meredith,
spectacular aerial novelty featuring
a loop-thc-Ioop on a riding trapse
Several clown numbers bting the
total of the bill up to six acts, in-

cluding a brief bit by Ferber and
Forber.
The elaboration of the paid show

and the gate to cover its cost is a
comparatively new development. It

comes in response to the demand of

the concessionaires for a feature
capable of advertising exploitation
that will ring the people out. and
the tendency in this direction ap-

Will BURNS and LYNN Ed
in "TUNES, TICKLES AND TAPS"

By HARRY C. GREENE and ARTHUR HAVEL
THIS WEEK (JUNE 11), SPOTTED FIFTH AT PALACE, HEW YORK.

MR. DARLING: We appreciate your confidence.

MR. JACK CURTIS and MR. MORRIS R08E: We thank you for

your co-operation.
ROSE

BUB LYIS

CARNIVAL FIRE

American Exposition Shows 3urned
En Route

Watertown, N. Y., June 13.

Sparks from a passing engine

fired the train bearing the equip-

ment of the American Imposition

Shows, badly burning it. The train

was going from Schenectady to

GlorersrBle, x. Y.

T\i fire caused the carnl ul to

postitone its showing here from next

to the following weak ,

CIVIC LEAGUE ON CIKCUSES

Albany, x. T., June 13.

The Mew York Civic League,
headquarters here, has set its eyes

on circuses visiting New Y«uk State.

Requests are sent out by the

League to chiefs of police where
Hit circuses appear, .« skii i; i" com-
plaints were received end of what

i

nature, eic.

pears to be country- wide. What
influence it has had at Luna does
not yet appear, although the man-
agement declares tho Memorial day
gate was the best in the last five
years. Last Sunday attendance was
estimated at 30,ooo.

The 'fun house'' and the swim-
ming pool appear to be Inspired by
several considerations. The man-
agement doesn't say so, but the in-
tent clearly is to bring in a feature
that will supplement the rest of the
plant for stronger competition with
Steepeh hasc down on the water-
front, the Tilyou institution that has
always made a feature of the rough-
house devices for the younger crowd.

I,una ha* gone Steeplcch.'tse one
better In Its rough-and-tumble
amusements. There are the air
bias I that blow the girls' skirt*
ovei then heads, tie- collapsible
stairways. the human roulette
wheel arm innumerable slides, < \

eral of which are hazardous ei >ugh
to tempi fa!<-. One in particular
goes down a bumpy ttopo with a
take-off into the air to a flexible

curved slope of mctai with u\ •

tabling the leaps of ski lumpets
iii the news topical. A lot of

turers pot up rubbing their heads,
and one man. Variety's reporter, if

you must know, emerged with a
hen's egg bump on the back of his
dome and gore trickling into his
Van Ileusen. It's no place for in-
valids, but it does seem to enter-
tain the youngsters mightily.
Besides the bid for Steeplechase

patronage, the new feature in visible
to the Surf avenue crowd and serves
as an attractive ballyhoo for the
whole park, and it gives the place
an additional entrance on the main
thoroughfare. Admission to the
"fun house" is 35 cents and entrance
is independent of the rest of the
plant. 'One may visit "The Pit"
from Surf avenue without going into
the park. Kntering from the park
the gateman clips the tickets, which
are. good for return to the park it-

self.

By (his arrangement Luna has a
roofed-in recreation ground avail-
able in case of rain and accessible
both to the park patrons and the
general Coney crowd.

It is planned to open the swim-
ming pool June 16, although tho job
does not I ok that far advanced just
now. The plant will have a capacity
of around .1.500 and the bathers will
be visible from Surf avenue as an
additional attraction for onlookers.
The swimming pool idea has been
an enormous money-maker in in-
land resorts and as a winter feature
at the seashore. As a feature at the
Island it has been tested at Steeple-
chase and seems to be a money-
maker in competition with surf
bathing. The Luna idea seems to
bo had a spectacle for the visitors
and half n lure to the "water fans.
Later stands may be built and the
tank employed for aquatic events.
Luna still goes in for independent

bnllyhooing. The Sea Raider show,
near the gate on the right hand' line
coming in has an elaborate opening
every half hour or less, using
"Keno." a young man doing th*
mechanical figure to get the crowd
and a lecture by a young man in
sailor togs. Some of the older con-
cessions, like "Witching Waves,**
uiie gi tting an extremely mild play
Sunday evening, and the "game* of
skill'' (merchandising wheels nro
taboo on Long Island) were de-
serted, except for the. balloon racer,
which got some attention. The
dance hall, one of tho finest on the
island, was crowded.
Among the new devices is "The

Love* Nest." a big revolving affair
adjoining the chutes to the west.
In form it resembles a straw hat
with a series of doors from the rim
to the crown and a mase of pas-
sages where couples get lost. Exit
is by way of a sliding. chute.
A nrw atmosphere seems to have

come into the summer park gume, or
it seems so to one who has not vis-
ited any of them for several years.
This observer has been through two
resorts near New York this year.
Luna and Columbia, and noted the
changed behavior of park attend
ants. At Luna gatemen and concis-*
sion workers are uniformly polite
and good humored. One man walked
into the 'fun house" smoking. The
attendant followed, apologized, lifted
his cap to the offender's woman
companion and explained quietly
smoking was against the rules. In
the old days the same end wouid
have been accomplished with a
growl. This sort of thing reflects
a different style of management.
At Luna the general management

has been in the hands of A. It Wal-
lace for the last three years. Wal-
lace came from the field of hotel
management and Is described as
a strict disciplinarian, and his
methods are reflected in the whole
character pf the institution. The
plant Is brighter and cleaner than
it has ever been since the Thomp-
son & Dundy days, and the whole
operation shows method and order.

If the new boardwalk is to have
any effect on the Surf avenue
amusements it was not apparent
Sunday evening. Looking at the
crowded promenade one imagines
Surf avenue must be deserted and
all the people are near the beach.
But Surf avenue is as Jammed as
ever. The report Is that boardwalk
concessionaires are disappointed.
They paid as high as |400 a f-ont
foot for space, but the crowd gora
up to the avenue or the Bowery to
play. The only beach front con-
cession that drew heavily was the
new "Caterplller," an undulating
merry-go-round of wheeled cars,

which becomes a tunnel when in

motion by throwing a canvas cover
over the train of cars that shuts
the riders off from view and Invite*
"spoon ing." llN*h

MELVILLE CHAEGE DISMISSED
A charge of forgery prefencl

against Frank Melville, the fair

booker, win dismissed by Assistant
District Attorney Jacob BtiefeL who
had charge of the hearings June 1

and 8. Melville was charged with
igning 1 fairy llassier's name to 12

telegrams addressed to various lair

Delations.

Am i Oxen, a stenographer In the
Wirtli company's oftlce, testified

H »ler dictated the telegrams hut
hi; for his home in leading Pa ,

- < ng lie was ill.
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Van and Sehenck open a coast

tour for the Orpheum Circuit

June 1 at the Orpheum, San Fran-

cisco. The act will remain two
weeks at each Orpheum house, re-

turning: east in August to begin re-

hearsals for the Willie Collier-Sam

Bernard Revue.

GOOD WILL WITH SHOWMEN
The extremely interest.ng brief written by John M. Kelley, counsel for

the Ringling Brothers, on good will In the show business, resulted In a

local victory for Mr. Kelley. He made his points with detail in substan-

tiation of his claim that the estates of the late Henry and Alf T. Ringling

could not be appraised on the book value of the Ringling Brothers-Bar-

num-Bailey circus, in which those estates have an interest. Book values

would have resulted in an appraisal through earning capacity. The:

Ringling* profits from the Big Show run into the millions each summer.
With profit of millions hasing value, an official appraisal would have

given a tremendous sum as the current worth of the Barnum-Bailey
circus.

Earl Girdeller, Chicago agent, ar-

rived in New York June 11 after a

motor trip from the Windy City,

•topping en route for the Shriners

convention at Washington.

All of the properties used in

Schictl's Marionettes were destroyed

in the fire that razed the Broad
street station of the Pennsylvania

railroad in Philadelphia Sunday.

The act was' forced to cancel the

first half at Keith's Jersey City as

a result of the loss of their stuff.

Georjje Kann, manager of the Al-

hambra, Brooklyn, will assumo the

duties of relief management for the

Loew Circuit during the summer fol-

lowing the closing of his regular

house this week. His first new as-

signment will be for two weeks at

the 116th street theatre, New York.

E. C. Emerling has been appointed
assistant to Charles Wuerz in the

management of Braves Field, Bos-

ton playing evening shows under
the Loew management June 25.

Burton Whitman of the Boston
••Telegram" will be press agent for

the park after the opening, Terry
Turner the regular Loew publicity

director, handling it until that time.

Mr. Kelley asked and received a nominal valuation in appraisal for

Inheritance tax purposes through his brief that declared In uncontradiet-

pble facts that there is no good will in the show business left by a de-

ceased: that good will to bo maintained must he supplied in and with the

same superior showmanship its creator gave to it.

will; why they must give a show every week instead of becoming branded
for a standard entertainment. It is because the house is always open;
they give their customers no rest and the customers Instead of accept*

lng them as good will purveyors want to know each week what is there.

The good will established by actors is of course negligible. The actor
passes out and leaves but the worldly goods he has stored, up. it's

akin to all other good will of the show business. The actor can not
transfer the reputation ne has earned through appearing before the pub-
lic for years. Of what value there may be to the names ana plays of
deceased stars of the screen time only will tell by reissues of the screen
favorftes of now. However even In that event no return will accrue to the
heirs since the pictures are owned outright by the producers. -

\

Off hand the cursory observation cquld follow that might be true

of any business But the show business is not of the any business
classification. Wanamaker's has erected a good will that might remain
torever with that firm under any direction, while it continued its present
policy of fair dealing and secured its merchandise from its own or other
factories with the standard held up to its present merchandise. Manu-
facturers will compete with one another to make and sell the Wanamaker
standard, to sell it to Wanamaker's, if Wanamaker's does not sufficiently

f.irnlsh its own stocks.

The showman operate* with ideas. For every idea accepted by the
successful showman, he has conceived 100 of his own. Otherwise he could
not be successful". Were another able to deliver as many ideas to a suc-
cessful showman and have them approved, as the showman himself thinks
of, the other fellow would be the successful showman.

Showmanship, defined, is a knack. Whether successful or no, it's still

<\ knack, and a peculiar knack, peculiar to the man owning it. No one
can take it away from him. and it's doubtful if anyone can successfully
imitate it for it includes personality and individuality, the latter the
more important in showmanship. The individuality of a showman pro-
trudes into his every a'tempt.

A Wanamaker buyer may purchase 10,000 bolts of silk as a "Job."
so known in trade. Disposed of at bargain prices over the Wanamaker
counter, that would add to the prestige of the store. and It would be
the end of that. But a showman doesn't get bargains. There is no bargain
for him. He may pick up a bargain for the show business, but can never
know he has picked a bargain until after exhibiting it. There is nothing
staple in the show business that is a bargain. Staples know their value
there and ask staple prices.

K. D. Toups has succeeded Walter
Kattman as manager of Loew's
Crescent, New Orleans, Kattman
retiring to enter a commercial en-

terprise.

Lillette Turner (Lillian Katz) has
announced her engagement to

Louis L. Wilks, non-professional.

Harry Stoddard's Orchestra, last

week at the Palace, New York, has

signed to make dance recordings

exclusively for the Emerson com-
pany.

The showman perforce must" build, arrange and present whatever he
is playing, indoor or out of doors. Whether play production or special
attraction the showman must give his individual tqruch to the presenta-
tion, from its inception until its completion, taking in all details, and
continuing his attention after launching it. As the years progress the
phowman of commanding individuality erects a reputation for his out-
put. That becomes his good will. It must be made endurable to be of
effect or worth. Fo.« instance, "Keith's" is a selling name for vaude-
ville. "Keith's* is vaudeville. As a going concern Keith's must live up
to its name, which stands for a good vaudeville show. To uphold what
it stands for there must be a good show inside when Keith's is on the out-
side of a theatre. That is good will, limited. For If 100 people walked
into a Keith's theatre for the first time to see a Kleth's bill and the bill
was not a good show, all the good will in the world could not persuade
that hundred or any part of them that Keith's means a good show.
Therefore, there must always be a good show where there is a Keith's;
last week, this week, next week, any week; otherwise Keith's cannot pro-
cure and secure new patronage. Keith's Is the name, the show Is the
game.

It seems a pity that there only may be one E. H. Sothern, no successor,

no substitute, no direct descendant who can apply that name. It is of
use only to E. H. Sothern or his management. When he stops his name
stops, as far as the stage is concerned. The actor builds up a reputa-
tion and name to leave a memoi*/.

THE STYLISH SIDE
BY PAM

Savoy end Brennan have signed

with the Aeolian Co. to make a num-
ber of talking machine records.

The first release which are being

currently "canned" will be the

"Margie" dialogs with which the

team is identified.

George King, general manager for

the Jean Bedinl enterprises for

three years, has embarked in the

producing business of his own. His
first will be a tab, "Cuddle Up"
Which will play at the Coutts circuit.

The William Morris office this

week booked the Wilton Sisters over

the Moss and Stoll tour in England,
opening in July, with 10 weeks
booked and an option.

Klaw & Erlanger was a theatrical partnership for over 30 years. The
frm dissolved rnd the matter of good will never entered into the nego-
tiations Cohan & Harris did the same without good will entering. Had
there been a commercial good will created It would have teen a commod-
ity to have figured with the tangible assets. Ziegfeld has good will for his
type of "Follies" production that brings business regardless of principals.
numbers or comedy; Dillingham stands for another type, as did the
Charles Frohman name (that never has stood up following his death out-
side of the Empire. New York); the Shuberts name stands for another
style of musical production that leaves a surprised comment when they
produce a "Blossom Time" or "The Lady in Ermine," while even the
Bclasco name must have Belasco, or Hopkins, Hopkins, while Morris
Gest's good will, through his spectacular productions and smart show-
manship, isn't worth a dime without Morris Gest.

The Authors' League last Thursday and Friday entertained the Inter-

national Congress of Motion Picture Arts. The object of the meeting
was to establish a better understanding between the producer and the
author, and to attain a common ground whereby the author may study
the technique ol the moving picture way of presenting the fiction children
>r their brain.

Thursday was the business day and Friday was given over to the
social side. The "Social Side" is a side on which the Authors' League
excels.

At the luncheon Fannie Hurst looked the last word in smartness in a
black crepe de chine afternoon dress, the lines particularly suiting her
figure, a black hot and the crystal earings and beads she always wears
completing the costume. Miss Hurst was one of the speakers at the

luncheon.
A frock worthy of mention was Bebe Daniels' blue with "Tut" sleeves.

Miss Daniels was looking her prettiest.

After lunch 50 taxlcabs transported the guests to the Famous Players'
studio in Long Island City, where Allan Dwan kept a set working with
the Henry Warner picture. Tea was served. Nlta Naldi, looking more
ravishing than ever in a dark blue trotteur creation, trimmed in red and
gold embroider: , a large black hat, and gold and coral earings, pre-
sided charmingly.
Jules Chanrvpenols, the famous French author, made the trip here

especially to attend this meeting.
A banquet followed in the evening at the Waldorf-Astoria, and Alice

Duer Miller was lovely as she spoke in salmon pink, long eaiving.* and
alack hat.

Matthew Woll, representing the American Federation of Labor, ad-
dressed at length. The gist of his speech was that 25 million members
or the federation wer • movie fans.

A vitty speech was made by W. B. Maxwell, vice-president of the
British Author:' Society. Mr. Maxwell said that though he did not
wish tc be unpatriotic, be had to admit his countrymen meant well, but
usually succeeded in giving the opposite impression. As an Illustration,

he told of an Englishman seeing a little boy balancing on he edge of a
lake, and thinking the lad wanted to take a swim, he said, "Hold on,
sonny, I'll help you," and pushed him in. After the boy drowned he
realized the child didn't want to swim, but gain his footing.

Robert Kane of Famous Players contributed the most valuable and
consistent talk, saying the object of the convention was to raise the art of
picture making to a fin*- plane; the producer was willing in every way to
co-operate with the author. For the first time In the history of fllmdom
there has been a common meeting ground of the author and producer
and the entent* cordlalc thus established will have the effect of tearing
down the obvious reserve existing formerly. It gives the producer
the opportunity to tel' the author why and wherein the story does
not meet the producer's requirements and the public's demands.

It might be a good idea for the agents to found some such society, for if

the author and producer get too friendly, it will be a hard winter for
Ihe ten per centers.

It's fairly safe to say the greatest good will that could be left as an
•n leritnnce or. possibly an asset would be destroyed within two years
without an equally efficient direction to support it.

That these things may be recognized in the matter* of good will by
the big business of the show business is found In the inclination to
capitalize or organize through promotion (not flotation) for perpetuity
It is logical to presume a successful institution stands a better chance
of remaining established through a corporate body and its several separate
heads after the founder has gone than that it shall be supposed there is
one other and single man who can replace him.

Margaret Wise Dolly, mother of

Yancsi and Roszica Dolly, noted
dancers, known as the Dolly Sisters,

and Edward Dolly, a stage manager,
left an estate not exceeding $3,000

in personalty and about $.1,000 in

realty and no will when she died

May 26, according to her husband
Julius Dolly, of 2215 Bayview place.

Brooklyn, in his application for let-

ters of administration upon the

property, which was granted to him
by the Kings County Surrogate's

Court. Mrs. Doliy, survived only by
her husband and the three children

was 51 years old, a native of Hun-
gary, had lived in Brooklyn foi

about 12 years, and was laid fo rcsl

at the Cypress Hi'ls Cemetery. She
had been ill for about five years with

heart trouble, and until last Decern*
remher had traveled with her daugh-
ters In their engagements.

W.th a theatre of title that could also be ruined within the two years
if the value was not upheld through the continuing attraction being un to
the standard of the house. In this may be found why many of the prin-
cipal picture houses thai run 52 weeks every year do not cau e good

CABARET

The 11th district locus of the

I. A. T. S. E. comprising those el

Eastern Canada will riold <• nv< n

tion at Quebec June 15-17. Tin

Western Canada locals will hold a

convention at Edni- htoi luljr 9

Indianapolis is all stirred up over
Sunday dancing at amusement
pai ks,

A w. >< k ago police ordered danc-
ing stopped at Rlvereide amuse-
Blent park Sunday afternoon. The
next night City Councilman Wil-
liam 1:. Clauer Introduced an
ordinance which would legalise
public, dances Sunday and after
midnight, now prohibited by the
municipal code. The Church Fed-
eration of Indianapolis, the W. C.
T. r., and other "anti" organiza-
tions promptly declared they would

ai befon ; he ci uncil :o op-
i
,M • 'he measure. The council

I'M.ii 1 ! v |] consider the bill next
evening.

The newly 'constructed Rainbo
Garden tgo opened Wednes-

day night, June 13, with Edward
Beck's "Rainbo Blossoms" Its cast
is headed by Evan Burrows Fon-
taine. Bobbie Tremalne is a new-
comer. Linda and Kuth Getting re-
main.

Roscoe ('•Fatty") Arbuckle is in
bis second week at Marigold Gar
d«n. Chicago, where Frank Lihuse
has second comedy and Mai el

Walter, Lew Jenkins. Bud and Jack
Pearson, Wells and Wlnthrop are
men. hers of the revue. The show
Is not up to the ordinary standard
of that amusement place.

The Japanese have all sort of
liquor, but they make mo<=t of It

themselves. Their adeptnesi at im-
itation includes the making of hut

(Continued on page 33)

A departure from the usual "jazz" band was accomplished by Renee
Robert and Giers-Dorf Symphonists at the Palace this week. The result
was refreshing.

The prettiest picture on the Palace stage this week was Elvira Giers-
Dorf, garbed in a pale salmon crepe embroidered in gold beads. The
grace with which the pretty trombonist sits at the end of the band is

truly delsartian. She can play, too.

Miss Robert is a dancer of ability and finish. Some of her best toe work
recalled Mile. Dazle. In all of her changes she was carefully and taste-
fully clothed. Irene Giers-Dorf wears her hair becomingly. Her gown
of silver cloth was too short to be modish.
Topics of the Day needs a new clipping bureau. Some be-whlskered

relics Monday.
Flo Lewis is an artist. Her fhipper costume Idea, though not new by

any means, was cleverly handled, and Jesse Greer assisted In this number
in a way that augurs well for his future in comedy work. The music
wa6 written by Jesse. It Is tinkling and haunting. Miss Lewis' first

dress of burnt orange chiffon was plain, with pleated skirt, trimmed only
ty a corsage bouquet. While dancing, Miss Lewis tore a great bole in the
front of the skirt. It Is doubtful if it cnn'be mended, except by putting
In a panel tfie full length of the skiit and sewing the seam on the edge
cf pleat. In this way the mend may be unnoticeable. The little comme-
dienne dances beautifully; why not do more?
The red dress and rose dress of Linda Carlton and Elaine Temple in "A

Friend in Need" were good models. The set in this act was highly
artistic.

'

Eddie Cantor cantered through his usual black and blue repertoire.
•Steady Eddie" is the best. This number is good enough to get over with
i clean lyric. Eddie certainly starred the bookers at the Monday mati-
nee.

Ethel Barrymore looked smart and snappy in the international News
reel at I/ipw's State when saying bye-bye to Lionel and Irene Fenwick
at the steamer. Let's hope this European ceremony will slay put this
time. It's Irene's third and Lionel's second try. They looked happy
enough, and the prosper. ive bride looked very ingenueish In a plain cloth
coat with standing fur Collar and close fitting tiny brimmed hat.

The Arco Brothers have a very pretty set. The understander does some
remarkable things with his muscles. Some of his stunts aroused the
States audience from their hot weathc. apathy. _s

Miss Tarn (Bay, Hughel and Pam) had a very good looking ermine
coat, but the gown beneath it was far too short and gave the coat bad
Pnes. This act haa comedy possibilities, hut Hughes docs too much
stalling between lines and antagonizes hi- audience by too much aside
kidding. If it is so funny, why not let the audience in on it? Miss
Pam looked very attractive In a short dancing g nvn of rhlne/tOnes
trimmed with rose and fitting snugly as to bodice.
Norton and Molnotte have a cute act. doing back Til the talk after

every number slowed up. the turn should h« elimlnated^M i- w Norton
looked very tapper Ii her boy's togs, she wears herNlrousert s«
well as Vesta Tiihy. Either girl has not a voire large enougnSto fin the

(Continued on pegs 3;»)
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PICTURE RIGHTS PROTECTION

HAY SETTLE UNPAID SALARIES
I
/ , ,

Equity Tied Up "For Value Received"—Show Owes

2Vi Weeks—Offer of $18,000 for Film Rights

Received—Awaits Authoress9
Acceptance

1

• • .

I'd

•
1

' A new phase in Equity activity

where salaries of independent com-
panies are unpaid has come to light

In the case of "For Value Received"
which closed at the Apollo, New
York. June 2, The attraction played
the Longacre for three weeks, sal-

aries being due for the final week
there. Arrangements to move the
show to the Apollo had been made,
but Equity required the corporation
presenting the show make over to

Equity the company share of the
picture rights, which was acceded
to.

The show closed after trying one
week at the Apollo. At that time
two and one-half weeks salaries
were due the players and are still

unpaid. The show played four
weeks In all here, after a week on
the road which broke even. The
first week grossed about $8,800, the
second $4,800', and the third about
$3,400. For the week at the Apollo
the takings were less than $1,800.

Salaries were not paid for the Apollo
week and as notice to close- was not
given until Thursday, a claim for a
half week's salary was made which
together with the last week of the
Longacre, made the claims total two
and a half weeks.

It Is said an offer of $18,000 for

the picture rights was received but
awaits acceptance by Ethel Clifton,

the authoress of "For Value
Received." Under the usual ar-

rangements, the proceeds from pic-

tures Is divided equally between the

producer and playwright. If the

sale Is made Equity would receive

$9,000 which is in excess of the

salaries owed and the balance will

be returned to the producers.
The show had a salary list of

about $1,750 weekly and the total

due the company does not exceed
$4,000. If the balance is returned
the producers it is believed they will

break even on the show as the total

losses are said not to have gone
beyond $5,000. The biggest item of

expenditure was the director's

salary, AUgustin Duncan being paid

$1,500 for three weeks work. Miss
Clifton was paid $500 in advance
royalty. The production is said to

have cost but a few hundred dollars.

"For Value Received" was pro-

duced on shoe-string lines by a cor-

poration headed by Harold Burg
and S. S. Krellberg who are
brothers. The former exploited the
Affiliated Theatres Co., which was
the Shubert unit vaudeville venture.

Krellberg Is known in picture circles

but once before unsuccessfully at-

tempted a legitimate debut.

GREENROOMERS OUSTED
' ON SHORT NOTICE

FRANCIS WILSON PANNED

LYCEUM'S STAGE CREW

Players Club's Benefit Week

Did $33,000—Final Per-

formance Cheered

Ordered From Home After 20

Years—House Rented

for Restaurant
•

Aft er over 20 years' continuous

The Players' Club benefit week at

the Lyceum, New York, which
closed Saturday, grossed $33,000,

establishing a record for the house
and for any benefit show of the

kind. The attraction was "The
School for Scandal," with an all-

star cast and the prices of $10 top

for the opening and closing nights,

with $5 for all other performances,
accounted for the exceptional tak-

ings which exceeded expectations.

The attraction could have easily

held over for a successful second
week but sentiment among the

players was against it as they

might be considered "commercial."
Jealousy between the players is

also said to have figured.

The event \.u^ anything but
residence at 139 West 47th street,

New York, the Greenroom Club will smooth back stage, feeling between

CARROLL AND EQUITY CLASH

ON ISSUE OF ALL-UNION CAST

Producer of "Vanities" Defies Pickets—Resents

Effort of Gilmore to Dictate to Non-Equity Players

from Vaudeville—Girls Refuse to Quit

4

TESTIMONIAL BENEFIT

FOR YOUNGER LEDERER

Geo. W.'s Son Threatened

with Cancer of Throat

—

Harris Theatre, June 24

.1

GIL BOAG'S CAR

Misrepresentation Alleged in Suit,

Including Gilda Gray

Galllard T. Boag was civilly ar-

rested and released last week in

$1,100 bond as a result of a civil

suit by John Crosby, the picture and
•legit ca3ting agent, has instituted in

the Ci'.y Court against Boag and
Gilda Cray.
The sale of a Bearcat model Stutz

car for $1,000 is the cause for the
litigation, Crosby alleging Boag
represented it was . 1921 model and
had only traveled 800 miles. Paul
L. Becker, n anaser of the Ured Car
Department of the Stutz Motor Car
Co. in an affidavit stated the car is

a 1918 model and that the springs
show depression of at least having
traveled 25,000 miles,

Tho affidavit of Mrs. Fern Crosby,
of the "Follies." with Miss Gray, sets

forth that Miss Gray, the Crosbys
and Boag were presort at Bongs
homo in Rnckville Centre, L. I., May
6 last wl >n the sale was effected

and that Boa- said he had used the
particular mod.1* in question but
little because he h id four other cars.

On the »!<>«!"•» of i «>• l.»o R<»tlu»-

child, counsel for Crosby, who esti-

mates his damn - it $1,100, Judge
Alexmclor Finelite signed the^efder
of arrest bailable m th.» sow of
$1,100

FROM BISMARCK TO B WAY
The Mctntyre and Heath show

closes Saturday at Bismarck, N. I).

A jump direct hark to Broadwa]
win be (hade i>y ih<« company,

have tc locate a new habitat by
July 1 It's ao order from the Ac-
tors' Order of Friendship, a* sort of

sponsor for the Greenroomiers. The
Actors' Order has held the 47th

street residence under its control all

of these years.
At ft meeting of the Greenroomers

Tuesday a committee on location

made its report. Another commit-
tee ha? been appointed to place the

Greenroom ClUb on «ff basis of re-

organization that wiirdirectly apply
to its finances.

A restaurant will supplant the

club's rooms, the Actors' Order hav-
ing leased the building for that

purpose.
The Greenroom Club has occupied

the 47th street building ever since

its formation, over 20 years ago. It

was long looked upon as a social

offshoot to the Actors' Order of

Friendship. The Greenroom's pres-

ent membership, all professional, Is

280; with about 80 membrs of the

Actors' Order belonging to it with-
out being required to pay dues.

Ha! Crane is the Prompter (presi-

dent) of the Greenroom Club.

COATES AT ROCHESTER

To Become Conductor of Philhar-
monic Orchestra

Rochester, N. Y., June 13.

The visit of Albert Coates to
Rochester confirms the rumor that
he is to become conductor of the
Rochester Philharmonlqa* Orchestra,
established earlier in the year with
the Eastman Theatre orchestra of
70 pieces as a nucleus. He spent a
week here as guest of George East-
man, devoting his time to a survey
of the Eastman theatre and school
of music with the announced inten-
tion of contributing advisory sug-
gestions for the more complete de-
velopment of the constructive and
educational Ideals underlying the
theatre.

Mr. Coates Is a famous English-
Russian director and composer. He
achieved popularity In this country
as guest conductor with the New
York Symphony orchestra. He is

here on a brief vacation from his
duties as conductor of the current
season of grand opera at Covent
Garden, London.
George Eastman announced Mon-

day that Albert Coates had accepted
the position of conductor of the
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra,
and will assume the Job next Janu-
ary. He returned to London on
Tuesday on the Aqultanla to con-
clude his season at Covent Garden
and to resign as conductor of the
London Symphony Orchestra and
the Royal Philharmonic Society, the
latter the oldest musical body in the
world. Mr. Coates's first concert
will be in Rochester on January 16,

1924.

the -company and the stage crew
being aroused by comment from at

least one of the stars. At a dress

rehearsal Friday before the open-
ing Francis Wilson Is credited with
remarking that It looked as If the

show was to be a benefit for„ the

stage hands and not the club.

The changes wero hot made
rapidly enough to suit him and
Wilson's comment included men-
tion of the "loafing" stage hands,
being paid while the players were
volunteering *thelr services. His
chatter Is said to have Included

uncomplimentary classification of

stage hands in general and It was
reported the crew was on the verge
of walking out. Wilson is also re-

ported having expressing- himself
similarly about the photographers
when photos were taken Sunday
before the premiere. During the

week one of the crew dryly re-

marked that " 'The School For
Scandal' Is being enacted In the

green room instead of on the

stage." *

There were 30 in the stage crew
for the attraction which had eight

changes, as against C2 used at the

Lyceum for "The Merchant of

Venice" which had 11 changes. About
six more clearers were put on, prin-

cipally because $30,000 worth of

props had been borrowed without
charge and care was taken that

none should be damaged. Two
changes were made in 15 and IX

seconds respectively.

The final performance was
cheered by the audience and
speeches were made by Robert
Mantell, John Drew, Tom Vise and
Ethel Barrymore.

26% CUT IN "GO-GO"
"Go Co," the John Cort musical

show at Daly's 63rd street, has gone
on a six-performance basis, both
matinees being eliminated starting
this week. By agreement with the
company salaries have been cut 25

per rent., and (in that basil th« n*

tnrrtirm is expert
through the summer.
There were no Sunday advertl

menti for the show and this week
Insertions In the dailies ore on al

ternatlve days, the management
cutting operating expense dowi
around, R ilcony bu ne j for 'Go
' I

>" has been had recently, the

house using cut i ifes and two for

ones, Early thi.i week b

was claimed to have come ba

strongly.

CHICAGO'S LIST

Current Plays in Loop—"Blossom
Time" Hat Longest Run

Chicago, June IS.

"Blossom. Time,'^ which remains
at the Great Northern, although for

a time it was talked of moving it

to the Garrlck with the closing of

"Hitchy Koo, 1923," is in Its 14th
week in Chicago. "Up the Ladder,''
which has enjoyed the next longest
stay of current attractions, is in its

13th week. Eugene O'Brien In

"Steve" is In his ninth week at the
Princess.
"The^PassIng Show," with Willie

and Eugene Howard, Is In Its eighth
week at the Apollo. "Rolling Home."
which has moved from the Harris
to the Cort, is in Its fourth week In

Chicago. Jules Eckert Goodman's
"Chains" at the Playhouse is also

in Its fourth week. "The Dancing
Girl" is in Its second week at the
Colonial.

CHAS. S0MMERVLLLE ACTING
The debut of Charles Sommerville

in the cast of "Adam's Apple" will

be an eventful incident In conjunc-
tion with the Broadway premiere
of the farce comedy by Test Dalton
during late July. Sommerville was
formerly a dramatic critic, last on
the New York "Evening Journal."

Clifford Brooke is directing re-
hearsals for the piece, which will

Heri tor!.—rnrth » l|, M»n»
Kingsley and Charles Ayle worth.

WEE'S ONE SHOW ONLY
Another produi er r< ng his

next a activities to ohe pro-
du( Hoi .

< » i: Wee, who will i r»nd

out "Cuddle Up," a musical comedy
with L'O people and an orchestra, on
tour of the south and southwest,
opening in Pertb Amboy, N. J..

Aug. 20.

A number of New York's leading
managers and artists have inau-
gurated plans to give a benefit per-
formance at the Sam H. Harris The-
atre Sunday night, June 24, to raise
a fund in aid of George W. Lederer,
Jr., in his fight t6 allay the rav-
ages while there Is yet time of what
threatens to be that most dreaded
affliction, cancer of the throat.

Young Lederer is the son of thef
ste

P.
ou

f
°.f *»•!>»««• wh«« £• °r

well-known theatrical manager and
producer, and himself has been act-
ive in theatricals and pictures,
mostly in a managerial capacity.
His colleagues have earnestly and
without solicitation taken this in-
itiative in the hour of his distress.
He has been Identified with the
stage since infancy and made his
debut 32 years ago when a few
weeks old In the arms of John T.
Kelly at the Standard Theatre, New
York, in his father's production,
"You and I."

Dr. W. L. Clarke, radium special-
ist, and Dr. Herbert Goddard, throat
specialist, both eminent in Phila-
delphia, are treating the younger
Lederer, who has already under-
gone four operations. Ho is now
enabled to breathe only through the
Insertion of two sliver tubes, and
only a continuance of this costly
procedure can hold out any effective

possibility.

Prominent artists from the "Mu-
sic Box Revue," "Ziegfeld Follies,"

"Little Nellie Kelly." "Adrienne"
and the Palace Theatre will contrib-
ute to the program, details of which
will be announced later.

The committee sponsoring this
very worthy undertaking includes
Sam it. Harris. George M. Cohan,

e Shubert, E. P. Albee, John
Golden, Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr.. Wil-
liam A. Brady, Joseph Blckerton,
Alfred E. Aarons, George White,
Frank Ciillmore, Gus Hill, Sam
Scribner, L. Lawrence Weber, Al
Leby, Edward Plohn, Jack Welch,
Martin Herman, Hugh Grady, Mike
Mindll, Brock Pemberton, Leo A.
Marsh, Arthur Unger, Bide Dudley,
Gordon Whyte. Roland B. Hennessy,
Paul Swlnehart.

The refusal of Earl Carroll to em-
ploy an all-Equity cast for his new
summer revue now in rehears a, I for

the Carroll theatre entitled "Vani-

ties of 192J," resulted in eight

chorus men leaving last week.
The Equity issued an order all of

Its members in the cast of the piece
withdraw, as Carroll Is not x mem-
ber of the Producing Managers' As-
sociation and refuses to have an all-

Equity cast.

Several of the principals are from
vaudeville and refused to join the
Equity for the summer engagement.
Three chorus girls are Equity, with

,
Carroll said to have recruited a
chorus of beauties without including
girls from other Broadway shows.
The three chorus members of Equity
are reported as having refused to

"VOICE" DIED

Lasted Two Weeks, 8econd Being
Over Tims

Chicago, June It.

William Courtenay in "The Voice"
had a two-week season at the Cort,
twice as long as the play deserved,
if Interest on the part of the public
is a criterion.

When It was decided the play
was even a greater failure than
"The Dice of the Gods" and "The
Rear Car," which had Immediately
preceded It, it was planned to have
Courtenay remain at that house in
"Dangerous People," a new play by
Oliver White, which would have
had O. P. Heggle as stage director.
These plans were formulated, but

got a sudden Jar when the Cort
got a chance to get "Rollln' Home,"
which was leaving the Harris. That
show moved in when "The Voice"
died out.

FLORENCE REED'S CONTRACT
Duluth, June 13.

Florence Reed loft here Monday
for Nrw vart:, nuiiuuriein : ;.< T.. : !..• .•. h nf [tra FUUf H '

\.

ganization's ruling against it was
made..

Carroll also refused to discharge
girls who had been. rehearsing with
his show, not members of Equity.
As a means of creating publicity an
advertisement appeared in the
dailies the latter part of las,, week
for chorus men, the name of Peggy
Hopkins Joyce, who Is a member of
the cast, being used to Induce ap-
plicants, the adds appearing aa If

Inserted by her.

The result was what looks like a
tide against Equity's . arbitrary
methods by members* themselves, aa
shown all this season by the failure
of Equity to collect d«es from the
bulk of the membership, said to
have been admitted .at the recent
annual meeting, Frank Gillmore
made a speech to the company.
Carroll followed, saying that he
favored players joining Equlty,|but
that he would not dismiss any of
the company who did not. Some
chorus men walked out, but their
places were quickly filled, and sev-
eral of the cast retired. It was ap-
parent that if forced to do so the
non-members in the company would
have joined, then forgotten to pay
dues after the first period, as the
thousands of others have. Picket-
ing was started outside the theatre,
but had no effect on the company.
Walter Catlett, who was staging

the book, walked out Saturday
William Collier, a former officer ia
the Actors' Fidelity Loague and still

of that organization, took over the
staging and he was cheered, as was
Carroll's declaration he would not
force members to join Equity. Col-
lier canceled an Invitation to wall
on the trial voyage of the "Le-
viathan" to aid the Carroll show.
Rehearsals are progressing, wlj.h the*
debut scheduled for June 25.

As a last resort, when things
looked bad for Equity, representa-
tives of the latter advised Carroll
joining the Producing Managers'
Association. He refused to consider
It, stating he is an independent
manager and would proceed along
the lines he thought best. Carroll
explained to Equity that there was
$200,000 in the production of "Van-
ltres," and it was his right to pro-
tect that investment.
Up to now Equity has taken the

stand that any production outside
those of the P. M. A. must be all-

Equlty or all non-Equity. There
was no»alternativc in this instance,

and for the first time it was de-
manded "Vanities" being by an In-

dependent manager must have an
all -Equity cast. Because the cast
was mixed the "suggestion'' Carroll
join the managers' association was
made.
The "Vanities" cast has six "next-

to-closing" acts engaged front

vaudeville, and those players were
not members of Equity. That the
latter should attempt to force the
vaudevlUlans to join is unexptaln-
able In litrht of the arrangements
between Bqulty and the vaudeville

departing she had entered 'into a
contract for five years to app
under the Charles Dillingham man-

ment.
Mi is Reed concluded .- • laj n

two weeks' en | i
• meat wii h the |.»-

i
,' Orpheani ' p »n re ih

Carroll had been friendly srlth

Equity until last week's break, The
revival of "The Rivals' was moved
to ths Carroll theitre and played
there two weeks after an original

.\ • < It's date at the 4sth 8tr *

al traction w »* pla< I un ler i

New STork, she • I. r- u ,

uarantce of J3.UU0, as again*! iho

w IIf start for "The I

'• $1,000 required by the. house.
mi. li donated the house for the

I mil. Gambol two wcclts ago. the

'lUimu'd on pa£fl U)

by Edwai d Knoblo< k. il I

her play, if

spa,

-
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PRESS AGENTS' ASSN.

FOR UNIFORM CONTRACT

TWO TENT SHOWS

Summer Booking Innovation Out of

New York

at Meeting—Assn. Now

Has 117 Members

i
-

' An Innovation of summer book-

NO Talk Of EOUitV Or Unionism Ings out of New York this season
• is the routine of two tent shows, one
under the direction of C. R. Reno
with a repertoire of popular suc-

cesses. It opened at St. Michaels,

Md., June 4.

The other is under the manage-
ment of Frank Cosgrove, presenting
"Mutt and Jeff" under canvas, and
opened at Suffern, N. Y., June 2,

with a tour of the mountain resorts

booked.

I

The Press Agents' Association of

America at a meeting at the Clar-

idge last Friday proposed an effort

be made to secure a uniform work-
ing contract from the managers. In

return for such an arrangement the

association will agree to discipline

such members as do not fulllll their

duties, though the proposition is

vague in that respect.

There was no mention of affilia-

tion with Equity nor establishing

a union with the idea of afflliatinK

with the American Federation of

Labor. Reports of an Equity con-

nection appear to have been con-

fused with the press men borrow-
ing Equity's idea of a standard

contract. Although it was resolved

to place the matter before the man-
agers, a number of the publicity

men appeared to regard the idea

as Impractical and unnecessary.

The resolution is credited to a
member not now identified with
theatricals, but formerly a small

stand agent, at present doing pic-

ture exploitation.

The agents at last week's ses-

sion seemed to have gotten mixed
in direction. The resolution called

for the association to communicate
with the International Theatrical
Association with the idea that the
agents might be invited to be heard
at the I. T. A. convention to be
held next week. It was explained
that such a move might win pub-
licity for the association. Later it

was recognized that the Producing
Managers' Association should have
been designed as the proper place
to suggest the uniform contract, as
the P. M. A. is composed of pro-
ducers who engage publicity men,
while the I. T. A. is an organiza-
tion of house managers.

The press agents' association has
117 members. Dues are $5 a year.
The increased membership is ac- I

counted for by permitting the ad-
vance agents to Join, many of the
lattelr having returned to the city.

There are also several moving pic-

ture publicity men on the rolls.

QUEENIE SMITH HITS

NEWARK AS REAL FIND

Sensational Hit in "Helen of

Troy, N. Y."—Show
Got Over Big

FULTON DARK

Royce Out— House Under Dilling-

ham Direction In Fall

Newark, N. J . June 13.

In a scene of almost unparalleled
enthusiasm Queenie Smith, in

Helen of Troy, N. Y.," stopped the
how twice Monday night at the
Broad, nrul scored a sensational hit.

Practically unknown and hardly
recognized when she entered, Miss
Smith received such tributes from
the large audience before the show
was over, as few stars ever get in

their whole career. "The News" last

night devoted over half its criticism

to Miss Smith.
The show is still being revised,

but went aver big. The p olog is

out and the songs are being shifted.

Unless Queenie Smith breaks a leg

it will make 'Sally" take second
place.

M Wm
HENRIETTA and WARRINER

(Scintillating Song Stars)

Attention Managers, Theatre
Bookers

Twinkle Twinkle Little Stars

Do You Wonder Who We Are
When Your Fall Bills You Com-

plete .

Just Add Us as a Vocal Treat.

Direction PAT CASEY OFFICE
Personal Rep. KENNETH RYAN

M1SHLER RETIRING

Pennsylvania Manager Wants Less

Strenuous Future

Hsfrrlsburg, Pa., June 13.

I. C. Mishler, the theatrical man,

will retire from the business this

summer.
The Mishler theatre, Altoona,

which he has been personally man-
aging for a number of years, will be

sold.

Mr. Mishler says he has reached

that age where he prefers to lead a

little less strenuous life.

CENTURY ROOF SHOW

Illustrators Show Up in the Air

—

Shuberts Have Taken it Over

Another musical attraction has
been added to the summer's li«t by
the Shuberts who will open the Il-

lustrators Show on the Century
Roof within three weeks. The Il-

lustrators Society presented the
«how for two performances several
weeks ago at the Century and the
entire production was taken over
by the Shuberts. Novelties in the
manner of introducing numbers and
the stage decorations attracted the
attention of

N
the managers. The

show Is titled "Artist and Model"
and is scheduled to open July 8.

Several artists who appeared in

the original presentation, all ama-
teur, will make their professional
debut with the show. Among them
are Nell llatt, a well known illus-

trator; Gladys L. Loft, the artist
daughter of George W. Loft, the
candy manufacturer; Mary Lee, a
novelist and her sister, rrimroge
Lee, a short story writer.

Frank Gillespie, of the Shubert
office, who staged the original show.
will handle the professional presen-
tation.

APPRAISING WORMS ESTATE
By direction of Surrogate Foley,

of New York, Edward W. Buckley,
attached to the Manhattan branch
of the State Tax Commission, was
this week appointed transfer tax

state appraiser of the estate left by

Conrad llenrik Aage Toxen Worm,
theatrical press agent, for 20 years

associated with the Shuberts, for

the purpose of assessing whatever
taxes may be due to the state, under
the inheritance tax laws.

Mr. Worm, who died in Pans Jan-

uary 13, 1922, where he had gone

on a vacation, following a term In

charge of the Shubert interests In

Boston, was a. native of Denmark,
where he is survived by two sisters,

a half-sister, a half-brother and

two nieces. His will was executed

June 22, 1914, and witnessed by

Wilson Mizner, of Tort Washington,

L. I., and Paul Armstrong, play-

wright!, tthe lutter died August 10

CHARLOT PRODUCING HERE
On New Year's Eve next, in New York, probably at the Times

Square theatre, Andre Chariot will disclose for the first time in

America his particular brand of English revue.

Exceptional success attended the Chariot entertainments at the

Vaudeville theatre London, for nearly a decr.de, but the most in-

teresting angle is that his presentations are totally different from
the Broadway revufs. Chariot here on a visit and about to return,

so stated. Yet his forthcoming debut is predicted to develop as the

outstanding attraction among those importations listed for the com-
ing season.

The Chariot revue formula Is precision and speed. There is noth-
ing spectacular in his shows, which are established in a special class

quite apart from the American revue scheme of production flash.

Instead of the gaudy, Chariot's sets are small and individual, the

creation of intimate atmosphere and charm being secured. Some
seasons ago Comstcck & Gest set a style of intimate musical come-
dies which had quite a vogue. Chariot, however, created intimate
revues, developing them apart from anything on either side cf the

water.

A special feature of the Chariot revues are the sketches. All

are designed with real intelligence and are described as supply-
ing mental laughs rather than the "belly laughter" of slapstick skits.

No sketch has ever been permitted to run more than 10 minutes and
the usual running time is live minutes. That is said to be the secret of

the scoring, the requirement of brevity resulting in cameo clearn* M
and effectiveness.

The entire London company, approximating 40 players, and the

original productions will be brought across. There is eight years'

material from which to select the program. The repertory is

virtually fresh for America, for although Flo Ziegfeld has used some
of Chariot's numbers in one or two of his "Follies," Chariot has re-

fused to part with the bulk of his material, feeling that no other
producer could get an equivalent value from it.

The Selwyns will present the Chariot revues here in association

with the originator, who will have carte blanche in the direction.

The American managers were impressed by the success of the shows
in London and the dissimilarity with the Broadway revues. There
is no secret to the fact that the Chariot shows are graced by bril-

liant companies and it is the playing which quite counterbalances the
absence of the spectacular.

Gertrude Lawrence and Beatrice Lillie have been so closely asso-
ciated with the Chariot productions that they have become an
integral part of them. They are rated the two cleverest girls In the
English revue field, Miss Lawrence, exceptionally beautiful, is

blessed with a lovely personality, and is described as a combination
of Cissie Loitus and Ina Claire. Her many-aided brightness in

dancing, singing and acting has won her the reputation of being the
peer of any single artist in English musical comedy. Miss Lawrence
will be principal woman in the first of the Chariot revues^lone
over here. The attraction Is expected to run about eight weeks.
Miss Lillie Will Ileal the second revue. She is at present starring
in London's "Nine O'ClOck ROVUe," but returns to Chariots man-
agement the fin ; of the year.

Charlot'i revues limit the chorua*to 1C girls. That will apply here
as In Louden, and in another point of differen <> from the American
style, The girls an always chosen for their 'looks.'*

Chariot choruses are noted for chic dressing, He is by birth a
Frenchman who won his mark in England, of which country he >

v

now a citizen, but his native cleverness in selecting COStUtne com-
binations haa i" • m In Itself something of an edge over English man-
agers.

In speaking abOU his revues Chariot told New York newspaper-
men that "atmosphere" was the principal note, as apart from the
American wind. iu L-arding his players he said; "I never buy 'names.'

What I pay for are p< rsonality, charm and talent. I never engage an
artiste and then find a place for her. First I have the place; then find

the artiste to lit it."

Upon hearing of the American engagement, Sidney Carrol] of the
London 'Sunday 'linns wrote: "Andre Chariot is a manager who
knows a i artist when he sees one; pays generously for real talent,

and kno*ri the value of imagination and taste when applied to popu-
lar entertainment. In his hands revue is always a thing o beauty,

joy and humor, What can the theatre offer more than this? It Is

Idle for m< to wish him success In America. His gifts have insured
* mi b< forehand."

Edwa: : Royce has withdrawn
from the Fulton, New York, and
the house will be under the direc-

tion of Charles Dillingham next sea-

son. The Fulton was purchased by
A. L. Erlanger two years ago, pos-

session being obtained ^last summer.
It was proposed to establish the

louse for musical comedy, Royce
being given control for a period of

three years. In addition to his pro-

duction activities Royce was in en-

tire ^charge and his withdrawal i3

voluntary. He will rest during th«

summer, producing on his own in

t'.e fall. •

The house Is dark for the sum-
mer. William Munster will remain
as house manager. »

"Cold Feet," which closed Satur-
day after three weeks, did not pay
salaries for the final week. The
company was informed that pay-
ment would be made on Wednesday.

It is reported the farce has been
sold for pictures which will give

the attraction an even break. Fred
Jackson wrcte and produced the
show on his own.

NO SATURDAY MATINEE

AT CORT, CHICAGO

"Rolling Home" the Attrac-

tion—No Excuse for

Omission

Chicago, June 13.

There will be no Saturday mati-

nee in eonnection with the engage-
ment of "Rolling Home," which
moved from the Selwyn to the Cort

this week. Mid-week matinees have
been abandoned in some legitimate

theaters previously this season, but

this is the first time the time-

honored tradition -cf a Saturday
matinee has been broken.

It is being found that people are

attending daylight performances in

theaters in lesser numbers than in

summers gone by and since there is

a certain cost to a Saturday matinee
which is not met by the returns at

the Cort, the Saturday matinee at

that house goes into discard along
with the Wednesday matinee.

An attempt to give a Wednesday
matinee with "The Voice" was
abandoned when only 29 paid ad-
missions were attracted.

MISS ANGLIN'S "CORRECTION"
Oakland, June 13.

Margaret
.
Anglin, who opens at

the Cm ran, San Francisco, June 25,

in Oscar Wilde's "A Woman of No
Importance" with "The Great Lady
Dedlock" to follow, has issued a
public statement correcting her
original statement in regard to the
Actors' Equity.

When interviewed by Oakland
newspaper reporters on the ques-
tion of whether or not there would
'be an actors' strixe in 1924, Miss
Anglin gave voice to her opinions
on labor unions and closed shop in

general and actors' unions and
Equity shop In particular.

Her "corrected" statement in part
says:

"A definite, though I am sure in-

nocent enough mistake, was appar-
ently made by two young women
who aproached me one day at the

Greek theattv in the inidst of much
confusion and asked me what I

thought of the possibility of another
actors' strike. I replied I was not
in a position to discuss it; that I

was in no way opposed to labor
organizations or ta those people who
saw fit to join them; hut for myself
naturally I was opposed to the pro-
post d eloi.ed shop in the theatre

which I had been given to under-
stand would, if put through, force

me to leave the stage as I would
no longer be permitted to act with
my own company, I added that it

was my earnest hope that all pres-
ent difficulties could be adjusted."

I. T. A. IN CONVENTION

TAKING UP LABOR ITEMS

Three-Day Convention Starts

Monday in New York—Over}
|

160 Managers Expected
i

The third annual convention of the

International Theatrical Associa-i

tlon, which opens a three-day's ses*

sion at the Hotel Pennsylvania next

Monday, is expected to bo the most
fruitful since the organization was
formed. Acceptances have teen re-

ceived from about 160 members an*
the convention will likely attract as
many out of town theatre managers)
as last season when 180 registered

with the secretary.

There are & number of problems
up for consideration, the matters
principally pertaining to labor con-
ditions and wage scales. The labor
board of the I. T. A. has been in

session daily, digesting the data on
labor conditions reported by man-
agers from ou' of town points. The
board will be in continuous session

at the hotel headquarters during the

convention.
The request from the American

Federation of Musicians for a higher

road scale will not be adjusted until

after the -onvention. The increase

will approximate $10 more weekly
per man. There have been no de-

mands from either New York local

of the rtage hands or musicians
union for a change in scale. The
agreements entered into two years

ago provide that cither side must
serve notice by June 30 if a change
is desired for the next season. To
date neither local has filed -notice

with the I. T. A. It is understood,

however, tha local No. 1, of the

I. A. T. S. E. Is seeking an upward
revision of the New York scale, the

principal argument being that the

scale in Chicago and possibly one
other city is higher than Ne- - York's,

The current scales for both stage-

hands and musicians is the same as

h.st seaf e
, the contracts being au-

tomatically continued.

It will be the object of the labor

board to attempt a downward re-

vision of some of the fl:.ei charges
attendant to touring. Managers
particularly object to the wide
variance in transfer costs and the
high prices existing.

The committee is investigating the*

reason for the steady increase per
load of baggage and production
hauling which formerly was $5 per
load and now averages $20 per load

with some instances where the rate

is $30. The baggage rates are a
matter of local control and the

I. T. A. J.3 prepared to send repre-
sentatives to various points where
the charges are excessive, in their

effort to bring down the rates.

MORRISSEY'S NEW COMERS
Will Morrissey's summer revue

called "Newcomers" will have a

number of players new to Broadway
as indicated by the title. The at-

traction will open next month.
Ernest Hare is the best-known
name in the cast. Others selected

include Jean Granese and brother
and Cecil and Kay out of vaudeville.

Pailsey Neon will direct the dam « I

The score is by Monissey and Joe
BurrowML

NEW PRODUCERS

Film People Going
Plays

In for Legit

A new legitimate producing unit,

framed along the same lines as the
United Plays, which is an arm of
Famous. Players and the Frohman
office, also owned by Famous, has
been formed under the name of the
Broadway Tlay Producers, Inc.

George Cochran, brother of C. B.
Cochran of Universal Films, is

president of the new concern. The
former has been identified as a
director for Universal.
Extensive backing is reported

having been raised for the pro-
ducing corporation. Several per-
sons interested in Universal are
stockholders, not including Carl
Laemmle.

It is stated by those interested

that
k
plays will be selected for pro-

duction which are regarded having
special picture possibilities.

The Broadway Play Producers'
first effort will be "John Mulholland
and Wife," by Alice Leal Pollock,
the premiere being dated for Oct.

1. Clifford Brooke will be stage
director.

Jazz

girls

phases

music and modern dancing
are becoming quite common in

Japan. Some of the tea rooms
have talking machines with jazz
records and the Geisha-
have learned most
of one stepping, which they ac-
complish very well. Jazz music
itself is bend in all the large cafes,

though by Russian musicians who
have invaded the country and are
generally in evidence. The forei

ers do not quite- get the tempo,
is common to see

women dancing

The foreign-
It

Jap menv and
jazz, finding nowomen uancing jazz, lu.uin^ uu

trouble despite their wooden* shoes.
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NEXT SEASON'S ANNOUNCEMENTS

NOTICEABLE BY THEIR ABSENCE

Indications New York Producers Chary of Condi-

tions, Including Equity—Broadway Now 50 Per

Cent Dark—Ten Shows Closed Saturday

Broadway is now 50 per cent.

dark, the main stem offering a total

of 23 attractions at the start of the

week, 11 less than at this same

period last year. Last week's

scorching start opened the exit

doors for 10 attractions as expected.

There are an astured number of

current shows still to go. though
they wilt be partially counter-
balanced by new musicals? The
forecast for July totals no more than
20 attractions.

Contrasting with last week and
an example of how temperature
affects Broadway at this season,

there are no withdrawals carded for

Saturday. One or two were listed

but the cool weather that arrived

late last week, continuing this week
with bus.ness picking up smartly
gave the list temporary lease of life.

Not all, but most of thi stronger
offerings, particularly the musical
leaders recouped the loss in pace of

the previous week.
The weather was not the sole

factor. Many conventionites were
In town. The Shrineis celebration

in Washington proved a windfall for

Broadway as the Masons was routed
out of the capital via New York and
many s topped over piling in fro.n

Wednesday night on.

It Is customary now for man-
agers to issue production plans for

the new season. To date none has
appeared. The assumption is the
number of new plays contemplated
la far under normal. The Equity
situation which carries the threat of

a strike in 1924 is believed to ac-
count for the low pressure produc-
tion schedules. It may also reflect

the feeling that trouble between
actors and managers may arise

before the expiration of the Pro-
ducing Managers-Equity agreement
next June.
The try-out period is dated from

May onward but it is significant
few new plays are being reported.
Some producers t'.uim to have ar-
ranged for try-outs with the various
stocks but that hardly goes for the
majority of managers.
There are fewer musicals at

present than last June when 10 were
playing as against the current seven,
which includes the new "Passing
Show of 1923" dated for premiere
at the Winter Garden tonight
(Thursday). There are three more
major musicals readying so that the
normal number should be running
by July 4. The Garden is opening
cold to beat in White's "Scandals"
which comes to the Globe Monday,
the reaso" being a conflict in scenes,
numbers and costumes. "Helen of
Troy, N. Y.M will detut at the
Selwyn next Tuesday, with nothing
else new for the coming week.
Ziegfeld is reported recostuming the
''Follies' and with the new numbers, \

will announce a revised edition of
the show starting June 25. On the
same night is scheduled Earl Car-
roll's "Vanities of 1923 " Beyond
that, one cr two smaller revues may
be put on but there are no plays in
Sight for July.
The scales for the new musicals

are about the same as during the
season. "Scandals" will have a $4
top, as last season; the "Passing
Show* will charge $3.50, with Sat-
urday nights topped at $4; "Vani-
ties" will follow suit, while 'Helen
of Troy" has decided on a $3 top.
There will be but three musicals
using the $4 scale; in addition to

"dcandals' that price goes for the
"Follies'' and 'Music Box Revue,"
which are holdovers.
Jane Cowl's 'Juliet" closed her

record Shakespearean run at the
Henry Miller with a rush. The last

part of the week was playing to
standee trade, and the final gross
was $12,000. Some attractions
failed to enjoy the revived li <••.• of

the last part of the wck, but t!i'

"Follies" and "Music Box" drew the
visitors, the former rebounding to

$31,000 and the latter picking up
$2,500 for a totil of $20,400. "Zander
the Great" got back $1,000 for a
gross of $9,000. "Aren't We All"
maintained capacity throughout the
week for $14,000, while "Rain" and
"Seventh Heaven" held positions as
the dramatic leaders, with little or

no fluctuation over the previous
week. "Dew Drop Inn," which
started well at the Astor. has not
been able to pull more than mod-
erate business, and its position as
a summer stayer is in doubt.

"Blossom Time" at the Shubert
was one of the added withdrawals
last Saturday, it playing three
weeks as against two weeks for the
other company at the 44th Street.
The re-engagement on Broadway of
the cperetta was a failure. The
other added closings were "Cold
Feet", at the Fulton. 'The School
for Scandal" (only in for one week
at the Lyceum) and "Up She Goes"
at the Playhouse. The latter show
gave a Monday night performance
bi'causu of a benefit arranged some
time ago.
Thd Bronx opera house and the

Broad Street, Newark, are the only
survivors of the subway circuit.

Ihe latter had a benefit last week
a. id "Helen of Troy" this week. The
Bronx house had "Papa Joe,' which
grossed $2,500 and then stopped.
"Shuffie Along" Is the current at-
traction in the uptown house.

Closings Narrow Cut Rates
The wholesale closings of the

Broadway theatres last week cut the
cut rates offerings down until they
are now fewer in number than are
the attractions that are held by the
advance price brokers as outright
buys. The buys this week number
14, while the cut rates have but 13

shows on their board. Virtually it

is a 50-50 split, but with the coming
week the cute will undoubtedly take
another drop, while the buys will be
lifted by the advent of two new
summer musical shows.

Prior to the reopening of the Win-
ter Garden a buy for "The Passing
Show" numbering 500 yseats a night
with a 25 per cent, return was closed

with the brokers. Today (Thursday)
there undoubtedly will be arranged
the buy for both "Helen of Troy, N.
Y." and White's "Scandals," both of

which are sure to be taken by the

brokers on the strength of the out-
of-town reports.

Those in the regular buy list are
"Dew Drop Inn" (Astor), "Seventh
Heaven" (Booth), "Wildflower" (Ca-
sino), "Adrienne" (Cohan), "Merton
of the Movies" (Cort), "Rain" (El-
liott), "Zander the Great" (Empire).
"Aren't We all" (Gaiety), "So This
Is London" (Hudson). "Little Nellie

Kelly" (Liberty), "Polly Preferred"
(Little), "Music Box Revue" (Music
Box), "Follies" (Amsterdam) and
"The Passing Show" (Winter Gar-
den).

In the cut rates the bargains of-

fered were "Dew Drop Inn" (Astor),

"You and I" (Belmont), "Uptown
West" (Bijou), "Give and Take"
(Central). '<3o Go" (Daly's). "Zander
the Great" (Empire), "Sweet Nell of
Old Drury" (48th Street), "The
Devil's Disciple" (Garrick), "Ice-
bound" (Harris), "Not So Fast"
(Morosco), "Abie's Irish Rose" (Re-
public). "Mary the Third" (39th
Street) and "The Fool" (Times
Square).

HOPPER IN "WANG"
Completing 62 Weeks with Gilbert-

Sullivan Rep.

Louisville, June 13.

Next season most probably De
Wolf Hopper will again tour and
under the management once more of
John Pollock in a revival of "Wang."
The Hopper Gilbert -Sullivan com-

pany is now at Fontaine Ferry Park,
completing a four week's engage*
ment under a guarantee. July 2'tho

company, with Hopper, opens a re-

turn engagement at Carlin's Arena
Park theatre, Baltimore, remaining
there for four weeks or longer. It

will mark a tour of GJ weeks bv the

Hopper troupe under Pollock's man-
agement since last summer.

KANE AND MABEL" STARTING
Cosmopolitan Monday will start

miking the H. E. VVitwer story,

"Kane and Mabol" in New York.
H. Mason Hooper will direct, with

Anita Slewirt, T. Roy Barnes and
Oscar Shaw heading the cast.

NANCY FAIR'S TROUBLES
"Demi -Virgin" People on Coast, with

Salary Due

Los Angeles, June 13.

The road tcur of "Tho Demi -Vir-

gin," which played here at Egan's

Little Theatre for five weeks, spon-

sored by Nancy Fair, who also ap-
peared in the principal role and
later went on the road, blew up
last week.
The players are back here, say-

ing they were not paid the last

week's salary. Miss Fair has thus
far only given them promises, but
she is now trying to stage a benefit

for the company and clean up the
debts out of the proceeds.

'BLOSSOM TIME" AT GARRICK
Chicago, June 13.

The Shuberts may mov*» "Blossom
Time" from the Great Northern to
the GatTick. The Lit lor house is

now dark without anything in New
York or on the road just now suited
to it.

ONE-NIGHT MANAGERS

ARE UNDETERMINED

No Set Policy as Yet—Pic-

tures or Vaudeville for

Open Time

The c..3 night stand theatre man-
agers have taken on & watchful

waiting demeanor - . regard to at-

traction bookings for next season.

What few shows are being routed

over the one nighte-s are being
penciled in with nothing definite In

regard to their routes.

The condition is such and has
been for the past few seasons that

the theatre rr tnagers are taking no
chances in regard to what policy to
pursue, Theatre managers will

determine within the next few
weeks how many attractions will be
played. They will take what shows
are offered them for next season
within that time and then arrange
policies for their theatres.
The majority rely largely upoa

pictures to fill the gap by the
shortage of road shews with others
arranging their bookings so that
vaudeville may be played.
The present outlook is that the

possibility of routing an attraction
after the season hat opened will be
difficult with the houses by that
time having taken on a set policy
for the season.

CENTRAL TICKET IDEA

SEEMS QUITE LUKEWARM

Leblang Writes ?. JUL A., Ask-

ing for Action—Some Think

Scheme Is "Cold"

FREDERICK H. RUSSELL
Dramatic Editor, Burlington, Vt., "Daily News"

Variety has been blamed for many things, and lately added to all of
these, has been the charge that the paper is responsible for the creation
of a dramatic editor. At least, that is the charge lodged against
Variety by Frederick H. Russell, of the Burlington, Vt., "Daily News."

Russeil is one of the youngest dramatic editors in the country. He
was born in Burlington, May 5, 1901. Graduating from high school
there, after a post-graduate course in English, he started in newspaper
work and then quit. Later, after a year, he became Variety's corre-
spondent and again entered daily newspaper work, starting in the ctiy
department of Vermont's largest afternoon daily, becoming dramatic
editor i-i eight months' time. J fc blame* Vsr'etv for this in .he fol-
lowing language: "My connection with Variety was the main factor
in my getting the dramatic desk on the sheet."

(The nineteenth of the terfej of picture* and brief akctehc* of the
dramatic editors of the country.)

BOOK RISQUE—SCORE 0. K.

"La Touche" a current Paris mu-
sical piecj the American rights of

which hue been secured by Charles
Dillingham will hairs an entirely
new book before being pr ttftntsd

here. The preaeril book is c >n-

sldered t
r>o risque for Now York,

The rights to the piece were
tnken by the American manager on
the strength of the score.

GRACE GEORGE'S NEW PLAY
"All Alone Susie" IS the title of I

new play accepted by William A.

Brady in Which Ora < >:.• is to

be seen next season.
The piece Is by a n?w pliywri

Mr. Lea D. Freeman of N .-w Or-
leans, who wju» discovered by Laura
D. Wilck.
Heretofore Freeman has devoted

himself to writing for vaudeviljp

TRYING OUT "JUMBLIES"
Philadelphia, June 13.

'The Jumblies," a new comedy,
will be tried out by the Theatre
Ouild stock here next week. The
play Is by Edgar Scott and Horace
Howard Jayne, the latter being of
Harvard'* "47 Workshop." It is in-
spired by Edward Lear's book of
"Nonsen.se Rhymes," particularly
thewrtory of the three who went to
s<>T In a sieve,

The new play is described as be-
ing Barriesqus, ifirnest Lawferd
ha* been engaged for the le • 1

W. If. C'.illmore will dirce- the

I
» i

«

•

-

A meeting of the Producing Man-
agers* Association was called Tues-
day afternoon, having for Its spe-
cial object consideration of the
proposed central theatre ticket of-

fice. No quorum was present, and
the session was adjourned until

next week. At that time, it Is ex-
pected, a final decision will bo
reached whether to Install the cen-
tral office for the new season.
Opinion continues to grow among

P. M. A. members that the scheme
is "cold." It is conceded that un-
less all the theatres subscribe to*

the plan It will not bo tho effective
agency expected when the associa-
tion voted in favor of It
That the members who are con-

trollers of theatres cannot be com-
pelled to place their tickets in the
central office Is not generally
known. The association Is primarily
one for producing managers. Whlls
there are members who both pro-
duce and have houses, there are
others who control houses but
rarely produce. The vote In favor
of the central office binds the pro-
ducers, but not the theatre owners,
who have the say so on ticket dis-
tribution. That explains the pas-
sive attitude of those members who
have been reported not favoring the
central office idea, and despite the
hurrah of the proposal In favor last
winter, the "Joker** In the matter
supplies a sure "out" for any or
all theatres.

It is not definite that the central
office will not bo attempted, but It
is plain that any house not satisfied
with the plan can withdraw. Nor
is there any regulation la the P.
M. A by-laws dictating to members
how their houses are to be con-
ducted. Therefore house managers
will be able to place tickets on sals
In any manner they desire, which
would Include allotments to the
ticket agencies now In existence.
Last week Joe Leblanc, who pro-

posed the central ticket office as a
cure for theatre ticket evils, sent a
communication to each member of
the P. M. A. outlining his idea.
There are many points which are
vague and which Leblang suggests
be cleared in discussion between
members at meetings.
The Leblang plan Is in some par-

ticulars more detailed than pre-
viously. It Includes a charge sys-
tem for patrons and a card system,
but the charges proposed are not
set forth. Leblang, who is still
willing to establish the central of-
fice and stand ths loss himself,
urges the proposal be given prompt
consideration if it is to be attempted
by the beginning of the new season.

PENNINGTON IN "FOLLIES"

Opening with Brooke Johns—Return
to "Jack and Jill" in September

Ann Pennington and Brooke Johns
have been engaged to appear in the
current Ziegfeld "Follies" over the
summer, opening June 26 at the
New Amsterdam.
They are engaged to play with

Ziegfeld until September, when the
couple are to return to "Jack and
Jill," the show they recently came
Into New York with, but which has
closed for the season.
Miss Pennington and Johns were

offered summer vaudeville time at

$2,000 weekly through M. 8. Ben-
thara. The demanded $2,600. While
negotiations were on the Ziegfeld

offer came through.

uHITCHY K00" IN HEW YORK
The "Hitchy Koo 192$" company,

which closed last week In Chicago.

arrived in New York Tuesday, with

It understood the piece was to he

played in a local house for the Hum-
mer.
The management, negotiating;

with the Shuherts for the Shubert,
N> w York, have agreed to build up
the piece by adding new p<*oj>t<* bo-

fore opening on Broadway.

HOUSES CLOSING
Towora, C widen, N I. June f.

Warwick (Loew>, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

June 10.

COLORED "HOT CHOPS"
Newark, N. J., June 13.

The Strand will open next M >n-

(1 iy with "Hot Chops,'* a colored to.

view, produced by Nat Nazarro. The
engagement will be featured by a
midnight show Friday, a novelty
here.

-
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ALHAMBRA PLAYERS
"Why Men Leave Home"

"Why Mon Leave Home," at the
A)ham bra, Harbin, was a happy se-

lection for that particular neigh*
borhood theatre, as was evidenced
by the enthusiastic and crowded
house.
The story holds an appeal for tr.r

family man and woman through Its

expose of the real reason mon .stray

from the heart rug. A lot of eom-
mon sense is emitted throughout
I'm- course of the play, and many
a female conscience must have h;al

goose-flesh nil over it as some of

the lines struck home
Avery Hopwood has given a Rood

reason why wives lose their hus-
bands. His reason, summed up, is

"colossal selfishness."
Fifl, tho self-condoling wife, Is

frightfully abused and Indignant
because she suspects her husband
has been flirting* during her absence
months in Europe. Also several of
her girl friends, given too long va-
cations, suspect their better halves.
They all decide to divorce th?h
men. When they tind the hubbies
are agreeable they decide to win
them back. This they find is not
so easy when it is too lite.

Tom, the husband, wjs played by
Robert Beatly. Fifl, the wife, Was
nicely handled by Paula Shnv, fa-
mous for having a racehorse nam n

>l

after her by Frank Keenly. (He
also named a horse after Par Casey.
This might portend that Mr.
Kecney's racing colors arc emerald
green.) The other parts were filled
by Harvey Haves, Louis Ancker,
Harry Lyons, Edwin Redding, Lor-
raine Bernard, Florence Chapman
Rene Brennan, Milly Freeman, Lil-
lian Garrlck and Adean Carol.
Saturday the house played to

about $1,000. and last week "The
Demi-Virgin", got nearly $0,000.
There are three more plays booked
for three more weeks, and after that
the rolicy of the Keith house is

prob ematical for the summer.
The Jessie Bonstelle Stock, around

the corner at the H. O. H., last week
played to $2,400. It closes this or
next week.
The orchestra at the Alhambra

has a great combination of instru-
ments. There are only six men, but
they sound as tig as 12. It is hard
to realiz3 a ccrnet, trombone, piano,
violin, saxaphone and drum can
sound ro good. Their selection of
music was very fitting.

MAJESTIC, BROOKLYN
"THE FIREFLY"

Nina Eliz Gerplcy
(JeraWlne Van Dale lone Wllber
Mrs. Van Dare... Lottie Krndall
Sybil Van Dare Dei nice Hasten
f uzette Marjorle Horner
Jack Travers Warren Proctor
Mr. Thurston H».-nry W'hlto
H««rr Franz Matthew llanley
Jenkins William rowers
1'ietro Billy Lynn
Antonio Columbia Gladys Struthcrs
Correlli Cllve McCormaek

The Shuberts played musical
stock at tho Majestic, Brooklyn, for
three weeks with the company
known as the Manhattan Musical
Comedy Co., under the management
of Lawrence J. Anhalt. The Shu-
bert name was never identified with
tho venture and would not have
been known had not a man around
the house last week informed a Va-
riety representative of the fact.
When this man was questioned re-
garding Anhalt's connection with
the organization ho stated Anhalt
meant nothing; that it was a Shu-
bert company. -

The Majestic is controlled by Stair
& Havlln, and during the regular
season plays attractions with Keith
vaudeville on Sundays. Apparently
with the decision to install musical
stock it was deemed advisable not
to link tho Shubert name with it,

especially as the Majestic is within
a stone's throw of tho Crescent, the
former Shubert vaudeville .unit

stand, which the Shuberts were for-
tunate enough to unload to a dra-
matic stock manager when their
vaudeville folded up. It is a cer-
tainty the management of the Ma-
jestic did not wish to have its house
associated with Shubert $1 musical
.-hows, as some of the vaudeville
units were billed. This undoubt-
edly was responsible f<r the Man-
hattan Musical Comedy Co. title
and tho Anhalt name. After an-
nouncing a list of several pieces
the stock played three week.-, clos-
ing Saturday.
The company organised for th<

Brooklyn house proved a satisfac-
tory sinking unit. The players were
recruited largely from road shows,
with the chorus made up of entrn s
from the same field. With no fea-
tured members the stock proved
fntrlv well balanced,

was assigned the tenor role, which
he handled vocally in a satisfactory
manner. A stoginess to his work
was noticeable. Bernico Batdon
proved a well-voiced Ingenue, with
Marjtmie Bonner given several op-
portunlti.es voeajly and in the danc-
ing end, which she' carried off with
apparent ease. William Powers
handled the leading comedy role.

gaining a certain percentage of
laughs with no strong comedy
weapons in his possession. Henry
Whlti was stilted throughout the
entire performance.
Tho production was staged by

William H. Linn and Lew Morton.
The stagers had their people nicely
drilled, with a chorus of 20 girls
and eight men working well. There
was nothing slipshod in the way
the chorus worked. The produc-
tion end, Including three sets, hit
a fair average, all of the sets hav-
ing seen Ferviee, which was also
true of the costuming.
The closing of this company after

three weeks and another Shubert
musical stock in Newark makes it

quite apparent musical stocks are
not In demand around New York.
The metropolitan district is sup-
plied with too great a number of
musical attractions of all grades
during the regular, season to create
a following for a stock company in
the late spring or summer. Dra-
matic stock appears to have pres-
tige locally, especially in residen-
tial neighborhoods. Many of the
companies operating around New
York are comprised of regular stock
players, with no stars such as are
engaged for the larger out-of-town
organisations.
The bad break experienced by

mixed weather may have been also
a bipr faetor In terminating the run
of the Majestic company. Hart.

rcce at Belmont or Aqueduct. The
rest of the McLaughlin press mat-
ter reads:
"Already this season McLaughlin

has had Francino Larrimore for

two weeks; Gertrude Vanderbllt,

two weeks Jn "The Gold Diggers;"
Gregory Kelly and Ruth Gordon are
playing a second week In "Tbo 1st

Year" with "Seventeen" to follow.

Underlined In McLaughlin's date

book are Grace George, Florence
Reed, Laurette Taylor, Otis Skinner,

Eddie Dowling and Ray Dooley
In Dowling's now muslc-comody,
•Whistling Tim," Holbrook Blinn,

Una Abarbanell and James Rennie,
in Carle Carlton's new production,
"The Javanese Doll," words and
music by Clare Kummer. Biilie

Burke is planning a Tnrkington
fortnight with "Rose Briar" and
"Intimate Strangers."

The Royal Players, with Norval
Keedwell operating and leading
man, with Marian Sears leading
woman, are at tho Royal Alexan-
dria, Toronto. Edward H. Bobbins,
now with Cohan's "So This Is Lon-
don," in London, played summer
stock at the Alexandria for eight

years. The present leads we.e with
the Robbins companies. Others in

the current group are Zola Talma.
Eunice Hunt, Alma Powell, Ed H.
Wever, George Lefllngwell, Earl
House, Audrey Beattie, Charles
Halton. Its business manager is A.
H. Canby, with Fred H. Hargreave
stage manager. Everett Butterfleld
is staging the productions, "Nice
reople" having opened last week.

In "The Firefly," a three-act mu-
sical comedy by Otto Harbach. with
music by Rudolph Friml, originally
us» d as a starring vehicle for Tn n-
tinl, the company gave an average
i>» rformanee for an organization of
ifS kind. Eliz Gergley handled the
Trentinl role. Along the same lines
as the originator, this little miss-
displayed a voice of considerable

ore and sufficient charm to hold
up the production. Warren Proctor I

VAUGHAN GLAZER PLAYERS
("The Purple Mask")

Detroit, June 13.-

Frank Morgan, who has played
here in previous seasons in stock,
stepped into the cast of the Vaughan
Glazer Players at Orchestra hall
Monday night (opening the second
week) and received an ovation that
proved his popularity.
"The Purple Mask" is the current

piece of the Glazer stock at Orches-
tra hall. Morgan, in the leading
role, gave a delightful performance.
In support are Frederick Kerby,
Claribel Fontaine, Celia Benjamin,
Charles Compton, Lawrence Brooke,
Will Lloyd, Ralph Barton, Edith
Harcourt, George Smiley, J. Richard
Gamble, Corinne Farrell, Wesley
Johnston, Bryan McDonald and J.
Lawrence. They do all that is asked
of them. The production is staged
on a very elaborate and ambitious
scale.

Despite the opening performance,
the curtain rang up on time, there
seemed to be no misses, and the
waits were very brief.

The municipal open air theatre
season is on. opening last week In

"Turn to the Right," at the Brook-
side Park Theatre, Indianapolis, the
company, under Director G. Carlton
Guy, presented the same bill at the
Garfield park theatre this week.
Personally sponsored by Mayor
Samuel Lewis Shank last year, the
municipal theatres, a national in-

novation, since professional players
are used, have become immensely
popular, playing to from 10,000 to
14.000 persons a week. Admission Is

free. Among principals in the com-
pany aro Jean Selkirk, Elsie Fowler
(Mrs. Guy), Mr. Guy, Bert S. Mer-
ling and Leonard Lord.

Mrs. Leslie Carter's engagement
at the Fulton, Oakland, Ca., has not
proved a fruitful one either in an
artistic or financial way. The star
did not meet with popular acclaim
and business was only average dur-
ing her engagement. She opened to

a light house on her first week in

"The Circle" following Robert War-
wick, who had been a "wow." Busi-
ness fell off during the second week
of "The Second Mrs. Tanq'ueray."
"Madame X" followed with "Zaza"
as a closing vehicle. Helen Mac-

MISS RENEE ROBERT
l I". K« ith's Palace, New York, This Week (Juiu 11)

Management: MISS ROSALIE STEWART
Thirty-third week of Keith and Orpheum Circuits

The McLaughlin stick, Cleveland,
sent out press stuff this week stat-
ing it was prepared to pay Ai Jolson
$5,000 to appear for a week with
the company at the Ohio theatre,
playing in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." It's

likely the JolSOn-Orifllth f-tory sug-

f< ^ted the idea. The McLaughlin
people may not know that Al can
win more than that on any one

K< liar goes to the Fultoa In Oak-
land for a starring engagement op-
ening in "The Storm" June 17.

Plttsfield, Mass. June 6.

Harry Bund, formerly connected
with the Toli theak^ in Springfield
ban taken over tho financial
responsibility of the Union Square
Players, following the sudden with-

drawal as back of H. T. Tudor of

Stamford, Vt.

Bond also assumes the leading

male role. The players have been
minus salaries for the past two
weeks, but It is reported that busi-

ness has picked up considerably in

the past week. A commonwealth
plan Is being conducted by the mem-
bers of the troup.

The Orpheum Musical Stock, at

the Orpheum. Oklahoma City, Is

billed "Direct from Broadway, New
York" The 25 players are under
the management of Buckley & Sul-

livan with Max Ford and Madeline
Randolph in the leads. Others are
Jane Hazelton, George Stanley, Leo
Bumont, Jack West, Martin Gib-
bons, Kay Norman, William Pollard.

The company opened June 3 for an
indefinite run, playing twice dally

with a weekly change of bill.

Stock under the management of

George Garry McGarry opened Mon-
day at the Majestic, Buffalo, with
"Nice People" as the opening bill.

The company includes Don Bur-
roughs, Rose Ludwig, Pat Barrett,

Flora Gade, Hamilton Christy,

Hugh Dillman, Ralph Sprague and
Jessica Paige. Eric Seton Sn.owden
is directing. The prices are scaled
from 25 to $1 top at night, wtih
three matinees a week at 25 and 50.

3 B'KLYN STOCKS END;

TOWN WITHOUT STOCK

Two Companies MarJe Money
—Will Reopen m

Fall•• •

Beginning June 18 Hodges Mu-
sical Stock will play the Academy,
Norfolk and Lyric, Richmond.
Opening at Norfolk tho first half of

June 18 week, the stock will jump
to Richmond, remaining a week;
then back to Norfolk for another
half week. Keith vaudeville will

continue at both houses all summer,
the stock policy being for two
weeks in addition to the regular
Keith Southern vaudeville bills.

The Baldwin Players will open at

the Duval, Jacksonville, Fla., June
18, with "Nice People." The per-
sonnel is Wilmer Walter and Eveta
Nudson, leads; Mabel Hastings, in-

genue; Adrian Morgan, Juvenile;

Mabel Page, characters; J. Harri-
son Taylor, characters; Charles
Ritchie, stage manager; Louise
Allan Poe, Walter Weeks, J. Arnold
Daly, general business; J. Francis
Kirk, director.

Miss Humbert, of the Packard
Agency, has taken a vacation trip

to California during which she will

visit mai.y sections where a reliable

line may be drawn on western pros-
pects in the stock and picture fields

for the future guidance of the home
office, Austina Mason, assisting

casting director, is in charge of Miss
Humbert's duties during the latter's

absence.

The Harold Hevia stock at the
Orpheum, Montreal, will be trans-
ferred to a Toronto theatre June 25,

at which time Hevia will place a
company of "Abie's Irish Rose" at

the Orpheum for a run. Hevia, it Is

understood, Is negotiating to lease
the Uptown, Toronto, owned by
Loew's, which formerly played stock
under the management of Vaughn
Glaser.

Thomas Wilkes will produce at
his Majestic, Los Angeles, this sum-
mer a new play by Charlton An-
drews, "The Hut." Andrews co-
authored "Ladies' Night" a »d was
the adaptor of "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife." The Wilkes' west coast pro-
duction will be a preliminary to a
Broadway try in the fall.

George Amesbury, former juve-
nile at the Union Square, Plttsfield,
Mass., has started an action against
the theatre management for the loss
of his clothes, stolen from his dress-
ing room. Some of the other mem-
bers of the company lost personal
belongings, with Amesbury the
heaviest loer.

The Duval, Jacksonville, Fla.,
starts stock June 18 under the man-
agement of Walter S. Baldwin.
Wilmer Waters and Aveta Nudson
will play the leads, with J. Francis
Kirk, director. Adrian Morgan will
be a member.

The Al LulthiKcr st. < k opi ns June
25 at the Jefferson, Portland, Me.,
with Vic Browns and Ann King |<

the leads. Other members are Edith
Potter, Edna Earl Andrews and
John Kowe.

Tho Lawrence Trumbull Players
will open their fifth summer season
In Maine June 25 In Farmingham,
Mass. The company ^w ill play a

Three Brooklyn stock companies,

close Saturday when the organ iza-<

tlons at the Alhambra, Fifth Ave.*

and Shubert-Crescent end, leaving

Brooklyn without a stock. The mu-
sical stock at the Majestic closed

last Saturday.

The companies at the Alhambra
and Fifth Ave. have been playing

ad seasOi with both houses return-:

Ing to the same policy in the fall,

the former being under Locw man-
agement and the Fifth Ave., a
Blaney house. The Crescent has
been playing stock lior the past
three months or since the collapse

of Shubert vaudeville.

The company there was originally

placed by Henry Duffy and later

taken over by Howard Rumsey. It

Is reported as having been an un-
successful venture.
Both of the other companies

turned in a satisfactory profl: for

the season.

circuit of one-night stands. Her-
bert Treitcl will do the directing.

The Cameron-Matthews English
Players left the Princess, Toronto,
Saturday for Montreal for two
weeks, while the Vaughan Glaser
stock at Loew's Uptown, Toronto,
has gone to Detroit.

Helen Robinson, stock leading
woman and wife of Ed Vickery,
director, has entered the agency
business with Frank Martins, a for-

mer actor.
.

The Blaney Players, at the Fifth
Ave., Brooklyn, close Saturday. Tho
house is to resume with stock In the
fall under the same management.

Bobble Bridge Joined the Stuart
Walker Tlayers in Indianapolis last

week In "An Ideal Husband."

The company at the Lyceum,
Binghamton, N. Y., closed last week.

The Pauline MacLean Players
opened at the Colonial, Akron, Ohio,

June 4, with "The Gold Diggers."

The Jessie Bonstelle stock at the

Harlem O H. will close June 23.

LEGAL MATTERS
"Elsie" was sponsored at the

Vanderbilt by John Jay Scholl last

April, but Edgar J. MacGregor and
William Moore Patch were pre-
viously interested in the piece, ac-
cording to a $7,393.52 judgment en-
tered by MacGregor against Patch.
MacGregor had the rights to tho
piece, but in consideration for Patch
promoting and financing the pro-
duction to the extent of $25,000
Patch was to get 65 per cent, of the
profits and MacGregor would be
satisfied with 35 per cent. This
was exclusive of the $6,919.52 ex-
pended by MacGregor In a prelim-
inary production which Patch
agreed to reimburse MacGregor for.
The latter never received payment
thereof and successfully sued to re-
cover.

George F. Kerr, former newspaper
man on tho New York "Sunday
Ameriean" and currently treasurer
of the Vitamon Corp., has been ex-
amined before trial In a $100,000
damage suit by DeSacIa Saville
Mooers, actress and authoress, who
claims violation of the Civil Rights
law through tho unauthorized use
of her name and picture In connec-
tion with published testimonials of
the patent yeast medicine marketed
by the. defendant. Kerr's examina-
tion disclosed several points which
Jay Leo Rothschild, Mrs. Mooer's
attorney, will introduce at the trial.

Alexander Gaden and Charles
H.inna, in a suit for $10,000 com-
mission filed in the New York Su-
preme Court, allege that Selwyn &
Co., the defendants, sold the screen
rights to Channing Pollock's play,
"The Fool" to the Fox Film Corp.
They allege Rdgar Selwyn agreed
to reimburse them with 10 per cent,
of the sale price and that they got
the Fox people Interested. While
they did not have anything to" do
With the actual dosing of the con-
tract, the plaintiffs believe -the sale
price was $100,000 and claim the
commission for having introduced
the proper party to tho Selwyns.
Tho latter deny having employed
Gaden and llanna, and asked for a
bill ot' particular! to enlighten them
as to the cause for action.
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INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT

Equity officials Tuesday gave a statement to the press to the effect

the organization would discontinue action against the. rehearsals of

"Vanities of 1923," but Wednesday the pickets were still picking. The
statement continued that drastic action would be taken about the sched-

uled opening date, inferring that the stage hands and musicians would
ce drawn into the argument in an attempt to prevent the opening.

As Carroll la an independent producer, and the entire company is

frankly non- Equity (since all. including former members of Equity refuse

to obey the Equity officials' orders to quit, and deay any right of that

organization to compel them to retain membership), it is difficult to

understand how Equity can figure It has the right to interfere with the

production, or the wisdom of its officials in pursuing this course.
Frequently in the press and also verbally Equity has stated that while

the organization will no' allow its members to worl in independent com-
panies in which non -Equity actors are engaged, it will not interfere with
any independent producer who wishes to put out a show with an all non-
Equity cast, in fact it has sarcastically invited independents to do so,

"i* they thought it could be done," chuckled heartily when such ven-
tures have flopped, as in the instance of a non-Equity stock at White
Plains.

In view of this. Earl Carroll has written Gillmore, Emerson and
the council asking them whether those statements are Just another
opp irtiinl tic bluff or do they really mean what they fay. In the latter

Can he takes exception to their current interference with his plans,

ahich include fie putting on Broadway of a mus'cal revue with 100 per

cent, non -Equity cast,

A New York modiste with a large theatrical trade and who gave liberal

line of credits U reported on the verge of enforced liquidation. The firm's

charge account are said to gross a tremendous sum, vith an idea ob-

tainable through one account, a woman star of the stuxo and screen

owing tS'J.COO for gowns without anything having been paid.

The S'elvvyn-i state there i< no indecision regarding "The Fool" for

next season, either in bookings or casts. All of the players in the New
Tori: company have been given run of the piay contracts for next

season that also apply ng to he Boston company and a number of other

players selected.

The reason why some players selected have not received contracts to

date it because of two months' regulation in the standard contracts. The
stipulation is that if a contract is dated more than two months prior to

the c-pening of a show, two weeks' salary mast be paid in the event the

player is net used. The shows will all open Sep'ember 2 and all the re-

mainder of contracts will vbe issued July 2. exactly two months before

premiere. During the first 10 da>s of rehearsals either player or man-
ager can give notice without liability, which is regulation prnceedure. It

Is assumed by the Selwyns that some of the players selected will not fit

the roles for which they are cast, and it may be that some players will

be dissatisfied with their parts

Six companies of "The Fool" have been routed. There may be a seventh

company, dependent on the run of the Chicago company. If the latter

connects for a run, another company will be cast and sent to the coast.

Joseph Francis Moran was married to Adeline Munn at New Brunswick.

N. J., late in April, but few along Broadway knew of the wedding. The
groom built the Belmont and Vanderbllt theatres and was interested in

"Irene," but has about discontinued his theatrical interests. Moran Is

reputed tc be wealthy. He controls a ship yard in Brooklyn and operates

the Jersey City baseball team as a hobby.

Beverly Sitgreaves protests the use of her name concerning the diffi-

culties between Clarke SUvernail and Maurice Aubret, a young French-

man who was brought here by SUvernail, but who suddenly sailed home.

Miss Sitsreaves states the first time she saw Aubret was several weeks

ago on the stage of the Selwyn, where he was assisting SUvernail with

the proposed American company designed to play in Paris this summer.

Fiorenz Ziegfeld, Jr., this week called off the presentation of the sec-

ond edition of the "Follies, 1922," scheduled for next Monday and post-

poned the opening until the following Monday. That White's "Scan-

dals" and "Helen of Troy, N. Y.." both open Monday may have been

the reason for the postponement, although it was stated in the Ziegfeld

offices the "boss didn't want to conflict with White's opening in any way
whatever."

Incidentally, those connected with the management of the White show
were open in their accusations this week against the Shuberts. Leon
Friedman stated on Tuesday that the reason for the Shuberts rushing In

their production of "The Passing Show" was because they had lifted

scenes from White's show and wanted to "beat him to Broadway with

the novelties."

Friedman further stated that he was certain that they had lifted White's

••Romeo and Juliet" burlesque and that they had copies of certain gown
novelties which White had imported and which they had lifted from
drawings.

The membership of the picture branch of Equity, discontinued about
one year ago and its members transferred to the dramatic branch al-

though no attempt was made to grant any benefits from a picture stand-

point, is reported as having shrunk greatly during the year. The
picture people to a large extent have passed up the Equity dues notices,

the rank and file of the picture acting branch failing to see any benefit

In their connection wltr the organization.

Equity has been making valiant attempts to secure the dues of the

picture players. Although dues have lapsed, every attempt has been
made to keep the people on the organization's active list. Some of the

higher salaried players have continued in the organization, while others

have passed it up to a marked degree.

Equity activity has caused considerable feeling in the cast of "Rain,"
in which Jeanne Eagels is starring at the Maxine Elliott, New York. Miss
Eagels is not a member of the organization, with several attempts made
during the run of th"» piece to have her join. The Equity deputy assigned
to line up all members of "Rain" first tried to secure its star. The
attempt was futile and his efforts to secure some of the supporting
players to join is said to have proved equally unsuccessful. The
Equity membership campaign has been going on ever since the piece

opened early hist fall, with the progress made by the deputies reported
very discouraging.

A suspicion is lurking around in some quarters that Al Jolson either

has agreed to a renewa'. of his contract with the Shuberts or has signed

a renewal. The suspicion got strength through Jolson agreeing with
Griffith to do a picture. The present Jolson-Shubert contract expires in

1924. It provides that Jolson shall not engage in picture work without
the consent of thj Shuberts. As the Shuberts likely consented that

Joisun do tlieCi rinUn film It 1? Jlis t as Itkel tii if at the same time th*y

asked AI RhoU' thai new contract. "Catching Jolson In a good mood,
It's also likely that Was settled right there and then, not forgetting the

Iioiu Kosce.

A big shake-up In the personnel of the trea era' staffs of the raaj »ri >

of the Chicago loop theatres Is on tap for the new season. Several rea-

sons win cause the iwltches, primarily the knowledge that some of the

reteran treasurer; are altogether ton close to the Coutboui system for the

advantages of the theatres' SUCC< H In maintaining independence at the

^ox ofiii e window. .

LEGIT ITEMS

E. J. Carpenter has a new version
of the McManus cartoon comedy
"Bringing Up Father," which he has
traveled across country with for the
past eight years, which is entitled

"Bringing Up Father on Broadway."
The new version has a 40 weeks'
route to the Pacific coast booked,
opening in Chicago, Sept. •. Walter
Vernon will play Jiggs, his eighth
season in the part, as is the case
and Jake Clifford, who *Iays Dinty.

Irene Bordoni, who returned from
Paris last Saturday, brought with
her the script of a new piece by
Avery Hopwood, in which she will

be starred by the Frohman office,

under the direction of Gilbert Miller.

The play Is called "Little Miss Blue-
bird," and is due for rehearsals late

next month, with the premiere set

for Labor Day. Hopwood is still

abroad.

Four companies of "Abie's Irish

Rose" wii be playing by the middle
of July. At present there are three
companies of the Anne Nichols
show, the original show continuing
at the Republic, New York, one
company playing a .-eoord engage-
ment in Pittsburgh, and the third
now repeating in Washington. The
latter show with Lew Welch in the
lead will open at the Orpheum.
Montreal, June 25. A new cast is

being lor'-.pleted for a company to

he sent to the middle west.

"The First Thrill" by Beulah
Poynter given a trial out of town
this spring, under the management
of George Leffler and withdrawn
after a few weeks, will be given an-
other chance by him in the fall.

Frank Mandell has been called in to
doctor the piece.

Eddie Dunn sailed for London
with George M. Cohan Saturday. He
was not "pencilled in" for the trip,

but on a hunch had packed a trunk.
Friday Cohan told Eddie he'd bet-
ter hop on the boat with him. Cohan
went across to lamp the final re-
hearsals of the London "Little Nel-
lie Kelly." which opens at th Ox-
ford June 28.

Carle Carlton has secured the
rights to a play by Rudolph Kora-
mer, known in Germany as the pro-
duction expert for Max Reinhardt.
The piece is a comedy, said to be
daring in treatment. Three adapta-
tions are reported being made. The
play is called, "The Javanese Am-
azon," but a new title wil! be chosen.

Dick Kirschbaum, formerly dra-
matic editor and cartoonist of the
Newark "Star-Eagle," has taken to

publicity promoting and is at pres-
ent doing stunts as press represen-
tative for Max Marcin's "Give and
Take," the George Sidney-Louis
Mann attraction now at the Central.

A. P. Kaye, who recently closed
with Lionel At will in "The Come-
dian,' 'at the Lyceum, New York,
sailed last week for England, ac-
companied by his wife, Mary Scott
Seaton, of "Secrets." He will return
in August to stage the new Belasco
production for Mrs. Fiske,

The Swor Brothers will not pro-
duce a minstrel show under their
own management next season, as
planned. Bert Swor has signed as
featured comedian with the Nell
O'Brien Minstrels.

Leo Singer, owner of Singer's
Midgets, has purchased the produc-
tion rights of the current "Music
Bex" show for Austria and will stage
it in Vienna next season.

Will Morrissey's new revue. "New-
comers of 1928," with lyrics and
music by Alex Gerber and Charlie
Rosoff, started rehearsals June 11 at

the Morosco.

Jennie Eustace will Join "The
Pool" cast next week at the Times
Square, replacing Maude Truex. who
will take a vacation.

Billy Hexter, last season resident
of the Gayety, Pittsburgh, has been
appointed road manager lor "Bubble
Hubble" for next season.

Harry Howard and Frank Cos-
prn ve will send out a cartoon show
nt: season.

•Through the Male" a play by
' rome Iteilly will be produce by
Ralph Kemmet wnose initial pro-
duction attempt "Papa J >t" closed

at the Bronx opera house Saturday.
The ,iew piece is a comedy on the

mail order business.

BED-SIDE CHATS
By NELLIE REVELL

The "Times Square Blues" seems to be the one tune that has been
overlooked by the lilting lyric writers of Tin Pan Alley. Perhaps lc is

because they lacked th* inspiration. If anyone feels the urge to compose
»uch a song. I will submit the formula. First you must have been in, of
and with Times square for many happy years. Then it is necessary to lie

in a hospital four years, most of that time motionless in one room. You
must be almoa* within sound of Broadway and 42nc street, yet unable to
see that famous corner. As a means of leading to your climax you must be
given one fleeting glimpse of your erstwhile happy hunting grounds with
all its lights on and know that every light there represents a friend and
a handshake. But the big moment comes when it is all suddenly snatched
from you, and you are put back to bed for a sentence of how long no one
knows.

It started with the visit of a dear friend—I know he is that for I have
borrowed money from him. Another came in to say good-bye before sail-

ing to spend the summer in Europe. We fell to talking of how it af-
fected me to bid farewell to my friends and see them go away for va-
cations and outing-trips, leaving me in the hospital with a hole in my
•ife as big as the excavation for the Woolworth Building. One of my
callers remarke 1 that it was a wonder 1 didn't lose my mind, and I re-
plied that perhaps I had, and that was what was the matter with me.
But the other man was inclined to be serious and observed that I had

become "just resigned." After they had gone I fell to thinking and won-
dering whethe- in reality and unknowingly I had become resigned. Some,
how. from the first moment of my illness, I had dreaded being resigned
to my fate, for to me that signified the passing of ambition and the block-
ade of progress. I liked to believe that my patience was influenced by
resistance rather than resignation.

All that evening I fretted about it. It grew late but still I was unable
to sleep, and my night nurse, seeing my nervous condition, thought that
ic might help if I were to get up. For several days I had been confined
to my bed on account of the tantrums of my temperamental heart, but I

chanced taking a stroll up the hall. At the end of the corridor is the
operating room which faces on 12th street and Seventh avenue, and see-
ing the door open, I halt-hobblec and half-crawled to the corner window.
Up the long lane of lights of Seventh avenue my 9yt» traveled until

they rested upon the glory that is Times square, that most-missed, most-
maligned bit of ground ir the world. It was my first glimpse of It in four
long years; it amused me to think of all the letters I had gotten from
tne road from people who said they were lonesome for the Rlalto, though
they had been away from it but a few months. Gazing northward I

could nlrnost see all those dear friends of mine there, and imagined that
all I had to do was reach down and shake hands with them. I fancied 1
could see the audiences filing out of the theatres, the tangle of pedestrians
and taxicabs and private motors, all the noise, excitement and life that
had once mean* so much tc me.

It was all so close and yet so far that I felt like a starving man, tied
to a tree, with a delicious banquet spread just out of his reach. It was
an indescribable feeling and one I hope never to experience again, and I

suffered. more on this visit to the operating room than on any previous
one. Trie end came when I burst out crying and was remanded to bad
with a complete set of hysterics, the first time in a fairly long and event-
ful life that I have ever had them. But 1 had my reward, for it con-
vinced me of on j thing; as long as I can have the "Times Square Blues,"
I am not resigned.

The producei of the moving picture "Backbone'' has offered to bring it

down to the hospital to tei me took it over, on the theory, I suppose, that
I m an expert on hackbut e by this time. And that if there was anything
wrong with it I couK' have my doctor nx It up. I'm sorry my eyes won't
permit me to see it because I understand this "Backbone" has a happy
finish and I'd like to fin l out how it is done.

The summer front-porch season is officially opened, judging by the
number of "wish you were here" invitations I have been receiving lately.

Strangely enough, though 1 have gotten, by actual count 82 bids to elt

on front porches and enjoy the view, I have had only one which said any-
thing about going into the house. If my friends expect me to make this

porch proposition a 24-hour-a-day affair, they had better arrange to build
a combination veranada and sleeping porch. Early in life I contracted
the time wasting habi of sleeping at night, and I fear it is too lat* to

break myself of it.

Front porches are al' right in their way, but they have disadvantages.
People might think, ai Jack Pulaski suggested, that my friends were
training me to be a poich-climber. He is wrong there without doubt, for

I am sure it is just on' way my well-wishers have of letting me In oa
the ground floor.

There are big moments in the life of every mother, the high points la

the maternal landscape. Many of them are common to each mother—the
time when she feels he* first-born In her arms, the afternoon that father
brings him back from a walk with the long, golden curls shorn, to the
mother's horror and d'smay; when" she sees him start for school for his

first day; his graduation; his first job. There isn't a mother who hasn't
now or some d-\v will have these memories.
But only she whor i cub has harbored O. Henry ambitions from child-

hood on. can : j predate the feelings of a .mother when her daughter has
sold her first magazine story. The news came in a letter from the author.
It was headed "Up In the Clouds," but the daughter was no more so than
the mother, and she can't be nearly as proud of herself as the maternal
parent is for hvt. The letter said that the check was going tc be reserved

to pay for a visit to that mother who has been sick for a long time, snd
hasn't seen her cub in aver two years. If the story gives half as much
pleasure to the readers of the August issue of the "Woman's Home Com-
panion" as It has already given to that mother, who as you may have
guessed, is the writer o» this column, what success It will be! For up to
now It is the blgjett story in my career.

During tke month of flowers that are brought by April showers I was
cheered by visits from Clifton Webb. Mabel Webb, Jeanne Eagels. Claude
Humphreys, Bil'y Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Sol Bloom, Leo Kober, Irwin 8.
Cobb, Syble Vane, Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Cort, Frank Keeney, Mr. and
Mrs. Cornelius Fellowcs. Mrs. Max Winslow. Blanche Ring, Mrs. Logan,
Capt. John Bradshaw (of the Belgenland), his wife and their son, Leslie
Bradshaw. Mrs Lorrair McAnney. Mrs. Lucretia McAnney. Mrs. Sylvia
Hahlo- Whitman, Jac'- Pulaski, Baroness de Tleronoff. Irving Southard,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gorman. Agnes Corman, William Grady and his

son, William, T
r., Fay King, Mrs. Jerry Cohan, Burnj O'Sullivan. May

Kam3ey. Walter K. Mil. Daniel Burns, Willard Coxey, James J. Brady,
Charles McDona'd, Belle Gold, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Butterfleld. and Miss
Atldre) Matthew White, Jr., Mrs. Alf Wilton, Mrs. W. H. Donaldson,
Laura Bennett Jenic Jacobs, Helen Trix. Charlotte Osgood, Mrs. Rex
Beach Mr, aul Mrs William Orossman, Mrs. Charles Osgood. Harry
3rant, Mr- Hahlc, Ruth Dayton, Florence Nash. Harry Weber, Herman
Weber. Edgar Allen Wooit Edward Darling, Leslie Morosco. Charles Col-
Ins. Harry Moore, Ab Levey, Mrs. Clarence facobson, Mr. and Mrs. J.

('. Jones, gam Harris B. F. Albee, Isabella D. Armond. Elmer Woods,
\!r.v Jolr Canity, H in \

']'Spier, Otga Petrova. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Campbell Pai e Hurst, John Poltock, I i irgt M. Cohan and David Rob-
lllSOM ••
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SEVEN LOOP HOUSES NOW OPEN,

FOUR THEATRES CLOSED SATURDAY

Weather Break May Give Business to Shows Remain-

ing in Chicago—Garrick Dark, but Reopening

Looked For—Two Shubert Musicals in Town

hicaao June 13. I booked in as "fillers." At the HurriH

# «ff' th« loon's "Captain Applejack." which strange -

Not much was left or the loop s »

CI

legit calendar when four more the-

atres closed Saturday. Out of tho

town's 18 legit houses, seven remain

OJ
Only the willingness of the Cort

management to take ••Rolling

Home." ousted from the "arris after

failing to do better than a 14.000

gross, kept this house from going

dark, and making happy those who
take pride in realizing no hitherto

state of conditions ever compelled

the Cort to lock its doors. "The

Voice's" gross of $2,&00, if that,

made this plays exit one of the

speediest ever checked at the Cort.

juBt how long the owners of "Roll-

ing Home" intend to stand the los-

ing gaff depends the distance of the

next hour when tho Cort will have

Its long standing reputation of al-

ways keeping open again seriously

approached.
The weather man played a lot of

tag with the theatre owners. What
foundation some of the theatres had
with which to face probable en-

couraging summer hopes, after the

wallops of the regular season, was
melted beyond recognition with the

blistering the record heat for June 1

gave it. Tuesday night tho show
owners decided to give up the sum-
mer batUe and for a time It looked
as if the end of tho week would find

only four theatres deciding to keep
open. When the nntie. s went up
Wednesday, the weather man
pressed one of his numerous erratic,

buttons, only to have the populace
shivering Wednesday night.

Cooler weather prevailed the bal-
ance of the week, but four of the
houses decided to stick with the
plans made when the temperature
was high. It was one of the hest
chango presto stunts ever offered by
the weather man.

Garrick. Cohan's Grand, Selwyn
and the Harris- were the four houses
which closed Saturday. At the Gar-
rick both the company and the house
matched the "tag piny" of the
weather man until fatigue overcame
both. The announcement of the
closing was retracted several limes
during the week, finally being
reached Thursday, although all con-
tracts were protected for the sudd«-n
closing via the week-to-week under-
standing. "HJtehy-Koo" started off
at a surprisingly fast clip, but ail-
ments were recorded shortly after
the premiere week, and what chance
the piece had was massacred with
the arrival of "Tin- Dancing GhT' at
the Colonial.
rending an important move, tho

Shuberts are keeping dark (he Gar-
rick this week. The Garrick Is a
prize house for the summer for the
Shuberts, so it's hardly probable
that they will keep this Randolph
street theatre unoccupied. Some
imagined that "Blossom Time" would
be hurriedly moved ho to the Car-
rick from the Great Northern, and
there in ptin a possibility of the
execution, hut the popularity of 'The
Dancing Girl" has caught the Shu-
bert ofllec unaware, and there is
reason to anticipate an unthought
of booking arrangemeni before an-
other week in order for the Garrick
to again turn on it* lights.

Typical George M. Cohan speed
brought about the closing of "Two
Fellows and a Girl" at Cohan's
Grand. The decision came Tuesday
"little Nellie Kelly" is the next
logical attraction for Cohan's Grand
in the fall, but sonv thing has been
heard to the effect that Ccorge m.
will prefer to play his big musical
hit at tho Colonial, contending to
hold an atmosphere of light comedy
plays for Cohan's Grand. 'Two
Fellows and a Girl** owns every re-
spect to he labelled an all-Beaton
run for Broadway.

It was al.so Tin sday v m n the d. -

cision was reached to » !..se "Ught
Wines and Beer" at the Selwyn
Uncertainty marked how long
"Light Wines nnd Fleer" would
"carry on" in Chicago because of the
refusal of Joseph Cawthorne to play
longer than June n;. jf was thought
for a while that the Woods office
would send our another actor to till

Cawthorne's role, hut when the trade
slumped to $0,000 the Idea was can-
celled. The Selwyn closing with the
arranged closing of '^lulling llonu."
for Saturday made (lie Twins go
dark together.
For the first season the Selwyn

got 38 weeks and two less were
charged to the Harris. Returning to
the files of this report it is discov-
ered that only the "Kenipy" and
"Hurricane"- engage mem*, combined
amounting to si* weeks, were the
losers of' the whole reason for the
t»*dw>n. roth tiv'-'e .-•:» .i lions wen

THREE MUSICAL SHOWS

PLUG ALONG IN BOSTON

ly did remarkable business when it

hurried East out of Chicago, was
the only real drawback the house
suffered financially. What "Partners
Again" was to the Selwyn for big

winnings. "Peter Weston" was like-

wise for the Harris. Considering
the expensive ideas which surround-
ed the erection of the Twins, the

Selwyn-Harris fared surprisingly

well for the maiden season.

Now that the Playhouse has got

what looks like a real hit. they are

trying to take it away from Lester

Bryant, according to reports. Wil-
liam A. Brady thinks so well of

"Chains" that he's desirous of rush-

ing it into New York for Immediate
hearing. It's a certainty that the

Playhouse will hold "Chains" for

three weeks longer, and if the deci-

sion is made to move it to New
York, Bryant will be in on probable
profits, for it is understood that his

share of the play that Chicago play-
goers display tendencies to fancy is

enough to cause the first real smile
the Playhouse manager has really

had all season. There's no. inten-
tions of tho Playhouse to go dark if

•'Chains'' is removed, for it is under-
stood that the Bryant-Tuerk offices

have a bagful of new plays which
they intend producing right through
the summer.
"Up the Ladder" is on a week-to-

week basis now. It's an attraction
that will stick just as long as the
weather man behaves. All thoughts
of "Steve" leaving town have been
cast aside because of other houses
closing, and the fact the play is

reaping the harvest of the luck
which seems to come to plays
housed at the Princess for the sum-
mer. It must be gratifying to the
management of "Steve" to realize
the play is sticking so prosperously
after the difficulty experienced gain-
ing a Chicago hearing. It is report-
ed "Steve" was offered to several
house owners in town, but turned
down before the Shuberts took it for
the Princess.
"The Passing Show" and "The

Dancing Girl" will undoubtedly en-
ter into a good contest for the
superior musical gross. Way above
everything ever done on consecutive
weeks for a Chicago run. the busi-
ness, of the Howard Brothers at the
Apollo caused numerous switches of
plans. Kept out of the Apollo be-
cause of the success of "The Pasting
Show." the other Winter Garden
Offering ("The Dancing Girl") now
at (he Colonial, has struck a chord
of popularity that enthused the
critics to claim it is the hest repre-
sentative the Winter Garden ever
sent to Chicago. If memory is cor-
rect this is Just the opposite view-
point of the New York public. Add
further fuel to the strangeness be-
tween the Chicago and New York
viewpoints for the last year. There
isn't the slightest doubt but that the
two Shubert musical shows will en-
dure prosperous summer business in
Chicago. "Steve" bids fair to grab
all the drama honors in approaching
weeks, with "Chains" a good s< eonTl.
Considerable wailing was done

Sunday night by the house owners
forced to close when there was a
rush of playgoers to the loop area,
making business good at the the-
atres open, because of weather con-
ditions that inteht be expected the
first part of November but not in
June.

•Rosie O'Reilly" Did $20,800

Last Week—Other Two May
Close This Week

Boston, June 13.

With three musical shows still

holding the town, Boston at the first

of this week seemed to be in for an-

other weather bump similar to the

one of last week, which cut into the

receipts all over the lot. Even the

business at the Tremont, where
Cohan's show is having one of those

big run things, suffered from the

weather, and the losses to the other
shows were considerably greater

than that felt by "Rosie O'Reilly."

This week is in favor of the shows
because the Masons aro showing a
convention hero which will bring
40.000 persons into town.
The Cohan show did over $20,000

last week, it being figured the gross
was off about $1,500 from the com-
plete capacity of the previous week.
The slump was noticeable the first

three nights last week, when the
weather was warm. When the old

east wind come into the situation
on Thursday business immediately
braeed up and the closing, was es-
pecially strong, a big turnaway at
the finish. A substantial advance
sale held up business for the Cohan
show. Monday night this week the
house was taken over by the alumni
Of Trinity College.
At the Colonial "Molly Darling" is

travelling along with a week's notice
for closing. It will remain this
week, but further than this nobody
can say. Last week it did $11,200,
very good business when one con-
siders that tho show has been here
for several weeks and is now play-
ing another repeat engagement.

"Liza," the colored show at the
Wilbur, is to close at the finish of
this week. Nothing is advertised
to come into tho house immediately,
although there was a report that
"Sally, Irene and Mary" would be
booked in for a summer run.

All other houses in town are
closed, and no sign of reopening
this summer:

Estimates for last week:
"The Rise of Rosie O'Reilly" (Tre-

mont, 4th week); $28,000 last week,
despite weather, and opened strong
this week.
"Molly Darlino" (Colonial, 3rd

week); $11.L'00 last week, off some
from week before, but much better
than expected under conditions.

"Lisa"- (Wilbur, 4th week). Fin-
ishing up here this week.

SHOWS IN N. Y. AND COMMENT
.

Figures estimated and comment point to eome attractions being

successful, while the same groee accredited to othere might suggest

mediocrity er Iota. The variance i» explained »n the difference in

house capacities, with the" varying overhead. Also the size of cast,

with consequent difference In necessary gross for profit: Variance

in business necessary fer musical attraction ae against dramatic

play is also considered. \"
**

"Abis's Irieh Rose," Republic (5Cth

week). Last week's torrid first

half was countered by cool weather
from Thursday on. Business re-

acted accordingly, with a big Fri-

day registered. Gross here again
about $8,500.

"Adrisnne," Cohan (3d week). Sec-
ond week opened moderately un-
der heat handicap, with Wednes-
day a severe wallop. Thursday
picked up, and Friday was capac-
ity. Takings on the week nearly

$17,000. with this week starting at

stronger pace.

"Aren't We All," Gaiety (1th week).
Held to capacity last week, de-

spite conditions, and got strong
play from visitors after Wednes-
day Big seller In agencies; gross
again ji\ out $14,000. Third Eng-
lish play for Gaiety this season.

"Blossom Time," Shubert. Was
withdrawn Saturday, having last-

ed three weeks, which x one more
than company presentev dually at

44th Street. Second engagement
failed in both houses. Business
here around $5,006.

"Cold Feet," Fulton. Was taken off

Saturday, as indicated early last

week. New farce show':J nothing
in the three weeks it was tried.

Average under $3,500.

"Dew Drop Inn," Astor (5th week).
Like most of the others last week's
torrid beginning dried up box
office. Here recovery was not reg-
istered to same degree and gross
was about $11,600; moderate for

musical comedy.
"Follies," New Amsterdam (54th

week). Ticket speculators report-
ed getting as much as $8 the big
night (Friday) last week. Shrlners
and conventionitcs increasing the
normal demand. Ziegfeld show
evened up the drop of previous
week and went to $31,000.

"Give end Take," Central (22dweek).
Moved here from 49th Street last

week with tho idea of prolonging
run via cut rates and two for ones.
Though away off at the start, tak-
ings slightly better than final

weeks on side street, but gross
hardly equaled $5,600.

"Go Go," Daly's 63d Street CUth
week). Has gone on a six per-
formance basis, both matinees be-
ing eliminated for tho present,
with salaries proportionately cut.

Quoted around $6,000 lust week,
but strong come-back claimed
early this week.

"Icebound," Sam Harris (18th
week). May stay out the month,
bu: continuation thereafter not
expected. Whatever tho bettered
pace won through Pulitzer prize
grant was lost last week. Be-
tween $6,000 and $7,000.

"Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (31st
week). Off like most others re-
cently, coming back rather well
at the elope last week, though

PHILLY LIKES GAITES REVUE

HEAT CLOSES MORE HOUSES

"I'll Say She Is" Does $11,000 in Spite of Weather
Break—In for Four Weeks, Then for Broadway—
Chestnut St. Quits

—

Guild a Winner

Last week's estimate*:
"Two Fellows and a Girl'* < Cohan's

Grand, 13th and final week). Sure
Cohan hit that Chicago sends to
Broadway. Approached $8,000 for
getaway gross. House dark.
"H itchy- Koo" (Garrick. 3d and

filial week). So Wretched Wednes-
day matinee suddenly called olT.

[,

Around $11,000. House dark.
"Light Wines and Beer" (Sclwjrn,

l -Mi end final week). Due to re-
open early part of August in New
York, unmentioned player filling

Joseph Cawthorne's role. Should he
wallop on Broadway. Final gross
slightly under $6,000. House dark.

"Rolling Home" (Harris. 3d and
final week). Dropped $2,000 over
previous week, and nearly $4,000
over premiere week, givintr final
gross slightly under $4,000. Moved
to Cort Sunday night for final try.

House dark.

"The Dancing Girl" (Colonial, 1st

week). Got 100 per e.^it. boosting
from dramatic critics. Opened to
two-thirds house downstairs, with
Hgbt balcony. Reported around
$17,000.

"Tha Passing Show" (Apollo. 7fh
week). Suffered early part of week

(Continued on p^K 1 ' )7>

Philadelphia, June 13.

Another legit house succumbed to
the inevitable last week when the
prolonged hot wave emptied the the-
atres and filled the parks. If it

hadn't been for a recurrence of
cooler weather toward the end of
the week, tho grosses would have
been pitiful. Even as it is. it is

predicted by somo that all legit

houses will have their dooi closed
by July I.

"I'll Say She Is." the new Gaites-
Beury revue at the Walnut, could not
have had a tougher break than the
scorching temperature which at-
tended its opening. Even at that
there was a line money house.
The hig surprise, however, came

on Tuesday night, another very hot
night, when $1,100 was taken in.

After that business slumped a little

but came back strongly with the cool
weather at tho end of the week,
having capacity Sa.orday. A benefit
on Wednesday helped keep the gross
from sagging. The week's figure
was reported at slightly over $11,-
000, a fine figure considering breaks.

It is not likely it will stay more
than four weeks, nor is it likely, un-
'<ss business falls away to nothing.
that it will leave before four weeks.
Some changes in the personnel of
the c«s( may be made from time to

time, though at the present the
show la running smoothly and well.
It will probably be taken into New
York later in the summer.
The house which gave tip the fight

against the hot nights was the
Chestnut Street Opera House, which
had "Happy Days." There is a
great deal of surprise expressed here
at the closing, as business was by
no means weak last week (Its sec-
ond at tht house), and there seems
no reason for believing It could not
have run a month. To ' sure, the
gross was low the first few nights of
the week, but, with the "cooler
weather Friday, a good house was
noted, and tho figure for the week
is estimated at ab«ul $10,000.
The decision to close came

Wednesday, after much discussion,
and the house will be closed for the
rest of the summer unless some-
thing unforeseen arises. The prop-
osition to have the now 'Passing
Show" open at the Shubert also fell
through, and this house w ill not re-
open until fall. The same is now
assured for the Forrest.
This leaves the field to the Lyric

nnd Walnut. At one time last week
it looked asJf the latter would have
everything to itself Inside of 11 « ouplc
of weeks, but prospects of the Phila-

(Contlnucd on page 17)

gross not up to former pace. A
litt!e under $17,000.

"Mary the Third," 39th Street (19lh
week). Was to have been tried for
summer, but now reported a Chi-
cago possibility soon. Pace is

around $5,000 or a little less.

"Merton of the Movies," Cort (31st
week). May have struck low
speed for summer and though off

from spring pace is still making
good weekly profit. Between
$10,000 and $11,000.

"Music, Box Revue," Music Box
(84th week). A party helped dur-
ing heat first part of last week,
with trade very big after Wednes- .

day. More than made, up for drop
in previous week, takings going
to $20,400.

"Not 80 Fast," Morosco (4th week).
This new one was able to make
money last wcek ; though takings i

were moderate, totaling J.VCOO jv

a little more. Has a chance.

"Passing Show of 1923," W nter
Garden (1st week). Was originally
scheduled for late this month, but
announced to open cold Thursday
(tonight). Premiere pushed for-
ward because of number conflict ,

with George White's "Scandals"-
due at Globe Monday.

"Polly Preferred," Little t22d.veek). '

Has been easing off, with lasc 1

wee,, seeing another $1,000 drop .

for s gross of about $8,300. Small
capacity house limited volume of"-
busiross when weather turned.

"Rain." Maxine Elliott (32d week). \
Sam Harris's entrant is still peer
of the dramatic field, with indica-
tions of small varianeo in trade
through summer. $l4.r»00 last
week capacity, though fewer
star dees.

"Seventh Hesven," Booth (33d
week). The runner-up among
the c'ramas of the season. with the "

'

demand close to that of "ltain.

'

House capacity a little le*s. Busi-
ness last week $12,800.

'

"So This Is London!" Hudson (42d
week). Seat sale extends into '

early June. One of tiie season's*;!
real comedy successes, but not
figvited for summer continuation.
Last week same as week before,
about $7,400.

"The Devil's Disciple," Garrick (8th
week). Claimed to be framed for
summer survival at moderate bus-
iness. Takings quote*' at $4,500.
Show is in Theatre Guild's home.

"The Fool," Times Square <34th
week). Better weather late last
week and early this week supplied
comfort to box offices. Trade here
Monday doubled same night last
week, when total w;ts between
$7,000 and $7,500.

"Up She Goes," Playhouse, Brady's
musical version of Too .Many
Cooks," taken off after Monday
night's performance, .when a ben-
efit was played. Run was 3t
weeks, being best hoUse has had
in three seasons. With malinee
out last Wednesday, gross was un-
der $5,000.

"Uptown West," Bijou (8th week).
A late arrival which was well

touted, but has not gone above
$5,000; average pace around $4,000
and last week $2,5(10. i'o- oper-
ative, which explains reason for
sticking this long. Picked up
early this week.

"Wildflower," Casino (J Oth week).
The heat affected Hammerstela'a
hit at the matinees last week, lut
the evening trade held up strongly

* for the most part, the gross being
$19,000. Ought to ride to big
money through summer.

"You and I," Belmont (17th week).
Expected to stick through heated
period. Has fluctuated recently,
with natural drop early last week.
Quoted at $7,000, however, which
is good for small house.

"Zander the Great," Empire (10th
week). Had slipped down \o $8,-
000, but picked up $1,000 of drop
previous week, with gross close to
$9,000. Indications now are for
continuance through July.

"Sweet Nell of Old Drury" is ready
to finish its subscription presenta-
tion at the 48th Street. 'Sun Up"
continues at Provincetown Play-
house, attracting some attention.

Scanlon's "Blarney Stone"

Walter Seanlon will have "The
Blarney Stone" next season, a three
act comedy with songs, written by
Edward Rose. George Gat IS is pro-
ducing.
The piece opens at the Plymouth,

Boston, lute in August.

Mason Dark

Los Angelrs, June 13.

The Mason is Jark lor livu weeks.
Tho house will reopen will, llenrj
Miller's production of "Change-
lings. • at preaert In s.»n i-v ii.-isco.

The attraction Is booked for early
in .July.
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MAGNOLIA
Atlantic City, June II.

Booth Tarkington's newest adven-
ture in the theatre, an episode that

appeals as quite the most dramatic-
ally interesting of the works he has
offered the public, came to life at

the Apollo Monday evening.

It Is a Southern tale that recalls

In spots "The Honor of the Family"
as it was played by Otis Skinner
with a rich braggadocio. It is In

the third act of the four-part com-
edy that the erstwhile despised non-
fighting son /of a Mississippi River
family returns a's the most feared
and daring of the desperados of the
river belt. It is here that he cows
the whole family wh{ in act one.
disowned film because Vie would not
fight.
With the setting fixed in the crude

days of the 'forties, with the river
in the background, a spinette to play
the simple tunes of the opera and
speeches about New Orleans as the
big city cf the world—all this is a
fair setting for feuds and bravado
and romance.
The romance almost hides itself,

for the play deals first and last
with Tom Rumford and not with the
fair sex. Tom is Leo Carrillo. for
whom the play seems ;to have been
written to order.
The story follows the course of the

son who is cast out from his own
home shortly before his exp ^ted
marriage with a niece, his father's
ward. It is all because his tutoring
of many years away from home with
an uncle has turned him to nature
study instead of self-preservation.
Catching birds and butterflies is
more to his liking than trapping
men. He is a disappointment to all

but the youthful sister of his fiancee.

Away from home he wanders into
the gambling center of General Or-
lando Jackson, at Natchez, .lust as
Jackson is about to be expelled by
his only superior bully. It is here
he learns his first lessons in self-
confidence and the use of weapons.
He learns to command men by sheer
force of brute speech.
On the steamboat where they ply

the gambling trade, they tie to the
dock near his ather't plantation.
Circumstances bring him to thte
home and he finds his former sweet-
heart rejoicing in his -ie\/-found
power, his youthful admirer dis-
appointed in his change of heart,
and the whole family rejoicing in his
prowess and reputation as "the
notorious Colonel Blake.**

The ending used on Monday night
will probably not be final, for Its in-
decision left no conclusion, as the
girl and the man stood debating
over a book.

It was a particularly fascinating
play of a costume i eriod, and one to
be enjoyed for its unusual subject
and splendid portrayal.

Scheuer.

FOREIGN REVIEWS
1

OLIVER CROMWELL
London, May SO.

It is a pity one has to cjmpare
John Drinkwater's new play, "Oliver
Cromw 11," produced last night at
His Majesty's, with that of
"Abraham Lincoln," but the two are
•o fundamentally similar, it is im-
possible to think of one without
noting the resemblance to the other,

not only in the characters them-
selves, but in the earlier phases of

their development in strength, and
the attainment 3f their ambitions.

The heavy, and at times monotonous
atmosphere of the play is apt to

pall after the quick dramatic action
of "Abraham Lincoln,** and as the
sympathies are so bound up in the
Protector and his psalm-singing fol-
lowers, anyone intolerant of their
point of view might get out of
patience with the austere solemnity
of it all.

"Oliver Cromwell" is not what
might be called an overwhelming
success. For lovers of English his-
tory, admirers of heavy drama, and
the class of 'audience which ap-
preciates this type of entertainment
because tl.ey consider it either
learned or high -brow to do so, there
is much in its favor. But it Is not
a play—merely a series of episodes
with an excellent heroic, romantic
and rhetorical part for Henry Ainley
in the name role, the kind of part
that every legitimate actor yearns
to play, t • d seldom has the oppor-
tunity.
There are eight scenes divided

Into four acts, covering a period in
Cromwell's life from 1639-1654.
There is little or no love story, and
hardly a line of comedy. The eipht
scenes, or episodes, are projecte

1

stolidly, and on the opening nipM
In London, after three months' tmir
of the provinces, the piece was civen
a cordial reception by an audience
composed mainly of middle-aged
ftnd elderly people whose appear-
ance exuded erudition.

The acting is altogether praise-
worthy so far as it went, but little

or no opportunity was given to any-
one but Henry Ainley in the title

role, who occupied .he centre of the
stage almost continuously and
orated sententiously. *lne only other
character of any length or breadth
was that of Cromwell's mother,
played by Irene Rooke. At the open-
ing of the piece she is supposed to
be 80 years old, and walks and talks
like a woman of 45 hidden behind a
grey wig. in her death scene at the
end of the play she is supposed to
be 94, and judging by the volume
of her voice, is just as spry as ever.
She has some brilliant lines to
speak, so the London daily paper
critics praised her performance to
the skies. William Harris, Jr., is

supposed to have the American
rights to new Drinkwater play.

It is all very well to argue that
"Abraham Lincoln" was a terrific

success in the United States, but the
counter argument might be put
forward that "Abe" is practically
"personally known" to the natives.
It would be interesting to stop a
hundred people in Times Square and
politely enquire if they could tell

who Oliver CromweH was. The re-
sult of such an experiment- might
be worth trying before making the
American production. Jolo.

DOVER TO DIXIE
London, June 1.

With the opening of "Dover Street

to Dixie" at the Pavilion Llay 31.

Charles B. Cochran has five shows
running in the West End of London,

without counting the Guitrys at the

Oxford playing evenings, and Duse
appearing at alternate afternoons Jn

the same house. This is far and

away the most formidable string of

attractions of any London manage-
ment.
The first part is the usual type of

Cochran revue, written by Morris
Harvey, Harold Simpson and Lauri
Wylie. music by Herman Darewski.
staged by Frank Collins, with
dances and ensembles by Jennie and
Edward Dolly. The second part is

made up entirely of the Lew Leslie

Plantation Revue, hro.lit over
intact from New York.

The native portion. of the enter-
tainment, like most revues on a firdt

performance, requires more or less

revision. There is plenty in it that

is worth while and much that needs
either excision or quickening. The
groundwork is there, a good induc-
tion, a competent cast and in-

telligent staging. A half hour cut

out of it would relieve it of lack of

speed. In fact it was this absence
of speed, by comparison with the
rapidly-moving work of the colored
troupe of entertainers that caused
it to suffer woefully by comparison.
It would probably be more Just to

postpone judgment on the first part
until a weok hence.
The colored organization scored a

veritable triumph at the premiere.
Standing to one side modestly and
practically effacing hlms^f and his

orchestra. Will Vodery cc-itributed

in no minor degree to the general
success of the Plantation artists.

Every number, was violently en-
cored, while Florence Mills was ac-
cepted as an individual star who
will, hereafter, be sure of a welcome
in London.
The first night audience was not

altogether pleased with the first p- t

of the show. But then, it was made
up of the "smart" people of the
town who are more or less "fed up"
with what is regarded by the gen-
eral public as acceptable theatrical
fare. The next few days will decide
the fate of "Dover Street to Dixie."

Jolo.

CABROLL VS. EQUITY
(Continued from page 11)

Lambs' close connection with
Equity leaders figuring. Monday
several male pickets from Equity
and women pickets from Chorus
Equity surrounded the Carroll the-

atre and endeavored to persuade the

artists as they arrived not to at-

tend the rehearsal. Various argu-
ments were used from persuasion to

threats, several of the girls com-
plaining of attempted coercion and
intimidation. Their efforts were
not attended with any measure of'

success, both principals and chorus
in every instance refusing to be in-

fluenced by the pickets, and re-

hearsals continued without further

hindrance.
Individual principals In the cast

are being "worked on" by personal
friends and Equity members in

many different ways, but so far

there has been no further defections

amongst the principals Bince Ray
Dooley left.

Members of the A. A F. (Vaude-
ville Branch) are Indignant at the

action of Equity In calling out or

attempting to call out vaudeville

actlbrs engaged for the show. The
A. A. F. people claim Equity has no
Jurisdiction over those artists until

the actual opening of the production,

and state that while Equity has
declared Its hands are off the vaude-
ville situation they know that

Equity Is quietly working under
cover to swing sentiment towards It

in the matter of the vaudeville

charter, and if Equity does not stop
retaliatory measures will be taken
to compel it. Asked for an expres-
sion of opinion on the Earl Carroll
affair members of the A. A. F. re-
fused to discuss it except to say the
A A F. would lay down the mode
of procedure for their own people
and would brook no interference
from friends or enemies.

At the headquarters of the I. A.
r
J. S. E. (stagehands union) and
American Federation of Musicians
(musicians' body) it was stated that
Equity had not filed a formal or
informal request for aid in the Earl
Carroll-Equity dispute over the
casting of "Vanities of 1923" up to
Tuesday.
The matter had not even been

brought to the attention of the of-
ficials of either union by the Equity
and their knowledge of the subject
was what they had gleaned from the
accounts in the dally papers.

Asked what action if any would
be taken, officials of each said in
the event of a complaint by Equity
that such complaint or request for
aid would take the regulation pro-
cedure—the matter would be re-
ferred to the executive board of each
international union for. a decision.
Intervention by the stagehands or
musicians unionj that would take
the form of pulling out the stage-
hands and musicians on the opening
performance of "Vanities" hinges on
one point—that of possible discrim-
ination by Carroll against the
Equity chorus people and principals.
Carroll contends the Equity people

out of the cast left of their own
volition. Equity alleges the Equity-
ites were forced out and discrimi-
nated against.
To enlist the aid of the stage-

hands or musicians, Equity would
have to prove discrimination. Sev-
eral times since the strike in 1919
was settled the stagehands and mu-
sicians have ".»een called upon by the
Equity to assist in whipping man-
agers into line with the charge of
discrimination as the basis of smok-
ing the stagehands and musicians
into the difficulty.

In both the cases of the stage-
hands and musicians the executive
boards are located in various cities
throughout the country, but a tele-
graph vote could be taken within
24 hours, or, as has been done In
several instances in the past, the
matter of decision could be placed
with the heads of both organiza-
tions, Charles Shay (stagehands)
and Joseph M. Weber (musicians).
Carroll's full cast of principals and

the desired complement of male and
female choristers on Tuesday were:
Peggy Hopkins Joyce, Joe Cook,
Harry Burns, Jimmy Duffy, Joe
Marks, Irene Ricardo, Dorothy Ne-
ville, Roy Olusti, Margaret Edwards,'
Claire Elgin, Margaret Davles, Dor-
othy Knapp, Lester Lane, Doris Lee,
Joseph Lavoie, Fred Renoff, Charles
Senna, Myrtle Diamond, Amy Frank,
Lucille Moore, Sam Herrlman, Re-
koma, Frank Leslie, The Alexanders,
Patton and Marks, Delmore and
Lee, and Carroll's Battery of Beauty,
Jean Caswell, Lotta Cheek, Thelma
Delores, Vera Featherly, Betty
Fitch, Ruth Hargraves, Dolly Har-
klns, Polly Lux, Muriel Manners,
Helen Menette, Edith Parker and
Hazel Wilder.
Forty-four dancing girls and a

male chorus of 16 complete the per-
sonnel.

Yesterday (Wednesday) the Earl
Carroll matter was progressing sat-
isfactorily, for the Carroll office.
Earl Carroll said: "After trying in
every way humanly posible to sat-
isfy Equity's demands and being
forced by their arbitrary tactics to
discontinue negotiations, I have
firmly resolved to do what they
have bluffed people Into believing
was impossible, that is to produce
a first class Broadway show with
a non-Equity cast And I am going
to fight along these lines If it takes
all summer.

"I shall be prepared for any and
every emergency and while I have
no animus against Equity or its

officers including George Trimble on
the sidewalk there in the picket
line, I must protect the financial
interests of the men who have suffi-

cient confidence In mo to place such
large investments in my hands."

Willie Collier said: "You can say
for me that The Vanities of 1923'

will go on as per schedule, and will

be about as splendid a production
as New York has ever seen, with
real actors in parts that fit them.
And I am here to see that the pro-
duction will be as successful as Mr>
Carroll's rerve and courage In re-
sisting the Actors' union's arrogant
and unjustifiable demands, deserve.

And I am confident that the Amer-
ican theatre-going public will view
the matter In the same light.**

A dross rchc.ir.sal of the first act

was held at the Carroll theatre last

night and Justified the favorable

predictions

SHOWS IN PHILADELPHIA
(Continued from page 16)

delphla Theatre Guild at the Lyric
have brightened within the last few
days, and it now looks as if the new
organisation is en its feet and able
to withstand anything but the very
toughsst of weather breaks.

There was a great deal of indeci-
sion about next week's attraction
First there was some talk of stag-
ing Galsworthy's "The. Pigeon," but
that was deemed a bit too heavy for
the hot days. Then it was de-
cided, and announced in the papers,
that Nance O'Neill would com* In
for two weeks as "guest star," play-
ing the first week in her new play.
"At the Villa," and the second In
"The Passion Flower.**

This plan also went awry* due,
it is believed, to a hitch on terms,
and last Friday the order came to
the dailies to "kill" all reference to
the O'Neill engagement.
The latest, and apparently assured

booking for next veek. is a new
play by two Phlladelpbians. entitled
"The Jumblies." The authors are
Edgar Scott and Horace Howard
Furness Jayne. assistant director of
the Pennsylvania Museum. ''The
Jumblies" is a fantasy. Ernest Law-
ford will play the leading role for
this engagement. The cast, which
is very small, will lnclui some of
the best of the resident players, in-
cluding Edward Douglas and Robert
Rendel. A society turn-out is ex-
pected Moiulay night, the drawing
card in thhrcase being the authors,
not the guest star.
Last week the Guild presented

Cosmo Hamilton's "Scandal," with
Francine Larrlmore as guest star.
After a weak start business picked
up, and the second week, once ex-
pected to be a slaughter financially,
now. looks like a pretty good thing.
Monday night saw the best house
the Guild has had to start the week
since its Inception, and there Is rea-
son to believe the gross this week
will exceed that of last week, which
again hovered in the neighborhood
of $5,000. The cooler weather is be-
lieved to have turned the tide. The
performance was highly praised by
the critics.

Estimates of the week:
"Scandal" (Lyric, second week).

Caught on when the hot wave sub-
sided late in the week, and the gross
again came close to the $5,000 mark,
which probably means profit for the
Guild. Decision to hold over was
forced because last-minute hitch in
Nance O'Neill plans gave no time
for rehearsal of any other play. It
is now believed, however, that sec-
ond week will be as successful as
the first. "The Jumblies," by local
authors, next week.

"I'll Say She It" (Walnut, second
week). Beury-Gaites revue sagged
a bit in the middle of the week, but
with fine Tuesday night house and
better business at end of week, gross
is reported as topping $11,000 by
about $125. With constant plugging
looks good for some real money in
its four weeks' stay.
The Chestnut Street Opera House

closed Saturday night, the final
week's gross of "Happy Days" be-
ing reported at nearly $10,000.

LITTLE THEATRES

SHOWS IN CHICAGO
(Continued from page 16)

but pulled up Friday and Saturday
nights, going slightly over $18,000.
"Steve" (Princess, 8th week). It's

a question if special parties sought
after here are paying full price,
making estimate of gross hard to
figure. Matinee trade kept gross
close to $9,500.
"Chains" (Playhouse. 3d week).

Figured around $7,500, despite weak
Sunday and Monday night trade.
Will surely stick for Fourth of July
week. Management promises new
play for July.
"Up the Ladder" (Central, 10th

week). Holding own around $5,000,
but not expected to fight another hot
WAV©
"The Voice" (Cort, 2d and final

week). Monday and Tuesday nights
probably the lowest business this
house ever checked. No Wednes-
day matinee. Clocked in neighbor-
hood of $2,500. "Rolling Home"
opened Sunday1 night
"Blossom Time" (Great Northern,

13th week). Another instance of
special party tickets making figur-
ing of gross extremely hard. Prob-
ably business between $9,500 and
$10,500, holding show in still as re-
served attraction for Garrlck.

society BECRtrrre
(Continued from page 1)

Broadway on an ambitious scale via
a circuit of stock companies which
will be utilized to try out promising
scripts. Wood this week assumed
management of the Empire, Fall
River, Mass., which closed Saturday
with Keith Vaudeville. The stock
policy will be permanent and will
alternate with a White Plains, N. Y.,

and a Lancaster, Pa., companies,
which young Wood also has ac-
quired.

Associated with the son of General
Wood is Alfred Fish, said to be of
the Stuyvesant Fish family. Both
are scouting for further stands for

the stock circuit, which will develop
talent with a view of Broadway ap-
pearances In likely new plays in

which they appeared In the stock
try-outs.

For their annual spring produc-
tion, the Philopatrlan Players,
amateur dramatic organization of
this city, presented George M.
Cohan's "Madeleine of the Movies'*
last week at the Broad street,
Philadelphia. As usual, James J.
Skelly, prominent in local amateur
theatrical ranks, directed.
Mr. Skelly, In addition to direct-

ing, added to his laurels as an actor
in tlu role of Garrison Paige. The
company also contained T. Carroll
Dugan, Madeleine Barthemeier, Alice
Snyder, Joseph Reilly, Martia
Hickey, Harry Lee, Josephine Bu-
rclla, Marie Moras, John Stinson,
John Callahan and Frank Maloney.

The members of the Masque of
Troy, N. Y.. who are to appear in
"Pomander Walk" next season, the
thirteenth of the organisation, met
last week and had a reading of the
Play. It was voted to begin re-
hearsals Sept S and to have the
production ready the latter part of
the month. Special scenery for it
has been built by John Sample at
Harmanus Bleecker Hall in Al-
bany. The painting was done by
the artist of the Proctor Players,
Old English songs are being ar-
ranged for the play by Charlotte
Randall, leader of the orchestra at
Russell Sage College.

Oliver Hlnsdell will not return
as director of the Little Theatre
of New Orleans next year. He has
spent two years directing the offer-
ings of the amateurs. The theatre
as maintained by Hlnsdell was)
veered In the direction of the elite
always. Talent was never upper-
most, but instead the presentations
were of the "pink teaish" sort, just
a craning and straining for greater
social acclaim rather than of any
suggestion of the veracity of his*
tlrqnlsm. As conducted now, the
petite place might well be called
"The Snubbery."

At a dinner last week by th« 10
participating little theatre groups in
the recent tournament at the Hayes,
New York, Walter Hartwlg, who
managed and conduoted the affair,
was presented with a gold watch ia
appreciation of his endeavors. Mr.
Hartwlr? will hare charge again next
year of a similar tournament at
which 40 groups will compete; H
each in two different Broadway
theatres, the semi-final winners to
compete once again In the same the-
atre for a prise. Already 22 com-
panies have signified their desire to
appear In the tournament

William C. Dart of Providence,
R I., was elected president of tho
Players of Providence at the an-
nual meeting Friday. Other officers-

elected were: Prof. Thomas Crosby,
Brown University, and Farrant 8.
Straoahan, vice-presidents; John
Hutchlns Cady, secretary; Herbert
L. Dorrance, treasurer, and Newton
P. Hutchison, auditor. The mem-
bership of the club has reached 840.

Miss Elsa Huebner is the new
president of the Little Theatre So-
ciety of Indianapolis. Edwin J,
Weunsch is first vice-president;
Robert M. Brewer, second vice-
president; Miss Edna Lauter, sec-
retary, and Robert C. Winslow,
treasurer. New members of the
board of directors are the new of-
ficers and Miss Mary Eaglesfield.

Arnold W. Chapin has been
elected president of Tambourine and
Bones, Syracuse University musical
comedy society, for the coming col-

legiate year. Other officers are
Daniel Flood, vice-president; J. Ed-
ward Taylor, manager; Roger II.

Castler, stage manager; Frank
Stevens, secretary; William A
Jenny, treasurer.

CLOAK AND SUIT ANGELS
(Continued from page 1)

ganizations Interested In various

ways with the cloak and suit trade.

One is the Earl Carroll production
of 'Vanities" and the other is a
fashion show of a sort that Is to be
presented at the Lyceum, opening
early next month and in which Alex-
ander Leftwlch Is reported to be the
important producing factor.

A number of insiders state that
Leftwlch was the first one to sug-
gest the garment trade possibility

of backing to Carroll. After having
made the suggestion Carroll left him
out of the production, therefore the
independent venture on the part of
Leftwlch. Julia Sanderson is said
to have been placed under contract
this week for the Leftwlch attrac-
tion.

i
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AUTHOR-PRODUCER DISCUSSION

STEP TOWARD BETTER FEELING

Issue Involved in Clash of Interests Clarified by Two-

Day Wrangle at Waldorf—Zukor Hangs Up $10,-

000 Prize for Scenario—Dwan's Argument

.

The first International Congress Now they've had their public say

en Motion Picture Arts was held

June 7-8 at the Waldorf- Astoria,

when at the invitation of Famous

Players, members of the Authors*

League of America gathered and

heard many angles of the subject

-What's the Matter with the Pic-

tures" discussed.

There was a vast amount of ora-

torical hokum by professional pub-

lic speakers and a good deal of

•Whereases" and "Resolveds" which

•lidn't get anywhere, but the en-

couraging fact la that the ancient

Kludge of the fiction writers and

the picture producers was threshed

out with considerable heat and out

of the clash came a certain clarifica-

tion of the issue.

Maybe it was the Idea of Famous
IMayera to bring on the fight and get

it into the open, or maybe the plan

waa to salve the authors and quiet

for a while the storm of criticism

that has been rising for a long time

in literary circles against the distor-

tion of stories translated from page

to screen.

Out of the maze of debate three

addresses stand out because the

people who made them felt strongly

•»n the issues involved and spoke

\hoiv own mind«. They were Basil

King, who related what he described

hh his bitter experience in the

H«»aptation of "Karthbound" to pic-

tures; Allan Dwan, who defended

he commercial picture unblushlngly

and unashamed; Irving Wheeler, an
. xhibitor from Mamaroneck and
llye, who cursed producer bally-

hooing of bad pictures and other

things that came under his attention

.is a theatre operator, and Fannie

Hurst, short atory writer, who
waved the red flag of defiance in

the face of the atudio director and
took a good healthy alam at what
5,he described aa the policy of "Giv-

ing 'em what they want" and writ-

ing down to the fans on the as-

sumption that they are feeble-

minded.
These four were the high spots

of the two-day session and what
they had to say aroused most In-

terest. Between times there was an
normous quantity of suave, grace-

ful, witty discourse that didn't get

anywhere, including 15 minutes of

forensic fluff by Will H. Hays. It

was only the people who owned a
grievance and who got a little hot

under the collar when they talked

ubout it that made any r.rogress.

Basil King busted the love feast

wide open. He was ao mad at the

picture business he had resolved to

have nothing more to do with it, and
lie believed that that was the wise
course for all established authors

and they probably feel better.

What Allan Dwan Said

Dwan act the atage for his address
by placing a camera on one side of

the platform and a typewriter on
the other. Here is a sample of what
he aald:

"If you will excuse me for a mo-
ment, I will try to talk from an in-

termediate position, being neither a
manager nor an author, but that in-

dividual in between whose duty it is

to transfer to the people what you
write. This is my medium of ex-
pression, this camera; tills is yours.

a typewriter. Jf you want success-

ful results on the screen you have
got to find out just what I can do
with this. It does not make any dif-

ference what you can do with that,

unless you know what I can do with
this. This child of mine la suffer-

ing greatly at present frcm indiges-
tion, because this thing is not giv-
ing It the proper food. It is over-
loading it with stuff it cannot
handle, giving it things it cannot
digest.

"You have got to realize when you
turn stuff out of this that Mrs. Cen-
sorship is not going to let this eat
that. If you want this to be a good,
healthy child, and if you want mo-
tion pictures to be fine, you have
either got to kill the nurse, or you
have got to watch its diet coming
off this.

"We cannot photograph every-
thing and many of your best things
we cannot sell, because of censor-
ship. We appeal to an elemental
mind. We appeal to babies and

position to the banana-fed Infant, a

stolid, gorged, pimply-faced Indi-

vidual who has not had the chance

to have his tastes educated away
from bananas because of the ten-

dency of the motion picture indus-

try to 'Give "em what they want/

"As an author, whenever I happen
to meet groups of authors I hear

unabashed and unafraid statements

of what the author today considers

the condition in the motion picture

studio ao far as he ia concerned;

but somehow here where we have
established an open forum and
where the author ia at full liberty

to have hia say about the whys and
wherefores the author seems to have
developed a rather strange and In-

explicable reticence. Surely It la

not because, aa someone suggested
here, that they are afraid of killing

the goose that lays the golden eggs.

The mere fact that we have been
asked here by the foremost organi-

zation in the world means that at

least one corporation is awake to

the condition of misunderstanding
which is at present existing between
the author and the studio.

"Now, I think as I heard what

HUSH MONEY

Preachers of L. A. Make Statement
—Probe Follows

4 FIRST RUN HOUSES

NOW IN SAN ANTONIO
Lot Angeles, June It.

The attack on the part of a num-
ber of preachers of the city against

the mayor and the chief of police

for the failure on their part to en-
force the law, are citing the cases

against Louis J. Gasnler. the di-

rector, and Gaston Glass, the actor,

both charged with immorality and
lewdness after their arrest In a raid

on a Hollywood bungalow. They
state the case will never be heard
of again.
The preachers say considerable

money was used in hushing up the

matter and a probe of the police

department and the district at-

torney's office la being conducted.

FAIRBANKS' NEXT IS

'THIEF OF BAGDAD"

Star Now Working on "Pirate"

Story at Hollywood—No

Date Set for Completion

The picture has been going for-

transpired yesterday that the gaunt- [ward for some time, with sets built

Los Angeles, June 13.

The title selected for the new
Douglas Fairbanks' film story is

"Thief of Bagdad." It is known out

here as a "pirate" story.

grown-up people. Don't try to ele-

vate us; give us an entertainment,
give us those basic qualities that

make every individual in your story

sit out front in the audience and
watch themselves, and make them
clean while we have to. Don't give
us sex; we can't do it; we would
love to do it. if it would bring us
the coin.

"We want money; this is a money
making business, as well as an art.

If it were not a money making busi-
ness, it would r.ot be an art, bo-

cause no art starves. Now, do not

forget this: I talk now of course
from 15 years' painful experience in

handling stories and transposing
them to the screen—do not forget

this, that when you write your
story, you are not through with us.

"I will go back to my original

statement, and say that without you
I will starve. This is me, this

camera. This is you, this type-
writer. Let us see If, out of this

conclave, we cannot get them to-

gether. Lei us sec if we cannot put
these keys right on here (indicating

camera) and let us see if while we

it woke them up. King went so far

.is to express the belief that the
whole congress was a mere adver-
tising dodge for the producers. Up
to that time all had been peaceful

;md sweet, from the opening address
of Henry W. Taft, which set up an
ideal of high purpose and s-veet co-

operation between the companies
that buy stories and the people who
make them.
Almost on King's heels came Al-

lan Dwan, who spread gasoline on
the smouldering fire when he tore

off an earful on the intimate topic

"Give us the stuff that will get the

coin," or words to that effect. It

was sand In the teeth of the authors
and it made them madder yet. Miss
J hirst fanned the flames when she
went after the directors and the

producers and just when the atmos-
phere was getting superheated they

nil adjourned for the banquet, where
jvdulph Zukor'a offer of a 110.000

prize for the best original story in

the year was sprung and a new
group of soothing speakers talked

more high sounding fluff. But the

authors had had their chance to

talk about their grievances and tl e

atmosphere was cleared.

Up to this time the alleged abuses

against the writing folk, as Miss

Jiurst said, lias been aone in the

isolation of the studio ten, and the

authors were becoming anarchistic.

let thrown dowji by the studio end
of motion picture producing rather
summed itself up in this wise: What
equipment does the author bring to

the studio? The average author
does not know the difficulties of

transition from the printed page to

the screen, and the result ia he is

not entitled to lift his voice in that

direction.

"Having heard this discussion car-

ried on yesterday to no very con-
vincing conclusions, I think we
authors are entitled to ask in turn
what equipment, what Interpreta-
tive equipment does the studio bring
when it comes to transferring the
work of the author to the screen.

"We all know perfectly well, wc
accept as authors, we have never re-

chlldrcn and lie childish minds of I
futed the obvious and the mechan-
ical difficulties which go with the
transition from the printed page to

the screen. But what about that
cold, dark momefKs where those
mechanical difficulties leave off and
it becomes a matter of choice be-
tween the director's judgment and
the author's judgment, and almost
invariably the director's judgment
reigns supreme. I ask, by what
equipment, by what preparation is

the director's judgment, if it be-
comes a matter of taste, to be taken
In preference to the author's judg-
ment, whose whole creative ma-
chinery has been behind the job?

"Now the question that concerns
me: Is that outcome of thin Con-
gress going to be a sufficiently

tangible one so that the author can
be protected that dar . moment
where mechanical difficulties to

transition leave off and it becomes a
matter of taste, to what extent is

the author going to be enabled to

keep his finger on the pulse of his

product? Now, that condition has
been standardized In the theatre.

There is a definite kind of contract
which takes care of that emergency,
but at the present moment, unless
the author has the acumen or the
business skill, as few of them have,
to make these demands, he Is utterly
at the mercy of the studio, and I

must reiterate, again I do not ac-

but without probable date of com-
pletion named.

It is said the scenario is from an
original script. There have been
reports the foundation of the Fair-

banks' lateajt is from "Captain
Kidd," also "Captain Blood," a re-

cent thriller in book form, although
the Persian title may dispel those

rumors.

INCE WITH WILLIAMSON'S
Ralph Ince will leave Famous

Players-Lasky after finishing di-

recting the Thomas Meighan pro-

duction. Ince Is to begin work. In

about three weeks on "The Unin-
vited Guest," produced by the "Wil-

liamson Bros, for Metro release.

The story Is by Curtis nenton and
the picture is to be the first under-
sea production done in natural
colors.

The studio scenes will be shot in

New York, while the undersea work
is to be photographed in the Ba-
hama Islands.

F. P.-Lytle Group Lined Up

Against Santiko's

Interests

San Antonio, June 13.

A fight has developed here for

Famous Players locally, In associa*

tion with jr. J. Lytle, the big boss

of showdom In the old Alamo City.

Ever since F. P. bought in with
Bill Lytle on the San Antonio
amusement field, the very 'best and
latest Paramounts have been shown
at the Empire and Princess at a 60-

cent night scale with a 30-cent tap

matinee, while the Royal played the

smaller Paramounts at 30 cents top

at night, for 20-cent matinee, and
also the big pictures for second run.

The Laaky-Lytle theatres do not

confine their programs to Para-
mount pictures. They play all of

the other big pictures or have first

call on them, with the exception of

the First National and Goldwyn re-

leases, controlled by the Opposition

houses, known as the Santlkoa in-

terests.

Louis Santikos had one theatre,

Rlalto. until a very short time ago
and offered very little apposition,

but when he opened the new Pal-

ace several months ago. the) F. P»

interests for the first time felt ecru-

petition.

Paramount houses have every-

thing to their advantage. They are

better located- and grouped in the

local white way, while the Palace

and the Rlalto are down in the old

Alamo Plaza district, surrounded Jby

the Lasky-Lytle "shooting-gallerier'

and the old Grand opera house and
Rivoli, which uses- second-run Para-
mounts. The Grand has as its pres-
ent policy musical tab and pictures

and also books in some read shows.
It is understood next season the
Grand will play a great many roa4
shows, reverting to its former policy

of a few years ago.

Just what will develop in the local

fight for supremacy is hard to pre-

dict, but one thing is certain, this

town is not big enough for four big

first run theatres. The Famous
Players-Lytle houses are spending
big money in keeping their programs
up to the minute and have recently

completed the remodeling and over-
hauling of the Princess, now called

the New Princess. It is the most
beautiful and artistic in the city.

i rM.iiiii.iinu uuuivio. —'

he crowd was a little startled, but d« thI». we cannot give to the world
a beautiful visualization of what
you have got in your minds, but

let us do It together."

Hays Dodged Questions

These two finished the fireworks

for the first day. Friday morning cept the equipment of the studio, or

passed quietly with Mr. Hays en- th <> kind of judgment that is ulti-

terlng a plea for the producer on
the score that the film industry was
young. The authors bombarded him
with questions and he dodged while

Chairman Taft took up the chal-

lenge mildly enough. But Fannie
Hurst started things again at

luncheon.
"If I were writing this little ad-

dress," she aaid "instead of talking

it—and I wish I were—I should
probably have two chapter headings.

Chapter one would bo called "Giving
them what they want," and chapter
two would be termed cryptically

enough "Bananas."
"Here Is the voice from the studio,

the voice with which we authors
and all of those of us who arc con-
nected with the motion picture in-

dustry are hoping to co-operate
(quoting Mr. Dwan).
"Now it Koems to me that the

voice from the studio is as logical

in taking this point of view as the

tenement mother is when she feeds
her baby bananas. The baby eats

bananas, the baby likes bananas and
the baby cries for more bananas.
The public is similar in its present

mately placed upon the short ftory

or the picture narrative of any
kind."

Exhibitor Wheeler Coincided

Kxhibitor Wheeler's views coin-
cided with the author's. His ex-
perience was that the fans didn't

want to ,be Written down to and
resented screen hokum, and press
agent puffery.

"I have broken records with pic-

tures that were supposed to be box
office failures" he sai\ "I see that
Mr. Sherwood (Robert E. Sherwood,
film reviewer for an evening news-
paper) is supposed to talk after me.
I just let Mr. Sherwood tell me that

a picture is a very exquisite, beau-
tiful picture and a certain box office

failure and 1 will prttty nearly
break my box office record vith it.

I Just ask my people if they want
to see a picture that the producers
and some of the critics y is too
good for them.
"Now, I believe that you can take

a public in almost any community,
perhaps not down on Third avenue,
but do we make our play pictures
entirely for Third a\enue audience ,

I believe that you can build up In

any community a love for the bet-
ter pictures; and I can tell you this:

That when we have to run, as we
do, half a dozen trashy pictures for
one good one, that we hurt our
audiences by keeping them away
because they get so sick and tired

of those trashy pictures that it is

hard to get them out for a good one
and you have got to be awfully
careful to get the confidence of your
audiences and not tell them that a
poor picture Is good.

"I put out a program the other day
of two weeks and I could not find

on there a picture that I liked; I

could not find any criticisms in the
papers that praised It, and I put out
the program without anything, with-
out saying a word. I just gave a
list of pictures, and right away peo-
ple wanted to know why I didn't
put out criticisms about, the pic-
tures I said "They are not any of
them good enough, and if you come
out it is your own hard luck." Well,
they came out and they felt sort
of sorry for me that I have to play
those pictures.

"The film salesmen come up to
mc and say you have got a theatre
here in a swell society place, and
wo have got a swell society drama.
You cannot tell them that that docs
not go. You just have to change
the subject.
"That is not the kind of thing

they want. They don't want the
sentimental. They don't want the
sox stuff. They want a clean; en-
tertaining, wholesome picture that
has some appeal to the Intelligence
and that pulls them up rather than
make them get down and work their
minds down to the level of some of
the trash that wc get.

"I do not pay much attention to

the press sheet; as a matter of fact,

the press sheets that come to my
house I am rather glad to stick

Un4ef a table where nobody will

see them, because I am a little bit

ashamed of them. 1 think that the
av« rage press sheet i« a crime
against intelligence and 1 think that
the producers could co-operate
more if they would work and get

on their press sheets and trv to
get away from all those ballyhoo
.stunts that they urge upon us."

McYICKER'S NEXT

Willis Hall Succeeds Nieggemeyer
as Producer

Chicago, June 13.

C. A. Nieggemeyer concludes his
term in charge of the stage at Mc-
Vicker's June 17. Juno 18 he will

be succeeded by Willis Hall, who
recently closed with "Light Wines
and Beer." Mr. Nieggemeyer, who
has been in that position for some
time, succeeded some high salaried
men from the East who failed to
give satisfaction in this peculiar
position. He formerly had a stock
company at Milwaukee. Mr. Hall,
the new stage manager, was for-
merly leading man of a stock com«
pany in Chicago and has had exten-
sive stock experience, as well as
playing in the legitimate and tn

vaudeville.

Boris Pet r off, who has charge of
the ballet numbers at MoVicker's,
is leaving for California, and will he
gone until July 15 so the undersea
ballet "Beneath the Waves." at Mc-
Vicker's this week, is the last num-
ber of that nature for the summer.

MERRY-GO-ROUND," SPECIAL
Universal may possibly offer Its

production of "The Merry-Go-
Round" as a special for road show-
ing instead of releasing it direct
to the regular picture houses.
Last week the picture was shown

to a number of outside experts
with a view to securing their
opinion whether or not the picture
would meet the demands of a
higher- priced admission Charge.

INDIANAPOLIS 3,000-SEATER

Indianapolis. June 13.

The first sketch of t ho proposed
Famous Players theatre on the site

of the Hotel Knglish has been pub-
lished here, with announcement by
the real estate agent who negoti-
ated the deal for lease of the
ground that work will hn begun
within six months. The house will

s<at :?.000 and Wi'l vim\ STjO.QOO,

according to latest estimates,
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CRUSHERS AT WORK
INDEPENDENTS

PEE1 THEY ARE

100%

-J.

Increase in Rentals

Next Season Feared—Dis-

tributors Expanding as

Exhibitors — Nothing in

Sight for Summer, but

Reissues— State Tax in

New York Another
Worry, on Top of Na-

tional Admission Tax

EXHIBITORS DIVIDED

Tat imh-p.-ndent exhibitors seem

to sense that tie big film crushers

of tlie trade are after thorn, to

^rind them down through compet-

ing then ire. ;
.

It's a condition some exhibitors

admit possible of being through

their own divided sel^s.

The exhibitors of New York ap-

pear to believe they are representa-

tive in thought if not action of the

ensemble exhibitors of the country.

A New York exhibitor this week,

talking to a Variety reporter, stated

the usual tactics of the distributors

were already at work for next sea-

son. That "tdiortage" talk, he said,

is appearing. The distributors see

a shortage for next season. They
want to panic the independent -ex-

hibitors, in order, this exhibitor

claimed, to increase the rentals for

next season 100 per cent, over their

last season's high scales.

Every season the rentals go up,

the exhibitor added, without the

distributor caring a hang whether
the exhibitor could remain In the

business or not.

That is why the distributors are

holding back releases with naught
but reissues for the exhibitors over

the summer, he stated. The Famous
Players has listed 35 reissues for

this summer time, he said; the First

National 25. while the United Artists

Is going to dig 'em up also, while
there are another 26 reissues due
from Triangle.
As a mark of the current situa-

tion it is pointed out that "Passion"
is going in for a return date at

the Capitol. New York, for the week
of June 24, while "The Mark of

Zorro" is another return for Broad-
way, with the Strand also forced

Into a return with "Daddy Long-
legs."

Possible State Tax
Another menace the metropolitan

independents see for next season Is

the possible state tax Governor Al
Smith will force on the picture

houses, to hold up the state's finan-

cial program.
The exhibitor cries, "where am I

going to get it from?" The state-

ment is made that conditions in

the film business have obliged many
exhibitors to carry the burden of

the government admission tax,

especially in houses where 30 cents
is the top price, while the houses
charging 25 cents, he said, can not
exceed that round figure, regardless
of any tax. With a state tax on
the New York picture houses, many
of the theatres will likewise have
to absorb that as a part of their

overhead.
The exhibitor talking to a Variety

man, frankly said he believed most
of the Independent exhibitor**' ills of
his trade light now are due to the
improper national organization of

the exhibitor. He admitted no sym-
pathy with i •• Sydney Cohen na-
tional organisation, but stated he
did thh u that if Senator Jimmy
Walker headed a national body of
exhibitor-, thai in time the senator
not only would place the exhibitor
whore he belonged as a large part
of the Irude, but that Senator
Walker could become the guiding
html foi all of the film business,

distributors and producers as well

as exhibitors. This would be the

ideal situation, he attempted to ex-
plain, and it is a possible contin-

gency, he maintained, could the

senator be induced to lead the ex-
hibitors, following the theory that

Will H. Hays sooner or later will

retire as the director of the man-
agerial body he now represents.

Film Zones for National Body.
The exhibitor alleged the present

form of the national body repre-
sentation is against it as a whole.

He pointed to the organisation as
formed by state association of ex-
hibitors. His claim is that the na-
tional organisation should be com-
posed of exhibitors from zones
rather than -states, likely inferring

the territory supplied by key cities

should be the zones intended, tak-

ing Greater New York ".r instance

as one zone. He stated there would
be 26 film zones, if his plan were
proceeded with, in a national ex-

hibitors' organization.

The pres-ent composition of the

Cohen national organization was
given by him as Minnesota. Michi-
gan and New York out, with Illinois

and South Carolina as probable se-

ceders, although the latter two were
not mentioned «s definitely deciding

to leave.

The encroachment of the inde-

pendent by the big crushers could

not be overlooked, the exhibitor

stated. lie intimated that he and
other independent exhibitors believe

some of the larger distributors aro
working on a common understand-
ing against alt Independent exhibit-

ors. Some instances were men-
tioned by him as indicating an un-
derstanding among distributors, if

not all, some of them.
This exhibitor claimed that the

A. B. C. was deliberately disrupted

by more than one big distributing

interest working in concert imme-
diately after it had booked "Tess."

He stated he knew that for a fact.

Fairbanks' Rentals.
The local man did not except the

big distributors in mentioning In-

creased rentals. He asked that the

record of Fairbanks be looked up in

proof of his assertion that Fair-
banks has increased the rental price

on every new film production he
eyer has put out under his own
name. He mentioned a picture house
In Newark was obliged to pay
$16,000 for one week's first run of

"Robin Hood." While that price

was not mentioned in all cities of

the Newark class, he aaid, with
some small towns getting that Fair-

banks super ns low as 3 1,000, he did

state that the Fairbanks example
has been followed by distributors

until it has grown to be nearly ruin-

ous for the exhibitor.

The recent press announcement
(that came out of Erlanger's of-

fice) of the Shubert-Erlanger pro-
posed picture circuit was mentioned
by the exhibitor, but not with any
feeling of alarm. He appeared to

understand the Krlanger-Shubert
press work summed up no more
than their bookings of any big pic-

ture willing to be booked in the
legit houses in the past.

Concluding the exhibitor save a
boost to the film exhbitors' Chamber
of Commerce of New York. He said
it had 200 members representing 700
theatres; it was his regret the form
of government within it could not
extend throughout the country for
a national organization of ex-
hibitors.

Asked to express his opinion on
why exhibitors insisted on keeping
their theatres open 52 weeks every
year, he answered he would be glad
to close I few weeks every summer
if the other fellows would.

SWEDISH OUTBURST

Ruth Ahlstrand Disgusted with
America and Its People

Syracuse, N. Y.. June 13.

"I'm disgusted with America be-
cause it's nothing but money, monc,\

money. I'm disgusted with the film

producers because they have no re-

spect for art culture or author* and
I'm disgusted with the neonie be-

cause they really don't know how to

live." said Until Ab1strand here to-

day. Hhe had >'• complaint other-

wise. Miss Ahtstrand is sailing

back home to Sweden July li on the

Stockholm from New fork.

The Swedish actress has bo^n o

here less than A J'S I

BRITISH PICTURE INVASION

ASSUMING TANGIBLE FORM
NO COHEN BOMBSHELL

AT FEDERAL HEARING

Brings M. P. T, 0. A. Records

of Zukor Correspondence

—

Adjourn Till Tommorrow

Report of British Distributing Corporation for U. S.

Circulation—All Englishmen—Hudson Bay and
Bank of Canada Said to Be Behind Promotion

MAY McAVOY BUYS OFF

HER F. P. CONTRACT
The crowd that gathered at the

Federal trade inquiry into Famous
Players yesterday in anticipation of

fireworks from Sydney S. Cohen,

president of the National Associa-

tion 01 Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, were disappointed. Cohen
brought a pile of correspondence be-
tween himself and Adolph Zukor
under subpoena and spent the after-
noon in Identifying the papers.
They were marked but not offered".

Mr. Fuller, chief government coun-
sel, asked for other records such as
a stenographer's report of the re-
marks of Mr. Zukor before the ex-
ecutive committee in Minneapolis in

1921 and memoranda taken at the
conference between Mr. Ludvigh and
Theatre Owners* committee con-
cerning certain exhibitor grievances.
Mr. Cohen was not sure he could
produce all Mr. Fuller wanted and
adjournment was taken until to-
morrow, today being occupied by
Mr. Fuller in going over the theatre
owners' records in organization
headquarters.
Mr. Fuller announced that the in-

quiry planned to move to Philadel-
phia Monday and subpoenaes have I

been issued in that city, but after
the difficulty of handling the Cohen
records had been threshed out, he
agreed to defer the Quaker City ces-
sion for a few days.
The most interesting witness of

the week was Sidney It. Kent, gen-
eral sales manager of Famous Play-
ers. He testified to the position of
the Loew circuit in the industry,
admitting that Loew received cer-
tain preferences in the booking of
pictures, but insisting that else-
where in the country exhibitors
were served on a competitive basis.
Preference was given to the housos
of the best type of modern theatre
which must have large capacity, but
generally exhibitors were encour-
aged to "fight" for service, and the
Paramount pictures were booked at
the best price under a system of
competitive bidding. The govern-
ment tried to make it appear that
IiOew held a port of corner on Para-
mount film in New York, and it did i

seem from the testimony that the
Loew houses, by reason of the num-
ber of daj'S and the bulk of ma-
terial it used, was permitted tomak<
first choice of first run material.
John Mannheimer, independent

exhibitor in the Bronx, was on the
stand all Tuesday morning. He was
questioned as to his opposition with
the nearby Ix>ew house which is

alleged to have enjoyed certain
preferences from the big producers
for first run product. Mannheimer
testified that Loew's used about ISO
pictures a year and none of these
were available for his establishment,
since he also used first runs and
was forced to buy from United
Artists, a few available (Joldwyns.
Warner Pros, and the open market.
He was positive that he could not
get as good! quality as that supplied
by the big companies, particularly
Paramount, to his opposition. He
was firm on all these points under
cross examiriatir.n.

Received $5,000 Per Picture

—Wants More — Hearst

Offered $20,000, Report

May McAvoy is no longer a Fa-
mous Players star. That much was
admitted at the offices of the or-
ganization this week
Miss McAvoy, according to report,

was under contract to the Famous
Players organization at a salary of
$"»,000 per picture. During the re-
cent wave of increasing salaries in

the production field sh. is said to
have received offers ns high as $15,-
000 a production and finally bought
off her contract with Famous to
take advantage of the Increase
which was offered her from other
i»r< ducers.
Within the week Miss McAvoy Is

said to have been offered to the
Hearst organization at $20,000 per
picture, but ;he offer was not ac-
cepted. •

GRAUMAN SELLS OUT

Receives 9850,000 from F. P. for In

terest in Metropolitan

LARRY SEAM0N MARRYING
Los Angeles, June It,

L«rr> ;non Is reported a~
about to marry. Colette ltyan, who
has been his leading woman in plc-

t ,riM, is reported as the bride-to-be.

Seamon still bus to make several

short-reel comedies for Yitagraph,
after which he Will start work on
the Truart contract, iieorge Pei <

swung the ne,v contract for the
conic! Is

Sid Orauman, in New York for a
couple of weeks, has almost com-
pleted his negotiations with Famous
Players whereby F. P. will take over
his financial interest in the new
Metropolitan, Los Angeles. It was
reported Grauman and the Famous
Players were about to part as far
ns the Metropolitan theatre was
concerned. Printed in Variety at the
time, it was denied by both Grau-
man and the Famous people.
Kvnts of the last few weeks have

borne out the earlier reports. Grau-
man is to get 1850,000 for his inter-
est in the house. He still retains
his half interest with Famous in the
lease of the Million Dollar theatre
and the Rialto. Orauman's interest

In the Hollywood theatre is bringing
him a big return.
Crauman it is believed will be

here for another week or so. On
his return to the coast he will be
still nffiliated with the Metropolitan
as managing director and have
charge of the presentations at the
house, which will be solely under the
Famous direction. Famous may dis-
pose of the office portion of the
building, retaining the theatre and
the ground. The latter was pur-
chased four years ago for $1,500,000

and the present valuation on It is

$.1,000,000.

F0X
f

S "FREEDOM"

Secnrts Film Rights to Hutchin-
son's Other Book

Fox has secured the film rights to
Hutchinson's "This Freedom," a
book obtaining almost as wide a
sole as the author's "If Winter
Comes," which Fox also has pro-
duced for the screen.
Fox had an active bidder for

"Freedom" in First National.

GRLFFITH-JOLSON FILM
Preliminary work on the D. W.

Griffith production in which Al Jol-
ron Iq to be starred herfsn Tuesday.
There was some slight delay, as
Porter Strong, one of the players
east for a role, was found dead in

his New Yoik apartment Monday.
Last week it was reported thai

the f',\ IrTlth-JolMoii deal was de-
clared oflf, but this was denied b)

one of the executives of the Griffith

oi : « nisatton thh week.

-

The oft -reported invasion of the
States by Knglish-made pictures is

said to be well developed for tan-
gible form. It is reported there is

about to be formed the British
Distributing Corporation, or some
i-imilar corporate name, which will
undertake to place the British-
mnde pictures throughout the
States.

Among the financial interests
mentioned behind it are th« Hud-
son Bay Company and the Bank of
Canada. Despite the financial peo-
ple from across the border, the per-
sonnel of the new company will be
composed entirely of Englishmen,
the reports say.

One of the items in connection
with the newest foreign promotion
that concerns the native exhibitors
is the anticipated low rentals for
the Knglish product. It will cut the
American-made pictures' scale in

halt, according to accounts.
The leader in the British move-

ment for the States Is reported as
the .Ideal, which has a representa-
tive now in New York. He came
here to exploit "The Bill or Di-
vorcement," an Knglish-made pic-
ture with Constance Blnney that
has been pronounced on a par with
American features, although the
Knglish picture has been* unable to
locate a showing for Itself in any
Broadway picture theatre. Ex-
hibitors say the reason for that Is

not bard to find by an analytical
mind.
The American exhibitor is going

to have the best of the Knglish-
made product at his command, ac-
cording to the story of the British
movement. It is given as a reason
for the importation by Knglish film

producers of Betty Compson for
"Women Against Women," on th
screen, a piece that Is to be done
over here on the stage by A. II.

Woods. Pauline Frederick is

another American picture star now
abroad to head an all- Knglish pic-
ture company. Betty Blythe in

"Chu Chin Chow" is another Amer-
ican over there for that picture Of
the huge stage spectacle presented
by Comstock & Gett all over this

country.
No definite time is *e\ for the

start of the Knglish Invasion, but
the familiars with it assert it is a
certainty.

ALLEN HOUSES SOLD TO

C. F. P. FOR $600,000

Purchased from Receiver—36
Theatres in Dominion

of Canada

Toronto, June 13

The Canadian Famous Players
Corp. has taken over the Allen cha'n
of houses through having pur-
chased the interest the Aliens held

from the receiver. The price is said

to have been $600,000. The asset h

of the Allen Theatres. I*td., of To-
ronto, comprises 3$ picture theatre.*

In the Dominion.
Prior to the cVosing with Famous

Players, Bobert Leiber. president or

First National, and John G. Von
llerberg, of Seattle, one of the oris

inal franchise holders in the organ-
fxation, made a trip to Ottawa and
Toronto with a view to taking over

the houses for the exhibitor-con

trolled organization. At about th"

s.inn- time the Canadian Famous
Players made a move which brought

the houses into their fold.

The Allen houses 'iave been op-

erated under the direction of (J. 'I*.

Clark on, of Toronto, appointed by

tlie rum ;s as a trustee following th

'., hi. t. ; oreeeeflh -•«.
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METRO LISTS 33 PRODUCTIONS

FROM SEPTEMBER TO MAY, 1924

Twenty-four Title* Announced with Dates
—"Scara-

mouche" Set for Road Show—Keaton Five-

Reelcr, Jackie Coogan Features Scheduled

Metro published a list of 93 pro-

duction* set for release between

September and May this week, the

production policy having been fixed

at the annua] sales convention held

last week at the Astor, New York.

Twenty-four dates and titles were
epecifled, the titles of the remaining

nine being withheld for the present

because of some uncertainty in

•election and availability.

The features are reported to have
cost frcm $100,000 to $350,000, and
one, "Scaramouche," representing

an outlay of close to $1,000,000. This

Is the Rex Ingram production from
the popular novel, and it will be

road-showed beginning in January.

The list follows:
Star st

J92.1. Title. Wrector.
Sept. Tb« French Doll Murray

Strangers of the Night
(Captain Applejack) N Iblo

Bouaed Llpa Dana
The Three Ave* Keaton

Oct. The Eayle'a Feather. . ..Screen Classic

•The Master of Woman. Barker
I/ong Live the Kins. .. .Coogan
Held to Amw*t Screen Classic
The Social Cod* Dana

Nov. •Heart* of Happiness. . . Holubar
Man, Woman and
Temptation Niblo
Pleasure Mad Barker
Not Selected Keaton

Dec. Desire Screen Classic
Fashion Row Murray
Th* UnlnvHed Guest.. ..Williamson-

Technicolor
7n Search of a Thrill. ..Dana

"DH JACK" LATE IN N. 0.

BUT DREW $5,000 GROSS

Southern House With 2,200

Beats Out Liberty (1,800)

by $800

SHRINERS WEEK LEAVES

WASHINGTON LISTLESS

Too Much Outside Makes

Crushing Opposition to

Theatres

BROAD ST. FIRE AND WEATHER

KNOCK PHILLY FIGURES FLAT
'

1024
Jan. Scaramouche Ingram

Not Selected Coogan
The Shooting of Dan
MoOrew S-L..

•Other Men's Clothes Screen Classic
Feb. Not Selected Dana

life's Highway Holubar
Not Selected Screen Classic

Mar. Not Selected Niblo
Not Selected v. ..Barker
Not Selected Keaton
Not Selected Ingram

April Mademoiselle Midnight. Murray
The Dog of Flanders...Coogan
Not Selected Screen Classic
Not Selected Dana

May Robes of Redemption...Holubar

•Subject to Changs of title.

Additions to this list may number
three or four. "Strangers of the
Night Is the screen title of "Opt.
Applejack." Special interest at-
taches to the three five-reelcrs

featuring Buster Keaton, three
Jackie Coogan pictures with Jack
Coogan, Sr., as general supervisor,
and a trio of productions starring

Mae Murray. Jackie is at work on
the first picture from Mary Roberts
Rlnehart's story, "Long Live the

King,'' dealing with the adventures
of the crown prince of a mythical
kingdom. Victor Schertzinger is

directing.

"The French Doll" is an adapta-
tion of the musical piece of the

same name, in which Irene Bordoni
starred last season. It is based on
A. R. Thomas' adaptation of a
French play. Buster Keaton has
completed his first picture, "The
Three Ages."
Accompanying the announcement

and designed for mailing to

the trade, is a mimeographed
synopt Is and cast, together with a
thumb-nail recital of the story of
the first dozen pictures.

New Orleans, June 13.

Business in the film places perked

up last week, propitious weather

aiding and abetting the general

grosses, with a happier selection of

film media augmenting in kind also.

Warm days depleted the matinees,

but cooler breezes after nightfall

double-scored the evening attend-
ance.
The wicket tally was as follows:

8trand (Capacity 2,200; prices, 28,

55, 83)—Harold Lloyd in "Dr. Jack."
Lloyd is a local box-office factor of

parts, ,and presently a draw of pro-
portions. While late for this Lloyd
film here, they laughed, so they bade
others to go and do likewise, sending

,
weekly figure to $5,000.

Liberty (Capacity 1,800; prices,

28-55)—Betty Compson in "The Wild
Flower." Perhaps languorous atmos-
phere of Hawaiia caused Liberty's
crowds to grow apace last week by
comparison with others before.
Trifle over $4,200.

ROCK'S BIG SUIT

Wants Over Half Million from Mae
Murray'* Company

STEGEMEIER LOSES MEMORY
Indianapolis, June 13.

Richard W. Stegemeier, one of
the principal owners of the Apollo,
downtown movie house, was found
wandering on a country road 15

miles north of the city Friday
morning after he had been missing
since Tuesday. The family physi-
cian said he was suffering from
temporary lapse of memory.
Richard Stegemeier, Jr., said his

father had been under severe strain
due to heavy demands of his busi-
ness interests, which also include
two local restaurants and capital
Jn a number of other enterprises.
The elder Stegemeier could not

tell where he had* been.

RAWLINSON FINALLY SETTLES
Los Angeles, June 13.

The suit of Dorothy Clark against
Herbert Rawlinson, the Universal
screen star, which has been pending
for some time has finally been set-

tled out of court. Miss Clark orig-

inally demanded $200,000 for the

actor's alleged attack on her. It is

not known what she accepted as a
•ettlcment.

Rawlinson's attorney states that
tho settlement was made to avoid

tho u;:<>s i\iij'o publicity of a trial.

Two suits have been filed in the

New York Supreme Court by Allan

Rock, the picture exploitation man,
one against Herbert E. Cronenweth,
George Perry and Perry Plays, Inc.,

for an accounting and a $526,450

damage suit against the Tiffany
Production, Inc. Both revolve
around related business deals.

The damage suit agaiiutHhe Tif-

fany Productions, Inc., Is based on
a contract of May, 1920, whereby
Rock was to act as general man-
ager for the corporation at a $250
weekly salary and 25 per cent, of

the stock. He admits working tight
weeks and receiving $100 a week
instead of $250, his income ceasing
thereafter.

Rock, through Jay Leo Roth-
schild, claims his contract was to be
in force until Mae Murray had com-
pleted four productions i.nder Ilob-

ert Z. Leonard's direction: "Peacock
Alley," "Fascination," "Broadway
Rose" and "Jazzmania."
Rock estimates the value of the

25 per cent, of the stock alleged due
him at $500,000 and claims $26, -150

unpaid salary. He charges M. H.
Hoffman was employed by the de-
fendant to supersede him.
The suit against Herbert Cronen-

weth, George Perry and Perry
Plays, Inc., is based on a contract
of Jan. 15, 1921. Under the contract
Rock was to split 50-50 on all in-
come from pictures which were ex-
ploited by Rock. Rock was then
with the Hearst newspapers. Rock
charges that he was induced to can-
cel his contract so that a new one
be drawn to make provision for
Harry L. Gates in connection with
Perry Plays, Inc., but that no new
contract was subsequently drawn.
Rock wants an accounting ar ' the

appointment of a receiver. He al-
leges that the defendants organized
new corporations such as the Globe
Productions, Inc., Tiffany Produc-
tions, Inc., and Tru-art Pictures
Corp., to take over contracts and
sidestep any obligations to him. He
alleges that the defendants control
the production of Mae Murray sub-
jects, including "The French Doll"
and "Fashion Row" (in production)
supplementing the four named; also
a screen version of "The Unknown
Purple" in association with Abe
Carlos and Roland W-'st; Larry
Semon comedies; a contract with
Edwards Dillon for Elaine Hammer-
stein; Arthur Maude productions of
two-reelers based on famous paint-
ings.

Rock was the one who swung the
Audrey Munson Hearst serial tie-up
in connection with a screen play
.starring the artist's model.

^ Washington, D. C. June 13.

The big show is over and the mo-
tion picture managers are offering

up prayers of thanks, both literally

and figuratively. If the week pre-
ceding the gathering of the Shriners
was bad, last week was worse, if it

cculd be possible. There was simply
too much outside, and when the

hordes left for home Washington-
ians were so tired that the very
thought of going to the movies was
a mental, effort
The local men evidently expected

little although the rental of the
Garrick and Poll's gave indication
that someone hoped. Poll's had
"Only a Shop Girl" and in conjunc-
tion with the Hearst paper here
put across a publicity stunt of vot-
ing for the most popular girl, the
winner receiving an automobile. It

a.ouscd little interest and the pic-

ture did little. The Garrick. away
off the beaten track, apparently
didn't have a "chance from the start

and with "Salome" did nothing at
all. They got away to a bad start

through a jumble in the papers of

their attraction, one picture being
announced In the regular dramatic
and picture section and in the news
section another announcement cor-
recting the name of the picture,

which In most of the dailies wae
badly placed and of little value.
Week's estimates:
Rialtc—Seats 1,900; scale, 50c.

nights. "The vAbysmal Brute" (Uni-
versal). A good Saturday night i

helped matters considerably here. I

The chief merits lie in the capable
perfoimance of Reginald Denny.
Around $7,000 on the week.

Coli mbia—Seats 1.200; scale, 35-

50c. nights. ' "The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse" (Metros This
revival had lots wanting to see the
picture, but there was simply too
much outside. Doubtful if tbe gross
went to $7,000.

Metropolitan—Seats 2,400; scale,

35-50C. nights. "The Bright Shawl"
(second week). A picture with much
morit and which got its share lof

what business there was to get.

Possibly $7,000.
Palrce—Seats 2,500; scale, 35-50c.

nights. Jack Holt in "The Tiger's
Caw.*' Although Manager Beatus
revived "Once a Mason" and billed

this comedy with equal prominence
as hi* feature, the house did nothing
startling. It looked about $6,000.

"Enemies of Women" Hurt by Blaze—"Bright

Shawl" Stands Out as Winner—Several Houses

Go to Second Runs—Forrest for Films?

it

Philadelphia, June 13.

doubtful whether through-

IMPROVING STREAK

St. Louis Theatres Spending $200,-

000 to Pretty Up.

St. Louis, June 13.

Surely never was a town more
subject to mid-summo" theatre im-
provements -nan this most excel-
cent of cities—St. Louis. Spending
money for general improvement of

the theatre, like a disease, seems
epidemic. Already workmen are
busy beautifying the various thea-
tres—in somo cases rebuilding, and
local managers will be obliged to

pay out close to $300,000!

Along Grand avenue, the vortex
of the night life of St. Louis, the
Missouri and Grand Central top the
list oy spending $114,000 and $75,000

respectively. The Rialto, also on
Grand avenue, in keeping pare with
tho two picture houses i.j spending
$20,000. Each striving to outdo the
other In outside lighting effects

Among the various managers who
have announced an improvement
program are:
Herschel Stuart, Missouri, $114,-

000; Robert Smith, Grand Central,

$75,000; Harry Earl, Rialto, $20,-

000; David E. Russell, Columbia,
$11,000; Oscar Dane, Gayety, $11,-

000; A: Gillie, Grand, $7,000; George
Lighton, Jefferson, $5,000; Edward
Sullivan, Orpheum, $5,000; Paul
Bcisman, American, $7,300, and
Harry Grcenman, Liberty, $1,500.

NOT ALL BATHING SCENES OUT
"Watertown, N. Y., June 13.

The State Movie Censorship Com-
mission won't eliminate bathing
suits in the pictures if George H.
Cobb, chief censor, now convalesc-
ing at his home here after an auto
accident, has his way.
Commenting on the action of his

associates in killing the use of an
advertisement showing Mimi Pal-

merl in a nifty bathing outfit, Cobb
declared that this was not to 1>«

interpreted as meaning the death
of all bathing suit sce.ies

"It is only where girls pose in

indecent posture with evident in-

tefit to display their form and ap-
peal to the imagination of those

who witness pictures that we In-

tend to make elimination*," said the

commission's chairman.

out last summer, which was a more
than ordinarily hot one. too, the

Philly film houses suffered so heav-

ily from the weather as they did

last week.
"The Bright Shawl." feature at

the Stanley, may be said to he the

only one of the features wh*ch held

up through the hot weather. It won
some splendid notices and put Rich-

ard Borthelmess definitely back on
the list of stars whose drawing
power is big enough for the Stan-

ley's 4,000 capacity. If it had been

a winter week, there is reason to

suppose that ''The Bright Shawl"
would have hit close to the house
record; as it was, a gross of about

$19,000 is considered a fine figure.

It came pretty close to equaling the

grosses of all the other downtown
film houses combined.
An added feature was the danc-

ing act of Florence Cowanova and
six girls, billed as Miss Cowanova's
"Dancing Sextet." Spanish dances,

in keeping with the atmosphere of

"The Bright Shawl," composed the

program. Admund SJovik, Swedish
baritone, was another feature of this

more than ordinarily good bill.

The others of the "Big Four"
turned in pitiful grosses. "The Sun-
shine Trail," the last picture at the

Aldine this spring, had a woefully

low record of the last few months.
Good notices have seeme- to make
little difference with the business

here.
Thomas Meighan's "The Ne'er-

Do-Well," In its third and last week
at the Stanton, did poorly also. This
picture in two weeks was something
of a surprise as a clean-up, but it

cracked under the continued spell of

hot weather.
The Karlton was almost as sad

as the Aldine with Walter Hier's

"Sixty Cents an Hour." This rotund
comedian's firs^ starring vehicle,

"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime," did

little enough business at this house,

but "Sixty Cents an Hour" was
weaker still. This is all the more
surprising since the Karlton. located

in the so-called "center of the city,"

and in the exclusive shopping dis-

trict, would appear to be a pretty

safe bet no matter what the weather.
Nevertheless, except in a few iso-

lated cases, business has been bad
at this house all spring and most
of the winter. Among the real pull-

ers were "Fury," "The Storm,"
"Down to the Sea in Ships," *'Dr.

Jack," and "Safety Last."
The Palace and the Arcadia were

almost as much off last week as the

"Big Four." "Souls for Sale" did

not pull. Nevertheless, business at
the Palace did show a definite gain
when the cool weather struck town,
which cannot be said for "Is Money
Everything?" at the Arcadia. Lloyd's
'Safety Last," In its third down-
town showing, this time at the Vic-
toria, continued to draw.
The most Important film booking

this week was "Enemies of Women"
at the Stanton. Contrary to expec-
tations, there was little or no extra
advertising for this Cosmopolitan
special, which was expected to get
the splurge given "When Knight-
hood Was in Flower," at the same
theatre last fall. However, the
Stanley company Is down to its

usual summer policy of a two-col-
umn block of ads, as opposed to
four in the winter, and "Enemies of
Women" was given r > preference.
This feature received a terrible

wallop Monday. The Stanto » is di-
rectly opposite the Broad street sta-
tion trainshed, and the fire which
destroyed the shed and kept burning
all d:»y long, resulted in empty rows
insidp the theatre. Tuesday showed
a distinct Improvement, lut the
dailies were not overly enthusiastic,
and the peneral belief is that three
weeks at the outside, and more
likely two, will hold this feature.
The Victoria has developed into a

regular second-run house, instead of
showing first -run of certain sensa-
tional kinds of pictures as formerly.
"Adam's Rib," "Safety Last," "Bella
Donna," and next week "The Ne'er-
Do-Wcll," are examples of this new
policy. The Regent is another house
that has changed its policy; first it

went from entire week to three-day
bookings of new pictures, and now
it, too, is showing second and third
runs for three days each.
The Garrick closed Saturday night

following its two weeks of "The
Greatest Menace," drup film, which
supplemented the legitimate season
there. Business was low the second
week.
The new Shubert-Erlanger deal

for booking big specials in legit-
imate houses may settle on the For-
rest as the local house to be used
for films. This fine, big house,
which has been so successful in
housing musical comedies, is said f<>

he considered for a showing of "The

Covered Wagon" late in the sum-
mer, and may follow that wlti other
pictures, though It hardly seems
plausible that so fine a legit house
would be used for this purpose when
It has been one of the few good
drawing cards for the syndicate
people during the lean years foN
lowing the war.
Estimates of last veek:
8tanley—"The Bright Shawl"

(First National). The best of last
week's business, though even here
the gross was decidedly off. Pic-
ture very well liked, and would have
hit for a record with any kind of
weather breaks. Did about $18,000.

(Capacity, 4,000; boale, 35 and 60
cents, matinees; (0 and 75 cents,
evenings.)

Stanton — "The Ne'er-Do-Well"
(Paramount). Very weak in third
and last week, gross falling to about
$6,000. "Enemies of Women" open-
ing hit hard by fire close tq theatre.
(Capacity, 1,700; scale, 35 and 60

cents, matinees; 60 and 75 cents,
evenings.)
Karlton—"60 Cents an Hcur"

(Paramount). Gross was one of

lowest house has had in long time,
barely beating $4,000. "Scars of
Jealousy" this week's feature. (Ca-
pacity, 1,100; 50-cent scale.)

Aldine—"The Sunshine Trail"
(First National). Final week of this

house for summer. Gross was down
around $3,000, probably less.

"MAIN ST." IN 3 HOUSES

Feature Did Well Last
Boston

Week in

Boston, June 13.

Playing three houses in the town
at popular prices, "Main Street" did

splendid business last week. At the

Park it picked up $6,000 and got
similar amounts at the Modern and
Beacon, other popular priced houses
in the city. This business was done,

despite the heat conditions that pre-

vailed at the first of the week and
comes near being a record for a pic-

ture released at this time of the
year.

The Park is closed this week, and
as far as signs go will remain so

for the balance of the season.
"Vanity Fair" and "You Are

Guilty" are being used for the Mod-
ern and Beacon this week, with the
State, Loew's big uptown house,
playing "The Girl Who Came Back*
for a feature.

RAY'S BIG STUDIO

Elaborate Plans for New Chas.
Corporation.

Ray

Los Angeles, June 18.

According to reports from Charles
Ray studio, $3,000,000 is involved In
the proposed development of the
property just purchased, known aa
the Cormoart studios. The future
development of the new site will be
handled by a new faction now being
organized by the film star and of
which he Is to head.
The company is to be known as

the Charles Ray fejnterp: ises Cor-
poration. This 20-acre piece of
property lies In the heart of the
Wilshir- district and from a real
estate standpoint Is very valuable.

If plans are carried out the
studio , when remodeled, will be
one of the most picturesque sites

of the kind.
It is planned to accommodate at

least 12 independent producing com-
panies besides Ray, who will make
two features a year.
Albert A. Kidder, his manager and

legal adviser, was instrumental in

consummating the deal.

PEEKSKILL APPEAL UP
The appeal of the Peekskill The-

atre, Inc., in its action against the
Advance Theatrical Co., Marcus
Loew and others, is to come before
the Appellate Term of the Supreme
Court tomorrow (Friday), when the
Argument of Nathan Burkan, repre-
senting the Singer Bros., owners of

the Peckskill theatre will be heard.
This it the action decided against

the theatre owners in the Supreme
Court during the spring. The
Singers accuse the Advance The-
atrical Co. of engineering a boy-
cott against them through maklnr
it impossible for them to obtain film

service from certain companier
operating in New York city.
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HEAT KICKED BOTTOM OUT OF

B'WAY BUSINESS LAST WEEK

Principal Houses Felt It—Capitol

$36,000— Strand Did $21,000 -

$5,300 With "Enemies"

Dropped to

Cameo Did

Last week's heat wave just about
knocked the bottom out of the box
offices of the picture theatres in the
Broadway district. Had it not been
for the turn in the weather that
came at the end of the week the
final figures would have been tre-
mendously below what they were.
The advent of rain Thursday and
the cooling off toward the week-end
saved tit" day.

Not a single one of the houses was
exempt in the general, flop at the
box office. The big Capitol was hit

just as hard as all of the rest. The
wallop at the Cupilol last week must
have affected this week's show, for
its current program is about as" weak
ns any presented along Broad Way in
montli*.

The Capitol held ""The Ragged
Cdge'' as the attraction. A good
enough South Sea island picture, but
on the week the house fulled to get
"anything In ihe way of patronage
that would pot it far enough ahead

"•of the Strand in receipts, with dif-
ference In capacity considered, to
make it Maud out. The Strand held
a eorking •how last week, with the

"•diversions far overshadowing: the
feature itself] which was Douglas
Mac!...'in in "A Man of Action,"
winding up with a gross of. better
than Sl'hOOO on the week.
The two Famous Players-Lasky

houses buffered the moet. The Ri-
voli held a corking picture in "The
Exciters," and the gross there was
down to $12,750, while the Rialto.
with "The Heart Balder," a good
summer picture, pulled just under
$12,000. A drop of these proportions
.says there is something wrong.
*'Thc Covered Wagon." at the Cri-

terion, also suffered a little from the
heat, but it did not affect the sale as
far as stats were concerned, the dif-
ference in the take being due mainly
to the falling-off of standing room.
The week here wont to almost
$10,000.
At the Lyric Griffith's "The White

Rose" staged the greatest sort of a
comeback on the week-end. It is
hardly believable, but on Saturday
the matinee business was about the
biggest that the picture has done
since its advent on Broadway. In
the Griffith office there was a little

fear that the picture, running into
hot weather, had ruined its chances,
but with the break in the weather
the strength of the film was fully
displayed, with a line that extended
more than half-way down the block
on Saturday.
The little Cameo also did a come-

back with the advent there of the
Cosmopolitan special,. "Enemies of
Women," for an eight weeks' en-
gagement at popular prices follow-
ing a special run of four weeks at
the Central at $1.50 top, three weeks
at the Ilivoii and Hialto at regular
picture prices, and turned a week
with a $3,300 gross for its first at
the Cameo. The Vitagraph lately
played a couple of their feautres at
the Cameo to a usual weekly gross
of around $3,600.
Estimate for last week:
Cameo — "Enemies of Women"

(Cosmopolitan - Goldwyn). (Seats
539; scale 55-85.) Turned in $5,300
in eighth week on Broadway. Open-
ing week here. With weather break
this week, grass going ahead of last
week.

Capitol — "The Bagged Edge"
(Distinctivc-Goldwyn). (Seats 5,300;
scale, 55-85-$1.10.) Hit hard last
week by weather and even regular
patronage did not hold up. Gross
little better than $86,000.
Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"

(Famcus riayers-Lasky). (Seats
608; scale, mats $1 top, eves. $1.50.)
Fell down little on amount of stand-
ing rcojn sold with gross going to

$9,750
Lyric—"The White Rose" (D. W.

OiftUh). (Seats 1.400; scale, mats.
$1 top. eves. $1.50.) Did strong
eomeback at end of week with
weathe.- break and got almost $6,000.
Rialto—'The Heart Raider" (Fa-

mous Players-Lasky). (Seats 1,960;
scale 5E-85-99.) Good summer pic-
ture that should have pulled. Busi-
ness ot house dropped considerably
and pross last week just under
$12,000
Rivoh—"The Exciters" (Famous

Playeis-Lasky.) Seats 2.200; scale
r>5-S.-|-{H».) Business hero also
dropped and the week finished with
I1MCC*.
Strand—'A Man of Action*' (Ince-

Flrat National). (Seats 2,900; scale
;3-r.0- l

r..) Strength of show around
picture helped Strand's box office

considerably with week ending to
gross business, little better than
$11,000. Plunketl flashed real bill of
light summer entertainment of
tasty sort that pulled business.
Success of added feature* so strong
1'Iunkett has now set complete
J*ar Week" for house.

BALTIMORE GROSSES

DROOP UNDER HEAT

Average Several Thousand
- Less on Usual— Im-

t: proved This Week

Baltimore, June 13.

Picture business was struck by
the heat last week and. struck fairly

hard. On the average grosses iu all

the theatres went down several
thousand dollars. A cool spell to-

ward the last of the Week enable*!

the theatres. to pick up u fairly good
week-end patronage.

Both the big downtown houses,
Centpry and Rivoli, had good bills

on las>L week, the century running
Metro's '"Fatuous Mrs. Fair'* and the

Rivoli carrying the film version of

Belusco'H "C.irl of the Golden West."
The other houses. New and Park-
way, were running "Mr. Hillings

Spends His Dime" and "Cordelia the
Magnificent" respectively, and both
fared worse than did the big pair.

The Century business was aided
considerate • by the sixth week of
their condensed comic operas, which
were inaugurated by Thomas 1>.

Sorieriro, general manager of the
Whitehurst interests. Last week
the Duffy-Mackenzie combination
put on "Pirates of Penzane" and «ot
excellent reviews on it. Film critics

here in several instances have given
the miniature operas full-length re-
views, and this has aided in spread-
ing their tidings about th city.

Grosses for the week follow:
Century—Capacity, 3,500; scale,

25-50-75. With "Famous Mrs. Fair"
and condensed "Pirates of Penzance"
this house did about $12,000, about
$2,000 or $3,000 under average pace.
Is figured to pick up this week with
another Metro, ''Where the Pave-
ment Ends," which started off to
excellent Monday business.

Rivoli—Capacity, 2,000; scale, 25-
60-75. With "Girl of the Golden
West" this house did a fairly good
week's business, with the heat work-
ing against it. Has "Man of Action"
this week and Douglas MacLean is a
popular star for house. His previ-
ous pictures have all done well here.
New—Capacity, 1.800; scale, 25-50.

With the Hicrs film, "Mr. Billings
Spends His Dime." business dropped
from a normal $8,000 or $3,000 to
about $6,000. House has a Metro,
"All the Brothers Were Valiant,"
this week, and is rated to bring
them back. Weather in Baltimore
is good now, although week started
off with downpour of rain, which
did not make any great inroads into
business.
Parkway—Capacity, 1,200; scale.

25-44. "Cordelia the Magnificent,"
tho Clara Kimball Young starring
vehicle, didn't break any records in
this small but popular uptown mem-
ber of the Whitehurst string. Fell
to less than $2,500 business and
pulled several mild but pointed
panning* in addition.

"STARVED TO DEATH"

Detroit Houses Suffered in Haat

—

Much Better in Cool Weathsr

Detroit June 13.

The forepart of last wee!', was
very warm with the result every
picture house ''starved to death."

Wednesday it turned real cool and
that day business was 200 per cent,
better. The two big attractions
were "Within the Law* at the Cap-
itol and "Enemies of Women" at
Adams.

All of the first -run picture houses
will remain open through the sum-
mer, with the exception ot tin* Mad-
ison. It closes June 24 for three
weeks to redecorate.
Estimate* for last wee
Adams—"Enemies ot Women."

Playing to capacity when weather
not too hot. although even during
hot spell, only flrat-run house thai
did any business. Another picture
had been hooked and announced for

current week but business « took
jump end oi second week and it was
decided to hold it third \v< ek.

Capitol "Within the Law." Vera
good bus! iess considering fir I three
days BO hot. Close to $L'<»,nnn.

Madison — "Temptation." State-
rl«ht production. Received good
notices and got around $8,000.

Broadway -Strand "The Qirl Who
Came Back." Fair business. Ap-
proximately $4,000.

PICTURES
3 LEADERS MOSSED

BULK OF L A. BIZ

•

21

"Safety Last," "Daddy" and

"Covered Wagon/' Best

of Week

Los Angeles. June IS.

There were three "leaders" in the
week's film market. Jackie Coogan
in "Daddy" ran up a big gross at
Loew's (now operated by West
Coast, Inc.): Harold Lloyd, In
"Safety Last." was given the dis-
tinction of playing two theatres on
the same street in the same city
at the same time. He was the
topllner at the California, where he
opened a week previous, and also
at Miller's. Both theatres are
under one management. "The
Covered Wagon" moves along at a
financially popular gait at Grau-
man's Hollywood, and hns now set-
tled down for a run. The box esti-

mates
California—"Safety Last" (Hal

Roach. Seats 2,000; 25-55) Harold
Lloyd starred. Short but good sup-
plementary bill. Took $23,93:.'.

Kinema—'What a Wife Learned"
a nee.. Seats 1.800; 35). Milton Sills

featured. Received fairly well. Com-
edy, "The Uncovered Wagon," also
listed, with almost equal advertis-
ing play. Got in neighborhood of
$7,560.
Grauman'a—"The Ctrl Who Came

Back" (B. P. Schulberg. Soats
2.200; 25-35). Kenneth Harlan.
Miriam Cooper given the "spot."
Special Grauman presentation.
"BroadWny to the Bowery," helped
pull crowd. Easter and Ilazelton
held over. Crossed $10,550.

Metropolitan—"The Law of the
Lawless" (Paramount. Seats 3,700;
35-65). Dorothy Dalton in lead. Not
so good a draw. Theodore Kosloff,
Charles l>e Roche and Tully Mar-
shall billed with same prominence
in support. Ben Black's band, Hel-
ler's symphonic concert and Mur-
tagh's organ selections pro-
grammed. "Fighting Blood." TT. C.
Wltwcr's story series, used as
chaser. Receipts approximately
$22,500.
Grauman'a Rialto—"Nnemies of

Women" (Cosmo. Seats 200: 35-S:>>.

Announcement of final week simply
ruse of press department to hurry
up the stragglers, but end is now
in sight. Figured about $3,600.
Grauman'i Hollywood—"The Cov-

ered Wagon" (Paramount. Seats
1,800: 60-1.00). Cool weather
served as stimulus to box ofliee,

particularly boosting afternoon
business. Ran up $21,950.

Mission—"Down to the Sea in
Ships" (Elmer Clifton. Seats 900:
35-80). Sensational scenes from
picture used to advantage in adver-
tising and publicity. Grossed $9,977.

Loew's 8tate—"Daddy" (First
National. Seats 2400: 35-65). Jackie
Coogan starred. Bull Montana,
fair local draw, appearing in "(Had
Rags." Musical features, with Rene
Williams conducting, and Mux Ep-
stein, boy violinist. Got $17,640.

BUFFALO STILL LOW
Hip With Split Weak Did $12,000 or

Ovsr

Buffalo, June 13.

The tide of business at local pic-
ture houses has been at low ebb for
the past fortnight. Last week prac-
tically duplicated the business of the
week preceding, with a gradual de-
crease in activity at box offices all

round. Despite the weather has
continued to remain cool here, the
local theatregolng populace appears
to be seized with the usual spring
apathy, and the fact that none of the
houses is offering anything extraor-
dinary by way of features is also
partly responsible for the drop.
In contrast to this state of affairs

the outstanding feature of the local
situation is the booking by the La-
fayette Square for dates in the im-
mediate future of some of the heav-
iest salaried acts obtainable.
East week's estimates:
Hip.—"Rustle of Silk" and 'Cold

Chills," first half; "Fury" second
half. (Capacity, 2,400. Scale, nights,
35-50.) Business was off here for

the first three days, Cotnpson feat-

ure getting very little play. "Fury"
brought tho crowd back for good
returns. Between $12,000 and $ in,000.

Loew's—"Soul of the Beast" .and
vaudeville. (Capacity, 3.400. Scale,
nights, 30-50.) Well-rounded enter-
tainment. Management went in for
ballyhoo to put picture across. F>-
tween $10,000 and $11,000.

Lafayette—"Streets of New York"
and vaudeville. (Capacity, 3,400.

Scale, nightH, 35-55.) Reflected gen-
eral declining tendencies of box of-
fice and fell somCwhat below usual
li«urc. Under $U,000. .

REPORT HOUSES UNSAFE
TVnterbury, (>nn , .Time it,

Three theatres In this city ma)
i»e closed unless the proprietors

conform to city ordinances, accord-
ing to city officials.

All three were declared ,<, be flrc

hazards in a report made by a
board of safety committer The
names of Ihe houses were not m*n-

| tinned.

"JAZZ AND GRAND OPERA WEEK"

LIKED, AND DREW AT CHICAGO

Centered Interest With Something for Everybody—
Theatre Did $48,000 Last Week—Steel Broke

No Record at McVicker*s

Chicago. June IS.

"Ja*/. Week and .Grand Opera

Week," with eight numbers pro-j

gramed, making h show which ran

75 minute* without ,many encores;

when caught Friday afternoon, drew

big business to the Chicago Theatre*

last week. The offering was along

the lines of the show presented at

that house first under the title of

"Jazr. Week" and later under the

more dignified name of "Syncopa-
tion Week." The alternating of jasa

and grand opera is a happy idea.

It centres interest from lovers of

both classes of entertainment.
The title lends itself more to bill-

ing and Is not any sincere effort to

test the popularity of the two
classes of music. While Irving and
Jack Kaufman (Presentations.) and
Sammy White and Eva Puck (Pres-

entations) are representative of the

jazz field to an extent, Irving Kauf-
man sang a ballad, which iH not

jazz, if the term is used in its

strictest j-ense. While the travesty

White and Puck do on grand opera
singing and classic dancing is not
fair in a bona fide contest between
these two styles of professional en-
deavor. The idea is a dalidy on*
inasmuch M it enables the use of

the house orchestra and the big

organ for specialties which fit into

the program. The house orchestra,

directed by Nathaniel Finston,

played four numbers— American.
French, German and Italian—as a
"grand opera" medley, finishing with
the sextet from 'Lucia," for which
six players of brass Instruments
stood up in the spot. The organ,
presided over by Jesse Crawford, of-

fered 'The Rose of Sunny Italy" for

a jazz number and "Miserere" from
"II Trovatorc" for its grand opera
number.
The idea is for the audience to

express its selection of tho two
types of entertainment by applause.
The le.s.s-than-capacity crowd out
front was not unduly enthusiasts?
at the matinee, but every number
was well received. There was much
laughter at Sammy White's com-
edy, and exceptional appreciation of
the Kaufman brothers.
Mammoth heads were among the

scenic decorations on each side of

the main opening of tho stage, and
through these speakers addressed
themselves to the audience by meg-
aphone, setting forth their claims
for the contesting forms of amuse-
ment. The introduction was in po-
etry flashed on the screen. A fellow

with a legit voice spoke for grand
opera.
Here is the line-up:

Jazz
Sammy White and Eva Puck.
Irving and Jack Kaufman
Tivoli Theatre Syncopators.
Jesse Crawford at organ.

Grand Opera
Mary Fabian, soprano.
Benjamin Landsman, baritone.

Emma N«>e, Martin Rrcfel and
Carl Bltterl.

Chicago Theatre Symphony Or-
chestra.
Jesse Crawford at organ.
It is an expensive show. The

Kaufman Brothers, who were paid

$1,000 when last at the Chicago In

the "Syncopation Week" bill, re-
ceived H.'-'OO this time, and White
and Puck are being paid $1,000 per
week, besides special sets, -

The Chicago Theatre Symphony
Orchestra opened at that house with
its Jour brief selections, and then
the jazz announcer called attention

to the fact that he had a lesser
number of men, but that the Tivoli
Theatre Syncopators were known
for their Vocalion records. There
are 12 men, costumed in clown
suits, and for two numbers scenic
effects in a panel In rear were used
one of a steamboat going up river
and tho other of an automobile run-
ning along a country road at night.

"Barney Google? was one of the
numbers, and the arrangement em-
phasized the comedy, different in-
struments taking the title part in

peculiar ways.
Following this, the "legit" speaker

claimed that scenery and effect*

were imposing upon him, and em
1 ha sized that Mary Fabian, who was
to vimr "Caro Nome" from "Rlgo-
letto." offered the trained voice
Which WO* the work of years. Sin-
looked well and sang nicely.
Then tin jazz announcer brongl r

OUt White and Puck, setting forth
that it was entertainment the peo-
ple a/anted and not merely a g<w>d

voice. Following, Benjamin I^and--
man appeared before the curtain In

"on"" and sang 'Prolog.*" from
"Pagllaccl."
Next came Jesse Crawford at the

or,ntn
aaaaaali

both sides. After this both speakers
claimed a victory.
Then the Kaufman brothers ran

the jaxz stock 'way up and the legit
spokesman rather weakened, but
presented the Trio front "Faust,"
with epecial scenery, and Emma
Noe, Martin Brefel and Carl Bitterl
singing the rolea. This waa a cred-
itable grand opera excerpt. When
tl was Concluded the speakers
agreed that there waa no decision
ahd that the t'wd forma of enter-
talnment would continue to vie with
each other for popularity. The the-
atre orchestra was used in all num-
bers but the juzz band.
(This show is at the Tivoli, an-

other Balban & Katz house, this
week, with the name feature pic-
ture, "The Little Church Around the
Corner.")

McVlcker's offered 41 .minutes of
special features last week in con-
nection with the showing of Rebe
Daniels in "The Exciters." The fea-
tures, were John Stee-i (Presenta-
tions), Joe Roberts (Presentations).
W. Remington Welch at organ and
"The Music Mirror" (Presentations).
Four men—four singles—-detracted »

from the general effect. It is be-
lieved that Steel (who wa« paid
|2.500) drew some business, but lie
did not break anyvrecord. "The Ex-
citer*" is an interesting film, and
P»el>e Daniels is popular, though not
u big card.

"Enemies of Women" had its sev-
enth and last week at the Roosevelt,
and there were many "last chancers''
there were inquiries for it 1 week,
out. "The Covered Wagon." which
opened at the same time at the
Woods, continued • to good returns.
"Hunting Rig Game in Africa," nlso
opening at the same lime at the
Randolph, closed a week earlier, but
when Norma Talmadge and Conway
Tearle appeared in "She Loves and
Lies." "The Bright Shawl" was at
the Riviera and Tivoli. "Souls fin-

Sale" was the feature at the Senate
on tho west side. "One Exciting
Night." seen previously at the Illi-

nois and at the Roosevelt, was at
the Castle, a, smaller house in th-
loop, nnd at the Central Park and
Broadway -St rand, outlying house*.
Harold Lloyd in "Safety Last" drew
big business to Orchestra hall at
popular prices. "The Go-Oettt "

was at the Pantheon on the north
side and at the Stratford on tho
south side.

Estimates for last week:
Chicago — "The Little Church

Around the Corner" (Warner lit-
ers) and bfg program. Beats, \. .(><>;

nights, 55; Sundays, 65. Around
I4X.000.

McVicker's—Lobe Daniels in "Th*
Exciters" (I*aramount) and exl i

features. Seats, -',500; night- 65,
Exceeded $JS.6C0.

Woods— "The Covered Wagon"
(Paramount). Seats, 1,160; nlghta,
$1.65; matinees. $1.10. dross rar. to
$8,600.

Roosevelt—Eleventh and lasr weak
of "Enemies of Women" (Cosmopol-
itan). Seats, 1.275; scale, 55.

Neighborhood of $12,000.

Orchestra Mall—Harold LI. .yd In
"Safety Last" (Pathe). Seats. 1,460;
scale, 55. Second week got $'J4,400.

Randolph—"She Loves and Lies"
(Universal). Seats. 686; scale. 00.

First week, $6,000.

For this week the Chicago has
"Where the Pavoment Ends'; ate-
Vickers, "Only 28," with Einstein
"Theory of Relativity" as u special
feature. The last of the ballets of
the season is being presented, and
Joe Roberts, banjolst, is held over.

' "Main Street" opened at the Roose-
velt; "The Covered Wagon'' ton-
tinues at the Woods and "Safety
Last" at Orchestra hall. "TriMing
with Honor" opened Sunday at the
Kandolph. The State-Lake has
"Mary of the Movies"; Orpheuni has
"Rraas."

Next wee!c "The Woman with
Pour Face*" underlined at Mc-
Vlcker's, and week of June 2fi l>or-
othy Dalton there in "The I-aw of
the Lawless."

"BHASS" OPENING BALLYHOO
l.'>* Angeles, June 1 '..

The Warner Rros. staged one of
the usual "hurrah rights" for the
opening of their production x»f

"Braes" at Loew's Stale here. TUero
were the usual movia shots, the
usual stars present and all the re>t

of the usual stunts. Among tho--^

that appeared were Leonore Ulri.

,

Mtrle Prevoet, Monte Blue, Ken*
neth Harlan. David Belaaco waa
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NEW NAT'L EXHIBITOR BODY

MAY START AT N. Y. CONVENTION

New York Insurgents May Swing Minnesota and

Michigan Into Line—Cofren Putting Up Fight to

Retain Latter State—Berman May Head Unit

Politics la still playing consider-

able part In exhibitor organization

even though the national conven-

tion of the M. P. T. O. A. is two

weeks agone. Rumors of open war-

fare, the withdrawal of two States

from the national body, and the pos-

sibility of the coming into being of

a new national organisation at the

N. T. State Theatre Owners Con-

vention In Syracuse next week arc

all in the air.

Aa far aa the national organiza-

tion is concerned the developments

of the week following the with-

drawal of Minnesota last week was

the like movement on the part of

the strong State organization of

Michigan. Thia in turn was fol-

lowed by Sydney S. Cohen sending

a telegram to the Michigan Board

of Directors asking that he and

national executives be permitted to

appear before a special meeting to

talk over differences. This the

Michigan board has under consid-

eration at preaent.
The atep taken by Michigan and

the fact that Cohen has asked for a

hearing is taken by many as an in-

dication that a new deal may be

HAMPTON'S "SPOILERS"

OPENING IN CHICAGO

made all around. It is even ru-

mored that Cohen woult' offer to

resign the presidency, that several

members of the present newly elect-

ed Board of Directors would do
likewise with the remaining mem-
bers of the board to select new as-

sociates, and they in turn to select

a new leader for the organization.

Cohen in Chicago offered to with-

draw from the presidential race,

also from the field as c possibility

of a place on the Board of Directors

and donate $2,500 to the organiza-
tion, but this did not mo- with the
approval of a number of States who
threatened to pull out of the na-
tional body if Cohen did not run.
Those States were Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Iowa and
California.

In the New York State organiza-
tion the fact that both Minnesota
and Michigan, have withdrawn is

looked upon as an indication that a
new national organization must be
formed to combat the outside in-
fluences working against the inde-
pendent exhibitor. The fact that
Erlanger-Shubert have announced a
circuit for the playing of motion
pictures at legitimate theatre scales
Is the one factor that is going to
pull the independents together at
this time, whether it is in the old
national organization or in a new

(Continued on page 46)

Broadway Premiere on Labor

Day—N. Y. Houses Bid-

ding for First Showing

INSIDE STUFF
OH PICTURES

Picture exhibitors were inclined to grow rabid when the dailies printed

a press story that the Shuberts and Erlanger intended erecting a circuit

of legit houses for next season to play super pictures. Later thought,

however, gave them the correct impression, that the announcement
amounted to little more than previous statements from the same sources,

with one exception.

The exception was that the Shuberts. with their unit vaudeville flop

circuit of this past season, leaving them with a list of Shubert theatres

over the east they don't know what to do with next season/ and Erlanger
having several houses that may be also left dark without legit attractions,

that the picture thing looks good to both as a substitute.

It is more than likely that shrewd Lee Shubert reading there would be
several special pictures playing during the summer and fall concluded to

take them in with special bookings, although past experiences of super
pictures as road shows have proven a very small percentage of the gross
goes to the producer after all expenses were paid, together with the per-
centage or guarantee tc. the legit theatre. It's unlikely the announcement
the,- dailies published will mean anything as far as the exhibitor is con-
cerned, though around New York the exhibitors were talking about tak-
ing the matter up at the state convention to be held in Syracuse this

month.
As the Shuberts are notorious theatre renters, and no picture man can

get one of their New York theatres without putting up or guaranteeing
what amounts to rent, none of the super film producers is apt to fall for
the legit picture playing bunk.
Erlanger might have been led into the thing by Lee Shubert, through

Erlanger participating with Goldwyn in th*e 'Ben Hur'' super. Other
than that Erlanger, like Shuberts, has had the picture playing experience.
Either would be glad to have a special under guarantee, rent or first

money but when it comes to playing a super as a road attraction, it's

pretty cold, especially in legit houses, the majority of which so far have
developed into flops as money getters for anything aside from their legit

policy.

The exhibitors, however, will do themselves no harm through their or-
ganizations to give notice that road-showed super pictures will receive
as little consideration as possible from any exhibitor-member. If the
exhibitors will only stick together and to what they say, they can sew
that legit field up so completely no super producer will dare go into it.

The first showing of Rex Beach's
"Spoilers" is reported as having
started competition among two
Broadway houses for the first show-
ing privilege of the feature. The
Strand and Capitol want it. "The
Spoilers" is not expected to exhibit

in New York before Labor Day,
although It is said the producer,
Jesse D. Hampton, has arranged to

put the picture in the Roosevelt,

Chicago, about July 15.

Pre-views privately given Hamp-
ton's intimates in New York have
resulted in a very flne impression
spreading on the quality of the
Hampton special. It is said to rep-
resent nearly $400,000 in production
cost.

Mr. Hampton was in New York
for a lew days and has returned to

the coast. He arranged for "The
Spoilers" to be distributed by Apropos of the discussion of picture producers and authors over clash
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan. That le ex- I cf authority the story is told of Rex Ingram and Jack Russell, author of

INTERNATIONAL TREATY

FOR PICTURE MAKERS

WILLIAMS' PLANS

Hays Said to Be Negotiating

Pact to Clear Screen of

Political Offense

James W. Gerard, wartime IT. S
Ambassador to Germany, speaking
to the Picture Arts Congress last

week, tipped the trade off to the
fact that Will H. Hays Is framing
and about to negotiate a series of

International "treaties" with the
producers of other nations under
which picture makers of all na-
tionalities will pledge (themselves to
refrain from filming scenes or in-
cidents that might offend or irri-

tate any other nation.
Mr. Gerard sat beside Mr. Hays

at luncheon and the two were in

conversation before the former min-
ister arose to speak.

Pumors Connect Lloyd and Valen
tino with Ritz

• Los Angeles, June 13.

J. D. Williams has arrived here.

His mission, it Is said, is to do
some promotional work on his Ritz

producing and relea? Ing plan. Up
to the present n> announcement re-

r irding his plans has been forth-

coming.

pecte.l to give a leverage to the re-

quests of Rothapfel of the Capitol,

although Plunkett of the Strand, on
Broadway, advances a claim of

sentimentality in connection with
'The Spoilers" that may carry some
weight through the possibilities in

the event of a Strand booking.
When the New York Strand was

opened by the late Mitchell Mark
as the daddy to be of all big film

houses in this country, the Selig

film production of "The Spoilers"

was the first feature exhibited

there. At the time the picture

itse*' rivaled the opening of the

huge picture theatre as a metro-
politan event Plunkett bases his

claim by reason of the circum-
stances, although Rothapfel for the

Capitol (Goldwyn booked) Is said

to be insistent the film go to his

theatre.

Where the Pavement Ends." Metro sent Russell to the coast a»d kept
him on the payroll white he learned the studio regime. During the period
of depression the arrangement was discontinued and subsequently a
friend of Russell's brought to Ingram's attention a scenario that Russell
had made of his story. Russell had changed his tale materially in
adapting it and Ingrar.t didn't care for it. Instead Ingram made an
adaptation of his own and submitted it to Russell. The author was as-
tonished to find that the magazine version had been followel scrupu-
lously, even to the unhappy ending, although Russell had made a prac-
tically new story for the screen, t Before the Ingram scenario was ac-
cepted by the Lome office the unhappy ending was changed to a romanti*
one, and it was Ingram who filed the protest, while the author expressed
himself as satisfied.

BELL CO. IN DIFFICULTY
Newark, N. J., June 3 3.

Braelow and Tepper, counsel for
the Ronson Realty Co., owners of
the Rcnson theatre, a picture house
on Springfield avenue, secured Fri-
day an order from Vice-Chancellor
Church against the Bell Amusement
Company, operators of the house, to

eh >w cause why a receiver should
not be appointed for the Bell com-
pany. The Bell company opened the
house last August with a rental of

$1,000 a month, July and August,
$700.

It is claimed by the realty com-
pany that George Israel, president
of the Bell company, gave a check
for $1,000 June 1 for tqe June rental,

which was returned marked "insufll-

clent funds." At the same time, the
Bell people announced that they
would close the house for the sum-
mer.

In New York this week it

again rumored at Williams
Harold Lloyd under Hltract,

"

the fact that some months a"
was denied by both Lloyd
Williams. It was also stated
Williams had an arrangemo
Rodolph Valentino wherebv

was
hal

pite

this

and
that

*ith
he

Casts Selected for Burr Features
Gerald C. Duffy is working on two

original scripts for C. C. Burr fea-

tures, which are to be produced at

the Burr Glendale, L. i . studios dur-
ing the summer. Casts have already
been selected, but the names of the

members are being hold secret until

the actual filming of the itorlei is

started.

Patsy Ruth Miller With Goldwyn
Patsy Ruth Miller has signed a

contract with Goldwyn. Misa Al

ler was last with Universal. Her
first Goldwyn re!eas< will b<

would be one of the independent
stars under the Ritz banner as soon
as he was able to obtain a release
from the Famous Players contract.
Williams' scheme for distribution

• said to be somewhat along the
lii.es of the original First National
plan, but those that have an Inkling
of it do not believe that he tin in-

terest the exhibitors of the coun-
try with it at present, believing,
however, Williams might be able to

cganize a "buying" office out of it

which would make him the New
Vork "buying" representative for
pictures for perhaps 400 or BOO
1- uses of the country.

Several suits pending against
" ,'illiams In New York arc said to
have hindered his financing plans.
although he has stated that he had
Stotesbury money of Philadelphia
behind him to the extent of $3,-

000.000.

AMATEUR TALENT UPTOWN
The "neighborhood amateur tal-

Vnt" Idea is hitting the picture

houses. The Gotham, l3Sth street

and Broadway, one of the most pre-

tentious uptown houses, will con-
du< t |»i i\ ale try-out - ; • weeklj

with a view to booking musicians
and lingeri In conjunction with the

film program at the house.

Manager Irwin i ivr will pas- on
the candidates.

The Al, Gilb< it Film Productions,

Inc., uu West 42d street, New York,

has Bled its schedules ij bank-
rupt :. listing J15.4S0 total liabill-

• 1 no assets. 1'iineipal cred-

femalc lead ir "The Mn ter oi M< Al Gilbert, $1,750; Roy

(not to be confused with Vitugrapft's, fchcidon. $15, COO; Joseph Enrico,

-— A* m»«"i. ia.150; V»to Mitorotondo, $4,100.

PORTEB STRONG DIES

Porter Strong, screen actor, ap-
pearing in various D. W. Griffith

productions for the last seven years,

was discovered dead June 11 of

heart failure in his rooms at the

Hotel America. Strong was about
44 and a native of St. Joseph, Mo.,

his father being one of the impor-
tant railroad officials of that part of

the country. At the age of seven
he left home and went to the Pa-
cific Coast, where he started as an
entertainer.

Under the Griffith direction he
appeared in "The White Rose."

"Way Down East," "Dream* Street,"

"Orphans of the Storm" and other

Pictures. He had been cast for a
role in the new Al Jolson picture,

which was to be started this week,

and a call was made for him to ap-

pear at the studio on Tuesday. Fail-

ing Jn rouse him by telephone an
Investigation was made at the

hotel and he was discovered lying

dead Just inside the door of his

room.

The viewing of the recent releases of a feminine star who aim) has dis-
tinguished herself In the legitimate brings to mind an "inside" angle a
couple of years back when her producing company sought to cancel its
contract on one pretext or another. One of the reasons was that the
actress had grown too thin. The actress' attorney, a veteran theatrical
practitioner, had drawn an ironbound contract from which there was no
escape. He said either the corporation would have to take advantage
of the actress' services or pay full damages for the lapsed period. The
picture corporation acquiesced to the former, but as has been noticed for
more than a year it has fallen down on Its obligations to the star.
Whether purposely or not. the actress has long been commented on for
he.- inferior vehicles and productions.

"TESSM IN FRANCE
Paris, June 13.

Thomas Hardy's 'Tess of the

DTrbevil.es" was trade shown here

last week by Guy Croswell Smith
for the United Artists. Cards for

the private show were in great de-

mand among the literary folk. The
picture is to be released in Frahc<

as "Tess au pays des haines" (Tess

in the country of hatred), with

Mary Pickford, by Artistes Associes.

NAMED AFTER C00LTDGE
Northampton, Mass. .1 c 13.

.Goldstein Bros, have announced
the new vaudeville and picture

house they are building in thia citv

will be called "The Calvin" in honor
of Vice-President Calvin Coolidge,

whose home is In this city. Of 4<JS

names sutmltted In the contest for

naming the house Calvin was su>;-

gested three times.

The matter of bookings for Cosmopolitan's "Enemies of Women" and
"Little Old New York" has not as yet been adjusted between the exhibi-
tors, Famous Pla*yers and Goldwyn, according to report. Before the
Heart organization switched to Goldwyn, the Famous Players* selling de-
partment had disposed of about $300,000 in contract to exhibitors for each
of the specials. Each of the specials cost Cosmopolitan over $700,000,
with "Little Old New York" the costlier When Goldwyn said it would
distribute the pictures, the exhibitors holdhjg F. P. contracts replied
they would hold F. P. to the contracts. F. P. had listed the plcturea
There the matter stands with the exhibs curious as to the outcome.

The Police Department is taking steps to stop picture men from clog-
ging the sidewalk on 7th axenue and 49th street, considered a film center.
It has been the habit for film salesmen and others connected with the
business to congregate on the sidewalk in front of 729. a film building.
This week a policeman appeared ready to hand out summonses to thosa
standing around.
The police start an annual campaign each summer against actors stand-

ing around th: sidewalks in Times square.

The Universal will open the Astor, New York, with "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" about Oct. 15. The U. has the house from the Shuberts on
a years option, it is said, at a gross retntal of around $175,000 for the
term.

"Down to the Sea In Ships" is one of the outstanding independent films
of the year. It is expected to gross $1,000,000. At first it was peddled
around New York for $30,000 outright, with no takers.

"Hollywood" and "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" have been taken off the
F. P. schedule for release during ihe summer and will be held bade until
about Oct. 15.

ARE EST NEWARK EXHIBITOR
Newark, N. J., June 13.

Deputy Marshal Eckerline, on a
complaint signed by John J. Calla-
han, deputy collector of internal
revenue, arrested Friday afternoon
Charles L. Robinson, proprietor of
Hie Mount Prospect theatre, on the
avomip of the same name, on the
cli.n :.<• of failing to turn over to the
government approximately $400 col-
lected as ticket taxes In January
and April.

Gladys Walton's Final Decree

Los Angeles, June 13

Oladys Walton, one of the Uni-
versal stars, has obtained a flna!

decree of divorce from Irving Bax-
ter, non-professional.

Lex. In Fall

H. New York,
Loew manage'

Loew Opening in

The Lexington O.
v ill not open under
mont until fall.

The new owners contemplate a

complete renovation of the upper
floora of the house, It being nn
•ultatye in its present condition for

J
Edwin Carewe, : 5.>m

a straight picture policy. Arthur H. Jacobs.

FIRST NATIONAL'S MEETING
Los Angeles, June 13.

Western sales manager* of First
National Pictures Corporation held
their annum i#a:os meeting at the
Ambassador hotel Inst week.' The
theme of the meeting was to out-
line policies for future productions.
i'!«'.'.<i i.;,i<;.\\ r i, iT»-n'T;ii snirs man-
ager of tii»- . rganizaUon and Joseph
Slcirboll, western dlrftrlc manager,
presided, while other speakers were
John McCormlck, western represen-
tative; Earl J. Hudson, general pro-
duction manager; and Richard Wal-
ton Tully, general produi tion coun-
cil.

Independent producers who ad-
dressed the gathering were, Joseph
M, Schenck, Thomai ll Ince, Louis
R Mayer. M. C. Ley< i . B

R«.rk and
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COKDELIA THE MAGNIFICENT
lurmm Zlr1«r production tarrln* Clara

Kimball Young, released by Metro. From
toe etory br LeRoy Scott adapted by Frank
0. Bereaford, directed by George Archain-
baod. At Loew's State, New York, June
11-18. Time, 73 minutea.
Cordelia Marlowe.... Clara, Kimball Young
D. K. Franklin Huntley Gordon
ether Norworth. Carol Hallowav
Otadye Norworth Jacqueline Gadaon
Jerry Plimpton Lloyd Whitlock
fame* Mitchell Grayson Lewia Dayton
Jackie Thorndyke Katherlne Murphy
Franco!* Mary Jane Irving

This la a society mystery play
with Clara Kimball Young as the
star; a Clara Kimball Young, how-
ever, that seems to be fighting hard
to retain her hold on the pictvre fan
public; a Clara Kimball Young who
la taking on weight to an alarming
degree and whose face carries more
or less of a worried expression, and
a Clara Kimball Young whose work
in thia picture is far from the best
she. has offered during her tureen
career.
In this production of LeRoy

Scott's story "Cordelia Tbe Mag-
nificent" Miss Young is a society
girl' whose family's fortunes have
been shot to pieces to such an extent
that she must seek employment and
so becomes a confidential outside
operative for a legal firm, which
thrives on blackmailing »he social
elect. It is a story that Will appeal
to the fans In the majority of houses
and the star's role is a sympathetic
one. However, her lerdl«-g man
Lewis Dayton, and JacqueHne Gad-
aon, whp must.be somewhat of a
new comer to screen activities, and
who plays the female heavy in this
picture, walk away with the produc-
tion, afc times leaving the star
stranded before the camera.
The story Is the main attraction.

It Is a yarn full of interest that
holda the audience to the last and
were the star at her best this should
have been a wha i of an outstanding
production for her. The direction
was admirably handled and mystery
element sustained until practically
the last moment.
The actiOi at all times is keyed

perfectly and the audience's interest
cirr be measured by the fact that at
the big situations with the hero
coming forward at th3 precise
moment when he was suspected of
being the heavy and aiding the
heroine who is in a tight corner
there was unusual applause at
Loew's State on Monday nfcjht.
That there was the twist in the
character of the leading man from
supposed heavy to the real hero of
the situation was rovel and that as
much as anything brought the ap-
proval of the audience.
As a picture for picture houses

"Cordelia the Magnificent" will get
by In great shape, but as to Miss
Young adding anything to her
reputation as a film star her per-
formance here won't accomplish 1*.

Fred.
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hla face haa two "changes"—the
dizzy, staggering imbecile and the
blank Idiot.

"A Friendly Husband" Is a lengthy
slapstick that will land with a bang
in the 80-cent houses, for its has
falls, somersaults, trick props and
speedy action. It is the busiest com-
edy since Harold Lloyd's early ef-

forts. But it lacks both a thought
and a thrill, and therefore will be
rated funny, but not passed along as
beyond being missed.

The piece de resistance (and a
great idea, too) is a Kozy Kampers'
^outfit, a trailer to a flivver, with
beds, stove, shower bath, dishwasher
and* other weird and amusing gew-
gaws. The usual boob bridegroom
takes the conventional ex-bathing-
girl bride camping, and her stereo-
typed man-eatupg mother and the
rest of her relations horn in, making
the husband the sap of the family
tree.

Out In the woods he stumbles over
everything; the varioas "improve-
ments" fall out and slide in, etc., and
he is chased by the stock bear and
licks the huge heavy, who drags off

the cutis bride. Whenever he is

passing out under the succession of
strains he gets a kiss from her lips,

and that hops him up. Everything
is overdone, of course, except by
Miss Vaughan, who really puts some
human moments into her absurd po-
sitions as a lollypop to a lunatic.

The most interesting element, of
course, is Lane, about whom there
have been conilicting reports and
many speculative arguments. Lane
as : a single stair appears in this film

to be wanting, though as the come-
dian of a light story he would be
immense. He will never gather ad-
mirers solidly about him, for he is

quite devoid of screen personality
and. is dependent entirely upon vio-
lent, though often convulsing, calis-
thenics and acrobatics.
There Is no subtlety anywhere

—

no sympathy, no change of tune; it

is all fall-down and bounce-up,
knock-down and yank-up, wilh only
the mechanical trailer and the fliv-

ver to give variety. In close-up
Lane registers negative. And he is

not establishing a "character," even
to the extent of Lloyd's spectacles,
Chaplin's feet or Turpin's eyes. He
seems set for the second-class
houses, and "A Friendly Husband"
will set him there pretty. Lait.

AFRIENDLYHUSBAND
William Vam. production. Directed by

Jack Hlypon Ix>eWs Circle. New York,
June 12-U. Time, 60 minutes.
The Husband Luplno Lane
The Wife Alberta VAushan
Tho Mo-t her- In-law Eva Thatcher

If Luplno Lane could get a suc-
cession of Benda masks and take
them off and put them on by cue,
each registering a different expres-
sion, he might justify the faith that
Fox had in him and pay back all the
money Invested in him. Laae is a
tumbling, comedy "business" comic
of far beyond average star merit

—

from the collar-button down. But

SLIPPY McGEE
Oliver Morosco production boned on the

story by Marte Conway Oemler, directed by
Wesley Rugglea. Features Colleen Moore
and Wheeler oakmon. Shown at Proctor's
L'3d St., New York, June 11-18. Time,
70 minutes.
Slippy Mcdee ;Wheeler Oakman
Mary Virginia , Colleen Moore
Father De Raace Sam De Crasse
George Ingelsby Edmund Stevens
Madame De Ilance Edith Yorke
Howard Hunter Lloyd Whitlock

The story as unfolded on the
screen is jerky and disjointed with
an unsatisfactory ending. The
author in all probability turned out
a readable tale. It touches upon a
subject always interesting if troll

done. Her work from a.screen point
of view hits a very low average with
the ;>rcducing company to a large
degree responsible.

The story is one of regeneration.
Slippy McGce is a cracksman of the
first order. He is thrown 'ro.n a
freight train and his leg badly in-
jured. Befriended by .a priest and
taken to his home, wooden leg is

secured and his mental condition
improved. From cracking safes he
goes to collecting butterflies. It is

quite a contras r but it was neces-
sary to stick to tho story. Love
springs into his heart upon meeting
a young miss. Later wben she is

in trouble and her reputation is at
stake he comes to her rescu? by
stealing some letter-; from tl e safe
0/ a mun who tries to degrade her
sister. After establishing her char-
acter will remain unsoiled, Slippy,
known as John Flint is h i.tw en-
vironme t, looks out into the
beautiful horizon and the picture
abruptly ends.

The continuity would suggest the
work of an amateur. Theie ia no
smoothness to it. The story jumps
from one angle to another with
nothing between to harmonize. This
is one of the causes for its lack of
Interest.

The short cast does comparatively
well. Wheeler Oakmar as the
regenerated Slippy is given the most
oppo.tunlties meeting few obstacles
although the production largely due
to faults other than his own will
never add much credit to his work
Colleen Moore fills the bill as the
girl. Lloyd Whitlock ha.

- a role of
importance which is in his line.

The production end is ordinary.
It is a cheap picture and shows it.

Hart.
* . ____

1 —

DESERT DRIVEN
P. A. Powers production, starring Harry

Carey. Released through F. D. O. Directed
by Val Paul. Shown at Loew's New York,
N. V . double-reature bill June 12, 1U23.
Time, (Si minute*.
Dr. Otis Oraydon R. Waggoner
Tim Leary Chas. I*e Moyne
A&aialunt Warden Ashley Cooper
Bob Grant ;.. Harry Carey
Sam ltrown..: .' Dan C'rimmins
John York Alfred Allen
Mary York , Marguerite Clayton
Gee Gee G rayJon Ruddy Johnson*

to place the locale of thia story in

England, but there certainly was a
lack of English atmosphere in the
picture aa It appeared on tho acreen.
It was more like small-town mid-
west than London. That waa due
most likely to a desire to keep the
figures down. The picture showed it.

The story is by Margaret Bryant,
and Charles Kenyon is credited with
the adaptation. Hawlinson is the
son of an English judge who breaks
from his father's restraint and be-
comes a society outlaw in rebellion.

He is first shown in jail, where he
and a partner were sent after one of
the gang squealed. The partner has
just died, and Hawlinson takes an
oath to the widow that he will
square accounts with the betrayer
when he gets out. He makes his
escape and is tracking his man, go-
ing so far as to attend a dinner at
the home of a bishop. Here his
father is also a guest, and he In-
sists that the boy accompany him
home. Once there, the father pro-
poses that the boy undergo a
period of punishment by being con-
fined to a country home tot the
period of hla sentence. The boy

'

agrees, and hla father places him at
the home of a friend. The letter's
daughter returns unexpectedly from,
college, falls In loye with the young
prisoner and he with her. And there,
you have the story. Of course, the
crook companions insist on his keep-
ing his oath to -avenge the' death of
his companion in crime, but at'the
last minute It's a question of love or
oath, and love wins out.
Esther Ralston makes a very jTalr

leading woman -for
t
the dg?ss-sult

star, but the Balance of the cast
doesn't figure very strong. Mike
Donlln, the "Babe Ruth" of almost
a score of years ago, makes good in
a character role. Fred.

TRIANGLE REISSUES

Tri- Stone Haa Twenty-four Revised
Editions

"Human Wreckage,* the Mus.
Wallle Reld drug picture, will open
June 27 at the Lyric, New York,
and the Grauman Million 'Dollar
theatre, Los Angeles.

Tha Trl- Stone Pictures, Inc., is

to release 24 revised editions of the

biggest successes filmed by Tri-

angle. The list of reissues includes

four starring Douglas Fairbanks,

three starring William S. Hart, three

starring Norma Talmadge, two star-

ring Lillian Gish, two with Charles

Ray and one each with the follow-

ing: Alma Rubens, Conatance Tal-

madge. Dorothy Gish, Bessie Love,

Frank Keenan, Dorothy Dalton, Jane

Grey and William Collier, and two

special productions, one directed by

Allan Dwan and the other by Chrfca-

tie Cabanne. . <

The plana ia to release the picture

at the rate of two a month begin-

ning June 15. The order in which

the pictures are to be available is

Fairbanks in "The Americano,"
Alma Rubens in "i Love You," Wil-
liam S. Hart in "TheBargain," "The
Food Gamblers/' Ray in "The Pinch
Hitter," Norma Talmadge in "The
Devil'a Needle," "The Mayor of Fil-

bert," Fairbanks in "The Good Bad
Man," Hart in "Hell's Hinges," Lil-

lian Gish in "The Lily and the
Rose," Jane Grey in "Let Katy Do
It," Dorothy Dalton in "The Flame
of tha Yukon," Norma Talmadge in

"The Social Secretary," Falrbanka
in ''The Half Breed," Charlea Ray
and Frank Keenan in "The Coward,"
Hart in "The Disciple," Beaaie Love
In "The Sawdust Ring," Falrbanka
in "Manhattan Madness," Constance
Talmadge in "Betsy's Burglar" and
four others to follow.

When Morosco turned out this
production for First National he
made no attempt to make it a first-

class picture. It is slipshod with
many of its short-comings of such
a gross nature it is hardly conceive-
able tho releasing corporation
would tolerate it It Is quite ap-
parent the production Js being given
little consideration by exhibitors
and is not worthy of being brought
forth aa one of the regular First
National program releases.
Few productions of the present

day sponsored by recognized com-
panies have words spelled wrong in
the captions and mix up tho names
of their characters such as here.

GET "VARIETF REGULARLY
The certain way is to

SUBSCRIBE-

'Variety" on file is a convenient reference
0*

Annual subscription, $7; 6 mos., $3.50; 3 mos., $1.75

Foreign, $8 yearly and pro rata

Fill out NOW blank below and mail it to

VARIETY, NEW YORK

Send VARIETY for months to
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This is a rip-snorter of a .western
that keeps the interest at almost
fever heat through the picture.'
Harry Carey is still a corking west-
ern star and this picture puts him
a bit ahead of where he has been
recently in his screen efforts. The
picture, although shown on a double
feature bill, is strong enough to
stand by itself in the majority of
daily change houses.
The story is a prison tale with

Carey as the hero serving a life

•sentence for a crime he did not
commit, lie escapes and after a
series of adventures in the desert
is forced to seek assistance for a
wound he received while making his
getaway. The ranch he picks out is

conducted by the Yorks, father and
daughter, and the girl falls in love
with him. In the neighboring ranch
house lives a family whose son has
been a prison physician, a man who
trafficked in drugs among the pris-
oners. He is discovered In his
criminal operations the same night
the life prisoner escapes and Is

forced to resign.
Of course he appears on the ranch

scene and falls in love with the girl.

When she turns him down he dis-
covers that his rival is the escaped
prisoner and immediately starts
things moving for a recapture. Al-
though recaptured, Carey again
makes his escape and is again in
the desert with the man trailers
after him when a former assistant
warder, who befriended him arrives
in time to save him with a con-
fession from the real murderer. He
hag been wounded and at the fade-
out it id difficult to tell whether he
dies or recovers from his* wounds,
although the Inference is that the
former was the case.
Charles LeMoyne is a corking

heavy in the picture, playing a
bruta. deputy graphically, while
Marguerite Clayton is a sweet in-
genue type of leading woman.

It is a picture with some real

thrills, the e«cape stuff early in the
feature being very well handled.

Fred.

RAILROADED
A. tinhorn:.!, with Herbert Rawlinaon

starred, Si>rv by MargarH Bryant, artapted
iiv Charles Kenyon. Dlr»ct*d by Edmund
Mortimer. Shown at Loew's New York.
.V V., .Inn- ):. on doable r itunj bill.

'J Ima, rt7 tin n»» i

Rlohurd Rafland Herbert Rawllnson
} mii Dnnster Ksth |_vKa
M»iifli Dunster Mfrffl PI
.hiiir- Garbed i) ivi. i Torrence

r LionH Heltnore
Corton .... M.i." I> >n'.n

• l. •!!• V.r.; i i Alnswortb

This is • somber prison story thai
hoi. is considerable Interest at first,

hut .soon develops Into just a pro-
gram picture of the Universal type.

the regular run of daily-change
houses it will do wull enough, espc«
dally In those where they play a
.lout.!.- f. iture hill. 1 1 * - r bcrt Raw-
:. >n is the 'Har and his usual
screen Belf in this picture. Rawlln-
son must wear dress clothes it some
pont In every picture he does.
Seemingly there was an attempt

Depend on First National
for Summer Pictures
First National is not holding up the big ones for

Fall, because we have plenty for all the time. Did

you ever see a list of bigger attractions than this

for the hot weather? Look it over!
.

"THE GIRL OF THE
GOLDEN WEST"

An Edwin Carewe Production

David Belasco's grei.t stage suc-
cess; presented by Edwin Carewe.

"CHILDREN OF DUST"
A Frank Borzags Production

A plcturlzatlon of Tristram Tup-
per's "Terwilliger"; presented by
Arthur S. Jacobs.

JACKIE COOGAN
in "Circus Days"

James Otis' celebrated story of

ten weeks with a circus, "Toby
Tyler"; presented by Sol Lesser.

"A MAN OF ACTION"
A Thomas H. Incs Production

Starring Douglas MacLean

"PENROD AND SAM"
Booth Tarklngton*s sequel to

"Penrod"; presented by J. K.

McDonald; directed by William
Beaudlns.

Constance Talmadge
in "Dulcy"

An uproarious comedy by CJeorge

Kaufman and Marc Connelly;
directed by Sidney Franklin;
presented by Joseph M. Schenck;
continuity by John Emerson and
A nil a T.oos.

•

'THE BRASS BOTTLE"
A Maurice Tourneur Production.
Personally directed by Maurice
Tourneur.

"TRILBY"
A Richard Walton Tully Produc-
tion. From George du Maurier's
great classic. Directed by James
Young.

Richard Barthelmess
in "The Fighting Blade"
Beulah Dlx'a thrilling tale. Pre-
sented by Inspiration Pictures.
Inc. Charles II. Duell, president.

Directed by John S. Robertson.

"THE WANTERS"
(Working title)

A John M. Stahl Production

A sparkling comedy drama of

New York society presented by

Louis B. Mayer; written by Delia

Burton Wells.

Katherine MacDonald
in "The Scarlet Lily"

By Fred Slttenham; directed by

Victor Shertzinger.

"HER REPUTATION"
A Thomas H. Incs Production

Directed by John Griffith Wray
under the personal supervision of

Thomas H. Ince; adapted from

the novil, "The Devil's Own," by

Talbttt Monday and Bratll"\

King.

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
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"Aimed Straight at Your Heart-
Five Reviewers were sent by 'The Exhibitor's

Trade Review 9 and this is what they say:

"The plain fact of the matter is that Mr. Griffith has given the screen an
extremely good picture—good in the sense that it is able to move thousands
of spectators to alternate tears and laughter; and to send them home feeling

that they have been well entertained and received the full worth of their

money, with something over. In trade circles, a 'good* picture is one that

proves a winning box office attraction, makes a successful bid for popularity,

and enables theatre owners to hang out the S. R. O. sign. What more can
an exhibitor want? —Qeorge T. Pardy.

"You may say it is a woman's picture because it always holds the spotlight

upon one phase of life that is woman's chiefdominion. But it is a man's picture

just as much. For the picture as a whole, it is dramatic at times and interest-

ing always." —Qeorge Blaisdell.

11 'TheWhite Rose' has extraordinary emotional appeal. Indeed awork which
60 sways the emotiei^of the spectators is rare among the works of the stage or
screen. It attacks the spectator's emotions with the violence of a tornado; and
Mae Marsh's portrait—it cannot be called a performance—is one of the most
moving spectacles ever developed on the screen. For an emotion stirring play and
characterization, it hardly seems *The White Rose* can be 'oversold.'

—Tom Kennedy.

H 'TheWhite Rose* is a love story of tremendous appeal. It is beautifully told

and will not fail to reach the heart. The scenes in the Bayou Teche country,
for scenic beauty have seldom if ever been equalled for beauty. The production
will stand as another work of art for Mr. Griffith's credit." —James M. Davis.

"It is a box office attraction. It has the suspense and the pathos, the tugs

at heartstrings and the power to relieve those tugs with flushes of joy. The
many millions who knew Mae Marsh in the other days will relish her work in
this picture." —Howard McLellan.

This is the only picture of the season for
which the public actually paid $3.30 a seat,

and they did pay it again and again as a
certificate of the box office records show.

D. W. Griffith's

The White ose
For Release by the United Artists Corporation

•

7
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d It Hits The rk"
(New York World)

The Critics Think it is Unusual and Great

"One of the ' biggest • pictures made in years because it is so-very, very
human—comes as near being a REAL picture as we have seen in years "

—

(Don Allen in N. Y. Evening World).

"It easily ranks with the most important pictures made in America. The
acting is magnificent; as fine as the screen can boast"—(N. Y Sun)

'Try as you will to resist its appeal, it will make you smile, weep and
laugh . . . We think it is the best picture Mr. Griffith hat made since
•The Birth of, a Nation9 "—(N. Y. Journal).

" Boldly tearing away the old dual standards of morality, The White Rose
is one of the finest things D. W. Griffith has ever made. It is inspiring and
moving"

—

(Quinn Martin in N.Y.World).

"A singularly fine picture, the treatment of the big dramatic moments is

superb. It is beautified and exalted by the presence of that exquisite creature,

Mae Marsh, the divinely inspired "

—

(Robert Sherwood in N.Y. Herald)

* 'The White Rose' has brought a great joy to me, as it will bring, 1 am
sure, to innumerable other people." i—(Jane Cowl, "Tfie Juliet of the century" and foremost actress).

" Griffith is a great poet with The White Rose'."
—(Max Reinhardt, the most famous European producer for the stage).

u This latest Griffith production should prove an attractive box office

attraction, specially pleasing to those who have a penchant for pictures which
bring a lump to the throat and a tear to the eye."

—

(Exhibitors Herald).

" This picture is a sermon, poem and great love drama, all in one, with

laughter full of tears. It sends pne home with something unforgetable, with

a heart hunger for a better humanity."
—(Sophie Irene Loeb, Pres. Child Welfare Board ofN. Y. and famous Publicist)

This picture has two features of great appeal,
the story of a girl who couldn't stop loving . . . .

and a new striking character in screen drama,
THE FALLEN MAN, who suffers with the fallen girl.

e

D. W. Griffith's

Whit Rose
For Release by the United Artists Corporation

—
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THE SNOW BRIDE
Ad^lph Zukor prevents AUc» Brady In

•"l'ho Sn.>w lind." (['aramounl), by Sonya
I*vtea. from atory by Mia* I^eviim and
JuU« IU-rne. Henry Kolker directed.

Current at the ItiaHo, Now York, ltuus

a JittlA over an hour.
Annottc Leroo* All'* Pmrty
Andre Porel Maurice H. Fiynn
Canton I^roui Mario Majcr.»nl

Indian Chnrlie Nick Thompson
Paul Gerard Jick l*>ht >n

Padre Btephtn fJratton

Ptt-rra W. M. Caviinauich
Leonla Margaret Morgan

Outfitted with but an averase
•tory, a frigid locale and passable
support and production, the final

Judgment of this Alice Brady re-
lease is summed up In tho adjective
•toild." The continuity flickers

through its allotted sixty-odd min-
utes In transitory interesting
fashion, but makes no lasting im-
pression in the course of the screen-
ing, which diminishes Immediately
on departure from the theatre.
The #»torv has been endowed with

a romantic title to link it with the
Arctic: setting, and should have a
cooling reaction on ardent picture
fans in the torrid days to come.
They will see unfolded a story
centred In the fur trading post of

l4t Croix with Miss Brady as An-
nette, the daughter of Gaston
Leroux. keeper of the local inn and
a fur trader given to shady receipt
of questionably obtained «kins.
Indian Charlie, who is shown filch-

ing from others* traps, disposes of
his loot to Leroux. A physical en-
counter over the division of spoils

between Leroux and the renegade
Indian chief of the adjacent tribe
tesults in the Iatter's death, with
Paul Gerard, the heavy, stumbling
Into the scene and deciding to keep
the murder a "family secret" with
Annette as the means to make t

possible.
Andre Perol, the sheriff ("Lefty"

Flynn) Is the sympathetic male
lead, and the obvious choice of An-
nette. The girl acquiesces to mar-
riage when apprised of the situa-
tion, but immediately following the
ceremony decides to take the poison
route out of a loathsome union.
She mixes the deadly liquid with
wine and writes a note pledging her
love to Andre. Gerard, in drunken
festal stupor, Invades Annette's
room as the unwilling new bride
Is saying her final prayers and
drains the poieon wine.
Annette is accused of willful

poisoning, the alibi of the farewell
letter being nullified through its

loos by the hand of a jealous claim-
ant for Andre's smiles. Conviction
of murder and sentence to the gal-
lows follows with the sheriff placed
la the peculiar situation of guarding
ids amour and leading her to the
hangman's noose. The intermittent
stressing of the simple folks' primi-
tive belief in the Supreme Deity is

climaxed when the frantic father
dramatically ascends tho gallows,
announces his guilt and pleads to

the Heavens, "Take me! Take me!"
With the threatening snow-laden
mount nearby becoming agitated
end avalanching Gaston Leroux in

Its thunderous path. The simple
folk and their religious leader see

In this a manifestation of the
Lord's will and purge Annette of
any further suspicion of guilt with
the scheming Leonia announcing
her destruction of the suicide note
to further clinch the alibi.

A blatant discrepancy Is ap-
parent^Jn the direction. Annette
Is shown filling the poison glass to

the brim with wine. She has it lifted

to her mouth (close-up), which
makes the detail the more ap-
parent. She halts to write the note
and say her final vespers. When
Gerard interrupts and lifts the wine
glass, hesitating a mement before
he drains it, the tumbler is only
half fuH. A bit of wim humor Is

Injected with the ^gallows bearing
the inscription, "God's Crate." there-
on. To commend tho direction is

the complete elision of anyCflashes
of a court room scene or the local

jurymen, the trial and Conviction
being denoted by three iris-in title*

In immediate succession.
The production represents a

minimum investment as compared
to other Paramount releases. With
most of it snow country, the in-

teriors are few and crude, sufficient

for the purpose thereof, but eco-
nomical to a degree. The story, be-

cause of its many shiftings of in-

terest from one situation to another.
sustains the interest which the

average balanced cast handles well.

but. as previously noticed, the final

summing up is only mild. For the

hot spells, this will hold up on the

daily change bills with any of the

Other frigid-setting releases.
A bcl.

SHRIEK OF ARABY
Mack Bennett comody furring Ben

Turpin. Directed by F. Richard Jonea
ltitlcaaed by the Allied Producers and Dis-

tributor* Corp. Shown at the Capitol, New
York, week Juno 10. Time, 40 minutes.
The Shriek Be" Turpin
The <;irl Kathryn McCiuire

The Magician U«x»r«e Coopar
The Arab l'nnce Ray Orey
The Chief of Police I*ouis Fronde
The Bandit Dick Sutherland

Five reels of Ben Turpin looking

two ways at one time proves tire-

some. What this picture is doing at

the Capitol is another one of those

things that are going to go down
among the great unsolved mysteries
of tbs film industry. In the little

hoak houses the picture will un-
doubtedly be a "wow." but for the

bigger pre-release theatres it is

hardly the type that will get any-
thing either at the gate or from the
audiences in the way of apprecia-
tion.

To the "insiders" in the business
the fact that the picture was made
more than a year ago immediately
on the heels of the tremendous hit

Valentino achieved in "The Sheik."
and is only being released at this

time will speak volumes. The
reason is just about what they will

figure it. It is one of those comedies
that because of an attempt to
stretch it into feature length fails

to hit. As a two-reeler it would
have been good enough but as a five

reel feature it's a flop. There .
are

laughs in spots, but the spots do
not arrive often enough for five

reels.
As to story, that is simple enough.

Turpin is the bill-poster at a little

picture house where "The Sheik* is

playing. The ballyhoo is a good
looking fellow riding about the town
made up as "The Sheik" but the
impression he creates on the minds
of those who should be flocking to
the theatre is that they would rather
follow him about the town. All the
flappers fall for him, seeing in him
the real hero of the story. The house
mauager perceiving the situation
fires thje "Sheik" and potshls bill-

poster a-borseback with, the balance
of the picture working out as a
dream that, the paste bucket
guardian has while riding around
the town asleep.
During the dream he Is trans-

ported* to the sands of Sahara,
where the manager is the villain,

and the real Sheik is the ballyhoo
man, who permits the bill-poster to
replace him for a time. The ad-
ventures in the desert make up the
balance of the footage until the bill-

poster Is finally awakened by a
mounted cop.
Katliryn McGuire Is the heroine

who finally falls for Turpin in his
dreams but hands him the laugh in

real life. Turj>in does .-verything
that he ever did and does It time
after time during this picture until

one actually tires of him. Fred.

the affair with every weapon at

their command. This Is especially

true of the daughter, who at 20 has

a sincere admiration for the pro-

fessor herself. The final outcome
is a victory for the mother through
the children being won over by the

professor.
The manner in which the screen

continuity has been worked out for

the story makes it a r?al interesting

and sustained tale. In its enact-
ment the four featured players
stand out. Mays McAvoy as the
daughter. Lois Wilson as the mother,
Elliott Dexter as the professor and
George Fawcett, who appears only
In a few scenes In the early part
of the story, as the father of the
mother of the story, are the quar-
tet. Robert Agnew and Taylor
Graves, the former as tne son and
the latter as the school admirer of
the daughter, lend true value to
their characterizations of the typ-
ical young college boyp.

In production the picture has
everything that will lend atmos-i
phere, and William De Mlllc s han-
dling of the story is deft and clever.
The matter of title, however, Is

one that it is going to be sp to the
exhibitor and his exploitation iktaff

to overcome. It is however, a pic-
ture that is going to be well worth
while for the summer programs, es-
pecially ii\ vacation centres. Fred.

BUCKING THE BAERIER
William Fox feature featuring Dustln

Fnrnurn. Story by George Goodchild;
scenario by Jack Btrumwasser. Colin
Campbell, director. Projection time 62
minutes, .At Loew's Circle. June 4.

"Bucking the Barrier" Is a prom-
ising runner up in the competition
for the year's trashiest picture
trophy. It's a combination of

Bertha M. Clay and a dims noyel

and for crude and amateurish fiction

it is unique. Things happen at the

unbridled whim of ths author and
mere plausibility is cheerfully

Ignored. The acting is governed by
the standards of 10 years ago and
even the photography is inferior.

Any director is liable to the tough
break of having a sloppy scenario
wished on him, but in these times of

mechanical progress there is no
excuse for bad photography. These
views have that blurred yellow tinge

and that flatness that characterised
the work of a decade ago.

It's a story of the Yukon and
England and the action hinges on a
will in the favorite manner of the
old ten-twent-thlrt school. Kit
Carewe (Farnum) and his. partner
are prospecting in Alaska when the
partner, one Cavendish dies, leaving
a will by which Kit is his sole heir,

presumably of a smatl property in

England.
Kit goes to England to claim his

bequest. There are three Cav-
endishes. Luke, Cyril and Claudia.
Luke hires thugs to meet Kit at the
steamer and do away with him.
They lure him to a deserted water-
front rilace and blackJack him, but
Kit comes baok and single handed
knocks out all four husky desper-
adoes and. tumbles them into the
Thames, Then he hires them to plot
against the Cavendishes, against
whom he plans ' revenge. • The
younger -Cavendish wins 24 pounds
from Kit at cards and raises the
check to 2.400. Kit .'s about to ex-
pose the brothers, when he is sud-
denly introduced to Claudia (Arline
Pretty). lis falls in love with her
and all* idea, of reprisal is off. The
story Is now Set for wedding bells

and a happy ending, but it begins
all over again in a series of mis-
understandings. Claudia is waiting
at the church while Kit is at the

lawyer's office learning1

that ths
Cavendish estate Is worth "a million
pounds."
What he's doing at ths lawyer's

Is left unexplained, but he stays
there so long that Claudia becomes
indignant. When she finds hlnn
logically enough she shoots him.
just like that. But Kit is a patient
soul. With the blood dripping from
his brow, he smiles wanly and si' na
documents giving Claudia all ths
million pounds.
A year passes in one brief title

and without warning ws ars in
Alaska ag- in. Kit is lost in ths
blizzard and stumbles upon an un-
known cabin. Who should bs
dwelling there but Luke, Cyril and
Claudia. What more logical? Luks
comes home in a dog sled in a stats
of high intoxication as the • two
lovers meet. Of coirse he trie* to

shoot Kit, but is prevented. Ths
two lovers talk it over and becoms
involved in deeper misunderstand-
ings. Claudia has hidden from her
brothers that the fortune is hers.

Kit departs sadly while Luke goes
to the neighboring barroom to get

drunker. Kit finds him aere among
the merry natives and lugs hi 1

away determined to abduct him up
Into the Yukon country where he
will have to work for a living. They
are caught in their dpg sled in. an-
other blizzard. There is a clash of
wills and Kit is victor until he sud-
denly goes blind (Claudia's bullet

has made him subject to such fits)

and Luke steals the dogs and
deserts hfm.
When he reaches home Claudia

learns what has occurred and
promptly ,goes Into the blizzard to

find Kit. This turns out to be an
astonishingly simple matter, so the
happy ending is accomplished with
cheerful dispatch,- maki.*~ welcome
way for the one-reel; comedy.

, . Rush.
•

•

SPEAKING
OF SUMMER BUSINESS

where else but with Paramount could

you find such fine new pictures as

—

ONLY 38
Willi im Da Mtlle production, presented

ns a Paramount picture liv Adolph /.ukor.

Prom the pl.-iy hy A. B. Thomas, ai.mted
hy Clara Stranger anrt directed hy Winlam
Da Mill**. Tlio EllveU, New York. w«K of

Juno 10 T;m*». (vi minutes.
I.uey Stanley, a coMoro girl... May McAvoy
Mrs Stanley, h*»r mother I.ois Wilson
Professor Charles Qlddifigs. . .Klli< tt Dexter
Hiram 8anlw>rn flsorste Fawcett
Fl'ib Stanley Robert /^jrnow

Mrs. Newcomh Jane Kt-ck'ey
Mr Ceters. l.lllaln I.e'ghton

Sv.lncv Johnson Taylor Graves
Mary HcJley Ann Corrwall

1. Bebe Daniels

EXCITERS"
and Antonio Moreno in

uTHE

E. K. LINCOLN
IN

'The RIGHT

of the STRONGEST"

A Dramatic Sensation

with an All-Star Cast

Zenith Pictures Corp.

110 W. 40th St. N. Y. C
Perm. 3649

Just every bo often a real picture

comes alona:. This Is one of the oc-

casions where there is a real story

that has passed in sucaessive stapes

from a short story hy Walter 1'rich-

11 id Baton to a i>lay hy A. E.

Thomas, and in turn to the screen

through the cotnhined work of

Clara Beranger and William De
Mille. the former as adapter and
the latter as director.
Yet from a picture standpoint

there is a fault. It is a fault ex-
hihitors will most generally fmd.

and that is the title of the feature.

"Only 38"? What does it mean 7

Exhibitors as a whole may guess
it is a "perfect 30" Rone wrong.
Rut no matter what they think, it

is a corking picture, one that is go-
ing1 to interest the snappy young
high school flapper and cake-eating
set as well as the middle -aged and
older folk, especially the latter.

In its appeal it is gong to hit

hard with all sorts . f picture fins
who see it. The theme is such thai
they cannot escape Its appeal, which
i<j the love story of a young widow
of "only 3s," who has two children
of 20. The hitter feel that a mother
must be kept In ner place as a
mother and not permitted to become
frivolous, even though she was
originally married to man much
<»Uler and of item principles regard-
ing life. Thus, when romrnce Anally
comes to the mother in the form of
a genuine love on the part of »

professor of English In the school
where her children are pupils the
son and daughter are not only
shocked and anger d, hut oppose

2. Agnes Ayres in "THE HEART RAIDER"

3. William de Mille's "ONLY 38," with Lois Wilson;

May McAvoy, Elliott Dexter, Bobby Agnew, George

Fawcett

4. Herbert, Brenon's "THE WOMAN WITH FOUR
FACES," with Betty Compson and Richard Dix . -

5. "CHILDREN OF JAZZ," with Theodore Kosloff,

Eileen Percy, Ricardo Cortez, Robert Cain

6. Jack Holt in "A GENTLEMAN OF LEISURE"

•7. Dorothy Dalton in "THE LAW OF THE LAW-
LESS," supported by Theodore Kosloff, Charles de
Roche

• 8. Thomas Meighan in Peter P. Kyne's "HOMEWARD
BOUND"

All Exhibitors

in Michigan
Read our magazine published every

Tuesday
If you want to reach this clientele

there is no better medium.
Rates \/ery lo*v

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH, Publisher

415 Free Press Bldg. DETROIT

These are Paramount releases for June
and July. Look them over; study the

casts; learn the type of stories; see

them for yourself—8 summer releases

you can play with pride and profit.

That's why—winter or summer—

IF ITS A PARAMOUNT PICTURE,

ITS THE BEST SHOW IN TOWN
"32£»r

1 •

(UU

ttj FAMOUS PLAYERS IA3KYCORPORATION
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PRESENTATIONS 1

(Extra attractions in picture theatres, when not
picture; will be carried and described in this depart'
ment for the general information of the trade.)

&
JOHN STEEL
Stuff
11 Mint.; One (Special Set)

McVickert, Chicago

Chicago, June IS.

John Steel only worked n min-

utes at the second show (afternoon)

Thursday, at some shows he did

20 minutes. He sang three songs:

"Song of Songs," "Lady of the Eve-
ning" and "Love Sends a Little Gift

of Roses." When concluding his

third song there was enough ap-
plause to Justify another appear-
ance, but he was content with a
curtain.

Steel pleases the eye for the la-

dies and sings well. He was not
seen to near the advantage here as
at the Palace last August, nor at

the Majestic earlier last summer.
Either the big theater or the big

orchestra at McVicker's detracts
from the general effect; Steel
worked with a pianist in vaudeville.

H. Leopold Spitalny, director of
McVicker's orchestra, followed the
symphony style and applauded Steel
at the conclusion of his third num-
ber. A new drop in "one" was dis-
closed, presumably constructed for
Steel's appearance. Loop.

not worked out exactly as it should
be and the audience is confused at
time*. Loop.

LONA GRAHAM
Dances
8 Mine.; Full Stage
Strand, New Orleans

New Orleans, June 13.
Lona Graham was premier

danseuse in "Manslaughter" and
.."Adam's Rib," and is still under
contract to Cecil I>e Mille, who di-
rected those features. Her engage-
ment at the Strand la by permis-
sion and through the courtesy of
that film dignitary. In her inter-
lude, preceding the presentation of
"The Bright Shawl." she offers a
series of Spanish dances, each
varied and diverse.
A vigorous, well -formed supple

WHITE and PUCK
Travesty, Singing and Dancing
12 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
Chicago Theater, Chicago

~"*** Chicago, June 13.

Sammy White and Eva Puck are

ideal entertainers whether in revue,

vaudeville or picture houses. That
they depend upon some talk did not
interfere with their success at the
Chicago. Indeed the right kind of
talk seems to be welcomed at big
picture houses, possibly a relief

from the tedium of constant use of
eyes exclusively.

White and Puck did their vaude-
ville act, opening with the "Danc-
ing" number in which Mr. Wrhite
undertakes to teach Miss Puck.
This gives opportunity for delight-
ful eccentric dancing in which Miss
Puck shines as the stupid pupil.
Some jokes followed, after which
the couple burlesque grand opera
singing and classic dancing in a
screamingly funny way. Loop.

JOE ROBERTS
Banjoist
11 Mins.; One
McVickers, Chicago

. Chicago, June 13.

Joe Roberts, banjoist, made so
good at McVicker's he is held over.

He depends upon nothing but music
for comedy.

Opening with the "Second Hun-
garian Rhapsody," Roberts exhib-
ited the possibilities of the instru-
ment to splendid advantage, with
the big McVicker orchestra accom-
panying. His second was a medley,
starting with "Falling," running
into "Carolina" and finishing with
the chorus of "Falling." His third
number was one which enabled him
to do various stunts on the banjo
and the different instruments in the
orchestra imitated, as coloratura
sopranos use the flute to display
their voices. This provoked some
neat laughs and Roberts and the
orchestra members seemed to get
a lot of fun out' of it.

H. Leopold Spitalny did not di-
rect at this performance, but dele-
gated that work to an assistant.

Roberts is seated on a chair for all

of his numbers.

"THE MUSIC MIRROR"
Duo Art Player Piano and Pictures
11 Min.; Two
McVickers, Chicago

Chicago, June 13.

The number starts like an art mo-
ion picture. It la of an old pianist

who fears that his art will die with
him. The picture has the "Spirit

of Music" direct him to a studio
where a piano player is «hown and
here he luars great artists record
their favorite numbers.

The spotlight suddenly turns to a
Duo Art piano on staf;e and directly

a player of the present day. placed
in the category with Paderewskl
and pianists cf that class, plays
some strains, permitting the pTavi r

to take up other .-trains. Th^ or-

chestra )> ;ns all the time.
The Idea is an Interesting one,

f\«.n though it hhuuid develop t<>

he an ad for Lyon & Healy. Jt is

dancer implanting an exotic atmos-
phere through an eerie personality
that elaborates, aha lends a Cas-
tllian environment that Imbues the
auditor optimistically and gives a
distinct mental focus that la re-
ceptive to the story to be revealed
in the Strand's feature. A cynosure
always as she proceeds through the
terpsichorean Intricacies is a beau-
tiful, bright shawl swished and
twirled emotionally and with a fiery
abandon that holds one taut and
Interested. For prolog purposes
where the theme is Spanish, the
engagement of a dancer seems de-
cidedly apropos.
In the case* of Miss Graham the

general impression la advanced
immeasurably for she has looks, be-
trays experience and is knowledge-
ful in the demands of correctness,
technique and deference.

Samuel.

JACK and IRVING KAUFMAN
Songs *

7 Mins.; Three (Special)
Chicago Theater, Chicago

Chicago, June IS.

Jack and Irving Kaufman are
crackajack singers and in addi-
tion, have their phonograph recorda

to attract those who partake of

canned entertainment In the homes.
In the "Jaxt and Grand Opera"

program they duplicated their suc-

cess some tige ago at the same
house in "Syncopation Week."They
sing "Tennessee" for an opening.

Then Irving renders "Just a Girl

That Men Forget," third came "Yes,

We Have No Banunus" (new out
here), fourth, announced as by re-

quest, came "Gallagher and Shean."
The Kaufman boys have good
voices, dandy personality, and a way
of putting songs over which places
them In the running with the very
best. Loop.

GENE RODEMICH and BAND (10)

20 Mine.; Full Stage (Special)
Grand Central, St. Louia.

St. Louis, June 13.

Gene Rodemlch gained his first

success when he went to Fngland
and France as pjanist for Elsie

Janis; later with his Brunswick
Record orchestra. Statler Hotel or-
chestra and Grand Central orches-
tra For the stage appearance here
he is offering a delightful program of

melodies and new record hits. Rode-
mlch la at "baby grand" with

four men at eithc aide, tha violinist,

a rather stout gent who could add
a great deal of comedy to the turn
but declined, is standing at center
near piano aa curtains part.

"March Slave" the opening num-
ber fell short, some of the boys ap-
peared a bit nervous and the num-
ber came over uneven. They got
iugtrthri' for tha next, "Wolverine
Blu.»s," and more than proved they
are an unusual band, unique in
tricks of the jazz orchestra trade.
The result wat. thunderous applause.
From then on the boys had easy

pickings. "When Hearts Ara
Young," "Medley of Old Ttma
Tunes," "Farewell Blues" and "Bar-
ney Google" followed with tricks
that sent them over a smashing hit,

equaling Isham Jones' sensational
hit at this houae last year.

The aet la beautiful ard suggests
money. It la a combination of cyo
and drape with silk panela Tha
lighting is perfect.

Rodemich'a orchestra can aall

trick music with tha beat.
Business of the trombone player /

ariaing from his chair when sound-
ing a short low note ahould be
eliminated.

Rots.

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan 1923-1924

.

•

America s foremost showmen

Balaban & Katz
after viewing that remarkable motion picture—the film

epic of laivless Alaska— 1

\

*

THE SPOILERS
A JESSE D. HAMPTON

production

Directed by LAMBERT HILLYER

Immediately decided to present it for

an indefinite run (minimum of three

weeks) at the BIG PICTURE
HOUSE OF CHICAGO—the

•

Theatre
starting July 2nd

Wait 'till you see "The Spoilers!
yy
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"AS YE 80W" (0)

Dramatic Sketch
30 Mms ; One and Full Stage
Special Drop (3); Special Sets (3)

Franklin
Thin sketch is probably the most

pretentious from a production
standpoint attempted for vaudeville
ia many seasons. -It carries elabo-
rate scenery and special lighting ef-

fects, such as overhead floods, etc.

A cast of six people and a stage
crew in addition.

The playlet features Margot Kelly
(from legitimate circles), supported
by James Burtis. It was staged by
Geoffrey C. Stein and Ota Gygi, with
scenery by John Wenger.

It is a story of a faithless wife
caught philandering by her husband
when he intercepts a note postpon-
ing a reception. The wife returns
home with an elaborate account of

the mythical party. Her husband
leaves hjr.

Her next appearance is as the
wife of another man, four years
later. They are occupying a cabin.

Her former husband comes to visit

his friend. He protects the woman,
but after an ineffectual attempt to

arouse his love once more, she com-
promises him by tearing off her
clothing, calling for help and in-

forming her second husband she has
l>een attacked. He orders his erst-

while friend to leave or be killed.

A stage coach driver, seeking the
hospitality of the cabin, comes to

return a purse left by the faithless
one while on a trip to meet an-
other lover. Her husband had sup-
posed her elsewhere. Once again
her deception is discovered.
Two comedy characters for relief

and dialog between scenes, intro-
duced in a natural conversational
manner, brings the action up to the
next interlude.

The stage coach driver and a
negro character in a scene in "one"
discuss the after effects of the wife's
'second fall from the moral state.

The two husbands, according t the
conversation, resume their friend-
ship when No. 2 discovers her with
her third lover, clandestinely.
The -sketch aims for an uncon-

ventional opening and finish, the
author introducing his playlet alle-
gorically. In a scene in "one" backed
by a special box set, an author and
composer are discussing a manu-
script. The discussion leaves the
audience in ignorance of th object
of their remarks until the finish,

which explains it.

Following the scene in "utn-"

where the two comedy characters
discuss the last marital mix up, the
piece goes to full stage, where an
elaborate set represents the lobby of
a hotel. A bellboy walks down the
theatre aisle paging the author. Tin-
author and publisher meet once
again and talk over tie playlet. The
publisher protc ds the story d sn't

finish and doesn't tell what ' scomes
c»C the woman. The author points
to a scrubwoman who is cleaning
the lobby and nays that is

woman.
The act can cut about 10 minutes

nd antagoously. Miss Kelly was a

RENEE ROBERT and
GIERS DORF SYMPHONISTS (11)

Band, Dances, Songs
20 Mtnt.; Full Stage (Special)

Palace

When the curtain rose on this,

no one knew what it was. The
stage wa» blue dark and musical

ounds were emanating from some-
• here. Coming up. the sounds took

on the character of a band as-

sembling, instrument by instru-

ment, and girls singing. The lights,

very gradually, rose, also, and
little by little there was discerned

through a scrim a girl violinist in

silver togs, then others, until as the

Incandescent! reached full, a mixed
jazz band was in view, four girls

and six men.
The gifts were the two Gier sis-

ters anil a pianist ami violiniste.

The Giers appeared formerly with
a band billed as the Ten Giers. Now
they call themselves Giers-I>orf.

Maybe they married the Dorf
brothers since then with a "ouble

hyphen ceremony, Anyway, they
are a couple of stars with the brass,

4hough Irene features 1 ec viplining

and Elvira seems to like her llute.

But, respectively with corn.t .and

trombone, thfy can go on next-to-
closing, In "one." and knock it in.

Mi.s Robert is a muscular, sinewy
young woman who capers on sev-
eral times and does difficult char-
acter dances with more strength
and suppleness than charm. She
is essentially a trick performer,
hard as steel ; nd trained to the
miuutf. Her flrsl dance is her I ->st.

showing some ankle work In toe

positions thai no one else except
Adelaide and. IJessie Clayton can
touch.

There are some light specialties,

Paul Glers-Dorf (whom could UK
have hyphenated in?) does the big
horn and bass sa\. The other vio-
liniste does a little dance with the
tenor saxe. And there are other
"moments." none of them (thaitk-

you) a Gallagher-Shean Imitation*
There stems a lot of fuss and

light•awl tehing and to-do about the
whole presentation in an effort to
make "symphonists" of musicians
and add Doits to Giers. etc.

But, stripped down to working
facts, it is a solidly good vaude-
ville act with good, strong melody
work at all times am! a dancer that
is interesting if not captivating. It

doesn't reveal any unusual drawing
power el ments except the good
looks and personalities of the Glers-
Dorf sisters in brass, and must cost
a handsome figure to keep going.
In the middle of any bill it will

make g<'<<l anywhere. The only
que lion is whether that is enough
t.> Support it. these hard times,
without drawing names or any sen-
sational punch that can be buzzed
about after Monday matinee.

Ltfif.

SINCLAIR and CASPAR
Talk, Songs
17 Mins ; One; (Special)

Palace

The brightest line of give-and-
take and the snappiest idea for a
sister-act in seasons, plus two
nifty girls that know how to attack

an audience. Paul Gerard Smith,
by far the most promising writer

and at this moment apparently the
best that vaudeville has, wrote it.

The girls are "discovered" vocally

offstage, each bawling out an
imaginary fresh guy in an auto.

.Each gets out and walks, and they
meet at tho crossroads and ex-
change grouches and experiences.
Line after line whams over, the
whole thing spicy without a word
that is blue. Mins Sinclair is the
comedienne, though they share nnd
share on lines. Except for a bit

of Palace-self-consciousness on her
part. Miss Sinclair stepped right

out as a big-league comic and
landed. When she unpacked a pair
of "spare" walking shoes the house
rocket!.

Miss Caspar is originally of the
Chicago cabarets, that light -school
which graduated hundreds of the
brightest luminaries of vaudeville
and musical comedy. She is airy,
pretty and registers a suggestion of
always holding back her best
talents. A bit of dance and a bit

of song from her and a few picks
on a uke made and left the audi-
ence hungry.

When the girls get the talk off
their pretty chests they decide to
hoof it together. A honk-honk is

heard and. after nil their bitter

resolution*, they make a simulta-
neous run for the "lift." An auto
manikin effect is seen, both girls

Jumping out of a closed car with
several men. They reappear. His*
Sinclair scolding the other because
she squawked so hard—and so fast
—and they get off on Miss Sin -lair's

saying (to a yelO,. "Couldn't you
have yessed him for a collide of
miles, anyway?"
The Palace devoured ever\ word

and gesture. It is a metropolitan,
up-to-the-minute turn, and will get
even better with work. Cinch.

I. "it.

JIM and. BETTY MORGAN
and BAND (8)

Musio and Songs
27 Mint. Full Stage
Broadway
The Morgan couple, both clever

entertainers, have surrounded
themselves with a band, which Jim
leads with his violin for the most
part, Betty entering for several
specialty songs.

The band swung Into action with
a popular ballad' to •'fair purpose.
Miss Morgan joined the assemblage
with "Harmony/* a lyric lliat

brought in mention of Jim and
which sounded like a restricted
number. She followed with nov-
elty lyric and went off for a
change, while Jim took his place
at one of tho two ' pianos for the
"Planar Rag" specialty, now accom-
panied by his own band.
Miss Morgan looked very girlish

iii white satin when she returned
with a song, probably new, and she
strummed a uke at Its close. There
were four encores after that. Jim
showing his versatility by taking
to the clarionet for a' jaz~ tune.
Betty strumming a guitar.
No dotrbt about the Morgans

having ah entertaining tnrn. The
house herewas solid for it and big
time '-should welcome it. 7/>cr.

GOLD and GOLDIE
l\i C Instrumental and Singing

11 Mins ; One
American Roof

Colored man and woman wli»> ap-
be: utiful, b* t unconvincing, wPe In

j

pear to have had training in Har-
a role that called for emotional I lem cabarets and seem to be try-
pyrotechnics. She achieved the ling to calm down suitably for
skeleton, but not *he substance of o vaudeville. They open with a
fat part. The rest of the cast Is

|

"l>i\i. " sorn; that could hardly be
heard halfway back downstairs, theexcellent.

The entire production Is

rate'.y and flawlessly m •

exudes class • ml clever stag
tion.

elaho- man finishing the second chorus
d. It with a falsetto that is away off.

diree- pitch. A standard number and
some y\7.7. on two saxes just about

With intelligent pruning and some keep tho ai "

l
'

s head above water.
work it should prove or.3 of the sen- *Od Wore vocal work doesn't help
satlons of t' * season. : » ncerned

' Jt any -

in the production deserve a wo: d of
mor' for their courage in attempt -

ii t such an elaborate vehicle In

t ^se times when the A amatic
,

sketch has almost disappeared from '

big tim > vaudeville bills.

Co a .

HARTE and ALBRIGHT
Songs.
16 Mins ; One
State.

It takes an upward turn upon the
introduction of a baby banjo and
clarinet, a final duet af blues on two
clarinets providing a strong finish.

The man has a irritating manner
of smiling constantly at the. audi-
ence as if he were attempting to

ingratiate himself with them. Out-
side of this the couple's showman-
ship pasFcs muster. The turn fared
reasonably well in the deuce spot
on the roof, and with a few of the

DRAVO, MICHELINA and
TRUJILLO

Spanish Songs and Dances
16 Mins.; Three, and Full Stage

(Special Drapes)
Lincoln Square

The woman dancer is a prima
ballerina comparable to the best of
Spanish dancers, and with the man
executives a lively fandango at the
opening that earned deserved ap-
plause. It was followed by a Span-
ish song by the other woman, whose
sweet voice and elegant stage pres-
ence made the language of sec-
ondary importance. A solo dance by
the woman dancer showed her
mastery of terpslchorean technique,
introducing toe dancing, a full rock,
pirouettes, etc., while her control of
the castanets was perfect, well
earning the applause she received.

A cut -out in the drape showed a
gypsy camp fire scene, the singer
again using a catchy Spanish num-
ber, which served to introduce the
dancers f.»r a double gypsy tam-
bourine dance in costume, all three
joining for the finale, which brought
them several curtain calls.

The settings and costume? are in

consistent keeping with, the talent
of the trio and the act cr>n hold
down a responsible spot on the
better bills.

.
weak! •

• eliminated. should
Bob Albright formerly of Jerome ,„.,,,. ., ^^ s , ;(ml;inl t (h0

and Albright, is now teamed with intermediate houses
M.s-s Ilarte, a sweet looking girl,

with a good voice, capable of reach-
ing high registers on occasion. The
i online is framed along popular
song lines, the team getting results

by inserting lyrics of their own at

times.

Miss Ilarte was given an entrance
via a special number by Albright
from his station at the piano. They
duetted with an Indian numb) r

Miss Ilarte exiting while Albright
singled with a dice lyric

turned
the con

SHARON J. STEPHENS
and Co (2)

Comedy Sketch
20 Min.; Full Stage
23d St.

Although the demand for ske tches
on the three-a-day has reached a
low ebb, this comedy vehicle pre-
sented by Bharon J, Stephens and
company should be given a hear-

She rc-'i»y- Based on the eternal triangle

for a ballad solo, nicely sung.] Mea, ll is built entirely for comedy,
uple then scoring with a containing an abundance of worth-

parody. Tn extended medley with
each Binger alternating took them
off to a satisfactory score.

The turn can take a spot in three-
a-day houses and should find a
welcome in tho better bookings also.

I bee.
:

while dialog and situations. The
action is fast and does not waver.
The east of three, including two

young women ami Stephens, play
it expertly. For a laugh provider
in a three-a-day sketch position
this act will AH the bill. Uart.

THE DIAMONDS (4)

16 Mins. One (8pecial Drop)
Broadway
An act which has been around

for some months, their current ap-
pearance being the second at the
Broadway. The parents who appear
youthful enough are working with
their two sons, lads of 12 and 14

years of age. They are togged out
as bell-hops for the opening lyric

about the "Diamonds."

A blues number by the parents
was followed by a trio dance the

kids stepping with the man. Miss
Diamond then scored with "My
Man," brightly introduced. the
couple entrancing as though for an
Apache dance, it was the young-
sters who started the real scoring.

however. They ouetted with a
"Mammy" number which the house
demanded encored. A bit later after

the eh'er team's acrobatic dance,
the hoys went over for an even big.

ger' score with a dance routine of
their own.
The Diamond youngsters ire be-

ing trained expertly and well. They
now display a versatility which will

aid them to high rating Within a
few years, ltight now they count
quite importantly in the success of

the Diamonds. I bee.

"YEOMEN OF THE GUARD"
Condensed Comic Opera --"

30 Mins.
Century, Baltimore.

Baltimore, June iu
Comes now the sixth of tho cur-

rent series Of comic opera presen-
tations, and with the Gilbert and
Sullivan "Yeomen of the Guard/' it

would seem that the aggregation
which J. Humbird Duffy has gath-
ered for the series is now doing its

best week's work in the litest piece.
Francis Tyler, basso, is singing

the principal role, that of .lick
Point, the wandering minstre} who
does as the curtain drops. Alice
Mackenzie, who, with Duffy, Is get-
ting the blackface type on the pro-
gram and In the newspapers, sings
Dorothy Maynard, the minstrel girl
and companion of Jack Point.
Duffy is singing the "tenor role of
Richard Fairfax, condemned to die.
Leo de Heirapolla is singing the
role of the jailer—and small but
"fat" part. All are doing their work
well, and because of the seriousness
of the piece, with its melodious and
sustained music, it takei on values
of effect which a purely comic piece
cannot very well attain.

In its entirety.* it is an offtimes
tiring work. But for all that, the
best music that Sullivan wrote into
any of his works seems to fco here.
The choruses are all excellent, and
two songs stand out in the memory
as being worth about 40,000 pop
songs. The big song in the
piece is Jack Point's—and everyone
else's—"I Have a Song to Sing-O,"
used throughout the cction of the
opera, and then a dainty little bit
sung by the soubrette, "It is Largely
a Matter of Skill," with the line
after being, "When, a Jackie Goes
Courting his Jill." Both arc crack

-

orjack numbers, excellently sung in
this Instance, and forming the high
points of the most interesting pro-
duction Whicli Mr. Duffy and ids as-
sociates have yet put on in the
Century. Their scenic background
Is adequate, and the orchestra ac-
companying them, under the direc-
tion of Dr. Frank Rehsen, is good
at all times.
Next comes "The Bohemian Girl"

which may or may not be as popular
j

as the Gilbertian works. But that
is the future, and only the ladies
in the parks who tell fortunes for
a dollar can tell us how it will pan
out -

ttisk.

BLONDE8 (4)

Comedy Sketch
17 Mins.; Full Stage
Fifth Ave.

Lewis A. Gordon produced thia
sketch which featurea Chester
Clute. It was authored by Bert
Robinson, ft Is an entertaining little

playlet and well cast, particularly
in the two principal males. One is

over six foot, the other (Clute) a
short chap, reminding of Ernest
Truex.
Both are being entertained ' y

their sweethearts as the curtain
rises. After the girls leave the
room the taller and worldly one* ex-
pounds his views on matrimony.
He thinks blondes are fickle and
easy to flatter.

The other chap was to propose to
the blonde that night. His worldly
friend says he can flatter her and
kiss her. They arrange a test The
system works, but when tried by
the unworldly one upon his tall

friend's brunette it is just as
effective.

The laughs are consistent and
many as the story unfolds. The
use of the same phrases by the
imitator in making love and the
same responses by both girls were
big m'irth provokers.

It's a well written comedy sketch
for the best ot the bills. At this
house it was heartily accorded.

Con.

SAXON and GRIFFIN
Comedy Talk and Songs
14 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
23d St.

Man and woman crossfire talking
and singing duo. Tho curtain rises
disclosing a special drop depicting
exterior of niovio house with girl
cashier visible through ticket win-
dow. She answers a phone call re-
citing comedy array of films booked
at the house for the coming week.

Well appearing male in neat blue
suit interrupts her and they cross-
fire. Tie has inherited $200,000 and
wants to buy the theatre to rehearse
in. He nnd tho girt became ac-
quainted. She Is anxious to go on
tlm stage and gives him a specimen
of her ability telling riddles, etc,
A double song broken up with

more gn^- nnd another dourte con-
clude a - 1 1 1 . » 1 1 lime offering of pleas-
ing dimension--. The dialog i not
original as a whole, but is fairly
consistenl as regard* the story
theme. The girl is a good looking
brunette with considerable person-
ality. Her 'hick" cashier was neatly
foiled by the man. At I his house
they scored nicely. (on.

> JOHN SHEEHAN and Co. (1)
Comedy Skit
14 Mint.; Two (Office)

58th St.

Though making pretext at being
a sketch or playlet, Shcehan and
his female st.-aight do nothing but
a comedy dialog, with the' \\< man
foiling for Sheehan's nonsense. A
desk and a sign "Information" arc
the only props in the shallow office

interior in 'two," with the woman
planning a Cook's tour, .Ird the new
Information clerk burlesquir^g a ver-
bal explanation of the charms at-
tendant such globe trot. The dialog
wanders to personalities with the
inevitable proposal for the finish,

and the tag line Ly Sheehan that
he is not a fortune hunter and is not
marrying the girl for her father's
dough—in fact he would rather see
dad before they ran away to get
married so that he can borrow %2
for the license.

The intermediary chatter has
him explaining he's a college alumi-
nus—a graduate of tho barbers'
college, and giving the college yell

as "Cut his lip, cut his Jaw, leave
his face, raw, raw, raw." Tho flip

fierce punning style is maintained
throughout suoh as promising a golf
game on boarcr ship as one of the
attractions of the tour as soon as the
boat readies the Gulf stream. |He
explains in one line that "Paris is

the Bridgeport of Kurope," which
can be interpreted cither way.
Much of it is apple, sauce, but it

garners laughs and that's some-
thing. A cheerful No. 3 at this
hou.se. Xecf.

MELINDA and DADE
Songs and Dances
12 Mins. One
Brighton

Mixed singing and dancing team
(colored). Girl is pretty mulatto
almcst white, man darker. Man is

cracker-jack dancer. Girl sings in
average way of dancing acts, and
dances neatly. She's 100 per cent,
on looks, making two costume
changes both adding sifjht value.
Koutine is along usual lines with

double song at opening, dance fol-
lowing. Man does hard shoe routine
as single, making all the taps called
for and introducing several steps
that had new twists. A two-footed
dancer who keeps perfect time. Girl
does short buck routine and finish
has 'em doing double.

Act went unusually hjg for No. 2.

applause easily justifying speech.
Bell.

MILDRED PARKER
Violinist

11 Mini.;
23rd St

Mildred
chant on.

One

Parker is a speed inci-
the fiddle. Her efforts

are devoted Targely to selections of
a fast tempo. Sho does exception-
ally well with them and with this
styb» of number adds sufficient ze«M
to her offering to tttke it out of the
ordinary classification of single
acts of this type. Miss Parker is

competent In her playing and dis-
plays a personality which helps
materially.

N*o. *J at the 23rd St.. she proved
one of the hits of a Strong bill. Ko
a musical sin-!., ii, is young woman
can deliver where a show need
fiddling and speed.
A frock of a bit more summer;,

nature would be to her advantage
at this season. Hart.
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«A FRIEND IN NEED" (4)

Comedy Skstch

18 Min«.» Two; (Special)

falsee

This Lewis A Gordon sketch, by

Howard Emmett Rogers, appeared

at the Palace second from closing,

which was far too late, even on a

bill that ran almost half an hour

earlier than the usual schedule for

that house. , It is a satisfactory No.

I turn, affording a running fire of

giggles and several strong laughs.

Set in a silk eye representing a

hotel "Peacock Alley," it began with

a talk between Nicholas Joy as a

dude from Chicago and Mann Holi-

ner as a chump from New York
(though that excellent point ,as a
comedy source seems to have
escaped the author himself), in

which the New Yorke. asks his

visiting friend to meet his (the New
Yorker's) girl and put him in right.

He meets, instead, the vamp house
detective, looking for mashers. It is

explained and set right when he is

handcuffed, after which he takes

the lady dick to the Hippodrome

—

maybe in revenge or maybe because
he's from Chicago.

Joy, as the slick Chicagoan,
looked as though he had just

stepped off a label for "Between
the Acts," and Holiner (featured)

went back years to revive with
much vehemence the style of part
Immortalized by Ernie Truex so
smoothly. The women w rtre Just
"types," and officiated as such. Joy
stole what gravy there was in the
script, though Miss Linda Carlon,
as the she-hotel-hopper, caught a
few fat lines early in the running.
As said above, a good No. 3 big-

time sketch of the average class
and caliber. La it.

BROOK8 and ROSS
Piano and Songs
11 Mins.; One
23d St.

Two young clean-cut chaps in a
piano and song routine. They enter
in golf attire wearing knickers with
sport shirts open at the throat.

Opening with a pop song well har-
monized they follow with a blues
number softly cooed.

A baritone solo is followed by a
ctmedy song, "Oh She Lied," dou-
bled to orchestra accompaniment.
A corking ballad, "Wonder," also

pleasingly harmonized, concludes an
act that is sure fire for the inter-

mediate houses and which should
develop into a big time turn.

The present song routine is all

right, but a strong comedy nui iber

would help. The dressing idea

sin uld be further developed by the

acquisition of a special drop to carry
out the sports costumes. The open
collar effect doesn't look neat.

Neckties of summery hue and two-
color golf shoes would improve the

general effect.

Both should cultivate an easy
stage presence, the taller member at

present striking awkward attitudes.

He will acquire the necessary aban-
don with experience. The voices are

there, which is the most important
as^et. Con.

. \
TOWER and WELCH
Talk, Dancing, Singing
12 Mins.; One
American Roof

Two young fellows who must have
seen a number of shows recently,

Judging by the comedy stuff offered.

Starting with Val and Ernie Stan-

ton's, "Horsey, Keep Your Tail Up,"
there's a suggestion of Callahan and
Bliss and Shaw and Lee, the first In

make-ups, and the latter both In

make-ups and method of telling

gags. Then one of the boys calls

the other fellow Mike and his part-

ner returns the salute with Ike, re-

calling Lewis and Dody.
Both are good dancers and one

sings pleasantly. With an act and
experience they should develop.

They have p!enty of ability, but will

have to secure regular material be-

fore they can expect to advance.

A burlesque show for a season

would help a lot. Bell.

HORLICK and HARRIS SISTERS
Dancing
12 Mins.; Full stage

American Roof.

Horlick may have appeared with
the Sarampa Sisters previously.

The present turn classes as a like-

able dancing act of the conventional
type. A trio starts it, with one of

the sisters doing a single in pierot

costume next. An adagio by the

other sister and Horlick, a single by
Horlick and a double by the girls

in bare legs and feet complete the
routine. The turn is prettily cos-
tumed by the girls.

All of the dances offered landed
on the roof. The act has more than
enough to get It by surely in the
neighborhood bouses. Bell.

GRIFFIN TWINS
Dancing
11 Mins.; Full Stag*

%1

City. *—

.

Here's a capital novelty. The
Twins look like children of about
12, apparently both girls, and as like
as two peas, both in face and fig-
ure. They have the simplest kind
of a dancing routine, but they per-
form astonishing neata in unison
stepping. One constantly has the
feeling of watching one youngste'r
and her reflection in a mirror, so
accurately are their movements
timed.

Whoever coached the kiddies has
achieved remarkable results in this
direction, and the startling resem-
blance of the two goes to intensify
the effect of mechanical perfection
in movement. There is never a hint
of juvenile pose or "fres' ness"
about the twins. They look and
work like well behaved children en-
gaged in a pastime and enjoying it

mightily.

They enter modestly and without
parade, both in Fauntleroy costume
of black velvet knickerbockers and
lace collars, and go ir- mediately
into their dance without a word. A
quick change brings them back in
Egyptian dress for a characteristic
number, their best, an* a remark-
able bit of dance maneuvering. For
the finish they do a bit of dramatic
pantomine of two Roman gl 'lators
in combat, ending with a pose in
the huge picture frame upst g( An
encore has a touc: of comedy. One
of the Twins announces "Our im-
pression of 'The Mermaid's Dream* "

and they change to one-piece girl

green bathing suits wi. top hats
ar 1 walking sticks for a combina-
tion cake walk and "interpretative
dance.'*

Well down on the City bill they
scored unmistakab y and they will

Co the same anywhere. Rush.

WHEELER TRIO
Acrobatics
10 Mins.; Full Stage

American Roof

Three men in a routine of ground
tumbling and three high formations.
Golf suits are worn, the make ups
furnishing a relief from the athletic

and Tuxedo outfits usually worn.
The mounter is an adept at twisters,

doing several that registered for in-

dividual returns.

One stunt which has the mounter
doing a twisting somersault from
the shoulders of one of the under-
standers to a bridge formed by the
arms of his two partners makes an
especially showy and effective

trick. The other two men are ex-
pert ground tumblers.

A line of quiet kidding conversa-
tional stuff without forced attempts
at humor gives the turn necessary
variety. The act went remarkably
on the Roof, the house applauding
Insistently for an encore after the

picture feature had been on for a
minute or so.

A fast athletic turn that can hold

Its own as an opener or closer any-
where. Bell.

FLEMING SISTERS
Musical
14 Mins.; One (Special drop)

81st St.

Three pretty girls, youthful and
masters of their instruments (piano,

'cello, violin) also add that desir-

able asset, refinement, in appear-
ance and deportment, to this mu-
sical specialty which cannot fail to

receive favorable attention on any
bill.

Their opening trio shows them
each to be well grounded in the
technique with their tones worthy
of note. That they have practiced
faithfully is apparent in the har-
mony and rhythm. A duet of 'cello

and piano gives the 'cellists an op-
portunity for exceptional execution,
and the concluding medley closes an
act which should be seen in the best
houses.

PALACE
A show that read like a great

headiiner supported by a fair show,
and played like the Giants in a world
series—all stars. Maybe it's the
easy Palace crowd that makes medi-
ocre acts stand up like phenoms;
maybe it's the kick In their systems
when they inhale the atmosphere of
vaudeville's high peak; maybe this
boob reviewer is Palace-struck.
Anyway, he sees a lot of unfamiliar
acts that are never heard of again
flash up here like champions, and
sees old friends he has amiably tol-
erated through years of consistent
vaudeville going suddenly blaze
forth as world-beaters.
Of one thing he is certain: Eddie

Cantor's hit was the biggest and
most solid smash he has seen at the
Palace or anywhere since White-
man's Band. When^his name went
up they whistled and cheered, and
every point he made in his talk
doubled them up. Cantor was glad
to be back on solid ground. He said
so, and most everyone knew just
what he meant. And he wasn't the
only one that was glad. If you can
imagine a long lost brother coming
home, all blacked up and full of
Yiddish-African nifties, that was
Eddie at the Palace.

It was a perfect example of per-
sonality, vaudeville's best seller. No
props, no feeders, no anything but
Cantor in "one," and he came in like
a lion and tore himself away like a
bear. He sang four songs and told
twelve gags, and" had the gallery
guys in his lap, the Palaces' audi-
ence screaming "Yes" to his "We
Have No Bananas," everyone inter-
ested in his business and he seem-
ingly knowing everybody personally.
It was done so quickly that nobody,
not even Cantor, knows how—or
/why.

It's an extreme manifestation of
what the whiskered scientists define
as "the human equation," all ex-
plained by a wisenheimer named
Prof. Helmholtz on a theory of "psy-
chologically synchronic vibrations."
But this isn't the Medical Digest,
so let's dismiss it by saying Cantor
showed as he had never showed be-
fore, a stellar and instantaneously
irresistible comedian of most de-
lightful contact, registering a tri-
umph rarely accorded an individual
artist
Glenn and Jenkins* programed, did

not open; replaced by Burns and
Lynn, two sap- nut variety comics
with grave faces, who opened as
though they were going to do a
Lewis and Dody. But they warmed
up after the opener and went into
slapstick dancing that brought them
back and sent them off to a bang.
/ nother new team for Broadway waa

|
.Meehan and Newman, deucing and
cleaning, and, but for forcing one
extra encore, a smash. The man
does a weird acrobatic dance while

MUNICIPAL FOUR
Comedy. Song. Dance. Musical
15 Mins.; One, Three and One
58th St.

Properly guided this malt quartet
should develop into a big-time
standard. T^cy have youth, voices,

pep and entertaining ability which
requires proper mixing to show
these assets to best advantage. The
title Is derived from the opening,
one doing "wop" street cleaner, an-
other cop.^reman and letter carrier.

They reel off a pop leading into the
street cleaner's specialty with a
guitar. .

The latter returns in straight
business suit for a telling eccentric
dance that ranks with the best of
the legmnnia. To "three,** with th2
erstwhile copper cooing a Pop bal-
lad in resonant basso, and the "fire-

man" at the baby grand. The quar-
tet, now all in dark blue street
clothes, follow it up with some
straight harmony minus accompa-
niment that brought them back
strong.
They accepted an enKJore during

which the end boy (street cleaner)
injected jazz movements and the fa-
miliar thumb-to-mouth strut stuff,

which, however (as he did it), looked
too much like thumbing his nose" at
the audienco and made for unin-
tended smirking.
The act is speedy after the first

couple minutes, and packs a lot of

meat. For the present grade of

vaudeville they're sure fire. Abel.

AARON and KELLY
Singing, Dancing
12 Mins.; One
81st St.

Two colored boys in tuxedos open
with harmony singing, their voices

much above the average of dancer.?

and blending very well. One has n

freak high register used with good
effect in a peculiar obligato. Danc-
ing accompanies another and faster

number after which, without leav-

ing the stage, single and double
routines of soft shoe and cceenn •

dances are well executed, to the

demonstrated satisfaction of the

audience.
The clean appearance of the team

with their strict attention to busi-

ness minus stalling will justify the

booking of this duo on the better

bills In this spot <No. 2).

SOUTHERN FOUR
: Colored Quartet

I
14 Mins.; Ons
Locw's State

A male quartet of color. The
boys appear in dinner Jackets and
snap to their work with a vim.
They hold" mostly to popular num-
bers of the jazzy variety, although
they have one or two little chants
that sound like the real thing in old

nopro music. The "Hear Dem
Hells" is one of these and the ar-
nn^rmnt is nicely handled. There
Is a brief bit of stepping by one
of tho boys that helps along. But
one solo, the balance being con-
certed numbers.

It Is a pleasing number for the

pop houses and the State's Monday
ni^lit audience Wanted more when
the act finished. fred.

playing a mean mouth organ, and
the girl does blues fairly well and
a combination blues and yodel very
well.'

Rogers and Allen, being Allan
Rogers and the impressive soprano
he worked with for tome years, made
it a revue for 20 minutes. Rogers
should work in full stage, as he does
not bear too close range very well,

and he should stand by solos, as he
Is a very wooden actor. Miss Allen,
by the same reasoning, should ab-
jure such dramatics as "My Man,"
done in what looked like the very set
used, by Fannie Brlce in the Follies.

To those who saw Miss Brice do it

it was a bit 'painful. It is not a sing-
ing song, and Miss Allen is not an
acting songstress. In the straight
and strict singing business this pair
reached high notes and excellent
moments. They should work i.long
conservative concert avenues, how-
ever, to attain their best results.

Sinclair and Gaspar (New Acts)
goaled it. Renee Robert and Giers-
Dorf Symphonists (rather high-
sounding monicker, all around, for
an eccentric jazz band and an acro-
batic girl dancer) closed Jntermis-
mission powerfully (New Acts). Flo
Lewis started it off again, with by
far the neatest comedy she has ever
routined together, and a rejuvenated
personality that is so far above the
super-wise?racker she did a few
moons back that she is scarcely rec-
ognizable. She works with a pianist,
Jesse Greer, and features a club-
woman, a flapper and a soubret. Her
flapper is a little behind the times,
but as a stage character it shouldn't
wear out for years. If she would cut
a little out of every number—not
much anywhere, but* Just a bit from
each—she wouldn't be able to hold
'em down.
"A Friend in Need" (New Acts)

was down too late in the bill, but did
neatly. Canova's Plastic Posing Dogs
got an unusual break for this house,
going on to close at 10.45, but
couldn't anchor them because of the
style of the act, starting with a
lengthy and uninteresting film dem-
onstration of what the dogs were to
pose, and repeating that after each
pose. And after each pose the un-
faithful came to life and started up
the aisles. The Lime Trio opened
and scored heavily.
The Palace is serving orange Juice

in the Intermission again, making
summer officially on. Lait.

greater consideration than it re-
ceives.
Savoy and Brennan appeared sec-

ond after intermission, going direct-
ly into their cross-fire chatter, which
brought laugh after laugh. Their
material met with hearty approval,
the comedy retorts by Savoy bring-
ing result. . The team proved a
draw for the uptown house and gave
full entertainment value during their
stay Tuesday night.
Kerr and Weston, with Lou Hand-

man at the piano, closed the sho *

with a flash dance offering. Eflie
Weston is doing some of the best
dancing of her career in the present
act, with her grace an outstanding
feature. Kerr stepped into a hit
with ease. Hart.

BUSHWICK

RIVERSIDE
A rather light summary bill at the

Riverside this week*, having Savoy
and Brennan as the headiiner, with
seven standard acts in support.
Tuesday night business was highly
satisfactory, with the Savoy and
Brennan name credited with the
draw. The remainder of the bill

proved equally effective, with a full

evening's entertainment served up.

Bert Hughes and Co. started the
show with basketball on bicycles.
Tho turn is fast and interesting.
The Riverside audience, well seated
when the opening act started, gave
it their strict attention, with the
corn.edy work coming in for genuine
laughs. The show was given plenty
of momentum by this combination,
with Uill Robinson, the dancing tar
baby, picking it up No. 2. Robin-
son received a hand on his entrance
and kept the applause coming
throughout his 15-minute routine.
The colored boy left nothing to be
desired In the way of a hard shoe
dance, with the audience with him
all the while.
Harry J. Conley, with Naomi Ray.

In "Rice and Old Shoes,*' appeared
No. 8. The nicely constructed vehicle,
aided by the capable character com-
edy work by Conley, made good
headway. As a quiet comedy offer-
ing with a stamp of originality it fits

Into any bill to a nicety. Piling up
laughs in a consistent manner Con-
ley brought the spot up to a high
level, making way for Marie Walsh
and Frank Ellis, a youthful couple
full of life, No. 3. This act reaches
the peak with Miss Walsh's dancing.
Her acrobatic Oriental dance is one
of the turn's big moments. Ellis
leaves a good impression with a fast
line of chatter, using his partner is
a foil. His vo^al selection before
Miss Walsh's solo dance should '.>e

changed. The present number means
nothing and allows the turn to sag.
With youth and vlvaciousness in
their favor this, pair helped to give
the show its necessary pep. Bailey
and Cowan, closing the first half,
fallowed. Their offering comes un-
der the speed heading, Lynn Cowan
with his piano and vocal work add-
ing an abundance oi life to the turn.
Bailey's banjo work is a sure-fire
asset. Estelie Davis, in support of
the two boys, comes in for her share
of work, the routine giving her sev-
eral opportunities, especially to dis-
play a crop of red hair. Bailey and
Cowan proved a good selection to
close a speedy first half.

The Intermission Tuesday night
ran 23 i.iinutes, during which a
Topics reel and a cartoon comedy
were shown. The second half con-
sisted of three acts, with Charlie
Oleott and Mary Ann starting it off.

With songs of a different style tha.i
had been brought into »ilay earlier
in the evening the couple fared
nicely. Oleott assigned the greats-
portion of the vocal work to his
partner, who carried it oft v. 1th little

difficulty. Mary Ami appear* to
have a good jtyle for character
numbers and should be Riven more
opportunities n'ong that line. Her
"Pig Tails" «' i Ion Js worthy of

The Avon Comedy Four probably
were responsible for most of tho
lightweight attendance on view
Monday night, although the cus-
tomers more than balanced in re-
sponse and applause what they
lacked in numbers. The returns
were consistently good from start
to finish, and the attention centered
throughout. Lady Alice's Pets elic-
ited much response from the femi-
nine contingent
Roxy La Rocca's masterful harp

play was cannlly spiced with show-
manship. His change of pace from
sympathetic, sentimental classics to
zippy jazs was gauged with shrewd
salesmanship, and the swaying of
the house with the community
chorus whistling, always healthy
gang stuff, clinched It beyond a
shadow of a doubt.
Jack Norton and Co.'s "Recupera-

tion," "a healthy comedy" by Hugh
Herbert, whaAgetJ 'em on the
strength of the lines, and the feat-
ured cc median's Intermittent keeling
over and hollow-chested cackle were
sure-fire for a periodical punch.
Claud* and Marlon, "still arguing,"
found much response, Marlon's ag-
gressive comedy being chiefly re-
sponsible, although the man main-
tains an effective henpecked appear-
ance to heighten the contrast.
Frank lyn and Charles Co., with

their song and dance opening and
undeniable acrobatics for the closer,
scored per always/ Wright and
Dietrich, following intermission,
connected with their optimistic song
cyele delivery. Wright's tenor has*
a sincere ring that impresses, and
while the lyrics are given chiefly to
the pollyannalsh, the sentiment is
meritorious and always pleasing.
The couple are possessed of consid-
erable unction, an ingratiating asset.
The AvowComedy Four, starting

Joe Smith and Charles Dale, did the
"Hungarian Rhapsody" act. support-
ed by Arthur Fields and Harry
Goodwin. Fields is a recent addi-
tion. He is also known as a disk
record maker, and impressed decid-
edly with his vocal efforts. The
quartet was an unqualified wow.
The comedy would make even a Ku
Kluxer In ugh, and the close harmo-
nizing for the finish is an added
clincher.
Ted Lorraine.and Jack MInto, with

Mile. Elna Hansen, closed with a
flash song and dance revue. Miss
Hansen has succeeded Miss Davies,
formerly In the set; otherwise the
routine is the same as when the turn
was formerly Lorraine, Cagwin and
Fitzgerald. They held most of the
house. Alcl

BRIGHTON
Talk about your audiences who

start to laugh when they buy their
tickets. The Monday night bunch
at the Brighton, Coney Island,
topped that—they were laughing
before they laid down their Jack
on the box-office ledge.
Even the ones who arrived via

the B. R. T. were laughing, as well
as the more fortunate aristocrats
who negotiated the journey to the
shore In autos. And anyone who
can finish a ride on the B. R. T. and
exit laughingly—give 'em credit,
boys, as Al Reeves and the guys
who run the auto finance concerns
say. Their sense of humor must be
hitting on all six, anyway.

It's the fifth week of the Brighton
and the house has not struck its
seasonal strids yet Likewise over-
coats and straw hats are not con-
ducive to overflow houses at the
beach with the thermometer in the
midst of a bear movement that
made the overcoats necessary and
the straw hats foolish.
"Time-table" billing may break

the hearts of headllncre elsewhere,
but George Robinson still remains
the head liners' staunch champion.
Of the eight acts, six were in the
electrics in front of the house, ail
but the opening and No. 2 acts, also
occupying feature space on the 24-
sheets.
No fault to And with the show-**

except possibly that although It
held six "names," most of 'em have
played around the city so often
they'\e grown over-familiar to the
regulars.

Adelaide and Hughes, closing the
first half, glided smoothly through
their routine of ballroom dances
with the adeptness and skill that
hgve kept them at the top so long,
topping off their repertoire with tho
"KIop. ment of the Toys" panto.
This is art with a cap A, possessing
form, style and flnesae. The talk
used by Johnny Hughes for s>

breathing spell had him remarking
that Mr. Daly, the accompanist, had
a nice disposition—always thp same
- always gronrhy. That ouip was
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Identified with the Mehlinger-Meyer
routine.
Two of the acts also used the

name gag Monday night and a Joe
Miller at that- Al and Kanny Stead -

man, fourth, rracked about "keep
out of the joints" and so did Mau-
rice IVamond. three turns later, and
hoth at ts used it in a similar lltUS-
tion. »

The Steadmans made 'em laugh
their heads off, Fanny's clowning
clicking without a mis«. That line
"clevei people, those Chinese."
seems to be traveling. The Stead -

mans used it Monday night. So lias

•I least one act In every vaudeville
show seen in the last ten weeks.
It'fl a wise crack that knows its own
parents.
Herbert Clifton was a comedy

whang third with trick vocalising
and burlesque female impersona-
tions His "Rose" ballad scored
legitimately and the costume parade
landed its regulation applause
Quota
Ruth Roye started the second half

off with brilliancy and speed that
wound up with an innovation for a
Brookiyn house in the way of ap-
preciation. It's possible a delega-
tion of west siders may have in-
vaded Brighton Monday night, but
for the first time within recollec-
tion that unmistakable hallmark
of the Colonial—continued rhythmic
applause in unison—greeted the
finish of her song repertoire and «he
encored with "Robert E. Lee." The
five numbers preceding held three
that have been done around con-
siderably. The music publishers
must be overlooking Ruth, or per-
haps Ruth is neglecting the pub-
lishers.
One girl was^mjasing from the

three programecT In the Mauri ce
Diamond turn, following. Helen
McMahon stood out with solo con-
tributions and the blonde toe danrer
boosted the score neatly. Diamond's
eccentric dancing had the handicap

j

of following the Adelaide and
Hughes stepping, but Diamond se-
cured plenty notwithstanding with
his knee and ankle stuff. He made
the mistake of overstaying at the
finish
Al Herman had the task of clos-

ing with his blackface monolog and
got away with it perfectly. And
Herman can be funny and clean.
Monday night proved that conclu-

sively. Herman's act could have
been played before a Chautauqua
sociable; just a line of familiar
blackface chatter, but delivered with
the ease and unction that bespeaks
the rea! comedian. And laughs—as
many o« any comic ever got any-
where with a reception on his en-
trance and an act that held every
customer glued to his seat until the
finish
Melinda and Dade (New Acts)

were 6e,cond and Harvard. Wini-
fred and Druce initialed with a
itandard aerial act.
Business good considering the

weather. Jtcll

another example of a talented comic
who cheapens an otherwise good act
srith conspicuous and unnecessary
song plugging. This rotund come-
dian l.as the ait of mugging down
(«. a science and a peculiar delivery
that- always good for a howl. But
before the turn is half over there is

laugh. However, the little tricks
did obtain the desired result and
undoubtedly they will remain in

the act The girl handles a couple
of number*, managing to get them
over, but that is all. Hughes is good
on falls and these got any number
of laughs, in fait, they were so good

the Inevitable plant in a box and the lone wonders at the suggestive wig-

AMERICAN ROOF
Good orchestra business at the

American Roof Monday night. The
bill was ragged, only approaching
Ihe pinnacle of small-time enter-
tainment once and sinking consid-
erably below the mediocre many
times. Miller. Packer and Selz and
Golden and West, billed, were out.
replaced bv Salle and Nobles and
Hold and Uoldie.
Le Veaux. piano accordionist,

opened and took runner-up honors
with a well chosen pop routine. He
lias improved in musical ability and
showmanship and is just about right
for this kind of time. A medley of
popular old-timers provided the
proper .sentimental appeal after alt
the jazz and sent him across to a
rousing finish. After were Cold and
Qoldie (New Acts).

Salle and Nobles presented a con-
ventional straight-and-comic turn
that need« rebuilding. The men
have good voices, but do not do
enough real singing to demonstrate
it cot vincingly. Similarly, the man
who ha mill's the humorous end is

an acceptable nut comedian, but he
handicaps himself by failiHg to
gather some' new material of the
laughable variety. The parodies
are pointless, out of date and un-
productive.
Hanson and the Burton Sisters

have illusions with fancy trimmings
in tho- way of music and beauty.
The last is contributed by two little

ptaoherinos who sing fairly, dance
a little better, and display figures
that would have no trouble fitting

in with the rest in that "glorifying"
show further down the block. Han

-

eon is a magician with obvious
I ricks and an Irritating line of puns.
However, the Roof crowd liked the
act, and so would almost anyone
for tlid two very good reasons men-

'— tioned.
Alice and Dorothy Morley con-

clusively proved their right to small
time headline honors. The girls are
making a becoming and attractive
appearance this season with well-
tailored suits of turquoise and
orange. Unfortunately, they only
did three numbers. The audience
wanted more. . ^_^_„_

Han.* Robert and Co. were sixth
with a sketch that held a few bois-
terous laughs, but that was, for the
most, applesauce. Roberta and the
man and woman who assist him
appear to be seasoned email•timers
and should show up much better in

• cleverer and more efficiently eon-
tructed vehicle. There was no en-
thushMM over this turn.

Nel'. McKihiey, next to eloslnn U

LOEWS STATE
Loew's Stite was a mighty good

place to catch a cold Monday night.
With half a house present just be-
fore nine o'clock, when the final
show of the evening started, those
seated on the left side of the the-
atre, about half way down In the
house, were putting their Wraps and
fun about them to keep the draught
off. even the men turning up their
collars Not bad for Broadway and
4.MI1 In the summertime.
The overture offered was 'The

Clow Worm." hlfchTy acceptable to
those in front. The Arco Brothers
opened the vaudeville setion and
"ta'ted it nicely. The second was
the Southern Vour (yew Acts), a
colored Quartet, which found high
favor, judging by the applause.
Ray Hughes with Pam proved a

typical small-time pair, but small-
time only because Kay Hughes re-
fcortft tf. questionable tricks 10 get a

monotonous boredom of choruses
repeated In the tinniest of tin-pan
alley voices.
POUr Yellerons (two women and

two men) in balancing tricks on
large spheres, closed handily. The
women boar the brunt of the work
In this foreign looking act and suc-
ceeded in holding mo«t of the crowd.

"Cordelia, the Magnificent," fea-
ture film.

BROADWAY
The 4 1 st street corner holds a

weigh'; three-a-day show this week
With the ''homed? karnival" picture
•ection a strong factor. It's good
bOWinanshlp to point out the im-
provement in the making of come-
dies 1 o\v and a decade ago, as
exemplified h, the Keystone comedy
of Ivlj and the Chaplin and Lloyd
products oi recent making. The new
sub-til les on the old Keystone are
every bit as good as the picture for
comeo.v effect, and a lot more
brightly worded than some of the
feature* made by Chaplin himeclf.
The comedy li'ins held in all of the
iate comers, following the vaudeville
section which did not get under
way unt I nine o'clock, with the final
act over at lO.r.O. The house stead-
ily filhd on Monday evening and a
fringe of standees was in evidence.
Barry Holman with "Hard Roiled

Hampton*1 was the comedy feature
ot the show. Spotted third, he ran
to a corking laughter score, the en-
tire house bubbling at the lines.
Holman took his "bows" in one. re-
maining there for some time to
heartwarming plaudits. It is doubt-
ful if a comedy playlet has ever
registered so strongly at the Liroad

-

way. Holman reappearing from the
entrance when a fresh wave of ap-
plause arose. There i« a reason for
the success of 'Hampton." and that
is the light and Bhade produced by
the subtle inject ion of pathos—and
"Pop" certainly handles his end of
that as skillfully a« the comedy
point-;
The Diamonds were on fourth,

taking up the running after Hol-
man, and they too landed a clean
hit. The introduction of the two
youngsters was something of a sur-
prise and those two kids proceeded
to tie up the act with a new or un-
used "Mammy" «ong and duet danc-
ing. Miss Diamond came through
with "My Man." introduced in
Apache fashion, which helped. The
acrobatic dancing of t lie elders was
eclipsed by the hoofing of the boys,
the house going wide open for them.
There was a bit of acrobatic stuff
between the boys and their juvenile
dad ui the close, showing he is giv-
ing them all 'round instruction
which the kids appear to naturally
absor!

.

Jim and Hetty Morgan and Rand
(New Aots> had the going all their
own way following, playing out
their entire routine. At the close
Diamond and his boys reappeared
for some additional stepping and
ran up the Morgan score, which
went to the length of four encores.

Still another hit came. Murray
and Alan turning the trick next to
doting. There ie a catchline in their
song. ".I.OOO Years Ago." which re-
calls Lewis and Body's principal
number, and the many verse idea
is present both at the start and at
the finale of the routine. For ef-
fectiveness, however, the number
appears to he all that the pair can
desire. Their eccentric comedy
"f< ed bag" song was amusing and
the team showed something with a
fast tempo jazs song.

Elsie White had to work hard on
'econd. Jl>>r blues song ar.ti the
three dialect numbers could start
nothing Then with a ballad, very
well done In straight rendition, then
switched to rag. she turned the tide
to neat returns and earned an en-
core.

Mack and LaRue, roller skaters,
closed with a five-minute routine
that brought them excellent reward.
The girl has a corking little figure
which she dressed- In an alluring
crystal knicker costumes for the
daring finale. The Canton Trio
opene 1 very well, two of the Orien-
tals performing while suspended
from their queues supplying an irn-
USltal finishing stunt. 7/»cr.

gles and trouser-pulling stuff that
he reports to. **

Dixie Norton and Coral Melnotte
with "22 Washington Square." a de-
cidedly neat and tasteful offering,
were c. most startling contrast to
the preceding Jurn. The sirls handle
this delightful little offering in a
charming manner and as a result
they were one of the solid hits. Miss
Norton's three male impersonations
were corking, while the three period
ladies of Miss Melnotte I die wise
won favor.

In the next to dosing spot Fred
Elliott With Babe La Tour were al
laugh hit from start to finish.
Dan easier, witli the Beasley

Twins, presenting their combina-
tion of piano, violin** and singing,
were the final act. It is a class act.
with Casler's playing standing out
strongly. The girls, while artistes
as far as the violin is concerned,
arc aomewhat shy on the vocal end
when singing. This act and Norton
and Melnotte spelled the class of
the bill

"Cordelia, ihe Magnificent," a
Cl^ra Kimball Young picture, was
the film feature. I'tr i.

in a bore-legged dance. There is a
song and piano interlude by the ac-
companist and they are back for
stepping duet. C)nce again the time
filler this time a «plendid arra^ige-
mert ot "Mighty Dak' a Rose." Then
an Apache number of remarkable
acrobatic violence and a finish with
the girls In black tights ami bodices
for a closing song and dance. It is

suggested to the Alexander Sisters
and othefs of their style that a run-
ning fire of recitations and lyrics
making the audience acquainted
with what the act is going to do,
would like to do and how they would
like to have the audience receive
them is out of order. The person-
ally conducted lyrics are an affront
to the customers, just as much as
the bore whose conversation m too
liberally sprinkled with "I's." The
girls can safely rest on their danc-
ing and leave the audience to talk
a bou it. Rush.

:*w

CITY
Almost a dancing bill, with fair

musical values and longer on "class"
and production display than com-
edy. Shortage of laughing material
weakens the bill somewhat, bur
there was compensation in the ab-
sence of talking turns und the strict
line* of specialty selection* Alto-
gether a satisfactory summer enter-
tainment for the scale.
Eddie Phillips made a t.uiet

opener in his blackface specialty,
the best of which is the dance at the
finale. No. 2 was somewhat of a
letdown with ITelene "Smiles"
DavK principally because the man
Of the combination m a conspicu-
ously wooden worker who attempts
earned v and achieves nothing but
labored knockabout and mugging.
It takes some spontaneous knack
to do low confedy. and the person
who has no gifts in that direction
had much better take his chances
on straight feeding. That arrange-
ment could work out in this case,
for Miss Davis is a good woman
clown with a command of all the
tricks of the trade and much re-
source in getting the stuff over in
an aggressive style. The frameup
has good points, the cabinet changes
in eight of the audience for char-
acter "impressions" of burlesque
chorus girl and "Follies" queen hav-
ing a touch of ginger.

"Annabel" is a singing and danc-
ing sketch, the single defect of
which is that it is allowed to run
to talk. It runs above 20 minutes
find the chit-chat, which mean*

GREELEY SQUARE
What alls the small time* any-

way? Where are the customers who
used to pack the pop houses until
the walls threatened to bulge, no
matter what kind of a show they
handed 'em? Business has been off
generally all over town in the
neighborhood houses for several
weeks and the managers are asking
how come. The summertime alibi
with the shore resort*) luring 'em
away didn't figure Tuesday night,
because the weather wasn't hot
enough to coax 'em down to the
beaches and the beaches weren't
getting 'em cither.
Maybe the shows recently might

spot. Lahr's "nance" Dutch cop Is a
welcome addition to vaudeville,
something new and needy. Coming
from burlesque this comic has
quickly jumped into the manner of
the two-a-day. Ills present turn
consists mostly of bits from former
comedy scenes which he did in bur.
lesque. Lahr doesn't depend upon
gags, getting his laughs with legit-
imate character methods, manner*
isms, vocal inflection and dialog.
Bis partner is a good straight,
louhdiijg out a sure Are comedy
turn for the best of the bills.

The Arnaut Brothers closed in
their old turn, muchly improved
from a production standpoint by
the introduction of a special drop to
background their "loving birds" and
a new opening where the clowns ap-
pear to be rowing a boat. The
'birds" went bigger than ever here.
The new drop is a tree effect with a
half dor.en birds perched on the
branches. They are exaggerated
sizes with heads similar to the
Arnaut clowns make up.
Nora Jane and Carl opened in

their dancing offering, starting the
show off swiftly and petting nice
returns.

McFarlan and Palace were a big
hit No. 2. The twin harmonizing
was a spread here, also the comedy
business. The tencr. a clean cut
chap with a like; file personality
strained a bit on his upper register
and should avoid it. The size of the
house may have been responsible.
They went to a speech and then a
rhymed "thank you" recitation.
The feature. Buster Keaton in

' Electric House ' closed after a few
local laldie Cantors and George

nothing, could be cut. With nearlv 1
fault8 are prominent. Act makes
good novelty number for small
timer?, but what a good 'singing
teacher could do with that contralto
voice is plenty. Turn went over
with a zip. That's once voice that'll
fill the State.
Albert Rickard third with a ven-

triloquial turn. Single dummy used
and conversational exchange that
held attention, but caught laughs in
spots only. Technically a very good
ventriloquist with an easy method
of working. Nothing needed except
someone to plant more laughs in
routine.
The flash of the bill was Fred

Bowers' singing turn. It furnished
class and entertainment and the
various numbers clicked smart I v.
This act also held a hard -shoe
dancer and a real one who can tap
with the best of 'em
g

aoooim. for the A. W. O. L. audi- I
Bebans had started the customers

enccs. but then the shows are not homeward. Con.
vej-y much worse than they ever
have been on the small time. They
couldn't be. It might be that tlie
customers are getting smart and
want a reproduction 01 the Mexican
War with the original cast for a
dime.
Not bad—not good—just mediocre

about sized up the first half show
at the Greeley Square. The Five
Crackerjacks were the Openers.
They're a quintet of dusky kids of-
fering Hinging, dancing and acro-
batics that suggest the act may
hive originally been one of those
Arabic n ground tumbling combo*-.
The singing was about as dismal as
might be expected from a group of
oln-ci tumblers. One of the boys is
an excellent hard shoe stepper and
acrobatic dancer and the house
quickly recognized his ability. The
others easily qualified with a brief
routine of fast groundwork that
should have constituted the bulk of
the a«.t.

Wh«:e. and Barry, two girls with a
piano and song cycle that featured
some pleasing harmony, were sec-
ond. One has a deep contralto that
has the resonant timbre of a high
baritone, some of the tones sound-
ing like a tuneful tenor. Great
voice, but its possessor needs a
thorough course of training in how
to use it Head tones, bad enuncia-
tion and all the rest of the usual

all of it out the specialty material
would make it a swift and well
varied number and the running time
would be nearer the established
limits. This is one of the rare
vaudeville girl acts with two
straight men and no comedian. The
arrangement is an argument for the
familiar arrangement. One of them
has a fairly melodious voice which
he uses in a sentimental number.
The other man just talks. There is

a first rate sister team of singers
who get over two numbers for a
solid return. "Little Red Sehool
House" and a made-over version of
"Old Swimmin' Hole." Then there's
a toe dancing soubret and the prima
donna with a high note that is

higher than that but not so melo-
dious. The girls carry the turn
while the men occupy the hack-
ground ..-*ad push along the futile
plot.

Calvert and Shayne picked the
running up partly because they
were different and didn't talk .mucli,
preferring to make their bid on
singing of ballads, comely numbers
and parodies, with a Gallagher and
Shean scries for the sure-fire finish.
They did 17 minutes of clean-cut
singine- specialty ami left them ask-
ing fcr more.
The Griffin Twins (New Acts)

helped the show along with a real
novelty. Howard and Norton de-
livered, partly because they had a
monopoly of the man and woman
comedy talk, and partly because a
reasonably experienced Hebrew dia-
lect comedian never falls down.
This Howard dots what amounts
to an impersonation of the gifted
Willie of the WlUter Garden, only
doing the drOSS-Stilted Hebe and
making it good by virtue of a bright
line of stuff delivered smoothly and
with nice judgment. Miss .Norton
is the usual girl feeder, good looking
in her plump way nn>\ making a
cheerful picture In a summer frock
of orange. Howard tan sing and
an encore number would have been
an improvement over the dramatic
recitation with Ihe comic "snapper*'
at the end. A dialect comedian «• ho
essays a straight recitation for a
getaway invites disaster.
Alexander Bisters and Co.. the

company being a first class pianist,
closed the show with a flashy danc-
ing production number. The girls
are ph.mp, pretty and astonishingly
nimhlo steppers. The personable
man ; ccompanisi makes sn Intro-
duction which brings th<» sisters on

LINCOLN SQ.
Business not so good at this house

Tuesday, but neither was the pro-
gram as a whole, which may ac-
count far it. The bid. however, got
a fine start with the Wheeler Trio,
three husky fellows, all capable ac-
robats, neatly made up in golf suits,

who put over 10 minutes of fast
gymnastics, surprising for Fuch
hefty chaps, especially in the case
of the topmounter. who turned over
like a bantam. They belong in bet-

ter company. Mabel Drew, accom-
panying herself on the piano, started
slowly, but picked up as she went
along, finishing strongly with a
song in which her top rotes were
much better than the middle regis-

ter.

Antrim and Vale have the same
act they have been doing for a long
while over this time. "Where Were
You Vaccinated?" and "I Looked
Through the Keyhole" are two that
could be taken out, but this audience
apparently liked them. Antrim's
single song and the cat duet finish
are still the best items.

Collins and Pillard have a typical
small-time two-men act as far as
the dialog and straight man are
concerned, but, judging by the
comedian's clowning with the cor-
net, his dancing and comedy deliv-
ery, he should be able to put over a
good single, which would surely
bring better results than the double
he is now 80 per cent, of, at least.
Bravo, Miehellina and Trujillo, a

Spanish singing and dancing act
(New Acts), were a bright spot fin-
ishing the vaudeville, while "The
Trail of the Lonesome Pine" picture
closed the show and held them hi.

FIFTH AVE.
Hereafter the Fifth Ave. will open

at noon. The early birds will receive
bargain shots at two-bit top. Bar-
gain prices will also prevail at the
show starting at 4.15 p. m. No drop
in the regular matinee and night
prices, however, for these shows are

in,, tuc^d-iin^ng^ntln'?^ S£» -SBfC Z2&L" »£
standard styles performed with the
skill of a master craftsman.

Basil and Allen were the comedy
entry. They employ a recruiting
skit u-ed by them for s6me time.
Good straight and- natural wop
comic. Act garnered all the laughn
in sight. Incidentally the bill out-
side of the Basil and Allen turn was
pretty near minus comedy.

stasis Lunette, a graceful and
daring gymnast, closed. There's a
lot offered by Miss Lunette and it's
a'l high class. Starting with the*
trapeze she does iron jaw stuff
and winds up with a bunch of tricks
on the rope. A union suit that dis-
plays a perfect figure unsparingly
gives plenty of sight value. "Trail
of Lonesome Pino" was the picture.

Business not so good. Beth

FRANKLIN
The large capacity Moss house In

the east Bronx was about halt full
downstairs Monday night. The
franklin probably tops all of the
local vaudeville houses for business
getters and special weeks. This
week it's a local talent contest. Next
week it's to be a bathing revue, and
the following week something else
The regular vaudeville bill which

started at 8. .10 consisted of five acts
headlined by "As Ye So*" (New
Acts) a pretentious dramatic sketch
with six people in six scenes that
ran 30 minutes, due to unfumillarity
with the stage settings. The sketch
got over nevertheless as it will any-
where. It was spotted third. Beri
Lrflhr and Mercedes followed picking
up the comedy tempo in a tough

house, which has one of those steady
clienteles.
The first -half bill this week is good

entertainment, composed of stand-
ards mostly, with Blondes (New
Acts), a Lewis & (iordon sketch
production, the only turn new to the
Fifth Avenue.
Everybody in the neighborhood

knows by now that Mel Klee was
playing a return engagement. K1ee
mentioned it on no less than three
different occasions. Klee closed the
show, and after getting rid of the
walkouts with his "Pagliacct" open-
ing, he did real well. Klee is trying
his darndest to live down reports
that he is a copy of Al Herman. He
has quit smoking, substituting a
cane for the cigar, discarded the wig.
cleaned up his dressing, now ap-
pearing in the lower half of a Tux.
with a trick cheek coat, and secured
a new routine of talk that is sure
tire t<>r anywhere. Klee has devel-
op. (I considerably since the days he
decided to quit song plugging and
do a Herman on the small time. He
has acquired a sang froid and con-
fidence that makes him a good com-
edy b< t for anywhere.
The show opened auspiciously, as

they s iy :n the Polo Grounds, with a
real novelty In the way oT a bicycle
turn*. Cooke. Mortimer and Harvev
have .lev,-'oped a basketball game on
bikes that is Interesting, thrilling
and funny. The two men do the riding
with (he at tractive girl acting as
innounccr and referee. Par; of the
game is played with lights out, the
bill being illuminated ami handled
with sticks, also lighted, and held In
Ihe players" hands. The 'dribblinc"
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»nd handling of the bikes is marvel-

ous The act Is something new for

either end of the beet of the bills.

Foil is and Le Roy, second, in a
•inging and dancing turn, mostly

the latter, scored nicely in their fa-

miliar and conventional routine of

«o'o and double dances.

After the sketch *Healy and Cross

sang their way to favor with a rou-

tine of popular songs, closing with
their old soldier medley. They are a
clean-cut, personable pair with an
audience-proof layout. *

Max Bloom and Alice Sher, fifth,

cored one of the laughing hits of

the evening. Bloom reminds of Ed
Wynn without infringing. He has
plenty of personality and gets over
on merit without resorting to low
comedy. This pair, with material,
would scale the heights. Miss Sher
la a full-figured comely girl with a
natural 'augh. She proves a cork-
ing foil for Sher's comedy. They
are big- timers, but the present ve-
hicle nee<ls revision.
Ona Munson and Be s, next to

closing, also landed nicely. Miss
Mun'on's solo dancing and the ex-
cellent cast of three singing males
and two dancing pa; tners, rounded
out an excellent revue. A tenor solo.

"Waiting for the Sunrise.** scored
Individually, as did another male
voice in "Dreaming in the Twilight."
Miss Munson made three changes of
costume, all pretty and in good taste.

The turn is a modern singing and
dancing revue that averages with
the best. Con.

23D STREET
Th^s downtown Proctor house Is

continuing throughout the summer
wi "i the policy of presenting extra

acts in the way of professional try-

outs on Mondays. This custom has

been in effect for several weeks, and
from general appearances has cre-

nted a certain amount of additional
business, notwithstanding the fact

the extra attractions have failed to

reach any high level. This week the

added acts were more in the class of

amateurs than professional tryouts.

There may not be much distinction

between the two, but this week's
allotment was a little below par for

the house. The contenders, except-
ing Nevada Joe, a rope spinner, whe
opened the show, apparently were
not familiar with the stage at all.

They were the Delmar Sisters, a
vouthful/ piano team, and Hart and
Hart, a/man and woman singing and
comedy turn. None of the three has
an act framed for vaudeville, and
therefore are not put under the New
Acts classification.
The regular bill of six acts, which

proved one of the strongest In sev-
eral weeks, opened with the Leach-
1* Quintan Trio, a crackerjack offer-

ing of its kind. The two young
women display exceptional strength
feats with their heads and teeth,

with the male member providing a
neatly devised routine on the wire.

The act gave the show a fast start,

with Mildred Parker (New Acts), a
fiddling speedster, keeping it up to

the high tempo, securing for herself

some genuine applause.
No 8 held Sharon J. Stephens and

Co. (New Acts) in a comedy sketch
which provided an abundance of

laughs and was accredited with ap-
plause at the finish well above the
sketch average. Block and Dunlop
picked the going up with ease No. 4,

supplying a likable 15 minutes in

their flirtation offering with a neat
Idea. The couple appear to good
advantage in their dance work, with
the young woman an appealing pic-

ture in an attractive frock. This
couple came in for their share of the

returns. Lloyd and Goode, a two-
man blackface team, took the next-
to-closing spot. Their work is di-

vided equally betwern talk, songs
and dances. The chatter appears to

overbalance at times, possibly dun
to some of the material being not of

the best. Many of their gags, how-
ever, ring true. The comedy dance
work at the finish proved sure-fire,

with the audience anxious for more.
Berk and Sawn, a standard mixed

dance team, with considerable danc-
ing preceding them, were in the first

rank of the evening in the closing
spot. With a flash offering of an
attractive nature »they experienced
little difficulty in the late spot..

tfart.

58TH ST.
Compared to the usual overflow :it

this east side house the icsday

night half-capacity was strikingly

apparont by contrast. The show
was only fair for the grade, starting

mlldfy with May McKay and Sisters,

who didn't commence to click until

the middle of thHr routine. The
opening Scotch son^ and drn»-e *mi-

somble earned exactly cn« audible
hand-to-hand movement. Not until

the comedienne's 'Mr. McPberaon"
specially did the act g<t anything,
and that's tho tip-olT f< r fiat girl

lo handle any ami all gagging the

combination cares to Indulge in.

Tho bagpipes and drums medley was
an effective getaway. II my Prey,

assisted by Miss Jordan, made No.
2 a npot. all of i-Y' y"s v te an ma-
terial whanging. However, a lltth

attention to personal . ,.pentane<
Would not be amiss. For Stage
artist Mr. Frey looks the count*
part of any of the humli « •* nl ma • (

Lo b<< encountered In 'ho subway
and on the street with oarclessiy

pressed suit and unshined shoes.
John Sheehan and Ca (New Acts).
Municipal Four (New Acts).
Ray Fern and Maree, mixed team

with a penchant for burlesque com-
edy and travesty hoke. fouiid con-
sistent response. Fern's dentifrice
smile that almost rivals Cecil Lean's
Is an asset and certainly doer much
to establish them from the start.
The LeRays closed. The couple d
youthful and nice appearing, doing
their aerial routine wl'h snap an I
precision. Their golf coarse opening
is novjl and they get dowr. to busi-
ness at once. The man is a nervy

worker, topping off with a flashy
forward ht catch and climaxing t
with a single for-vard heel catch,
announced by a card as the only
man doing 1.. It looks foolhardy
enough to be true. Abel

81ST ST.
A well-balanced variety program,

with comedy predominating, satis-
fled a very good-slsed audience for
a Monday night at this period of the
season.
Anderson and Tvel, the skaters,

gave the bill a speedy start, sus-

tained by Aaron and Kelly, colored
male duo of dancers (New Acts).
The Fleming Slaters (New Acts)
added the necessary touch of femi-
nine class, and were followed by Al
K. Hall and Co. opening in "one"
with a bit from burlesque, produc-
tive of many laughs, going to full

stage for a ballad by the straight
man and a wooden shoe dance by
Hall. Another ballad led up to the
finale, a double dummy dance by
Hall and one of the women. With
Its rough comedy and hokum clown-
ing It was a big hit. but made the
next spot a tough one for Mary

ilaynes with her character imper-
sonations. But Miss ilaynes went
after them and won out. She is a
good entertainer and also a wise
ghow-woman. soon convincing tho
house of the fact.

Chic Sale in his inimitable catalog

of rural character sketches, his

clanking steam radiator and his

clever monolog with his busted horn,

closed the vaudeville, and had a
hard Job getting away from the in-

sistent applause.
An Interesting sea picture, "Mas-

ters of Men," closed the show and
held the audience to the last flash.
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FIELD BROADENED

SHOW BUSINESS EVERYWHERE

NO MORE PICTURES" ONLY

NO MORE "SMALL TIME"

NO MORE "BIG TIME"

NOTHING BUT "SHOW BUSINESS"

«

Everything wants vaudeville acts.

.

*

The present condition was long since predicted by Variety

in this very kind of its own advertising.

The picture field is.unlimited. Not only does it want vaude-

ville acts for the stages of its theatres, but it needs them in pro-

ductions, for scenarios, for knowledge and experience, for com-

edy and comedy scenes; it needs them in every way and always.

There is every reason at hand for everv vaudevillian to ad-

vertise him or herself-and use Variety.

Step right in and make yourself known to the new people in

the show business.

Do it through Variety, that goes to and takes in the world.

"ALL OF THE NEWS ALL OF THE TIME

.
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INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE

/

Several vaudeville actors have been gypped lately by a gang of card

experts. The gang has evolved a new wrinkle for the old swindle known

technically as "the cuff." Choosing an actor with an exaggerated sense

of cupidity one of the shllls tells of a poker player who likes to bet big

sums but who i|_* sucker for a wise guy, due to a physical eccentricity

which he (the shlU) has discovered.

The story goes along that whenever this fellow is bluffing, his excite-

ment becomes so Intense his nose turns a fishy white. All the actor has

to do is bet them up when the other fellows nose reads bluff.

The game is framed. At the psychological moment the big money is bet

by the actor who sees the other chaps beezer Is a sickly white. Much to

his amazement when he calls, the other fellow has the goods. The

cheater rubs a white powder on his nose whenever he is ready to take the

sap. Several squawks have been heard about the game during the past

week.

The effect of radio on the various branches of the music industry

li said to have affected the sale of phonograph discs to the greatest ex-

tent Although reported as having hurt the sale of sheet music and player

piano rolls, the discs have suffered to a far greater extent. The most

noticeable decrease has been noticed in the sale of vocal records, the

higher priced operatic selections having fallen off to a marked degree

with vocals of all descriptions affected.

The branch of the disc business which has held up best with the radio

Invasion is the popular dance music. The radio has yet to be regulated

to such an extent that the music may be used for dancing to any extent,

ths present radio concerts being laid out in such a manner as to have

several styles of music ano singing introduced during one of the broad-

casting periods. In this way no consecutive dance selections are brought

into play, the concerts being broken up. thereby eliminating any chance

of the radio being used for dancing throughout an evening.

The new 4.000-seat house being erected at Gold and Fulton streets,

Brooklyn, by the B. P. Keith interests will be known as the E. F. Albee,

and not the new Orpheum. The new house is to take the place of the

present Orpheum, with a big time vaudeville policy.

The usual booking meetings in the Keith office, customary over the

summer period for selection of acts for bills the following season, is

said to have met a friendly difference of opinion among the bookers.

One side is for more open books for the purpose of handling new vaude-

ville turns that prove acceptable, while the opposite thinks suitable turns

now on the market should be secured. It's probably a point of difference

always existing among booking men, but that it has come up holds en-

couragement for new acts.

Some trouble with musicians and stage hands has locally developed In

a few cities within the past- months. As they are local, each Is of no
consequence outside of the city where occurring, but they suggest there

Is a possibility of a breach between musicians and managers before next

season starts. The stage hands thus far that have become embroiled

acted out of sympathy in the majority of instances for the musicians.

The expectation, however, appears to be that whatever the differences

between the union people and vaudeville may be they will be ironed but

over the summer. The h»glt people seem to see a similar result with

themselves and union labor. The national managers' convention next

week In New York will decide to some extent on the outcome for the

legit end.

Menlo Moore seems doomed for an expose. He has been ready to die

too often or reports of his passing out happen with singular regularity.

A Chlcagoan the other day when seeing Moore in the Hotel Astor, said:

"Hey, what's the idea? The last time I saw you you told me it might be

the last, and on the strength of that I paid for your lunch. Now here

you are again, eating lunch with someone else and not paying for it

yourself."

Other fellows sitting around the table started to figure and reached the

decision Moore hasn't paid for a meal himself In the past six years. Dur-
ing that time he has been reported ready to die eight times. Through
the flowers sent to his Chicago home as every report appeared, Moore
now has one of the largest greenhouses in Illinois.

Within the year Moore twice has travelled to Maine, and once to Battle

Creek, besides planning several trips to Saranac Lake, "for his health"

as he said, but always returning to the Astor. The same curious guy
from Chicago who accused Moore of crossing him for a lunch, wanted to

know why Moore never took a health trip to his home state, Indiana.

Moore acknowledged Indiana is a tough state to get away from, and
a tougher one to go back to, but he wouldn't promise to stop the reports

of his passing out. Moore refuses to admit he's circulating the dying re-

ports for a gag, and says he never would have accepted the lunches and
banquets had he previously known his attacks would not prove fatal.

Moore admits that he now looks as though he couldn't possibly live

beyond 95, and also agrees that he will split even on any meal checks,

but he wants his friends to understand that "Molly Darling" did not be-
come a hit until after 1 . left Chicago last summer, so he couldn't calculate,

with his partner, Megley, that "Molly" would play throe return dates In

Boston this season. Moore makes a point In pointing out that if "Molly"
could come back three times In that hard boiled village, why shouldn't

one of its producers have more than a single try without everyone knock-
ing.

And Moore claims the world's championship for fooling doctors.

A new idea in vaudeville entertainment with a strong leaning toward
the educational side is the engagement by the Trans-Canadian Theatres,

Ltd., of the Cultural Vaudeville Circle. It is a vaudeville road show of

six acts headed by Tameo Kajiyama, the Japanese mental telepathist, and
Carl Rosinl, the magician. Four other acts will be in support to be
selected by Kajiyama and Rosinl. The show will play the Trans-Canadian
circuit on a percentage split. The circuit has 30 weeks' playing time.

The latter part of last April Eddie Cantor played Detroit in "Make It

Snappy" and introduced a new number, "Eddie. Steady," which was the
i target of particular reproach from Ralph Holmes, dramatic editor of the

Detroit "Times," who was surprised that a comedian of Cantor's standing
should need have recourse to a song of the extreme "blue-ness" contained

in "Eddie, Steady." Cantor replied to Holmes admitting his error and
promising permanent elimination of the number, the letter being printed

and earning some good publicity for the comedian. However, for local

purposes with Cantor playing in the "Follies" and some of the metro-
politan Keith houses (current at the Palace) the song is still a feature of

his rftpprtoira.

I

Tom Heath Is said to have protested against the employment of the

Mclntyre and Heath billing with that show, while Heath is absent, un-
less the Shuberts paid him (Heath) a royalty. This the Shuberts refused

to do, according to accounts. The show closes Saturday in the Dakotas.

It has been doing a good one-night stand business despite Heath's ab-
sence. Tuesday nigh* this week In one of the western towns it got $3,500.

There is some doubt If Heath intends returning to the. partnership.

He ban been in Florida, at Daytona mostly although he mixed in with

ths real estate flurry at Miami. Heath likes the southern country and
may be tired of trouping. since the Mclntyre and Heath combination is

Cast approaching its 60th anniversary. The two great blackface come-
dians, however, may get together for one more trip, calling it a 60th

i Jubilee celebration and farewell tour.

SPORTS JOYS AND GLOOMS OF BROADWAY

Johnny Dundee will get his chance
to annex ths featherweight title.

Tom O'Rourke signed Dundee and
I Criqui to box for ths title at the
I Polo Ground this summer. The
articles wera signed before Dundee
left for Milwaukee where he Is

scheduled to box this week.
Before Dundee lost bis ISO-pound

championship to Jack Bernstein of
Yorkers he inserted a clause stipu-
lating that if Bernstein won he was
to give Dundee a return bout within
60 days. The clause didn't mention
where the battle should take place.
Bernstein's manager has agreed to
meet Dundee within 60 days, but
cays the bout must occur in New
Jersey, where no decisions are al-
lowed. This means that Johnny will
have to knock Bernstein out to re-
gain the title which he lost on one
of the rankest decisions handed
down in the history of boxing.
A story is going the rounds that

had Dundee a manager he would not
have lost to Bernstein. The pro-
moters and managers of the boxing
game are said to be against a fighter
collecting 100 per cent, of the purses,
preferring to have a manager get a
one-third cut. Dundee has not had
a manager since he left Scotty Mon-
teith. Dundee has amassed a for-
tune In the ring and incurred the
ire of all of the managers, who think
he established a dangerous prece-
dent.

t i .
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Now that the Broadway cabarets are one by one passing out, the ques*
tion naturally arises, where do the New Yorkers go at night? In a city

of seven million, some, at least, of the patrons of cafes, were city dwellers.

The apartment "speak easy" is the answer, and this form of bootlegging-

joint has sprung up si! over New York.

There is an apartment building on West 72d street which houses
several of them. Patrons are secured by solicitation and liberal distri-

bution of cards. Only those known to the owners or friends are admitted,

It then becomes an "apartment party." such as are held in private

homes all over town, except that the "guests" pay for everything they
order.
Some of these places put on their own particular style of entertainment,

which goes free with tho beverages.

As liquor is readily obtainable, but under bad conditions, one can not
help thinking that ths publio cafe with its show and surroundings is

infinitely to be preferred to the apartment joint. There are so many of
the latter and so cleverry conducted that it is almost impossible for the
police to And them and stamp them out. If one place Is closed it is an
easy matter to open another somewhere else.

Benjamin J. ("Ted") Watson of
Scranton, Pa., was elected captain
of the Colgate track team for 1924
at a meeting of C. men last week.
Watson is the best pole vaulter
ever developed in the up-State in-
stitution, holding the college rec-
ord of 11 feet 6 inches.

Morris Marshal Cohn, of the
class of 1924, has been elected cap-
tain of the Union College track
team for next year. He is a crack
high jumper and has been on the
Garnet track squad since his
freshman year. Cohn tied the
college record In the high jump
when a frosh at 6 feet 9V4 inches.
He scored 20 points in five meets
this year and was second to Har-
old Oram, who rah up 106 points.
Oram was Union's brightest star
the past season.

A new open air boxing stadium,
seating 4.000 and located in the
center of Troy, N. Y., will be
opened June 26 by the Stadium
A. C, which has taken over the
Collar City A. C. The State Ath-
letic Commission granted a license to
the new club last week. The Collar
City A. C. staged its last show at
the Lyceum theatre Monday night.
Moe Myers will continue to act as
matchmaker for the new organi-
zation. Frankie Laureatte, local
welterweight, will appear in the
main bout of the opening card with
either Jimmie O'Hagen of Albany,
Phil Kaplan . or George Ward.
O'Hagen is scheduled to leave
June 20 for a series of bouts on
the coast, but he is trying to de-
lay the departure so that he may
meet Laureatte, according to
Matchmaker Myers.
A bout between Laureatte and

O'Hagen has been "steamed up"
several times and should draw big,

as each man has a big following
in his home city. The wooden sta-
dium which the Stadium A. C. will
build is modeled after that used
by Tex Rickard for the Dempsey-
Willard affair at Toledo. It will
cover a plot of ground 120 by 120
feet. The very last seat in the last
row of the bleachers will be only
49 feet from the ring.

Pete Gibbons, known in local
sporting circles, and William Prout,
who is building the stadium, are
on the board of directors of the
new fight club with Moe Myers.
Neil McGrath, connected with the
sporting page of the Troy "Rec-
ord," recently severed his connec-
tions with the managment of the
Collar City A. C.

Eddie Kaw, Cornell's all-Amer-
Ican back the past two years, has
signed a contract as athletic di-
rector at St. Lawrence University.
Walter Knauss, another star of the
Cornell eleven, will assist him as
line coach. The authorities at St.

Lawrence believe they have the
material for a fine football team and
the supreme effort for gridiron
fame will be made next year under
Kaw's direction. A fund of $30,000
Is being raised for a new gym-
nasium.

'It pays to advertise" is a well-worn phrase, jet never more clearly

demonstrated than in the case of Berta Donn, dancer with "Sun
Showers." Some time ago this column printed that Miss Donn owned a
house in Greenwich Village, where she iet rooms. A few days ago Miss
Donn told this writer she had received innumerable letters and phone
calls and has a waiting list of friends and others who read of her place
in Variety and want to live there.

Ned Wayburn is conducting "Follies'' rehearsals under a severe physi-
cal handicap, for his recent strenuous work and a pressure of business in

his dance studio have undermined his health to some extent. He Is stick-

ing valiantly to his task of putting on new numbers for the summer run
of the "Follies."

Tho wife o' Winnie O'Connor the
jockey now in France, was taken
to the American Hosptlal. Paris,
last week, for an operation.

Several of the newer Ziegfeld girls for some unaccountable reason be-
come nervous every time they hear Ziegfeld is in the audience. Ohe in

particular became almost panicky just as she was about to go on for the
curtain number, in which several of the show girls appear in a black
velvet drop, with one shoulder and one leg, practically nude, showing
through; and a clasp holding the curtain at the hip. As the girl walked
out on the stage her nervousness took the form of a desire to sneeze. In
spite of every effort to control herself, she sneezer violently and unhooked
the clasp in the curtain. Only her speed in gathering the rest of the
curtain about her prevented a serious catastrophe.

A very stunning, but very vapid show girl beauty was being gently
razzed by her male companion. He accused her of being dumb, which
she denied. She told him she was studying dancing, which he laughed
at. She claimed she could dance, and to prove It said:

"I can kick the back of my head."
"Perhaps that's what's the matter with It," was the reply.

Con Conrad, whose weekly letters to various individuals and firms run
as an ad in Variety each week, is winning considerable attention. He
recently returned from his fifth trip to Europe in as many years. While
abroad Conrad had the unique privilege of seeing the same show in three
different countries. It's a German musical comedy, rights to which he has
bought for American presentation. Conrad saw it in Vienna, Berlin and
London. Con will write new music for its American presentation.

Francine Larrlmore is about to open In Chicago for a special summer
engagement, and thereby hangs a tale. Chicago is Miss Larrimore's pet
town. She had four successes in a row In four years there, and hopes to
make it five. She appeared in "Over Night," "Fair and Warmer," "Scan-
dal" and "Nice People," all hits. Incidentally, Miss Larrlmore is having
difficulty finding a new play suitable to her, and would welcome manu-
scripts, particularly from new authors, who have never had anything
produced on Broadway.

She Is the featured dancer, and a mighty good one, too, in a mag-
nificent restaurant show. Her work is excellent. To the stranger in New
York or any one unfamiliar with the details of theatricals, a glorious,

petted and pampered creature with a large salary and a host of friends.
Magnificent and alluring costumes, lights, scenery and surroundings all

lend enchantment to the little girl.

In reality she is friendless and alone, barely existing In a furnished
room, earning a salary no larger than that of a chorus girl, and trying t©
support a mother in Kansas City on her earnings in New York. She has
only enough money to live from day to day and week to week, without a
real friend to turn to in an emergency, and the closing of the restaurant
where she is working, expected any day. Appearances are deceiving. Be-
neath the glitter of Broadway's famous beauties lie many a heart ache.
This sounds like hokum, yet real Broadwayites know how true it is.

The Broadway Comic strolled in.

"Well," we said, "I suppose by this time everybody knows that ths
'Broadway Comic* is you?"
"Don't be silly," he replied, "every other comic thinks it's him."

A well known song writer had an appointment at the Selwyn theatre
to meet a producer of a musical show. He wandered into a stage door on
43d street with his manuscript under his arm. Finding no one back
stage, he sat down for a moment. He fell asleep and the next morning
the night watchman found him behind a pile of scenery. He had wandered
into the Apollo theatre.

When "The Gingham Girl" first opened Babe Stanton and Maude
Lydiate were in the chorus. Through hard work and ability they came to
the front and played small parts. They open today (Thursday) in Long
Island In their own act. Ambition and hard work, plus some ability, would
lift many a girl out of the chorus, but lack of It, and lack of opportunity
and any one to take an Interest in them, keeps a great deal of latent
talent in chorus ranks from discovery. A well known producer of vaude-
ville acts claims he can pick three girls out of the chorus of any show in
New York and make an acceptable act out of It. Or, even more than that
average could do it for themselves if they would try. The small time will
give them work.

A "perfect figure contest," with prizes for the girls with the best forms,
was scheduled for a neighborhood theatre. Some hours before the con-
test It was learned only one girl had entered. It looked like a flop, but a
resourceful press agent, who has a number of friends on Broadway, leaped
into the breach. He drew up at the stage door of the Earl Carroll theatre
where Sammy Lee is rehearsing the "Vanities of 1923." and received per-
mission to take away any girls willing to go.
Without explaining what he wanted and being in a hurry, he loaded

eight girls, all dressed in bathing suits (in which they had been rehears-
ing) into his car and started for the theatre. None of the girls wore even
a wrap. They piled out of the machine, slipped through the stage door
and each one posed Individually in a cabinet effect. The audience didn't
know they were professionals and enjoyed the show immensely. The girls
were glad of the chance to get away from rehearsals and several won
silver cups. They were stopped four times returning by traffic police, who
investigated at length the nttlre of the girls and seemed loathe to let
them go. Coming back the car stopped in traffic in front of the
Capitol, and almost started a riot when the pedestrians spotted the
bathing suits.
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CABARET
(Continued from page 10)

Hes, corks and labels that defy de-

tection. An American recently back

from the Orient found a way to tell

the difference between the real and
jap-made "Johnnie "Walker," dis-

covering that the native iabels read,

"Produce of Scotland," instead of

"product." They do not actually

niake Scotch whisky, but import a

mash and then complete the process.

The English importers in Japan

have the real stuff, and wise visitors

trade in those shops for their grog.

The Japs make mint cordial by the

barrel, end partake of it liLerally

after meals. They formerl / used beer

in great quantities, but lately have
learned that Scotch is the "fashion-

able" drink, and are consuming that,

though they cannot stand more than

a few drinks.

tutcd by the musician was adjudi-
cated in Mrs. Van Amburgh's favor,
clearing her name, with the counter-
action for the separation ensuing.

•

Al Sanders has completed ar-
rangements to book several high-
class vaudeville novelties as special
attractions for set occasions at the
Arcadia Dance Palace, Providence,
R. I. The Arcadia is a pew venture,
having been built by Walter
Lcderer at a cost of $500,000, in
which he has installed a Paul
Whiteman orchestra under the di-
rection of Albert Mitchell. It ac-
commodates 6,000 people, with an
admission charge of 50 cents. For
the jubilee opening, June 14, San-
ders lias engaged (for one night
only) Weber and Fields, who will
do tho original act which they did

, in their own music hall years ago.
Prohibition agents working ont at

Malonc, N. Y., under the direction of

Ro">.?rt D. Angell, have seized a to-

tal of 2E bootleg cars Kincc the open-

ing of the roads this spring.

Bootleggers whizzing along the

road outtrlde of Mechanicville, N. Y.,

in a Marmon last week, hit a Ford,

Injured a baby riding in the Henry
with its parents, badly damaged
their own machine, and lost a load

of Black Horse Canadian ale which
•'leaked" will- tho assistance of

thirst? bystanders. The rum runners

fled and left their car behind them,

which the police seized. A crowd
aoon gathered, and the odor that

emanated from tho leak made the

muscles -of many parched throats

quiver. The, temptation was top

great for some of the bystanders to

resist, and they proceeded to help

themselves. Every available pocket

was pressed into use for tho confis-

cation process. The women with _t„_____ . . . » ....,_._ ...
t„o,r roomie, «__„,,».«

,

«U1 . «. ,£S?_*S* 2£S £*£have earned heavy loads a«a, ^ Tuewiay „„ met „,» a J".
sens* committee and brass band .in-
cluding the Anthracite Miners' Sex-
tette. Mayor Durkan conducted the
jazzeis on a tour of inspection to
the International I Correspondence
School, Von Storch coal mines, etc.,

prior to the evening's performance.

The New York Supreme Court
suit, pending since 1920. by Reisen-
webor'a. Inc., against the Ziegfeld
Midnight Frolics, Inc., Florens
Ziegfeld.* Jrn Charles .Dillingham
and A. L. Krlanger has been settled
out of court. Reisenweber's sued
for $52,000 damages for being
evicted from the New Amsterdam
Hoof, where they conducted* a res-
taurant since 1918 on a percentage
basis, whereby the defendants were
to receive 35 per cent, of the food
and liquor intake and 10 per cent, of
iho eigar and cigarette sales. The
Ziegfeld Midnight Frolics, Inc., for
a defense set forth they took the
contract over from the Dance de
Follies, Inc., with which Reisen-
weber's made the agreement, and
that the food was not high class, as
agreed, which was tho cause for the
eviction.

Chicago businessmen have a new
way of getting liquor prices Which
now come through the mails with

an arrangement by which they

order using a phono number listed

on the circular and are t ot asked

to pay until the goods have been

delivered, tested and even con-

sumed.
The June price list is as follows

per case:
Scotch

White Horse v $100

Dcwar 1 00

Sandy McDonald 100

Johnny Walker 100

Uusmills (Irish) 100

Old Curio 100

King Cro 100

Haig & Halg 100

Green Stripe 100

Canadian
Hiram Walker %K>

Scgrum's 9'»

Benedictine, Imported $130

Creme de Menthe, Imported'.... 80

Crcme de Cocoa 80

Kummell «.../.. 75

Apricot Brandy 80

Chartreuse 100

Barcardi Rum 90
Gordon Gin o"»

Vnmouth (French) M
Vermouth (Italian) CO
ll< nnessy Brandy 130
Sloe Gin do

Bourbon
O. F. C <pts) $125
Rcho Bprlnga (pts) 123
Grand Dad < pts) 125
Monogram (qts) 1 28

Lewis Hunter <lts) 125

A new show was opened at Ike
Bloom's Midnite Frolic in Chicago.
Saturday, with the exception of
Charles Gash Bennett and the Cen-
tury Serenaders. The LaFierre
Sisters singing French songs and
Yvette Quinn, a singer of "blues"
are new. Frankie Jaxon's "Rosy
Tosy Revue' 'opened at the Knter-
tainers on the same night with 20
people including Jean Starr, Dan
Small, Marie Gore and George Mil-
ler.

The Mosconi Brothers, who ore al

the Trianon, Chicago, dance palace
this Week, are appearing twice
nightly but do three -hows Satur-
day and Sunday.

Mrs. Ann Margaret Van Amburqh
lias been denied a separation and
separate maintenance h\ .\. w York
Supreme Court Justice McCdok from
Frederick w. Van Amburgh, muni*
elan and orchestra iet»d< r at the
Knl< kerbocker Grill. The court held
that there was no abandonment, fts

alleged" by Van Amburgh, stating, -i

Hml that he believed ber unfaithful
when |,c j,.f t tn „ ,| ((m j,.j r

. an.l had
reasonable grounds for tins belief."
A su!< for divorce pttTVIcuilj Inst

Cab: ret business in New York,
in tho ultra sections of high checks
and nqt much else, failed to hold
up, despite the Mullan-Gage re-
pealer. It .left the dance cabaret
men with, tho high-scaled menus
perplexed. Previously they had
blamed had business upon the de-
wiled cOD annoyance. It wa« only
wTr.en they were free from police
surveiikinee that the restaurateurs
admitted, perhaps only to them-
selves, however, that their "taking"
of pit ions steadily and frequently
had kicked their business right in
the spot where it couldn't stand
kicking.
Most of the cop« said they were

glad they were out of tho restau-
rant detail thing. Their orders were
not to bother any restaurant on the
• i'r

-

• nd, hut they were told to
s e • licensed places (for
« :•£> eMsed at tho proper hour
« • 1:30). The cops weren't
ai 'of, particular, however, and
ore owing them to run half an
hour or so later. One cop who has
Men much detail duty said the
cabaret yelling against the police
In their places was the bunk. "They
wanted to see us there," he said.
"Befor* we came in the people were
bringing their own liquor and the
house sold nothing. With the uni-
forms in sight the flasks went out
and the house started to sell its
own stuff once more. Don't let them
k ; j you The police nevvr hurt the
restaurant business; the fellows
who did it were those taking all of
the coin the first time, and the
people never came back.'*

WeJngarden originally came here as
parimrs. but in the last week Ten-
ner has been dropped entirely and
has bftn working aa * principal in

the show. The highlight of his local

career was on June 3, when he at-
tacked two chorus girls in their
dressing room and blacked their

eyes These girls were Mae Fox
and Diana Verne.

Satin day the James L. Kernan
Co., operating Kernan's hotel, Hied
an a rudiment against the show for
an u i paid hotel bill, phone calls,

etc., for more than $300, all owed
by Tenner, who, with, his wife*
Muriel Devine, bae been stopping
at Kernan's. Added to this Charles
K. Whitehurst, owner of the
Century, is said to have advanced
him $o50 last Wednesday to pay off

his chorus, which had refused to

gc on until they had gotten their

last week's salary. Only Monday
four or the principals in the show,
Wallace Bradley and Marie Horn,
dancing team; Meli Jocelyn, dancer,
and Alice Haywood, prima donna,
had to leave the city without their

salaries although Tenner had prom-
ised l» to them on four different

occasions, but finally he gave them
a promise and an I. O. U.

I. M Weingarden is much upset
.over the entire proceedings and is

wrathful against Tenner. Wein-
gnrden denies that Tenner owns
any o 1 the chow and denies that he
has a right to ask for a receiver-
srip.

•Why. he's crazy." said .Wein-
garden. "1 loaned him $350 when
hi didn't have a pair of shoes that
he eui. id call his own. This show
Is ai! mine—not his."

Thai's the statue of affairs at

present Tenner is asking for an
accounting, claiming that the show
is part his. Meantime. Weingarden
is running affairs and running them
smoothly without any assistance
from the "world famous comedian,"
who toid i trusting Baltimoreans he
was one of the greatest attractions
who ever stepped before the spot-
light o* the New Amsterdam thea-
tre in the "Follies'* and that his

"dope" bit in "Mecca" was a veri-

table knockout Said "dope" bit,

incidentally, consists of the regu-
lation l.mieeque stage . business of

seeing green snakes through a green
light to the tune of "Dreamy China-
town '

.

Long Island is a hotbed of rum
running, Tho bootleggers down
there have as many prices as a
second-hand store on the Bast
Side. It runs all the way from $53
to $7" a case. The protection is

..•.'d ;o be $5 a case.

With the state authorities out of
the liquor detecting end, t lie Canada
billow has assumed generous pro-
portions, Prices aro getting to he

right as well. Liquor may now be
ordered from Canada, delivered in

Xew York, with a set profit per
• .iv. .Hove the Canadian quotation.

Joe Tenner, "world's greatest
characteristic entertainer," "Balti-

more's New-Bom Favorite," and
.. my petrel of the laky Wein-

gr»rd.< ', organization, which has been
utaglnt* the cabaret shows atop the
ivn'n'y theatre roof here, Saturday

.i petition iri the Superior Court
n : foj- the appointment of a re-

;• the company, lie and

THE STYLISH SIDE

{ Continued from page 10)

State. The costumes of Miss Melnotte were very dainty, a white,

flounced hoop ,p. ess beiin- ihe best.

. The dailies have overlooked a story in the commencement exercises

of Smith College for Girls, at Northampton. Mass., the ceremonies oc-
curring this week, it seems unlikely the dailies shall entirely miss the
semi-humorous tinge of this week's proceedings at Smith's. The gradu-
ating class of girls there each summer agree among themselves that the
first mother amongst them shall have her child adopted r.s "Tho class

baby " That agreement Is common law in the school. It often occasions
wagers and much speculation. There ia pride attached, as tho ta'clc

understanding Is "the class baby" on the first commencement after its

birth, is wheeled across the parade
#
ground at Smith's for the glory of

the class.

In the '22 graduating class at Smith's waa a colored girl. The other
young women at last summer's commencement spoke about the possi-
bilities. They came true. The young colored woman married shortly

after leaving college las* summer, and la now the mother of the class' first

child. In accordance with all of the precepts of the girls' school, her baby
is to be wheeled over the campus at this week's commencement exercises.

The prettiest negligee of the spring season waa shown at the Alhambra
(Keith's stock) by Paula Shay in 'Why Men Leave Home." The beauti-
ful shade of green georgette was most becoming to the wearer. A very
effective deep orange taffeta was made with shirred skirt with the bot-
tom of skirt describing four large scallops Lorraine, Bernard was seen
to advantage but her make up was too vivid to blend successfully with
the deep coloring. A little less rouge would help.
Kene Brennan. sister of the handsome Sybil Brennan, was alluring in

tho same company, in flesh chiffon over a delightful shade of Wuo that
harmonised with her Irish blue eyes. Milly Freeman as Grandma ex-
hibited taste in dress that was not so grandmaish.

Jim Woods is in Los Angeles su-

pervising the construction of tho
Biltmore Hotel out there, which
will have 1.000 rooms and be a for-

midable contender for the transient

business along with tho Ambassa-
dor and Alexandria. The career of

Jim Woods as a hotel man has been
an extraordinary one. It is well

known on the coast. Woods, fol-

lowing hie advent into New York
as n.anager of the Commodore*, es-

tablished himself in the metropolis
almost al tirinly as he is entrerched
in tho west.

In charge of a road house near
San Francisco some years ago,
Woods attracted no especial atten-
tion. .At that time the new Falaco
Hotel. San Francisco, had been run-
ning for, some timo and was a fail-

ure- a dismal failure, the coast
people say. One evening an Inter-

ested I'alaco Hotel investor visited

the road house with a paiiy. After
being there a short time and noting
the manner in which the plaoe was
conducted he made Inquiries. After
listening intently he spoke to

Woods Would Woods like to move
from the' road house to tho man-
agement of the new Falace?

And Woods is said to have put
over the Palace so fast it paralyzed
the coast. From that start ho has
become the best-known hotel man
In the country, in general charge of
the MctJowen chain, and now
back again on the coast to land the
biggest and best of them all on the
wlnner'-a side.

Jim Woods' friends arc ready to

make affidavit he will get anything
he goes after.

A certain chain of cabarets in

N'( w Voi k still appear lo lie an ob-
jeetlve for the police despite the

Mullun -(tage repeal. Cops 'n civil-

ian elothea have been banging
around the restaurants through the
w«.k. Ostensibly they are there on
a torn- of inspection, hut they make
the lnap< ction so obvious it is equiv-
alent to a detail. One of the clubs
connected with this chain narrowly

i .-) pinch the other evening.
The 'f-wr Hub wfts tHk»«n Mft^r if

had been open but a few days. It

seems to be the Impression along
Broadway that there is a dead set

being made for this group >>t eab-
.u < ta.

Very good judgment is shewn by Miss Harte (Harto and Albright) on
the Loew timo In. the color make-up she uaea. It has a most natural ef-
fect, and is a relief to the eye. It is common now to see the girls make-up
bordering on a blue when in the spotlight. This comes of using a dead
white powder. When the spotlight strikes the face the result is bluish.
Miss Harte should wear another hat with her sequin gown, as the one
she wore when seen is too severe in outline, and does not belong with
tho dress. The medley the couple sing at the end of the act Is very good
and brought a strong finish. Miss. Albright haa beautiful teeth and a
pleasant voice, but should try to overcome the tremulo.
The Joe Stanley act (on the same circuit) haa four pretty girls, all

able to do something. One especially has the making of a comedienne.
She plays the ukelelc while Stanley plays .the flute. Her few Incidental
remarks got heaithy laughs. The *set was unusually pretty, but badly
masked by the house wings and showed plenty of open time between the
set and borders. Mr. Stanley does a travesty on Kipling's "I Learned
About Women From Her" very cleverly. His short straw hat waa funny,
almost as funny an the ones the men are wearing now. Why a short
brimmed straw hat? The object of a straw hat la to shade one's eyes
from the sun, else wfPy*wear one at all?

Mignor. looks neat in a white georgette with a single rhlnestone orna-
ment at the bel*, and wore a diamond brooch. The skirt was gathered at

the hips In a horse-shoe design. Mignon's act was not helped any by her
baby talk announcements.
The Bob Pandur troupe would look nicer did they wear waistcoats with

the Tuxedos. The stilt walking finish savored of Dniry Lane and was
I
highly amusing.

Nelson and Parish have a. very good act. and the Tangerine and green
dress and hat worn hy .Mi«s Pariah was pretty and smsrt.

A party wishing to leave tho American roof before the performance
was quite over Friday night, waited nearly ten minutes for the elevator,

jiinging repeatedly. With no response they decided to walk down. As
there were no signs to guide them they succeeded in getting into tbo
tbeatro boxes of the theatre lelow, and finally emerged on a fire escape,

<.ne story from the ground. This might not be alone annoying to the
patron but dangerous in :»n extraordinary emergency.

• >

A very uuly affect was accomplished by Miss Bertram of (Fisher and
Bertram) through her showing her bare knee when lifting her skirt sev-
t-ral times in thl OOUTM of the aet on tho Loew circuit. Thero is nothing
attractive In the bttov the kne,> stocking and it Invariably gives the leg

a had line. Both members worked fast and got some solid laughs. Mi-s
Bertram,'! tan hllppers went badly with her grey gown which was nnide
with circular flounces or the sleeves and skirt.

Mothers should always h slst that their children be vaccinated on Ihe

]ck, slightly above the knee. It is a pity to see the arms of our «(ace
girls marred i>y the unsightly vaccination mark.

'The Hi i^hf Shawl" i' an uninteresting picture though it has plenty 64
ptot. So much film Intrigue it wearies the beholder. Richard lJartinlmcHS
is quite hurled beneath his hi«h collar and "side board," and he is n<>r

as handsome as in other of his pictures. Miss Qlsh as the seductive

daneor has far too heavy n make-up, especially on her eyes. The bando-<

Hind loeks on her cheek are not necessarily Spanish nor becoming. One
' gown of Miss Oish's was very good, a white hoop skirt model with • very

tight 1X40 bodieo that would not have been half so attractive were it not

for the lovely flRure within it.

The McBowan Intere*

to have purchased 'in S. W. Strauss
a:, i ts !,. the ii"t«i Ambassador,

city.

Rita Oould, playing around in New York vaudeville, has Improved her
appearance luO per cent, since adopting the straight and sleek boh. a
unique headdress with the first costume suited Miss Oould splendidly. It

is a close fitting horse-shoe frame! with three glittering circular orna-
ments at top center and on either side. The costume and song should be
placed lat«r in her turn as this and the "mammy" number are the best
she dee--. The r.\j __ he,- first number is not properly timed; she leaves
the stave fully two bars before the end of the number.

It is surprising that 'his consistently good single has been so muchly
overlooked hy the hig time bookers. Wherever she has played the re-
ports have been from good to exeeiient— If not inside reports they were
audience reports, much better for basis. When playing Baltimore re-
cently .Miss Gould was held o\e r for one week, strictly on returns. One
explanation may h (hi bookers are losing in perspective or there may
be an explanation on the hooking angle, but still this fast advancina
single with he- popularity extending from the A. K. f. days certainly
seems entitled Try more consideration and this is said wholly gratuitously
as the wrltei baa neve met Miss Qoukf.

A y*uple ef see new fur t h e n+ \\ Wfn^r Onrden'r? "Passing Shew" wrrs-
tried out las! Sm; •

' the Audubon. The first an antique a!o,p with
an auctioneer and m' as I lanl in a company of ]f>. The sl<it is an
adaptation of lb< German coined) playlet, "Dor Trodler," done in Berlin
about 1913. The asslsti it

r
< w laughs at tho Audubon, but other-

wise ,t hardly looked worth the translation, B<»b Nelson sang a few
longs, which, with his buo I personality, are likely to get ov» i in the
Garden show. Then followed the other winter Garden prospect, • r •

Interior Decorator," • i . 11) written. Josephine Drake
b< it result i In it, on m* ie lines, Let's hope the aet In it will he ••*»

changed er< the dowi • 0| The Poaaing Show" production*
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BILLS NEXT WEEK (JUNE 18)
IN VAUOIV1LL1 THBATHCS

(1! houMt opm for ths *Nk with Monday matliee. when Mt otherwise
sndloeted )

The Mil* bslow or* grouped la divisions, nosordlog to booking offices supplied

The mannsv la which thooo biiio aro prlatod dooo aot donoto tho relative
Importonoo of eats nor their p-ogram position*

* before namo donotoo aot to doing now tarn, or roappoartng aftor abseaee
from Toudoviiio. or appearing la city where llotod for tho drat Urn*.

keith cracurr
mW YORK CITY

Keith's Palace
Eddie Cantor
Al K Hall Ca
Lillian Shaw
Combo A Nevlna
Tod Lorraine
Loulso Lovely Co
Duel DeKortjarto
(!«» to fill)

Keith's Riverside

Uarland Dixon Co

lit half (18-20)
Bailie Deer*
(Others to till)

td half (11-24)
Herbert Clifton
Kennedy Bros
(Others to fill)

rrortor's 5th Ave.

2d half (14-17)
Williams A YVolfus
Crane Wilbur Co
Alleen btanley

CECELE ll\ it It*

D'ANDREA and WALTERS
Featured Dancero

A I WAYS
"Mary." The Merry Widow." "Up la

tho Clouds," "Spice of I»22." and others.

Senator Ford
Fortunello A C
Mabel liurke Co
•J Lenzberg's Orch
Zuhn A Drela
(Others to fill)

Moss' Broadway
Princeaa Wahletka
Arnaut Bros
Harry Holbrook Co
Walsh dc Kilts
Kay Hamlin A Kay
(Others to fill)

Moaa' Coliseum
Seed A Austin
Rulo A O'BrienJAB Mitchell*
(Others to fill)

2d half
A Lesson for Wives
Bob Hall
Dancing McDonalds
(Others to Oil)

Keith's Fardhaaa
Pearl Regay Co
Burke A Durkin
Harry Holman Ob
(Others to nil)

2d half
Rooney A Bent
Davis A Pello
Rule A O'Brien
(Others to fill)

Moaa' Franklin
Lesson for Wlvea
Davis A Bradnor
Burns A Lynn
Holmes A LaVero
(Two to All)

2d half
Jack Wilson
Phenomenal Play'ra
Bigelow A LeoJAB Mitchell
(Two to All)

Keiths Hamilton
Peplta Granados Co
Phenomenal Play'rs
M'Farlane A Palace
Mile Miachua
(Two to All)

2d half
Shone A Squires
Moran A Mack
Davis A Bradner
(Others to All)

Keith'* Jefferson
Williams A Taylor
Harry J Conley Co

Howard A Llnd
Rellly A Walters
Melodies A Steps
Bronson A Edwards
(One tc All)

1st half (13-20)
D D H?
Patrlcola
F A L Bruch
(Others to All)
Torke A King
Burke A Durkin
J A H Shields
(Others to All)

Proctor's 23d 8t.

2d half (14-17)
LaSova Gilmore Co
Bobby Randall
Coakley A Subers
Florence Brady
Stanley Oallini Co
Hal Johnson Co

1st half (18-70)
'Looking Back* d»
Ward Sis Co
Cavanaugh A C
L A H Zeigler
Wm Sisto
(One to All)
2d half (21-24)

Barret Clayton Co
Lytell A Fant
Janet of Frt41.ce
Rainbow Six
The Reuters
Bornet A Downs

CONEY ISLAND
Brighton

Olasn A Johnson
McKay A Ardlna
The Diamonds
Ben Bernl* Co
Dooley A Morton
Sybil Vane
(Othera to fill)

FAB ROCKAW.U
Colombia
2d half

Belle Baker
Seed A Austin
Herman A Sh'rley
Miller A Capinan
A A F Stedman
(One to All)

BROOKLYN
Keith's Huftliulrk

Creole Fashion PI

WILLIAM F. ADER
The Chicago Theatrical Lawyer

Now Located at

11 SO. LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO. ILL.
Phone RANDOLPH 0611

It A B Gordon
•S A J Gold
Shone A Squires ,

Dancing McDonalds
(Two to All)

2d half
Peplto Granados Co
B Pender Tr
Harry Holman Co
Holmes A LaVere
Burns A Lynn
M'Farlane A Palace
(Two to All)

Moss' Regent
Dorothy Russell Co
Lahr A Me. cedes
Bigelow A Lee
Herman A Shirley
Bob Hall
(One to All)

2d half
Harry J Conley Co
(Others to All)

Keidt'D 81 at. St.

Miles from B'way
Jos K Watson
Juliet
Laura Ormsbee Co
Crafts A Haley
M'Cart'n A Marrone
Proctor's ISSth St
2d half (14-17)

Dave Ferguson Co
Block A Dunlop
•A Miller A Girls

Beaser A Irwin
Helen Stover
Powers A Wallace
Ruth Rove
JAN Olms
Harry Green
(Two to All)

Keith's Orpheum
Savoy A Brennan
Bailey & Cowan
C'mplim'nts of Sea
Leedum A Stnmper
Bryan A Brodcrlck
Wright A Dietrich
Bert Hughes Co
(Two to All)

Keith's Greenpoiut
2d half (14-17)

Norman A Jeanette
Archer A Belford
Stepping Fools
Wm Ebs
American Comedy 4

(One to All)

1st half (18-20)
Una Clayton Co
Met Klee
(Others to All)

2d half (21-24)
Pletro
(Others to All)

Keith's Prospect
2d halt (14-17)

Billy Arlington Co
Fern A Marie

SHEAN and PHILLIPS
Featured with ONA MUNSON

Plnylng B. F. Keith Circuit

Hibbett A Mails
Mildred Parker
Kafka A Stanley

1st half (18-20)
Hal Johnson Co
Janet of Trance
Love Steps
Georgia Howard
Lytell A Fnnt
Sankua A Sylvers

2d half (21-24)
Rives A A 1 in -M
'Looking Bar-kw'da
Stone A Hallo
L A II Zcigler
Murray A Alan
Burke A Swan
rrnrlnr'H 58th St.

2d half (14-17)
Oddities of 1923
Sweeney A Walter*
Jo Jo Dooley
Laura Ormabee Co
Dexxo Bettor
(One to fill)

Van A Tyson
The Delans
Bohemian Life
(One to All)

1st half (1S-20)
Hawthorne A Cook
•June Lnr.iont Co
Healry & Cross
(Others to All)

2d half (21-24)
Hoalny & Croas
•June T.ini.-.nt Co.
Pinto A Boyle
(Others to All)

ALBANY. N. Y.

Trortor's

Binns A Grill
T A c Breton
•6 Keiiy Sync'n't'rs
Alien A Canfle 1

Ryan Wel.cr A R
2d half

Everett a afonkeyt
Mil or Legal to

Sully A Houghton
Exposition 4

•Mile Ivy Co

ATLANTIC CIT¥
Voting's

The Sterlings
O'Brien A J'sephlne
London Steppers
Moore A Freed
Meehan's Dogs

BALTIMORE
Mar; In nd

Aileen Stanley
The Wager
Owen McGiveneyBAB Whielcr
W A J Mar.dcl
Ibach'a Band
Ootpon
Rich Hayes
(One to All)

BATON ROIGE
Columbia

(Shreveport split)

Gallettl A Kokla
Harry Fog Ca

2d half

Garclnettl Bros
Franklyn Ardell Co
Four Miners
Dore Sisters
K'vanaugh A E Rev
McGrath A Deeds

DETROIT
Temple

Johnny Clark* Co
"Call of North"
Beegee and Cupee
Jean Adair Co
Joseph Dlskay
Jack Norworth Co

11 \ZI.I TON. PA.
Feeley'e

The Gautlers
•C A M Markwell
•Capitol Revue
(One to All)

THE

FOUR

DIAMONDS

PEP
ERSONIFIELD

THIS WEEK
B. S. MOSS' BROADWAY

NEXT WEEK
NEW BRIGHTON THEATRE,

Brighton Beach
DIRECTION:

ALF T. WILTON

1st half
Sheldons
Sterling 4
Baxlcy A Porter
D'marest A Collette
H Brockman Rev

BOSTON
B. F. Keiths

Great Leon
Victor Moore
l'lo Lewis
Prcssler A Klalss
Ray Raymond Co
Ann Gray
Fr'nklyn Charles Co
Dave Roth
Canova

BUFFALO
Shea's

Emma Raymond Co
Wanka
William Kent Co
•Olga Myra
Rudell A Donegan
Irving Fisher

C'RBONDAI.E, PA.
Irving

Noel Lester Co
Kelly A Drake
Frank Mullane
Venetian Five

I'd half
The Gautlers
•Johnny Murphy
F JcolTrie* Co
•Capitol Revue

2d half
Pardo A Archer
Frank Mullane
Carr A Bray
(One to All)

INDIANAPOLIS
Talaco

Tanarakis
Morgan A Binder
Jay A Wesson
Pilcer A Douglas
(Two to All)

2d half
Lowe A St- 1 la

Florence Hobson
Moore A- Kendall
Movie Masque
For Pity's Sake
(One to All)

LANCASTER. PA.
Colonial

Splendid A Partner
Morris A Townes
•Johnny Murphy
•Black A White Or

2d half
La Mont Trio
Eugenie LeICanc
Married Again
(One to All)

LOl ISMILE
National

Lowe A Stella
Florence Hobson
Moore A Kendall'

AGNES— —CHAS.
FINLAY and HILL

in "Vodvil a la Mode"
with ENRICO CARUSO SBORDI

CINCINNATI
Palace

Bellle Duo
• fallen A Day
Wilson Aubrey 3
Fox A Allyn
Wade Booth
M A A Clark
Fitch's Minstrels

CLEVELAND
Hippodrome

Ijawton
Murphy A Clarke
Bernard A Scarih
Murray Kiasen Co
Shriner A Fits
(One to All)

105th Street
Nestor A Vincent
Maureen Knglin
Billy Miller Co
Henry A Moofe
Lydell A Marey
Dance Creations

Tiltare
Parker Brothers
Jack Clifford
Margaret Ford
Helen Ware Co
Moody A Duncan
Ben Welch
Gretta Ardine Co

DAYTON
B. F. Keith's

Harry Tsuda
Stewart Oirls
Wallflower
MrDevitt Kelly A Q

Movie Masque
For Pity's Sake
(One to All)

2d half
Tanarakis
Jay A Wesson
Morgan A Binder
Pilcer A Douglas
(Two to All)

MOBILB
Lyric

(New Orleans split)
1st half

Powell A Brown
Lang A Haley
Raymond Bond Co
Harry Breen
The Bradnas

MONTREAL
Imperial

(Sunday Opening)
Miller A Fears
Adanae Quartette
Jack Hanley
Lew Seymour
Danise A Dayns
Awl; ward Age

MT. VERNON, N.Y.

Proctor's

2d half (14-17)
Mel Klee
Son Dodger
Dorothy Russell Co
Sankua A Sylvers
(Two to All)

1st half (18-2(D
Torke A King

JACIC CLIFF

THOMAS and HAYMAN
ECCENTRIC DANCERS

Hare alg.ied for New York product Ion,
< II \MIII It I \l\ nitOWN Office

Jack Little
(Others to All)

Id half (21-24)
Patrlcola
Lahr A Mercedes)
(Others to fill)

NASHVILLE

(Chattanooga split)

1st half
Calvin A O'Connor
Sabbott A Brooks
Andersen A Graves
Joe Laurie
Mallla Bart Co

2d half
Stewart A Mercer
Murray A Oerrlsh
Kennedy A Rooney
Eddie Nelson
Francis A Johnnies

NEWARK
Procter's

Fols'm Denny Band
Sweeney A Walters
Wm Ebs
The Delans

Alloa A CanAeld
Ryan Weber A R
SHEN'NDOAH. PA,

Strand
1st hair

F Jeoffiies Co
Pardo A Archer
Carr A Bray
(One to All)

8YRAC 1>B
B. E. Keith's

Tuscano Bros
Aaron A Kelly
Ruth Budd
Lloyd A Christie
Bl Ba Bo

Proctor's

Lloyd Nevado Co
Joan Gorirrey
Prltchard A Rock
Davis A 8a n ford
Wallace Galvln
Morrell's Dogs

2d half
Bell A Gray
Gold A Goldie

(Others to All)

NEW ORLEANS
Palace

(Mobile split)
1st half

Will Morris
Montana
Kellam A O'Dare
Brown A Whitaker
Lone Star 4

PXTKRSON. N. J.

Majestic
2d half (14-17)

Miss Cupid
Margaret Sylvester
Moher A Eldrldge
2 Gliders
(Two to All)

1st half (15-20)
Pietro
B A E Call
(Others to All)

2d half (21-24)Wm Siato
(Others to All)

PHILADELPHIA
B. F. Keith's

Bill Robtnsoa
Jack Norton
Rogers & Allan
Gertrude Barnes
Leviathan Band
Beaumont Sisters
Deagon A Mack
•Oacar Martin

FITTSIIl RGB
Davis

Williams A Vanessl
Joe Browning
Tom Burke
Wayne A Warren
Cock A Oatmaa

PORTLAND, ME.
B. F. Keith's

Ring Tangle
Willie Solar
Follls Sisters
Frances Arms
University t
Ferry Corwey

RICHMOND
Lyrle

(Norfolk split)
1st half

Frank Rush
Dancing LaVars
The Bambams
(One to All)

TOLEDO
B. F. Keith's

Garclnettl Bros
Franklyn Ardell Co
Four Miners
•Cav'naugh A E P.ev
McGrath A Deeds
Dore Sisters

2d half
Harry Tsud.i
Stewart Olrla
Mack Velmar Co
McDevift Kelly A Q
Gallettl A Koklo
Harry Fox

TRENTON. N. J.

Capitol
•Wilbert A Dawson
Alf Rlpon
Married Again
York A Mnyoelle
Royal Purple O.ria

2d half
•C A M Markwell
Billy Arlington Co
Lynn A Howland
(Two uz fill)

WASHINGTON
B. F. Keith'*

LaPUarlca Trio
Tom Smith
Swift A Kcliy
Ethel Barrymore
Wilton Sisters
Anderson A Burt
Margaret McKee
Bernt A Partner

WHITE PLAINS
Lynn

Hazel Harrington
Murray A Alan
•Biggins A Blossom
(Two to All)

2d half
Williams A Taylor
Arthur Asheley Co
Hawthorne A Cook
(Two to All)

TONKKRS. N. Y.

Proctor's
2d half (14-17)

CHESTER FREDERICKS
The Featured Juvenile Onncer and

Clever Mimic
Third 8easoa with
Ons Edwards Bevae

Doris Duncau
Juggleland
Briacoo A Rauh
Sewell Sis Co
Ftnton A Fields

SCHENECTADY
Proctor's

Everest s Monkeys
Strad A Legatto
Sully A Hougoton
Exposition Jubilee 4
•Mile ivy Co

2d half
Blnna A Grill
T A 45 Breton
•O Kelly Sync'p't'rs

Healey A Cross
O'Brien A J'sephlne
Una Clayton Co
Old Timers
Amy Dean Co
(Others to All)

1st half (18-20)
J A H Shields
Greenwald A Nacs
Singer's Midgets
A A M Havel
(Others to All)
2d half (21-24)

Singer's Midgets
Mel Klee
Carlton A Dupre
(Others to All)

P0LTS CIRCUIT
BltllM.I TORT

Palace
Holden A Barron
Laces A Ladles
Dooley A Sales
Young Wang Co
(One to All)

2d half

•The Rovelly
Florence Brady
•The Dlgatones
Morris A Shaw

Morris A Shaw
Carnival of Venice

2d halfW A H Brown
Holden A Harrou
Laces A Ladles
Dooley A Sales
Young Wang Co

8CRANTON. PA.

Poll /

Two Luster*

KETCH and WILMA
"VOCAL VARIETY"

For the next two months can be
reached at the

Wilma Theatre Bldg.
MISSOULA, MONT.

where they are spending their
vacation.

(One to All)

HARTFORD
Capitol

W A H Browa
Alma Braham Co
Runaway Four
Shaw A I tee

Powers Elephants
2d half

Billy Kinrald
Hancock A Doll
Powers Elephants
Watts A Hawley
Herras A Willis

NEW HAVEN
Palace

•The Rovelly
Florence Brady
•The Dlgatones

Inex A Hanley
Kelso A DeMond
Rose's Midgets

2d hair
Ward A Zeiler
Ann Suter
Rose's Midgets
(One to (ill)

6PRINGIELD
Pnlace

Samsted A Marlon
Duncan A Joyce
Cupids Clos.-ups
Goetx A Duffy
Mmo i>u Barry

2d half
Ed A Ida linden
Monde
Senna A Wchber
Dlklns ray A B
Son Dodger

"SIR" J

DVVYER
WATERBCKY

Palace
(Sunday Opening)
Billy Kincald
Kelly A Rowe
Frits! 8chelr
Watts A Hawley
Herras A Wills

2d half
Alma Braham Co
Mms Du Barry Co
Goets A Duffy
Runaway Four
(Ons to fill)

W'K'S-BARRE, PA.
Poll

Ward A Zeiler
Ann Suter
Eth'l Parker Co
Al Shayne

Ideal
2d half

Two Lusters
Ines Hanley
Peplto
Kelso A DeMond
Ideal

WORCESTER
• Poll

S A I Tlndell
Monds
Senna A Webber
Elklns Fay A
Son iDodger

2d half
Samsted A Marlon
Duncan A Joyce
Cupids Closeups
Shaw A Lee
O A EA E Magley

B0S10N KEIi'H CIRCUIT
v

BOSTON
Bohton

The PearsonsWAG Ahearn
Bobbe A Stark
Victor Graff
McLaughlin A E
Gordon's Olympta
(Scollay Square)

Don Qulxano

Melroy Sisters
Harris A Holly
(Two to All)

2d naif
Pitzer A Day
Gordon A. Kenny
(Three to All)

LYNN. MASS.
Olympla

Stanley OaUni Co

MINNEAPOLIS) 4 I Whits Kuhns
Heunepla

(Sunday Opening)
Yarmark
Tom Kelly
I Lelands •

Flveck A Claret
Frank Dsvoe Co
Glanvllle A Sanders

OAKLAND, CAL.
Orplieusa

Alexandria
Bernlvicl Bros
Du Val A Symondi
The Le Grohs
Sylvia Clark
Branson A Baldwin

SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate

(Sunday Opening 4

Aunt Jemlna A B
Toney A Norman

Wilbur A Adams
•Pearl Hlckm'n K«*
Roys Mays A

OrpbeuBB
(Sunday Opening)
Leon Brrol GoW C Fields
Emerson A Baldwin.
Leon Vavara
Tempest A D'klns*a
Irene Franklin
Marion Murray
Foa A Sarno

ST. PAUL
Palace

Olga Cook
Gibson A Connelll
Redmond A Weils
Garden Proyer Co
Rainbows End
Charles Irwin

L0EW CIRCUTT
NEW YORK C1T1

State
•Qirtin Girls

Aboarn A Patterson

A Kcnee
A la Tour

I

Bronson
Elliott i

VARDON and PERRY
HEADLINING PANTAGEh CIRC I IT

This Week (June 10) RSvoli. Toledo

SPESL ATTENSN

!

EDWARD J. LAMBERT
p

Assisted by Miss Minnie Fish
(Florence Anderson)

Orpheum Circuit, Palace,
Chicago

This Week (June 10)

And My Booksters Are

—

Bill Jacobs— Arthur Pearce— Al C.rosman

Flaherty A Ston ng
Johnny Coulcn
Johnny Harrigan
(Three to (III)

Gordons Olympln
(Washington St.)

Smith A Mills
Jack LaVier
•McClinton A B
(Two to All)

HROCKT'N. MASS.
Strand

Gordon A Kenny

Pitzer A Day
Holmes A Hollls'or.
Ch'cf Cnupolican

2d halt

Chas Ledegar
Melroy Sister*
Marcus A Burr
J A H Shields

NEW BEDFORD
Olympla

Allanson

4 DANCING MADCAPS
PLAYING KEITB CIRCUIT

Produced by CISSY MADCAP.
Direction: JIMMY Dt'NEBIN

Marcus A Burr
(Three to fill)

2d halt
Brown Sisters
Doyle A Christie
Claude A Marion
(Twd to (111)

CAMBRIDGE
Central Square

Chas Ledegar

Browne Slaters
Doyle A Christie
Claude A Marion
J A II Shields

•2d half

Stanley Galinl Co
Harris A Holly
Holmes A Holllston
Chief Caupolican '

Mms Herman

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT
DETROIT

LaSalle Garden
Douglas A Earl
Tabor A Greene
Farnell A Florence
Warr's Band
(Two to 011)

KOKOMO. INI).

Strand
Farnell A Florence
« Belfords
(Two to nil)

2d half

Stellar Five
Birds of Paradise
(Two to nil)

Gordon A Day
(One to nil)

RICHMOND. IND.

Murray
•Coulter A Rose
Six Nosses
(Two to nil)

2d half

Farnell A Florence
Six Belfords
(Two to ttll)

TERRE HAUTE
Liberty

The Cromwclls
S Kennedy A R
Stellar Five

WALTER ETHEL

WARD and DOOLEY

LEXINGTON,
Ben Ail

Orren A Drew
3 Renards

RY.I (One to nil)

2d half
' Weston A Kilns
(Three to nil)

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
CHICAGO
Palace

Van A Schenck
Mitty A Tllllo
Hal Skelly
Toto
The Sheik
Weber A Ridnor
Geo Yoeman
(One to nil)

State take
(Sunday Opening)
1' A T Sabiul
Van Hovcn
Don Valerio
Bob Murphy
Jean Mlddleton
R Fa Kin Orchestra
Nora Pierpont Co
(Two to nil)

DES MOINES
Orpheum

(Sunday Opening)
Land of Fantasy
Sliver Duval A K
Lambert A Fish
Lambertl

KANSAS C1T1
Main Street

Wellington Cross
Whiting A Burt

Knapp A Cornelia
Bento Bros
Yost A Clody
(One t»-nil)

LOS ANGELES

Hill Street

Frank Mclntyre Co
Frank Whitman
The Skntelles
McDonald 3
Edith Clifford
Hughes A DeBrow

Orpheum
Mrs R Valentino
Bobby McLean
Boreo
Morris A Campbell
Blossom Seeley Co
Fannie Brlce
Lit tlejohns

MILWAUKEE
Palace

(Sunday Onrnt.,o
V Lopez R.j c.i[ •

Weils Virginia & \\

Smith A Barker
S Ballentine A II

Krnest. Iliad
Grant A Wallace

DENTIST
Prices within reason to the profession

Or. M. Q. CARY
N. W. Cor. Stats and Randolph Sta

Second rtoor over Drue Store
Mntrenoe • W. Randolph 8t.'. CHICAGO

Jean Boydcll
Righto
Kramer A Be > le

•Meyer Dsv.s Band
(One to iu! 1

2d hnlf
SamarofT kv £on:s
Nortaiane >v Ward
killian Mi rinr
Kiaiut r A- Boyle
•Meyer Dayiy B.tnd
(One to nil)

American
Penman A Lillian,

Fie Kins
Geo P Wilson
Grey A Old Rose
Conn A Hart
Qtflxey Four
(Two to nil)

Id half
rase A Oreen
Helen Kennedy
Friend A Hkkey
Fred Bowers Co
Frost A Morris, n
Thos P Jaekn-n 10
Moore A Fields

Caesar Rivoll

Avenue tt

Jul' it Trio
A hi am & Patterson
M Micnel.na & T
McGratn Ac Dieos
Cau'ar RivoU

Id halt
FU-tcht r A i bQunln
Cotleas Ar'jucUie
Joe a.ael; & Uur*e
Korian & Jeaaeue
(Ore 10 fill)

llilODlil.l.N

Metro;>oll;aa

Velda Co
Southern 4

Thos P Ji.otson Cj
A... .vim & Browu
Carting i.:...i.t>»

2d halt
1 ; u : « & Rose
Jean Boydeii
Caid<< A Noll
Fred Lindsay Co
(One 10 h.l>

JACK POWELL SEXTETTE
HEADLINING PANTAGKS CIRCUIT

9
(One' to nil)

Victoria
Maxine A Bobby
Antrim A Vale
Cardo A Noll
Lchr A Kennedy
Fred Lindsay Co

2d half
Valda A Co
Norton A Melnotte
Casting Lamays
(Two to nil)

Greeley Square
Stanley A Alva
Warms n A Mack
Fisher A Bertram
White Black A U
Nell McKlnley *

Toyland Follies
2d halt

•W'll'r M'xw'II A W
Grey A Byron
Billy 8 Hall Co
Mignon

Fullon
Lillian's Dogs
The Walnwrights
BUlott A LaTtur
Tuck A Clare
(One to nil)

Cd half
Jordan Saaton Co
Mack A Lane
Amaranth Sis Co
(Two to nil)

Gates
Ruge A Ross
Al Bickard
Norton A Melnotte
Jimmy Savo Co
Snappy Bits

2d half
S Wheeler Boys
Jason A Harrigan
Eddie Carr Co
Nell McKlnley
Fred Bowers Ce

Palace

)

E. HEMMENDINGER, Inc.
JEWEL ER8

S3 West 40th Street New lark
Telephone Brynot 1513

Margaret A Alvarez
(One to nil)

Lincoln Sqnnre
Arco Bros
Lillian Morton
Jordan Saxton Co
Bronson A Renee
Corlnne Hlrober Co

2d half
Penman A Lillian
Tower A Welch
Murray A Maddoz
Quixey Four
Casson Bros A H

Delaneey Street
Casson Bros A M
Jason A Harrigan
Moore A Fields
Murray A Maddoz
Mignon
John Blondy A B

2d half
Toyland Follies
Flo Ring
Foster A Searaoa
Al Lester Co
Tuck A Clare
Hanson A Burtons'

Nntlonnl
Selna Braats Co
•W'll'r M'xw'II A W
Al Lester Co
Frank Gaby
Fred V Bowers Co

2d halt
Lillian's Dogs

Norm'n A Jeanette
Mabel Drew
Tilyou A Rogers
Fields A Fink
Justa Marshall Ca

td half
Stanley A Alva
Lynn Cantor
Lehr A Kennedy
McGrath A Deeds
B Michelina A T
ASTORIA, L. t.

Astoria
Page A Green
Edwards A Allen
Foster A Seamoa
Melrose A Brooke
Adrian
Hanson A Burtons'

2d half
Arco Bros
lierdie Kraeraer
Walnwrights
Southern 4
Jimmy Savo Co
Cosslar A Beasley I

ATLANTA
t.ruiid

Holden A Graham
Chas Martin
Fay Rash 3
Wilson A Jerome
Mammy A O D t

2d halt
Maxou A Morris

—SARA

Warman A Mack
Fred Weber Co
Maxon A Brown
Justa Marshall Cc

Orpheum
Samaroff A Nor, fa

Frost A Morrison
Mart a Lent
Priend A Hlckey
Fiukb.es of ^o:i«(Uuai

2d half
M ixlne a Bobby
Chads Ick C Taj 01

Grey A Old Row
l A Al'.n

(One to BID
Hooteviird

I
Margaret a aivim-
Tower A Welch
Fred Weber Co
Bksil A Allen
Cdssiar a Beasley I

2d half
C'jrltine II mbcr Co

Lyons A Wakefield
II Berry A Miss
Silvers A Ross
l.iry A Eary

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome

I i> l.o A Keyo
Louis London
\" ..-'•.. in A !' irrys*
J A B Page
Bongs A Scenes

BIRMINGHAM
Bijou

rtey & Rooney
M ibel Blon l< II

Moors & Elliott
DeVlne ft Williams
Gerard & M.io

2d hnlf
I'oMon A Graham
ChSS Mn-Mn
I •> lli-.li 3
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BOSTON
Orpheum

ahtrt Dyer Co
Dreon Blaten

Merritt * Coughlln

Golden Bird
geaator Murphy
ponce Varieties

BUFFALO
State .

Hoffman A Jessia

lllon SUters
fiolen Sweets

P* A O Walter.
3ayes A Smith
arry Uines

Jack Connors Rev
NEW ORLEANS

Crescent

O'Neill A O'Neill
Whiting A Dunn
Adler A Clark
Rand A Lloyd
Moss & Mannings'

2d half

The Pickfords
Roland A Knight
Chan L Pletcher

BOB MURPHY "and"
auggests for your summer vacation

Bingham Bench, South Royalton, Vt.

Hiifhlc Clark
Orazcr & Lawlor

CHICAGO
Klnlto

Polyanua
l*o rd A Goodrich
Btare Record
Lewis A Rogcrsv
Lieut Thetlon Co

CLEVELAND.
State

Diss Monkey*
ffTyetn & LaRue
Let's Go
Casey Dannon A M
Barry Abrams Co

MEMPHIS
StHte

The Plckfords
Boland A Knight
Chat L Fletcher

Amoros & Jeanctte
Sig Newman's Orch

OTTAWA, CAN.

Latsr

M.mkln
M'Intyre & Halc'inh
Bob Ferns Co
Mumford A Stanley
Indian Reveries

PALISADES PARK
Zemeter & Smith
Btta LaVall
4 Bards

PROVIDENCE
Emory

Kslher Trio
Beetheff & M'ss'ng'r
Sam E Mann
Day At <"oney
(One to flll)

, .

Sensational Head-Balancing Equilibrists
THE ORIGINAL

FOUR PHILLIPS
PLAYINO KEITH CIRCUIT
Management: MAX PHILLIP

gig Newman's Orch
Die Movie Stars

2d half
Sweeney A Itooney
Mabel Rlondell
Moore A Elliott
DeVlne A Williams
Gerard A Milo
Dis Movie Stara

MILWAUKEE
Miller

Monroe A Grant
Conroy & Howard
Ling A Long
Ma! Ion A McCabe
Music Mania

MONTREAL
Loew

Francis A Wilson
A A L Wilson
Bernard A Merrltt
M Montgomery Co

2d half

Melnutte Duo
Maze! Crosby Co
Barry A Lancaster
(Two to fill)

SPRINGFIELD
Broadway

Melnotte Duo
Larry A Lancaster

2d half
Day At Coney
Sam E Mann

TORONTO
Yoonge St.

Raymond PikePAG Hall
Harry Mason Co
Bernard A Leona
7 Honey Boys

=

POTTER and GAMBLE
B. F. KKAT1I I IHCC'IT

Direction: THOS. J. FITZPATR1CK

Lasar A Dais
Mrs Eva Fay

NEWARK
State

Frank Shields

WASHINGTON
Strand

Orville StammLAO Harvey
Fagg A White
Harry White
Hollywood Frolics

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
BUFFALO
Lafayette

Barton A Clark
Carroll A Gorman
Faye Marbo
Frankte A Barron
Bachmans Band

CORTLAND, N. Y.

Cortland
2d half

C A A Farrell

Dixon A O'Brien
Bobbie Brewster Co
(One to flll)

FULTON, N. Y.

Qnirk
Hardy Bros
*Rosala Rosalia
(Two to flll)

NIAGARA FALLS
Strand

1st half

Official Dentine to «b* if. V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
»498 B'way (Patnarn Bid*.) R. Y.

DeGlynn A Adams
Truesell A. Fuller
TransfleUls' A R

DETROIT
Columbia

•Kirkw'd A O'Neill
•Ray Reed
Herbert A Bennett
Billy Melbourne Co
Bteve Green

Taylor Marev A H
2<1 half "

C A C McNaughton

ROCHESTER
Victoria

•TrUsscll A Fuller
Fred Grey Co

2d half
Temple A Hughe*
Taylor Macey A H

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
CHICAGO
Majestic

Gillette & R»ta
Brown A LavellS
J P Medbury A E
Tom Davies Co
Fisher A Gilmoro
Desley Bisters
Gene Green*

McIIyar A Hnm'l'tn
Mark A Reading
Billy Smith

2d Half

Mons Herbert
Robh A Whitman
Keith A.- I'.irKi r

Yost A Claily

ARTHUR SILBER
BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
•©« FITZGERALD BLDO.. NEW YORK

Phones BRYANT 7076— 1829

Four TamaUIs

Aberdeen, s. D.
Ornhmm
(21*24)

•C.ra-e Manlnvc Co
•Casey Devlin
GD. EORKS. N. I).

Orpheum
•Gra<t Manlovi Co
•Casey Devlin

2d Half
Burneii f
(One to flll)

KAN. CITY. MO.
Globe.

The Lamplnls

Mil U.U KEE
Majestic

'i'ho iuixi Is _____
Do Lorto A Rlc'da
Johnson A Bak< r

Broderl< k Wynij Co
Clayton a L< nnis
GeorgaliS Trio
(Two to fill)

ST. LOUIS, MO
Grand

Bin* lair a Qray
Morgan A R»y
Vtoser «'o

Leonard a< Bs rn< 1

1

Voland GambleLAM llarl

Black' A O'Dahnell
"Rubevllle"
(One to flll)

Skydomo
Wsber A O'Brien
Watson A St Alva
Three Lees
(One to fill)

2d Half
Joe Allen
•Long Mack A M
(Two to Ml)

BO. BEND, IND.
Palace

Stanley A McNabb
(Four to flll)

id Hair
Stanley A W til
Nick Hufford
Warr's Jass Sy'n'ts
(Two to fill)

TOPEKA. KAN,
Novelty

Mons Herbert Co
•Robb A Whitman
Keith A Parker
Yost A Clady

2d Half
Bert Adler
Larose A Lace
(Two to fll)

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
TORONTO
1'antagCH

(16-21)

The Cromwells
Herman A Briscoe
Dalton A Craig
Les Gellis 3
Ben Barton Revue

HAMILTON
PantagcM

(1C-21)
Raaslag Parade
Fred Ardath Co

Cronln A Hart
Speeders
Walter Weems
Sheiks of Araby

LOS ANGELES

Pantagcs

Whirl or World

SAN DIEGO
Puntngr*

Phil I.atosca
Sid Gold A Bro

HOB - —gertrude

EARLE and RIAL REVUE
HEADLINING

W. V. M. A., H. F. Keith <lVc%»»r»»

Betty Byren
Little Yoshi
Burton Sisters

MINNEAPOLIS
I'antugcs

(Sunday opening)
Wilfred DuBois
Weber A Elliott
Romeo A D Dolls
Rlnaldo
Gen Pisano Co

WINNIPEG
Pantagcs

Selblna A Nagel
Renzetta A Gray
Aleko
Clark A O'Neil
Canadian Vet Band

EDMONTON
Pantagcs
(18-20)

Honeymoon Ship
Carl McCullough
Alexander

LONG BEACH
Hoyt

Allen A Taxi
Princeton A Vernon
Dummies
Nan Halperin
Pasquali Bros

SALT LAKE
Pantages

(20-23)

DeT.yons Duo
Burke A Betty
Ned Norton Co
Regal A Moore
Reno Sis A Alltn
ljori Tr.o

HUGH HERBERT
22.1 LEFFERT8 AA'ENUE.
KEW GARDENS. L. I.

Thone Richmond Hill »683

(Same bill plays
Ca'lgary 2-23)

Prevost A Goqlet
Cornell Leona A Z
Yvctte Co
Grew A Pates
Corradini's Animals

Travel
.

Wlnton Bros
Jones A Sylvester
Latell A Vokcs
Jack Powell •

Foley A I.eTure
Roy A Arthur

SPOKANE
Pantagcs

(Sunday opening)
Petrams
Nay Bros
Casson A Klem
Georgia Minstrels

Ot.DEN
OrpHeura
(21-23)

Sensational Togo
Five Chaplna
LaPlne A Emery
Marriage-Divorce .

Pinlay A Hill .

Willie. Bros

DENYER
Empress

Equilll Bros
Chick Supreme
Rosa A Roma
Lewie A Norton
Bob La Salle
Joe Jackson

COLO. SPRINGS
Bnrns
(18-18)

.
' -=—

C
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.
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•

•

• •

.
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• •

PLAYING SAFE
in the Show

HENRI MARGO
assisted by

MARGARITA MARGO. ARDATH DE
HALES and HELENE BETH.

Direction EAGLE A GOLDSMITH

SEATTLE
Pantagcs

Zlska
Ulls A Clark
Night In Spain
Jack Strouse
Jack Hedley Trio

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Pantagcs

Adonis A Dog
O'Meara A Landls
Pe'p's MTdy Maids
Youth
D'w'ng A O'Rourke
La France Bros

BELLINGHAM
Vaudeville

(17-18)
Lewis A Brown
Knowles A White
Harry Downing Co
Marion Claire
Long Tack Tom
Les Gladdons

TACOMA
Pantagcs

Leon Mltzl
Purceiift A Ramsey
Juliet Dika
Clay Crourh Co
Kraai A White
Threo Ka Icons

PORTLAND
Pantagcs

McBanns
Connolly A Vr;>v< \*

Telephone Tangle
Gallerinl Bisters
w.i i irn * O'Brien
Gauti< r's Toy Shop

Travel
Martin, tl

Conn A Alh«rt
Klass * BrllUartt
Francis Renault
Geo Mayo
Dan' • Evolutleas

SAN FRANCISCO
I'll nt ;»£«•«•

(Sunday op< n Iiti )

I.. i ir .•
' I ''vine

FranklS A Johnny
Harry B< yihour Co
Chuck 1 1 a a n

i.illahan A Bllns
Whitehead A Band

OAKLAND
Pnntngcn

(Sunday opening)
Castletoa a m.i»k

(Same bill plays
Pueblo, 20)

Hope Vernon
Dewey A Rogers
Cave Man Love
Davis A McCoy
Harvard Holt A K

OMAHA
World

(Saturday opening)
Schepps Circus
Toney A George
Lillian B'k'h'dt Co
Chas Howard Co
Hubbell's Band

KANSAS CITY

Pantagcs
(Saturday opening)
Sheik's Favorite

M EMI HIS

Pantancs
(Sunday openlnp)
Rial A Lindstrom
Fernando Tape
Little Cinderella
Morrissfy A Young
Gnudsmlth Bros

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyric

(Sunday opening)
Sun In.to Tno
!<<"<« A K ii .i

St. . <• < ;
• • • n

Mot ii Sis Co
Vardon A- P< r; v

Uannetord Family

CO Lt Mill s

Jaases

(Sunday "|i< ning)
i lyps) s' < i«l\ II

Sherman van A H
v.i lle< Ita'a Animals
Carlson Sist< i

('. Ai K Pai ks '

The Lamars

DETROIT
r.i c-nt

Katr a Wiley
I'illO A I'.'!' t

.(oh," H< atlx r

l-hilhiK k A D< Vo«
Krylton Sis K M
Mascot

Miles

Thr'< n a Crowd
BIsU Clark
AdaiiiH /w Qtthl
TiiJiii r<H Cll '

ii"

Cboy LlO| 1 "u

•

I
:

The way to do that is to play anywhere there is

a demand and agreeable arrangement.

The way to find out where there may be a de-

mand is to advertise—and in Variety.

-

-

•

A demand may come from anywhere—Vaude-

ville, Pictures, Legitimate, Musical Comedy,

Stock or Burlesque may be looking for your

services or name

Then there are the outdoor amusements of all

kinds, from circuses to tent reps

—

All must have people-

Tell 'em you are in the show business-

Tell 'em in Variety

—

•

The International

Theatrical Medium

"All of the News All of the Time"
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:-re are four big features at I

Palace this week—Van and
Schenck, Vincent Lopez's Hed Cap
Orchestra. "Yarmark" and Wells,
Virginia and West. The advancing
of Wells, Virginia and West to a
place in the quadruple billing Is due
to their big success at the Palace
last September and to their general
success in other houses. They are
"next to closing," and Buster West's
dancing In this late spot and The-
odore Stepanoff's ltussian dancing
in "Yarmark," on early—third—are
the individual applause hits of the
show, surpassing momentarily the
solid hits of Van and Schenck. now
in their third week, and Eddie J.

Lambert, who is on a big time, bill

after #>ntinued success in houses of
lesser Importance out this way.

Van and Schenck sang 12 songs at
the opening matinee of their third
week and held the stage for half
an hour. They can apparently re-
main at the Palace as long as they
like and work as long at each show
as they care to. Gus Van begged
oft on this occasion, insisting that
they owed something to people com-
ing to other shows. Vincent Lopez's
orchestra followed and did seven
numbers with a revolving globe of
mirrors used for "Carolina," which
was sixth in the list. "The Con-
test," their closing selection, was a
sore of revue of juzz bands and in-
teresting. "H. M. S. Pinafore" is i
departure from the usual, which
would indicate that all jazz bands
do not have to confine themselves
to a certain few numbers.
The Lelands open the bill with

highly meritorious feats of human
juggling. Eddie J. Lambert, a
comedian of an unusual typo,
stopped the show. He introduced a
vein of satire into boob comedy
which is highly amusing, and is as-
sisted by Minnie Fish (Florence
Anderson), whose stature and stage
conduct contributes toward the
general laughing effect. "Yarmark"
duplicated its success of a few
months ago, and the winter picture
In Russia and "Shtuta Shtuta** won
applause next in volume to the

Attention

SCENIC ARTISTS
Will Rent or Exchange for
Work Modern Scenery

Paint Frame
Be* Man»»fr Glirkman'* Palace Theatre

lllue Island Ave., at Itoosrvrlt Road
CHICAGO

dancing of Theodore Stcpanoff.
Billy (Mason's talk and songs
proved an important contribution
to the program. He has a line of

talk which ia> fast and furious in

laughing returns, while his songs
are bright and smart. Van and
Schenck sang in usual form and
then down in the pit, and relieved
the sameness of encores by singing
one number without piano, standing
in "one." Lopez's orchestra fol-

lowed to substantial applause.
Wells, Virginia and West had the
audience from the start as "Bus-
ter's" cleverness is not difficult of
discovery. The lady is doing a new
number which philosophizes that
the "dumbbell is wiser, after all, than
the wise guy," which is nicely de-
livered. The Georgalis Trio—George,
Bill and Mary—close the show with
a display of marksmanship which
is a surprising accomplishment.
One chap does three shots at a time
and hits targets placed so near to
the faces of his associates that it

provides a real thrill.

The weather was favorable to big
business, and every seat was occu-
pied at the opening matinee and
again Sunday night. The show has
appeal which guarantees big returns
for the week.

%& STAGE SHOES
EVERYTHING

Immediate Delivery. Single Pair or
Production Order*.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

AISTONS, Inc.
fiteven* Bldf.. 17 No. State St., thlrugo

Cool weather as compared with
the previous Sunday, with just
enough rain filing every little while
to drive the people into the theatres,
combined with the draw of Gene
Clreene's name, gave the Majestic
extraordinarily big business Sunday.
For the last show there was the
longest line-up, four deep, in front
Of the theatre, that has been seen
for some time. The attraction of
the show was sufficient to offset the
danger of rain, emphasized by oc-
casional drizzling.

The Majestic here consisted of
eight acts, and the reviewer arrived
in time to catch the Trennell Trio
closing a previous performance,
making nine acts witnessed, all of
which have comedy with the ex-
ception of the Four Rubini Bisters.
The Trennell Trio has different per-
sonnel since last witnessed (Feb. 21,

1 *J 2 3 ) . but the comedian remains,
and the fun is quite as p:ood as be-
fore, while the now additions to the
offering are satisfactory, though not
surpassing the people they succeed.
Paul Kirkland and company open

the show with some fooling in con-
nection with dancing n>n an unsup-
ported .adder and balancing a girl
(the company) on two chairs. The
making of dance steps pa's with the

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Avenue

CHICAGO
IMi .up Seclry SR01

Ask FERRY-FROG MAN

feet of the ladder is something con-
tributed to show business and the
fun connected with the act is val-
uable where laughter is preferable
to class.

Morgan and Bay have some ex-
cellent comedy songs and put them
over effectively. This pair has a
keen realization of just how to make
the points of comedy songs stick in

and bring cleverness to bright ma-
terial. Lee and Cranston have an
unusual conceit, which takes on the

It is an eleven men organization
which renders dance numbers very
poorly and Is much hanged in per-
sonnel.

There are a lot of men on the bill

at the State-Lake this week and a
couple of band • but there are so
many big features that these pomts
do not detract from the enjoyment
of the show. The seven acts wit-
nessed Sunday at the first show did
not include Wellington Cross and
Co. or Redmond and Wells, but had
"Rubeville" and Eva Shirley with
Oscar Adler's Jazz band, and the
Primrose Four, all serving to give
the bill a masculine flavor.

"Rubeville" has a brass band and
Adler's organization is an orchestra
so the conflict is more a theoretical
one that having practical import-
ance. The arrangement of bills for

CORRESPONDENCE
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greatest share of applause with
Corinne, a close second. Corinnsr
caused comment by her youthful
appearance but It was explained
that she had an advantage, having
started her stage career when but
five years old. Joseph J. Sullivan
presented the type of entertainment
which orrce was highly popular.
Lizzie Wilson revived old vaudeville
days. Tony Williams and Mae Ken-
nedy presented the atmosphere for
the act.
The Primrose Four held next to

closing and sang in their usual fine
form. Eva Shirley and Oscar
Adler's orchestra with Al Roth as
dancer closed the show. Miss
Shirley contributed to the vocal part
of the show, Al Roth di some ex-
cellent dancing, and the orchesra
was well liked.
By the time that the third act

went on the down stairs portion
the house was packed.

Chicago, June 13.

Another vaudeville actor has ei
tered commercial fields in the found-
ing of Ned Norworth, Inc., a music
concern, in which Norworth wil
the most prominent feature.

j en-
und-
lsicaii

ill be

nature of a comedy sketch, without
being one and which has Mr. Lee's
rich singing as a feature, balanced
by Miss Cranston'3 beauty.

Johnson and Baker duplicated
their recent success at the Palace,
presenting the manipulation of

straw hats mainly lor comedy
though there are some fairly good
tricks executed. The unique methods
of the comedian are certain to pro-
voke laughter.

Valand Camble foiiowM with an-
other offering, which, while startling
in mental accompli.* merit is so
framed as to aim almost srlely at
comedy. A straight who is fresh
almost to a point o' being offensive
without driving the liking of the
audience av*ay paves the w.;y for a
display of the mathematical
miracles of a chap who must ploy
the boob on account of lacking in

stage charm.
The Four Rubin! Sisters, who look

alike to an extent that their rela-
tionship will not be questioned, offer
a musical act which has showman-
ship w.'ttten all through it. An an-
nouncement that one sister will sug-
gest their brother, Jan Rubini,
couples the act with a violinist who
has made very big in Chicago vau-
deville theatres.
Oreene sang six songs and renders

them just as well as he used to
when headline** at *h:it house
under Its two-a-day policy. He Is

talking to an extent that makes his
act part ir.onolog. He singe with
orchestra and is unassisted except-
ing that for an introduction to
"Stella" a long tax! driver comes
up and duns him fur a bill and
finally announces that ho v.ili com-
promise if the .singer will reader the

h » about "Stelhi I tkm r a yellow.*'
Rehson's orchestra moved from

tho State-1 ike for Sunday only.

theatres like the State-Lake does
not permit of care of the running
order and possible conflicts such as
is poscible in the two-a-day houses
and w'lat may be lacking in this
regard IS more than made up for to
the minds of the patrons by the
reasonable price of admission.

Fred and Ethel Eary opened the
performance with an interesting
display of a novelt> nature. Frank
Fisher and Eldrie Gilmore followed
with their comedy in which a coun-
try bumpkin is forced into a pro-
posal by a wiser girl and it gained
many laughs. "Rubeville" with
Felix Rush kept th? audience, which
gathered during the earlier acts, in
tine humor. The comedy was ap-
preciated to the limit and laughter
and applause reigned throughout.
Frederick Fradkin, violinist, with a
man accompanist at piano, started
off a little slow but when the con-
cert idea wore off. he won his full
share of appreciation.

"Stars of Yesterday" permitted
applause for vaudeville names of
long ago with some of them repre-
sented in person in a cleverly
conceived offering. The most ap-
plause went to the mention of J. w.
Kelly, "The Rolling Mill Man."
The old-timers seen in person were
well received. Barney Fagan's ap-
pearance uul dancing won the

The Plaza, up on North avenue,'
is managed by the Goleons, who
know Mm class of show business
which makes cheap vaudeville and
pictures attractive at small prices.
The show last Friday night had

no particular feature from a general
vaudeville standpoint, but every act
was applauded liberally . by the
patrons of that house and measured
up to requirements.
Ed Hastings, a comedy juggler,

GUARANTEED
STORAGE
Fully Insured

FREE
As an accommodation to the the
atrical profession you can store your
Curs with ua

FREE OF CHARGE
Tou are under no obligation

Our recommendations are many bun
dreda of theatrical patron*

Blumenfield's Fur Shop
204 State- Lake Bldg.

CHICAGO
Phone DEARHORN 1253WORK CALLED FOR

Our References
Anyone in Show Business

"EU," the Jewel
TO THE PROFESSION
Special Discount to Performers

V\HEN IN CHICAGO
State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,

Ground Floor

3

:

MILLION DOLLAR RAINBO ROOM
C lark Street, nt Lawrenee Avenue, CHICAGO

MR. FRED MANN Present!
ROWARO ULCUS PRODUCTION BEAUTIFUL

"RAINBO RAYS"
wilh Rainbo Beauty Chorun

FR\NK WFNTrilAI, nn.l Ili« RAINBO ORCHESTRA
FAMOUS DINNERS AND A LA CARTE SERVIJK

GREAT SENSATION—CHINESE EQUILIBRIST and CONTORTIONIST—The Only Act of Its Kind
THIS WEEK (JUNE 11), B. F. KEITH'S, WASHINGTON, D. C

Direction GLADYS F. BROWN, Hennessey Office
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ON THE ORPHEVM CIRCUIT

ACCLAIMED
ORPHEUM—San

#
Francisco

(Weeks May 20 and 28)

ORPHEUM Lcs Angeles
(Weeks Jane 3 and 10)

•'CHRONICLE"
"The Olson band, which comes from Portland, is as interesting as anything heard

©n the Orpheum stage this season. There are melody and rhythm, some attempt at
form and always fine tone from these nine men. They were very popular with the
matinee crowd. They subordinate the noise of jazz while getting its effect off
syncopation and strange combinations of instruments."

"EXAMINER"
r "There's a new band in town." That was all the announcement which was

given George Olsen and his orchestra. The 'boys"—nine good-looking chaps—came
from Portland and made their first appearance on any vaudeville stage yesterday.
They go possibly one step further than any organization of this type has gone in
the production of the symphonic of popular music. Each man is proficient on four
or five instruments, and each number is not only done well from a musical stand-
point, but some fine comedy pantomime is introduced in 'The Parade of the Wooden
Soldiers,' each one acting out his part, and the ensemble is entirely novel. The
climax of their act is reached in their playing of 'Choo Choo Blues,* in which the
train effect is supplied by the instruments rather than by 'traps.' When Miss Price
stepped out for an encore it seemed the audience would never let them off '.*»€

stage."

"CALL AND POST"
'The surprise act on the Orpheum. making its debut in vaudeville this week.

A 'DIFFERENT' orchestra. George Olsen, a Portland boy, and musical cohorts
with a large variety of instruments, announce themselves as 'A New Band in Town.'
They are more than «. band: they tyre finished artists in symphonic music, intro-
ducing novelties that show how thoroughly these boys have developed their playing
to where they should be the feature of every program on which they appear. Olsen
and his orchestra were booked by the Orpheum 'unsight, unseen,' simply on their
reputation from Portland. The Orpheum surely made no mistake."

"HZRALD" » /

By Guy Pi ice. /

"Speaking of Mr. Olsen and his orchestra, by the way, Is Ji:«t what everybody
will be doing ere lohg. Here is a group of syncopaters that attains about the top
note in jazz harmony. Just when the world figured it heard the last screech in
this form of popular music, along comes the unheard of Swede genius with his
gang of sway-me-to-sleep artists and messes up all the nice things we've been say*
ing about the Paul Whitemans, Abe Lymans, Isham Joneses and Art Hickmans.
With their bright and glistening instruments and well staged offering they present
a really novel effect. The train number is perhaps the best, although the military
fantasy runs it a close second. This is Olsen's first time out. A scout for the
Orpheum found them in Portland only a few weeks ago and, attracted by the fresh-
ness and originality of their work, immediately signed them for a tour."

-TIMES"
By Grace Kingsh //

"Jazz is getting softer and softer, sweeter and sweeter. So sw«»et If George
Olsen's that it might be said to be'jasmine. A jazz band has to be novel and good
to get over these days, and 'Olsen's is both."

;

—

"EJCPRES8" *

By*Pearl Rail

"Olsen and his band are something new in the way of jass artists, quite the best
yet heard here, in the harmony of their playing ajid the fine pianissimo effects
obtained. Their conceptions of 'Buddy,' a descriptive rendition, filled with imagina-
tive quality, and the 'Choo-Choo* song were exceelingly novel and attractive. Their
equipment in the way of instruments must represent a small fortune, in variety and
beauty of the brasses, wind, and particularly of the saxophones."

.got the people laughing with his
comed> and won their prai«*e for
some of his best executed tricks.
Whiif and Noir, who are e.ngers
who would have little chance in
more important houses, were a hit.

'Edwai<*s and Kelli, with some novel
"features to their act and with a
stunt of balancing not previously
seen, won enthusiastic applause,
fa Freii, Silvers and Fuller, who
.think tha» hokum wili win. no mat-
ter how presented, and offer a com-
bination in which there is neither
good singing nor good comedy and
no dancing, won an encore here.

• The Four Musical Misses, a new
personnel in an established act. ex-
•ceptinp that Mary Goodrich Read
remains, closed the show, offering
some pleising music before an ex-
ceptionally pretty drop.

Bill Jacobs and Ed Sawyer, pilot.
The plan is for these vaudeville
bookers to be on the Great Lakes
two or three weeks. Crowl and
Sawyer have been making these
trips for years and speak of the
journeys as great vacations. •

"The Damfino," motor boat, starts
on a trip shortly** with cargo con-
sisting of Nat Kalcheim, Sam Tish-
man, Dick Hoffman, Charles Crowl,

DETECTIVE
SERVICE

Licensed : Bonded

CONSULTATION
AND ADVICE

FREE!

Civil and Criminal

Investigations
Conducted by our skilled ctaft
of apecially trained operative* for

THEFTS, MIHOKHS, !H RC-
1 ARIES. FR.UDILENT
Bt'SINESS DEALS. SECVRING

EVIDENCE. Etc.

Write, Tlione or Call

RODER, Inc.
152 West 42d Street

Phones Brjunt tS*S>MS4 *

Knickerbocker Blrig

his "Let's Co" show next season.
The original cost of the production
was $20,000.

shown at the Rivoli. Leon Victor, exchange, succeeding Herb W.

The Princess, which shelters
Evident O'Brien in '•Steve," adopted
a summer schedule of prices start-
ins this week.

A shift in the wind one night last
week drew smoke from a nearby
restaurant into the Pantheon thea-
tre, a Lubliner & Trinz North Side
picture house, and .came rearly
throwing the audience into a panic.
This was averted by the quick
action of Martin A. Saxe, the man-
ager, and Will Morrison, superin- \ special benefit performance of
te.ndent ['he false alarm led to "Steve" will be given* Friday and

Eurene Vnhcyden, husband of
nnv of the Portia Sisters, now
known as "Gladys and Venus," and
manager of the act, was called to
Washington by the Federal Trade
Commission.

many people being knocked down
in the rush for the exits.

Vardon and Terry have Just re-
turned from a tour of the Panta^es
circuit, headlining the Prntages
point* west of Chicago with unusual
EUCCerf. They are at present play-
ing the Pantages time east of Chi-
cago. They are being extensively
billed pnd the act is looked upon as
a big feature for that circuit, a* is

evidenced in the way it is being
handled everywhere.

J. J Rosenthal, Kathryn Oster-
man (Mrs. Rosenthal) and young
Jack Osterman, then* son, passed
through Chicago on their way to

the Pacific coast, where they plan
to spend a month. It is reported
here that Jake has some offers from
picture people and may give them
serious consideration.

The Orpheum, being remodeled
whilf attractions are playing, will

be ready for its opening July 1,

when it will present a new front,

with a huge canopy, and be reseated
and redecorated. Jones, Linick 6c

Sihaeler plan to make a long-run
house out of this State street the-
atre.

the receipts
and children.

go to poor mothers

Metro's exploitation roan, is here
with the films and unless business
suffers the same relapse It had last

week r expects to have his hands full.

DETROIT
By JACOB SMITH

"Sp:ce of 3922," third week at
Shubert - Detroit. Business has
shown profit every week. May stay
fourth.

Given.

'Within the Law," opening fea-
ture fcr new Regent, Grand Rapids,
opening June 29. Seat* 2,000.

"Plantation Days," the eclorrd
show which Jimmy O'Neal took
abroad may be seen in Chicago
again; Maurice Greenwald is seek-
ing bookings at both Green Mill and
Terrace Gardens.

BALTIMORE
By ROBERT r. SISK

CARLIN'S ARENA — DeFeo
Grand Opera Co. in rep.; 2d week.
CENTURY— "Where the Pave-

ment Ends."
CENTURY ROOF—Cabaret.
RIVOLI—"Man of Action."NEW — "All Brothers Were

Valiant." .

GARDEN—Pop vaudeville.
PARKWAY — Her Fatal Mil-

lions."

Max Goldberg, father of Lew
Goldberg, has sold the Harper thea-
tre building at 53d and Halsted to

Herman Goodfreund for $310,000.

Fred Lowentha] was his attorney
in the transaction, and Adler &
Beck iepre«ented the purchaser.

I. Wemgarten ha* purchased the
Moss ev Fry production for "Just

• ai.ee," and plan i to use it with

Established
T^' I_Bi IT*Tnc ERA 1837

THE SU'KKMi: I'ltOI I sM(l\AI, ORCiAN OF CiKKAT I1KITA1N

ArtverliHPniPnt ratr, **. i er inch; £38 per r«P'1
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Pantec, thcjitre*- artiMn, muKiclani and mi*. Hlan*M,u*. wanted and w«"l», SIC,
thr.t lint* In. |dy ti.ch additional line Id.; displayed linra la. Annual aul>s< nption.
Po*t rr< i.aid. U. S. A. J. "<>.

lUlAorUV. 'Advert iCln« and rubli*iilnjr Ofttcra: 80 WHIInttva Wr«*t. Strand.
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The film situation here presents a
peculiar aspect this week, for Metro
has three big films in town. The
Century has "Where the Pavement
Ends"; Parkway, "Her Fatal Mil-
lions'* and New, "All the Brothers
Were Valiant." Tn competition to
these films at the big downtown
houses "A Man of Aotion" i* being

ORCHESTRA HALL — Vaughan
Glaser Players in "The Purple
Mask " Next, "Barnum Was Right."
MAJESTIC — Woodward Players

in "Why Men Leave Home"; 74th
week
GARRICK--Bonstelle Players In

"Dulcy." Next, "Dover Road."
(iKHIEUM — Johnny Elliott,

Verdi & Glenn; Frank Stiiwell;
Carey, llmnon and Marr; Altoffand
Allen: lirown and I'.irrows; The
Four Hoses; Daw.son, Lannigan and
Covet t.

Young's Million Dollar Pier, At-
lantic City, opens June 18. It will
play five acts for a full week. Harold
Kemp, of Keith family department,
will supply the hills.

An involuntary petition *ln bank-
ruptcy has been filed against Ben
Leven, publicity sgent of 25 West
43d street. New York, by George
H. Currier, who claims $1,210 cash
loan owing him..

Otto Bolle has been appointed
manager of Famous Players film

S. 8.

A PLEASANT OUTING
f.eavra daily, except Monday, from
Ituttery I.Hiidlnr. at 7:43 a. m., for

day "n aail on the
ocean to the Fi-li-
injr Itanlcw. I*afer
will make dally
trfpe.

Ev«rj arronn nidation for the lady angler.

oat can be chartered for moonlight
*xcur«ions.

Mistletoe

VACATION SPECIAL
A IIKAI TltTI.

PERMANENT WAVE
ENTIRE
HEAD *17

Oil or Strum
I.ant 6-9 Month*

Trmunandi
ruatotiirrw.

of MttanYd
Tha theatri-

cal, the buiineaa alrlt
and *<M'ietj> women from
•wry part of the United
Kiiitea all claim ourt the
mo«t eiquUKe and long-
•r-t laatlng ware. Make

your appointment now. Call Cathedral 1X4.
_____ _»-_--_-- Ml Wt«t IlltS St.

MME. BRUSH £orMr Breadway
Over Cuthman »

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
Rtenntahlp accommodation* •rranged e»n all Unrt, at Main Office
Prlcea. Boata are going very fa lit arrange early. Foreign Honey

bought anil -old. Liberty Honda bongbt and •old.

PAUL TAUS1G A SON, 104 Boat 14th St., Ren York.
Phone i fttuyreaant (1130-0137.

THE MAGIC MAN AND HIS MAGICAL MAIDS

Aft<r 38 weeks of consecutive playing, appearing in New York thfc week (June .1-13)
LOEWS AMERICAN, (June 14-17) LOEvVS GREELEY SQUARE, New York. 18 min-
utes of entertainment. A' Magician with Comedy and two winsome Girlies who sing and
dance, comprising

AC LA ZIEGFELD

MA
in "THE TOURIST"

and IM
Just Finished 30 Weeks B. F. Keith and Orpheum Circuits

r,(d wcck M .
y 13) state-Lake. Chicago. Week May 27. Palace Orpheum, Milwaukee. Week, June 3, Orpheum, Des Mo.nes. This w«ck, June 10. K.nnijptn-Orphetam, M in uapoli*.

THANK YOU, MR. KAHL Direction- JOHN BILLSBURY
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ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN'S
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• CASINO , NEW YORK
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CARNIVAL CRUSADE
(Continued from page 1)

a fee of $100 for each concession at

each stand be fixed instead of the

present plan to impose a charge of

$50 for each ride and game for

each stand, regardless of its dura-

tion.

Commissioner Coler bases his ac-

tion on the records of. his^ office

which he says demonstrate that

carnival shows which make stands

on vacant property, generally be-

longing to the city, leave in their

wake a track of demoralized chil-

dren and fill the courts with cases

of delinquency besides a multitude

All the Latest in

Summer Furs at a
Saving of Over

50%

of more serious cases involving

young girls.

The Welfare Department .
last

week caused the arreft of seven

men connected with J* carrijval

which slipped into New York and

secured a license from the License

Bureau under
f
what are alleged to

be false representations that the eo-

gigement was not for charity.

Under an "ordinance passed" June
15, 1922, the Commissioner of Public

Welfare has final jurisdiction in

granting licenses for the public so-

licitation of" contributions, and. this

power, according to a formal opin-

ion by the corporation counsel, in-

cludes carnivals working "under
auspices."

For two years the department has
carried on a fight to regulate visit-

ing shows, but has suffered more
trouble and embarrassment from the

demands of organizations and
churches for licenses to hold "ba-

zaars" than from the showmen, who
seldom appear themselves, but work
through local organizations and in-

stitutions that seek to raise funds

by this means. It has been found,

according, to the reports received by
the department, that the bene-
ficiaries of "auspices" shows receive

little revenue from visiting carni-

vals, while the shows themselves are

a source of dangerous corruption.

The showmen arrested Ignored the

/Special Discount tov
.the Profteesion

Fur* Repaired and

^ %modeled/

SUMMER SHOES ,

White, colors and chic com-

binations in dainty designs

for all occasions.

ANDREW GELLER
1656 Broadway
NEW YORK CITY

At 51.it Street

••

COLORED PERFORMERS, MALE AND FEMALE 8INGERS. ACRO-
BATIC DANCERS, RUSSIAN DANCERS, STRUTTERS, MUSICIANS,

AND SPECIALTY PEOPLE FOR

JIMMIE COOPER'S REVUE
ON THE COLUMBIA WHEEL NEXT SEASON

CALL OR WRITE NOW
Room 1009, Columbia Theatre Bldg.,

7th Ave.1 and 47th St., New York

Public Welfare Department In their

application for license, going direct

to the License Bureau, and taking
out a temporary permi^'on the rep-
resentation that no pat* of the re-

ceipts would go to charity, and the

show was an educational and recre-
ational 'affair. This eliminated the
Welfare Department. The accused
were araigned In- the Essex Market
Police Court and held for examina-
tion yesterday (Wednesday). The
same representations were made to

the Board of Education and the
show was opened on public property.

There is much speculation as to

the probable fate of the new ordi-

nance when It comes up next week.
At the public hearing recently the
Showmen's Legislative Committee
appeared against the measure, get-
ting its arguments on the record. It

is said a close division exists in the
board on the measure. Organiza-
tions have had their leaders argue
with the aldermen from their home
districts and In this way a substan-
tial opposition nas developed.

The Welfare Commissioner will

make his argument fc the enact-
ment of the ordinance on the score
that his records show that such car-
nivals as have visited the city have
been the cause of demoralizing chil-

dren, have brought about the spread
of social diseases and general im-
morality.

Acoording to Mr. Coler, traveling
showmen have tried every devious
method known to the craft to put
over an open air carnival in New
York this season in an effort to es-
tablish a precedent which could be
cited for the rest of the administra-
tion's tenure of office.

"When the Walfare Department
held a benefit at the Hippodrome,"
said Mr. Coler, to a Variety re-
porter, "to get funds for social serv-
ice work outside the formal routine
of the department, a carnival man
came to us with the proposition to
pay a lump sum of $5,000 in return
for our permission to sponsor the
engagement That opened my eyes
to the amount of money that was
being waved about.

"I have a lively suspicion that
comparatively big protection money
is being waved in the faces of minor
officials, say in sums of $1,000 and
$2,000. In the face of this situation
we have received splendid co-opera-
tion from the police department and
the other departments in keeping
track of the visiting shows of this

kind.

"Carnivals are extremely hard to

regulate. We tried last year to

maintain a system of inspection and
regulation, but found it impossible.
The shows would simply move on
city property without taking out a
license and nothing but a motor-
cycle squad would have been ca-
pable of keeping the public property.
My opinion is that nothing will

serve to control the situation but
barring them out."

New York has been singularly free
of carnivals of the larger class

through the size of the metropolis.
In the carnival world it appears to
be understood the lower part of New
York State Is poor territory for
them. The smaller outfits, though,
of late ha vs been slipping in and
out of the city, also making stands
In adjacent suburban towns.

•
•

KAHN PLAN
(Contin.-d from i>age 1)

foreign authors and 'composers In

this country.

Thts offer was tendered Mr. Kahn
by Emil Stelninger. and Fred
Wreede, over here now as repre-
sentatives of important Viennese
producing and publishing houses.
The American banker replied de-
mands upon his time recently for
similar purposes had overwhelmed
him but he pledged himself to lend
his influence and as much time as
he could spare to help further what
he considers a worthy and

% im-
portant cause. At the same time,
he expressed his warm sympathies
toward the high standard of Vien-
nese music and art.

Stelninger acted aa spokesman in
the effort to enlist the aid of Mr.
Kahn, whose various interests and
enterprises have included several in
the theatrical realms.- The Austrian
producer claimed that, regardless of
copyright, ownership or title, cer-
tain American managers have ruth-
lessly taken the principal numbers
ou^ of foreign productions without
so much as asking permission. In
many cases notorious plagiarists
and hirelings have been openly in-
structed to lift Ideas, melodies
and musical themes either bodily or
as close as they can get to them
without going to Jail, he added.
This not only robs the foreign owner
of his property, but, according to
Steininger, often entails a hardship
upon some struggling composer
abroad, who, deprived possibly of a
livelihood in his own country, has
looked wistfully across the ocean to
a land where opportunity, success
and remuneration for his brain

effort are supposed to be4 waiting.
The proposed organization if^ ex-

pected to bring about a change in

the. production of fotfeign pieces. It

is to be a protective society .,with
the plans modeled along the lin*s of

those in France, Italy, Spain, and
other countries In conjunction ^with
their respective Authors* Associa-
tions.

Stelninger has produced for the.

first time on any stage «.t his The-
atre an der Wien in Vienna som*
of the outstanding musical successes
'Of recent years. In this list are
nearly all of Franz Lehar's, includ-
ing . "The Merry Widow" and
"Gypsy Love." and many more
among them "The Chocolate
Soldier," "Her Soldier Boy"' and
"Blossom Time."

IACK TALKS:
Satisfying Our Customers

No. 138

Dear Eddie:

Just a few lines to show our appreciation in your interest in us
when we csme to you for new dress for our sot. We are unable to
express, in this letter, our gratitude to you for your suggestions and
the efforts on your part to msks our stage clothes the most talked-
of suits on every bill that we have played. We have been approached
by numerous performers with the question. "Who made those suits
for you? They srs wonderful I You look like a million dollars."

Your pals,

Kramer and Griffin

• «.F
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F :

~"lBV'*f£ l^ir OOP
.
tm&m3* *nd «*vln* them all attention noaslhto
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MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP
MACK BUILDING

Ju«t a at*p East of Broadway on 46th Street
BERT 13 AT THE 46th 8TREET STORE

H J\. i<. 1^. JL NEA
of STEPPE and O'NEAL

OPEN FOR VAUDEVILLE OR PRODUCTION FOR NEXT SEASON

WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM A COMEDIAN OF RECOGNIZED ABILITY OR PRODUCTION WHICH NEEDS LIGHT STANDARD
COMEDIAN OR STRAIGHT MAN

»/ > r .

Many thanks to Burlesque Managers for flattering offers ADDRESS: VARIETY, NJEW YORK
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know 1
J

Shanghai/
DO you know the City with Two Dresses?

Where you're one of 25,000 foreigners with
their hotels, their motors, their racing, their shops,
their parks and sports and easy brilliant social life

—

set down in the middle of 2,000,000 Chinese?

Red lacquer temples—and ice-in-a-glassi Chatter-
ing bazars crammed with quaint bargains and yel-

low smiles—and dancing at the tea hour I Whisper-
ing, six-foot streets, and a thread of alien music
from a lighted balcony—and home to dress for a
formal dinner—with the movies afterward I

Shaochai is the Bast as the cartels risea; the West's
private box at the shew.

Far away? Hot when yen know haw to 4o it—the
easiest way

YOKOHAMA SHANGHAI HONGKONG
10 days 14 day* 17 day

Largest, Finest and Fastest Steamships
' To the Orient

Canadian Pacific
IT SPAHS THE WORLD

B. T. STEBBIHG . Gen. A«t., Pes*. Dept., Madison A**, at 44th St.. Maw York

J<r--^X.

^mh^frrll

.s worn by Mr. Clifton Webtj
(the best dressed man on the

/American stage; now appearing

(in the successful musical show-

Jack andJill:
One of Five Styles of

Lion-Dura
CollarsSemi

Soft
Lion Collars &Shirts Inc. Makers of Lion Collars.TroyNY

and costumes for the special per-
formances of "Phedre," by Racine,
which is to be mounted at the Opera
June 7 for the annual joy ride of

Ida Rubinstein, who will be sup-
ported by a phalanx of clever ar-
tistes.

rection of F. Bastide, and Let Pan-
tlns, controlled by Henri Derys, are
to join forces and will present the
best works Of their united reper-
toire for a month.

IN LONDON

(Continued from Page 2)

to the Lyceum as far as this class
of show la concerned In the West
End. As already stated in Variety,
the autumn drama will be provided
by Seymour Hicks and Ian Hay.
Until then the plans for the occu-
pation of the theatre are undecided.
"Ned Kean," despite its genuinely
enthusiastic welcome, will only have
run a month when It comes off.

Carter, the magician, la looking

REICHERT'S
Celebrated Grease Paints

and Cosmetics
On Sale at All Costumer*. Drafgiete and

Department Stores.

JULIUS PAULY, Inc.,
SOLB AQBNTS

36 E. 21st St.. NEW YORK. N. Y

for a West End house, and Andrew
White has arrived from America
with power to negotiate.

Loic Puller, with her ballet girls,

were the centre of attraction at the
Union Interalliee when they gave
a performance in the gardens of
this political club organization.

Roy Barton (late accompanist tot

Tom Layman, now returned to the
JJnited States) and Jack Edwards,
^irho appeared In "Chuckles" in Lon-
don last year, are engaged to appear
in the second edition of the Casino
de Paris revue, and afterwards to
sing at the Perroquet cabarel, ad-
joining.

•

An eleven - year - old composer.
Rota Rinaldi, is to conduct his own
oratorio at Tourcoing, France,
shortly. Friends of the prodigy de-
clare the composition is written to
the closest rules of musical techni-
cality.

Iris Hoey produced a new comedy
by Eric Barber entitled "Jill, the
Giant Killer," at Newport. Mon-
day. May 28. Should the piece
prove a success in the provinces It

will eventually be seen In the West
End.

Nikita Balieff offered a special
free matinee yesterday (June 1» of
his present "Chauve Souris" pro-
gram at the Theatre Femlna foi.tbe
local theatrical people. There was
an overflowing audience.

Marcel Simon, who manages the
Scala and likewise plays lead in
the various revivals at this play-
house, has been engaged by Qulnson
for the Palais Royal next season.
The property of the "Cafe Concert"
(as described In legal N

advertise-
ments) of the Scala, has recently
been put up for sale with a reserve
price of 2.500.000 francs. The pur-
chaser of this plot of ground is not
yet given out.

PARIS

Paris. June 6.

Leon Bakst has returned to Paris
after a profitable visit to the United
States. Bakst is a Russian pro-
ducer operating in France, and his
first effort is to design the scenery

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
14* W. Mtb St., N. T.
Phone F1U Bay tS44
HmnA for C*.t n)omv*

Irene, Miriam and Phyllis Mor-
|

mein, of Chicago, who debuted in

Europe at the London Victoria Pal-
ace, expect to visit Paris this sea-
son. It was John T. MoCutchcon,
cartoonist, who encouraged the
dancers to enter vaudeville.

Mme. Georgette Leblanc, French
actress, wife of Maurice Maeter-
linck, Belgian playwright, has ar-
rived here after two years in New
York. She intends to spend a sum-
mer vacatiton in France, during
which she may appear for * series
of performances in Paris prior to
her return to the United States.

Harry Cahill, recently at the Ab-
beye de Theleme Bhie Room Cab-
aret, is dancing partner for Mile.
Spinelly In the revised version of
the Rip Revue /it the Theatre du
Vaudeville.

The two Independent theatrical
groups. La Grimage, under the'dl-

'flrf-Jjm4&C4

Alhambra—Carmo and Co., magic,
with sketch, "Thrown to the Lions";
Alex, comic singer; The Saschoff;
Brothers Malvy, equilibrists; Jolly
Johnny Jones and Co., eccentrics;
Valentine Calzelll, violinist; Hia-
wabba and Unimbaba, monkeys.

WITH THE MUSIC MEN
A convention of the 'Music Indus-

tries Chamber of Commerce held
at the Drake hotel, Chicago, proved
a success and it is said that 20,000
manufacturers of musical instru-
ments in all parte of the United
States were represented by the as-
sociation. One speaker compared
prosperity to harmony in these
terms:
"Business generally Is largely a

matter of harmony," he said.
"The etate we call prosperity Is a

matter of rhythm in keeping all 'the
industries in tune and all the work-
ers in step. The modern Industrial
and business organization Is some-
thing like a great orchestra In
which you bring together every
kind of instrument."

Bernard Levitow, leader at the
Hotel Commodore, New York, will
leave June 14 for a summer engage-
ment at the New Grlswold Hotel,
New London, Conn.

Johnny Fink is professional man-
ager for Forster of Chicago.

THEATRICAL 0UTFTTTEE8
1580 Broadway New York City

THEATDICAL CUT'

i

THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO Inc
22) W,u 39 $t NEW YORK

Styles That Are Copied
The individual ladies and entire

companies are choosing Wlnkelman
creations. They are really Are*

showing".

$10
$12.50 Values

Winkelmaii
Style in Quality Footwear

21 West 42nd St.

"New York

'

PhiUuh Iphia

tutu

BILLY

CLASON
"Just Songs and Sayings"

Withe* to Thank
•

Everybody Responsible for

the Following Route
Just Completed

Sept. 1*—Winnipeg

Sept. 25—-Travelling /

Oct. 2—Vancouver (2 WEEKS)
Oct. 16—Seattle, Wash.
Oct. 22—Portland, Ore.

Oct. 28—Orpheum, San Francisco

Nov. 4—Oakland, Calif.

Nov. 11—8acramento and Fresno
Nov. 18—Golden Gate. San Francisco
Nov. 25—Orpheum, Lot Angeles

Dec. 4—Mill St., Lea Ang,i«,

Dec. 11—Salt Lake City
Dec. 18—Denver, Colo.

Dec. 27—Lincoln, Neb.
Dec. 31—Sioux City, Iowa

Jan. 7—SL Paul, Minn.
Jan. 14—Hennepin, Minneapolis

Jan.21-.Des Moines, Iowa
Jan. 28—Omaha, Neb.

Feb. 4—Orpheum, Kansas City
Feb. 11—Palace, Chicago

Feb. 18—Memphis '

Feb. 28—New Orleans

Mar. 10— Dallas, Texas
Mar. 17^-Houston, Texas
Mar. 24—San Antonio, Texas

April 1—Fort Worth, Texas
April 8— Little Rock, Ark.
April 18—Tulsa and Oklahoma City
April 22—Wichita> Kansas
April 28—State- Lake, Chicago

May 5—St. Louie

May 12—Main 8t^ Kansas City
Return Date

May 19—Des Moines—Return Date
Mey 28—Minneapolis—Return Data

June 3—SL Paul—Return Date
June 10—Palace, Chicago

Return Date

ONMYWAYEAST

Many thanks for ell the
flattering offers for next sea-

son, which it still open for

a satisfactory one.

P. 8— I am still under LEW '

GOLDER'S THUMB. J

Permanent address for the summers

336 West 46th Street

NEW YORK CITY

Longacre 4219

lfciMti
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Mile. MARGUERITE and FRANK GILL
SPENDING THE NEXT TWO MONTHS

AT THEIR SUMMER HOME
"GILLHAVEN"

HANCOCK POINT. MAINE

For Two Splendid Seasons in the

First Music Box Revue

Sincere Thanks to

MR. SAM H. HARRIS, MR. IRVING BERLIN
and MR. HASSARD SHORT

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
By L. B SKEFFINGTON

LYCEUM—Lyceum Players in

"Meant at Man in the World."

EASTMAN — "The Ne'er Do
Well": Louise Lorlnp, Vladimir

Dubinsky, Eastman orchestra.

FAY'S—Little Lord Roberts and

Co.. Three June Qlrto, Adams and

Stone. Jahrl and George, Clifford

and De Rex, Marjorie Burton, "The

Stranger's Bequest," feature.

PICTURES—Piccadilly, "The Sin

- COUPON
AND

BOOK STRIP!

WELPON.WllLIAMS&UCIK
FORT SMITH .ARK.

Flood": Regent, "Stars of Jealousy'

and 'The Nth Commandment."

Fairly good business for this sea-

son is the rule here. Taking Fay's
as a barometer. It is etill running
good. When the season slumps the

house closes.

When the lease of the Fenny-
veasevs on the Family expires next
year it i« probable that house will

close forever.

LOS ANGELES
By ED KRIEG

-

Qua'ty acts and good names re-

sulted in a succession of hits at the

Orpin lira with speeches and air the

trimmings that go with important

bills. Fannie Briee, headlining for

second week, repeated the same rou-

FRANK
BERNARD

tin, which sufficed to stop the show.
Blossom Seeley and Co. proved the

most important of the current ar-
rivals and was second in the billing.

Miss Seeley looked exceedingly well,

wore gorgeous gowns and worked in

peppy style. Benny Fields is promi-
nent at all times, and when not in

view joins with excellent harmony
off stage. His comedy number
scored individually. Gould and
Thorr* assist creditably. The act
scored tremendously and the encore
bit W:th Miss Seele3', Fields and
Clayton and Edwards joining with
impromptu comedy, developed the
biggest comedy knockout possible,
necessitating speeches.

George Olsen and his Orchestra
(New Acts), following all the hits,

closed remarkably well. Edwin and
Jane Connelly kept\the hotise In-

tensely interested between laughs.
FraMr Whitman, with h(*« trick

violin playing, smart remarks and
good Russian dance finale while
violinlng. left them applauding after
numerous bows. Lou Clayton and
Cliff Edwards, fifth, repented their
big hit of last week. Hazel and
Bert Skatelle started the show to
enthusl.ism. despite some difficulty

with the orchestra. Their speedy
dance evolutions on rollers and the

comedy element elicited apf4»use
throughout. Joseph*.

comedy material, In addition to their
delivery and bicycle stunts, scored
big laughs and applause, opening.

Fred Walton and Mary Brant did
exceedingly well in third spot. Nick
Cogley and Co. in "The Striped
Man," a comedy dramatic playlet
with a good cast, including Hershall
Mayall, Marshall Louis and Bull
Durham, showed good possibilities.

Cogley as the old darky and Mayall
as the sheriff gave admirable per-
formances. Elfrleda Wynne and
Georges Simondet, assisted by a
mixed quartette, presented a high-
class singing offering in second spot.
M-'ss Wynne's and Simondet's splen
did voices registered solidly.

Joa**th*.

gave a midnight frolic, the
commencing at 11:30 p. m.

show

Frederick and Fanny Hat ton have
arrived in Los Angeles and are to
start writing at the Fox studios.

Amy Leslie is in Oakland as
guest cf Margaret Angliu.

the

Rex W, Mldgley. owner, e; the
American. Oakland, was nere for a
few days.

Irene Pavloska, Chicago grand
Opera, is visiting in Jx>s Angeles.
She will leave shortly on a concert
tour.

Johr. Steele will appear at Crau-
Btan's Metropolitan. beginning
June 10.

The young . son of Guy Price,
dramatic critic of "The Herald,'' has
been discharged iron} the Children's
hospital, where he underwent a
major operation.

SENSATIONAL
DANCER

Closed

Saturday

Night,

June 9,

with

'Bombo'
Opened
Thursday
Night,

June 14,

in

"THE
PASSING
SHOW
OF

1923"

Many

Thanks

to

the

Messrs.

Shubert

for

a

Most

Wonderful

Season

COMMENTS OF THE PRESS

"The Whirl of the World." at the

Pantages this week, is compo«e»i of

bits from two or mors- so-called

former Shubert units, arranged for

the Pan houses. This, the second
visit to the coast, surpassed its

predecessor in comedy, held up in
the dancing section, and had a
choruj of 20 girls that measures up
to average, but is lamentably weak
in singing principals. Delano 1 v!^
shines as the featured comedian,
and his clever eccentric dance
toward the finish tied up the show.
Harry Dobson aids in the comedy
successfully. The court s^ene stood
out in the comedy line, and the min-
strel strut was the best girl num-
ber. The vaudeville section was be-
low par, the management evidently
realizing, it added Carl McCulIough
at the night show. The latter easily
carried the honors in that section,
stopping the show with songs and a
good monologue. His impression of
a girl in a telephone booth was a
wow
Cooper and Seamon, hand-to-

hand artists, who open and close
with a few chords on violins and a
piano started the show. A dance
revue, with a man and four girls,
was second. Edward Carlton, a
tenor with a piano accompanist,
filled the next spot, with McCul-
Iough preceding the revue part.
There is considerably more enter-
tainment in these revues than in
the usual Pan road shows, and they
are good business builders.

Josephs.

Average bill at the Hill Street,
featuring the De Marcos, who gave
the show an artistic finish with
their fine ballroom dancing, accom-
panied by a Hawaiian sextette of
string' Instruments* Jack Ostevman,
repeating within eight weeks, got a
reception easily warranting his
early return. The young monologist
was In rare form and uncorked
oodles of new material. His dis-
tinctive style made next-to-closing
the bright spot of the show. Paul
Gordon and Ame Rica, with their
routine now containing sufficient

"Shuffle Along." the colored show
which closed Saturday at the MASOn,

GROPPER'S
FINE LUGGAGE

SOLE AGENT FOR BAL
THEATRICAL TRUNK

HOTKL NOHMANDIU BLOC.
1 K. eor. 38th, «ft B'war, N. V. C

I'nONEi riTZROT 3849

NOW ON DISPLAY
\ WOXDKRITL COLLECTION OI

MID-SUMMER
HATS

Something Different.

160 W. 45th St., New York City
Two Doors East of Broadway

«0% Oiictwit to N. V. A. ( froa aa N. V. A.

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS

—L - .1'

bartram and saxton

the best bet

of the year for

musical comedy

ZIT'S

"He's a male

Pavlowa, the

greatest eccentric

dancer ever

seen.

VARIETY
"He's a mas-

ter of the split;

i sensational

wonder."

NEW YORK
"GLOBE"
"Young Frank

Bernard accom-

plishes some of the

strangest, most dif-

ficult and most in-

teresting maneu-

vers yet dignified

with the name of

dancing."

PHILADELPHIA
"PUBLIC LEDGER"

" 'Bombo* has several excellent

dancers, young Frank Bernard be-

ing the best and limberest etcentric

stepper we have seen in years. That

boy's legs suggest nothing so much

as cooked macaroni. He can send

any part of each one flying in any

direction, and do it gracefully and

with artistry, too.

GEORGAUS TRIO
"EUROPEAN MARKSMEN DE LUXE"

NEW ACT, NEW SCENERY
This Week (June 9), Palace, Chicago Next Wk. (June 17), Majestic, Milwaukee

Week of July 1, Majestic, Chicago Week of July 8, Grand, St. Louis

Week of July 15, Main Street, Kansas City

SCENERY BY FLAGG STUDIOS EXPERTS I FACILITIES

^RESULTS
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LOOK LOOK LOOK

NED
t Opening De Luxe

1

*

Inc.
THE MILLION DOLLAR CORPORATION****************

POSITIVELY THE GREATEST OVERNIGHT FOX-TROT SENSATION IN MUSICDOM
*:

IN A

WITH YOU
BY NED NORWORTH AND HARRY STOVER

ORCHESTRATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL COPIES NOW READY

* * 3fc 3fc * * * "* * ft $t * * * m

A DIFFERENT KIND OF A MELODY WITH A SYMPHONIC ARRANGEMENT

'

By NED NORWORTH and CARL LIPMAN
•

HOLDER
By CARL LIPMAN and KENNETH NICHOLS

THE horse; that beat spark plug
A HAPPY, GO-LUCKY, SUMMERY, WHISTLY, CONTAGIOUS
UNGERING MELODY—AND WHAT A HONEY THIS LYRIC IS !

A POPULAR EXPRESSION LYRIC
P. S—REMEMBER, THIS HORSE WON THE BROWN DERBY

WHEN I THOUGHT I HAD YOU ALL TO MYSELF

SOMEBODY STOLE YOUAWAY
By HARRY STOVER-DAVE R1NGLE-JOE FETCHER

ROSE WATER
A SISTER TO WITCH HAZEL

BY NED NORWORTH and KENNETH NICHOLS
A WEALTH OF COMEDY PUNCH-LINES PACKED FULL OF

LAUGHS AND SCREAMS

*
* *

LYRIC BY CARL LIPMAN and VINCENT MARQUISE**********
MESSRS. LIPMAN, NICHOLS, STOVER, VINCENT, SULLIVAN, HOWELL

* *

* *
, *
* *

MUSIC BY NED NORWORTH
9f 3P 7F 7F ifp.

LEGAL ADVISER, BEN EHRLICH

AND, OH, GOSH DARN IT, I'M TOO BASHFUL TO MENTION MYSELF. SEE YOU SOONER. GOO-BYE

STATE-LAKE BLDG., CHICAGO
WILL OPEN OFFICES IN NEW YORK SOON

NEDDIE
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EIGHTEEN MONTHS OF CONTINUED SUCCESS
»

•

THE FAMOUS MOTION PICTURE AND STAGE STAR

Supported by WILTON WELCH

in "A DAY AT THE STUDIO"
A Novelty Motion Picture Production Act Written and Devised by Wilton Welch

/

KEITH'

Direction MAX HAYES Personal Management WILTON WELCH

H. Y. RODEO
(Continued from page 1)

Austin's direction, when the novel

stunts drew sensational business.

The Garden evenls were the Oral

of the kind given in the east but

the contests were somewhat limited

because indoors. In the ball pavk
relay races which were missed at

the Garden will be one of the feat-

ures, along with steer bulldogging
and roping contests. Champions of

the western rodeos held up to

August are expected here and be-
cause the daily prize money will

be us much as for the ttnala in

other meets, virtually every not^'l

rodeo star of the west will be
attracted.

An immense coca-mat is being
made to cover the playing diamond
and moat of the outfield at the

JAMES MADISON says

If a flea is parked on a physi-
cian, does he seek a watery
grave when he jumps off the
"doc"?

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
as an author, have developed in
me "audience iiiHtinct." That's
why most of my nets "get over."

My laugh laboratory is at

1493 Broadway, New York.

I ALSO IS8UE
everv month a COMEDYSKRVIC E (the highest
priced printed matter in the
world), each issue containing
a new and strictly original
monologue, double routine
and miscellaneous gags. It's

intended exclusively for top-
notchers. No. 11 now ready,

)
price $2; or the first 11 issues.

! $12; or any 4 for $5. Yearly,
[subscriptions (12 issues), $15.'

Yankees' grounds. Hulldogging and
roping will take place on the mat.
The parks prtsent track will be

widened for the relay races, to be

contested for by men and women.
Girls etitrants will be required to

change mounts on each lap. In

addition the men riders will be re-

quired to change saddles also, al-

though the races will not be mixed
as in some of the western meets.

The weekly cost of the Rodeo will

approximate $100,000. That almost,

doubles the reputed weekly operat-

ing of the Kinglings'. Barnum and
Bailey circus, said to cost $55,000

each week. Austin's expenses in

addition to the prize money includes
transportation of broncos from
Cheyenne and stock from Texas
points. There will be 150 head of

cattle, that including steers Used
for bulldogging and calves for

roping contests. In all there will

be about 400 head of stock whleh
will be quartered xinder the Yankees
grandstand.
The rules as for other ir.eets of

the kind are strictly in accordance
to the Rodeo Association, the entry
list being open to all comers. Con-
testants must lay down entry fees

each day before the contests There
were 97 competitors in the Garden

meet with indications the coming
events will attract many 200 con-
testants, it is not geneiaiy knewn
that some of the Garden meet's
events had so many entries that not
all the events were completed <Hir-

ir.g tho day. Several times Uiort
were a il?Sen or more eontosts after

the audiences had gone, the i om-
petitors then continuing for the
prize money.
Three judges decide the winners

In all Rodeos, the same apply' ur,

for New York's meet. One judge
will be selected by Austin, one ty
the contestants and those two
judges appoint a third. Brent* ;.t

the Yankee field will be held after-
noon and night. Prices for the matt-
nee curds will be $2 top, the same
scale as for baseball, with the night
scale at $3 top.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
PERMANENTLY REMOVED
From face, neck and arma by the

only auorcBPfut method in the world.

POSITIVE AND PAINLER8.
NO RERDLKS Ort CHKMICALS DSED.

Has no 111 effects on the akin or health
and la particularly effective In tub-
born cases where other methods failed.
Physicians' in vest I cations solicited.

Free booklet.

N. Y. Cosmo-Plastic Inst.,

347 Fifth Ave.
Opp. Waldorf. Suite HOI. Ashland 6174

l'hysicians In attendance.

We are desirous of engaging pro-

ducer with sufficient musical
comedy experience to enable him
to participate in production work
for high-grade motion picture
theatre in Chicago. Must pos-
sess ability to inject originality

into acts. Write and state age
and experience. Splendid oppor-
tunity for person of ability.

ADDRESS BOX 100, VARIETY,
STATE LAKE THEATRE BLDG.,

CHICAGO

SHUBERTS AND WHITE
(Continued from page 1>

atre in New Haven all this week.
There are some six scenes in

"Scandals" that are duplicated in

the- new Winter Garden revue.
Some say that H. Robert Law, when
in Europe, adapted these for White's
use, and that J. J. Shubert simul-
taneously noted them tor his "Pass-
ing Show." It is known, however,
that the Shuberts were well repre-
sented in Atlantic City when White
opened, and that they had full time
to see the "Scandal" adaptations of
the European scenes before they
completed work on their own.
Meanwhile the Shuberts had pub-

licly announced that the "Passing
Show" would open next Monday in
Philadelphia for two weeks. This
would have given White, who comes
to the Globe, New York, next Mon-
day, a two weeks* start on Broad-
way. This announcement was has-
tily withdrawn on the same day that
White moved his scenery into Shu-
berts' New Haven theatre for the
full week. But there were no ads
in the Philadelphia Sunday papers,
so the Shuberts must have known
what they were going to do im early
as last Thursday, at least.

Five of the comedy skits in the
"Passing Show" were quietly sent
to the Audubon (Fox vaudeville) to
be tried out. Day and night dress
rehearsals were instituted, and the
company was notified that the show
would open "cold" Thursday, four
days before the White show could
possibly get on the main stem.
The principal scenes duplicated

are a Duke of York wedding specta-
cle, a human chandelier and a new
style of fashion display. The sets
are7 close copies in both instances of
London and Paris scenes, the Paris
ones being direct take-offs from the
illustrated programs of the Folies
Bergere, which publishes flashlights
in colors of its main scenes.
The "Passing Show" started re-

hearsals two weeks ago Monday,
making a record opening for a big
revue of a premier within seven-
teen days of the first company call,

and a Broadway premiere at that.

The show was built, produced,
dressed and rehearsed in that time,

complete.
The White staff claims to have

foreseen the Shubert coup. Whit%
mighfhave advanced his New York
opening had he not opened in New
Haven, as the Globe is dark, but
a representative of his this week
said tha* he preferred to work the

week out of town and get his show
in perfect readiness, having no great
fear of the effects resulting from
the Winter Garden "scoop" of the

half dozen scenes.
One of White's spokesmen went

as far as to intimate that the "Pass-
ing Show" did not have rll the six

scenes until after his opening in At-
lantic City, after which several were
rushed in. It was also hinted in

New Haven that the Shuberts were
prepared to enjoin White and for-

cibly hold his scenery in their house,
should he suddenly decide to jump
into New York before completing
his wee which. White says, he at

no time contemplated.
Allan Foster, who is staging the

"Passing Show" numbers, was in

London all this spring, and person-

M INERS
MAKEUP

Est. Henry C. Miner. Inc.

ally saw and studied the features

in dispute. Law crossed with Fos-
ter, in a matter of joint Interest,

but while over there kept his eyes
open on behalf of White, with whom
he is interested in "Scandals," at
least to the extent of building the
production.

It is customary for revue pro-
ducers to "choose" scenes in the Eu-
ropean capitals annually, the pro-
ducers across the water being even
more free-and-easy in sniping u»»

novelties in New York and in rival

foreign cities, so that instances have!

been known where a scene origi-

nated in New York was copied by
London from New York, by Paris
from London, by Berlin from Paris,

by Vienna from Berlin, and by New
Vork again as brand new from
Vienna.

:^

TAYLOR-XX
Perpetual popularity over 62

years could only he attained

by proven performance.

Buy Now at

$75
TAYLOR'S

28 E. Randolph St., CHICAGO
210 W. 44th St., NEW YORK

LAST FEW DAYS

OF FINE FOOTWEAR
2489 PAIRS

Big

Reduction

—

NEWEST MODELS
HIGHEST QUALITY
A wale that warrant* the

attention of ererj well dressed
woman who desires the op-
portunlt.r of savins; 25*'. to M%
on her footwear. BHANK'8
SHOES are weU known for
quality, Myle and perfeet fit.

Reg. $12 to $15 Values

$7-95

ALL THE
LATEST
STLYES

High and Low
Heels

In BED, BLUE,
GREEN. GREY,

BEIGE.
CHAMPAGNE,
PATENT
LEATHER
SATIN,
ALSO

IN SUEDE
and Combinations

AU
Regular Stock

Ho
Odds and Ends

1

1

WHITE KID HANDMADE NOVELTY
FOOTWEAR Included in this sale.

Open Evenings Till 10

845 Eighth Ave.
AT Slst HTREE1
Mm k W. of Bw

EET,
Iway.

Hsmf

MWESTON and ELINE grace
Wish to pratefuih aeknowled-o their u«;ttinulr to Messrs.

Alexander Pantages, Ed Milne, Ed Fischer, Chas. Hcdgkins and Mise Nan Elliott
for their cordial kindnesses and courtesies extended to us while playing the Pairtage* < jrctiit. VVc also wish to thank the following acts wIki he1r*ec1 11 akc our tour
a very pleasant one:

JAN RUBIN!, "BITS AND PIECES/' NELSONS, PATIENCE AND DAVE THURSBEY
Kahhfullv,

JOE WESTON and GRACE ELINE,
"The Upper and Underworld Pair"
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A Maraviglia Piano Accordion
i + a Little Practice

? = Big Earnings

r

—

I Clip and Mail
LYON & HEALY. Inc.

76-9! Jackson Boulevard, Chicago
Please tell me how I can make a Mara-

r

l
vigli a Piano Accordion pay for itaelfand

• yield a big income.

I Name
I Address *••.»•**a —— —^» »--«»»« !«, im i —i———*—

PIERSANTI, Ft
I

Teacher, tmyti

Pupils every time.
the MaroAtgiia to my
k. h has no equal."

Stage and Orchestra Now Offer
Great Opportunities

Would you like to add a

new and permanent feature

to your turn—one that will

win you big earnings and
even greater popularity ? The
Maraviglia will do that for

YOU in a short time.

Contrary to popularbelief,

the Piano Accordion is not
difficult! No knowledge of
harmony is necessary! A lit'

tie consistent practice with
the chart we furnish will

make you master of the
Maraviglia.

Pietro's Victor Records
have stimulated great popu*
lar interest in this instru-

ment. For stage and orchestra,

work, it is meeting with ever*

increasing favor.

Why not take advantage

of this interest? Your uv
creased earnings will quickly

pay for the instrumentatnew
low price of$400 (terms one*

fifth down,balance monthly).
After that—Velvet!

Mail coupon today for

details!

Expert Italian method of tuning and repairing employed. Work done promptly, or—we
will take your old instrumaxt in on a new Alaraviflia Chromatic or Piano Accordion

IXON<&HEALY
kvestthing known

in anno
FOUNDED D* TUB

76-91 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

NEW ORLEANS
By O. M. SAMUEL

ST. CHARLES.—Saenger riayers
in "It's a Boy."
STRAND.—"The Bright Shawl"

(fUm).
LIBERTY—"The Isle of Lost

Ships" (film).
PALACE—Vaudeville.
CRESCENT—Vaudeville.

Jerked from the scene entrance land-
ing of the theatre by a passing
hoodlum. Foy sustained a fracture
of the skull as he fell to the side-
walk. The old fellow may pull
through, but his battle Is bound to
be a hard one.

Earl Steward has reconsidered
and will return as manager of the
Orpheura. Steward resigned as
manager of the theatre at the close
of the past season, but the persua-
sive insistency of Marcus Heiman,
together with the lure of an increase
In salary, caused him to retrace his
steps to the path of the local "big-
timer." Steward returns to New
Orleans Aug. 1.

Eugene Foy, electrician of the Tu-
lane for years, suffered a serious
accident last week, when he was

FRENCH SHOES
Far Ob and Off Mar*

tSBMOT
•f SHwi
SUM*
Vtm»

Statf r«r Catslstus

West 45th St., at No. 154
Opu. I.;<eum The*. Bet. B'wij and C'b Ave.

Again the Saenger Amusement
Co. is brought to the bar. This time
it Is at the behest of Independent
exhibitors, who have found a state
law they feel will react to dissolve
the corporation. Trial of the offi-

cials was scheduled for this week,
but has been postponed.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
By CHE8TER B. BAHN •

STRAND—First half "The Tiger's
Claw."

,
ROBBINS-ECKEL— First half,

"Only 38."

EMPIRE—First half—"Is Divorce
a Failure?"
SAVOY—First half, "Streets of

New York."
CRESCENT — First half, "You

Can't Fool Your "Wife."

Giving a new twist to the old

amateur night stunt, Keith's, in

co-operation with the Syracuse
Hearst newspapers, will inaugurate
the first of a series of ''Novice
Nights" on Friday night of this

week.
The Syracuse "Telegram" and the

H'M
PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

Back to Prc-War Prices

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City. Sand for Catalogue.
Used trunk* e»wi ahopicorn suuinle* of all standard makes alxcays on hand

SAMUR NATHANS
SOLE AGENT FOR HAM
TRUNKS IN THE EAST

529-531 Seventh Ave., New York City
Phone: Fitz Roy 0620 Between 38th and 39th Str ets

Jfcr Economical Trontportotlo*

/(HEVROIFT
i

The obvious quality of a Chevrolet
closed car makes instant appeal to

the discriminating observer.

Closer inspection discloses an inte-

rior of refinement and comfort.

The engineering excellence and full

equipment definitely establish it as

a quality product.

Nevertheless, being the world's larg-

est producer of high-grade closed

cars, the Chevrolet Motor Company
is able to quote prices surprisingly

low.

Prices f. o. ». FUni, Michigan

SUPERIOR .SUPERIOR Tourina . .

SUPERIOR Utility Caupa .

SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR ,,

SUPERIOR Light Dallrary
UtUtty Expraaa Truck *

Dealers and Service Stations Everywhere

Chevrolet Motor Company
Division of General Motor* Corporation

Detroit, Michigan
"Sunday American" dramatic de-
partments are registering ambitious
Syracuse amateurs and will turn
them over to the Keith theatre for
tryouts on "Novice Nights."

For the first time since the estab-
lishment of the Hearst Syracuse
newspapers, the Savoy, one of the
principal downtown first-run film

houses, was represented in the Tele-
gram-American advertising columns
this week. The Savoy is operated
by the Interests controlling the Syr-
acuse Journal.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
By HARDIE MEAKIN

The Shriners have come and gone,

the old town is settling back into

normalcy, and as soon as the local

theatregoers get their breath ngain
the theatres may get some business.

The two stocks are continuing. The
President did fairly well with "Abies
Irish Rose" last week, and is evi-

dently figuring that this week will

cover up any Josses suffered during
the past one, os the piece Is being
continued. Although hints are out

that this is the last week for the
Smith- Duffy organization, definite

announcements arc not as yet forth-

coming.

Qeorge Marshall is making a flght

to stem the tide, having imported
Ixiuell Sherman for a two weeks'
cjifjascment in "Lawful Larc*nv."

The show and Sherman are getting
splendid notices.

The Gayety, after It's one week
of burlesque, during Which little

profit showed, has again turned off

the lights, to remain dark for the
summer.

The advance publicity given by
Hearst in his two local publications
will undoubtedly give his Cosmopoli-
tan production, "Enemies of Wom-
en," a big week at Moore's Rlalto."
Loew's Palace has Walter Hiers In
"Sixty Cents an Hour," while the
other Loew house, the Columbia, has
"The Exciters," with l>be Daniels
and Antonio Moreno. This picture
also has had good publicity, due to

the fact that Senator Bankhead's
daughter Beula was featured Jn the
stage version of the story and that
the piece had its first showing here.
Crandall'a Metropolitan has "The
Isle of Lost Ships" and the return of
Daniel Breeskin to direct the or-
chestra.
The advent of Mr. Breeskin was

given great publicity by Harry
Crandall who has had this con-
ductor directing his Savoy theatre
orchestra, one of his smaller resi-
dential district houses

STUDIO FOR RENT
Mirror*, grand plana anltabla for dsne-

ers. musician*. fiublet for summ*r
montha or bjr hour. Call 137 Madison
Ave.. New York. Studio l-lf-li A. M.

MIN8KY BROS.

NATIONAL WINTER GARDEN
THEATRE

Second Avenue and Houston Street
Phohe Orchard 2772-3

CAN BE RENTED
FOR

REHEARSALS, Etc.
COMPLETELY EQUIPPED, DURING
JUNE—JULY—AUGUST

FIVE LELANDS
HUMAN JUGGLERS

THIS WEEK (June 10)—PALACE, CHICAGO Direction PAUL DURANTE
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BACK AGAIN AFTER A NINE MONTHS TOUR OF THE PANTAGES CIRCUIT

WW PLAYING HIE MARCUS LOEW GREATER NEW YORK HOUSES
A BRAND NEW ACT

':

\r

r
•

Thanks to MR. J. H. LUBIN
Direction SAM FALLOW—A Real Live Wire

BOOKED SOUD UNTIL JULY 16, THEN TO GREENWOOD LAKE, N. Y., FOR THE SUMMER

LETTERS
When ••diss for mall «o

VAHIKTY addreu Mall Clerk
POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING or
CIRCULAR LKTTRHS WILL
NOT BB ADVBRTIIBD.
LKTTICRS ADVERTISED IN
OWE ISSUE ONLY.

Adair Mtsi B
Alia Roscoe
Allen Mrs. W
Australian Delaoa

Badall A Nat all Co
Ball Addle
Berlin M
Berer Baa
Btroa Durrall
Blaka Mabla
Blanohard Cliff
Bradford Edith
Brooka Arthur
Brown Jeaala
Brown Bam

Chain Dall
Clark Floretta
Coldaa Louis

Conlln Rajr
Connal M
Cowan Luceta
Craig- Beatrlca

Data Marjorls
D'Argey Grace
Davon Hattia
Dorana Tha
DuFor Baba
DuNord Viola

Elliott A La Tour
Eatella Babetta

Farrell Jack
Vielda KUtr
Flaher Mlas
Flahar Maria
Flaher Marion

!LLERtfS®£

The World's largest

manufacturers of the-

atrical footwear. We
fit entire companies,
also individual order:

NEW XORK—15M B'way at 48th St.

CHICAGO—State and Monro* Sta.

Florey Eileen
Ford Dolly
Forreat Amy
Franka Jeaale
Friend Al

Gardiner Frank
Germalae Mark
Gilbert Idel
Gordon Vera
Goodman Johnny
Gou'.d Madeline
Grant Colin
Grelner Geo

Harvard 11 A K
Hill Anna
Holden Maria
Houah Jack

Jacquea M.aa L
Jarrow Mr
Jlmea Henry

Kay Mn
Kelly Claude
Kelly Florence

Lamore Harry
Leighton Blanch
Lester Lillian
Leater Nellie
Lewla J
Llnatte Dag-mar
Lockhard William
Lcrd Miaa M
Mag-am John'
Mammy Mlas
Marchaal Mra R
Mahonette Coral
Meyers Mrs A

CHICAGO OFFICE
Anderson Lucille , Burton Eflls
Athenla Miss I Burtoa Richard
Barbae Beatrice I Braase Stella

McGood Charles
McOulness J

Parlor Bedroom A
Bath

Patton Jack
Perln Ethel
Pierre A Pare
llanty Mabel

Query Edmond
Quillan Buster

Redding Miss F
Remington Mayme
Renna Sada
Robinson B
Rosa Wyse A Wiser

Santrey Henry
Sherlock Olive
Shrlner Joe
Sidney- Scott
Shone Hermlne
Smith Oscar
Soloman bui
Stanabury Frances
Surrat Mlas V

Trent Russell
Trude P

Walah Thomas
Warning June
Warren Trixle
Watkina H Mrs
Wayne A Warren
Weatern Helen
Whits Robert
Whitney Blllle
Willie Gladya

Barnes Stewart

Cathro L James
Clarke M Edward
Carting Hilda
Cunard Grace
Chadderton Lillian
Cohen A Duaey

Doming Joe
Day George

Floreats Feaens
Foil is Dick
Fair Polly

Gibson Hardy
Guilfoyls J A O

Harley Cliff

Harris Jack
Holllns Kitty
Hardy A Gibson
Halg W Rey
Hyde Marian

Jarvla Robert
Johnson Bros. A J

Khaym
Kengston Bobble
Ketch A Wilms
Keasler 8 Clarke

Larothe Bob
Leonard Albert Mrs
Lloyd Arthur Mra
Left* P Nathan
Larkln Pete
Leonard A Oerm'ne
Leon L.

Leaseed Troupe

Mills B Joseph
Mantell L Leonard
McGowan
Meakln Walter
McGulrl Stanley
Maaon Billy Smil'g
Morrison A Daley

Oldsmlth L M Mra

Pullman Kattls

Ryan Hasal
Rogers Allan

Stanley Doyle A R
Southern Jean
Santrey Norton A B
Simmons D James
Sllverettes The
Smith Oliver Co

Warden Harry

Reliable producing firm is in tha
market for comedy sketches for
vaudeville, and long plays for
Broadway. Office hours: 10 a. m.
to noon only.

GOTHAM PRODUCING CO.
STUDIO BLDO.

502 West 38th Street
NEW YORK

.S_* 1. —

Mali dear your head
and improveyour voice

AT ALL DSJUO STOttCS SEND ROM rMC CAMPUC
CASMINC CO., 6r.l2tr ST..N.Y.

HORT MMpfffOfS

COLORED SANDALS tW^^"~3L JL—«f ef SPORT OXFORDS
All Popular Models and Shade* Offered at

$2 to $5 Below Regular Prices
f&4 mf~\ Mail Orders. Catalog T Free. «$j

OOC West 42d Street, N. Y, OOC
LLOAvoid Mistake—Note NumberLLOlO T

CREO STUDIO
For Sensational Stage Dancing

The only one of it* kind

170 WEST 48th STREET
Just Off Seventh Avenue, New York City

PHONE BRYANT 5156

BOSTON
By LEN LIBBEY

By several signs it was indicated
at the local Keith house this week
summer Is with us. The ushers
have donned their white uniforms,
the exits were wide open while the
house was being* seated, the theatre
was less than half capacity down-
stairs when the curtain went up
Monday matinee, with the balconies
empty beyond the first couple of
rows and the show itself ran true
to form for light entertainment
One doesn't have to use the old

bean except in one place on the bill,

Lou Tellegen in his tabloid dramatic
sketch, "Blind Youth." Even then
the gray matter Is not exercised to
any considerable extent, for this act
is as well written and as well done
as anything of its kind that has ever
been seen on the local vaudeville
stage. Tellegen seems to put every-
thing he has into the acting, and
there was an opinion, probably
based considerably on the publicity
he haa been getting lately, that in
"Blind Youth" he is delivering a
personal message Instead of acting.
At any rate, he is not theatrical, not
melodramatic, but even the old
stagers, those who see vaudeville
from New Year's to New Year's,
were impressed by his work. He
should be a splendid drawing card
here this week.
The regular arrangement of a

summer vaudeville bill calls for one
act that wlH appeal to the visitors
because of the prominence of the
star, apd with 40,000 Masons in con-
vention this week it is safe to say
Tellegen has an Interest for a large
majority of them. Of course, he
has seasonable weather to buck, but
even that can be overcome, as the
visitors won't all be attracted by the
shore resorts.
The bill was switched around

somewhat from the way pro-
grammed. Clifford and Gray, billed
to close, "ere shot into first posi-
tion with their hoop Juggling. The
secret of this act is the speed the
man and woman keep it up from the
opening to the end. They have the
art of good showmanship down finer
than many acts that play a higher
position on the bill, and while to
a close observer none of their

stunts seem especially difficult they
are all put over with grace and
much speed. The woman Is one
grand ballyhoo for this act, even
though her bit of kissing her part-
ner on the brow for luck after he
made a couple of misses might have
seemed overdone.

Hazel Crosby, who brings with her
the designation "Opera-a-la Synco-
pation," almost stopped the show.
And still she doesn't handle herself
on the stage with the best possible
effect. Just a bit too affected, a bit
too strong for pushing herself for-
ward 'instead of being compelled to
unbend seems to be the, trouble.
But she can sing, and does. Her
"Tennessee" song was not the hit
that her imitations of other artists
introduced by the radio proved to
be, and the house was with her
strong at the finish. She took one
encore, nd could have taken more.
Perry Corwey, the musical clown,

tickled the house with his clowning,
with his musical work taking second
place. Using some of the old hokum
stunts that an audience expects
from a clown, he has worked into
his act some new stuff, and the
house rocked from laughter when
he took the drink of whiskey out of
a bottle, spat It out and started a
small fire on the stage. The trick
would carry him through anywhere
the name Volstead is known.
Whether Will Rogers copied "Sen-

ator" Ford's stuff or the reverse is
not known to this reporter, but it

was evident at the start of Ford's
monolog that somebody had. Ford
used this idea but for a short time,
making one ill-advised crack about
a scandal that is being plugged by
one Boston daily and is being treated
with contempt by the- others. Some-
body steered him wrong with this

gag. With what appears to be his
regular routine- Ford had them
laughing all along, and closing with-
out warning by looking at his watch
sent himself off to a riot

For some reason the Tom Bryan

-

Lillian Broderick dancing act, the
only dancing on the bill, seemed to
run ragged at the matinee. Miss
Broderick appears to have plenty of
pep, but not so much grace and
rhythm. In an endeavor to make
her dancing numbers look difficult

she has evidently sacrificed grace.
Lucille Jarrot at the piano kept the
act running smoothly by her musical
direction.

Monday afternoon Zelda Santley
chose Eddie Cantor, Pat Hooney,
Nan Halperin, Belle Baker. Fannie
Brice and Grace La Rue for her im-
personations. While a fair mimic,
she seems to put into her imper-
sonations Just a bit too much of her
own personality and that doesn't
aid.

Walter and Emily Walters with
their ventriloquist act that will al-
ways be a howl followed Miss Sant-
ley, and Louise and Mitchell closed
the show, stopping a walkout by
their clever work.

MARK . fNtranD
Broadway and 47th Street

"A NATIONAL INSTITUTION"
Direction Joseph Plankett
«d III* Week—Warner Bros, Prewent

"MAIN STREET"
STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

CARL EDOUARDB Conductor

8AM H. HARRI8 Attractions

SAM. II —2-. 4M 8t- w - ot B'way.
U' naTTAS ~ Evenings at 8:20.aaaaaas^ M̂ata wed.-8at. 110.

OWEN DAVIS' Warm-Hearted Play

"ICEBOUND"
The 1921 PULITZER prize Play

MUSIC BOX THEATRE
Weat 45th St. Evs. 8: IS. Mats. Wed.-Sat.
SAM H. HARRIS Presents IRVINO BERLINS

'MUSIC BOX REVUE'
Staged by HASSABD 8HOST.
WITH A GREAT CAST !

nnilT THEATRE. W. 48th St. Eva 8:16

MERTON
OF THE MOVIES

avifrs Glenn Hunter—Floret.ce Nash
Harry Leon Wilson's story dramatised by
Oee. 8. Kaufman and Mare Connelly

SELWYN THEATRE Wert Tuei 8EATSi4*i™ ".« We»t42dSt.
llc*'' xuc»» NoW

RUFUS LeMAIRE and GEORGE JES8EL
Will Introduce A MEW MUSICAL PLAT

HELEN of TROY,
NEW YORK

Book by O. S. Kaurman and Mare Connelly
Music and Lyrics by Bert Kalmer and Harry Ruby

New Amsterdam Theatre—W. 42d Street
Erealnga 8:15. POPULAR MAT. WEDNESDAY.

REGULAR MATINEE SATURDAY.

A National Institution

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES

CYRIL MAUDE
IN

"AREN'T WE AIL?" !

By FREDERICK LONSDALE
f

THE GAIETY THEATRE
Is again headquarters for laughter.

West 44th St. Evs 8:30.

Mate. Wed. A Sat. 2:10.HUDSON
GEORGE M. COHAN
Presents the Hit of the Town

"SO THIS IS LONDON!"
"A HOWLING SUCCESS/'—Eve. Post.

I IRFRTY TUKATRE. W. «Jd 8LL,iDLIV * Mats Wed. A SaL
"Best American Musical Play
In tha Whole Wide World"
GEORGE M. COHAN'S

COMEDIANS
la the New Song and Dance Show

"LITTLE NELLIE KELLY"
r

TIMPQ Qfl Theatre. W. 42d St Eres. 8:30.
I IIYIC.O OU. Mats. Thursday and Saturday.

THE 8ELWTNS Present
CHANNING POLLOCK'STHEOOL

The Play That Succeeded la Spite ef the Devil.

REPURLIP 42d *•• w of B'way.IXLil UDL1L EVENINGS at 8:10.

Mats. Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"
"TOE PLAT TIIAT PUTS

'V IN HUMOR"

JACK IVNER
AS

PAUL FRANCIS

NORTH and SOUTH
REAL SINGERS— REAL DANCERS

A New Combination of Pep and Personality Plus
WHAT THE SYRACUSE JOURNAL SAID:

WHEREIN THEY EXCELLED
It Is so frequently the unex-

pected that makes the biff hit at
the Temple, and It la that way
this last half week. To the audi-

Next Week (JUNE 18-21),
We are now concluding a tour ef tarty

once before their act came on.

the two calling themselves Korth
and South looked like the ordi-

nary compasses of mirth. But
they stopped the show. Indeed

they started another war. only It
was the kind of war that made
the listeners slap one another
upon the bark In the exuberance
of their mirth. It was the war of
song and dancs^ 1<\ H. C.

HENDERSON'S.CONEY ISLAND, P0LI CIRCUIT Following.
conMCutlve weeks far Kelts. Vaudeville Exchange, far which we with U think all coaceruea.
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Return This Week (June 11) by Popular Request B. F. Keith's Maryland Theatre, Baltimore
;

'

"ADVERTISING

What is the art of advertising? It is the art of getting a truthful idea from one brain into another—or into fifty million other brains.

In advertising, first you must create a thing the people WANT. That is the task of the manufacturer, the business man who understands produc-

tion and quality.

After that you must MAKE the people KNOW that you have it. In addition to that, you must, by description and convincing argument, MAKE
the people WANT it.

J

;

Making the people know that the thing is to be had and making the people WANT that thing, $uch is the task of the advertiser."

Direction CHAS. BEBRBAUER
.

I

NEWS OF THE DAILIES

William A. Brady has decided to
change the name of his play, written
by Theodore Liebler, Jr., from
•Gods Pal" to "The Earthquake."
The piece will open in Stamford,
Conn.. June 29 and will then go to
Long Branch and Asbury Park.

cess, "Four Men in Dress Clothes,'
by Ladislas Lakatos.

Comstock & Gest have made an
offer to give a special performance
of "Polly Preferrec*" on board *he
Leviathan before It makes its

maiden trip. The stage on the giant
ship is a duplicate of the one in
the Little theatre The original cas'
will appear.

Louis F. Werba^ the producer, has
announced a "Comedians' Revel" to

be held June 20 at the George If.

Cohan theatre. Most of the famous
comics around New York have been
invited to attend and participate.
The committee includes Irvin Cobb
and many other noted humorists of
note. It promises to be a hilarious
affair as- well as a publicity stunt
for "Adrienne."

Dora Duby, dancer, has Tiled a
$100,000 breach of promise suit
against Harold Grier, wealthy Mon-
treal manufacturer. Mr. Grier was
one of the "angels" at the last six-
day bike races held here in Madison
Square Garden. >**,

The Frohmans will produce here
early next season^thc Budapest sue-

OSWALD
WOODSIDE

KENNELS

WOODSIDE

LI.

Marie Jerltza, Metropolitan Opera
star, was operated upon for appen-
dicitis soon after arriving in Vienna
after leaving this country. De-
spatches from the other side say
that she is on the road to recovery.

Rvad, of Asbury Park, Indicted by
the Monmouth County Grand Jury
for operating pictures on Sunday.
A fine of $600 was imposed. •

"Pansy," a .ew play by Herbert
Hali Winslow, will be produced, in
September by Mlndlin * Goldreyer.
Robma Arnold will play the lead.

.

George Fawcett, veteran film and
stage actor,' is suing Philip Good-
man, manager of "The Old Soak,"
for $50,000, claiming that* be made
certain valuable changes in the play
when he was expecting to create the
title role. Goodman and Don Mar-
quis the author, contradict the
charges and claim that the suit is

merely a result of Fawcett's dis-
pleasure at being deprived of the
title role.

The Supreme Court of New Jersey
has upheld the conviction of Walter

O'CONNOR
SISTERS
Harmony Singer*

MOLLIE WILLIAMS
SIDNEY HOTEL

65th Street and Columbus Ave.

New York City

Car# ef HARRY WILLIAMS
Phona Columbus 162«

Gay Bates Post is to retire from
pictures and play Shakespeare.

Roy O'Neil, director of the negro
players production of "Salome," is
being held in $1,000 bail for the
grand jury of New York city on- a
charge of having appropriated
mont.'y intended to pay off members
of the cast. The show's backer,
Robert Levy, claims that he gave
O'Neil $542.50 to pay back salaries,
but that the negro actors, have com-
plained to him that they have not
receved the full amounts due them.

a sensation in theatrical "and society
circles. ,

They' have had three
children.

Harry Houdinl, the handcuff king,
and his brother, Theodore VV. Har-
deen, have been named as defend-
ants in a suit filed in the Jersey City
Chancery Court by Arthur Bernard
and Arnold de Blere, stockholders
of the Film Developing Corporation
of New York. The brothers have
been charged with mismanagement
of the company;

Several civic societies, women's
clubs And ministers of Kansas City
have taken steps to bar the sched-
uled appearance of "Fatty" Arbuckle
in that city this summer. He Is ex-
pected to fill a week's engagement
at Electric Park sometime in August
at a salary said to be $2,000. One
prominent woman declared that
taking to the speaking stage was
an evasion of the rule that banned
him from motion pictures.

money was going on. The proprie-
tress, Mrs. Cella Vachtel, was ar-
rested along with three other women
and s*»veh men, all but two of whom
are in the theatrical profession.
They were brought before Magis-
trate Corrigan, who severely criti-

cised the detectives for proceeding
without a search warrant. He ac-
quitted the defendants and advlefd
them to take civil action against
the detectives and against Commis-
sioner Knright, with whom he has
had a good deal. of litigation lately.
It was charged' at the trial tha,t the
detectives used abusive language
and struck one of the prisoners dur-
ing the raid. Besides Mrs. Wach-
tel, the others arrested were Mrs.
Lillian Miller, Mrs. Katherine Mc-
Kay, George B. Wilson, Eugene Mc-
Kay, George Gibson, Peter Patter-
son, all actors: Moses- Goldman,
salesman; Frank Dean, and Ben-
jamin Miller, a publisher.

IRVING— —MARY

DUNNE and DAYE
"FRECKLES and BESSIE"

PLAYING B. F. KEITH CIRCUIT

Direction I. KAUFMAN

Gladys Walton, film actrees, ob-
tained her final decree of divorce
June * in Los Angeles from Frank
tt. Liddell, Jr., whom she accused of
non -support.

A 20 -year-old Italian dancer
named DanceUl became ill while
dancing and fainted on June 8. She
roukl not be revived and died soon
afterward. It was found that death
was due to a small wound inflicted
by a Lroken corset bone.

'The Brook," a comedy by Jesse
Trimble and Whitford Kane, will be
n-i«il out in Brooklyn with Mr. Kane
in the Railing part.

Norman Trevor, upon his return
fioin Kngland, where he is spending
a vacation* is to appear in "Suc-
ci »

«,'* a new play by A. A. Milne.

RUBINI
SISTERS

. Terminating a Successful Season

THIS WEEK (Jane 10)—MAJESTIC, CHICAGO

Direction II. B. MARINELLI

Nineteen children, none over 14,
were graduated from the Profes-
sional Children's School in New
York with elaborate exercises held
laet week in the Longacre Theatre.
Lauretta Taylor presented the dip-
loma p. and Glenn Hunter made the
sraduat!on addresp.

• A three-act musical comedy, "The
Minstrel Boy," is to be presented by
Whitford Kane next season, with
Thomas Fgan as the star.

A raid was made at 1:10 in the
morning last Tuesday upon a the-
atrical boarding house at 101 West
40th street, where, it was alleged
by detectives, a card game for

ADELAIDE & HUGHES
STUDIO OF DANCE

45 West 57th Street, New York
riMtue Plaza "435

Summer nnnnul ••nurses, RtiidtntV clause*
and mage tralninR in all at>len ot dancing.

l'roressional limbering-up cla*ae».

June It te July 14 — .Inly I« t« An*. 11

CATALOGUE UPON REQUEST

The Guardian of a Goad
Complexion

T/rerTheBoudo ir >A

STEIN'S MAKE-UP
Book**Upon

,

BIN COSMETIC C«.

Hold* the Centre ot the

Stage

Edgar Selwyn and Edmund Gould

-

Ing have finished a new p'.ay, "Danc-
ing Mothers."

E.s'e Ferguson and her millionaire

husband. Thomas B. Clarke, Jr.,

have i dmitted that their marriage
has been unhappy and that they
have separated. Clarke, vice-presi-
dent of the Ilarriman National
Hank New York, is now living at
the tale Club. Their wedding in

1914, Hiss Ferguson's second, caused

2day$onthe
St.kwrence

_ maireekr—
"Empress" Express Route to

CHERBOURG-SOUTHAMPTON-HAMBURG
Leri—t, Finest Ship* on St. Lmwtenee—let, 2ndend 3rd CI*—
Excellent"MONOCLASS" cabin steamers to LIVERPOOL, BELFAST.
GLASGOW, CHERBOURG,SOUTHAMPTON and ANTWERP
For rare* *nd filing dmt— mpptj tocml touriit ami »tm*mmhip «4«n fct

CANADIAN PACIFIC
B T. 8TBBBINO. Gea. Alt., Madfaoo Ave et 44th St.,Mr* Y«*

WELLS, VIRGINIA and WEST
THIS

TWO SAILORS AND A GIRL

(JUNE 10), PALACE, CHICAGO

NEXT SEASON WITH GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES
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E. F. ALBEE, President J. J. MURDOCH, General Manager F. P. PROCTOR, Vice-President

B. F. KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building, New York)

Fovmawr*

B. F. KEITH, EDWAKD F. ALBEE, A. PAUL KEITH, F. F. PROCTOR

Artists can book direct addressing W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH

•

-

Marcus Loew s
Booking Agencv
General Executive Of f ices
LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

160 WEST 46 thST
NEW YORK

JHLUBIN
GENERAL MANAGER

BOOKING DEPARTMENT
Palace Theatre Building

NEW YORK

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
Ztate-Lake Building

CHICAGO

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

FALLY MAR
CHICAGO OFFICE

l6o2CapitolBldg
SIDNEYMWEISMAN

1547 Broadway

NEW YORK
Bryant 6060*6061 GAIETY THEATRE B*.DG.

LONDON FILM NOTES
London, Juno 5.

When the Cuumont famihy have
finished making "The Lights of Lon-
don," the modernizing of which will

probably make Geo: go R. Sims turn
in his grave, they will begin wfcrk
on one of Arthur Shirley's lurid
thiillers. "London with the Lid Off.'*

This melodrama has some provincial

reputation but is not on a par whh.
the veteran author's other work.
Both scenarios are the work of Louis
Stevens, a Los Angeles scenarist,

who has been doing much work in

London.

IN CHARGE

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICE8:

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.
MARKET, GRANT and OTARRELL 8TREET8 8AN FRANCISCO

ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACT8 NOW BEING ISSUED.

"SEE US WHEN IN CALIFORNIA"

MEIKLEJOHN and DUNN
Amusement Managers, Theatrical Agents,

Personal Representatives.

Vaudeville, Road Shows.
LOS ANGELES— Maj«tic Thsstrs Bldf.. 8H1

floor. 62816. Pico S3 1 4.

SAN FRANCISCO— PsittaHi Ttieatro 8ld|.
floor. Otuflat 8053.

3th

NEW EXHIBITOE BODY
(Continued from page 22)

one to be projected. The realisation

of the necessity of national organ-
ization on the part of the exhibitors
was driven home stronger by this

proposed circuit announcement than
it could have been through all the
speeches of national exhibitor ex-
ecutives and paid organizer?.

With the approach of the New
Tork State convention the fact that
there are at least four candidates in

the field with the possibility that

there will be considerable of a battle

over the State presidency leads to

the belief that Syracuse will witness
something of a battle next week. The
two outstanding figures In the race

thus far are Mike Walsh of Yonkers
and William Dillon of Ithaca. Mich-
aels of Buffalo Is also mentioned, but
without particular favor by those In

the Southern part of the State. The
dark horse of the inside campaign-
ing that is going on seems to be
Samuel I. Berman, the presen secre-

tary of the organization. Berman
has not and will nnt announce his

candidacy, but there Is an under-
current of sentiment for him. He
has in the past been one of the

most active workers for the New
York State and the national organi-

zation when the State was a part of

it, and one of the most able exhibi-

tor workers in legislative matters.

Berman is and has been the staunch
friend of New York State Senator
Jamej J. Walker, and it Is known
that should he run he would have
the support of Walker and also of
•»- - «_..-._ tw.» 4. lot <'u u -~ n> KliLa

Walsh, for Walker and Walsh would
w rk together on a campaign of this

sort, especially as Walsh isn't par-
ticularly keen on accepting the of-

fice.

From Xew York City will be about
2C0 exhibitors in attendance at Syr-
acuse. I'rom up-State there will be
about 150 present, or about 350 in

all on the scene. Late this week,
however, it looked doubtful whether
Charls O'Reilly would be able t« at-

tend the convention, even though he
is the present president of the or-
ganization, due to *he fact that his

wife waa in a New York hospital in

a critical state of health and about
to undergo an operation.

Cohen stated this week that he did

not believe that he would be able to

appear In Syracuse because he is

before the Federal Trade Commis-
sion in Its investigation o" the Fa-
mous Players-Lasky organization
and that to all appearances he
would be tied up there for at leasj

ten days. The Trade Commission
excused Cohen at the time of the
Chicago convention and it isn't be-
lieved that they will again permit
him to postpone his examination to

go to Syracuse.

In connection with the withdrawal
of the Michigan State unit the fol-

lowing telegram was sent out:

"Conviction on the part of the

Michigan organization of Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
that the present national organiza-
tion Is not working along lines con-
ducive to the successful solution of

the problems of the theatre owners
and feol'inq that Michigan could not.

therefore «ivp its whole-hearted
moral and financial support to the
national body has decided to with-
draw therefrom.

"Michigan lias for the past three

years been allied with the national

organization, but we are convinced
by the utter failure of the national

organization to function in a busi-
nuaa.iiU* m inner that constructive

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLETHEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

PAUL GOUDRON, CAPITOL BUILDING, CHICAGO
Detroit office, 206 Breitmeyer Bldg.

work Is not possible under the pres-

ent plan of operation.

"In accordance with a resolution

passed unanimously at the regular

meeting today, the following wire

was sent to Sydney S. Cohen, presi-

dent of the M. P. T. O. A.:

" 'Mr. Sydney S. Cohen, president

M. P. % O. A., New York City: At

a regular meeting of the M. P. T.

O. of Michigan, held at Hotel

Wolverine, Detroit, Wednesday,
June 6, it was unanimously decided

to withdraw from the national or-

ganization and charter is being re-

turned by registered mail. M. P. T.

O., Michigan, W. S. McLaren, presi-

dent.'

"Realizing the vital necessity for

national organization, Michigan
looks forward to the time when poli-

tics will cease to dominate to the

exclusion of constructive work and
when exhibitors' organization will

get down to the work next to the

heart of the exhibitor, at which time
Michigan will support such an or-

ganization with the same zeal as In

the past."

This wire was signed by W. S.

McLaren of the Michigan organiza-

tion. When the New York Insurgent
organization heard of it it was
hailed as a certainty that a new na-
tional organization was • to be

formed.

Cohen, on receipt of the with-

drawal wire from Michigan, sent the

officers and members of the Board,
of Directors of 'Michigan the follow-

ing wire:

"Much surprised at receipt of

telegram from President McLaren
advising of action of Michigan
Board withdrawing State organiza-
tion from National body. Regret
that cordial and helpful relation"
ship which existed between Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica and Michigan theatre owners
for nearly three years should be <<.»

abruptly terminated. There must
be considerable merit associated
with such a union of forces, cov-
ering such a long period and meet-
ing so successfully so many vary-
ing situations, and I believe that
the Interests of the theatre owners
will be placed in real jeopard)

through the severance of these
helpful relations. With a view
only to conserving the welfare of

the theatre owners of Michigan and
the rest of the country, I request
that your board of directors call a
special meeting of the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of Michigan
the latter part of next week and
give myself and other national of-
ficers a hearing in this matter so
that we can at least endeavor to
reconcile our differences in a calm,
deliberate way and then come to
such conclusions as the situation
warrants. Kindly wire reply.**

To which Michigan made the
following reply:

"After considering your request
that special meeting be called feel

this is matter that we cannot de-
cide as individuals, but should be
considered by board of directors
as a unit to whom we believe your
communication should have been
directed. Next meeting of board
will be held In two weeks, at which
time your request will be given
careful consideration and you will
be advised accordingly.—W. S. Mc-
Laren. H. T. Hall. James C. Bitter.
Phil Gleichman, Fred De Lodder,
John Niebes."

Incidentally the rumors of a
split in Southern California were
laid to rest this week by the fol-
lowing wire from Los Angeles:
"Following resolution unani-

mously adopted at our meeting to-
day after all delegates to the Chi-
cago convention made their report.
Hesolved, That the M. P. T. O. of
Southern California approve and
indorse the election of Sydney S.
Cohen as president of the M. P. T.
O. A., and further pledge our
whole-hearted support throughout
coming year's administration.'"

This was signed by Glenn Har-
per, secretary of lite «.r>- i ni/.n I ,.,n-

A movement that was started in
New York for a country-wide
chain of Theatre Owners' Cham-
bers of Commerce, according to the
State rights zones of the country
seems to be doomed in advance.
The coning idea, it is stated by
many leaders, would never work
out in a national organization
scheme.

Granger-Davidson have completed
their film version of Henri Bataille'a
"The Scandal," which Sybil Thorn-
dyke played at the New. In the film
version Hilda Bayley and Henry
Victor play the leads. Many of the
scenes were made in Nice and
Grasse.

Bertram Phillips is finishing a
film version of Sheridan's old clas-
sic, 'The School for Scandal," with
Frank Stanmore as Sir Peter, and
Queenie Thomas as Lady Teazle.
The beauty of such a subject in
chiefly that there are no author's
fees, but it can scarcely be a good
box office attraction in these days.

The British Broadcasting Co. is
beginning work with the plays of
Shakespeare. Their opening piece
will be "Tw Ifth Night," which is to
be followed by "The Merchant of
Venice," "King Lear" and "Julius
Caesar." The company will include
Cathleen Nesbltt, Nigel Playfalr,
Gerald Lawrence. Henry Calne,
George Hayes and Herbert Waring.

Following on opera and pantomime
the Marionettes at the Scala will
now be seen in Shakespearean plays.
The first of these will be "The
Tempest." and J. B. Fagan Is re-
sponsible for the supervision of the
production.

The Gaumont company have now
got control of the Welsh-Pearson
pictures, until recently handled by
Sir William Jury. This has prob-
ably given rise to the Wardour street
story that Sir William is retiring
within the next six months, or the
story may be true, as the renter-
knight has amassed a large fortune
in the business. The next Welsh-
Pearson picture will be "Squibbs.'*
starring Betty Balfour. The firm's
pictures are always beautifully
nlayed. photographed, and George
Pearson's production work Is the
heat a Britisher has yet given us.

FRENCH FILM NOTES
Maurice de Canonge. Max Con-

stant and Mile. Andree Lafavette
recently left Paris for Los Angeles
to appear In the new screen version
of "Trilby."

Lucien Lehman is going to Amer-
ica to pTOdueo his scenario 'T.e Ciol
Snns i:t(,iir>." pThc Skv Without
Stars"*. Originally intended for ,i

British < oneern. Lehman is the
author of the French pictures,
"'Mind Alley" and "Dream r,f

Youth."

Guy Croswell Smith trade showed
here "La Revanche de Garrison."
the United Artists' picture with
Jack Pickford. It was well re-
ceived by the exhibitors.

•
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COAST FILM NOTES
By ED KRIEQ
Los Angeled! June IS.

The Writers' Club wai the first

*« •*> the Little Theatre fllm" entJ-

{Jed"Mortal Clay." directed by Vic-

tor Scastrora.

A short -clrculte'd wire severely

burned Frank Mayo on the leg

while he was enacting a scene

which required him to carry an
olectric torch.

Victor B. Fisher returned from
Ban Francisco with plans for pro-

ducing on a large ecale In Los An-
geles for Fi«her productions.

Marshall N.cilan is erecting a

regular Russian village in Culver
City for scenes in "The Rendez-
vous."

A. gigantic wave with terrific

force descended upon the Fred Niblo
company while at the beach filming
"Captain Applejack" and carried
away a mansion erected by the
company.

Reginald Barker and his company
returned from tho North, where
"Masters of Men" was filmed.

King Vidor has purchased a 60-

foot yacht.

Marguerite De La Motte has been
signed by Frincipal Pictures Ctr-
poration. %

Charles Wakefield Cadman, com-
poser, has made arrangements
whereby he will write musical
scores for Ferdenand Earle for all

his future releases.

King Baggot Is taking his film

directorial business seriously. He
turned down two offers to appear at

local legit theatres.
—'•

•

Lew Cody has returned from New
York. •

Sol Lesser has signed Bona Mar-
lowe, a newcomer to the screen, to

a three-year contract.

Richard Walton Tully has post-

poned the filming of "The Bird of

Paradise" until next fall.

William Desmond and his wife
are going to do vaudeville in Lon-
don.

The Klnema has decided to do
away with its orchestra, and here-
after will show second run pictures
at popular prices.

James Wood Morrison Is the first

Hollywood actor to move to the
beach. He will take up his new

TAVERN
156-8 WEST 48TH STREET
¥ East of Broadway

A CHOP HOUSE

OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT .

Leonard

GRANT
Special Rates to the Profession

Hicks, Operating
AND

Hotels

CHICAGO LORRAINE
417-419 S. Wabash Avenue

' 350 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS "

IRVINGTON HALL
855 West 51st Street

6640 Circle

HENRI COURT
312 West 48th Street

3830 Longacre

HILDONA COURT
341-347 West 45th Street. 3560 Longacre.

1-2-3 -4 -room apartments. Each apartment with private bath,
phone, kitchen, kitchenette.

$18.00 UP WEEKLY—$70.00 UP MONTHLY
The largest roaintainer Of housekeeping furnished apartments

directly under the supervision of the owner. Located in the center of
the theatrical district.- All fireproof buildings.

Address all communications to

CHARLES TENENBAUM
Principal ofllce, Hildona Court, 341 West 46th St., New York
Apartments can be seen evenings. Office in each building.—«— , i i ——». i j i

——

—

./

THE ADELAIDE
754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE

Between 46th and 47tb Street* One Block Weet of Broadway
Three, Fear and Five-Room Hlgh-Claae Fornlabed Apartments.

Strictly PrafeMkmai. URSttfcOKtiK HIKOBL. Mar Phoawe; Bryant SS50-1

5JV

Read and Save

HOME FOR PERFORMERS
Furnished rooms to let in high-clasa Modern Balldlne;. Rooms with hot

and cold running water: housekeeping privileges; gas, electricity, maid
service and linen included* W« phoiu-, hath, kitchen on every floor for your
convenience. v.

Situated SO feet from Central Park Weit. 15 minutes from booking
offices, next Ith Ave. surface cars, 5 minutes from 6th and 9th Ave. "L."
stations.

8INGLE ROOM, $6 WEEKLY; FRONT SUITES, $14 WEEKLY
DOUBLE ROOM, $730 UP; 5-ROOM APART., $25 WEEKLY

Office on pre: dues nnder supervision of Owner

14 West 101st St., New York Tel. Clarkson 1260

abode at once, so as not to miss his

morning dip in the briny.

Charles Malgne, director, packed
hhj fishing tackle and left for a two
weeks' vacation.

Screenland will be well repre-
sented at the mock wedding to be
held at the Ambassador Hotel be-
tween Anna Q. Nilseon and Lieut.

Harry Howard, aviator. It is being
staged for the benefit of the disabled
soldiers.

lir Nothing
" Peiteiiter on B'way
Ned Wayburn's

Demi-T**** Revue
Preoentefl by the stagsr

of {he

ZIECFELD FOLLIES

TJVIC8 NIGHTLY
^AT ftjd and st :jo

MEYER DAVIS'
WHITE HOUSE BAND
i r '

*

SHORE DINNER, SZ.50

A U» Varte
Moderate Prices

HOTEL

SHELBURNE
Ocean P'kws>y,Brlsbton Bench,

New York.
Phone Coney Island 0800

THE WELDON
Broadway and 124th St.

Recently Converted Into

1, 2, 3 ROOMS—BATH
Kitchen and kitchenette, newly and
attractively furnished throughout.
Special low rates to the Profession.
Up-to-date restaurant in building.

Phone Mornlngelde 3766

Mai St. Clair has purchased rev-
eral acres of land in Beverly Hills.

Mrs. Rupert Hughes greeted Mr.
Hughes when he returned from New
York. Hughes will start work im-
mediately on a picture as yet un-
titled.

Kathlyn Williams, after a shorl
visit to the Orient, was glad to b*
back in Hollywood, where she re-
turned the other day.

A bucking bronco tossed Bernice
Frank, actress, when she attempted
to ride him.

OEL'S One Moment West
of Broadway at

41st Street
The Rendezvous of the leading Lights of Literature and the Stage.
The Ilest Food and Entertainment in Mew York. Music adV Dancing.

$1 Our Special : A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
In the GRILL with SPECIAL RESERVATIONS for LADIES

The Chateau Laurier
City Island, N. Y.

NOW OPEN FOR SEASON OF
.-: 1923 .-;

Beautifully Decorated. Dinty Moore's Wonderful Orchestra

Excellent Shore Dinner at $3.00 and exquisite a la

Carte service

Management

Julius Keller William Werner

THE SCANDAL
London, May 31.

Made by Granger-Davidson with
an Anglo-French cast, Henry Ba-
taille's play, "The Scandal," pro-
vides excellent material for a pic-
ture of the "problem" order. The
producer has handled his subject
exceedingly well on the whole, but
has made ah error of Judgment in

letting his opening scenes of love
and passion grow too strong. The
wife's entire surrender to her lover
is too pointed and threatens the
sympathy of the character.

Scenically, the picture, which was
made on the shores of the Mediter-
ranean, is rarely beautiful, and the
interior "sets" are throughout in ad-
mirable taste.

While on a holiday Charlotte

Ferioul meets and falls in love with

Artenezzo, a fascinating hut impe-
cunious adventurer. She gives her-

t;o\f to him entirely. After a week's

madness comes the parting, but not

before the man has obtained the

loan of a valuable ring, which he

:t^

I Y(maketl.'m *» VU smoke 1

1

fU. \lt> MADE IN AM. BlZEtl

I <& Y
CIGAR COMPANY

708
—~lh AVK.. Opp. t'olomlila Theatre
Where All the I'erformers Meet

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments
(of the better kind—within means of economical folks)

THE DUPLEX

in

330 West 43d Street
Longacre 7132

Three and four rooms with bath
Modern in every particular. Accommodate three or more

adults

$12.00 UP WEEKLY
YANDIS COURT
24L247 West 43d Street

Bryant 7912

One, three and four room apartments with kitchenettes,
private bath and telephone. Directly west of Times
Square. Room arrangement creates utmost privacy.

RATES: $17.00 UP WEEKLY
Refet communications to M. CLAMAN, 241 West 43d St.

i

Phone: Longacre »444—Bryant 42fS

THE BERTHA
Geo. r. Schneider,

FURNISHEt)
APARTMENTS

COMPLETE FOB HOUSEKEEPING.
323-325 West 43rd Street

CLEAN AND AIHT.

NEW YORK CITY
Private Bath, 3-4 Rooiui, Catering to the comfort and convenlc

the profeaaloa.
STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT - • - - - $15.00 CP

(FORMERLY PROFESSIONALS)
Wish to announce that they have opened the first and only modern
Italian-American boarding: house in the heart 4>t the CatskiU Mountain*.

SUNSHINE VILLASJco,,,
Elev., 2,000 ft. Handball and tennis courts, bathing, boating, fishing,
dancing and radio. Rates, $18 up. Write FERRARO BROS.

^i

MAIN 7374—«046»

Engstmm Apartment Hotel

623 West Fifth St.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF
Special Rates to Profession

ARISTO HOTEL
101 West 44th St., New York
In the heart of the Agents' district

FOR THEATRICAL FOLKS
Rooms with bath $16 week np
Telephone 1107-1 1»8 Bryant

i)

pawns. Once back home, she Is tor-

mented by conscience, which Is not
helped by further demands for
money from her lover. Then he
calls on her husband and she is

terror-stricken. In her fear she con-
fesses all to her husband's old
friend and gives him Artenerzo'a
letters, which he takes to a magis-
trate. As a matter of fact, Arte-
nezzo has only called as a pretext
for seeing her alone once more. He
tells her he's not so bad as he seems
and gives her back her letters. His
arrest ior blackmail Is prevented,
and happiness comes again to the
erring wife. Not for long, however,
for Artenezzo is nrr^strd for getting
money in her name, and she Is sum-
moned as a witness. She turns once
more to the friend, and her frequent
meetings with him,- helped by the
innuendos of his old mother .arouse
the husband's suspicious. He taxes
the friend, and after a very strong
scene learns the truth. The friend
bfgs him to ho merciful. Unknown
to the wife, the husband attends the
court and gives her evidence. In

which she exonerates Artenezzo.
The scandal of the affair, however,
is such that tho husband is com-
pelled to choose between his future
as a politician and his wife, lie

chooses tne wife. The finale of the
picture is peculiarly simple and con-
vincing.

Hilda Bayley has an excellent
part in the wife, but her perform-
ance Is marred by certain ugly
mannerisms- she cannot apparently
keep her hands from her breast, no
matter what the situation, and looks
at the camera much too often.
otherwise, her performance is cx-
ceTK-iit. Henry Victor gives a sin-
gularly fine polished and easy show
as Artenezzo, the lover, .who does
not turn out to be such a blackguard
after all. Vanni-Marcoux is very
good as the husband, and Edward
O'Nrli presents a studious study as
the friend. Many smaller parts are
all well played. This film is a great
advance on nrevioua Anglo-French
productions. (Jorc.

HOTEL HUDSON
$ 8 and Up Single

$12 and Up Double)
Hot sad Cold Water and
Telephone In Bach Room.

102 WE8T 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Phone: BRYANT 7»8-t*

HOTEL FULTON
(la the Heart of Hew York)

$ 8 and Up Single
|14 and Up Double

Shower Bathe. Hot and Cold
Water and Telephone.

Electric fan In each room.

264268 WE8T 46th 8TREET
NEW YORK CITY

Phone t Bryant 03U3-0394
Opposite N. V. A.

ROOMS:
SINOLH, DOUBLE and HOUSEKEEP-
ING ROOMS with kitchenette; newly

remodelled; all convenience*.
P. JAM EH, S4s Wnt 54th St., N. T. City

Phono Circle 4845

FILM ITEMS

The will of Albert M. Peace, mu-
sical director for David W. Griffith,

who died June 2, filed for probate
last week In the Kings County Sur-
rogate's Court, gives his entire es-

tate of "over $1,000" in personalty
and "over $1,000" in realty, after ail

debts are paid, to his widow, Nora
E. Pesce, of «25 Kast 28th street,

Brooklyn, who, without bonds, is

named also as the executrix. Just
how much "over" $1,000 in realty
and personalty Mr. Pesce left will

not be known until his estate is ap-
praised for Inheritance taxation.

Lillian Clsh, who has been In

Rome making a picture version of

Marion Crawford's novel, "The
White Sister," and Charles H. Duell.

head of the Inspiration Film Co.,

which did the screening, returned

to New York Inst week.

The Doubl'day Productions Co.
secured Judgment In Chicago
ngaifMrt W. 0. and Bernard Russell

for $54,000 at Los Angeles, cover-
ing the cost of a film made for tho
Capital Film Company, for which
the Russells guaranteed payment.
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FOR SINQ-ERS OF POPULAR BALLADS

mm
By KAHN & DONALDSON
IS CONCEDED THE BEST POPULAR
BALLAD ON THE MARKET

&ti

REFRAIN (in rhythmic sninp, but not too fist}

Id be more than sat.- is-fied if

.-•*\ \

I could hide a - Wiiy , toe -side «i o-V.""
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FOR A COMEDY HIT
MmymMAWMUKmw/Mw/m.
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WALTZ BALLAD
HAS EVERYTHING YOU WANT-BEAUTIFUL
MELODY-HARMONY AND A RANGE THAT
WILL SHOW A VOICE TO GOOD ADVANTAGE

WMMmwMMMmmffljw^^ IRIiHaWMBW^^
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FOR A CLASSY FOX TROT BALLAD
q»^ .-a»-»s -
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0V77/ /7~J SPECIAL HARMONY ARRANOEMENTS
IS THE SEASON'S LEADEFL^

MB
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COPIES - ORCHESTRATIONS - HARMONY ARRANGEMENTS - OBL/GA TOSALL YOURS FOR THE ASKING - - - - -.. WRITE OR CALL

uSm 9.
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^ CHICAGO-634StateLake Bldg NEW YORK- 219 West46thSt. ^. -DETROIT- 457 WestFortSt. I
I BOSTON -228 Tremont St. PH/LADELPHIA-31South 9Th St. MINNEAPOLIS3/8 PantagesB'ldg I
I SAN FRANCISCO-908 MarketSt, LOSANGELES* 417 West 5th St. I 1
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BROADWAY'S SHOW LIFTERS«

1

RECOMMENDS REVISION OF FEES

NEW LICENSE BUREAU'S REPORT '

SCANDALS ' SHU B1AY REVUE'S DISPLAY OF FURS;

\

Affecting Picture Houses Generally—Comparative
Statement of Licenses Issued Shows Film Theatre
Decline of 260 from 1915 to 1922

The annual report of the Depart-

ment of Licenses for 1922 Is in proc-

ess of publication. Advance proofs
of the Commissioner of Licenses'
report to Mayor John P. Hylan dis-

close a discrepancy in the picture
licensing rates that has been noticed
for a number of years and is now
being recommended for a complete
revision of license fees.

The injustice of the law which
permits a picture theatre which of-

fers song and dance specialties in

%
conjunction with film fare, such as
any of the mammoth Broadway pic-

ture houses, to operate at one-
fourth the fee of a straight picture
theatre will eventually be corrected
by municipal legislation if the Li-
cense Commissioner's report counts
for anything. A large theatre of

that type can operate under the
common show license of $25, while
a straight picture house must pay
S100 a year. To add to it, the com-
mon show can legally accommodate
•tandees, while the straight picture
theatre cannot permit standees.
The commissioner's report recom-

mends that the common show li-

cense fee be raised from $25 to $50.

The mammoth picture houses are
directly affected by a recommenda-
tion to have them pay a $150 annual
license for under 1,000-seat capac-
ities and $200 license for over 1,000

seats. A straight dramatic (legit)

house pays $500 a year.

The department, in addition to

correcting he statute, is figuring on
increased revenue.
A survey of the comparative

statement of licenses issued by the
department since 1914 discloses a
•low but steady decline in the num-
ber of metropolitan picture theatres.

The accompanying table needs ex-
planation. The first, "motion pic-

ture theatre." is the average all-year

'round film house. The "half year,"

underneath, applies to theatres open
only for the summer, the fees being
half rate. The "open air motion

(Continued . n page 6)

FANCY PICXiJRE RIGHTS

PRICES ARE NOW ASKED

$200,000 for 'Seventh Heaven'

and 'Sally,' Each—$200,000
Declined for 'Lightnin"

Los Angeles, June 20.

The latest in fancy picture rights
prices is $200,000, asked for filming
privilege of "Seventh Heaven." The
same figure is mentioned for

"Sally," the latter to be reserved
for two years after the money
B4gges, if It passes.

An offer of $200,000 for the screen
right to "Lightnin' " has been
refused.

The latest approach to these

amounts was the $100,000 paid by
B. P. Schulberg for the picture

rights to "The First Year."

B'WAY UNSAFE

SCORES SHUBERTS

IN RHYME

"Scandals" Producer Says:

"Deal I Got Unspeakable
Outrage"— Six Scenes in

"Passing Show" and
"Scandals" Similarly
Based— Mostly Taken
From Abroad — "Passing

Show" Fails to Give

Credit— Selwyns Warn
Shuberts Over Use of

Chariots "Seeing Double"
—Animated Curtain With
Nude Women

PEGGY JOYCE'S $1,000,000 IN JEWELS

Two Huge Apparel Displays on Broadway—Left-

wich's "Fashions" All Fashions—Russak Firm
Furnishing Skins

f

FRENCH-U. S. MUSIC

SOCIETIES
9

TREATY

"SHOWMANSHIP" TOPIC

Lew Dockatader Saw Beggar Loss
Hat at 47th Street.

Asked why he did not stay in

New York a few days. Lew Dock-
stader said: "I saw a beggar on the

corner of Forty-seventh street and
Broadway, holding out his hat. He
did not get anything, but a few min-
utes later he was raising the dick-

ens. Some one had copped his hat."

MEXICO PROTESTING
Work on the screen production of

"The Had Man," in which Holbroolc
Bllnn Is to be starred, is being held

up on the coast for the present.

Protestations of the Mexican gov-
ernment to Washington are said to

be behind the reason for tho post-

poning of the actual screening of

the production.

METROPOLITAN PICTURE HOUSE LICENSES

(BY YEARS—SINCE 1914)

19M pnr, loir. isi8 1019 1020 mi 1022

Motion Picture Theatre. ... 1. 191) 623 425 4*18 423 404 398 303

Motion Picture Theatre (Half
Year) — 155 92 45 69 55 58 53

Motion Picture Exhibition
(negligible) — — 235 385 397 537 491 615

Open Air Motion Pictures. . . 370 250 199 99 91 86 85 67

Open Air Motion Pictures
(Half Year) — 78 38 12 10 4 11 4

"Our whole show xoas stolen by Lee

and Jake,
We're the only things that he didn't

take."

The above couplet, with the word
"stolen" emphasized, was sprung as

the getaway tag of a series of lim-

ericks from the "Three Musketeers"
in George White's "Scandals" the

opening night (Tuesday) at the

Globe It got a salvo of applause
from the friends of White.
Broadway has been humming for

a week with the story of the Shu-
bert-White complications in produc-
ing "Scandals" and the "Passing
Show." White Tuesday said to a
"Variety" reporter:

"I haven't vocabulary enough to

talk my mind fully. I think the deal
I got was an unspeakable outrage.
Especially was It brutal to an in-

dependent producer, a little fellow
with no unlimited bankroll. It is

Continued on poge 17)

BABE RUTH HAS MADE

$2,000,000 FOR LEAGUE

Parisian Representative in

N. Y.—Negotiating Treaty

for Reciprocal Handling

H.H. Frazee Makes Statement

—He Established American

League Since Joining It

II. H. Frazee has Insured the

baseball game scheduled in Bos-
ton Saturday between tho Ked
Sox and the New York Yankees
for $10,000 against rain. Iiibe

Kuth will be in the line-up of the
Yankees and Frazee values the
draw of the great slugger at that

figure, not counting the natural at-

(Continued on page 7)

Roger Salabert, of the French
music publishing firm of Francois

Salabert, the moat important

Parisian organization, Is in New
York tor the purpose qt negotiating

a treaty with the American Society

of Composers, Authors and Publish-

ers, whereby the French society will

reciprocally handle American com-
positions and vice versa. Mr. Sala-
bert states that the French organ-
ization collects music royalties as
high as 7,000,000 francs a year, or
over $1,330,000. Also that music
tax royalties are based on a per-
centage of a show's gross, ranging
up to 6Vi per cent, of the receipts.

The JPrench society has ofttlmes
been accused of being a music trust.

Its affiliation with the American
society will place all French copy-
rights under the American organ-
ization's control for the purpose of
licensing for their general perform-
ance.

Two of the greatest apparel dis-

plays New York has ever seen, if

not the greatest ever, are being pre-

pared.

Alexander Leftwich Is producing
"Fashions of 1923" to open at the
Lyceum (the Frohman-Belasco
house rarely used for musical
shows), July 16. In the cast are
Edith Taliaferro, Carlotta Monterey.
Masters and Craft, Florence Morri-
son, Marie Nordstrom, Cy Plunkett,
Dejarl (tenor) and Mellsand. (fa-
mous Lucille model), as well as a
small chorus.
While there will be comedy scenes

and musical numbers, the main idea
is what the title indicates. Leftwich

(Continued on page 9)

TIPPED A MILLION

Charles Dillingham's
Achieved.

Ambition

"C00CH" NOW TUT-SCIENTIFIC
Tho King Tut-Ankh-Amen craze

has beer the means of many of the
outdoor shows camouflaging the old
stand-by "cooch" dance as a "scien-
tific" exhibit this season.
The Oriental thing was about

played out when the "Tut" craze
came along and revived It, with nine
out of ten of tho outdoor side shows
carrying "Tut" dancers, who are
made the central attraction of
"Egyptian" villages, encampments,
etc.

London, June 20.

While on the continent recently,
Charles Dillingham was enabled to
gratify what has for most of his
life been one of his ambitions. He
was the recipient of extremely as-
siduous attention on the part of the
hall porter at his hotel in Vienna,
and at the end of the week hs
handed the retainer a tip of a mil-
lion kroner.
Speaking of it to a Variety rep-

resentative, Dillingham said:

"Practically all my life I pictured
myself handing over a million to

(Contlnu ed on page 47)

Seats Ordered Out of 49th St.

The various New York city de-
partments have been active recently
In h rigid enforcement of the laws
affecting theatres, with frequent In-

spections to yoe orders are carried
out.

Bhuberts' 49tth At. was among
those visited, and approximately 30
seats ordered removed from the
front of the orchestra section, on
the ground that the seats were too
close to the stage to permit of a
comfortable passage way.

PLAY FOB FAY TEMPLETON
Fay Templeton may return to* the

legitimate stage next season as a
star under the direction of Joe
Weber and Lee Kdgel. A play with
music along the lines of "Forty-five
Minutes from Broadway" has been
secured.
Miss Templeton has expressed

willingness to return to Broadway,
but has stipulated she would not
consider appearing until late in the
fall. She has been in retirement
for some time, making a reappear-
ance in vaudeville a season or so
ago.

COSTUMES
Who will make your next ones?
Those who hsve bought from us

ssy—

BROOKS-MAHIEU
1417 H'mj M «tl« penn. W. T. CHf— 11,000 Costumes for Rental
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LONDON DAILY SKETCH' DEMANDS

FAITH HEALER' BE DEPORTED

"Pharus" or Dr. W. B. Thompson in Trouble Abroad

—"Evening Standard" Terms Him Charlatan-

Failed to Appear at Hospital for Test

London, June 20.

Tho "Daily Sk« l< h " denouncem

"1'harus" (known in America as

L>r. W. EL Thompson) as a "frond

and undesirable alien." It is de-

manding ho be depor(« (l to the

United States.

When the "Evening Standard"

termed Pharus a charlatan he

started an action against the paper

for £10,000 damages.
Dr. Thompson was invited to ap-

pear at the Miller General Hospital
last Saturday to accomplish the
cures he claims he can do, but the

faith healer failed to appear.
"Pharus" Informs Variety that the

committee, so he alleges, inviting
him to the hospital refused to per-
mit him to take along his assistants
or witnesses. Had he succeeded,
said the healer, in the demonsratlon,
he wouM have been atone o/i his
side and unable to prove it, although
Pharus knows he would have been
before reputable men of medicine.
The healer says he is still agree-

able to demonstrate publicly at the
Palladium. That is a theatre. His
t*st there would amount to no more
1han his usual vaudeville act.

It looks as though London
jumped right onto the "Dr."
"Pharus," refusing to stand
what many American citieH
stand for with him.

"ENEMIES" APPLAUDED

Cosmopolitan Special Film Enthu
siastically Received in. London..

has
and
for

did

Dr. W. P. Tomp8on first appeared
as an act in class vaudeville on this
side and it was also the first time
an act of his description had been
allowed in class vaudeville.
A review as follows of the turn

appeared in Variety of May 22, 1922:

DR. W. B. THOMPSON (3)

Heating (Special Pilling*— "The
.Miracle Man"; "Exponent of
'Zone Therapy,' 'Nerve Pressure,'
'System < f Healing' ").

29 Mint.; Full Stage
Proctor's, Newark, N. J.

"A series of practical demonstra-
tions In which everyone is invited
to participate and be convinced as
to the positive authenticity of this
ultra modwrn yet ancient bloodless
method of simplified healing! If
you are suffering from chronic
aches or pains come up on the stage
and be relieved. No embarrass-
ment. Bring your sicfc friends."
A peculiar act for any theatrical

stage, and yet, after the hypnotic
mind reading, fortune telling and
olher such turns vaudeville has
stood for, there seems no valid
reason why Dr. Thompson should
not continue if he can draw bus-
iness. This is merely a box office
act. If it draws it's worth it, for
there is nothing else to the turn that
means anything to a bill.
The Thompson act Isn't as

ominous as the billing might signify.
The advice given by him to cure
ailments, whether of a medicinal
nature or not, is surely not harmful
There may be a faith aspect to it
an well. For instance, the doctor
says on the stage if your hair is
railing out, rub your fingernails
against each other. He illustrates.
<>» if you can't steep, lit- down w "h
the tips of your fingers meeting,
holding them in that position, and
he will guarantee you will ho asleep
within five minutes. If on arc not
he agrees to fcivo Jl.Joo to any
charitable society. 'n fact the
doctor offered to give away a lot ofmoney during his 29 minutes. The
amounts ranged f r< m $10 to $25
and $100 to $500 to $1,000 (twice).
For deafness the doctor shows

you how to cure it by finger appli-
cation, hut his leader is aiding near-

(Continued on page 3)

. London, June 20.'

The Cosmopolitan's super film,

"Enemies of Women" opened a "spe-
cial engagement June 15at the Em-
pire.

"Enemies'!' was enthusiastically
received by a brilliant audience that
vigorously applauded at the conclu-
sion of the first part and at the
finale of the picture.
The present Cosmopolitan will be

followed by another of the same
maker's, "Little Old New York."
The press notices on the film pro-

duction are very favorable.
"Enemies" is doing good business

and will gross about $iq,000 this
week. The Empire (house) manage-
ment has suggested to the picture
management "Enemies" remain on
tor six weeks instead of the first
four announced.
Manager Silvestre ot the Vaude-

ville Theatre, one of Paris' fashion-
able houses, wants the Cosmopoli-
tan special for a run at his house.

WANGER'S SETTLEMENT
Receives 7,500 Pounds Through

Wrongful Dismissal.

London, June 20.
Walter Wanper has received 7,500

pounds in tettleipent of his suit
against the Provincial Cinemato-
graph Theatres %which engaged him
for five years, at 6,000 pounds
annually.
After the first year the company

dismissed Wanger. He brought an
action 10 recover on the unexpired
term.

THREE TOR PROVINCES
Sabio). Matthews & Tally, pro-

ducers of ''Temporary Husbands,"
now playing at the Duke of York,
London, will put out three touring
companies in the provinces next
season. '

Edward A. Paulton, the author,
sailed from New York Saturday,
June 16, on the Homeric to supervise
the productions.

"ELIZA COMES" REVIVED
London, June 20.

"Eliza Comes to Stay" at the
Duke of York's looks old fashioned
as revived. Its engagement seeme
likely a limited one. Dorothy Minto
has the title role.

Preceding is a Grand Guignol
thriller which isn't convincing in its
thrill.

IDA RUBENSTETO PERSISTENT
Paris, June 20.

Despite the universal disclaimer
placed against Ida Rubenstein's per-
formance in P'Annunzio's musical
tragedy, "Martye de Saint Sebas-
tien," Rubenstein has arranged for
three more performances of it, com-
mencing to-night.

G0LDWYN SUIT SETTLED

Stoll Co. Consents to Judgment for
Over $60,000 and Costs

U. S. WAR SONGS IN MUSEUM
Paris, June 20.

The manuscripts of George M.
Cohan's "Over There" and Zo Elli-
ott's "There's a Long, Long Trail
A-winding" have been received here
and are being framed to bo hung be-
neath the bust of General I'eishing
in the Museum of the War at th<
Invalid* s.

London, Juno 20.
Tho action started by the Hold-

wyn company against tho Stoll
company for breach of contract over
Krifciish distribution hae been pri-
vately *QitlaA If fu rl»pnr«^.t fltjiH
has agreed to allow Goldwyn to t akt
Judgment for 11,500 pound'- and
< ( - ts

I'" J. Godsol came over here repre-
senting Goldwyn, to either tiy or
settle the case.

Beside a Babbling Brook
Scintillating Song Success

FILMS SHOWN TO FRENCH
Pans. Jnr.e 20.

The film trade saw 2f..30o met< rs
of films last week, compared with
16,500 meters shown the previous
week

•Van'. Hoven Just .received a cable
that Dave Chasen is a sensation at
the Victoria. Palace and has been
engaged for a West End production
and is the talk of all London. All
you can hear ie, who is Dave Chasen
the funniest man in the world?

FRANK VAN HOVEN

WONDER OVER PLAY

Paris Doesn't Understand Staging
of "Homme Marche"

Paris, June 20.

"Homme Marche" did poorly when
produced at the Comedie Francaise.
It's a three -act piece by Henri Marx
who still has to win his literary
spurs.

"Un Homme en Marche" has
complex socialistic doctrines in its

plot. The exact intention of the
author Is vague with the charac-
ters obscure, serving only to repeat
common philosophy without dra-
matic action of value.
Many are wondering just what in-

duced the Comedie Francaise to pro-
duce the negligible piece.
-Vexandre did the lead, lacking

youthfulness, but Fresney was gym-
pathetic and Desjardins played ad-
mirably. Mme. Ventura gave . a
spirited performance, with the minor
roles taken passably.

J. BROOKE RECOVERED
• J. Brooke, manager of the Paris
Alhambra, returned last week after
a trip in the South of France, with
prolonged stay at Monte Carlo. He
has quite recovered from his recent
breakdown with pneumonia.
The Alhambra, which closes the

end of this month for the summer,
reoperts Aug. 24. Carmo, with his
big conjuring act, holds the entire
second part of the present program
until June 28, when the house will
be ready for summer cleaning.

PARIS' '22 GROSS
Paris, June 20.

The gross receipts for 1922 of
Paris theatree, music halls and pic-
ture houses was two hundred and
seventy million francs.

It includes 59,000,000 at the music
hall and 81,000,000 from picture
places.

DANCERS INVITE INJUNCTION
Taris, June 20.

Through Robert Quinault with
Iris Rowe opening in the Casino
revup Saturday, the Theatre Vaude-
ville interposed an objection and
threatone an injunction against the
dancers.

BORNSTEIN'S $100 BET,
k

,

Music Publisher Makes Wager- on
8artori«l Make- Up

*-*
"

i

London
;
June 20.

Variety's publication of this item
may be an out for Saul Bornstein
•f the New York music publishing
firm of Berlin, Inc.

Mr. Bornstein returned to London
from the Continent ttrrafyed In spptts

and. wearing a cane. He dropped
Into the Cavour restaurant and the
mob got him. A syndicate of diners
raised $100 in cash after a terrific

effort and -wagered Bornstein he
would not disembark from the
"Olympic," when arriving in . New
York, as he was thus dolled up.

, Bornstein . easily unloosened a
hundred -dollar bijl from his Michi-
gan and covered the bet, with the
proviso it wouldn't go if Variety
published an advance -announce-
ment.
.Saul is qan-ying .a bootblack'
around with him Jn case any dust
should get on the spats. He sails
to-day.

j

"ELECTRIC FISH" KILLED
Rome, June 12.

•The report of a curious accident
has been received from Biella, in
the north of Italy and the centre of
the spinning industry. During the
village fair Nina Panciera was per-
forming as th? "human electric flsh"
in a tank charged with a mild elec-
tric current which gave a slight
shock to any person who touched
her. People in the audience were
invited to try the experiment.
During the afternoon when the

booth was crowded by an astonished
public the girl suddenly sunk under
the water and became rigid. She
was found to be electrocuted. U is

supposed a. strong current of elec-
tricity caused by a short circuit
suddenly entered th? tank, causing
her immediate death.

MORRIS GEST DRESSEP 1

UP FOR SOCIAL INVITE

i

<-

AILES DE LA CHIMERE
Paris, June 20.

Chimere, or Chimera in good Eng-
lish, is in vogue this season. Fol-
lowing a noteworthy volume of
verse "Les aile de la Chimere" by
Abel Rubi, and the inauguration of
Baty's "Baraques de la Chimere," is

a Short dancing season at the opera
by the clever sorfool of Loie Fuller
where the feature is "Chimeres," a
ballet poetically depicting the
search for happiness amidst the
illusions of terror and pleasure until

'

the spirit of evil is vanquished.

ROBEY'S FIRST FILM
London, June 20.

George Robey's first appearance
on the screen will be in the film

"Don Quixote." He will return to

the Hippodrome In the fall in a pro-
duction.
Robey's film contract allows him

to play eight weeks a season to re-
tain his voice. If his stage appear-
ance i;j at lees than 500 p<*9W*s

weekly, Stoll (films) must reimburse
him for the difference.

MODERN FARCE IN 0DE0N
Paris, June 20.

During the summer a revival of

"Le Petit Cafe," by T. Bernard, from
the Palais Royal, will be given at
the classical Odeon.

Berny is to replace Savoye as
stage manager of this state house.
F. Gemier is reported making many
changes in his troupe for next sea-
son.

IN LONDON

At Party at Ascot on Condi-

tion He Left Flowing ^
Tie at Home ?

,1 : , ,j ;__!—, . • *

London, June 20.

Morris (Jest was socially elected
to attend* Lady Hullon's* party at
Ascot, upon the condition he ap-
pear there without his flowing neck-
tie. Mr. Gest was informed he
would be welcomed if properly
dressed.

But brief, time was given the
American producer to find out now
to dress for Ascof'.'* Being a sh6w-
man first and a' social favorite
whenever he can, Mr. Gest hied
himself to a .theatrical cQstumer,
who did the trick for him. No
casualty was repoVte'd from "Ascot
the day Gest graced the green.
Gest did a short parade to prove

to the other American managers
over here he could navigate with-*

out one of Dave Belasco's throwa-
ways and In his new makeup was
an instantaneous success. The
Americans started to bid for the
picture rights to Ge^t dressed as a
human. When the bids reached £1
somebody remarked they preferred
a bottle of wine for the money. That
ruined Morris* whole day. «•

Lady HultOn was formerly an
actress, professionally known as
Miliy Lindon.
When able to tear 1 himself away

from society's' call Gest is engaging
people for his "Miracle" production
for NeW York. • •

EMPIRE" UNAFFECTED

Auction Sale of Theatre Property
July 10 Does Not Include Lease

London, June 20.

The auctkm sale advertised for
July 10 of the Empire theatre and
surrounding property will not affect
tho lease of the* Hheatre. Iield by.

Solly Joel for a long term of years.
Sir Alfred Butt also is' Interested

In the lease, With the Empire how
decupled by" the Cosmopolitan
(Hearst) films of New York on a
short term' rentals :

MUSIC BOX SHOW IN BERLIN
London, June 20.

"The Music Box Revue" probably
will be played in Berlin by Man-
ager ^Halter. Hallo* is arranging
for It.

SAILINGS
v , «

Reported through. Paul Tauslg ft

Son, 104 East 14th street:
June 12 (New York to London);

Zambunl, OHanlon (Aqultania);]
June 23 (same) Edythe Livingston,
Jean Russell (Majestic); June 28,
Mr. and Mrs. John Olms (Han-
saw)

; June 30 (same) Olive. Stew*
art (Olympic); June 27 (same)
Morgan Dancers—Jack Trieealt,
Albert Zapp, Joe Head, Nanon
Haverlin, Joe McLean, Geraldine
Treisalt, Christine Meehan, Florence
Martin, Adele Kellogg, Louise Riley.
Florence Lewis, Ruth Southgate,
Esther Somers, Victoria Elliott,
Carl Haverlin, Robert Hurd, Al
Downing (Lapland).

Ixnidon, .June 11.

Harry Tate has entered for the

"Round England" aeroplane race on
.July 20-21. He will fly a D. H. 9

fitted with Siddeley-l'uma engines.

Distiller Taking Second Chance
London June .

The Scotch distiller, Samuel
Greenlee* in trancing "Ned Kean
of Old Drury" lor another fort-
night He expected to lose 2,000
pounds on hi.s first Obligation of
"two weeks for the show. When
lowing but one thousand he decided
on a second t hance.

Thr Coliseum program was fuller

than ever last week with dancers,

trick, "classical," alleged "classical"

and other kind-, the acts- Indulging
in terpslchore being Roy Mark and
Peggy Brantley, who do what they
haw to do on skates and do it ex-

nrzvnrkyf'Hiding'iy—wrtt:
from th< Royal opera house, Budn

Who Is now In her last \s • • k
and hai become a Round favorite
hen; Jacques Vitry Devilder H.imy
Trie-, a continental turn that m
•<

< (1, a whole crowd of "classical"
posturants in an excerpt from
"Tannhau er"; and Aurea, n Span
i*h dancer who makes h< i debut.
Greatly boomed, she was somewhat
disappointing at the Monday mati-
nee. Her waits were far too lont

June 30 (New York to raris),
Melvin H. Dalberg (Olympic).
June 23 (New York to London),

William Klein (Majestic).
June 23 (London for New York),

Charles Dillingham (Aquitania)..
June 21 (New York to Amster-

dam), Florence Shirley (Kroon-
land).

June 20 (New York to Berlin),
Follette and Wicks (Sydlitz). 7i
June 20 (London to New York),

Saul Bornstein (Olympic).
June 16 (New York to London),

for an audience used to the mini-
mum time for Intervals between
each Item in an act. This was
probably speeded up. Her Salome ' . • Eurico Caruso (Homeric).
is a clever performance. Excellent
as her work was, her long waits
nearly killed her opening show.

In the Court of Appeal, Juno 4,
an order discharging with costs an
injunction recently granted against
Owen Nares on the plea of the
Owen Nares Syndicate, Ltd, which
had sought to restrain tin. actor
from accepting engagements els< -

where, alleging thai he was contra
x ******

—

bin contract by—accepting
engagements other than with the
syndicate. Nares said in evidence
that the effe< t of tin contra* t into
which he had entered was to keep
him idle for six months every year
His salary with the syndicate was
11,1,1 a week, and on hearing this
Appeal Judge Lord Justice S. rut-
ton showed surprise, saying that he
thought 1100 <$<17C) a week was
quite a moderate salary for an

(Continued on page 28)

June if, (Now York to Rotterdam),
Alexander Lambert ( Rotterdam).
June It! (New York to London),

William It Maxwell ((.'armnnia).
J«in > 13 (New York to Paris), Burt

Hall (Paris),

\\ If.KTTK
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LEGAL TEST OF RADIO'S RIGHT TO

BROADCAST COPYRIGHT MATTER

Witniark & Sons Instituting Friendly Action Against
Bamberger & Co. of Newark—"Mother Machree"
Vocally Rendered

The Irs., legal test caa.> of radio

and whether or not a performance
of a copyrighted composition via

the ether constitute an Infringe-

ment jf the law will be threshed out

in a friendly suit which M. Witmark
& Sons is pr« paring against the

Newark departmer. store of L.

Bamberger & Co. which operates a

broadcasting station, caH WOR at

Broad and Market streets. Xewark
X. J. Nathan Burkan is represent-
ing the publishers In association
with ex- Federal Judge Thomas G.
HaJftfct.

The uleged infringment ccurred
June 4, the song being ' other
Machreo, ' rendered vocally. The
defendants will admit »h«.y have
been broadcasting copyrighted
music ithout license, the : uit be-
ing prima: ily for test case purposes

J. C. tosenthol. general n anager
of the American Societ; of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers, in

, an affidavit sets forth he offered to

license Bamberger for 11.000 an
nually which was refused.

BUFFALO WEDDINGS

One Gone Into and Another Has
Been Licensed

Buffalo, June 20.

Among the unusually large num-
ber of marriages between members
of the profession which have taken
place in Buffalo during the past
few months is the wedding of Albert
Malotte, organist at the Hippo-
drome, to Mary Jane, who appeared
at the house recently as a feature
vocalist. The marriage was quiet-
ly solemnised and news of the event
has Just leaked out along the local,
rialto. Malotte acted as accom-
panist at the piano for Miss Jane,
and the romance is the result of
their professional association In
this way.
Al Gerard and Florrle Millerahip

obtained a marriage license Monday
while playing Shea's Buffalo. Up
to the Tuesday matinee no further
Information as to the couple's mar-
riage plans was obtained.

•

- Marion Ford Recovered

Paris, Jure 20.
'

Marion Ford has recovered after
serious illness while In Paris.

Seeking House for "Wild/Iower."

London, June 20.
' Arthur Hammerstein is scouring
About for a house to place "Wild-
flower."

v
- /

Mcrgan Dancers in London
London, June 20.

The Marion Morgan Dancers have
been booked to open over here
July 9 at the Palladium. The Foster
agency did it.

GIRL BURNED TO DEATH,

BUT SAVED COMPANIONS

Phyllis Porter, of 'Peep Show,'

Meets Sad Fate in New
Zealand

AUSTRALIA
By ERIC H. GORRICK

* Sydney. May 15.

Phyllis Porter, .a young member
of the "Peep Show" company, play-

ing New Zealand under Williamson-

Talt direction, was burned to death
when her clothing came in contact
With flame caused through fusing
of an electric wire.

With great presence of mind the
unfortunate girl rushed away from
the rest of the chorus girls to pre-
vent their flimsy attire Igniting
from her blnzirg costume.
John Fuller, father of Sir Den

Fuller, died last week in New Zea-
land. He made a special request
.the theatres controlled by Fullers
were to remain open on his death.
Mr. Fuller went to New Zealand

many years ago as a singer with
the Mohawk Minstrel*. He came
to Australia with the ill-fated Lon-
don Pavilion Company.
The bulk o( his fortune will go to

New Zealand orphanages.

DEMANDS DEPORTATION
(Continued from page 2)

stehtedness. Demonstrating with
his own finders, he informs the
audience if they will maintain that
position of the Angers for a few
minutes dally for 60 days, meantime
gentle massaging above the eye-
bolls now and then, if they don't
throw their glasses away at the end
of the 60 days, there goes another
of his thousands.
The house Tuesday evening In

Newark starred a giggle When the
doctor pulled the finger stuff «for
falling hair and when he added to
that by another finger movement
for bald people to grow hair, they
laughed outright, but after that they
accepted the doctor quite seriously
it seemed. He made them like it,
for lie's a showman that makes the
others before him seem novices. His
address is admirable. Dr. Thomp-
son suggests an evangelist in his
delivery, or the highest grade
spieler or lecturer. His demeanor
is clerical and his manner dignified.
The doctor says he's 70 but doesn't
look over 58 despite a beard.
Two women and a boy walked to 'or 30 minutes, instantly detecting

the stage when the doctor asked

Variety Headline, June 7, Said:
OVERDOSE OF SIMILARITY IN

VAUDEVILLE, SAY BOOKERS
Why not

CHAS. ALTHOFF
The only act of its kind? Conflicts
with no other act in Show business.

PALLADIUM
London, June 12.

Probably with no special design,
seven of the nine acts at the Pal-
ladium this week are not of native
oirigin—or more correctly, the ar-

tists appearing are not of English
origin.

The opening turn is George Hurd,
an Australian juggler, who operates
with tennis balls, racket, billiard

cues and other things. Of good ap-
pearance and might be best classi-
fied s a three-a-day opening turn.
Second turn is Gus Harris, English
comic, made up as an Italian waiter
in a Soho restaurant. He sang one
number and departed without cas-
ualties.*
The other native act is Dorothy

Ward, who achieved some fame here
as principal boy in pantomime. Miss
Ward appeared In New York at the
Winter Garden in the Shuberts' re-
vival of "The Belle of New York."
She sings several songs in different
costumes, ranging from "The Sheik
of Alabam" to "Carolina," in the lat-
ter having the support of 10 cute
kiddies, who perform a routine of
ballet and chorus evolutions. She
has some brilliant orchestrations
which conceal her vocal defects.
Another soubret Immediately fol-

lowed—Hilda Glyder, who has been
In England so many years she Is
looked upon as a compatriot Some
say she originally came from Aus-
tralia via "the States." On her first
song Miss Glyder reveals some orig-
inal mannerisms which promise well,
but when she repeats them In her
other numbers the first good im-
pression wanes perceptibly. She
finishes with a little high-kicking
dance and scores strongly.
The headline act is "Pharus,"

from America, who played there un-
der the name of Dr. Thompson. He
Is billed as an Egyptian miracle
man who - accomplishes "cures"
through the medium of "Zonery."
The old "doc" Is a good showman,
talking Interestingly and amusingly

Sydney, May 23.

"Sally" has passed its 20th week
at Her Majesty's and still grosses
best business in town. Should stay
right through winter. It has played
to capacity right, along.

Wiiiinjuutou - T&lt presented at
Criterion May S "The Cat and the
Canary.** Business good. Should
have profitable run. Sidney Stir-
ling, Eily Malyon, Mayne Lyntoa,
Jane Saville, Ailsa Orahame. Anew
McMaster, Garry Marsh, Muriel
Martin-Harvey, George* Blunt and
Leslie Victor make up excellent
cast. Production splendidly- mounted.
George Highland produced. *

Maude Fane made her farewell
Australian appearance In a revival
of "You're in Love" May 1» at
Royal under Williamson -Tait di-
rection. Business capacity. Mum
Fane scored. W. S. Percy ran away
with laughing honors. Madge El-
liott and Cyril Richards stopped
show with beautiful dance. Rest of
cast good. Scenery great.

The Fullers presented Bert Bailey
in "The Squatter's Daughter." a
play dealing with out back life in
Australia. Business very good at*
the G. O. H. Now in third week.
Production best Fullers have pre-
sented in long time. Bert Bailey
scored big as a Scotchman. Cast
includes Austin Milroy, Rutland
Beckett. Vera Kemee, Hugh Ward.
Jr.; Darcy Kelway and Jack Mor-
ris- c>

Lee White and Clay Smith after
season as an act got together a
company and went to New Zealand.
On their return they were sched-
uled to leave for America. The
managerial "bug" struck Miss White
and she took over the Palace, and
In conjunction with her husband
(Clay Smith) presented "Back
Again." a revue from the Ambassa-
dors, London. Success hit these two
ripht from the jump, with capacity
business resulting. Australia Is cer-
tainly a land of opportunity pro-
\ tiling you make good at the outseL
The show opens quietly, but

gathers speed as it goes along.
Finale to act one is weak and rather
amateurish. Miss White scored
very big with quaint songs. Illllle

Lockwood of the chorus ran away
with the hit in impersonations of
Wee Georgie Wood (an English
start out here recently).
Hector St. Clair is the laughing

hit. Thompson and Balrd are the
featured dancers. Dorothy Purdell
scored nicely. Githa Calvert made
nice appearance in comedy songs.
Nothing very brilliant about pro-

duction, still for this class of show
it satisfies. The finale is gcod.
"Back Again" can be summed up

as a nice little evening's entertain-
ment. Clay Smith produced the
show. Har.y Jacobs conducts.

Business holding up nicely at
Tivoli. Barbarnla, wire, gave show
nice star. Lloyd and Montrose, talk
and songs, fair. St. Leon Trio,
acrobats, big hit Hope Charteris
and Eva ickson, songs, big recep-
tion; girls nice lookers. Terpsichore,
French dancer, closed Intermission
to applause hit; act staged nicely.
Gus McNaughton and Co. of six in
comedy, "Kleanera, Ltd."; cast weak
with exception of Jesse Sweet; not

Boucot Replaces Chevalier.
Paris, June 20.

Boucot replaced Saturday Mau-
rice Chevalier as Canterelle In the
operetta "La Haut" at the Bouffes '

on]y. If any were dfssatlsfled"ne

those who had spoken to him in the
lobby for the 30 minutes he remains
there before the show starts, tocome up. The boy was deaf in one
ear, one of the women had neuritis
in the arm. and the other seemed to
be threatened with appendicitis.
They held their fingers or hands as
the doctor directed. When he was
through with his talk each declared
by demonstration everything was
o. k. The bojr-sald he came from
Passaic, and if a plant as likely, itwas extremely well worked.

Dr. Thompson announced that on
tridfty morning (he is held over for
the full week) at 10.30 he would
give a full performance tar women

Theatre
Chevalier is sailing for New York

toward the end of July.

Bartsch Has Continental Shows.
London, June 20.

Hans Bartsch is here from the
Continent where he purchased the
American rights to several musical
plays.

Max Dreyfus is accompanying
Bartsch, interested in «s*e publish-
ing rights.

Australian .rfusic Man in London
London. June 20.

Frank Albert, the music publisher
of Australia, is In Tendon.

ACTOfc'S UNUSUAL PUBLICITY
In the current (July) Issue r.f the

American Magaaine is a story of
the life r.f Chas. "Chic** Sales, Tins
Is probably the first lime ;i vaude-
ville performer has been honored
in this manner. Of course, lfj?iti-

mate stars frequently enjoy this,
type of publicity, but Chic's inter-
esting work is noted as much as
any of them.— (Advertisement.)

would return twice the admission
Admission" for a morning show!
Gravy for the house that might getback half or more of the week's
!k*Z 8 the doc tor isn't splitting on
the Friday mor ng thing.

Proctor's has a huge auditorium.
It was almost filled Tuesday night.The doctor said the people of New-ark were talking about him alreadyand that the attendance that eve-ning was the best Tuesday night's
business the house had done inweeks. Quite likely, both. Butwhere d*d the doctor get that stuff?
in Egypt, as the program savs he's

23J?i.i-
,
Si..

d0#w, '

; ,ook Egyptianwith his Chinese robe, but he cer-
tainly does look like a real box
Office card for medium sized eltle
I erhaps he can make them talanywhere.
This healing thing

vJ«<»evl!le. It may or may not beakin to i refined medicine show
but It has an angle of argument to
It through the doctor's Impressive.

"IT i,

ftnd
,

,h " »""pllelty of hisremedies, whether they cure or notAnd go day, of u .

( .,.k 8lfUldg , n
vaudeville usually curies m art
quite a long way. if it has a route,
still, there are the return engage-
ments. Hut wont "Danderine" be
sore about that hair idea?

up to Tivoli standard. Two Vaga
any tendency on the part of The bonds, piano and violin, stopped

s

Ik

in

audience to ridicule and managing
to quell It by the force of his per-
sonality. He brought three subjects
upon the stage, teaching them to
cure themselves by adopting his
"original method" of stopping pain
by nerve pressure.
After interval came the Marmeln

Sisters, Miriam and Irene, now as-
sisted by a younger sister, Phyllis.
Their "drama dances" were well re-
ceived.

Albert de Courvllle Is presenting
Daphne Pollard and Tubby Edlln
In an excerpt from the recently
defunct "Rainbow" show at the Em-
pire. Miss Pollard sails for America
immediately to join the "Greenwich
Village Follies." The act is a low
comedy mixture, introducing a lot
of travesty on "Pharus." For in-
stance, "Pharus" claims that If you
will rub your finger nails together
for five minutes each day you will
be cured of baldness. Edlin Is quite
bald, so when he entered rubbing
his nails it was good for a huge
laugh.
The remaining acts were Jack

Rose, with Jimmy Steiger at the
piano, and Dippy Diers. assisted by
Flo Rennett. They both fared well,
considering the lateness of the hour.
Rose did not have a whack at them
until 11 p. m. Monday evenihg, with
Diers following 15 minutes later.

Jolo.

show next to closing; Cornelius and
Constance, dancers, closed show and
held.

HOYT'S—The Flirt."
STRAND—"Turn to the Right"

(film).

Adelaide
ROYAL—"Cairo."
PRINCE OF WALES—Eddie and

Decima McLean, Togo, Maggie Fos-
ter. Clement May, Oswald Remand,
Moon and Morris, Sharrat and
Lang, Marzon and Florence, Royal
Southern Singers.
MAJESTIC—Mollnarls, Lloyd and

Raymond. Con Colleano, sy
Jerome. Jim Gerald Revue.

Brisbane
ROYAL—"Passing of Third Floor

Back."
BOHEMIA—Musical comedy.
CREMORNE—Humphrey Bishop

EMPIRE — Lea Klicks. Ruth
Bucknall. Reece Sisters; Craydon
and Mack, The Altons, Con Morcnl
Revue.

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland

HIS MAJESTY'S—Emelle Polinl
Co.
ROYAL—Kate Howard Co.OPERA HOUSE—Stlffy and Mo,

Apdale'e Circus.
GRAND— "Judith of Bethulla"

(film).

Wellington
OPERA HOUSE — "The Peep

Show."
HIS MAJESTY'S—Mlrano Bros.;

Opera wingers, Han bury, bi a
Lewis, Verdun Sisters. Evans and
Hurl. *

^KM PRESS — "One Exciting

-i _ Chrlstchureh
ROYAL—Allan Doone.

t ?P
'Ê A HOUSE-George Dixon.

i°nn Pastor, Tubby Stevens. Rett
Tyrell. Walter George.
QUEENS—

"

Silver Wings."

Hugh J. Ward will produce "Tan-
gerine" in Melbourne

nights at Princess, Melbourne.
Starting one week ahead of "Sally-
in.

0014
!

a* thoua*l» t--« latter piece
will out -stay the "Girl."

Lawrence Groasmlth Is to pro'duce
Quarantine," a comedy, for Wll-Uamson-Tait In Melbourne

Oscar Asche opens in "Chu ChinChow" May ft at Royal this dtvunder WHllamson-Talt direction.*

mS*" 1?* n
.
U

!
#,,r

' "Bulldog Drum-
SSf-iifHW* t0 d«W very big

atarthf- T*1"*.*J™ rever*« "'"«starting as Independent »ti.«Wheel • will probably'follow.
*

FIower»
n
|. S*!!?^00* Wm in

run ^ #Ki
t0 *• aTlren an extended

Theatre, "r m *&.. *!l
ort,jr

'
Unlon

h«« !?' Ltd" win handle nttrac-

li 2-m*S° U««* ** **r'y showing
is The Covered Wagon."

Zealand*"*
Lauder ta tourIn* ***"

bank." Z*iX°£*
thAt D*"*!** Fair-banks will journey to New Zealandfor the purpose of making a pictureHis representative, 8am Blair hasarrived in the Dominion.

' *

^iFSET* ?' Muwove. head of Tiv-ft^tfiaLg, has booked the

Sw'SLJ^S! w
for Australia

:

Aller Brooke* Ruby Norton. Long
JSft 2ft R1»torl »n* Partne?
7 i*t£

nd Cal2n
' Ad<>lpho, Dan Bros,and Cherry. Reeves Girls and Les-

lie, Haywood and Hay. Helschol

Business picking up at Fuller's. I pwt'a^d flZ^lfri :^^''5 - '

Matinees off. with night shows \SS^wSJSSSkS£S^} f^3^
floln* faieirftr business. Dav busl- ' fl..^*- °**na i

1*?^ 1"* next monthdoing bigger business. Day busl
noss should pick up with revue as
drawing card. The Andros, Vent
and violin, poor act Billy and Betty
Bume, songs, get over. Otesco, vio-
linist, does well. Nell and Braddy
Show, songs and dancing, over
nicely. Pat and Paula Hansen,
dances, closed intermission to hit.

Ward and Sherman fill In rest of
bill in tab revue. George Ward is

the, comic and scores big. Charles
Sherman, "straight" tower of
strength in helping Ward get laughs.
Mabel le Morgan is likable prima
donna. Leas Wharton and Harry
Durgess score In bits. Dick Butler
does well in different songs. Curly
Sherwood and Id** Merton scored
nicely. Show nicely mounted.

TOWN* HALL.—Molesiwltsch.
fILOIlK-"Smilln's Through." film.

LYCKUM-"Theodora."
CRYSTAL PALACE—Chaplin In

"Pay Day."

"Copper-field" Closing

London. June 20.
' D.ivid Copporfield" closes Satur-

day with the revival briefly run-
ning Lransby Williams will repl ace
it with "The Lyons Mail" next Mon-
(I i> i the Lyceum.

Apollo Reopens With Revival.

Paris. June 20.

The Apollo reopened June 15 with
a revival of the three-act operetta,

" Demoiselle du Prlntemps."

Melbourne
HER MAJESTY'S — "The Arca-

dians" (revival).
PRINCESS—"O'Brien Girl."
ROYAL — Gertrude Elliott In

"Smllin' Through."
KING'S—"The stiver Fox."
PALACE—"Bulldog Drummond."
TOWN HALIv—Jean Gerady.
TIVOLI -Pall Mnlls. Rene Esler,

Al»il».ih Arabs, Audrey Knight.
Paddy Saunders, Julius Knight,
David Poole.

BIJOl.' Ar.trcl Hros.. Lilly Elliott.
Everest's Monkeys, llem.sleys. Le
Koi. Frcdo Hoys, Kennedy Allen.
SI. iv in -iii'l Thompson.

Beside a Babbling Brook
Carolina's Charming Successor

in "Dollars and Sense."

•m?X!2* tfL.*. 1* «reat »ucce«« of
-Sally" Williamson - Talt have

W
.

h
,
ei
L

Sal1^ «n<Ja Its run "Alary"w
fH

b* Wa»«nted. Gere Richards
will stage the dances.

Frank Ellis and his Californlans
are enjoying a good season .it the
Palais Royal under direction of J. C.
Bendrolt.

Norma Talmadge In "Srnilin*
Through" Is getting dollar top at
Globe. Picture is presented by
Union Theatres, Ltd.

No American acts have been im-
ported by the Fullers for a consid-
erable time. N«w faces are badly
needed on this circuit. The people
soon tire of seeing the same old
acts over and over again, as has
been the case for some time past.
When Renny Fuller had charce of
the Arm's Frisco office new acts
came out by each mail steamer.
Some of the acts were good and
some pretty bad. A change of pol-
icy was made, with English nets
the only Importation. The majority
turned out pretty poor standard.
And so the matter remains.

I'd* t*tt o'llnlnabli ir-itru' ('in at

NED WAYBURM
STUDIOS OF

1841 Broadway
NOSTIIWKST COS «0th ST
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PAN CIRCUIT OPPOSITION

TO KEITH AND ORPHEUM

Acts Having Played Pantagcs Booked Houses

Reported Not "Available" for Keith and Or-

pheum—Started with Indianapolis and Toledo

ARTHUR'S FINISH

Horwid Or<Ur«<l to C»ntin ue

money at $200 Weekly
Ali

IJOYS AND GLOOMS OF BROADWAY

No act* that have played Pan-

lages-booked fcouses are. being ;«.
-

<. pted ) )y the Keith rircult for this

or next season.

'•'he ban follows the installation

ol tho Pan vaudeville bills in

Toronto and Hamilton.

India napolia and Toledo were re-

ported declared -opposition" by

t lie K'iih people following the

breaking down of negotiations

whereby the Keith Circuit was to

have' taken over bouses in each of

the cities.

Both hOUSCS were afterwards

placed in the I'autages office on a

five-year booking arrangement, with

.1 short term cancellation clause in

it. it was said.

Humors that the houses were to

come into the Keith office followed

from time to time. The ban on the

acta that play the Vantages Circuit

followed, the first time the Keith

people have ever loolted askance at

U( Is that played the Pantagcs Cir-

• nit.

In years past acta used to come
into New York after a season on
the Pan Circuit and play the

Greater New York Keith houses.

Eddie Foy was headlined at the
Palace, New York, at the end of

one season following a Fantage*
tour.

Vaudeville men in the know say
the move reflects a closer alliance
bet ween- the Kefth and Orpheum
circuita than ever before, for the

new. Keith edict practically includes

the entire Pan time, which is oppo-
sition to the Orpheum Circuit in

most, of its territory.

FELL AND DIED

William J. Mulcachy of "Ten Craay
Kids" Meets Death

Troy, N. v., June l'u.

William J. Mulcucjiy fell from a

pavilion at Snyder's Lake last week,
dropping 30 feet and breaking his

neck through the fall. He died in an
ambulance while on the way to the

Troy Hospital.
Mulcachy, a world %ar veteran,

was to have taken part in an enter-
tainment by the 'Ten Crazy Kids"
at the pavilion. He was sea ted on »

the rail of the dance, hal'. waiting
for the show to commence, when he
fast his balance.

MISS GLAUM LISTENS TO ACT
Louise Glaum arrived in New

York this week, traveling all the
way across the continent to hnve
Jack La it read her his new vaude-
ville act.

It will be produced in t'aliforni^i

and open In San Francisco next
month.

It is a single act with an elaborate
novelty production idea.

Arthur J. HorwiU, th'e runaway
booking agent, must continue pay-

ing hia wife, Mrs. Edythe Living-

ston- Horwitz. $200 weekly ali-

monv. according to a decision

handed down Friday by New York

Supreme Court Justice Newburger.

At the same time the court granted

Mrs. Horwitx an interlocutory de-

of divorce. The decree nrej I

by default, Horwitx not appearing

it the trial. His appearance would

haw resulted in his arrest and lodg-

ment in the Ludlow* street "Alimony
Club." a eo'ntempt order having

been issued because of his defalca-

tion of $2,112.50 alimony. To date

Ho. with owes about $3,000 alimony.

The agent is not to 'be found
within the city and is reported hav-
ing 1-ft the State for parts unknown
Tin- culminate* Arthur's legal ex-
ploits with the futile assistance of

a* half dozen lawyers in combatting
his wife's ruthless divorce proceed"
law* through Attorney Benjamin F.

Spellman.
In addition Horwitz was disfran-
hiv. d a fortnight ago by J. II. Lu-

liin, the Loew circuit general book-
ing manager. .

There are few professions as uncertain and unstable as theatricals.

Today's hit may be tomorrows failure and vice versa. A • reat per*

sonal success was sooted on the opening night of the "Passing Show*

at the Winter Garden, by Helen shipman. 8he seemed to have every-

thing, am" "got over** big. Six years ago this same Helen Shlpmnn, {hen

a newcomer, went on at a Monday matinee at a small-time theatre and

was raxsed off the stage. It happened that a press agent friend if hers

was in the wings ready to help and encourage, and sent her back fur

the night shew. That same pr«*s-i ««*»»" *Sf «n the frtmt row a week aao

and saw Helen make a hit. >

Anna Chandler is a grandmother, and proud of It. Proud «.f her youth

and her good looks, and. lately, her slim and sylphlike form. Her daugh-

ter, wife of Harry Fox is « mother of a charming baby. Naturally the

inference is general Anna Chandler is older than the 34 years she has

seen. Friendu who have seen Miss Chandler lately have noticed that

she has grown quite slim She lost 20 pounds in 20 days by a system

all her own.

A certain gir' started in tbt chorus with Ziegfeld, became the dancing

star in a big restaurant revue, and well on tho road to success. She

secured an engagement in a revue to go on in Atlantic City. Plans fell

through.. and ?he s facing a summer without work, alone and no One to

depend on. So she sold mosr of her clothes, got a job n« telephone

operator fn ai office at $18 a week, and is prepared to sti^k* to It until she

can start Jancing again.
g

Vm

HELD ONTO RING

Conversion Judgment
Ethel Russell.

Against

MAT McAYOY AS ACT
The film star, May McAvoy. re-

ported last week as having pur-
chased her release from Famous
Players, is said to have been offered
to big time vaudeville this week, as
a turn.

M. S. Bentham Is handling fl»e ne-
gotiations for Miss McAvoy,

Kthel Russell of "Little Cottage."
vaudeville act. in September. 1921.

met William Young, vaudevilllan,

in Chicago, and admired a ring he
was wearing. She asked for itsloan
to satisfy her vanity for a flash

when she played in New York '.wo

weeks later and promised to return
It to Young when he came to New
York about the same time, their

bookings coinciding. Young and
Miss. Russell subsequently had a
falling out- and the vaudeyillian
could not secure Its return.
Young started suit for $1,000.

the value of the ring, charging con-
version, through F. E Goldsmith.
Judge Kder directed a verdict for

YoUng for the full amount, toe*

judgment .totaling $1,065.20. He

Some titne ago this column suited that there is a great deal of lateut

talent in musical shows, am" that every .-how contains several girls who
• an step out and do almost as well us principals • The truth was demon-
.- crated at the Follies* Saturday night when three chorus girls divided

Gilda Gray's work between them, and all made good. One in particular,

Nina Byron, in the. South Sea Moon" number, almost "stopped the

show.'' She was a young riot. Nina is popular with the chorus, aqd

-ho girls were, ail de»ei mined to "put her over" that nigh*., o they, stuck

a little extra wiggle inl< their Hawaiian dancing and worked a. they have

never worked before. Of course, to show her happin:ss, Nina cried , in

the wingf aftei tin numbei while Till :he chorus girls gathered around

to congratulate her. lUUie Manning took Miss Gray's plaoo In one num
ber. and Pearl Eaton in a third. Gilda was .severely bitten by a dog, Alice

Maison took he place at the "Rendezvous."
, .

A group ot theatre managers were seated about a table In an eating

piace on Broadway. They had been friends for years. Having finished

rh< ir meal wit] the place crowded, one said:

Maybe they need this table. Let's get out."

"You can never forge* ye*, were once a. waiter," said his friend i" the

group. A -o
Yes. and 1 \.as a good one, too," was the reply.

1 •« ki

A new name for gir hat- drifted in from the coast, brought by film

men. The member • of the feminine sex have been referred M as 'fraiL."

wren," "doll," 'chicken." and almost am thing else, but the latest j,s

:

dicker." It's all the rag in Hollywood, and Broadway is getting it no.w.

—|—

—

ij providing a four days' summer vacation to a rc-
also granted a body execution which
make's Miss Russell subject to ar-

]
Marcus Loot

rest for non-satisfaction of the j
markable grop» of stag.1 and screen celebrities in Boston the firs t of

judgment. She, at present, is west
on the Pan lime with the act.

ETHEL BARRYM0RE HERE
Washington. June 20,

Ethel Rarrymore opened her cus-
tomary summer season in Keith
vaudeville li^re Monday night at
the local B. F. Keith house, in
spite of the terrific heat Miss
Rarrymore attracted an exceptional-
ly good Monday night.

.Miss Rarrymore is using the
same sketch as heretofore, Barrie's
'Twelve Pound Look," and has the
same cast supporting, consisting of

Carey Plimmer, Ena Shannon and
James Keainey, as wlfen previously
appearing here.

REGARDS FROM

BLOSSOM SEELEY
HEADLINING ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

NAN HALPERIN MUSICAL SHOW
Nan Halperin Is to star in a mu-

sical show to be produced the latter

part of August by William B.

Fried lander and L. Lawrence
Weber. Walter Brooks will stage
the book and numbers. The title

ii yet to be s< U ted. Friedlander
ivi ote iiu- t'odk.

This Summer Take

WZiETY
Gent anywhere in the United States

for the special rate of $1.75 for three

SALES BACK TO STUDIOS
Chic Sales, the vaudeville come-

dian, has been signed by C. C. Burr
Picture Co. to maki two melodra-
matic comedies. Work will start on
the first picture at the Glendale
Studios on Long Island July lti.

Sales win leave New York n< \:

week for a three week vacation at

his home in Minnesota, p tuning In

finv to begin work on the pi' lures.

Burr is negotiating with Irvin S.

Cobb to furnish stori. s for sales.

DIXON 'TALKED BACK"
The audience at the Riverside,

New York, Monday night was in a
kidding humor and got after several
of the acts. The disorder began
when a couple occupying a Stage
box began applaudfng In "unison,"
giving the acts what In technically
known as the "Colonial clap."
The galleries picked it up. with

the noise breaking out intermittent-
ly all through the performance.
Harlan Dixon. Marie Callahan and
Sunshine^ Girls, closing the show,
also came in for some of the mis-
spotted applause. Dixon finally
turned to the box and remarked:
"One fool at a time.*'

next week, lie's opening his own style of night entertainment, with

movies, dancing and fireworks, at' Braves' Field, and will take down
approximately GO people on the Metropolitan Line steamer direct to Bos-
ton, sailing Sunday night. Many stars in town have received an in.-

vitatior and s' ice the lists are not yet closed others may be added.

Among those .vc .vill go will be John Emerson, Anita Loos. Al Jolson,

Lucy Fox, Ma-tha Mansfield. Jane and Katherine Lee, Am May, Eddie

Buzzell, Anna Chandler, Eddie Dowllng, Kitty Kelly, Con Conrad, Marion

Coakley, Ann I on est. Louise Brown, Janet Stone, Lillian Woods, Texa*
Guinan, Miriam Battista, Dolores Cassinclll, June Caprice, Alice Maison,

Atidiej Map'e, Harry Morey, Raymond Hitchcock, Irving Cummlngs.
Wilda Bennett. Harry K. Morton and Zella Russell, Gail Kane, Lirva

Abarbanel and many others. •<

—

:

, . ,.

Further evidence of the fact that most chorus girls aren't the flighty

creatures imagination pictures them is in the. case of a "Follies" girl.

Elaine Palmer, who makes more money with her dress making establish-

ment than she does in the show. When she first joined the show isne

made all her own clothes, which attracted so much attention Miss Palmar
agreed to make a few dresses for some of the girls. Business grew, urrtil

now she has one room in her apartment fitted up as a workroom and h«s
arranged to take a shop in the theatrical district, reaching out for new
business. She does all her work herself, but is hiring help. And With
ii all she doesn't miss a performance or a rehearsal. i

—————

'

Anaaiacla Reilly has recovered from her recent illness and is back in the

"Follies.'' Blanche Mehnffy of the "Follies" has signed a contract wft'h

Hal Roach and leaves for the coast next week. She will play leads in

comedies.

months.

Foreign, including Canada, $2.00.

QUAID-BURKE ENGAGEMENT
. li.ll Quaid, nia.i.i:;. . • ; Pi odor's.

Kilt h Ave, and Mabel Burke, sing-

ing artiste, now on the K< ::h i ircuit,

are to he married in t month, The
couple announced their engagement
this week.
The announcement is the eujmina-

tion of a romance that i>< wn several

seasons ago, when Mien Burke was
an illustrated sonj? Singer at the

Fifth Ave.. Later nho wenl into

vaudeville In a two act,

ALL PENN. BILLS DIE
Harrisburg, Jmo L'0.

The Pennsylvania Legislature
which adjourneo last week passed
none of the long series of hills pro-
viding d>v gross receipts tax on
Amusements, taxes on billboards
and the lik* 1 that during the early
pari of the session came in regu-
larly. The lolls, without exception
remained in the committees to

which they wiTc assigned by 'ii^

S< nntC .i nd House.

Our friend the Broadway Comic, is a serious individual these days, pre-
paring his musical show. He stays up all night and writes the lyrics

and melodies and always has some one with him to take them down,
for he forgets. The following day he puts on the numbers written the
night before, but has to have them played and sung to him before he
starts, as they usually sound unfamiliar to him. He has a group of prin-
cipals and stunning chorus, and claims he'll knock 'em dead on Eroatf-
way when he opens.

Anita S'cwart has arrived in town and signed a contract with Cosmo-
politan. Work will start early next week. She has taken a house at
Bayside, L. F., for the summer.

Gloria Bwanson has purchased Norma Talmadftc's former home at
Beechurst, L. I.

TED SHAPIRO'S INTENTIONS
Los Angeles, June 20.

Ti •) Shapiro, pianist for Sophie
Tucker, and Thekna of the Copnor
Twins, members of th'> "Pepper
Box" show, have announced I

.i»i- ot Ion te> wed.

Beside a Babbling Brook
Remick's Novelty Ballad

Ota c..\}.i and Maryon Vadl have leased an island in the middle of Lake
ftopatcong and are lyonarchs or the place for the summer. Walter Wanger
rnd Gygl afe working on plans for spectacular musical productions for
the fall.

Leo Singer European showman and owner of singer's Midgets, »-}uet

returned from Europe, stood outside of the Winter Garden the opent*L
night of Tiit- Pissing Show/' Some one asked him his opinion.

•It is :he Fo!ie s Bergerc,' Taris," -aid Singer.
~— '

—

. > -

ENGLAND'S PERFECT PROFILE
England is shipping her most per-

fect profile to these shores. On the
"Adriatic," arriving July l\ will he
Netta IVestcott, wearer of the some
most perfect profile. Her reason for
making the trip Is to appear In pic-

tures.

Miss WestCOt t is already under
• I) SCI (0 I'm fen « d I'iet in< «

William B. McCurdy, Variety's

Seattle correspondent and hiislness

manager and treasurer of tl"

M' nopolitan theatre, Seattle, wus
the only Pacific Coast representa-
tive to the I. T. A. convention <i n

Xew York this week. Mr. McCurdy
represented George T. tiood* SentLl^

manager and represei. '.a live ''

A. L. Erlanger.
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SIX ACTS AND PICTURE NEW

ORPHEUH BIG TIME POLICY

Two-a-Day, Except Saturday and Sunday Three
Shows

—

Tq Keep Grade of Bills at Big Time
Standards

The big Orpheum houses will In-

troduce a new big time policy of

six acts and a feature picture next

reason instead of the old big time

policy of eight or more acts of

straight vaudeville.

Most of the larger Orpheum houses

for the summer are playing tho six

acts and a feature picture twice

daily with three performances on

Saturday and Sunday. This policy

will be continued, but the costs of

the shows will be boosted over the

current scale.

The Orphoum's experiments with

the six big time acts and a feature

picture at pop prices In their large

capacity houses were first tried In

the Junior Orpheum nouses and
proved so successful that the policy

will be the standard one for the

Orphum Circuit next season.

The Junior Orpheum houses %
will

play about the same number of acts

with the picture at a lower admis-
sion scale. Three and four shows
daily will be the policy of the

Juniors.
The Orpheum, Denver, now play-

ing six acts and pictures three

times daily will open Saturday.
August •. playing the same grade
bill twice daily with three shows
P-»urday and Sunday.
The Palace, Orpheum, Milwaukee,

will open Sunday, August 12. with

the new policy. Orpheum, Winni-
peg, opens Monday, Aug. 13, new
policy Hennepin, Minneapolis,

opens Sunday 19, new pc"'y. (Or-
pheum, Vancouver, Wednesday
night, Aug. 22. new policy. Moore.
Seattle, opens Sunday, Aug. 26, new
policy. Orpheum, Des Moines, opens
Sunday, Aug. 29, new policy. Sioux
City, Orpheum Jr. opens Sunday,
Aug. 26, present policy. Columbia.
Davenport (Orpheum Jr.) opens
Sunday, Aug. 26, present policy.

Columbia, Davenport, (Orpheum
Jr.) opens Sunday, Aug. 26, present

policy. Orpeum, St. Louis, opens
Sunday, Aug. 26, niw policy. Palace,

St. Paul, opens Sunday, Aug. 26.

new policy. Orpheum,' Oakland,
opens Sunday, Aug. 26, new policy.

Rialto. St Louis, (Orpheum Jr.)

opens Sunday, Sept. 2, present

poller. Orpheum, St. Louis, opens
Sunday, Sept 2, new policy. Heillg,

Portland, opens Sept. 2, new policy.

Clunle, Sacramento-White, Fresno,
(split week) opens Sept. i. new
policy. Orpheum, Memphis, opens
Monday, Sept. -f, new policy. Or-
pheum Kansas City, opens Sunday,
Sept. SO, new policy.

The new six act and feature pic-

ture policy In many of the Orpheum
Circuit stands Is believed to be the
first shot of a barrage aimed at the
Pantages Circuit.
The transfer of the six-act and

feature policy to the Palace, Mil-
waukee, at popular prices is said
to have given the Orpheum a huge
profit in one of the toughest vaude-
ville towns in the country.
Pantages withdrawal from Oak-

land following the installation of
the new policy in the Orpheum house
there is another indication of the
way the wind blows, according to
vaudeville men.

ALIMONY FOR JESSIE REED

$35 Weekly Allowance in Her Divorce
Action, Naming Dorothy Blake

Jessie Reed (Herzberg) was
award $35 weekly temporary alimony
and $500 counsel fees in her divorce

suit against Lew Reed ,(Hersberg)

by New York Supreme Court Justice

Wasservogel Tuesday.
• Miss Reed, a vaudeville single

turn, named Dorothy Blake (Hamp-
ton and Blake) in the proceedings,
the alleged specific infidelity being
on April 12 in room 403 of the Hotel
Broadway-Claridge, New York, when
Miss Reed trailed the couple from
the Pennsylvania station, where
Miss Blake was met by Reed. It

was charged Miss Blake was married
in Chicago to Reed and that she was
known as Mrs. Reed.
Reed was of Reed and Tucker, cur-

rently of Tremene and Reed. Miss
Blake's affidavit in reply to the
allegations was a general denial,
a^Iso naming a half dozen people,

'

Including two vaudeville agents,
with whom Miss Reed Is alleged to
have misconducted herself.

In deciding' on the temporary all-
money the merits of the case are not
gone into. Miss -Reed admitted she
earns between $7,000 and $9,000 an-
nually. The trial will not come up
until October at the earliest in case
a preference is allowed.

MARIE HENRIETTA
of HENRIETTA and WARRINER

(Scintillating Song Stars)

These Singers Are All That Their
Title Implies.

Direction! PAT CA8EY OFFICE
i Personal Representative:

KENNETH RYAN

THE STYLISH SIDE
BY PAM \

KEITH'S CAPITOL BILL

GAVE WILSON BOUQUET

Ex-President Greeted by En-

tire Show Saturday Night.

Crowd Jammed H Street

"BABBLING BROOK" WEEK
Remick's Aiming for Big Publicity
Period for Its Latest Song Hit

PIANO PHENOM
Morris & Fell have dug up a for-

eign pianist named Jerenski, who
plays classical and pop stuff on two
concert grands simultaneously. The
Ivory phenom is breaking In out of
town and Will reach the Keith met-
ropolitan houses shortly.

Corbett Teaming with Jack Norton
A vaudeville combination for next

season booked by Charli? Morrison
will be James J. Corbett and Jack
Norton (Santly and Norton). Nor-
ton more lately has played in his
own skit. "Recuperation."

WANTED
A TnuHlpian for an e.-rtat.llshed orohont r;i.

r*iw °. ,s rn P"»l>le of taking charge <>(
rcnr-HrnaU, nrrnn K lnff an.l writing In

nill rornot
' nraf. Saxophone or Uanjo

J-i^t'
1" »""«* f'>Te(1. Kull maHon's worlt for

"nrn ,
P^ r ' V Wrltt

- «»**»• ""«* «P«r»-
niiniL

iry wr»ntod and alao presont ron-
"tr,

"" AM replies will be treated

Address B«ur S0Q, VaWcty, New York

The Remick forces all over the
country, headed by Mose Gumble,
chief of the Arm's professional de-
partment in New York, are aiming
for a big publicity "plug" for "Bab-
bling Brook" during the week com-
mencing July 2.

Remick's campaign for the Walter
Donaldson -Gus Kahn summer hit
with its full title of "Beside the
Babbling Brook" will be far more
extensive than lately has been at-
tempted with song exploitation of
this description. The song will be
sung on all stages, published and
displayed all 'over and the firm's
branches will concentrate upon it

for that week.
Its pre-advance work has been

considerable, much more so than
usually is given to a number that
is made a special event by a music
publisher.

BALL PLATERS AND TOUR
The N. V. A. baseball team and

"All Star Million Dollar Vaudeville
Show," opens Its annual tour June
19 at Perth Amboy, playing the local

team In the afternoon and giving
a show at bight.
The week's intinerary Is Perth

Amboy, 19; Tarrytown, 20; Pomp-
ton Lakes, 21; Pawtucket, 22;

Providence, 23; Woonsocket, 24,

and Fitchburg, Mass., 25.

The aggregation is booked for the
summer solid, closing Labor Day.

VAN H0VEN MABRYUKH
Kansas CiCy, June 20.

Being a magician Van Hoven up
to date has escaped marriage. The
Itcal papers, however, printed he
and Jean Middleton are engaged to

wed. So far no denial has been
entered.

Miss Middleton is the violiniste,

also in vaudeville, and appeared on
the same bill with Van Hoven at

the Main Street. They first met
about a year ago.

G0TTLED? IS GEO. G0LFREY
The Supreme Court has authorized

George A. Gottleib to adopt the name
of George A Godfrey. The cnange
was requested by Mr. Gottleib's rela-

tives to have t Jit* family name uni-

form.
Mr. Gottleib is the Orpheum cir-

cuit booker in New York.

Beside a Babbling Brook
Best Ballad Now

Washington, June 20,

An unusual demonstration was
staged Saturday night by the en-

tire bill at Keith's in honor of

former President Woodrow Wilson,
who is still a steady patron of the
house, going practically every Sat-
urday night accompanied by Mrs.
Wilson and party of guests. After
the performance the entire bill,

which had contributed for a mag-
nificent bunch of American Beauty
roses, presented them to the ex-
President in the alleyway beside the
theatre, where Mr. Wilson's car
drives in to pick up the party.
The roses were presented by

Maude Powers of Powers and Wal-
lace and brought a joyful smile of
appreciation to the wan face of the
former chief executive. The presen-
tation attracted a crowd that com-
pletely blocked H street- To Its

cheers Mrs. Wilson raised the
bouquet high In the air, which
brought added cheers.
Those on the bill and who made

the presentation consisted oi Karyl
Norman, Maude Powers and Ver-
non Wallace, Helen Stover, Fenton
and Fields, Leo Donnelly and Co.,
Babb, Carroll and Syrell. Yong
Wong Brothers and Victor Moore
and Emma Littlefleld and their
company.

N. T. WAGES OFF
Albany, June 20.

Factory wages In New York state
declined 1 per cent, in May from
the April average, but the report of
Bernard L. Shientag, industrial
commissioner, declares this change
is without significance as a reversal
of the upward movement of earn-
ings.

The reduction in the average is

due entirely to seasonal causes and
is a normal swing. Besides this labor
trouble played a part "Warnings
against over-expansion," says the
report, "appear to have been heeded
and factory operations have become
fairly stable at a satisfactory level."

BACK TIRE PUBLICITY
Vaudeville artists who own auto-

mobiles are now featuring their own
names on the back of the spare tire
covers. The modest little initial on
the side of the door is taboo.
Cars with the names of the artists

painted in large white letters on the
black spare tire cover are becoming
very numerous. The acts claim it

is publicity, several Including the
name of the circuit they are playing.

ITALIAN ACT DISSOLVES
The acrobatic act of Fortunello

and Cirillano at the Riverside, New
York, this week decided to separate
Wednesday, following a series of
disagreements. The turn came over
here from Italy and appeared in
the "Greenwich Village Follies'' for

a season. They had been playing
vaudeville for a short time.
Arrangements wen made for an-

other turn for Wednesday night to

finish the week out, the refusal of
one of the toam to continue com-
pelling the net to quit.

An innovation in speeches presented to the Palace audience Monday

afternoon by Al. K. Hall, combines his speech with "3 O'Ciock in th*

Morning." The first part was slowed up considerably by Gus Fowler

coming Just before intermission. "Topics of the Day" is improving. It

only had two old ones. They were not alone aged, but sad. The best

quotation was from the Detroit "Free Press."

Duel Do Kerekjarto contributed Just the right temperament and smart

clothes. But Duel looked as though he was harboring a grouch.

A pleasant surprise donated by Belle Baker punctuated Eddie Cantor's

act for. the benefit of both. Mias Baker sat in the audience with Eddie

Darling and sang from the center aisle. Cantor introduced his valet ef-

fectively arrayed In a maid's cap and apron. It was a very funny bit

Another impromptu bit was Mr. Cantor exploding a bulb in footlights and
sayihg "You never car. tell what the Shuberts will do." The Monday
audience seemed to appreciate this highly.

Miss Baker looked lovely In a black crepe dress and a small black hat

faced with white. She Is looking fine these days.

A tricky little costume is worn by the girl in the Fowler act and her

legs are very prettily encased in black silk tights.

Lillian Shaw has some good material and is delivering It effectively.

Her style has Improved in so far as she does not work so strenuously as

she used to. For this reason her throat seems better, as one always
remembers Lillian laboring under the handicap of a bad throat. I say,

Lillian, take that naughty German word out of your routine. There are

still some of us who know the language. In her black vamp gown Miss
Shaw is looking tall an I Paula Frederlckesque. The audience liked her.

The Palace show wa*> so long Monday afternoon, finishing at 5:16. that

Topics of the Day was out for the night show. On Monday night Que
Fowler was switched from one before intermission to No. S and Lorraine
and Minto fron closing to No. 6.

Orangeade is served during intermission and the management has
a heart in this hot weather, now that prohibition la with us.

In an orchid georgette made severely plain, Louise Lovely mumbled her
way through an awful thing to wish on the public on a hot night
Hardly a, word of "A Day at the Studio" could be heard half way back.

Miss Lovely's cameraman is no better as to dictation and enunciation.

Can any one tell us why all directors affect golf stockings, riding boots
and chaps?. Considering it takes twice as long to don the latter as the
socks and real trousers and as very few directors ride and seldom when
directing, it must be admitted there Is only a sartorial regard for the
picturesque. Some one once asked why the officers of the air force wore
spurs. A blade said perhaps to keep their feet from falling off the desks.

Any other answer is Just as acceptable. Half the stage struck movie
aspirants may be cured after seeing this act of Miss Lovely's. With
her attractive appearance some schooling would be valuable for this

little star. A season in stock for Instance.

The Knights Templar In their parade as shown by Paths are utterly

oblivious of fashion's decrees. They wear the same style year In and
year out • '

Clever bag-pipe players are May McKay and Sisters on the Keith split

time. They look fetching In the tartan plaid suits and Miss McKay sings
a Scotch comedy song most intelligently. The- arrangement of the act is

wrong. Routined properly It will be better.

Miss Jordan (Fry and Jordan) appearsjn a blue slip, then changes to

a Matrix green silver embroidered gown; with a green picture hat The
hat leans to the burdensome, the crown being too wide for Miss Jordan's
face.* The bag she carried was a discordant note in the general effect
A bag of lighter color preferably.
A striking *port costume was worn by the girl In John Sheehan's act

It was white hoavlly braided in turkey red and surmounted by a crack-
ing littles toque.
The announcement cards at the 58th St. are unintelligible from the

center of the house. Blsok lettering on a white card would be better
than the present white on black.

One of the things tha*. marks the small time vaudeville house and will

keep them small time Is the program system. When asking for a pro-
gram one Is handed a folder, merely telling what attraction will play the
theatre next week. Why not have both present and coming; attraction
on tho same folder.

The performance of "Polly Preferred" at the Little theatre, was in-
terrupted several times Thursday night by the yelling of children in the
street. As the doors must be kept open during the hot weather there
should be soraf way to rectify this. Geneveive Tobln looked pretty at
all times, but she should study up on southern accent. Her gowns are
not particularly new lr. model and are not remarkable. One cherry color
with lace quite ordinary. William Harrlgan is playing Bob Cooley with
the same earnestness as heretofore. Tommy Ross makes a most at-
tractive villain. He wears his clothes In a way to suggest the beguiling
he-vamp he so well portrays.

,

Real palms Instead of the imitation in the Blltmore scene would be
an improvement
The story of "Polly Preferred" is similar to "Get Rich Quick Walling,

ford." As produced under the direction of Winchell Smith the han<*. of
that wizard Is easily recognised.
How neat ano" cool th* usherettes looked; they are becomingly dressed

and very attentive. *
The Little theatre has been remodelled. Why the six first rows of

seats should slant upwards instead of downwards in the athemseum style
is problematical. The first row seats are the most desirable In the the-
atre and should allow at least half a head lee way, enabling all to have
an equal view of the stage. In the building of theatres, this seat prob-
lem might have more attention.

A box coat not longer than hip length will be very popular throughout
the summer and fall. Accordion pleats are used wherever possible, both
in sport and afternoon clothes. A popular summer fur Is fox wool. This
comes in three widths, S, S and 11 inches.

Little Judgment Is shown in the shaping and color of this season's
shoes. The wil i colors are worn regardless of th general color scheme of
the costume. The woman of good taste will see to It that her shoes
match at leas* one article of her costume, hat or girdle, for Instance.
Paris says the new shoe will be very pointed. This will be pleasing as
the round stubby toes are being a bit overdone.

By cutting the heels off slightly worn pumps or slippers and binding
,

with some fancy colored ribbon, a new pair of bedroom slippers can be
had. When tinting the "undies" hot parafflne brushed over the lace por-
tions will insure the lace from being tinted as well as the silk part. Al-
low tho parafflne to harden before dipping In the dye.

A budding author is In the making in the person of Alice Gleason a
15-year old scholar. In the making up of the year book, of the school, the
following is he- contribution:

"I admit I am rather an Indispensable creature, quite incomparable.
and that the world would be far less beautiful without me. Some people,
it is true, have no use for mo. but they are decidedly In the minority. A
few old-fashioned souls disapprove of me. declaring me too artificial.
Hut, gracious, I was natural enough once when I grew—but I must not
bore you with my reminiscences. It is enough to remind yo uthat my
downfall was caused by mortals, and that 1 rose a changed being.

"Uttseea myself. I view the world from my high position, defying the
Winds. Yet I do my bit! Milton must have had me In mind when he

(Continued on pnjje 10)
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WAR DEPT.'S THEATRE CIRCUIT

MAY REACH 25 PLAYING WEEKS

Thos. H. Martell, Director of Bookings for Camps in

New York Arranging for Supply—Four Vaude-

ville Acts and Pictures

Thomas H. Martell, director of

bookings of tho War Department

theatres and attached to the Adju-

tant General'* office in Washington.

D. C. has evolved a circuit vaude-

ville booking plan for the army the-

atres which may reach 25 playing

weeks.

The War Department operates 110

theatres in this country and Pan-
ama, exhibiting pictures only. The
idea of adding vaudcvil'.c In some
of the camps .s in operation at

Camp Dcvcns. Ayre, Mass., and
Camp Meade, Baltimore, with other

stand* being lined up among the

citizens* military training canxps

and 'pserve officers' training camps.
Mr. Martell will play four acts in

his theatres and Is in New York
arranging booking affiliations, cur-

rently employing the Keith and
Amalgamated service. The system
is e«xborate and will take time to

work out In view of some of the

theatres being open different parts

of the week.
The army picture houses charge

15 cents ddmission. The vaudeville

scale will be 50-cent top. All of

the army camp theatres are capa-
cious, but often not completely tilled

because of the lack of training carrfp

numbers.
Mr. Martell is an ex-showman,

having been connected with the Ly-
ceum, Rochester, N. Y., ar manager
before the war. When the army of-

ficials ordered all the welfare boards
out of the army, the adjutant gen-
eral's office took over the entertain-

ment proposition as a departmental
matter and Mr. Martell remained in

charge.
The army report from July 1 to

Jan. 1, last, quotes the camps as
showing a 94 per cent, efficiency

average, ascribed chiefly to the di-

vertissement available.

Mr. Martcll's New York office ad-
dress is 39 Whitehall street.

PANTAGES SETTLES

Gibbs and Colwell Receive Settle-

ment in $6,000 Damage Action

Tho damage action of Harry
Gibbs and Edna Colwell, who sued

Alexander Pantages for $6,000. al-

leging breach of contract, was set-

tled out of court last week with

the team reported to have been paid

a substantial amount. The act

claimed 24 weeks salary at $250 a

week.
The matter which has been pend-

ing since 1921 dates from the time
Gibbs and Colwell opened in De-
troit, booked by Walter Keefe, then
in charge of Pan's New York office.

Their contract called for a total

of 26 weeks. The route was sum-
marily cancelled, however, on the
strength of the Detroit house man-
ager's report, which commented
that "they should have turned the
gas on sooner." The "suggestion"
referred to a situation in Gibbs and
Colwell's skit when the actors con-
template suicide through lack of

engagements. The name of the act
was "Somewhere In New York."
The deposition of Pantages taken

in Los Angeles was to the effect

Keefe had no authority to book any
act, and no act was to consider It-

self booked on the Pan time until

he personally okayed th MM. Be-
sides, the circuit only had 20 weeks
in 1919 and c< uld therefore have not

issued a 26 -week engagement.
The insido of the alleged "bad

report" received by Keefe is said to

have been that the report was a
"phoney" since it could not have
reached Keefe in New York Tues-
day morning when the act opened in

Detroit Monday afternoon unless it

was prepared and mailed before the

act actually opened Its Monday
matinee.

STAGE HANDS AND CENSORS

Organization's Head Instructs to

Combat Reformers

Instructions were sent out re-

cently by Chas. C. .Shay, president

of the I. A. T. S. E., to the organi-

zation's 17 district agents to com-
bat any attempts at censorship In-

dicated by the starting of propa-
ganda by reform societies that

might lead to the introduction of

legislative bills.

The stage hands' representative*
anti-censorship instructions in-

cludes efforts at stage as well as
film censorship, with the stage
unions various locals ready to

throw their weight politically if

need be against censorship meas-
ures and their proponents.

AGENTS MUST CLOSE

DATES ON ACTS' 0. K.

FAMILY GROUP BOOKING
Powers' Elephants, Reynolds

-

Donogan Circassian Ballet (skaters)
and Malia and Bart have been
booked as special attractions for
the North Adams. Mass., "4th of
July Exposition." an annual fixture

in that city. A peculiar feature of
these bookings is that all the per-
sons in the different acts are re-
lated directly or by marriage.
Jimmy Dunedin, who booked the
acts, is also related to them all,

the brother of Nellie Donegan and
Mrs. Bart. The bookings were
through the Keith Exchange.

INTERSTATE^ 2-A-DAY

FOR NEXT SEASON

Seven Acts and Short Reel Pic-

ture Playing Policy2—Confer-

ence Settled New Policy

THE INIMITABLE

DORALDINA
MOST IMITATED OF ALL DANCERS

Management, F. 8AUNDER3
Room 406, Selwyn Theatre Bldg , 229 West 42d St., New York; Bryant 9943

The polity of the Interstate circuit
in Texas next season, a Keith-Or-
pheum affiliation, will be seven acts
and a short reel picture, the acts to
be the biggest available. The In-
terstate will book acts for six and
one-half weeks, four of which will

be full week stands of two-a-day.
These cities are Dallas, Houston.
San Antonio, and Fort Worth. Last
season the houses played three
shows Sunday. This season they
will play two daily all week.
The split- week towns are LITtle

Rock, Ark., and Fort Smith. Ark.;
Tulsa. Okla., and Oklahoma City,
and Wichita. Kan.
There will be one am* one-half

weeks of three-a-day rounding out
the six weeks.
The new policy announcement fol-

lowed a conference in Chicago last

week between Carl Hoblitzelit,
Charles Freeman and Joe Vogel.
Freeman is the new Interstate book-
ing head: Vogel will supervise the
houses.
The full week cities will scale the

house to a $1.10 top admission, in-
cluding war tax, and go after the
biggest shows available. A co-
operative booking arrangement
whereby the Interstate picks up the
act from the Orpheum circuit at
Xew Orleans has been affected.
Also acts playing the southern

Keith houses will be routed with
Interstate time to follow.
Some of the features and head-

liners already booked 'or the Inter-
state are Singers' Midgets, Ben Ber-
nie and Band, "50 Miles from Broad-
way," Irene Franklin. "The Sun
Dodgers," Vincent Lopez Band.
Blossom Seeley, Morris and Camp-

I bell, "Land of Fantasy" and Hou-
1 dinl. .

Wegefarth Orders Commission

Men to Notify Bookers

Promptly

Keith agents must notify bookers

in. mediately hereafter as soon as

an act booked by them accepts an
engagement, according to an order

issued last week by W. Dayton
Wegefarth, Keith booking executive.

The Wegefarth order, which has
for its objective the speeding up of

the general Keith booking routine,

was occasioned, by the practice of
many of the agents falling to notify
a booker tha: an act was O. K.
unt!. the booker hunted up the
agent and obtained the necessary
information.
Weyefarth's order places the re-

sponsibility definitely with the
agents in the matter of informing
the bookers whether an act is O.K."
for an engagement or not. further
stating it is not up to the booker
to make any inquiries of the agent.
Considerable delay and confusion

have lesulted in the past through
agent.-- stalling after receiving an
acts' O. K. on a given booking, the
.•genu playing one booker against
the other in the hope of securing a
better spot or higher silary for the
act !'nin another booker.
The dickering thus occasioned

sometimes got the route sheets in
a tangle, especially in the houses
around the city, with acts often left

without any engagement after ac-*

ceptinfc a particular house and
salary.

K.-0. WINNERS
Harry Mosley and Herman Weber

Victors in Elimination Contest

VOGEL WITH INTERSTATE
Joe Vogel, manager of Loew's

State, Xew York, has been appointed

executive manager of the Interstate

Circuit. Mr. Vogel will take up his

new duties July 14, making his

headquarters in Chicago, where he

will assist Carl Hoblltzelle in the di-

rection of the circuit.

Charles Freeman, general booking

manager of the Interstate, will book

the circuit out of the Palace Theatre

building headquarters. Mr. Freeman
is in Chicago conferring with Ilob-

litzelle upon next season's poli< y for

the houses.

Beside a Babbling Brook
Charming Song Succeu

FRANCIS RENAULT FOR PARIS
Francis Renault, the fern Im-

personator, will open an engngement
in Paris, Nov. 5, in the new Folles
Bergere Kevue for eight weeks.
Following the Parisian engagement
Renault will jump to London to
open a r-ix week booking in his
" "ash ion Revue" in the English
halls.

Renault is now touring the Pan-
tages circuit. He was with a Shu-
bert vaudeville unit last season.

ENGAGEMENTS
Gladys Burgette. "Clinging Vine."
Jack Patten, Loretta ' Marks,

Irene Ricardo, Josephine Lavoie,
Lester Lane, Sam Herman," Vani-
ties of 1923."

Romeyn Park Benjamin," "The
Earthquake."
James Kilpatrick, "Brains, Inc."

Ottilie Corday, "Go-Go." succeed-
ing Lora Sondereon.
Jules Bennett, "Yesterdays."
Wood Sisters, for "Rise of Roaie

O'Reilly."

Charles Waldron, "The Fool."
Kenneth Thompson, . "The Love

Child" (road), replacing Sidney
Blackmer.
Phil Baker, "Passing Show" (Win-

ter Garden).
Sammy Weston, for a Friedland-

er's unit, over the Pantages time.
Bert Baker for "Kempy" in the

J. C. Nugent . ole. Mrs. Baker will

play the Jane role in the same com-
pany.
Walter Dennett, "Dew Drop Inn."
For "Tarnish" (complete) Tom

Powers, Fania Marinoff, Ann Hard-
ing, Albert Gran. Marie Shotwell,
Mrs. Russ Whytal, Kate Mayhew
and Mildred McLeod.
Wild, Wes. and McGlnty. Use

Marvenga, Joan Gardner. Ziegfeld
"Follies."

OliveTell, Lyceum Stock, Roches-
ter, N. Y.
Clara Joel, Baldwin Stock, Jack-

sonville, Fla.

Al Fields, Morrisey's "Newcom-
ers."

Bob McDonald and Helen Oakes
for Ted Lewis' "Frolics^"
Margola Gillmore for "The

Devil's Disciple* (replacing Lotus
Robb).
Albert Hecht, Mary the Third."
Eva La Gallienne, * The Swan."

HART CASE IN OCTOBER
The trial of the action of Max

Hart for damages under the Sher-
man Act against the big time vaude-
ville interests will not come up for
trial in the Federal court of New
York before next October.
The case was recently sent back

for trial by the Supreme Court at
Washington. It was then thought it

might be reached by early July.

MORTON-JEWEL DISSOLUTION
The Morton-Jewel Co. has dis-

solved after a partnership of ]!>

years. It is announced Lew Morton
will appear in vaudeville next sea-
son with his wife, "Micky" Yates,
while Jane ,ind Ben Jewel and Ann
Morton Will continue as a thr«-e-|
act.

BEN POWELL
Ben Powell, well known circus

man, died In Stratford, Conn., June
16. Mr. Powell had been an invalid
for about a year. He was a New
Yorker, and started In the show
business at the old Keith's Union
Square theatre. He joined the Bar-
num & Bailey circus more than a
quarter of a century ago and was
with the outfit when it toured
Europe. In the winter he managed
houses in the west. He also man-
aged tours of the Russian Ballet,
with Wells Hawks as his assistant.
He was unmarried. He was a mem-
ber of the Elks.

LICENSE FEES REVISAL
(Coi tinued from page 1)

picture" is- self-explanatory. The
"motion picture exhibition" item is

negligible, referring to special film
exhibitions by schools, clubs and
churches in a public gathering place
for educational purposes. No state-
ment was compiled in 1917, and that
year is omitted from the table.
The sharp decline from 1914 to

1915, an almost 50 per cent, cut, is
explainable by the number of store
shows starting and folding up in
1914. The slight increase in 1919
was because of the abnormally suc-
cessful theatrical year when build-
ing activities generally assumed
heretofore unknown proportions and
were being seriously regarded as a
menace to show business all over.

It is interesting to note that from
191."» to 1922, a period of seven years,
the list has been cut by 260 theatres.
The obvious explanation is the
strong opposition by the circuit
houses and the gradually forcing
out of the Independents who could
not compete with the better" organ-
ised ih«atre«f.

Last week's winners in the Keith.
Orpheum golf tournament wero
Harry Mosley in the first 16 and
Herman Weber in the second group.
In the semi-finals Mosley defeated
Ted Lauder in the tightest kind of
and argument by 1 up on the 36th
hole, the pair having made the
journey to the leng 34th all square.
Lauder declined to take a handicap
in this match.
Weber disposed of Frank O'Brien

on the same hole in the s cond 16.

Weber had a good drive while
O'Brien topped his tee shot. O'Brien
giving away a stroke on this hole,
elected to try boldly for a brassy
across the distant crosswise bunker
and failed Nto carry the mound by
inches. This was the deciding
stroke of the match. There was no
playoff between the winners of the
twin 16's.

The losing 8's of each 16 also
played it out. prizes being offered
for both survivors and runners up.
Lee Stewart disposed of Fred
Schanberger by 5 and 4 and Meyers
won from Or. 1*ford 6 and 5.

Harvey Watkins managed the
wrangle. Harold Kemp von the
qualifying round with a 45 in

medal play. Stewart and Mosley
were tied for second with 46's,

Mosley winnit g the playoff.

The N. V. A. Tournament will be
played next week over the Garden
City Country Club course. Garden
City, Long Island.

VERDICT OF $76,070

AGAINST ORPHEUM

Damage to Old Orpheum in

Kansas City—Aban-

doned in 1914

Kansas City; June 20.

After a trial lasting more than
two weeks, in the United States
Federal Court, a Jury returned a
verdict against the Orpheum
Theatre and Realty Co. for $76,-
070.83. for alleged neglect to the
old Orpheum Theatre on Ninth
street, which was abandoned in 1914,
when the new Orpheum house wa»
opened.
The trial was of unusual interest

and m;.ny interesting and unusual
angles were brought out. Many
witnesses testified as to the condi-
tion of the old theatre when the
defendant company moved to the
present theatre.
One feature included in the ver-

dict was the claim of $2,249.76,
which represented the rent on a
box at the old house. The box in
the original lease was to be set
aside for the heirs of Henry T.
Clark, who leased the prorerty in
1911, to the Orpheum company.
The suit was for $115,000, and

was brought by the heirs of the
Clark estate, who owned the prop-
erty. The plaintiffs claimed that
under a lease executed in 1909 the
defendant company was given pos-
session of the theatre for 10 years,
and that a part of the lease pro-
vided that the Orpheum should keep
the theatre in good condition at all
times. In 1914 the building was
abandoned and allowed to go to
rack and ruin. Plumbing fixtures
were stolen, the boilers allowed to
rust, the decorations were ruined
and other damage done, on account
of the neglect of the defendants, the
petition charged. Some two years
ago the heirs sued the Orpheum for
$90,000 back rent on the house, and
a verdict In full was awarded and
the amount paid.
This last verdict was for $82,-

754.16 gross, less $6,683.33 for in-
terest and an original deposit of
$5,000 put up by the Orpheum com-
pany at the signing of the lease.
The attorneys for the Orpheum

have asked for a new trial and
have submitted a motion to set
aside the judgment.

Pantages After Hollywood Site

Los Angeles, June 20.
Alexander Pantages is negotiat-

ing for q. site in Hollywood for a
vaudeville theatre. At present that
section of the city aas nothing but
niotion picture entertainment, and
it is believed that its population
lms grown to such on extent that
it will now support a house with a
vaudeville policy.

HOUSES CLOSING
Keith's Palace, Cleveland, closes

July 7. Keith's 105th St., Cleveland,
playing the intermediate bill?, x
mains open al) summer.
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PRODUCERS' NEW ASS'N.

OUT FOR ELIMINATIONS

Formulating Rules to Prevent

Standing Abuses—Terms

Coming Up Later

WHERE'S HILL'S MONEY?

Judgment Creditor Unable to Locate
Any of Gus* Assets

The new burlesque producers' as-

sociation formed by the Columbia

Wheel producers expects to elimi-

nate many of the long-standing

abuses of burlesque, and will for-

mulate rules that will prevent the

repetition of comedy scenes in the

33 attractions of the members.
According to the producers, this

can be accomplished by preventing

comedians from going from one

Gus Hill, reputed to be one of the
most wealthy theatrical managers
in show business, is charged by
Frederick V. Peterson with having
transferred and conveyed all of his

property to other people and made
himselr insolvent for "the purpose
of hindtring. delaying and defraud-
ing thr creditors of Ous Hill, and
particularly this plaintiff." and as a

resul. of which Peterson is asking

that n receiver be appointed for

Hill's property. Peterson has a
$1C,000 judgment award outstanding
against Hill, which the Appellate

Division recently affirmed, andshow to another and taking their

pit comedy scenes with them, a con- t-Ahich has been returned unsatisfied

dition of the nasi

In other words, the producers

will ha.w to produce their own
show- in their entirety and r.ot de-

pend upon j-ome comic with a good
memory to put in comedy scenes

with which he has been identified

all his life.

If a cont'd. ar> U proficient at one
kind of work a new scene written

around hi- specialty and one uhlch
gives him :imp!e opportunity to re-

lease his lag of tricks is to t>e writ-

ten instead of a revival of a for-

mer bit that has become passe or
worn out through repetition.

The < en m.i ring of attractions is to

be modified tlisrhtly from the orig-

inal proposal. The producers at

this time do not think it necessary
to have two censors appointed to

review a show with the 'Columbia
ccm-ors. but want equal representa-
tion on the censorship board and
the right to nominate two of their

number to he governed by the loca-

tion of the censored attraction, etc.

These two ore to be given arbi-
trary powers of suggestion and all

possihle aid in t'-<? fixing up of a
weak attraction.

The association will also ask the
Columbia officials to discontinue
the practice of reviewing a show the
first week of the season. The pro-
ducers feel that two weeks* time Is

necessary to whip a show into shape
where It Is fit to be judged. The
former practice was to review a
show the opening week, then give
the producer four weeks to bring it

up to standard.
Nothing will be done about the

new terms asked by the producers
until next month, when Mack,
Scrlbner and Hynlcka of the Col-
umbia wiM be on hand to represent
the circuit.

TOLLIES/ COLUMBIA, JULY 14
Barney Gerard's "Follies of the

Day" will open at the Columbia,
New York, for a summer run Satur-
day night. July 14. ••Follies" closes
a summer run at the Gaiety. Bos-
ton, this Saturday, in Its seventh
week.
For the Columbia engagement the

present cast will remain intact with
possibly several additions. The
"Follies" will remain at the Colum-
bia as long as business warrants.
Dave Marion's show started a

summer run at the Columbia May 1,

remaining five weeks.

by th«: sheriff of the county of Xew
fork. %\hc could not find any aroots
in Hi" s. name.
Thh new suit by Peterson. Insti-

tutcu ir the New York Supreme
Court is against Hill. Kstclle Hill.
Wt-lUr ston Investment Co.. Hiiiok
Amusement

§
Co. and WelliU Co..

Inc., the second defendant being
Mrs. HIP am", the others corpora-
tion* of which Hn« HI | is tiPiiftiiror.

The purpose ot Petersen's suit is to
secure satisfaction of lu> judgment.
The complaint frets forth thit

Hill owns property at Locust Point
taddie'twu. X. J. purchased in
1914 fo. $25,000. and was transferred
to the Wellington company without
consideration for the purpose of
evndinr the judgment.
The appointment of the receiver

is asker. so that the alleged con-
cealei assets uriy he brought to

light and that the Locust property
be sou* according to law to satisfy
the judgment, Cilbcrt. Campbell &-

IJarrancr. represent Peierson.
Petcison sued* for 3100.000 dam-

ages tc cause he was deprived of
taking out a "Bringing Cp Father"*
cartoon play under license from
Hill fotathe season of 191*9-1920 in

the west and southwest territory,

despite a contract to that effect.

A similar arrangement the year
precedii:g netted him $30 000. Peter-
son asking the increased amount
because of the 'unusually favorable
1919 theatrical year.
Gus Hill must account to Harry

C. (Bud) Fisher, the cartoon creator
of "Mutt and Jeff." on ..he moneys
accrued by the "Mutt ar. ' Jeff" car-
toon play companies since 1919. Hill
iw also enjoined from further pro-
ducing "Mutt and Jeff." New York
Supreme Court Justice Tierney so
decided this week at the same time
dismissing HilTs counter-suit for
$750,000 damages as his share of the
picture rights. Fisher produces
"Mutt and Jeff in animated* form
via Fox release.

The cartoonist testified he was
last paid $10,000 Sept. 30. 1919, for
royalties, but received no further
remuneration from the numerous
road productions of "Mutt and Jeff"
that year and subsequent years.

Hill's attorneys stated in court
they will appeal. Kelley & Becker
represented Fisher.

$275 WEEKLY PROFIT

GUARANTEED BY MUTUAL

Weather warm? Business bad?
Riverside, New York, this week
(June 18)—business great

—

JULIUS LENZBERG
Is on the bill. Featured—closing the

| the season. Each show
first half. Successful? Yes. even lim^i t .» a salary list

Shows Received $200 a Week

Last Season—Mutual Elec-

tion June 30

OBITUARY

bigger than his last appearance here
is an act a short time ago. Julius
has been musical director at River-
side these past ten years, except the
periods when he was directing at
the Z.egfeld" Frolic/' George White's
'Scandals" and at the New Amster-
dam Sunday Concerts (since their
nception).
This Is his last week here. Julius,

always a Society favorite, will play
for the Smart Set at a Connecticut
resort.

BURLESQUE CLUB'S ELECTION
The Burlesque Club election Junt-

1 I resulted in a sweeping victory

lor the "opposition." which elected

five out of the six independent can-

didates for the Board of CSovernors.
e

The "opposition" candidates elected

were William S. Clark. Mayer Har-
ris. Lou Reals. Dan Dody for two
years and Henry Kurtzman to fill

an unexpired term of one year.
The "regulars" defeated were

Dave Marion. James Coughlin.
Maurice Cain. Walter K. Hill and
Frank ie Hunter.
The only defeuted candidate on

the -opposition" ticket for the

Board of Governors was Phil Dal-
ton. WasR Martin was the only
"regular" elected to the CJoard of
Governors.
The following were elected with-

out opposition: Bobby Clark, presi-
dent (re-elected); John G. Jermon,
vice president; James C. Sutherland,
treasurer; Harry Rudder, financial
secretary, and Lou Lester, record-
ing secretary.

THe Mutual wheel shows will be
guaranteed a profit of $275 next
season as against a profit of $200
last aeaaoA. The Mutual houses
pay the guarantee as formerly, re-
gardles:. of what the show plays to,

but $75 of the $275 is remitted to

the Mutual Burlesque Association,
to pay for the production cost of
$3.000

t
advanced to each show owner

by the M. B. A. at the beginning of
owner is

of $1,100

CHARLES H. 8TEDMAN
Charles H. Stedman. resident

manager of the Palac\ Providence,
R. I., formerly noted for fancy
horsemanship, died last week at St.

Joseph's Hospital, Providence, al-
lowing an illness that covered a
period of a year and a half. From
early boyhood. Mr. Stedman was in-

terested in horser-anshlp and
to perform many difficult

His ability in this direction

learned
stunts.

IK FOND MRMOKY
of my beloved

MOTHER
who passed away June 25. 19!?

EDXAH ALTEMUS BAILEY

weekly. If the salary list goes over
that amount the show owner must
stand it.

The Mutual claims it will have
till the houses on Its route sheets
it had last season, numbering from
22 to 24, varying in the early and
latter part fo the season.
"The report that I. H. Herk was

to be connected with the Mutual
in an official capacity has been re-
peatedly denied by Mutual officials,

but it cropped up again this week.
The annual election ot the Mutual

is scheduled for June 30. At that
time a president and full set of
officers and directors arc to be voted
for. Kdgar E. Lothrop. Jr.. of Bos-
ton, has been acting president of the
Mutual since the retirement of Dave
Kraue. It is the presidency of the !

Mutual Herk is suppoaed to be!
slated for. None of the Mutual of-

j

flclals would discus* the matter}
this week,

|

but Interests connected
with both the Columbia and Mutual
wheels and heavily interested In the I

Mutual insisted there whs nothing
in the Herk report.

attracted the attention of theatrvul
producers and he was engaged to

exhibit his skill in all parts of the
country.

Mr. Stedman married Mazie R,
Gelinas. who was with her rlster.

Josie, in a singing and dancing act.
Mrs. Stedman and one brother sur-
vive.

HERBERT TRENCH
Herbert Trench, British dram-

atist and poet, died June 11 at a
hospital in Boulogne. France, aged
57. The deceased was born In Ire-
land, but lived moat of his life in
London and in Florence. Besides a
considerable number of poet'< •'

compositions he wrote a play. "Na-

l\ LOVING MKUOHY
of our beloved Son and Brother

0ELMAR E. CLARK
who died June II. 1*21
Cone but never forgot tea

MOTHER and ADA CLARK

OLYMPIC-TAMMANY HALL SALE
There is a possibility that Tam-

many Hall may be sold shortly, with
the Democratic organization mov-
ing to quarters further uptown. The
building, if sold, will be torn down.
which would mean the elimination
of the old Olympic, managed for the
last 15 years by the Krauses and
playing American and Mutual wheel
burlesque. •

The Krauaea are reported as
holding a five-year lease on the
Olympic, with four yeara yet to run.
Should the Tammany Hall building
pasa an arrangement would prob-
ably be entered into to provide for
the Kraus lease.

BURLESQUE CHANGES
Sliding Billy Watson's Columbia

show next season will have several
new dance numbers staged by Harry
Kramer and Dan Dody with special
songs and music. Benny Plant,
« median; Ethel De Voe, soubret;
Frank Mallahan, character; Olive
De Grant, and Ells De Vergie have
been engaged.

SIMONS SHIFTED
Bob Simons, formerly manager

ot the Gayety. Buffalo, will be resi-
dent manager of the Casino, Phila-
delphia, next summer. Simons suc-
ceeds Charlie Edwards at the Ca-
sino. Phillv.

Mutual Wheel Comic on Columbia.
Jack Singer has signed Ernie

Mack from tho Mutual Burlesque
Whee" as one of the principal com-
edians with Waldron's "Happy Mo-
ments of I9*.'3

(

" the new title of the
former Frank Finney show.
The attraction will Include four

Principal comedians In Mack. Stotty
FriedH, fJenc Schuler and .lack
Cameron. Prank Finney will not
head the attraction.

"All Aboard" for New Show
• he title of the show Seymour

Felix and Lew Cantor will produce
for the Columbia wheel next season
will be "Ml Aboard." Few Fields
used the same title for I musical
show ,hoUt 10 y0ar8 ag0

BABE RUTH'S VALUE
(Continued from page I)

tendance otherwise and has paid a
premium of $1,200 for the policy.

The baseball magnate-showman
stated this week thai Ruth was
worth more to him an a member
of the Yanks than on the Boaton
American League team and that
the "Bambino" had not only firmly
established the league in the four
years he has been with the New
York Club, but hud made the league
S'J.000.000.

Prases explained the Bale of
ituth to the Yankees in 1919, three
years after he bought the Red Sox,
was a matter of business and the
trad*' had worked out aatlafactory
all around. In addition to Ruppert
and Houston paying $137,500 for
the Babe, Frasee contends he is

still collecting money on the sale,

through Increased attendance both
here and in Boston for the 22
Karnes each season.

It is true that Ruth made 29

home runs the aeason he was sold
to New York, but most of the four-
hase swats were made on the road.

That season Babe only connected
with «-ix homera at Fenway park,
where the field i* larger than here
and most other fields in the league.

When the Babe was sold a great
s-o.uawk arose, yet business jumped
in New York and every city visited

by the Yanks. Boston had about
passed up Ruth, and, according to

Prases, he was razzed the final

at i son with the Sox.
The deal which may place the

Boston club in new hands is still

pending, an option being held by
the bidders and good until October.
Frazee was reported Interested in

buying an Interest In the Yankee
club recently taken over In toto
by Ruppert, but the deal hinged on
the sale of the Boston club.

It is doubtful whether Ruppert
will take in a partner, Frazee stat-

ing there was no truth in the re-

port he would become Ruppert'a
partner. The story had it that If

! Frazee bought In on* Hie Yankees
he would dispose of his theatrical
holdings, that being also denied.

i Ruppert Is known to have turned
down a project whereby he could
have reaped a fortune by selling
the Yanks, the deal being a plan
:o sell stock publicly. However,
Ruppert refused to permit property
built up by him to be handled In

such manner, saying he had enough
money not to he a party to the
scheme

r
poleon." in 1918. In 1909 he be-
came director of the famous Hay-
market Theatre In London, where
he staged many plays, including
"King Lear." "The Blue Bird." and
"Bunty Pulls the Strings." He
belonged to the Athenaeum and
United University Clubs.

MACEY HARLAM
Macey Harlam, screen and stage

actor, died June 17 at Saranac Luke.
N. Y., where he had gone sever..!
months ago suffering from what ap-
peared to be a alight case of con-
sumption. He waa born and edu-
cated in New York City and had a

la lotlns *•aisry of

ANN KI.1ZA MHlim
Who paued sway Jun« 10th, l *•:".

HER LOV1NO SON-IN-LAW
KBKII LBWIH

BaBBBBaaaaaBBBBaaassssaaaeseBaasPBBasseT

long and varied legitimate career.

His last atage appearance was n

"The Ryes of Youth." He wa» a
pioneer in the Alma and soon be-
came noted for hia work in charac-
ter roles. He waa especially known
for his portrayala of crooks .•> t

Orientals. Ills last engagement in

pictures was in "Bella Donna."

DOROTHY RUSSELL
Daughter of America's Most Beloved Woman
Hive i side. New York. Next Week (.Tune 25

>

••MY EVENING STAR," by EOGAR ALAN WOOLF
1 take this means of expressing my sincere gratitude to Messr.s. F. F.

Alhee. Edward Darling and Kdgar Alan Woolf and my other friends for

their kind assistance and friendly Interest,

John Mahan, for 33 years door-
I per at the Grand opera house.
t°n -innati, died June 19 in that
city of tuberculosis.

Hiram H. Dixon, aged 6L\ for 11

.wars stage carpenter at the Pan-
tages, I.os Angeles, and more re-
cently at the ftforosco, died June I.

JAMES BURRI8
.latin-* Burrls, colored actor and

song-writer, died June 2 at a trie

home near Washington, u h« i . he
had been taketi following his f i 1 1 : • 1

Illness. He was one of the prin-
cipals in the old Williams an.

I

Walker shows and many other i" >

companies. He also appeared in

vaudeville. His last engagement
waa with the second "Shuffle
Along" company. He collaborated
with Chris Smith in the composi-
tion of many songn. chief of- which
waa "Ballin' the Jack " A wife ind
infant survive him.

MILWARD ADAMS
Mllward Adapts. Chicago theatri-

cal manager, died June 23 in hia
room at the Auditdilum Hotel. Chi -

cago, aged f>.*». The deceased iras

the manager of the Auditorium
theatre there for more than 20 jrtftl >

Beforo that he waa interested In

many other theatrical ventures, lie

was a master of ceremonies at the
opening of the World's Fair in Chi-
cago In 189J. For many years he
waa manager and part owner of the

old Palace Music Hall.

THOMA8 C. LEARY
Thomas C. Leary, 55. obaracfef

actor, last with "Mecca" and "Chu
Chin Chow," died June 13 foBowlng
an operation for appendicitis a I the
Roosevelt Hospital. New York A
widow survives.

Maurice Hewlett, distingtih hed
British novelist and poet, died .Tu *

II m London, aged r>°

Beside a Babbling Brook
Kahn Eclipses ''Buddy"



OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS Thursday, June 21, 1923

JOHNSON'S "COMMITTEE'S" UNPARALLELED

TACTICS TO EMBARRASS T. A. WOLFE'S

BIG CARNIVAL IN TERRE HAUTE

Complaint Made to Chief of Police Against Class A Show—Chief O. K.'d Out-

fit, Whereupon Tom Johnson Assailed Chief—Copies of Reviling Letter

Sent to Civic Bodies and Reformers—T. A- Wolfe May Seek Legal Redress

Against Showmen's Legislative Committee if Indorsing Johnson's Methods

—Unparalleled Action in Show Business—Attempt to Force Wolfe Show
into Johnson's Organization

Chicago, June 20.

The showmen's legislative com-
mittee Is reported to have frowned
upon the efforts employed by T. J.

Johnson, commissioner and dictator,

in trying to force the T. A. Wolfe
carnival to become a member of the
organisation and contribute toward
Its support, and Incidentally toward
Johnson's salary.

The means employed to annoy
the T. A. Wolfe shows at Terre
Haute, Ind., last week have brought
forth censure from some members
of the committee.

The Wolfe shows made the No.
1 Class marking, last season in a
check-up on carnivals made by
Variety. The investigation brought
out that this carnival is one of the
cleanest organizations of its kind
touring.

Reports from Terre Haute are to
the effect that the carnival lives up

press agent. Waddell's long po-
litical and religious experience en-
ables him to combat such activities

as were directed toward annoying
the organization and in the event
that the carnival feels that its honor
is not satisfied through local justifi-

cation, it may take legal recourse
against the showmen's legislative
committee, if the latter gives its

Indorsement to the Johnson tactics.

Ed \Ric« Returns From East

Los Angeles, June 20.

Ed. Rice, outdoor showman, has

returned from the Orient with

glowing reports as to the possibil-

ities for big money in the Far East.

He is to return there in the fall,

taking with him Edythe Sterling,

one of the foremost horsewomen,
and a cowboy gang for a wild west
outfit.

PAUL —AME
GORDON and RICA

In lots of COMEDY—a few songs—more COMEDY—lots of pep—plenty
of COMEDY and a surprise finish. ,

Just concluding another Orpheum Tour

to its previous reputation for
cleanliness.

The efforts of Johnson to get it

to contribute toward his salary and
the work of the so-called "reform
league" being without avail, a letter

was sent to the chief of police of

Terre Haute to watch the show and
report anything in violation of laws
or common decency.

The chief Investigated on the sug-
gestion and reported it "okeh."

Johnson sent another letter charg-
ing the chief was derelict in his

duty and that the show was ob-
jectionable on various counts.

Crpies of this letter were sent to

civic organizations, religious bodies,

and a revivalist, who was then in

Terre Haute and was enlisted in the

effort to discredit the carnival.

Warrants were sworn out by rep-

resentatives of Johnson, but when
the case came up for hearing there

was no one to press the complaint.

The Wolfe shows have the ad-

Vantage of having Doc Waddell as

a Babbling Brook
Donaldson Tops Carolina

UNIONIZING OUTDOORS
—r—

A. F. of M. Has Scale Set for Next
8«ason

The American Federation of Mu-
sicians has on a campaign to union-
ize the musical end of the outdoor
show business. At the recent A. P.
of M. convention In St. Louis a wage
scale of $40 weekly was set for mu-
sicians with circuses and carnivals,
the latter figure including board and
transportation to be furnished by
the management.
Up to the present season the scale

had been $25 weekly and "cakes"
(the circus name for travelling ex-
penses, board and accommodations).
The new scale becomes effective

next season.
Most of the outdoor shows have

been non-union as far as musicians
and crews are concerned in the past.

Hereafter the A. F. of M. will give
the field particular attention with
reports on the shows, etc., from dis-

trict representatives.
The stage hands' union will co-

operate with the musicians in the
general unionisation plan for the

outdoor shows.

AUTOS HAVE DRIVEN

OUT CIRCUS PARADES

Chas. Ringling Says Traffic

Can't Be Tied Up for

Two Hours

Cleveland, O., June 20.

The "flivver" has driven the circus
parade off the streets and the old

time procession is almost a thing
of the past, according to Charles
Ringling.
"What's become of the old circus

parades," Mr. Ringling was asked
when his show played a three days'
engagement here recently without a
parade.
"They have died out," he replied

"at least as far as this show is con-
cerned. There are two reasons:
first, the show is too big to allow us
time for a parade; second, the auto-
mobile Has virtually driven us off

the big city streets. Imagine, if

you can. what would happen in

Cleveland if all traffic on the down
town streets or on one of the prin-
cipal streets were tied up for two
hours, the time required for one of
our parades to pass.
"You would have people missing

trains and a general demoralization
of traffic. The circus parade is a
vanished institution.'*

"Has your attendance fallen off as
a result?" he was asked.
"Not a bit," he answered. "It is

better than ever."

SELLS-FLOTO IN N. Y.

The Sells-Floto show will play
two* weeks in New York before the
summer is over. One week will be
in the Bronx section and the other
probably in the neighborhood of

Washington Heights.
The show played Brooklyn for the

first time in a decade about five

weeku ago. The Sells-Floto cc.itract

agents were in New York last

week skirmishing around for lots in

upper New York. The exact dates
of the two New York weeks will be
announced shortly.

CARNIVAL BIGAMIST

Jack Gardner Looks Due to Get Two
> Years

St. John, N. B., June 20.

A gay Lothario of carnivaldom is

now reposing behind the bars of the
local jail after treading the prim-
rose path for several years. He is

John C. Gardner, known as Jack
Gardner, heart scrambler extraor-
dinary.
Gardner married Elizabeth Beck-

with in 1918, the marriage taking
place at the home of Rev. I. W.
Williamson, a Baptist elergyman of
St. John, who performed the cere-
mony. In 1922 Mrs. Gardner, who
had gone back to work in a brush
factory of St. John, had Gardner
arrested for» non-support. Gardner
promised the magistrate he would
reform and support his wife, but
when liberated from Jail started
using his wife for a sparring part-
ner, and then deserted her and their
three small children.
Gardner's downfall came because

of a letter he wrote recently from
Detroit. His wife asked for his ar-
rest for non-support, and she was
much surprised to learn that he
was living in Detroit with a woman
supposed to be his wife. Gardner's
arrest for bigamy, followed and he
was brought back to St. John. The
woman with whom he had been liv-
ing was also brought to St. John.
She testified against Gardner at the
preliminary hearing and identified
him as Jack Gordon, whom she mar-
ried. She said her name was Mabel
Power and admitted she knew Gor-
don's real name was Gardner, but
made no protest to the, Presbyterian
clergyman who married them with-
out inquiring for proof of identity.

It is intimated Gardner has mar-
ried another woman besides the two
accounted for thus far. An attempt
is being made to rustle up one or
two more victims of Gardner's mat-
rimonial urge. Gardner has been
occupying the same cell with Bill
Morritt, carnival wrestler and
grifter, a former carnival pal, who
is awaiting transfer to the peniten-
tiary at Dorchester, N. B., where he
will spend the coming four years qs
a guest of the Government
Gardner has been identified with

several carnival shows as a bally-
hoo canary for Hawaiian village
shows. Indications are that he will
be sent up the line for at least two
years. In the meanwhile his real
wife and three children are being

,supported by her parents, and the
illegal wife is detained at the Home
of the Good Shepherd in St. John.

CIRCUS AFTERMATH i

. IS SUIT FOR $1,521

Capehart-Cary Adv. Agency

Brings Action, Naming Sev-

eral Defendants

As an aftermath of the Marines'

Million Dollar Circus at the 104th

Field Artillery armory, New York,

last March, the sponsors thereof are

involved in legal warfare. The Cape-
hart-Cary Corp., the advertising
agency, is suing Merle McAllister,
individually and as commandant;
Homeyn Park Benjamin, individual-
ly and as chairman, and Walter G.
Kimball, Individually «nd as treas-
urer of the Veterans of Belleau
Wood, U. S. Marine Brigade, .to re-
cover $1,521.05 for advertising.
Wirth-Blumenfeld & Co., Inc.,

which agreed to supply the talent
free of charge for a 60-40 split of
the net profits has been ordered
co-defendant in the action. The
other defendants set forth Wirth-
Blumenfeld promoted the circus, and
quote a suit by Dayton Stoddard, a
press agent, against the W.-B. firm
for services rendered. Messrs. Mc-
Allister,. Benjamin and Kimball
claim that Capehart-Cary'a services
were solely performed at the in-
stance of and for Wirth-Blumen-
feld.

Romeyn Park Benjamin, of the
prominent New York family, has
been interested in show business for
some time. Last week he signed to
appear in "The Earthquake" on
Broadway.

VIRGINIA CARE'S OWN SHOW
Virginia Carr, mental telepathist,

is taking out a summer trick of her
own for a » tour of the principal
towns of New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Maryland and the Southern States,
under the management of George
E. McDonald.
"Virginia Carr's Extravaganza"

will be the title of the show, with
the personnel as follows: Allen,
Clark and Walsh, minstrels; Doris
Hardy, soubrette; Dorothy Rayfusn,
singing comedienne; Gene Kelly,
comedian; Bodine Sisters, George
Fisher, and Virginia Carr and Co.
A minstrel first part, olio of vaude-
ville and a closing revue will be the
program.
Miss Carr was known as Zuleka.

Carnival Employe Held for Assault

Alliance, O., June 20.

Wyiiam Tara, 24, a carnival em-
ploye was held to the Mahoning
county grand jury this week when
he pleaded guilty to making an
assault on 17 -year-old Gertrude
Walters, a telephone operator at
Sebrlng, near here. He Is being
held under $1,000 bond.

It is said the man forced his way
into the office, of the telephone ex-
change where Miss Walters was on
duty and attacked her during the
night. Tara is a concessionaire
with the carnival. The arrest WM
made at Mingo Junction.

WASHINGTON OPPOSED
Civic Bodies Advocate High License

for Carnivals

Barnes' Circus in Jersey City
The Al G. Barnes Circus will play

Jersey City, N. J., Friday, June 22.
It is in Elizabeth today (Thursday).
The Barnes Circus carries an ex-
tensive trained wild animal exhibit.
It travels in about 30 cars.
The show was to have played a

week m Brooklyn this season, but
the plan was dropped, with the
Sells-Floto show slipping in for a
week early In the season.
The Barnes show will play Eliz-

abeth, N. J., Thursday, June II;
Jersey City, June 22, ar.d Paterson,
N. J., Saturday, June 23.

CIRCUS ROUTES
Ringling Brother's- Barnum- Bailey
Flint, Mich., July 10; Lansing,

11; Battle Creek, 12.

Walter L. Main
June 21, Waukesha. Wis ; 22, Fon

du Lac; 23, Sheboygan; 25, Manito-
woc; 26, Appleton; 27. Menominee,
Mich.; 28. Shawane, Wis.; 29, Wau-
sau;30, Wisconsin Rapids.

John Robinson Circus
June 21, Sherbrooke, Que.; 22-

Newport, Vt.; 23, St. Johnsbury!
Vt.; 25. Montpelier. Vt.; 26, St. Al-
bans, Vt; 27, Burlington, Vt.; 28
Bennington, Vt.; 29, Rutland, Vt.;
30. Glenn Falls-, X. Y..; July 2, Platts-
byrg, N. Y.

Sells-Floto Circus
June 21, Lancaster; 22, Wilming-

ton; 23, Trenton; 25, Newburg- 26
Mlddletown; 27, Kingston; 28,
Schenectady: 29, Saratoga Springs-
30, North Adams.

Washington, June 20.

When District Commissioner
James F. Oyster, started after the
carnivals he set a ball to rolling that
has been taken up by the Merchants
and Manufacturers' Association and
a great many of the local civic
bodies.

Corporation Counsel Stephens has
not as yet reported to Commissioner
Oyster on the regulations his office
has been requested to draw up to do
away with the present system, which
requires but a number of names of
the residents of the neighborhood
In which the carnival plans to ap-
pear to make its showing possible.
These regulations a^e expected Jn
the immediate near future.
Charles J. Columbus, secretary of

the Merchants and Manufacturers'
Association, at their last meeting1

stated that the board of governors*
of the association had requested
that he bring the matter of the nu-
merous carnivals showing here to
the official attention of the body.
Many prominent citizens of the dis-
trict spoke against the carnivals
and the association was urged to
request the district commissioners
to put the license fee so high that
Washington would have but few
such attractions make applications
for permits here. A license fee of
$500 was suggested of large enough
proportion to keep them out of town.

In the equity court Friday Jus-
tice Hoeling ruled thaf the Johnny
J. Jones Exposition, which showed
here last April, will have to defend
a suit brought against them by
Harold L. McCormick, Jr., of this
city, who, it is charged, was bitten
by a monkey which had escaped
from its cage.
The suit is for $5,000, and the

local attorney retained by the Jones
people filed a demurrer, he contend-
ing that the declaration failed to
allege or show negligence on the
part of his client.

T

'

SECOND COASTER ACCIDENT
Davenport, Iowa. June 20.

The second accident on a roller
«oa«ter at Forest Park this season
occurred Sunday, injuring seven
passengers.
Two cars met on the coaster 60

feet Jn the air. One of the cars,
with no safety device, slipped back-
ward, causing the injuries.

Paddle Wh«el« Not Gambling
Chicago, June 20.

"I have never considered paddle
wheels a violation of the law per-
taining: to gambling," declared Sher-
iff William E. Orr of Aurora, 111..

when refusing to recommend action
on the part of the prosecuting at-
torney against so-called games of
ehance on carnival grounds in Elgin.
111.



Thursday. June tl, 1HS OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

BOARDWALK AND BUSINESS,

DISCUSSION OF CONEY ISLAND

Small Concessionaries Wailing—Weather Breaks

Bad So Far—Property Owners Have Mostly

Benefited—Better Crowds Being Drawn

Las: Friday was the first anni-

versary of the erection of the Coney

Islam* Boardwalk. It. has given rise

to considerable comment ' front

Coney Island showmen as to its

value Opinions differ for and

again*!. WW4* it ia generally con-

ceded that the Boardwalk has

drawu m>ne people than ever be-

fore, cl ieflv through curiosily. what
effec; It h'as pn the island's show
business has evince^ much discus-

sion. The small 'concessionaire or

stand keeper is generally pessi-

misti- many bemoaning where
their next month's rent is coming
from let alone making moi.i-.v. Jt

is generally agreed that the prop-

erty uwicrs rjavc benefited from the

new Bra id walk.

Expecting a boom, values on Surf

gvinuV and the Bowery spurted,

with the result the tent.'tl overhead

in sdme instances is quite heavv
wher-. there wus no previous lease

from the year Or years before. The
situat'or varies according to the

business The bathhouse people so

fat Invr had lit tie patronage b?-

e.u:se of the rather 'mild weather.

Th- cencessionaires are not ' so

optimistic.

Th? restaurant people contrai il>

say th iirs were never better be-

fore. They state tne Boardwalk has

been £ rawing a better and nicer

crowd, nnd It has been spending
more money right along. A 50.000

Sunday attendance has been the

rule the past few weeks.
While the season at the island

is' first beginning to hit its stride,

it is stil! rather young, and much
j
$45.77

depends' on the weather breaks, a

msst important factor. The weather
man thus far has been rather kind

on week-ends, and at this rate

things should pick up right along.

Last year was marked by a nasty

spel. of Saturday and Sunday rainy

spells, with bad outdoor weather

during June and August.

Xaphen and Cecelia Epstein, of
Boston: Charles H. Dillworth and
Isidor Linsky, of BYookline. and
John E. Kenney. of Worcester.
Monty Banks Productions, Inc.,

Boston; pictures; capital. $10,000.
Incorporators: John A. Coveney of
Koxbury and Samuel V. Grand and
Harry Asher of Brookline.

Sid Smith's Productions, Inc.,

Boston: capital. 110.000. Incor-
porators1

: John A. Coveney of Rox-
burv and Samuel V. Grand and
Harry Asher of Brookline.

Missouri Charters
Kuhn - Chaquette • Campbell Co.,

kuitsH' City. Capital. $2,000. The-
atrical Incorporators: Edward E.
Kuhn Erail H. Chaquette. Johnnie
Cumptell. Freeman F. Halt, all of
Kansas City.

i l
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NEW YORK'S LICENSE OFFICE

EXPECTS CURB FOR CARNIVALS
-

Schedule of High Fees One Restriction in Greater

New York—Commissioner Coler's Investigations,

Another—Aldermen's Vote Expected

AL. K. HALL
PALACE, NEW YORK, THIS

WEEK (JUNE 18)

It was a great tribute tb place a
comedian Ninth on the bill at A™**' -

ica'a foremtjst .vaudeville house.

Belle Baker said: "Al. you didn't
lose a soul Monday night: you held
the eotiro capacity audience intact."

New act in preparation fdr next
season.

John J. Caldwell, secretary to the

License Commission's office of the

City of New York, states that the

eape< tea passage of the new carni-

val license fees will do much to re-

strict the numbet of show r attempt-
ing to gain a foothold within the

JUDGMENTS Direct iuii M. S.

the
«H(J

(The first name 'it that o/
judgment debtor; creditor

t'moifni follou;.)

Jimrry* Kelly and Johnny Keyes;
N. Y Tel. Co.; $222.83.

,

Aubrey L. Lylts; N. D Law;

J. Kisrn Brennan: M. Arom
$-90.4;.

Charles W. McLaughlin; Am. Play

Co. Inc.; $3,928.60.

Renee Boucicault; S. B. Moore;
f 31 2.7i

Freeport Theatre Corp'n; Inde-

pendent Movie Supply Co.. Inc.;

$419.94.
Char«es Olcott; T. Cuinan: $620.91.

Chateau Exposition Co.; City of

N. Y ; $45.77.

Colton Amu*. Co., Inc.; same;

BENTHAM

BAD BUSINESS REPORTED

FOR THREE CARNIVALS

fits express their willingness to pay
the rather high fees, he says, they
will be discouraged as much an pos-
sible.

Commissioner of Public Wtl.are
Bird S. Coler privately investigates
charity and alleged charity carnivals
to[ discover whether they are gen-
uine pr fake, while the License Com-
missioner'^ office is, always loathe to

issue, straight carnival permits.
iThe new fees of $50 per stand i»er

ride, a $25 increase oyer t,he old

rate, will probably be formally
pissed by the Board of Alderman
this or next week. A number of

educational leaders and theologies
have been making themselves heard
because of the bona Ado charity
angle, feeling thV the high license
fees would tell against the gross in-

metropolis. Even if carnival out- tended for the charity. But the in-
creased fees are aimed for carnival
restriction primarily. A carnival
company of say five ridea—:aerry-
go-round. ferris wheel, carousel and
two other features—would have to
pay five times $50 Or $250 for the
stand. If they moved over to the
next block a new $250 fee would be-
come necessary. This la intended to
limit their squatting on empty lots

as they see fit, and keep them, as
much outside the city's limits as
possible.— ,

.
-

f
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Boyd and Lindemann Carnival
1

Calls Off Show Sunday

Night

SELLS-FLOTO TIGER DIES

Washington, June 20.

"Prince." the famous Sells-Floto

tiger, is dead after a jaunt from

his usual haunts with the circus,

when he waa honored by a trip to

Princeton University, where he

typified the spirit of old Princeton

at the university's commencement
exercises.

"Prince" had withstood the rigors

ef traveling circus life for many
years. He was a full-grown Bengal
tiger, and his death can only be
attributed to the recent trip. It is

unexplainable to those in charge of

the animals with the show.
The animal died yesterday in his

cage here with the circus.

Daniels Annus. Co., Inc.;

t<une; $45.77.

Joan Film Sales Co., Inc.; A. Saw-
yer; $1,11172

Three carnival shows have l»een

reported in financial trouble through

bad business in the last week. In-

cluded are two ouflts In Philadel-

phia, but in different' locations. They
are the Tip Tops and B»"y Clark

organizations. The lalter show is

reported to have been delayed mov^
Harry" Edelhertx; Prudential Film \ j,^- to other territory because of

alleged Indebtedness of $1,000 for

transportation. Three days were
lost while the matter was being ad-
justed with a railroad. agent.

Distributors Corp'n; $118.52

Fifty Fifty Club, Inc.; L. Rieth;

$403.45. , m
Jawitx Pictures Corp'n; J. Troy;

$280.25.
Nu-Art Pictures Corp'n; Com-

monwealth Film Corp'n; $23.237.9;>.

Hsndrix Amus. Corpn; City of

K. Y.; $45.78.
Satisfied Judgments

Atlantic'City. Ju e 20.

The Boyd and Lindemann carnival,

which openeJ here last week under
an arrangement with the local

INCORPORATIONS
New York Charters

World Premier Theatre Corp'n,
Manhattan, $100,000; N. Sacks, S. H.
Hivkin A. D. Robertson. (Attorney,
H. O Falk, 1457 Broadway.)
Homer Lind Productions* Man-

hattan, pictures, $100,000; W. G.
Lovatt. A. Worsnophlind.

Delaware Charters
Russian-American Film Corp'n,

Wilmington, pictures plays; $1.-
000,000 (Corporation Trust Co. of
America.)

IJnited States Talking Film
Corp'n, Wilmington, deal in talking
pictures; $1,000,000. (Delaware Reg-
istration Trust Co.)

1922.

Arthur Hopkins; N. P. Murphy,
j Qrder Qf Moo_a for & 8hare Qf ^

° C

8.me- same $1 10 43;
' October 18. profits, ran into ruinous business.

Attendance was so poor Sunday
night, the show was called off.

The carnival people attempted to

cancel the second week, but repre-

sentatives of the fraternal organi-

zation insisted on the show remain-
ing over this week. The poor lo-

cation of the lot, which is across

the "Thoroughfare," a body of water
separating the city from the

meadows, is one factor in the poor

draw.

in

NEW ACTS
Evans and Pearl, comedy act

"one."
Ned Wayburn is staging a new

eight-people production, "Babes of

the Season," which Arthur A. Seif-

fert is producing. Jane Overton,

last solo danseuse of the Manhat-

tan Opera House, is featured. The

balance of the cast includes Vir-

ginia Marshall, Alice Kasti. Ma-
thilda Baas, Marian LaCour, Esther

Rhodes. Seiffert and Jack Pentell

composed the score, Seiffert to con-

duct.

««A Lesson for Wives." by S. Jay

Kaufman, with Mr. and Mrs. Nor-

man Phillips, produced by Hocky &
Green. •

Johnson Twins, sister act

ILL AND INJURED
Josephine Worth, who was in an

automobile accident near Lincoln,

Neb., June S, suffered a fractured

hip bone, as was developed by the

X-ray examination, and is In St.

Elisabeth's Hospital in that city,

where she will be confined for four
weeks longer. Miss Worth will wel-

MAE and ROSE WILTON
Sailing for England July 14 for a ten-week (our of the M<ma and

Stoll theatres.

Direction WM. MORRI8. Now playing B. F. Keith theatres.
-

' a—r~— «

MARRIAGES
Harry Bradley ("Abie's Irish

Rose") and Miss Lottie Alter, non-

professional. June If at the All/
*'8 foremost costumers and wl

PEGGY'S |1,000,000 DISPLAY
(Continued from page 1

1

has the backing of some of Atner-

Moo Lucky and Murray Harris "come professional visitors who are

Dissolutions
Surgical and Medical Film Corpn,

Mjnhattan.

Massachusetts Charters
Chsrles A. Ross Co-, Boston;

JMHHcal instruments: capital. $100,-
000,. Incorporators: Charles A.
Row of Qoiney. George A Scbaefer
or Newton, and Chauncev W. Wood
of BoFton
Crosbies Military Band, Inc.,

Worcester; capital. $10,000. Incor-
porators: Arthur W. Crosbie. Wil-
liam (Trosbif and Herbert P. Cios-
bleaf) of Worcester.

wsll So.usre Theatre, Inc., Boston;
^•Pit-| $10,000. lwnr|»orators:
Alber .1. Locateili Virginia Loea*
tsi.t. John E. Locatelll and Alma L
*-ortt. all or Somerville.
Morton Realty Theatrical Cor-

t'aahV *
Bo«tOnt pictures; capital.

;.-
"» ,n Incorporators: Victor

K«.ifrr.-in. Ram6el Simons. M«x
'"•Wsn, fohn Sullivan. Peter L

(Lucky and Harris) reunited.

Max Cooper (Cooper anC^ard
n
°>

and Jimmie Smith (Smith and

Nash) comedy act in one.

Frank Silver and Band at Mur-

ray's Caf ou 42d street JWvfT in

tne writer of 'Yes. We Have No

Bananas." (All Wilton.)

IH AND OUT
Cooper and Lacey were out of the

Slate. New York. Monday because

of illness, replaced by CoM an<l M-
wards. b*iii>^
Frank EU4a (Walsh and BJU«)

took sick after the Monday naatlnee

at the Broadway. Howard and Llni

replaced them Tuesday.

W»tus Kobb is leaving the caat

of The Devils Disciple" on June

If She has not quite recovered

from the ilfects of being struck by

.,„ aJ-tfl lust before the ahow opened

, n ,l wauls a lorn; rest.

For the first time in several years

Keith's PSlace Riverside u d 8li

B tr< et will ha\^ « f" '"'° '
:| na^ ura,

listed in their pio \
iron

The Rim «'• : n»ads al W(

v y at -I show* • neriei

depietlnR fashions with

socielj !>•••• "'' »f»f»*"r«ni

C(t]l>l «

W»'»*l(.

rheater
of seen >s

prominent

in Lincoln.
Dsve I^wis Is in the R«»th Israel

Hospital, New York, recovering
from a serious operation. Compli-
cations have set in and his condi-
tion is currently critical. Mr, Lewis
has been company manager with
several productions.
Maud Cromwell (Flying Crom-

pvells) who was injured through th<

^collapse of their rigging at M i < I -

City Park, Albany, June 4, has fully
recovered, and the team will open
again at the same park July 16.

Peggy Shipm.tn nnd her four
year-old son were struck by Sb auto
in Coney Island Tuesday night and
taken to the local hospital. Miss
Bhipman, who is the wife of Robert
Miller and th^ sister of Hel< n Ship-
man, had our rihs broken. The boy
suffered from cuts and contusions.
June Bobble was knocked down by
:«n automobile Monday night while
rrossinsj Bros'd* ly nt 4Sih street.

She wis painfull] hut nol seriously
injured and was taken to her hone
Nufferln

Beside a Babbling Brook
Remick's Hit

Saints' Kplscopal Church, Bay-

side, L. I.

Walter Hayes (Russell and

Hayes) to Rosemarie Meyere, non-

professional, June 10 at fjchenec-

tsdy, N. T.

Kathaiyn E. Perkins, concert

harpist and soloist of ths Boston

Symphony Orchestra, and Minot A.

Beale, of Rockland, Mass., violin-

ist, composer, and Instructor at

the New England Conservatory of

Music, June 17. at the home of the

bride'.s parents, 57 Berkeley street,

Taunton.
! H. Russel lOmde to Grace Joyner.

non-professional. June 18, at St.

Peter's Chin h, Troy, N. Y. Mr.

Einde js manager of Proctor's. Mt.

Vernon, N. Y. His wife Is the

daughter Of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Joy-
ner. of Troy.
Kduie T. Goodman, treasure- of

Keith's 81st St. theatre, to Ruth
Canhau, assistant treasurer of the

Hamilton theatre, New York, June
18. at The l.ittle Chun h Arbund the

Corner. New Vork.

Lillian Kemble Cooper ("The
Mountebank "). to Louis Bernhardt.

playwright and Journalist, June 19,

at .he fnkwM k Arms Hotel, Green

-

wtrh. Cenw .
*

Eddie Darling. Keith booking
m «n. will sail for London June •'•.

retinmlng July sj. Durum his

absence l. R Samuels snd l*«t

Woo<ls will book the K>'itA I as

In New '. tirk, Jrtockawsy. Long
Heach Atlantic i'lty. Bsston
W uihing "*t>.

»

feature a dress parade. It promi*«-*

to eclipse anything New York has
ever seen In gow-ns of the wearable
type rather than the period and ec-

centric designs shown In the usual
rsvue.

It leaked out this week that the

Karl Carroll revue, "Vanities of

mi," which will beat Leftwlchs
show to Broadway If it can over-

come Its Equity difficulties, will

show $260,000 worth of furs In a

parade led by Peggy Hopkins Joy< »-.

wearing a $00,000 ermine wrap and
atl her jewels at once, populai I

supposed to total over $1,000,000 In

cost. The furs are furnished by th*

house of Russak, which loans tfeetti

This firm is not believed to have any
financial interest In the revue, but

is utilising It as a salesroom, in-

tending to bring its out-of-tow i

buyers to the Carrol! to see th-

display. A steel vault Is b<»incr b

under the stage to house fh« !> •

in furs.

The Players Boat Club of Pah
haven, N. J., will give its anno !

show and dance at '.he Palace, Red
hank, N. J., Wednesday (June 27 .

Tony Hunting In* arranged for Joe
.uiri Ernie Van, Welch Mealy and
Montrose, Maggie Cline. Annie Bart,

rlaySJS and Johnson, Charlie Grape
win. Otto Rrov . Ix>n Hascall, Noi I I

sad Halliday, B > MUo, Phil C
iind CO-, rllSOn City Four. Frank
<»tt,t>. Jim1 Barton, Bowers Wslfen

i«a I wnd <Vok«*r nnd Hunting and Fran-
i la to app'o • i
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CABARET

THE LONE PRODUCER
The lone theatrical producer along the Broadway lane has no'alnecure.

Ho has everything else Including opposition to his every movement from

the more formidable organizations with far greater resources. That op-

position goes so far as to Interfere with the lone producer's engagement

of artists, and possibly to cripple his financial backing.

Now it appears to have gone another step, in the case of George White

and his "Scant als." It was » pretty raw deal White got for his New York

opening. Shoved Into a Shubert theatre in New Haven, the Shuberts

rushed into New York ahead of Whites attraction, did it knowingly, and

for the first time a "Passing Show" ever opened cold at the Winter Gar-

den.

Four big booze seizures were
made Saturday and Sunday by fed-

eral officers up New York state. A
caravan of 15 liquor laden trucks

was bagged Saturday at West Chazy
and 11 "travelers" including one
woman, were arrested. At South
Horicon agents seized a big still.

Mare Buckland. new chief of the

prohibition office in Albany, ac-
counted for the other "grabs." a
large truck with 600 gallons of grain

alcohol at Bavena. and a covered
truck containing 18 barrels of grain

alcohol, outside of Herkimer. The
capture of the rum caravan took
place at West Chazy after the al-

leged bootleggers had successfully

evaded detection at the Canadian
border. Two customs officers, as-

sisted by state troopers, made the

arrests. The girl arrested gave
the name of Dorothy Swartout of
Saratoga Springs. The alleged ring

leader of the rum runners also gave
his residence as the Spa. The pris-

oners, with the cars and cargoes,

were taken to Plattsburgh and the
defendants arraigned before the

United State* Commissioner. The
alleged bootlegger-in-chief was held
In $5,000 ball for the action of the
federal grand jury. It was said to

be the fourth time he had been ar-
rested on a N. P. A. charge. He had
just completed serving an 11 months
sentence in the Onondag county
jail, the police aay.

The woman, who first gave the

same name as the rum king, with
whom she waa riding, broke down
following her arrest. The ten de-

fendants were held in $1,000 ball to

await the action of the federal grand
Jury.

There's many a man oi. Broadway today who Is elated that George

White ha* come Into New York this summer with the best "Scandals"

he has ever put on. That nervy young man who graduated from the

ranks of the acting profession to amongst the lead of America's best pro-

ducers should be encouraged by those theatre managers who need his

attractions to keep thei- theatres open; not by questionable tactics not

alone of business and bookings, but of material as well.

Before the two shows opened it might have looked liked David and
Goliath with young White emerging as the victorious David following the

premieres. White did it properly. He remained outside New York to put

his show into condition The Shuberts thought they were fooling the

White management, but they erred also in that. It was a member of the

White executive staff that informed Variety on Wednesday (June 6),

while "Scandals" was in Atlantic City, that the Shuberts intended to

precede the White show into New York by slipping it cold Into the Gar-
den. Still White proceeded to New Haven and allowed the Shuberts to

take the! • peculiar course.

The Shuberts and W hit*, are both members of the P. M. A. They ex-

pect to be protected in that organization against the inroads of each other,

especially with the engagement of actors. But how does the P. If. A.
look upon the spectacle of one of Its leading managements, with the

powerful Shubert organization making Its pitiless and pitiful, although
fruitless battle against the solitary George White? Isn't that an example
to set for th* ,»ctors o* this country? If managers can't be on the level

w!th each other why should they complain against those who only follow

their example?

The present situation on Broadway is also a fine sight for Europe, isn't

it? The off-se* for tha* to the New York producer is the query about
what Europe has taken from Broadway. Which means nothing when it

is known that if an English or Parisian producer did once in a while lift

a number or scene frorr a musical show over here, at least he paid for

some original material—didn't employ an author by the year to write
connecting links betweer stolen bits and didn't repent for the second sea-

son an almost pxact rei Ilea of a production.
^

White has paid each season for talent and material. He tries and
while "Scandals" ma. not be 100 per cent, pure in original material, the
White writers are not on a weekly salary under a life contract or under-
standing.

There is originality in material to be procured over here if the pro-
ducer will pay for it, but authors who can furnish that original material
are not wasting their time on the installment plan system of royalty.

The jazz band craze has devel-

oped a new and profitable field in

the last couple of months that is

growing rapidly with the coming
season promising further exten-

sions This is the one-night stand
dance hall proposition, the bands
being booked and routed the same
as a traveling pop price attraction,

only Instead of playing in opera
houses the bands play in dance
halls. In most Instances the bands
play on a percentage basis but the

larger halle offer guarantees. Sev-
eral years ago, when the roller

skating craze was current, troupe*
of trick skaters were booked as
exira attractions in much the same
fashlor as the bands presently are

booked, the various rinks holding
"«peci;»>" nights.

If the foreigners steal with impunity hereafter from American produc-
tions, the Americans may blame themselves. Or the P. M. A. may blame
itself. It gives Equity a great opening to inquire if managers stab each
other In the back in their business dealings why should Equity worry
about what it wants from the managers or their association? If there
is no honor' binding or holding theatrical manr.prers. eerta'nly nothing
el:.c could ever hold them together.

And no one will blame George White.

EQUITY BUILDING UP "ENEMY" LIST
When the Equity executives read in a paper anything they do not like,

the paper goes on the executives' "enemy" list. That list, from all ac-
counts, started with Variety. Of late there have been several increases,
according to the officers' own admission.

The additions amongst the "enemies" are coming from the dailies. Some
of the New York dailies have published stories the Equity bosses did not
relish, so the dailies are on the list. Perhaps by this time the Equity
rulers have read dailies published outside of New York. Their "enemy"
list is going to he a very large one indeed if the Equity bunch becomes
aggrieved over the papers that don't think the way they do.

Now the Equity directors are telling its members if they read anything
in Variety about Equity, to wire Equity headquai ters to find out if it's

so. ' Previously the Equity executives beseeched their members not to
The limit in cabaret entertain-

ment as far as Chicago is concerned
is reached in "Rainbo Blossoms," read Variety. That little band of Equity blindfolds would like the mem-

bers only to read what the Equity bosses want them to. We would like

to know what assurance the Equity bo.sses can give its members that
they are telling the truth when answering questions? If one is to judge
by the statements the Equity speakers utter at their meetings, small faith
is to be placed in what the Equity leaders say, excepting we will endorse
they are sincere when the say, "Don't forget to pay your dues."

the new revue of Edward Beck,
which is being offered at Rainbo
Gardens, at Broadway and Law-
rence, with tremendous success. It

is one of the most happily framed
entertainments of this kind that has
ever been devised for every require-
ment for out of doors summer enter-
tainment.
The ensemble is as effective both

as a tage picture and from a sing-
ing and dancing standpoint as can
be encountered in the shows n hlch
command from $3 up, which makes
the offering a real bargain in enter-

tainment. There are 16 girls in the

chorus and a dozen more girl prin-

cipals who, being viewed more close-

ly, seem even prettier through their

display of talent." There is but one
man appearing in the show*—Floyd
Carter—who sings two songs, one
early and one rather late in the bill.

There is no attempt at comedy,
which is a strong point of Beck's
wisdom.
Rainbo Gardens is an ideal spot

for such a show. It adjoins the

Million Dollar Rainbo Room, an out-
door garden, with Frank Westphal's
11 -piece orchestra under a canopy,
just at one side of the stage. West-
phal has a dance orchestra whiph Is

in a class with those of Whiteman
and Jones.
The stage is small, with drawn

curtains, and is only used as a

means of entrance and exit, for the
performance 'itself Is given on the
dancing floor, which is lnrg< r than

(Continued on pa«e 31)

Equity goes too easily upon the defensive, although often It may be
skillful offensive that sends It there. The Equity executives are going
to be busy If they intend to explain everything said or printed about them
that they don't like.

The following story was an old one along the banks of the Erie canal In

the days when the boats were mule-driven:
A canal boat captain noticing he was overrunning his headway against

a i'mim <i lock called oat, "Throw over that anchor." The crew replied:
"Cap. there ain't no rope on the ank." To which the captain shouted, "Rope
or no rope, throw over the ank." And of course the boat naturally ran
into the closed lock.

THE STYLISH SIDE
(Continued from page 5)

said, 'They also serve who only stand and wait.' B^it perhaps all this

is ove- your head.
"Bobbed-haired 'flappers' often disdain me. Yet I will have them at my

mercy some day, and then—but I am above petty motives and selfish

thoughts, even though I am human.
"What! You want to know my name? Can it be that you have not

Ruessed? Rut perhaps as I said before, I am over your head? I am an
Invisible Human Hair Net."

The writers of the new Winter Garden attraction ("Passing Show")
harked back somewhat when they staged "Seeing Double." George W.
Ledorer at Hammerstein's Victoria about 1903 did this same scene in a
play called "The Jersey Lily," Blanche Ring's second starring vehicle,

under the Joint management of Lederer and Frederick McKay. The
Lederer show had the original revolving boxes.

Georgia Jeseei, to whose lot has fallen the comedy gem of the Garden's

show, looked well in hie evening clothes. Thia bit suggests "Do u big

Lives" or /Dueze Vie," aa played at the Grand Guignol In Parle.

Ann Lowenworth looked good In jet and red and scores decidedly with
her comedy In "The Passing Show."
A akit titled "Eight of Our Best Sellers" had the prettiest clothes. The

dialog may have been interesting if one could have heard It It might
be a sensible investment to engage principals to» play the roles in this

bit. True the chorus girls were beautiful, but there are good looking
principals to be had and strange as it may seem, the lines should be
heard now and then. ,

Scene 9. "Or the Golf Course," according to the program, possesses

three moles, Prlngle, Cummings and Nelson. Ar seen Monday night, an
attractive young womar was among those present Evidently an error.

Some fine driving was offered by Alex Mtrrlson, who is evidently a
professional plryer. The slow motion picture stuff is not so good. The
two golf scenes should be blended into one.

Helen Shipman is sweet In her Dutch costume but her Dutch cap is not
Dutch and rob* her costume of Individuality.

The chorus is well gotten up, wearing with their l*lue and white
dresses red wooden sabot* and red night sticks. A hint for the New
York police—they won't show the blood stains and save much cost for
varnish.
"The Royal Wedding" scene was an unintentional farce as to detail.

The Public Library should be consulted when in doubt. The sketch
called "The A\ ctior. Block" was changed a bit since the try-out at the
Audubon. The comedy was sacrificed for a soo speech to a telephone
doll. It's more Impressive, but nothing cap help this silly bit. Half aa
many extras were i sed at the Garden as at the Audubon.
A very hand >ome scene in fact one of the most artistic for some time

at this theatre, is the "Souper Dansant during the Second Empire in

Paris." A beautiful typ^ of womanhood is show^n draped all over the place,

even on the chandeliers. The dresses in this number are correct in line
and detail.

The Garden, looks fresh. Someone bought a vacuum cleaner. Wouldn't
it be nice once in a while for the chaps w'.io call on foreign countries
for Inspiration? to give a little credit where credit is due gratis? The
stagers are credited, gewns shoes and equipment, why not the sdurce of

the play material—without that not even the Shuberts could make a
show—and through this liberal borrowing "The Passing Show"' is a good
show, better than that for the non -travellers and tl\ose without a memory.

Too much opera ano" selections by the orchestra is the fault of the
Capitol program this week. An effective and vivid costume of red and
black Is worn by Doris NilesJn her dance solo. She uses her cantanets
adroitly. Anna Case, In the Fox News reel, looked cool and charming In a
vhite lace dres.^ over which a lace box jacket is worn with a large picture

hat. Mrs. Harding, our first lady, exhibited her usual good taste in

dressing. Particularly smart was the straight brimmed hat with an
cstrich plume. Th-> music, incidental to the news reel, was catchy and a
relief from the heavy program.
The drop us*»«l In Neapolitan Impression? makes a pretty illusion.

The dress that costs but $1. Miriam Cooper makes In the picture.

"Daughters of *he Rich."' looks too good to be true. Quite a treat in

period furniture awaits the antique fan who see* this feature TWo bed
sets were lovely. And a real gem is the Louis XV consol table.

A cunning conceit, the antiq'ue ring Mis* Cooper wears to plight her
troth, but it must be a true test of affection for the one who wears It; the
ring look: fuliy a quarter of a pound In weight.
Truly Shattuck is looking exceedingly well as she plays the ambitious

mamma. Her best gown Is a printed chiffon. One might imagine it

would make the wearer look large, but It doesn't. It is trimmed with a
wide panel of lace running the full length of the front and finished by
ruffles on the sleeves. Miss Shattuck gives the Impression of the well
groomed society matron.
A delightful negligee is Ethel Shannon's. Here is a beautiful girl, who

should be heard from In this particular type of part. Another boudoir
costume is shown by Miss Shannon, It is the "Pantied'* style. Ruth Clif-

ford wears a plain crepe model that does not do complete justice to her
appearance.

All the women of the cast have a tendency to work too slow, giving at
times the idea of having posed before the slow motion camera.

Is there any good reason why the men and women of the screen do
not ascertain the correct thing In riding habits. Mi.^s Clifford is all

wrong ir. her selection. Even her hair looks as though she were going to
the opera Instead of for a canter. There Is any number of outfitters
to women who can advise them and there is only one way to dress for
this sport. Every smart woman should be informed. That is the time
a woman cannot depart from what is correct because she may think it

not becoming. The hal should be worn straight back showing the ears.
That's one tim» ears can assert themselves.

A New York daily printed (and with truth) that Edith Kingdon-Gould
had brought th' family she married into, to a height in social prestige
they had never enjoyed prior to her entering their clan.
The late Mrs. Gould bore the late George Gould a flock of daughters

representative of the very finest type of American womanhood,
most of whom have married fine men in both this country and Eng-
land and these daughters in their turn have become the mothers of fine
children.

The former Edith Kingdon of the old Augustin Daly Stock Company
was a living illustration of file fact that women of the stage can rise to
the same height socially and spiritually of any other women In any other
calling.

Mrs. Gould's children say she was a perfect mother.

/

Personality, good looks and talent are only three of the assets of little
Queenie Smith as she whirls through her Interpretation of Maribel Mc-
Guffy in "Helen of Troy. New York." As one wanders back to 42nd
street after the curtain has rung down on the finale, a vital and indomi-
table thought persistently accompanies in the vision of Queenie. In all
her dresses she looks sweet and roguish. Her first act, a tan sleeveless .

sport dress was the least attractive of the many pretty costumes she
decorated. Her blond bobbed hair Is secured with inch wide ribbon, tied
in 'a baby bow around the head, passing under the hair at the back. Each

,

change had Its accompanying shade of ribbon.
This young miss has decidedly arrived, and In her dancing specialty

Queenie succeeded In arousing the audience to cheers. It seems she has
the faculty of stopping shows. She can read comedy lines and her
youthful timbre of voice is a novelty. Miss Smith hails originally from
lo ballet In the Metropolitan and Is a pupil of Joe Smith, easily recog-
nized when witnessing her bewildering winging and whirls.

In the cast of "Helen " at*he Selwyn, and becomingly clothed is Stella
Hohan. Exceptional is her pink silk mulle in the last act, with irregular
ruffles with the conserved hoop skirt. She h.is not the decided English
accent of her sister Eileen. Miss Hoban is a pretty Infantile type. Helen
Ford wore one striking combination of tomato red and white.
Quite a laugh for the ones in the know regarding efficiency men was

afforded by Roy Atwell. As "efficiency men" are generally shunned by
their associates, It has been a problem as to just how they get recrea-
tion and playmates. Atwell has bared thi secret—partially. He, as
Jennings, efficiency man, In between snooping and adding surreptiously
practices on the ocarina. It's an instrument. This bit was one of the
funniest of the play, especially if any one is familiar with the species.
rNot ocarina-efficiency men.)
Tom Lewis la jus* as lovable as he always is, and Tom should name

his obesity cream. He is looking suspiciously fit.

The chorus appeared in several sets of costumes. The best are the Rus-
sian, of black, white rfnd American Beauty rose. Long black velvet
skirts open the entire length in front, disclosing white Russian boots
Heart shaped hats of turquoise, draped with chiffon veils of blue went
with this. The chorus men in this number also wore Russian suits
of velvet and very artistic Cossack hats. This scene was quite the most
attractive of the show.
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NEWARK PAPER SLAMS MANAGER;

MANAGER SLAMS RIGHT BACK

f%edge^ and Schlesinger Making Faces at Each
i Other—Paper Uses Front Page—Manager Exer-

cises Shubert Method of 'Take Out That Ad"

Newark, N. J., June 20.

The Newark "Ledger" came out

Friday with a bitter personal at-

tack upon Morris Schlesinger,

manager of the Broad Street the-

ater. The trouble startei Tuesday

When the "Ledger" published a

hostile criticism of "Helen of Troy,

New York/' The paper roasted the

•how and then went on to state that

a fair f.npression of the uallty of

the show could be gained from the

fact that Mr. Shubert left his box

after the first act and didn't re-

turn. Schlesinger objected to the

criticism and particularly to the

statement about Shubert, spying it

was utterly untcue, since neither of

the Shubcrts wn in the house. The
."Ledger" refused to do anything

about. the matter and on Wednesday
although his season had i three

more days to go, he ordered his

copy out of the paper.

.

Friday an article on the front

page signed by Lucius T. Russell,

publisher of the ''Ledger," was a

bitter attack on Schlesinger, over a
column and a half long. The man-
ager's name was not mentioneJ
anywhere, but that was the only
thing about him left out.

After stating among othet things

too numerous to quote that the en-
vironment at the Brp d is "gross,

coarse and grouchy almo.it. to the
point, of insolence and vulgarity,"

the story went on to say the press
had been lenient heretofore with its

criticisms of the Broad Street shows
while the management of the Broad
acted on the theory that a "small
and insignificant ;<ald advertising
appropriation was nothing more or
less than a bribe calling for praises
in the superlative degree for every-
thing it put on, no matter v hat the
quality, and that the public should
be lied to and misled by the. press
for the sole purpose of filling the
box office cash drawer."
The most precious ge.n of the

article was the following: "Not in

our entire newspaper career have
we ever come in contact with an
Individual who appeared to be so
universally despised by every per-
son who was unfortunate enough to

have a direct personal contact with
him, and it makes no difference
Whether it be men or ladies, whether
they be asking the ordinary com-
monplace courtesies of a theatre, or
a woman's committee arranging a
charity performance, highly profit-
able to the management—the same
boorish, insolent, arrogant, and
grouchy personality has protruded
itself like a sore thumb and. taken
all the joy out of the affair."
The article concluded with the

statement that as leases, etc., were
expiring, the public could get rid of
Schlesinger. Saturday the "Ledger"
(again on the front page) stated
that its tirade had brought endless
congratulations, and there were
added i number of anonymous crit-
icisms of the Broad management,
Which, assuming that they were
genuine, seemed no worse than
those likely to be brought up
against any theatre.

Schlesinger maintains the whole

ACTRESS' CHILDREN GET

$500,000 BEQUEST

Elsie Ferguson's Mother-in-

Law Mentioned Grandchil-

dren in Her Will

.Mrs. Fanny E. Clarke, mother-in-

law of Elsie Ferguson (Mrs. Thomas
Bened'c* Clarke, Jr ), who died Nov.

18, 1920. left over $500,000 to the
three children of the actress, the
money not to be given to them, how-
ever, until the death of Mr. Clarke.

The" total estate, according to the

execuiOrs, who are the husband and
son of the testatrix, totaled $688.-

397.07 Almost half of the estate is

made up of Globe and Rutgers Fire

lnsurar.ee Co. stock, the balance
being cash, realty and other stocks

and bonds.
To he husband. Thomas Benedict

Clarke, an art collector, Mrs. Clarke
bequeathed all of the antique furni-

ture, velvets and materials, which
he' had given her, and all the money
in savings banks deposited under
her name. A brother, William H.
W Mcrris. who died shortly after-

wards, received a certificate of

membership in the New York So-
ciety Library, "hoping that upon his

death he will bequeath It to Elsie

Ferguson, wife of my son."

The son, Thomas Benedict Clarke,

Jr., was given $25,000 in securities

and all household and personal

effects and a life interest in the re-

mainder of the property with the

principal at his death to his issue.

Miss Ferguson married Clarke,

Yale graduate and vice-president of

the Ifarrlrnan National Bank, In

1916, two years after she had
divorced her first husband, Fred-
erick Chamberlain Hoey. The
dallies recently announced that the

actress and her second husband
were living apart.

O'NEIL EXONERATED

Magistrate Dismisses Complaint in

Ethiopian Art Theatre Matter

matter started as a "hold up" by the ~Thi *
,'

"L*<teer.» Further, Rus.elJ was lr- 1 SSSft

The charge of grand larceny pre-

ferred by Robert Levy against Ray-
mond O'Neil, the white director of

the colored Ethiopian Art Theatre,
which had a disastrous fortnight's

stay at the Frazee, Ne.w York, start-

ing May 7, last, was dismissed by
Magistrate Corrigan In the West
Side Court. O'Neil was charged by
Levy, who heads the Syndicate At-
tractions Circuit, Inc., with having
misappropriated $330 advanced by
him to O'Neil to pay off the cast.

O'Neil admitted having accepted
loans totaling about $600 from
Levy on I. O. U.'s, but denied the

larceny charge, with Magistrate
Corrigan officially exonerating him.
As a result, Howard 3\ R. Mulli-

gan, of Hardin & Hess, counsel for

O'Neil, states he Is preparing a
damage suit against Levy for false

arrest and malicious prosecution.

The Syndicate Attractions Circuit,

Inc., acted as booking agent of the

ns on a 5 per cent, booking

SHUBERT 'SQUAWK'

ON WHITE SHOW

Attorney Writes Letter Pro-

testing Lyric in 'Scandals'

—White Answers

as the paper has little standing here.
bcnlcsingPr has attempted to influ-
ence the newspapers In their atti-
tude towards hi* shows, but SO hive
other managers, and no one knows
this hotter than the "Ledger."
One manager told* Variety's rep-

reseritative that when the "Ledger"
EattM to publish some publicity
promised },.. ,. n , | lfs ;1(1 |Tow

~
f(( om .

jnch, md the "Ledger" then offeredmm in the Kp.ro ho wanted, al-
lowed him to write his own gruff,
;i™ gave him the front page.
A

* on • t'tne Russell told Variety's
representative (hat the "Ledger"
n ;»d no dramatic critic but the erit-
'cwihs lhal ,p P .. ,red were h indled
entirely hv the id vert is Ing dephrl
",,ht of the pup*,

bail.

A civil suit filed in the N'ow York
Supreme Court discloses that O'Neil

has confessed judgment for $2,100 to

(Miss) Tennessee M. Andorson for

services due as publicity .nejent for

the company at $100 a we.-k

QUEENIE SMITH SIGNED UP
The season's hit on Broadway,

according to the talk yesterday
ni'tnt? that thoroughfare, is Queenle
Smith appearing In "Helen of

Troy, New York. -
al the Selwyn,

YesteVday It wae claimed Wilmer
& Vincent, controlling th<^ show,

hid engaged Miss Smith under a

contract for seven years with the

,.., ><>rnenl |j»ne l i ouple of hours

before the Tuesday night premiere.

The Shuberts appear to have got-

ten the letter-writing habit as a

means of protest to other managers.

Recently they advised Ziegfeld the

material In the "Illustrators' Show"

was protected by copyright. Fol-

lowing the premiere of George

White's "Scandals" at the Globe

Monday, William Klein, the Shu-

berts* attorney. wrote White,

Charles Dillingham and four mem-
bers of the "Scandals" cast to the

effect that if a line in the song.

"Three Musketeers," which men-
tioned them, was not removed, the

complaint would be placed In the

courts.
The bit of the lyric objected to

Is: "Our whole show has been

stolen by Lee and Jake; We are the

only things they didn't take." The
number is sung by Tom' Patricola,

Lester Allen, Johnny Dooley and
NcWton Alexander.

White's answer was instruction

to the songsters to shout the lines

louder Tuesday night. Inspiration

for the verse in the lyric came from
the duplication of numbers in the

new "Passing Show of 1923," which
was rushed to premiere at the Win-
ter Garden ahead of "Scandals'

"

arrival on Broadway.
Another counter by White because

of the number conflict is the chang-
ing of the Globe's midweek mat-
inee from Wednesday until Thurs-

"VANITIES" CHORUS GIRLS'

STAND AGAINST EQUITY

Dailies Giving Volume of Reading Space to Row

—

May Be Carroll Publicity Stunt—Latest Devel-

opments—Equity Proposal to Chorister Rejected

f

GROUP PARTIES BARRED

FOR FOLLIES' GIRLS

Recent Parties Give Too Much

Credit to Other Organ-

izations

•Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr.. has nut the

ban on parties as far an the "Fil-

lies" girls are concerned—at least

to the extent any parties that they

mbrht attend in a group as repre-

sentatives of "Follies" as- an organ-
ization.

The reason is within the last few
weeks the "Follies" girls have been
on two expeditions where publicity

men other than those of the Zieg-
feld show Itself have had a finger in

the pie, and the result has been
that both parties ended in near
riots.

The first was at Palisades Park,
N. J., where the chauffeurs of the
cars got drunk and pushed a oouple
of them into the pool. The latest
party tendered the girls was by Ned
Wayburn at • the Shelburne at

day, the-latter afternoon being long
Brighton Beach where he has pro-

a custom at the Garden, while .

duCed * ***** revue. The girls

\a^„<w,/i„„ u„ a k«m *u„ nu,u»>a iwere the guests of the manage-

TREASURErVS "FLYER"

Coster in^ffathington Gets $10,000
With Griffith "Birth."

Washington, June 20.

Stephen K. Coster, treasurer for
the Shuberts at Poll's here, which
house plays the Shubert attractions,
took a flyer as a producer himself
during the past week with Griffith's
"Birth of a Nation," and realiMd
close to a $10,000 gross on the week
with two performances dally.

Coster, who 'as been with this

house for a great many years,
rented the theatre, installed a sym-
phony orchestra and put the picture
on with all the embellishments of
the original presentation and with
a nice profit is planning a ~ejourn
in the mountains of Virginia.
During the previous week, that

of the Shrine convention, "Only a
Shop Girl" (film) was presented,by
a number of local men and was a
big flop. Coster figured the rebound
with good results.

Poll's will bouse the first presen-
tation of Mary Roberts Rinehart's
new play. "The Breaking Point,"
Monday. June Uf». Mrs. Rinehart re-
sides hero and her managers,
WagenhaJs 4 Kemper chose* Wash-
ington for this reason.

MUSICAL "TORCH BEARERS"
Th'j mu-i' ali/.'.'d version <>{ the

"Torch l '«• 'if t's" to !>' produced \>y

Stewart ft French will be made
by Arthur Swanstrum. It will (>• In

three acts, with Ihe second i-t re-

tained is in tbo i<»git version

The ihow wil Ibc tried »-if >f

town for i couple r >f weeks the

latter j • r t of July Following 'he

break-in it will be taken off; re-.

opening wound '»"' I

the Shelburne, but once they ap-
peared on the beach in bathing suits
the 20 Coney Island policemen who
were on the Job to take care of
them failed to hold the crowd In'
check, with the result that the girls
were mobbed. ...

Wednesday has been the Globe's. VLI"1 "*^,s"" l° "* "»° manage-

Bruce'Bdwards placed small signs &"??"* at dl
1

nn"- ^how and every-

lettered, "No Loitering," beneath the l&J£ZlZ*.2S**£FJ2F!L &t

photo frames outside the Globe some
weeks ago. The signs handed
Broadway a laugh when the White
show arrived and

k

pictures of un-
dressed choristers were placed In
the frames. Tuesday the photos
were changed on request of the
Anti-Vice Society, White complying
with a request 6f substitution, but
at the same time crediting any
complaint to the society as coming
from Shubert quarters.
There were about a score of en-

larged photographs displayed in the
lobby last week. They attracted at-
tention. Sunday last, with the gates
across the front of the lobby closed,
there was a line of people three deep
trying to catch a glimpse of the
almost nude figures of the girls. It

was, in a large measure, a stag
group, and those women who did
stop to see what the attraction was
took one glance and then walked
away.

EQUITY RENEWS LEASE
ri

Takes House for Another Seaso
With Option for Third Year

Equity Players, Inc.. has taken
over the 48bh Street theatre for a
second year under the same rental
conditions as for the season Just
ending. The organization had a
10 -day option from W. A. Brady.
Late last week it advised the man-
ager of a renewal of the lease pro-
vided It could have the alternative
of retaining possession for a third
season upon six months' notice.
The continuance of Equity Play-

ers was much in doubt until re-
cently as the venture had run be-
hind around $70,000. The losses
were lightened to the extent of
about $30,000 through attractions
offered at the tail end of the season.
Rental for the 48th Street of $65,000
plus tnxes and other charges pro-
vided for under the lease stood
Equity players about $90,000 In
house cost, outside of production
outlays.

FR0HMANS COAST BENEFIT
Daniel Frohman leaves this week

for Los Angelea to take charge of
Actors' Fund day at the Monroe
Doctrine celebration. He has en-
listed many film stars and expects
to raise $20,000 for his pet charity
In addition to the receipts of the
outdoor performance of "As You
Like It" in the California bowl.

Murdock Retiring After 53 Years
Pittsfleld, Mass., June 20.

After 53 years in the profession,
William II. Murdock, of tho Colonial
Stock. Pittsfleld. for the past two
years, his retired from the stage.
He will share In the management

of tho Spoor Hotel In Argon, III..

which has been In the family for
no-trly \ century

Developments in the Earl Car-
roll-Equity controversy up to yes-
terday (Wednesday) Included wil-
lingness on the part of the producer
of "Vanities of 1921" to agree to
the demand that the cast and chorus
Join Equity* Carroll, however, in-
sisted that he would not force mem-
bers to Join nor would he dismiss
those who refused, the status of the
dispute being that of a deadlock, as
a week ago.

Equity thereupon issued an "ulti-
matum" that it would permit the
attraction to open Thursday night
next week, but at the expiration of
two weeks, if there were any play-
ers in the show who had not Joined
they would have to be replaced or
the show would be closed. Equity
claims it has not changed ita posi-
tion of not interfering with an all

non -Equity company, but that
"Vanities" does not fall Into that
classification because there had been
several non-Equity people originally
engaged, who walked out. At the
Carroll office it is Claimed that in
addition to the eleven chorus men
who quit and four chorus girls, none
of the others engaged have since
retired.

Meantime "Vanities" has for two
weeks been getting daily stories in
the newspapers. In some quarters
it la suspected that Carroll has used
the Equity row for smart publicity
purposes.

That is based on the easy "out"
for Carroll, who upon JolrfTng the
Producing Mapagere' Association
could Immediately stop the agitation
and threat of stopping his show. An
application for membership In the
P. M. A. would be enough to "call
off" Equity. It Is known that Car-
•oll felt out the P. M. A. in that
respect and he was Informed that
he would be welcome to member'
ship. His only reason 1 for not Join-
ing the managers' association Is his
professed desire to be an independ-
ent, though for what possible bene-
fits is not clear.

Carroll has worked himself into a
peculiar position and action on his
part may result in forcing actors to
Join Equity. Most of the cast is
from vaudeville and it is known
those players would rather not Join,
although they appear willing If by
Joining it will save the show. At
present the cast and chorus is en-
tirely non-Equity and It might mean
that 50 players would be "Jammed"
into Joining, which would tickle
Equity because it would bring more
than $1,000 into the treasury In ini-
tiation fees alone.
A group of choristers is deter-

mined not to Join Equity, and anion,;
them are several who resigned when
the row started. The labor editor
of a dally paper addressed the
chorus Monday night, urging them
to Join. He was asked by the girls
where he came as a representative
of the newspaper, he replying his
presence was as an Individual. The
appeal had no effect on the girls,
whose attitude is completely re-
versed from that of the actors' strike
in 1919.

Carroll consented to represents

-

tivee from Equity again, addressing
the company last Saturday. At
that time applications for member-
ship were passed around. Carroll
stated all who wished to apply
should do so, although ho would not
force the Issue nor would he dismiss
those who refused. On tho same
day Equity pickets were withdrawn
from in front of tho theatre and
stage entrance. The reason may
have been because of further nego-
tiations with Equity and the man-
ager, but the publication of pictures
of the pickets in a daily may have

(Continue don page 2'.»)

WARNING—TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
We hereby notify tha theatrical profession that all sketches and

"""ANDRE CHARLOT of LONDON g&VEE
Are Fully Protected by Copyright

Any infringement on these tongs or' sketches wilt be prosecuted to
the full extent of the law.

New York r:M\' lune I*. 19 I THE SELWlNS
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I. T. A. 3d ANNUAL CONVENTION
-

BRINGS UP PASS TAX OF 10%
w

$34,000 Secured Last Season—Should Have Been
$200,000—Shuberts' Houses Not Mentioned—
Press Agents' Assn. Admitted to Membership

+
The third annual convention of

the International Theatrical Asso-
ciation, Inc., was held Monday and
Tuesday at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
A banquet concluded the event on
the latter night, the meeting lasting
but two days, one less than last

year.

None of the labor problems came
before the convention Itself, the
I. T. A. labor committee handling all

matters away from the genera] ses-
sions. A. L. Erlanger in an address
struck the keynote telling the or*
ganization, which is one of house
managers as differentiated from pro-
ducers, that continued co-ordination
and co-operation were the objec-
tives. _

An interesting feature developed
Monday when a report on the
finances showed a surplus of $10,000
as against a deficit of $9,000 which
ended the first year of organization.
Contributions virtually covered the
deficit at the last convention. To
secure financial security above what
the dues approximated, it was de-
cided last June to Institute a sys-
tem of pass "taxos," leaving It op-
tional with each manager whether
he would make such collections,
which are supposed to be turned
into the association in total.

It was conceded at the managerial
convention that if the pass tax
system was made effective in all
houses represented and turned into
the I. T. A., the association would
be self-sustaining and dues would
not be required from members. It
would virtually mean the managers
organization would be supported by
the public, or that percentage which
secures free admissions. The only
exemptions to the pass collection
should be newspapermen and litho-
graphs, according to the majority
of members.
Monday Lee Boda reported that

$34,000 had been received from pass
taxes, representing 10 per cent, on
the face value of free tickets given
away by those managers who com-
plied with last season's resolution.
It wae estimated that had all the
members complied the total would
have been $200,000.
"Whether that included the Shu-

bert houses was not made clear.
In the report none of the Shubert
houses was mentioned. The Shuberts
continued to collect "tax" on all

passes after the government re-
moved the levy on free admissions
two seasons ago and the money is

supposed to go Into a beneficial
fund for Shubert employes. That
was prior to the I. T. A. adopting
the idea and it is known that none
of the pass money was turned over
to the h T. A. from Shubert houses.
Not all the Broadway houses made

the collection, some of the indepen-
dent theatres being conspicuous on
the list. It appears the pass tax
was religiously gathered in many
out of town theatres, with the Er-
langer string prominent along with
those independently controlled.
Some managers passed by the idea
because it was an experiment,
others laying off through fear it

might be a source of graft for box
office men. At the convention this
week it was indicated the pass tax
system would be followed out by an
increased number of members for
the coming season, as it was shown
not to have affected billing.

Erlanger was in the chair
throughout the meetings, making
several addresses and a supple-
mentary speech q< the banquet.
Hi particularly pointed his remarks
to the small stand theatre men,
both one nighten and those not
located in the four theatrical cen-
ters of New Vork, Chicago, Boston
and Philadelphia. He called atten-
tion to the small stand nan thai
they wire as important in their
community as other managers were
in the larger fields and taat it was
the territory .away from the main
stands that show busiin ss must look

forward to in the fut re. En-
couragement to play attraction!
regularly was greatly needed Er-
langer said, he also stating he would
aid the managers out in the sticks

in every way he could.

The value of growth to the I. T. A.

was dwelt upon in enthusiast ie

style, Erlanger saying it should em-

(Continued on page 14)

LITERARY MEDICINE . _^
SHOWS WITH FIIMS .!.

LI
?ABETH "• m"M'1

IF NOT CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE,

SOMETHING TO STOP GYPPING

P. M. A. Committeeman Says Matter of Agency;

Ticket Selling Much Alive—Agency Prefers

Chicago Plan—Another Meeting Next Week

Bernarr MacFadden Trans-

ferring B'way Idea to

Wilds

Applying the principle of the old

time medicine show to facilitate the

sale of books on physical and men-
tal culture with the literature re-
placing the curatives in bottles and
motion pictures supplanting the for-
mer oral entertainment, Bernarr
MacFadden is making arrangements
to send out upwards of 2Q, "com-
panies" next, season, to exploit and
distribute his various publications*.

The show section consisting of
pictures will be supplemented by
lecturers on physical, and psycho-
logical subjects. Admission will be
free as in the early days of the
medicine shows.
Each of the phows will carry an

advance man and will be billed the
same as a theatrical attraction. The
first show breaks in this week at
the Cohen Opera House, Newburgh,
N. Y., playing there June 21-23.

The shows will play theatres and
town halls in instances where opera
houses are not available. The trav-
eling physical and mental culture
shows are an outgrowth of the store
"medicine show" MacFadden has
been operating for several months
on Broadway, New York, lecturers
doing a daily "grind" on the order
of talkers on exhibition and fair
grounds.

JOS. T1ERNEY ATTACK

Assailant Held Under Bail—Boister-
ous in Theatre

Henry* Sullivan, said to be A bond
salesman, who was accompanied by
a man named Foster, reputed to be
a St. Louis broker, were arrested
Saturday night charged with felon-
ious assault upon Joseph Tierney,
manager for the Sam H. Harris
theatre, New York. The men had
been ejected from the theatre when
Sullivan suddenly struck Tierney.
the latter receiving a compound
fracture of the nose. Sullivan was
held in bail by Magistrate Jean
Norrls Sunday morning at Jefferson
Market court. Poster was released
upon evidence that he did not par-
ticipate in the fracas, but was
warned by the court to be on hand
as a witness.
The charge against the men was

disorderly conduct, but the allega-

tion was changed to assault when
it was found that Tierney was
wearing glasses when struck and
that the painful injury was the re-

sult of an unprovoked attack. Tier-
ney is one of the most retiring and
even tempered theatre executives on
Broadway.

Sullivan and Foster are alleged
t > have been intoxicated. They pur-
chased tickets for "Icebound," but
stood in the rear of the house talk-

ing loudly and refused to take their

Elizabeth M. Murray has forsaken
the musical comedy and vaudeville
stage to enter the concert field, upon
the advice of Mme. Schumann-
Heink.
The tour will start the coming

season under the direction of Jos.
F. Vion. Miss Murray's unusually
intimate entertainment of dialect
stories from her repertoire of Irish,
English, Scotch, Yankee and
"Darkle" folk-songs will compose
her programs, accompanied by an
orchestra, especially carried.

THOMASHEFSKY YIDDISH

DRAMA ON BROADWAY

"VALUE REC'D" CORP.

MISSED PICTURE RIGHTS

Reserved by Author, Ethel

Clifton—Another Equity

"Bone"

Hebrew Impresario Leases

Bayes Theatre for Next

Season

The Shuberts have signed a lease

whereby Boris Thomashefsky is to

take over the management of the

Nora Bayes theatre for the coming
season. Under the Thomashefsky
management the house is to be de-
voted entirely to the presentation of

plays in Yiddish, the management
giving up the National theatre,

which they have had under lease

at Second avenue and Houston
street.

In addition to Boris Thomashef-
sky all the other Thomaahefskys
will also move north, one to be the
house manager and the other stage
manager. The plays that are to be
presented will include musical of-

ferings in Yiddish as well as the
usual run of dramatic performances.

LOOP EXPECTATIONS

How Chicago Lines Up Opening
New 8eason

Chicago, June 20.

"The Fool" is scheduled to open
next season at the Selwyn.
"Rain" is expected to reopen the

Harris theatre with Jeanne Eagels
continuing.
"Whispering "Wires" is expected

to be the first arrival of the new
season and will be housed at the

Princess.
"Polly Preferred" with Genevieve

Tobin will be the next attraction

in the La Salle.
as»a>

"The Jurywoman," by Bernard
K. Burns, of Milwaukee, will be the
opening attraction of the new sea-
son at the Woods.
"The Naughty Diana" lr expected

to open the legitimate career of the
Adelphl, formerly the Columbia.

"Abie's Irish Rose" is expected to

open the new season at the Cort.

"Little Nellie Kelly" will take up
her abode at George M. Cohan's
Grand a few weeks from now.
"Too Many Crooks" will be the

next attraction at the Studebaker.
Ziegfeld'a "Follies" is expected at

the Colonial late in the«summer.
"Greenwich Village Follies" will

probably start off the new season
at the Apt>llo.

"The Gingham Girl" Is expected
stats. The fireman on duty advised I (o opt,n {he Iiew sCason at the Gar-
the box office that the house might ,j ( k
be thrown into an uproar unless the
i .en were quieted. They wen eased
OUt of the lobby by Tierney and
William McCarthy, a house attache.

The assault occurred on the pave-
ment, although Foster tried t«< quiet
Si'llivan. Foster stinted to cry

when a loose fist struck him.

SHUBERTS SUED
Lee Shubert must stand examina-

tion t> fore trial in a suit by Andre
Hherri, Inc., costutners, against Lee
and J. J. Miunorl And tin Winter
Gardes Co. Bherrl, inc., asks $:\doo

damages on n contract alleging they
were < imaged last July to design
and make 49 costumes for the 1922
"Passing Show" for $8,000, but were
not given the opportunity.
The sudden cancellation of the

assignment after designs and
sketches had been made entailed
$J,f.OO loss.

11. H. Fr.izee put in Donald Rrian
in "Rolling Home" at tl:e Cort and
directed William Courtenay to put
"Dangerous People,'1 a rew play by
Oliver White, in rehearsals, prom-
ising to play the new rhow either
at the Cort or some other theatre,

and now finds himself in a hole.

Th« "Rolling Home" show* is doing
well enough to meet contract terms,

Which do not permit its ousting, and
the new show is nil lehearsed up
with no place to go.
There are plenty of empty Chi-

cago theatres at present.

MISS LORRAINE IN "FROLIC"
Lillian Lorraine will return to

musical comedy this summer, hav-
ing been engaged for the Ted Lewis
Frolics, being readied by Lewis
and Arthur Pearson.
Miss Lorraine was last in "The

Blue Kitten," produced last season.

That the corporation which pro-
duced "For Value Received" did not
reserve the picture rights was
stated by the representative of

Ethel Clifton, who wrote the play,

to whom all rights revert in lieu of

alleged contract breaches on the part

of the producers. That gives Equity
officials credit for a bone move in

accepting part of the producers'

share of the picture revenue,

whereby it was expected the un-
paid salaries of the players would
be "protected." That the cast It-

self has no faith in receiving the

money due on the strength of
Equity's call on the picture money
is indicated by the players having
served notice of suit against the
producers for the salaries. Most
of the claims are for two weeks,
although an extra half week salary
was ruled because notice of closing
was not given until the middle of
the final week.

Dixie Hines, acting for Miss Clif-
ton, notified the various investors
known to have been interested In
the producing corporation that the
picture rights were not owned by
the company and that the officers
had no right to dispose of their
share or part thereof. One of the
corporation is said to have gone
to London with the idea of pro-
ducing the show there. It is claimed
all rights lapsed because the au-
thoress was not paid royalties due
at the time required. Something
like $800 was owing to Miss Clif-
ton, of which $500 was paid prior
to the show's opening.

The play opened at the Long-
acre and after playing three weeks
moved to the Apollo, where it

stopped at the end of the first week.
Salaries were unpaid for the final
week at the Longacre and for the
Apollo week. Being an independent
attraction. Equity stepped in and
accepted the picture rights ar-
rangement. The agreement, how-
ever, called for Equity to receive
one quarter of the corporation's 50
per cent. Interest in the picture rev-
enue and not the company's entire
share, as first reported. Tho rights
would have been saved to the pro-
ducers had they paid royalty for
the last two weeks.

It Is claimed four offers for the
show for pictures and stock have
been made and that more was of-
fered for the screen rights before
the show opened than afterward.
Miss Clifton believes the play was
not given a chance and intends
producing it again in New York
next season. It won favorable
notices.

Not all the stockholders In the
II. R. Productions, Inc., are known,
but a lawyer named Hoenig is sai.;

to have been interested, along with
Harold Burg, S. s. Krollberg and
Maurice Df Wolf, the hitter K
vaudeville producer. Hoenig with-
drew and is now said to represent
l>c Wolf.

Th« Central. Theatre Ticket Offico

is far from dead according to one*

of the influential members of the"

committee named by the Producing
Managers' Association to go into

the matter. A meeting that was
called for a discussion of the mat*
ter last week was postponed be-

cause of the failure of a quorum to

be present. Tuesday the meeting
was again postponed until today;
(Thursday), but called off yester-
day and put i ver until next Tues-
day because of the illness of Lee
Shubert.

In speaking of the Central Thea-i
tre Ticket Office idea the committee
members stated the managers were
all agreed on the fact that a specu-
lating evil through which the pub-
lic was gypped did exist. They were
likewise agreed that steps to remedy
this evil would have to be tatfen.

However, they were r.ot of a mind
as to the nature of the remedy that
should be applied. It may or it may
not be the Central Theatre Ticket
Office plan as outlined by Joe Leb-
lang. If it isn't that plan then it

will possibly be some other plan
that has been proposed to the man-
agers, or possibly a combination of
the salient points of the various)
plans that have been presented for
their consideration.
No outline of the other proposals

save that of Leblang's was men-
tioned by the committeeman, neither
would he state who had presented
the plans.

It is known, however, that one
of the advance price agencies want
to make it a law to have all theatre
tickets sold at the box office price.
The idea underlying this plan is

that the theatre managements print
a price on their tickets to the ex-
tent of 50 cents in excess of their
present box office price, dispose of
the tickets to the brokers at a dis-
count of 50 cents and insist that
the brokers, each under a bond of
$10,000, sell the tickets for their
face value. The plan has been tried
in Chicago (Couthoui). ,

It would mean that the public on
being asked for any more than tho
printed price on the ticket would
know that it was being gypped. It
would also mean that the legiti-
mate agencies now operating would
be unable to proceed with their
business as it is at present con-
stituted and wipe out the "kiclc
back" to the houses or the paying;
of concession fees as at present ex-
acted by the Shuberts, though which
subterfuge they do not share with
the visiting attractions or pay to
the government anything on the ad-
mission tax for the increase over
the box office price for the tickets)
that they receive as commission
money.
The arrangement would also mean

that a number of the box office men
who receive a "bit" on each ticket
in addition tc what is paid to the
management would have this form
of added income wiped out and the
agencies would be unable to work
on a profitable basis with a legiti-
mate 50-et nt margin of profit.

WOODS' PLAY AT M0R0SC0
A. H. Woods is to open the sen-

son at the Moroseo with the pres-
entation there of "The Jurywoman"
on August 1.1. It ha-- been inti-

mated that Woods has obtained a
lease on the Moroseo for the com-
ing season, Lut this is denied I'.v

the Moroseo executives, who state
that he is bringing in his attrac-
tion on the same basis as .any other
manager.
Woods, however, feels that in the

event that "The Jurywoman" is a
success he will be unable to buy
off contracts calling for another
show to come into the house the
latter part of October.

TABLET FOR FORD'S THEATRE
Washington, June 20.

Ford's theatre here, in which Lin-
coln was shot, is to have a bronze
tablet setting forth the history of
the theatre and the events of the
fateful night upon which the be-
loved Lincoln was assassinated.
Application has been made for
some time for this bronze tablet,
but it was only recently that the
War Department granted permis-
sion for the placement of it.

The War Department has speci-
fied certain changes will have to be
made in the design as originally
submitted. One is that the great
seal of the Unite<i states must be
replaced by an ea;;le or ether em-
Mem.
The FN tersOn house, across thfl

Street from the theatre, where Lin-
coln died, is to b« also marked with
a tablet.

Composino for "Vil'acje Follies"
Walter Donaldson will compose

the score of the new "(Jreenwioh
Village Follies."
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FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30

DID BETTER THAN YEAR BEFORE

LEDERER, JR., WRITES

UTTER OF THANKS

T—* i

Canvas of Legit Producers Reveals Expectation of

Bigger New Season—Last Week Without Heat,

B*way's Attractions Jumped

The ending of the fiscal theatrical

pear is dated on Saturday of next

week (June 30). A canvas of the

offices of legitimate producers points

to the ending season having enjoyed

t>eUer business than last year. The

outlook for the new season, begin-

ning Labor Day, is for a measure of

business bigger than for the past

twelve months.

Records prove the two biggest

seasons in legitimate annals were
those Of 1919-1920 and 1920-1921.

They were the boom years following

the war. The volume of business

was between 35 to 40 per cent, over
fcormal, and managers were drunk
With prosperity.

That it was a condition to attract

Others into the field was shown by
the sudden number of new "angels'*

Who entered the production field in

the fall of 1921. Business during
the season of 1921-1922 dropped
steadily, and most of the "water"
was squeezed from the production
list. It Is believed that season was
not as bad as claimed. Business
was away off from "the boom years
"fend there was a record number of

disastrous failure. Yet a good per-

centage of the losses took in the

new comers. The past season did

not approach the mark of the boom
seasons, which may never be
equaled "until after another war."
nut its volume was quite above
normal.
Broadway enjoyed a 10-day re-

spite from the early June heat, and
last week the grosses leaped up-
ward, averaging $2,000 better per
show all along the line. Some of

the weaker dramas picked up $1,500

over the low marks of the previous
fiot week, while several musicals
came back to the tune of $3,000 and
fcnore.

The hot weather of three weeks
ago started a return engagement
Monday and business promptly
Started ccllarward. The list had
t>ecn shaken down a great deal, 18

shows dropping out of the running
Within two weeks. The reduction in

the number of offerings aided con-
siderably last week. That was
counted on, and it saved several

•ton-musicals from shutting down.
Up to Wednesday there were no
(definite closings scheduled, but two
%iew attractions were listed for

premiere next week. They are
^Vanities of 1923," slated for the

fearl Carroll Thursday next, and the
new version of Ziegfelds "Follies,"

'carded for Monday.
The strength of three musicals

which arrived within five days of

each other featured the opening of

Sroadway.'a summer season. "The
S?asslng Show," which was rushed
tnto the Winter Garden Thursday
lt>f last week, was rated one of the

best shows in years at the Garden
and the agency demand indicates
big takings. George White's fourth
^Scandals" was the Monday pre-

miere at the Globe and voted a revue
smash.

It Jumped to capacity the second
bight with a long box office line in

evidence. "Scandals" is rated the

smartest of the White revues.
•'Helen of Troy, N. Y..'' bowed in

Tuesday' at the Selwyn, being voted
a corking musical comedy and ac-
corded great notices. Agency call

Tuesday pointed to success here
also.

L#ast week the "Follies" hopped
up over $2,000 for a gross of better
than $33,000, which was top for two
months The "Music Box Revue"
bettered In likd amount and nt-
ta'ned a $22,000 total. "Little Nellie
Kelley* spurted at the liberty to

nearly $19,000, a jump of over
$2,600 "Wildflowcr" went to $21.-

900 ar the Casino, establishing a
new high mark. "Adrienne." the
new musical at tbe Cohan, got its

stride and handily beat $21,000.
proving its class.
'Rain" won more standees at tbe

Elliott, holding its leadership of the
dramas, with nearly $15,000 drawn.
"Seventh Heaven" held its wonder-
ful pace, also going clean at the
Booth for a total of nearly $13,000.
"Aren't We All," the Gaiety's late
•ntrar.t, continues to sell out. "Mer-
**a of the Movies" jumped at the

Cort. "Polly Preferred- picked up
a thousand and got $9,000. "Abie's
Irish Rose." the run leader, also
moved upward In its exceptional
profit making at the Republic.
'Zander the Great" increased over
$2,500 going to better than $10,500.
Cut rates aided both attractions, the
latter also using two foe ones. "The
Fool" bettered its pace $2,000 for a
gross of $9,500, and ought to stick
through the summer. •
Only two subway houses were

lighted last week, when "Shuffle
Along played the Bronx opera
house, getting a little over $8,000.

"Helen of Troy" tried the Broad
Street. Newark, but being an un-
known, business was moderate, the
gross being between $7,500 and
$8,000.

There are several dark spots on
42d street which may be plugged
up with summer tries. One house
to relight is the Apollo, which will

ge£ "Go Go." starting June 25. The
Cort musical has been running at
Daly's 63d Street, but the location
handicap had forced the show to a
six-performance basis.

Both Buys and Cuts at 14

It was even-Stephen as far as
the number of attractions holding
buys with the advance agencies and
the number of shows offered in the
cut rates for the current week were
concerned. In each instance the
figures totaled 14. There was a
possibility, however, Wednesday
that the buys would outstrip the
cuts with the addition of "Helen of-

Troy, New York," because of the
hit that the show achieved on its

opening, Tuesday.

The adding of "Helen" would mean
that both musical attractions com-
ing In this week hit the "buy* class.

The Globe's attraction, White's
"Scandals" got o buy which took in

the first 16 rows of the lower floor,

a little more than 400 seats for a
period of eight weeks. This is but
slightly behind the Winter Garden's
"Passing Show" buy of last week.
For next week with the presenting
of the revised edition of the "Fol-
lies" the buy for that show will ride

as it stands, there not having been
any reduction made in the arrange-
ment originally entered into over a
year ago when the show opened.

The shows listed In the buy col-

umn are "Dew Drop Inn" (Astor),
"Seventh Heaven" (Booth), "Wild-
flower" (Casino), "Adrienne" (Co-
han), "Merton of the Movies"
(Cort), "Rain" (Elliott), "Zander,
The Great" (Empire), "Aren't We
All" (Gaiety), "Scandals" (Globe),
"Little Nellie Kelly" (Liberty).

"Polly Preferred" (Little). "Music
Box Revue" (Music Box), "Follies"

(Amsterdam), and "Passing Show"
(Winter Garden).

In the cut rates the attractions
offered were "Dew Drop Inn" (As-
tor), "You and I" (Belmont), "Up-
town West" (Bijou). "Give and
Take" (Central), "Go Go" (Daly's),

"Zander, The Great" (Empire),
"Sweet Nell of Old Drury" (48th'

St.), "The Devil's Disciple* (Gar-
rick), "Icebound" (Harris). "Not So
Fast" (Morosco), "Abie's Irish

Rose" (Republic). "Mary the 3d"

(39th St.), "The Epol" '(Times Sq),
and "Sun Up" (Provincetown).

G. & S. WITH ZIGGY

Complicated Contracts and SsUiry
Straightened Out

Gallager and Shean have been
sewed up by Flo Zlegfeld until the
first of the year. Tobias Keppler,
attorney for the team, has so in-
formed George White, who expected
to use them next fall in a new piece
with Ann Pennington. A. L. Er-
langer interceded to effect a release
of the players from the contract
they signed with White and
Charles Dillingham. Though White
was agreeable to the team remain-
ing he expected to secure them
early next season.

It is doubtful now whether White
will proceed with the Gallagher and
Shean-Pennlngton piece in light of
the longer arrangement made by
the team. On top of that John
Murray Anderson staten Miss Pen-
nington has signed for next season
with the Chelsea Producing Corp.
and will return to "Jack and
Jill." Immediately after tying up
Gallagher and Shean, Ziegfeld se-
cured Miss Pennington for the
"Follies," opening Monday. In
show circles that was regarded as
a parting "shot" by Ziegfeld against
White, although the Pennington
date is only for the summer with
the "Follies."

First reports were that Gallagher
and Shean were to continue in the
"Follies" at the same salary of
$1,500 weekly. It is understood,
however, that the new contract calls
for $500 additional weekly starting
next week and $1,000 more when
the show goes On the road, which
jibes with Gallagher and Shean's
reputed statement that it was not
material to them which show they
played In so long as they received
the same salary as In the White
contract ($2,500).

Charles Dillingham was named to
produce the Gallagher and Shean-
Pennington show In association with
White. As Dillingham and Zieg-
feld are interested along with Er-
langer in the New Amsterdam,
where the "Follies" is running, the
Gallagher and Shean affair, It is a
case of two partners bidding
against each other. The petition
to the Supreme Court, designed to
force an arbitration of the Gallagher
and Shean contract, has been
droppod. That procedure wis be-
gun after Equity refused to accept
the matter for arbitration.

Expecting to Pass Out, Geo.

Lederer, Jr., Writes to His

Friend, Arthur linger

June It. 1923.

Dear Arthur

—

Thursday when I'm floating In

ether clouds picking cherries with

the angels and maybe shaking

hands with St. Peter, I want you to

know that I am carrying a heartful

of thankfulness for you and all of

the others who are doing so much
for me.

Words don't mean anything and
my feeling is too strong to grind

out any flowery phrases, so please

thank those who have worked so

hard and tell %hem that in a short
while I hope to be able to thank
them in person.

Ever sincerely,

Geo. W. Lederer. Jr.

50 TO 100% INCREASED

COST IF UNIONIZED

Daily Sessions of Sttnfio Con-

tractors—Designers Ex-

pected In

The above letter was sent to
Arthur Ungar who has been Instru-
mental and active in arranging the
benefit performance Sunday night
(June 24) at the Sam H. Harris
theatre. New York, for young
Lederer.

Suffering with threatened cancer
of the throat, lederer is to undergo
an operation today (Thursday). It

caused the sad note in his message.
as the operation is peculiarly
serious. i \

Many volunteers from all branches
of the theatre have offered their

services for the benefit. Jack Has-
zard will be the announcer at *he
Sunday night performance, scaled
at $2.50 top.

The Globe, Atlantic City, opens
its summer season next Monday
with seven nets of Keith vaudeville.

The house will be booked by I. R.
Samuels of the Keith office.

It Is estimated that productions

will cost from SO to 100 per cent.

next season if -the scenic artists*

unions wins its program. The de-

mand of the union provides that

all studios become unionised in

total which takes in all designers.

As s number of the leading studio

owners are the designers of their

own output, they have protested as

employers to being forced to join

the union.

There have been daily sessions of

the studio contractors during the

past three weeks but no settlement

has been arrived at. The owners
have asked permission to take the

floor next week at a union meeting

to present their side of the problem.

If they are successful In securing

a change In union demands, they
will again approach the Interna-
tional Theatrical Association for
support.
The studio owners believe they

are entitled to aid from the man-
agers, since the latter would stand
the blunt of Increased production
costs. It Is the contention of the
studio men that they have opposed
Increases In the past bit if forced
into the union, will be In no posi-
tion to counter any move.i that will

result in labor scale Increases or
changed working conditio is amount-
ing to the same thing.
The union contends that not all

the studios are unionised, claiming
some studios to be open shops
where union and non-union men
are working on the paint frames.
That is their explanation for de-
manding complete unionisation of
all studios.

LAWRENCE'S TWINS

Two of Author's Plays in Early
Fall

LYRIC THEATRE SUIT UPHELD
The Appellate Division has unani-

mously affirmed a decision by the

lower court denying the motion of

Sam S. & Lee Shuhert, In*., to dis-

miss the action instituted by Harry
H. Frazee. Frazee is suing on an

assigned claim dating from 1902.

when the late Reginald DeKoven
leased the Lyric theatre. New York,

to the Shuberts, the agreement call-

ing foi DeKovea'l sharing in the

net profits of the Lyric to the ex-

lent Of 10 per cen t.

Frazee seeks to recover his share

of the profits for the season ending

June 30, 1922. The BhUberU moved
to dismiss on the theory the con-

tract was a personal matter with

DeKoven and called f»»r Ms per-

sonal services as a composer. This

contention was refuted by the

court.

Leon Laski represents Fraxee.

Four plays by Vincent Lawrence
are scheduled for production next
season. Two opii by him will

be spotted In 48th street theatres
early In the fall, "Two Fellows and
a Girl,** which George Cohan pro-
duced and presented this spring in
Chicago, Is the opening card for the
Vanderbllt, and "In Love With
Love" will be produced by William
Harris at the Ritz. The cast for
the latter piece will have Henry
Hull, Margola Gillmore. Robert
Strange, and Ralph Morgan.
Cohan, who has secured the first

call for bookings at the Vander-
bllt, may later present Lawrence's
"The Little White Ball" in that
house. This week at Worcester,
Mass., the Poll stock Is trying out
the latest work of the author. It

has a tentative title of "Taking
Chances." but the name has been
used hefore and a new lahel will he
chosen. For regular presentation
the producer has not been named.

"In Love With Love" was ac-
cepted some time ago by Cohan,
who released his option. Sam H.
Harris also had the piece, which was
tried out for him on the coast hy
Thomas Wilkes.

COWL SWITCHES
Los Angeles. June 20.

There has beta a switch in the
hottSS at which Jane Cowl is to pre-
sent her production of "Juliet"

here. Originally the Mason was se-
lected, but a dispute over terms
arose, with the result that the
hooking has been switched to the
Auditorium.
The Cowl company is to open

here on July 20. Frank Matthews
is already on the ground, five weeks
in advance. He is to work that far

ahead of the show for the season.

A CARD
Y<>u are cordially invited to visit me again at the Glolx?, New York.

At home for the Hummer In the "Scandals of 1923." George White is my
nice landlord.

WINNIE LIGHTNER
Everybody enjoyed the house warming Tuesday evening. It was a

grand success—the folks said:
Now Yoik "Times": "Among the most successful of the players last

night, a sort of singing Florence Moore. At the art of singing a comic
song there are few who are her equal."

New York "Herald": "Among the exceptional principals that so far
surpassed themselves they stopped the show—Winnie Lightner galloped
through with remarkable skill."
The "Evening Mail": "—her dynamic personality enabled her to crash

over."
The "Journal": "The paprika Is liberally sprinkled around by Winnie

Lightner. who 'puts over' songs just the way they do—only a couple of
dozen times—in the dear old 'alls."

The "Evening World": "Winnie Lightner puts a lot of life into
songs."

And oh! so many more. I am also thankful to my frionds for their
kind wibhes.
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INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT *

tfraak Munsey's purchase of the New York Globo recently la said to

liavo been suddenly consummated. According to the story in newspaper

circles, Munsey got the idea when lunching wJth the publisher of another

afternoon newspaper who mentioned his intention of buying the Globe,

which had been on the market. Immediately following announcement

©t the Munsey deal, other dailies announced the addition to their staffs

of Globe feature writers and specialists. Munsey had planned to use

most of tho Globe staff and assigned seme to the Evening Telegrams,

others remaining with the combined paper, the Sun and tho Globe. One

specialist, however, did not wait fur the new owner to act. but tied up

with another afternoon sheet, the one controlled by the publisher said

to have given Munsey the hint about the Globe. It appears to have made

Munsey angry for he particularly desired to retain the specialist. Mun-

aey is credited paying $2,000,000 for the Globe.

Last week a new schedule of advertising rates became effective for the

combined Sun and Globe. The theatrical rate was lifted from 70 cents

to 75 cents a line, the same rate which obtains for the Evening World.

The morning edition q* the latter.ls 5<5 cents throughout the week, which is

he same rate as the Times. The Evening Journal has the highest the-

atrical rate, charging $150 per line. The American is $1 during the week

and $1.50 for Sunday editions. -,,

"Sowing wild oats at the age of 50" briefly describes the case of a re-

cency "arrived" playwright who from an obscure pedagogue in a local

preparatory school breezed into fame and comparatively fabulous for-

tune through the medium of a couple of farces he put over for Broadway
hits* With his royalties accumulating from several companies and the

slock' rights proving unusually lucrative, the man is currently more or

less a gentleman of leisure, and to his detriment. Success has out-

wardly rejuvenated him much to his immediate family's displeasure. A
story is told of his attachment for a leading lady who seemingly recipro-

cated to such an extent that prior to a break- in of a new production near

New York he asked her "let's go," and the said leading *»ady walked out on

the show just before a matinee.
*

Arch Selwyn narrowly missed securing the American rights to "Aren't

We AH" when he was in London. It developed that Marie Lohr had prom-
ised first call to Cyril Maude and because Maude's try with "If

Winter Comes" was a flop, the Selwyns lost out. "Winter" died at the

Gaiety, New York, but the house is frequently displaying a sign "house

sold out," even on warm evenings.

The Selwyns drratiged to present another English piec^ which passed

into other managerial hands here. It is "The Outsider," secured by
William Harris, Jr. When the play was showing in a small stand some
miles away from London, Arch was asked to see a performance by Leon
Lion, Who had the rights for sale. After the second act he advised Lion

be would take the show. The contracts were not forthcoming, and it de-

veloped that Kon had received a better offer. Harris posted $1,000 ad-

vance and a heavy royalty. However, it is said that Lion agreed to

turn the show lover to Selwyn if he would meet the Harris terms. That
proposal was made over the telephone, with the result that Arch promised
to spoil Lion'* nose. Another English manager was present and laughed
heartily.

An extensive program of foreign attractions has been announced by
the Selwyns. 'it includes Andre Chariot Revues; Grand Guignol; "By the

Grace of God/' by Frederic Lonsdale (author of "Aren't we All"); "Sweet
Pepper," by Geoffrey Moss (Gladys Cooper will appear in the English

production); "The Camel's Bank," by Somerset Maugham; "La Vignes de

Seigneur," by de Fleur and de Crossett, which is to be adapted from the

French by Lonsdale, and "Battling Butler," an English tnusical comedy
to be done in association with George Choos.
The Sielwyns will also present the sensational Raquet Meller, and due,

also in the fall, is a Russian attraction, "Russianes Romanlisches The-
atre," an organization credited with exceptional programs of pantomimes
and dances.

MANAGERS' CONVENTION
(Continued from page 12)

brace every branch of the amuse-
ment field. . Although the different

units would continue
t

with their

Own \t organizations for their own
welfare and efficiency, the I. T. AJ
ought to achieve the position of b$-

ing able to act with authority tot

the entire field Jh matters' Dert^in-

ipg to all.' Such matters' would ihr

elude national' legislation and fail"

road 'fates, but the association must
be clothed with dignity and power
which would only attain if it repre-

sented the entire amusement fabric.

The Press Agents' association,

which applied for rec6gnition, was
taken into the I. T. A. as a unit.

That came as a surprise to some
of Broadways leading publicity

BED-SIDE CHATS
By NELLIE REVELL

v

"

i

As I write this story tho yard of the hospital is a melting pot in mora
ways than one. It is hot enough to melt the heart of a police judge. But
the real reason* I use that

N
term to describe the very prosaic enclosure;

ln^the niidBt of hospital buildings Is because one can meet every claaa

of society here. It is the playground of those from the private rooms and
those from the public wards, but the June sun and the warm breeze play,

no favorites. They give Just as much pleasure to the human derelict as
U the banker who sits in the wheelchair next to him.

For months, perhaps all winter long, the wheelchair brigade have been
cooped up in their rooms, with all the variety of one drab celling all four
gray walls to gaze upon. Perhaps in that environment, the public ward
patient might not receive so warm a welcome from his more fortunate

brother in the private room. But in the year, under the Influence of a
blue sky, the bars seem to fall, one by one, and before they quite know.

men, who believed the affiliation

«hn, id have bet n with the Pro- h°w « has happened the magnate and the bricklayer find themselves dii~

rig Managers' association, cussing everything from "Ford for President" to the merit,-of, Babe Ruth.

The Illustrators' Show, conceived and given by New York artists at the

Century some weeks ago, drew the attention of other managers besides

the Shuberts, who bought the production. One of the seyeral per-
formances was attended by Flo Zlegfeld, Gene Buck and Ned Waybum.
Their presence may have been significant to Shubert representatives,

because of preparations to put on the summer edition of the "Follies."

The day after he visited the Century, Ziegfeld received a letter from
"William Klein, attorney for the Shuberts, informing him that the Illus-

trators' Show had been taken over intact by his clients, that it was pro-
tected by copyright and that "lifting" would be prosecuted.

"Adrlcnne," Loui Werba's fast moving musical at the Cohan, New
York, claims a ehorus record. The same girls and chorus men are in

the show as»when rehearsals started, not a single change being recorded.

Werba plans a new musical piece for October presentation. Albert Von
Tilzer will compose the score with the lyrics coming from Neville Fleeson.

"Sun Up," the monosyllabic drama at the Trovincetown playhouse, fs

scheduled to remain in the Village throughout the summer, plans
calling for moving it uptown in the fall. The show is claimed to bo get-

ting |3,000 gross weekly, and making a profit of $1,000. House expenses
are small, and as there is but one set, no stage crew is employed. The
reason is that tho Trovincetown is not classed as a theatre. Each patron
is made a member of the players' association, which presents the show
in association with Lee Kugel.
A charge of 25 cents is made for joining, which, added to the admission

of $2. makes the scale about equal to Broadway. There are 198 seats in

the I'rovincetov/n playhouse.

"The Changelings," produced by Henry Miller In Philadelphia and taken
to the coast with his special star summer company, is regarded as a sure
hit for Broadway in the fall. In the four weeks played in San Francisco,
the show drew between $15,000 and $16,000 weekly. It started excellently

in Philadelphia, getting $19,000 the first week, $19,500 the second and $16,-

000 for the last week. The drop, however, was blamed on the mix-up
when the daylight savingr? time scheduled went into effect.

The Miller company has tii<<l but two plays to date. Th< current show
on tho coast is 'The Golden Fleece, *• designed particularly for Blanche
Bates. The company i due to move southward to L«is Angeles after this

week.

It In understood that Arthur Hammersteln will star Mary Hay Jn the

fall in a new show written by Oscar Hammersteln II railed "Plain
.lane." It is the story of .i n» w England girl who comes to Now \ •

<

looking lor a job, and h.>v several unique ideas.

The Wiid< -Villa contest was the second boxing show staged at the

Pule Mitniin'df. in t. like the Criqui-Kilbanp affair, thtre were no t it!

<n sale irr trne Broadway agencies'. Even those offices doing a 50-ecnt

premium business who handle events of the kind as accommodation for

patrons were without tickets. T\iC simple reason was that Charles A.

Stonehnm again insisted the broken buy allotments Outright and they

refused. Monday nigh* attendance was far better than for the Crlqui-

Kllbane match. The management had it right by twitching the event

from afternoon to night, when none of the nearby sporting events cou d

Interfere. Yet the dope was wrong In not having tickets on sale in <

venient spots, also the price of $16 50 ringside, while a reduction from
tho $25 top ($2750 with tax) for the Kilbane scrap, was still above the

dicing
which body actually engaged pub'-;

licity and advance agents. It was
explained the Pi M.A.' is a unit of

the I. T. A. and that .now as , the*

press agents were s
/

imilarlyv part of

the national body they will be able

to confer on problems with the pro-
ducers on equal footling. The Press

1

Agents' association has a member-
ship of 117, which will Tbe added to

tie general rolls of the I. T". A. The
agents will have classification as a
special group with dues of $1 each
reported. The affiliation .of the press

men sets at rest the chatter about
fhe possibility of the ne^w associa-

tion joining Equity's ranks.

From the managers' standpoint it

is . expected the affiliation of . tho

press agents will be of considerable
value to the I. T. A. Out-of-town
members expressed the feeling that

the younger generation needi en-
lightenment on theatricals gen-
erally and particularly its celebri-

ties. That principally applies to

stars, famed in the metropolis and
the major stands, but to a lesser

extent otherwise. At least that is

the explanation given the mediocre
draw of supposed big names in the
less important stands. The man-
agers feel that the press agents as
members of the I, T. A. will lend
themselves to general exploitation

for the good of the business.

The subway manager members
regard the labor, scale agreements
entered into last season by the I.

T. A. as unfair and some remained
away from the convention. A con-
cession was made the unions, grv-
ing them the same scale in the out-
lying houses as on Broadway* The
neighborhood men* claim it has cost

them between $5,000 and. $6,000 more
or. the season and .fail to under-
stand why the same rate should
apply in popular price theatres as
in the houses on Broadway, where
the top admission is $2.50, $3 or

more. . . :

.

A complaint was registered by
one small stand .manager, who
stated a Broadway .hit had been
booked into his house, cancelled and
later played an opposition theatre,

where the general policy is pic-

tures. It developed that a suit is

pending against the producer, who
is blamed. Erlanger took occasion
to declare no theatre given a fran-
chise by his booking office had ever
been deprived of that franchise and
i.^ver would be while he lived.

The election continued practically

the same set of officers as last year.
Erlanger is president, Lee Shubert
vice-president, Alfred E. Aarons
secretary and Sam H. Harris treas-

urer. The latter succeeded Wii.throp
Ames, who is abroad at present, a
representative requesting a new
executive be elected. Walter Vincent
was elected chairman of the board
of directors for a second term, with
ftapley Holmes of Washington again
the vice-chairman. Lee Boda con-
tinues as the secretary and Ligon
Johnson the counsel. The labor
committee also remains the same,
comprised of Ralph Long, Abo
Lev«*y and Alfred Aarons.

From where T sit 'I can see a high dignitary of the Catholic Church, a
prominent lawyer, a.unioh workman, a man whose history shows him *Q
have been his own wprsVenemy.'the president of a great steamship line,

a street car, conductor arid a writer, all' engaged in deciding some ques-
tion pertaining to the national Welfare: Perhaps when they leave' hero
they will never see each other again. 'But at last they will go back td

theirffcursuits with a finer sympathy 'or their fellow-man aqd a wider
understanding of how the other half .lives and works and thinks. And. if

that is so their illness has not been devoid of fruit.

Dear Kelcey Allen: Yes, I have -no radio set, but as long as that

nke apartment house across the street has six of them I don't need
any of my own. What I would like to have is a Maxfm Silencer.

.

Perhaps my neighbors across the street, who have put loud speakers

on their receiving sets, read that headline which said, "Hospital Test
Shows Music has Curative Power." and are conducting further expert
ments on -me. I don't mind the jazz music and the lectures on hog
cholera—much—except when a cat and dog fight gets started out in the
street some place, and they tune in on it. , At those times I become con-
vinced that the only disease radio music would cure is deafness. '

;

' f ""
'
"

f •

Dear Trixie Friganza: And ypu call it friendship, to ignore all

my stories about my practicing "girth control" and send me eandy on..*

the least provocation! Now, Trixie, you'll have to stop it, because I'm"

not allowed to eat candy. However, if you will be stubborn and keep \

on sending it, please make It those nice, goo-ey coennut balls you
sent last time.

Outside of the smoke and a few policemen, there couldn't have been
many people left in Pittsburgh Sunday, for on that day, seemingly, most
of that city's population visited my room. Someone brought along soma
press pictures of Alexander Moore, arriving in Spain to take his post aaj

ambassador. Just as they were being displayed an interne arrived to eeei

bow I was agreeing with my pills and glimpsed at the picture of Mr.
Moore. . ..J.
"Who is that?" he asked. , t

"Oh, don't you know?" replied one of my visitors. "Why that's Alex-
ander Moore, our Embarasser to Spain."

?

That Indian who refused to leave Oklahoma jail for fear he would lose
his seniority.rights hasnothing on me. Though you wouldn't' suspect that
-there is such a thing as seniority rights in a hospital, the reason I'm not
going to take a vacation this summer is because I m afraid Til lose mine.

Another college professor has found something else wrong with the
younger generation. This time it is "intellectual anemia." However, If

Young America really is suffering from. a mental blockade, I'll bet they.
contracted it listening to the lectures of the college professors, a

It is pleasing to find another proof that the size of the hat has nothing
to do with cerebral voltage. According to a newspaper article, "the;
brain of Napoleon weighed exactly the same as that of an idiot, who'
never learned to speak, and Gambetta, the great French statesman, had a'

brain that weighed thirty ounces less than that of a congenital imbecile.**
Now I don't feel so worried, when, on waking in the morning, my brain'
feels all dried up and about the size of a bootlegger's heart. Anyway, I've
always suspected that the bigger the head the more room there Is for
foolish Ideas. , . .«

LEGAL ITEMS
Edwin B. Jack, theatrical man-

;i>.<r end cousin of Florence Reed,

the actress left an estate not ex-

ceeding $1,875 In personalty, and no
win when h< died at the Lambs'
Club M.ty 31, according to bis sister

Mrs, Rosalie K Duncan of 654 East

13th street, Indianapolis, Ind., in her
[application for the a ppointment of

Walter Jack Dunc.ih, AFllSt. of 7

East sth street, ai administrate r bl

the property, which wa nted to

the latter by the Surrogate' Court,

New "fork, last week. Mr. Jack,
win. -<. sister is his only h'gal heir at

law, WM CI >e.tr.i bid and a
bni helor, He was borb at Philadel-

phia Pa., the son. of John Jack, an
actor, and began hi.* business ca

'lam 15 years old," wrote a young girl to the editor of the Hints and
Lovers column. "Do you think I am too young to marry'?'*
And the answer was: "You're too young to begin marrying." a

Down South where I came from—as soon as I could after getting1

there—fried fish is a great delicacy. New York I thought hr.d over-
looked entirely this delectable tidbit amidst the profusion of its gastro-
nomic riches. But now, I understand, there ar,>. several counters down'
near "Washington Market which are doing a rushing business in crisp-,
crackly portions of fried cod, bluefish and perch. It has become quite the
thing among men and women from the .nearby great office buildings tQ
stand at the oll-cloth-covered counters, eating their portions while paa-
sersby stop to gaee at the phenomenon.

J

"Kansas Cell is Preferred to California Life by Laudcrback, Paroled
Man, Who Returns,'* was the headline right bang at the top of the first
page of the New York "Times" the other morning. And the explanation
was that he didn't lik i the climate out there. What a fine time the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce is going to have laughing that off! Ot
course they'll claim it was a plant by the Kansas state press agent, but
even so, they'll have to admit it was a "nifty." I'll bet Bide Dudley,
Brook Femberton, or Dainty Marie inspired that story.

At last I have discovered a way to utilize to the utmost all the flowers5

I receive from my friends. I have installed a bee in my room—no, not
In my bonnet. I didn't exactly install him, for it was evidently the scent
ef the blooms in my room that attracted his nose, or whatever It Is that
bees smell with. Anyway, he has been here several day*, placidly buz-
zing from plant to plant and r ^asionally spending an hour or so trying
fo discover why he can't fly right out through a screen. So far we have
had no serious differences and I am trusting that ho will become thor-
oughly domesticated by the time tho honey season comes around. It
would be a luxury I never dreamed of to have a complete honey factory
rl^ht at one's breakfast table

becoming a theatrical manager.

Frr-il K .Tuhnsnn is maimginir.-thc
Weiicr and Linerty theatres, Zanos-
viih. O. lb- formerly martaged the
Court, Wheeling, W. Va.

Hector Kllng, whe became treas-
urer of the George M. Cohan the-
tio when Sidney Harris was pro-

moted to manager last season, was
replaced this week by Julius (Dude)

reer M a newspaper tejporter, later! Harris, formerly treasurer of the

Republic. Rlvlngton Bisland, treas-
urer of Madison Square Garden
until recently, is handling the ticket
tah for open air boxing cards at
tho Polo Grounds,

John Wilbcr Jenkins, the wi iter,

is associated with Wells Hawks in

the Independent publicity and ad-
vertising agency started by Mr.
Hawks. Mr. Jenkins was special

I tstant to Secretary of the Navy
Daniels during the war. ,_. ^
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McGARRY PLAYERS
("NICE PEOPLE")

4
Buffalo, June 20.

The McOarry Players, under di-

rection of Garry McOarry. opened
the summer season at the Majestic
with 'Nice People," the first time
the piece has been presented on the
speakirfr stage in Buffalo.

. It I* the first season in 16 years
Jessie Bonstelle has not presented
he** ccmpany in Buffalo, and Mc-
Garry has apparently rushed in

where more cautious feet were re-
luctant to tread.
Stock has been falling away in

Buffa'c for several seasons paat,

and nothing that Bonstelle was able
to do could avert tho-slump. Last
summer she threatened to depart
from Buffalo permanently, and this
summet made good her threats.

In inaugurating a local stock
season McOarry has done much to
change the accepted order of stock
presentations in Buffalo. He has
securer' the backing of a nUmber of
prominent Buffalonians Interested
ir the stage, and particularly in

community theatricals, and local
caoitat is providing practical!\ all

of the backing for the ven'ure. In
addition to this, the company is

made i»r for the first time of youth-
ful and attractive players, and the
*nterpr.»se Is heinR conducted with
an enthusiasm not hitherto seen
here ir stock. Kric Snowden. who
is ir Prffilo for the summer as di-
rector for the Canisius College Pa« -

sior Flay, is doinjr the directing
for thr Players, and in this depart-
ment tne outfit is doubly fortunate.
Th* opening week made a favor-

able impression upon the local
public and the opening night was
largel" in the nature of a gala event.
Rose I,udwig played Francine I,ar-
riffio**'f. original role, and Don
Burroughs, the leading man. ap-
peared at Billy Wade. Hugh Dill-
maa long a stock favorite here, did
Scott v' Wilbur and was warmly wel-
comed. The performance moved
smoothly and the production was
somewhat above the average for
stock.
Every effort is being made by the

maragfment to give the venture "the
aspect of a community movement
and a number of stunts are being
resorted to to gain local interest.
For tr.c current week the company
is presenting "The Meanest Man in
the World." McGarry's plans call
for the appearance of several stars
here In conjunction with the com-
pany during the summer.

Burton.

f
Joseph Selman. Scale $1 K top,
nights.- Matinees twice a week, at
75 and 18. These prices Include
war tax and gate admission to park.
The list of season subscriber! Is

so large that for a week season
reservations only will be sold at the
down town box office. Seats for the
first week's attraction, which has
not been announced, will go on sale
a week before.

George Barnes, for years leading
man with the Wilkes Players at the

Gardens' »ummee4 Denhara, Denver. 1. returning neat
stock idea is now definitely sold in
Denver, the venture having shown
a profit the last two years. It was
revived by J. M. Mulvlhlll four years
ago as an experiment. The first

year resulted in box office loss, due
mainly to a street car strike. The
second year showed less loss, how-
ever. The last two years have
shown a real profit, enough to war-
rant special journeys to New York
to engage talent.

Lloyd has gained considerable
fame locally for his work. Glen-
dinning was in the lead of the stock
also last summer.

Distinctly revolutionary in its

way and bidding fair to change the
entire aspect of threatre building
everywhere, is the St. Charles. New
Orleans, where a dramatic stock
company is playing through a hot
summer to capacity crowds.
And though every available seat

is " occupied the people repose in

comfort with never the aid of a

fan. The fans of the playhouse
render any other unnecessary. They
are imbedded in walls, suspended in

the roof, extended up from the floor

and play upon the spectators from
side and rear walls, all so even and
noiseless the artists upon the stage
are not disturbed, while the patrons

are hearing perfectly without
at raining.

England states on Jul/ 4, carrying
with them the first stage ever
mounted on an automobile.
Mr. Cheney Is a Tale '21 graduate

and the son of Horace B. Cheney,
wealthy manufacturer. After study-
ing the drama In college, he became
associated with the Theatre Guild.
His wife, Alice B. Keating. Is asso-
ciated with him, in this venture and
will accompany him as assistant
manager. Seven professional actors
and actresses are to compose tne
company, which will appear In a
repertoire of six plays.

season. Barnes went to Los An-
geles several months ago, and later

to the President Washington, D. C.
Ivan Miller will not be with the
local company next season. Gladys
George, who scored with her bril-

liant work as feminine lead this
year, Is to be retained.

Maude Fealy's stock received a
warm welcome at Proctor's, Elisa-
beth, N. J. Business was far better
than anticipated and Miss Fealy
plans now to extend her season
through the summer and not stop
with the four weeks originally in-

tended. She is using the plays she
found successful in Newark follow-
ing "The Love of Suchong" with
"Cappie Ricks" next

Rollo Lloyd Is managing the stock
at Elitch's Gardens, Denver, this

summer. The season will be ten
weeks, the first play to be given
June 24. Ernest Glendlnnfng and
Violet Hemlng will play leads.

Others are James Durkin, Mary
Mead, Adelaide Hibbard. Ann Mc-
Donald. Ralph Stuart, Rl hie Ling,

The Mae Desmond stock, playing

a supplementary season at the

Cross Keys, 60th and Market
streets, Philadelphia, following an
all-winter season at Its own thea-

tre, Desmond, in Kensington, will

present "Why Men Leave Home,"
the Avery Hopwood comedy, next
week. The engagement at the

Cross Keys, expected to be only for

four weeks, has been unusually
successful, and no closing date has
been set. Miss Desmond and her
husband, Frank Fielder, will have
the leading roles In "Why Men
Leave Home." +

The stock at the Bijou, Woor-
socket. R. I., pnder the Keith man-
agement, closed last week and will

resume In the fall. A company
was originally Installed in the Bi-
jou under the management of Leon
Brown with Brown relieved of the
management when the company
was taken over by the Keith
interests.

' The stock rights for "The Last
Warning" have been disposed of
for $15,000. The Century Play
Company secured the mystery play,
the contract providing for payment
of one-third cash, with the re-
mainder when the piece Is released
for stock In June, 1124.

AT THE SAN H. HARRIS

THEATRE, SUNDAY NIGHT, JUNE 24th

A program comprising many distinguished

artists from

,i

The Music Box Revue

"The Passing Show of 1923"

George White's "Scandals"

"Little Nellie Kelly" "Wildflower"

"Adrienne" "Dew Drop In" j

"Helen of Troy, N. Y.w '

and from

B. F. Keith Vaudeville Theatres
\

f WILL BE PRESENTED IN AID OF

"The Jitney Player*." a stock
company traveling; on trucks, has
been organized by Bushnell Cheney,
and will start a tour of the New

JANE COWL'S JULIET A RECORD
When Jane Cowl closed in "Romeo and Juliet" at the Henry Miller

theatre June 9, a Shakespearean record was established which may
never*be equaled this side of the water. The run was for 20 weeks
for a total of 161 performances, which distanced all other works of

the Immortal Bard In a season of sensational revivals of Shake-
speare on Broadway.
The nearest approach to Jane Cowl's triumph was John Barrymore

In "Hamlet," presented at the Sam H. Harris for 101 performances
or slightly more than 12 weeks.' David Warfleld, the other outstand-
ing Shakespearean production of the season, virtually tied the

Barrymore run, also playing 12 weeks at the Lyceum.
"Juliet" easily beat out the others In point of receipts. The Cowl

attraction averaged $12,000 weekly for a total gross of $240,000.

"Hamlet" approximated $215,000 in its shorter run, the average
being over $19,000 weekly. "The difference In weekly pace, however,

Is explained by the larger capacity of the Harris theatre and that

$3 top was charged for Barrymore, as against $2.50 for "Juliet."

"The Merchant of Venice" also had a larger admission sale, charging

$4 top.

Miss Cowl closed to remarkable attendance, the final week being
near $12,000 and the last four times drawing standees for all per-

formances, resulting in new house figures. A delegation from the

Lambs Club attended the last performance. The star was cheered
and presented with a. wreath, emblematic of her amazing success.

Coming immediately after one presentation of "Romeo and Juliet"

(Ethel Barrymore) which completely failed, the success of Miss
Cowl's Juliet so captured the critics that the star was deluged with

praise. She was doubtless given more columns of space in the metro-
politan press than any actress in a decade. The consensus of opinion

was that Miss Cowl enacted the greatest Juliet in 20 years.

Next month Miss Cowl and the entire supporting cast will be sent

to the coast, opening at the Auditorium, Los Angeles. July 30. Three
baggage cars will transport the production. 50 persons will be
carried in the company, but there is doubt whether so ambitious
an attraction will bo able to gross the volume of business necessary
for a profit.

It is planned to establish ihe star In a repertory, and mo-t of the

Important cities of the West have been booked. Before tatting back.

Miss Cow! will appear In Son Francisco, Portland, Seattle and
Spokane, The attraction will be Jumped direct to Ihe c tast, a terrl-

trtrr In wfJrh M iss cuw l esn b lishn i the i--^'V'ft"a« »in.- «.,.» i»,

< dramatic attraction when hhe rtnrred In •Smilin' Through."
Upon returning to New Vork In the i<n Miss Cowl will he pre-

sented hi "Cleopatra!" the production of which is now tinder way.
The producers have planned an evjn bigger production than for

"Romeo and Juliet," which itself was rated the brightest ever
surrounding a Shakespearean presentation in America. Frank
ttetcher directed tip Cowl Juliel and Rollo Peters designed the set-

tings, the latter also doing Romeo. Both ire said to • >*• concerned
with the "Cleopatra" preparations.

So far Mabel Brownell stock has
found the move to the Shubert,
Newark, N. J., profitable and* busi-
ness has been decidedly better than
at the Strand. The management
now feels assured that she csn run
through the summer.

The Miles Royal theatre, East
Akron, O., has been leased to a syn-
dicate represented by Harold Burg.
The theatre will be reopened June SO
with "Fiddle-Dee-Deemand." to re-
main In Akron as a summer musical
stock.

The Hasel Burgess* Players are in
their third week at the Roosevelt,
West Hoboken, with Miss Burgess
and Leo Kennedy, both former
members of the Keith Union Hill
stock, playing the leads.

An addition to the Albee Stock,
Providence, Is Olive Blackeney,
leading woman under the same
management at the Bijou. Woon-
socket. R. I., which has closed for
the summer.

I !

Tom Wise is guest-star at the
Orpheum, Duluth, this week In
"Three Wise Fools."
He will remain* next week

"Pals First."

In

who is suffering from CANCER OF THE THROAT and
whoso only hopo of recovery depends upon skillful treat-

ment and immediate operation by expensive specialists

Committee in Charge of Arrangement* *PQVt|)

F. F. MACKAYS ESTATE
Frank Finley Mackay, actor and

elocutionist, left an estate not ex-
ceeding $4,600 in personality and
no will when he died at Coytesville,
N. J., May 6. according to his son,

Clarence D. Mackay, of Coytesville,
in his application for letters of ad-
ministration upon the property,
which was filed in the Surrogate's
Court, New York last week.
Mr. Mackay, survived also by

two other children, William A.
Mackay, of Coytesville, and Edward
J. Mackay, of IS Gramercy Park,
lived at 226 West 60th stroet, New
York. He was 92 years old, a na-
tive of Canada, educated at New
Britain, Conn., then became a
teacher of elocution at Baltimore,
Md , and also taught elocution at
Nebraska, Iowa and Wisconsin.
He Joined his first theatrical com-

pany in 1863 and played west and
cist. In 1866 he became a member
of Mrs. John Drew's company at
the Arch Street theatre, Philadel-
phia. Pa., where he remained until

1KG9. After a season at the CI lobe

Theatre, Boston, Mass., he joined

the original Union Square Theatre
Company in New York, and two
yean later played the part of Pierre
in "The Two Orphans" for the Hrst

time in America.
In 1176 he undertook the man-

(Continued on page 29
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The support and co-operation of members and allied

interests of the theatrical profession is

earnestly solicited
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$150, $2.00 and $1.00
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CHICAGO'S REMAINING SHOWS

GO INTO PROFIT COLUMN

NEW PLAY AND REVUE

ONLY LEFT IN PH1LLY

Seven Left Held Up by Theatregoers — "Dancing

Girl" Popular XTall and Lead—Two More

May Quit

Chicago, June 20

"Lucky Seven"' was the caption

rightly applied to the loop's legit

houses in the uncertain scramble

for last week's trade, greatly helped

by the cool weather which made
theatre-going most appropriate up

to Mondny Of this, week. Another

h«»t wave has grabbed the town, and
there are signs as this report is be-

ing turned out that two chants
among the seven houses now 'open

will be checked off by the end of

the week. '

All of .the *« ven houses .which

withstood the record heat wave
around the first of the month found

themselves pushed squarely into the

profit column la.«=t week with ibe

influx of visitors from seven con-

ventions. The collegiate* meet
brought the .multitude that made it

hard to secure orchestra seats for

the musical shows after Thursday.
It was one of those favorable

weather condition weeks which
Chicago hus the habit of sandwich*
ing in between two heat waves: Th^
present heat wave promises to out*
do the unexpected record torrldness
<>f June 1, when even the theatres
which were picked to face all-sum-
mer conditions collapsed without
more than four days' warning. Be-
cause of present conditions "Roll-
ing Home" at the Cort; "Up the
Ladder" at the Central, and "Blos-
som Time" at the Great Northern
are flirting with the closing order,
but with "Blossom Time" holding
the best chance to survive.
"The fencing Girl" raced ahead

of "The Passing Show" in the
week's business. This was expected
on* the strength of the "pushing"
the Colonial show has received
from the critics. The Howard
Brothers have taken all possible
achievements for big business and
since they already have had added
weeks "to their original contract,
theirs will now be good to stick
around an average of $16,000 to
$17,000, Last year at the Apollo
The Hotel Mouse," much inferior
show to "The Passing Show," man-
aged to squeeze out summer aver-
age of $14,000, but it mutt be re-
membered there was no opposition
for "The Hotel Mouse" such as
"The Passing Show" is now receiv-
ing. This comparison is made just
to show how Chicago runs on the
average for a summer show in the
thick of the loop's traffic. Uegard-
less of what heights the heat may
ascend, it's a foregoing conelusion
that the Shuherts are now bent on
holding "The Dancing Girl" in
town, with "The Passing Show"
Kicking until after the Fourth.
"Chains" at the Playhouse boosted

its average perhaps greater than
any attraction playing the Bryant
house did for any one week this
season.
• Where' "Steve" is holding its own
by splendid window sales, "Chains"
is the whole show for the dramatic
demand at the Couthoui stands. In
order that the full force of the ho-
tel stands boosting can be given
"Chains" it is quite likely that "Up
the Ladder" will be withdrawn to
bring about this happy hoUr for
the Playhouse. The one manage-
ment owns the two shows ("Chains''
and "Up the Ladder"), but the
choice field right now for "Chains"
is observed and instead of dividing
the spoils, the Bryant regime spots
a double chance for success by giv-
ing the Playhouse some advertis-
ing it has lacked. The Playhouse
management evidently brought
enough pressure to bear on the
Brady offices to throw cold water
on the plans which were to take
"Chains" out and ru«h it to New
York. "Chains," however, will gel
a N«w York hearing today on the
strength of how it has appealed
here to th< better < lass of play-
; << r«.

"Ste\e' kiips in the lead for the
dramn tic ov In eau • there Is rt'Q

c: -up to ! he in itin< < »i« mnnd. The
attraction h;«« averaged between
?,10,500 and $11. .".00 i<n ite atuy .i

the Princess. Knongh outside work
is being done by the star to hold
nterest up, and unlets business
goes All to smashhll 1U KIIIJIMH i

line chance of sticking through the
summer ii the owner* to desire.

"Blossom Time'' go* s along* in its

own quiet way at the Great North-
ern, but only cast changes, reduc-
ing expenses, is what kept this

attraction here on the strength of

the business done.
Som-: one of these summer years

some New York producer Is to hit

the loop a wallop with a trademark
Mew York summer show, and th^n
all the others seeking Mihimcr pat-

ronage, because of the scarcity of
houses open during the summer,
will wilt beneath the competition.
At least this is the thought of the
insiders who sized up the situation
last week, and those who know their
Chicapo backwards.
This town needs a whale of a lot

of attention from the New York
managers. Perhripa the exact
strength of this ctaim would have
been snatched by the New York
producers If they heard the lobby
chatter between the acts of the
.shows In town. The same claim
always gets added importance when
t conservative New Yorker with
showmanship instincts drops in and
witnesses what really is offered the
loop playgoers for summer patron

r

age. It is admitted that the Chi*
cago situation hae slipped" away
from the New York managers
through Carelessness, but, since thi*
is the period of the year when
"whys" and "wherefores" can be
juggled without offending anybody*
perhaps after all the seriousness of
matters will be quickly overlooked.
Getting down to the point, there

restc in Chicago, say the wise birds,
a golden opportunity for a trade-
mark for. a summer slow similar to
the mark that Geo, AL Cohan has
cleverly manipulated ewer in Bos-
ton. They look for a Cohan show
every summer In Boston, and go to
it regardless of the heat. In Chi-
cago the playgoers have nothing to
look forward to In the way of a
standard summer show. Visitors to
Chicago arethe ones who turn out
the average $17,000 summer week
grosses. Nothing has been done
here in years to attract the regular
Chicago playgoer for summer mu-
sical entertainment.

Last week's estimates:

"The Danoing Girl" (Coloni.il, 2d
week). After practically sell -out
Sunday night, hit average of $2,200
up to Wednesday night and then
went big to strike $21,800 on week.
Popular call.

"The Passing 8how" (Apollo. Mh
week). Did exceedingly well to
reach $19,000 for length of stay.

"Chains" (Playhouse. 4th week).
Did best week by going slightly
under $10,000.

"Rolling Home" (Cort, 1st week
at this house, 4th week in Chicago).
Drew little over $1,500 Sunday
night: fell to $300 Monday and
crawled to around $7,000 on week,
giving best mark made in Chicago
for piece. All hope now gone for
the Keed-Shesgren enterprise, al-

though Jim Kerr, the party behind
the sicart switch from the Harris
to the Cort, is doing yeoman work
to keep this play alive against ter-

rific odds.

"Steve" (Princess, 9th week).
Went betwCen $11,000 and $12,000.

greatly helped by matinee pull.

'Blossom Time" (Great Northern.
14vh week). Still hard to figure be-

: cause of special stunts with musical
parties. Estimated around $11,000.

"Up the Ladder" (Central, 11th

week). Struck $6,000 on the general
demand all over town and scarcity

of attractions.

SHOWS IN N. Y. AND COMMENT

Revue May Stick Through for

a While—Phila. Guild Ex-

pected to Close

Philadelphia, June «••>

The two legitimate houses re-

maining open did such excellent

business last week hopes of a con-
tinuance well into, or even through
July, were again raised.

This house saw the temperature
shoot skyward, and one of the two
houses seems doomed to an early
surrender to the inevitable. This is

the Lyric, where the so-called Phila-
delphia Theatre Guild Is now in its

seventh week. .,,

Last week's gross at the Lyric
was the best the "Guild'* has yet
turned in, and undoubtedly Repre-
sents a nice profit for the backers.'
The -surprising part about this good
business is that it was achieved
with "Scandal" in its 'second week.
The Cosmo Hamilton poraedy

,
was

generally believed a poor bet for
more than a single week, especially
as Francine Larrimore has not
-proved a big drawing, card here.
The first week started moderately,
bue business began picking up rap*
idly as the heat wave subsided. <

This week, with "The Jumblies,"
a, new play with a fantastic note in
it, by two young Philadelphia so-
ciety men, there ban been little, real
demand at the box office. Monday
was a scorching hot night, and even
with the plentiful papering the
house was only about half full. So-
ciety—that is to. say. what is Jett in
town this late in the summer—turned
Out en masse and endeavored to
make the occasion something of a
triumph for the young authors. ..,,

The other remaining^ legitimate
house, the Walnut,

, appears to be
thriving. The Galtes-Beury revue,
"I'll Say She Is," opened on one of
the hottest nights of the summer
and seemed to be pursued by tough
breaks, but, despite these, it picked
up courageously and turned in a
gross of about $11,000. Last week,
with cooler weather, the revue
struck its real stride and breezed
through the week for a gross re-
ported at a little over $12,000.
Monday of this week, with the hot

weather back again with a ven-
geance, a fine house was reported,
with a big sale for the rest of the
week.
The only booking announced for

the fall is "The Last Warning," to
reopen the Gariick Sept. 3.

Estimates for last week:
"Scandal" (Lyric, 2d week). Sixth

week of Theatre Guild's season, eas-

Figures sstimstsd and comment point to soma attractions being
successful, while the came gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or lost. The variance Is explained In the difference in
house capacities, with the) varying overhead. Also the size of east,
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit.. Variance
in business, necessary for musical attraction as against dramatio
play ie also considered.

ONE LEFT IN BOSTON

Cohan Show Is the Only Heat Sur-
vivor

Boston, June 20.

The sort of weather that hit Bos-
ton at the first of this week is not
the sort that makes for big returns
at the hox offices of the theatres, but
is just suited for the Barnum-Bailoy
cinus. which is playing the town
tins week. Monday and Tuesday it

played to a turnsway.
Of the three shows now li«x but

one is expected to last over to next
week. That is the Cohan show.
•The Rise of n<>>i- O'Rettty," at the
Tremont. Already the final week is

announced for "Lisa," the colored
show ;< t the Wilbur, and it is •

!

pected the notice will be posted this

Week for "Molly Darling" u» .-l«»s»

down at the Coloni.il.

The Cohan show may I" 1 affected
by the hot weather, for it would be
ditH. olt for any

—

rnrrit;iinmpivt

staged indoors to escape from the
blight of the heat, but it is expected
the advance sale will keep the i«-
turns from this show Well up, and
a gross of approximately $_o,ooo for
the week is looked for. Last week
It'played to capacity at the-Tremont.
doing $:n,8<io. This means that
every seat was occupied during the
week with plenty of standees. One
savior for the show this week wato
the holiday, Monday, when the house
at the night show was rapacity.

t

"Abie's Irish Rose?' Republic (57th
week). Entire list Improved in
business last week, better weather
and reduction in number of attrac-
tions counting. "Abie" went into
cut rates, getting strong support.
Between $8,000 and $9,000.

"Adrienne," Cohan 44th week). Last
week started excellently and held
to that form throughout for beaf.
gross to date. Nightly , takings

' $3,000 and, over, total beating
$21,000.

"Aren't We All," Gaiety (9th week >.

Late arrival made no difference in
this show. Sparkling English com»
edy, which looks better here than
in London and Is selling out.
About $14,000, and best house can
do at scale. ''House Full" sign

il hung up nightly.
"Dew Drop Inn," Astor (6th week).
Fewer attractions counted in In-
crease in business last week. Show
had been off after opening pace.
Last, week nearly $15,000, consid-i
.erably stronger than previous
going Indicated and best figure to
dato. •"

"Follies," New Amsterdam <56th
week). Pulled away up last week,
with standee trade several times
during i week. Visitors and good
weather account fe«r gross of

• -nearly $33,500, best figure in two
months. .

"Give and Take," Central (23d
week). Going along at around
$5,500 since Easter, with .switch
over from 40th .Street making little

difference. However, last week
better going counted here, too, and
takings jumped to $7,500.

"Go Go," Daly's 63d Street (15th
week). Went on six-performance
basis last week, when cool weather
livened box office considerably.
Claimed weekly pace better than
$8,000.

"Helen of Troy, N. Y.," Selwyn (1st
week). One of this week's two
summer musicals. Production of-

lly best of lot, and $6,000 gross re-:

ported stands definitely for profit.

"I'll Say She Is" (Walnut, 3d
week), Second week revue gained
about $1,000. and from present Indi-
cations will do even better this
week. "May stay four more weeks
or longer. $1L',012 last week.

J. MAXWELL BEERS
Dramatic Editor, the Elmira, N. Y., "Advertiser" and "Sunday Telegram?'

Mr. Beers is another of the dramatic editors of the country who ate
also the representatives, of Variety In their territories. Me has been
wiiiing of the Stnge

t
fnr many years and mo^t recently for the Klmira

Advertiser" and the Sunday '.'Telegram." Ho conducts a column of
dramatic gossip under the head of "In the LoJ>by," which is a feature of
both papers.

As a critic. Mr. Peers Tedns to the constructive rather than the
destructive, seeking points to commend. He is noted for bis spirit of
fairness, which he never sacrifices for that of smartness. !!»• h.»s becji
Variety's representative in Elmira for a number of years.

Mr. Peers was the founder and first president of the Elmira Itotarv
Clttb, which has entertained a number of notables of the sta K e at dinner
When they have played the town.

<Thi» is the tweniteik of the *au* of pictures and ),,+! sketthe* of
lh> thatnatio editor% of the i-ountry.j

fered by Pufus Le Ma ire and
George Jessell. Premiere Tuesday
night, to avoid conflict with
White's "Scandals" debut Monday.
Premiere $5 top; regular night
scale, $3 top. Well received at
opening.

"Icebound," Sam Harris (19th week).
Something about this drama which
haa kept it going at profitable
though comparatively moderate
pace; aided by Pulitzer award.
Last week gross little over $8,0'OO.

Hot wave which started (His week
bound to hurt attractions' Of n<m-

>
* musical class, however.

"LitWe Nellie Kelly," Liberty (32d
Week). Musicals mostly' beneficed
by the better going last week, with

. 'Kelly" getting ' full'' share ' of
business. $18,80,0 jump of mojo
than $2,r>00 over previous week.

'

"Mary the Third,'* 39th Street UO^h
week). Here, too, going much
"better last week, takings up^mpre
than $1,000 for total of between
$6,000 and $6,500.

"Morton of the Movies." Cort *3M
Week).' Heat affected this cohjedy
leader before and may again, 'bqt
looks set for allsummer and per-
haps longer,' Last week business
naturally Improved. 'Over $12,000.

"Music Box Revue," Mdsic Box <.35th
week). Another Sterling musical
to catch trade last week. Moved
up again and wenfc to $22,000, ono
of beat weeks • since admission
placed at $4 top. Scheduled \o ru;n
'until August.

"Not So Fast," Morosco (5th week).
Several players in cast on percent-
age, which makes show virtually
co-operative. Under such an ar-
rangement can flourish on mod-
erate gross basis. Around $6,000
last week and profit.

"Passing 8how ef 1923," Winter
Garden (2d Week). Bowed" 'in
Thursday last week and won fancy
notices. Call in ag^nei* s strong
and Garden figures to do big busi-
ness for time. -> '«*,

"Polly Preferred," Little (2nd week).
Last week in and outer here, but
result satisfactory. Cross between
$8,500 and $»,000. Neat profit in
this Kmall house

'Rain," Maxlno Elliott (33d week).
Broadway's- pacemaker. On form
should enter fall season in van. of
newer dramatics and ride through
SSOOt*d season. Up to nearly $15,-
000, which means. standee trade.

"Seventh Heaven," Both (34th
week). Little or no difference in
demand as compared with "Rain."
Both sure to run into next season.
Business here also capacity, tak-
ings between $12,609 and $13,000.

"Scandals of 1923," Globe (1st week).
(Jeorgo White's fourth production
of series. Opened Monday at $10
top after being out two weeks,

night, when weather
sell-out, with king box-
buying up to 9 o'clock.
London," Hudson (43d

Tuesday
scorching,
office line

"So This Is

week). Moved up last week, to
tune of $1,200 for gross of $8,600.
Big money-maker, which can; run
for some time yet and has chance
to run through July. < ,,

"The Devil'* DiscipU," Garriek 49th
week). Theatre Guild will try t->

keep season's final production, go-
ing here well Into summer. Sub-
scription period passed, but show
claimed getting around $5,000. , ,

"The Fool," Times Sqtia re (35th
week). Started off last week, at
double pace ot previous week, and
although business dropped more
than expected, should easily 4 ide
through summer. Gross $9,500,.,a
Jump of over $2,000.

"Uptown West," Bijou ffhh week).
To have been taken off last week,
but somewhat belter attendance
caused continuance. Show well
spoken of, but for some reason
never has attracted real pioney.
Totaled $4,000 last week, increase
of 60 per cent, over previous' nifcek.

"Wildflower," Casino (20th week).
Fast-going Hammerstcm musical
hit went to new figures last. week.
grossing $22,000. First 10 rows at
$3 accounted for betterment ol
l>re\ lous high mark.

"You and I," Belmont (lMh week).
Over $8,000. Draw continues to
hold strong for lower floor, priced
at $3 because of small capacity.
Some <f balcony lickel'sl in em
rates.

"Zander th e Great, *' Kmpi re i.llih
week). Increase last Week fxeHi -

ttonal and show now expected t"
last through July. Cut rates and
two-for-ones operating aided.'' In
gross m»ing to better than $10 "(hi

"Sweet Nell of Old Drury." Sixth
week for Equity PlaVers' flttoW.
Continuing another week, 'time
beyond subscription period. T
lugs last w< ek quoted nearly f •'

-

000, with substantial p- «.f i t . "Smi
Up" continues to 'draw downtown
at Ih'ovincetown Playhous.e and
attraction advertised with I 'road-
way's shows. Attraction s« h« Juled
to remain in Village . » F 1 homer
Getting $3,0t»0 weekly, bul makintf
mone: . i
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OUT OF TOWN

THE JUMBLfES
Philadelphia, June 20.

Heralded as a moat promising
*ftrst attempt" and almost certain

Broadway timber, "The Jumblies,"

* comedy with a fantastic turn by
two young Phlladelphians, was
given its first performance at the
Lyric Monday night by the Phila-
delphia Theatre Guild.
Hopes were high for something

unusual and effective, and those
connected with the Guild declared
that "The Jumblies" had all the ear-
marks of a big hit. Since the
authors. Edgar Scott and Henry
Howard Furness Jayne, are socially
prominent the audience on the
opening night was a notable one,
considering the time of year, and,
quite naturally, the play was given
it very hospitable reception.

Despite all these helping hands,
"The Jumblies" is not, in its pres-
ent form, a play that even approxi-
mates the requirements of a sub-
stantia I success. If the young play-
wrights had attempted something a
little less difficult for their first at-
tempt instead of tackling that most
difficult of dramatic forms, the
•whimsscal or fantastic, they might
have succeeded better. As it is, the
fantasy is pretty lopsided and un-
satisfactory.
"The Jumblies" concerns chiefly a

philosophic and Imaginative "gen-
tleman's gentleman" named Fogg
who. is very fond of reading the
"nonsense rhymes" of Edward Lear.
His master, an easygoing young
bachelor, depends on Fogg for
everything, including appointments,
topics of conversation, wearing ap-
parel .and entertainment.
The play's name is based on one

of these verses, a second title being
a quotation, "And they went to sea
in a sieve," one of Lear's most popu-
lar verses. According to the valet,
the world is full of "Jumblies" who
make a mess of things chiefly be-
cause they enter upon schemes
prompted only by sentiment and
emotion, and which, like the sieve
in the poem, fail to hold water once
they are embarked upon.
The character of Fogg is the most

novel feature of the play, and, as
enacted by Ernest Lawford, this
valet stands out prominently and
with undoubted interest. Mr. Law-
ford, on the opening night, was not
sure of his lines, and there is reason
to suppose that he will add many
subtle shadings and bits of by-play
to the part as the play goes on.
The play's one chance for a real

success, if the New York fall pre-
miere with Lawford as star, com-
monly referred to in the notices,
ever materializes, seems to lie in
three things:

First, it will be necessary for a
play doctor to rewrite a great deal
of the dialog, which is .often inept
and even inane. There are flashes
every now and then of real humor
and real whimsy, but they fade al-

most as soon as they appear, and,
as it now stands, "The Jumblies" is

Intensely "talky" and laborious.
Second, an actress of real dis-

tinction must be secured to play the
Wife.
Third, and possibly the most im-

portant, the play must be produced
and staged by someone who will put
all kinds of delicate artistry into
the work. The transitions from the
fanciful to the real are, at present,
rather clumsily handled; if they
were done with a wealth of small
detail, under the watchful eye of a
great stage craftsman, they might
Win for "The Jumblies" a real suc-
cess as an arresting and out-of-the-
ordlna-y* fantasy.
At the Monday performance, the

audience as a whole did not seem
to know Just what was going on.
There is little cause for wonder in

this, eince it would be manifestly
impossible for a repertoire com-
pany, producing a new play every
week or two, to put the care, pa-
tience expense and complete artis-
try on a single production that a
metropolitan producer might do.
And "The Jumblies" need never be
presented at all, except as some-
thing out-of-the-ordinary and un-
usual, and in a pretentious style
befitting euch a play.
There are three acts, the first laid

in the bachelor's apartment, the
second in the judge's chambers at
court, and the third, again, in the
apartment. As the play now stands,
the second act is by far the best,
especially in respect to the valet
who, resplendent in a high color,
cutaway coat and top hat, hovers
in the background, the genial and
crafty observer of the actions of his
"Jumblies." The first act, too, has
possibilities, when ah abundance of
commonplace "stage business" Is

eliminated, especially much action
accompanied by dialog which at
present seems aimless' and dreary.
The last act seemed the weakest,
except in its final five minutes,
which were unusually good.
The better portions of the dialog

are those which compared married
life and divorce to the "giving of
notice" by servants, and to the
whimsical business of the "collars"
to which the impeccable Fogg
refers
The acting Monday night, in addi-

tion to Mr. Lawford's, was not even,
out there was more good charac-
terisation than bad. Edward Doug-

BROADWAY SHOW LIFTERS
*

(Continued from page 1)

true that Shuberts and I got some of the same scenes abroad. But
Shuberts did two unforgivable things—they took at least one scene from
my show after I opened at Atlantic City, and they deliberately made false
public statements of their Philadelphia opening and run to induce me
to take New Haven so that they could rush their revue into the Winter
Garden and beat me into New York with my own material.
"The show business is peculiar, but this deal was more—it was queer.

At the same time, I feel that I was not substantially injured, and, in fact,

the two scenes I took out speeded up my show.**
The two scenes referred to were the Doll Shop, a "Folies Bergere"

number, and the animated chandelier, from the same place. The Shu-
berts later eliminated the doll number, also. Their chandelier cost $12,000.
White got wind they were doing it, and stopped production of his.

The animated curtain, also from the "Folies Bergere," was done by
both, but there was little resemblance except the idea itself. Zlegfeld will

do one, also, in his "Follies" next Monday, credited to Ben All Haggin.
A mirror number was in each, also from the "Folies Bergere," and done
almost exactly alike. A rose number (the one White states was lifted

after his was seen In Atlantic City) had only the finish alike and the cen-
tral idea of a toe-dancing human rose.

The Shuberts eliminated a "Romeo and Juliet" scene with a breakaway
balcony finish after It was paAly completed and in rehearsal. White's
company Is doing the scene.
Meanwhile the Selwyns have made written complaint to the Shuberts

las, thn best of the resident players,
gave good account of himself as the
bachelor, closely seconding Law-
ford's efforts. XJ. Henry Cordon was
capable as the husband, but Ann
Wlnslow, after starting excellently
as the Wife, fell down in her con-
cluding scenes most woefully. The
other two parts were nothing but
"bits." All the players seemed un-
certair of their lines, and in the last
act were floundering.
Fantasies of any kind are so few

and far between that it ill behooves
any of them to be too carplngly re-
ceived but the fact remains that
"The Jumblies," while borrowing
freely from Barrie and Milne and
others, is not, as It stands, even a
reasonably workmanlike fantasy, let

alone a really great one. Waters.

ON BROADWAY

HELEN OF TROT, HEW YORK
Presented by Rufui LeMalre sad George

Jessel, with book for musical comedy in

two acts by Qeorge 8. Kaufman and Marc
Connelly. Mu»lc and lyrics by Bert Kalmar
and Harry Ruby; staged by Bertram Har-
rison and Bert French. At the Selwyn.
New York. June 19.

Ellas Tarrow Tom Ij«wls

C. Warrsn Jennings Roy Atwell
Baron de Cartler .....Joseph Lertora
Theodore Mince ..Charles Lawrence
Harper Williams Clyde Hunnewell
David Williams Paul Frawley
Helen McQuttey Helen Ford
Maiibel McOuffey Queenle Smith
Grace Tarrow Stella Hoban
Man. Pasanova Joaa Clement
Specialty Dancers—Bobby Dale. Lovey Lee,
Use Bonwit, Nell Ames. Ops4 Hlckson,
William Dunn and Marls Payster.

The Trojan Women—Madge McCarthy.
Louise Bateman, Helen Gladding, Anna
Mae Dennehy, Mabel Stanford. Alice
Akers. Madia Harries and Madeline Sols-

Smalier Ones-Sybil Stokes. Kitty Malvern.
Elsie Dunn, Mildred Brown. Teddy Hud-
son. Helotse Sheppard. Virginia Birming-
ham. Thelma Marshall and Helen Paine.

The Men—Donald Heebner, Robert Cul-
bertson. Harold Raymond. Edward Price.
Charles) Townnend. Gene Collins, Leon
Battels, and William Leon.

against the "Seeing Double" comedy act In the "Passing Show," one of the

principal bits in "Rats," the Chariot revue produced In London, and con-

tracted by Selwyns for American presentation next season. Lawrence
Quinn is the author, and a copyright is claimed.

Reviews of "Scandals" and "The Passing Show" follow:

"Helen of Troy. New York,- Is a
debutting musical comedy 'for two
Arms, LeMaire & Jessel, Its pro-
ducers, and Kaufman & Connelly,
its writers. Both went to it with
trepidation. The producers because
they liked the book but needed a
bank roll for the production, and
the writers because they didn't like

their own book.
It's away from their style, this

hybrid musical comedy-revue for
Kaufman & Connelly. They made
their mark and rubbed it in with
"Dulcy," "To the Ladies" and "Mer-
ton of the Movies." But neither
need hide away on acount of
"Helen." They may have written
for song and dance interruptions,

but they put over a story on the
Arrow collar that someone else

might have done years ago if they
had thought of it Kidding all busi-

ness men. and tired business men
in particular, Is enough to make
anyone knowing the usual business
man and his "tiredness" when
there's nothing doing, laugh plenty.

"What Makes the Business Man
Tired" as the topical song hit of

the show tells it all. And that's

enough for the royalty drawing kids.

They probably have had their mus-
ical comedy experience in every
form, but they were game and
stuck, and here it Is, an entertaining

show different from the noisy
Broadway flashes and pleasing
enough in its wit and liveliness to

hold up against the field.

The LeMalre & Jessel end got

over, too, and they had their

struggles, plus. Rufus LeMalre was
and Is a theatrical agent, but
walked out of the business, tempo-
rr-rlly to hustle on a production.

Rufus, though, had previous knowl-
edge, acquired through trying to

make money out of a production
with his brother, George Le Malre
("Broadway Brevities") while in a
Shubert house (Winter Garden).

Even Houdinl couldn't escape from
a Shubert statement. George Jessel

is a comedian, pretty wise for so

young a boy and such a good come-

dian. He's at the Winter Garden
now in "The Passing Show."
'When everything settled down

LeMalre will remain on the man-
agerial end of the "Helen" produc-
tion with IS per cent, of the whole,,
while Jessel has 10 per vent of the
remainder. The other .75 per cent, is
held by Wtlmer ft Vincent, man-
agers of a vaudeville circuit in New
York and Pennsylvania* who can
never forget they passed up
"Kempy." But they got into "The
Gingham Girl" when the one per
cent, of that show were selling at
$150 each per cent. How many W.
A V. got never could be figured out
from amongst the mob of stock-
holders. "The Gingham Girl" con-
vinced the vaudevillians, however,
that there Is money in musical
shows, so they agreed to back
"Helen of Troy, New York" for
whatever was necessary, taking 76
per cent, to Insure them against
the unlimited credit
That's about all the inside there

Id to this piece excepting it had the
luck to open to a $9,000 guarantee
in West Virginia,
As to the performance Itself,

there flashed into that at the Selwyn
one Queenle Smith. She kept right
on flashing and never stopped, al-
though she did stop the perform-
ance. Meanwhile it was with diffi-
culty anyone else could be centered
upon. Helen Ford, a "Gingham
Girl" hit did nicely enough here,
but she had the Smith family
against her. That could be said for
all of the other women and most
of the men. The male end was
nicely balanced, with Tom Lewis
getting some laughs, while Charles
Lawrence In a youthful dumbbell
role that recalled Frank Tinney oft
and anon in delivery made the
most noticeable impression.
Queenle Smith was In the ballet

of the Met and also in the ill-fated
"Cinders," lately and briefly on the
Amsterdam roof (Dresden). As Miss
Smith progressed in an ingenue-
soubrettlsh way, doing everything
that came to her with commanding
attention, it was not suspected she
could toe dance. Walking into the
middle of a Russian dancing rally
at the opening of the second act.
Miss Smith ran the audience off of
their feet with, her toe work. There
wasn't a producer at the Selwyn
Tuesday night who didn't long for
a 10-year contract with Queenle
Smith. They could not have felt
otherwise after hearing the house
actually cheer her.

If "Helen" can't carry herself
along Queenle Smith will. The
chances are you will hear more
about Queenle this summer than
you will about "Helen."
Ruby and Kalmar lent a couple of

their ideas in numbers and they
were laughs ideas, while their music
and lyrics held up extremely well
with the staging alongside, while
the story, although skidded in and
out to make room for the rest, kept
its head far enough above to make
it worth following. 8ime.

THE OUTSIDER
London, June 4.

More tha* ordinary Interest at-
taches to the London presentation
of Dorothy Brandon's play, 'The
Outsider," which had Its pqemiere
at the St. James, May 31, because
of th« competition for its American
rights which have been disposed
of to William Harris, Jr. It safely
can be predicted Mr. Harris has a
very Interesting play, but It is not
so easy to hazard an opinion as to
its financial success In the States.
A conservative prognostication
would be that it will either be an
overwhelming success or an un-
qualified failure.
There are numerous indications

"The Outsider" was written by an
amateur In the art of playwritlng.
Many of the entrances and exits,

and excuses therefor, will not stand

(Continued on page 44)

"SCANDALS"
Book by Oeorfe White and William

K. WelU: lyrics by Bud Ds Sylva and
Ballard Mac Donald; mualc by Oeorse
Gershwin; staged by Whits; art direc-

tor, Herbert Ward.
Principals—London Palace Girls. Otlra

Vaughn. Mtscha voa Jsnin. Winnie
Llghtner, Lester Allen. Johnny Doo-
ley. Tom Patricola. Marge Waldron.
The* Llshtner. . Newton Alexander.
Richard Bold. Frank Webster. Helen
Hudson, De Lyle Alda. the Breens.
Tip-Top Pour.

"PASSING SHOW"
Book by Harold Atteridge; music by

Rlgmund Romberg and Jean Senwarts;
dances by Allan K. Foster; staged by
J. C. Huffman; art director. Watsoa
Barrett.
Principals—Helen Rhlpoian, George

Jessel. Hal Van Rensaelaer. Louis
Doss, Jack Hall. Barnett Parker.
George Hansel!. James Hamilton. Wil-
liam Prlngle, Roy Cummlngs, BJllee)
Shaw. Waiter Woolf. Ida M. Sparrow.
Bob Nelson. Jean Hay. Trado Twins.
Kd Flanagan. Alex Morrison. Nat
Nassrro. Josephine Drake. James
Watts. Anna Lowenworth, Phil Baker.

"THE LIVING CURTAINS"
White credits his curtain to

the Folies Bergere, though It

is no copy and was designed
and arranged by Herbert Ward.
The six beauties on it are en-
tirely nude, holding leaves with
which they partly cover them-
selves; extremely artistic and
lovely, with bronze and nature
background, reverently and in-
offensively posed; used as an
after-finale on both halves.

More massive than the White
curtain, and said to be a du-
plicate of the Folies Bergere.
with no credit given. The pic-
ture spoiled by a blonde girl at
the apex smiling and moving,
but in all very artfully put to-
gether and conceived. Alas
shown twice and causing a gasp
of surprise and a bun of ohs
and aha

"THE MIRROR NUMBER"
Called "Look in the Looking

Glass." done by Helen Hudson
and London Palace Girls. Six
mirror frames without mirrors,
while 12 girls do the old mirror
dance Idea. Well dressed and
set, but did not get over, lack-
ing novelty.

Called "The Hall of Mirrors'*
and done by Louise Dose and
It chorus girls, This Folies
Bergere novelty failed to reg-
ister except as a time-consumer.
As in White's show, the finish
was with a glass drop behind
the openings.

"THE LIVING ROSE"
This idea, originated in the

Pilcer revue In Paris, is done
with a single rose, Marga Wal-
dron, in a vase. Richard Bold
sings a tinny song at her, she
dismounts and does a bad dance
very well, returns and. as in the
Winter Garden version, scatters
petals down on the tenor. Pret-
ty picture and that's all; not
worth stealing by anybody.

Called "A Bunch of Roses,"
with Ida May Sparrow center as
the main rose and chorus la
dresses lifted to indicate closed
petals, which gradually corns
down; costumes not very artis-
tic or convincing. Waiter Woolf
sings a made- to-order rose
number. Miss Sparrow does a
meaningless toe dance, the girls
join in. Went fairly.

THE LIVING CHANDELIER"
George White eliminated this

Folies Bergere spectacle before
it was built, alleging he heard
it was to be in the Winter Gar-
den.

A stunning and costly thing
of crystal, with four beauties
hung aloft on a brilliant chan-
delier above Junk piled down oa
the stage.

r
"DIG A LITTLE DEEPER"

This Interpolated ditty, one of
| the cleverest of the year, by
James Hanley. the hit song of
the show, done with snap and
sophisticated Interpretation by
Winnie Llghtner In heW second
specialty.

Used by Phil Baker. It proved
the crash applause getter of the
entire revue, though an added
starter. Baker accompanies It
on his accordion and gets It over.
With Winnie's extra tag he'd
wreck the show.

"THE BREAKAWAY BALCONY1*

Used as a comedy scene with
the pick of White's cast, held
up by Tom Patricola's specialty
and Lester Allen's clowning,
with a scream finish as Miss
Llghtner starts coming down
with a well-contrived trick bal-
cony about 20 feet above stage.

This scene was rehearsed and
building of It was started for
the Winter Garden, but it was
suddenly called off and a scene
In which George Jessel works la
a box, translating • In Yiddish,
was substituted; small loss for
a big gain.

"Scandals" is far and away
the best show White has ever

produced. It matches up with

the "Music Box Revue" in every
particular except comedy. Aa a
revue author the accomplished
Mr. White is not so forte, and
Billy K. .Wells, of burlesque re-

nown, is still of burlesque. The
comedy bits creaked, and but
for the cleverness of the prin-

cipals and their obviously

patched together Individual

gags, the line-laughs were few.

However, as a production
spectacle "Scandals" this year lsv

gorgeous, and as a show it is

speedy, snappy. refreshing,

clever of conception, and re-

markably clean. Winnie Light-

ner's suggestive songs, none too

blue, gave about all the spice

there was except for the several

daring costumes, ail excusable,
however, by art—not an alibi,

but really lovely and always
palatable.
Lester Allen and Winnie

Llghtner share the comedy hit

honors, with Tom Patricola, a
new recruit to the revues, and
Johnny Dooley right with them.
De Lyle Alda, with very little

to do. easily walked* away with
the class triumph aa an in-
dividual. The girls are peaches.
The first act finale, on a huge

staircase with half the troupe
In blue as reformers and the
other half In scarlet as liberals,
led by Allen and Miss Llghtner,
was a bang, going Into a hangup
light-wines-and-beer compro-
mise number. The finale of the
second half, with Dornberger's
Jazz band starting and every-
thing flying to disclose a cafe
of many tiers and parallels, let
It out with a smash.
The enthusiasm was terrific

Some was sentimental, but all
seemed spontaneous. White did
not appear until for a bow in
evening clothes after the second
act curtain. He is not in this
year's company as an actor.
The production saw its high

spot in a Jewel number that,
except for one single punch like
the pearl curtain in the first
Music Box show, was the peer
of anything ever seen on any
stage. Throughout the costum-
ing was dainty, lavish and dell-
clously artistic. There Is no touch
of the piker anywhere In this
show. It should stay long and
prosper heavily. Lait.

"The Passing Show" has soms
sensational numbers, notably
the Duke of York wedding
scene closing the first half.

Starting with feeble comedy talk

in •'one,'* It goes to a West-
minster Abbey interior and the
wedding ceremony, in all the
most worth-while scene ever
presented at the Winter Garden.
As In White's show, the talk-

ing scenes are for the mala
piffling. George Hassell, who
occupies the center of most of
them, is dreary and heavy.
George Jessel!, the bright spot
of the company from, the male
side, is not on in the second half
at all, whereas In two first-part
bits he stops the proceedings.
Helen Shlpman, In a series of
eccentric comedy roles and one
or two pretty ones, shares with
him what individual honors
there are, scoring notably and
establishing herself as a bors
revue artiste forever. Joan Hay,
a British Importation, was a sad
flop.

The principals are unevenly
and badly distributed, probably
because of the haste of putting
on the piece for a rush opening.
This tells in the second portion
decisively. Phil Baker was
added Saturday to bolster up
this end.
This "Passing Show" Is big.

costly, and has the prettiest
chorus this reviewer has ever
seen at the Garden. It smells
liks money and should turn a
substantial profit even though
lacking the laughs that should
go with an Ideal summer show.
There is also a dearth of hoofing
for this style of fun.

It has ths continental stamp
even in the scenes not acquired
on the other side. Two bits from
the Illustrators' Show and a
Best Sellers number are typ-
ically Parisian, though of native
origin undoubtedly.
The costumes In the main are

nothing to rave over, though in
the York and one or two other
spots they shone forth in artis-
tic resplendence.
For a rush Job it Is a won-

derful one, and when It is grad-
ually balanced and some obvious
weak spots fortified, it threatens
to bo an unusual run and hit at
the uptown stand. Left.
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DIPLOMATS FROM COUNTRIES SOUTH

GUESTS OF THE PICTURE INDUSTRY

Many Central and South American Nations Repre-

sented in Party Going to Los Angeles—Industry

Behind Monroe Centennial Exposition, as Host

All of the Ambassador* and Min-

isters of the Central and South

American countries are to make a

transcontinental trip from Wash-

ington, D. C, to Los .Angeles, start-

ing next Wednesday as the guests

or the picture Industry. This is the

first time an Industry of any kind

ha: undertaken a junket of this

nature. Usually this sort of sight-

seeing tour Is conducted by the gov-
ernment Itself, but on this occasion

the fact that the motion picture in-

dustry Is largely behind the project

of the Monroe Centennial Exposi-
tion in Los Angeles, the government
has sanctioned inviting the foreign
< i fgnitaries.

Frederick H. Elliott, eastern rep-

resentative of the exposition, to-

gether with Jack Connelly, Wash-
ington representative of the Will II.

Hays organization, co-operated on
issuing the invitations and making
the arrangements for the trip. Hays
personally looked on the project

with favor, as It would tend to give
the Central and South American
representatives a greater insight
into the industry and also assist in

extending a feeling of good will as
a trade asset. This is especially
valuable at this time through the
efforts of foreign picture producers
to invade the markets south of the
Itio Grande with their productions.

Elliott will leave New York for
Washington Tuesday next and on
Wednesday two special cars will
leave Washington for Chicago,
where the Ministers and Ambassa-
dors will be entertained by the
Board of Trade at luncheon. The
ears will be switched to the Santa
Fe's California Limited, which
leaves Chicago next Thu.-sday night,
.-•iid the entire party will arrive in

Los Angeles in time for the official

opening of the Exposition on July 1.

The departure from Washington
will be filmed by International and
developed and printed In the U. S.
(Government laboratories, with a
print rushed to Chicago by airplane
to be shown to the party on the
train as they start on the Santa Fe.
The countries that are to be rep-

resented by either their Minister or
Ambassador are Peru, Bolivia, Pan-
ama, Guatemala, Honduras, Para-
guay. Haiti, Costa Rica, Venezuela.
Columbia, Brazil, Chill, Ecuador,
Nicaragua, Salvador, Cuba, Uraguay
and Mexico.
Both of the cars are compartment

*ind drawing room cars and each
ministerial party will have its own
room assigned to it. At present the
acceptances include the Peruvian
Ambassador and wife; the Bolivian
Minister, his wife and daughter;
Minister representing Panama and
wife; Guatamalan Minister and
wife; the Honduras Minister, his
wife and daughter; Paraguay's Con-
sul General, William W. Hlte and
wife, and the Ministers each of
Costa Rica, Venezuela and Colombia.
Last week, with the arrival here

of the first half-dollar coins minted
for the Exposition, Anna Case, ac-
companied by Frederick Elliott,
waited on President Harding at the
White House and presented him
with the first coin that was com-
pleted. The news weeklies played
up the stunt to the extent of un-
usual footage.

BRITISH GOV'T FILM MAY

BE DONE BY GRIFFITH

Mission Here Making Ar-

rangements—Locale in Far

East Colonies

A British government mission be-

gan conferences this* week with D
W. Griffith, looking toward the pro-
duction of an important- film docu-
ment dealing with Great Britian's
Far East colonies, particularly India,

work to begin late next fall.

This arrangement is the outcome
of negotiations opened just about a
year ago when Griffith was in Lon-
don attending to the showing of

"Way Down East" at the British
Capital. At that time it was re-

ported the producer might transfer
all his activities to the other side

and might dispose of his American
holdings. His decision was ex-
plained unofficially on the ground
of his distaste for the methods of

American financial and banking in-

terests who sought to impose hard
terms on production terms, while
English capital had expressed will-

ingness to provide generously for

financing pictures.

GOLDWYN-COSMO. VS.

FAMOUS MAYERS

JOLSON'S "BUCK MAGIC"

Temporary Title for Griffith Film
in Six Reels

Backing of Goldman's New
Theatre, St. Louis, Taken as

Indication of Active Strife

Between Dstributors

St. Louis, June 2*.

That Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan is

backing William Goldman in his

battle with Famous Players is seen
in the G-C combination financing
the erection of Goldman's St Louis
theatre on Grand avenue.
The deal was closed last night

by James R. Grainger and William
Goldman.
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan receives

bonds and the first run contract for

the house and also King's, which
protects it in this territory.

Production starts Monday on Al
Jolson's initial starring venture in

pictures. The tentative title of the
Jolson picture Is "Black Magic."
This will probably be changed later.

D. W. Griffith is directing. The film,

will be in about six reels.

Arthur Caesar wrote the original

script and Anthony Paul Kelly
made the adaptation for the screen.

It will be released via the United
Artists.

Jolson is working with Griffith

on a' percentage arrangement. Dur-
ing the course of the picture Jol-

son appears in both black and white
face. »

The picture will be filmed at the
Griffith studios in Mamoroneck.
N. T.

'UNTIL THE COMPLETION'

MEANS FINISHED FILM

LAST WITH U. A.

Griffith Is Anxious to

Supers
Return

I

to

FRAffXLIN LOOKS OYER SOUTH
Harold Franklin, executive head

of the Famous Players-Lasky the-
atres department, leaves New York
to-day (Thursday) for an extended
trip in the southern territory in-
specting the houses. He will imme-
diately go to Atlanta to complete
plans for the installation of a
musical stock organisation in the
house for the summer.
On his return to New York

Franklin will begin active work on
the final plans for the big house
which b\ P.-L. is to build on the
Putnam Building site, New York.
The actual work on the house, how-
ever, may not be started for a year,
because of building conditions at

the present time. The plans of Rapp
Sc Papp, the architects for the build-

ing, Tivve been finally approved with

a lew minor change*.

The D. W. Griffith production in

which Al Jolson is to be starred,

which will possibly be presented un-
der the title qf either "Black Magic"
or "Black and White." is to be the
final production the master of the
screen will direct under his arrange-
ment with the United Artists.

Griffith is to do super American his-

torical story for the screen this fall.

When the United Artists was
formed it was known as the "Big
Four" in the trade and had as its

big names Fairbanks, Plckford,
Griffith and Chaplin. Chaplin was
the last of the quartet to swing over
to the United, his contract existing
with First National preventing him
from taking any active part In the
producing program of the organiza-
tion. Griffith was the first to turn
over any pictures to the organiza-
tion.

With the discontinuance by Grif-
fith of his connection with the
United Artists it is stated this is

the forerunner of the possible dis-

solution of the entire plan of re-

leasing by organization which has
been under the general managership
of Hiram Abraros.

Griffith has long been anxious to

return to the field of producing
super pictures for road showings
rather than for release in the regu-
lar picture house?, and it is his de-
sire to start work this fall on a his-

torical picture of American life that
will overshadow the Famous Play-
ers' production of "The Covered
Wagon."

$15,000 ROOSEVELT RENT

"Under Sea" Rants Chicago House

—

$11,000 Weekly Expense

Chicago. June 20.

"Under the Sea in Ships" has
rented the Roosevelt for four weeks,
to follow the engagement of "The
Spoilers." which opens there July 2

fof an indefinite run with a mini-
mum of three weeks.
The rental for "Under the Sea" is

Si 5,000 a week, and as the house
cost $11,000 a week to operate, this

suro profit of $4,000 a week for Bal-
nhan & Katz during warm weather
is iin attractive looking.

Ince Remaking "Fritchie"
Thomas H. [net If to remake

"Barbara Fritchie." The produc-
tion was originally made some years

npo with Mary Mllet Minter, and
released through Metro.
The Ince production is to be made

as a special with fl possible view t"

road showing the production.

TAX DISCREPANCIES

Federal Grand Jury Investigating in

Buffalo District

Buffalo, June 20.

The Federal Grand Jury sitting

here next month will investigate al-

leged shortages in amusement tax
returns of several Buffalo picture
houses, according to Chief Deputy
Collector Hamilton of the Buffalo
district, who has embodied prelim-
inary findings in a report filed with
United States Attorney Donovan
this week.

Investigations by the revenue de-
partment have uncovered large dis-

crepancies chiefly in the failure to

correctly state the precise number
of admissions. In a number of cases
there has been absolute misappro-
priation of funds, with the smaller
picture houses being the chief of-

fenders. Several theatres are still

under examination, and it was inti-

mated by Collector Hamilton that at
least one large downtown Buffalo
theatre is involved.

It was also stated that the investi-

gation covered 14 counties in West-
ern New York, including Rochester,
Blmiqa. and Jamestown. A similar
probe is being conducted at this

time in Cleveland, Louisville and
Indianapolis. No Buffalo names were
divulged, but a Rochester case, in-

volving a Frank Bell was mentioned.
Among the Buffalo cases probed

was one of a theatre whose books
had been burned, but whose ac-
counts were reconstructed by the
revenue agents by checking the
tickets delivered to the owners by
the company printing the theatre
tickets. In another instance, a house
reporting its first two months' busi-
ness was found to have been operat-
ing over 10 months previous.
The collector further stated that

the Carver company, formerly op-
erating the Empire, whose manager.
Samuel Carver, was convicted of
misappropriating $7,000 In taxes be-
longing to the government, imme-
diate repayment of which was or-
dered by the court, had as yet failed

to repay the money.
United States Attorney Donovan

refused tq comment on the situation
beyond stating that the reports had
been filed with him by Collector
Hamilton.

SPECIALS FOR RIALTO, L. A.
Los Angeles, June 20.

The Rialto, one of the Famous
Players and Sid Grauman controlled
houses, is to close within the next
few weeks. Mr. Grauman is now on
his way here from the east, where
he concluded a contract disposing of
his interest in the new Metropolitan,
for which he received $800,000.

On his arrival here plans will be
drawn for the remodeling of the
Rialto with a view to increasing the
seating' capacity and making the
house the home of special features
for extended runs.

LUBITSCH WITH WARNERS
Lob Angeles, June 20.

Ernest Lubitsch, the German di-

rector who made "Passion" and
came to this country to direct Mary
l'ickford in "The Street Singer"
which was recently completed has
been placed under contract to di-

rect for Warner Bros.
Lubitsch's first production for the

Warners will be the Belasco play,

Peburau."

RITZ 'DAUGHTER" PICTURE
"What's Tour Daughter Doing?"

is ta be released in September as
possibly the first production to be
marketed by the Rita Pictures, in

which J. D. Williams Is the principal

factor. Williams, it is known, has.

secured the picture, and interested

with him in the venture are C. R.

Seeley and William Yogel.
The production was made on the

coast, with the name of the director

kept under cover, although it is

rumored Lois Weber was the direct-

ing head.

Actor's Judgment for $6,000
Against Producer Affirmed—
Six Weeks to Make Picture

A decision regarding the employ*
tnent of film people "until the com-
pletion" of film productions has
been passed upon by the Appellate
Division in the case of Warner
Oland in one of its serial metiers.

Oland was to receive $1,000 a
week "until the completion" of the
serial. He was dismissed when all

the scenes in which he was to ap-
pear were "shot," as is often the

case when on location. The serial

Itself was not completed for an*
other six weeks. Oiand sued for

$6,000 salary due for the period al-

though he did not actually work.
The lower court granted Oland

Judgment for the full amount on the

pleadings and the upper court af-

firmed it last week, maintaining

that the full letter of the contract

should be lived UP to.

Rosenthal Accused of Embszsiing

Washington, June 20.

Charged with having embessled

some $10,000 from the Independent

Film Company of Baltimore. Lester

Rosenthal. 25, was arrested here by
the local police.

MOVING PICTURES BY RADIO

SUCCESSFULLY DEMONSTRATED

c. F. Jenkins of Washington Developing Ex-

periment—Improvement Will Perfect Them,

Inventor Says—U. S. Navy Cooperating

Washington, June 20.

Motion pictures by radio are -now

an established fact. These pictures

are still In what might be termed a
rather crude state of development,

but such progress has been made
the inventor, C. F. Jenkins, a local

man, feels that improvements he is

now working on will bring final

perfection to this latest work of hia

Before officials of the Bureau of

Standards, the government's official

testing bureau; the Navy Depart-
ment and the Post Office Depart-
ment, Mr. Jenkins demonstrated bis

invention in his laboratory at 1315

Connecticut avenue in this city.

The witnesses of the demonstra-
tions saw upon a small cardboard
screen set up in one room of the
laboratory movements of Mr. Jen-
kins' hand as he manipulated his

finger in front of the "radio eye"
device in another room. The fingers

of Mr. Jenkins were wiggled before
this device and their movement
faithfully reproduced, although
somewhat indistinct in the next
room, still clear enough, however,^
to be plainly seen. The improve-
ments Mr. Jenkins Is now working
on have his confidence to such a
degree that he states his next
demonstration will have this re-

production clear.

The experts watching the demon-
stration included Henry D. Hub-
bard, director of the Bureau of
Standards; Prof. C. C. Diller and
George H. Vaneman, also of the
bureau; Paul Henderson, Jr., sec-
ond assistant postmaster-general,
and A. Crossley, radio expert of the
Navy Department. In speaking to
them Mr. Jenkins stated that his
invention is simpler even in con-
struction than that of his still radio
picture device. The distance to
which motion pictures can be sent
is limited only by the sending ca-
pacity of the radio equipment, he
explaining that transoceanic and
transcontinental projection will be
possible if the radio stations have
sufficient power for the transmis-
sion of the pictures.

In explaining the working of his
device Mr. Jenkins endeavored to
use non-technical expressions, stat-
ing that the process is "extremely
simple" after the finishing of his
still picture broadcasting device,
this latter invention being a fur-
ther development of this, his prln-
tlpal problem being to transmit
these "still" pictures with such
rapidity as to produce the eff . of
motion pictures. This is accom-
plished by the throwing of about
If pictures per second in succes-
sion before the eye. This is the

same speed as that of the regular
motion picture projecting machine.
The key to the solution of this

rapid succession of pictures is a
peculiar new optical shape of glass,

known as the "lens-faced prismatic
ring." In Mr. Jenkins' still -picture

work the inventor uses plain pris-
matic rings, the function of which
is to move an illuminated image

—

which is to be transmitted across a
photo-electric cell, thus enabling the
changing of light variations Into
radio pulsations. To complete the
traveling of all parts of this image
across the cell requires but six min-
utes.

In the new speed device each pic-
ture is completed in about one-
sixteenth of a second. This accel-
eration was made possible by the
addition to the plain ring of a circle

of small lenses, which flash the
image across the cell while the ring
is traveling at thousands of revolu-
tions per minute.
But slight changes are made at

the receiving end, the radio pulsa-
tions are "picked up" on the cus-
tomary radio receiving and ampli-
fying set, the varying radio cur-
rents, however, being made to light
a special super-sensitive electric
lamp instead of sounding in a tele-
phone receiver.

In further describing his inven-
tion Mr. Jenkins said: "The fluctu-
ating light from the lamp in turn is

projected through a second pris-
matic ring, the exact duplicate of
the one at the sending end revolv-
ing at the same speed, and the
image is thus again 'built up' just
as it was before being 'spliced up'
across the sending cell.

'The new Invention requires no
photographic equipment or proc-
esses of any kind and involves no
film whatsoever. It actually 'sees'

a moving object at the sending end
and flashes it forth on a screen at
a distant point with no other me-
dium other than Hertzian waves."

In commenting upon the invention
one of the local evening dailies set
forth the possibility that the Secre-
tary of War. when this invention Is

completed, may sit at his desk Jn
the State. War and Navy building
here and see a distant battle as it

is (OQght. The inventor also claims
that it will be possible fr<r grand
opera to be both heard an 1 seen
from your own parlor through the
combining of the present radio and
his device.

Mr. Jenkins Is arranging for long
broadcasting experiments to prove
the practicability of his Invention.
The navy has already offered him
the use of their equipment through-
out the United States.
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BIGGEST TRADE AD

Picture Concern's Quick Work

in Printing—60,000 for

Bun

•

The William Fox organization Is

out with an announcement of its

program of releases for the season
of 1923-24 which includes 25 spe-
cials. 27 star series pictures, 12 Im-
perial comedies. 20 Sunshine come-
dies. 8 Al. St. John comedies. 3

Clyde Cook comedies, 26 educational
short subjeefs and the weekly Is-

sues of the Fox News.

The announcement is an imposing
one anl is being presented to the
exhibitors with the biggest cam-
paign of trade advertising that has
ever been attempted In history, not
only in the film Industry but the
world of trade at laTge.

A 72-pnge four color insert is the
method being employed to broadside
the exhibitors in four film trade
publications. In addition the Fox
organization will bind the insert into
book form and hit all of the ex-
hibitors of the country with a copy
as well as flooding the foreign terri-
tories.

The insert broadside was pro-
duced under the personal super-
vision of Winnie Sheehan. general
manager of the Fox organization,
Vivian Moves, head of the pub-
licity and advertising departments,
handled the detail work and tied

up practically all of the art en-
graving plants of the city for a pe-
riod of three weeks to get the ple.tes

oiu for the job. In addition to the
Fox staff or writers and artists, any
number of outside forces and free
lance workers were secured to turn
the insert out in a little more than
three weeks. 'The original estimate
by color engravers was that the job
could not be done under three
month The Fox organization ac-
complished what seemed the impos-
sible In turning It nit in three
weeks.
The total -run on the inserts is

60.000 of 7 2 -pages each. Ten color
presses working on a 24-hour nc.hed-
ule were required to get the printing
out.

In I he Fox program announce-
ment "If Winter Comes" heads the
list of specials. The screen version
of A. S. M. Hutchinson's best seller

was directed by Harry Millarde and
was almort a year in the making.
Percy Marmont heads the cast
which also includes Ann Forrest,
Margaret Fielding. Sidney Herbert,
William Riley Hatch, and Raymond
Bloomer.

N. Y. STATE EXHIBITORS ELECT BRANDT

AT LUKEWARM CONVENTION IN SYRACUSE

Meeting Fail* to Evolve Anything of a Constructive
Nature—Presidency Went Begging Until Brandt
Accepted— Other Officers Elected— Michigan
Represented but Did Not Pledge Herself

PICKET CANT RECOVER

Sued Theatre Managers for $35,000
for Fait* Arrest

Kansas City, June 20.

Ralph Matherny, arrested while
picketing the Ashland Picture The-
atre last year, and who sued the
managers for $35,000 damages, lost
his suit before a circuit judge this
week.
The plaintiff, while acting for the

local picture operators* union, was
arrested four times while picketing.
In the police court he was dis-
charged. He brought suit against
William Shelton and Richard Stod-
man. proprietors of the theatre, for
false arrest.
The case was tried before a Jury.

FILMING LINCOLN'S LIFE

World's Largest Film Library with
$1,000,000 Backing

Cincinnati, June 20.
The life of Abraham Lincoln on

(he screen is contemplated by Albert
Krlppendorf, who is prepared to in-
vest $1,000,000 in a proposed world's
largest mm library, located In this
city.

Krlppendorf is president of the
Geographic Pilms Co.

IRIS ASHT0N DECEIVED
Iris As!.ton. of picture fame, mar-

n "' 1 '" ,
•• time ago. Bhc thought

she K..S h. I tiling up with a million-
aire v, h -,i ».

I »• took the walk to the
altar with William Albert Badger.
Bui his afterward admitted that
s !'.- had heei* Htung. as the goods ivai
nol ,,r (he millionaire (•:.!!!.!<• that
she thought it v\a«.
The latest chapter In ti.^ Iris

A "'itf.n and tbe near-millionaire ro-
,n 'u " PPed up this we.l< when
the scree,, actress obtained a dceiee
or divorce. •

Syracuse, June 20.

The M. P. T. O. of New York
State closed their annual convention
with a banquet here this evening at
which Will H. Hays. State Senator
James J. Walker, and the newly
elected president William Brandt of
Brooklyn were the principal speak-
ers. The convention has been in
session for two days and up to the
present it has the aspect of being a
decidedly luke warm affair with
nothing whatsoever accomplished in
the way of presenting anything in

a constructive form for the exhibi-
tors of the country at large that
might lead L) a closer co-operation
of the exhibitors of the entire na-
tion.

Today's session naturally held as
its higa light the election of officers.

The honor of the presidency went
begging, it having in turn been of-
fered to Mike Walsh of Yonkers and
several others who refused the
berth. Finally William Brandt of
Brooklyn was offered the^honor und
he hurriedly voiced an acceptance.
Brandt was unanimously voted the
office. The lour vice-presidents
elected were William A. Dillon, of
Ithica; I* A. Buettner, of Cohoes;
Meyer Shine, of Gloversville; Mor-
ris Slotkin, of Ruffalo. Sam Ber-
man was re-elected as secretary and
A C. Hayman as treasurer.
The Board of Directors has Jules

Michales of Buffalo as chairman and
the following members, Leo Brecher,
Bernard Edlehertz, David Cohen,
William Benson. Mike Shea, Charles
O'Reilly, Rudolph Sanders, Sol
Moses. Oscar Perrln, Sam Sucklo,
and V. A. Warren.

After the election of officers Lou
Blumenthal made a speech on high
film rentals, using the usual cry of
the' exhibitor against the high-
priced swivel chair executives .of

the distributing organizations as
adding terrifically to the overhead
that is passed on to the exhibitor.

He urged a co-operative movement
with the Will H. Hays organization
to bring about a lower rental price

for screen product.
State Senator James J. Walker

also spoke and urged the exhibitors
to get together and organize, for in

organization lay their only salva-
tion. He pointed out the fact that

the exhibitors had a strong na-
tional organization a year ago,

whereas today they had nothing
that amounted to anything as far

aa a countrywide body was con-
cerned. His only reference to Syd-
ney S. Cohen was more or less

veiled, and wss in the form, how-
ever, that could not be mistaken.
Walker stated that it was time for

the exhibitors to call for a new
deck and make sure that they had
a square dealer at the head of the

table.

Peter J. Brady, who wns present,

also spoke, and managed to have a
resolution passed by the convention
calling for the producers and dis-

tributors to have the union label on
all of their printing.

The final speaker of the afternoon
was E. C. Mills, of the American So-
ciety of Authors. Composers and
Publishers, who was invited to be

present to present his society's side

of the music tax question to the ex-

hibitors. At the outset Mr. Mills'

talk bore evidence that it was going

to be interesting, but just as he was
warminr; up to his subject the chair,

which was occupied by the new
|

president, rudely interrupted him
and informed him that he would

J

have to cut his talk short. This did

not evidently meet with th<< ap-

proval of all of those present. It

was the s cond break of the after*

noon that Brandt made that did n<.t

meet with s i<"> per cent, approval

of the men that ! ><• is lo lead durl :

the coming j ear.

Earlier in the afterrooi Brand!
poke from the floor and started t<>

condemn Kodolph Valentino as a

contract jump**', spoke scathing!)

c:' Valenth n > »peanoice l ior< the

national exhibitor body l.i Chh igo

and th«« fa< t thai h** hud received

a flattering r ptiou then lit

then tried r<» introduce a resolution

condemning V'ulentino specifically

and contract jumpers in general.
but he failed to get away with it

for the up -state exhibitors would
have nothing to do with anything
that looked as though they were go-
ing out of their way to fight Fa-
mous Players battles. After con-
siderable discussion Brandt was
forced to be quiet and his resolu-
tion was discarded.
On the basis of the Tuesday night

proceedings the proposition of na-
tional organization based on New
York ao a nucleus in the affiliation

of Michigan ooked like a faraway
prospect.

R. M. Ritchie, secretary of the
Michigan organization, appeared on
the convention platform as a single
representative of the malcontents.
but he pledged himself to nothing. -

His speech was modeled on the
Will H. Hays system of smooth dis-
course which carries no kick. Sub-
sequently it was learned from
Ritchie he Is here as an observer.

Ritchie expressed the Michigan
idea in these terms:
"We are out for a co-operative

organization on all matters of feel-

ing. The exhibitors of Michigan
will. In all respects, co-operate with
New' York on such matters as legis-

lation to eliminate the admission
tax and will com: through with full

financial support for any movement
such as t/tat outlined by Congress-
man McGregor, to this end."
Mr. McGregor, representative

from the 41st district, had just out-
lined his proposal to reintroduce his
measure defeated at the last session
for the elimination of the admission
tax and it was upon this point that
Mr. Ritchie hung his address.
The first day's session as. far as

the formal proceedings were con-
cerned had to do with preliminary
considerations of the tax question.
Mr. McGregor made It plain that

exhibitor backing and support na-
tionwide in scope was the first es-

sential toward progress In tax re-

lief.
#

His speech brought a response
from R. H. Lee, of Croton. N. Y..

who declared he had paid taxes
amounting to $750 in a year In

which his own net profit had totaled

$350, in addition to which he had
been fined $25 for failure to put the
name of his theatre across the top

of his ticket.

Lobby gossip at the outset of the

convention set up two presidential

candidates. William Brandt, former
head of the theatre Owners' Cham-
ber of Commerce, of New York;
William Dillon of Ithaca; none other

than "Bill" Dillon, the old-time
vaudeville actor who acted as chair-

man at last night's session, and
Sam Berman.

VALENTINO TOUR ENDS

Mineralava Made Money but Offset

It in Heavy Advertising

Rodolph Valentino ended his tour

under management of the Min-
eralava Interests at Nashville last

week, but is said to have booked
himself for several dates to follow.

The beauty clay corporation made
an average of $6,500 profit each
week and lost money on the actual

deal because of heavy advertising
expense. Valentino's income during
the tour averaged $8,500 weekly.
The former sheik Is said to h.<\<

booked passage for Kuropr .Tuly L*."».

TYRONE POWER ARRESTED
Los Angeles, .Tun** 20.

Tyrone Power was arrested on a

v\ arrant charging non -support for

hi*. tWO minor children. The com-
plainant was his former wife, known
t.» fans at Patia Power and In pri-

\:tt»- lift* n* KmntH R. ArfMT. |\m.-..-.

was released on $i,r»O0 ball.

The Powers were secret 1,.- i]i

forced In San Diego July, 19>. Tl •

courl directed that the actor sup-
port his two children, the boj iged
!•. and the girl, 7.

According to his former v»- f-

POWef lit- not sup|K>rted them •"•

the pas? year The children h •

'•fen living wi'ii their mother

KANSAS CFTY FINDS NEW
WAY TO TAX SHOWS

County Court Will Enforce Old

Statute—May Possibly

Be Opposed

Kansas City. June 20.

In spite of the many licenses and
different taxes the managers of

amusement places are called upon
to pay, those In this county and
Kansas City are to be taxed again,

this time by the county court. The
action is under a statute which has

not been enforced for some time
but the County Court, upon advice
of the county counselor, and be-
cause the county needs the money,
has ordered the collector to shake
the bushes. Under the statute
every kind of on amusement place,

from a skating rink to a circus is

liable and must pay.
The court's order, based on the

schedules provided by law, calls for

a collection of $25 a month from all

theatrical or minstrel shows, where
an admittance fee of $1 or less Is

charged. Upon shows charging
more than $1 and less than $1.50

a monthly tax of $62.50* Is levied.

Where the admission is more than
$1.50 the monthly tax Is $100. All

of the legitimate houses In Kansas
City will have to pay under this

last rating. }
All of the down town picture

houses will have to pay an annual
license of $100 while the suburban
houses are taxed according to seat-

ing capacity, vie: Those having a
capacity of 800 or more, $50 a year;

those with less than 800 seats, $25

a year, and those outside the c^ty

limits $26 - a year.
Exhibitions given in amusement

parks, to which an admittance Is

charged, either by the park or the

exhibition, must pay $50 a month.
Circuses will be taxed $500 for the

first day and $100 for each sibse-

quent day. When it is considered
that these amounts ore in addition

to those collected by the city under
special licenses and merchants
taxes, it will be seen that the man-
agers are up against an extra ex-

pense.
There is a possibility that the ac-

tion of the county court to collect

this money will be opposed. Two
years ago a similar attempt was
made but the manager of one of

the big theatres started a court

contest and the county authorities

abandoned the plan.

1*

l»»

BIRTH OF A NATION'

SHOWING IN KANSAS?

Report It's Fixed After State

Has ftarred Film for

Five Years

STARTING "THE VIRGINIAN"
Tom Forman has started work on

the production of "The Virginian,"

in which Kenneth Harlan Is to play

the title role for Preferred Pictures.

The picture Is being made at Lone
Pine, California, where a big camp
has been located. Originally Doug-
las Fairbanks held the rights to this

story and was going to produce It

last summer after having completed
"Robin Hood."
Preferred first engaged Waldemar

Young to do the script of the Owen
Winter novel, but his Illness com-
pelled them to swing the continuity
work to Hope Loring and her hus-
band, Louis T). T,!ghton.

In support of Harlan will be Flor-
ence \ 'klor. Russell Simpson, Pat
O'Mallejr, Raymond Hatton. Milton
Ross, Sam Allen, Bertram Hadley
and John Steppling.

STORY FOR YOUNG FAIRBANKS
Los Angeles, June 20.

The question of what will be se-
eded as ihe initial vehicle for
Douglas Fail banks. Jr's. debut on
the screen as a Famous Players-
Lasky star has* narrowed down to a
choice between Mirk Twain's "Tom
Rawyer" and an original script by
Julian Street, the novelist, with the
matter to b€ decided this wee'.-.

Street arrived in Los Angeles to-
il »> to confer with F. P. officials re-

garding the possible use of his story.
is wi unnamed.
l»"U«<laM Fairbanks. ,lr., and his

mother, who la now Mrs Joseph
Kv ins. have arrived here. Douglas,
Sr., was not at th<- train to meet or
«!••» them, possibly failing to be
h attendance t» Avoid maiiiai em-
'•

' i i .tit' iii.

Kansas City, June 20.

The announcement -thai the Sfetit*

had been greased to allow The
Kirth of a Nation" to be shown in
Kansas has started something which
has not been finished and which
threatens to develop a choice bit of
political intrigue and scandal.

The first report coming from To-
peka had it the picture would be
given a showing before the state
board of picture censors and that it

would be approved.
This was rather startling informa-

tion, aa the film has been barred
from the Sunflower State for over
five years. Former Governor Capper.
after he had seen it at a private
showing, issued specific orders that
it should not be stiown, and former
Governor Allen, after making a spe-
cial trip to review the picture, was
just as emphatic in his disapproval.
Much political and personal pressure
was used to persuade both Govern-
ors to relent and allow the picture-
to be exhibited, but there was noth-
ing doing.
As soon aa this last announcement

broke, R. O. Liggett, president of the
Kansas organisation of moving pic-
ture theatres, went to Topeka to en-
ter a protest with Governor Davis
against his board giving permission
for the presentation. He stated his
protest would be based on the fact
that for many yeara it had been kept
out of the state by ohjections from
many cltixena who believed Its show-
ing would arouse racial prejudice,
and that permission at this tirn-
would have the appearance of the
Injection of politics into the picture
business.
The day after the story broke.

C. W. Stater of Oklahoma City, who
claims the exclusive state rights for
Kansas for the picture, appeared
here before the board of censors anl
asked for an early showing. He then
went to Topeka. where he carried his
flght for the picture before Gov-
ernor Davis. Mr. Stater claims cer-
tain Interests are attempting to pre-
vent him from showing the film by
holding him up In hopes of skim-
ming the cream off the profits of thw
exhibition. He offers aa proof of his
claims that he had told no one of his
intentions to ask the censors for a
hearing, yet the n*ws was given out
before he made his request.

Stater says he was once sum-
moned to Wichita from his home In
Oklahoma City and was visited In
his office there, where a proposition
was put up to him. That both times
he was assured the politicians cou'd
handle the matter and that both of
the proposals were made to him be-
fore the present board of censors
was appointed, but that the politi-
cians insisted they could "turn the
trick."
Mrs. Gertrude Sawtell of Kansas

City, Kan., chairman of the board or
censors, branded as unfounded the
reports regarding the affair, and was
emphatic in her denial that any In-
fluence was being brought te bear
on the board to pass the film, and
expressed a belief that the plelur*
will not be passed if it does come no
for the board's indorsement.
On account of tho publicity given

the affair It Is expected the request
for a showing will he held up for
some time, but the charges and
countercharge^ have created no litt>
interest in Kansas politics, and more
interesting angles to the story can
be expected.

WIDOW'S SUIT DISMISSED
*

Mrs. Loeklear May File Amended
Complaint Against Fox

Ruby Graves Loeklear, widow of

Lieut. Ormer Lock year, who wws
killed August 2. 1920, doing stunt
aeroplanlng for the Fox Film Corp..

has had her $50,000 suit against the

picture company dismissed In the

New York Supreme Court. Mrs.
Loeklear sued on the ground she
was to receive live per cent, of the

net profits of the picture for giving
her permission to advertise 'thai
the Fox Film Corp. showed its deep
sympathy for the families of these
two daring men by Immediately
voting them ten per cent, of the
profit of 'The Skywsyman.' This
greatest thriller ever made In pic-

tures with Lieut. Loeklear will be
released August 29." Lieut. Milton
Fdliott was also killed with Loek-
lear.

Mrs. Loeklear <I«imed five per
cent, of the 11,000.000 tin- pit tin- ll

alleged to have earned. Justic*
Tiemey, in granting Saul Jv Rog-
ers' motion foi the defense to dis-

miss the complaint because it do«»s

nol set forth facts sufficient to con-
stitute a cause for aetion. held that
Mrs. Loeklear does not state hovr
rnueh net profits the film has ram'd
and why she claim* the $j0.00"
Sn* j* given leave to fl'e *n amend I

mplsinl,
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HOLDING OVER "MAIN STREET";

B'WAY'S SURPRISE LAST WEEK

Nothing Else Held Up in Regular Houses—Strand

Did $29,700 Against Capitol's $33,400, With

"Shriek of Arahy"

The Broadway pre-release picture

palaces in the Times square district

last week failed to show any de-

cided recovery from the slump at

the box offices the previous week.

With a break in the weather that

was somewhat cooler than the pre-

ceding; seven days, the box offices

showed practically the same on the

returns in the final count up. The

surprising feature was that "Main

Street," at the Strand, pulled un-

usual business, and was conse-

quently held over a second week.

This week, with a heat wallop, the

picture is falling off.

One other thing was shown by

-Main Street." and that is the power

of the dally paper reviews is prac-

tically nil when ranged against a

title of this sort that the public has

made up Us mind to see. Several

of the New York daily papers

panned the Warner Bros, feature

to the limit, but still the picture did

business. The local exploitation de-

partment of the producers worked
overtime with freak stuff along
Broadway, which, in the main,
seemed to cheapen the attraction

rather than enhance its draught.
But the week found the statement
carrying a gross of $29,700, un-
usual business for the Strand at this

time of the year.
The Capitol held the Mack Ben-

nett five-reel comedy, "The Shriek
of Araby." with Ben Turpin, a fea-
ture that would have made a good
two-ree!er. At the beginning of the
week the Capitol management
looked for a $40,000 week, but they
were disappointed to the extent of
more than $6,000 when the final fig-

ures were totaled.
A surprising thing Is the fact that

next week the Capitol "Passion" is

to play a return date. That picture
had its first American presentation
at that house about two and a half
years ago and broke the box office
record up to that time. It was in the
middle of the winter, however, when
the picture was shown.
The Famous Players chain, Ri-

alto and Criterion made a fair
showing on the week. The Crite-
rion was the strongest of all three
when taken in the light of receipts.
Its gross went to $10,945, slightly
better than the week before, and
showed that with any break in the
weather. "The Covered Wagon"
could be counted on not only to run
through the summer, but well into
next season. "Only 38" at the
Kivoli got almost $14,000. while at
the Rialto "The Snow Bride" drew
around $11,500. Hot weather hits
these two houses hard, and in the
past during heat waves they have
been known to drop as low as $7,000
on the week.

D. W. Grifflith withdrew "The
White Rose" from the Lyric last
week at the end of the announced
•ngagement, and the house remained
dark this week, reopening next
week with "Human Wreckage," the
Mrs. Wallace Reid film exponing
the drug traffic. At the little Cameo
"Enemies of Women" pulled a
week's gross that was about equal
to that of the first week that the
picture played there.
The estimated figures for last

week's business are:
Cameo— "Enemies of Woman"

(Cosmopolitan - Goldwyn). (Seats
639; scale, 55-85; 2d week.) Pulling
rather strong fore part of week, but
slacked off little toward end; $5,250.
Capitol—"The Shriek of Araby"

(Sennett-AUied Producers and Dis-
tributors). (Seats 6,300; scale. 55,

86, $1.10.) Gross somewhere in
neighborhood of $33,400 on week.

Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
(Paramount). (Seats 608; scale,
mats. $1 top; eves $1.50.) Recov-
ered slightly from week before,
getting $10,495.
Lyric—"The White Rose" (D. W.

Griffith-United Artists.) Seats 1,400;
scale, Mats. $1 top; eves. $1.50.)
Played out four weeks announced.
clo8lnjp\Sunday. Around $5,600 on
flfinl work
Rialto— 'The Snow Bride" (Para-

mount). (Seats 1.960; scale, 55, 85.

99.) Finished week somewhat un-
der previous one. gross being
$11,420.
Rivoli—"Only 38" (Paramount).

(Seats 2,200; scale. 66, 85, 99.) Good
picture, but holding title rather
weak. Showed no pulling power at
box office, but entertained audiences.
Week's receipts, $13,870.
8trand—"Main Street" (Warner

Bros). (Seats 2,900; scale, 35, 50.

85.) This house did outstanding
business of street despite several
papers panned picture. Finished
with gross of $29,700. and picture
beld over for additional week.

BEACHES OPPOSE

L A. FILM HOUSES

KANSAS CITY RUMORS

ON INCOMING INTERESTS

Loew, Fox and Goldwyn Men-

tioned— Pantages Got

Break Last Week

Matinee Business Shot to

Pieces—Nights Holding

Up Fairly Well

Los Angeles, June 20.

The jingle wasn't worked to ex-
cess in the box offices the pa week.
No records were hung up. The
beaches appear to be getting in

their "dirty" work, and from now
on the film houses will have formid-
able opposition. The night shows
have not shown a great falling off,

the matinees being hardest hit so
far. The takings:

California— "Westbound Limited"
(P. B. O. Seats 2.000; 25-55).

Emory Johnson production starring
Ralph Lewis. Melodrama appealed
to big audiences. Took $13,005.
Kinema—"The Shock" (Universal.

Seats L800; 25-55). Lon Chaney in
lead. .Fairly well received. Third
Round or 'Leather Pushers" serial
also listed, Reginald Denny fea-
tured. Usual fillers. Grossed $14,-
150.
Grauman't—"The Tiger's Claw"

(Paramount. Seat* 2,200; 25-35).
Jack Holt given type in advertising.
Easter and Hazelton's last week.
Bathing skit, with plenty of girls,
added draw. Estimated a. $17,290.

Metropolitan—"The Woman with
Four Faces'* (Paramount. Seats 3.-

700; 35-55). Betty Compson starred,
with Richard Dix and Gebrge Faw-
cett in next size. Fairly well re-
ceived. Ben Black's band a big at-
traction, with Fred MacPherson,
local favorite, drawing with solos.
Showing in mornings only of Ein-
stein him attracted -many interested
in science. George O'Hara in
"Fighting Blood" (R-C) also shown.
Garnered $26,900 on week.
Grauman's Rialto—"Divorce"

(R-C). Seats 800; 35-55 (opening
Tuesday). Jane Novak starred and
Chester Bennett, director, played up
prominently. Critics did not rave
over picture. Usual Grauman sup-
plementary program. Clocke . $1,800.
Grauman's Hollywood—"The Cov-

ered Wagon (Paramount. Seats 1,-

800; 50-$ 1). Still is hard to get
good seats unless reserved away
ahead. Got a little better than $21.-
000.

Mission—"Down to the Sea In
Ships" (Hodkinson. Seats 900; 35-
80). Elmer Clifton's maritime
thriller. Business fell off slightly
and management is announcing
downtown showing of "Robin Hood."
for next Wednesday. Got $8,350.
Loews State—"Brass" (Warner

Bros, Seats 2,400; 35-r,5). Strong
advance publicity and advertising
plus the now passe-personal appear-
ance of stars with usual movie-tak-
ing opening night gave fil.n a great
start. Picture liked evidently by
public. Critics, however, didn't fall
over themselves lauding it. Fan-
tasie, "Sea of Dreams," well staged.
Grossed $18,615.

PERFECT OUTDOOR WEATHER l

• HELD DOWN LOOP HOUSES

KATHERINE'S USUAL FLOP

MacDrnald Picture Fell Down in
Detroit Last Week

Detroit, June 20.

Cool evening« all last week helped

to hold up the gross of the picture
theatres.
The big money -getter was "Ene-

mies of Women," which closed a
three weeks 'engagement at the
Adams, and which could have re-
mained another week or two to
profit. i. ile business.
The disappointment was "The

Lonely Road," with Katherlne Mac-
Donald, at the Madleon, who did
her u;uai flop. It is not because
Mis* MacDonald lacks popularity
here, but due to the fact she is not
given pood stories.
Adams—"Enemies of Women"

(Cosmopolitan). Around $50,000 for
threj weeks.
Broadway Strand — "The Abys-

mal Brute." Business good. Around
$7,000.
Maoison—"The Lonely Road."

Fell considerably under $10,000.
Capitol—"Girl of Golden West."

Good. Around $18,000.
Fox- Washington—"Three Jumps

Ahead" and a World of short sub-
jects. House able to buy film ter-

ribly cheap, which keeps summer
overhead way down. Receipts
around $4,000. Running pretty
close to that figure consistently
during warm weather.

Kansas City, June 20.

There Is much speculation among
the film folk here regarding the

persistent rumors as to the Loew,
Fox and Goldwyn interests securing

houses for the exploiting of their

individual products. Gossip has It

that the former producer and man-
ager will shortly open the Garden,
which he controls, under lease and
feature the best of his productions.
It also is claimed that the Fox in-

terests will come here with their

own house, even if they have to

build one to suit, and the reports

are that the Hardings are about to

turn their Liberty theatre over to

the Goldwyn interests. This is

stated to be authentic, although not

confirmed. Should this deal be con-

summated, and It Is reported the
papers have been drawn up. it will
leave the Harding Brothers without
a downtown house.
The big splash last week was

made by Pantages with Jackie
Coogan in "Daddy.'* The picture
was strongly featured and heavily
advertised over the six-act bill, and
the results fully justified the efforts,

as business took a remarkable jump.
A peculiar angle to the run of this

picture in the Pantages Is that the
Newman interests are supposed to
have the first call on all First Na-
tionals, and it is understood the
Newmans tdrned the picture down,
reconsidered their decision and then
turned it down again, when it was
offereJ and accepted by the Pan-
tagesy bouse, and proved the one
beet bet of the week from a finan-
cial standpoint.
The Mainstreet also went after

the film patronage and offered a
screaming jfarce comedy, "A Friend-
ly Husband" as a change from the
regular program stuff it has been
giving. The results were most
gratifying to the regulars and
many new customers liked the
laugh-making efforts of Lupino
LmI in the ridiculous offering.
Among the regular first run

houses in the downtown district the
Newman had all the best of things
with "Only 38," featuring Lois Wil-
son and Elliott Dexter, and with a
group of ten Russian dancers and
singers as an added event. . The
critics were good to the feature
picture and its leading people, and
the cash customers liked the story,
which was splendidly worked out
under the efficient direction of Wll-
,11am DeMille.

"The Shock" at the Royal was a
real meller of Chinatowlfc explo-
sions and everything that would
give Lon Chaney a chance to pro-
duce some thrillers. A change in
house policy was made here by the
return of the Lewis Forbsteln or-
chestra, which succeeded Dr. de
MamW and his orchestra. The
latter director and his mueicians
were brought here some weeks ago
and strongly press-agented as
having been engaged for a year for
the Royal for the purpose of giving
the patrons of that house and the
music lovers of Kansas City real
"high-brow stuff," but, neverthe-
less, the "jazz boys" have been re-
turnei and were warmly applauded
when, as one reviewer expressed it,

"they played mdsic that was music."
"The Girl Who Came Back" at

the Liberty and "Desert Driven" at
the Twelfth Street failed to create
any unusual interest and business
was nothing to brag about; in fact,

the managers hated to even talk
about it.

Estimates for last week:
Newman—"Only 38" (Paramount.

Seats 1.980. Scale, 90-75, night).
Lois Wilson and Elliott Dexter. Ten
Russian entertainers in long and
rather tiresome act brought the bill

up to its usual length. Coming
after the theatre's fourth annual
anniversary celebration, with its

unusual novelty bill, the entertain-
ment seemed a little below average,
but it proved acceptable to regulars.
Business slightly off on account of
weather conditions. Around $11,500.
Royal—"The Shock" (Seats 890.

Scale, 35-50). Lon Chaney. Real
thrillei. Business somewhat below
average, about $6,000.
Liberty—"The Girl Who Came

Back' (Preferred Pictures. Seats
1.000. Scale. 35-50). Miriam
Cooper and Kenneth Harlan. Not
a dull moment in picture; in fact,

many exciting ones. Close to $5,750.
Twelfth Street—"Desert Driven"

(Seats 1,100. Scale. 30). Harry
Carey. Four other shorter reels
added. Patrons of this house like
lot for 30 cents. Average business;
about $2,000.

Opposition features at the vaude-
ville houses were "Daddy," Pan-
tages; "A Friendly Husband." Main-
street, and "Crashing Thru," Globe.

Safety Last" Outdistanced Field—"Main Street'9

Got Poor Start at Roosevelt—Chicago Theatre

Did $40,000

"WORST PICTURE TOWN"

IN U. S.-NEW ORLEANS

Best Gross Last Week $3,861—"Shooting Gallery

Biz"

New Orleans, June 20.

New Orleans has gotten back to

the "shooting gallery" stage In the

matter of receipts of picture the-

atres. One exhibitor remarked last

week business was "fierce." and an-

other said "it was a shame to burn

the lights." Everybody is blaming

It on the films, and with all the

badinage about the good is suffer-

ing with the bad.

Ever the worst picture town In

America, New Orleans, while wal-

lowing in the dregs of discontent,

bears a dispirited, disconcerting
aspect. In desperation some of the
boys took a try at the sea stuff.

Just slant the figures:
Liberty (seating capacity-, 1,800;

prices, 28-55).—"The Isle of Lost
Ships." Struck new low. Gross for
seven days, $2,260.
Tudor (seating capacity, 800;

price, 28).—TUdor got into sea
thing with independent release, but
unfortunate as Liberty. Showing
$1,319.
Strand (seating capacity, 2,200;

prices, 28, 65. 83).—"The Bright
Shawl." Picture did fairly well, al-
though suffering some along with
general psychological picture trend.

Chicago. June 20.
The most interesting event of last

week In picture circles in Chicago
was the continued draw of "Safety
Last" against weather which was
perfect for all forms of outdoor
amusements.
Outside of this picture show busi-

ness was off In Chicago last week.
The Jazz and grand, opera week
show moved from the Chicago to
the Tivoli, and the big program
drew exceptional business there.
"The Little Church Around the
Corner" played with this special
program at the Chicago, last week
at the Tivoli, and this week at the
Riviera, showing that Balaban &.
Katz are playing a picture which
they consider so much weaker than
what ought to be presented that It

is held with a big presentation pro-
gram. The usual thing is for the
Riviera and Tivoli to have the same
picture for the same week, but the
exception is an effort to bolster up
some of the weakest photoplays
which Balaban '& Katz are forced
to use.
"Main Street" opened at the

Roosevelt and failed to show any
strength. It had the worst opening
of any picture offered at that house
since "Lorna Doone." It only did a
little over $14,000. The contract
holds the picture there until July
2, when "The Spoilers" will open,
and the word is being spread out
here »s that this is a cracker-Jack
film. "Under the Sea wih Ships"
follows "The Spoilers" in that house
on a rental basis of $60,000 for four
weeks.
Estimates for last week:
Chicago—"Where the Pavement

Ends" (First National). (Seats,
4,200; nights. 55c). Rex Ingram
•production; around $40,000.

McVicker's—"Only 38" and "Ein-
stein Theory of Relativity" (Par-
amount). (Seats. 2,500; nights, 55c).Starred Richard Barthelmess, with

Dorothy Gish featured. Gish strong- JSfiS1
H£ffi

bu
i ^e

.JffJ? JlL
est here at the box office, and other
way 'round in the billing would
have helped the general result,
which was exactly $3,861 for seven
days.

HIERS' "60 CENTS"

FLOPS BADLY IN WASH.

"Enemies of Women," Big

Card Last Week, Breaking

Rialto's Record for Gross

The Strand, Springfield, Mass..
has been sold by Harry Cohen to

the Acme Amusement Co., Boston.

Washington, June 20.

Moore's Rialto came Into its own
last week with Cosmopolitan's
'Enemies of Women.'* The picture

broke all records for the theatre

and came close to doing the same
thing tor the entire four downtown
house*. The special exploitation in

the Hearst morning and evening
papers here naturally aided ma-
terially. The picture is being held
over foi a second week.
On top of the biggest money get-

ter, particularly noticeable after the
two lean weeks, the one preceding
and the other during the Shrine
convention, Loew's Palace went
through one of the nicest flops of
the season with Walter Hiers and
Jacqueline Logan co-starred in "60
Cents an Hour." If Hiers 1b to be
developed as a* successor of the
rotund Fatty Arbuckle, some tall

stunts and much hard work will
have to be put over.
Crandall's Metropolitan and Loew's

Coiumbia broke about on a par on
the week. The first had Milton Sills
in "The Isle of Lost Ships," by Crit-
tenden Marriott, a local writer and
war correspondent, while the latter
housa had "The Exciters," with
Bebe Daniels. This picture created
a little interest out of the ordinary
due to the identification of Senator
Bankhead's daughters name with
the original stage version of the
piece, which had its first presenta-
tion here
Estimates for the week:
Mooic's Rialto (scats 1,900; scale,

50), "Enemies of Women" (Cosmo-
politan) Praised for scenic investi-
ture and breaking all records for
house Just under $17,000.

Crandall's Metropolitan (seats 1,-
700; scale. 35-50). "The Isle of Lost
Ships" (First National). About
$9,000.
Loew's Columbia (seats 1.200:

scale. 35-50), "The Exciters." Trifle
below $9,000.
Loew's Palace jteeats 2.500; scale.

36-60). Walter Hiers in "60 Cents an
Hour." Dropping w*y down to al-
most rock bottom for hou<ie, with
Ju9t a lew dollars above $5,000.

to Interest; onlysubject failed
about $26,000.

Roosevelt—"Main Street (Warner
Bros.) (Seats 1,275, nights 55).
Gross fell to little over $14,000.
Woods—"The Covered Wagon"

(Paramount) (Seats 1,150, nights
$1.65). Around $8,500.
Randolph—"Trifling with Honor"

(Universal) (Seats 686. scale 60).
Only got about $5,000.
Orchestra Hall—Harold Lloyd in

"Safety Last" (Pathe) (Seats 1,460.
scale 55). Around $24,000.
For this week Harold Lloyd con-

tinues at Orchestra Hall, "The Cov-
ered Wagon" at Woods and "Main
Street" at the Roosevelt. The Chi-
cago has Dorothy Phillips in "Slan-
der the Woman," McVicker's has
"The Woman with Four Faces,"
with the prison scene from "II Tro-
vatore" as presentation feature.
"Robin Hood" opened Tuesday at
the Castle. "Sawdust" is at the
Randolph. Jazz and grand opera
week opened nicely at the Riviera,
and the Stratford, another outlying
house, has a special jazz festival .

with Jack Norworth, Seymour and
Jeanette, Frank Magine, Theophilus
Alban and Reba Morgan and Car-
penter and Ingram. The Senate, on
the West Side, has a double bill,
with "The Rustle of Silk" and Mar-
tin Johnson's "Trailing African Wild
Animals." The State-Lake has Mary
Miles Minter In "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine," a Paramount. The
Rialto feature is "The Last Mo-
ment."

BOSTON BUMPED
Masons' Convention Saved It Last

Week

Boston, June 20.
Following a week when business

was very fair, considering the time,
the picture houses here got a fine
bump at the first of this week with
the weather. Monday and Tuesday
the general run was away from the
city end toward the beaches and
country, and the picture houses
showed a resulting decline in busi-
ness.
Last week the convention of the

Mason r» in town did what was ex-
pected and brought the business up
to a very high figure, the Modern
and Beacon, the two houses down-
town, doing a business of about
$6,000 for the week.
This week the Modern and Bea-

con are using "Lost and round" and
"Quicksands," with the State,
Loew f big uptown hoij.se. using
"Only 38" and "Crossed Wires."

With the incorporation of the
Cap o\ Theatre Corporation, capi-
talized at $150,000, a pop vaudeville
house is to r - ereetcd in Williman-
tic, Conn. Mayor Charles A. Gates
is treasurer of the new company
and several business men are itOcJt-
holders.
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UN-CAN TOURISTS IN DENVER

MAKE GOOD SUMMER BUSINESS

Khaki Breeches and Red Neckties Worn by Eastern

Women Fill the Houses—"Down to Sea" Drops
Away Off in Second Week

COOLER WEATHER AIDED

IN PHILLY LAST WEEK

Outlying Houses Did Best

Business—Not Much Around

in Picture Way

Denver. June 20.

The tourist season nan opened and
the city li filling up with sanguine
women and girls of Kokorno, Ind.,

and Kankakee. 111., dressed in baggy
khaki breeches, shirts and red silk

neckties—believed in the effete east

to ,be the conventional feminine cos-

tume of Colorado.
They come mostly in flivvers and

pujt in their evening! at the picture
«hQW*. For, this reason the picture
houses did considerable business
lust week .despite a neck that
started off with a couple of rainy
day*, succeeded by other days of
sporadic showers. Now that sum-
mer has come in earnest with tin-

cajt tourists, house managers are
beginning to get baejy to normal via
the broad grip route.
"pown to the Sea »n Ships," sec-

ond week at the Broadway, sim-
mered down to little more than ex-
penses. The first week, however..
wa> treaty and noisily ballyhooed
and grossed enough for a comfort-
able profit The picture was given
under thje awspipes of the LT

. C. T.

Lgist week's estimates:
Rialto — (I'aramount.) Sea^s. 1.050;

prices, nights. 40. Bebe f>aniels in

•The f:\eiters" Probably because
play Bras also staged at the Denharn
(stock) the picture drew exception-
ally wett S. R. ' O. Saturday and
Sunday, with close to capacity large
n.lrt of week. Night business ex-
repttonalls good. Crossed about
JvtOO.

Princc-s — (Paramount.) Seats,
IJft; nights. 40. .lack Holt in "The
Tiger Claw. Shared In general
prosperity with $6,600.
Colorado— (Rishop-Cass.) Seats.

2.447: frights, 40. 'The Girl of the
Golden West." Special organ pro-
gram. PrMtijf*> of house srrowing
noticeably. Character of pictures
unusually hiuh. Indicating discrimi-
nation In the selections. Around
$7,200.
America — (Bishop-Cass.) Seats,

1.530. Prices, nights, 40. Roekliffe
Fellows in "Trifling with Honor."

Isis— (Fox.) Seats. 1,776 • nights.
35. Viola Dana in "Glass Houses''
didn't do business it might have
done in another house. Isis.has built
up a masculine clientele in last two
years. 'About $4,800.

METRO'S "PAVEMENT"

FILM WITH TWO ENDINGS!

Baltimore Saw Experiment

Last Week—General Busi-

ness Normal for Season'

MONTE BLUE INJURED
IX)S Angeles, June 20.

Monte Blue was severely Injured
at Balboa while working on a War-
ner Bros, production. He was in the
midst of a water scene for "Loving
Lies" when the accident occurred.

AMAZINGLY DIFFERENT
1

BORRAH M1NEVITCH

The World's Greatest
Harmonica Soloist

Minevitch'a magical manipulationM Ina harmonica prove* him a
master musician. It is one of the
m«st .•utrmlshlnic performance? In

i< • history *t the theatre.—N. V. Tribune.

Now Playing America's

Finest Theatres

Direction H. CHERNYK
IH Baal isth ttreet, H. v. «.

T«i*phont RTUYVaWANT ••*!

Baltimore. June 20.
Movie business last week was

better than the week before It
maintained a gait near To normal.
The biggest novelty was at the Cen-

tury, where "Where the Knd of the
Pavement" was shown. On this
Nf>tr.> picture two endings were
placed one the ending which Rex
Ingram desired and the other the
endir.-a of the story as John Ltu«.sell

wrote it This last ending was
tacked on after the picture Had
llnishtd and was prefaced by a brief
explanatory subtitle. The idea was
in the nature of an experiment. It

was well received, as was the pic-
ture, f.lthOugh one of the local
critic; took a few jabs at It in his
weekly column in the "Sun." 'How-
ever, more. than one critic, good and
trut to his ideal*, took strong
punches at ^Abie's Irish Rose.'" and
yet that' show has Kept mole actors
in fooJ and raiment since last year
than any other one production in

America.
The RivoU had Douglas Mac Lean

ir "A Man of Action" as the attrac-
tion, and business kept at a good
pace. In all the houses, it is said,
the first of the week was better than
the la.-;, for the week started off,

especially at the Century, with a
grea^ big bang. The New theatre
had "All the Brothers Were Valiant"
and turned in a fair week, while
the Parkway uptown- had "Hei Idle
Millions." a Viola Dana picture, as
the drawing card. It lived up to
itrf name only moderately and didn't
add-many idle millions to the treas-
ury of the theatre.
Estimates for last week:
Century (capacity 8,500; scale, 25-

50-75> With Metro's "Where the
Pavement Ends" did $13,500, fairly

good week's business. "Yeomen of
the Guard." Gilbert and Sullivan
opera added attraction. This week
"Only S8" drew good notices. Week
started off well, with Monday mati-
nee standing them up.

Rivoli (capacity 2,000; scale, 25-

50-75). "A Man of Action," Doug-
las MacLean. Drew good week's
business. Haa "Slander the Woman,"
with Dorothy Phillips, Baltimorean,
as star. Started off well. House will

close for three weeks shortly for re-
pairs and renovation.
New (capacity 1,800; scale. 25-50).

"All the Brothers Were Valiant."

About $6,500. Bit under normal.
Film didn't attract great attention,

but New has fairly steady clientele

among shopping crowds in down-
town section.
Parkway (capacity 1,200; scale,

25-44). "Her Idle Millions." About
$3,000, nothing to crow over. Francis

BEBE DANIELS WINS OUT

FOR LAFAYETTE SQUARE

Film Star's Personal Appear-

ance Sent Theatre to

$18,000 Last Week

Philadelphia, June 20.

Cooler weather throughout the

week resulted in higher grosses al-

most all along the line last week in

the downtown film houses, while

unusually big business was recorded

in some of the outlying houses.

The gain is attributed to the

weather almost entirely, as there

was little, in the way of big fea-

tures except "Enemies of Women"
at the Stanton.. As was recorded

last week, the- Are. i« the Broad

street station hit the gross of this

Cosmopolitan special an awful wal-

lop Monday and affected its busi-

ness again on Tuesday to some ex-

tent. But It drew* excellently, and
is undoubtedly set for three or pos-

sibly four weeks.

The Stanley bill last week did not

prove the drawing card of some re-

cent programs, and the, week's gross
was not as far ahead, of, the grosses
at (he other houses as usual. The
feature picture was "You Can't Fool
Your Wife." with Buster Keaton's
"Lpve Nest" added. The former
received some raising from the lo-

cal critics. Who always take occa-
sion lo slap at the DeMille type of

society stuff.

Week before last the Stanley had
a big drawing card ("The Bright
Shawl") and the worst of weather
breaks. This week It had an in-
ferior box office draw and mucli
better weather. The result was
that the grosses for the two weeks
were about even.
The Karlton had a fair enough

week with "Scars of Jealousy," the
gross being a long way below the
average winter week gross, but a
decided improvement over last week
with Walter Hlers' "Sixty Cents an
Hour." This house needs some big
walloping features to put it on Its

feet as the Stanton was put on its

feet this winter. The whole trouble
is that the capacity here is too
small to make it best suited for spe-
cials. But it is too much bigger
than the Arcadia to actually lit the
title of "Intimate theatre." The
Arcadia used to be one of the best
money-makers on the Stanley
string, drawing a regular patronage
of high-class Chestnut street shop-
pers. The Karlton was expected to
tap the same trade, only more of It,

but it has failed to do so steadily.
The Arcadia had an average week

With "Noise in Newboro. The Pal-
ace, with "Where the Pavement
Ends," recorded a neat come-back
from last week's slump, while Pola
Negri's "Bella Donna" was a good
drawing card at the Victoria. This
house seldom books pictures that
have had their first showing In the
Stanley or Stanton, but in several
cases recently has succeeded splen-
didly by doing this.
This week's attractions are headed

by "The Exciters" at the Stanley.
Jazz Week is being featured at this
house.
There are few first showings this

week, only two in addition to the
Stanley feature. They are "The
Heart-Raider" at the Karlton and
"Alice Adams" at the Arcadia. Just
why this splendid Tarklngton story
is being booked into the tiny Arca-
dia is a cause of wonderment, as

Buffalo, June 20.

With the exception of the Lafay-
ette Square, business at downtown
box offices dropped a peg lower
than the averages of the preceding

fortnight. The pre-summer slump
seems to have struck town with all

houses settling down to hot weather
business. Only the advent of some
Special attraction of more than or-
dinary magnitude seems <o be able
to wake the picture-goers out of
their seasonal lethargy.

Lafayette Square.—Bebe Daniels,
vaudeville and pictures. (Capacity
3.400. Scale, nights, 35-55.) This
theatre forged well ahead of bunch
last week, due to special feature
attraction. Bebe Daniels, at $3,000
saliry. more than made good for
the house, although it • was doubt-
ful whether the record aimed at was
reached. One of the outstanding
characteristics Of the draw was that
house was packed at t and 0. sched-
uled hours for the picture' Star's ap-
pearances, and that immediately fol-
lowing her act plenty of seats were
available at nearly all performances.
The rest bf the show was good, but
was dwarfed into insignificance by
the personal appearance. The cur-
rent week's card includes Fay
Marbe at $1,500. Baehmann's Mil-
lion Dollar Band and "Mighty Lak'
a Rose." with the Canadian Royal
Mounted Band underscored for the
following week. Estimated slightly
over $18,000 last week.
Loews 8tate.—"Fog Bound" and

LE0N0RE ULRIC STARTS

"Tigsr Rose** Has Franklin Direct-

ing—Belasco Present

Los Angeles, June 20.

Leonore Ulric started work to-day

before the cameras at the Warner
Bros, studio on the production of

"Tiger Rose." Sidney Franklin is

directing. David Belasco was on
the scene when the initial shots for

the picture were made.
Work has been in progress for

about a week on "The Gold Diggers."
being directed by Harry Beaumont.
Hope Hampton is playing the lead,
while in the cast also are Wynd-
ham Standing, Louise Fazenda.
Claude Gillingwater, Johnny Har-
rJn. Ann Cornwall, Joseph Dowling.
Gertrude Short, Afeo Francis. Jed
Proirty, Barney Barneit. Arsta Gill-
man. Eleanor Montgomery, Peggy
Brown. Trtxie Andrews and Michael
Dark. ,

The scenario was written by Grant
Carpenter, who Is one of the execu-
tives of the Warner script depart-
ment.

vaudeville. (Capacity. 3,400, Scale,
nights, 30-50.) Business cooled off
siightly last week, with the house
probably suffering somewhat from
the proximity of Bebe Daniels at
the Lafayette Square around the
corner. Show looked well 90 paper
and was reported satisfactory by
the fans. Around $10,000.
Hipp. — "Where the Pavement

Ends" first half ; "Mr. Billings Spends
His Dime" last half. (Capacity. 2.400.
Scale, nights. 35-50.) This one con-
tinues to hold up well in view of
its straight picture policy and de-
spite keen competition. . Last week's
card was good summer fare for the
picture crowd. Topped off satlsfac-
tory#blll. About $11,000.

X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in ' « was figured by many as a prob-
"Modern Marriage." Baltimore re-

members Bushman only too well, for

he lived here many years, both be-

fore and after he became a film star.

HYMAN BUYS TWO IN PHILLY
Philadelphia, June 20.

Sam Hyman, now operating the

Dazzleland theatre on Frankford

avenue, and the Rlttenhouse, 53d and
Haverford. has taken an eight -year

lease on the Paschall, 1st and Wood-
land avenue, and the Alcasar, 68th

and Woodland, from M. Shore, the

owner. He is also negotiating for

the Bell theatre, at 64th an 1 Wood-
land avenue.

LENGTH OF FEATURES
* The M. P. T. O. A. has appointed

a committee to meet with a com-

mittee from the ranks of the pro-.

ducers in a discussion tending to-

ward the shortening of the length

of feature productions. Sydney S.

Cohen, in a letter to alt the pro-

ducers of the industry, informed

them the Chicago Convention had

adopted bis report, whieh h-ld a

recommendation for shorter length

features.

The committee of th< itre offi

appointed includes M. B, Commcr-
ford, Harry Davis and R. k. Wood'
hull

Tile principal romiMehii • ip

against feature production! of over

five rs -Is in length.

able Stanley booking. "The Rustle
of Silk" is getting a second run at
the Palace—a surprise to many and
proof of its ability to catch public
fancy, as it started slowly in its
first run at the Stanley and picked
up. "The Ne'er-Do-Well" is having
its second run at the Victoria; the
Regent has "Lost and Found" (third
downtown showing, all at small
houses), and the Capitol "The Fa-
mous Mrs. Fair."
A return of the heat wave Mon-

day resulted In low grosses all along
the line, the Stanley and the Vic-
toria doing the best business. Pres-
ent indications are for a genera!
drop in grosses this week over last

Estimates for last week:
StsnlSy — "Tou Can't Fool Your

Wife" (Paramount). Bill undoubt-
edly held up by presence of Buster
Keaton comedy, "Love Nest," a<i<le«i.
Even despite this, draw wasn't up to
normal, but return of cooler weather
offset this, and gross for week was
again about $18,000. as last week's.
(Capacity. 4,000; scale, 60-7i. eve-
nings.)
Stanton - 'Enemies of Women"

(Cosmopolitan). Started low be-
rause of fire across street, whim al-
most destroyed Broad street station,
but picked up as week Went by de-
spite Lining \>y some of l he -

1

Grossed around $10,000, and tnav
beat that mark this week unless
heal lingers Until Saturday. < Ca-
pacity. 1,700: scale, 50-7f>. evenings.)

Karlton '.Scars of Jealousy*4

(Ince). Critic*' liked 'Frank Keens n
better than picttfre. Not bit? draw
but bettor than lflers picture of pre-
ivttfilfl week' Hit somewhere und-i
If. 000 'Capacity, 1,100; SO sen lei

S. L.ROTHAFEL
America's Matter Showman

again presents

Pola Negri

passion
at the

Capitol
A striking tribute to a picture in every sense great. Two
years ago, Rothafel proved the fallacy of contempt for co*-

lume plays by presenting "Passion" to record-smashing

business at the Capitol; then did something he had never

before done at the Capitol by holding "Passion" for a

second week; and it broke the first week's record. And
now, for the first time in the history of the Capitol, he ra

reviving a proven success.

There's food for thought in this for all exhibitors.

A 3izot national Picture
.... ,
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DAUGHTERS OF RICH
Pref<ircd picture presented by U. F.

S.hulberg; distributed by Al. Uchtman
Corp. From the Edgar Saltus novel of

the state title; directed by Louie Oaanlcr.
At the Capitol, New York, week of June
J 7. i II.-. 83 minute*.
Maud i-utrhyte Mm.mi Cooper
derard Weldeu Gallon Glass
Mile. Ois.'lle Ethel Hhannon
Sally M.'.lakoff Ruth Clifford
Count .Ma i.< k off Stuart Holmes
Harhy'o, Maud's father Josef Swickard
Mrs. Ki i.ily. Sally's mother

Truly Shatt uck

Miming one big punch, this latest
Sohulherg feature just misses being
a big picture. But it holds several
kicks, without a direct one, in the
ettory There are twists, the tale
suddenly doubling around a couple
of times after an interesting
start. This holds the strict atten-
tion, and Louis Gasnler, its di-
rector, employed no unnecessary
footage for useless detail.
The story takes a peculiar angle

when an American heiress of mi|d
temperament hi forced Into a mar-
riage by her mother with a Duke,
abroad, and a marriage she never
consummated, becomes a knave
herself to obtain the young Ameri-
can sbe loved.
To accomplish that end her be-

lovel countryman and his be-
trothed, another American heiress,
had their future nearly wrecked.
The former Duchess, after her de-
ceitful marriage, was uncovered and
she conveniently committed suicide.
The suiclda resulted in her husband
being suspected of her murder and
imprisoned. The first betrothed in
her American home revealed the
actual facts In a letter received from

the wife just before destroying her-
self

"Daughters of the Rich/ aa a
Mtie, is made to fit, but it doesn't
mean much else otherwise. The
play is a straightforward narrative
with holding complications. That
is what it may be depended Upon to

do, hoi. I and it will hold the younger
element more easily than the skepti-
cal, who never can be convinced
any Amrican girl would have mar-
ried the caricature Stuart Holmes
made of the Duke character.
Ruth Clifford ran away with the

picture for what running there was.
Miriam Cooper had a "sweet" role

without the part permitting much.
Mists Clifford was the Countess.
Truly Shattufk played Sally's
mother, a small bit for which Miss
Shattuck suited. Gaston Glass made
the heroic role upstanding.

In production Mr. Gasnler hit it

off rather well. There are several
well- displayed sets with two or
three lively scenes, particularly his
bachelor dinner bit, where 12 girls
did a high school dance around the
horseshoe table In the stable, where
the Duke held his farewell single
blow-off. A bathtub bit with Ethel
Shannon in the tub looked quite
good Horn the front and several in-
teriors were sumptuous. A duel
scene was given as a scanty long
shot. One of the scenes In which
an East Side family is getting Its
red-hot scandal from a Sunday
newspaper magazine was used in
somewhat similar manner In an-
other picture such a short time ago
ihe two must be a coincidence.
A picture that playe as well as

this does for aa hour should have
a punch. That It hasn't la the fault

of the story; there didn't appear to

be any opening to Insert the punch
the picture lacked. But It will do
aa a feature; it's Interesting and
well made, while those twists keep
the action at a swift tempo.

s

8ime.

WOMAN WITH FOUR FACES
A Herbert Brenon production presented

by Jesse I.. Leaky (Paramount), featuring
Hetty Compson end Richard Dlx. Screen
adaptation by Qeorge Hopkins from Bayard
Veiller's story- Running time. CO minute*.
At Hie Rlalto, New York, week of June 17
Kllzabeth West, a crook. .. .Betty Compson
Richard Tempter, district attorney.

Richard Dix
Judge Weetcott... George Fawrett
Jim Hartln, a convlot ... Theodore von Bltz
Judson Osgood, a narcotic peddler,

Joseph Kllgour
Morton James Farley
Warden Cassidy Ouy Oliver
Ralph Dobson Charles A. Stevenson
The Boy Gladden James
The Mother Bulalie Jensen
This picture should make money

for every program' from all angles.
It has a good box office title, two
good featured players and is a grip-
ping screen meller that Includes all
the old tricks of hectic dramatic
writing without becoming cheap and
tawdry. It la ten-twent-thirty stuff
In dress clothes and mighty Inter-
esting screen fare for the warm
days or any other Time.

Besides, It has the "dope" ele-
ment to make it timely. Betty
Compson as Elizabeth West, a crook
and reformed burglar, is in the title
role. The "four facet" teemingly re-
fers to her introduction In burglar's
mask, herself, at a pseuuo-old
woman and In her reformation pe-

riod. The story starts with a whizs
with Elizabeth West shown on the
outer ledge of an apartment hotel
several stories in the air, making
her entrance through the window
and stealing a prima donna's jewels.
Elizabeth' has the room adjoining,
and after changing to pajamas, first

disposing of her loot and the bur-
glar's outfit by dropping it through
the window to an accomplice in the
street, she raises a hue-and-cry that
she, too, has been burgled. ^ vet-
eran detective recognizes the young
adventuress, but she is acquitted
at trial for lack of evidence. Here
Richard Templer, the district attor-
ney, is introduced as after a narcotic
dope ring, the "Big Five." A signed
paper of mutual protection in the
matter of smuggling drugs into this
country Is the object of the D. A.'s
particular quest. The judge refuses
to issue a search warrant without
further proof of the existence of
such paper, disregarding a dope
fiend's statement of having seen it.

Templer decides to resign and run
down the ring himself. He -recog-
nizes the brains of the clever girl
crook and calls on her as a possible
ally. He takes her to a hospital,
and the adventuress decides to turn
against her clan and run the drug
runners down—just like that. The
cleverest safe-cracker in the coun-
try is at present a guest of the state
in a penitentiary, so the first plan
It to secure his escape. Elizabeth
makes up as the young cracksman's
mother, and quoting a Bible Psalm
tells him to "look up to the west,
my son," or something on that order.

The day of a prison baseball
'match, an aeroplane, guided by

Templer and borrowed from an
army buddy, descends low over the
prison grounds, Jim Hartlgan mak-
ing his escape by the swinging rope
ladder. However, later be fears a
"frame" and refuses assistance.
Elizabeth and Templer decide to

burgle Osgood's safe on their own,
this being successfully accomplished
after a couple of twists. The docu-
ment in their possession, the done
ring evidently is put out of business.
Templer confesses his love for the
erstwhile Adventuress and a zippy
hour of ncreen entertainment closes.
Brenon has wielded his puppets

wisely and well. Miss Compson is

the centre of the story and very
capably deports herself as required.
Richard Dix was his usual reserved
self, carrying the male lead with
dignity and not overacting, even
where there might have been some
excuse for it. The support is top-
notch.

In the hot first Sunday matinee
the audience roundly applauded the
picture. Abel.
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THE LAW OF THE LAWLESS
Paramount picture presented by Jease

Lanky with Dorothy Dalton starred.
Adapted from the etory of Konrad Beroo-
vlci by Lloyd Sheldon and Fdfrid Bing-
ham. Directed by Victor Fleming. Shown
at the Rivoi:. New York, week of June 17.

Time. C7 mmutes.
Sabande a spirited Tartar maid

Dorothy Dalton
Sender, a faint-hearted musician

Theodore Kosloff
Costa, a gypsy chief Charles de Roche
All Meehmet, a money lender

Tully Marshall
Oeman father of Sahande Fred Huntley
Fanutzv a gypsy Margaret Loomis

.
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A @mopolitan production

Directed by Alan Crotland
Settings by Joseph Urban
Scenario by John Lynch

Distributed by Goldwyn-Cosmopoli fan

ENEMIES o/WOMEN
.
(~* 4y^\fcenfe Dlasco Ibahez

1J&NEL BARRYMORE
and ALMA RUBENS

• l ENEMIES OF WOMEN" ran seven weeks
at the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, break-

ing all records for attendance and for length
of run.

In New York it is now playing its ninth
capacity week on Broadway. It is in its fifth

capacity week in San Francisco, and its tenth
in Los Angeles.

In Washington, it opened Sunday to turn-
away crowds at Moore's Rialto, and will play
there indefinitely.

It is the year's biggest box-office sensation!

Although Dorothy Dalton is the
star, there are a trio of feature
players In Theodore Kosloff. Tully
Marshall and last, but far from
least, Charles De Roche, the im-
ported player whom the Lasky or-
ganization believed would succeed
to the honors left vacant by the
desertion of Valentino. That latter

might have been a fond dream, for
from this picture it appears far

! from ever becoming a fact.

But "The Law of the Lawless" is

a fairly interesting love and ad-
venture story of the type that the
earlier film fans were in the habit
of liking. There are a few real
thrill* and from an all around
standpoint it will do in the general
run of houses, although it does not
seem a strong pre-release feature.
The exhibitor can make it look like

a lot for the money in playing up
the names of the four leaders of the
cast and go after Roche as the new
Valentino. v

The scene is in the eastern part
of Europe with the two opposing
factions, the Russian Tartars and
the Gypsies. The former have a
daughter coveted by the Gypsy
King who purchases her for his
wife. She is in love with a song-
makei After the wedding cere-
mony she demands ten days' grace
from her husband before becoming
his wife in fact, hoping that her
lover will come and rescue her
through a hand-to-hand battle with
the man who -purchased her. The
husband agrees. On the tenth day
the lever does appear, but not to
do personal battle. He has taken
advantage of the fact that all men,
except the King, are absent at a
fair, and with SO of his friends at-
tacks the camp that has but one
man ic defend It. The Gypsy King
Is taken captive, the camp looted
and In the midst the girl rides off
to summon the Gypsy tribesmen.
They come to the rescue of the
chief, and with naught but their
whips beat the Tartars into sub-
mission, with husband and wife
finaiu reunited In loving embrace-
In direction the picture it well

handled, with the detail in produc-
tion likewise well looked after.
There is atmosphere throughout
that Interests, but the hero does not
seemingly lend himself to the char-
acter with sufficient strength to
make him outstanding. Miss Dalton
at the heroine Is far and away the
best. Kosloff does the song-maker
lover weak, and Tully Marshall's
role ti hardly noticed. Fred.

MARY OF THE MOVIES
Film Rooking OnVs of America release,

produced by Columbia Productions, sub-
captioned "Oems of the Screen." Directed
by John McDermott. Idea conceived b.v
Ijouls Uwyn and Jack Cohn. Joseph W.
Faroham did the titling. In addition V
following principal players, flashes of .a
number of screen notables are Incorporated
Shown In conjunction wHh vaudeville bill at
Proctor's 126th Street Theatre June 18-20
Run* 70 minutes.
Creighton Hale • Himself
Mary of the Movies Marion Mack
Oswald Tate Raymond Cannon
Joseph Seller Francis McDermott
Jane Rosemary Cooper

•

This is probably the cheapest
production made in view of the aus-
picious cast of screen players in-
cluded in brief scenes and whose
names on the P. B. O.'s press sheet*
are probably boldly featured. The
picture is on the order of Rupert

(Continued on page 25)

All Exhibitors

in Michigan
Read our magazine published every

Tuesday
If you want to r#»ach this clientele

there is no better medium. '

Rates very low
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NEW SEASON
923 = 1924

Fox Attractions

.

-

n

The Motion Picture Version of

A. S. M. Hutchinson's Novel

IF WINTER COMES
'MIGHTIER THAN THE BOOK"
A Harry Millarde Production

DAVID BELASCO'S STAGE SUCCESS

THE GOVERNOR'S LADY
By Alice Bradley

A Harry Millarde Production

THE SILENT COMMAND
Love, the High Seas and International Intrigue!

. • With
EDMUND LOWE ALMA XELL.
BETTY JEWEL FLORENCE MARTIN
MARTHA MANSFIELD BELA LUGOSI
A J. Gordon Edwards Production

Story by Rufus King
Scenario by Anthony PaullKelly

NORTH OF HUDSON BAY
With TOM MIX

Thrills, Heart Throbs, Suspense, Scenic Beauty
A Drama of tfte Vast White Wilderness

A John Ford Production
Scenario by Jules Furthman

GENTLE JULIA
From Booth Tarkington's Most Popular Novel

Scenario by Frederick and Fanny Hatton

A Rowland V. Lee Production
A Typical Tarkington Story of American Life

AROUND THE TOWN
WITH

MR. GALLAGHER and MR. SHEAN
A Drama of Laughs and Thrills in the Big City

By Louis Sherwin

A Bernard J. Durning Production

THE SHEPHERD KING
From the great Stage success by Wright Lorlmer

and Arnold Reeves
Scenario by Virginia Tracy

A J. Gordon Edwards Production

^

THE SHADOW OF THE EAST
By E. M. Hull, author of "THE SHEIK

Scenario by Frederick and Fanny Hatton

A Rowland V. Lee Production

Elmer Clifton Production

SIX CYLINDER LOVE
With ERNEST TRUEX

From the biggest stage success in 20 years
By: William Anthony McGuire

A 1924 pine-Melodrama

HELL'S HOLE
•

With CHARLES JONES
Mauris Klynn and Ruth Clifford .

Story by George Scarborough
Directed by Emmett J. Flynn

Youth and Romance!

THE TEMPLE OF VENUS
With JEAN ARTHUR

David Butler Phyllis Haver
Also 1,000 American Beauties and "ARABIA," the

Miracle Horse
A Henry Otto Production

A 1924 Drama of Mystery and Thrills

THE NET
By Maravene Thompson

Scenario by Olga Linek Scholl

A J. Gordon Edwards Production

A Human Drama of Life's Pitfalls

NO MOTHER TO GUIDE HER
With GENEVIEVE TOBIN

From the Stage Play by Lillian Mortimer
A Charles Horan Production

MONNAVANNA
From MAURICE MAETERLINCK'S Drama
Most Stupendous Production in Motion Picture

History
Wjjh Leo Parry Directed by Richard Eichberg

THE ARIZONA EXPRESS
An Honest Melodrama

By LINCOLN J. CARTER
A Bernard J. Durning Production

HOODMAN BLIND
i

=^

From the Stage Play by Henry Arthur Jones
and Wilson Barrett

Scenario by John Russell

A John Ford Production

Another by LINCOLN J. CARTER

THE ELEVENTH HOUR
An Up -to-the- Minute Melodrama of Love and

Pirates with
CHARLES JONES SHIRLEY MASON
JUNE ELVIDGE ALAN HALE
A Bernard J. Durning Production

Scenario by Louis Sherwin

A Motion Picture Version of

A. S. M. Hutchinson's Novel

THIS FREEDOM .

With FAY COMPTON
Most Widely Discussed Novel of the Year

Directed by Denison Clift

Loved and Read by Throe Generations

CT Cf IfA '
•

•ji. lLIYIU
Front the Novel by Augusta Evans

With JOHN GILBERT
Barbara La Marr Bessie Love

and a Notable Cast
Scenario by Jules Furthman
Directed by Jerome Storm

YOU CANT GET AWAY WITH IT
By Gouverneur Morris

A Rowland V. Lee Production

THE BUZZARD
See the Stampede of the Reindeer Herds!

From the story by Selma Lagerlof

^

A Drama of Modern Life

DOES IT PAY?
With HOPE HAMPTON

Robert Haines, Mary Thurman, Peggy Shaw and
Florence Short

A Charles Horan Production
Story by Garrett Parker

/

THE PLUNDERER
IfFrum the Novel by Roy Norton '

A gripping story of sold mining and human hearts
Scenario by John Russell

A Lambert Hillyer Production

CAMEO KIRBY
With JOHN GILBERT

From the Great StaihA Success by Booth Tarkington
and Hnrtry Loon Wilson

A John Ford Production 1

1

TOM MIX in

SOFT BOILED
Surprises plus Western Girls de Looks phis Love

plus Chile Con Carne Thrills

A. J. G. BIystone Production
Story by Edward Moran and J. O. BIystone

^

STAR SERIES
JOHN GILBERT CHARLES JONES

n

TOM MIX JOHN GILBERT CHARLES JONES WILLIAM FARNUM
In a Series of 6 Productions In a Series of 6 Big New Productions In a 8eries of 7 New Productions In 1 Production, Which Ranks Among His Greatest

WILLIAM RUSSELL SHIRLEY MASON DUSTIN FARNUM _
In 2 Productions, the First to Be

"BLACK DAN DAYS'*
In 2 New Productions In a Series of 3 Production*,

the First to Be "THE GRAIL"

FOX, THE HOUSE OF SHORT SUBJECTS

AL ST. JOHN CLYDE COOK
FOX NEWS
TWICE A WEEK

In 8 New Comedies In 3 New Comedies

educational ENTERTAINMENTS
26 During the Season

SUNSHINE COMEDIES _^_
20 New Releases

IMPERIAL COMEDIES —
A Series of 12 New Two-Reelers

Fox Exchanges Will Furnish ^.W^ Release Dates on Application

Fox Film Corporation jf|ll|§ West 55th St.; New York City

>
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PRESENTATIONS
(Extra attractions in picture theatres, when not

pictures, will be carried and described in this depart-

ment for the general information of the trade.)

ERNESTO LECUONA
Cuban Pianist

7 Mint.; Full Stage

Capitol, New York.

Ernesto Lecuona sterns an ac-

complished pianist, and from the

program nt the Capitol one gains

the Information that he is one of the

foremost Cuban composers with a

long list of successes in the form
of musical comedies which have
played the Latin-American coun-
tries to his credit. At the Capitol

he played but one selection of his

own, Spanish dance, fairly effective.

There were three selections in all

by Senor Lecuona, two transcrip-

tions fn addition to his own com-
position. The program was ar-

ranged as follows:
Transcription of "Avalon,"

Jolson-Rose,
Assisted by Capitol Quartet
Obligate- by Yasha Eunchuk,

Cellist, Capitol Grand Orchestra
"Bpai.ish Dance" Lecuona

AAMisted by Doris Nilcs
Trn scription of "Hawaiian
Danco" Lecuona
Assisted by Capitol Quartet

The numbers accredited to a quar-
tet were really rendered by a mixed
quintet. The most effective num-
ber of the trio was the Hawaiian
number, which had a clever effect

worked on the drop at the rear of

the stage which had projected on it

from the back a beach scene with
giant palms and a surf effect.

Fred.

GLADYS RICE
Song
5 Mint.

Rialto, New York

New York, Juno 19.

Gladys Rice, soprano, has been
touring the big picture theatres for

many, many months, and the reason
for her continuous demand Is ob-
vious.

A soprano of pleasing and power-
ful range, she wisely features popu-
lar better class selections, further

enhancing her performance by ex-

cellent lyric diction. Miss Rice's

number at the Rialto was "Your
Eyes Have Told Me So" (Walter
Rlaufuss), excellently rendered and

Abelreceived.

"SEA OF DREAMS"
30 Mint.; Full Stage; One
Loew't State. Los Angeles

Los Angeles, June 16.
A new style of presentation has

beor inaugurated by Jack Stebbins,
who assumed the management of
thk* house two weeks agd. Steb-
bins arranges all of the attractions
preceding the feature picture into
one big act.

This also includes the short
screen subjects which are condensed
and injected at timely periods. The
stage preeentation was offered as
an epilog to the screen version of
the "Sea of Dreams." It is a beauti-
ful love fantasy in all its gro-
tesquer.ese and quite novel.
The Ernest Belcher dancers, an

attractive mixed couple, gave the
stage portrayal in a Grecian setting,
dancing and pantomiming in an
artistic manner. Alberta and
Lorert Davis, attired in beautiful
white flowing gowns, made pleasing
picture stationed in upper boxes on
'opposite eides playing a cornet and

BEBE DANIELS
Talk, Songs, Dances
14 Mins.; Full Stage
Lafayette Square, Buffalo

Buffalo, June 16.

This la the final of two weeks'
booking accepted by the star, De-
troit to follow. The asking price

fcr the act was reported at 14,500,

with $3,000 finally agreed upon. At
the former figure it was offered to

several houses in this territory, but
taker* appear to have been wary.
Miss Daniele appeared twice

daily—at 3 and 9—the only feature
the theatre has ever offered which
failed to do three m day. Eddie
Riley, ono of tho Castle Cup
dancers, is Miss Daniels' dancing
partner. Arthur J. Martel, the
theatre's organist, was at tho piano.
As an attraction the offering wa*i

fully up to expectations, capacity
business being registered the early
part of the week, and, although a
bit off toward the close, the week's
gross probably approached the
house record.
A piain house set ie used. Miss

Daniels' accompanist, Martel did
more than any one other thing to
put the act across. Out of the 15
minutes' running time he uses four
advantageously for a solo, and his
dance accompaniments were flaw-
less.

The routine opens cold with Bebe,
looking gorgeous in lavender and
-ilver and diamonds, coming down
for a "My dear folks" blurb, com-
bined with a Buffalo boost, some
stories, "How to get into the
movies," and a lot of semi-intimate
picture stuff which sounds aa

though it might have been written

by Merton Gill. Only the "Pure

Hollywood" patter Is omitted.

Follows an imitation of Grace
La Rue and a ballroom dance num-
ber. For an encore, Bebe conde-

scends with another dance for the

populace and Riley condescends
with another dance for Miss Daniels.

Everybody appears patronizing all

around. If anyone except a picture

star offered an act like this, the

bookere would walk out In a trace.

But, somehow, the public (and par-

ticularly the locals, who have been
surfeited with "personal appear-
ances" this season) appears to en-

jo> being treated aa of subnormal
intellect and continues to grin and
bear it with polite tolerance.

The act le typical plcture-star-

personal-appearance routine, though
it mus: be said Miss Daniels does
somewhat better than most of her
predecessors. Without half work-
ing she etrikes several sparks of

originality and reveals some rare

Hashes of stage personality.

But it's a picture star act.

Burton.

Ing of birds awaken them, they
arise end go into classical number,
which was gracefully performed*
but received little applause. Th«
fifth girl joins them and they da
"Dance of the Flowers." Nevln'4
"Narcissus," by I. Cohen's orche««
tra, provided appropriate music td
the classical steps. Act shows care*
ful training and color success duet
no doubt to many rehearsals.

To enjoy "Dance of the Flowers^
one must be gifted with a powerful
poetic fancy, but it is impossible
not to be charmed with the!

genuine youth of the dancers. Pro*
duced by Charles C. Dahl. Rosa,

r
';

"DANCE OF THE FLOWERS" (5)

Classical Dancing

4 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)

Missouri, St. Louis

St. Louis, June 20.

A cherry tree in full bloom oc-
cupies stage center backed by sky
blue cycldrama, cross lights of

amber and green complete a charm-
ing stage picture.

As curtains part four girls are
asleep beneath cherry tree. Sing-

THE MOSCOW ARTIST8, (10)

Songs, Dances and String Band
10 Mins.; One and Full

Special Set and Drops

Missouri, St. Louis

St. Louis, June 20.

Ten Russians who have selected

bits from "Chauve-Souris" and
every Russian act that had any to

choose from, put them together
and presented at the Missouri
theatre one of the most woeful
flops this house has experienced
since opening. Two of the Russians
must have become conscience-,

stricken, as they went out for a
walk just before curtain time 'and
did not return for the matinee.
The players lack personalty,

showmanship, and by the execution
of this tedious, inept, and absurd
offering emphasize their defects.

Ross.

HELEN SHERMAN
Coloratura Soprano

7 Mins.: Full Stage

R ivol i. New York
New York, June 18.

A coloratura soprano who seems
to have a range equal to that of
GalH-Curcl. Miss Sherman in pre-
senting the Shadow Song from
"Dinorah" gave such a splendid ren-
dition Sunday afternoon the rather I French horn very effectively. Their

—

We Can'tDo Justice

slim audience at the Rivoll went
wild.

Her flutelike tones captivated the
house and at the conclusion pro-
longed applause made it necessary
for the artist to bow her acknowl-
edgement a half dozen times.
The setting was of silk, admirably

illuminated with vari-colored lights,

which gave the hangings the tones
of changeable silk. The singer held
the direct center In the big set. It

made her look quite small and this

made her gorgeous voice all the
more effective. Even those not par-
ticularly caring for the operatic and
the classical will have to pay ac-
knowledgement to this singer's
vocal accomplishment Fred.

trumpeting was another worthy
feature. The Gondola scene with
the large gondola floating smoothly
and Mkro Florence Gibbs seated,
singing in a clear coloratura
soprano, and an oarsman lending
color, was pretty and an unusual
piece cf stagecraft.
The atmosphere of this presenta-

tion for the feature picture, "Brass,"
harmonized perfectly, and the
couple of babies a« cupids parting
the silken drapes just prior to

showing the wcreen feature was
very pleasing to the eye.

Josephs.

NEAPOLITAN IMPRESSIONS
Soloists and Ballet

8 Mins.; Full Stage

Capitol, New York

New York, June 18.

A pretty stage picture worked out
with an eye to the utilization of all

of the vocal and terpslchorean
forces that Rothafel has at his com-
mand at the Capitol was presented
there in this number during the
current week. There are three
songs, all duets led by Fernando
and Tomasini Guarneri; a ballet
number with six of the company;
an ensemble number and an orches-
tral introduction. The setting is

also one of those cleverly worked
out rear projections for the back
drop showing huge mountains in the
distance with unusual tinting.
The entire company are in Nea-

politan costume and the action
takes place in a street scene. The
program runs:
"Orchestral Introduction."

Capitol Orchestra
"Mi ii-l.i-la" Capitol Ensemble
Duet. "Nuttatae Sentlmento,"

Messrs. Guarneri
Duet, "Nina" Messrs. Guarneri
Tarantella. . .Capitol Ballet Corps
"<) Bole Mio".... Messrs. Guarneri

Capitol Mixed Quar.et and
Bnsomble

The "Impressions" were liked and
proved the strongest portion of the
Capitol program, except for the
leading of the overture and "Capitol
March," which is by Rappe and Axt
and dedicated to Rothafel by the
managing director of the house.
Seemingly he Is able to get more
pep into the men in the pit than
Rapee j* capable of. They certainly

made things move wonderfully on
the second show Sunday afternoon
with Rothafel leading them.

Fred.

"THE BOHEMIAN GIRL"
Condensed Comic Opera (30 Mins.)

Century, Baltimore

Baltimore, June 20.

Chalk up presentation No. 8 for

the Ilumbird Duffy-Alice Mackenzie
aggregation at the Century.

In as many weeks they have pre-
sented eight different comic operas
and still they go on. With the
Gilbert and Sullivan list exhausted
—although they have not yet sung
"lolanthe" or "Patience"—they have
just put on Balfe's melodious "Bo-
hemian Girl" and next week will

put on Strauss' "Waltz Dream."
Although the operas are running

into a nice weekly expense, Thomas
I). Soriero, general manager of the
Wbitehurst Theatres, says that they
are drawing the patrons during the
warm weather and are keeping the
business up near normal, which
makes them worth their monteary
salt.

In the latest condensation, Duffy
is singing Thaddeus, while Miss
Mackenzie is singing Arline, with
Leo Do Heirapolis and Francis Tyler
singing Count Arnheim and Devil-
spoof re pectively. All are capable
singers and performers, and with
such tunes as "The Heart Bowed
Down," "Fair Land «.f Poland," "I

Dreamt That I Dwelt in Marble
Halls" and ethers, this piece

COnldn't go wrong.
The singing is creditable In all

respects, and the action, which for

the must p. ut is that of the second
act of the opera, moves along as
nicely as one could wish it. The
chorus supporting the stars is com-
posed of lima Payne, Marie Duval,
Dorothy Crew, Kdith (iwlnn, Mar-
garet Ke>ever, Charlotte llarmo*.
Phoebe KarriH, Virginia Fox, Jean
Ward, Howard Kohlenstein, Albert
Wheeler and Hermann KumUhn. Dr.

Frank Rehscn conducts the or-
chestra.

You sec all kinds of pictures advertised as the "greatest ever/* "all-

star cast," "super-special/* and the like. Superlatives don't mean
much any more in the picture business. We can't do justice to

"Hollywood" advertising it that way.

There's only one way to find out the truth about "Hollywood"—see

it for yourself!*

Then you won't have to take our word for it that there never has

been a greater entertainment in screen history; that 22 real stars and
56 screen celebrities play real roles in the story; that thousands of

fans will come 5 and 6 times to see it; that when the scene of Lem's
dream of Hollywood is shown, you'll hear 'em laughing 10 blocks

away.

The critics will rave about its humor, its novel plot, its stars. Every
person who sees "Hollywood" will bring 4 others back the next

night.

Here, in other words, is A PICTURE!

JESSE L. LASKY presents

nHOLLYWOOD If

A James Craze Production

POLA NEGRI
THOMAS MEIGHAN
WILLIAM S. HART
AGNES AYRES
LEATRICE JOY
NITA NALDI

Just part of the cast:

CECIL B. DeMlLLE
GLORIA SWANSON
JACK HOLT
BETTY COMPSON
JACQUELINE LOGAN
WALTER HIERS

Adapted by Tom Gtraghly from the story by Frank Condon

d (paramountQidure
MMOUS PUWFIW-LASRY CORF0RAT1ON Wi

MOTION PICTURE EXPOSITION
<*^i

LOS ANGELES /JULY .2 — .: AUG. A
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FILM REVIEWS
(Continued from page 22)

Hughes' "Souls for Sale." and be-

cause of the Goldwyn's prior release

his production must necessarily

uffer odious comparison.
It is a tale of Hollywood, natural-

ly with Mnry, hailing from Bars-

ton. Ariz., a jerkwater town, trek-

king westward as a last resort to

raise funds necessary for a brother's

operation, which would save him
from life-long Incapacitation. This
decision follows the local money
man's refusal for a loan despite old

man Tate's son, Oswald, having
called regularly on Mary. Ozzle
seemingly is not made for enduring
love, for he readily acquiesces to

bis father's proposal to give up Mary
and acquire a Ford he has been
yearning for.

Several titles about "movie mad-
ness" sets the atmosphere, all of
this preceding the actual sojourn in

Hollywood, where Mnry, as a screen
novice, is initiated into studio mys-
teries. This, of course, is interest-
ing audience stuff. _ Her arrival in
Hollywood finds her mistaking
Bryant Washburn's car for a Holly-
wood jitney. She remarks he looks
like Washburn, and the latter ad-
mits knowing the celebrity, alight-
ing Mary at the Hollywood Hotel,
where Washburn introduces -Mary
to Louise Fozenda, Alec Francis,
David Butler, Anita Stewart, et al.

The hotel says its rate is $12.
Mary, learning it means a day, not
per week, immediately deserts the
hostelry.

Jane, a screen extra, befriends
Mary and introduces her to Creigh-
tou Hale, the latter acting as lead-
ing man thereafter. Mary naively
congratiJ i' . Hale that he was
"wonderful" in "Way Down East."
The story continues with Mary
sending money home periodically,
lending the impression she is a
celebrity when in reality she must
recourse to a waitress* job after tbe
movie bubble bursts. However, her
resemblance to Norma Winters, a
star who is taken ill in the midst
of a production (with the boss of
tbe outfit complaining the picture
has cost him $200,000 to date and
will set him back $5,000 a day dur-
ing his star's illness), gives Mary
her chance. Mary makes good, of
course. In a desert sandstorm on
location, during the filming of a
"sheik" sort of play, she is rescued
by Hale. They arrive in Mary's
home town while the old farm is

in tbe process of being auctioned
off, with the usual happy ending
closing.

Messrs. Lewyn and Cbhn, who
"conceived" the production, bave
been identified with a "Screen Snap-

shots" release showing intimate
closeups of the screen folks' daily
life. Some of the scenes of the
celebrities and their homes may be
cut-outs from the "Snapshots" and
others are not. Flashes of J. War-
ren Kerrigan, Rex Ingram and Mau-
rice Tourneur directing; Edward J.
Le Saint, Rosemary Theby, Johnny
Walker, Barbara LaMarr, Gaston
Glass, Herbert Rawlinson, Stuart
Holmes, Elliott Dexter, et al., are
included, some as being introduced
to the heroine and others as oblig-
ing by signing Mary's autograph
book. In a eapting office scene a
flash of Craig Biddle, Jr. k the scion
of the prominent Philadelphia fam-
ily, is shown encouraging Mary,
stating, "I've been thrown out of
every studio in Hollywood," which
may or may not be so. Flashes of
the Pickford- Fairbanks "home,"
Chaplin's, Hayaknwa's and a shot of
the scene where the motion picture
exposition will be held are also in-
cluded.
The production is an ingenious

routine of travelog, "behind scenes"
stuff and fiction to make it appeal
to film fans generally. To resort to
the "Souls for Sale" comparison.
"Mary of the Movies" might be said
to have the general mob appeal and
the Hughes' production a class ap-
peal. Abel.

BLACK SHADOWS
Trnve' picture prettrntt'd by the World's

Touth, Inc., ami relented by Path*. At
the Br» :.(Jwiiy, New York, week of June
lb. Time. 3b minute*.

Although the title rather suggests
one of the usual society mellers, the
pictur:- in reality is a travel subject
that has considerable interest. It is
a pictorial record in motion of the
scenes visited by the Edward (}.

Salisbury expedition into the South
Sea Islands.

It Is a record by slow stages from
the world civilized into the spaces
where savagery and cannibalism
Still reign and the use of the title
undoubtedly comes from the map
that Js utilized in marking the
course that the expedition took. On
this m.\p the civilized islands are
indicated by all white circles, while
thofe where the natives are still in
an uncivilized state, and possibly
cannibals, are indicated by circles
that are half black.
Tho expedition starts from Loe

Angeles, and its first stop is Mar-
quesas Islands, and thence to the
Samoan, Fiji, New Hebrides and
Solomon island*. In the various
islands the natives and their cus-
toms are shown. In the last set of
islands the thrills occur. These
islands are inhabited by head hunt-
ers* For the benefit of tbe camera
they make an attack on a neighbor-

ing island and stage a battle. This
was done in a rather realistic man-
ner, and It wouldn't be at all sur-
prising if some of the stuff that was
shown was rather real, for it is quite
possible that one of these half-wild
native." might have lost track of
the fact that a camera was grinding
and tli.it he was acting and "acci-
dentally" slashed off the head of
one of those that were opposing his
forces At least it appeared as
though some of the warrior men on
their return w?re carrying heads
with them.

In some of the scenes there were
shots f.f dancing girls that would
put GiJda Gray at her wildest to
shame for the girls wore less than
Ziegfe,d undresses his "Follies"
beauties in, and these girls were in
their own way just ae much
beaut'es as those that are on tbe
Broadway stages.

It looks like a good enough pic-
ture for summer, especially if there
is a long vaudeville show, or an-
other feature shown with it. There
is a lot of interesting data of the
South Sea Islands for any audience,
and as the Los Angeles producing
group grinds out any number of
South Sea Island stories, it might
be a good idea to let the audience
see bow the things really are.

/•Yed.

THE WANDERING JEW
London, June 4.

With this last Stoil picture
Matheson Lang has established a
right to be regarded as a screen
star instead of just a legitimate
player who has been persuaded to
join the studio ranks purely on ac-
count of the value of his name from
a publicity angle. His performance
is one of the best we have seen on
the screen, and throughout his
screen impersonation of the Jew,
condemned to wander through the
ages, arrogant, proud, though
broken-hearted, ever within reach
of happiness, but always overtaken
by disaster just as he was about to
grasp his heart's desire, is as mas-
terly as his stage performance in
Temple Thurston's play.
The story follows the play fairly

close. In the opening scenes we see
the Jew, Mathlas, and his lover,
Judith, his reviling of the Saviour
on His way to Calvary and the
dreadful outlawry which sent him
into the world a wanderer. Thir-
teen hundred years pass and be is

among tbe Crusaders; again a
lovely woman loves him, but again
fate stands between him and happi-
ness, and so the story goes down
the years until at last the Inquisi-
tion gives him the peace and eter-
nal rest which before have always
been denied him.

Spectacularly, tbe production is

very fine and the subject has been
treated with great reverence by
Maurice Elvey, who in this picture
does some of the finest work he has
yet done. The figure of Christ in
the opening scene is never seen, but
the whole of the walk to Calvary is

wonderfully suggested by the shadow
of the cross. Equally well done are
other Biblical scenes.

The cast is a big one, the leading
people supporting Lang, who only
appear in one episode each, being
Hutin Britton (Mrs. Matheson
Lang), Winifred O. Izard, Florence
Saunders, Malvina Longfellow, Iso-
bel Elsom, Hubert Carter, Lionel
D'Aragon, Shayle Gardner, Lewis
Gilbert, Gordon Hopkirk and Jerrold
Robertshaw. Many smaller parts

are well played and the crowd work
gives proof of clever and patient
stage management.
"The Wandering Jew" is a pic-

ture which the producing firm and
everybody concerned can be sin-
cerely congratulated on. Gore.

Bathing Girl Divorces Bundman

Los Angeles, June 20.

Vera Steadman, a Mack Sennett

bathing girl, has been divorced from

Taylor, the band leader and enter-

tainer at the Hollywood Cafe Mont-
mart re. She was granted $35 weekly
alimony.
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CRANE WILBUR, with
SUZANNE CAUBET and Co. (2)

"McNamara, Bad Man" (Dramatic)
19 Mint.; Full Stage
Fifth Ave.
Formerly in vaudeville. Crane*

I
Wilbur baa devoted the last half

dozen years to pictures both as an
actor and author. He also con-
tributed a number of sketches to

"vaudeville and several full-length

plays by him were accepted by
Broadway managers last season.

Of them "The Monster" fared best.

It was a thriller which had a fair

atay in New York, then played out
the season on tour to much better

business.

The principal aid ia his "Mc-
Namara, Bad Man" is Suzanne
Caubet, who is either a niece or

god-dauffhter of Sarah Bernhardt.
The titling on a short film intro-

ducing Miss Caubet with the fa-

mous star had it one way, while
the blTing specified the blood re-

lationship.

Wilbur enacts the name role In

this western story, which enfolds
within a cabin, the abode of Su-
zanne and her father. The Latter

Is off in the woods and his pretty
daughter is alone. She catches a
glimpse of the bad man through
the window and ^telephones Ser-
geant McKenzie of the mounted
police that the wanted McNamara
Is on hand. McKenzie is at Sing-
ing River, ten miles away, but Su-
zanne promises the officer to hold
the fugitive.

McNamara turns out to be a very
polite bad man. The girl feeds
him, but finds it easy to make him
do as she wishes, such a. ; sitting

with his back to the dopr and lay-
ing his gun on the table. Becom-
ing suspicious, the fugitive decides
to be off, but the girl holds him up
with his own gat. She hasn't the
nerve to pull the trigger, however,
aa he walks into the barrel. She
hates him because she hates all

killers, but when she hears his
story and finds him wounded, her
heart opens and she protects him.
McNamara tells of a fair fight in
Which a dog lost, a man who had
betrayed his sister, taking her to
the wilds and deserting her when
she was about to become a mother.
After that he faints from the pain
of his wound. By a trick the girl

hides him when the officers arrive
and they depart on a false scent.

Wilbur is a pleasant, healthy-
looking bad man, affecting a sjight
Celtic dialect. Miss Caubet played
her role with spirit, she, too, talk-
ing in dialect, doubtless a natural
one. Of the two mounted police,

the part of McKenzie is a small bit,

the other being an extra.
"McNamara, Bad Man," holds

interest. It is not exactly a thrill-

er, the play of words aiming for
atmosphere rather than dramatics.
There is no bad language nor a
pistol shot. On the strength of the
Wilbur name the new playlet has
an edge and usage for big time
vaudeville. Jbcc.

1

ROSE 3ELDEN and BROTHER
Acrobatic
7 Mini.; Full Stage *
Fifth Ave.
Rose Selden and her brother are

skilled acrobats, possibly out of an-
other act. Theirs will fit the open-
ing or closing spot in the big bills.
The routine is partly equilibrlstic,

partly hoop manipulation and some
juggling bits, with the latter two
factors subordii.ate to the first.
Miss Selden assumes a one foot
balance on her brother's head for
the most spectacular of the hoop
work. They Juggle balls, while
head to head, the girl again the
topmounter. For a finish she ac-
complishes a hoop stunt while as-
suming a one hand stand on the
strong-necked young man's head.
Perhaps an element as valuable as

any other is that Miss Selden is

one of the best looking girls ever
noticed in this kind of endeavor.
On closing it wis a pipe for her to
hold tho house. Ibrr.

TEMPLE FOUR
Male Quartet
15 Mins.; One
City.
A mighty good harmony organl

zation with volume. Three men \

straight with a blick-face comedian
Tho latter gets some laughs through
corking the other men. Their gags
for the main part are either pas.se
or not in good taste. Especially of
the one on reincarnation.
The trio, working straight. dr*M

neatly in grey coats and White
trousers. Their routine comprises
an introductory medley, a medley of
old-time songs, a bass solo, and at
the close of the act several popular
numbers.
A food mall time combination..

Fred.

BENNET and DOWNS
Nut Comedy and Songs
19 Mint.; One
23rd St.

Two men, comedian and straight,

with a novel opening. The straight

opens with an announcement that

he will show something new in

quick changes. Following this he
steps behind a screen. A second
later a red-nosed, eccentric, nut
comedian appears and announces
that he will change back to his

original character. The procedure
Is reversed. The straight starts to

sing and is interrupted by comic
folding up screen and walking off.

After the opening flash the act
degenerates Into the conventional
applesauce crossfire of released gags
which have evidently been culled
from all vaudeville. "I guess we're
about the best here this week," be-
ing a standard crack.
Some laughs follow "requests"

for numbers to be played on a tin

can and a "uke," a "nance" plant
helping. Some of the dialogue is de-
livered a la Jimmy Duffy and Mr.
Sweeney with the comic lying on
the stage nonchalantly. His efforts
at patter during the rendition of
•'Topics of tha Day," a comedy
song double, missed widely, due to
weak material.
The finish song built them Up

good returns after spotty intervals
where much of the gab flopped.
Even at the 23rd St. they have
heard the standards.
The opening Idea deserves a bet-

ter fate than acting as the bell cow
for the hackneyed follow up. It Is

a step in the right direction and, if

properly bolstered, will serve. as a
skeleton for a two-act that has dis-
tinct possibilities. The straight's
ballad rendition was one of the
high lights. Con.

FOUR LOCUST SISTERS
Songs and Piano
16 Mins.; Full Stage
58th St.

Four girls in a harmony singing
act, three of them vocalizing? and
the fourth playing piano accom-
paniments and soloing. The rou-
tine runs to published numbers
with an up to date representation.
Harmoy is close and much more
tuneful than general run of acts
of type, at times attaining a sym-
phonic quality that is unusual for
vaudeville. Girls are strong on ap-
pearance with an ensemble effect
of refinement that gives act decided
tone.

Pianist is exceptional. She .ap-
pears to be about 17 or there-
abouts and, besides blending ac-
companiments in a quiet, unob-
trusive manner and in perfect
rhythm with singers, does a couple
of solos that stamp her as an
artiste. One is a rhapsodie with a
display of pyrotechnical fingering
that is remarkable, and the other
an old ballad done with chromatic
variations. Both are played with
authority and complete mastery of
the keyboard.
Act can step into early spot on big

time bill without a charge, except
possibly it might be more prac-
tical to work in one. Hell.

LILLIAN and HARRY ZIEGLER
Hand Balancers
12 Mi«is.; Full Stage (Special Props)
23d St.

Man and woman in novel hind
and body balancing routine per-
formed mostly atop of a special
lamp prop. The girl acts as top
mount in most of the formations,
which consist of her body balanc-
ing on various portions of the man's
anatomy.
One good stunt was her balance

on his knees while his body is half
bridged, the equilibrium being
maintained by a chain apparatus
which holds them together.
Tho finishing trick is the girl

standing atop of a special ap-
paratus which is balanced on the
mans shoulders. Straps attached
to her feet allow her to lengthen out
the apparatus, which ascends Into
the flies, notch by notch, as she lifts

each foot alternately. The con-
trivance is telescoped and notched.
Her descent is by the way of what
resembles a special lamp, but turns
OUt to be a trapeze.
An Interesting opener for the in-

termediata bills. Con.

THE DEALANS
Acrobats
1 Mins.; Full stage
Prospect, Brooklyn
Two men in ground tumbling

routine that runs to a standard line
of acrobatics performed with pre-
cision and speed, Hhere is a line or
two of talk, but no useless at-
tempts :it coriiedy to mat the effect

of the capable' tumbling. Tuxedos
worn adds touch >i < i its. Standard
opening turn for pop and Inter-
mediate houses ^ llell.

BADALI, NATALI and Co. (1)
Dances and Piano
18 Mins.; Full (Special)

Broadway
Badali is a dancing man who

looks as though he was husky
enough to be an understandor in an
acrobatic act Withal he is graceful
and as a dancer shows some Inter-

esting floor work In a solo number.
However, Badali's best work U
w!i<»n he is on the receiving end in

tho opening number when Natali
does seme fifing leaps through the

air and lands in his arms. Natali

is a corking combination of class-

ical, toe. Jazz and acrobatlp dancer.

The girl is a wonder and the com-
bination proves a distinct novelty
in these days when a man and wom-
an dance team finds it so difficult

to present something that has not
been previously seen. The "and Co."
is a pianist who plays the accom-
paniment for the dancers and solos
twice during the act.

The stage is set with a eye in

which a center arch has been cut
and behind ibis a curtain of gold is

shown. Here Badali makes his first

appearance with Natali In a posing
bit,. brief to be sure, but long enough
to suggest that this is going to be
an acrobatic act, for both he and
the girl are so costumed as to sug-
gest this. After a single pose the
pair come down stage and their

first offering Is a double of the clas-

sical order with Natali acquitting
herself admirably on the leaps,

Badali handling her with infinite

grace. Then comes the piano solo

and after that Natali in a toe jazz
number that found immediate favor
with the audience. Badali in elab-
orate Russian costume follows with
a corking floor dance that Is fast

an.l won out In applause.
•For the finish is a bit of panto-
mimic flirtation in a waltz, followed
by a Jazz nui \ber.

In setting, costuming and dancing
the act proves a novelty that will

go anywhere in the fastest vaude-
ville company. Fred.

RITA GOULD
Songs and Piano •

20 Mins.; One
City

Rita Could at this time is doing
the best act she has shown In her
entire career as a vaudeville single.

It gives here 'an opportunity to dis-
play talent heretofore concealed.
With a pianist on the stage Miss

Gould is doing five numbers, retain-
ing her "Bride and Widow" as the
foundation and building in both
directions from it.

At the opening she appeared In a
most striking King Tut costume
and sang "Peacock Alley Sally" that
got over nicely. With her second
number came the surprise; Miss
Gould in a plain brown costume re-
lieved in white with a mammy-
baby shoes ballad. It was a real
work of art as she sang it. Then
came the "Bride and Widow" bit,

sure fire for her. A "Shiek" num-
ber was the closing offering, with
"Babbling Brook" as an encore.
There is something about this

turn of Miss Gould's that Is going
to go a long way toward definitely
placing her in the ranks of standard
singles. Incidentally, she is makir.g
her changes almost with the same
rapidity as a protean artist, and
this does away with the necessity,
of a piano solo to cover up waits for
changes. Fred.

LA SORA GILMORE and CO. (2)
Piano, Songs, Dances
.2 Mins.; Full Stage, (Special Drop
and Cyclorama)

23-1 Street.

Man an*" woman dancing team
and .voman piano player. The act
opens on "one" 1 efore ^ special drop
showing a spider's web. Af* r a
meaningless opening song the turn
goes to full stag>. where a cycle ama
carries out the spider web Ilea.
The girl in lacy ballet dress Joins
him here for a waltz double which
is mildly routined. A piano solo by
the pianist follows, the repertoire
being in immediate need of modern-
ization. An old Sousa fnarch was
the offering rendered conventionally.
As Pierrot and Pierette In cos-

tume the couple do an "adagio" In
v hich the girl's toe work and eleva-
tions stand out. She is a graceful
dancer. Following this she make* a
change behind the back center of
the cyclorama which is r . crim. The
visible change brings her out !r> sil-
ver clolh dress for i well delivered
top SOlo.

The man Introduces her next In
bridal costume of short skirts, which
Is f dlnwc"" by a double dance fea-
turing kicks. The act shows noth-
ing that will lift It out of the small
lime Houses in the 'present rodtlne.
The girl ia an excellent da beer, and
properly surrounded woul : . land
The others are not up io her aver-
age. It's a pop flash c>m.

HARRY HOLBROOK
Singing Marina
14 Mint.; One
Broadway
Harry Hoibrook, a sergeant of the

U. S. Marines, with a private of

the corps at the piano, has a sing-

ing specialty that should be sure
fire for the pop houses. Holbrook
has a strong but uncultivated bari-

tone voice that he usea rather ad-
vantageously and hia accompanist
handles the music box very well, but
both lack showmanship in selling

their accomplishments.
Holbrook's opening number is the

Marine Corps song. It will be ap-
preciated by those who know It. It

should be sold to the audience with
a brief introductory speech. He
handles this number very well and
follows it with "My Buddy," then
with an arrangement of "Love
Brings a Little Gift of Roses" in

which he hit several sour notes. A
piano solo is next fitted in and the
closing number is 'Road to Manda-
lay," well sung, the encore being
another service song of "Left, Left,

Left" title. It la a good finishing

number. Fred.

STANLEY QALLINI and CO. (1)

Shadowgrapher
10 Mins.; Full Stage
23d Street.

Gallinl adds one or two new
touches to the shadowgraph art by
using props and going in for color

effects. His finger acrobr.tics, how
ever, follow the well worn trails.

His sheet Is set in three behind
which he projects his shadows. An
effect of a woman making up at a
dressing table was well developed.

A similar touch was a thesplan
making up as Mephisto, Dante,
Focb, etc. The edge was taken on
this by the use of a prop for the
dummies, head, the hands merely
handling the make-up and wigs.
"Sammy Leaving The Rhine" was
another touch that, while novel,

didn't show any particular finger

skill. The finger reproduction of

animals was just fair.

The act qualifies as a mild opener
for the intermediate and small time
bills. Con.

COAKLEY and SUBERS
Blackface Songs, Talk, Dances
15 Mins.; One
23d Street.
Two man blackface turn, both

veterans. Coakley is of Coakley
and Dunleavy, and other turns.

Amiel Subera is equally well known
in cork circles.

The act opens with Suber'i song
interrupted by Coakley as a
"wench." Crossfire of Old and re-
leased material follows. Coakley
has a song and dance next the
song "Dear Old Moonlight" an old
timer, and the dance, an "essence."
Subers as a colored flapper rejoins
in "dame" attire of short skirts, etc.,

for more crossfire followed by a
double song and dance.
The talk needs revision, and when

this Is accomplished the turn should
be an acceptable number two or
three for the small time bills. They
went very well heJfe In the deuce
spot. v Con.

MEYER DAVIS BAND (9)

Jazz
21 Mins.; Full Stage
State
Kramer and Boyle, coming Into

this act after their own routine, ran
away with it to an extent that made
the band merely an accompaniment
to their interpolated slapstick stuff.
When that got wearisome the whole
thing thinned down to the tapering
off point.

Davis* Band is several years too
late. It is a straightaway collection
of jazz players without any out-
standing personality or individual
or feature. Kramer pulled off the
toupee of the pianist and disclosed
a very bald head, whlca would get
a laugh any time. Otherwise Davis'
Band is no better, no different, no
worse than the usual cafe ensemble
doing dance music. Just where it

comes in as a vaudeville turn is not
disclosed.

The musicians are efficient and
have most of the up-to-date trick
stuff with the brass and mutes.
There is no leader, there are no cli-
maxes, there is no staging, there is
no individual performance; they
just do a run of modern numbers
and finish with "Gallagher and
Shean," like all the rest of the jazz
bands. '

i

•

The encores come on the numbers,
as encores always do for bands up
to a certain point. Therefore Davis*
outfit is by no means a flop and is
not out of place at all. But it adds
nothing to the procession of similar
ones and hasn't even picked up the
simple tricks of showmanship to
Blake itself look like and work like™ act that has become standard-
! this season on all vaudeville
circuita. iait.

LAURA ORMSBEE (1)
Songa, Piano, Violin
13 Mine.; Ono (Special Hanging)
56th St.

One of those sor.rra and piano rou*
tines with "class" aimed for, an il-

luminated floral piano piece replac-
ing the usual lamp shade. The made
piano accompanist has a baby fcpot

focused on him and Miss Ormsboa
works In the calcium most of the
IS minutes. The ec g cycle la

chiefly restricted, but Is not much
of an asset in this instance. The
songstress' high soprano does not
lend itself well to clear lyric enun-
ciation, and the words are lost in

the rrusic. This heaviness of song
delivery really makes the act light-

weight for No. 2 in the pop houses.
A strikingly pretty rose and black

hanging dresses the offering effec-

tively, Miss Ormsbee's sartorial

flash on entrance setting the act
nicely. However, the songs them-
selves do not intrigue the r r. A
little vlolining Is mixed in after a
costume change. The aale accom-
panist solo.' with an effective "gold
diggers" number. His hooverlzlng
on the eye make-up also would not
be amiss.
Miss Ormsbee is said to have

played around a little prior to this

review. She can increase her ef-

fectiveness by brightenln- up her
song routine. Abel.

CONN and HART
Comedy and Dancing
17 Mins.; One
American Roof
Two men with small-time mate-

rial and big-time possibilities.

Their appearance when the curtain

rises is good for A howl, dressed in

tight suits and brown derbies, with
big, bushy mustaches and vacant
stares. Their opening song, start-

ing "We are two human beings,"

has some funny lines, but rhyth-
mically it is atrocious, as the words
never seem to fit the music. It is

well delivered, however, as is the
nut talk which follows. A bit of

harmony on two harmonicas is in-

terrupted by the catch line of the

act, "Don't give them, too much."
This seems right, as the audience is

just about ripe -or more.
It is when the boys start to dance

that their . big-time capabilities be-
gin to crop forth. Both are good
and the smaller shows some eccen-
tric stuff that would be o. k. any-
where. They use the same old bur-
lesque Egyptian dance, with thumb-
ing the nose and distributing flow-
ers from a cuspidor for their finish-

ing number. That cools down the
audience and sends them off to
milder returns than they deserve.
However, this team is really there
and won't stay on the small-time
much longer.

»

McSOVEREIGN
Diablo
10 Mins.; Full Stage
58th St.

McSovereign presents a series ad
experiments with oiablo spools that
Includes tossing the spool up in tho
air and catching it with the string
attached to two sticks In various
styles; manipulating the spool so
that it bounces back and forth
across the stage to and fro from
two silken contrivances; and run-
ning a couple of spools on a string
over the heads of the audience from
the stage to the rear of the or-
chestra.

The diablo thing was very popu-
lar in vaudeville over here about
15 years ago, an importation at
that time from Europe. It dropped
out of sight the last few years with
a Juggling act occasionally reviv-
ing it for a trick or two.
McSovereign did most of the

tricks attempted expertly Tuesday
night, but scored a couple of misses,
notably in the bouncing to and fro
trick. This may have been at-
tributable to the extreme heat. A
woman assists in a minor way.
Act *ill do for opener or closer.

Bell

PENMAN and LILLIAN
Juggling
8 Mins.; Two
American Roof
Mixed juggling team with a dis-

tinctly ordinary routine. They open
with a short dance that doesn't
mean a thing and should be dropped
The usual lino of rubber ball and
Indian club Juggling follows. Alt
of the tricks appear simple with tho
exception of one, combining rope-
skipplng and club-juggling by the
woman.

li.e couple make a neat appear-
ance and work fast, the tempo never
lagging. THo man Introduces a few
innovations, .iuch as a trick balloon
and a bouque. of flowers that turns.

Into a doll baby, but these all failed

to arouse either interest or laughs
The need is t»ie accomplishment

of more difficult and showy feats
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BOB, BOBBIE and BOB
Comedy Club Jugling

10 Mins.; Full Stage *

Fifth Ave. *

The two Bobs are club jugglers,

Bobbie being a trained dog. The
men are made up aa hoboes. Their

canine assistant Is a white terrier.

At the opening pop bottles are

used as clubs, mostly for the intro-

duction of the dog. Regulation clubs

are then employed, the end of the

first routine attracting attention be-

cause of the questionable position

one Bob catches the last club. A
small rattan hoop was spun by one

m#n who used his putty nose for

the axis. That was preparatory to

the dog performing a like stunt with

bis tall, a trick first used by an-

other trained terrier a season or so

back.

Another stunt had the dog catch-

lm: doll clubs, while perchetr on the

back of one Bob. Novelty which fea-

tures part of the routine was again
present at the close. A stage hand
with a lighted cigar stood between
them while they flung clubs to each
other, ashes being Knocked from the

stogie by clubs In transit.

The act opened the show very
well. Ihee.

ALEXANDER and ELMORE
Comedy Singing and Talking

20 Mins.; One
City.

Corking man and woman comedy
team with the man doing the big-

gest part of the work, handling his

material at times with a distinct

suggestion of Ed Wynn in his

• vaudeville days. The Miss Elmore
of the act just feeds during the

earlier section and later, after a
change, does some dancing.

During the period that the change
is being made Alexander comes
down to "confidential spot" and
bands the audience a routine that

Js quite similar as that which Al.

Herman has been using for years,

at least in idea. It. is here that his

Ed Wynn style, even to the ex-

aggerated golf cap, is put over.

The pair will get by in the better

bouses and pull laughs, but Alex-
ander's biggest punch won't be there

\p the big time houses for he has
to be in the next to closing spot to

get the value out of it and, as yet,

the act does not seem to be material

for that position In fast cqmpany.
Fred.

"LOOKING BACKWARD' .(4)

Comedy Quartet
15 Mins.; Full Stage (10) One (5)

Special Drops (2)

23d St.

Eagle A Goldsmith of Chicago will

have to take the slap for this west-
ern importation, which is about
1,000 miles too far from home to

expect consecutive booking.

The act consists of a mixed
quartet of two men and two
women. A special drop with a pic-

ture of George Washington on 1L

alibis the dialog about a "rehearsal
hall," which serves to introduce
Solos and quartet songs of modern
and ancient vintage.

Just about when the house is

wondering what it is all about a
special drop in "one" with a large
picture frame is lowered. The pic-
ture contains life-size figures of two
couples in the old havlng-your-plc-
ture-taken _ attitudes. The four
humans insert their heads in the
apertures above the figures and
sing old time songs.
This bit is the reason for the

title, but the reason for the act will

have to be answered by Eagle &
Goldsmith. It's a bobke. Con.

PALACE
No question but that the Palace

Is the greatest vaudeville house in
America, if not the world, but
there's also no question but that the
Palace has the softest audience in
the world—bar none. How they do
love their old "hokum bucket" at
the Palace! Gags that would call
for the razz in the leading vaude-
ville emporiums of Chillicothe and
similar outposts of thr old Gus Sun
trail eimply kill "em at the Palace.
Monday night Glenn and Jenkins

dragged out "Tell all we both know
and ip won't take you any longer,"
for instance, and Louise Lovely
used Mae one about Mike saying to
Pat: "So that's a native of Aus-
tralia (pointing to a kangaroo in
the zoo), and to think my sister
married one of thim." Did the
Palace bunch laugh? They nearly
choke i.

Nothing startling about this
week s show. Just an average Pal-
ace bil!—ten acts and enough of
everything to make it diverse and
entertaining. Eddie Cantor's sec-
ond week had him closing the first
half. Eddie said his current Palace
engagement was the first in JJ
years The last time he played
the house it was with Edwards'
"Kid Cabaret," and. according to
Eddie, he received "coffee and
cakes ' Cantor has personality,
voice, magnetism, humor—every-
thing galore. He held the house in
the palm of his hand and could have
stayed on an hour If he cared to.

He did 24 minutes, filled with
dynamics.
A curprise assistant was Belle

Baker, who sang her husband's,
Maur> Abrahams' "That's My
Baby" song from a front row or-
chestra seat and panicked 'em.
There'.; a headline combination,
Cantor and Baker. It couldn't flop
if it wanted to. Miss Baker did the
same thing at the matinee; new
style cf plug?
Eddie incidentally* eaid he was

the headliner and could do as he
pleased. He did. He song-plugged,
spat liquid on the stage from a
glass handed him by his valet much
after the artistic manner of a
Mutua" wheel, comedian, pulled a
couple of blue songs that would call
for the militia if done In a Columbia
wheel show, and generally proved
that a real comic can get away
with the seeming impossible.
Another outstanding hit was that

j

of Duc< De Kerekjarto, the violinist. \

He plays like a concert virtuoso,
better than many, and you can't
fail to get what Kerekjarto is play-
ing, for a mobile countenance illus-

tratee every phase of his music.
If it's soulful, he shuts both eyes.
If it's wild and tempestuous, the
performer's face lights up the
scene. Good showman, as well as
great fiddler, with * technic that
is a gift supplemented by intensive
study. He went to a speech open-
ing after Intermission.

Lillian Shaw was the third big
hit of the show, and is entitled to

WlV
8TERN and ROSA
Song, Talk, Dance
15 Mins.; One
125th 8t. (June 18)
Man and woman opening with an

introductory paraphrase on a pop
song in muchly overfamiliar fashion,
Koing into a double number. This
rhyming and lyrical introduction of
succeeding siecialties is superfluous
and in addition to being excess tog-
gage is marred by fierce versifying
of crude home-made vintage. The
woman introduces an Idea of doing
Impressions of past and pres-
ent popular vaudeville artists, but
it ends with the announcement.
She does an impression of a "con-
cert singer." a mother ballad, but
does not mention whom she is im-
personating.
The man'* rpeclulty !h a soft shoe

dance. A finale hopper double con-
cludes with three or four minutes of
crosstalk preceding a double dance,
the talk topping off with a kind of
"Pplauso bonus reference. The
dance ends with his dragging her
off bodily, alec a familiar bit.
The duo has small time possi-

bilities but needs rearrangement of
'hfir act; nlso a wardrobe Abel.

GEORGIE HOWARD
Song, Violin, Danes
18 Mins.; One *

125th St.

Georgie Howard is a woman who
introduces with a vocal effort about
"my violin ia my companion."
She is in hoop skirts and flashes a
pair of big eyes under her bobbed
hair, the eye make-up aimed to set

the optics off. They serve in a
number of instances but at times
tfie eye flashing business gives her
a simpering, pouty look.

Miss Howard's distinction Is a
knack of,making the violin, sob In-

sinuatingly and dolorously as occa-
sion demands. .Her muted work
also stands out. Her second num-
ber is introduced by a lyric "when
I was with Ziegfeld and played his

New York roof" with change to

rompers for "Kiss Me Again." She
is underdressed in a bead costume
and full length tights for the con-
clusion. For a slim woman she is

proportionately shapely.

She took an encore and forced

another. She looks good for No. 2

around the three-a-dayers. Abel.

-LOVE 8TEP8" (3)

Song and Dance
14 Mins.; Four (Special Hangings)
125th St.

An old vehicle with new people

and a new title. The three dance
specialists, two men and a girl, are

all experts and would scintillate in

a Broadway production with their

legmania. The girl is a Jet-haired

bobbed dream, round and shapely,

with a baby expression that should

tell on all humans, except the blind.

The boys do some new trick stuff

and all of the familiar acrobatic

dancing In super style.

The usual idea of the boys dance
contesting for the girl's hand is em-
ployed, the competition for the audi-

ence'f decision finding them a dead
heat. The stepping contest is re-

sorted to when one fellow's boast

of a $10,000 bank account is offset

by the other's statement of four

quarts in his cellar.

The act is nicely dressed with a
special draped set in full and Is a

flash for the intermediaries.
Abel

more credit than the others, for she
was nexO to closing. Miss Shaw
retains the classic slatternly wife
characterization and song from her
early repertoire, and it's as good
today aa it was 15 years ago. A
Yiddish bride number was another
that kicked 'em hard.
The show was pretty well

switched around after the matinee
Monday Al K. Hall was moved
from third in the shuffle and placed
at the end of the bill. An impos-
sible rpot for a comedy singing and
dancing turn, but Hall and his two
assistants. held the customers better
than expected.
Lorraine and Minto, closing in the

afternoon, were fifth at night. The
house liked the dances and gener-
ally c'assy tone of the production.
A ballad done by Minto pleased,
Lorraine's dancing scored, and a toe
dance by Miss Larsen also secured
something.
Gus Fowler third with a modern

magic turn which had him palming
watches In a manner that can only
be described as marvelous should
have been further down on the bill.

If ever a silent turn was entitled to
a spit, Fowler is. No comedy or
wast i of time, but the most unusual
prestidigitation seen in years. What
Rastelli is to juggling Fowler is to
palming.
Louise Lovely and Co., second

after intermission, with a glimpse
of a picture studio, interested the
house as all such "back stage"
turns do. Take the audience be-
hind the scenes and you've got 'em
lashed to the mast. The filming of
a scene with amateurs, apparently
audience plants, holds considerable
comedy, but it can stand further
development. The house was pano-
ramed as part of the act, and the
picture will be shown at the Palace
next week. The Palace liked the
audience filming, too, just as well as
Loews Met in Brooklyn ever did.
Glenn and Jenkins missed a bit

on their talk, but goaled 'em with
their dancing. A standard colored .

act that never falls, no matte/
where they place it. Combe and
Nevins. second, with piano and
singing, and Harvard. Bruce and
Winifred opened.

Plenty of room In the boxes Mon-
day rigbt, but the orchestra was
sold out. The Villa-Wilde fight,

with its outdoor attraction on a
warm night in June, may have hurt
the Palace a bit. At any rate, busi-
ness was not what could be called
good—for the Palace. Bell

RIVERSIDE
The weather and counter attrac-

tion iWilde-Villa fight) notwith-
standing, a very fair house enjoyed
an above-the-average show Monday
night- Considerable switching as
per piogram from the matinee,
Senator Ford (next to closing) and
Julius Lenzberg's Orchestra (clos-
ing) moving Into the first part.
Zuhn and Dreis and the Harland
Dixon -Marie Callahan act got the
mentioned positions.
Calling for attention Is the con-

duct of the patrons of the second
balcony, who, however, only fol-
lowed the lead of two young men
in one of the upstairs boxes. They
embarrassed some of the acts by
rowdy behavior and called Cor a
mild rebuke from Dixon.

Pielert and Scofleld, the man jug-
gling and the woman assisting, got
laughs and made a nice opening
act. Mabel Burke and Norma Ley-
land harmonized into a good-sized
bit, but an unfortunate accident
(when the picture sheet Miss Burke
use« In illustrating her songs with
moving pictures of the subject
caught and refused to trip) some-
what spoiled results for the ladies.
They sang the songs without the
pictures and registered, the audi-
ence appreciating their predicament.

Fortunello and CirilWno, Euro-
pean acrobatic clowns, have a novel
idea. One of the men is an ex-
ceptionally adroit ground tumbler.
Plenty of applause greeted their
efforts, but If their pantomime was
speeded up and the heavy makeup
toned down (for this country, any-
way) it is almost certain that they
would attain even better results.

Senator Ford, with his dry de-
livery and excellent up-to-the-
minute material, tallied his usual
perfect score. Julius Lenzberg and
band transferred from pit to stage,
and after numerous encores closed
the first part of the show. When
Julius dances (?) he does not care
how ciose to the floor he gets. His
antics were a riot with the audi-
ence while his music pleased them.
An overture and "Topics of the

Day" (what memories these topie-
ers have) opened the second half,

followed by Zuhn and Dreis, a
nondescript pair of men in nonde-
script makeup, who, by diligently

roasting each other's kindred and
similar themes, gained considerable
laughter and lived up t'o their bill-

ing, "Pementius Americanos.''
They were followed by Sinclair

and Caspar, two likable misses, in

a cleverly constructed comedy skit

by Paul Gerard Smith. Well writ-
ten and well handled, the girle have
a surefire turn. The exit and re-
turn surprise finish earned them
much applause and many now*.

Dixon. Miss Callahan and the 16

Sunshine Girls put over a perfect
production act. Dixon and Miss
Callahan make an ideal dancing
team, their doubles and Dixon's
solo dances winning much applause.
The Sunshine fJirls dance like an
exquisite machine. Closing this

show, it held the audience intact.

BROADWAY
Certainly a lot for the money at

the Broadway Monday, with eight

reels of pictures, seven acts and the
Villa-Wilde pictures to be added af-

ter Monday. The Jack Wilson Trio
headlined and walked away with
the applause honors, but a close
runner up was the Arnaut Bros.,

whose bird flirtation in one at the
close of their offering took the house
hy storm.

The Broadway held only half a
house for the evening show, the heat
knocking the business considerably.
A Fox Educational entitled "Crys-
tal Jewels" and Aesop's Fables
were shown prior to the overture,
which got under way at a few min-
utes before nine o'clock. The two-
minute overture incidentally) is be-
ing made an act through the using
of two baby spots on the balcony
boxes at each side of the house
playing down on the musicians,
whose efforts with a snappy jazz
melody brought applause.

Bedall, Natali & Co. (New Acts),
a combination dancing and piano
turn, opened the bill and went over
In such manner as to qualify them
for the better houses. It wouldn't
be a surprise to see this at the Pal-
ace within the next few weeks, for
it is the type of material an au-
dience there would appreciate.
Harry Holbrook (New Acts), a ser-
geant of marines, in uniform, with
private, also in uniform, at the
piano, held the second position and
seemed an entertainer that will go
along nicely in the pop houses.
Marie Walsh and Fjrank Ellis.

third, with their talking, singing
and dancing routine, failed to hit

with the audience. It may have
been that Ellis was suffering from a
cold or something. At any rate, the
talk portion was kept a secret as
far aa the audience was concerned.
Ellis either couldn't or didn't want
to talk loud enough *o let the au-
dience in on what it was all about;
consequently the act went by with
but a few« laughs, where there was
opportunity for any number. Later
it was reported Mr. Ellis was too ill

to finish the week out, canceling
after Monday night.
Then the Arnaut Brothers swept

on the scene and cleaned the au-
dience for laughs and applause.
Their efforts with the musical In-
struments and acrobatics in ths
early portion of the act brought ap-
plause, the chair bit getting laughs.
Finally the bird flirtation was a
wow.
The Princess Wah-Lctka, with her

mind reading, pulled ths usual mys-
tifying routine of tricks. Some of
the questions and answers evidently
planted for laughs and the act got
them. It is a neat big time offering
of its type and should have enough
pulling power in the smaller towns
to make it a worthwhile box office
attraction.
Next to closing Jack Wilson, with

his straight man and a good-looking
girl, who has a voice and can han-
dle lines, and a midget in blackface,
put over the comedy wallop of the
bill for applause and laughs. After
the Wilson act finished there wasn't
much more that the audience could
ask for. Nevertheless, Kay, Hamlin
and Kay, with their casting act,
closing the show, did a fast seven
minutes and scored.
A Pathe Weekly preceded the fea-

ture, which was "Black Shadows,"
a Pathe released travel feature re-
viewed in the Picture Department.

Fred.

AMERICAN ROOF
The show at the American Roof,

first half, had all the Ingredients of
the typical small-time bill; dressing
changes on the stage, Interruptions
from plants, pop harmony, broad
Innuendos, roasting the partner's
"old man," extolling mammy and the
one hundred and one other bits that
aided in putting the word hokum in
the dictionary. The only thing that
was missing was ths usual tele-
phone-ringing, trick-ending sketch.
Nevertheless, it was enjoyable, well-
greased entertainment, holding
plenty of comedy and gathering
momentum as it rolled along. Most
of the acts connected nicely, al-
though none succeeded In stopping
the proceedings.
Flo Ring was second after Pen-

man and Lillian (New Acts), She
sang four numbers in a soprans
that, while not Metropolitan in qual-
ity, is very gratifying after hearing
all the female baritones and blues
singers. Miss Ring makes quick
changes on the stage, displaying a
trim figure. Rut her general ap-
pearance would be improved if she
wore her hair more becomingly.
She Is not the type that looks well
with curls. Besides, a certain stiff-
ness in posture while singing might
well be eliminated.

(Jcorge i\ Wilson followed with a
dialect singing and comedy turn.
Wilson affects a Hebrew accent that
should be dropped, as it is not re-
sponsible for many laughs. A
straight comic in appearance, Wil-
son does not need the accent, which
because of its crudity detracts fioin
the humor of his material. His
piano work is good, but he should
discard the classical selection. How-
ever, the act landed, due in no small
measure to a very personaMe girl
planted in the audience.
Grey and Old Rose topped and

hit the bullseye squarely. The girl

Is superlatively clever, both an a
dancer and comedienne. Her speak-
ing voles, hoa'«e and rasping, ih

cute and appealing because of Its
very ugliness. Besides, she has
shapeliness, vivacity and an able
partner. That's about all a girl

needs.
After intermission Conn and Hart

(New Acts) kept the pot boiling.

Then Frey and Jordan scored the
fourth laughing hit In a row. This
Is the Henry Frey that did a single

•for many years and has recently
been seen with several different

partners. Miss Jordan has suc-
ceeaed a giri named Rogers in the
turn and proves an excellent foil

for Frey's Dutch witticisms. They
were the second on the bill to use
the "Are you married ?"—"That's
my business" gag. The act drags
in spots, depending too entirely

upon Frey's showmanship, experi-
enced though it la
The Quixey Four presented the

usual quartet turn, with one of the

men at ths piano. They stick to

songs exclusively, avoiding all at-

tempts at comedy. Good voices and
a varied popular routine combined
to please the crowd. Ths banjo
playing is not extraordinary, but it

adds a touch of novelty.
Hashl and Osal closed Instead of

Lewin and Martin, billed. The Jap
team's pole-balancing and water-
swinging held them In, and the tum-
bling contest finish, with ths woman
winning, sent them across with a
smash.
Business Monday night fair.

"Soul of the Beast" feature picture.

FIFTH AVE.
The bills outslds the house men-

tioned this being silver jubilee

week, although there was nothing
in the show itself referring to It.

Special lithographs of attractive
design with ths inscription "Meet
Me at ths Fountain" is halving ths
billing space throughout ths neigh-
borhood. Monday night's house was
under normal in attendance. The
lower floor failed to fill In ths rear
sections, while ths balcony held
plenty of vacant spaces. Only thsN^

gallery seemed to have drawn Its full

quota of faithfuls.
%

-

Violins had It ths first half show.
Three acta In ths sight sed fiddle

bits or specialties. Miss Patricola
was flanked by the other stringed
turns but ths violin is only a small
part of hsr routlns. Sbs picked up
her instrument for a pretty melody
which she warbled ths whils but
soon put it aside and went on to
land for ths hit of the show. Miss
Pat was certainly at boms with
"Chicago." She sent a King Tut
number over with a bang and
won a number of encores. Perhaps
she wanted to shoot uptown to
see brother Tom stop White's
"Scandals" which opened at ths
Globe but someone asked for
"Casey" and that was granted. Ths
dialect for It was quits better than
that used for the "Wop" number
earlier.
John T. Murray and Vivien Oak-

land followed In the fifth slot and
took up the running nicely, also
going over easily for a real score.
The sweet looking Miss Oakland
handled a semi-ballad which ought
to land with the sellers. Murray
has trained a little mustache per-
haps for a Valentino travesty which
followed the team's comedy wallop
"Excelsior." The Spanish bit may
have been added since the act's

Palace appearance some weeks ago.

It certainly landed, one piece of
business aiding particularly. That
was a kissing marathon, Murray
making his caresses quite musical.
Joe Fejer and his orchestra fur-

nished a surprisingly big number
six. There might have been some
excuse for music of the kind not
getting over here, but several en-
cores were given. The painted Rus-
sian drop Indicates the musical unit
Is out of a Russian cabaret, but the
orchestra' Is really Hungarian and
most of ths players denote foreign
birth. Fejer's high note violin num-
ber was rendered with rare excel-
lence, it being the single specialty,

although Bela . Nyary at the
cymbelotn and M- Smolen at the
piano are featured in ths billing.

Of the regular routine ths last num-
ber was a medley mads up of
numbers from "Music Box Revue."
"Wlldflower" and "Ths Lady in
Ermine.' they supplying lighter
music than ths other numbers and
affording an easy avenue to encor-
ing.
D. D. H.? was rightly geared for

next to closing. There was little

talk ahead and the going was per-
fect, with the "book seller" getting
every ounce *'at ths weight." The
professor "admitted" that when
some people hear him talk they ask
where his jazz band is. Ths
muchly worn atlas he uses supplied
a laugh to those down front. Pieces
of maps were noticed as he turned
the pages with never a mention
about other lands. A recent inser-
tion is "advice to farmers on stock
market trading, by Fuller and
MeGee."

Fritz and Lucy Bruch started
slowly but finished .. rongly on
second. Miss Brueh won the honors
with a violin bird .election and the
finale duet sent the team over so
well that an encore was Insisted on.
The extra number, however, was so
unattractive that it rated a "chaser."
John Kheehan who won some atten-
tion in this season's "Greenwich
Village Follies" by his Balieff Imit-
ation, wat; spotted third in a skit,
aided by an unbilled girl. "The
Information Bureau" is the label,
the turn being made up of cross fire
comedy chatter which landed well
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in spots. The act has evidently
been cut since opening, the running
time being under that usually al-
lotted skits of the kind. Brevity la

welcome in this case, however, and
for thrco a day, perhaps valuable.
Rose Seldon and Brother (New

Acts) made a dundy closing turn,
while Bob, Bobbie and Bob (New
Acts) opened. thee.

STATE
The bright spot of the bill is

' Itighto," a straight four-peopie
sketch. This type of turn is rare
at the capacious Loew's State, and
it looked for a minute, while the
preliminary plot stuff was being
spilled, as though it didn't have a
cli ince. But the players got silence
and attention and worked up the in-
terest by staccato delivery, intelli-

gently directed and snappily exe-
euted comedy situations and a fac-
ulty for doing big time work in such
h manner that it tickled an audi-
ence that was ready for hokum
i i flier than parlor stuff. If this is a
small -timer it can make higher
peaks; if it was at anv time fur-
ther advanced it can return—with
the present cast.

Jean Boydell looked like a world-
i- »ater for a flash, but couldn't get
any further along, as she features
the same gestures -again and again
in several widely separated eccen-
tric characters. She finishes with a
silent dance that should be in be-
tween the, numbers instead of at
her close. It Is a full number and
not "gone Into," therefore an anti-
climax!. She got laughs as long as
she was new, and thereafter she did
just fairly.

The opener was a wow—the Gir-
tin Girls, four young nifties who do
remarkable trick cycling and rapid
stunt tumbling. The girls are fresh
and animated and their work tears
along without letting one catch a
breath, Went very strong, and
would anywhere. Kramer and
Boyle, two orphans of the Shubert
vaudeville storm, breaking in some
new and not particularly ringing
comedy material, went spotty until
they returned with the Meyer Davis
Band (New Acts), the closer, when
they, especially Kramer, were all

over the stage, and got not only
themselves but the band- across.
Gould and Edwards worked hard,

but didn't seem to get far. though
they showed some thought in
wardrobe. Their double roller-skate
dahce won them a fair finish.
Preliminary to the show the State

orchestra put on a "presentation" of
n series of daddy songs, not espe-
cially well done and rather conven-
tionally conceived. Lait.

58TH ST.
Nothing snobbish about the 58th

St. Let the gentlemanly aristocrats
sit and swelter at the Palace and
similar emporiums of the elite on a
hot night like Tuesday if they so
elect to be slaves of convention. But
the peasantry of the middle Kast
Side knows better.

It's coats off and vests, too, for
the gents at the 58th St. when the
mercury is trying to bust its way
through the top of the tube. And
thus via the common sense of the
proletariat and the co-operation of
i wise management are the ideals
of true democracy preserved.
Looked as if the axe had been

sharpened up and swung hard and
heavy on the c*>st of the first half
show. Strictly small time, without
a name to lift it out of the pop cat-
egory. Business was about on a par
with the show—mediocre, with indi-
cations pointing to the heat ac-
counting for the absence of a good-
ly part of the regulars.
After the 58th orchestra had tor-

tured its way through an overture.
McSovereign (New Acts) dallied
with the diablo spools for ten min-
utes of interesting experiments.
Sally Beers then took the rostrum
and reeled off a foursome of pub-
lished numbers. Miss Beers bears
a startling resemblance to Ruth
Roys. Miss Beexs is somewhat
shorter of stature, out the facial re-
semblance, mannerisms, method of
delivery, vocal inflection, mugging,
tricks of expression and general
characteristics are so like Ruth
Roye as to be amazingly similar.
This marked likeness is height-

ened to the point of being little

short of identical through the sing-
ing of. "Thought I'd Die," a number
identified with Miss Roye, and de-
livered by Miss Beers with a fidelity

to Miss Boye's conception of it that
makes the unannounced imitation an
exact duplicate of the original, with
but one important element missing
—Miss Roye's personality. But it's

v great imitation at that. The other
three songs are done with the same
duplication of the Roye style, ges-
tures and vocal intonation applied
to each respective number, or
rather it appears as Miss Roye
might do them. There's a Wide dif-

ference between the two, however,
Miss Beers lacking the Roye nr-
tistry and experience, that make
for a finished stage presence.
Miss Beers made the grade nicely

at the 58th St., despite the handicap
of her second song, nn inane lyric

on the Dr. Coue craze, having her
struggling unsuccessfully with an
Italian dialect, and the fourth song.
i machine-made comic about King
Tut Plenty of promise here, but
why not develop an individuality
that could start with a song cycle
holding none of the songs asso-
ciated with Miss Roye, and end
with the discarding of the Roye

mannerisms, except if used in an
announced imitation for one num-
ber?
Burns and Allen (New Acts),

third with conversational stuff, and
Pour Locust Sisters, fourth in a
harmony singing turn, that did the
show a lot of good.
Baker and Rogers, next to closing,

and a wham. The team have
dropped the tramp make-ups used
last season, and are now a couple
of eccentrics, with trick mustaches
that make 'em look as if they
stepped out of a Keystone comedy.
The heavier of the two lias a good
singing voice and an unctuous style

of humor, and his partner dances
well. Coupled with those ac-
complishments they're both good
comics who know their business
thoroughly. If any Columbi i wheel
show is looking for a team that
should develop into another Clark
and MeCullough in jig time, here
they are.
No acrobats, almost a record for

a six-act pop show. "Bohemian
Life." a camouflaged Russian danc-
ing act in a gypsy setting, closing
the show with the usual ensembles,
pirouetting and whirls, with the
map doing the whirling a cracker-
jack. "Slippy McGee" was the fea-

ture picture. Bell.

IN LONDON

(Continued from Page 2)

actor; "it was only the salary of a
judge."

Sir John Martin Harvey Is off
the road for the summer and will
not resume his tour until August.
In October he sails for America,
where he will present "Oedlpu*
Rex." "Via Crucls," "The Only
Way." and other items from his
regular repertoire. He will be sup-
ported by his usual company, sev-
eral of whom have been with him
for many years.

125TH STREET
The ruauagenu nt seemingly Is

striving very hard to bring them
flocking despite the weather, but
Monday night, with the best feature
of the week— the new act tryouts

—

the attendance was rather slim up
and down sTuirs. The house fea-
tures special nights, such as Ori-
ental surprise night, Harlem mer-
chants' nigK, etc.. which probably
fs responsible for some of the busi-
ness at least.

Of the tryouts George Tremor's
planolog is fair, good parlor enter-
tainment, but not so for vaudeville.
Tremer is a blind pianist, featuring
his accomplished ivory tickling and
some falsetto vocalizing. His stage
costume is an untidy stft>et suit,

Mr. Tremer taking his bows sitting

On the piano bench because of his
affliction. He needs a rearranged
act, although the response was big,

which must be discounted consider-
ably because of the sympathy angle.
Stern and Rosa (New Acts) have
possibilities.
The first regular act, Sankttfl and

Sylvus (known as Sylvers also) have
a fast comedy acrobatic routine.
The woman's contortive specialty is

surprising in view of her build.

The man's comedy attempts clicked
and his legitimate labors were ac-
cordingly acknowledged. Ceorgie
Howard (New Acts).
Hal Johnson and Co. with a vet-

eran vehicle still find it very effec-

tive for the pop houses. Johnson's
burlesque Fdtinge as a pseudo-
chaperon for the wilful daughter
presents ample opportunity for low
comedy, and Johnson exacts the ut-
most from the situation. The refer-

ence "I must have an operation"
with significant eye- rolling is the
tip-off for the audience to let its

imagination extend as far as it

chooses with, of course, a corrotlary
line taking the curse off it.

Lloyd and Goode's blackface com-
edy was badly needed in the spot,

and they connected proportionately.
The darky crosstalk and the soft

shoe dance doubles were judiciously
mixed. Janet of France, with a
new straight man since last seen,

topped the show, and were the class

of the layout. 'Love Steps" (New
Acts).
"Mary of the Movies" film feature.

Abel.

Paul Murray and Donald ,Cul-
throp wijl produce a new comedy
entitled "Re My Friend" in the
West F.nd during the autumn.
Clarice Mayne will be the leading
lady and the supporting cast in-
ehides Louis Pounds, Nellie Cozens,
Dorothy Lawrence. Alfred Welles-
ley. Leslie Stiles, who is also the
author: Frank Butt and Ralph
Roberts. The show will start on
a preliminary provincial tour at
Blackpool. June 18.——

-

The first actress to sit in Parlia-
ment, MaJ^el Russell, was elected
for Berwiek-on-Tweed by a ma-
jority of over 4.000. This was a
sequel to the unseating of her hus-
band. Captain Hilton PhlUipson.
Mabel Russell of the Gaiety chorus
will be the only player in Parlia-
ment, although the managerial
side Is represented by Sir Alfred
Butt and Sir Walter de Freece.

Following on the closure at the
Ambassadors of "The Piccadilly
Puritan." her initial bid for fortune
as n manageress, Dorothy Minto.
in conjunction with Donald Cal-
throp. will revive -H. V. Esmond's
comedy. "Eliza Comes to Stay." at
the Shaftesbury June 14. She will
play the part created by F.va Moore.

Margaret Bannerman will be
one of Sir Charles Hawtrey's chief
supporters when "The O'Grady
Wooing" is produced at the Cri-
terion.

"Rats" has gone into another edi-
tion at the Vaudeville. This in-
cludes new numbers and "skits'"
for Alfred Lester and Herbert Mun-
din. including a burlesque on the
Plantation Singers.

After "The Last Waltz" finishes
at the Gaiety it will be transferred
with the full production and com-
pany, including Jose Collins, to one
or two of the leading suburban
vaudeville houses before finally
coming off.

The Empire, the Queen's Hotel,
and the land adjoining in Leicester
square will be put up for public-
auction July 10.

81ST ST.
Jubilee week's Tuesday night

business was up to the mark, con-
sidering the sweltering heat.

MacCarton and Morrone opened
with their speedy dancing turn.

They have shortened the routine

and are now using only the whirl-
wind and apache dances, which suf-

fice to plant them firmly. The
man's comedy is not half bad, but
his singing misses and the little he
does should be dropped at once.
Miss MacCarton's voice is much
better and she really does well with
"Mon Homme."

I.aura Ormsbee provided a meri-
torious turn of musical comedy
quality and was followed by Crafts
and Haley. Everything was just

right for the boys, and they pro-
ceeded to devastate the show in

their own sweet way.
Miss Juliet headlined. She has

lost none of her skill as a mimic
since the days when her name was
followed by a question mark. She
did 13 imitations. Her shopgirl at
lunch bit seems to be her best. The
Frank Bacon impersonation, done by
request, might have been avoided,
not because it is disrespectful or
profane to the lovable old actor's
mertiory, but because It is Juliet's
poorest imitation and is far from
being a lifelike portrayal of the cre-
ator of "Light nin' Bill Jones."
The rapid-fire pare of the bill was

maintained nucly by "Joseph K.
Watson in his monolog entitled "A
Disarrangement of Facts." Wat-
son's material is fine, covering al-
most everything, but consisting
mostly of a rehash of Wells' "Out-
line of History" that caused more
than one pain In the side when he
spoke of John I. Soiomon and King
Ti.taeohen.

"Fifty Miles from Broadway"
closed the vaudeville section and
held everyone foi hall an hour

Owing to" the success of the re-
vival of Somerset Maugham's "Jack

Twelve people are carried In this
miniature musical comedy, includ-
ing a girl dancer, juvenile, sister
team, brass band of six men and
the featured comedians, Harry B.
Watson and Reg. B. Merville. The
singing is passable and the dancing
rather good. The comedy, however,
is poor in most places, such as "I
hope you choke!" "I hope your hope
doesn't come out" being entirely too
numerous. The novelty finish, with
12 variously sized drums, the larg-
est as big as a man, played in uni-
son, sent the act off with a smash.

"Harrison's Finish," feature pic-
ture.

LINCOLN SQ.
The weather could be blamed

for the. poor attendance Tuesday.
Of five acts two were piano and
singing acts, placed to follow the
other at the end of the bill, while
the best act was in the opening
spot. This was the Arco Bros.

Lillian Morton, on second, sing-
ing comedienne, who confines her-
self to published numbers, has good
comedy methods, lots of pep and
personality, and is sure-fire for
small time. With a routine of spe-
cial material she may aspire for
better things, but her present re-
pertoire will hold her on the split
week route.
Jordan and Saxton and Co. will

not gradtate from the small time
with their present vehicle cither.
The Potash and Perlmutter-like
characters are well played, but the
comedy value of the sketch itself is
negligible. Bronson and Rencc, a
mixed team, have the stereotyped
small time piano, singing ai d talk-
ing act, and evince the usual con-
fidence indigenous to the type.
Corinne. Himber and Co., a wom-

an dancer and singer with two men,
a pianist and violin st, Respectively,
enhance the value of the act with
special curtains iu three and the
neat dressing. If Corinne is con-
tent to go along as at present
with the series of disjointed spe-
cialties, they will probably get plenty
of small time booking oij appear-
ance and settings, but there ^ noth-
ing in their* present offering that
will attract fie itfention of the big
time scout*.

"Cordelia the Kignirt. e»»«' f- . -

t'na.

• •

There (a trouble brewing in Cam-
bridge Circus.

/

Straw." with Sir Charles Hawtrey,
at the Criterion. T. H. DagnaU will
continue the run. When a new
play is required it will be John A.
Birmingham's "O'Grady's Wooing."
a sequel to "General John Regan."
Hawtrey will play the part of Dr.
O'Grady. which he created In the
original play.

In "Robert E. Lee," the new John
Drinkwater play which Nigel Play-
fair wil' produce at the Regent to
follow "The Insect Play," which has
proved a failure, the author takes
the opposite side politically to that
of his "Abraham Lincoln." When
"The Beggar's Opera" ceases to at-
tract at the Lyric. Hammersmith,
it wlli be followed by another
Drinkwater play. This will have
the Scottish poet. Robert Burns, as
the main figure. Spec'al music has
been written for this production by
Frederic Austin.

"The Beggar's Opera." at the
Lyric,

' Hammersmith, will finish
its remarkable run shortly. Orig-
inally produced for * run of six
weeks, it celebrated its third anni-
versary and 1.240 performances last
week. On this occasion Nigel Play-
fair hinted at an early closure, and
announced its successor would be
the John Drinkwater play on the
subject of Robert Burns, with music
by Frederic Austin. It was Drink-
water's "Abraham Lincoln" which
originally turned the despised and
far-off suburban home of Inferior
melodrama into a West End resogt.

Percy Hutchison, who has turned
his country theatre, the Royal. York,
over to stock, is sailing tor South
Africa Hi9 repertoire includes
"Buildcg Drummond." "The Luck
of the Navy" and "Nightie Night."
The last two plays he produced in

the West End.

Frank Cur/on has acquired the
British right* of "Sweet Pepper."
When it is produced in London
Gladys Cooper, his partner in the
Playhouse, will play the leading
part.

l rp to the moment there seems no
prospect 'of a (Jilbert and Sullivan
opera .'eason Tn the West End this
Biimmti. The D'Oyly Carte pro-
vince^ companies will, go out as
usual in Juno and July.

Elemiora Duse does not like Eng-
land eny more and is keeping to
her rocm in her hotel. The weather
is the official explanation. The
truth is she is furious because the
government did not rush a bill

through excmpTing her from all the
formalities every other person not
British has to conform to when
entering the country to work." No
exception has -ever been made In

the caee of stars—American, French
or from other countries—and there
is no conceivable reason why such
a thing should be done in the case
of an Italian, no matter how great
her ari may be. >

Arthur Roberts, the famous old
comedian who has recently been
appearing in "Veterans of Vaude-
ville," Is seriously ill with kidney
trouble and has been admitted to
Charirg hospital.

There are two representatives of
Variety in the London office. One
hails from America and the other
from Whitechapel. The American
was, dictating a review recently on
the opening of the new Drinkwater
play, "Cromwell," at His Majesty's,
in the course of which he questioned
whether the average American the-
atre-goer knew anything about
Cromwell, or even who he was. The
Britisher took issue with this state-
ment and protested that surely
Americans must be familiar with
so prominent a figure in history.
The discussion veered around to the
subject of Drinkwater's new play,
"Robert E. Lee." and the American
asked his English confrere if he
knew who Robert E. Lee was.

"All I know," said the Britisher,
"is that it is the name of a song."
And the American uses a type-

writing ribbon that's black, while
that guy from Whitechapel must
have had his pale blue ribbon on
the machine since before there was
a Whitechapel.

Leon Pollock has struck an idea
which was worked successfully in
the provinces last year, only he is
using it in the suburbs. He holds
a competition for vaudeville talent,
then rehearses the winners and the
best of the "also rans," supported
by a few professionals, In a show
which he stages a fortnight later.
In the suburbs this is proving a big
attr iction, and business exceeds
the usual. The relatives and friends
of. the amateurs book up the build-
ing, convinced the embryo players
can make rings around the pros.
Not only does Pollock say this is
not so. but he declares most of them
should receive penal servitude in-
stead of bouquets. Pollock's —'<—
Amateur Follies, the blank being
occupied by the suburb of their
origin, are certainly the Opposite
of the "Veterans of Variety."

Another "dud" agency with a side
line has just been discovered. This
is situated In Cambridge Circus,
near the Palace. The owner, a man
with the same name as well-known
agent and manager, advertises for
girls. He tells the applicants they
are required for a West End produc-
tion at £H weekly, but befOie they
can be engaged they will be re-
quired to strip completely in his
presence and that of the alleged
management. I'nrortunately for (he
plan, one of the girls walked straight
out and: reported the circumstances
to her sweetheart, a .member of the
staff of a recognized m inager

Olga Nethersole will return to
the stage for one performance Julv
2. The theatre will be Wyndham's
and the play will be William J
Hurlburt^- "The Writing on the
Wall." which she originally pro-
duced in America. She will be sup-
ported by Margaret Bannerman.
Madge Mcintosh. William Stack
and Edmund Willard. The perform-
ance will be s charity one on be-
half of the, People's League of
Health.

The title of George A. Birminir-
bam'w new comedy, which T. C.
Daghall will produce at the Criterion
to follow the revival of "Jack
Straw." has bee:n changed from
"O'Grady's Wedding" to r,Send for
O'Grady." Sir Charles Hawtrey and
Margaret Bannerman will play the
leading parts.

•

.

William Bokeby. a jtopular com-
edian, died suddenly at the con-,
elusion of the week's run of "A
Week End" at the Palace, Brighton.
June 9. He was 65 years of age.
Although^obviously in great pain he
insisted on playing. Just before he
made his final exir he cried out "I
am suffering—I am suffering." This
was greeted with roars >f laughter
by the crowded audience -who took
it for a gag. Rokeby's last line was
'NOW I'm going to the Ga.den of
Eden." A few minutes later he was
found dead outride the stage-door.
An inquest will be held.

Without any one. even her friends,
knowing it. Doris Keane has been
lying in a London nursing home in
a grave condition following a serious
internal operation. For some weeks*
her life was despaired of but she is .

now making headwav.

Arnold, Bell, a one-time popular
actor-manager, who played Wilson
Barrett parts chiefly, but who re-
cently returned from a world tour
on which, he played Bairnsfather's
Old Bill." is lying seriouslv ill in

Guy's Hospital.

George Cook, the middle-weight
champion of Australia, will plav
Fred Groves' part of the pugilist in
tne forth-coming provincial tour of
"Battling Butler."

Edward Godal has begun work on
a new British and Colonial five
reejer. This is entitled "Squire.

5?u« Au£acious'" an Captation by«Elliott Stannard of an original play,dwm Greenwood will produce,
he star is Jack Buchanan, whomakes his debut on the screen.

Supporting him are Russell Thorn

-

dyke, Sydney Paxton. Malcolm Tod,Doreen Shirley and Valia

«iS
1ine.

5LL
Morgan has Ju^ com-

pleted "The Woman Who Obeyed"
for Astra-National with HildaBayley in the leading part. She is
chiefly supported by Stewart Rome.
Gerald Ames and Valia.

Having fairly well sorted out the

SSL
° f reputable legitimate and

!«rf
e
»

n / rt
«.

ts c*r]yte Blackwell has

SS516
? T

Phy,,is Titmuss for the
part of Joanna tn his film version

?'--rXx !'» Locke'9 "The Beloved
> agabond."

LEGAL MATTERS
The American Play Co. has been

given a directed verdict for $3,796.8::
by New York Supreme Court
Justice Edward J. Gavegan against
Charles McLaughlin, known as Wil-
lard Mack, . actor and playwright.
The play. "Kick In" is the cause for
the action, Mack being charged
with having fraudulently obtained
$6,772.22 from the plaintiff. He paid
up $3,687.16 in installments to June
30. 1919, the play brokers suing for
the balance. The alleged fraud oc-
curred through Mack's sale of
"Kick In" to A. H. Woods for $10,000
in 1914, receiving $4,600 on account.
Mack represented there was $5,500
due him and sold this interest 'to the
American Pla> Co. The -latter
charges Mack did not golely Write
the play and that Woods was hold-
ing out $."i.00O for another col
Taboralof on ihe pla y. '

A $250,000 endowment policy <»e

the life of Will Rogers has been
placed. ?he premium on the polio
will amount to $25,000 a >> .•

Rogers now carries $.100,000 life an-l

accident irsura nee wh'.c'i will nei

him $1,000 i \ --ek in case of

accident
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average pocket/book. The iUti law provide* for $16 top ($16.50 with

tax) and the event mutt be a championship.

just how Stoneham got away with the $25 thing for Criqul and Kilbane

i« not explained. The Wilde-Villa match was originally carded for Satur-

day ' afternoon last, then changed to Monday night. That conflicted

with the Lew Tendler-Pal Moran match In Philadelphia. The1
conflict in

dates probably crabbed the Polo Grounds out of 1.000 ringside admis-

sions, it being estimated that many Quaker City sports would have at-

tended and helped fill the gaps In the expensive sections.
•

>

Out in Chicago ''Rolling Home" will have to penetrate traditional ex-

periences to sustain the judgment of moving the piece from the Harris

to the Cort, Instead of shutting down, following receipts 'which barely

truck $15,000 for the three weeks at the Harris. Along Broadway

U was reported the Recd-Shcsgren Arm have a moneyed man by

the name of Clarke interested with them, with Donald Brian playing

for a straight salary instead of as an investor-partner. The manuscript

of "Rolling Home" was originally owned- by Adolph Klauber, In association

with the Selwyns, having been given a Broadway hearing under the title

of "Like a King." The present owners got hold of the manuscript, time

option having expired. James Gleason played the title role in the previous

presentation. It is figured "Rolling Home" has already dropped $15,000

in Chicago. /- s

"Wildflower," the Arthur Hammerstein musical comedy at the Casino,

may be presented in London a year ahead of schedule, according to

cable advices received from the manager this week. Hammerstein went
abroad to arrange for several productions and to plant ' Wildflower's" date

for the season of 1924-25. Upon arrival he discovered the score being
played by orchestras in all the smart London cafes.

R is feared now that if the English production is held off. the popu-
larity of its music will have been spent. Publication of the score accounts
for the use of it abroad and there appears no way in which the English
orchestras can be stopped.
"Wildflower" is expected to remain at the Casino, New York, well Into

the fall, although a number two show will be sent out early in Septem-
ber. Original plans called for touring the show the balance of next season,

with Edith Day being used to star in the English production next summer.
Earlier presentation may force another actress in the lead for abroad.

The Shuberts are going to have a time of it trying to convince they
are in favor of a centralized ticket agency in New York where anyone
could obtain seats on the level for any of their houses holding a hit. The
aew Winter Garden ( "Passing Show") production is a sample. Any
show can open at the Garden and do capacity business for four weeks.
Immediately the new show started last week all the choice seats for the

Garden were in the gyp ticket speculating offices, that charge all a cus-
tomer will stand. When the Shuberts have a flop their tickets for it go
to the cut rate agencies or are sold on the two-for-one system.

The 16 girls due in Ziegfeld's "Follies" ami engaged from the "Rain-
bow Revue" that opened and closed at the Empire, London (Butt), were
trained over there by Allen K. Foster, the American stager.

Thi> "poison pen" thine is hitting show business actively. To date a
popular librettist and playwright has been in receipt of two anonymous
ietters addressed to him at a theatre where one of his current musical
successes is holding forth, reflecting on hl&. wife. The letters, however,
eschew any aspersion on the woman's chastity, merely criticizing her
'up staginess" and penchant for "ritzlng it" unduly. The playwright is

disregarding the epistles.

'

George Maxwell, American manager of G. Ricordi & Co., international

music publishers, who was indicted several weeks ago in the notorious
"poison pen" scandal, is expected to arrive in New York Saturday from
London. The British capital's press made much of Maxwell's sudden
disappearance, he mysteriously checking out of his hotel and leaving the

music Arm's address for mail forwarding, with the assumption that
Mexwell had hopped over to the continent prior to a return to the states.

Maxwell's musl? publishing confreres In New York, in addition to having
voted the accused man a vote of confidence reiterate Maxwell is abso-
lutely guiltless of having written or caused to be written any such letters.

CARROLL VS. EQUITY
(Continued from page 11)

Counted more strongly. Carroll was
In session with Equity's council

Tuesday, at which time he asked if

ft mixed company would be satis-

factory. Informed it would not, he
retired and Equity's ultimatum fol-

lowed.

Equity's position in interfering
with the "Vanities" show is in dis-

pute. Under the charter given the
association by the Four A's, Eruity
Is rrpposed to have jurisdiction
where at least 85 per cent, of the
book is written by authors of legit-

.
imate productions. That does not
apply to "Vanities," where much of
the material will come from the
vaudevillians in the show, which
would indicate the vaudeville branch
of the Four A's had jurisdiction.
That branch does not proselyte. It

Is said there is not one member of
the Actors' Fidelity League in the
company (Willie Collier is directing
the show). The explanation offered
by some of those Interested is that
Equity pulled a bone in demanding
•n all-Equity company and has
since attempted to square Itself.

Stories emanating from Equity
sympathizers to the effect that Car-
roll's attitude In the matter was
inspired by legitimate managers and
the vaudeville interests were denied
by Carroll. He emphasizes the
Point that "In view of .Equity's
threat to pull out his musicians and
stagehands on his opening night the
P. M. A. and all managers doing
business with these unions (for their
own protection in the future, with-
out consideration of his (Carroll's)
case at all) should at least have
called the union leaders' attention
to the fact that according to
Equity's own avowed ruling. Carroll
being an independent producer and
his cast 100 per cent. non-Equity.
Equity has no right to interfere with
bis production, nor to call on the
wusirians and stagehands to pre-
vent the opening and ruin an ex-
Pensive business venture, nor can
tne unions conscientiously place

Hopkins Joyce, the star of the pro-
duction, said she would abide by
the decision* of the chorus. Carroll
tried to persuade the girls that it

was tne wise thing to do, but failed

to convince them, as they want him
to go through with his original

proposition of 100 per cent non-
Equity show.

Developments may change the

complexion of affairs overnight, but
at present it seems the chorus hold

the key to the situation, as Earl
CarroU says he will not compel any
of them to join Equity nor discharge
anyone for refusing to join. Mean-
time rehearsals are going on in due
order, and outside of Carroll him-
self no one seems In the least wor-
ried.

Earl Carroll's troubles with
Equity, which seemed to be on a fair

way to settlement, got another jolt

Tuesday, when, after passing Equity
application blanks amongst his prin-

cipals and chorus, Carroll found
several -In both who refused te sign

them. Some said they would re-

lease Carroll from his contracts with

them, as they had nothing but the

kindliest feelings for him, but they

would not be forced into Equity.

This Carroll refused to consider.

Carrol] then took the applications

which had been signed (a majority

of the company had signed to save
Carroll from worry and trouble) to

the Equity headquarters and pro-

posed that the council accept them
as a sign of his good faith, call off

the argument and let him (Carroll)

and those who were willing to join

Equity work on those who were not,

probably 15 out of 94.

Equity turned down this offer, in-,

sisting on 100 per cent Equity cast,

failing which Carroll might prepare
for further trouble.

At present Carroll has not de-
cided what action to take, whether
to nail his colors to the mast and
declare for 100 pe,r cent. non-Equity
cast or to join the P. M. A.

Meanwhile Equity employed crafty

strategy and tried to buy the anti-

Equity members of the show to quit

One Instance was told by Sunny
Saunders, of the beauty models, who
is anti-Equity. Miss Saunders stated

she was approached by Miss Law-
lor of the Chorus Equity, who of-

fered to pay all her expenses, and
pay her for every day she has re-

hearsed if quitting the show. Miss
Saunders referred to her contract
with Carroll and If she broke it Mr.
Carroll might resort to the courts.

Miss Lawlor's reply was, says Miss
Saunders, "If he does we will give

you the money and legal assistance

to fight the case."

SPORTS

About $160,000 worth of spectators

saw Jimmy Wilde, world's flyweight

champion, lose his crown to Pancho

Villa at the Polo Grounds Monday
night. Villa knocked Wilde out in

the seventh round, the little Eng-

lishman collapsing' face forward

after taking one on the jaw, after

the gamest exhibition ever staged

in a local ring.

From the opening gong It was a

foregone conclusion that Wilde had
nothing but his title and Indomitable

courage. His punches wouldn't have

hurt one of Singer's midgets and his

footwork was negligible.

At the end of the second round
Wilde and Villa were exchanging

punches when the bell rang. Villa

had Started a rightcross which the

bell interrupted. The Filipino didn't

hear the gong and let the punch
go, with the result it stretched Wilde
out on the floor, from which position

his seconds dragged him to his cor-

ner, working frantically to get him

ready for the next round. Even

after that one-sided start. Villa

couldn't take the leading away from
Wilde, who bored In, forcing. the

fighting right up to the end. Wilde
took everything Villa hud, fighting

out of clinches and never taking a
backward step.

Wilde's courage turned the crowd
with him to a man. Around the

ringside spectators were pulling for

Wilde to end it with one of his

former deadly smashes, but the arm
that once wielded terror to the fly-

weights and bantams wi»s withered
and weak. The heart beat courage-
ously and the fighting brain func-
tioned, but the muscles refused to

co-ordinate until the ence mlgh'.y
little Britisher staggentd around
like a drunken man and the crowd
yelled for Referee Patsy Haley to

stop the slaughter.
At the end of the sixth round

Haley walked over to Wilde's cor-

ner and begged his seconds to throw
in the towel. The Briton's handlers
said that Wilde would be knocked
out or continue fighting to the end.

Villa lacked his usual wild ag-
gressiveness, even when the Eng-
lishman was visibly weak in the
early rounds. His . espect for the

. Wilde punch was obvious. The little

Miss Saunders said she Informed dark man was ever ready to cover

themselves in the position of up-
holding such methods."

The managers having failed to
take this action, which Carroll says
will ultimately be of much more im-
portance and significance to them
as a body than to him Individually,

may lead to a peaceful settlement
of the trouble with Equity. For
Carroll has two easy outs, one to go
over to the Equity contingent or the
alternative, to join the P. M. A.,

neither of which course appeals to

him, unless, he says, he is left alone
to fight the imposition of the closed

shop on his production.

An incident which may materially
alter the situation occurred Satur-
day last while rehearsal was in full

swing. A delegation from Equity
consisting of John Emerson, Grant
Stewart, Grant Mitchell, Paul Dul-
zell and Dorothy Bryant secretary

of the Chorus Equity, called and de-
manded they be allowed to speak
to all members of the company.
Carroll at once conducted the

Equity people backstage, called the

chorus people together, and Intro-

duced the visitors, who, together

and separately, used all their elo-

quence to get the boys and girls to

quit their defiant attitude and join

Equity.

Not only were their efforts un-'

successful, but several of the girls

asked some pertinent questions

which the Equity representatives

found embarrassing. They gave up
the attempt with the chorus for the

time and turned their batteries on
the principals in another room. Not
receiving much encouragement
there .they left with veiled threats

Of what would happen to the show.

Later another change came over

the scene, when 'Carroll himself

asked the principals to join Equity,

and most agreed to do so in order

to save Carroll trouble. Some, how-
ever, were not agreeable, and these

were augmented when the chorus

girls almost unanimously declared

their opposition to being compelled

to Join any organization, and Peggy

Miss Luwlor that the plan proposed
was not very honorable, coming
from an Equity representative, and
that she would not think of betray-

ing a good fellow like Carroll. Miss
Saunders Is one of the featured
beauties in the "Parade of the Furs."
Others of the girls have been simi-
larly approached, it is said, but in

no instance with gratifying results

to Equity.
Peggy Hopkins-Joyce, the star,*

when seen, was ablaze with dia-

monds and enveloped in a $50,000

chinchilla wrap. Miss Joyce de-

clared she would stick with the

chorus girls, and further that she
would not stand for any of the girls

losing their engagement because of

refusal to join Equity. (Carroll has
given the girls his word he will not
discharge any one for such a rea-

son.)

Harry Burns, the vaudevlllian,

who has a principal comedy part In

the Carroll production, gave the
Equity delegation to understand he
is a vaudeville performer and has
contracts to fulfill on the Keith cir-

cuit John Em»r«on offered to com-
promise by making Burns an Equity
member until be returns to vaude-
ville and then accept his resigna-
tion. Burns- declared he had heard
of similar promises being broken by
unions *nd that he did not feel like

taking any chance In the present
Issue.

MACKAY'S ESTATE
(Continued from page 15)

agement of the Chestnut Street
theatre, Philadelphia. Four years
later he retired from the manage-
ment of this house and. for two
years, was associated with De Wolf
Hopper In the Criterion Comedy
Company. He then became dra-
matic director for Brooks A Dick-
son. Later he played with William
H. Crane In "The Fool and His
Money."
He was very active in various

actors' organisations and was highly

regarded and respected by the en-

tire theatrical profession not only

for his professional attainments,

but also for his splendid devotion

to the Actors' Fund, of which or-

ganization he had been chairman of

and took many a belt on the jaw
from Wilde, who fouprht standing up
straight in the old style, while the

Filipino crouched continually.

The victory was received fairly

enthusiastically and was followed

by a rousing cheer for Wilde's re-

markable gameness.
Villa can thank Tom O'Rourke for

his title. Ignoring Franklo Genaro,
thrice conqueror of Villa and Ameri-
can flyweight champion now,
O'Rourke matched Villa with Wilde,
figuring him the better card. His
judgment was vindicated by the

turnout. Genaro would have
stopped Wilde just as quickly as
Villa. The latter proved conclu-
sively In this bout that he has no
punch. When Villa and Genaro
meet again the latter will be a

7-to-5 favorite to duplicate his last

three victories.

The semi-final saw the end of

Carl Tremaine, the muchly ©rer-

rated western bantam, as a title

contender. A few veeks ago Tre-
maine was given a pasting out of

town by . an unknown. Monday
night Harry Gordon, a local product,

who has been coming along like

wildfire, gave Tremaine a boxing
lesson and licking. The kid out-

the Executive Committee since

1908.

He helped organize the Actors'
Society of America, the Actors'
Church Alliance, the Players' Club,

the New York State Association of

Elocutionists and the Actors' Fund.
He was also the founder and a life

director of the National Congress
of Dramatic Art. In 1898 be
founded the National Conservatory
of Dramatic Art, and taught dra-
matic expression until his last ill-

ness. At the time of death, Mr.
Mackay was America's oldest living

professional.
Funeral services over his remains

were held privately, May 7. and, In

accordance with his wishes, no one
outside of his immediate family,

save W. C. Austin, executive secre-

tary of the Actors' Fund, were pres-

ent. Clubs and organizations to

which he belonged were requested
not to s*>nd any flowers. The body
was cremated

boxed, out-slugged and out-gamed
Tremaine, who has the reputation In

fight circles of being a great front
runner, but not so courageous when
taking It. Tremaine resorted to all

kinds of questionable methods to

stem the tide, but was forced to run
second all the way. His fights

against Mike Ballerino and Johhny
Curtin had made Tremaine a great
local card, but Gordon punctured
his prestige and

|
blotted him off the

bantam waiting list. Gordon and
Joe Lynch would make N a great
match for some local club in the
near future.

A cable to Variety says that ner-
vousness during the woman's tennis
championship In Paris June 18
caused Suzanne Lenglerr to become
hysterical. Weeping, after losing
four consecutive games, she aban-
doned the gams with Madame Gold-
Ing, but later returned, after con-
sulting her parents, and ultimately
regained her championship laurels.
It is doubtful If Lenglen will go to
Wimbledon.

The writer, Con, Is one of the few
who thinks Jack Derapsey will loss
his title to Tommy Gibbons at Shel-
by July 4. Dempsey never in all his
rlrg career has been asked to meet
a boxer of Gibbons' calibre. Tommy
can hit and his gameness is un-
questioned. Gibbons is one of the
cleanest livers the ring has ever
known. While Dempsey is younger
than the challenger, it Is a safe hot
that Gibbons will be the better con-
ditioned athlete of the two when
the gong rings for the first round.
In the same writer's opinion Jess
Willard will defeat Louis Flrpo and
Derapsey should the latter survive
the Gibbons clash with his title In-
tact. The Toledo bout has been
thrown out by 80 per cent, of the
sport writers In the know. Willard
of all the comebacks. Kilbane, Wilde,
etc., after a longer lay-off than any
of them, is the only one to show bis
old-time form. His bout with Floyd
Johnson at the Tanks' Stadium for
the Milk Fund was an eye-opener.
Had he been In the same condition
at Toledo, Willard would even have
survived the "works.**

The bookmakers around the met*
ropolitan tracks are loudly squawk-
ing about their losses, and, al-
though that cry Is not new In the
first phase of the racing season, It
is conceded the books are mors
than 81.000,000 to the bad to date,
some estimates doubling that
amount. In racing circles it is said
the averags loss per book is $60,000.
Sharpshooters from out of town are
named as having gotton most of the
dough, the strangers coming along
with horses whose form was hard
to gauge. Sent to the post at long
prices, the out-of-towners wagered
big amounts and copped, imme-
diately departing from town. Ad-
mitting that the losses are hefty,
it is doubted If the bookies are
really worried, for It Is a cinch
that some of the heavy bets cashed
in by New Yorkers will flow back
to the books before the season Is

over. Men who have watched the
betting for years are confident that
history will repeat itself.

Sea Cove Is no longer the, prop-
erty of George Meyer, racing en-
thusiast, with a side line of song
writing. George only owned the
stepper two weeks, then along
came Frank Keeney and grabbed
him In a selling stake. That was
the way Meyer got Sea Cove, who
was good enough to win the first

race he started under the song-
smith's colors. George still has a
stable, however, for urion losing Sea
Cove he picked up a two-year-old
named The Boss. Hs swears he
had to buy a phonograph for Sea
Cove, who liked jass tunes and has
kept the Instrument in the stable
because The Boss Is a hound for
dance music. The only other Friar
claiming the privilege of sporting
an owner's badge Is "Iron horse"
Frank Tannehlll, who Is said to own
a horse and a half.

The annual National Vaudeville
Artists' golf tournament will not
be held at the Garden City (L. I.)

Country Club, as originally sched-
uled on account of the damage to
the course. The tournament has
been switched to the Salisbury
course, about a mile from (tardea
City.

Owen Carrol. 10-year-old pitching
star of Holy Cross college, is said

to have turned down a three years*
contract with the Pittsburgh Na-
tional League club calling for a
salary of f 10,000 a year, because he
wishes to study for the priesthood.
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VARIETY
BILLS NEXT WEEK (JUNE 25)

open(All houses
abdicated >

The blllt oiIjw

IN VAIIDBVIM.B THEATRES
for tht weak with Monday main as. *rfil iot otherwise

are grouped In division* according to booking office* supplied

twiTht mannew In which theae bill* are prlntod
laaportance of at to nor tbolr program poaltlona.

* before name doaatoo act i» doing now tara
from vaudeville, or appearing In city where II* tad

ar
Cor

not donoto tbo relative

"appearing after aboonao
tbo trot time

KEITH CIRCUIT
NHV YORK CITY
Koith'a 1'uUrr

Singer's Midget
Fr'nklyn ft Charlea
Moran ft Mark
•living Fleher
Harry Green
]<eednm A Btarnpor
Browne bisters

Ilurke ft l>urUn
I>avi3 ft Darnell
1'l.tro
(Others (o t* 1 1

1

1st half (16*27)
Dooley ft Salea
K:i»e. Parker ('<>

Howard Kyle ( >

Will J Ward

C'ECELE UARR1
D'ANDREA and WALTERS

iv i tured Dancers
ALWAYS

"Mary." "The Merry Widow," "Tp In

the Clouds." "Spire of I9«." and others.

Babbs Carroll ft S
(One to fill)

Keith's Riverside
•Dotothy Rusn'll Co
Leviathan Band
•West Blltm're F P
Hawthorne ft Cook
Wright * Dietrich
Herbert A Pare
Davo Roth
Jack Norton
Williams ft Vanoaai

Mass' Broadway
rilft Nazarro Band
T * B Healy
Qlcott ft Mary Ann
M'Farlane ft Palace
(Others to fill)

Moss' Coliseum
Flashes fin Sonrjl'd

Davin A Darnell
.T A H Shields
Lahr A Mercedeg
(Two to till)

2d half
D D 11?
Betazian A White
(Othera to fill)

Koith'a Fordham
Princess Wahletka
Tom Smith
Rexazlan A White
(Others to fill)

2d half
T.ahr A Mercedes
Flashes fm Songl'd
(Others to fill)

MosV Franklin
Sarafan
The Diamonds
(Others to fill)

2d hai;
Shone A Hqulree
l.aun Gr.nsbee Co
(Othera to fill)

Keith's Hami Itoa
Rum* A Lynn
(Others to fill

»

2d half
B«»nn<e?t 1 win
(Others to Oil)

Keith's .IcnYr»on
Harry Holman Co
Ruth Roye
Walters * Walters
Gilded Cage
Hurst ft Vog;
Reed ft Mayi
(Two to (111)

2d half
Walsh ft Bills
Harrison Da Kin
Tom Smith
J ft H Shields
L A II Ztegler
(Others to All)

I Cahlll ft Romalne
(Others to nil)

2d half ttf-1)
Jos K Watson
M'Cart'n ft Marr'ne
Runaway Four
C'per ft Kavanaugh
Carnlyal of Venice
(Othera to fill*

Proctor's 23d HI.

2d half (21-24)
Barrett Clayton Co
•Dorothy Taylor
Colvin ft Wood
Sankus ft Sylvas
Janet of France
Rainbow Six

lat half (25-27)
Adelaide Bell Ca
Chaa Keating Co
Aaron ft Kelly
Mummers Duo
Marlon Gibney
Marston ft Munley

2d half (28-1)
Henry Toomer Co
Cahlll ft Romaine
•Stone & I'latt

Bender ft Knapp
Helen Morettl
(One to Till)

CONEY ISLAND
Brighton

Harland Dixon Co
8eed ft. Austin
Lillian Shaw
Holmes A LaVera
Arnaut Bros
(Others to till)

FAR ROCKAWAY
< olumb-a
«d half

McKay ft Ardine
Walters & Walters
The Diamonda
(Others to fill)

BROOKLYN
Keith's Bualtwiek
Ted Lewis ft Banal
Compll of l»easou
Fortunello ft C
Mabel Burke
Gold Edwards
Frances Armi
Bill Robinson
Senator Ford
(One to fill)

Koith'a Orphenm
Wm ft J Maude!
Dotaon
B ft B Wheeler
Owen McGivney
Herbert Clifton
The Wager

WILLIAM F. ADER
The Chicago Theatrical Lawyer

Now Located at
11 SO. LA SALLE ST.. CHICAGO. ILL

Phone RANDOLPH 6611

Moss' Regent
Walsh ft Kills
Nora Jane ft Carl
Bennett Twins
(Others to fill)

2d half
Hurst ft Vogt
Harry Holman Co
(Others to fill)

Keith's Hist St.

Son Dodger
Patricoia
Olsen ft .Tell-. >n

Murray ft Alan
I. & B Dr ... r

(One to All)

rrorlor'M 133ili St.
2d half (21 JO

Rives ft a rnolil
Looking Bacli \\ i <l*

Murray A Alan
Berk ft. Swan
I- & H Ziegler
Stono «v liui'o

1st half ( i:
.'.

-
_• 7 »

Henry B Toomer Co
Helen Moretti
Luckle ft Harris
•Mills ft Klmlfitll
Bonder ft Knapp
(One to fill)

Zelaya
Clifford ft Gray
Burke ft Durkin
Keith's Greenpoint

2d hall" (21-24)
H ft, II I.am;!. .ii

Sealo
Dexo Rettcr
(Othera to fi i

»

1st half (2K-2.7)
Healey & Cross
•Stone ft Plat!
(Others to fill)

2d half (28-1)
Heatey ft Cross
O'Brien K- .1'K.phine
(Others to fill >

Keith's PreeparlM half (21-L'l)
Heatey ft Cross
I'aul Docker Co
•Day at Brighton
Pinto ft Boyle
June La Mont & it

(One to fill)

lat half (2; 27)
Yorke ft Kln K
O'Brien ft .l's<'t>liine

M'Cart'n ft Marr'ne
(Others to 111 1

»

2d half (28-1)

SHEAN and PHIUIPS
Featured with ONA MUNSON

Playing it I . Keith Circuit

2d half (2S-1)
Adelaide Bell Co
Junmie Reynolds:
Davis ft Sanford
Hummers 2

Ma est on ft Mauley
Harmon ft Sands
Proctor'* 5*tli St.

I'd half (21-24)
•Henning* ft Ak a r*

Herbert Clifton
Carletc-r ft Lewis
Kennedy Bros
(Two to fill)

1st half (J3-27)
The Delano's
(Others to nil)

2d hair (21-1)
R.hel Parker Co
John LeClgir
(Others to f1

1

>

Frortor'f* ith \ve.
2d hftir (21 *l>

Torke ft Klti|
•B- k fi ' » Cl • -sk

Peplto Granaoo* Ca
•Hlllobrand ft M
Mel Klee
(Others to All)

ALBANY
Proctor'*

Bennington ft Se>tt
Mack ft Marion
John R Gordon Co
Claudia Coleman
Royal Venetian 5

2d hall
•Gertie I). Milt
York ft Maybet la
Roth Kids
Jim McWHUama
(One to fill)

ASIII KV PARK
Main Street

M-limla ft I »« <1»

Russell ft Marconi
("has Ledegar
• Kdwards ft Pj ?M'n.

Rainbow 4>

2d half
•Miss Klvia
Tiermy A Donnelly
Jack Kcnr.crty ('j

Doris Dunein
Burke. Barton ft B
4 Bellhops

ATLANTIC (ITY
Globe

Besaye Cllflord

Jlainbowa End
DAYTON

B. F. Keith's

Neat or ft Vincent
s<.|>nle Kassmir
Moore ft Kendall
s Ballentyne ft H
Florence Hebron
lor Pity's Sake

ALF T. WILTON
PRESENTS

THE

FOUR

DIAMONDS

YOU WEBE
REQUESTED
TO WATCH
THIS SPACE
FOR 4 WEEKS

Th it week

—

New Brighton Thea-
tre, Brighton Beach.

Next Week — Franklin and Far
Rockaway.

The Result of the 4th Week
WEEK OF JULY 2

B. F. KEITH'S PALACE

Walter C Kelly
Olga Petrova C»
Deagon ft Mark
Ted Lorraine
Williams & Taylor
\ an Cello ft Mary

Young's
Clown Heal
Wiu Kbbs Co
LaPalarica Trio
Pietro
Choy Ling Ffee Tr

BALTIMORK
Maryland

Traps

M halt
Croes ft Santora
Jean La Crosse
Ned Norworth Co
Anderson ft Graves
Nna-boff ft Phelps
Movie Masque

BRTBOIT
Teaiple

I>on Valerlo Co
RbooVl ft Watson
Blondes
1 tolly Kay
Plata Entertainers
Joseph Browning

CHESTER FREDERICKS
The Featured Juvenile Dancer

( le.er Mimic
Third Season with
(us Kdwards Revue

and

loach'* Band
Savuy ft Breanan
(lertrude Barnes
Cosier ft LuHb>
Harrison ft Dakin

BOSTON
B. V. Keil'i's

Bert Hughes ('.>

Creole Pashion P.

Lloyd & Christie
Renee Robert Rev
Hhaw ft I,ee

Harry J Conley ('.»

("ombe ft Nevnii
jack Hanlej

BLFPALtl
Shea's

Parker Bros
Margaret 1'oril

"Rayinotid ft M
Moody ft Duni.ui
Ruth Budd
Harry Pox Co -
•Call of North B'nd

C1IATTANOOL A
Rialto
Id half

.Sheldons
Sterling 4

Huxley & Porter

Belllee Duo
IMHANAPOI.IS

Palace
Harry Tsuda
I>i>ie Sisters
McDevitt Kelly ft Q
Maureen Kngiin
Oaletti ft Kokin
(One to fill)

M half
Breams
I'ollis ft Leltoy
Eddie Nelson
Rubeville
Briscoe ft Rauh
1 Blue Demons

I.OLISVILLE
National

l)r>>ams
I'ollis ft Le -Roy
ICddic Nelson
Uubcville
Briscoe ft Rauh
s Blue Demons

I'd half
Harry Tsuda
Doro Sisters
McDevitt Kelly ft Q
Maureen Kngiin
Oaletti ft Kokin
C.»ne to fill)

AGNES— —CHAS.
FINLAY and HILL
with

in "Vodvil a la Mode"
ENRICO CARUSO SBOROI

! I'm i rent ft

II Brockni.i

n

Collet i e

TV v

CI NCI NN XI I

P:«lil< ••

Ciarcinetti Bros
Barrett ft r>rnum
Ma u .« tviinv
Bernard & Scar»h
Wg llliM\ .r

I'oit Miners
Harry Kaini

(I.KHI.AMi
Ifippodrome

Wilson Aubrey .",

Stewart 'Jirln

Hnllen ft Day
l'it< h's Minstre -

Fox ft Allj n
K'vanaugh ft K H-v
(One ti. (Ill)

105th Street
Johaay Clarh Co
M'Ctath ft Deedl

g>

MONTREAL
Imperinl

(Sunday Upenn
i.ntie Cottage
Oscar Lorraine
ai aUryker
Smith ft Strong
Allan ft Canfield
iii"/. Courtney Co

MT. YI.KNON
Proctor's

: i imif (^t-:n
i',i i rieoia
I.ahr ft Mercedes
Friend in Need
Bennett Twins
Mob Bobby ft Bob
(Others to fill)

let ball (2t»-?l)
Jos K Watson
I.nura Ormsber Co
(Others to fill)

2d half (28-1)
Dooley ft Sales

4 DANCING MADCAPS

2d half
Powell * Browa
Lang tt Haley
Raymond Bond Co
Harry Breon Ca
Tbo Bradnaa

NEWARK, N. J.

Procter's
Yin I .opes ft Rand
Janet of Franco
Bob Hall
Juggleland
3 Fleming Sis
(Others to fill)

NORFOLK
Amdesny

(Richmond aplit)
1st hair

Margaret Mc Ke*
Jay C Fllppen Co
Mallia Bart Co
(Two to fill)

PATERSON. N. J
Maiestle

2d half (21-24)
Walthour ft P
Win Slsto
•Grace E-Iler Co
Baker ft Rogers
(Others to fill)

1st hair ( 2 f - 2 7 )

Freed ft Coldc Bil
John LeClair
(others to All)

2d half (28-1)
Innls ft It-. -mi

The Delanda
(Others to fill)

PHILADELPHIA
¥. II. Keith's

("rafts ft Haley
llegedus' ft Reye*
Jack rfnrworlh-
Kthel Barrymore
Funtino Sisters
Boy le ft Bennett
Rich Hayes
A'leen Stanley

P1TTSBI RLB
Davis

W ft II Browne
Juvk Bertny
Ben Welch v\.
Helen Stover
Danec Creation*
Helen Ware C»»
Lowe ft Stella

PORTLAND, ME.
II. F. Keith's

Lew Seynour Co
•danac Quartette
Canova
•Miller ft Fears
Dani^e ft Dayne

SCHENECTADY
Proctor's

<!.>rtie DeMllt
York ft Maybelle
Roth Kids
Jim McWiliiams
•it ft Shufflin Band

2d half
Bennington ft Stott
Mack & Marlon
John R Clordon Co
Claudia Coleman
Royal Venetian 5

SYBACl'SK
B. r. Keith s

Ben Beyer
Jack Little
Billy Miller Co
Mary Haynes
Hac';9tt A D'lm'r R

TOLEDO
B r. Keith's

Cross A Santera
Jean La Crosse
Ned Norworth Co
Anderson ft Graves
Neehoff ft Phelps
Movie Masqub

2d half
Nestor ft Vln.ent
S.»"»m« Kassmir
Moor* ft Kendall
s Dallentyne ft H
Florence Hobson
POT Pity's Saks

TRENTON, ft. J.

Cai»!tol
Stlllwell ft Eraser
Fern ft Marie
Jack Kennedy Co
Jungle Bung Cow
2 Si M-.auis

2.1 half
Lime Trio
M ft S hufli. n Band
Si«»..rs ft P*r»ons
Crank Mullane
(C«ne to «Hi>

WASHINGTON
II. E. Keith**

II irry Stoddard Co
O'Neill ft I'lunketi
Sewell Sifter*
Ko,!»h ft Al!« n
Butler ft Parker
Wm Kent
Florence Brsdy
Louise ft MltcHell

WHITE PLAINS
l.fnn

Mfl.inn ft S'Jlty

Vera Cole
Dave Ferguson *^o

Mel Ki»e
Louise lively Co

'.'.1 half

.lohn.soti Twins
H ft M Si ho'der
Dm ley ft Morton
Louise '•< ^*" |v ( 'o

(Two to mi)

YONKEKS
I"roe tor's

-."J half (21-*l)
Singer's Midwels
O'Ne.l ft For.

I

May McKay ft Bis
Mel Klee
(Others to fli<>

1st ha'f CJ5 11)
Runaway Four
Alf Rlpon
LaToys K'.idels

(Othera to fill)

2d half (28 1)

Torke ft King
lteed ^C Mayo
(Other? t» till)

BOB MURPHY "and"
suggests for your summer vacation
Binghasa Bearh, Sooth Boyaltea. VI.

Thursday, June 21, 1923-

Bestboff ft M ss'ng'r *Bare*

2d half
Pressler A Klalas
Flaherty ft Stoning
(One to fill)

CAMBRIDGE
Central Square

The Pearsons
Gene Oliver Trio
Bobbe ft Stark
Clinton ft Rooney
Margie Burton

2d half
Mc'lintock ft B
Jack LnVler
(Three to fill)

LYNN. MASS.
Oiytnpia

MeClintock A B
Jack LaVier

Claude A Marlon
(One to till)

2d half
Nelson Waring
Clinton A Rooney
Bobbe A Stark
Johnny Coulon

NEW BKDFOBD
OI>nipia

Nell O'Connell
Nellie Arnaut Co
Pressler A Klaiss
Johnny Coulon
Flaherty A Stoning

2d half
The Pefcrsons
Pltser A Day
McLaughlin A K
Hall A Dexter
Margie Burton

Taylor Howard A T
Mlgnon
Corinns Hi ruber Ce

Uiieela Square
Frank Shields
•Weller Maxwell W
Norton A Melnotte
Harry Hines
Snappy Bits

2d half
Gold A Goldie
Frost A Morrison

* Smithw»rth Oa
ASTORIA, L. h

Ast»r1a
Kafka ft Stanlpr

Cleave,'

•Camla

•Ardell

2"'* * Whitledg.
Thos P Jackson cl
Neil McKlnley **
Jaata Marshall Ce

*<1 half
Margaret A -Mrarei

EqulllbrbneSeaantleaaJ
THE ORIGINA

I

FOUR PHILLIPS
PLATING KEITH CIRCUIT
Management: MAX 1 (IILLir

HENRI MARGO
assisted by

M \ KG A RITA MARGO, AKDATII
HALES and I1KLRNE IMCTH

Direction EAGLE A GOLDSMITH

DE

CHICAGO KEITH
IND.

POLFS CIRCUIT
BRIDiiEPORT

Palace
North ft South
Miller ft Mack
Mo.ire A Freed
Royal Purple Girls
(One to fill)

td half
W ft G Ahearn
Mme DuBarry Co
Joe Darcey
Hnrras ft Wills
(Two to fill)

HARTFORD
Capitol

The Rovelly

ASS.

Co

SPRINCF'D. M
Palace

Billy Kincald
Alma Braham
Looking Backward
Morris ft Shaw
(One to fill)

2d half
Har.el Moran
!>unne A lnv
Pat Rooney Co
Davis ft I'elie

(One to fill)

WATERBIBT
Palace

(Sunday opening)

C'UNTON,
Capitol

Jimmie Dunn
Demcral ft Vail
(Two to fill)

td bsif
V. ft P Valentine
l "our Tatnakas
(Tv. o to mi)

DETROIT
l.aSnlle fiardena

tilbson Sis ft Grady
Farnell ft Florence
Ward ft Dooley
(Two to fill)

2d half
Autumn Trio
Potter ft Gnmb'e
(Three to fill)

ITNDLAY, O.

Majestic
Octavo A Volta
(Three to mi)

ORPHEUM
i IIICAGO

Palace

(Sunday Orenin^)
Anatol Friedl'nu Co
'"u-ia Irwin
Whiting ft Burt
Avon Comedy 4

Ol^a Cook
I >x\ e Harris
(Others to fill)

CIRCUIT

KLLEXINGTON.
Beu Alt
lat half

•Stellar Saxo ft

(Three to All)

RICHMOND. IND.
Murray

•Stellar Saxo ft

Four Tamakas
(Two to fill)

2d half
Gilletta ft Rica
Weston ft FUne
(Two 10 fill)

TERRE HAITI
Liberty

Pie roe ft Goft
CilietHs Monks
(Two to fill)

2d half
Be raer ft Seainon
Xeno Moil ft Carl
(Two to fill)

CIBCuTT
MIIAVAI'KKE

Palace

(Sunday Opealng)
R Fairin OD'hestra
Tbo Sheik
Van Hov.n
Jenn Mlddleton
Geo Yoeman
(One to fill)

Fred Bowers Co
Neil McKinley
Knight A Kna\.

Greeley Square
Gold A Goldie
Gray A Dean
Greenwald A Naee
Cosslar A Beaaley 2
Maxon A Brown
Selma Braatx. Co

2d half
Page ft Green
Jason ft Haxrrgan
Friend ft Hlckey
Farrell Taylor 3

Al Raymond
Snappy Bits

Delaneey Street
Page ft Green
Dunedin ft Piny
Taylor Howard ft T
Fisher ft Bertram
Fielda ft Fin it

Valda Co
2d half

Claymo
Dreon Sisters'
•Hobun ft Green
Bobby Jarvla Co
Harry Hines
Moss ft Mannings'

National
Margaret ft Alvarez

Cooper A Lacty
Dave Thursby
N'orton A Melnotte
Mnxon A Brown
Fred Lindsay Co

ATLANTA
Grand

Orville Stamm
*LAG Harvey
Fagg ft White
Harry White
•Hollywood Frolics

2d half
Seebacks
Mlnette ft Bryant
Brown ft Roi;era
Rogers ft Gregory
•Caporal Trio

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome

Lucy Gllette Co
Hidden Voices
Herbert Denton Ce
Nelson ft Parish
Kee Tom 4

BIRMINGHAM
Bijou

Maxon ft Morris
Lyons ft WaUenv|e"
Harry Berry ft M'ss

TOMMY— — «• \H\

VAN and VERNON

"SIR" JAMES

Co

DWYER

EDDIE

BORDEN
Holrlen ft Harron
Cupl1*S C1O30UPS
Joe Darcey
Wanka

•Jd half
Edith La Mond
Laces ft Ladies
Monro ft Freed
Young Wang Co
(One to till)

NEW HAVEN
Pal-ice

YV ft G Ahearn
Mme i>uBarry io
'.Mxie i-'our

Hetras ft Wills
2d half

Ward ft Oliver
North ft South
M'llor ft Mack
Babcoek ft Dolly
Royal Purple Girls

SCRANTOX,
Poll's

The Osuthiera

PA.

Ward ft Oliver
Kdith LaMond
Laces ft Ladles
Babcocic ft Dolly
Young Wans; Co

2d half
The Rovelly
Holden ft Harron
Cupid's Closeups
Dlgle Four
Wanks
WILKES BAHKE

Poli'M
Frank Wilson
Colvin ft V/ood*
Johnny Murphy
Rose'* Midgetn

2d half
Ttte Gauthier?
thai Theodore
Joe Laurie
Rose's Midgets

WORCESTLK
Poll's

Ifv^el Moran

State Lake
(Sunday Opening)
-Honey C'mpb'll Co
Glanville A Sand' is

•Birds of Paradise
Mltlershin & Geiard
Clayton A 'Lennle
B^rt Fitigibbon
(Otters to fill)

DBS M()IM>
Orpheusn

C-unday Opcninu)
Lopei'a Red Cap Or
Kdwards ft Beaslcy
Redmond ft We'.ls

\oet ft Clady
(Ons to fill)

KANSAS CITY
Main Street

Toto
Laura Pijrpont Co
Margaret ft Morrell
Silver Uuval A K
Hal Skelly Co
(One to fill)

LOS ANGELES
Hill Street

Aunt Jemima Band
Toii'v ft Norman
P. irl Hickman Rev

MINNEAPOLIS
Hennepin

(Sunday Opening)
Wells Va ft West
Gardell Pryor Co
Gibson A Connelli
Walton ft Brandt
Robt Reilly
Lamberti
OAKLAND. ( AL.

Orphrum
Clayton ft Edwards
Jewell's Manlkens
Eva Shirley Co
Margaret Padula
Basil ft Allen
Gordon A Rica

ST. PAUL
Palace

Tom Kelly
Lambert A Fi<<h
Yormark
Frank Devoo
Five Lelands
Slgbebe's Doga
SAN FRANCISCO

Golden Gate
(Sunday Opening)
W C Fielda
Alexandria
Fox ft Shi (i >

Sylvia Clark

Branson ft Renee
Poster Girl
Frarer ft Bunce
Corinne Himber

2d half
Frank Shields
Northlane ft Wa-d
Coaalar ft Bee.«t»»y 1

Steppe A O'Neill
Romas Troupe

Orpheum
Arco Bros
Northlane ft Ward
Cardo ft Noll
Judson Cole
Farrell Taylor J

2d half
Kafka ft Stanley
Lillian Morton
Thos P Jaekson Co
Foater ft Seamon
Valda Co

Boulevard
Fletcher ft Pasqle
Cooper ft Lacey
Bobby Jarvia Co
Rule ft O'Brien
Knight & Knave

2d half
4 Yllerons
Evans A Wilson
Fisher A Bertram
Antrim A Vale
Quixey Four

Silvers ft Ro«e
Kary ft Kary

2d half
Orville Stamm
•L ft Har.ey
Fagg ft White
Harry White
•Hollywood Frolics

BOSTON
Orphenm

Melnotte Duo
Sam E Mann
Connors ft Boyne
McNally Kelly ft D
Jean Grancse Co
Day at Coney

Bl'FFALO
State

Munkin
M'Intyre A Halc'mb
•Indian Revoriea
Mumford A Stanley
Moran A Weleer

CHICAGO

Rtalto

Monroe A Grant
Conroy A Howard
Ling A Long
Mallon A McCafte
Music Mania

E. HEMMENDINGER, Inc.

» JEWELERS
•S West 40th Street New 1

Telephone Bryant IMS

JACK CLIFF

THOMAS and HAYMAN
ECCENTRIC DANCERS

Have aigned for New York production.CHAMBERLAIN BROWN Office

DENTIST
Prices within reason to the profession

Or. M. G. CARY
N. W. Cor. Stats and Randolph Sta.

Second floor over Drug Store
Entrance • W. Randolph St.. CHICAGO

PLAYING KEITH IIKdll
Produced by cissy madcap

I dIMMV DCNKDIN

Ca-il SI* i >

A\ad.- Booth
Yip Taphanl<erj
(Two to fill)

Palace
Be*»gi»e ft Cun •»

F ft T Sabine
Billle Sha.vs P. v

Swift ft Kelly
Franklyn a

Tom Hi

< h*a Keating Ca
LaToys Models
'< irtier.T to fill .

M \shvii i r.

Princess
Wiil Morris
Montana
Kel'am ft O'Dara
Browa a WhiiaUei
J - i • Si jr t

Ethel Tlfodore
1 DitO
toe Laurie
•Ideal

2d Hair
Frank Wilson
Colvin ft Woods
Pritchard ft Ro<
Johnny Murphy
•Ideal

Dunne ft Day
Pat l.o »ney Co
• >.i t la .v Pells
(One to dll>

"Jd half
Bill Kineaid
alrna Braham C
Looli inij Bui ' "

Morrla ft Shaw
(One to fill)

• ••I

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT
BOSTON
Boston

S|anle) Gatllnl ( <

Boj I- ft clin«: ••

lins ft Whalen
B ft II ( ;it ll

Mlllicenl Mo-
nine tn fill)

Cor i, (»ii"s Olympi.i
(Scollay S«i )

Harris ft Holle
Uoalet ft Hall
Sally Beers
l't« « I ally

r .v r m,w
lOne lo iii!)

Gordon's OI» mpla
t rt'ai hlngfon si >

John Geiger
). lid Mar' ••• Co
'hung Wha 1 •

I'i >r Rudolph Co
(One to fill)

IIROMCl'V M\SS
Strand

i*t
a
la*r ft Day

Hi'i ft l»c<c,»r
•f i . i

?. White Kuhns
Bobby McLean Co

to fill)

Orpheum
Canny Brice
Morris ft Campbell
ESmereon & 1^'ldwin
Deiro
Tenipest ft D'kins'n
Mar.'on Murray Co
Snow Chimb's & H
Andetton ft Yvcl

The LeGrohs
Jcnka ft Allen

Orpheum
(Sunday Qrp' ning)
Julian lilting*
Fradkin
Regan ft Curliss
Leon Rrroll
LeMaine ft Hayes
Corinne Tilton
Beeman ft Grace
Clinton Bros

Avewae B
Ella LaVall
Clinton A Cornell
Fred Weber Co
I.»hr A Kennedy
•Camia Worth Co

2d half
John Blondy ft Bro
Irene Trevette
Salle A Robles
Justa Marshall Co

BROOKLYN
Metropolitaa

4 Yli»rons
Barton A Y.mm
Sharon Stevens Co
Mignon
Fred Bowers Co

2d half
Stanley ft Alva
Warmnn ft MaiU
Hanson ft Btiriona'
Jimmy Savo Co
(One to All)

Falton
Ruge ft Rose
Flo Ring
Marietta Craig Co
Friend ft Hickcy

CLEVELAND
State

Wyoming Duo
Ubert Carlton
CAT Harvey
Matthews A Ayraf

LONDON. CAN.
Loew

Villon Sisters
Hughic Clark
Grazer A Lawlor

td half
Whiting A Dunn
•Freddie Silv'ra ft F
Hamlin A Mack

MEMPHIS
State

Holden A Graham
(has Martin
Fay Rash S

Wilson A Jerome
Mammy ft G 1> S

2d half
Maxon & Morris
Lyons A Wakefield
Harry Berry ft Miss
Slivers ft Ross
Eary ft Kary

NEW YORK
State

Stanley ft Alva
Froet ft Morrison
vane ft Wilson

'

Fay Marbe
Steppe ft O'Neill
l> ft Belmont Rev

2d half
.". Wheeler Boys

LOEW CIRCUIT
CITY Orindell ft lather

Wainwrights
A I Raymond
Lillian Blegirr Co

2d half
Thomas ft Hay man
Fields ft Fink
Curdo ft Noll
Dunedin ft Play
Sharon Slovens Co

JACK POWELL SEXTEHE
HEADLINING PANTAGES CIRCUIT

WALTER ETHEL

WARD and DOOLEY

Kennedy ft Davit
llronson ft Renee

• ir^.v ft Old Lose
Fay Marbe
K>ne to fill)

American
Olavollo ft Betty
Jason ft Harrlgan
Flennj Marks ft (
H"mi* Troups

>

Fra-.:or ft Bnncs
(Two to nh i

lletwrla

I Wheeler B »> -

Lillian Morion
'Jordan s..k;,.ii

Jimmy Savo Co
Quixey Kour

£•1 half
Rti? ft Hose

Ca

Mo;> ft Mannings'
2d half

Arco Bros
'Bowen ft Baldwin
Wu iii wrighfs
Grey A Byron

ions' t\ Marie
Gates

Cessans' .<• M.ir •

Wanna n ft Mac c

Orey ft Byron
Foster ft Seiimon
Fred I ilndsa v <

'•>

•Jd half
Selma Brand «"o
W v . r-.ve:,

IC ;hto
Bgri '-'' '

Tnek .^ Clai i

Palore
John ntond> ft Bro
< arlnne A'rbnc . le

Hanson ft Bur: i i;s'

Salle ft BnbUs
(< »ne lo fill)

I'd hair
Margaret Young
Fletcher ft Paaii'ie

1

• M •'
'« A (j.r'.»

M1LWAI KER
Miller

Foris A West
Delbrtdg* ft G
Quinns' ft Smith
Ethel Davis Co

MONTREAL
Loew

Raymond Pike
P A G Hall
Nippon Duo
Harry M.iHon Co
Bernard ft Leon*
7 Honey Bej •

WXRK
Slate

Jack Han!'
Chadwli i. ft Ta r*lWT

Golden i

Adrian
Amaranth S'stera

NEW ORLEANS
Crescent

•Sweeney ft Boo.ief

Mabel B'ondell
Moore ft Elliott
DeN'ine ft Wll :"«•
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Kranl * MM*
. jiovie Star*
M half

Hold«n * Graham
Chas Martin

Fay Rash Trio
Wilson * Jerome
Mammy A Q D S

Pis Movie Stara

OTTAWA. CAN.
I-oew

Francis & Wilson
X it l> Wilson
M Montgomery
l*aar * Dale
Mm Eva Fay

PAL18ADBS P'K
Caatlny; I*amay»
jrubert Py?r Co
(One to fill)

PROVIDENCE
Kniery

Faynea
Jlcrritf & Couchlln

Fternard 6 lierritt
Murray * Maddox
Jennings A Mack
Urava Michelina T
SPRINGFIELD

Broadnay
Geo Moore
Bernard 4s Mearltt
Murray * Maddoz

2d half
Faynea
Merrltt St rouchlln
Jaa Kennedy Co
Phil Davis

TORONTO
Veaagc St.

Diaa Monkeys
Wytth A LaRue
Carey Rsnnon £ 11
Vox * Kelly
Ward it Wilson
Harry Ahrams Co
WASHINGTON

a

Strand

VARDON and PERRY
HEADLINING PANTAGE8 CIRCUIT

This week (June 17). Lyrle, Iadianapell*
-r.

POTTER and GAMBLE
B. F. KEITH CIRCI'IT

Direction: TH08. J. F1TZPATRICR

Jaa Kennedy Co
Phil Davis
Dance Varieties

2d half
Geo W Moore

Kicko L. Keyo
*LiOUls London
Nelson & Darrys'
J ft B Pag-o
Songs li Scenes •

• GUS SUN CIRCUIT
BUFFALO
Lafayette

Transflelds & It

Taylor-Mary £ II

Bickey & Hart Rev
1 Blue Devils

CORTLAND. N. T.
Cortland

Tern oo
How lea & Oilman
Ford & Truly
Hardy Bros Co

DETROIT
Columbia

WAR Ryan
Tom Post

Co•Pioflnir Fella
Trennol Trio
*3 Old Fahion Olrla
* Young & Paul
Five Cornelias

-GENEVA. N. Y.

Empire
Alice Itama»n
Tilock A Corrinn
YurtnMan LeMort*

ROCHESTER
Vl« torlu

Tempo
Stolen Snceta

M half
Carroll & Gormr-n
Graser & Lawlor

La Petite Revue

HAMILTON
Pantagea
(23-28)

The C'romwella
Herjnan ft Briscoe
"Wilton ft Craig
Lea Gellla t
Ben Barton Revue

CHICAGO
(hatenn
(J4-27)

Paarlng Parade
Fred Ardath Co
Betty Byron
Little Yoahl
Barton Siatera

MINNEU'OLDJ
Pantagea

Wilfred DuBols
Francis ft Day
Hudtnon*
Alexander Opera Co
Dixieland to B'way
(One to fill)

EDMONTON
Pantagea
(26-27)

(Same' bill plays
Calgary 28-1)

Peiblr.a & Nagel
Renzetta ft Gray
Aleko
Clark ft O Nell
Canadian Ver Band

Travel
Prevost ft Goulet
Cornell Leona ft Z

Official Deatlst fa the If V. ft.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
»493 B'way < Pataans Bide » H. I

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
CHICAGO
Majestic

Berg ft English
France ft Jerome
Medbury A Eltis
Tabor ft Greet.
Warris Syncopators
Clayton ft Lennie
Vlsaer Co
Stanley ft W Sis

ABERDEEN. S. D.
Orpheana
2d Half

•Sweet & Hill
.
Fairman ft Furraso
•Kbeneeaer ft Co
(One to fill)

FARGO. N. D.

Grand
•Sweet A Hill
Fairman ft Furman
Kbeneeser ft Co
(One to fill)

2d Half
Norton ft Wi'eon
•Karl Karey
(Two to fill)

6D. FORKS N. D.
Orphean
2d. Half

Sterling ft Gold
•The Gregorys

•Olga Kane Co
Tom Davles Co
Harry Rappi
Cheyenne Days
Brown ft I,aVe*le
Fiveck ft Claret
(One to All)

PEORIA, ILL.
' Palace

Bob White
Br'd'rickftWynn Co
Van ft Schenck
(Two to fill)

Id Half
Erneat Hiatt <

I.and*of Fantasies
Earle-Rial Revue

QIINt V. ILL.
Orphcaaa

•Leonard ft Barn't
Hugh Johnson
Crystal Bennett Co

2d Half
R ft B Brill
Williams ft Howard
(One to All)

ST. LOUIS. MO.
Geaad

. Lamphinls
Densmore 81s ft H
Mack ft Redding
Coulter ft Rose

Warren ft O'Brien
Gautler's Toy Shop

SAN FRANCISCO
Pantngee

(Sunday Opening)
Martinett
Con:, ft Albert
Kla«s ft Brllllint
Francis Rcnarlt
Geo Mayo
Dance alvolutions

OAKLAND
Pantagea

(Sunday Opening)
Laurie Devine
Frankle A Johnny
Harry Seymour Co
Chuck Haas
Callahan A Bliaa
Whitehead ft Band

LOS ANGF.I.KS
Paustagea

Caatleton ft Mack
Cronin ft Hart
The Speeders «.

Walter Weems
Sheiks of Araby

SAN DIEGO
Pantaire^

Whirl of World

LONG BEACH
Hcyt

Phil La Tosea
Sid Gold ft Pro
Honeymoon Ship
Carl McCullough
Alexander

BERT— —MINA
WAINWRIGHT

.In -THE RIGHT WEIGHTS''
By PAIL GERARD SMITH

Next week. Loew*a American and Fulton

ARTHUR SILBER
BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
tta riTZGERALD BLDO.. NEW YORK

Phoaea BRYANT 7»7«—»8?f

(Two to fill)

6D. ISLAND, NEB.
MajesticBAM Collins

(Two to All) «
2d Half

Grace Manlove Co
•Casey Devlin
Al Barnes Co

KAN. CITY. KAN.
Electrie

•Healy ft Garnella
Fo* Fletcher 2

2d Half
Pryatat Bennett Co
F'awrth ft Francis

KAN. CITY, MO.
Globe

Ardell Bros
La Hose A LaneBm Adler
(Two to fill)

2d Half
Freehand Bros
•Murray A Barton
alt of Deuces

Diebell A Waters
Desley Sis
Stanley ft McNabb
Page Hack ft M
(One to fill)

Skydame
Mons Herbert
•Donna Darling
(Two to fill)

2d Half
Mcllyar ft Hani in

Keith ft Parker
Bert Adler
(One to All)

SO. BEND, IND.
Palace

Br'w'ng ft Roberts
« Belfords
(Three to fill)

2d Half
Knapp ft Cornelia
(Four to fill)

SP'GFIRLD, MO.
Electric

Keith ft Parker
2d Half

•Healy ft Garnella

Yvette Co
Grew & Pates
Corradini's AnWla

SPOKANE
Pantagea

(Sunday Open'ng)
Winton Bros
Jones ft Sylvester

hotel! ft Voltes

Jack Powell 6

,.-ole'y ft La Tour
P.oy ft Arthur

SEATTLE
Faatagev

P»trams
Nay Bros
t'aaavi ft Klen
Georgia Minstrels

VANt OCVER. B.C.

Pantagea

Elaka
1711s ft Clark
Night In Spain
Jack Strouae
Jack Hedley Trio

BELIJNGHAM
VaeacvUle
(24-26)

Adonis ft Dog
O'Meara A Lan<lis

Pe'p'a M'l'dy Maids
Youth
O'w'ng ft O'Rourke
La Frame Bros

TACOMA
Pmatagea

Lewis A Brown
Knowlea ft White
Harry Downing Co
Marlon Claire
Long Tack Sam
Les Gladdona

PORTLAND
Pantagea

Leon mtal
Purcella ft Ramsey
Juliet Dlka
Clay Crouch
Kranz ft White
Three Falcone

Travel
McBannn
Connolly ft Francis
Telephone Tangle
Gollerini Siatera

HALT LAKE
Pantagea
(27-30)

Allen & Taxie
Princeton ft Vern'n
Dummies
N:».n Halpcrin
PaaRaall Broa

OGDEN
Orplieom
(28-30)

De Lyons Duo
Burke ft Betty
Ned Norton Co
Kegel ft Moore
Reno Sis ft Aiim
Horl Trio

DENVER
Empress

Sensational Togo
Five Chapina
La Plbe ft Emery
Marrfage-Divorce
Finlay ft Hill
Willie Bros.

COLO. SPRINGS
Burns
(26-28)

(Same bill playa
Pueblo 27)

Equilli Broa
Chick Supremf
Ross ft Roma
Bob La Salle
Lewis ft Norton
Joe Jackson

OMAHA
World

(Saturday opening)
Hope Vernon
Dewey ft Rogers
Cave Man Love
Davis ft McCoy
Harvard Holt ft K

KANSAS CITY
Pantagea

(Saturday opening)
Schepp'a Circus
Toney ft George
Lillian Bk'h'dt Co
Chaa Howard Co
ifuhhell'a Band

MEMPHIS
Pantagea

(Sunday opening)
Sheiks Favorite

Sky," which has pastel coloring*
and is said to have required upwards
of 3,000 yards of lace. Mile. Rene's
costume1 accomplishments show at

the hest in "Two Time Dan" (the

only number without tights), and
the boy and girl costumes in the
"Tennessee" number.
That there is not a thing the least

objectionable in the entire produc-
tion coupled with its extraordinary
brilliancy, makes the production one
to reflect the greatest credit on Beck,
to whom the "tired business man"
and his female associates owe a

debt of gratitude. Beck's ability to

gather together such an array of

stars and hold Miss Etting, who is

now in her seventh month (longest
that any favorite has ever remained
in such a show), combined with ca-
joling the two leading costume con-
cerns in Chicago into co-operative
effort, stamp him as the greatest
genius yet connected with the
cabaret world.

The reports of internal strife

within the ranks of Paul White-
man's orchestra in London, which
have been widely circulated In

orchestra and musical circles are
wholly denied by Hugh Ernst, man-
ager of Paul Whiteman's United
Orchestras, Inc., in New York. That
Ferdie Grofe, the first pianist and
crack arranger of the band, re-
turned to New York last week is

explained because of an expected
family addition. The Grofes are
going to fhe coast and will rejoin

YVhiteraan when he returns to New
York on the "Leviathan" Aug. 13.

YVhiteraan for two or three weeks
immediately following his return
will be busy catching up on his
Victor records.
The Henry Busse altercation has

a., been patched up and is said to

be the best thing that could have
happened for the champ "hot lips"

cornetist. His personal success both
as a musician and jazz songwriter,
including a number dedicated to

himself ('Hot Lips"), was a bit too
much for him, with the result a
verbal set-to with Whlteman ensued
several weeks ago in London. Al-
though kept quiet it trickled back* to

the States with various rumors that
Busse would sever connections with
the band and that he and Grofe will

firm a new combination. This Is

refuted by Mr. Ernst, although a
new secend cornetist will no longer
te with the band on their return
because of his demands for re-
muneration pairing the older mem-
bers of the orchestra.
Joe Kaymond, who subbed for

Whlteman at the Palais Royal, has
signed to make Victor records, but
has not done any actual "canning"
as yet. The Palais Royal will

shortly close for the summer.

REVIEWS OF DISKS

POPULAR
WITHOUT YOU (Fox Trot)—Gene

Rodemich's Orchestra
HONOLULU BLUES—Oriole Ter-

race Orchestra—Brunswick No.
2398

Both numbers are west coast fa-

vorites, the stately "Without You"
being by Art Hickman, Ben Black
(the Hickman orchestra's pianist)

and Neil Moret, which Rodemich's
orchestra has dr«»*sed up with a
symphonic dance arrangement.
"Honolulu Blues," by Michael

Gunsky and Nat Goldstein, Is also
from the coast, but has been taken
over by a metropolitan publisher,
who should put this truly novel
hybrid Hawaiian -indigo jasz num-
ber across. The Orioles essay some
telling fancy flights of jazzique in

the rendition of this number.
i

MORNING WILL COME—Al Jolson
WHEN WILL THE 8UN SHINE

FOR .MET—Charles Hart and
Elliott Shaw — Columbia No.

HUGH HERBERT
2tS I.EFFERTH AVEXtTE.HEW GAKDKN8. L. I.

Pboae Blehsanad Hill —3
<T*o to All)

EOKI K. I01VA
Regent

'-ambfrtl
(One to fill)

allMVALKEE
Mujestic

Hlisssa*i Dogs

TOPEKA, KAN.
Novelty

Freehand Bros
'Murray & Barton
Puir of D«*uc*-i
(Two to All)

:<1 Half
F A M Collins
Pas Fletcher 3

•Lawrence A llin'n
(Two to fill)

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
TORONTO
I'untngea
(23*1*)

ro

Harry Coleman
MiKaiiu Opera < <>

Kilner A fteuney
Oordon A 11'.. 'y

CABARET
(Continued from page 10)

any stage and gives an intimacy to

the performance which is impossible

in loop theatres. The outdoor garden

accommodates between 2,200 and

2,400 people, and is arranged in half

circle form' with the stage as the

hub.

The show is a gorgeous entertain-

ment from a costume standpoint,

exceptionally brilliant in talent, ex-

traordinary in its draw through the

presence of Evan Burrows Fontaine

and Ruth Etting, and ingenuous and

sparkling as a production. There

are many numbers which ought not

to be permitted to pass out with the

closing of this revue and which will

doubtless be employed in musical

comedy. "Two Time Dan," which is

led by Ruth Etting. Mile. Tremaine.

Linda. Rose Kirsuer, Mary Colburn.

Francis Allis and Floyd Carter, is

the outstanding hit. The next biR-

gest hits are Ruth Etting leading the

Kainbo girl* in "Down Among the

Sleepy Hills of Tennessee" and
"Will You Miss Me?" Tremaine
and Elsie Cole lead numbers effec-

tively. Miss Fontaine is most fa-

mous of the dancers and gives n

treat. Linda also contributes ex-

ceptional terpsichorean features.

The Abbott Trio dance to popular

numbers and register hits.

The costumes, Which are products

of Linton Shop and Mile. Rene, are

feature and worthy of enthusias-

tic prafs*\ Thr number which brings

the greatest credit <o the Linton

shop in "There It a Rainbow In the

The dance, hall on 53d street and
Broadway, formerly the site of the
Bluebird dance place and Iceland,
J.* in process of reconstruction for
a fall opening. I. Jay Fagen, for-
merly of the Roseland, will man-
age the new dance hall, qs yet un-
named. Fagen and his father also
own the Rosemont, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mai Hallett and his orchestra of
14 men will officiate. They are now
at Le Bal Tabarln, Hartford, Conn.

Jolson's "Morning Will Come," a
more serious vocal effort, is refresh-
ingly different from his familiar ag-
gressive comedy and Dixie numbers.
It's a better ciana fux (rot song (by
Bud DeSylva-Jolson-Con Conrad),
much on the order of "April Show-
ers," and is deserving of winning
the same popular acclaim bestowed
on the "showers" number.
l "When Will the Sun Shine for
Me?* is interestingly duetted by the
vet Hart-Shaw combo and is a fit-

ting companion piece for the "Morn-
ing Will Come" Idea.

IF ANYONE CAN STEAL YOU
(Fox Trot)—Markets' Orchestra

DON'T BE TOO SURE—Same—
Okeh No. 4827

Constance Talmndge debuts as a
composer in collaboration with Ed-
ward Laska with "If Anyone Can
Steal You Then You're Not the One
for Me," pro"bably a gift encouraged
for a time by Irving Berlin, one of
her particular friends at one time.

At any rate, it's a precise, simple
little fox trot that makes for ample
saxophone opportunities in the dif-

ferent effects.

The reverse is another straight-
away four- four number and as sat-
isfying as any of the many In pop-
ular vogue.

DOWN AMONG THE SLEEPY
HILLS OF TENNESSEE (Fox
Trot)—Vincent Lopes and Band

MARCH OF THE MANIKINS—
Same—Okeh No. 4*67

Lopes has dressed up George W.
Meyer's "Tennessee" number with
his usual effects and made it a stir-

ring fox trot.

The reverse, "Manikins," ar-
ranged by D. Onivas, alias Savlno
(reversed), is a palpable paraphrase
on the "Parade of the Wooden Sol-
diers' title—that's all, despite the
suggestive vamp, but it ends there.

The piece has a certain distinction,

but does not approach the "Wooden
Soldiers" march. Its melody is de-
cidedly Russe in motif, and one con-

Ben Selvin, for five years at the
Moulin Rouge before Joe Gibson's
orchestra went .n, "returns to the
Moulin Rouge June 25. Selvin has
long been a favorite at this Salvin
eabaret and a special welcome party
is being arranged for the orchestra
leader's return. He has been absent
fiom the Moulin Rouge about two
years.

Samuel Genneen, who owna a
chain of lunch rooms and whose
venture into legit producing with
Fred J. McIsaac was a flop, is now
interested in two cabarets. Both are
of the Russian style: the Club Ba-
lagan (former Little Club) and the
Club Petrousehka.

John Lew Quinn, formerly a
dancer in New York, is detained in

the American Hospital, Paris, with
a bad leg caused by the falling of a
piece of glass.

Hunter Island Inn, on the Pelham
Parkway, New York, by order of

Arthur MacLean, its proprietor, en-
tertained 1.100 children from the

Bronx Home for Crippled Children
Tuesday on the h.wn of the inn. The
kiddies were gorgeously taken care
of. Next Saturday afternoon (June
16) MacLean is going to do social

by holding on the same lawn a
Pekinese exhibition with over 3*1

animals of that class' entered. The
deg show will be under the auspices

of the Ktnnel Club. This evening
(Thursday) the inn will have a
Gypay Night, with many in cos-

tume.
For the f)r*t time since it has

operated under Mael^ean's direction

HunfAi Mand ha* p'aced a eover

lures up the vision of a hock
dancer low-squatting to the tune.
Lopez was the first to popularise
•Wooden Soldiers," but the "Man-
ikins" looks like a tougher assign-
ment.

I WANT A PRETTY GIRL (Fox
Trot)—Brooke Johns and His
Orchestra

DONT CRY, 8WANEE—Same-
Victor No. 19061

A novelty combination this, with
Brooke Johns, erstwhile member of
"Jack and Jill," Interpolating vocal
choruses to sustained dance rhythm.
Johns is the banjoist- songster at
some of the metropolitan cabarets
before joining the production.
The "Pretty Girl" number is from

"Jack and Jill," and "Swanee" (Con-
rad-Jolson-DeSylvia) was one of Al
Jolson's "Bombo" entries.

IF YOU GO YOU'LL COME BACK
BYE AND BYE—Marguerite
Farrell (Vocal)

COUNTERFEIT BILL—Billy Jones
—Edison No. 51139

"If You Go" (Lew Pollack) tells

its story by the title, but is an in-

fectious rag number with a nice
swing. It should connect and sounds
like an excellent dance tune. Mar-
guerite Farrell (soprano) is an un-
known quantity, but sounds very
promising. She lends charming dis-

tinction to a rag number.
"Counterfeit Bill," rendered by the

veteran Billy Jones, Is a ditty about
a fourflush colored gent who "looks

like what he ain't;* and is nicely
contrasted with the forte piano ac-
companiment.

8EVEN OR ELEVEN—Erneet Hare
(Vocal). „

SEVEN OR ELEVEN (Fox Trot)—
Kaplan's Melodists—Edison No.
61143.

This Is a double dose of the
popular crapshooter's ditty backed
up. Erneet Hare sounds sincere in
his pleading with the bones to make
a return Dixie trip possible while
the dance tune is distinguished by
various appropriate effects to fit the
ryrlc; also some wicked forte banjo
picking and a snappy "stop time"
arrangement. *

YESI WE HAVE NO BANANAS—
' Furman and Nash (Vocal).

DONT WE CARRY ON—Same—
Columbia No. 3873.

Furman and Nash are said to ha
proteges of Van and Schenck, also
exclusive Columbia disk artists, and
they are muchly reminiscent of
their sponsors In sons delivery.
They strive for novelty with inter-
polations of dialect such as In the
Greek "banar.as" ditty. Furman and
Naah as a vaudeville team have
split, each taking different partners,
but they retain their disk un.ty to
sustain and build up ths prestige
gained by past performances al-
though it's a pity they cannot
popularise themselves as a duet in
vaudeville as welL
"Bananas" (Silver-Cohn), a ditty

that went begging from publishing
house to publishing house is too

(Continued on page 44)

charge from 50 cents to $1, accord-

ing to time. The cover is elastic,

however, and adapted _by the man-
agement, having been announced in

order that the house could more
easily regulate its overflowing busi-

ness. Sam Stemp returned to the

inn as manager.

Gypsytand, 45th street and Broad-
way, is being remodeled and will

reopen July 5 as the Hollywood
Club, staged by Dan Dody. Eight
former 'Follies'' chorus girls, Frank
Fay, Evelyn and Maybelle and Vic-
tor Kaplan have hfen signed as
principals.

Giids Grsy offered $100 in compe-
tition at the Rendezvous, New York,

for the girl judged to be the best in

an Imitation of her. The competition
attracted seven young aspirants, all

of them facially and physically per-

fect, who strutted and posed, shim-
mied and HuJa-Hula-ed at the Ren-
dezvous to the delight of a big
crowd Saturday nig»ht. It was only

after considerable df bate as to the

grace, style and ability of the sev-

eral contestants that the prize was
Anally awarded to Chrysta) Spencer,
who. besides winning the $100. will

also deputize for Miss Gray at the
Rendezvous during the latter's sum-
mer vacation.

agement and they will be forced to
vacate.

George MacFarlane, of the Friars,
and manager of the Terra Marine
Hotel, Huguenot Park. Staten
Island, is holding the formal open-
ing of the season there tonight
'Thursday) with a delegation from
the Friars' Club attending. The
Terra Marine is one of the delight-
ful spots near New York, being a
short run out on the island over
beautiful roads. There la boating,
Ashing and bathing, a baseball
diamond, and the hotel has some
125 rooms. There are two tre-
mendous dining rooms, snd Larry
Deiler's orchestra furnishes music
for the nightly dances. This Is the
third teason that Mr. MacFarlane
has operated the hotel.

The Jeese Jsmss Orehestra opened
at the Monte Carlo, New York, with
the new summer revue on June 20.

The Winter Garden cafe, Los
Angeles, one of the oldest places in

the city, is to do**. The W. O. is

located on Spring street facing th,e

Alexandria Hot*!, and was the one
remaining spot In the town where
anything resembling the old night
life remained. Th^re was a tali

.-how In the form of a floor enter-
tainment and the place remained
open as late as 1 a. m., which is

real late for this section, The lease
for the building was disposed Of
over the head of Hi*-' present n

The Ferraro Brothers, formerly
of vaudeville, but more lately di-
recting their activities toward the
selling of pictures for Famous
Playeis, have opened the first

Italian-American resort In the Cat-
skill Mountains at Hunter, N. Y.
The summer resort is conducted
under the nsme of the Sunshine
Villa, with one of the brothers con-
stantly on the job directing the
management.

Ouilio Sherbo, the musical con-
tractor, was given a verdict for
$7,134.47 by New York Supreme
Court Justice Davis against the
Clover Gardens, Inc., the Grand
Centra] Palace dance place. Sherbo
sued tor $25,000 damages on a year's
contract from June 1, 1922, for fur-
nishing a 20-peoplo orchestra for
$2,S00 a we< k under V t Ambrose'*
direction. Joseph C. Smith, now at
the Hotel Plaza, was railed in to
replace the Sherbo combination
after Dec. 3, 1922, when Sherbo al-
leges he was discharged. Sherbo
sued to enjoin Smith and the
Dover (gardens, but lost. Hie court
i • commending that Sherbo seek to

recovej damages in a eivii fait.
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ALL HOT WEATHER RECORDS BROKEN BY
.

AT THE LAFAYETTE THEATRE, BUFFALO, THIS WEEK (JUNE 18)

WHAT THE BUFFALO TIMES SAID:

FAY MARBE GETS FINE GREETING
Film Star Appears in Person at Lafayette Square Theatre

An overflow audienoe greeted Fay Marbe. the famous musical comedy
and screen star, at the Lafayette Square last evening:. Miss Marbe, who
will he remembered for her work In "Oh, Boy," "The Velvet Lady," "The
Magic Melody," and In D. W. Griffith's picture, "Orphans of the Storm,"
presents a brilliant repertoire of selections from some of her musical

comedy productions as well as a series of really artistic and gracefully

performed dances. Miss Marbe wears several gorgeous gowns. '

;.

•

•

f
POSITIVELY THE BIGGEST DRAWING POWER OF ALL YOUTHFUL STARS

ENTIRE NEXT WEEK- (JUNE 25) LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK -

"FAY MARBE IS A HOT WEATHER TONIC

All matter In
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week unless
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State- Lake

Theatre Bldg.

There was still an empty seat or Plerpont and company have a sketch

two down stairs when Eddie Foy
and the younger Foys came on to
close the first performance of the
vaudeville at the State-Lake Sun-
day. It is the usual thing for this

house to be packed on Sunday be-
fore the picture is over at noon in
the regular season. There were four

which is intended to show Miss
Plerpont off in types but which is

ordinary excepting that the drop
is very attractive when seen under
darkened stage conditions. Miss
Plerpont does several characters
and her vehicle might stand up for

a star of greater importance out Is

acts booked for the State-Lake this hardly good entertainment in this

week which came from the Main I bill.

Street, Kansas City, and as the I George Yeoman and "Lizzie" and
train was delayed none of these
reached Chicago in time for the
first show.
Bob Murphy and Fagan's Sym-

phonic Orchestra were scheduled
for the first show but were replaced
by Qeorge Yeoman, who came over
from the Palace, and Green and
Burnett, who came from the Ma-
jestic, George Yeoman brought his
flcenery and everything but "Lizzie."
Without much notice he gave a
good performance, tipping off to the
stage folks his cues for having the
telephone ring without the audience
noticing it

Greene and Burnett scored a big
hit here and justified the bookers
who h. ve had confidence in this act
for some time. It consists of a
couple of colored fellows who open
with talk and then present in-
dividual singles and close with jazz
instruments with one dancing a bit.
Frank Van Iloven and Jean Middle-
ton were the other acts coming in
from Kansas City, but making it in
time for the second show.
Paul Kirkland and Co., who had

been at the Majestic just previously,
scored at this house. Kirkland
starts to dance and then promises
"new steps" offered on an unsup-
ported ladder. Comedy with a
cornucopia and with his company
(a girl) round out an entertaining
number. Frank and Teddy Sablnl
follow with an act similar to the
extent that it offers a departure
from the usual. Frank Sabinl works
with an associate in orchestra and
then comes to the stage, playing on
his own hook and accompaniments
for Miss Teddy, who talks and sings.
He does an Italian character type
which never seems to grow old in
vaudeville. Teddy finished her first
eong with mild enthusiasm, but did
better with later songs. The comedy
puts the act over nicely.

Don Valerlo and Co., a fellow and
two girls with a wire act offered in
a striking setting, were liked. Laura

Green and Burnett held the next
positions on the bill and the show
was closed by Eddie Foy and the
younger Foys. Their phony jazz
band created Interest and through-
out the offering was rewarded by
laughter and applause which pays
tribute to its entertaining qu lities.

One man in Laura Plerpont and
Co. sprang a Joke aimed at prohibi-
tion and arguing that doing away
with drink developed dopes which
only a few people caught. Later
Yeoman sprung a joke connecting
Governor Smith of New York with
drinking which brought big ap-
plause. The first Joke fell flat be-
cause It was propaganda and Yeo-
man scored because of the wit in-

volved and in spite of its being akin
to propaganda.

Van and Schenck are rounding
out their fourth week at the Palace
and are even a bigger hit on their

last week than their first, conclud-
ing a success which marks an epoch
in Chicago vaudeville. At the Sun-
day matinee they sang parts or all

of eighteen songs and to make up
for any omissions they Injected
extra material into some of the
numbers. Gus Van did all that was
humanly possible to beg off after
working nearly three-quarters of
an hour. He announced that the
next act—"The Shlek"—a horse
though the audience did no 4 know
It—was getting "nervous" and then
that they hoped to get away in time
to see a couple of Innings of the ball

game. Van and Schenck's success
in their fourth week in one mid-
west house is equalled only by their
ability to keep at it under such
conditions. Their voices were even
better Sunday than at the opening
matinee.
There were other notable su »•

cesses in connection with the Sun-
day matinee at the Palace. Toto,
who has a lot of new stuff since last
seen In Chicago, registered a strong
personal hit, commanding applause

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
Steamship nrcommortntlona irrnnKfd on all Line*, at Mala OHIcc
Prices. Boats are Roln* very fallt arrange early. Porelaw Maaey

bonghl and sold. Liberty Honda bonght and sedd.

PAUL TAUSIO A SON, 104 Bast 14th St., ifew York.
J "^ Phone* NtoTTfMnt flUO-flnT

Establ.shed THE ERA 1837

THE SUPREME PROFESSIONAL ORGAN OF GREAT BRITAIN
|

JkdrerUeement rat*. 8a. par Inch; £31 par pas*. Classified advertlaementa: Com-
Baa lea, theatrea, artiata. muaiclans and tnlaopllaneoua. wanted and wanta, ate, ''next to closing" after e&rllt- annta
Three Unas. laJNU, each additional Una »d. ; dlaplayed liaaa la Annual aubacrlptlon.f for a Pounl« nf wAAlr. -"«?•,»«» J™
iVoat prepaid. U. S. A.. 16 00.

Editorial, Arirertlnin* and PtihlUhlnc Office*: 3ft Wellington Rtrert. Ntrnnd.
Leaden. W.C.t. Phene Recent 4546-47. Cablet! "Tha Kra. I>oadon.'

which had the deep ring of sincerity.
Hal Skelley, who presents the
musical comedy form oX entertain-
ment at its best for vaudeville pur-
poses, was given a big hand of ap-
preciation; Ina Williams, of his act,
shared in this as was shown when
he led her out by the hand. Mlttio
and Tillio, seen here 'os> the first

time, astonished by their combina-
tion of classic, dramatic and acro-

no one appearing on stage, con-
tributed importantly to the pro-
gram. *

Gene Green is in the Majestic for
four weeks. Green is changing his
repertoire of songs each week. Gil-
lette and Rita open and present a
combination of comedy acrobat and
bicyclist with a singing and danc-
ing soubret, which makes good enter-
tainment. Olga Kane is one of
those crooners of syncopated songs
with oodles of personality. Tom
Davies and Co. in a sktech, very
ordinary, hold third place, making
good through a surprise finish.
- Brown and La Velle, with the
woman doing comedy, with a man
xylophonist, did big with the Sun-
day night audience, though from a
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batic dancing. The Pour Rubinl
Sisters replaced Eddie Wilier and
Minnie Ridnor in second place and
made their bigtime debut, doing
nicely.

The weather Sunday was ideal

for outdoor entertainment and as a
consequence there were some empty
seats at the Palace but not many.
During the Van and Schenck stay
there has seldom been empty seats
at any performance which makes
this Sunday afternoon condition re-
markable. The show got started at
2.24 and with eight acts only, as
has been the plan for the last fort-
night, the show run until 4.52.

Cross and Santoro opened the
show with some acrobatic tricks
which take on a physical culture
nature and which are admirably
presented. The Four Rubinl Sisters,
who were introduced to the west
at the Majestic last week, did nicely
in second place. The girls rather
overdo themselves in effort for the
big time but the act has the quality,
once that it gets down to proper
balance.
George Yeoman, who has a

monolog introduced in a novel way,
kept the audience laughing during
the time that he waited for "Lizzie."
Toto has some manikins, which are
almost life size and in one instance
exaggerated over life, shown in full
stage which are an important addi-
tion to his offering. These are
followed by his long shoe burlesque
dance In one but in order to make
way for Hal Skelley in "The Mutual
Man" a wait of four minutes was
necessary. This latter is a dandy
condensation of musical comedy
effort. Eunice Savain and Helen
Gates assist Miss Williams and Mr.
Skelly in makin? a lively interlude.
Germalne Mittio and Eugene Tillio
offer a highly artistlcal classical
dance and then present an Apache
number with the assistance of Wll-
lard P. Doree. They give such a
number a dramatic touch that Is
notable. Van and Schenck, again

for a couple of weeks, register even
greater success than previously.
"The Shlek," a posing horse, with

strict vaudeville standpoint she fs

not very clever.
The Deslys Sisters head a revue

of six girls, with the two sisters do-
ing songs and dances, and four girl
musicians contributing individually
and in ensemble. The Deslys girls
are a good sister team, and the aot
in its entirety is a good flash.
Fisher and Gilmore scored a tre-
mendous comedy hit. The Four
Tamakis give a display of jiu-jitsu,
which closes the bill nicely.
The extra acts for Sunday were

Greene and Burnett, a colored act,
which played the house for a week
recently and had once before been
In the bill for Sunday only, and
Jonia's Hawaiians, both of which
made very good.

The downstairs was about half
filled at the Chateau Monday night,

and there was one man besides the
operator In the big balcony, which
seats 1,000.

The Chateau has been doing a big
business, and this small heuse shows
what a hot night can do. The show
had but three women, and conflicts

made it only fair entertainment,
though the acts are mostly good.

Wildred Dubois opened with his

juggling, which is one of the best
exhibitions of the kind. Harrison,
and Dakln followed with Harry-
Cooper's "The Mail Carrier,- slightly
changed, with a woman doing
straight to Harrison's comedy;
fair. Billy Wells and Eclair Sisters
offered a danting revue which is

classy, well • routined and lively.

Ed and Tom Hickey scored with
their comedy fooling, particularly
the burlesque mind reading. The
Three Regale closed the show with
the same splendid act offered is
•years gone b,y.

The tabloid season is drawing to
a close In Michigan, which has been
the most consistent scene of this
form of entertainment the past
season, and which has found finan-
cial returns (along with scattered
points in other mid-west states)
which justify the assumption that
musical comedy organizations giv-
ing two shows a night and changing
bill in the middle of the week will
be popular again next season.

Avery Hopwood, the playwright,
returned to New York Tuesday on
the "Majestic," after an extended
European tour. Asked if his trip

had been satisfactory, he replied:

"Rawther, extremely so. Why, do
you know, just before we reached
the three-mile limit I had the fe-

licity oT drinking the very last

drop of Scotch there was abroad?
The perfect end of a perfect trip/

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Avenue

CHICAGO
Phona Seelej 1801

Ask FERRY-FROG MAN

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION
Special Discount to Performers

WHEN IN CHICAGO
State -Lake Theatre Bldg.,

Ground Floor

FDR COATS
Cleaned, Glazed and Relined
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Latest Style—Work called for

Free Storage to the Performer

Btomenfield's Fur Shop
204 State- Lake

7

Bldg.

CHICAGO
•Phone Dearborn 1258
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SCENIC ARTISTS
Will Rent or Exchange for

Work Modern Scenery
Paint Frame

See Manaser Gllckman'a Palace Theatre
niae Inland Ave., at Kooeevelt Road

CHICAGO

'

MILLION DOLLAR RAINBO ROOM
Clark Street, at Lawrence Avenae. CHICAGO

MR. FRED MANN Presents
TOWARD DECK'S PRODUCTION BEAUTIFUL

"RAINBO RAYS"
with Rainbo Beauty Chorua

PRANK WKSTPnAL and Hie RAINBO ORCHESTRA
FAMOUS DINNERS AND A LA CARTE SERVICE
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ABNER SILVER

Music by
SAM COSLOW
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NED NORWORTH
(INCORPORATED)

State-Lake Building

CHICAGO
X

•

What Famous Players-Lasky Think of Our Latest Song Sensation

a A

COVERED WAGON
WITH YOU"

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
Paramount Picture*—Artcraft Picture*

485 Fifth Avenue

Catle AM
NEW YORK CITY

M.rrmy Hill »M0

Ned Norworth, Inc.,

State-Lake Building,

Chicago, III.

Dear Mr. Norworth:

Many thanks for sending me copies of your song, "IN A COVERED

WAGON WITH YOU," and after hearing it played and sung, I can readily

believe that it is the sensation as a popular song quite up to the mark of

the sensational success of the Paramount picture, "THE COVERED

WAGON."

At the present time the picture is playing only in Chicago, New York,

Boston and Los Angeles, but next year, when it is presented throughout

the United States in $2.00 theatres, your song, I am sure, will have very

wide distribution.

Let me congratulate you on your enterprise in being the first in the

field with what looks to be a tremendous popular successful song.

Yours very truly,

JCF-B (Signed) JOHN C. FLINN.

AL GREENSTONE is distribution agent for souvenir books and music for

"COVERED WAGON" road tours and will handle our song exclusively in the-

atres that the "COVERED WAGON" plays.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
By HARDIE MEAKIN

The local dramatic men on the
four dallies try so very hard to make
a showing with their Sunday pa^oa,
but they have but mighty Mim ma-
terial to work with. Washington Is

In its summer theatrical sleep, and
although the two stock companies

SSteach-sfirH

As.wont by Mr. Clifton Webb
the Jsest aressed man on the

American state now appearing

[in the successful musical show-

Jack and Jill"
One of Five Styles of

Lion-Dura
%$ Collars

Lion Collars fc* Shirts Inc. fUaktrs of Lion Collars. c
troy.XY.

few w&eks after the appearance of
the regular company with Craven
himself at the New National.

Poll's, after two weeks of Alms,
the week of the 10th having had
"The Birth of a Nation," offered by
the house treasurer, Stephen K. Cos-
ter, attracted a good week, but
Steve did not try to force his hand
after a good break In the weather,
as this week started off extremely
hot. which undoubtedly would have
wrecked his business and eaten op
the previous week's profits.

Percy Vay.
wise cracks.

The kid had a lot of

The Palace closes the mo&t pros,
porous season of its career Sunday.

. The Orpheum Circuit has in->

structed Karl Steward to complete
the mammoth cooling system which
was started 'neath the theatre, but
never completed, owing to the rush
of getting the house opened as ad-
vertised. It represents an outlay
now of $50,000.

The National, with the remodeling
of the front of the house, is making
splendid headway with the work,
while Brylawski's new Cosmopoli-
tan, to take the place of his present
Cosmos theatre, is now well on the
way in construction, and will be
another theatre for Washingtonians
to be proud of.

"Enemies of Women," the Hearst
Cosmopolitan picture at Moore's
Rialto, is going into its second week
and holding up well, while the cur-
rent attractions at the other houses
are: Loew's Columbia, "Only 38";
Loew's Palace, Dorothy Dalton In
"Fogbound." and Crandall's Metro-
politan, "Scars of Jealousy" and
Keaton's "The Love Nest."

The Cosmos, now with a film pol-
icy over the summer, is offering
"The Madness of Youth" for the
current week.

NEW ORLEANS
By O. M. 8AM UEL

ST. CHARLES—Saenger Players
in "Turn to the Right."
CRESCENT—Vaudeville.
PALACE—Vaudeville.

.
STRAND—Lady Diana Manners

In 'The Glorious Adventure."
LIBERTY — "Souls for Sale"

(film).

Larry Kuqua has been appointed
press repreBentative and assistant
manager of Loew's Crescent. Kuquawag at one time a cameraman forFox.

The De Molay Dramatic Company
at rulane last week. Outstanding
nil or the performance was single

contrihntA* by Masterone" contributed

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
219 W. Sftlh St.. N. 1
I'lione Fits Roy OS44
Bend for CatalogueEJ

still continue, neither furnishes
much unusual interest. All that
could possibly be said of "Abie's
Irish Rose" has been said, and now
it is in its 15th week and attracting
more money than any of the attrac-
tions produced by Smith & Duffy
since they took the piece off last
February. The house is now run-
ning on a week-to-week basis, this
ono listed to be the last for "Abie"*
and for the house for the summer.
Neither Smith nor Duffy have defi-
nitely announced plans for the com-
ing season, although Jack Garrison,
manager of the house for the Co-
lumbia Amusement Co., its owners.

Is going to spend considerable
money remodeling the front of the
theatre, giving a more spacious
lobby.

George Marshall and his stock at
the Belasco did not hold Lowell
Sherman the expected two weeks.
Definite announcements were not
made locally, but from the New
York end It had it that Sherman
was coming for two weeks. This
week Marshall's company is doing
Frank Craven's "The First Year,"
with Fred Raymond, .Jr.. playing
the lead. This Is the first presenta-
tion of the piece in stock, and but a

REICHERT'S
Celebrated Grease Paints

and Cosmetics
On Sale at All Cottumtrs, I>ru«»Ut. an IDepartment Stores.

JULIUS PAULY, Inc.,
SOLE AGENTS

36 E. 21st St.. NEW YORK M V

Loew's Crescent is "circuslng"
the coming engagement of Edwin
August The picture director has
been attracting crowds in the
Southern houses with his lore that
especially appeals to and is aimed
directly at film aspirants.

DENVER
By ALBERT W. STONE

The Orpheum closed two weeks
ago; the Broadway Is showing a
state rights' picture; Denhara's last
play for the season, "The Exciters,"
started June 10, and Empress (Pan)
is advertising final seasonable biU
of vaudeville. Now picture houses
and summer stock company at
Elitch's Gardens have everything
their own way.

,

Lillian Burkhardt made a hit at
the Empress In "The Straight
Dope" .with her fine acting.

**r

All the Latest in

Summer Furs at a
Saving of Over
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Special Discount to
the PkotfcMion
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First 'American Ballroom Dancer ft> Star in Paris Receiving Unanimous Praise from Local Press:

NEW YORK "HERALD"
(PARI3 EDITION)

(June 1. 1923)

> "Miss Florence Walton, the

American singer and dancer,

•ang in sweet, caressing tones in

t new sentimental song, Toi et

*Moi/ the enthusiastic audience

insisting upon encores. She

drew a tempest of applause also

in her dances with Leon Leit-

rim. In fact, she proved herself

a delightful artiste, winning the

hearts of the Parisian public

straight away.

"Miss Walton's costumes up-

held her reputation of being the

best dressed dancer on the Amer-
ican stage."

"COMOEDIA"

(June 1)

"M. Deval knows how to pro-

duce a revue. He has carefully

catered to the English and Amer-

icans by choosing Florence Wal-

ton as his star. Miss Walton

sings and dances delightfully as

a true virtuoso."

"LA LIBERTE"

(June 3)

"The cast of this revue is ex-

cellent. There is Florence Wal-

ton with her golden skin and

black hair, and whose twenty

diamond bracelets dressed the

arm up to the elbow, and who

dances deliciously."

"DAILY MAIL"
(PARIS EDITION)

(June 4)

"The Marigny Theatre too has

now opened with its summer at-

traction called 'Revue de Ma-
rigny, 1923/ This also is an en-

tertainment where song and
dance, particularly the latter, are

to the fore. Miss Florence Wal-
ton, who has often been spoken

of as the best dressed woman on
any stage, is the singing and
dancing queen. All visitors to

Paris will want to see her and

hear her sing 'You and Me'."

"ECHO DE PARIS"

(June 6)

"The cast is extremely bril-

liant with Miss Florence Walton,

who, with her partner, Leon

Lei trim, was warmly applauded

for her grace and elegance. Her

lightness was most remarkable in

her beautiful steps."

"PARIS-MIDI"

(May 31)

"We must not forget the

dances of Miss Florence Walton.

She is the great attraction of the

play."

"ECHO NATIONAL"

(June 2)

"The audience particularly ap-

plauded Miss Florence Walton,

who danced with incomparable

grace. Tn her waltz with Leon

Leitrim she seemed to be dancing

on the clouds."
- ' -

CHICAGO "TRIBUNE"
(PARIS EDITION)

(June 5)
"The beauties that ruled Paris

in the time of the Second Empire
are seen in retrospect. Florence
Walton, exquisite and shapely as
Le Portrait de Winterhalter,
was a delight. The one perfect
thing in the show, which is ex-
cellent in parts, is the dancing of
Florence Walton. She is young,
attractive, well dressed and dis-

tinguished, and dances with the
most enchanting harmony and
ease. She can waltz and shimmy,
and show equal grace in each
kind of dance. There is none of
the angular acrobatics in her per-
formance; whatever she does
shows a classic perfection. Her
partner is worthy of her. He is

tall, good looking and elegantly

groomed. The Ped Devils (jazz)
take a legitimate share of her
great success." .*
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MISS WALTON is also appearing with MR. LEITR IM, after the Revue, at "THE OUISTITI," her new

• dancing establishment just opened on the first floor of the Theatre Marigny, with view on the Champs Elysees
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LILLIAN BURKHART
THE TALK OF THE TOWN

HEADLINED IN A VITAL, THRILLING COMEDY DRAMA

"THE STRAIGHT DOPE"
By RUTH COMFORT MITCHELL

THRILLS—MYSTERY—COMEDY—HEART INTEREST

SAN FRANCISCO "CHRONICLB"

:

"Lillian Burkhart took Ban Francisco
audience* by *torm yesterday, and her
reception was of th« royal order. Miss
Hurkhart does the same artistic work
•he used to do when she was the trump
card in vaudeville."

FLORENCE! BOSARD L.AWRKNCB in

the LOS ANOKLKS 'EXAMINER"

:

"I watched with keen interest Lillian
Burkhart to her new play, 'The Straight
Dope.' and found the woman and tho
artist eaually satisfying Gowned with
the most exquisite taste, reflecting in her
every movement the sophisticated woman
of ttie world. Mias Burkhart makes her
playlet one of vivid and illuminating eon-
seuuence. Under the magic of hor hta-

trionism you quite forget that here Is,

after all. a problem play, which must
appeal to every cittien of this country."

HAROLD JENSEN. SALT LAKE
"TBLBORAlf"!
"Corking v tudeville entertainment, In-

terpreted by the cleverest comedienne in
vaudeville today. Tho play has thrills,
comedy, heart interest and a terrific
punch at the curtain."

FRANK E WHITE, DENVER "POST":
"The play or moving picture that

spreads propaganda must first be pleasing
to vaudeville audiences or its value is
useless. 'The Straight Dope' ha* sus-
pense, action, comedy and mystery, and
really puts over a big idea. Mr*. Wallace
Reid Is starring In a picture dealing with
narcotics. BUT IT IS DOURTFUL IF
KVKR TIIKH.K WILL BR I'KKSRNTICI)
A MORE VIVID. STRIKING AND EN- I

TRRTAININO FLAT THAN THE
HTRAHiHT DOPR.' The distinguished
actress. Lillian Burkhart. give* a truly
brilliant performance in the stellar role."

OUT TRICE. 'EVENINO HERALD."
LOS ANORLB8:
"Lillian Burkhart la to Angelenos what

the Ziegfeld Folltea I* to New York'*
Broadway. To say that *he lived up to
her glaring advnnco notices would not be
doing tho popular actress Justice—for
yesterday's crowded uudiences waxed
wildly enthusiastic over the silver-haired
star."

the average, but 4t was the triumphal re-
turn of Miss Burkhart In a brilliant play
that field the center of the stage. It waa
conoeded that 'The Straight Dope' gives
her an opportunity for the finest work of
her career. . . . She runs the gamut
from comedy to tragedy."

PEARL RALL. "EVENINO EXPRESS":
"Forty huge baskets of flowers and one

theatre party alone of over three hundred
persons greeted California's beloved act-
ress yesterday. The entire show ia above I

JUDGE BEN B. L1NDSEV. DENVER.
COLORADO:

* " 'The Straight Dope' la juat about the
finest one-act play that ever headlined a
bill at the Orpheum, Keith'*, or Pantages.
It is not only a great contribution to the
theatre and the public, but to the box
office and the manager, and is only an-
other proof that the theatre can. without
preaching or propaganda, but through
thrilling, magnificent melodrama, do as
much for a good cause a* the church it-

self. I do not wonder that people ait on

the edge of their seat* and Interrupt the
play with screams and anplaua*. f 4+
not know In year* when I have seea «
sketch that was such a complete com-
posite of everything that could g« to
make perfection In a vaudeville act."

GOVERNOR CHARLES R. MABET.
OF UTAH:
"I desire to commend not only your

superb acting and the work of your very
excellent company, but to compliment
you on the remarkable way you put over
a big message in the form of vaudeville
entertainment. Tou are doing a great
work. To hold an audience spellbound,
to make them laugh mid then cry. is an
achievement, and I wish to commend your
noble efforts to the public officials of
other State*."

ADDRESS. JUNE 23-JUNE 29, PANTAGES, KANSAS CITY, MO.

LOS ANGELES
By ED KRIEQ

Tom Hogman did the press work
for the "Cinderella" show at the
Bowl. The production was given
two nights, with proceeds going to
the City Employees' Association.

Tho Mason is dark for three
weeks Henry Miller reopens the
house early In July.

E. A. Brandatetter has contracted

CHAS. H. SMITH
VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR

236 Wait 55th Street. New Yer%

for the cafe concession at the Mon-
ro^ Centennial and Motion Picture
Exposition, opening July 2. Brand-
statter operates the Marcel and
Montmartre cafes here.

James Clordon and wife, vaude-
villiar.s. are laying off here.

Theodore Kosloff is rehearsing a
big dance act for the M. P.

Car! Walke, Pantages manager, is

visiting in the east.

The Orpheum. holding over one
act fo- the third week and two for
the second, is drawing big business.

circle 1484 Mrs. Rodolph Valentino, with the

EDDIE MACK TALKS: No. 139
I r.

rmr

Lester Allen, for years one of the outstanding comedy features

of the George White productions, is better this year than in the

previous editions of "Scandals." Mr. Allen improves his comedy and

changes his material with each production, yet has never procured

his stage and street clothes from other than Eddie Mack. The
one aim of Mack is for him, and not you, to worry about getting

the latest in styles and the best of material.

Our satisfied customers speak for our standing.

MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP
MACK BUILDING

Just a step Kaat of Broadway on 46th Street

BERT IS AT THE 46th STREET STORE

name Valentino played up in the
billing, alao figured in the attend-
ance. Fannie Brloe added a Yid-
dish Scotch number to her previous
week'p routine and was only per-
mitted to leave the stage upon
promising to appear again later.
She did, with the assistance of Mor-
ris and Campbell, in a programed
travesty of "Camille" which drew
good laughs. Morris made them
scream with the upper box comedy,
and his skate dance finish goaled
them Miss Campbell, charming
throughout, scored Individually with
a baliad. syncopating the second
verse
Blossom Seeley got a big recep-

tion upon her entrance, and easily
repealed her previous week's hit.

Benny Fields' class In every depart-
ont is evident. He Is equally pro-
cicnt with comady, singing and,

dancing. The talk encore between
is.'. Seeley and Fields is practically
n act in itself.

Mrs. Valentino was nicely re-
ceived. She looked sweet and stun-
ning, Entering in an ermine cape.
The playlet doesn't require the film
star's former wife to extend herself
to any great heights. But what
good lines the act contains and the
moral are capably handled by the
entire cast.
Emil Boreo detracts from his fine

personality by too much facial con-
tortior m the nutty section of his
routine and the exaggerated foreign
accent. But he displays a fine voice
with an operatic impression, and the
wooden soldier pantomime sufficed
to win a hit.

The L/ittlejohns, with a dazzling
stage setting, presented a pretty
picture, opening with effectivo jug-
gling and acrobatics.
Bobby McLean, assisted by Edna

Blue. James Burke and Jim Waters.

closed the show. McLean's former
races were shown on the screen, and
his speedy ice skating exhibition on
the stage proved Interesting. Blue
and Burke also show to advantage.

Josephs.

Dancing proved the principal item
on tho current bill at Pantages.
The show was rather shy on laughs.
"The Speeders," headlining, de-
pended on comedy, and got few rip-
ples, falling flat at the finish. The
gir'a are good-looking and nicely
costumed Castelton and Mack,
clever, versatile couple, acrobatical-
ly inclined, danced in tuxes and
scored as big as anything on the
bill. The Russian steps with one
of t*ie men on his partner's shoul-
ders got them away to a big hit.

'The Sheik of Araby." a half
doz^n men in Arabian attire, closed
to good returns for their instru-
mental offering. The saxes are
featured in the early section, and
seme good jazz playing to close. A
speedy dancer livens up things, arid
Woenw aided the sextet with his
appearance for comedy results.

The Blanche Hertz Kiddies
opened. The eight little girls of-
fered a wide variety of singing,
dancing and comedy specialties to
muoh appreciation. Olga and
Mishkiv offered three classical
dances with effective costume
changes for each. Henry Wadman
filled during the changes with a
couple of violin selections from the
pit. The act is richly dressed and
the g-.rls 'dancing good.

Josephs.

Just 13 people comprised the cur-
rent" bill at the Hillstreet. which
lacked pretentiousness or the usual
flash, tut otherwise made punchy
entertainment with several hits
present. Frank Mclntyre in

"Wednesday at the Ritz" got laughs
from Mart to finish in this well-
pkiyed farce. Anthony Hughes and
OUie Debrow revived their chicken-
ology, in which both are blackface
for their return here, and were a
big If.ughing success. Next to
closing their blues harmony finish
stopped the show. •
Edith Clifford put over an excel-

lent brand of comedy numbers that
compelled her to make a speech,
wherein she thanked the audience
for the lunch, meaning the applause.
Something newer should be em-
ployed for future speechmaking.
Frank Whitman secured a hit In

second spot with his dancing and
trick violining. The McDonald Trio
started the snow at a fast clip, and
Bert r.nd Hazel Skatelle closed to
hearty returns. Josephs.

With the Empire. Fall River.
Mass., turned back to its owners by
the Keith circuit, J. J. DeWald, as-
signed to it as manager, returns to
the personal staff of J. J. Murdock,
Keith's general manager.

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
\M> IK\TIIKR HRIIK < \SKS.

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

The Guardian of a Good
Complexion

V/For TheBoudoir

STEINS MAKE UP
9&&ookktllfH>nRe<?uestJfi
vV\STCIN COSMETIC CO./Afi
VV\«30 broomc sxA%Tj

Holds the Centre of the

Stage

Exclusive Management* MAX HART

FOR THE BENEFIT
(Of Those Who Need a Benefit)

THE SCREAMING BIT> CARRYING A "FEED BAG"
ON THE STAGE AND REMARKING ANENT "GIRL
EATING LIKE A HORSE" IS THE PROPERTY OF

FREDALLEN
and is Protected in the VARIETY and N. V. A.

Departments

WILLIE and EUGENE HOWARD
Are Using This Hit in the

"PASSING SHOW OF 1922"
With My Permission—All Others Are Infringing

FRED ALLEN
"BORN 1894"

Ye; We Have No Bananas, but We Have Plenty of Other
Good Gags

APOLLO, CHICAGO, INDEF
"Thanks to American Theatre-Going Public"
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HIT BROADWAY FOR A BROADWAY HTT
"

TOM PATRICOLA
.

"THE DANCING PHOOL"
GEO. WHITE'S "SCANDALS OF 1923," GLOBE, NEW YORK

.

"WORLD"
"When Mr. Patricola gets under way he is a STUDY-ANIMATED

by 2,000,000 volts of man-made lightning-Patricola addicts STOPPED
THE SHOW with their shouts for more."

"THE TIMES"
Among THE MOST SUCCESSFUL of the players last night was

[Tom Patricola, an eccentric, who was at his best in a burlesque

Romeo bit."

'THE EVE. WORLD"
"Tom Patrioola livened things up, with a good start he proceed*

later on to score the FUNNIEST HiT OF THE SHOW, He waa

GENUINELY AMUSING in addition to being EXCEEDINGLY,
CLSVER."

"TOM PATRICOLA WAS TF E SHOW."
"DAILY NEWS" .

MANY THANKS TO MY KIND FRIENDS FOR THEIR WELL WISHES AND TO
My Picker, CHARLIE FREEMAN My Counselor, E. D. WEGEFARTH
My Booster, I, R, SAMUELS My Employer, GEORGE WHITE and
My Keith Booker, E. V. DARLING M SUte mss PATRICOLA
My Friend, CHARLIE MORRISON •

BALTIMORE
By ROBERT R. 8I8K

CARLINS ARENA THEATRE—
DeFeo Grand Opera Co. in reper-
toire, third week..
CENTURY—"Only 38."

RIVOLI—"Slander the Woman."

Wr\RRANTY|
BROKERAGE CORPORATION

UNLIMITED^ Funds For

, LIBERAL First and
>

SECOND Mortgagee On
HOMES, Ci,ty and Suburban

45West 57& Street
1

^>Za3.a2925

PARKWAY—"Modern Marriage."
NEW—"Soul of the Beast."

For the second week of the DeFeo
Grand Opera Co. at Carlin's Park
business picked up fairly well, es-
pecially toward the last of the week.
The dailies have gotten behind this
summer grand opera company,
which has several Metropolitan
singers on its roster, and are giving
it all kinds of space.

After the blow-up of the Joe Ten-

A PLEASANT OUTING
I

leaves dully, except Monday, from
llattery Landing, at 7:45 a. in., for

day's nail on the
oeean to the Fish-
ing Hank*, letter
will make dally
trip*.

E»«*ry accommodation for the lady angler.

Boat can be chartered for moonlight
|

excursions.

ner-I. M. Weingarden company
playing atop the Century theatre,
C. E. Whitehurst, president of the
Century company, paid the fares of

the troupe back to New York. This
was after Tenner was unable to

meet his obligations and had already
given several members of the com-
pany I O Us for salary. Tenner,
it is understood, has gotten an en-
gagement in Washington.

8. 8.

Mistletoe

Don't
.

"VARIETY'S"
PUBLICITY

PLAN
Let "Variety" work for you over the summer
i—taking you all over the world.

k
The Publicity Plan does it. It is being con-

tinuously inquired into by shrewd adver-

tisers.

This Publicity Plan insures you publicity

by display or pictorial in every issue of

"Variety" while contract runs. It has been

made adaptable for anyone, in length and

cost.

Details may be obtained from "Variety's"

office, at
9

Last Sunday night the Century
Light Opera Co., together with 21

members of the Century theatre or-
chestra, were taken to the home of

General W. Bladen Lowndes, Re-
publican party leader of Maryland,
to give him a surprise party. The
party, which was given by C. E.
Whitehurst, president of the White-
hurst Combined Theatrical Enter-
prises, consisted of over 200 invited
guests, among them the socially
prominent people of the city and
Baltimore county.
The party was Riven on the coun-

try estate of General Lowndes in

Howard county. Full electrical ef-
fects were carried for the show,
which was "Pirates of Penzance."

The affair was arranged by
Thomas D. Soriero, general man-
ager for Mr. Whitehurst, who trans-
ported his musicians, guests and
singers in automobiles from the
Century theatre. It will be repeat-
ed shortly.

The affair received much comment
in the dailies here, the first time
such a stunt has ever been pulled.

BUFFALO
By SIDNEY BURTON

Robert Simon, manager of the

Gayety (Columbia) for the past
three seasons, will take over the
management of the Casino, Phila-

delphia, beginning Sept. 1.

I

New York

or by mail.

Chicago London

Continuing its policy of running
an after-piece to the regular vaude-
ville show, the Maryland last week
pulled about the best of a long series
with the Ibach orchestra as a back-
ground, and with Al Wohlman act-
ing as master of ceremonies.
The management staged what

Robert Garland, on the "American,"
termed the "Franklin Street Follies
of 1923." Wohlman gave a song,
followed by Lytell and Fant, a team
which rolled up a hit of large pro-
portions here last week, and held
over this week. Then came Dooley
and Morton, who gave an imitation
of the John and Ray Dooley slow
motion picture bit from the defunct
"Bunch and Judy Show." After was
Maureen Engl in, clad in a paper
dress, which she told the world was
about the only one of its kind on the
stage. She was followed by Mr.
MacGregor, of the Helen Ware com-
pany, who did a lively dance in hie
costume of Colonial days. The whole
thing moved like clockwork and was
the most enjoyable feature of the
bill. This week the same band,
which was held over, puts on an
after-piece with the aid of Aileen
Stanley, Lytell and Fant, and Bert
Wheeler. It iH also a good piece of
work.

Ernest Frisbie. .wealthy Buffalo

attorney, has been granted an an-
nulment of his marriage to Lady
Mackenzie, African huntress and
sportswoman, according to informa-
tion Just made public here. Fraud
is alleged, the grounds being mis-
statements by the woman of her

age and financial status. Frisbie

also alleged that the title "Lady"
was self-acquired and without any
foundation in fact.
Lady Mackenzie, on the occasion

! Wffn
BOOK STRIP]

l J

- WELDON.WILLIAMS &LICK<
FORT SMITH. ARK.

I of her return to America from an
African hunting trip several yeara

ago, brought back one of the first

wild animal films ever taken. Tha
pictures, which were offered to va-

rious agencies, were said to have

been unusual, but there were no
takers, although the Shea Amuse-
ment Co. sponsored a fortnight's
showing at the Teck two seasons
ago. ' Recently efforts were again
made to market the feature. Lady
Mackenzie is reported to be an ec-
centric, sl«> at one time having a
whole retinue of native African
servants at her home In Buffalo.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
PERMANENTLY REMOVED
From face, neck and arms by the

only successful method In the world.

POSITIVE AND PAINLESS.
NO NEEDLES OR CHEMICALS USED.

ITas no III effects on the skin or health
and Is particularly effective In stub-
born cases where other methods failed.
Physicians' Investigations solicited.

Free booklet.

N. Y. Cosmo-Plastic Inst.,

347 Fifth Ave.
Opp. Waldorf. Suite 804. Ashland tm

Physicians In attendance.

SUMMER SHOES

White, colors and elite com-

binations in dainty designs

for all occasions.

ANDREW GELLER
1656 Broadway
NEW YORK CITY

At M .1 Street

A mile

Canada Welcomes
the United States

Tourist No Pass-

ports Required.

Summer Tourist
Tickets at Greatly
Reduced Ps

at Banff and Late Louise
CRISP, scintillating, air of the lofty Rockies. Fills

you with rest and vigor for walking or riding on
mountain trails, for climbing to observation peaks, for
motoring obgolf and then—the unstinted joy of dining
and dancing through the glorious after glow of a
perfect day.

Banff Springs Hotel and Chateau Lake Louise are links
in fourteenAlpine Resorts. Hotels.Chaletsand Bungalow
camps all the way through this uninterrupted
miles of North American Alps—to Victoria, B. C.

Plan your summer trip now
Call or Aak for Tour C-tGO

1

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
F. R. PERRY, General Agent, Passenger Department

Canadian Pacific Building. Madison Ave., at 44th St., New York
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WILL VODERY'S BAND
Staged and Conceived by LEWIS LESLIE in

C. B. COCHRAN'S
/
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Acclaimed by Press and Public
-

"DAILY MAIL"
Dover Street to Dixie

(A Really Funny Revue)

"The Plantation Revue in which Miss Florence Mills, the colored artist, ap-

peared, was very enthusiastically received."

"DAILY TELEGRAPH'
"It was the second part of the program which aroused the greatest applause

of the evening. To Miss Florence Mills fell the chief honors. It was a fitting

conclusion to a very bright evening's 'entertainment." •

»»
' "DAILY EXPRESS

"It was so good to get to the Plantation. Florence Mills was the great go—

a lovely, roguish, loose-limbed creature. She was good.^as her comrades were

good, because they were true to the soil they came from."

_————

—

"DAILY NEWS"
"After many of the turns in the Plantation Revue there \v;is enthusiastic

applause, and rightly. Florence Mills is an uncommon artist."

——• •

"THE TIMES"
"Miss Mills is endowed with a great deal of personality, but all the members

of the company work as though each one was its principal. They infuse into all

their work much energy and cleverness that they always succeed in gripping and

holding."

"DAILY MIRROR"
"The second part of the Revue is devoted to the Plantation, in which Miss

Florence Mills, the celebrated colored artist, appears. Miss Mills combines the

art of prima donna with that of the eccentric comedienne and has a very com-

pelling stage personalitv. The entertainment is a great novelty.

aDAILY SKETCH »»

"The Plantation portion of the program was received with wild delight.

Florence Mills is a dusky electric spark."

"EVENING NEWS"
"Florence Mills, the star of the show, justified the reputation loudly trump-

eted by the heralds of advance publicity. ' She was irresistibly roguish in her every
number."

"MORNING POST'
Miss Mills has a striking personality and a musical voice."

"EVENING STANDARD"
"Miss Florence Mills, the leading lady, although the company is of all-star

sort, sings with such intensity that you feel you are seeing the very roots of most
American stagecraft."

>»"THE STAR
"Florence Mills and her company embody the spirit of 'down South.' Their

art is consummate and would make an immediate appeal in any audience in any
land." .

»»"REFEREE
"Miss Florence Mills, the dusky star, is in figure and even style at times a

dark and diminished replica of our own beloved Vesta Tilley."

"DAILY CHRONICLE"
"Florence Mills is a sort of imp who has reduced the grotesque in dancing

and singing to a fine art."

"SUI^DAY PICTORIAL"
"Florence Mills, who is the most beautiful half caste I have ever seen, and

who, besides singing well, tingles with such vitality that one wonders whether
motion does not conic more easily to her than rest."

"SUNDAY EXPRESS"
"Miss Florence Mills and the whole company perform as if it is great fun.

And how they can dance! They were so much better than their predecessors at

the Empirr that the comparison might be black and white instead of black and
black."

-
* NOT ONE ADVERSE CRITICISM
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ANNOUNCEMENT

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Formerly Cafe de Paris Orchestra

Again Featured with the

George White's 'Scandals' 1923-24
GLOBE THEATRE, NEW YORK

INDEFINITELY
"'

PERSONNEL
CHARLES DORNBERGER

-

FRANK VENTRE
NORWOOD HENDERSON
EMIL SEIDEL

LOUIS HOFMANN

. -

WILLIAM BECKER
EARL CARPENTER
FRED BLONDELL
WALTER J. LUSTIG

•

•

INDIANAPOLIS
By VOLNEY B. FOWLER

MUKAT- "Captain
Smart Walker Co.
ENGLISH'S — "Getting

Carter." The Grand Players

Applejack,"

Gertie's

Bus.'. ess men's clubs Joined hun-
dreds of the usual run of playgoers
this week in wishing Stuart Walker
nnd his company well in their 100th
anniversary appearance. Mr. Walker
and Lis players have appeared at

I

NOW ON DISPLAY
A WONDERFUL COLLECTION OF

MID-SUMMER
HATS

Something Different.

160 W. 45th St., New York City
Two Doors East of Broadway

10% Oitetunt to N. V. A.'i from an N. V. A.

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS

the Murat every summer, beginning
In 1917. establishing a record un-
equalled in the theatre.
To give the affair a special anni-

versary tang. Mr. Walker used in

the cast of 'Captain Applejack" this

week, as far as possible, members
of the original company or artists

who have been with him for several
seanons. Among the favorites of

long standing were Aldrich Bowker,
Blancho Yurka. George Somnes,
Judith Lowry. Boyd Agin and
other.?

Janus W. Mellen. an attorney for

the local picture machine operators'
union, has announced the union is

preparing to file suits to compel
Sunday closing of all movie houses
in Indianapolis as part of the war
of the union on several neighbor-
hood non-union theatres. The suits
would be In the form of petitions
for mandamus to Mayor Shank to

enforot the Sunday closing law.

A considerable portion of the audi-
ence started to walk out, too, it is

said However, when it was learned
that no official order to leave had
been given most of the audience
resumed seats.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
By CHE8TER B. BAHN

STRAND—"Down to the Sea in
Ships."
EMPIRE — "Your Friend and

Mine."
ROBBINS-ECKEL—"Java Head."
CRESCENT—"Grumpy."

With R. W. McBride as agent the
Selznick Distributing Corporation
has qualified with the Secretary of

State to do business in Indiana. No
capital is held in this state, accord-
ing to the papers.

When an ushor at the Lyric last

week asked a party with a baby to
keep the child quiet the party left.

Facing worst possible opposition
—the circus—the first Novice Night,
an amateur tryout stunt staged by
the Syracuse Hearst newspapers in
co-operation with Keith's, suc-
ceeded in giving Keith's its largest
summer policy audience in the
house's history last Friday. The
stunt wem <ver with a bang, and
will be continued throughout the
summer. In spite of the fact that
the bill ran close to midnight, there
were few walkouts. In the future,
however, the amateur acts pre-
sented on Novice Night will be
restricted to two, one of which will
be given a full week's Keith engage-
ment to follow. The first amateur
number billed will be "Stardust," a
dance revue, scheduled for the week
of June 25.

theatre, Schnectady, will return to
Buffalo, his old stamping grounds,
to assume the managership of a film
exchange. He will be replaced at
the State by Capt. George C.
Broome, -for whose grand dad
Broome County was named years
ago. Broome has been managing
the Strand at Yonkers.

SEATTLE
By WILLIAM B. McCURDY

Will King and company open a
three months' stay at the Heilig
June 23 In a new show. It will be
a,» 11 to 11 grind, with pictures
padding out the program; 60 -cent
top.

Not since Fred Stone was here

lubt year has $3.50 been charged
in Seattle. It will be inaugurated
?
r th^ weeks sta >' of the all-

star Changelings" company, withBlanche Bates, Henry Miller. Ruth
Cnatterton and others. They open
June 30 at the Metropolitan. The
Piece has been highly touted in San
Francisco, where- it closes Saturdayand is due for a New York run in
October.

»• sTACt »•»
TMILLER^S^^

GROPPER'S
FINE LUGGAGE

SOLE AGENT FOR BAL
THEATRICAL TRUNK

HOTEL NOKUANDIE BLDO.,
* B. cor. 38 1 b A B'war, «• I*. C.

PHONE i riTZROT 8848

The World's largest

manufacturer* of the-

atrical footwear. We
fit entire companies,
also individual orders.

NEW YORK-15SI B'way at 4«tb St,

CHICAGO—State and Mearee 84*.*

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
1580 Broadway New York City

Theatrical Photographer
Announces That— LESTER ROSE—

Acting upon a string of protests,
he says, Mayor John H. Walrath of
this city has notified Stephen A.
Bastable that the site of the
Bastable theatre, destroyed by fire
several months ago, must bo cleared
of the ruins at once.

Edwin O. Weinberg, who left the
managership of the Strand here to
fill a similar berth at the new State

. GROWDINA
jfcrifjt, mm| wot aana»_
««•* DU~rr«rr »f r«Wu kNW •*-

». •••r. ofrtM* rmiumom b4ek. Hvvtbat
•Actaorr. CaaMwitfal

Write mw.
I sum* 943, Koi nmi

Formerly on the staffs of the leading theatrical trade
journals, is now connected with our firm, with headquar-

ters at our studios at

Suite 1011, 1540 BROADWAY, New York
I.OKW STATE TIIEATKE III II.DIM.

Phone BRYANT 2812

Sofy.^'CooCwrtiU

ADELAIDE & HUGHES
STUDIO OF DANCE

45 West 57th 8treet, New York
I'hoae Plasa ?«.V.

Professional limbering-iin c : «<•«••« for
the nutmiKM'. Weekly Imtes
Jaae IS i. Jaljr 14-^Tal/ 14 |« \u«

CATAT,OT,(J« \JP<V1 RBQUBfH
II
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SCOOP SCOOP SCOOP
—

THE MILLION DOLLAR CORPORATION

SIGNED CONTRACTS WITH THE PARAMOUNT PICTURE CORPORATION TO HAVE

THE GREATEST OVERNIGHT FOX-TROT SENSATION IN THE HISTORY OF MUSIC

•

4

iiIN

WITH YOU 11

BY NED NORWORTH AND HARRY STOVER

INTERPRETED IN THE MUSICAL SCORE OF THE PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION

iiTHE COVERED WAGON FF

LIKE THE SONG IS THE SCOOP OF MUSICDOM,
THE PICTURE IS THE SCOOP OF FILMDOM

mnnmi IIFMlli MM11MM1111II .>.,„:

uIN COVERED
WAGON WITH YOU 11

IS TO BE SOLD DURING INTERMISSION IN THE THEATRE AND ALSO IN THE LOBBY OF EACH AND EVERY
THEATRE WHERE

HTHE COVERED WAGON Ff

IS SHOWING.

OUR GENERAL MANAGER, MR. LIPMAN, IS NOW AT THE WALDORF-ASTORIA, NEW YORK

ORCHESTRATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL COPIES NOW READY

——

—

NED NORWORTH, Inc.
STATE-LAKE BUILDING, CHICAGO
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AVE. PROCTOR'S -NOWtJUNE
21-24 )

,

HARRY ^ BERT GORDON Late GEO.
WHITE'S SCANDALS
and GORDON & FORD

Direction MORRIS & FEIL

LETTERS
When •ending for nail to

VARIETY address Mall Clark
POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING ar
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL
NOT BR ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED if
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

Adair Mias B
Allen Al
Anders Fred

Ashler Arthur
Auaton Law
Australian De»l»os

THEATRICAL cuts
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO Kc

12) Win 3 9 St NEW YORK.

JAMES MADISON says

Hereafter Berlin will print the I

picture of a borne en every I

German mark. Probably they I

want to "stable -ice* it.

MY BUSINESS
is to make the world laugh, and
incidentally business is pretty
good.

My Mirth Laboratory is at
1493 Broadway, New York.

Barrett Anthony
Bearanger t»olly
Bell Jack
Holies Ned
Brndley Mra
Burns Guy
Harwell Betty

Cook & Vormon
O.stello Put
Culver O
Curran John

Dixon T
Dodd Oorothy
Pougai A Learjr
Dublin Wulter
I>uncdin Miss M

Farrcll Jac k
Fields Jeaaetts
Foelda Robert
Fischer A Misa
Florey Eleen
Ford Max
FredrickHon Oscar
Frltchcr Chas

Hallo Eunice
Halpln Richie
Hammer Beulah
Harris B
HarrUon Kddie

Janet (e Robert
Jarvls Jean

Kane Orace
Kelly Mra William
Klmberly A Arnold
Kirby Thomas.
Knovett W
Knox Bertha
Krause Miss A
Kut'^r ItaroM

Lenox Harry-
Leonard J»« n

Lewis Gene
I.ipaey Al
Lloyd Edna
Loft us Raymond
Lucker Alffrs E

Martin Alfred
Martin F.

Metzel Von
Meyers AValter
McRey Lillian

McVey Audrey
Mllliken Robert
Montrose Bert
Mooney Ada
Morgan Ruth
Morrison Russell
Moscon Verna
Murray A Alan

Phares Hale
Pierce A Roslyn
Pollln Mabel
Potter Mian E
Poynter Beulab

Price Guy

Randell 'Earl

Rath A Brother
Reg-ay John
Relchenback Harry
Robinson Ohita
Rose Robert

Schubert
Scott George
Scott Roae
Selz Km

H

Shaw James
Singer Pattle
SinkJng James
Slzer Eunice

Stt tson |L
Sullivan James
Summers Win
S»ror Bros
Sykes Harry

Ta!>hmtin Lillian
Thomas Kleene

Vance Curtis
Villon Sisters
Virginia Mis*

Well Wm
Weldanos A
Wellington l-ranlf

Whitneld Ann

| the Harding Brothers' hands for the
I past several years and which has
n>een destroyed by gas explosions
twice, has been sold and the build-
ing remodeled a- a commercial in-
stitution.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Hardy A Olbaon

I AL80 I88UE
every month a COMEDYSERVICE (the highest
priced printed matter in the
world), each issue containing
a new and strictly original
monologue, double routine
and miscellaneous gags. It's

intended exclusively for top-
notchers. No. 11 now ready,

J
price $2; or the first 11 issues,

I $12; or any 4 for $5. Yearly
I subscriptions (12 issues), $15.

Fat Is Fatal to Stage Careers!
k
BATHE YOUR WAV
TO SLCNDERNCSS

14 Trratmtnts

$3.00

BELCOR TREATMENTS
NO DIETING Wonderfully SitnpU t. Use
NO EXERCISING Simoly Wonderful in Rerults
NO HARMFUL DRUGS
K scientific medical compound containing ab-
solutely harmless ingredient* that will retime
rour weight. Merely dissolve one Itr.U'Olt
?arton In your daily bath and tee yourself
trow slimmer, healthier, more beautiful. Send
no money: just mail yout order and pay the
postman S3.00 plus portage upon delivery.

Descriptive Booklet Free
OR. R. OSBORNE CO. 22t Fiftfc Avanaa
Establiah'-d i9lt Naw Yark

Antlicnia Miss
Aaiderson Lucille

Blackwelt Rita
Brasee Stela

Carling Hilda
Cunard Grace
Cohen A Dr?ey
Cross Chas E
Chadderton Lillian

Day George

Fair Polly
Fpllia Dick
Fesens Floreata

Gibson Hardy
Gullfoyle JAG
Haig Roy It
Holllns Kitty
Harris Jack
Hyde Marian

W\ham
Kingston Beaait

Left Nathan P
Lane Jean
Lee Bryan

Morrison A r>a»ey

Meakln Waller
McOowna
Mantel Leonard Ft

Nlelson .
Anabel

Pullman Katie

Southern Jean
Smith Oliver Co
Santrey N A Bro^n
Simmons J B
Silverettf-s The
Warden Harry
White Francis
Warden Horace C

WANTED
FEATURE DANCING ACT—MAN AND WOMEN

Man to do straight, women soubrettes, lead numbers, play parts (Colum-
bia Circuit).

WANT CHORUS GIRLS, salary $30, including sleepers. Property man
to play bit.

Address BILLY WATSON, Orpheum Theatre, Paterson, New Jersey

lMAX HASE
Famous SHIRT HOSPITAL

SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR AND PAJAMA3 MADE TO ORDER
EXPERT REFITTING AND REPAIRING
SPECIAL RATES TO PROFESSION

142 Mason Street, SAN FRANCISCO

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

Back to Pre-War Prices

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City. Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand

SAMUEL NATHANS
SOLE AGENT FOR HAM
TRUNKS IN THE EAST

529-531 Seventh Ave., New York City
»hone: Fitz Roy 0620 Between 38th and 39th Str eta

of

KANSAS CITY
By WILL R. HUGHES

ELECTRIC PARK—"Follies
19L'3."

NEWMAN—"Girl of the Golden
West," film.
ROYAL—"Masters of Men." film.
LIBERTY—"Who Are My Par-

ents?" film.

GLOBE—Vaudeville and pictures.

The war romance of Asia Peters,
Swi9s actress, who came to this
country with 11 trunks of feminine
finery, a handful of jewels and a
plentiful supply of money to marry
a soldier whom she fell in love with
in Germany, is ended, and the girl

is here studying the "native" lan-
guage and seeking a place where
her talents will earn her a liveli-

hood. The soldier in the case is

Wellington Clark, of Cherryvalc.
Kaiwwho was a sergeant Sn the
Ainernrrrrf-4trmy on the Rhine. "*he
two met at Zurich, wheat* Miss
Peters was a star at the St. Morltz
in 1921. It was love at first sight,,

and then Clark was ordered home.
The girl followed as soon as she
could make arrangements, and they_

were married last February. Miss
explained that she only expected a
modest little home, but that her
husband, who is a bridge builder,
could. not give her even that, failed

MINERS
MAKE UP

Est. Henry C. Miner. Inc.

to support her and even abused her.
Her money was running low, and
she decided to leave him and come
here to try and find work in her
profession. She said that, her pas-
sage money, which she paid out of
he:- dowry, was $900.

FRENCH SHOES
For On anal Off Stage

•sesaars ^iia

Sent tar Cataloaue

West 45th St.. at No. 154
O.xv l.rteuro Thea. UK. 8'«a» and 6tb A*c.

~J

VACATION SPECIAL
, A IIF..M TIH I

PERMANENT WAVE
ENTIRE £1 -7
HEAD ™1 •

Oil or Steam
fast « W Mentha

Thousands ot satisfied
customer* The theatri-
cal, the business girls

sad socleti women from
erer* part of tbt United
State* aU claim our* the
most exquisite and long-
est lasting watt. Make

Your appointment now. Call Cathedral T2G4.

rn.mm.mw ***,»«•*• *•' West 111th St.

MME. BRUSH Cars.r Broad*.,
oitf Cuthmftn t

Fairyland opened June IS. Bad
weather caused a week's postpone-
ment. Sam Benjamin is general
manager.

Every film exchange in the city
was closed Monday during the
funeral of Henry Taylor, city rep-
resentative For Universal (films),
who died following an operation. Mr.
Taylor was one of the most popular
picture men in the city, and his
death was a great surprise and
shock to his many friends.

The "Three Dancing Girls at t lie

Mainstreet this week were featured
at the Globe but a few weeks ago.
It is unusual for the Junior Or-
pheum to play acts so close after the
Globe.

The bathing girl revue on the
Boardwalk at Electric Park is Just
about the most startling flash ever
seen in this city. The 12 girls are
presented costumed In elaborate
samples of the costumer's art which
leave nothing to the imagination.

When "Safety Last"' was at the
Liberty for three weeks all of the
advertising carried a line stating the
picture would not he in any Kansas
City theatre for five weeks. The
film, however, has been running in
residential houses here for the past
week.

w/JI clear your head
m and improveyour voice

AT ALL OAUO STORES SIND PO« FREC SAMPLE
CA8MINE CO., aE.12 1* ST„N.Y.

$10
$12.50 Values

rA Feature Display
Our summer shoes radiate dis-

tinctiveness. A wonderful choice

of styles created for the best

dressed women of the -stage at

low prices entirely inconsistent

with the high quality.

Winkelman.
Style in Quality Footwear

21 West 42nd St.

Philadelphia New York

An announcement that floscoc
Arbuckle, former film favorite, now
barred from the screen, would ap-
pear personally at Electric Park in

the near future started the fireworks
and a flood of protests from min-
isters and heads of women'* organi-
zations. The park caters to the
very best class of people here and
has a large children's patronage.

The Doiio, a "rYhite

____

CREO STUDIO
For Sensational Stage Dancing

The only one of its kind

170 WEST 48th STREET
Just Off Seventh Avenue, New York City

PHONE BRYANT 5156

ALEX CROSS and SANTORO RALPH

Fast: JOE SULLIVAN

ARTISTIC FASHION PLATES OF PHYSICAL CULTURE
TH!S WEEK (JUNE IS), PALACE, CHICAGO Weat: HALPERIN-SHAPIRO
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RETIRED FROM SHOW BUSINESS AFTER

• 30 ACTIVE YEARS
LAUNCHED IN THE

INSURANCE BUSINESS *

•

•

WORD OF ADVICE TO MY THEATRICAL FRIENDS

'I FAIL IB CARRY PLENTY IF
It is a necessity because of its Protective Value, and it is also a wonderful investment, because Insurance has

stood up for some of our most successful merchants in times of stress, and Insurance properly exploited will do
likewise in the theatrical profession.

What a wohderful thing that $1,000 is to those who receive it from the N. V. A. when their sponsors
were neglectful in making the proper provisions; and think how much easier it would be for those left dependent
if LIFE INSURANCE was carried. . .

,

I wish to develop the Insurance field in a practical and serviceable manner amongst my friends in the theat-

rical world, and to prove to there the absolute need for, and value of, the different classifications of Insurance.

I have taken offices in the Churchill Building, where I shall be from morning till night each day, and
with a staff of competent INSURANCE Experts make plain the technicalities of INSURANCE.

These are usually made "more difficult" to the layman by insurance agents, but our aim will be to make them
plain-and easily understood.

There is no charge fof this service nor obligation of any kind, our advice to artists being gratis and courte-

ously given.

DON 9 WAIT
'

I do a General Insurance Business; which means Life; Accident, Health; Automobile;

Liability, Burglary, Plate Glass and Compensation.

Whether. you need Insurance or not, I shall always be glad to receive a visit from my friends at my offices in

CHURCHILL BUILDING, 1607 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
.

Suite 305-306
PHONE: BRYANT 10353

From Now On I Am

2nd Floor

HARRY COOPER
THE INSURANCE MAN

HON. JAS. J. WALKER, Attorney
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FOREIGN BEVIEWS
(Continued from page 17)

Ch* acid teat. But despite Its de-

fect*, the play le 'totrong medicine"

and the two main characters are so

admirably Jflayed a most Interesting
evening's entertainment Is the re-

mat
The plot revolves around a young,

handsome, intelligent, full-blooded
woman who has been lame from
birth. Her father is a famous sur-
geon and has consulted with the
greatest medical practitioners of the
day, but the invariable opinion is

there is no cure. The girl is in love
with a young man who writes lyrics

from which she derives inspiration

for her music.
Along comes Ragatsy, a fiercely

temperamental Continental who has
Invented an electrical appliance
with which he has accomplished
boom marvelous cures of cases that

had been pronounced hopeless by
the surgical fraternity. He isn't

even a physician—merely worked
as an assistant in his uncle's surgi-
cal appliance establishment. The
tnedlcai fraternity look upon him as
s> quack, and the girl's father re-

fuses even to meat him and invest!

-

his invention.
By a ruse he gains admittance to

the girl's presence, in the absence
Of her father, frankly avowing if he
ean cure the great surgeon's
daughter he will be world-famous.
He reads the girl's character—tells

her brutally and frankly she craves
sex life, and after observing her
walk and examining the x-ray pho-
tographs of her deficient limb, de-
clares if she will submit to his

treatment for one year she will be
as normal as any other healthy
woman. He firmly believes this,

and partially hypnotizes the girl

With Me dominant personality.
The father refuses to permit the

experiment, reminding the girl he
has taken her to the world's greatest
surgeons, but in a very strong
scene she tells him she is starving
dor the fullness of sex life, placing
before him that If her mother had
been a cripple he would not have
married her mother for her beauty
•f soul alone—that a husband de-
mands, and is entitled to, the sex
relation, and not beauty of soul
alone, which her father suggests as
a compromise.
dhe leaves her father's house and

submits to the treatment for one
year, strapped to the quack's appa-
ratus In the Ragatzy sanitarium.
Meantime Ragatsy has proclaimed
to the press he is accomplishing
this marvelous cure. At the end of
the If months the press photog-
raphers, reporters and motion pic-
ture news weeklies are Invited to
attend while the girl walks out of
the private hospital. With a num-
ber ot surgeons present the girl

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT
Leonard

GRANT
Special Rate* to the Profession

Hicks, Operating Hotels
AND

CHICAGO

350 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
IRVINGTON HALL I HENRI COURT

355 West 61st Street SIS West 48th Street
6640 Circle 3830 Longacre

HILDONA COURT-
S41-34? West 46th Street 3560 Longacre. »

1-2-3-4-room apartments. Each apartment with private bath,
phone, kitchen, kitchenette.

$18.00 UP WEEKLY—$70.00 UP MONTHLY
The largest maintalner of housekeeping furnished apartments

directly'under the supervision of the owner. Located in the center of
the theatrical district. All fireproof buildinga

Address all communications to

CHARLES TENENBAVM
Principal office. Hildona Court, 341 West 45th 8t.

F New York
Apartments can be teen evening*. Office in each building.

Read and Save ,

HOME FOR PERFORMERS
Furnished rooms to let in high-claw Modern Building. Room* with hot

and cold running water; housekeeping privileges ; gas, electricity, maid
service and linen Included; telephone, bath, kitchen on every floor tor your
convenience-

feet from Central Park Wast, II minutes from booking;
Ave. surface cars, a minutes from 6th and »th "Ave. "L>"

Situated 50
offices, next 8th
stations.

SINGLE ROOM, $6 WEEKLY; FRONT SUITES, $14 WEEKLY
DOUBLE ROOM, $7.50 UP) 5 ROOM APART., $25 WEEKLY

Office on promts— ande* supervision •# Owner

14 West 101st St., New York Tel. Clarlcson 1260

THE WELDON
Broadway and 124th St.

Recently Converted Into

1, 2, 3 ROOMS—BATH
Kitchen and kitchenette, newly and
attractively furnished throughout.
Special low rates to the Profession.
Up-to-date restaurant In building.

X'hone Mornlngslde 3766

walks a few steps and falls, unable
to proceed further. -

Ragatzy is broken-hearted, not so
much because he is ruined and dis-

credited, but because he has fallen

in love with the girl—even to the
extent of pretending her lyric-

writing lover has been diligent in
hi* attentions to her, in order to
make her happy.
At this juncture the girl's fattier

ROOMS:
SINOLK. DOUBLE and HOUSKKKKP-
1NO ROOMS with kitchenette; newly

remodelled; all conveniences.
P. JAMES, t4S West 64th St., N. Y. City

Phone Circle 4845

TA^CR/V
J 56-8 WEST 48TH STREET
> I East of Broadway

A CHOP HOUSE

OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

Nothing
Better on B'way

Ned Waybnrn's
Demi-Tasse Revue
Presented 07 tb» stager

ot the

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
TWICE NIGHTLY
AT 7130 and tnje

MEYER DAVIS'
WHITE HOUSE BAND
SHOWS DINNER. 11.50

A la Carte
Modes-ate Prices

HOTEL

ARISTO HOTEL
101 West 44th 8t„ New York
In the heart of the Agents* district

FOR THEATRICAL FOLKS
Running water., telephone and electric

fan la every room ^
Rates: Single S10.50 op; S12 op with bath

Telephone II§7-1 Its Bryant

SHELBURNE
Ocean P'kway.nrlarhton Beach.

New York.
Phone Coney Island 0800

OEL'S One Moment West
of Broadway at

41st Street
The BendesToas of the Lending; Lights of Literature and the Stage.
The Beet Food and Entertainment In New York. Music and Dancing.

$1 Our Special: A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
In the GRILL with SPECIAL RESERVATIONS for LADIES

if

The Chateau Laurier
City Island, N. Y.

NOW. OPEN FOR SEASON OF
>t 1923 ;-:

Beautifully Decorated. Dinty Moore's Wonderful Orchestra

Excellent Shore Dinner at $3.00 and exquisite a la

Carte service

Management

, Julius Keller William Werner

enters—declaring he has been ex-
perimenting with Kagatzy's method,
applying proper medical science to
the crude basic idea, that the girl
will eventually be cured and offer-
ing to work in association with
Ragatzy in the future. Meanwhile
her lover shows plainly he hasn't
the courage to go through with his
offer of marriage when it looka as
if she will be a cripple for life, and
the curtain descends with the girl
In the arms of Ragatzy.

Iieslie Faber. one of London's
finest actors, makes of the role of
Ragatzy an eccentric "character,"
at flnrt a mountebank, later re-
deemed by his love for the girl.. He
Invest* it with romance, and is
especially effective In a scene
wherein he kisses the girl In her
sleep, pretending It is the young
man she has idealized as her lover
The "girl" is convincingly played
by Isobel Elsom, who simulates
physica? Infirmity to a nicety. Daw-
son Milward gives an artistic In-
terpretation of the father, with the
temaindei of the cast of small con-
sequence and allotted to players of
that calibre. Jolo.

PEDLAR'S PIE
London, June 4.

Louis Rlhll Is a comedian who
produces and plays in his own tour-
ing revues and is credited with be-
ing a "bug" on discovering or un-
earthing unknown histrlonjc talent
of that caliber. He Introduced Les-
lie Henson to London some years
ago In a revue called "Nicely,
Thanks." and now Henson Is asso-
ciated with Rlhll in '^Pedlar's Pie,"
produced at the Court, June 2, after
having played for some time in the
provinces. The small company
numbers eight principals, with no
chorus, and the various bits por-
trayed by the company comprise 64
characters.
Three arches of dark canvas with

a series of drops are all the scenery
utilized. Comparatively little was
expended on the costuming. Rlhll
himself is a clever artist and the
majority of the supporting company

I Y.make them » VU smoke them
CIOABS MADE IN ALL SIZKfr

I & Y
CIGAR COMPANY

fOS—Hh A Vat., Opp.
Where All (he
^n*

p. Colombia Theatre I

rerformrrs Meet
' i '"V 1

'

'

LORRAINE
417-419 S. Wabash Avenue

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments
(of the better kind—within means of economical folks)'

THE DUPLEX
330 West 43d Street

I Longacre 7132

Three and four rooms with bath
Modern in every particular. Accommodate three or more

adults

$12.00 UP WEEKLY
YANDIS COURT
241-247 West 43d Street

Bryant 7912

One, three and four room apartments with kitchenettes,
private bath and telephone. Directly west of Times
Square. Room arrangement creates utmost privacy.

RATES: $17.00 UP WEEKLY
Refei communications to M. CLAMAN, 241 West 43d St.

I Loogncre •»««—Bryant 4tM

THE BERTHA
Geo. r. Schneider.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

COUPLETS FOB HOUSEKEEPING.
323-325 West 43rd Street

CLEAN AND A IBY.

NEW YORK CITY
Prli I• Bath. 3-4 Rooms. Catering to the conn fort an! coneenle-nre

the profession.
STEAM HEAT AND ELBCTBIC LIGHT ..... S10.M OP

SI

THE ADELAIDE
754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE
47th Street* Oo* Block West mi

Three. Fear and Flve-Boeea Hlgh-Claee Furnished Apartments
Strictly Professional. MBS GEORGE HJEGEL. Hgr

PALACE HOTEL
132-134 West 45th Strsst, New York City

Centrally located, one-half block from Broadway
Redecorated and Refurnished—Unusual Home Comforts

UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT
We Welcome New snd Former Patrons

Phone Bryant 0816 A. B. CLAKK, Manager
I I I

I ggtgBBBgggBgggS3BBgaM3HBBBBBaBBggBg^=
MAIN 7374—40468

Engstrum Apartment Hotel

623 West Fifth St.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF
Special Ratei to Profession

are exceptionally competent In that
branch of entertainment.

The show Is strongly reminiscent
of aa American college amateur
entertainment In the matter of eru-
dite lyrics and tuneful melodies. If
produced by a high-class West End
producer, elaborately costumed and
scenically caparisoned, it might
rank with the best. Jolo.

DISC BEVIEWS
(Continued from page 31)

well known in song history to re-
quire any comment—even the fact
that Louis Bernstein (Shapiro-
Bernstein, the publishers) person-
ally didn't like the tune and only
published it to oblige young Elliott
Shapiro.
"Don't We Carry On" is an ''Ain't

We Got Fun" sort of a gang song
and has a few comedy points to
commend it.

HOTEL HUDSON
ALL NEWLY DECORATED

8 snd Up 8ino(e
\\2 snd Up Doubls

Hot and Cold Water and
Telephone la Each Room.*

!.

102 WEST 44th 8TREET
NEW YORK CITY

Phone: BRYANT 7ZZ8-Z0

HOTEL FULTON

t

DOWN BY THE RIVER (Fox
Trot)—Sophie Tucker and Rega
Dance Orchestra.

VAMPING 8AL—Same—Okeh No.
4837.

This is a double duty disk. It is
labeled a fox trot and seemingly
intended for dance purposes. Both
selections are inaugurated with a
full Instrumental verse and chorus
before Sophie makes her presence
heard to the orchestra accompani-
ment Both rags .re of the usual
Tucker style and capitally delivered.

8UN-KI3T ROSE (Fox Trot)—
Kaplan's Melodists.

ARGENTINE—Atlantic Dance Or-
chestra—Edison No. 51150.

The "Rose" number (Cal DeVoll)
is a sprightly dance tune which ha3
a fine chance for summer popularity
if properly plugged. "Argentine"
from "Caroline" is a Berlin origina-
tion (Edmund Kunnekc). American-
ised by Alfred Goodman and is
bright and colorful Spanish fox
trot. Both orchestras do Justice to
their respective assignments.

. •• Abel.

(la tha Heart of New fork)

8 Snd Up Single
M4 snd Up Doubls

Shower Bathe. Hot and Cold
Water and Telephone.

Electric fan In each room.

264-268 WE8T 46th 8TREET
NEW YORK CITY

rhenet Bryant OSvS-OSM
Opposite N. V. A,

THE BELLEVIEW and COTTAGE
411 Ocean Roml

SPRING LAKE BEACH. N. J.
Wondorful location, facing beautiful Windsor Laka.
lurroundrd by groan lawm and shade trees, large
veranda* ; all outiide rooms, special rate* for leaf
stayi. .

SSI

DETROIT
By JACOB SMITH

SHUBERT-DETROIT—"Spice of

1922." Fourth week.
ORCHESTRA HALL — Vaughan

Glaser Players, "Barnum Wad
Right." Next, "Brewster's Mil-
lions."
GARRICK—Bonstelle Players la

"Dover Road." Next, "To the
Ladies/L
MAJESTIC — Woodward Players

in "Charley's Aunt." Next, "Widow ,

by Proxy." J

MADISON— Closes this week for

redecorating, three to four weeks.

Bebe Daniels in person this week
at Capitol. v

Nan Halporin headlining this

week at the Miles.
* . . « • -
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OUR IRRESISTIBLE, SENSATIONAL FOX-TROT BALLAD SUCCESS

A SLASHING, SMASHING
HIT

THE SONG THAT
MILLIONS WILL SING

WONDERFULLY
EFFECTIVE FOR SINGLES
GREAT FOR DOUBLES

HARMONY WITH A BIG
HUB BgjSBjii

WHITE, WIRE OR CALL
AT OVR 'NEAREST OFFICE
I rA.'\< '-*.'. ""If. •"

H -'

KffhH

-'
- ;-i nM&nS rail

BF9

BOOST YOURSELF BY BEING
''FIRST WITH A HEARST"

GET TT NOW!

NEW YORK STAFF

tverett J. Evans, Manager
Robt. H. Brennen, Prof. Manager

WINNIPEG, 'CANADA
John Anderson, Manager
Aubrey Gibson, Asst. Prat. Manager

TORONTO, CANADA
Bert Caldwell, Manager

'**IBB \
HMHRil

Wonderful Child

Moderate

i

<

i

Words

fn" 1-J.
3
|

j

brds and Music brt

JOE HEARST"
tat

JL

vtarcEf jr

ev-er since you were so hi

is s say- ing old and true
gg m . my tears,.

_ And whydidyoumakrme cry?

,—. That I can not wait for you.

For* get the past, __
In sU my schemes

LeVelweflorthebyeaad
All I do isptaafor

bye, K Ourkwewill last, L. We'll be hu]

In all my dream?
happy you *nd I

All 1 see is on- ly you -

Woivder-fulchchild, I m cra-zy and wild o-ver you, ** Wonder Ail chiW,Theie>i

one thing I askyooto do. Say you'll be mine. fbrall the time.

J'JjjJJ^^'l
_ Then ill not pine.

Wooder-fuiehild , fterliapssosatfinaany theremay be

And I'll not have to lin-ger when the ring is on your fin-ger

;

I

A woiwkr-fulchilda -

play, ingon year knee And when we're old and gray, On! bow we'll

3WT
wild OAcr_ ^nen lssndWwtdnful<MkUm crazy «uKJwiidoAcr you

Copyright IKMXXJI1 by Hearst Music Publishers Limited, Winnipeg, Canada
Intematioaal Cbny right Secured MADE Iff US A All Rights

FIRST WITH
A

HEARST

™— HEARST MUSIC PUBLISHERS
199YONGFST. 1658 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BANK OF COMMERCE ', BUILDING

BUILDING .'-fl EUROPEAN HEPRESENtATIVFS
B FELDMAN Sc CO.. LONDON, ENGLAND

WINNIPEG.
CANADA,

PHOENIX BLOCK.
COR* NOTRE DAME
AND DONALD

FIRST WITH

HEARST
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E. F. ALBEE, President J. J. MURDOCK, General Manager F. F. PROCTOR, Vice-President

B. F. KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building, New York)

Founders

B. F. KEITH, EDWARD F. ALBEE, A. PAUL KEITH, F. F. PROCTOR

Artists can book direct addressing W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH

•

Marcus Loew s
Booking Agency
General Executive Offices
LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

16O WEST 46™ST
NEW YORK

JHLUBIN
OEHERAL MJMAOZR

CHICAGO OFFICE

l6o2GipitolBldg
SIDNEYMWEISMAN

IN CHARGE

BOOKING DEPARTMENT
Palace Theatre Building

NEW YORK

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
itate-Lake Building

CHICAGO

. THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

FALLY MARKUS
1547 Broadway

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE B-DG.Bryant 6060-8061

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.
MARKET, GRANT and O'FARRELL STREETS 8AN FRANCISCO

ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
8BVEN TO TKN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.

WALDAMEER BEACH PARK THEATRE
ERIE, PA.

Will Open June 18 with High-Class Vaudeville

Artists going East or West kindly communicate with me.

PROF. H. ARMAND, Mgr.

"SEE USWHEN IN CALIFORNIA'

MEIKLEJOHN and DUNN
Amusement Managers, Theatrical Agents,

Personal Representatives.

Vaudeville. Road Shows.,
LOS ANGELES— Ma|«ttlc Theatre Bids.. 8th

fleer. 62816. Pice SSI 4.

SAN FRANCISCO— Pantaaat Theatre Bldg.. 5th

floer. Douglas 8053.

gone days and unpublished plays
and songs. The widow intends to
soil the Waring place home.

NEWS OF THE DAILIES

Sam H. Harris will produce a play
entitled 'Thawing" next year to fol-

low up his '-urrent product Ions

"Rain" and "Icebound."

Roy O'Neil, director of the
Ethiopian Art Players, has been
freed of the charge of grand larceny
made by Robert Levy, backer of the
ohows.

Tyrone Power was arrested in

Los Angeles on a charge of failing

to support his two minor children.

He has been released on $1,500 bail

pending trial.

Margaret Anglin is to open her
repertory season at the Cut ran The-
atre, San Francisco, on Juno 25.

with Oscar Wilde's "A Woman of

No Importance."

The American Legion, the Over-
seas Actors* League and .nany other
patriotic organizations have started
a campaign to do away with what
they term the "misuse" of the
American flag in theatres, such as
when it is used to "save the show."

The Neil O'Brien Minstrels with
Bert Sr^wor is announced as a part-
nership for next season, with
O'Brien and Swor equal partners.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLETHEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

PAUL GOUDRON, CAPITOL BUILDING, CHICAGO
Detroit office, 206 Breitmeyer Bldg.

recently for production on Broad-
way this summer and fall are "Tin
Gods," by William Anthony Mc-
Guire: "Playthings," a Viennese
comedy by Rudolph Lothar and
Hans Pachwltz, to be produced by
Carle Carlton; "Princess Zlm Zlm,"
by Edward Sheldon and Dorothy
Donnelly. John Barrymore's first

starring vehicle now being rewrit-
ten under the direction of George
Tyler, "The Newcomers," a revue
by Jee Burroughs, produced by
William Morrissey and featuring
Al Fields; an unnamed musical
comedy by Harlan Thompson,
featuring Nan Halperin and pro-
duced by her husband, William
B. Fnedlander, and L. Lawrence
Weber, and a play In which Car-
lotta Nillson will emerge from -long
retirement, written by herself and
as yet without a definite title.

Forcy * Markaye's play "The
Scarecrow" will be done in Russia
tinder the supervision of Dr. Scrglus
Bertenson of the Moscow Art Play-
ers.

The entire properties in the home
of the late UUS Williams, famous
Dutch comedian, at 74 Waring
place. Yonkers, brought only $1,000
in a sale held there on June 13. The
crowd was apathetic. The OfferIn ;

included autographed programs and
s>hotogranhs of famous stars of bye-

The name of Louise Groody (Mrs.
McGee) got into the dailies in con-
nection with the stories of the
Fuller- McGee guilty plea and bank-
ruptcy proceedings. Some of the
stories asserted a report Miss
Groody had been given over a mil-
lion dollars by her husband. Miss
Groody, who was in Paris when the
reports came out, denied any money
gifts from McGee. and said she was
bearing the expenses of traveling
from her private funds. McGee and
Miss Groody were married about a
year ago while the dancer was In
a show at the Globe, New York.
Fuller and McGee pleaded guilty to
one indictment against them and
were remanded for sentence.
Another theatrical connection in

the bucket shop cases is that of
Jules C. Rabiner, formerly asso-
ciated with ftdward S. Keller his
uncle and the vaudeville agent.
Rabiner left theatricals, opening t
stock brokerage business with a
branch at L'15 West 47th street.
Suspending business with many
creditors. Rabiner became involved
with the authorities without his
rase as yet having been disposed of.

Among the new shows announced

Reports from Oberammergau say
that members of the cast of the
Passion Play were impoverished by
the presentation of the famous
,cruciflxion drama this year and
may never give It again. It is said
that Anton Lang, the carpenter who
played the role of Christ, received
in German currency only about the
equivalent of $3 In American money
for his 11 months' work. Their only
hope is to recoup their fortunes by
the sale of their industrial art
products, which they are bringing
to America in the fall.

reported to be passengers on the
trial trip ofthe Leviathan are E. F.
Albee, Ring Lardner and Sol Bloom.

The projection screen of the
Garden Theatre in Brooklyn was
wrecked last week by vandals.

Last Saturday night Joseph
Tierney. manager of the Sam H.
Harris Theatre, had four men.
whom he alleged were drunk, ejected
from the performance of Ice-
bound." When he left the theatre
after the show he found the four
laying for him In a frame of mind
far from pleasant. The outcome of
the affair was that they Went to the
police court and Tierney tc» the

Gertrude Vanderbilt, actress,
denied in the New York Municipal
Court that she owes any money to
the Val O'Farrell private detective
agency, declaring that the detec-
tive had "gypped" her. She says
that she employed O'Farrell in July,
1920, to shadow an unknown woman
but that she dismissed his operative
when she saw she was being
"gypped." letting him keep the
money she had paid In advance.
The dope on the traced woman has
not come to light as yet.

A Glasgow weekly newspaper re-
cently published an article supposed
to have been an Interview with
Hetty King in which the English
actress is quoted as saying that
American audiences have gone dry
in humor since prohibition and that
the laughter of the nation had dried
up. Miss King is suing the paper
for $15,000. claiming that the whole
thing is a fabrication, that she loves
Americans and that prohibition does
not Interest her. m

Smith was said to be (highly pleased
and Mayor Hylan thoroughly dis-'
gusted. Note was ordered to stop
by a police officer but he continued
to the end. saying that to interrupt
the classic would have been dis-
cordant and unprofessional.

Theodore Greenberg of the Bronx,
who claims he is vice-president of
a picture company, was arrested
last Thursday for obstructing truffle
at 47th street and Broadway by try-
ing to fish for a quarter that had
dropped through a subway grating,
with a pole, a piece of string and a
wad of chewing gum. After a crowd
of several hundred had gathered, a
policeman told Greenberg to move
on or get a summons. "Take it and
frame it." the angler is reported t

have answered. He was fined t
for disorderly conduct after he ha
told the judge that he used to d
that as a boy and he didn't see an
harm in it now, even if he is S
years old.

,

The name of "Yesterdays," th
play about Stephen Foster, h_
been changed to that of the com
poser's song, "Swanee River.'

as.

n-

A. hJ"The Good Old Days." the t

Woods production that played out
of town under the title. "Light
Wines and Beers," Is scheduled ttf
open at the Broadhurst, New York,
Aug. 6.

Ethel Barrymore appeared as "Mis*
Greater New York" at a special
series of tableaux presented last
Friday night at Grand Central
Palace In connection with the Silver
Jubilee Exposition. McKay Morris,
her leading man recently, took the
role of Father Knickerbocker.

A Washington newspaper mat'
who is touring »the country in an
automobile reports that the Lincoln
Highway is lined with "moon-struck
movie maidens" bound to Holly-
wood. Out of 200 girls to whom he
gave a lift on their way. he says'
there were 80 college graduates.?
All seem ambitious, courageous and
undaunted. They are foot-sor*
weary and penniless but nothing
can deter them from their quest fe#
screen fame.

Peggy Davis, formerly of the
"Follies" and now in the Alms, was
helping Park Commissioner Gallatin
take two lion clubs from the Central
Park Zoo to the Jubilee Exposition
at Grand Central Palace Tuesday
when the playful little animals
started to fight. The actress was
bitten on the nose and scratched on
the hand in the melee and t make
matters worse the <rhauffeur of the
auto in which they were tiding be-
came frightened, lost control of the
car and collided with another
vehicle. The occupants, who were
not badly Injured, were taken to
the Central Park Arsenal, where
first aid was administered.

A suit for the possession of three
rings worth $4,600 and a Pekingese
dog valued at $400 has been die*
missed in the Supreme Court ofNew York City. It was brought I

Arthur R. Brody against Juani
Hansen. Brody claimed that h„
gave the dog for safe keeping to
the girl and let her have the rings
when she went to interview a man-
ager one day. She said that he had
given her both the dog and rings as
presents and managed to convince
the court of It. Brody was directed
to pay all costs as well as give up
the property.

Mabel Waller, Fatty Arbuekle's
leading lady in his revue n Chicago,
is suing Dr. Otto H. Larson, wealthy
young dentist of Chicago, for
$50,000. charging breach of promise.
When told of the sctress' action tin-

dentist said. "It Is the funniest thing
she ever did. Wait till I get her in
court!"

Among the theatrical people men-
tioned by the dailies as unofficially

The fifth edition of tht "Green-
wich Village Follies" will open at
the Sbtibert theatre the end of
August with Daphne Pollard fea-
tured.

- Peter de Note, bandmaster, is
suing the City Of New York for $320
Which he claims la duo him for hiv-
ing marched with his band in the
parade of eity employes which
opened the Silver Jubilee on May 20.
Commissioner Whalen has claimed
that he broke his contract bv play-
ing "How Dry I Am" as he passed
the reviewing stand. The Incident
aroused considerable comment at
the time, inasmuch as Governor

N MUSIC MEN
Richmond-Robbins. Inc.. will

publish a saxophone instruction
book by Rudy Wiedeft.

The Songwriters will hold an out-
ing July If, ut Whltestone Landing.
Long Island.

Bflly Vanderveer of the Shapiro)]
Bernstein staff is seriousl) ill in thf
Columbia hospital, New York. Hf
ba- been operated on for cancer of;
the stomach.

Dr. Arthur Mces. noted musical
director, left a net estate of $4,081.75
when he died, April 26. it was dis-
closed in the Surrogate's Court,
New York, last week through order,
signe 4 by Surrogate Foley] exempt-
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jr* tii* property from inheritance

... asju*tion. - ' •. Li
•'Under his will, executed May 28,

1899 ho named his widow, Susan
Marguerite Howell Mecs, of 194

Riverside Drive, to whom he was
married in 1897. solo legatee and
the executrix..

Dr. Mees, who was 74 years old

and a native of Columbus, Ohio,

bad fceen prominently identified

with the Cincinnati May Festival aa
chorus-master for 14 years, and for

some time was the assistant di-

rector of the Chicago Orchestra,

unde" Theodore Thomas.
Later he conducted the Orpheus

Society, the Mendelssohn Society of

Hew lork City, and other musical'

societies at Albany, N. Y.; Worces-
ter, Mass.; Bridgeport, Conn., and
Boston, Mass., and was assistant

condi ctor of the National Opera
Co. He was the author of several

books on music, and a close friend

of the late H. E. Krehbiel, the

famec1 music critic, both of whom
l#' had been invited to be the guests

at the Cincinnati May Festival A*-
nociation on the occasion of the

Golden Jubilee concerts, which
were held in that city at the

Musical Hall last month.

The Associated Composers In-

stitute of AmeMca has opened of-

fices in the Loew Annex Building.

This is a bureau through which thp
services of certain' composers and
arrangers of music .are contracted.

M. Marcell is in charge.

White la to spend $76,000 of his own
and hie backers' money.
Harry Cort. producer of "Shuffle

Along," then stepped into the argu-
ment. Miller and Lyle had a three-
year contract with. Cort. The three
years are! up. Thfre was a special
clause, in the contract that said Cort
might call on their serv." es as long
as "Shuffle Along" remained out.
Cort claims th .t the has the show
booked for next year and ;hat he
will apply for an injunction if the
colored team tries lo break their,
contract. ,

''

Miller and Lyle counter this claim
by saying that they have an interest
in the show and, as part owners,
are privileged to substitute some-
one in their place if they wish. The
dispute is expected to be settled
one way or another in the near
future.

The Artistic Music Co. is the new-
est addition to the local music pub-
lishing ranks. Eddie Adams and
Maurice Rosen, well-known in the
song business are associated with
the new vo ure.

^Following the success* of 'Yes,
We Have NO Baftanas," an euldemic
of 'Yes, No" songs is threatened.
The Kichm d^Robbins Music Co. is
said tp be about to publish "My
Brother Has No Pineapples, No," by
Jack M es kail.

^

—

At a meeting of the M. T. P. A.

held June 14, all the existing officers

and members of the board of gov-
ernors were re-elected.

Johnny Black, the songwriter,
.las formed a_ company in Phila-
delphia for the manufacture of the
"Johnny Black Mutes for Musical

"""Instruments," At present Black
'and his wife Shirley Vernon are liv-

JTng apart but mutual friends ex-
pect a reconciliation. Miss Vernon,
[who is a sister of the pugilist. Bill

Brennan, is playing the principal
part in the new Moulin Rouge
Revue.

Americans returning from Faris
claim that American music is
getting to have more and more of a
monopolistic control in the French

/ capitol. Up to a year or two ago
pne heard chiefly European pieces
)t\ the Parisian cabarets, and it was
only very exceptionally that a
.TTankee tune achieved any degree of
.popularity. But the American jazz

[, craze had landed solidly and only
the melodies written around 46th

r
Street are to be heard now.

There has been a- good deal of
trouble in the No. 1 "Shuffle Along"
lately, with a clash between Miller

grand Lyle, and Sissle and Blake, the
Jpchief cause of disquiet. Miller and
t»<Ly)e have been dissatisfied for

i

, some time and recently petitioned
for a share in the song royalties
coming to Sissle and Blake, the

Their request was not rantcd
, . and consequently, wishing to sever
Iheir conections with the company,

;
they made a contract with George
White to appear in a new produc-
tion, upon which, it is reported,

Fred W. Taylor is now profes-
sional manager for the B. A. Music
Co.

The Music Publishers' Association
of the United States last weqk re-
elected George Fischer president at
its convention in New York. Sam
Fox is the new vice-president and
E. T. Paull and Harold Flammer
were re-elected secretary and treas-
urer respectively. The directorate
consists of E. F« Bitner, Walter Cog-
hill,' Harold P. Crosly, Walter
Fischer, R. L. Huntizinger, C. A.
Keller, Dean Preston. Jr.; J." T.
Roach, M. E. Tompkins, Isidore
Witmark and.C. A. Woodman.

tieo Jacobs has connected with
Stark & Cowan. .

The Ned Norworth,.Inc, of Chi-
cago, a music publishing concern,
has arranged a tieup with Famous
Players for a song entitled "In a
Covered Wagon with You," which
will be featured in advertising, and
sold in connection with the showing
of the photoplay, "The Covered
Wagon." The combination is an im-
portant step in the activities of the
new music publishing concern.

petitioner in the present action,
divorced him. He married Flo H.art
in May 1919, leaving a will, giving
ail of his property to her, but it was
denied probate upon the g ound that
it was, subscribed by only one wit-
ness. Miss Hart was tihen appointed
administratrix of the property,
which, under the interstate law.
allows her one-third and her step-
daughter the remainder.
As an unpaid creditor of the

estate Mrs. Melson obtained two
orders from, the Surrogate's Court
in 1920 directmg Miss Hart t< file

an inventory. To this day it has
not been filed.

In February, 11>2L\ Mrs. Melson
'won her suit against Miss Hart ^nd
recovered a 12,576 judgment against
the Belcher^ estate. In her com-
plaint Mrs. Melson said that her
daughter. Maxine, the offspring of
her marriage to Mr. Belcher:, was
the recipient of $25 weekly towards
her support under a court order.
The plaintiff alleged that the
daughter

. received no money since
Jan. 3. 1920. The judgment awarded
was for 70 weeks at $25 a week, up
to Dec. 20, .1921. The cour. also
ordered that

J
a $30,000 sum be

placed; in trust ' to guarantee the
child her weekly income.

Recently, upon a petition filed by
Patrick A. Powers, of 2521 Palisade
avenue, Bronx, an unpaid $500 al-
leged creditor of Mr. Belcher's
estate, which claim was disputed,
Miss Hart was directed by the Sur-
rogate to file an accounting on or
before May 20. when the validity of
the claim would be threshed "out by
the court. To this day no account-
ing has been filed.
Miss 'Hart at Port Chester. N. Y.,

June 26, 1920. married Kenneth
Hftnlan, and after charges a:id
counter charges they were divorced.
Mhss Hart in her complaint charged
that he on one occasion banged her
head on the Uldewalk, which Mr.
Harlan denied. He claimed that
she was not a domestic woman, was
very fond qf liquor and on one occa-
sion, in the earfv hours of th. morn-
ing, danced on the sidewalk in front
of a hotel in a mo*t disgusting man-
ner until she was forced to, go to. her*
room,. where she locked herself jn a
bathroom and threatened to commit
suicide, leaving a note that he had
caused her death.

Miss Hart was last year named In
the separation suit of Mrs. Olga
Levy against her husbanti. Arthur
Levy, and was accused of being
responsible of breaking up the Levy
home.

Another fight over the distribii'-

tion of ^he estate left by Frederick
E. Belcher, treasurer and secretary
of Jerome H. Rernickjfe CoM music-
publishers, syho died Sept. 11. 191'J,

was begun 4his week in the Surrp?
gate's Court, New York, when
Maxine- Fredericka Belcher, de-
cedents daughter, of. $00 West 113th
street, obtained an order from Sur-
rogate Foley, returnable July 3,

directing her stepmother, Flo Hart,
to show cause why, as the admin-
istratrix of the property, she shall
not be forced to file an accounting.
Mr. Belcher, who was twice mar-

ried, died following an operation of
appendicitis. His first wife, Hen-
rietta B. Melson, the mother of the

:
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NEW YORK THEATRES
QB&C8X^^

CYRIL MAUDE
IN

"AREN'T WE ALL?"

. !

..•

SAM H. HARRI8 Attractions
RAM II • 42d St., W. of B'way.
H - MaHTlS Kvenlngs at i:20.UM,,W Mat*. Wed.-8at.S-.a0.
OWEN DAVIS' Warm-Hearted Play

ICEBOUND"
The 1923 PULITZER PRIZE Play

MUSIC BOX THEATRE
Went 46th St. Eve. 8:15. Mate. Wed.-8at.
RAM It. HARRIS Presents IRVING BERLIN'S

'MUSIC BOX REVUE'
Staged b? IIass a HI) SHORT.
WITH A GREAT CAST I

vs. 8:15
at 2:1*.

HflRT THRATRE. W. 48th St. Ewu, » l Mate. Wed. and Sat. I

MERTON
OF THE MOVIES

toilh Glenn Hunter—Flo.ci ce Nash
Harry I,eon Wilnon'e ntory dramatized by
W*o. S. Kaufman and Marc Connolly

SFl WYM TIIKATKK. W. 4*«l St.k,LL" * IN SKATS NOW --
UFUH \.< MAIRB .m.i CIBOHGH JESHKI,
fatreducing a NI-JW MUSICAL PLAT

HELEN of TROY,
NEW YORK

-. Buna |.» n h Kimt iiim i am i Mn r> OhhiuII*""'" *"" L>im! iv I., it In ..in ,T I Harrj Uul'j

Now Amsterdam Theatre— XV. 42d Street

*»*nln«t n \y roiTI.AR MAT. P/gDNISDAY.

REGULAR MATINKE laTUftDAY.

A National Institution

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES

By FREDERICK LONSDALE
THE GAIETY THEATRE

la ngain headquarters for la. tig lit it.
Kvii.inj.-H at 8:16. M&tlneeo Wed. A Sat

h St. Evu. 1:30.

Wed. & Sat. J 30HUDSON sr: w
GEORGE M. COHAN
Present* the lilt of the Town

"SO THIS IS LONDON!
9}

"A HOWLING SUCCESS."—Eve. Pout.

I IRFPTV THEATRE, W <2d St
»-'10I-,IX * * Mata Wed. A Fat.

"Best American Musical Play
in the Whole Wide World"
GEORGE M. COHAN

S

COMEDIANS
In the Vim Si hi: and Dnnee Hhow

"LITTLE NELLIE KEllY"

TIMJTQ Qrt TNetra.fl 43d st Rvet B-M
I IIYluo OUi Matt, Thuraday ami Satutti«j

THE BELWTNB Present
(MANNING POLLOCK'STHEOOL

Mateo Pinkard of New York has
brought a bill in equity in the Su-
perior Court of Suffolk county. Bos-
ton, against the Bon Bon Buddy.
Inc now producing "Liza" at Ithe
-Wilbur. Pinkard says he wrote the
music of the show and was to be
paid a commission of two per cent.
Pf all receipts at the box offices of
theatres in which the comedy was
played. He says the agreement has
not been carried out. Judge San-

r derson enjoined the Shubert The-
atrical Company from allowing
properties of the Bon Bon Buddy.
Inc., to be removed from the Wilbur
and also has en^orncd* the Shubert
theatrical company from paying
any money which now may be
due it

Abe Olman. for years general
manager for Porster and recently a
New York freelance songsmith, has
gone into music publishng as Olman.
Inc., in New York. He starts off
with four numbers, featuring "My
Own," by Benny Davis, "Mose" and
"Remember the Waltz."

Joe Macey is now with the pro-
fessional department of the Joe
Morrih Music Co.

The Yerkes Flotilla Orchestra has
severed it* connection with the Vo-
calion Co. and signed to make rec-
ords hereafter for the Columbia.

CecJ. Falk, private secretary to
Jack Mills, is to marry Dr. Harry
P. Schacher in the fall.

An appeal has been made to the
M. P. P. A. on behalf of William D.
P.artlett, leader of the orchestra at
the Shubert-Creeeent theatre In
Broukiyn, who has been forced to
give up "his position and move to
a health resort because of a serious
attack of tuberculosis. Bartlett has
a wife and child to support, and, as
he has ahvaye shown the greatest
courtesy and willingness toward
Publishers and their professional
representatives, it is expected the
musi? men will contribute and help
to bring him back to health and his
J'-K

FREE PARKING SPACE
1 'aimer, Mass , June 20.

Annoyed at the laxity of city 6f-
flqials In relieving congestion in the
main square at night, the Strand
theatre ha» taken tin Initiative and
supplied Q parking placf for auto-
mobiles in a vacant plot in th< reaj
of tin theatre.

U.« Pln» Tl.nl Sucr*«df(l in Spite t>\ lh« D»vil.
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ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"
"THE PLAY THAT PUTS

•U' IN HUMOR" .

ItriiSiiluiiv mill 47th str.-i-t

"A NATIONAL INSTITUTION"
Direction Jutn-pii rim. i.. it

"PENROD & SAM"
\ Kirxt National Altrutu.n

HTRANI) KVMrilONV OIHIIKNTKA
('Aid. Kl< MJAItDK Cvndut U r

DUNNE and DAYE
"FRECKLES and BESSIE"

PLAYING B. F. KEITH CIRCUIT

-
i*

Direction I. KAUFMAN
I

-Li L

PAUL KIRKLAND and CO.
This Week (June 18)—State-Lake, Chicago
Next Week (June 25)—Main Street, Kansas City

Direction JESSE FREEMAN iA
Ind. SEYMOUR SHAPIRO

^c

DON VALERIO
A
N
D

"ITALY'S PREMIER WIRE WALKER"
1

I

Our tour over the Orpheum circuit wee so successful that we are

re -booked to open January 20.
• 1 f

IHRJBCTION t

Easfr-GEO. O. WEEDEN West—SIMON AGENCY

M0LL1E WILLIAMS
SIDNEY HOTEL

66th Street and Columbus Ave.

New York City

Can of IIARK* WILLIAMS
rtioiM* Colombo* 1St<

CENSORING OUT BOOZE
Kansas City, June 20.

The State Board of Picture Cen-
sors of Kansas have passed a ruk
barring any burlesque of th© Tro-
bition question in films shown in

the State. The ruling includes com-
edies, dramas, news reels and lop-

iqs.

The censors will also eliminate

se*nes of wild parties where drink-

ing is shown unless sueh scenes are

an essential part of tho picture

dealing with a pre-Prohibition pe-

riod, kuc h as frontier days.

The ban is aimed particularly at

scenes where open defiance of the

liquor laws is shown. Such views,

the censors say, have become quite
frequent of late.

OSWALD
WOODSIDE

KENNELS

WOODSIDE

LL

O'CONNOR
SISTERS
Harmony Singers

FOUR STARS FOR A. P.

Th<- Associated Pioduccrs' line-up
for ESncore Productions is to include
but four «-t.u«. Mentioned as corn-

prlslng th<- quartet are Charles Ray,
Douglas M.h l> .i ri, Florence Vidor
and Com tance Binnt v.

The Constance Binney produc-
tions .tt« to be m.i<i< i'V c. i\ Burr,
who wiKtad a contract with the star
this* week. The v»«'ii«' :<r L« r f«-.»-

tui • have not been seU cfi «l bs >• t.

Grand, Cinsy, Playing Pictures

t lincinnati, June 20.

K is reported that under a new
i oking ai i angemt nt the ]<•< al

(irand < •
i

«-« i . i liousc will play t-

tur< pictures.

TIPPED A MILLION

(Continued from page 1)

some deserving individual. » have
often drenmed of this great pleasure,

and now that it has come to pass I

feel l»k* a philanthropist."

"J{<-w much lo American money
did it amount to?" asfced the re-

port* i

.

"$14," said Dillingham.
Mi. Dillingham has secured tho

American rights for "Lilies of the

Field." It t,i.nr«i r.n rtMinlilapce to

the American piece (f * itm? r title.

Dillingham also has tho Haaoap
mammoth spectacular mcsOdrama
< | . nlng .it Hi M b< re in th»-

fall, and also "Kaija," Viennese
opei .i. pro< Is iM< d as .- r to

'iii< Merry Widow," which follows
tht t< vlved "Widow*1 at Daly'a.

Ti,i N. vv V. ik ia« dm < i

*3 on the "Aquitania."
i
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came
By Jean Comerford

O ONK who saw it. can ever forget the picture. The
Joyoua Marigold Girls danced. Dainty little Miss

Walzer. girl clown, made merry with her clever cari-

catures. She is worth walking across Chicago to see.

The Marigold' Girls were Gypsies and Jockeys and Chinese

Laundrymen and Pickaninnies and—never mind! No one can

remember anything but that it was the night Fatty Arbuckle
'^came back"—in Chicago.

Overhead were mystic sapphire depths of star sprinkled sky.

A welcoming wind set the branches of the Marigold trees a-sway-
lng and their leaves rustled above the music that had but a
moment before kept the gay little girls airily tripping and step-

ping and leaping.

Three thousand n%en and women, who had been laughing and
chatting and eating and drinking cool things, suddenly becamo
silent. No one had been told it was time for Arbuckle. The pro-
gram was vague about him. Uncertainty hung in the air. The
Eltel Brothers had faith in him. So had Ernie Toung. So had
hundreds of notables who sent the telegrams pinned on a ~t>oard

In the foyer. There were flowers, too. Gorgeous baskets and
wreaths and bunches. They might mean something. They might
mean nothing.

The Marigold Girls daintily stepped into two long lines on
either side of the stage, with its wide stairway leading down to

the long smooth runway. The wind that swept in from the west
was almost a gale. Above the rustling leaves sounded the blare
of the horns. The saxophones swung in their minor strains.

Silence lay complete among the waiting throng.

At the back of the stage was a screen. The film was of a
meadow, with trees for horizon. A small white figure appeared

—

running straight toward the men and women waiting. Faint
handclappings sounded here and there. Already they knew who
It was. On came a big clumsy white clad man. Ac he came,
the handclappings grew Into a storm. The musicians played on
but nobody heard the music. The wind blew and the tree branches
leaned over toward the whole Great Fellowship that encompassed
them all.

' Then men—and women, too, shouted until they were hoarse.
"Speech," they shouted. "Speech, Uoscoe."

Men called him "Roscoe" that never saw him anywhere but in

the films ho left in sadness.

Arbuckle said not a word. His two big fists clenched and
unclenched. His lips twitched. Where the lights caught them,
tears rolled down his cheeks.

"I can't," he gasped, "I can't say anything."

There were minutes and minutes of the cheering. By that

time very many people were choking a little in their throats, too.

But still they cheered. Arbuckle stood with His head bowed. At
last he turned and walked toward the stage. He almost stumbled
over something.

A little white dressed girl It was—with yellow bobbed hair

and wistful fiice. No one had ever told her that "Fatty ArbucUIe"

was anything but her hero. So she walked unsteadily toward
him and held out her dimpled hands. In them she held some red

flowers and she lifted her chin a trifle to look up at the big kind

face that was turned to look at her.

For a moment the little girl and Fatty Arbuckle looked at

each other wonderingly. Then he knelt down on the runway and
took the little girl in his arms. You have to think of a lot of

childhood and broken-hearted manhood and all sorts of forgive-

ness and have faith in your brothers and sisters and love little

children and their heroes a lot to understand it.

The three thousand men and women cheered on!

Fatty Arbuckle had "come back!" He did three stunts after

that. One was a burlesque prize fight, with Frank Libuse (comic

genius) for partner, and Miss Walser refereeing the deed.

One was a burlesque ballet—with Libuse for partner again.

Lastly there was a caricature of the House of David — with
Arbuckle wearing a red wig and whiskers. It was then that Ernio
Young made a speech for Arbuckle. He told how afraid the

big man had been— even so late as six o'clock that night. Ho
faced the men and women squarely with his faith in the man, and
they cheered him too. Then he let Arbuckle talk.

"You have a right to your opinions," said Arbuckle. "Every
person has that right. All I ask is that you be very certain that

your opinions are founded upon facts. I am going to set myHelf

right If I have to get each member of my public back individually."

It was almost two o'clock In the morning. Still the men and
women cheered. Arbuckle had "come back!" He was a bit tired,

but a very happy man.

-

f

from

the Press:
x "Suddenly, and with one accord, the 2,500 persons jammed about the

tables let out a bedlam of applause, the like of which has never before

been equaled in any place."—Tom Bashazv, "EXAMINER."

"Pie was called back for repeated encores at the close of his performance,

It was an unbridled expression of pleasure at again seeing the great, in-

imitable Tatty/ "—"EXAMINER."

"After the show was over the clamorous throng still shouted and surged

and waved its arms in token of riotous approval."

—Sheppard Butler, "TRIBUNE."

"Blisters were cultivated in enthusiastic palms as the post-prandial revelers

flirted with acute laryngitis in displaying their approval."

Sam Putnam, "POST."

"Roscoe C. ('Fatty') Arbuckle came back in a bedlam of applause."

"AMERICAN."

"The hysterical crowd wept over Roscoe ('Fatty') Arbuckle and wel-

comed him back into their midst."—"TRIBUNE."

J?^> / fk\*P rcsummg ms WOI"k m directing pictures, Mr. Arbuckle may consider a few of the many requests for his personal£JV I U I V appearance. For details write or wire ERNIE YOUNG, 1313 Capitol Building, Chicago;

ROSCOE C. ARBUCKLE Under the Personal Management of PERRY J. KELLY
Addres* EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL, Chicago *

Wvfrraga^ftfartfr^fc^W^
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SLUMP
NEXT LEGIT SEASON'S OUTLOOK

DISPLAYS DUE POSSIBILITY

Optimists See Flourishing Season Ahead—Observers

of Financial Side Skeptical—Stock Market Cri-

terion—Automobile Important Factor

Prognostication on theatrical

business generally for the new sea-

son displays a two-sided' outlook.
There is no. doubt the legitimate
Held is far behind in new produc-
tion programs, with the Equity
situation partly to blame and the
sensational decline in business last

week, due to the heat, can hardly
speed try-outs. On the basis of the
1922-21 season, prediction la for
s flourishing season ahead, but ob-
servers of the financial side of
theatricals are skeptical.
Such sources regard the fall of

(Continu ed on page 47)

FILM JUNGLE SERIAL

WITH TEXAS GUINAN

An American cow-girl riding ele-

phants in India will be thesjnain
subject matter for a film serial of
the jungle, to be produced in that
country with Texas Gunlan as the
Star.

The Madden Circuit, India's most
important chain, will produce the
picture. It is to be first shown in
Europe.

Marlon Fairfax will also take.the
trip, looking after the portion Miss
Guinan is to play In the film. Both
WIU sail from New York July 18.

OLD LADY "SHILLS"

COVEREDWAGON' PAPER

COVERED UP 'JUBILEE'S'

Fifty Locations for Municipal

Celebrations Taken by

Picture

Receive $2 Daily to 8it in Sight-
Seeing Busses.

Old time character women, many
members of famous companies of
the past, are acting as "shills" for
the sight seeing buses "by sitting In
the isses at a rate of $2 a day.
The "shills" are supplied through

n. regular agency that specializes in
this kind of employment. The
"shills" are of both sexes thouRh
the vr< r.icr are said" to ' e in more
°f a demand.
Many sitting, placidly in ancient

finery that might have boon ward-
robe in the days when "Blue Jeans"
was popular can be seen in any of
the rubberneck wagons.
Th * old time troopers are used

to lure transients into th«* bussi-s.
The Right of a motherly lookinp
fvtiy haired lady sitting on the
front seat of the buss arts as •
sedative to the natural shyness of
many of our cut of town visitors
who promptly climb aboard.
When the buss is tilled the eld

tady climbs out and finds a spot
nearby to sit and wait for the re-
'urr. trip.

Broadway got a real thrill Satur-

day morning when it found that 60

locations for Mayor John F. Hylan's

Greater New Tork Jubilee had been

covered with 24-sheet 'Stands for

"The Covered Wagon" between mid-

night on Friday and early dawn

Saturday. The locations of the

Jubilee boards were all the way
from 181st street at Washington
Bridge on the north to 34th street

and Park avenue on the south.

Somebody got Grover Whalen,
Commissioner of Plant and Struc-

tures, and tipped him off as to what
had occurred to the Jubilee signs.

The Commissioner called John Flinn,

J. J. McCarthy and .Theodore Mit-

chell on the phone and requested

that the "Covered Wagon" paper be

Immediately covered with white pa-

per.
However, the tr^o appealed to

pleaded ignorance of the covering

of the Mayor's stands, but as the

paper was for their attraction they

promised to do everything that they

possibly could do to assist the Com-
missioner.

It then was after noon Saturday,

and all the bill rooms were locked

up. Phil De Angelis, the head bill-

poster for "The Covered Wagon,"
rould not be found anywhere. So
the 24's for "The Covered Wagon"
remained up all of Saturday and
Sunday.
Monday when De Angelis got a

'•row ready with white paper to

blank out the stands they discovered

there had been several city depart-

ments called in on the job ahead of

them. All over the town wrecking
crews were bxisy demolishing the

signs that had for weeks called at-

tention to the Jubilee celebration.

DIRTY DIG FROM KANSAS
Kansas City, June 27.

At a meeting of movie producers
in New York a short time ago it was
decided that the average mentality
ot the audiences they produce for is

that of an eight-year-old child.

Now the Topeka "Capital" sug-
gests the patrons ml«ht say in reply

that the producers seem Just about
equal to it.

LOWEST GROSSES

IN I Y. HISTORY

LAST WEEK

DEPUTY SLAIN ON LOT; DEMAND

- '

Hottest June in 30 Years
Brought Out Nothing Can
Stand Up Against Wea-
ther—Musical Shows Fell

From $6,000 to $10,000
Below Cross of Previous

Week—Four Shows 'Are

Listed to Close ThufWeek
—If 10 Shows Leave Sur-

vivors Might Benefit—
Monday Night This Week
Worse Ever

22 PRODUCTIONS LEFT

Theatres in New York suffered

the most sensational drop in busi-

ness last week in the history of

amusements, as the result of a ter-

rific' heat wave. It was the second
torrid spell during June and busi-

•ness had been see-sawing accord-
ing to temperatures. Governmental
weather sharps dug into the rec-

ords, going back 30 years to dis-

cover equal June warmth, but never
has such extended heat been ex-

(Continued on page 13)

PUBLICITY PIP

Arl WASHINGTON CARNIVAL BAN

Capital Merchants Call for $500 Tax to Keep Show*
Out—Killing at Negro Show Starts Race Feel-

ing—Opposition Even to Circuses Results

ARBUCKLE GOT $6,000;

HIS SHARE LAST WEEK

Film Comedian Completely

Restored with Chicago

Public

Milton Crandall Planted
Atop Pike's veak.

Whale

Denver, June 27.

The prize publicity stunt of the
year has been pulled here. Milton
Crandall, connected with the ex-
ploitation force of the Hodkinson
office in New York, planted a whale
atop of Pike's Peak during the night,

then sent out word to the papers
that there was a whale on the top of

the mountain and laid on his back
with a supply of syphon bottles,

every little while shooting a stream
of water In the air.

A crowd gathered at the mountain
top. AH of the p .pers devoted col-

umns of space . the trick which
was to plug "Down to the Sea in

Ships," a film at Tommy Tompkins'
Colorado Springs theatre, which
pluyed to capacity despite heavy
opposition.

MRS. WHIFFEN DISLIKES PLAY
Chirapro, June 27.

Mrs. Thomas Whiffen frowned
upon a play submitted to hcV by
Robert L. Dempster, author of

"Steve," in which George M. Cutis

thought of starring her. She thinks

the character is too old and that

she could play younger parts more
satisfactorily.

Dempstor 'will attempt to re-

vise it.

Chicago, June 17.

Fatty Arbuckle has been com-
pletely restored with the public of

Chicago. The attendance at Marl-
gold Gardens, Chicago's leading

cabaret, and al fresco resort tells

the story. Last week, with the

Gardens charging an admission of
$2 throughout the week and Ar-
buckle as the principal attraction,
its gross was $12,000. As Arbuckle's
agreement is a guarantee of $2,600
against 50 per cent of the gate,
Fatty's share was $6,000.

It is expected the film comic will

remain at the Gardens until July
15, when he is due for another en-
gagement at Atlantic City.

Arbuckle's part of the perform-
ance remains about the same. He
appears In three of the numbers on
the floor, doing a dance and clown-
ing around, while for his getaway
there is a custard pie finish.

Atlantic City, N. J., June 27.

Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuekle has been
engaged as the feature of the special
attraction show to be held at the
Palais Royal here. The cafe en-
tertainment will be under the di-
rection of B. D. Berg and opens
with a 10-act bill July 9. Arbuckle
will team with Dcllaven and Nice,
the turn being a three-act.

Ben Atwell has been engaged as
publicity director for Arbuckle and
the shore show which will charge
a straight admission of $1.50, with
$2 Saturday and Sundays.
Others engaged for the Palais

Royal are the Barr Twins, the Mad-
ranis and Battle Althoff.

Washington, June It.

Unruly negroes at a carnival in
Bladensburg, a small town In Mary-
land, which Is in actuality nothing
more than a suburb of Washington,
caused the death of a deputy mar-
shal when the marshal went to the
aid of his chief at a carnival being
held in that place. The death of
James A. Leefrick has caused feeling
to run very high in the vicinity, and
within three hours after his death
was reported from the Casualty
Hospital in this city the Carnival
was closed.

The carnival, which was entirely
patronised by negroes, had been
open for about a week with consid-
erable difficulty being experienced in
keeping the crowds orderly. The
youthful deputy was killed when he
tried to aid his chief In the arrest
of two particularly 'disorderly ne-
groes. /
The affair has caused no end of HI

feeling throughout that section
against the Incoming carnivals and
brought out rumors that the Ku
Klux Klan of Prince Qeorges Coun-
ty would assemble. The Klan .how-
ever, made no move and at this
writing the town Is quiet But

(Continu ed on page 47)

ILL. MARRIAGE STATUTE

REPEALS PRESENT LAW

STOCKItfGLESS LEGS, PANIC
Kathleen Mahoney, the Boston

beauty who won the Massachusetts
State Beauty Coptest, staged by one
Of the Boston daily papers, and who
came to New York to enter the sec-
ond edition of the "Follies." has
Started S new fad, that of appearing
on the streets stocklnglcss during
tho heat wave. Tuesday afternoon
Sfiss Mahoney blocked traffic nt

Broadway and 42d street with her
bare limbs that were sof off l>3

bronzed knees.

Chicago, June 27.
' A measure repealing the old Il-

linois law and legalizing marriages
of divorced people within a year of

decree and retroactive to legalize

all such marriages was passed by
the recent Legislature and is ex-
pected to be signed by the Gov-
ernor.

It Is called the Thorn bill and re-

peals a section of the divorce laws
prohibiting divorced persons from
marrying within a year after the di-

vorce of either party. The bill had
the backing of reform agencies and
of many Judges. The House Judi-
ciary Committee took the stand that
the old law compelling divorced per-
sons to wait a year had proven a
boomerang and was a cause of many
a fracture of the conventions.

COSTUMES
Who will make your next ones?
Those who have bought from us

esy—
BROOKS-MAHIEU

1437 H'way Tel 6110 Pen*. N. V. City

_»11,000 Costumes for Rentsl_
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AMUSEMENT STOCKS SELL OFF

UNDER PERSISTENT PRESSURE

famous Players Driven to New Bottom of Close to

70—Loew Being Offered on Blocks Touches

\4Y2—Orpheum Alone Shows Resistance

It was a trying week for the

amusement stocks. Professional

bears had everything their own
way and worked their will upon the

entire list. Comparatively speak-
ing, the amusements gave a pretty

fair account of themselves as a
group, although they suffered se-

verely enough. Famous Flayers
was driven down to a new low for

almost two years at 70% on Tues-
day and had done little by way of

recovery up to yesterday's close

around 71. Loew was within a
fraction of repeating its bottom for

the year (14) yesterday, touching

14V& and remaining at that level

most of the session.

Orpheum Shows Resistance
Orpheum alone of the listed Is-

sues showed some resistance. Sev-
eral times It broke through 18, but
generally came back to that level.

To maintain this determined front
it is probable insiders took up a
lot of offerings. The- Tuesday
turnover reached the unusual figure

of 4,809 shares. While this would
be considered only a fairly heavy
day for Loew or Famous, it is an
enormous amount for the closely-
held western circuit, and probably
represented a drive at the stock by
the street professionals, who seem
to be neglecting nothing and pay-
ing particular attention 'to such is-

sues as stand up against attack.
The thing that interests market

observers is where the stock of all

amusements is ooming from on the
'selling side. Several times during
the week transactions were re-
ported on Loew of 1,000 lots and
always on the way down. Company
officials repeat their old formula
that they are not defending the
stock's position, but are taking of-
ferings as the price recedes, and
taking it out 6f the market for in-
vestment.

Scale Buying in Loew
Marcus Loew told friends in Syra-

cuse last week that he was con-
stantly in the market for downward
scale buying, prepared to follow the
price down, but not interested in
supporting quotations or following
prices up. If insiders are following
the same tactics, and the selling is

coming from professional shorts, as
Is declared, it would seem that the
stock ought to get into a very much
oversold condition such as might in-
spire a hasty covering movement.
It is to be remembered that the de-
cline in Loew has been progressing
for several months and that at the
low of 14 ten days ago the out-
standing weak accounts must have
been pretty well cleaned up, so
that the selling on this second break
ran scarcely be attributed to timid
small holders.

In the case of Famous Players the
position of the inside clique can-
not be guessed at, although on past
performances the suspicion is

always present that syndicate hold-
ings may figure. One detail that
seems to have attracted small at-
tention is the comparatively steady
price of the preferred- stock which
has not broken 90 in the general
collapse of prices. On Tuesday, with
a turnover of 4,000 shares of com-
mon, the senior issue did not come
out at all, while Monday, when deal-
ings in common were only 1,500

ahares, there were sales of 600 pre-
ferred at 90 and better.

Buying Preferred
Famous Players has candidly ad-

mitted that it is in the open mar-
ket for the preferred which it is

accumulating for purposes of retire-

ment. It is argued in some quar-
ters that company interests may be
willing to see the price of the com-

(Continuod on page 19)

AMERICANS HELD OVER

"PHARUS" STANDS TEST

Alleged Patient Writes Paper Claim
ing Curs

Robert Emmett Ksans in Sketch

—

Also Ethel Levey

London, June 27.

Robert Emmett Keane and his

American company and sketch,
opening this week at the Palladium
in an unusually strong program,
have been held over at the house
for next week.
O'Hanlon and Zambounl, Ameri-

cans, making their first appearance,
have scored strongly this week at
the Palladium.
That house next week will have

Ethel Levey as its headline.

Monat, of Pathe, Due Hers
Paris, June 27.

Monat, representing the Pathe
consortium, will leave shortly for
New York to select pictures for
the French company.

TAX CLOSING THEATRES
«

Five in Kent, England, Going Into
Liquidation

London, June 27.

Five theatres in Kent are going
into liquidation, owing to the gov-
ernment refusal to abolish the en-
tertainment tax.

HARRY FOSTER INJURED
London, June 27.

Harry Foster, driving with Paul
Wbiteman and his wife Saturday
night, collided with a taxi, his car
overturning. The Whitemans were
thrown out, but were comparatively
uninjured.
Foster sustained severe bruises

and disfigurement, but no bones
were broken. He was unconscious
In the hospital for six hours and
then was removed to his home,
where he will be confined for sev-
eral days.

London, June 27.

The "Daily Sketch," wL'ch had at-

tacked "Pliarus," the "healer," so
known over here, and as Dr. W. B.

Thompson in the States, published a
letter from one of his, patients who
alleged a cure by him. The paper is

apparently withdrawing its tirade.

At the Palladium Friday "Pbarus"
handled six submitted cases selected

by unbiased physicians. He ma-
terially helped Ave, it is claimed, but
was unable to relieve the sixth,

deafness.

HAMMERSTEIN ENJOINS

Trying to Prevent English Orches-
tras Playing "Wildflower"

" London, June 27.

Arthur Hammerstein has started
Injunction proceedings to prevent
native orchestras playing the music
from his New York musical pro-
duction, "Wildflower."
Hammerstein has given up -the

idea of producing "Wildflower'' here
himself. He is negotiating for an
English management to assume the
rights, promising Edith Day will be
in the English cast.

JACQUES SIMON DIES
Paris, June 27.

Jacques Simon, former director of

the Paris Nord-Sud Subway Co.,

died recently after a long illness.

Simon started his career as a song
writer and cabaret singer under the
name of Jacques Monis and contin-
ued to write sketches for several
years.

ULSTER PLAYERS TO APPEAR
London, June 27.

The Ulster Players, natives of

Ulster, will open a short season at
the Scala Friday in native plays
for their first appearance in

London.

LUCIEN ROZENBERG MARRIES
Paris, June 27.

Lucien Rozenberg, manager of
the Athenee Theatre, was married
June 25 to Madeline Soria, of the
Athenee company.

-CHAUVE S0URIS" PROGRAM
Paris, June 27.

Balieff presented a revised Chauve
ftouris program at the Theatre
Femina June 23, devoting the pro-
ceeds of the performance to the
French laboratory charities.
The program lnclude<l items

created in New York which proved
novelties for Paris. Excellent busi-
nes prevailed.

Theatre Imperial Bought.

Paris, June 27.

Henri Colelen and Dupont, the
latter known professionally as
Andre Hall, have purchased the
little Theatre Imperial and will re-
open it next season.

Lucien Guitry Hurt His Knee
London, June 27.

Lucien Guitry, who knocked his
knee while getting into an automo-
bile, reports the limb Jn bad
condition.

Mary Nash in Search of Play

London, June 27.

Mary Nash is here attending first

night performances in search of a
play for her own use.

"Anna Christie" Closing

London, June 27.

"Anna Christie" will clone shortly,

probabl) July 7.

EASTMAN FACTORY IN FRANCE
Paris, June 27.

The French filial of Eastman, lo-

cally registered as the Soclete
Anonymo Francalse Kodak, having
decided to manufacture in France,
has taken a site at Sevran, a village
about five miles from Paris, situated
on the Ourcq canal. In addition to
film stock the French Kodak cor-
poration will make photographic
paper,- at present largely supplied
by British firms. t

Trie cost of the equipment will be
nearly ^1,500,000, and it is calcu-
lated five years will be required to
complete the factory, which is to
stand on 200 acres of land.

NEW WORK BY BRLEUX
Paris, June 27.

"L'Ingenieur" ("The Engineer") is

to be the title of the next play ,by
Eugene Brleux to follow his "Law-
yer," which did not catch on as ex-
pected. Like "L'avocat," this latest
comedy of Brleux will be produced
at the Vaudeville next season, prob-
ably with young Blanchard, Joffre,
Berthier, Mmes. Celiat, Denise He-
bert, Mady Berry, Kerwick, Sylvie.

GABY'S MONUMENT

Sculptor Receives 80,000 Francs fo#
Work

It's Sunday afternoon in Mil-
waukee and I suppose it's Sunday
afternoon in New York, too. The
last time I played Milwaukee, Benny
Ryan and myself had a suite of
rooms and they were sweet till

Wednesday. We were asked to
leave the Wisconsin; I don't know
why; I think it was something
about other people couldn't sleep or
some little silly thing about early
calls. All night long Benny and I

would talk about Dave Chasen and
Just think how original we were, for
as I was just saying to Jean Mid-
dleton, all London is talking about
him now and my old pal Frank
Walmsley (Walmsley and Keating),
Says Van. "Who is this fellow, Dave
Chasen?"
They're all asking, "Who is Dave

Chasen?" He's the funniest man In
ihe world, the sensation of London
today. Read about the other hits
over there and laugh hard and long
up your sleeve. They are amateurs
beside him.
This week (June 25), Palace, Mil-

waukee. Next week (July 2), Temple,
Detroit (with the Krown Prince
Adam). Week July 9, Davis, Pitts-
burgh. July II and three -weeks
after that with Bob Murphy at his
summer place, South Royalton, Vt.,

four hours from Montreal.
FRANKIE VAN DAVE CHASEN

HOVEN.
Direction: EDW. 8. KELLER

MARIONETTE FLAYERS SCORE
London, June 27.

The Marionette Players from the
Scala theatre, opening Monday at
the Coliseum (vaudeville) did ex-
tremely well.

The act runs 40 minutes.

"SUCCESS" IS MILNE'S BEST
* London, June 27.

"Success," a virile drama by A.
A. Milne, produced at the Haymar-
ket, proved the author's best work.
The piece was enthusiastically re-

ceived and secured very favorable
press comments.

"HXF WITH GLADYS COOPER
London, June 27.

Gilbert Miller has arranged to
produce "Kiki" here in association
with Frank Curzon, having Gladys
Cooper as the star. "Kiki" wlil be
produced at the termination of Miss
Cooper's run in "Magda," which will
close shortly, due to business having
materially decreased of late.

MRS. LANGTRY IN REP.
London, June 27.

James Grien is contemplating a
brief season of repertoire in Monte
Carlo, with Mrs. Lily Langtry as
the star.

Theatre Bernhardt Revival.

Paris, June 27.

Abadie and Decesses' comedy
"Nouveaux Riches," will be revived
at th© Theatre Sarah Bernhardt.
The piece had a long run during

the war with anticipated survival of
the revival somewhat shorter.

OPPENHETM BOOTY FOUND
Paris, June 27.

During the recent absence of E.
Phillips Oppenheim in England the
author's villa near Nice was entered
by burglars. Fishermen found Op-
penheim silverv/are in a stream
where tho thieves are supposed to

have hid the booty, its discovery re-
vealing the robbery. The culprits

have not been located.

FRANCE NEEDS U. S. FILM
Paris, June 27.

Twenty-eight thousand two hun-
dred metres of film will be shown to
the trade the week of June 30. Over
116,000 metres will have been shown
during the five-week period includ-
ing June.

Statistics say American films are
required and a French market is

available regardless of the duty.

"Madame Pompadour's" Rights
Paris, June 27.

The rights for France, Belgium,
Switzerland of the operetta "Ma-
dame Pompadour," by Leo Fall,
have been secured by Howell &
Baud here.
Dillingham previously took the

American rights.

Cabaret Girl Engaged for This Side
London, June 27.

Helen MacDonald, who has been
appearing in "Tho Cabaret Girl"
and made quite a sensation at the
Metropole Midnight Follies, will,
next season, appear under the Dill-
ingham management in New York.

"Little Minister" Revival at Queens
London, June 27.

— The Reandean management will
revive "The Little Minister" in the
autumn with Fay Compton as the
probable heroine.
The play will likely follow "Blue-

beard's Eighth Wife" at the Queens.

English "Pilgrim" Nights

London, June 27.

Tom Davies and Hyman Winik
have paid Charlie Chaplin an ad-
vance of 35,000 pounds for the Great
Britain rights to "The rilgrim."

Chatelet Reopening Aug. 4

Paris, Juno 27.

The Theatre du Chatelet closed
for the summer this week to reopen
August 4.

"Cymbeline" Revived by Thorndyke
London, June 27.

Sybil Thomdyke Is to revive
"Cymbelino" in the autumn.

Paris, June 27\
Carll, a sculptor, reeently won hltf

case In the Court of Appeals of
Aixen province near* Marseilles,
against the heirs of Gaby Deslys.

Carll, a professor in the School off

Fine Arts, had been commissioned
by the mother and sister of the dei
ceased to prepare the finest monu-
ment possible including three lift

sizes figures of Sorrow, Angel and
Gaby.
The exaggerated cost of the mon-

ument caused financial disputes, the'
family expressing dissatisfaction
with the work.

Carll offered to cancel the order
upon payment of the expenses al-
ready incurred, amounting to 80,000
francs.
Action to secure this amount was

brought after repeated delays. Tho
court awarded Carll 40,000 francs
whereupon he appealed and obtained
judgment for the full 80,000 francs.

DUSE MAY COME ON OVER
London, June 27.

Negotiations have started for
Elenora Duse to appear in- America
next season.

SPECHT BANT AT COLISEUM
London, June 27.

Paul Specht and band are to ap-<

pear In vaudeville shortly at ths
Coliseum.

DEATHS ABROAD
Paris, June 19.

Alfred Croiset, French' authority
on Green literature, aged 79 years.
G. Breitner, famous Dutch painter,

died at Amsterdam, Holland, June 8,

age- 66.

Rene Jouenne, French designer*
died at Montmorency, near Paris,
aged 25. t

M. Perrain, manager of the Con-
cert des Glaces, Sedan, France, for
the past 24 years, recently died.

SAILINGS
•

July 10 (New Orleans to Paris)*

Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Samuel (La*^
Salle).

July 4 (Cherbourg to New York)*
Arthur Hammerstein (Majestic).
July 2 (New York for Paris)*

Marion Spitzer (Sufren).
June 30 (New York to London),

Gerald Griffin, Myra Tribolet
Cedric).
Juno 27 (New York to Paris)'

Mme. Frances Alda (Paris).
June 27 (New York to Paris}

Marion Morgan Dancers (Lapland.)!

June 27 (New York to Paris)*
Ely Stroock (Reliance).
June 27 (New York to London)'*

The Cevenes Lapland).
June 26 (New York to Paris))

Sybil Vane, Henry Santry (Beren-
garia).

June 26 (New York to London)'*
Fritz Kreisler, William Burmelster
(Reliance).
June 26 (New York to London]F*

Mabel Ford and mother (Mrs,
Marian Ford) (Berengaria).
June 26 (New York to Lon-

don), Rosamand Walker Whiteside,
daughter of Walker Whiteside
(Berengaria).
June 23 (New York to London),

William Klein, E. Romayne Sim-
mons, Robert E. Treman, Mary Cor-<

day (Majestic).
June 23 (New York to London),

Lester Crawford (Majestic).
June 23 (New York to London),

Al Jolson, Dr. Jerome Wagner (Ma-
jestic).

June 23 (New York to Paris),
Ruth Draper Lafayette).

'

June 22, (New York to Hamburg),
Florence Shirley, Cecil Arden, B.
Roentgen, Vadin Shvernbovitcb,
Litovtzeva (Kroonland).
June 28, (New York to London),

J. J. Shubert, Eddie Darling, Dan
Simmons, Jack Curtis, Max Gordon,
Edgar Allan Woolf (Majestic).
June 19 New York to London),

Henry Mortimer (Homeric).
June 13 New York to London),

Edward Delaney (President Van
Buren).

WII.ETTK

KERSHAW —
OUATtANTT TRUST CO.

622 Fifth Avenue New York

THE TILLER SCHOOLS

OF DANCING
143 Charing Cross Road

LONDON
Director, JOHN TILLER
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PROPOSAL OF $350,000 MADE

i TO SETTLE SPIEGEL'S DEBTS

i

C

Ten Cents on Dollar for General Creditor*—Twenty-
five Cents on Dollar for Forged Collateral—Mrs.

Mark, Spiegel's Mother-in-Law, Makes Offer

V r- 4 _
Referee in Bankruptcy Harold P.

Coffin has called a creditors' meeting

for tomorrow (Friday, June 29) in

the United States Court, room 235,

in the Postoffice Building, New York,

«t 4 p. m., to consider the offer of

settlement proposed by Mrs. Estelle

B. Mark, the mother-in-law of Max
Spiegel, bankrupt theatrical man-
ager and promoter, committed to a

Stamford, Conn., sanitarium since

last winter.

Mrs. Mark's settlement proposal
provides for 10 cents on the dollar

to "general creditors" and 25> cents

on the dollar for all creditors hold-
ing bogus stock upon surrender of

the spurious certificates.

That the proposal will prove gen-
erally acceptable is intimated by
Referee Coffin's statement that be-
cause of all of Spiegel's assets being
so complicated through assignment,
mortgaging and hypothecation, it

precludes the possibility of the trus-
tee realizing anything from them.
Edward Hymes, whb is the trustee,

says there are over $500,000 claims
secured by. forged and fraudulent
collateral consisting chiefly of forged
checks and stock certificates in the
Mark Strand Realty Corp.
Mrs. Mark has offered $350,000 to

settle all claims secured by worth-
less stocks in now defunct corpora-
tions. The trustee deemed this a
substantial offer and recommended
an acceptance of the settlement pro-
posal.

PAUL DRESSER MEMORIAL

8upport Asked of Indiana's Sons
and Daughters

DECORATION FOR CLOWNS
Paris, June IT.

The Three Fratellini Brothers,
clowns at the Cirque Medrano, hare
been listed for French government
honors, promised the decoration of
the violet ribbon by the Minister
of Public Instruction.

'RACE MAUDITE' APPROVED
Irenes Mauget's production at

the Theatre Albert of Robert de
Thlac's three-act drama "Race
Maudite" met with approval at the
premier.
The piece deals with Russian

Jewish life.

"ROBT. E. LEE" LIKED
London, June 27.

John Drinkwater's "Robert E.
Lee," presented at the Regent last
week, is an excellent companion to
"Abraham Lincoln" and was heart-
ily received.

HARRY BUNCE 8ays:
"Blanche Ring says Harry Bunce

boars a strong resemblance to her
husband, Clias. Winninger." Well,
what of itt Little Jack Horner
stood on the corner of 47th St and
7th Ave. and said—See Answer
Variety. July 1L --

ARTHUR HARRY
FRAZER and BUNCE
in "DOUBLES TROUBLES"
At Loew's American Now

HAYAKAWAS IN JAP STORY
Paris, June 27.

Seesue* Hayakawa end wife are

expected to accept a French offer

to play the leads in a screen ver-

sion of Farreres' Japanese novel

"La Bataille."

•
IN LONDON

London, June IS.

Alfred van Noorden, the chairman
of the Carl Rosa opera company,
has prepared a scheme which it is

hoped will allow the old-established
concern to carry oil The scheme
allows for the reconstruction of the
company with a capital of £ 10,500,

divided Into 10,000 one-pound six
per cent participating preferred
shares and 10.000 shilling deferred
shares. The new company will take
over the assets of the old at a mod-
erate figure.

Winifred Gordon, described as an
actress, and Alfred and Dorothy
Judd, exhibition dancers, have been
sent to prison for stealing money
from Alexandra Rose Day collecting
boxes. Their excuse was that
"plenty of others were doing It."

_ The Paul Dresser Memorial Asso-
ciation, Inc., will erect a memorial
to the author of the immortal "On
the Banks of the Wabash" at the
intersection of the National Old
Trails highways, almost at the gate-
way connecting Indiana and Illinois.

The memorial will be publicly sub-
scribed for and the ssoclation
sponsoring it is asking the support
of Indiana's sons and daughters
throughout the world.
Mayor Ora Davis, of 'xerre Haute,

Ind., is general chairman; Prof.
Herbert Briggs, s< cretary, and th9
executive committee consists of
Charles T. Jewett, Max Ehrmann
and Mique O'Brien.

PAY EMPLOYES WEEKLY '

Boston, June 97.

Under a hew^law passed at the
last session of the Massachusetts
Legislature and which is in effect
now, persons employed as Janitors,
porters and watchmen and persons
employed in theatres and motion
picture houses are entitled to col-
lect their wages weekly.
Up to this time these- people did

hot come under the weekly pay-
ment of wage laws. The new law
affects thousands of persons em-
ployed throughout the State.

WAGES STILL GOING UP
Albany, June 27.

In spite of all talk of a new
^'buyers' strike" and declining pro-
duction, factory wages in New York
State continued to increase during
May, according to a survey pub-
lished today by the New York State
Department of Labor, the average
pay envelope containg $27.63.

Average pay for May was 63 cents
higher than in April and more than
$3 higher than in May. 11*22.

EDNA JACK

NORTHLANE and WARD
"THE MARY PICKFORD OF VAUDEVILLE" #

NOW PLAYING LOEW CIRCUIT
June 28-July 1, National, New York*; July 2-4, Victoria, New York.
Two youthful entertainers, personable, in a combination of comedy,

song and dance.
Having played in the best New York cafe and in one of the best

musical comedies, it doesn't look as if vaudeville will hold them long.
Permanent Address: 6101 Twentieth Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

L0E\jT SCHENECTADY HOUSE
The Strand, Schenectady, New

York, controlled by the Max Spiegel

interests, is scheduled to pass under
the control of the Marcus Loew en-

terprises this week.
The policy will likely be pictures.

SENTIMENT BEHIND PURCHASE
Paris, June 27.

Sarah Bernhardt's library fur-

nishings are being sold at public

auction, bringing satisfactory prices.

The buyers are bidding more for

sentimental reasons.

HEAT WAVE IN PARIS
Paris, June 17.

The heat wave having hit Paris,

It is anticipated several theatres
will close next week, after the
Grand Prix and the termination of
the regular season.

LAST WARNING' IN PARIS, TOO
The London production «>f "The

Last Warning" will cfpen at the
Princess about the third week in

July, under the direction of Albert
tie Courvllls uinl Charles Gulliver,
Mike Mmdlh' is due sail fii

Wt-Pk tu iliut-L tii- iin.il reh virsnls

RECKLESS REGGIE," GLOBE
London, June 27.

"Aren't We All" closes at the

Globe July 14, to be followed H,y

"Heckles? Reggie" July 19.

3. Jay Kaufman Recovered

Paris, June 27.

S. Jay Kaufman having fully re-
covered has been discharged from
the American Hospital and sails

to-morrow on the "Aquitania"
from Cherbourg.
Kaufman had to return from

Egypt, where he contracted fever.

Bettlna, having failed to draw
with her posing act, is out of the
program at ths Coliseum. Peppl
Ptasynsky has completed her pres-
ent season and la on a tour of the
principal Stoll halls, and the house
this week is without any great
popular attraction. Chief among
the newcomers is Renee Kelly with
her sketch "Likes and Dislikes,"
which Improves with time and the
class of audience to which it is pre-
sented, and Bruce Bairnsfather in

his "Old Bill", act. This is one of
the artist's last engagements before
proceeding to America. Gaston
Palmer, an excellent juggling come-
dian with a distinctive style; Finlay
Dunn at the piano; Lola Karsavina
in a repertoire of songs; the Col-
legians, a clever orchestra from the
University of Nebraska, quickly be-
come popular; Harry Tate in
"Broadcasting," and William Roland
In the "Tannhauser" excerpt re-
main in the program for another
week. ThejCollegians. who are pre-
sented by Paul Whlteman, are not
professional musicians in the true
sense of the word. They originally
worked in Nebraska to pay their
college fees. Having graduated,
they were persuaded to come to
Europe and tour, when their pres-
ent engagements are over, they will
return to their different callings and
professions.

As well as the du Maurier "Grand
Giggle," this year's Theatrical Gar-
den party will have a gypsy camp.
Gertrude Lawrence, Ethel Levey and
Joseph Coyne will jointly run a
"Shack"; Beatrice Llllie will have
the roundabouts; there will also be
Gwen Farrar's "Scratch Peg
Knacks." Justine Johnson's "Beau-
ties," Alfred Lestec's ice cream cart,
Herbert Mundin's "Swindle Club"
and Noel Coward's "Gamblette."
The garden party, although In an
excellent cause, is only for those
with well-lined pockets.

vaudeville house*. A second touring
company will open on August Bank
Holiday at Sheffield.

PARIS

Tom Douglas, who appeared here
in "Merton of the Movies" and made
a personal hit, is to appear In vaude-
ville in a playlet, "When Lojre Is
Young." Later he will be seen once
more in the West End In a new play.

The cast which Nigel Playfalr has
gathered together for the production
of John Drinkwater's "Robert E.
Lee" is a fine one. Felix Aylme.- Will
play the title role, Edmund Willard
the part of "Stonewall" Jackson,
and Claude Rains and Henry Calne
will also havs good parts. These
four men are looked upon as having
big futures in the West End.

Paris, June 14.

Blue Beard had seven wives, but
Alfred Savoir wrote the biography
of the eighth which had a tremend-
ous success In the United States
and more recently In England. This
comedy was produced before Savoir
separated from his own wife and
formed part of the domestic com-
munity; but when Madame Savoir
became Madame Marchand. the
playwright Imagined himself sole
owner of the rights by tacit ar-
rangements between the ex-husband
and spouse. But his former wife
considers otherwise and Is claiming
for her share of the big royalties
and profits since derived from the
successful comedy "Blue Beard's
Eighth Wife." She has now ob-
tained a judgment In the French
courts for a Judicial administrator
to make a further liquidation of the
joinf properties of the Savoir
couple during their term of mar-
riage. In the meanwhile opposi-
tions may be placed on payments
of royalties direct to Alfred.

July 2, 1921, Sacha Ouitry signed
an agreement with Vilkin. profes-
sionally known as Ivan Caryl 1. to
write the book for an operetta, the
composer remitting 60.000 francs to
the author as an advance of his
right to a third part of the proceeds
of the musical comedy by Guitry
and Caryll. it was stipulated they
should each have a third of the
royalties, the remaining third to go
to the English adaptor (not men-
tioned at the time). The advance
was made Sept. 0, 1911, when Sacha
Guitry handed over the manuscript
of his livret. Nov. 29, 1921, Ivan
Caryll died in New York, and his
heirs then declared the contract
cancelled by the death of the com-
poser and claimed the 10,000 francs
royalties advanced to Ouitry. The
Paris courts have Just given a
judgment In favor of the heirs, it

being shown the money remitted
was not the payment of the livret.
nor to be considered as a forfeiture
for non-execution of contract by
Caryll, as contended by the de-
fendant, but an advance on royalties)
anticipated. As death had prevented
to proper execution of the eontract
the courts ordered the return of the
money.

Floyd Dell's dramatic version of
Anatols France's novel "Le Revolte
des Anges." In one act, has bees
given by Charles Dullin la his new
variety program of the Atelier at
the Theatre Montmarte. It Is
played In French, having been
translated by C. O. Basils. The
sarcasm of Anatole France to
adequately brought out both in the
English sketch by Dell, and the
French version by Baxile. A limited
number of performances were an-
nounced, now extended a few eve-
nings.

MARRIAGES

In the autumn a stock company
will be Installed at the Alexandra
Palace and will produce Shake-
spearean, classic and modern plays.
The other company on the same
lines Is the Everyman, Hampstead,
while J. T. Grein will probably re-
turn to the Whltechapel Pavilion to

do the same sort of thing. Had not
the Lyric, Hammersmith, proved
such a remarkable success, first

with "Abraham Lincoln" and then
with "The Beggar's Opera," it would
probably be running on the same
lines.

/
The in\. i rv drama will probably
also be i>n on In Paris thi - summer,
Sachn Guitry having secured an op-
tion f.»r the French rights

Graca Christie Masked

Paris, Jun<
Or .. ., .. bristle tpatas hc# d'

'

AUDIER'S REVUE NOT LIKED
Tar is, June 27.

Audier's production of the revue

cunningly intitled "Son^e !>' Une
Nudite" was poorly received at tne

Theatre Potiniere.

Summer Vaudeville at Alhambra

Paris, June 27.

Sherek an 1 Ds Courville h »ve

• iken the Alhambra, Paris, as •

,;\**l ente*#ri*e. for s summer

"Gabriclle" at Matinee*

London, June 27.

Leon Lion will present "The Com-
ing of Gabrielle" at the St. James
;ibout July 15 for three matinee per-
formances only.

"Catherine of Russia," the new
piece for the Gaiety, will be pro-
duced at Manchester July "30 and
will bed seen In several provincial
cities before it comes to the West
End in September. Robert Evett Is

Doris Marie Rankin, former wife
of Lionel Barrymore. to Captain
Malcolm R. Mortimer. English
writer and dramatist, June 22 at
Frederick, Md.
Nancy Fine (formerly with Ber-

lin, Inc.), June 21, to Stanley Men-
atr, known in vaudeville as Aus-
tralian Stan Stanley.
Richard F. Bergen, assistant to

Floyd S. Scott, director of the Or-
pheum Circuit publicity and promo-
tion in Chicago, June 20, to Mar-
garet McBride, non-professional.
Eunice Chase Herendeen, last Ja

"The Last Walts," to Hiram Book-
staver Odell, Jr., non-professional,
June 23. at St. Paul's Episcopal
Church, Newburgh, N. T.
Mercelta Esmonds ("The First

Tear") and Dr. Frank Lyns, Juns
16, in Brooklyn.
Ruth Baughman, ("Blossom

Time," Chicago) to George Perrot,
non -professional June 21 in Chicago.
Al Benson (Sunklst Serenaders

Orchestra) to Margaret Thwaltes,
non-professional, June 20, In New

•he Casino de Paris July (A in »
ij
season of vaudeville commencing in

revue as n m isked dancer. I July.

Mosconis Booked Abroad
• London, June 27.

The Mosi-onl Kamily from Hie
States has been booked for four
weeks commencing late in August
at the Palladium.

responsible for the lyrics, Reginald
Arkell for the book; the music,

Yoric" City
is mainly Tschalkowsky's.

D(jra y|^ (Singer., Mldgets) 9Md
Benjamin Theller, efficiency man at

has been "adapted" by Evett.

Although "R. U. K." is doing quite the Palace theatre, New York, are
well at the St. Martin's, nobody to be married the end of this week

Jules Lcnzberg will return to

Keith's Riverside, New York, as its

popular orchestra conductor follow-
ing the expiration of his present
vacation

seems to know what it is about, and
an open discussion to rectify this

will be opened by G. K. Chesterton
at the theatre after the matinee on
June 21.

No plans have been made for a
successor to ' iJuttling Butler" at the
Adclphl, and the theatre will prob-
ably be given over to "stop gap"
productions until the autumn, when
the new Seymour Hicks musical
comedy, "Sweetheart of the King,"
will be produced^ with W. H. Berry
in the cast
"Battling Butler" finishes at the

Adelphl June 23. Immediately after-
ward the full company and produc-
tion will do a tour of the suburban

during a performance at the thea-
tre. The bride hi 22 years old.
weighs G5 pounds and measures just
40 inches, while the groom, 27, is

five feet ten Inches and weighs 20«

pounds.

Tl>« beat obtainable 1m(ru< U»n at

HED WAYBURM
STUDIOS OF

1841 Broadway
nortiuvmt coa. Mts sr
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BED-SIDE CHATS
By NELLIE REVELL

Wliile trying to write stories this morning I am given three, choices

as to wh.it to rest my eyes upon. I may look to the East, in which case

:r.y !«me optics quickly give out under the glare of the sun; to the South,

where the vista* consists of four tiers of porches filled with pitifully

crippled youngsters in casts and braces, or to the West, upon the

passageway that connects the two wings of tbe hospital. But even in

that direction, since there are operating rooms in both buildings, I am
confronted all morning long with the sight of the cart, busily carrying

patients either to or from the surgeon.

SU11, white-blanketed forms* stretched laxly upon that noiselessly mov-

ing carriage, a nurse at their feet, at) interne at their head, they cease-

lessly come and go, visible through the half-opened windows to all the

patients sunning themselves In the yard. Was there ever stranger inspi-

ration for light-hearted stories? So if some of these stories don't strike

your funnybonr, maybe it's because there wasn't much humor in my
-Passing Show."

The name of lloudini carries with it the idea of the world's most

"cseapiest" man. Harry can wriggle out of handcuffs, lashings, sealed

hacks, chains, double- barred and looked cells and any other form of

manaceling that resourceful minds can figure out But at last something

has been found that he can't escape from.

He came to see me one morning this week, and after 'cutting up a lot

of old money," he bade me farewell and went out into the hall. About

J 5 minutes later my nurse came in. a broad smile upon her face.

"I just saw Mr. Houdini wandering around in the hall." she told me,

"and I asked him what the trouble was. He told me he couldn't find his

way out of the hospital, and I had to tell him how to make his e-cape.

He can get out of everything-—except a hospital."

If Harry lloudini. kintr of the magicians, can't get out of a hospital,

how run I be expected to do it?

It was with interest and understanding that 1 heard that the daughter

of my esteemed contemporary, Julia Chandler, had graduated from
college with honors and that they were going abroad together. Such a

moment is a proud one for those of us who have to be both father and
mother to our own. However, my sister press' agents—pardon, publicity

directors—haven't quite caught up with me in one respect; 1 am the only

irandmother among them.
"But, of course, I was married when I was a mere child!''

Dear Trixie: I told you it would be too small, and it is! No, it won't
st retch, and I'm darned if I'll diet enough to get into it. I haven't a
« nance to do that if 1 wanted to. anyway, what with the Karber family.

Billy Grady. Dr. Sam Gilmoie, Tom Ryan, Mrs. Charles Maddock, the

Beaumont Sisters and Sylvia Hahlo trying to ruin my waistline.

In a hospital just outs^ie of Chicago there lies, totally blind and par-
tially paralyzed, a member of the profession. His name is Francis Hast-
ings. Until the fall five years ago that brought these misfortunes upon
him, he was an aerialist with the Sells-Floto circus. According to my
informant (W. V. Richberg), Mr. Hastings' physical and financial needs
are taken care of by his slater, but it grows very lonely for the man
who can not see to read nor get about among his fellow -ptients. It would
be a good and kindly deed for any of the profession who are in Chicago
to run t,ut some afternoon to see their former fellow -worker in the
grease paint world. His address Is Ward 5, Oak Forest Infirmary, Oak
Forest, 111. The trip is a short one on the Rock Island Railroad, and the

consciousness of a kindness done will more than repay the trouble of the

journey.

G. H. Mortimer of the Nellie Revell Alumni, now advance agent of

Spice Of 1922," postcards me from Milwaukee to express a most original

sentiment. "Glad you're not here. Milwaukee without beer is like the

Winter Garden without gals." Milwaukee sans anything would look good
to me.

The n«xt person that comes in and says. "Well, has it been hot enough
for you?'' 1 am going to present with ''a fur-lined electric heater. It

hasn't been hot enough for me, it's been too "hot. Just a few minutes be-
lore I wrote this I refused to have the fan stopped long enough even to

permit a friend to light a cigarette. The fan has been going so long and
Hie motor is so hot that I'm not sure that the mechanism isn't heating
the room instead of cooling it.

But if you think you're hot— maybe you are— Just compare your hot

with that o:' the boys in the government hospitals who are spending their

•lajs in bed in plush-lined casts and iron braces.

I've just found out I'm going to have a vacation this summer, after

All—my. doctor is going away for two weeks.

Lieutenant Commander Wells Hawks invited me to attend the opening
of the new swimming pool at Luna park on the night of June 22. I had
to send my. regrets, but I had a good excuse— I was afraid my concrete
Annette Kellerman might shrink.

ANNA CHANDLER NOT 34;

ANNA SAYS NOT YET 33

Theatricals' Youngest Grand-

mother Protests Mis-

statement

Anna Chandler says 'taint so,

she's not 34, as Variety said last

week in its "Joys and Glooms of

Bro-dway" department. Nor is she

yet 33. quotha Anna, although the
33 -mark will be reached by her in

a couple of months.
A year at thia time In the mis-

stated age, believes Anna, migbt be
important In holding her in the top

place as theatricals' youngest
grandmother.
When Miss Chandler married Jack

Curtis, the vaudeville agent, she was
13, Miss Chandler states, and her
daughter, Beatrice Curtis-Fox, was
born the following year, when her
mother was 14. Mrs. Harry Fox,
who became a mother berself a few
months ago, is now 19.

Miss Chandler likens the present
t<> the la>s of her motherhood. Mrs.
Fox has all the modern attention for

the rearing of a child, from nurse
to equipment, while in her day, said

Anna, when Beatrice was too young
to toddle and Anna had to do so
many shows a day, Beatrice was left

on the shelf in the dressing room
while her mother was on the stage.

One day, continued Anna, Beatrice
fell off the shelf. Of course at the
time it was an unfortunate accident
but no evidence is left, remarked the
grandmother, excepting a flight

scar Beatrice retains to remind her
a shelf Is not a cradle.

RUNNING DOWN MAINE

Portland, Me., June 27.

Proprietors of fishing camps and
summer coast resorts in this state
are up in arms over report: of a
smallpox epidemic, alleged to have
been circulated with a view to di-

verting summer visitors fro: l Maine.
It was even reported that Maine
was faat growing Ashless and that
it was useless to cast a fly in this

state.

Aroused at these reports, alleged
to have been circulated in an effort

to divert summer sportsmen and
vacationista to New Jersey resorts,

the Maine Publicity Bureau has
taken steps to correct a false im-
pression said to be gaining ground
throughout the East.
A letter has been received from

Bay Shore, N. T., by one of the
members, saying that a friend Just
returned from Maine declaring there
was an epidemic of Span' h itch or
Mexican itch, and that it is camou-
flaged under the name of smallpox.
Bureau officials blame any rashes

that visitors may have Incurred to

the heavy strawberry season, claim-
ing that too frequent indulgence in

the Maine luxury develops a "straw-
berry itch."

VAUDEVILUANS' SUMMER
Sent out this ucck by the Keith'* office preaa deportment head* 4 fry

Mark A. Lueacher, with namea in alphabetical arrangement

Mudy

E. F. Aibae—Commuting on his yacht, and active daily at his office in

the Palace Theatre.
Belle Baker—Playing with her baby on the Belle Harbor Beach.

Mr. and Mr*. Jimmy Barry—Back to Hensfoot Corners to get the lat-

est gossip.
Ben Bernie—Rehearsing new jaxz bands so he can become a millionaire.

Johnnie Burka—Drinking hia wife's home brew.
Harry Carroll—Writing new song hits.

Irene Castle—Vacationing abroad.

Creole Fashion Plata—Visiting his home town, ^Baltimore, to

Southern beauties.

Pat Casey—Boating the Keith officials at golf.

E. V. Darling—Touring Europe in search of new Keith material.

Dooley and Sa lea—Vacationing at their home in Freeport, L. 1.

Duncan Sisters—Making picturea out in California.

Gua Edwarda—Rehearsing his new revue in New Yo/k.
Julian Eltinga—Vacationing abroad. .

Fairbanks Twins—Taking up the serious drama in separate stock com-
panies.
Harry Fox—Living in Mark Luescher's apartment and singing to his

new son.

William Faversham—Hunting Indians out in Arizona.
Mabel ford—Studying thelatest Paris modes.
Eddie Foy—Thinking up new jokes about his children, at his home in

New Rochelle. •

Trixie Friganza—Resting all summer in order to gain weight.
Venita Could—(Joing to all the Broadway shows to get now impres-

sions,

William Halligan—Watching the Friars on the side lines.

Harry Houdini—Trying to escape from the heat in Los Angeles.
Joe Laurie—Receiving all the guests he invited to dinner in season.
Lee Children—Playing on the beach on the Jersey Coast.
Eddie Leonard—Living at Sheepshead Bay and going to baseball games.
Ted Lewis—Preparing his new revue in New York.
Vincent Lopez—Breaking new vaudeville records and making new

phonograph ones.
Edwin G. Lauder, Jr.—Commuting from Larchmont and the Westchester

Biltmore Links.
Mark A. Lueacher—Commuting from Shadybrook Farm, Southport,

Conn., to the Keith offices, and playing golf.

Mosconi Brothers—Vacationing in various part of the country.

H. B. Marinelli—Touring Europe In search of more novelty acts.

B. S. Mosa—Bathing in the surf at Far Rockaway.
Four Mortone—Filling their contract in Keith vaudeville.

J. J. Murdock—Commuting from his home to the Keith offices.

Jack Norworth—Entertaining Keith audiences.
Oleson and Johnson—Chasing Spark Plug up and down the aisles of

Keith theatres.

Tom Patricola—Stopping the show nightly in White's "Scandals."
Power's Elephants—Doing their daily dozen over the Keith Circuit.

F. F. Proctor—Larchmont and his Silver Stream farm.
Ruth Roye—Studying the natives of Brooklyn.
Pat Ro^ey—Rehearsing "Shamrock," his next season's revue.
Chic Sale—Making moving pictures.

Rae Samuela—Vacationing with her husband, Marty Forkins.
Savoy and Brennan—Taking Margie to Atlantic City and other Keith

towns.
Singer'* Midguts—(Jetting ready to migrate to Los Angeles, their sum-

mer home.
Val and Ernie Stanton—Touring with the N. V. A. baseball team.
Lou Tellegen—Showing "The Blindness of Youth" to Keith audiences.
Jim Toney—Running his chop house on West 47th St., New York.
Sophie Tucker—Watching her California bungalow.

. Mrs. Rudolph Valentino—Working all summer, like "A Regular Girl."
Van and Schenck—Being entertained by the Van and Schenck Club In

Brooklyn.
Sybil Vana—Vacationing In Wales, her native land.
Ben Welch—Forgetting his blindness by working all summer.
Edgar Allan Woolf—Vacationing in Europe.
Wilton Sisters—Enjoying their first vacation in three years.
May Yohc— Still coming back strong after her 12 years' absence from

the stage.

I

Louis Wcrbu and Bernard Sobol wanted me to come to the Revel they
held at the Ooorge M. Cohan theatre recently during the performance of

"Adrienne." It was too bat1 that I couldn't attend, after they had done me
the honor of naming the affair after me.

Sadie M< Donald now ranks as a benefactor of womankind, with the

discovery of the washing machine, the marcel wave and the flrelcss

cooker. She his invented and is putting on the market an apparatus
which "lifts" the face and restores the youthful continuity without an
'peration. She wanted to try it on me, but I have never gone in very
strong for uplift work.

I admit that my chins have found me out. Yet when one mis spent
tour years trying to re-learn to hold their head up, it wouldn't be much
of a thrill just to hold my face up. According to Sadie, she-drapes the

'ioir over the eara when wearing the apparatus and that wouldn't do
for me. »Yr«, I have enough hair to cover my ears, and if I didn't I

• ould buy some more.) But I'm like that fabled Scotchman who wouldn't

wear eariuuffs becauee he might miss hearing an Invitation to have a

drink. I mig?eg%u*«* hearing a go«>d story.

After being a black sleep all my life, now they want me to do a

UUick Oxen ' stunt.

THREE BANDMEN LEAVE

FOR PLAYING OPPOSISh"

Ben Bernie Dismisses Trio of

His Musicians Who Substi-

tuted Across the Street

Ben Bernie gave notice to three

members of hia band last\reek at

One of my correspondents writ< to >.iy that he is summering on a

ranch where the businesa consists of breeding hobby-horses for the

i-SU'i'unm l

—

industrŷ The i •-. r:»* sh»», i«i»- .iilv.H »ound andINh, Hi f «tl i v . ii

round during the first six'months of their life to keep them from getting

dlaay when they start to work and the cow-pun-'hers wear sand paper

trousers instead of chaps, so that Iho hordes are nice and shiny when

ready for market. I wrote back to suggest th< > also be '.night to shy

at the si^lit of a brass ring.

It was fish day, and Peggy O Neil placed her order with the waiter and

th^n waited. She waited some more and then some more and finally called

ho waiter to her.

"Say," she whispered, "yctl dbn't fern to be having much luck. What

ba*t a:c you using'/''

DOG DOESN'T READ PAPERS
The fox hound dog in Chas. Mad-

dock's "50 Miles from Broadway"
production act wandered away from
Keith's 81 St. on Tuesday between
the matinee and night show.

It was the final week of the act

prior to a four week's lay off, and
it is thought by the Maddock office

the canine may have heard of the

vacation and decided to take a run.

Maddock advertised for the return

of the fox hound in the New York
dailies on Monday, but up to Wed-
nesday the animal had not returned

TWO RECRUITS

Nancy Welford and Carmelico Pon-
sella at Palace, N. Y., in July

FILES SUIT FOR ASSAULT
Columbus, June 27.

John A. Philbrick, actor, who was
assaulted last Wednesday in a Co-
lumbus theatre by William Ortel,

known as "Wiilie," during a quarrel
over dressing rooms, has filed suit in

the Franklin county courts against
Ortel for $16,000 damages.

Ortel was fined $25 and costs in the Brighton Beach music hall for
police court for the assault. , . 4.

- - . _ _

-

playing the Hotel Shelburne, while

Ben Bernie and band were at the

Brighton, Just across the street.

The mix-up occurred as the re-

sult of a band contest at Keith's

Orpheum, Brooklyn. The regular

Shelburne band, Meyer Davis' or-

chestra, that plays the dances and
Ned Weyburn's "Demi Tasse Revue''

at the Hotel was also entered in

the contest.

Three of B« rnie's musicians, with-

out Pernios knowledge, told* two
other members of Bernie's band
they had received Bernie's permis-
sion to substitute at the Shelburne
for Oavis.
Bornie was apprised of the situ-

ation b., George Robinson, manager
of the Brighton, who threatened to

Cghce] the act f«>r playing an "op-
position" house until he learned the
facts.

Ben Bornie and band are laying
off this \«ek, opening next on the
Orpheum Circuit with three new
musicians in the aggregation*

Vaudeville will secure two re-

cruits next month, w,hen Nancy
Welford with a bevy of young men
will appear in a turn at Keith's
Palace, New York. July 27.

On the same program may appear
Carmelico Ponselle, from the oper-*
atic stage. It will be her first ven-
ture as a vaudeville single, although
she and her Bister. Rose, as the
Ponselle Sisters were long a two-
act in the twice-daily.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Schuster, June

23, Bon, Mr. Schuster is the song-

writer.

To Mr. and Mrs William Bern' r,

In rhicngo, Juno l*3, daughter. The
father was formerly a booker in the

W, V. M. A., and the mother for-

merly of Dot and Billy.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morris, of

Chicago, Juno 21, son. Mrs, Morris
was formerly Helen Murphy, a

hooker connected with the Inter-

state circuit.

Mr. and Mrr. Blackface Riddle
Rose at Orlando, Fla , June 24, ton,

The -nnthrr is a non-profesalonal.

ANNA HELD, JR., DRAMATIC

Returns to Vaudeville in Jack Lait's

Sketch

THE 00LEYS ARE DIVORCED
Los Angeles, June 27.

Orpha Mae Ooh»y has secured
divorce from William E. Oolej

,

vaudeville performer.

Anna Held, Jr., after two years'

absence from vaudeville, is playing .

the local Keith houses in "The Pea-
cock and the Wren," a sketch by
Jack Lalt.

Miss Held, originally, seen in

vaudeville as a singing comedienne,
returns to the two.-a-day as a
dramatic artiste. She received her
training abroad during the past two
years in French and provincial
stock companies.
The sketch gives Miss Held an

opportunity to display waidrobe es-

timated at $50,000, which includes
the famous peac>< k tail of her

mother's!

MARRIAGE CHANGES 2 ACTS
Maisle Goss (Paul! and Goes) to

Charles Barrows (Brown and Bar*
rowe), June 21, at St Malaehi'a
Church, New York. T) < wedding*
will separate the two acts,. as t ne

newlyweds are having an f

written for them under the n.mn of

(Joss and Barrou I
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GYPPINGAND GRAFTING CABARETAGENTS
SENDING BUSINESS INTO DISREPUTE

#

Questionable Methods Employed—Several Pseudo Agents with Bad Names-
Half of Cabaret Agents in Menace Class— Many Forms of Abuses—
Agents "Pulling Rough Stuff —Cabaret Business Ebbing with Floor
Revues Forced to Gamble on Coveur Percentage

inside stuff" on irresponsible I taurants Is to blame. They are no
cabaret booking agencies known to

the initiated has "been tolerantly
passed up in the hope the legitimate
cabaret agents would In time stamp
out some of the many existent evils.

But when a morning dally news-
paper in New York "plants" a
couple of operatives for the glean-
ing of material for more or less

flamboyant pre.?s notices in keep-
ing with the daily's policy, it seems
time to take up ihe cudgels agaln.st

the gyi>s and grafters m the cabaret
business. They number a* least half
of the booking people associated
with the cabaret business and are
so well known to that profession
they require no mentioning.

For the sake of the business on
the whole these pseudo agents
should be eliminated from the held,

alth.ugh. like everything else, they
are a necessary evil, especially for

the framing of private club enter-
tainments, stags, smokers and the
like.

The most common fcrm of "gyp-
ping" and the crudest imaginable is

practised even by some of the legiti-

mate agencies. Most operate a gen-
eral booking business ^vhlch em-
braces vaudeville in addition to cab-
aret or club work. The usual gyp
is to book a vaudeville aspiring
songstress or a comedy team at a
club affair where, the agent prom-
ises to "catch'' them and look them

1 over for vaudeville possibilities.

For a very good reason he is punc-
tual in looking the act over. While
the performer is working gratis just
so as to have the opportunity of a
"showing" for the agent's benefit
and judgment, the agent is really
receiving remuneration for the act's
services—maybe $15 to $30 for the
date—which is wholly pocketed by
him. The act actually does not, or
professes not to, know that he or
she is rendering services for re-
muneration of which they receive
little *t>r no part—mostly the latter.

The cabaret business Is a peculiar
pne and with many angles. It em-
braces various forms of entertain-
ment and is proportionately wide
open for abuses. One booker with
an office in a theatre office building
has a new form of graft. He buys
old costumes from defunct musical
productions which have wound up
In the storehouses, at $2 and $3
apiece. A hard working seamstress
touches up the batch of costumes in
a day or two of toil and the agent-
costumer is all set An applicant
for a job presents herself and the
agent gives her the "works." She
can have a cabaret, engagement he
knows of but she must be nicely
costumed and outfitted. "Now here
is Just the dress for you"—and a
muchly worn piece of wearing ap-
parel is sold for $2Q to $35. This
form of petty graft Is in addition
to the usual 10 per cent, commission.
The Theatrical Agents and Rep-

resentatives' Association, composed
of the independent vaudeville and
cabaret bookers, started out like a
good thing and doubtlessly some
still hold to its ideals, but seem-
ingly nothing is being accomplished.
One agent "resigned" from the or-
ganization some months ago for
good and obvious reasons while
others will shortly be forced to do
the same

If the gyp agents were wise and
didn't try to pull the rough stuff
with unwilling game, for there are
enough willing girls in the field,
much of this wouldn't get out. As
it Is, the district attorney's ofllce is

reported to be on the trail of several
miscreants and there's enough in it

to par a Hollywood scandal.
An Instance is cited b; ono agent

who did not have anyt! :ng for a
lay-off *tiK{«> r team but suKueatcd
that Another agtnt, notorious- for his
crude tactics, was casting a new
revue. The girls flatly refund to
*pek recou,.-e in that agency, frai !.

!>' stating they wouldn't fust them-
selves in that agent's office. Others-.
11 P against jt like so many of the
fabaret performers are, have no
• Iternative.

To a certain extent, the mana-
P*rW end of Hie out-of-town I

better than the agents and expect
too much in hiring the girls' serv-
ices. It doesn't end

x with the in-
structions to be "sociable" and a
"mixer" among the patrons. One
restaurateur was offered a song-
stress of some vaudeville reputation
whose asset was a remarkable voice.
Because her age was a little over
SO he cancelled the engagement and
told the booker to supply younger
women.
The business on the whole, its

general condition being at ebb tide,
is muchly responsible for the over-
crowded conditions and the neces-
sity for supplementing the artists'
professional services with something
else.

Cabaret bookers are daily receiv-
ing wires "discontinue sending acts."
In Atlantic City, a resort that has
never taken kindly to floor shows,
there are four revues running. That
the producers of the shows are gam-
bling against a percentage oe the
cover charges explains this unpre-
cedented condition. The beautiful
Gorman's rovue from the Cave, New
Orleans, the most advanced res-
taurant fleor show four' jiam ago,
fiivved in Atlantic City, and nobody
ha 8 made it a go since. However,
with the restaurateurs chary of in-
vesting on their own and the enter-
tainment supply Held disminished, a
number of the agencies are gam-
bling against the $1 to $2 cover
charge, putting in the show gratis.
The restaurant people have noth-

ing to lose, but to date conditions are
little improved. They admit At-
lantic City draws a peculiar crowd

—

a dance crowd that will stand for
10 minutes of entertainment and
then a four-minute dance, but ab-
hors a solid 40* minutes of floor en-
tertainment. They demand inter-
mittent possession of the dance floor

and when denied It pass up that
place. One veteran agent cites a
week-end when Atlantic City drew a
record crowd and yet the places with
the elaborate revues were unpatron-
ized in favor of the less pretentious
restaurants with generous dance
periods.

In Atlantic City at the Blackstone
Roehm St Richards are operating a
revue on a couyert percentage; B. D.
Berg ditto at the Palais Royal; Ed.
Hutchinson at the Beaux Arts, and
a condensed version of "Liza," a
colored Broadway show, opened Sat-
urday (June 23) on a similar ar-

rangement at the Cafe Mortens.
Evelyn Nesblt is practically the only
o.:e who has managed to operate on
a guarantee to profit.

Business, however, Is expected to

boom with the current hot spell.

MARRIAGE ANNULLED

Fay Behrens-Graham Loses Hus-
band—Divided Affections

Victor E. Graham, an executive
of the "Magazine of Wall Street,"
has been granted an annulment of
his marriage to Fay Behrens-
Graham (formerly of Behrens and
Behrens, vaudeville). O r a h a m
chaiged his wife with dividing her
affections between him and Alfred
IC Behrens, now of a theatrical cos-
turners firm. *

It was alleged that Mrs. Graham
was the common law wife of the co-
respondent, whose address is given
as 162 West 48th street. Behrens
having been Fay Behrens' former
valideville partn-r. The Gra^ame
were married in January, 1021.
Counsel for Mrs. Behrens will ap-

peal from the annulment decision.

CHI OUTDOOR GARDENS

DOING $12,000 WEEKLY
1 r

Week-End Admission of $2

—

Rambo at $1.10—Show and
Orchestra Around $6,000

WILLIAM WARRINER
(The Challapin of Vaudeville)

of HENRIETTA and WARRINER
(Scintillating Song Stars)

As singing stars they never fail to
shine on any bill.

.

Oireotion: PAT CA8EY OFFICE
Personal Representative:

KENNETH RYAN

2 WIVES RGHTING FOR

DE COURSEY ESTATE

ILL AND INJURED

TRIXIE AND PICTURE

Los Angeles, June 27.

Trixie Friganzas flve-reeler,

'Mind Over Motor," has been booked
for the Orpheum Junior houses on
the coast and will be shown on the
same bills Which the comedienne
will headline.
Miss Frlganza will appear twice

at all performanaces in tier single

and again during the picture, in

which she will inject some comedy
suggested by Harry Singer.

NEWARK STRAND'S V0DE FLOP
After a week of "Hot Chops."

limtig & Seamon decided to run
vaudeville this week at the Strand.
Newark. N. J. The bill, which was
headed by Virginia Our. proved so
unsatisfactory to Manager Ilurtig

Monday matinee that he cancelled

t\ie offering. This Is only one more
black eye for this unfortunate honed
which must be getting used to it. by
this time.

.

Aliee Morley has recovered from
her recent attack of throat trouble.
Paul Whiteman and his wife,

Vanda Hoff. were injured in an
automobile accMent In London on
June 24. The orchestra leader suf-
fered a dislocation of the right
shoulder and lacerations of the face.
His wife was painfully bfuised and
is suffering from severe shock.
Whit email's doctors reported he
would be laid up for more than a
week.
Anne Elstner ("Sun-Up"). hurt

her leg last Thursday when she
went bicycling around Washington
square and collided with a tree.

She was able to perform that night,
however, adding a realistic limp to
the artificial one she uses*as Emmy
In the show.
Marie Bartlett (Earle and Bart-

lett) Is at the home of her brother.
152 Blue Hill avenue, Roxbury,
Mass., suffering from a nervous
breakdown. It is the third break-
down Mrs. Earle has had since the
death of her husband April 14 last.
Clarke Silvernaii is recovering

from a general breakdown at the
Hotel Arlington. Washington, D. C.
Lola and Senia out of Proctor's.

Newark, N. J., after Monday night,
due to an injury to Miss Lola's foot.

Richard Madden of the American
Play Co. was operated on for ap-
pendicitis at Dr. Stern's sanitarium
last week. He is reported recovering.

Orlo B. Sheldon ("Swanee River")
was operated on June 22 for appen-
dicitis, and will not be able to ap-
pear in the opening at -Asbury Park.
July 9. He is reported to bo con-
valescing steadily, however, and
probably will rejoin the cast before
the piece reaches Broadway.
Ida Regal (Mrs. Mack), formerly

of Regal and Mack in vaudeville,
but who left the stage when her
husband opened an agency with Joe
Cooper, was rushed to the Roosevelt
hospital Wednesday morning, where
an immediate operation for appendi-
citis was performed by Dr. William
P. Healy, the house surgeon. The
last report yesterday (Wednesday)
was that she was resting quietly
and her condition favorable. Ap-
parently in the best of health Tues-
day night, she had a slight attack
of pain, but retired thinking it

would be better in <;he morning, in-

stead of which it grew worse.

Manager Left $40,000—Two
Claimants Appear—Left

to Second Wife

Detroit. June 27.

Two women, both claiming to be
the wife of Edgar Humphrey De
Coursey, local theatre manager,
when he died on April 27, are pre-
paring to fight their claims in court
for the $40,000 estate left by him.

De Coursey, manager of the Clay-
ety here, met Jeannette De Coursey,
his first wife, when he was playing
in vaudeville in 1890. After doing
u double act with her for some time
he married her in August) 1907. She
claims they continued playing until

March, 1913, when finding they
could not agree on money matters
decided to separate. She goes on
to say that she only met him two or
three times from then on, the last

time in October, 1922, and that he
never mentioned anything about
another woman or a divorce.

The first Mrs. De Coursey states
she first read of his death in a the-
atrical paper and hurried to Detroit
to take charge of his estate. When
arriving, she found the entire estate
had been willed to a Mrs. Cornwall
De Coursey, who^ claimed to be his
second wife. The latter says she
married the manager soon after he
divorced his first wife, following the
separation. She has filed a suit In

court asking to be appointed adtnin-
istralix of the |40,000 estate.

A hearing of the case will be held
later in the week.

Chicago, June *jr.

The outdoor gardens in Chicago
are doing a tremendous business
and an realising profits which are
the envy of theatremen at this time
of year. This is a line of endeavor
unknown in New York and is not
to be competed to roof gardens. It
fa a cafe entertainment outdoors
along lines popular on the Con-
tinent.

The leading outdoor gardens of
Chicago are beautiful places.
Saturday night Marigold had around
4,000 people at $t a head and Rair.bo
had. over 6.000 at $1.10, each, ad-
mittance charge. The Marigold
prices are fl for week days and $2
for Saturdays and Sundays, while
Rainbo charges $1.10 at all times.
There is a floor In the center of

Rainbo garden and tables all around.
About 60 per cent of tht. people
come to Rainbo at 6.30 or 7 and
have a table d'hote dinner at $2.
The receipts of these gardens run

as high as $19,000 to $12,000 a week
in summer; shows and orchestras
coat from $o.000 to $6,000.
Saturday night business is better

than that of Sunday night, but
every night is good with varm
weather, running generally 400 Mon-
day, aaound 400 Tuesday, 800
Wednesday, 600 Thursday 1,000
Friday, between 4,000 and 6.000
Saturday, and about 8,000 Sundays.———-————•—_

_

JIMMY DUFFY'S $1.17

Bankruptcy Petition Liots Lisbih-
ties at $1,588

James T. DXiffy (formerly of Mis-
ter Duffy and Mister Sweeny in
vaudeville), currently rehearsing
with the new Earl Carroll "Vani-
ties" yesterday (Wednesday) filed a
voluntary petition In bankruptcy in
the U. 8. District Court, listing lia-
bilities of $1,688.80 and $1.17 assets.
Creditors Include items for per-

sonal loans, services, advertising,
rent on a lease.

Kendler & Goldstein represent
Duffy.

Duffy. In addition to being a fea-
tured comedian in "Vanities" is col-
laborating In the authorship or the
libretto.

CHI'S ACTORS' UNION

Authority Extended by A. F. of L.
to Collect Dues

CORSE ON BQ0ZE

Will Get Accounting from Frank A.
Keeney

IN AND OUT

LEAVING SHUBERTS
Jane Greene (Greene and B yler)

is :u»nearing in "The Dancing, Girl"

in Chicago, but has secured a re-

lease from tho Shuberte, who had
t he Songstress under contract for

several years. After the Chicago
run Miss Greene wi'l go !r» the coast
:uij enter pictures*.

Marry and Kert Cordon left the
bill at the Fifth Ave. Thursday after
tho matinee. Bert Gordon lost his
voice, according to report. The act
will lay off until August, all sum-
mer bookings having been cancelled.
John p. Medbury rehearsed for

the Majestic In Chicago this week,
but was taken ill and was replaced
for the firm nIiow by Valentine Vox.

Diahala and Betty, out of Loew*
American, »w York, Monday be-
cause ol the tatter's lllne*-*, replaced
by Hie Kawana Duo. Page and
Green out of Loews Detanoy
Street Monday because of injui U
Bddie Holger substituting.
Harry Bcranton was taken ill at

Fay's. Providence, Tuesday night,
and forced to leave the bill. The
'•• trdf substituted.

Juetico Lewis has ordered an ac-
( .muting in the euit of Corse Payton,
self-styled "America's best worst
actor," against Frank A. Ke\ney as
a result of a week's engagement by
I'ayton at Ketney's Bay Ridge,
Brooklyn, theatre In dramatic stock.

Payton claimed $2,646 as his half
share of the profits of the week's
stay, as per agreement.
On the stand Payton was cross-

examined as to his penchant for In-
toxicating liquors, Payton stating,
'I do as I like, but I never take a
drink while I am working."

Payton said Keeney bought a
race horse which he christened
"CorM Payton," only it proved to
be a relative of "Spark Plug" and
los. in an Important race. Keeney
sold It for $100 and, according to
Payton, told Payton that he lost so
much money on the horse named
after him that he guessed they were
even.

SOUTHERN FULL WEEKS
Loew and Big Time Agree for Next

Sesson

l ii" four southern Lo«-w houses
located in Atlanta. Memphis, Bir-
mingham and New Orleans will

probably change from a split week
lo a full week policy next season.
The big time ha«i a junior house

In each of the c!ti< m, also playing
split weeks. They may also change
to full weeks, the arrangement
being conditional on both M cult*
* arming on a alaallai policy.

Chicago, June 27.

Three or four fellows who Are
active in connection with the oi
ganization of the Actors' Union
here have received commissi..!
from the American Federation of
Labor, with authority to coll. < t

due/ and accept applications.
One of the men Is an acrobat who

has been residing permanently in
Chicago for some time and has
given m> the profession for tie

tlve work, and another is a form* r

member of an acrobatic act.

OLCOTT'S LOAN

Borrowed Money from Texas
Guinan—Judgment Against Him

Charles Olcott. now touring Keith
vaudeville with Mary Ann. has been
ordered to pay a 8820.91 Judgment
by Judge Young to Texas Cub
screen actress.
The suit resulted from a personal

loan by Miss Guinan to Olcott in

1920 on a note which v as not
satisfied.

Mloa Guinan recovered Judgm
on the samo cause for action (n

Memphis several months ago. but
could not collect, the «uit In \. •/.

York resulting.

D00LEY AND STOREY DIVORcV
Chicago. June tt*

Helen Storey, of Dooley and
Storey, obtained a divorce from
William Dooley June 9 in Chicago
before Judge Ryner on a charge oi

cruelty.

The action waa not contested
Dooley.

Callahan & Callahan were all..

naya for Dooley and Lowenthu' i%

Munns f.»r Miss Storey.
JL-.

.
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BIG TIME ROUTES NEXT SEASON

WITH MORE SMALL TIME HOUSES

LOEWS IM-UP NEXT

SEASON ABOUT SAME

Keith's Routing 22 Big Timers—Proviso with Route

Small Timers Included—Repeating Too Often on

Big Time
.. .

The Keith big time routes for next
season generally will contain a con-
siderably larger number of small-
time houses Included with the. big-

time dates than In any season pre-

viously.

The list of strictly big-time houses
playing two-a-day and vaudeville
only without pictures on the Keith
list number about 22, with several
like the Palace, Riverside, Orpheum,
Brooklyn, Alhambra, Royal and
Bushwlok m and around New York
city. The others are located In Wash-
ington, Baltimore, Boston, Philadel-

phia, (Cleveland, Detroit, Rocbestcr,
Syracuse, Pittsburgh, Providence.
Cincinnati, Louisville and Indian-
apolis.

Heretofore many of the acts play-
ing the Keith houses have repeated
ones or mors In the season in the
larger cities, and that (a rated as one
of the reasons why the route has
Included the smaller cltier this sea-
son rather than bringing the acts
back to a city they have played pre-
viously.

The repeat thing grew to the pro-
portions of an evil last season that
affected the box office in several
Keith houses. >

Next season's routes have been
arranged on the same principle as a
commercial business, with the acts
offered the big houses and the pro-
viso the small ones are accepted.

SUBPOENA CO-RESPONDENT

Arthur Ashley's Witness Denied
Confession

The unusual proceeding of sub-

poenaing a co- respondent in a di-

vorce suit to appear and testify in

open court occurred Tuesday before
Justice Calahan in the Brooklyn Su-
preme Court in the divorce action of
Arthur Ash (professionally Ashley)
against Bertha Ash.
The alleged co-respondent is Ben-

jamin B. Benson who, according to

George Wolf, Ashley's attorney. Is

alleged to have confessed to Ashley
in Wolfs presence as to his (Ash's)
wife's infidelity. On the witness
stand, Benson denied making such
a statement. The court opined that

It was inclined to disbelieve what
Benson had to say in denial of his

alleged confession.
The divorce suit by Ashley Is a

counter-action to a previous pro-
ceeding by Mrs. Ash against her
husband for a separation on grounds
of desertion and non-support. Both
suits will probably not be reached
until the fall session, with Attorney
Wolf petitioning that the divorce
suit be tried first. The latter is

slated for hearing today (Thursday)
but can hardly be reached because
of the congested calendar.

25 Weeks, as Last Season

—

Dayton Only Important

Closing So Far

The Lioew Circuit booking line-up

for the next season is about the

same as 1922-23, with a total of

about twenty-five weeks. To date
the only important house closed Is

at Dayton. Cleveland continues,
supplied with shows principally out
of the Loew Chicago office. The
cost of most Loew bills has been cut
down to a hot weather basis,

though the number of acts per show
remain the same. Business during
the torrid weather this month
threatened a number of closings,
though no decision in that respect
was made up to Wednesday.

AL DARLING'S BERTH

Managing Choice Castle Theatre at

Long Beach—Opens Tonight

The new Castle theatre at Long
Beach, L. I., opening tonight
(Thursday) will be managed by Al
Darling.

,

Pictures the first half and vaude-
ville (eight acts) the last half will

be the policy, booked through the
Keith office.

Darling in the regular season
manages Keith's Royal in the Bronx.
Since assuming the charge of that

important Keith Bronx link. Darling
has acquired the reputation as one
of the most popular Bronxltes, be-

sides a wife and child. A delega-
tion of his Bronx countrymen Is go-
ing down to Long Beach this eve-
ning to see the show and -give their

Al a send off.

The Castle Is on the Boardwalk.
facing the ocean.
The opening bill Includes "Artis-

tic Treat,'' The Diamonds, Josef
Fejer** Orchestra, Murray and Oak-
land, Miss Juliet, Morton and Glass,

Al Herman and Four Cansinos.
The Castle was acq ui reds, three

weeks ago by the Greater New^York
Theatres Corporation, (Keith's). If

remaining open during the winter
straight pictures will he played. The
summer policy calls for two shows
of the vaudeville daily Thursday
and Friday and three Saturdays
and Sundays.

Morrison's, Rockaway Beach, L. I.,

reopened for the summer season
June 23. Morris & Bernard are op-
erating with a policy of pictures,

vaudeville and afterpieces.

ATTENTION, MANAGERSI
The above is a photograph of the

ARNAUT BROS.
as "THE TWO LOVINQ BIRDS" In 1902

At various times acts have stolen our Ideas, material, costumes and
even scenery. Copy acts, however, are never successful. This is a notice
to bookers and managers and a final warning to Pirates.

Brighton Beach this week (June 26). Direction HARRY WEBER.

"LEVIA1HAN" ORCH. SAILING
This is the final week for the

Leviathan Orchestra, which will

Join the complement of the giant
vessel when it sails July 4 on the
first trip for the United States Lines.
The Leviathan on the much-talked-
of trial trip last week carried an-
other band formed by Paul White-
man for the U. S. Shipping Board.
The new organization is outfitted in

duplicate of the Leviathan Orches-
tra and may become a vaudeville
attraction, though the exact billing

is not determined.
The Leviathan band is at the

Riverside. It was proposed to hold
a dual concert during the week, the
new band from the Levlathan'slrial
trip being invited by the Riverside
management. The combined stunt
was dated for tonight (Thursday).

VACATION FOR PALACE

Keith's New Cleveland House Clos

ing for Summer Term

Cleveland, June 17.

The first season for Keith's Pal-

ace will end July 7, when the big

time vaudeville theatre will close for

the summer term.

• This B. F. Albee product, con-

ceded to be the finest theatre in

America, has had a remarkably suc-

cessful season for Its Initial one.

The. house prospered from the out-

set and has maintained a contin-

uously profitable gait, against tho

muchly overtheatred centre of the

town.

Four Weeks for Fannie at Palace

Fannie Brice will begin a four

weeks' summer run at the Palace,

Mew York, July 23.

ACTOR—NO DEFENSE

Chicago Judge Sends Warren Faber
Away—Stole 8tick Pin

Chicago, June 27
Tm v

an actor and a first class
entertainer," declared Warren Faber
before Judge LaBuy when asked his
occupation in connection with a
charge of having stolen a stick pin
from his friend, Herbert Cullen,
while bathing at Wilson beach.
"That spoils your oase " declared

the judge, giving him a sentence.
Faber claims to be a comedian

and to have taken the pin as a joke.

FOX BOOKING TO LOEWS
Two Brooklyn houses, Bedford

and Ridgewood, are report °d about
to go into ihe Loew office for vaude-
ville bookings. Both are now booked
through the Fox office.

According to report, Locw's will

begin booking both houses in Sep-
tember. The Bedford Is near Loews
Fulton and the Ridgewood about
three miles from Locw'e Broadway

SAILINGS AND BOOKINGS
A party of Keith booking men and

agents sailed on the Majestic for

London Saturday. Among them
were Eddie Darling, Dan Simmons,
Edgar Allan Woolf, Jack Curtis and
Max Gordon, the latter two Keith
agents.
During the absence of Bailing

and Simmons, I. R. Samuels will

book the Palace, New York; Strand.
Far Rockaway; Globe, Atlantic City,

and Castle, Long Beach. Arthur
Blondell will book the Keith houses
In Boston and Washington.

Jeff Davis and Stella Bennow will

look after the B. S. Mo«s houses
booked by Simmons.
Jack Dempsey, Keith's middle

western booker, went on a two-
weeks' vacation June 22. During
his absence BUI McCaffrey will

handle the middle western Keith
bills.

"Hot Chops" Title by Permission

The title of "Hot Chops" for one
of the Hurtig & Seamort burlesque
shows for next season Is through
arrangement between the firm and
I^eo Feist.

NO FRAUD

Complaint Dismissed in National
Plsyhouts Corp. Case

A fraud suit started In Septem-
ber, 1920, by Frank V. Boothe, on
assigned claims sf five stockholders
who paid $1,650 for shares of stock
In the National Playhouse Corp.,
against the corporation and Its offi-

cers was dismissed by New York
Supreme Court Justice Pierce this

week. Although the action was set
for a Jury trial the presiding jurist

dismissed the complaint from the
bench.
The National Playhouse Corp.

was promoted in the summer of

1920 to build theatres in several
leading cities. The plaintiff al-

leged that the stock was sold under
misrepresentations, amounting to

fraud and that the shares which
sold at $10 each are worthless. The
defendants r.amed were Harvey II.

and Richard S. Jlevenor ot Hevcnor
& Co., the promoters, of 56 Pine
street. New York: Arlam" M John-
son, president: John F. Lamp vice-
president: Gerard Roberts, treas-

urer; William F. Scott and Mort-
imer J. Butler, directors, all of

whom were a?ked to account tor the
moneys obt lined through t he sak?

of the corporation's Uock.
The defendants *«?»» charged

with having issued prospect uses
representing that the property was
worth more than the capital issued

and that nrj agreement had beert^

effected with Alexander PantagtS
for the management -and booking
of ttleatres; also that mortgages to

yield $239,750 had already been ar-

ranged for.

Depositions of. Pantages at the

trial stated that he never agreed to

book the theatres but on cross-ex-
amination admitted he gave John-
son $750 which Pantages said was
a loan and not as expenses for a
trip to the coast. The^head of the

Pan circuit admitted having dis-

cussed the theatre circuit arid was
asked to work on a five per cent,

commission.
Justice Pierce subsequently dis-

missed the complaint on the ground
it did not constitute a cause for

action.

LOEW TAKES PANTAGES,

MEMPHIS, FOR PICTURES—
Pop Vaudeville Condition it

Cleared Up In South*

ern City

D0WS MUST SETTLE

Rhoda and Crampton Recover Judg-
ment for Cancelled Contract

Rhoda and Crampton received
judgment in the Third District

Court, June 21, for $75 and costs

against A. & B. Dow, vaudeville

agents, as balance of salary due on
an engagement played at the Bristol,

New Britain, Conn., In December,
1922. They were booked in for a
week. On the fourth day the man-
ager complained the team's salary

was too much for him to pay, and
gave Rhoda and Crampton the al-

ternative of cutting salary or dos-
ing.

The team agreed to close If the
manager gave them a written state-

ment the act was satisfactory In

every other respect. This the lat-

ter did.

RJioda and Crampton took the

matter to the Commissioner of Li-

censes in New York City. After
trying to adjust the matter, he ad-
vised the turn to start a civil ac-
tion against the Dows.
The case came up before Judge

Noonan last week. After a three-

day trial the Dows offered to give
Rhoda and Crampton two weeks'
booking in settlement The team re-

fused it.

H0RWITZ' OFFICE PASSES OUT
The Arthur HorwJtx office has

passed out of existence. Last week
Lee Kraus, who rejoined Ilorwitz

just before the latter's^ marital
troubles led to his disfranchisement
as a Loew vaudeville agent, placed
the furniture and otflce fixtures in

storage. "When the courts affirmed

the alimony granted to Edythe Liv-
ingston-Horwitz, his wife, Horwitz
left the state and Is reported to

be In Europe. At the time Hor-
witz told Kraus that when he
walked out "the works" belonged to

him (Kraus). The latter continues
as an artists' representative.
Using her professional name

Edythe Livingston, Mrs. Ilorwitz
sailed for Europe last Saturday. It

is said she intends entering a
revue there.

LYONS AND Y0SC0 DISSOLVING
The long established team of

Lyons and Yosco will dissolve
shortly. Yosco plans to enter the
restaurant business and Lyons will

continue In show business with an-
other partner.
The act has been playing for up-

wards of 15 years and is rated as a
standard turn.

Marcus Loew has taken over
Pantages, Memphis, and will change
the policy of the house from (vaude-
ville to straight pictures, according
to report.
Ed Schiller represented Loew in

the deal, which will leave Loew's,
Memphis, without pop vaudeville
opposition in the southern city. The
Pan house had indifferent success
with a vaudevHle policy, coming into
opposition with Loew's, Memphis.
The same situation as regards

Loew and Pantages occurred In
Hamilton, where the Loew and Pan
houses, through a pooling arrange-
ment, converted a straight vaude-
ville house into a picture policy,
.eaving the other the field.

CORNEflSTONE LAYING

Notables at Tomorrow's Ceremonies
at New Keith Phils. House

Philadelphia, June 27.

The program for the exercise- at-
tending the laying of the corner-
stone of the new Elrae theatre (11th
and Walnut streets) tomorrow has
been officially announced.
George H. Earle. Jr., prominent

loca' banker, and whose name, In-
verted, gave the new theatre its

n«~me. will be guest of honor. For
his task of stone-laying he will \ se
ar engraved silver trowel, and he
will supervise the placing of the
box. sealed in a hollow of the stone,
which will contain records, news-
papers of the occasion and pictures
c' Jules Mastbaum, president of the
Stanley company; E. F. Albee, pres-
ident of B. F. Keith enterprises, and
himself. .

A special stand will be erected for
the 50C guests who will witness the
cornerstone laying. The ceremonies
will be begun at 3 o'clock with a
concert. City Solicitor David J.

Smythe will preside. Mayor J.

Hampton Moore will make an ad-*
dress, as will Lieut. -Gov. 'David
Davis, representing the common-
wealth. United States Senator
George Wharton Pepper also has
accepted an invitation to speak, and
addressee will be made by Mr. Albee
and Mr. Mastbaum.

A. L. Erlange has accepted an
invitation to be present, as has
Ethel Barrymore, now playing a
vaudeville engagement In this city.

The Elrae theatre, which has 'a
•eating capacity of 3,200, with addi-
tloi - room so that as many as 3,50o;

persons may be accommodated, w.ll
be opened to the public during t':e

'

Christmas holidays, it is announced.
It will be devoted to B. F, Keith
vaudeville, with a continuous policy
of presentation, and films to be sup*
plied by the Stanley company. Pop-
ular prices will prevail

EXPLOITING FOREIGNERS

Keith Office Press Staff's Advenes
Work*

About 15 foreign acts, engaged
for the Keith Circuit by Harry
Mundorf are to receive advance ex-
ploitation and special publicity be*
fore they arrive In this country to
begin their Keith tour.
Marion Spltzer, of the Keith pub-

licity bureau, will sail for Europe
July 2 on the "Sufren" (French
Line) to handle the advance stuff.

The local Keith publicity office,

under supervision of Mark Luescher,
will co-operate from this end.
Miss Spltzer jumped Into prom-

inence recently when she wrote a
story which was accepted by the
"Saturday Evening Poet," titled

"May All Your Children be Aero-
bats."

CLARK AND BOOTS BOOKED
The Keith office has given Clark

and Boots a route through Billy
Jackson. The team opens next week,
playing Indianapolis and St. Louis.
The couple were one of the Shu-

bert unit vaudeville acts that ad-
vertised in Variety, mentioning their
experience In SJjubert vaudeville
with the "Town Follies" unit.
Jackson, the Chicago agent, was

In New York this week and secured
the rjute In person for the turn.

Cambell Casad With Columbia
Cambell B. Casad has Joined the

Columbia publicity bureau staff as

assistant to Walter K. Hill for the

summer.
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THE MORNING AFTER

f Bingamton, N. T., June IT.

Twice married to a stagedoor

johnny and twice duped, for she la

not hie legal wife and never waa,

le the tragic predicament of Anna
Lindsay, burlesque prima donna,

popular la Blnghamton, It Is al-

leged In charges of bigamy and as-

sault pending against her "husband"
WHUam Lynch, erstwhile of New-
ark, Blnghamton and Wilkes-

Barre.
The prima donna swears that she

\. went through a mock mariage with

Lynch as the climax of an orgy of

love and wine, finding out the next

day that she was not really married

at all. And she also declares shje

was married a second time to

Lynch, quite legally, she thought,

only to learn differently from the

No. 1 Mrs. Lynch.
The beginning of the romance, far

stranger 'than fiction, was a year

and a half ago when the burlesque

queen was touring this section. At

a hearing of the bigamy charge, she

testified that on January 22. 1922.

she and other members of her

troupe were invited to the sump-
^ fa jus apartment of Ralph Marlowe,
m inager of the Majesticathcatre in

Wilkes -Barre, on a Sundi y night.

It vas at tha party she met the

stage-door Jonnny, Lynch. Their
case seemed to be love at first sight.

Oceans of wine, she admits,

helped along the affair d'amour.
After the party had been booming
a'.oag f,or a few hours, -the mock
Marriage wai performed by Mar-
lowe, who formerly had been a Phil-

adelphia, magistrate, she testifies.

That night the sta*ie-door Johnny
and his mock bride remained as real

husband and wife, the bride admits.

She also confesses that she and ser-
. eral others at the orgy were drunk
almost under the table.

"Did you remain all night that

Sunday night with him?" the prima
donna was asked by her husband's
lawyer.
"Really, I don't know. Oh. ye?. 1

guess I did. I didn't know what
I was doing that night, for I was
drunk. I didn't even take my shoes
and stockings off.'"

"And you were married the fol-

lowing afternoon?"
"You bet I 'was; to my sorrow,"

Anna replied.

After the second marriage, the

one Anna supposed was r al. her

new husband at once went to New-
ark where he resided, and arranged
to have her meet him there "after

her tour jended.

In Newark, the newly-weds had a

pleasant apartment, she rays, and
were happy until Mrs. Lynch, the

first, appeared.

-t—
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JOINT MEETING NEXT WEEK
,Sam Scribner. general manager

of the Columbia Amusement Co..

returned to his desk In the Columbia
Theatre Bldg. Monday of this week
after a four-week visit to his birtly

place in Pennsylvania.
A meeting of the Columbia Amuse-

ment officials and the newly formed
Producers' Association will be called
next week to discuss the sharing
terms for next season's attractions,
censoring and other reforms the
producers are asking for.

The terms have been tentatively
ratified, averaging 50 per cent, for
the first $6,000, with a graduated
tcale upward In favor of the show.
The proposed Columbia playing

percentages for next season call for
a show doing $5,500-16,000 to receive
55 and the house 45 per cent, of the
gross; $6,000 to $8,000 the show 60
and the house 50, $8,000-$9,000, show
65 and the house 35, and over $9,000,
show to receive 70 per cent.
Should- the 70 per cent cut for a

sh,ow doing $9,000 and over be
agreed to it would mean the biggest
percentage ever given by the Co-
lumbia circuit. The above terms
would affect the Columbia-owned
and H. C. Miner Estate houses only,
but if the former agree it is likely
the outside houses will follow.

PENN CIRCUIT OF 2 WEEKS
The Penn Circuit of one night

stands In Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Ohio played by the Mutual
wh.'ei burlesque shows will be In-
cr*«?»!»ed next season from one to two
weeks.
Th" one-nighters will fill In the

' wo weeks for the Mutual shows
: '"'w. on Philadelphia and Columbus.
The towns contracted for to date

nro Allentown. Monday; Reading,
Tnrs (p,y; Williamsport; Wednes-
day; Columbia, Pn., Thursday with
Friday and Saturday of that week
Rt iU open. The second week will
Include Hageretown, Monday; Cum-
berland; Tuesday; Altoona, W.-lnes-
J'ity; Newcastle. Thursday; Elirla.
Friday, and Sandusky, Saturday. -

BANKRUPTCY DISCHARGES

X H. Herk and E. Thomas Beatty,
individually and as members of
Herk & Beatty, have been granted
a discharge from bankruptcy.
Herk & Beatty were among the

first of the Shubert unit producers
to travel the bankruptcy route.

* '

< • i

GERTRUDE HAYES, JR., WED2
An announcement of the engage-

ment of Gertrude Hayes, Jr., of
Gerard's "Follies of the Day" to Jo-
seph Laffey.a Boston business 'man,
was made by the Boston papers this
week. The marriage Is to take
place directly following the closing
of the forthcoming summer run of
the •'Follies" at the Columbia, New
York. Miss Hay&s is a niece .of

Gertrude Hayes .(Mrs. Barney Ger-
ard). Miss Hayes, Jr., will retire

from the stage following her mar-
riage.

LOUIS EPSTEIN CANCELS
Louis Epstein cancelled his Mu-

tual wheel franchise for next season
before sailing for Europe with Al

Joleon Saturday last.

The Bpstein book, cast of princi-
pals, scenery, etc., were taken over
by Doc Tunison. who 4s making his

Initial appearance as a producer
for the Mutual next season.

The cancellation of the Epstein
franchise was with the consent of

the Mutual people.

i

BERT SAVOY
Bert Savoy, of Bert Savoy and

Jay Brennan, in company with
Jack O. Grossman, known In vaude-
ville as Jack Vincent, were both
Instantly killed by a bolt of light-
ning at Long Beach, Long Island.
Tuesday afternoon, June 26, during
a terrific electrical storm which
swept over Long Island, Manhattan
and Westohester after five days of
terrific heat. Accompanying Savoy
and Grossman at the beach* were
R. V. Webb and John Haley, who
were walking .a few feet distant

OBITUARY
as an entertainer in the honkey-
tonka. He related how he had wan-
dered from one dance hall to

another through the copper mining
districts of Montana, working as a
fsmale impersonator, eventually
reaching Alaska, where he played
In the various "joints" of miner en-
tertainment up and down the

Yukon.
After a time Savoy returned to

the States and eventually drifted

back ea?t as far as Chicago, where,

In the course of his' professional

entertaining activities, he finally

ing was the result of being heart-
broken after having bad some
trouble with his wife, from whom
he had been ssparated for some
time. He formerly appeared with
her In vaudeville under the name
of Shea and Carroll.

PAT WHITE WITH COLUMBIA
Pat White retuYns to the Colum-

bia wheel as a principal comic next
season, after seven years with
American and Mutual wheel shows.
White will share featured comedy
honors in the Fred Clark "Let's Go"
show with Manny King.

Thornton and King, now playing
vaudeville, 3jtiH continue until re.-

hearsal time starts for "Let's Go,"
andvw^.ll then dissolve partnership.

COLUMBIA'S OPENING AUG. 27
The official opening of the Colum-

bia regular season will be August
27. Several of the shows will start

beforetthat d£te as customary, play-
ing pre-season engagements.

Jaa. J. Lake Buya in en "Jig Jig"

James J. Lake has purchased a
half interest in "Jig Jig," the Co-
lumbia show which Henry Dixon
will operate next season. Lake has
been out of the show business for

several seasons, running the Roch-
ester Hotel in Washington. He will

appear with "Jig Jig" as the
straight man.
Moran and Wiser, the hat jug-

gling turn, have signed for the "Jig
Jig* .show.

Want Harmanus-Bleeoker Mall

Albany, N. Y., June 27.

The Columbia Amusement Co. Is

negotiating with the F. F. Proctor
interests for Harmanus-Bleecker
Hall next season with a vfew of

making it a week stand on the Co-
lumbia circuit.

More Taba from Burleaque

Dan Dody and Meyer Harria are

producing two new tabloids for the

John Coutts Circuit, to open in

August. Walter Brooks, another
burlesque producer, Is to open a tab

on the Coutts time.

BURLESQUE CHANGES
Billy Gilbert will be the principal

comedian with Sim Williams* "Radio
Girls" on the Columbia Circuit next

season and not Frank NalJi, as pre-

viously reported.

Jack Walsh, formerly of- Jack
Walsh & Co., in vaudeville, princi-

pal comedian with the Mollie Wil-
liams .«how.

Mike Joyce, manager of the Star,

Brooklyn, for the American circuit

for eight years, has been appointed
manager of the Gayety. Pittsburgh,

next season. Joyce succeeds Billy

Hexter, which plays Columbia wheel
shows. Hexter will manage the

Billy Wells "Bubble Bubble" show
on the Columbia wheel next season.

Dottie Leighton as prima donna
for Rube Bernstein's "Broadway
Flappers.*

1

Jack Smoke Gray ind Alma Arlis;

,.Mim clay) with D il.-y a "Broad-

way Brevities."

The cast for Harry Field's "Hello
.T.»K'-" Mutual wheel show has b< en

completed. It includes Harry Fields,

Dixie Mason, Turn McKcnna, Violel

Hilson, Florence Drake. Charles La.

V m. am,;.. Gore and P. M< Gllll in.

GOOD-BYE; BERT SAVOY
(A TRIBUTE)

By NEVILLE FLEESON
lion* In the' Htnil« that we all loved m> dearly.

Gone Is the voice that we all leved to hear.
Gone l« a genius whom we all admired—

Only a mem'rj la left to us here.

ll.iin>y-«o-lu< Wy, a prince of good fellows,
Kind, sympathetic, and always the same.

Ready to help ev'ryhody In trouble—
Broadway la sorry to lose hla dear name,

Hit JiiHt as sharp ae the bolt of the lightning
That oaaae from the sky on that hot summer day;

"You must come over"—J still bear him saying.
God called him over and took him away.

•

Maybe they needed a kuigb, sp la heaven.
As he Ailed the world here with laughter and Joy;

You've left a legion of dear friends behind you;
We'll always remember—good-bye—Bert Havoy.

•

They were both .knocked uncon-
scious and severely burned.
Bert Savoy was a native of Bos-

ton, born near there about 36 years
ago as Everett McKenxie. He
had been in the entertaining
Held for a number of years be-
fore he met Brennan and they
formed a partnership. Savoy stated
several years ago that his first ap-
pearance on the stage was in a

met and married. Mrs. Savoy,
who was hotter known to thoae
that were acquainted with her hus-
band as "Annie," conducted a fur-

nished apartment house on West
49th street for professionals for

several years, while Savoy and
Brennan were practically at the

height of their careers, appearing
at the Century under the Dilllng-

ham-Ziegfeld management. Some-
curio museum in Boston, where he 1 time later the Savoys were divorced
worked as a chair dancer. He ob- | in Chicago.

To BERT SAVOY
FROM

BLANCHE MERRILL
Bert didn't have time to whisper a little last good*

bye,
•a

He didn't know he'd have to so at that hasty call

from the sky—

-

The day that started out ' with joy, ended with a
|

And we found that the man who made us laugh
could suddenly make us cry.

talned the position after watching
a "cooch" dancer work in the pvtce.

applied to the management and
was given* $6 a week for doing 12

shows a day, alternating with the
"cooch" dancer, who was a deaf
mute.

The two formed a team after

they had been approached by a
concessionaire with a carnival. The
show opened in one of the small
suburban towna of Boston. Be-
tween the ballyhoo and the "lnalde"

IN FOND,BEMntBBANCaf

Or MY HUSBAND

WILLIAM ROCK
Who Paased Away June 17th, 1922

HELYN EBY-ROCK

The meeting of Savoy snd Bfen-
nan took place on a Broadway sur-
face car some 10 years ago. It waa
in the summer. Both were out of
a job as chorus men and they de-
cided to try vaudeville as a team.
They plugged around the small time
for a couple of years, finally reach-
ing big time. They put in a season
In the Ziegfeld "Follies," were at
the Century, and then for about
four years have been featured in
the cast of several of the "Green-
wich Village Follies,"

Savoy and Brennan's production
contract called for $1,250 weekly.
They recent!* reappeared in vaude-
ville at $1,500.

Jay Brennan left New York Mon-
day night for a mid-western
health resort.

W

The mother of Art'iur Abbott

died June 11 in Bristol, Engl in i

Savoy stated he and his partner
had each done 40 shows on the first

day of the engagement, only to

discover at night when the lights

,were doused that the promoter had
skipped with the gate and left them
flat without a nickel to get back
home on. The shock was so great
to the deaf mute when she was IB-

formed f>f the ealamlty that It re-

tored her voice and she uttered,
•<>h, my Cawd!"
From that point on Savoy drifted

about the country as a chorusvman
for a tirn" until he was stranded in

the far west, after which he started

JIMMIE 8HEA
Jlmmle Shea, songwriter and

actor, was found dead in bed June
21

#
in file room at the Hotel Mar-

wood, New York, by his roommate,
Captain Arthur H. Mole. Captain
Mole, a theatre organist, and his
son woke Friday morning not
knowing that Shea, who had ap-
parently been sound asleep, had
Cled during the course of the night.
An autopsy was performed and
death was pronounced due to a
too llheral use of alcoholic bever-
ages of questionable quality.

Shea, 30 years old, wrote several
songs, *»-v»ri! very popular, during
the war, in which he served as a
sergeant In the tank corps. Hla
last sonpr was "Just a Feather from
the Wings of an Angel." written In

collaboration with ElJ Dawson. Tin
i si » appeared In van I

villa and recently ha 1 be ri en
gaged irv • iging reVues at v u
cabarets*

Friend I ilm ih ii She ia drink-

JACK VINCENT
Jack Vincent, killed by the same

bolt of lightning that struck Bert
Savoy at Long Beach, Long Island,
Tuesday, waa $3 yeara old. He had
been a chorua man with the John
Murray Anderson productions from
time to time during the last three
years. He was also employed in the
capacity of secretary in the Ander-
son office.

His name In private life was Jack
Grossman and he was a native of
Columbus, Ohio. During the winter
of 1922-8 Vincent operated the Em-
bassy Club on Sunday nights at the
Tent, appearing also with Cynthia
Perot aa dancing partner.
The remains were shipped to Co-

lumbus Wednesday, where burial
will take place today (Thursday).

- JOHN MURPHY *

John Murphy, veteran In the field
of minstrelsy and Once famous as
end man with Dumont's Minstrels,
died at a hospital in Philadelphia
June 25, following an operation for
gallstones. He was about 12 years
of age and formerly%half owner of
the Murphy & Gibson Minstrels,
Prior to that he was 6t the Murpby
& Morton organisation.

'

For' the past U years the de-'
oeaaed had Conducted minstrel
shows at the Steel Pier, Atlantic
City, and until recently waa active
in the performances. Murphy is
credited with' having groomed
Frank TinneyY'whb was"in the
Steel Pier show for a number of
seasons, it being a summer haven

IN MRMOHIAl

MAXIM D. FAUER
Who Passed Awtjr June |fet. 1933

MAT R8 REST IN PKACB

JACK H. FAUER

when Tlnney waa known only in tha
atlcks. Tlnney alwaya regarded
Murphy with respect.

'

KENNETH C»UCK") BAILEY
Kenneth "Buck" Bailey, 45, of

Akron, Cv a wild west performer
for many years with tha Buffalo
Bill and other circuses, died In
Huron Hospital, Cleveland, from
shock following a street oar colli-
sion In Cleveland. Bailey was
known all over the country for his
activity in horsemanship and as a
showman.
Death came as his head rested

in the lap of his wife, .Madge Bailey,
while he was being ruehed In an
ambulance to Huron Hospital.
Bailey had gotten out of the street
car on which he Intended to return
to hla home In Akron and After
assisting the driver of the truck
which waa struck In the collision
with ths car, he returned to the car
and lapsed Into unconsciousness.

* ERATU« CLAPP
Erati . Clapp. at one time a

world -famoua coVnetlat, died recent-
ly at the town farm in Athol, Muss..
where he had been aa inmate since
1908. Fifty years ago he waa play-
ing before the crowned heads of Eu-

1N MEMOBIAM

WILLIAM ROCK
who departed this Ufa June 27, lilt]

EPW. S. KELLER

rope and was in demand on the con-
cert stages of two continents.
While at the height of his fame

he gave a command muslcale for

Queen Victoria, who was so de-
lighted she Ordered a special silver

and gold cornet made for him. After
losing all his possessions, he sud-
denly stopped playing, snd for 30
years never touched a cornet. He
was 85 years old.

JOHN O'BRIEN
John O'Brien, aged 88, character

actor, killed himself June 18 at Al-
pena, Mich. His body was found in

Thunder Buy at Alpena, where
hud flung himself after drinking
poison and slashing his throat with
a razor. Friend* claim that his sul-
cirlf was due to despondency fol-

lowing a long continued attack of
ill health.

The deceased had been on the
st ape for about 20 years. HI 1* most

nt appearance was as Itotonius

(Continued on pays i'y;
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».•• AMUSEMENTS Thursday, June 28, 1923

JOHNSON'S COMMITTEE PICKING SPOTS

TO WHITEWASH AND JUMP CARNIVALS
4-

Legislative Committee's Methods Called "Crude" by

Heart of America Showman's Club—Statement

Published—Intimate Committee Is Putting on

"the Squeeze"—Little Shows Panned and Some
Shows Favored—Showman's Club Repudiates

Legislative Committee and Johnson With His

"Deputies" or "Field Men" Out After Coin

BARNES' CIRCUS MISSES

JERSEY CITY MATINEE

Moved In from Elizabeth, 25

Miles Away— Trouble

With Laborers

Chicago, June 27.

"Manipulation* is charged in

connection with Iho work of the

Showmen's legislative Committee.

While some criticism is content

with classing the field representa-

tives of the reform organization as

either "not competent or not impar-

tial," there Is other criticism which

claims that the "squeeze" is oper-

ated In connection. with the move-

ment.

The dlscreditors of the organiza-

tion, emphasizing the "manipula-

tion," say that the investigators are

sent to favorite shows at points

where there is not a chance for the

"graft to work" and that the same
"representatives" are visiting the
other carnivals at points where it is

certain that everything will be
"stepping."
The critics of the field rep-

resentatives mention Col. . F. J.

Owens, who often uses the title

"deputy commissioner" in an ad-
vertisement signed by 'The Heart of

America Showman's Club" of Kan-
sas City, and dated June 13, 1923.

In the statement of "The Heart
of American Showman's Club" it is

stated that that organization stands
unreservedly for a "real honest
cleanup," but adds, "we do not
approve of the methods being
used by the Legislative Committee,
headed by Johnson." It is claimed
that its methods used are "crude"
and "border on the edge of oppres-
sion." The club is said to have In-

vestigated the different carnivals
around Kansas City so far this sea

an investigation by local authori-
ties on an "opening" as compared
to the actual state of affairs on the
"closing" night of an engagement.
The attempt of the Legislative

Committee to dictate to the T. A.
Wolfe shows has awakened wide
opposition to the movement. It is

said "honest reform" would wel-
come "clean" conduct of a carnival
whether that outfit gave financial
support to the Showmen's Legisla-
tive Committee or not. This same
charge is made by 'The Heart of
America Showman's Club" in con-
nection with small carnivals as op-
posed to the larger shows which
have "gone their way without re-
straint."

ARENA SEATING 78,000

WILL HAVE BIG REVUE

Monroe Centennial at L A.

Opening July 2—Takes In

Picture Exposition

son and its findings frankly slam
the committee's field representa-
tives.

"We know that a small show that

had not contributed to the 'fund' has
been threatened and harassed and
that larger shows have gone their

way without restraint," says the
statement. The club explains that
it has at no time given official ap-
proval to this legislative committee,
and that the use of its name on the
stationery of that committee is "ab-
solutely without permission of the
club."

The opposition to the movement
which bases its attitude on "manip-
ulation" and "squeeze" points out
that there are certain towns and
cities where activities condemned
by all showmen who look to real
and actual reform are not possible
without the co-operation of local
authorities. There are other places
where the word goes rbout that
everything is "wide open" and
credit >for "fixing'' is given to the
carnival owner, who sometimes in-

creases the fees collected from con-
cessionaires for the privilege of be-
ing with the aggregation, on the
ground that brilliant "work" has
been performed in the interests of

the "graft." A situation arises

in connection with the Barkoot
shows, which elafm that certain ac-
tivities frowned upon by the Show-
mens' Legislative Committee were
not in fact "fathered" by the carni-
val itself, but were a matter that

was entirely in the ha. ids of the
society known in the carnival word
as the ''local auspices."
The possibilities of "manipula-

tion" are made clear by showmen
who say there are towns where
carnivals have not "stepped out" in

a decade and where it would be

safe for any committee to "Invest!

gate" any show, but that there arc

other points off the trodden path

where even those shows operated by

the "big five" (an Identification

given the quintet of carnivals which
organised the Showmer/s Legisla-

tive- Committee) would "ramble
from the straight and narrow'' un-

der such inviting condition". Th.

"investigation'' of different shows at

favorable an«i unfavorable points

these showmen say, v\<-uhl be like

Los Angeles, June 27.

The Monroe Centennial and Mo-
tion Picture Producers' Exposition
tendered a luncheon last week to the
M. P. Producers and Western Asso-
ciation »of Advertisers at the exposi-
tion grounds.
The object of the affair was to

gain co-operation of all concerned.
Speeches were in order, and every-
one was optimistic as to the success
of the undertaking.
The buildings are completed.

Their pretty designs and the attrac-
tive towers combined with the land-
scape gardens ma%c a very pretty
setting that in itself should attract
the crowds.
Everything is in readiness for the

qpening day, July 2, which has been
set aside -for guests.
The gates to the public will open

at six p. m.
The oval stadium, seating over

78,000, will have a big revue and
spqctacular events presented on a
big stage in the center.
Emil de Recat is staging the girl

revue and Theodore Kosloff the bal-
let numbers.
The admission to the grounds is

set at 50 cents plus tax.

But one of the two performances

scheduled by the Al G. Barnes Cir-

cus was given in Jersey City Friday

last, the street parade and the after-

noon performance being called off

through the show not getting its

canvas up and paraphernalia set

until around 5 p. m. Friday.

, The Barnes circus did not arrive

in Jersey City until nearly 9 o'clock

Friday morning, when ordinarily it

should have reached there from
Elizabeth (25 miles away) four hours
earlier. An accident in which An-
drew R6use, a blacksmith with the
show, was severely injured was the
first thing that delayed the circus
leaving Elizabeth. The accident was
caused by a switch engine on the
Penn R. R. in some way bumping
the. cars that held the circus trucks
and knocking alL. the chocks
from under the truck wheels. Rouse
was sleeping under one of the
wagons and it rolled over his leg

when the chock released the wheels.
With the chocks out the wagons
started to roll off the cars and it

took several hours to get the big
wagons back in their places on the
cars again.
A chronic shortage of labor with

the Barnes show since shortly after

it started out last March was made
more acute in Elizabeth, when 15

or 20 laborers walked off the lot and
refused to accompany the show to

Jersey City.
There has been trouble between

the black and white laborers with
the circus for several weeks. This
culminated in Chester, Pa., June 18,

in a battle between the conflicting

racial elements. The Barnes show-
did not start its afternoon perform-
ance in Elizabeth Thursday until &
p. m. The matinees have been given
late in several towns because of the
shortage of help, and in others the
street parade has had to be elimi-
nated owing to late arrival.

Al G. Barnes denied Friday there
had been a strike of the Barnes la-

borers. Some had left the show, Mr.
Barnes said, but there had been no
strike.

A damage suit for $20,000 was in-

stituted in the Supreme Court at
Paterson, N. J., this week by Mi-
chael Einhorn against the Al G.
Barnes Circus. Einhorn brought
the/suit as guardian for his eight-
year-old son Robert on the grounds
the child was bitten by an ape in

the Barnes Zoo. The Barnes people
allege in their answer the child
teased the ape.

"BILLBOARD" ADMITS FLOP

OF "STEERING" COMMITTEE

Says Action of Heart of America Showmen's Club

Spells Finish to Thomas Johnson's Legislative

Committee—Johnson Couldn't Get Enough Coin

Cincinnati, June 27.

The 'Billboard" in its current issue admits the failure of its own
'steering" committee for carnivals, formed and disguised as the
Showmen's Legislative League, with Thomas Johnson appointed
"dictator." '

The "dictator" of the entire affair has been Donaldson of the 'Bill-

board," who framed the committee with Johnson and attempted to

make Johnson the bullet-shooter for Donaldson's "marks."
Donaldson fell far short of his mark, however, in the "Commit-

tee" thing which has been a complete and bad flop, acknowledged so

by "The Billboard," which says Johnson can't carry on because he
can't get th i money to do so from the carnival men and can't get it

outside, probably meaning Donaldson has also tire! of giving up for

his fruitless speculation.
Donaldso ) was reported to have been Johnson's counselor when

the "Legislative Committee" was forming. While apparently keeping
at a distance Johnson was said to have consulted with Donaldson in

New York in the early spring and also to have frequently communi-
cated -with him in the Chicago office of the committer by phone.
Johnson's salary was set at $100 daily with expenses.
The Donaldson scheme was to tie up the carnival business for him-

self, his plant and his trade paper, through using the committee as
a club. Gathering a few of the better known carnival proprietors
as his followers, Donaldson, not knowing he was being "bulled" by
them, thought Johnson, his man, could chase the others in, making
them settle for dues and assessments.

It is said the Johnson committee has received comparatively no
dues, the carnival business getting wise to the entire frame early in

its inception, and while the tactics attempted by J&hnson to drive in

some carnivals and dues through the most questior.able means
ever employed by show people or a trade paper were relieved would
be successful, they were a boomerang as with the methods used by
Johnson against T. A. Wolfe show at Terre Haute, reported in

Variety last week.
This is the third time within two years Donaldson has attempted

to make "The Billboard" the dictator of the out-door field. He first,

presumed to dictateTb circuses and carnivals as to their routes; he
next tried to have carnival owners pledge themselves to him, and his

la,st bad failure is the present flop.

The Heart of America Showmen's Club headquarters is in Kansas
City. It holds some of the best known and most reputable out-
door showmen in the business and its statement (reported elsewhere
in this issue of Variety) could not be overlooked even by a char-
acterless paper such as "The Billboard."
The Showmen's Legislative Committee was repudiated also and

some time ago by the Showmen's League, which, the Johnson Com-
mittee at first claimed, was the sponsor for it.

The "Billboard" confession Is contained in the following editorial

excerpt, published in the current issue of that paper:

"Billboard's" Confession

"The repudiation of Dictator Johnson by the Heart of America
Showmen's Club of Kansas City means the end of the dictatorship
because it means the end of Mr. Johnson's financial support.

"A very few showmen kicked in quite liberally, but the sum total

of the weekly contributions was never very great, and these will

dwindle now and soon become nil.

"If he goes outside the profession for that support he will lose

the friendship of every one in the profession, because, strangely
enough, while fully 90 per cent, of the members of the profession
ardently desire it cleaned up, they want the issue fought out within
the profession and strongly resent any outside meddling. In no class
of people It the clan spirit so strongly developed as among Bedouins
and circus folk. >

"Sometimes we are Inclined to believe that the chief factor in Mr.
Johnson's undoing was the fact that he 'didn't belong.'
"But there were others. The chief of these was the fact that not

a majority of the carnival managers, but a very small minority,
chose him. Secondly, his salary was considered exorbitant. Thirdly,
he was too slow starting. Fourthly, he was regarded as so unfamiliar
with the carnival and out-door world as to be inept.

"The circus world and the park men refused to recognize him from
the start. The carnival world, however, seemed willing to be shown
—at least hi the beginning. It adopted a policy of watchful waiting.
It has been slow to judge. This imbues its judgment with peculiar
decisiveness and finality."

CIRCUS ROUTES
Ringling Bros.-Barnum Bailey

June 28, Trovidence, R. I.; 29, New
Haven; 30, Bridgeport; July 2,

Waterbury, Conn.; 3, Hartford; 4,

Springfield, Mass.; 5, Albany, N. Y.;

6, Utica; 7. Binghamton; 9, Pontiac,

Mich.; 10, Flint; 11, Lansing; 12,

Battle Creek; 13, South Bend, bid.;

14-22, Chicago.

Sells- Floto

June 28, Schenectady. N. Y.; 29,
Saratoga Springs; 30, North Adams,
Mass.; July 2, Holyoke; 3, Green-
field; 4, Fitchburg; 5. Nashua, N.
II; 6.

N. II.

Manchester; 7, Rochester,

ROBINSON CIRCUS BACK
Burlington, Vt., June 27.

The John Robinson circus has en-
tered this State from Canadian ter-

ritory. The show plays six stands
and then goes into New York State
for a short tour before heading
West. All the stands in Vermont
are "first stands" for this year, with
the exception of the Rutland date,

which has already seen Sparks' cir-

cus.

OUTDOOR ITEMS

Walter L. Main

MAE and ROSE WILTON
"CLEVER YOUTHFUL ENTERTAINERS"

Now Tourlnc B. F. Keith Circuit

Bailii a for a 10-week tour of England

June 28, Shawano, Wis.; 29, WuU-
*nu; 30, Wisconsin Rapids; Juiv l'.

Waupaca; 3, Marshfleld] 4, i:.m
Claire; 5, MenOmonie; c, Rice Lake;
7, 8up< nor.

Al. G. Barnes

June 28, AHentown, Pa* 29, Beth-
elem, Pa,; SO, Easton, Pa.; July 2,

Haz< Iton, Pa ; «, Pottsville, Pa.; 4.

Bhamokln, Pa ; 6, Suiibuiy, l*a; 6,

Williami port, Pa ; 7. Elmira, N. Y.

The Ebensberg Fair Grounds, a
new plant at Bethlehem, Pa., which
has the backing of Charles M.
Schwab, will not open until next
year. Original plans called for the

premiere fair in September, but the'

(TOUndl and building will not be

completed in time. A late start in

construction forced cancellation of

plans for this season.
The Knlghti of Colunibus of

West New Brighton, S. I ,
will

held an eight-day bazaar and circOl

on Btaten Island June 30-.Iuly 7,

for which thev, will put in 1J pro-

lonol circus turns In addition to

the amateurs In Wild Wenl and

other displays. A 100-f< ot roundtop
with a SO-fool centei will t- ••

I
UP

adjoining th« K, of C hom<
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ATTENDANT WITH HONEST JOHN SHEESLEY
•

SHOW OFFERED TO SPLIT ON CASH BASIS
'

•

Leading Member of "Showmen's Legislative Committee," But His "Sheesley
Greater Shows" at Oshkosh Did Not Work According to Rules—Carnival
Caught by Variety's Representative—Numerous Objectionable* Not Coun-
tenanced by "Legislative Committee"

MOVING PICTURE MEN BLAMED

FOR OPPOSITION TO CARNIVALS

Illinois House Fails to Pass Kessinger Bill After

Amendment—Belief of Legislators Picture Inter*

ests Envious of Carnival's Drawing Power

-
Chicago, Jun • 27.

There are no wings a-sproutin' on
"Honest John" Sheesley or any of

those who operate wheels, games or

other forms of innocent entertain-

ment or even among the attendants

of these games with the Greater
Sheesley Shows, which a Variety
representative visited last week at

Oshkosh. Wis.
"Honesf John" Sheesley may be

so intent on reforming other shows
through the work of the Showmen's
legislative Committee, of wheh he
is a leading spirit, that lie is Mind
to infractions of the rules of the

organization by his own show, or

else does not see that attendants at

games, if not the operators them-
selves, are inclined to "gyp" the
good-natured public when oppor-
tunity affords.

If "Honest John" Sheesley is

really and truly trying to stamp out
the evils of the carnival world he is

being shamefully imposed upon by
men in charge of the games for

which ho doubtless receives re-

nunciation meekly for what they
look upon as the "pri-ilege" of

traveling as a part of his carnival.

To deceive tho layman such fellows

are spoken of as "hanger: -on." but
the fact is that "Honest John" or

his representatives call upon them
once weekly and collect an amount,
say $25 a week for permitting them
to "hang." It is rumored abrut this

•how that when it gets int« "wide-
(Continued on page 4f»)

CIRCUS RECORD JUMP

The Ringling Bros.-B. B. circus
will make a record over Sunday
jump of. 445 miles next week, mov-
ing on the D.. L. & W. from Bing-
ham ton, N. Y., to Pontiac. Mich.,
and playing into Chicago in six

stands to- make an engagement
under canvas in Grant Park.
This is said to be one of the long-

est jumps on record for territory

east of the Mississippi. Shows fre-

quently negotiate long movements
in the far west, particularly getting
into and out of Pacific coast ter-

ritory, but routing' Is short in the
thickly settled east.

The swift sally out of the east
and the fulfilling of the Chicago
stand before the middle of July is

taken by showmen to Indicate
plainly that the show will play
Pacific coast territory this season.
It was expected the route would in-

clude California and western Can-
ada but until the Chicago date was
fixed it was not regarded as certain.

Sells-Floto is set for & few New
York up-state stands and then re-
turns into New England, appar-
ently doubling back on its route-

left unplayed when It hurried into
and out of Boston ahead of the
Barnum tops. The rumor that the
Floto outfit will play this season
within Greater New York gets some
color from the Immediate routing.
At least it will be within striking
distance of the metropolis for the
next fortnight.

RUBIN & CHERRY SUIT
Akron. O., June 27.

Judge Scott D. Kenfield and a jury
in common picas court Monday
heard the suit for $2,000 damages
filed last year by tho American Le-
gion Post of East Liverpool and the
Moose Lodge of Wellsvllle against
the Rubin and Cherry Shows, Inc.
The suit was brought here because
part of the property of the defend-
ant, consisting of monkeys and
snakes of value sufficient to meet
the demands of the plaintiffs, was
attached by the sheriff last May
when the show was given here for
the Akron American Legion.
Tho plaintiffs allege that the de-

,
fendant cancelled a contract to give
a show for their benefit at Wellsville
lust May and thereby left the plain-
tlfl - "i •, financial lurch !»•«-. u—
{hey had paid fur an exhibition
'•cense, staged an automobile con-
test had printing done, had leased
tns grounds and paid the rent and
s l»«iit money for advertising.
The defendant's answer is a Claim

that tho show w.ts cancelled by nm-
1

1 consent

ADDITIONAL OUTDOOR
AMUSEMENT NEWS ON PAGE 30

PUBLIC INSISTS UPON

CIRCUS STREET PARADE

Fall River. Mass., June 27.

The Ringiing Bros.-Barnum &
Bailey Circus showed here to-day

after its license had been held up
several days, due to the demand by

Mayor Talbot that the circus give a

street oarade. The Mayor at first

made the condition that the city be*

treated to a free street parade In

consideration of a license, but when
the circus people made.it plain that

the parade was impossible he gave
way and announced he would not
stand in the way of the engage-
ment if the request for a parade
wan impossible. -

Mayor Talbot had been in com-
munication with Mayor Curley of
Boston, where the circus people
played last week, and learned that
no parade had been given there.

In an interview given to' the local

newspapers Mayor Talbot repeated
his conversation with the Boston
Mayor and said he had learned that
the parade paraphernalia had been
shipped and stored in Bridgeport
winter quarters. The Mayor was
under the mistaken impression that
pardes had been held in New York.

The Fall River incident was es-
pecially Interesting to circus men
in New York because of Its indica-
tion that a revival of the ancient
street display might be forced by
public opinion throughout the coun-
try.

For several years back the insti-
tution has been declining In all but
the smaller travelling outfits, first
because in most cities fees as high
as $300 were charged for parade li-

censes, and this tax came on top of
the enormous cost of transporting
cumbersome parade equipment.
Requests for parades have been

made in several instances, but the
Fall River incident is the first where
a threat to withhold license was
even hinted. Circus men say that
if the public demand ever does
bring the parade back it will be on
a basis of -no special tax.

DETROIT'S BIG EXPO.

UNDER MASONIC PLANS

Detroit. June 27.

Detroit will be the scene of the
most pretentious outdoor expositions
ever attempted in the middle-west,
opening July It, and to run until
the end of August.

It is under the auspices of the
Masonic Fraternity and locally
supervised by the Shaduklan Grotto.
The purpose is to raise funds to
wipe out the remaining debt on the
new Masonic Temple now In course
of erection at a cost of $7,000,000.
The gigantic undertaking was

engineered by N. C. Chapman who
has engaged Dean Dietrich of the
Belmont theatre, New York, as
amusement director.
A tract ot 90 acres has been

fenced off on Dexter avenue, and a
series of buildings are being erected
150 fee 1

, long, to house the indoor
attractions and shows. There will
be three stages all occupied at once.
A departure is that there will be

no gambling, no Midway and ao ad-
vertising, not even a program being
printed. There will be plenty of
amusement but no gypping. Twenty-
seven acts, amongst them Powers'
Elephants, Marcelline, eight Blue
Devils, Cedoro, Malta and Bart as
well as a water ballet in which 1.200
girls of the best Detroit families will

appear, and a dancing ballet
directed by Alexander Oumansky of
the Capitol theatre. New York, will

be some of the attractions. Special
permission of the Keith Booking
Exchange was obtained for the en-
gagement of Powers' Elephants,
dates having to be shifted in order
to permit for their appearance at
this exposition. The permission was
granted on the application of the
Mayor of Detroit, Frank Doremus,
an old friend of E. F. Albee.
A stadium is being built to scat

20,000 people. A sunken orchestra
pit to accommodate 1B0 pieces, and
a disappearing water tank for the
water ballet is also in course of
construction. There will be only
six shows a week, no Sundays.
A somewhat similar affair last

year resulted In a profit of over
$50,000 and even better returns are
looked for this year.

LOEWS BRAVES HELD, BOSTON,

PARK OPENS TO $5,400 AT 50c SCALE

Capacity Is 20,000—13,000 Present Monday Night

—

Much Depends on Picture Policy—General Belief

Is Pictures Will Make or Break Summer Park

Boston, June 27.

The Marcus Loew-Christy (Big

Six) Mathewson ball park amuse-
ment experiment wan launched
Monday night at Braves Field (Na-
tl( nal league ballground), which has

a one-deck covered stand seating

L'0,000. The count was over 13,000

present with a gate of about $3,400,

all seats at 50 cents. Tuesday night

brought ruin and crimped thlngt up
generally. It is too early to gauge
the thiriff. but the general belief is

that pictures will either make it or

break it. aecordin»< i«» their caliber.

Two ti -foot square screens are

used running from hear home [date

along the two base line* with 104

projection snd one feature film

being book.-. i weekly, two copte* be-

ing used and i» d Blinultane*

ii. sly. The ire o.i eight*

(Contl iu -.i •• ' page IT i

BILLBOARD BAN APPROVED
Worcester, Mass.. .June 27.

Tho Massachusetts .State Depart-

ment of Public Works has formally

approved the billboard ordinance of
Milton, Mass. which was adopted
in the town meeting last March. The
by-law virtually prohibits the erec-
tion of advertising signs other thnn
real estate notices in t he town.

It prohibits the erection or
maintenance of billboards within
30u feet 'of any public park or phi.v -

ground, or a

or parkway, it wltnin public view of

•UCh park or parkway, or within
3'»o feet of anv other public way if

the billboard is larger than five feel

high and eight feet Ion . u furthei
rorbidS any hil|i>oanl \n ithin .".o feel

i*i any other billboard it ih< cornet
of my publlt ways.

CARNIVALS MIX DATES

Two Show» Booked Into Small Long
Island Tewn Ceincidontally

By an accident of routing two
carnivals are playing Huntington,

U I., this week. The Billy Dau-
phlne shows and the Slocuin

Amusement people are the opposing
forces. Neither knew of the other's
engagement, and when the opposi-
tion was disclosed they both went
out to pick up features for bllliin:

purposes.
The Dauphine outfit engaged

Miss De Young, featuring a 75-foot
high dive for its ballyhoo.

EARLY CLOSING

The two-car circus operated by
Harry Dunkle. out of Pittsburgh, In
the nearby Pennsylvania and Ohio
towns, which started three weeks
ago, closed last week, following two
weeks of engagements.
Unsatisfactory business caused

the closing.

Chicago, June 27.

The House had a lively debate
o.-eP the Kessinger bill forbidding
the operation of transient street

carnivals in any city in the state

on the final days of the legislative

session just ended at Springfield.
The bill was supported by persons
who objected to the class of pec-
sons connected with the organisa-
tions. They were specified as ob-
jectionable, whether following or In
some manner or other associated
with the organisations.

'

The bill went to its third read-
ing amended so that the measure
would not prohibit a local carnival
being put on by a church, fraternal
society or some civic organisation.
Senator Kessinger did not oppose
the amendment and was satisfied to
have his measure prohibit the tour-
ing organisations.
The failure of the bill to pass is

said to have been due to the be-
lief the real opposition to carnivals
is from picture exhibitors and the
men behind the picture Interests. It

was set forth the picture men were
Jealous of carnivals because they
cut Into their business.

MIS8 FRANCE8 MISS

WILLIAMS and VANESSI
"THE BLONDE AND THE BRUNETTE"

A De Luxe Singing and Dancing offering delightfully different. A
remarkable contrast both in the artistic work and gorgeous appearance
of these two accomplished versatile artiste. A beautiful blonde who coon
blues and steps the last word In eccentric and buck. A magnificent
brunette Oriental type who dances classically and sublime. What a
combination!

PALAC10, New York, next week (July 2); RIVERSION, New York,
this week (June 25).

Direction HARRY WEBER.

WINTER INDOOR SHOWS

RUNNING INTO SUMMER

MRS. STICKNEY HURT

Right Leg Shattered in Fall From
Fourth Story in Newark, N. J.

Success Last Season Brings

Renewed Talk for Longer

Season

Indications point to tie number

of indoor circuses multiplying con-

siderably nest winter. The Pollock

interests which had a couple of in-

door shows out last season plan at

least four for next season.

Some of the last .season Indoor

circuses and basaars playing Under

auspices did so well on the net the

proposition was discussed for a 1on«

time of making equipment for hit;

tops gnd Kids .vails to carry the sea*
on Into the warm weather.

The project was abandoned bill

talk is being r« newed on a prop*
tior. of making next winter's tours
run well along into the snnun-i
lesson.

Mrs. John Stickney, of the Kt U k -

ney Family, riding act. is in the
City Hospital, Newark, N. J., her

right leg shattered 1n a fall from
•the fourth story window of a New-
ark apartment Sunday night. The
doctors have not been able to de-
termine the extent of Internal in-

juries and it is possible she wilt

never ride again.
The act was booked for the cir-

cus at Dreamland Park and occu-
pied an apartment at 1207 Rioad
street during the engagement. Mrs.
Stickney was alone in the apart -

ment and Is said To have gone to

tho window seeking air. She Wt
seized with vertigo and toppled
outward Ju«t as her daughter en-
tered the room Tho daughter
' auKhi her- dre« h,-M her f.r

an Instant until the dress parted
and Mrs, Stickney dropped to the

pavement below.
The injured woman's sister, a for*

ti t . -• eirrus performer, was sum-
moned from Chicago. srrlvp'g la

S •.-.
. Y PS t iV.
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A third accounting of the estate

•f Seth L. Keeney, filed last week
In the Kings County Surrogate's

Court, disclosed that Prank A.

Keeney has received 11,220.142.68

from his father's estate to date.

This amount has been received dur-
ing the past ten years, Seth Keeney
having died March 13, 1913,, Frank
family home in Brooklyn, received

$60,000 In cash and securities im-
mediately after his father's death
and the income from trust funds af-

ter bequests and annuities were
paid. Five years later he received

one third of the estate, and this

Keeney, In addition to receiving the

year an additional third, with the

remainder held as a trust fund for

him to go to the next of kin at his

death. Fifty thousand dollars was
•st aside for Ruble H. Keeney, a
daughter of Frank A. Keeney, until

he became 16, the income being
given her in the meantime.

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE

Jules C Rabiner had sentence
postponed until November when
pleading guilty last week in New
York to the charge of having hy-
pothecated securities belonging to a
customer of the bucket shops he
had been connected with. Rabiner
formerly had a bucket shop office at

146 West 47th street. The post-

ponement of his sentence was
granted on the plea he wanted to

make restitution to his victims and
also tell the authorities what he
knew about bucketing stock trades.

Rabiner is a nephew of Edward S.

Keller, the vaudeville agent. Some
year's ago he was a clerk, in Keller's

office. He became Involved in trou-

ble at that time over some checks
and his uncle was understood to
have taken care of It

Of interest to professionals who
own homes or other buildings is the
"homes loan department" of the
Warranty Brokerage Co. of New
York. It is said to be a medium for.

relief from foreclosure and excessive
fees. When the building boom
started several years ago many in-

vestors with limited means became
overburdened because of excessive
costs, which resulted in forcing

them to obtain three and four mort-
gages on their properties. Such
loans on maturing appear to have
called for excessive fees and threats

of foreclosure which the Warranty
company agrees to take care of.

A former vaudeville dancer seemingly finds his venture Into a retail

commercial business In the Broadway district, dealing In feminine apparel,

very lucrative. The success, however, is more because of a bootlegging

proposition the operator has evolved. He gets more calls for vials of

hootch at a dollar a copy than for his other stock In trade. .

Judging from reports of parties and "rackets" at some of the apartment
speak-easies so numerous in the late 40's and early 60's between Eighth
and Ninth avenues, some great newspaper stuff Is liable to be spilled one of

these days if the cops pull a round up. The paying "guests" find their

amusoment doesn't end with the hootch dispensing. Where the invita-

tions were formerly distributed promiscuously the conclaves are assuming
more of an exclusive form. Which bears out the sage's remark about
"build a beautiful edifice of spiritual worship on the most prominent
corner of the town and people will pass it by, but stick a blind pig

in a dirty alley and try to keep them away!"

The old adage that the leopard doesn't change its spots, in the jungle

or in the show business, has been upheld by the vaudeville agenting career
of Arthur J. Horwitz. After earning disrepute for himself, financially

and in a business way while operating on the small time as an agent,
Horwits alleged he had reformed. Previously Arthur had been in all

kinds of jams, from dead -beating to becoming entangled with stock selling

while the numerous in-betweens kept him in hot water continuously.
With the reformation, Horwits kept straight for a while and seemingly

was intent on going straight. He had at that time as a partner Lee
Kraus, who came to New York from Chicago. It was an Ideal combina-
tion for an era of reformation. Horwitz & Knaus built up the largest

small time booking business in the country. Kraus attended to busi-
ness while Horwitz schemed how to get Kraus out, so he could have
it all to hhnself.
The dissolution duly followed, with Horwits retaining the original

business. He proudly asserted he had "gypped** Kraus "good and
plenty." To those who disagreed with him. Arthur gave figures in proof
that he had trimmed his former partner in the separation deal. Kraus
made no assertions, excepting the modest one that he held no regrets over
the dissolution.

Alone and without a guiding hand Horwitz commenced to run wild oner
more. The gyp streak was on him; the "spots" were coming out again;
they always had been there, but Horwitz somehow had painted them over,
briefly. And as Horwitz started single handed once more to trim, cheat
and gyp, his business went to pieces, hJs wife left him and he again
found himself in the familiar troubles of years before he had sworn to
side-step forever after.

Horwitz's latterly history is known, up to the time he wrote himself
out of the Loew office, when he secured two tickets from a railroad, get-
ting them on the strength of his Loew connection. One of the tickets

was for Chicago, the other for California. When the railroad man ap-
peared at

#
the Loew booking office for the settlement Horwitz had gone

and immediately after his Leew agent franchise went with him.
No little part of Arthur's recent escapades was his short sojourn

in Chicago when hiding away, what he did with a chorus girl out
there and what later the chorus girl did with Arthur, making it 90-10 in

the girl's favor.

THE STYLISH SIDE
BY PAM

m

The very newest trimming for mid-summer and the early fall l8 Swiss
lace. There are several varieties but Swiss point may lnd most f *vor.
Foulard is becoming more and more popular for summer wear and ostrich
trimming is returning to use as an adjunct to the severely plain gown,
.Strings of beads and oodlec of them are being worn at Deauvllle and the
other French lesorts, with the. more expensive jewelry confided to the
hotel safe. Sill, and lace parasols are making their appearance and con-
clude graceful'^ the dainty hot weather costume. The Spanish tight fit-

ting turban will be seen a lot made chiefly of lace and moulllne. These
little creations are very flattering. y

Those intending to make the European trip this summer should re-
member the excess baggage In foreign countries and pack, accordingly.
The rate, ia-higt-. Take along as little as possible and try to make most
of it hanc luggage. Every one shops and as trunks and bags cost about
one-fifth over there, they can be purchased as needed.

The latest Jack Holt picture ("The Claw of the Tiger") has a lot of at-
mosphere and some splendidly trained tigers. The man who doubled for
Holt (or was it the star himself?) "had his nerves in A-i condition when
shooting in the encounter with the huge feline.

Eileen Rugb looks the half breed to tho life with her semi-burmeese
hair arrangement. This slick coiffure is very becoming to her slender
beauty and one could hardly blame the hero for succumbing. The Indian
clothes are the more becoming to Miss Rugle. although she looks well in
the modern. The titles all mean something, not a mere collection of
words.
Eva Novak, in the same film, is the antithesis of Miss Rugle in beauty,

her fair frothiness completing a mutual foil. Sport clothes are especially
adapted to Miss Novak's type. A cunning tarn perched saucllly on her
blond curia topped a good-looking wool sweater and a pleated flannel
skirt. An afternoon dress of satin was made with intriguing simplicity.
This was a good model and becoming. Few men wear dress clothes as
well as Mr. Holt. The sets and locations are resplendent and atmospheric.
•

——

—

How agreeable to the eye Is the Japanese submerged garden in the
lobby of Loew's State theatre. If one spares a moment to investigate, a
typical Jap village Is discovered inhabited by, nonchalant goldfish. During
thi« weather it is most human to envy the fish.

It is growing tiresome to witness the inevitable leg-o-mutton sleeve
worn so persistently by the "tough" girl. It is doubtful «4f there has been
one real one in existence for a decade. That is, a real one. The idea Is

hat the habitues of double fifth use second-hand clothes, and this vintage
certainly has become extinct. Aren't there other ways of garbing the
urchin and giving these sleeves and audiences a reprieve? Otherwise
Jean Boydell la a very likely single, now on the Loew time, and in her
"Tut" finish sh'.ws marked talent.

Teddie Hammerstein, a dramatic
agent and a member of the the-
atrical Hammerstein family, was ar-

rested Saturday at ITlfth avenue and
42d street, charged with having tried

to break through the Jubilee parade
late in the afternoon. He was
brought up for trial Tuesday -in the
Vorkvllle Court and fined $5 for

disorderly conduct. The officer who
made the arrest charged Hammer-
stein with using abusive .anguage.
The defendant claims he did not
know the parade was in progress
and was on his way to catch a train

when he ran into the officer with a
scuffle ensuing.

Negotiations had practically been
closed early this week for Mattle
Radln to take over the management
•f the Freeport theatre, Freeport, L.

I ., controlled by a local corporation
which has operated it for several

months. The house is reported as

having lost money since opening,
having tried various policies includ-

ing vaudeville, stock and pictures.

Itadin will operate on a percentage
basis. He has been connected with
theatres on Long Island for several

years.

The recent removal of the Witmarks from their 37th street building,
where they had been located for over 20 years to their new location on
Broadway and 61st street, was marked by a wholesale destruction of song
plates of past* publications. In the 20-odd years the Witmarks had ac-
cumulated over 6,000 now useless song plates. This does not include the
standard selling "black and white" numbers or the Ernest R. Ball and
Victor Herbert compositions, but numbers that were only popular and
have long since been forgotten.

One of the youngest booking men in vaudeville is now In the Keith
office, New York, representing Keith's Western (Chicago) agency. He is

George Lutes. Tink Humphries, whose assistant he is, developed the
young man, now but 23. Lutes will book the mid-western string in the
New York office under the supervision of Johnny Collins, with Warren
Jones remaining in Tink's Chicago office as assistant to Humphries at that
point. ^
Young Lutes started with Hifmphries 10 years ago, gradually advancing

himself until promoter to booker about four years ago. In his recent
promotion he replaced Glenn Burt, the Keith's Chicago office booker for a
lon^ whije.

Dan Hennesy is going south for the Keith Circuit, to look over the
Keith-booked theatres in that section. Mr. Hennesy will pass recommen-
dations &nd suggestions to the local management for the Improvement
of the theatres, back and front.

Al Jolson presented Sol de Vries, treasurer of the Winter Garden, with
a costly platinum watch, appropriately inscribed, as an appreciation of
Sol's canny box office technique during Jolson's return date.

The "no smoking" rule In the
Keith popular priced theatres de-
partment in existence for several
years, but a dead letter, is now
strictly enforced. The ban on
smoking in the fifth floor Keith de-
partment covers bookers as well as

rents. .

For the first time In six years the members of the Lambs will not be
entertained by Percy G. Williams at his estate "Pineacres" at East Islip,

Long Island, on the last Sunday In June. The annual golf tournament
and entertainment have been called off, due to the illness of Mr. Williams
who was stricken several weeks ago while wintering at his home, Neptuna
Villa, Palm Beach.
The retired vaudeville manager has been in the habit of entertaining

in the neighborhood of 200 Lambs on the last Sunday in June each year.
The affair was considered the leading theatrical society event of the
summer season. ^ Mr. Williams has made both his Long Island home and
his Palm Beach residence entertainment places of great renown for sev-
eral years.

\

The suicide of John Lynn, builder and operator for several weeks of
the Lynn theatre, White Plains, N. Y., several weeks ago deprived his
wife ^»f $250,000 life Insurance taken out by, him less than a year before
his death. The policy contained a clause making it void If death was
caused by suicide within a year.

"Bugs" Baer and a friend were stalled in a motor car on the Queens

-

borough bridge last week, a big green truck loaded with unripe bananas
the cause. Baer softened the temper of his companion by assuring him
the truck driver had signed an agreement "not to sing that song."

Pretty and shapely girls Is the most prominent Impression of George
White's "Scandals." They all can wear clothes. One. set most delightful
is of the Regency period. The white wigs are very correctly made and
look charming. The young women show much judgment in their make-
ups for thesi costumes.
There are myriad seti of costumes and all lovely. The best set is in

the pullman smoker scene. Miss Washington In the person of Dorothy
Fueron has the prettiest creation, scant as it is to waist. The single
s!lver band around the bust is the sum total of that part of the dress. It
is not a costume calming to the nerves or a weak heart of the beholder.
Norma CIoos as Miss New York wore an attractive black veiling illusion
and was the prettiest figure in the number. The girls work flne. What
a difference in this bit as dressed now at the Globe and as the same idea
was dressed at the Broadway theatre some years ago in "The Prince of
Pllsen." We are certainly becoming more courageous.
A brilliant picture Is the "Throw Her in High" scene. The dresses are of

two colors though the same model. The waist part is tightly drawn
flesh chiffon covered by sequins and red velvet draped skirts, decorated
at bottom w^th cartwheel designs of eilver tinsel. Half of tjjsv chorus
wear blue velvet skirts.

A daintitly clad number was the "Scandal Doll." Each girl bad a doll
dressed the same as herself and a cute effect Is attained by the dolls
dancing to the last chorus. Blue and pink chiffon and silver hats is the
color scheme.
The "London -Palace Girls" look their best in the black pan velvet

(Continued on page 27)

ARTISTS' FORUM
Letters to the Forum should not exceed 150 ux>rds. They must be

signed by the writer and not duplicated in any other paver.

Brooks- Mahieu, the costumers,
will be represented abroad by Ely
Stroock who sailed Wednesday from
New York. Mr. Stroock will select

the materials while on the other side

for several productions the Arm
will costume for next teason, in-

cluding the "Greenwich Village Fol-

lies."

A married team in vaudeville are the subject of some gossip owing to
the constant quarrels between the pair, due.chiefly to the wife's exagger-
ated opinion of her value to the act and her flair for nagging and picking
at the man. For these reasons professional sympathy Is with the hus-
band. A story Is that a divorce is on the tapis. It is said the man will
not appear to contest the suit.

The decline of the mark in Germany has ruined theatrical contracts.
Made in marks they never could keep pace with the drop In the exchange
or value, and of late when the quotation was over 100,000 marks to the
dollar, t&V* German theatrical business went all to pieces or at least that
part of it between managers and actors founded upon contracts with
marks mentioned as the consideration for services.
The New "World" the other day published a facsimile of the new gold

mark being issued by Germany* stating that It costs 40 marks to print
one of them.

New York, June 22.

Editor Variety:—
Variety of June 14, reviewing the

Broadway bill, said the two boys in

the act of the Four Diamonds
were my sons, age 12 and 14.

That incorrect statement by Ibcc
caused us much inconvenience.
They are not our children, but our
brothers, and both are over 16.

There are many fanatics always
looking for a chance to create trou-
ble for an act of our type, and will

you kindly correct the Impression
/bee's review created?

Hughic Diamond.

Boston, June 16.

Editor Variety:—
Your correspondent, Len Libbey,

of this city, in an artful dodger way,
infers I have copped some of the
only Will's stuff. Quoting him,
"Whether Will Rogers copied Sen-
ator Ford or the reverse is not
known to this reporter."
Nobody would dare accuse Will of

plagiarism, so, we take it, your Bos-
ton scribe means we are the one
who has entered the business made
popular by Captain Kidd.

If your reporter means we read
the papers to get stuff then we must
admit we are employing the same
methods used by Mr. Rogers, but
not necessarily copping his lines. I

have purposely followed Will's syn-
dicated stuff so ss to lay off any of
his material.

It seems that anyone talking on
current topics is accused of doing a
Rogers. Perhaps your representa-

tive means that I use a cigar and
that ropes are Will's exclusive
props.

If Mr. Libbey will kindly show ms
a line in my monolog that Rogers
used before I did I will gladly elim-
inate it and buy him a dinner for
everyone he finds.

Three people mentioned his article
to me within an hour. I don't like

the idea of being accused of piracy
and anything you can do to
straighten this matter out will >•

appreciated. "Senator" Ford.

New York. June 22.

Editor Variety:

—

In a review of "Helen of Troyt
New York," by Rime, mention of

several facts pertaining to "The
Gingham Girl" were made which are
in error. "* '

8ime says "The Gingham Girl"

stock sold at $160 each per cent
Stock in "The Gingham Girl" orig-
inally was bought at $400 a share
and never dipped below that figure.

Offers were made as high as $1,000

a share after the show opened In

New York. It was St this time that

Wllmer & Vincent offered -to., buy
in. This will give you a fair Idea

of what Wilmer A Vincent paid for

each share, without disclosing any
of the exact figures.

"

Simc also mentioned "the mob at

stockholders." This "mob" consists

of the total of three.
I am only giving you these de-

tails to correct a very errcieou*
statement, and I believe that Sim*,

if wishing to give inside stuff.

should get the figures before

quoting them. Bcfuvab «* JTufsfc
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DUMB' "SPEC TICKET BUI

MAY FORCE REORGANIZATION
-

»

fasted 112 to 0—Governor About to Sign—Tickets
Cannot Be Sold Above Price Printed—Means
Increased Scale of Doing Business With Specs

f

Chicago, June 27.

Those concerned in what the

surprise passage of the anti-specu-

lators bill at Springfield a fortnight

ago »by the overwnelmlng vote of

112 to actually means are Just

waking up to a realization of the

Situation.

m Really scared are those formerly

believing the loop speculators

could get' anything they desired in

state politics. They are frightened

because the future doesn't show
promise of the political "pull"

which has overcome so many ob-

stacles in the last few years. There
is a new era of "politics" being

played hereabouts. As the result the

ticket scalping game is very much
In the throes of the reorganization

long ago indicated.

The new bill, which whizzed
through without a dissenting~voice.

calls for a fine of 1500 or imprison-
ment for six months for any ticket

speculator caughT selling paste-

boards for more than the price

printed on the theatre ticket.

Politicians close to the local mu-
nicipal administration were respon-
sible for the bill. This would in-

dicate local authorities will see to

it that the bill's real meaning will

be fulfilled the moment it draws
Gov. Small's signature. The gov-
ernor Will probably receive the

document in the mass of stuff

awaiting his signature some time
next week. No doubt exists of the
governor penning his signature to

the solid wishes of both the Senate
and House of Representatives.
There remains that clique which

has had the ticket scalping situa-

tion entirely to its own fancy in the

yesteryear, who don't take the ful-'

Ailment of the new law such as the
bill demands with much outward
seriousness. Insiders, hpwever,
claim the Devers administration
means business this year, and, as
the result of this stand, the whole
ticket scalping game Is in the
throes of the fumigation predicted
for it.

The reaction promises to reveal
the setbacks greedy ideas b.ave

visibly given the loop legit trade
the past year. Those acquainted
with the workings of the agitation
against the high-handed methods
of the local "specs" claim that if

the theatre managers remain quiet
as they have, their side of a trouble-
some situation here In Chicago will

be cared for by those at the helm
Of the feeling against the "specs."
Word was passed around the loop

this week that the Devers adminis-
tration, keeping up the popular
work It has thus far accomplished, 4

Is determined to curb the loose ad-
ministration of the loop "specs."
No individual "spec" has an inside
path for favoritism from the ad-
ministration. The "specs" acknowl-
edge themselves to be in a quandary
as to what to do.

.
The new law says that no thea-

tre tickets shall be sold anywhere
except for the price printed on the
tickets at the box offices. If the
theatres desire to work with the
"specs" they can do so by printing
their tickets in excess of the box-
office prices, but to protect them-
selves against the workings of the
new law, these prices must be in-
cluded in the prices advertised in
the newspapers and in front of the
box offices. '

To have this angle accomplished
for the satisfaction of the "specs"
the theatres which would agree to
the policy would have to return to
higher than the $2.50 scale of prices
which is now the universal wish at
all the theatres except for Saturday
^tght, and, in some instances, for
Sunday night performances. The
>dea would be that in order for the
hotel stands to make their premium
they would have printed tickets for
W with the price of $2.50 or $2.75
P'ud to the theatre. In case of a
'dump-back" the theatres would be
homing Hoa ta a t curtain 'time for
a price higher than the $2.50 I
whn«h ninny of them hive I I

vwated as a set 'scali of prices
Whatever arrangements will be
Eventually established between the

"JUST MARRIED" CO. ON

AROUND WORLD TOUR

the hotel stands, its hard to say.
One fact exists and that is the
new law "will create confusion as it

becomes more thoroughly under-*
stood by those who have not both-
ered with it thus far.

It's being argued that there's no
law which would cover the plans of
the "specs" to charge 50 cents for
"services rendered" to purchasers
Of good orchestra seats. For the
"specs" to satisfy their trade it

would be necessary tQ secure pr-
chestra seats dawn front. How

(Continued on page 29)

ANNULMENT DENIED

Opinion on "Enoch Arden" Applica-
tion Against Emily Servern

George Hayman's suit for a disso-
lution of his marriage to Emily
Servern (Hayman), actress, under
the Enoch Arden law, was denied
by New York Supreme Court Jus-
tice Newburger, who opined, in part,
as follows:—
"The only proof offered is that, of

the plaintiff, himself, in which he
shows that the parties were married
on March 30, 1904, and that in 1905
they separated. He further testified
that having been informed that his
wife had gone into the show or the-
atrical business, he made inquiries
of a number of actors and actresses
as to her whereabouts, but could
ascertain nothing, and that he ex-
amined the theatrical papers to see
whether she was engaged in a The-
atrical show, with the same result.
He admits the defendant had a sis-
ter residing in this city, but she was
not produped on the trial. The evi-
dence is not qf such probative char-
acter as would warrant this, court
in granting the relief sought. Pro-
ceedings dismissed."
Hayman stated on record he be-

lieved his wife was not alive. She
was ordered served by publication
but did not put in a notice of ap-

10 Principals, Understudies

and Stage Crew—Australia,

After Opening South

"Just Married" will be sent
around the world by Jules Hurtig.
company and production traveling
as a unit to every land with an
English-speaking population. The
attraction will open at Newport
News in August, playing through
the 'South to the coast, and sailing
from there to Honolulu. Australia
will be the next stand, and a run
of a year there is anticipated. The
company is expected to remain
away four years, the final engage-
ment being scheduled for London.
There will be a company of 10

players carried along with several
understudies and a stage crew.
Counting manager and agi?nt, IS

persons will make the tour." "Just

Married" .is . a farce. It opened
at the, Maxine Elliott in the
spring of 1921, and surprised
Broadway by running through the

summer at ,the Shubert,. where it

was moved. It continued on through
the new season," then berthed at the
Bayes for a total run of 50 weeks.
The attraction has been on tour this

season and rated a good money-
maker. Dave Itemage will be back
with the she w, - George A. Florida
going ahead.
The world trip will be the firgt

venture of the kind ever attempted.
Repertory companies have been to

the Orient for a number of years,

but no single attraction has been
sent on a globe-girdling trip.

$1,000,000 THEATRICAL HOSPITAL

PROPOSED FOR NEW YORK CITY

Will Have 70 to 100 Bed*—Three Operating Rooms
—Free Medical Treatment to Needy Profession-

als—Not Yet Endorsed by Actors' Fund

UNIQUE PUBLICITY FOR

JANE COWL IN CHI

Trans-Continental Tour Boost-

ed by Selwyn Theatre

—

Stretchers Attract

ARNOLD DALY MUST PAY

Judgment for Check in Franca

—

Daly Pleaded Gambling

pearance. •

FOUNTAIN'S SON DROWNED
Los Angeles, June 27.

The 11 -year-old son of Lester H.
Fountain, well-known theatre man-
ager, was accidentally drowned at
Fresno.

For the third time since he insti-

tuted action, Jacob Abrahams has
been awarded judgment for $1,369.35

against Arnold Daly on a check for

11,500 francs made out by Daly in

Paris Jan. 29, 1922, to a Major Leon-
ard A. Shipman. Shipman assigned
to Abrahams, the 11,500

j
francs at

the then current rate of exchange,
totaling $1,265 in American coin.

Daly claimed there was no con-
sideration for the check, it being
paid to satisfy a gambling debt' at

chemln-de-fer. Major Shipman testi-

fied »it was for monies loaned dur-
ing the course of auction bridge and
poker games at the Parisian hotel

he was stopping at with Daly, and
that he never played chemln-de-fer.
Daly for a third time defaulted

when the suit was called to trial

last week, the previous defaults

being opened by the posting of a
$1,500 bond. Abrahams' counsel now
will sue the bonding company to re-

cover on the Judgment.

Chicago, June 27.

Jane Cowl's transcontinental tour

starting at the Auditorium, Los An-

geles, July 30. is getting some novel

advertising in Chicago, despite no

arrangements are being made for

Miss Cowl to play her Juliet in the

Loop.

TWO monster stretchers, painted

in attractive colors of gold and pur-

ple, have been placed in front of the

Selwyn theatre, one holding the en-

tire route Miss Cowl will play, with

a caption asking visitors to Chicago

for the summer to read the route

and learn If Miss Cowl will play

their own city, and If so, they can

secure seats by applying at the

"Jane Cowl Transcontinental Tour
Offices, Suite 226 Northwestern
University building," which Is across

the street from the Selwyn theatre.

The other stretcher has inscribed in

gold effect the souvenir program
which featured the 100th perform-
ance of Miss Cowl's engagement at

the Henry Miller theatre, together

with a full reproduction of the edi-

torial which one of the New York
dallies honored Miss Cowl with at

the termination of her engagement
in New York, June 9.

So unusual did the "flash" hit the

town that one of the dallies .sent a
photographer, to snap the crowd
reading the stretchers.

Irene Castle's Whirlwind Tour

"fH.v\t res bhd" the' "specs" to obtain
Lr>a.t i Itentcle which socks tickets al V

Reports from London, where

Mrs. Castle is dancing at the Em-
bassy Club, state her appearance

is sensational. In addition to her

terpsichorean exhibitions she is

rated as one of the best dressed

women of the season. An exten-

sion of the engagement was prof-

fered, but she was forced to de-

cline because of contracts entered

into here for a tour of the south

and middle west which begins in

the fall and which is preparatory

to her appearance on Broadway
in a revue about the first of the

year.
Mrs. Castle will be the star of a

whirlwind fashion show Expedi-

tion, appearing but for one per-

formance in each stand. Plans dis-

close the tour to be the most
unique flash attraction ever sent to

the sticks and it is doubtless the

most costly venture of the kind yet

attempted. Fulcher & Bohan, of

the National Music League, are in

charge of the bookings in associa-

tion with Jack Welch, and the at-

traction will be presented under
the direction of the Selwyns. Wil-
liam Morris, personal manager for

Mrs. Castle, confirmed the idea

'originally, and the noted dancer
signed contracts aboard a liner

just prior to her departure for

London. . :—r~

The program offered will be In

three sections: Mrs. Castle's, dance
exhibition with William, j: Ion,

the. fashion parade md I vo< il re-

:i( ! to be given b,> Hel mi Brooks,

t prima donna soprano, and James
Kemper, epe lallst in character

songs. In addition Duke YellmaiCfl

i i will bo carried, Mia.

Castle rating the musical unit as
the best that has ever accompanied
her while dancing.

It will cost about $10,000 week-
ly to operate the Mrs. Castle tour,

which will consume about three
months. The star is to receive a
guarantee of $4,000 weekly and 25

per cent, of the profits. The or-
ganization will travel In a private
car and the show will be circused.
The band will entail a single ex-
penditure of about $1,500 weekly.
A corps of manikins will ac-

company the attraction for the
fashion parade. Some will be se-
lected from the foremost shops In
New York, while Mrs. Castle will

engage several noted Parisian
models, according to present plans.
She will also secure a wardrobe of
foreign style. creations before re-
turning from abroad.
Irene Castle will be billed as

"the best dressed woman in the
world." She will open for a spe-
cial matinee early in October at
Washington, playing the same
night in Baltimore, then striking
for the south. The southern time
will be completed In Texas, the
attraction then moving Into the
middle west. Special lntorest at-
tains to the tour of Mrs. Castle, as
ft will not only be the first real
fashion show to be offered in the
Lerritorv. but will bout out wwer.tl
Broadway attractions which an-
due this summer and which fire

said fo be designed principally fur
their fashion <Ii pi lys.

That the Castle tour Is highly
regarded Iri managerial circles Is

indicated by ths fact ci^ht weeks
of the time booked la on a gnu
ariteo basis.

$35 FLOP

Discommoded Member* of Country
Club Met Many Autos

The 42nd St. Country Club, com-
posed of theatre treasurers and
ticket brokers, held the second an-
nual fishing trip last Sunday. Eight
amateur anglers answered the call,

but the start was delayed while an
argument arose over the price of

the motor car to carry the bunch
to Bay Shore. A second choice was
selected, but the flivver expired at

Freeport, and another machine had
to be hired to complete the trip. A
third car was engaged for the re-

turn-trip, but the driver refused to

go any further than Freeport. which
seemed to be a transfer station.

The bunch came bade home by
train. Louis Cohn's whole day was
spoiled when he discovered his seat

was broken. The fact that an empty
bottle Intended for his fishing line

hooked onto Lenny Bergman's In-

stead didn't rulllfy him. The jaunt

cost each member S5 bucks, mostly
heoaime of their bad selection of au-
tos.

The employes of McBrlde's ticket

office held their first annual outing

at Glen Head, L. I., Sunday, also.

The married men beat the single

boys, 13 to 8, there being only
enough players to permit eight
players on a side. It was too not
to hold the other contest scheduled,
and the prizes were awarded *by
drawing lots.

WEBER AND FIELDS' SITE
Weber and Fields have a deal on

for the parcel of rearestate located
on the northeast corner of 61st

street and Seventh avenue. The plot

Is 200 by 140 feet. Difficulty In se-
curing two small pieces is holding
up the negotiations temporarily.

If the Hite is secured Weber and
PTeldS plan to erect a combination
music halt, dance hall and amuse-
ment emporium that will contain a

general assortment of amusements
-ii h is- howling, billiard parlors.
ere/. In addition 10' the theatrleal
f"'it tires.

Th" plot is 'occupied by dwelling
house*.

A theatrical hospital U proposed

for New York. It is to be located

on 45th street, between Eighth and
Ninth avea., will cost $1,000,000 and
have from 70 to 100 bed*. The
movement was organised several

months ago. A definite program
has been outlined to raise the neces-

sary funds.
B

The board of dlrectots has ap-

pointed Dr. McCall Anderson, who
was a physical for the Actors'

Fund, .chairman of the present or-

ganization. The six directors are

Henry BlsalUon, president of the

Gotham National Bank, and treas-

urer for the proposed hospital;

Henry D. Long of the investment

concern of same name; Archibald

Bowman, a senior partner of the

expert accountancy houje of Mar-
wick, Mitchell ft Co.; Clyde Milne,

formerly vice-president of the

Stamford Steel Co.; William J.

Burke, president of the Yulsan Last

Co., and Dr. Anderson.

The Actors' Fund has failed to

endorse the new hospital movement,
although requested to lend its sup-

port «t least morally. A statement
will be Issued this week explaining
that the Fund Is regularly taking
care of actors who are HI end with-
out funds, there being an average of
200 cases- weekly throughout the
country. A trusts* of the Fund
doubted that such an expensive In-

stitution was called for. Tike hos-
pital project appears not to have
gained the. good offices of. the man-
agers eithpr. The theatrical names
quoted by the sponsors of the move-
ment are strictly players,

Beverly. King, an architect ex-
perienced In designing institutions

such as the proposed theatrical
hospital for New York, has drawn
the plans of the building. Several
unique features are promised. There
will be but four beds in each ward
and instead of several large wards
there will be a number of small
ones, the Idea being to afford
privacy.
There will be three operating

rooms. One will bo for general
surgery, one for ear, nose and
throat and one for the eye. A
specialist will be In charge of each
department, but it Is planned to
recruit employes from theatricals
for assignments where special
medical training Is not required.
Private rooms are to be available
at moderate rates; all of such rooms
will have a private bath.

Professionals in need of medical
attention will be treated regardless
of what branch of show business
they are associated with.
The campaign for funds will in-

clude other cities, with Chicago, San
Francisco, Los Angeles and Holly-
wood mentioned. It is said that
petitions were circulated among ths
companies on Broadway recently
and that the proposal hospital re-
ceived solid endorsement.
The sponsors promise that any

actor or actress who Is ill and with-
out funds will receive medical and
surgical attendance without charge,
that including a free bed if the
patient Is unable to pay.
The medical staff already as-

signed in addition to Dr. Anderson
is: Joseph M. Blake, M. IX, Wil-
llan Brown Doherty, M. I>.. Kvan
Evans, M. IX, II. Steers Holland,
M. I), Charles Gllmore Kerley.
M. IX. Walter Eyre Lambert, M. 1 >

.

Floyd McDanlel, M. D„ W. Broad -

dus Pritchard, M. D„ Andrew Rob-
inson, M. D., Joseph C. Taylor. M. IX,

A. J. Walschelld, M. D., and Royal
Whitman, M, D., Dr. Leo Michel and
Dr Philip Grausman have also been
invited to join.

A men's committee consisting of *

number of actors and a ladles aux-
iliary comprised of actresses have
b'l-n gathered f<>r hospital cam-
paign. It is proposed that the

directors appoint a board Of man
agera to be made rtp principally of

professionals A mmmsgtvsale will

be Hold <o rftiM preliminary YttMs.
PfofefMiorfftlM are hskefl' to fr»h<l

r>astVOl? tldttrrftg fir Vffetf • v;<pir I

art, I Reticles to filHIan' MSKrmmn
4U West 70th street.
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EQUITY FORCES RELUCTANT

COMPROMISE ON CARROLL

Producer Compelled to Act as Union Organizer

—

Persuades 84 of 92 Players to Join—Must Drop

) Those Who Decline—Will Take Care of Them

Earl Carroll and Equity have ar-

rived at a compromise solution of

the difficulty between them. Satur-

day afternoon following a long ses-

sion at Equity headquarters both

sides agreed that "Vanities of 1923"

shall open July 2 without hostile In-

terference from Equity, Carroll on

his part agreeing to bring 84 out of

92 members of bis company Into

Equity, adding the proviso that If

after the third week of playing the

other eight still refused to join

Equity they must either resign from
the company or be dismissed. Car-
roll agreed to it despite his pledge

to his people he would not dismiss

any one for refusal to join Equity.

When asked about It, Carroll

said: "Yes, those are the terms of

the compromise and I shall fulfif

my part of them, because I cannot
help myself. Anyone who has ever

had the overhead of a modern the-

atre on their hands, plus a $200,000

production, will readily appreciate
the Jam I was In, with my money
men naturally apprehensive as to

their Investments and signifying it

to me so often that between them
and Equity I was forced to neglect

the necessary supervision of my
production. If this tension had con-
tinued up to the time of my opening
'Vanities' would not have had a
chance to be the excellent produc-
tion which I now am in hopes it will

"My main regret Is that I have
been forced to break my word to the

loyal folks who stuck to me. Be-
fore signing the agreement with
Equity I put this phase of the ques-
tion to the .entire company, and
most pointed out that as they had
only signed Equity applications un-
der duress to save me trouble the

others might do the same without
losing any of their self-respect and
keep the company 100 per cent, con-
genial, as at present. I hope they

do, but if not I shall ae* that they

are taken care of in some way.
"I still contend I did not get jus-

tice or a square deal from Equity.

I am an Independent producer and
I had a 100 per cent, non-equity
cast, which Equity Itself has always
declared it would never interfere

with. I have met every condition

which they Imposed otherwise and
given their officials the run of my
theatre and every opportunity to

make my company all-*Fuuity If

they could.

"When they discovered they could

not do so they put the screws on me
and made me act as their organizer
against my will. I did my best in

that capacity, turning in 84 appli-

cations out of a total of 92 perform-
ers. These the Equity officials ac-
cepted with the proviso that I must
compel the other eight . to Join

Equity within three weeks.
"1 shall try to persuade them to

Join, but I still believe that while
Equity will gain financially by this

deal it will proye expensive to them
in the long run, for numbers gained
under duress and against their will

are not likely to forget that unpleas-
ant fact later on. 1 have always
been friendly towards Equity and
respected its members and officials.

"Actors who ha" e played for me,
stagehands and musicians are a
unit in their sympathy with me in

this situation. They have never had
any complaint as to my attitude

toward them, and I am convinced
that thii exhibition of Equity to-

ward me will prove a boomerang
to them in more ways than one. In

any case, I shall take care of my
people; I do not have to be forced

to that."

The dispute has already, caused
one postponement of "Vanities" and
now another Is necessary until

July 2.

Equity is conferring the "Order

of the Golden Star" on the Equity
actors who walked out on Earl Car-

roll. In a speech John Emerson
referred to them as "soldiers in the

front line trenches, to the likes of

whom Equity owes its powerful po-

sition."

The honor consists of having a

gold star" stamped on the dues card;

no dues, no star.

The "Order of the Golden Btar** Is

(Continued on page 29)

FORGERY ARREST GROWS

OUT OF 'HOW COME' CASE

Ex-Treasurer Grisman Taken

on Warrant—"Angel" Lost

$75,000 on Colored Show

Samuel Grisman, erstwhile treas-
urer of ' the Criterion Productions,
Inc.,' sponsoring "How Come?" a i

colored revue at the Lafayette, New
York, was arrested Wednesday
morning on a warrant for forgery
and larceny issued by Magistrate
Levlne in the West Side Court. The
complaining witness is Eddie Hart,
of the Sanger & Jordan office. Ben
Harris, the Newark (N. J.) attorney
and "angel" of the show, issued a
$100 check to Hart's order on Gris-
man 's representation that the
amount was borrowed from Hart to

(Continued on page 29)

FRANK MARTINS, AGENT,

ARRESTED FOR STEALING

Stenographer's Pocketbook

Found on Him—Previ-

ously Actor

Frank Martins, a dramatic agent,

was arrested last week on a charge

of petty lcrceny and lodged in the

Tombs when unable to furnish $600

ball.

Martins is charged with having

stolen a pocketbook belonging to a

stenographer In the film buildlujg at

729 Seventh avenue. The girl from
whom the pocketbook was taken
caused his arrest, having gained the

ground floor by the elevator before

Martins, on whom the pocketbook
was found, could reach the street

via the stairs.

Martins was at one time an actor

and has been In the agency busi-

ness for several montha He Is cred-

ited with having been the co-author
of a musical piece recently tried out

on the road.

MRS. ARBUCKLE, NEWCOMERS*
The Will Morrisey production of

"The Newcomers'* „ may star Mrs.
Fatty Arbuckle (Minna Arbuckle).
The Apollo, JJew York, Is men-

tioned for the revue after opening
July 9 in Atlantic City.

Jim and Betty Morgan have been
added to it

Thursday, June 28, 1923
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MISS FEALY TO FIGHT

J. E. CORT'S DIVORCE
*—

»

Claims No Papers Served Upon
Her—Amelia Stone Js

Granted Decree

i
PRISON INMATES PLAY

-READY MONEY"

Prisoners at Dannemora Give

Three-Act Comedy—No „
Outside Talent

June 21 at Bridgeport. Conn.. John ^SSS^JJSS. t£ & SSS^S
Edward Cort, son of John Cort, was
granted an interlocutory decree in
his suit for divorce from Maude
Fealy-Cort on the grounds of de-
sertion. Cort alleged bis wife, after
five days' of married life, deserted
Aim to return to the stage. Since
that time he has been . unable to
learn her whereabouts or get into
communication with her, he stated.
This evidence was duplicated either
verbally or by affidavit by John
Cort, Sr., and the decree issued.
Miss Fealy was not represented

at the trial, and claims she was not
served with any notice of it.

Miss Fealy said yesterday: "Ed-
ward Cort has no right to the di-
vorce decree obtained upon the
grounds of my desertion. His state-
ment I deserted him five days
after our marriage, and tnat v for
three years he has not known my
whereabouts, is untrug. During. all

that time I have been advertised at
the head* of my own companies in

local papers and theatrical trade
papers. I have the lease signed
by Edward Cort for our apartment
at 107 Riverside drive, New York,
from May, 1920. to May, 1921; also
letters from Edward Cort written
to me dated In 1922.

"Only a few months ago when I

was playing with my company in
Boseville, N. J., John Cort, Sr., and
I had several conversations regard-
ing a play which he wished me to
try out for him in stock, that he
might get a line on its possibilities
for production. This my secretary,
Miss Murweis, can verify.

'Further, I was never in the
chorus as the Corts have stated, al-
though 1 do not consider being In
the chorus derogatory as it has
proved to be a good school for some
of our best artists.

"I have been to Bridgeport since
the trial and my attorney. Judge
Henry Shannon, has arranged to
have the case reopened.
"The court term In Bridgeport

concludes June 30 so I hope to get
action this week, falling which the
case will have to go ever until Sep-
tember. You may say there will be
no divorce unless it satisfies me to
secure one. If I ever want a divorce
from Edward Cort I have sufficient

proofs to obtain 'one, besides which
he knows I can prove nor -support
against him. But first we will set-
tle the Bridgeport affair and hope
It may be speedily attended to."

Miss Fealy asserts that the reason
she put in no defense to the charges
of desertion made by her husband
waa due to the fact that service of
the notice was made by publication

Clinton PflHon, Dannemora. N. T., Juna
21, In tba Clinton Prlaon Auditorium for
the benefit of the lnatitutlon'a recreation
fund.
Stephen Baird Martin De Temple
William Stewart Patay Alfuao
Sidney RoeenthaJ Fred Phiel
Sam Welch Ernest Timmona
Sumner Holbrook Charlea Martin
Jamee* Mortran .William Sttrn
Hon. John H. Tyler Paul Adame
Jackson IvVa « Roy Sullivan
Capt. West , John Mack
Hammond William Rook:
3ulnn ...,....<......., George Srait!

r.ynn ........................ .Aincrt Aker
Nell *.T.» Carl Hans
Paul .'. Harry Noll
Reddy Albert Naple*,
Grace Tyler v> Carl Bern*
(da Ty)#»r Jack Hanson
fcfra. John Tyler Rudolph Blair
Margaret Tyler .....George Burdette-

I

MADAME KAHN
The popular theatrical modiste sailed yesterday aboard the S. S.

Paris for Europe to ascertain what the Continent decrees for feminine
fashions for next autumn.

Madame Kahn, a fashion authority, believes that America leads the
world In fashion. Her discernment in procuring chic Parisian models,
coupled with her American ingenuity, explains her leadership in the

world of v^pmen's wear.

^'Ready Money" as presented by
the inmates of Clinton Prison this

week for the benefit of their recrea-
tion fund was the most pretentious

theatrical offering staged entirely

by the men to be presenced at the

prison to date.

Clinton Prison is New York
State's largest penal institution. It

is situated well away from the

beaten path in one of the most
northerly sections of the state.

Largely due to its location the In-

mates are forced to depend upon
their own efforts for whatever en-
tertainment they may secure with
the exception of pictures, regularly

shown. Entertainments of various
styles are put on at intervals with
the majority in the form of minstrel

shows and amateur vaudeville bills.

The production of 'Ready Money,"

a full length play, was an ..enleve-
ment. Its success was entirely due
to the Inmates* efforts, a prison
authority stating "all we supplied
them with was keepers." The men
handled all details, securing the
piece from its author. James Mont-
gomery, without royalty and Samuel
French. *he publisher, donating the
script and parts.
The play was staged in Its en-

tirety by Jack Parry, a former stock
director. With but few professional
actors and a piece calling for 19
players Parry displayed capable
coaching on the strengt of the
smoothness of the initial perform-
ance. The professionals included
Roy Sullivan, John Uack and
Rudolph Blair with a possibility
existing a few others in the cast had
professional experience. The cast
in its entirety did capable work.
The technical staff for he prison

players included Harry Kleinberg.
stage carpenter; William Taylor and
Fred Edel, electricians, and William
Frank, property man.
The performance was helped by

the work of a 50-piece band under
the direction of Bill Smith, which
supplied the music between the acts
and before and after the show. An

I up-to-date selection, of numbers
paper of 3tamford, was rendered with the music pub-

Conn., and she knew nothing of the
suit. She adds that last year, .while
in her husband's room in a New
York hotel, she found in a trunk

fromtJfS^J* °' C
?;?P
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,endeavors to Introduce theatrical

THOMASHEFSKY'S POLICY

Attracting at Bayes from All Bor-

oughs—Plays and Players

Boris Thomashefsky, who has

taken over the Bayes. a Times
Square legit house for a Yiddish

stock policy, plans an advanced
form of Yiddish stage production.

The signing for the Bayes is in

keeping with an idea to attract pa-

trons from all the boroughs instead

of confined to the lower east side.

The lease of the National (to

be known by that name hereafter)

on the east side has been taken over

by Louis Goldberg, a relative of the

Yiddish impresario, formerly asso-

ciated with h:m on the business end.

Ludwig Zatz, a foremost Yiddish

comedian, his been signed by
Thomashefsky for the first produc-
tion, a comedy, as has Regina Zuck-
erberg and Mary Epstein. Joseph
Cherniafsky, the Yiddish light com-
poser, who nas attracted some at-

tention from Rroadway producers
and music publishers, has been en-

gaged as staff composer. Cheniaf-

sky has had some of his composi-
tions published by Harms, Inc.,

which specializes In production

scores. Cherniafsky established a

precede ill for the music <rm which
haf never previously published a
YidJtah musical comedy number.

"SEEING DOUBLE" SUIT

Attorneys Retained Over Here to

Protect Chariot's Copyright.

O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll

ha.ve been retained by Andre
Chariot to seek an injunction re-
straining the further use of "See-
ing Double," a sketch In "The Pass-
ing Show," at "the Winter Garden.
The material is alleged to have been
lifted from "Cabaret Drama," a
sketch In Chariot's Revue in Lon-
don, the idea being that of Ronald
Jeans', an English author.
When the "Passing Show" opened

a complaint was registered against
the use of the sketch by Chariot
and the Selwyns, who are to

present the Chariot revues here
next winter. The act was removed
from the show the second night,

but was replaced immediately
thereafter. "Seeing Double" evoked
no particular praise :n the Shubert
production. It is claimed, however,
that the Garden bit is poorly done,
whereas in the Chariot show,
"Cabaret Drama" rates as one of
the best sketches yet given in a
revue. Chariot sailed for London
shortly after the Garden opened,
but advised the attorneys to pro-
tect him. A damage suit may fol-

low, the Chariot material being
protected by copyright

women, which she took as evidence
against her husband. Several were
from a woman who signed herself
Brownie, she says, and in one was
reference to a check in part pay-
ment on the rent cf an apartment
in Atlantic City. She adds that she
left her husband only to support
herself and her grandmother.
The news of Miss Fealy's third

divorce came as somewhat of a
shock to Newark, where she resides
and is very popular. It was gen-
t rally understood that she had been
married and divorced, but of the
third marriage there were few, if

any, who were Informed. The reve-
lation that her real name Is Cavello
and that she Is partly Italian was
also a distinct surprise, as she was
thought to be entirely Irish.

Cort Is also well known In New-
ark, as he at one time managed the
Paramount theatre, now Paradise
dance hall.

Miss Fealy is playing a stock en-
gagement with her own company at
Proctor's, Elizabeth, N. J., with
"Cappy Ricks" the current attrac-
tion. •

In the Supreme Court, New York
City, June 22, Amelia Stone was
granted an interlocutory divorce de-
cree from Arman Kalif. The suit

was not defended by Kallz. The
couple were married In New York
City In 1911. The grounds given as
a reason for the granting of the
wife's application were alleged mis-
conduct by Kallz with an unidenti-
fied brunet In his apartment on
West 48th street. Justice Burr
signed the decree In favor of Miss

Ushers furnishing the organization
with music, given recognition in the
program.
The inmates of Dannemora are

entertainment. The prison has a
spacious auditorium with a stage
sufficiently large to stage amateur
attractions of any type with the
officials heartily in favor of amuse-
ment of this nature for the men.
Warden Harry M. Kaiser and

Principal Keeper A. J. Granger are
making evc.-y attempt to assist in
the work.
The institution Is hindered due

to its location so far from a large
city in securing professional talent.
The inmates, realizing this, have
taken a great interest in amateur
theatricals with "Ready Money" a
fitting example of their sincerity.

Hart.

"TEASER" AFTER "CHAINS ?"

Chicago, June 27.

"Chains" will be at the Playhouse
a few weeks longer. It has met
with a success which justifies
further productions on the part of
Lester Bryant and John Turek, who
have taken up with Francle Larlr-
more a proposition to '.^ve her ap-
pear in "The Teaser" by Martha M«
Stanley and Adelaide Matthews.

If this deal is not consummated the
plan is to revive "Mr. Lazarus," by
Harvey O'Higglns and Harriet Ford
and used by Henry E. Dlxey soma
seasons back. O. P. Heggle, now
In "Chains," may take over Dixey'i
role in ''Mr. Lazarus."

Stone. There wa« no mention of

alimony, although Miss Stone re>

cently lodged Kallz In the Ludlow
street jail on an unsettled alimony
claim.
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RECORD B'WAY SLUMP
(Continued from pag* 1)

«erienced at this time of the season.

jThe wave lasted 11 consecutive days,

Home relief coming after a violent

atorm Tuesday night

While the thermometer was mak-

ing new high marks, Broadway was
establishing reverse records for the

drop in takings for a tingle week.

Musical attractions went off in

amazing volume. Not one escaped

the heat pressure. There was not a

single exception throughout the list.

Declines of from 16,000 to $8,000

were stenciled up for the musicals,

that going for the unquestioned hits,

and one is reported to have tumbled
$10,000. It was a demonstration as

to what can happen to theatres in

the summer. Being tho first time

for unprecedented warmth so early

since the summer show presentation

developed, the result /as disastrous.

The measure of about $1,000 less

a performance attained for the

"Music Box Revue," which went
from $22,000 to $15,000; "Wild-
flower," which slid from $22,000 to

$16,000; "Adrienne," which skidded
from $21,000 to a little under $15,-

000; "Dew Drop Inn," which fell

from $15,000 to $8,090. A similar de-
cline went for the new "Passing
Show" and the "Follies," the. latter

going from $33,000 to $27,000, but
reported under that mark. "Little
Nellie Kelley" went from "hearly
$10,000 to about $14,500.

Most of the musicals played to
losing business last week. A tem-
porary respite Friday night ac-
counted for better business, but Sat-'
urday was off.

This week started off worse than
last and some notices were imme-
diately posted. Wednesday with the
weather better .there was hope of a
rebound, but no appreciable oetter-
ment can be expected until after
the Fourth, and only then if the
going is cooler than this month
(last week saw the temperature at
H to 95 degrees and this Monday
was nearly as bad).
The non-musicals were walloped

almost as much as the musicals.
Even "Rain" got soaked for an ap-
proximate' $2,000, going from nearly
$15,000 to $13,000. Its dramatic run-
ning mate, "Seventh Heaven," was
dented in the same measure, slip-
ping to $10,500. "Merton of the
Movies" was hit for $3,000 and Just
about hit the $9,000 mark. "Aren't
We All" was naturally affected but
beat $11,000.

The less lively attractions got the
brunt of the slump. "Polly Pre-
ferred," which had been rated with
the leaders, halved the business of
the week previous, skidding from
$9,000 to $4,500; "Icebound" had
climbed but was knocked down
equally as hard, last week's takings
being quoted at under $4,000; "You
and I" went to $5,000; "Not so Fast"
lost $3,000 and dipped under $4,000;
"Zander the Great" went below the
$7,000 level; "Tho Fool" climbed the
Week before to $9,500 but slipped
back to nearly $5,000; "Give and
Take" and "Uptown West" were cut
In half, the latter grossing but
$1,600 on the week; "So This is

London" went to about $6,000 which
Is losing business for the show.
Monday night (June 25) saw busi-

ness worse than ever. One dra-
matic piece did not get $50. two
Other reaching $70 while a lesser
musical show hardly beat $156. and
Including Wednesday afternoon that
show's gross was less than $500.
That the going cannot be Worse and
must get better perhaps held down
the number of sure withdrawals
dated Saturday. There are four
•listed closings^ for this week, but
there might be six and ought to be
ten, which would make the going
better for tho survivors. With one
new show due next week there will
be 22 attractions in all. If the total
does not dip under an even 20 by
tho end of the coming week busi-
ness will have, to improve much over
the present pace. The closings are
"Dew Drop Inn" at the Astor, "Give
and Take" at the Central, "Sweet
Nell of Old Drury" at the 48th St.,

and "Uptown West" at the Bijou,
all houses going dark. "Go Go,"
Which moved from Daly's to the
Apollo Monday, fared worse In the
new location than uptown and may
•xit any time. "Icebound" does not
figure to go more than another week
and the smashing of "Polly Pre-
ferred's" business may stop its run
this week, according to indications.
Managements of other attractions

admit they cannot stand losses like
last week's much longer. To this
Week's heat victims is added "Mary
the 3d," withdrawn from the 89th
St Saturday.
George White's "Scandals" at the

Olobe led Broadway last week, play-
•ng to nearly $30,000 and yet the

mid-week matinee and Thursday's
night performance could not sell
out clean. 'Scandals" went to the
heavy gross by virtue of a $10 pre-
miere. At the regular scale of $4
top, normal capacity for the week
is about $26,000.

Another new musical, "Helen of
Troy, N. Y.," also got off brightly.
Although it played seven perform-
ances (opening Tuesday), the gross
beat $12,000, regarded as excellent
in the face of the heat. "Helen's"
pace was actually on the basis of
$15,000 weekly and with a start this
week of over $1,600 on the torrid
Monday, takings should jump
handily.

"Vanities of 1923," scheduled for
the Earl Carroll Thursday of this
week, has been set for opening next
Monday.
July will have three or four mu-

sicals. Listed are Will Morrlssey'a
"Newcomers," the "Illustrators'

Show," Alexander Leftwich's "Fash-
ion Show" and Ted Lewis' "Frolic."
Broadway always locks forward

to July because of the natural in-
flux of buyers. Some of that class
of visitors may be dclayeu until late
in the month because of the Na-
tional Dry Goods Exposition, which
will start July 23 and hold forth for
a month.

Many Buys in the Dump
During the hot spell during the

first part of the week a great many
of the attractions ' represented in
the 15 that the agencies hold out
right buys for were forced info the
cut rates through a dump from the
advance price agencies. On both
Monday and Tuesday nights any-
where "rom six to eigttt shows were
on sale in the cut rates that have
been listed among the hits of the
town.
The cut rate list, is shorter again

this week through a number of
closing and is due to shrink still

further when four additional shows
give up the ghost on Saturday
night. They are "Dew Drop Inn,"
"Sweet Nell,'* "Give and Take" and
"Uptown.West." .

The complete list of buys has
"Dew Drop Inn" (Astor), "Seventh
Heaven" (Booth), '

(Casino), "Adrlenne"
"Morton of the Movies" (Cort).
"Rain" (Elliott), "Zander the Great"
(Empire), "Aren't Wo All" (Gaiety),
"Scandals" (Globe), "Little Nellie
Kelly" (Liberty). "Poljy Preferred"
(Little), "Music Box Revue" (Music
Box), "Zlegfeld Follies" (New Am-
sterdam), "Helen of Troy, N. Y."
(Selwyn), and "The Passing Show"
(Winter Garden).
In the cut rates there werj 13 at-

tractions offered, among which were
"Go Go" (Apollo), "Dew Drop Inn"
(Astor), "You and I" (Belmont).
"Uptown West" (BiJoU>, "Give and
Take" (Central), "Zander the Great"
(Empire), "Sweet Nell.tf Old Drury"
(48th St.), "The Devil's Disciple"
(Garrick), "Icebound" (Harris),
"Not So Fast" (Morosco), "Abie's
Irish Rose" (Republic), and "The
Fool" (Times Sq.).

VALENTINO ATTACHED

BY FORMER LAWYER

Counsellor Graham Alleges

$48,295 Due Him for Legal

Services

YOUNG LEDERER LOSES

VOICE IN OPERATION

Sell-Out Benefit Performance

Sunday Night at Harris—

In Philadelphia Hospital

An aftermath of Rodolph Valen-
tino's dance tour on behalf of the

Mineralava Beauty Clay is the filing

of a $7,000 attachment last Friday
by Valentino and Mrs. Winifred
Hudnut Valentino against Scott's
Preparations, Inc., manufacturers of
the Mineralava product The cause
for action is a seven week's con-
tract at $7,000 a week. Valentino
received $6,000 weekly, the $1,000
balance being held out as per agree-
ment, to be paid in a lump sum at
the end of the seven weeks. The
plaintiffs state they demanded the
amount but have not been paid.
That the Mineralava people were

not anxious to further extend the
Valentino tour Js manifested in a
telegram attached to the legal
papers from H. Z. Pokress, presi-
dent of the corporation, addressed
to S. George Ullman, manager of
the tour for Mineralava which
reads in part: "Use your own judg-
ment regarding be lance of tour. Be
very glad as far as we are con-
cerned to end it today" (June 15).
Valentino accorainly wired back a
cancellation the same day. He sets
forth that part of his services was
to conduct Mineralsv4 beauty con-
tests and award prises on behalf of
the facial preparation.
The day before, Arthur Butler

Graham, Valentino's erstwhile legal
mentor, counsellor, advisor and per-
sonal representative, filed a $48,295
attachment against the "Sheik."
This Is balance claimed by Graham
for $68,296 worth of legal services
in conducting the Famous PLayers-
Lasky litigations In Valentino's be-
half; for acting as his personal rep-
resentative In suits by D. . J. WIUIs
Amey; suit by Roman Bronze Co.;
Interviewing press people and issu-
ing statements allegedly swinging 1

public sentiment Valentino's way;
'Wlldflower" I proving that one, Muzzi, was not a

(Cohan),
I
brother of Valentino.
Graham's attachment was applied

by Deputy Sheriffs Lanman against
$30,000 assets of Valentino's in New
York, including a $7,000 sum
Graham had for Valentino in his
possession and a balance In the Na-
tional City Bank, In addition to
tying up a beauty clay contract
(Mineralava).
The attorney sues Valentino

under the name Rodolph Valentino
Gnglieimi. Max D. Steuer is the
film actor's new counsellor.

The operation for a cancerous

growth in his throat performed last

Friday upon George W. Lederer, Jr.,

at the Jefferson Hospital, Philadel-

phia, left the son of the veteran

producer speechless.

Through the advancing growth it

was neccossary to remove the young
man's windpipe and also his larynx.
A benefit given -for George Jr.

Sunday at the Harris, New York,
brought gross returns of around
$3,000: Despite a humid night the
performance was a sell out with
over $900 window sale that eve-
ning. A volunteer bill of 21 acts
furnished the entertainment.

Jos. P. Bickerton and Arthur
Ungar, of "The Clipper," were in-
strumental in promoting and carry-
ing -out the successful benefit per-
formance.

CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

OFF UNTIL SEPT. 1

P. M. A. at' Wednesday Meet-

ing Decides On Further

Detail of Plan
'

"RIVER'S END" AS PLAT
Lawrence Schwab and Daniel

Kusell will produce "The River's
End*' the James Oliver Curwood
novel plcturised by Marshall Nellan
several years ago. The dramatic
rights were formerly oontrolled by
A. H. Woods who secured an adapt-
ation of the Curwood story from
Willard Mack. A new adaptation
has been made.

"River's Bnd" is melodramatic.

MRS. GARTER, HOLLYWOOD
Los Angeles, June ST.

Mrs. Leslie Carter and her hus-
band, Lou Payne, are to become
permanent residents of Los Angeles.
They are both here at present
On the occasion of the star's last

The Producing Managers' Associa-

tion's plan for a central theatre
ticket office was again discussed at
a special meeting called yesterdsy.
It was definitely announced the pro-
posed new system of 'ticket dis-

tribution would not attain until

Labor Day and, although members
present went on record for a third
time in Urfot of the plan. It Is pot
expected to materialise until the
season is well und^er way and some
Broadway managers are skeptical
of it ever becoming operative.
Member house managers appear

satisfied that the . association will
not attempt to dictate the policy of
house management and they regard
the central office as applying to only
those theatres actually committed to
the system. It is generally believed
that a number of theatres will not
participate and it Is known the sev-
eral Independent houses whose man-
agers are not In the P. M. A. have
refused to place tickets on sals la
the proposed central office.

A^ the meeting a detailed plan
was submitted but It was regarded
advisable to work out the proposed
system further and another meeting
te ponslder the ticket matter has
been set for July t One new fea-
ture was the authorisation te tho
special ticket committee to increase
its complement That move Is do-
signed to secure "the vlewa of all
the Interests In tho association," ac-
cording to tho announcement sent
out by the P. M. A.

visit while touring through with
"The Circle" she and her husband
purchased property la Beverley
Hills.

TEXAS TENT TAX

Rep Companies Under Canvas Prac-
tically Bsrred by New Low

A bill of far-reaching effect on
dramatic shows under canvas as

well as circuses and other tent ex-
hibitions was passed recently by the
Texas legislature at Austin. It im-
poses a pro-rata tax, according to

the size of the city played, capacity

and equipment, which ranges from
$150 a month for the smaller towns
to around $1,000 for the larger

stands. Previously the uniform tax
has not exceeded $50 a month. There
Is also ea state and County tax In

addition to the local charge. Pro-
prietors of ten rep shows who have
made Texas a part of their tour

state that the tax has made Texas
impossible. Texas, espe'clally the

small towns which depended chiefly

on tent shows for their* summer
dramatic fare, will be practicarly

minus this stylo of attraction. An
amendment to the bill exempts
shows which play the regular tho-

atres.

All or the very large majority of

these shows are 100 per cent. EquLy.
and therefore the dues from this

source is a substantial amount.

CHARLOTTE LEARN IN AGAIN
Chicago, June 27.

Charlotte Learn (Mrs. John J.

Garrity) opened in "Up tho Ladder"
at tho Playhouse this week replac-

ing Ruth Hammond as the flapper.

Few plays continue very long In

Chicago with Miss Learn bobbing

Into a part for a day or so or for a
longer period.

J0YCE-M0R0SC0 SUIT

Peggy Will Ask $20,000 From Pro-
ducer—Losn Involved

Papers are being prepared on be-
half of Peggy Joyce In an action
she has authorized William J.

Fallon to bring against Oliver
Morosco, in which Miss Joyce will

demand judgment for $20,000 against
the theatrical producer.
Through the „ action is disclosed

that Oliver Morosco is no longer as-
sociated with the Morosco Holding
Co. of which August Jannsen, the
restaurant man, was recently elected
president. Morosco ceased his con-
nection at the last meeting of the
board of directors when certain
obligations of Morosco's were as-
sumed by the corporation.

In the Joyce suit the papers will

allege the actress lent the manager
$20,000 in May, 1922, receiving a

note for that amount with 200

shares of the Morosco Holu'ng Co.

stock as collateral. Visa Joyce
states Morosco said the stock 'was
worth $100 a share but that she has
since earned through an offer of

$2,000 received for the lot that Its

market value is not over $10 per
share.
The papers are expected to be

served by Mr. Fallon sometime this

woek. Miss Hopkins Is to open
Monday in tho scheduled pre-

miere of Earl Carroll's "Vanities

of 1923" at the Carroll theatre.

TWO COMEDIES BY NEW FIRM
Wlllirm F. Dsgan has formed an

authorship alMnnco with Andy Hire.

Dugan Is a composer as well as a
script writer. Roth Rice and Dugan
have turned out a new comedy
In which the Shuberts will star

James Barton following "Dew Drop
Inn."

Lewis A; Gordon, In conjunction
with Sam H. Harris, will do a Du-
gan-Klco satiro on the oil business
in the fall.

JOHN MacMAHON
Dramstic Editor New York "American" and "Evenirfg Journal"

John MacMahon has Served as dramatic editor for both the New* York
"American" and the New York "Evening Journal" for several years past.
Prior to thai time he was la charge solely of the "American" dramatic
department, having been appointed to that post In November, 1918. from
the general reportorial staff of the paper.
MacMahon'I newspaper experience dates back some 25 years, he having

started as a "cub" reporter on tho New Haven Register at $7 a week. At
that time Will A. Page was the managing editor at weekly stipend of $3i.

MacMahon came to New York in 1900 as a reporter on tho "Sun,'' later

went to the "Evening World," then the "Journal" and in |»04 joined the
staff of the "American." remaining two yearf,.

His next 10 years were spent as an advanre agent, starting with the
late Henry B. Harris' production of "Strongheart" in which Robert Kdoson
starred. As a press representative he was employed by Henry W. Savage,
the Shuberfs, Cohan & Harris, the Selwyns, H. R Hurls, A. IT Woods
and J>hn Cort. With the season's Close each year he would r» turn to

New York and Park Row, and usually found a summer berth In one of
i he newspaper offices. It wis one of thoSe Bummer excursions to news-
paperdom that brough'. him to th<- dramatic desk of the "American" and
later to that of the "livening Journal," also".

He now directs both th^ ntws find the business "-ids of the dramatic
!• ;> irtments of both the Hearst newspapers In New Yo r k, a double-bar-
reled capacity Jikely unequalled In any big < i»y of this country.

(This i* thu tii<e»ty- first of IJtr pielnut and brief nkfitchCM of the
dramatic editorh of the , ountry.)
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STOCKS

ELITCH'S GARDENS
("Rose Bri«rn)

Denver, June 27.

"Rose Briar" opened the fourth

tummcr stock season at Elitch's

CJardens Sunday night to capacity.

The audience was mostly society,

with play and cast well received. A
notable hit was made by violet

lleming, the hew leading woman,
who did "Rose Briar" with such

grace and charm as to draw six cur-

tains at the end of the second act

and a shower of roses.

Ann Macdonald as Fanny Valen-

tine scored hardly second to Miss
Homing, and is rated by local critics

r- a brilliant actress.
Ernest Glendlnning, who returned

as leading man, received an ovation

several minutes long when he ap-
peared. He is a great favorite here.

Richie Ling as LitW« was familiar

with lines and. business, having
played the same role in "Rose Briar"

with Billie Burke. He helped ROllo

Lloyd, director, to rehearse the cast.

Others who scored were Adelaide
Hibbard as Miss Sheppard, the

newspaper writer, James Durkln as
Cleceleous, Grant Mills as Paradee.
The sets, especially of the first act

In the cabaret scene, were heavy and
complete. . The scenery alone drew
much applause.
Advance sale for the week is

heavy. It was the biggest opening
night audience Elitch's has had -since

revival of summer stock four years
ago. Some paper, but close to $1,000

gross. $1.2fr top. Stone.

Helen MacRellar. the third guest

artist of the summer season of

stars, IS in the second of a four-

week engagement at the Fulton
I Theatre, Oakland, Cal. Last week,
in "The Storm," she gave a top-notch
performance. George McQuarrie,
specially engaged for the MacKellar
visit, played the leading male role

of Dave and became an immediate
favorite with the first nighters. V.
T. Henderson played the heavy.
Aside from the triumph scored by

Miss MacKellar as Manette, the
honors went to the theatre for the
production. Especially fine was the
fire scene, which fairly swept the
audience from their feet. Another
fine scene was the dawning picture
in the last act.

which not only served to eliminate

waits, but because of the fact that

the lights also swing on a flying

table the theatre made it possible

to achieve many unique lighting ef-

fects. The stage was set particu-

larly deep for the forest set, with

tremendous effect.

Miss MacKellar plays "Back ray"

this week, with "Lawful Larceny"

and "The Masked Woman" to con-

clude the engagement.

Boring their, way out at the end

of the second act in "Can't Miss,"

Winifred St. Claire, leading lady of

the Poli Players, playing stock at

the Grand, Worcester, Mass,, and
Frank Wflco*. Who had the leading

male part, stepped off a raised plat-

form Friday night and fell to the

stage, several feet below. Miss St.

Claire was badly bruised on the

right leg and Wilcox about the body.

Miss St. Claire, severely injured,

after a short delay insisted on go-

ing in the next act. She limped
noticeably and gave visible signs of

suffering. Manager Joseph Cone
said that through a mistake a stage

hand had removed the steps to the

raised platform and the couple
stepped off and fell. They resumed
the following day.

Aug. 10 at Appleton, Wis^, tad the

Adolph Winninger show Sept I at

Fond du Lac, Wis. The Adolph

Winninger show failed to make
money last season, with many show-
men declaring it was the most meri-

torious organization of the three.

It goes out again this season in a

hope to obtain results from this

established standing.
. . . i .

Announcement Is made that Mae
Desmond and her company of stock

players now playing a supplement-
ary season at the Cross Keys thea-

tre, West Philadelphia, will offer

Avery Hopwood's comedy, "Getting

Gertie's Garter," as their next week's
attraction. They have in the past

few months presented "The Demi-
Virgin," "The Gold Diggers" and l from Trenton, where it played for

Frey and Roy Blklns. Others in the

troupe are Ann Davis, Marion White,

Marjorie Dow, Carl Blythe, Frank
MacDonald, Harry Fisher and Percy

Bollinger,
» I

Kibble'* "Uncle Tom's CaWn"
win open at Mt Clemens, Mich.,

Aug. 6. Newton and Livingston's

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" will open at

Findlay, O., Aug. 1, playing west

through Michigan, Indiana, Wis-
consin, Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas.

i

Stock under the management of

William Harder and B. J. Hall

opened Monday at the State, New
Brunswick, N. J., with "Why Men
Leave Home," the opening bill.

The company was moved intact
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MANY HURT AT AIRDOME

Platform Breaks Under
Crowd

Dallas

others o. the Hopwood farces. Miss
Desmond arid her leading man-hus-
band, Frank Fielder, will have the

principal roles.
.

The Harlem opera house playing
stock, closed Saturday, after a short
season featuring the Jessie Bonstelle

Players. Keith's Alhambra, closely

adjacent, will close its summer
stock season in t^o weeks, accord-
ing to present plans. The Harlem
opera house, a former Keith vaude-
ville stand, has tried various poli-

cies since the Keith lease ran with-
out renewel. Shubert units, Inde-
pendant vaudeville and stock have
followed each other into the house.

several months.

Belle Bennett will replace Leona
Powers as leading woman with the

Saenger stock at the St. Charles,

Dallas, Tex., June 27.

Nearly 100 persons suffered broken

limbs and other injuries Mon-
day night when a wooden;
platform serving as an en*
trance to the Cycle Park Theatrel

gave way and threw 800 theatre*

goers into the water below. Thar

crowd was the overflow from those*

who tried to see the performance of

"The Bird of Paradise." by the
Gene Lewis-Olga Worth Stock Com*
pany, an organisation that has
built up a big local following In Its

regular appearance here for the past
eight years.
Every ambulance' in the city waS

called into service • while fire ap*
paratus was employed in removing
the Injured. The performance was
called off and the players aided in

the rescue work. Miss Worth tookNew Orleans, July 8. Following her
vacation, Miss Powers is expected I half a dbaen women to the hospital

to return to the company in the in her own car.

fall.

The Leonard Wood Players,

transferred from the Palace, White
Plains, N. Y., are in their third

week at the Empire, Fall River,
Mass., playing four matinees a week
with a two-fdr-one admission pol-

icy for the Monday night shows.
Wood has completed arrangements
for a stock at the Fulton O. H..
Lancaster, Pa., opening July 2 and
will also return to White Plains
with another company in the fall.

Frank Munnell and May McCabc
were added Monday to the Fall
River company. Other members are
William Williams, Louise Tread-
well and Helen Edwards.

The Trumbull Players have
opened their eighth summer secison

playing a circuit of six one night
stands in Maine with Framlngton
the headquarters. The company in-

cludes Lawrence R. Trumbull, Isa-

bel Gould, Howard Ely, Ernestine
De Mell Albert Lawrence and
Alice Rothwell, Herbert W. Treitel

is directing.

Joseph W. Payton is organizing a

rep company to open the middle of

August in Maine. The company
will play during the remalnder-of
tho summer in New England, with
an eastern route laid out for the
regular season.

"The Bad Man" reopened the
Dennam, Denver, with the Wilkes
Players, late in July. George Barnes
will return as male lead and Gladys
George Is to be retained as leading
woman.

The Frank WiTirtinger touring
stock opens at Antigo, Wis., Aug.
20, and will play several weeks

The Union Square Players of
Pittsfield, Mass., are presenting this

week Edward Milton Royle's latest

play, a three-act drama entitled

"The Conquerer." Selena Royle,
seen here recently In "Peer Gynt,"
is the leading woman, and the au-
thor's other daughter, Josephine, is

also in the company.

The two weeks' notice for the
Hazel Burgess stock at the Roose-
velt, West Hoboken, was posted
Monday. It is not anticipated the
company will ''oso at that time
but will continue on a week to week
basis.

The stock company had antici-

pated a big attendance and the

board viaduct leading to the air-

dome had been chained off. The
crowd disregarded the precaution
and crowded over the barrier.

About 25 feet of* the structure gave
way. Those in the centre of the
broken section fell first and the
people on the sides fell upon them.
This Is the climax of a series of

misadventures by members of the
troupe. Last year lightning struck
the Cycle Park building and fire'

destroyed all the property of the
company. Gene Lewis only recently
recovered from an illness that nar-
rowly missed being mortal. He was
taken into tho mountains near El
Paso and battled for life for weeks.
The district attorney of Villas

county stated there would be no
criminal investigation.

early in 1 the season in Wisconsin.
The Fulton has a revolving stage, I The John Winninger show opens

The Robbins Players will open at

the Avon, Watertown, N. Y., Mon-
day, presenting "Nice People." The
company will be headed by Mary

The James Carroll stock closed in

Nova Scotia, June 16, the company
returning to New York this week,.

The Carroll company played in

Halifax for an extended period, and
for the last two weeks in Sydney.

Olive Tell Joined the Lycem
stock, Rochester, N. Y., this week.,
The Harold Hevia stock at the

Orpheum, Montreal, closed Satur-

day. A company playing "Abie's

Irish Rose" under Hevia manage-
ment .opened there Monday.

Gladys Hanson has succeeded
Lola Maye as ingenue of the Proc-
tor Players in Troy, N. Y. The com-
pany is playing "Daddies" this week.

The Luttringer Players, headed
by Victor Browne and Ann KingR-

(Continned on page 20)
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OTIS SKINNER'S
GREATEST SUCCESS

:
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MISTER ANTONIO"
By BOOTH TARKINGTON

WILLIAM GILLETTE'S.
. EMPIRE THEATRE SUCCESS

THE DREAM MAKER"
Apply to your own broker or direct to

Charles Frohman-

• 'I

Empire Theatre, New York City
jpiijM
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BOYS, WAS SO H-O-T IN CHI LAST WEEK

7 LOOP SHOWS DID BUT $63,000 GROSS
w

AND COMMENT

a*

That's H-O-T in Chicago—Three Current Attractions
Will Stick It Out—Local Legit Managers Have
Made Summer Vacation Plans

Chicago, June 27.

Twas hot, extraordinarily H-0;T,

In the loop all last week. To throw

the punch into thia paragraph to

properly inform readers in far-away
countries why the aeven existing
shows in the loop's legit houses
failed to aggregate more than $61,000

on the week's gross after such a
splendid previous week's average, it

may be stated it was HOTTER than
HOT. When the temperature sneaks
up to 95 and sticks thereabouts for

a couple of days, using 86 for a
week's average in heat, loop theatre-
going can't be considered one of the
favorite local summer pastimes.

Well-directed summer plans don't
remain stable these hot nights. Much
unrest penetrates the ranks of star-
dom. Regardless of a continued rec-
ord heat jummer possibility, th;ce
of the current shows will stick it out
—"The Dancing Girl." 'The Passing
Show" and "Steve." "The Passing
Show" and 'Steve" had their sum-
mer routes out of town altered when
the situation loomed up for success
by sticking in Chicago.
Every v\veek the Howard Brothers

now remain adds>onother notch to
their prize engagement such as the
present one turned out to be. among
all the notable ones they have maae
in the loop. But there's such a thing
as even the torridness such as pre-
dominated last week hurrying fu-
ture plans for "The Passing Show."
"The Dancing Girl" will be kept in
town for the summer, regardless of
the pranks of the weather man.
"Roiling Home" gives up the Chi-

cago struggle Saturday. The Brian
starring vehicle would have closed
Saturday last if Harry Frazee's new-
est play. "Dangerous People." had
been ready for a Cort theatre pre-
miere. William Courtenay and
others remained here after the dis-
ruption of "The Voice," rehearsing
"Dangerous People," which takes up
the time at the Cort Sunday. The
Cort promiaes to hold the only pre-
miere that the loop will boast of
until the shows start to arrive the
latter part of August. None of the
darkened theatres ia making at-
tempts to reopen.
Not too much praise can be given

\
the sponsors of "Up the Ladder*" at
the Central, for the managerial cun-
ningness which has kept alive inter-
est thereabouts. If the Bryant

-

.Tuerk offices don't forget they have
'"Up the Ladder" running at the
Central during their happy moments
with the success of "Chains" It's

hard telling how low business must
go before the Central attraction is

taken out. The full force of the dra-
matic demand at the hotels is what
Is enabling the Bryant-Tuerk shows

•

monologs, rather than well-balanced
plays. 'The Dover Road' I thought
had no such sparkle aa Molnars
'Peter and Paula,' 'Thank-U' was a
matter of ta8te. I found 'The Pirat
Year' vaatly more penetrating, and
as for the Muacovltea, their alien
tongue, I should ihlnk, would bar
them from, any representative roster
of superlativea."
None of the other critics attempt-

ed to select the ten beat playa of
the year, and it's hardly probable
another will do so. since "Doc" Hall
is the only other traditional awarder
of such selections, and his foreign
trip took him away from the loop
for the greater portion of the season
Just closed. Therefore Butler's selec-
tions will furnish the gossip for
summer discussions in rehashing
last year's offerings.
Except Harry Powers, who will

"do" Europe this summer, none of
the local legit managers have ex-
tensive summer vacation plans.
John Garrity is strengthened for
his summer work after his rest at
Hot Spring;. Harry Ridings has
neighboring country spots for his
rest in mind. "Sport ' Herrmann
returned this week from his Ber-
muda races but plans to leave im-
mediately for his annual summer
cruise on the lakes. Lester Bryant
is altogether too busy with the hap-
piness over swinging the Playhouse
into a success to think of a summer
ley -off

la advance of Jane Cowl aa a sum-
mer side-issue and vacation. Jack
Mooney and the other Powers house
managers are headed for the Wis-
consin country sites except Rollo
Timponl, who besides keeping at his
post at the Colonial will be connect-
ed with the Hawthorne race track
staff. Lou Houseman will be de-
prived of a vacation becauae of the
work the Woods offices are doing
hurrying the finish of the converted
Adelphi.
Not until the middle of August

will the loop reveal any activity In
the legit circles. Insiders claim
there will be several surprises In the
bookings when the official list of
openings is given out. It's been
sometime since so much uncertainty
has surrounded the opening attrac-
tions for the various houses, despite
the guessing already made along
these lines.

**** W$

Figures) estimated and comment point to some attractions being
eueceaaful, while the eame ©rots accredited to others might euggeat
mediocrity or lose. The variance is explained in the difference in

house capaoitiea, with the varying overhead. Also the eixe of cast,

with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business njbeeeary for musical attraction ae against dramatic
play ie alee considered.

Last week 'a estimates:

"Chains" (Playhouse. -6th week).
Close to $6,000, always standing
chance to repeat previous week's
good business with break in weather.

"Rolling Home" (Cort. 2d week:
5th week in Chicago). Slipped un-
der $5,000, closing Saturday, with
William Courtenay's "Dangerous
People" to have Sunday pr mlere.
"The Dancing Girl" (Colonial, 3d

week). Usual Saturday-Sunday in-
flux of strangers kept gross up
around $17,000, if not slightly better.

"The Passing Show" (Apollo. 9th
week). Slipped to around $14,000
because of hotel "play" going to
"The Dancing Girl."

"Blossom Time" (Great Northern,
15th week). Reported slightly un-
der $9,000.

"Up the Ladder" (Central, 12th
week). Held in neighborhood oft $5,-Col. William Roche has his,

farm up in Wisconsin to go to. Ill-
f

000.

ness in his family, cancelled Walter! "Steve** (Princess, 10th week)
Duggan's plans to go to California Estimated little over $8,000.

Ill SAY SHE IS" SENSATION

IN PHULY IN SPITE OF HEAT

New Show Grosses $11,000 at Walnut and Will Con-
tinue There Probably Four More Weeks—Guild
Venture Quits Suddenly With Society Play Flop

to hit the stride they have been
,
maintaining. For direct interest at
the box office "Steve" is proving the
the box office "Steve" is proving it

With Eugene O'Brien. . \
- There's one statistician among the
Critics whose figures are always in-
teresting because they go into the
depths of the yesteryear. This sta-
tistician is O. L. (Doc) Hall, who has

.•

returned afresh from his European
trip. He comes forth With the tid
»g8 that nothing is the matter with
the summer calendar in the loop this
year. He claims the present status
of theatricals for the summer season

• Is above other years for general av-
erage. If it wasn't for the activities
Of the Bryant-Tuerk office the aver-
age would be lower, for in holding
epen the Central and the Playhouse

ithe
number of theatres open for July

promises to keep just ahead- of the
revious low mark In the past *-ears
onsldered.

j

Due to the theatrical well of Infor-
mation running dry because of the
scarcity of theatrical people in town
and the fact of those present already
receiving their share of attention,
Shenpard Butler, critic of "The Trib-
une." entered the popular pastime
of picking what he thought were the
ten best plays to visit Chicago the

P£st 8eason. Butler's selection were:
The Circle." "The Green Goddess."
*>ix Cylinder Love," "A Bill of Di-
vorcement," "The First Year,"
Kempy," "Captain Applejack,"
Peter Weston." "Loyalties" and

,
Poter and Paula." Of the ten

P'ays chosen by Butler, five played
the twin theatres. Aa a rebuttal
Butler wrote: "I shall be asked why
laid not include 'The Dover Head.'
The Hairy Ape' and He Who (Jet?
Slapped.' Partisans of 'For All of
Us' and 'Two Fellows and a Girl'

*hrAl
mal<0 known their discontent.

™nank-U' had its voters, who will
enter a protest or two. And to leave
°ut the Moscow Art theatre- t here's
•ese majest e. I simply do not agree
*"th my betters about 'For All of

-m.
and 'Two Fellows and a Girl.'

i he Hairy Ape' and 'He Who Gets
gapped/ vivid experiences though
ney were, seemed to me oddities.

Philadelphia, June 27.

A solitary legitimate house re-

mains open here now, after all the

high hopes and plans for summer
continuance of three or four the-

atres.

The survivor, "III Say She Is," at

the Walnut, looks to be sitting

pretty now, and will stay for some
time. Last week the heat found
this Gaites-Beury revue continuing
to draw the crowds, and the gross,

while falling a bit below the pre-
ceding week, hit aeound $11,000, a
figure that was considered highly
satisfactory. It is understood that
the producers are in a position to
secure a New York house at any
time now, but prefer to keep "I'll

Say She Is" in Philadelphia as long
as there is profit, and thus set a de-
cided precedent for summer revues
to come.

'I'll Say She Is" is the talk of
the town. The addition of the Tlvoll
Dancing Girls from London and of
Joe Donahue and Florence Cast and
a complete new set of particularly
daring costumes for the clever and
hard-working chorus have served to
put the finishing touches on the per-
formance. A l piesent writing the
finales of both acts, with full

strength of the company on the
stage, are riots. Unlike the week
when the show opened, when the
intense hot wave broke about
Thursday, last week was scorching
from Monday to Satuiday, with only
momentary relief Friday night.
Nevertheless, the window sale was
big all along and the show seems to
he constantly gaining thrjugn "word
of mouth." There is 1.0 reason now
why "I'll Say She Is" shou.dn t stick

around at the Walnut at least thiee
or four weeks after this as the
weather cannot be worse, and, ilso,

tlio last of the competition Ih »:<»ne

The Philadelphia Theatre Guild
give up the light Hst Saturday night
after seven weeks of excellent and
worthy productions. The end came
after a sudden spurt of business
(during sixth week) had encour-
aged every one to look for a
i ontlnuance.
The last offering of the -"Guild."

however, killed all chances. "The

Howard Furness Jayne, two young
society men of this city, never had
a chance. Even the society support
expected did not materialise, prob-
ably because of the fact that so
many hed left town for the summer.
One or two of the dailies tried to
be kind, but others unmercifully
lambasted the play, though speak-
ing very kindly of the acting of
Ernest Lawford, Edward Douglas
and others. The gross continued
to dwindle all week, with a total
that fell about $3,800 from that of
the preceding week, when "Scan-
dal" set a high figure for the
"Guild's" engagement. It was the
first really bad week's business of
the lot, though only two turned in
any profit. The gross was less
than $3,000.

Estimates of the week:
"I'll Say 8he Is" (Walnut, fourth

week). All by itself now, and ap-
parently well secured in popular
favor. May complete eight or ten
weeks in all. Last week's gross,
despite hot weather record, about
$11,000.

4.ROSIE O'REILLY" ALONE
Boston, June 17.

"Rosie O'Rellry," Cohan's show.
holda the town alone. The only
competitors "Molly Darling" and
"Liza," faded out Saturday.
Cohan's show lost something last

week, as was to be expected, but the
loss was confined to one matinee
and one evening performance. It is

figured business dropped sligfitly
below $20,000 for the week. This is

off about $2,000 from capacity which
the show would do under ordinary
conditions.

Jumblles." the fantastic comedy
*>niething apart, amazing, fantastic written by Edgar Scott and Henry

"How Come?" in Harlem for Run
'How Come?", the colored revue

which fared disastrously at the
Times Square, Is in for an Indefi-
nite run at the Lafayette jheatre In

Harlem's colored section, where It

has been doing capacity business
the past three weeks. The show Is

sponsored by Ben Harris, a Newark.
N. J., attorney, who has sunk so far
between $60,000 and $70,000 in the
production.

"Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (58th

week). Unprecedented heat foe-

June played havoc with theatricals

last week. Every attraction was
affected. "Able" off about $2,000,

with takings about $7,000 or a lit-

tle under.

"Adrienne," Cohan (6th week). The
musical attractions averaged a
drop of $1,000 a nighL with some
falling $7,000 to $8,000 from pre-
vious week. "Adrienne" hit for

about $0,000, with the takings
about $1S,000.

"Aren't We All," Gaiety («th week).
Even the hits, of which this counta
with the beat, could not realat the
temperature barrage. English
piece did rather well, however, for

a gross of better than $11,000.

"Dew Drop Inn," Astor (7th week).
Final week. After pulling its beat
business during good weather this

i musical struck toboggan with all

others. Gross slipped under $8,000,

the drop from previous week of

$7,000. A heat victim, though it was
not doing business first expected.

"Follies," New Amsterdam (66th

week). Ziegfeld's show advertised
strongly the "final" week of the
laat aummer revue, calling atten-
tion to aummer version, which
atarted Monday. Averaged $1,000
nightly drop laat week, with tak-
ings between $27,000 and $28,000.

"Give and Take,** Central (24th
week). Final week. It showed
life two weeks ago, when weather
waa favorable, but last week cut
takings In half and crushed plans
to stick into July.

"Go Go," Apollo (16th week). Moved
here from Daly's, oa 63d street,
Monday. Had chance to grab a
42d street location; could not have
lasted through summer uptown.
Business Monday and Tuesday less
than $200 nightly.

"Helen of Troy, N. Y.," Selwyn (2d
week). Great notices for this mu-
sical, which got unfortunate break,
arriving when the heat was doing
its worst to show business. Fri-
day night, when some relief came,
it aold out, and stands fine chance
to register bull's-eye. Opened
Tuesday and beat $13,600.

"Icebound," Sam Harris (20th week).
Was hit as hard as anything on
dramatic list. Business was cut in
half and gross waa aent tumbling
under $4,000. Liable to be with-
drawn any time.

"Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (33d
week). Had been off somewhat
early in month, then recovered
nicely two weeks ago. Last week
waa a crusher, however, the drop
being at least $3,600, and the gross
pushed down to $14,600, which is

losing business for show.
"Mary the Third," 80th Street. Was
taken off last Saturday at the con-
clusion of its 20th week. Had been
framed to stick into July and then
sent to Chicago. Played to mod-
erate business for a little profit,

but not up to rating given it at
start.

"Merton of the Moviee," Cort (33d
week). Tyler's comedy hit went to

Its low mark for she aummer,
which goes for others. Pace alack -

ened to tune of over $3,000, gross
falling to $0,000.

"Muaio Box Revue," Music Box (36th
week). The heat wallop hurt here
even more than aome others. Gross
waa aent downward about $7,000,
and last week's takings were
around $16,000. That Is the line

for an even break here on present
basis.

"Not 8o Fast," Morosco (6th week).
Didn't get $4,000 laat week, the
drop being about $3,000 from pre-
vloua week. Show is on a basis
where it can break even at $4,000,
however, and house is satisfied at
that figure.

"Passing 8how of 1923," Winter Gar-
den (3d week). Started off with a
rush, but the torrid evenings ac-
counted for empty rows aa in the
other houaea. Estimates place laat
week's gross about $26,000.

"Polly Preferred," Little (24th week).
A hit that was badly affected,
business being off 60 per cent,
from previous week and groaa shot
downward to leaa than $6,000.

Rain," Maxine Elliott (34th week).
When so wonderful a draw aa this
Is affected, exceptional conditions
must be present. It was propor-
tionately less hurt than others, but
slipped about $1,700. Just over
$13,000 last week. Anything like
normal weather should return ca-
pacity trade.

"Seventh Heaven," Booth (35th
week). Another hit, with the call
counted on a par with "Ilaln," but
skimmed last week. too. Dropped
$2,000 for a gross of $10,600.

week, getting nearly $30,000 and
going to capacity throughout ex-
cept Thursday matinee and night.
A musical smaah, the beat White
haa produced, perhaps blggeat
houae had had in years. First
week figures aided by $10 pre-
miere. Normal gross) around
$26,000.

"So This Is London I" Hudson (44th
week). Was pushed down by the
heat at least $2,000. which aent
laat week'a groaa to $6,100; that ia
losing pace for the attraction.
Muat recover to carry .through
July. '

"The Devil's Disciple," Garrick (10th
week). Had been getting moder-
ate attendance. Last week takings
went to level of the other low
groaa non-musicals. Is listed to
stick for a time, however.

"The Fool," Times Square (36th
week). Some of the dramas went
off between $4,000 and $6,000 last
week, and this is one of them.
Tumbled from $9,600 almost to the
$6,000 mark. Any kind of a
weather break will place it on
profit margin, however, as rent la
all charged off.

"Uptown West," Bijou (10th week).
Final week; might have attained a
run if produced earlier In the sea-
son, but groaa never beat $6,000.
Laat weak loat what previous
week gained, and groaa waa $1,600.
Ia co-operative, otherwise It would
have atopped aome time ago.

"Vanitiee of 1923," Barl Carroll. Waa
listed to open Thursday (tonight),
but premiere set back until next
Monday.

"Wildflower," Caalno (21st week).
Last week's heat handicap oould
not be better cited, than the way
this musical hit was hurt Dived
$0,000, groaa being $16,000, aa
against $22,000 for previous week.

"You and I," Belmont (19th weak).
Attractions in email theatres such
as this appeared Injured more than
others beoauee capacity does not
permit much variance in business
in order to keep from loaing. Off
like all othera; groaa between $6.-
000 and $6,000.

"Zander the Great," Empire (l$th
week). Dented between $1,600 and
$3,000 for takings of around $6,600.
That netted a profit both ways,
however; with rent off, an even
break can be made at $6,000. Cut
rates and two-for-ones helped.

"Sweet Nell of Old Drury." Final
week for revival, which held on a
month or more after subscription
period through performance of
Laurette Taylor. "Sun Up" con-
tinues at the Provlncetown Play-
house.

SHOWS IK LOS ANGELES
Los Angelea, June IT.

"The Changelinga," preaented by
Henry Miller with hlmseh* in the
cast, which also includes Blanche
Batea, Laura Hope Crewa, Ruth
Chatterton and John Mlltern, opened
a two weeks* engagement at the
Mason before an audience that in-
cluded the real aoclety of Los An-
gelea and picture celebrities.
"The Bad Man," with Holbrook

Blinn as the star, now in its 12th
week at the Majestic, ahows no sign
of letting down. The engagement is
to be continued Indefinitely.
At the Morosco "Dulcy" opened

Sunday with a run predicted.
Fair notices were accorded "Get-

ting Gertle'a Garter," which had Ita
initial presentation here at Egan'a
thla week, and may atay for a run.

READYING BATTLING BUTLER'
The English piece. "Battling But-

ler, by Jack Buchanan, secured by
the Belwyns and George Choos for
this side, will he adapted and have
Its lyrics written by Ballard Mac-
Donald. Walter Catlett will stage
the piece. Mildred Keats and How-
ard Langford have been engaged
for It

MacDonald this week was given
a contract by George White for
three years as a material writer
for any White production.

Music Box in Lot Angeles Leased
Los Angeles. June 27.

The contract for the building of
the new Music Box in Hollywood
promoted by Nathan Goldnteia of
Han Francisco was leased this week.
The house is to be completed In
October.

8candala of 1923," Globe (2d week). • Musical comedy only wlll.be the
White', revue led Broadway last offerings there.
W
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INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT

An angle to the slogan of the Equity in connection with the Equity

Shop, which la, "Closed to none, open to all." ia the fact that thla Idea la

repudiated by every other union In the A. K. ot L. Also, their ldeaa of

qualification for memberahip In a union do not Jibe with Equity'*, whoac

only requisite for full membership is that the applicant (who may never

have had experience or appeared upon the stage in his t>r her life) has

been engaged to speak at least one line on the stage. This was so with

Mrs. Lydig Hoyt (Julia Hoyt on the stage) made an Equity member be-

fore she had ever appeared. Also with Charlie Somervllle, a newspaper

man, engaged for "Adam's Apple." Although never on the stage Somer-

vllle was made an Equity member.
A more flagrant instance of bringing untried material into an already

overcrowded profession is that of the Municipal Opera Company in St.

Louis, and th« Municipal Company in Indianapolis, the chorus of both

selected from local amateur talent entirely inexperienced. In apite of

the knowledge of this. Equity sent representatives to both cities and be-

fore the opening. Equity deputies insisted all this unknown amateur crowd
must become members of Equity. For the most part society folks, they

gladly did and .^oon were proudly showing Equity cards to prove they

were real actors (?).

Labor men point out that where these tactics are followed, especially

In a business where the supply greatly exceeds the demand; it can only

result in disasf.r to tin workers in that particular business. To Join any
regular labor union, except that of the common laborer, certain qualifi-

cations are necessary; the first, efficiency in the trade itself, and a certain

preliminary apprenticeship must be served before an application will be

considered.
In show business it is necessary before a man Is eligible for member-

ahip in the stagehands* union, that he serve * three years' preliminary

period as a clearer or grip. The m isieians* union insists upon an ex-

amination and demonstration on the instrument before a qualified com-
mittee. The Grand Opera Chorus union will not consider an application

for membership unless the applicant is thoroughly familiar with at least

12 operas and can read a strange piece of music at sight. In vaudeville

the test for engagement comes with tryouts on the stage while before

an actor or actress (no matter what their record) can become a member
of either of the Hebrew Actors' Union, the legitimate or vaudeville (and
the Hebrew Union is a pre-eminent example, since the closed shop is in

full operation here) the applicant must appear before a meeting of the
• union and giv» three different trial performances before the members.
After the third, qualifications are "discussed, and they are either accepted
or rejected, but strictly on merit or the lack of it.

These conditions restrict the indiscriminate crowding of any trade or
profession, but in their never-ceasing campaign for money through dues,
the Equity officials wilfully overlook these patent facts. The consequence
is that in seeking engagement the competent actor finds himself in com-
petition with incompetents, whose salary it so scaled as to make the dif-

ference an obj.vt to the manager, who figures on the saving and what a
good stage director can do with the cheaper article.

The result of Equity's promiscuous admissions to membership caused
• prominent labor leader to say that: "it would mean in any trade labor
union, the overcrowding of the trade with good, bad and indifferent
tradesmen to such an extent that in case of trouble or strike, the em-
ployer could always get enough of each to keep the works going and
under such condltiona it might be Impossible to win a strike or even in-

sist upon a decent compromise.
"I am afraid," he said "that Equity may find this out to its own dis-

comfiture and serious cost, if persisting in such an all-advised course.
'The close i shop is a desirable conditions for any union, if it is a

closed shop, but a shop which is 'open to all and closed to none' is a
mighty dangerous proposition for any profession or industry. Dues de-
rived from this policy will inevitably turn out to be 'fool's gold.'"

The two lines referring to. "Jake and Lee," sung by "The Three
Musketeers" in White's "Scandals" at the Globe were removed late last

week by White, after the Shuberts had sent some friendly emissaries to
him with a request to take them out. About the same time the White
show lost the services of Delyle Alda, who had been engaged under a run
of the play contract. Another report said White paid Miss Alda a con-
siderable sum In cash to settle the contract. A difference of opinion has
arisen between Miss Alda and the show's management as to the material
*he had been supplied with in the performance.
Leon Friedman, the press agent of the White show, did not see a per-

formance of it until tfce opening night in New York. Leon had kept away
irom the show during its two weeks at Atlantic City and New Haven un-
der the Impression it "wasn't there." He secured that impression through
George White failing to phone him about the production. After the first

set the first night at the Globe, when Leon was asked what he thought
of the show, replied: 'I have been most agreeably surprised so far."

don houses named are the Prince of Wales, Adelphi. Daly's, Duke of

York's, Empire. Gaiety and Lyric. A combined seating capacity of 22.00

is claimed for the total.

The project ia tQ be known as the Anglo-American Theatres Corpora-

tion. The American managers interested in the plan are Sam H. Harris,

A. H. Woods, the Selwyns, Martin Herman and Crosby Gaige. James
White, managing director of Beecham Truat, Ltd., one of the Eng-
lishmen named, la due to sail for New York next week to complete nego-
tiations, although O. Trafford Hewitt, representing the British Interests,

has been here for eome time. Associated with White are William Cooper,
director of the Apollo, and interested m the Gaiety, and George Edwards,
Ltd.; Robert Evett. managing director of Daly's; William Clifford Gaunt,
director of the Amalgamated Cotton Mills Truat, Ltd.; Thompson jowett,

chairman British Industrial Corporation and director in Grossmlth and
Malone, Ltd.; Lord Lurgan. director Theatre Royal, and George Dance,
theatre owner and producer.
Grossmlth A Malone and Robert Evett will produce in London for the

International Corporation, while Woods, Harris and the Selwyns will

produce in America. Ashurst, Morris, Crisp & Co. of London will be the
solicitors on the other side, while counsel here will be Wiekersham &
Taft and O'Brien, Malevinaky & Driscoll.

Much comment is heard amongst the rank and file of Equity on the
action of the Equty Councl n grantng Frank Gllmore a month's vaca-
tion on full pfcy in view of present economic conditions as far as the
actor himself is concerned.

The signs "No Loitering" have disappeared from the front of the Globe
tneatre. The legends were attached to frames holding pictures of "Scan-
dals" girls dressed in nearly nothing. The pictures have been changed,
but the new poses are not enough different to make the signs look funny.

LEGIT ITEMS

Among the plays that have re-
cently been announced for produc-
tion next season are four by Wil-
liam Anthony McGuire, the author
of "Six Cylinder Love." Sam H.
Harris will produce his "Tin Gods"
which was formerly called "Pride of
Shilomar." Ziegfeld is slated to
produce a musical comedy, with the
book by McGuire and the lyrics and
music by McCarthy and Tierney.
The third is "Jack in the Pulpit."
written in collaboration with Gor-
don Morris. The fourth, as yet un-
titled. Is scheduled to be presented
by Mindlin & Goldreyer. Other
new shows will be Booth Tarking-
ton's and Harry Leon Wilson's
"Tweedles" at the Frazee. August
13, with Gregory Kelly and Ruth
Gordon in the leads. "Red Light
Annie," by Sam Forrest and Nor-
man Houston, at the Moroaco,
August 20, with Mary Ryan starred,
and "The Alarm Clock" with
Blanche Ring and Bruce McRae.

A., returns to the coast Saturday.
While here he acted as the repre-
sentative of George T. Hood, who is

the Northwestern Erlanger repre-
sentative.

Delyle Alda withdrew from
Whites "Scandals" last week. Al-
though it was said the prima donna
was dissatisfied with the numbers
aliotted her, th,e management claims
to have made satisfactory arrange-
ments with Miss Alda permitting
her abrupt withdrawal. Originally
she had four numbers in the revue.
Wiien it opened in New York she
sang but once, appearing in the
second act a single time. The other
numbers had been given to Helen
Hudson and Beulah Berson. Richard
Bold, the tenor, was out of the show
all of last week after the premiere,
but returned Monday. He was re

Joseph Tierney, manager of the

Sam H. Harris office, who was cos

fined to his home suffering with
compound fracture of the nose .

the result of a blow from Hem.
Sullivan, who was ejected from the
theatre, returned to his office this

week. The hearing of Sullivan, held
under ball on the charge of felo-

nious assault, was called Monday,
but postponed for two weeks.

Gua Hill will withdraw "Mutt and
Jeff" from the road next season,
having planned to keep the cartoon
piece on the shelf for at least two
years, after which it will be re-
vived. In its place Hill will send
out two companies of "The Gumps,"
a new cartoon piece. The "Gump"
shows will open Sept. 16 and Sept.
17, one being routed to the Far
West.

ftenry W. Savage is to reopen the
season of the Peggy Wood starring
vehicle, "The Clinging Vine," at the
Illinois, Chicago, on Labor Day.
This is to be the first of the Sav-
age organizations to take to the
road for the coming season. Camp-
bell Casad is to go ahead of the at-
traction.

Queenic Smith, whose performance in "Helen of Troy" attracted much
attention In show circles when the attraction opened at the Selwyn
last wevk, was sent for by the producer of a well known revue, annually
renewed. She was Instructed to tell the covete/is manager that her
salary In "Helen" is $1,000 weekly, which she did. He immediately re-
marked that that was not enough, and "suggested" she bring her con-
tract to him In order that "we might see if we can't break it."

Miss Smith reported the details to the "Helen" management, which
recently placed her under a long-term agreement. They destroyed the
contract and voluntarily increased Miss Smith's salary', she signing a
new agreement, which is said to extend for eight years.

Wilie, West and McGinty, an English comedy pantomime turn, were to
have been with George White's "Scandals." Instead the burlesque
carpenters appeared in the summer edition of Ziegfeld's "Follies" Monday,
after being spotted In Saturday night's performance.
When -Scandals" opened at Atlantic City. White decided not to count

too heavily on the numbers already scheduled and cabled for the trio.
Th3 reply was a request for an advance of 175 pounds, transmitted at
once. The money was not. accepted. It was later discovered the act had
nignnd with Ziegfeld through Jimmy Reynolds, a costume designer for
tho •Follies,'' who was in London. The three-act came highly touted.
The sulary for the act is quoted at $C00 weekly.

The opening of the 'second edition" of the Zeigfcld Tollies" at the
New Amsterdam on Monday night brought something of a howl from the
reviewers who were sent to s^e the show whose seats were switched
from their usual locations and likewise from a number of daily papers
in both New York and Brooklyn, the names of which were stricken from
tho list. Tuesday the Z< iKfeld office was trying to alibi it. As a result
of tho slip up on tiie seats the press department was the loser for one of
the Sunday magazine sections of a New York paper killed out a full page
upocjal that was to have heen pi\rn t«i the show .

"Dude" Harris is back on Broad-
way as treasurer of the Cohan the-
atre, having succeeded Hector Kling

cent'y operated on for appendicitis
}
at *be house. Kling is embarking in

and rested on advice of his paysi- tne commercial field. "Dude" was
at the Republic until recently.clan.

The Lyceum, Columbus, owned
by S. M. Mannheim of Cleveland,
will leave a split week policy for
next season, playing legit attrac-
tions four days and burlesque the
last three days of the week. It will

have a Sunday opening for the
legitimate attractions. Tabs and
pictures have been played during
the season Just closed. C. W.
Harper, who will be the resident
manager, was in New York this
week booking attractions.

Details of an International affiliation of New York and London show-
men who will produce in both metropolises and Interchange productions
was announced from the ofllco of A. H. Woods, who returned from a
flying trip to England last week. Cabled news of the pool was »l«o
received from London by Variety early this week. Although the story
given out here did not mention It, advices received from abroad state a
company with a capital of $1'0,000,000 Is to be formed and stock is *o

b^ offered to the public.

The American theatres mentioned in the deal are the Apollo, Eltinge,
Sam II. Harris, Selwyn and Times Square; the Adelphi, Apollo. Sam fl.

Harris, Wood* md PiMwyn in Chicago and the seiw\n, Boston. The r.op |

Robert Campbell and Gus Both-
ner, who formerly teamed in the-
atrical ventures, have taken over
the Van Curler opera house, Sche-
nectady, N. Y., and will play road
attractions there, starting Labor
Day. Bookings will be supplied
through the Erlanger and Shubert
exchanges and C. O. Tennis. Both-
ner, booking representative for the
Charles Frohman attractions for 12
years, will be resident manager of
the Van Curler. Campbell Is man-
ager of the National for Sanger &
Jordan.

Lawrence Marston has been
given judgment for $760 against
William H. Gilmore for services
rendered in staging "The Unmar-
riageable Mother" play, which soon
shut down.

Dave Kaufman, formerly wijh the
Shuberts, will be general manager
for Broadway Play Producers, Inc.,

the newly formed producing unit
backed by moving picture interests.

Jim Brown, former advance man,
has Joined the sales force of a chew-
ing gum concern. In a recent sales
contest he won second prize.

'Prains, Inc., by Ed Laska, to be
prfcdu'Ccd by A. L. Jones and Morris
Green, has been rctltted "Wo Need
the Money." It will be placed in re-
: aarsal July 9 and is to open Aug. 3
in Long Branch, N. J. IVrtram

n will do the dhecting with
Robert Ames playing the leading
role. The piece will be the first

Straight comedy under the Joi •

Ore< n management.

\\ Uliam MeCurdy, manager of the
Metropolitan theatre, Scuttle. W.i.vh..

who, has been in New York for the
last fortnight as the sole representa-
tive of Pacific coast theatrical man*

t to the com en t Ion of Ihe i T

Howard Herrick left this week to
handle "The Covered Wagon" in
Chicago.

The Boston company of "Light-
nin' " closed yesterday < Wednes-
day) in Brattleboro, Vt.

THE BREAKING POINT
\
h]] .Stephen Maley
\'"' y - Zcffle Tilbury
• >avU'- • John Doylr

in'.ir
Krwlerlck Burton

I'!!- VW McKay Morris
.iirarjeth Rngina Wallace
loverly Jane Houston
h. JilLV;

Lucill* Hoar*
'"•• Robert llarr.Ul

lnj lkJi Woman Mane Valray
??*}:; Mauris D«r. y
?l ]>' " ' n^H»rt VauKlui

' "" John Mu:

Washington, June 27.
It was almost too perfect, this

Mrst performance of Mary Roberts
Rinehart's latest play, "The Break-
ing Point.' it is so perfectly writ-
ten, the story mi perfectly construct-
ed, and tho character building so
concise, one almost wished that
some inexperienced writer could
have thrown a monkey wrench (lle>
uratively speaking) into the amooth-

• of it to break it up «t bit. But

that is all that is wrong with the
piece. It will undoubtedly be a big
hit. possibly equal the record of
"The Bat," which Mra. Rinehart
wrote with Avery Hopwood.
There ia an abundance of plot, a

new theme, that of an amnesia vic-
tim who killed the husband of the
woman he loved only to lose his
memory while endeavoring to es-
cape; to be found by a very human
old doctor^brought cast and edu-
cated as a physician with the first
21 years of hia life entirely wiped
out of his memory.

Mrs. Rinehart has taken two sets
of people, a group of western ranch-
men, and the small town eastern
home of the man's benefactor. Her
contrasts are beautifully drawn, the
story being divided between the
western ranch and the eastern home.
The piece has been most capably
cast by Wagenhals & Kemper, and
many individual successes were
'scored by the company.
Enthusiasm ran unbounded. Poli'a

was filled to capacity, this being
the home of Mrs. Rlneriart, \ ho had
to make an acknowledgment to the
Insistent calls for her. Each mem-
ber of the company came iu, for his
or her share of generous applause.
There is no starred player. McKay
Morris, portraying "Dick," gave a
remarkably good performance. He
was called upon last night to do
many things that ha\e stumped
many experienced actors before him,
many things that he must have felt
unnatural in, but he did them beau-
tifully, his sobbing bit in the last
act, when told that his benefactor
was dead, waa one of those moments
that cause one to grip his chair.
He touches the right keynote and
a less experienced or gifted player
could have so easily stepped over
the line as to have completely ruined
that which had gone before.

The suspense is admirably sus-
tained throughout, the end of the
second act finding the interest com-
pletely held, and the solution as far
away as was the close of the first
acl. The final act brings innumer-
able anti-climaxes, the play being
completed upon at least three differ-
ent occasions, but Mrs. Rinehart bad
her story to complete, her charac-
ters to fulfill their final bit.

Judson Clark, Infatuated with an
actress, a married woman, who
brings her husband to Clark's ranch
after being accused of intimate rela-
tions with the wife, kills the hus-
band and makes good his escape into
the mountains, where he is found
by the old eaatern doctor, who
nurses him back to health and finds
him the . victim of amnesia. He
treats him aa hia own son, and the
play opens with the killing', an
event of ten years ago, the man, a
successful doctor, gradually taking
over the practice of the older man,
and having fallen in love with an-
other doctor's wholesome daughter.
The publicity of the killing some

years ago had ruined the career of
the actresa, and she is just stag-
ing a comeback in her old success
when across the footlights she rec-
ognizes the man. Her coming to
see him and rumors the man has
heard with the advent of a news-
paper man who for the sake of the
story for his paper means to fasten
the true identity on Clerk create
wonder in the mind of the young
physician, who is always struggling
to piece together his past life.

The old doctor refuses to tell him
of the lost period and, immediately
following an interview with the
newspaper man, he leaves for the
west to endeavor to piece his life
together. When they meet again
at the ranch, for their own in-
terests in the man, another shock
(that of a quarrel with the news-
paper man and a shot outside)
brings back the old memory and
completely drops out the latter ten
years in the man's life. He escapes,
as he did ten years before, through
the window.
Tho town gossip, this time a

youthful miss (excellently done by
Lucille Sears), sees the man driving
a taxi in Chicago. She speaks to
him and gives him a card, he again
endeavoring to pick up tho lost pe-
riod of his life. Mrs. Rfnehart's
ilnal solution Is plausible.
Miss Regina Wallace created a re-

markably good impression as the
eastern girl. Sincerity was the key-
note of her performance, and she
shared honors with Mr. Morris. Miss
Jane Houston as the actress wan
alternately the fiendish devil and
the pleading siren. Her perform-
ance was splendid In a role that
would tax the capabilities of any
experienced player.
John Doyle as the uld physician

created in his few moments of tho
first act an impression that lived
throughout the play. Stephen Maley
supplied the comedy relief. At first
you thought his picture of the
westerner a little grotesque, but he
slowly built up the characterisation
until he scored an individual suc-
cess. Zeffle Tilbury as the old doc-
tor's wifo was delightful, while John
Morrlaey gave just a iittle added
something to a typical western
sheriff that lifted his performance
out of the ordinary.
For the remaining members of the

cast Marie Valray, Maurice Dan v
and Robert Vaughn did remarkably
well.

Collin Kemper, who staged U»c
performance most acceptably, should
not be blamed for the one perform-
ance that did not measure up. tba
of Frederick Burton as the fatlH
of the girl, and who dominates the
entire situation In the last art.

Mcakirt.
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ZUKOR'S PSEUDO NIECES

WERE TOO PERSISTENT

Talked English, Broken Eng-

lish and No English, to Get

to F. P.'s Head

Adolph Zukor. of the Famous

Players, was the objective of a

brand new scheme of two young

women who wished to break into

the pictures. Tbe«e two hung

around Zukor* «r offices at 485 Fifth

avenue for u couple of days, asking

the ?mployes in perfect English to

point Zukor out to them. Saturday

last they got cntre to Charles

Abrahams. Mr. Zukor'g confidential

man. In brokei English they said

they were Zukor'e nieces, from his

old home town in Hungiry, where
they were well-known professionals,

dancers, just arrived from Europe.
Abrahams informed Zukor of his

relatives' desire to see him. Zukor
exploded. and declared he had nc

Hungarian dancers in his family;

as for the alleged nieces. the3' were
impostors; .«i.d he had never heard
of them.
Abrahams conveyed the bad news

to the watting,- ft male* hoofers, who
very indig lantly asked him where
Zukor got that stuff; that he was
their ur.cle. and. being in a soft

jwb. the leust he cou d do was *.o

take care of f ..Iks who came ail the
way from I'ungary to see him.
They also declared that they
screened well, arc" to prove It

flashed some photographs of them-
. selves jii toe artistic nude, and
Abrahams passed out again.
When he came to, the danseusea

had made their exit, and he was
glad to consider the incident closed.

But Iforday morning the Hun-
garian dancers were the first ar-

rivals. This time they could speak
no English at, all, merely stamping
and signifying an intention of
•ticking until they did see Zukor.
In a short time Abrahams got a
trifle peeved. ^Calling the special
officer, the two goulashes were
eased into the elevator and on to the
sidewalk, all the time yelling (re-
covering their English speech) that
Zukor was no account; if he did
not recognize hie poor relations he
should at least recognize talent.

The guards and elevator men
have been told not to admit this

duo if they appear again. Zukor
says he is getting weary of im-
postors who represent themselves
as relatives of officiate of the com-
pany, and has given orders the next
one who tries anything of the sort
is to be arrested and that he or
representatives of Famous -Laeky
will prosecute them. .

FILM MAN MURDERED

4. E. Jackson, Itinerant Showman,
Found With Skull Crushed

.

Dallas, Tex., June 27.

J. E. Jackson, travelling picture
showman who has played small In-

land towns, was found brutally
murdered with his skull crushed.
The crime was committed Sunday
night or Monday, and the body was
found Monday afternoon 15 miles
from Gatcsvillc In Coryall county.
The police of upper Texas have

been asked to look for a 20 -year
old youth who accompanied Jack-
son on his travels and who occa-
sionally booked the show and did
its advance work. The authorities
want to question him as to his and
Jackson's movements.
The dead man's automobile and

some of his effects have been found
in Waco.

BRANDT APPOINTS COMMITTEE
William Brandt, newly elected

president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New York,
issued a statement this week to the
effect that among the most vital

issues tha* are fating the exhibitors
of today i* the question of the ad-
mission tax. \t the recent st;>«»-

convention the New York theatre
owners went on record unanimously
to get behind Congressmen Clar-
ence MacGregor in his fight to have
the ndrntsston T.tv repealed

$200,000 MINIMUM COST RULE ~

DRIVES THE INDEPENDENTS OUT

Several Producers Refuse to Continue with Na-
tional Distributors Under New Terms—Meet to

Form Tri-Cornered State Rights Organization

FAMOUS WOULD REST

IN FEDERAL TRADE CASE

Indeiwndent producer! who have
been releasing through some of the

national distributing organizations
are up in the air over the demands
that the distributing executives are
making for pictures of a *et pro-
duction cost so as to qualify with
the type of productions that they
plan to release through the coming
year. Big play successes of Broad-
way or best sellers from the book
marts together with casts of big
names and other Retails that would
bring production cost to at least

$'-'00,000 a pieture is what the de-
mand is.

With $200,000 productions de-
manded the best the releasing or-
ganizations will give the producer
is 50 per cent, of the production
cost of delivery of negative. After
the distributor gets his advance
back out of the first money in

rentals on the picture and the pro-
ducers has to trust to luck as to

where and when his other $100,000
will come from. Figuring it at the
best it might be possible for the
producer to get his original invest-
ment back in about two and a half

years.
As .a result of this condition a

number of independents who have
been producing for three or four
of the biggest national releasing
and distributing organizations have
thrown the sponge in the air, de-
claring they are going into the in-

dependent distributing market for

themselves.
This week there was in tie course

of formation a three -cornered -pro-

ducing organization to compete with
the Lichtman and Warner Bros, or-

ganisations on the basis of states

rights distribution. They are con-
templating a line up of states rights
distributors which will be in a po-
sition to handle productions on a
basis of about $100,000 production
cost.

One producer stated that he had
lined up a picture and bought a
story the distributor approved of.

The picture was to have been made
for $100,000, but the various dis-

tributor approval clauses in the
contract on the question of contin-
uity and cast ran the cost to $160,-

000. This means that the producer
in releasing through the organiza-
tion that he has been doing busi-
ness with will have to carry $110,-

000 of the investment on the picture.

It Is his last picture with the dis-

tributor, although he had a contract

for the delivery of four additional.

Another producer on here with a
picture that looked like a box office

winner was offered distributing con-
nections with three different or-

ganizations. He turned all down
because of like conditions they
wanted to tack on the contract.

At an Informal meeting Wednes-
day afternoon three producers who
have been turning out fairly stand-
ard product to the extent of about
four productions a year and re-

leasing through national distributors

formed a tentative organization for

a three-cornered producing organi-
zation, .each to do four features a
year and to sell all 12 through the

states rights market.
All three were agreed the bigger

distributors and producers were

overloading themselves to such an
extent the small exhibitor would be
unable to carry the load of increased
rentals and that the smaller towns
would not stand for increased ad-
mission prices at this time to help
the exhibitor meet the Increase In
his overhead on the higher priced
productions.
Because of this they feel certain

that there is a field where the pro-
duce: with the picture that cost
anywhere from $60,000 to $100,000
to produce can get an advance up
to the extent of 85 per cent, on his
production cost and the balance of
his investment out of the picture
within three months. On this basis
they figure they will be able to
operate on their second production
on the advance made them and
keep one studio swinging with a
crew and thus cut down studio
overhead.

Several additional meetings are
to be held. Two of the producers
have sufficient capital to swing
them into line and start production
at once, and the third member will
be financed by them.

NO MUSIC TAX

Counsel Reported Satisfied

with Testimony Brought

Out to Date

Leased Dance Hall Had Engaged
Musicians—Not Responsible

In dismissing the complaint of the
Waterson, Berlin it Snyder, Co..

music publishers, against the Cen-
tral opera house, New York, for al-

leged infringement of copyright.
Federal Judge Learned Hand has
established a precedent as far as
the metropolis is concerned. The
music men, suing through the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers' counsel,
have invariably been adjudicated
victors in such court tilts.

Judge Hand, deciding from the
bench, made a novel ruling. The
Central opera house is a public
dance hall at 205 East 67th street
and leases its ballroom to various
clubs for dances and entertain-
ments. The court ruled that since
the club which was operating that
evening had engaged the musicians
and that the latter played "My
Sunny Tennessee" (the song in
question) for the benefit of the club,
the owner of the ballroom is not
responsible for any infringements of
copyright.

, Louis Lt*tnpel acted for the de-
fense.

The IVderal Trade Commission's

Inquiry into Famous Players' trade

practices moved to Philadelphia this

week, where the investigation was
ex i ended into the relations between
Famous Players and the Stanley

Company.
In New York the report became

current that the battery of legal

talent handling the film company's
C. >fense was well satisfied with the

etatus of the Inquiry, being well

content to rest upon the material

brought out up to date.

More than a month of probing in

New York failed to disclose any-
thing sensational and trade interest

In the investigation had lapsed

toward the end of the sessions here.

It was noted by those who
watched the proceedings that Paul

D. Cravath, head of Cravath, Hen-
derson, Lefflngwell & DcGersdoff,

did not appear m.*. the hearings,

leaving the matter in the hands of

Robert Swalne. a Junior member.
It hud been predicted that if the

Federal Trade matter assumed a
aerious aspect, Cravath would as-

sume charge, and hie absence was
taken as a sign that the defense

regarded its position as highly

favorable.

HOUSE ORGANS
Beginning with the current week

the Rialto and the RIvoli, New York,
started issuing programs In the
form of miniature newspapers, "The
Rialto Times" and "The Rivoli
Times." The matter as far as read-
ing is concerned is the same in both
papers, the only change being the
actual program ir.a'.'.er of the week*
attractions.

For the current week the return
of Hugo Riesenfeld. the managing
director for both houses, was ihf»

feature lead story.

Philadelphia. June 27.

The Stanley company of America
holds 7,500 shares of stock of the

Famous Players-Lasky corporation,

and Famous is holding 26,000 shares
of Stanley stock, according to' testi-

mony brought out at the first hear-
ing in this city of the Federal Trade
Commission's Inquiry into the al-

leged monopol; by the film pro-
ducer.-!.

, This Information was elicited by
John M. Fuller, chief counsel to the

commission, In the examination of

John J. McGuirk, a director and first

vice-president of the Stanley com-
pany. The facts pertaining to the

! old ins of stock w«r« given by Mr.

McGuirk in explaining a $2,000,000

loan made by Famous Players, sev-
eral months after the organization

of the present Stanley company of

America in 1919.

The hearings will continue all

this week, following which the com-
mission will go to Atlanta, Oa.

ANGELS IN OIL

I.os Anereles. June 27.

The movies are Invading ths «»ii

fields for angels. It is just an-
nounced that Mrs Van B. Foster.

Wife of a deceased wealthy operator.

is being starred in a circus picture

being produced at CoStnoart studios.

Mrs. Foster is also the producer,

"Touched"—Convention's Echo.

Syracuse. June L'7,

To further M'.e cause n committee
has been appointed of which Bei
naul 1 Michei i/. former sjMbdaut
IT. S. Attorney General, is rliairma
and oi v. inch William A. Dillon. A
»J. Ha.viii.iii. Ju'ct Michai i and Louis
Blumenthai are members to ui

lake tu i.».,.- the entire industry
tc tiie necessity of gettiitg

forces behind the M icGregor bill

(OI !b,. | ... , .,)

LEW CODY'S "EIGHT CLUB"
Lob Angeles, June 27.

Lew Cody gave a party the other
night in his Hollywood home at

which "The Fight Club" (whatever
tint means; probably has to do with
food) - was formed. The charter
members are Thomas J. Gray, Guy
Price. Harry Brand, Don Eddy,
Louis Weadock, .foe Thrown and .io<

Jackson.
The members bring their own

music

WHbam V. Newell, 'J 7. of New
v.»i k, delegate > the convention «•>

tin- state Motion Picture Theatn
Owners' Association here, w m re-

sponsible for t.tie arresi <•! three I

u omen .<• d a man w hiie In ! pol

probed his story thai he >••« heal

,,,,,1 robbed of ? , '>'» In an npartnv i I

,n HOUtli ('•'< *»v* '"• XcWCll

ilesci ibed hiin^ell .<^ pun basing
. • -lit foi v • • ''•"' I »t Nat on il.

COOGAN ATMOSPHERIC MUSIC
Los Angeles, June 27.

Jack Coogan, St., has Introduced

ARLISS FILM READY
Distinctive Pictures has finished

work on "The Green Goddess," the

screen version of the melodrama of

that na.ne, George Arliss being

starred both on stage and screen.

Th Goldwyn release date is

Sept. 19. This is Arliss' third

picture under the Arthur Friend
banner, the first picture being "Dis-

raeli.'' having grossed $500,000 to

date. The first Goldwyn- Cosmopoli-
tan release under the new schedule

will be "Three Wise Fools," due
Aug. It.

"The Spoilers," dramatization of

the Bex Beach novel, starts next
week for an indefinite engagement
at the Roosevelt, Chicago. It will

come to the New York Capitol.

An earlier version of the same story
vva« the Initial attraction at the
Strand under the regime of S. L.

Rothafel, and, it Is said, the
Strand people made a bid for the
picture for pre-release Broadway
showing.

suincthiiiK new in atmosphere music
on his !»•• t picture which his fs

mous SOP Is starring in, "For lh<

King." Ho his his old vaudeville
pan ii< i. ISddie Co-X, on the set c.

d.i.v. Cox sings with the usual
organ .ii «i violin set to music, lie

says .i niiis j»ej> or sorrow In the

noting through the human voice, Re-
cording to \ ictoi Bchertafnger, (II-

i
• toi

.

STANLEY JUBILEE
Philadelphia, June 27.

The Stanley Company of America
announce! that it will celebrate the
week of July 9 as its annual "Go-to-
th< -Movies" week In all its local

theatres.

This custom was started here
• everal years ago and has been suc-
i s if ui. Several of the larger down-
town houses will have special bills

to f.-nture the occasion.

ONUKI AND KOVASC BOOKED
If. i re Otiuki. Japanese soprano,

and Lilly Kovuxr, young Viennese
Iste, have been honked for the

r. 'iiou Flayers picture boi.se tour
».. > •• Featured frttst* Booking
rWyice

FIGHT FOR SECOND RUN

BUSINESS NEXT SEASON

Goldwyn List Increased to

Practically One Release

a Week
-— —

Preliminary announcement of re-
lease schedules for next §eafonglv*s
the trade a tip that the fall will
witness a brisk fight for second run
business* and increased competition
for first runs in key cities as well.

The important detail of the pros-
pective situation is Goldwyn-Cos-
mopoli tan's increase from 18 pic-
tures last year to 44 the coming sea-
son and the decrease of the other
two companies. Famous Players
from 88 to the announced 50 and
First National from 78 to 88.
The extended Goldwyn sehednl*

will, it Is figured, be the cue for a
sales drive based on the selling ar-
gument that with material remain-
ing unplayed from last year's pro-
ductions and the 44 pictures now
laid out a year's supply of ttiatrriul
for first run weekly change is of-
fered to exhibitors, making a total
o." 88 productions available for week
runs.

Universal promises a large num-
ber of quantity releases, but the
trade generally figures the quantity
of first run material suitable for
week stands at about 8 to 12, the
rest of the product classing as sec-
ond run material suitable for twice
weekly or dally change houres.
First National Is the only other ma-
jor producer in competitive quan-
tity, but It is more or leas eliminated
from the free-for-all selling field by
its system of distribution, which is
rather inflexible.

Metro makes a strong bid in Its
separate field, putting out a strong
list of SO Important productions rep-
resenting an outlay of 818.000,000.
compared to last year's total of 12
features costing a quarter of that
amount.
In all this shifting of releasing

lists the whole mass of new ma-
terial is figured about unchanged,
the decrease in the Famous and
First National schedules being about
taken up in the increases of Gold-
wyn-Cosmopolitan and Metro. It Is
rather early to forecast *,he probable
activities of the Independents, but
on the basis of projeots la the pre-
liminary It is believed-the total will
be at least as large as last year and
probably larger.

OWN YOUR OWN FACE

Fairbanks Given Facial Decision in
Switzerland

Los Angeles, June 2T.
Douglas Fairbanks has received

word from Zurich, Switzerland, he
has been granted a verdict in his
favor in a test case tried there.
The defendants were cbayged

with utilizing the pictures of the
screen star without his gtrj&lasion.
The court's ruling was to the ef-

fect that an actor's faco is hi* own
exclusively, and cannot be used
for advertising purposes of my
kind.

$4,000,000 FOR WEST COAST
Los Angeles, June LT.

According to Joseph M. Schen.

k

$4,000,000 of Wall Street money is to
be invested in the West CoaHt The-
atres Co. of Southern California to
extend their chain theatre holdings
in the territory. Of the . rmnmt
$2,000,000 is to be utilized in Log
Angeles in financing the org.m Ira-
tion of which Adolph Ramish. Sol
Lesser, Gore Bros, and Jos. Sehenck
are the officers.

Kdward H. Roselle. of Ronelle &
Co., a ew York brokerage firm Is

at present here conferring on In-
vestment plans to build several
houses to add to the already long
string which the We«t Coast organ*
ization controls.

O0DS0L SECRECY ABROAD
Frank Godsol is due back in ftew

York in about a fortnight after
completing preliminary work in
Europe for the filming of scenes of
"Ben-Hur." Utmost secrecy haH
been maintained of Godsol's opera-
tions abroad, although It is known
he is accompanied by loc!»Hon men
and a cameraman.

Hensard-Hoch Marriage
Los Angeles. June 5?7.

Johnnie Ilines. the screen st.4f.

acted is beM man when Judge ('<<<

of Bants Ana, performed a n i

riag«« ceremony f<»r Waiter Hansard
and Pearl llnck y Ana'i^im
lerdij V
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GRIFFITH AND AL JOLSON MAY

SETTLE $100,000 "WALK-OUT

Producer Stunned When Blackface Star Vanished

Without Explanation—Sailed on Majestic With

J. J. Shubert

A] Jolson and his "walk out" on

D. W. Griffith were the sole talk of

Broadway film circles this week.

Jolson's sailing on the "Majestic"

for Europe last Saturday in com-

pany with J. J. Shubert threw the

monkey wrench into the works as

far as the picture the blackface

tar>was to make under the direc-

tion of the "master of the films."

- Griffith's loss represented about

$100,000. Griffith and Jolson had no

written agreement; there was, how-
ever, according to Griffith, "a gen-

tlemen's agreement" between them
regarding the picture and the di-.

rector had brought a number of

players on from Los Angeles to ap-

pear with Jolson. There were
twelve actors and actresses under

contract for the picture and at the

Griffith studio in Westchester four

acts for the production were already

up and two additional were to haVe

been completed this week.
Jolson's walk out will mean con-

siderable loss to the Griffith organi-

sation. The director's business as-

soclataes will look to the comedian
to defray the expense up to the time

he walked out.

But most heart-broken of all is

Anthony Paul Kelly, the playwright

and screen author, who devoted

more than eighteen months of his

time bringing Jolson and Griffith to-

gether. Kelly wrote the story in

which Jolson was to appear. He
originally bought the idea for the

story and paid $1,250 for it and
went to work en It and evolved the

picture script, then, after a talk

with Griffith, be started to win Jol-

son over to the idea of a screen ap-
pearance. He finally succeeded in

getting the two together when the

"Bombo" season closed and Jolson

had had tests made of himself at

the studio. He was at the studio on
Friday of last week and a number of

other tests of him were made at that

time and also a number of scenes

for the picture were rehearsed

while the "rushes" from the labora-

tory of the tests were awaited.

Perhaps the fact that Jolson did not

look like a Valentino or a Barthel-

mess was his reason for the "walk
out" on Saturday morning, but those

who saw the "rush prints" said that

the comedian in white face screened

very well.

Kelly was to have been in for a
••piece" of Jolson's contract in the

picture and it was stated by the

author on Monday that he was cer-

tainly to see that his end of the
••deal" was carried out, for he
believed he had very good grounds
for a suit to recover.

The Griffith office was trying to

find a way to meet the situation

of a cast contracted for ten weeks
and still on its hands, but no solu-
tion had been found up to mid-
week. One proposal was to engage
another comedian and go through
with the picture. A number of can-
didates was 'canvassed and for a
time Lloyd Hamilton was under
consideration as an available, al-

though the role was far away from
his style.

Griffith expressed the belief that

a settlement could be negotiated
with Jolson when he returned. The
producer was unshaken In his con-
viction that Jolson would have made
a highly successful screen star.

"Up until the minute of Mr. Jol-

son's surprising retirement," said

Griffith, "I was delighted with his

work. We had taken a number of

preliminary shots, first In white
face to study costuming schemes
and then in black face to get Mr.

Jolson set as to character mood

—

to settle whether he would be a
flashy, sporty 'cullud pusson or

Just a shabby darky. Mr. Jolson

appeared discouraged when the test

prints were screened, but *I was de-

lighted with his progress.

"I was convinced then and still

am that Jolson would achieve an
artistic sensation as a screen actor.

In the experimental work we did I

was tremendously Impressed with

his knack of getting over via the

camera a remarkable unctuous and
subtle quality of genuine sentiment

In a degree unmatched by any
other screen personality I know.

"1 know it must have been trying

NEW LICENSE ORDINANCE

BEFORE MAYOR TO SIGN

New York's Board of Aldermen

Passes Measure Increas-

ing Fees

The Board of Aldermen of the

City of New York, acting on the re-

port of the Committee on General

Welfare in favor of adopting an

ordinance to amend sections 60 and

•1 of Article 3 of Chapter 8 of the

Code of Ordinances, relating to

common shows, last week con-

firmed the report by a general vote.

The ordinance becomes a law only

after Mayor John P. Hylan ap-

provee It, the matter having been

referred to the chlet municipal ex-

ecutive for his decision.

The committee's report is In

keeping with the License bureau's
recommendations the past few years
for a revision of general amuse-
ment license fees. Both the former
commissioner, John F. Gilchrist, and
the present incumbent, August W.
Glatzmeyer, have been In favor of

such Increases, the annual reports

of the License Bureau always in-

cluding mention of this fact.

FOX TAKES TIMES SQ.;

B'WAY FILMS IN SEPT.

Main Stem Houses as Cheap

in Fall as in Summer—Fox's
Two Legit Houses

Picture producers have discov-

ered that It la Just as cheap but

more Advantageous to' rent Broad-
way theatres In the fall for special

picture showings as in the sum-
mer. Heretofore picture rentals

have been gravy to the legitimate

managers, who have delivered "the

four walls" to the film people at

fat profits.

Last season there v.as a falling

off in the number of main stem
house rentals for special features

and this summer will see fewer than

ever since the exploitation idea was
originated.

The group of rentals reported

several weeks ago have now de-

veloped to be dated from September
on, and the terms are said to be

about the same as paid for the

summer. The legitimate house man-
agers are said to have agreed to

the fall tenancy without hesitation

and one factor attributed is the

scarcity of new shows In sight for

the new season.
William Fox has secured two

Broadway houses for special exhi-

bitions, starting Labor Day, when
he takes over the Times Square
and the Central. He will offer "If

Winter Comes- and "The Shep-
herd King." The latter film has been

held' In the Fox vaults for some
while and is expected to be shown
about the time "Ben-Hur" is

ready. The latter will account for

a third Broadway house devoted to

pictures in the fall. The Astor will

make the fourth, that house hav-
ing been secured by Universal for

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
also dated for a September start,

while .other theatres will doubtless

join the picture list.

Fox gets the Times square virtu

INSIDE STUFF
'*,

i
ON PICTURES

The booking arrangement made by Brlanger-Shuberts with Famous
Players to play "The Covered Wagon" road-showed, conditions that F. P.*

shall not release the feature for picture house showing before the fall of

1924. The picture Is to play the legit-booked houses on a percentage.

Its routes have been laid out.

Reports appear to coincide there Is as active competition of late among
picture distributors for executives as there has been for stars. One of

the latest reports In confirmation Is that a couple of the larger film

handlers are out to secure the services of Bob Kane, one of the Famous
Players crack staff men In the home office. Besides his specialised duties

for F. P., Kane is sa!d to be valuable through his wide picture experience,

he dating back to the days of Paragon.

"Rough stuff" by a number of accessory firms at exhibitor conventions

is coming in fo • a lot of attention on the part' of exhibitor organizations.

At al o: the recent exhibitor gatherings some accessory firms have,

through their salesmen gone to any length to get the exhibitor to sign

en the dotted line.

In Chicago one exhibitor's wife got wise to how a contract had been
secured from her husband after he had been plied with bootleg boose and
then introduced to th- salesmen's "secretary," a charming girl. The
"charmer" worked fast and the salesmen stepped back into the room
at the opportune moment. But when the wife was wised up to the

situation she went a couple of fast rounds with the accessory sales or-
ganization with the result the contract war returned to her and the

deal called off.

An exchange discussion over the merits and demerits of the possibilities

of road showing a picture brought out several points of surprising in-

terest. The flr.it surprise was that the exchange jnen were seemingly
for the project although in time it would virtually mean that they would
to a great extent be eliminated from the field of selling pictures where
the road showing scheme was worked out perfectly.

Another surprise was the angle taken by the exhibitor with the smaller
house who stated that he could get more In his box office wltb a picture

that had been road-showed than one of the regular rank and file of
program releases which he bad fer^ first run.

Against this came the exhibitor with the larger houses who proclaim
that they are unable to get the return at their box office on a road-
showed picture because the producers demand too high a rental for the
production, thl< rental being because of the fact that the producer has
charged any losses that he has had on a picture while It was being
played as a road attraction to advertising and added tha 1 loss to the
production cor and tilted the rental accordingly.

If the ordinance becomes a law
upon Mayor Hylan's affirmation, all 1 alfy

"
on completion of "the run of

common shows will be required to
|
„The y^p there, and will retain

the house until the first of the year,

LICHTMAN CONSOLIDATION

Lichtmsn Corp. and Preferred Pic-

tures Merged Under Latter Title

pay $50 annual license fees, double
the amount of the former «fee. A
new provision also prohibits the

transfer of such license from person

to person so that each time a thea-

tre changed managements a new
license would have to be obtained.

In addition, all such licensee*

m.ust pay a $150 annual fee if the

seating capacity is between 60 and
1,000 and $200 annually If the seat-

ing capacity exceeds 1,000.

The Committee on General Wel-
fare consists of William T. Col-

lins, P. J. Farrelly, Louis J. Zettler,

Edward J. Sullivan, Adolph.Han-
noch, Francis D. McGarey, David
J. Stewart, Matthew A. Fullum,
Fred Smith and M. J. Tannahey.

I never saw an artist more apt to

learn the difference between stage

and studio technique. He was a
charming fellow to work with and
I'm sure I regret the misadventure
more than anybody, for I hoped for

great things from the enterprise."

At Mamaroneck, N. Y., there is a
perfectly good studio, a world-fa-
mous director, a scenario and a com-
pany of 20 odd principals, all In a
state of Innocuous desuetude owing
to the departure of the principal

player. A flashback shows D. W.
Griffith engaging Al Jolson \o star

in a picture which was to cost

$500,000; also engaging a company
of picture actors, some from Los
Angeles, In support.
The company worked for two

weeks, and several of the scenes
were taken. Thursday afternoon
during a recess these scenes were
run off in a preliminary showing at
the studio, the company, with Jol-
son, being present. It Is said the
showing somewhat discouraged Al
as to his screen possibilities, to the
extent that he came home, packed
his trunk and had it sent to the
dock in time to catch the "Majes-
tic" Saturday, on which J. J. Shu-
bert and his son were sailing for
Kngland. Without a word to Grif-
fith, Jolson caught the boat Satur-
day, leaving the crowd at Mamar-
oneck/ flat on the lot.

Mrs. Jolson explains Al's sudden
change of plans by the statement
that he was on the verge of a ner-
vous breakdown from overwork and
the extreme heat Thursday, and
says he has only gone for a month's
rest and vacation, after which he
will return and finish the picture.

Griffith wants to know what Is

to become of the company in the

meantime. He states $70,000 ha?

been expended pn the picture and

when the Selwyns will bring Andre
Carlot's revues over. The reported

renting of the Central was first dis-

counted because it was known the

Shuberts were desirous of again es-

tablishing It for legitimate attrac-

tions.

HAROLD LLOYD'S FUTURE
Los Angeles, June 27.

Harold Lloyd and Hal Roach are

reported to have come to a parting
of the ways. Neither will affirm or

deny trouble existing. It is said

Lloyd has leased space at the Holly-
wood studios and will start pro-
ducing there, taking his entire pres-
ent staff from the Roach lot for the
purpose.
Lloyd left here about a week ago

and la due to arrive in New York
to-day.
Before starting for Nthe east he

was in conference on several occa-
sions with J. D. Williams, who was
reported as having signed him to a
contract about six months ago.
Williams has been here for more
than a week. At the time that the
Williams-Lloyd deal was first re-

ported it was denied, but the sub-
sequent events seem to indicate that
there was an understanding be-
tween the star and the promoter.

The Al Lichtman Corporation,

operating as a distributing system

solely, will shortly cease to exist

and Its functions will be assumed

by Preferred Pictures, under which

title the Lichtman and allied pro-

ducing activities have been carried

on.

Preferred Pictures will be both a

producing and distributing organ-

ization, and the three Interests

which previously held control of the

DEFER BLUE SKY FILM

Wall 8t. -Failures and. Demoralized
Market Cause Postponement

The series of screen productions

sponsored by the Investors' Vigi-

lance Committee, Inc., designed to

warn the public against wild-cat

stock flotations, has been deferred

for the present. The first release,

entitled "Wild Cats," had been ex-

hibited in a few states and the cam-
paign was to have begun during

July In a big way with a group of
two- reel ers set for release through
Hodkinson.
The campaign against "blue sky'

two concerns Will divide the stock stocks was undertaken during the
equally. Lichtman will be president
of the new structure, with Schul-
berg and Bachman interests each
holding the remaining two-thirds of
stock.

The change Is being made accord-
ing to the announcement to concen-
trate advertising and exploitation on
one trade name Instead of having

k
the good will divided between two
titles. It has several times been re-
ported that Famous Players people
were working on a plan to eliminate
the several names under its banner
and centering all advertising and
publicity on the trade title of Para-
mount. In this case there were
obstacles in the way due to the
many subsidiaries, the ~tock Issues
of which were widely distributed,
and because of the difficulties of
getting empowering votes from a
large and scattered body of stock-
holders.

GL/DYS WALTON REMARRYING
Los Angeles, June 27.

Henry M. Herbel, assistant gen-
eral sales manager of U •» versa],

came here from New York several
days ago and yesterday took out a
license to marry Gladys Walton, the
Universal star. They were married
today after three divines refused to

tie the knot.
Miss Walton secured a divorce

June 9 from John H. Udell, Jr.

that he Intends to sue Jolson for

for him to cbamje bis nidhods, but that amount at least.

Judge Scores Esther Ralston

Los Angeles, June 27.

Esther Ralston received a severe
scoring at the hands of the Judge
here when he sentenced her two
brothers for beating George E.
Webb.
Webb, according to the brothers,

was too friendly with their sister.

POWER CHARGE DISMISSED
Los Angeles, June 27.

The charge of non -support brought
against Tyronne Power by Mrs.
Patia Power, his former wife, has
been dismissed by the courts.
That the actor had paid $1,600

for the support pf their children
was the ground that the court took
for the dismissal.

FORD TOURING PICTURES
Bethlehem, Conn., June 27.

This section of Connecticut had
its first exhibition of the traveling
movies last we*.:. A Ford supplied
light and power for the pictures.

A two-act vaudeville nklt was given

j between the pictures.

"SPOILERS" ON "LEVIATHAN"
"The Spoilers" has been selected

as part of the screen program
which is to be shown on the "Levia-
than" when that steamer makes her
maiden transatlantic voyage since
being refitted, leaving New York
July 4.

Monte Blue Reconciliation.

Los Angeles, Juno 27.

The accident which Monte Blue
sustained last week while making a
scent In one of the company's pro-
ductions may result In a reconcilia-
tion with his wife.

Mrs. Blue Is now at his bedside
despite the fact that she started an
action for divorce some time ago.

spring, when the stock, market was
booming and questionable stock
floating operations were going on at
high speed. But since the middle of
May the legitimate stock market
has been in a demoralized condition.
Within the last two or three weeks
there have been half a do en serious
failures among banking and broker-
age firms In New York, and the
market has been in a panicky state.
Among the important corporations

of the country there are scores that
are being embarrassed by the im-
possibility of marketing new secur-
ities while publio confidence is

shaken in the business situation.
The; Vigilance Committee seems to
feel 'that It would hamper business
unnecessarily at this time to arouse
public sentiment' against new Issues
of securities when the "wildcat"
variety la for the time being de-
creasing In TOlume and legitimate
business is striving to secure neces-
sary capital. It Is probable that the
Vigilance campaign will be taken up
In the fall when the present flurry
In Wall Street has passed and the
"blue sky" promoters again resume
operations.

FILM ITEMS
An involuntary petition In bank-

ruptcy has been filed against the
United Theatre Equipment Corp., 25
West 45th street, New York, which
also maintained a store at* 729
Seventh avenue catering to the film
exchange people.

Prazer Coulter has been engaged
by William Fox for the production
of "The Governor's Lady," which
is to be made under the direction
of Harry Mlllarde in the New York
stud ios. .

The Coster, Webster's (Mass.)
new $130,000 theatre, was opened
recently with elaborate dedicatory
exercises In which town officials

took part. The house has been
named after George Coster, presi-
dent of the Steinberg Amusement
Co., which operates it. It will play
pictures exclusively. Seating ca-
pacity, 1,200.
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THREE 1ST RUN FILMS

IN RESIDENTIAL PLAN
*

Apollo, Kan- City, Tried to Beat

Weather with Weighty Bill

—Vita Film at Royal
•

Kansas City, June 27.

Most of the interest along the

Btreet was that taken by^the man-

agers concerning the showing of

vitaeraph's "Masters of Men" at the

nnval As the Newman interests

have the first call on First Nation-

•n Paramount!* and others, their

choice of this Vitagraph for the

popular family house was some-

what of a surprise. The local dis-

tributing offloe put over an adver-

tising "tie-up" with' the naval re-

cruiting station for the picture, and

two-sheet boards bearing litho-

graphs of the film and a "Join the

Navy" "sHgn were all over town.

This extra publicity had its effect,

as did the 24-sheet stands of the

feature, which had been standing

for several mantiis.

The AP°110 ' a fading residential,

made an extra bid for business by

offering three first runs to its cus-

tomers. They were "Fruits of

Faith." "Heidi of the Alps" and
"Black Shadows of the South S*as,"

The latter, a story of the hfe.of

tropical .headhunters. wa^ i|»<- mo?t
interesting as well as unuftiaV-cf

the group, .. -^o.
Fst'mates for last week.
Newman—"The Girl of the Golden

West" (First Nationnl). (Seats

1980: night/70-75.) Sylvia Breamer.

J. Warren Kerrigan. Buslners not

up to expectations: weather blamed,

although cooling apparatus .work-

ing fine. Gross at $11,000.

Roya|_«<Masters of Men" (Vita-

graph). (Seats 890; 35-60.) About
$5,500. • '

'

"••

Twelfth Street — "Fog Bound*
(Paramount). (Seats 1.100; 30.)

Dorothy Dalton. About $1,800.

Liberty—"Who Are My Parents?"
(Seats 1.000; 35-50.) Harold Lloyd
comedy, "I Do." added. Picture

not as sensational as title: many
disappointed at what they did not

Bee. Producers may never learn

that there is such a thing as over-

advertising. Around $5,000.

Opposition pictures at the vaude-
ville houses were "The Famous Mrs.
Fair." Mainstrect; "Driven," Pan-
tages. and "The Snowshoe Trail,"

Globe.

HEAT SLAUGHTERS FILM RECEIPTS,

B'WAY BUSINESS FALLS 'WAY DOWN

Capitol Did Under $30,000 Last Week—Nothing
Stood Up But "Covered Wagon99—Holdover at

Strand Dipped $14,000 Under Week Before

45-MINUTE OPERETTA

Helped "Only 38H at the Century,
Baltimore

V

Baltimore. June 27.

Movie business held up only fairly

during the hot weather last week,
and this week la striking the same
obstacle. Weather here for the past

week has been torrid In its Intensity,

and only occasional thunderstorms
have relieved the evenings. This
has knocked the spots out of busi-

ness in some of the houses, while
in others little effect has been felt.

The Century last week had "Only
88" and a condensation of "The Bo-
hemian Girl." Both proved good
drawing cards. This week, the last

for the Duffy-Mackenzie aggrega-
tion, Is the biggest effort of all with
"The Last Waltz," an Oscar Strauss
operetta. On all the cards through-
out the town the opera has the big
billing over the picture, which is

"The Girl with Four Faces." The
opera, incidentally, runs 45 minutes,
an unheard of thing for such a pres-
entation in a movie house.
The Rivoll had "Slander the

Woman" as its attraction last week
and held up to fair business. Its

star. Dorothy Phillips, is a foi-mer
Baltimorean. The Park had the
Bushman -Bayne duo in "Modern
Marriage," and as Bushman isn't

held In particularly high esteem in

his own town little was said of him.
Business was fair. *

At the New theatre the Th.o.mas
Ince production, "Soul of the Beast,"
got an unexpected panning from the
gentfemen who are supposed to
know, but business kept Up fairly
well. ••

•

Estimates for last week:
Century—Capacity, 3,500; scale,

26-50-75. With "Only 38" and "The
Bohemian Girl" kept business, up to
between $12,000 and $13,000, good
enough, weather considered. It is

hard to drag them into the theatre
these days, even with good venti-
lating and cooling systems.

Rivoli — Cnpacitv. 2.000; scale,
25-50-75. With "Slander the Wom-
an" business fair. This wc?k Rivoll
has. Jackie Coogan picture. "Daddy."
M cud and started week off well.
The kid It favorite here and Utmost
anything goes.
New Capacity, l.soo: scale, •J.'.-'O.

With "Soul of the Beast." alpnf
with soloist and otln-r stuff, busi-
ness Kiosst'd jibit ;( $i;,rti)0, bit und:«r
normal, but good enough in h"t
weather.
^Parkway—Capacity, 1 200; srvilo.

"-"*»-
44. "Modern Marriage" drew

fiboui $3,000. This week John Gil-

•
; >u "Trtrxton King.*' which may

it ind i chance to pot bu al-
io >ugh tho nitics firsi rati

'Salome'' ir the Metrop • II in, f ir-
'Iit over on North avenue, ind gave

I.he first criticism,

Broadway witnessed the worst
slaughter in box office receipts dur-

ing the last week it has experienced

in more than year. Heat was the

answer all along the street.

The Capitol with "Daughter of the

Rich^' fell below $30,000, exceedingly

low for the hofjse. But the Capitol

wasn't alone. The Strand with

"MaiiT Street" held over dropped

from $20,GOO of its first week to

$15,400. which has practically con-

vinced the management of the folly

of holding over a feature for a

second vXeek in the warm weather
season. Trnf'Rialto and Rivoll were
likewise wav off. The former house
with "^he Woman With Four
Faces" drew just a trifle over $11,000

while the R/yoll with "Law of the

Lawless" dropped to just below that

figure by a couple of hundred dol-

lars.
The only picture on tho street

th.ae maintained anything like Uh
regular pace in face of the universal
falling off was "The Covered
Wagon" at the Criterion which drew
just under $10,000. although' slightly

below what the house usually does
At the Cameo "Enemies < of

Women" dropped around $1,000 be-
low the previous week, but this

was expected, 4or the picture has
been playing one house after an-
other all along the Times square
sector for almost three months.
The opening last night (Wednes-

day) of "Human Wreckage" at the
Lyric, with a gathering of picture
celebrities, a number of people
socially prominent and interested in

the anti-narcotic movement is be-
lieved will be responsible for a
vogue of anti-dope pictures In a
number of spots around the coun-
try. It all depends on the force with
which the Mrs. Wallace Reid picture
gets over In New York whether or
not the other "dope" ventures \vlll

be able to get "out of# the barrel"
so to speak.

Mrs.' Reid made the trip from the
coast for the opening and on the
same train which arrived in New
York yesterday were Harold Lloyd,
Mrs. Nlles Welch and a number of

others.
Estimates for last week:
Cameo— "Enemies of Woman"

(Cosmopolitan - Goldwyn). (Third
week. Seats 539; scale 55-85.) iHeat
hit business here same as at other
houses, although the gross, consid-
ering picture has been playing on
Broadway almost three month?,
tells story of draw—$4,100.

Capitol—"Daughters of the Rich"
(Schulberg-Lichtman). (Seats 5,300;

scale 55-85-$1.10.) Business took
worst tumble of year. Gross $29,050

on week. This week Capitol run-
ning revival of "Passion," first Pola
Negri, but heat h4t hard during
first three days. x~

Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
(Paramount). Fifteenth week.
(Seats 608; scale, mats. $1 top;

eves. $1.50.) Exception that fails

to show effect of heat. Last week's
receipts almost on par with every
other week of run. Gross went to

$9,850.
Lyric—"Human Wreckage" (Ince-

F. B. O.). (First week. Seats 1,400;

scale, mats $1 top; eves. $1.50.) The
Mrs. Wallace Reid picture made af-

ter death of her husband and tends
to be expose of drug evil. Picture
opened at Lyric last night (Wednes-
day) after heavy exploitation cam-
paign. On success will rest fate of

number of drug pictures that have
been rushed to market, but have not

gotten far beyond that.

Rialto—"The Woman with Four
Faces" (Paramount). (Seats 1,900;

scale 30-50-85.) Pulled only fair

week's business, heat hurting rather

badly. Gross on week around
$11,100.

, „
Rivoli—"Law of the Lawless

(Paramount >. (Seats 2.200; scale

30-50-85.) Expected to pull some-
what better than receipts at end of

week showed, dross $10,800.

Strand—."Main Street" (Warner
Bros.) (Second week. Seats I'.OOO;

scale 85-50-88.) Sufficient popular

appeal to have it hold for second
week at Strand, with first week
showing $29,600. Final week fell to

815,400, which gave picture on two
weeks gross of $4T.,000.

NEW ORLEANS' GROSSES

DON'T GO OVER $3,000
' . /

"Glorious Adventure" Prize

Bloomer Among All Bloom-

ers in Southern City
n i v I

New Orleans, June 27.
This city is still in the doldrums

of neglect as far as .patronage for
the, picture places 4s concerned.
Managers have been driven to their
wits* ends to secure attractions that
will stem the tide of deflation, but
without avail. Last week was
piteous.
Estimates for last week:
Strand (Capacity, 2,200; prices,

23-55-83). Lady Diana Manners in
"The Glorious Adventure." Prize
blo6mer of year. This Prizmatlzed
film, taken off ahead of schedule.
Six days drew $2,936.

Liberty (Capacity, 1.800; prices,
28-55). "Souls for Sale." Started
well, but fell away after opening.
Cross for seven days, $2,871.
Tudor (Capacity, 800; price, 28).

"Should a Wife Work? ,,r
Contest

thing brought in to help takings
with querulous title. Count for
week. $1,416.

ORDINARY L. A. WEEK
No Outstanding New Feature Last
Week—"Robin Hood" Downtown

AMUSEMENT STOCKS

c; for i h" appoint -

or for Mi.' (Hand.

filed in the com

A pel it ion aski

I meht of ;i i< ' oi

Marion. O., was
mon picas court this week by Mary

Alice Metcalfe against

Grand Theatre <*•>.

th<» Marion
in the petition

the plaintiff n so seeks \ Judgment

for $287.50, winch amount she el i
'»-

is du«- her on i il ir> il the rat<

of $25 i we -k from April 7. I

to .mi." 21, tins year.

(Continued from page 2)
mon go down In the hope that it will

bring out preferred at attractive
prices. The profit and loss account
for the first quarter was issued late

last week, showing the net on the
common after taxes, preferred divi-
ilcmff and all other charges of $3.66

a share or at the annual rate of
$14.64. This is somewhat below the
returns for the year of 1922, but
there is nothing in the figures to
inspire liquidation. It is to be re-
l.-.embered that the computation of
net per share is now figured en
15.00C more shares of stock, that
amount having been turned over to

S. A. Lynch in purchase of Southern
Enterprises. However, the new total

istue should not affect general re-

sults, since the new stock is repre-
sented by new properties which
should pay their own way. -*
Goldwyn displays a remarkable

dullness. Perhaps its price Is too
low to attract a bear drive, but
another explanation is suggested by
trade authorities. The company has
spent a good deal of money in .the

last eight months in its campaign
for expansion and there is a tip out
that in spite of the big deficit shown
I.-, the last report the company has
a lot of assets that do not show in

the present survey, but have large

potential values for realization In

the future. At any rate the stock
stuck firmly to 4, the low established

in May, and declined to retreat fur-

ther although values were crumbling
all around.
No transactions came out on the

Curb all week. Some sort of attack
on Griffith was looked for, based on
the present loss from stoppage of

work on the Al Jolson picture, but

it did not materialize.

Thp •ummary of transactions June 21 to

21, Inclusive:—

8TOCK EXCHANGE
Thursday— H*lc«.High.Ix»w. Last. Ch*.

Fam. IMay-L.. 7.500 T5 71 74% + %
!>•>. pfd 300 SOtt 90% »0% 4- %

Ooldwjrn fo!d). 300 4% 4% 4% + %
Do. (new> 100 15 15 15 —1V4

r^fw, Inc 7.400 15% 14 14%
Orpheum 1.500 17% 10% 17%
Boston m>)d l.-'OO Orpheum at 17.

Friday—
Kam. Play-I,... 1.000 74% 74 74%

|»,>. pfd 200 01 »U% »1
Iwyn <<>I<1). WX> 4 4 4

l>o. (new) 100 15 15 15
Loew. Inc 1.500 15% 14% 15%
Orpheum 100 17% 17% 17%

)>,,. irf.l 100 91 *91 91
Boston Bold 50 Orphcum at 17.

S-i i unlay—
Paul. I'lay-T.... 700 7C% 74%
!,<«'. Inc I.**) VI 15%
Orpheum i!00 18 17%
Monday -

Kam. i'Kiv-r 1.500 74% 72%
I>„. pfd WW 90% 1W
. Uvvn 1.000 4 4

:. :
••. !•:•• •

•'»> U\ I.V-i

Orpheum DOll 1H H
Ronton Bold X i U-pheuin at 17%
Tun la)

l .mi V ay I.... 4.000 7%
fl.» Uvvn 100 4

v, Inc .*. 2,000 UW4
ira 4. W0 18

\\ r. 'i,f

I tm P *y I-... 4.S<>0 72
.... 1(>0 n:>

•
. . »•. n fold! . 70<* 4
|. .. (IK +) i?W 14

Il 1 <XM> 11 -,

.•ii 1,1*00 11

Los Angeles. June 27.

Last week had no significant feat*

ure, cinematically speaking. Busi-
ness was Just normal, if barely that,

with no high lights in the way of

phenomenal receipts. "Robin Hood"
began its downtown showing at the

Mission Wednesday night. It had
run only at Grauman's, In Holly-

wood. Its long run in the suburb
makes the Broadway showing a mat-
ter of speculation, even though the

prices are now reducedvto "popular.*'

Estimates for last week:
California—"The Ragged Edge"

(Distinctive Pictures). (Seats 2.000;
25-55.) Mimi Palmerl. $10,000. •

Kinema—"Alice
,
Adams" (First

National). (Seats 1,800; 25-35.)
Florence Vldor1

; Tarklngton played
up. , Comedy, "This Way Out," also.
Drew $6,500.
GraumaiVs—"The Sh'ow Bride"

(Paramount). (Seats 2,200; 25-45.)
Alice Brady. Bon Black's,, band and
Larry Semon in "The Counter
Jumper." Grossed $15,400: _

Metropolitan — "The Exciters"
(Paramount). (Seats 3.'00; 35-55.)
Bebe Daniels. John Shiel, tenor, ex-
tra. $28,050.
Grauman's Rialto—"Divorce" (R-

C.) (Seats 800; 35-65.) Jane No-
vak and John Bowers/ Mildly re-
ceived. Christie, comedv heads sup-
plementary program.) $7,000.
' Grauman's HoTiywood—"The Covr
ered Wagon (Paramount). (Seats
1,800; 50c $1 > No let-up in popu-
larty. $21,000. -•.",«!

Mission— Hobin Hood" (United
Artists). (Seats 900; 35-80.) Fair-
banks starred. Approximately $8,000
(Ave days).
Loew's State—'The Girl of the

Golden West" (A. F. N.) (Seats 2,-

400; 25-55.) ' Edwin Carewe's pro-
duction of David Belasco's success.
Good cast but no names. Orvllle
Harrold. tenor, . outstanding hit.

Other features. Took. $8,100.

$1 SHOW AT 50 CENTS

OVER BIG AT COLORADO

Picture with Extra Attractions

Out—Drew Denver Last

Week—Tourists Help

Denver. June 27.

Tho Colorado ( Bishop -Casn)
smashed the sales resistance wide
open last week with a show that
put everything else in town in the
shade, both as to excellence of en-
tertainment and box office showing.
The Ben All Haggln Tableaux

led off tho bill. Manager Alvah
Talbot callod it a "unit" show, with
the Wayburn attraction callod • aa
"Unit No. 1." The n.ale glee club of
the University of Califo. la, 24
strong, came In on tho program aa
"Unit No. 2." And then the Arm.
"Temptation," the show winding up
with a recital da luxe on the organ,
and concert by the Bishop-Cass or-
chestra.
Talbot raised his prices nights

from 40 to 60 for the week. It went
over big. Fans pronounced it a
dollar show at half the price.
Tourists in town are helping out

the picture house attendance now,
especially for night business. ' Mati-
nees are below the average, except
on Sunday*.
Last week's estimates:

• Rialto (Paramount. Seats 1.050;
40). William DeMllle's "Only 28"
Comedy and Pathe News. Good
business at night- performane *aj
matineea leas than fair.

I Grossed
$7,500.

Princess (Paramount. Seata
1,260; 40). "Mary of the Movlea."
Excellent attraction. Better than
$7,100.

--.•
Colorado ( Blahop -Case. Seata

2,447; 60). "Temptation" and added
attractions. Knockout at spoclal
60 -cent admission nights, 40 after-
noons. Above $10,200.
America (Bishop-Caes. Seata

1.530; 40). "Tho Ragged Edge."
Alfred Lunt and Mimi Palmer. Aloo
"The High Fliers." and special or-
chestra concert. Approximately
$4,476.

Isis (Pox. Seate 1,774; II). Kath-
arine McDonald in "Woman Con-.
querera." Picture rather over-
shadowed by forthcoming produc-
tion. "Greatest Menace,** heavily
billed and preov-agented. Grooaed
$3,960.

COAST FILM NEWS
By EDWARD 0. KRTEQ

I
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Tais Angeles. June 22.

Frank Lloyd will start work
shortly on his first Independent
production.

Agnes Ay res has been selected to

play the leading role In "The Fawn,"
a Paramount picture. ,

Alfred Austin, once stage partner

of Charlie Chaplin, has been signed

to direct comedies for Lou Anger.

Louise Lovely, at present touring

the Keith vaudeville circuit, is ex-

pected back in California to make
pictures again.

After his preaent personal ap-

pearance tour Is concluded Walter
Hiers, fat film comedian, will start

working on a series of starring ve-

hicles at Lasky's.

A. Alperstein. of New York, has

been appointed new general man-
ager of the Warner Brothers' studio.

Conwa>"Tearle has renewed his

contract with Joseph M. Schcnck.

Hope Hampton is taking dancing
lessons from Ernest Belcher, ballet

teacher.

Williard Mack, actor and play-

wright, has been signed to play In

"TJie Dangerous Maid," featuring
Constance Talmadge.

Finis Fox is writing the continu-
ity of "The Bart Man." Tho con-
tinuity written in New York was
found unsatisfactory.

sorted him and refused a reconcilia-
tion. The couple wore married in
Loa Angelea April 2, 1919.

•
Plana are on foot to "road ahow"

Charlea Ray's "Tho Courtship of
Milea Standiah."

Maryon Aye, acrean actreaa, haa
been algned to a five-year' contract
by the Hollywood Productions Co.

Elinor Glyn, writer, ia the latest
arrival in Hollywood. Sho la to help
supervise the filming of "Three
Weeks."

Mario Prevost,
of her work in
packed her grip and left for an
extended vacation for Del Monte.

upon completioa
"The Wantera."
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"The Spanish Dancer." with Pola
Negri as the star, has been started.
Herbert Bronnon is directing.

Donald Crisp haa been aelected
to handle the megaphone for "Pon-
Jola," a Sam Rork production.

•Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall.**
if reports are true, will bo the next
Mary Pickford vehicle.

_____

Only Ave characters will be s**»n

In, Joseph Hergeshelmer's "Wild
Oranges," which King Yldor will
direct for Goldwyn.

Clara Kimball Young la seriously
thinking of deserting the screen for
the legitmate this summer.

Dick Stanton, Universal director,
alck for two weeks, is able to hop
around again. He will start work
shortly on a Universal feature.

Joan Standing, daughter of Her-
bert Standing and lister of Wyndam
and Sir Guy Standing, has been cast
for a part in Frank Norris' "Greed."

Harry B. Harris, film director, ia

the latest to Join the ranlca of In-
dependent producers. His first film
will be "The Rose of the Ghetto."

Ruby Miller, English actress, has
boen Signed by Robertson-Cole.

Pearl Lecaux actress, and In pri-

vate 1 i Ft- flic* wife of Harry M. Stacy,
jeweler, v. is granted a divorce nn
the grounds of non -support. The
pair were married in May. 1917. and
separated September,, 1921,

TIim happy romance of Bertram
C. I'.i.i- ken, Him director, and Mar-
garet LandiS Bracken. Sister of
Cullen i.nidis, hat gone <>n the
rockH. Mr. Bracken Bled i :"if for

divorce claiming that in-* wife de

Jack Blystone. director for Bu«t<»r

Keaton films, has signed a three
year contract with William Fox, lie

will direct dramatic features.

William Belter started work ktal

week with Buby Poprgy on MBdttha'a
Burglar," a Universal-Jewell pr«»-

dii'-l i'Mi.

Marshall Nella . has started w >rk

on his production of "In The Palace

of the Kins" for Goldwyn. In (bo

cast are Blanche Sweet. Ivlmurd
Lowe, Hobart Bo*worth. Paulino

Starke, Sam do Oraaao, William V.

Mont;, Aiieen Pringle, Lucion l.i'-

tlefleld, Charles Clarey,
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3AZZ AT PHILA STANLEY GETS

CREDIT FOR HOT WEATHER DRAW

TOURNEUR DEFENDS

DIRECTOR CONTROL

Support of Surrounding Bill Brings Gross Close to

Normal—Book "Spoilers" for Two Weeks at

Stanton—"Alice Adams" Scores at Arcadia

f

Philadelphia, Juno 2j.

The intensely hot weather hung
grimly on, with only one momentary
let-up Friday night. Grosses shrank
away to almost nothing as the week
passed.

Again the Stanley survived the
•lump best. Featuring Syncopation
Week, with probably the best
rounded bill the theatre haa ever
had, grosses at the end of the week
amounted to almost nothing, but on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
there were enough paid admissions
to bring the week's figure up pretty
close to normal—that is, the sum-
mertime normal.

It wa« one case of a surrounding
bill probably outdrawing the feature
picture—an unusual circumstance in
Philly. The well-known Stanley
Piano Trio, which had previously
ecored here, topped the musical part
of the bill and proved themselves as
adept at jazz as at classical music.
Betty May did some Jazz dancing
and Margie Coatee sang some syn-
copated numbers after the fashion
of Irene Franklin. Both the orches-
tra and organ numbers were also in
the Jazz mood.
The feature was "The Exciters,"

with Bebc Daniels, and it was quite
well thought of by the reviewers.
At any other time this light and
breezy bill, offering entertainment
for all tastes, would probably have
drawn very heavily, and, ae it was,
it is altogether probable that it pre-
vented the Stanley from sliding
away to the low gross standard
prevalent in the other downtown
houses.
The Stanton did Juet about

enough with "The Enemies of
Women" last week to warrant its

continuance for the scheduled third
week. The grose was very low in
comparison with what the house
has been ^doing all winter, but it

was decidfj^djjjo keep going. A fur-
ther surprise wa:; sprung thi« week
when the same house advertised
The Spoilere" for two weeks, to

fojlow "Enemies of Women."
*It has been expected all along

that this house would close, as it

has past summers, but, as was re-
marked in this column a week or
bo ago, it may be kept open if

enough good epecials, capable of
short runs, can be booked. "The
Spoilers" is looked on as an ideal
summer picture, and may so draw
that the Stanley people may decide
not to shut the Stanton at all.

The Karlton, with another light,
summery picture, "The Heart
Raider," with Agnes Ayres, started
with some promiso but went to
pieces in the last half of the week.
The Arcadia, across the street, on

the other hand, had a better week's
business despite the weather than it
has had for several months. With
"Alice Adams" as a feature, and
wonderful notices from all the
dailies, with more space allotted
than is usual for this house, busi-
ness held up splendidly except on
the very hottest nights.
The Palace and the Victoria were

both way off last week, feeling the
weather breaks more than any time
before this spring. "The Rustic of
Silk" did not prove a big drawing
card at its Palace second-run.
Meighan's "The Ne'er-Do-Weir was
also a disappointment at the Vic-
toria. Loth the.-e pictures had done
excellent business in their first
showings at the Stanley and Stan-
ton respectively.
The lay-out this week is more

promising than any here in a long
!im<\ and, with any kind of weather
bre.iks, ought to result in some real
business. Norma Talmadge's "With-
in the Law" is the Stanley feature,
with Helena Marsh, operatie con-
tralto, as the featured musical at-
traction. The Karlton has "Vanity
Fair," the Stanley officials not car-
ing to trust this costume picture
into one of their larger houses. "The
Bright Shawl ' has its second show-
ing, following its definite success at
the Stanley, down at the Pah.ce, and
the Victoria baa one of its favorite
drawing cards. Tom Mix. Thr Ar-
cardia has Alfred Lunt in "Back-
bone."
Estimates for lust wc< i

Stanley—"The Exciters" fPara-
mount). Run as part of bi^ "s\n-
copation week" bill which was gen-
erally declared best all-around pro-
gram house has ever had. Started
promisingly, but heat killed bus
by end of week and house was luckv
to gross $17,500. Of that feature
probably pulled smaller part. (Ca-
pacity, 4,000; scale, 33 and f.O cents,
matinees; B0 and 75 cents, evenings.)

Stanten—"Enemies of Women"
fGoldwyn). Business dropped con-
siderably, but it was decided to

leave It in for third week. Oross
estimated at about $8,500, which Is

about 15,500 off from winter aver-
age Decision to put In "The Spoil-
mrn" following Enemies' beginning

WASHINGTON'S HEAT

REVERSES WINNERS

Producer Against Pruning of

One-Man Authority as Ob-

stacle to Progress

Overcomes Even Running

Start of "Enemies of

Women"

Washington, June 27.
.Hot weather hit Washington with

a resounding wallop that has echoed
throughout the motion picture
houses with devastating inroads on
the box office. Following a wonder-
ful break with cool weather when all
did remarkably well along comes the
worst hot spell experienced here in
many summers that completely took
the bottom out of bu^ine?? and left
film attractions, particularly the one
that previously had broken the rec-
ord at the Rialto, "Enemies of Wom-
en," with but a slim gross for its
second week.
Estimates for the week:
Moore's Rialto—Seats 1,900. 50c

evenings. "Enemies of Women (2d
week). Fell from a mighty gross its
first week to less-than $8,000 last
week.
Columbia—Seats 1,200. 35c-50c

evenings. Lois Wilson -May McAvoy
and Elliott Dexter in "Only 38." A
rather quiet affair, but the few
faithful helped to build up about
* 8,000 gross.

Palace—Seats 2,500. 33c-50c eve-
nings. Dorothy Dulton in "Fog
Bound." A regular featured player
at this house who has her own par-
ticular following. Did way below
the usual business of the house,
though getting only about $6,000.
Metropolitan—Seats 2,400. 35c-50c

evenings. "Scars of Jealousy." A
rather vivid story that was a little
too heavy for summer consumption.
The Buster Keaton comedy aided,
however, along with the return of
Daniel Breeskin as conductor of the
orchestra. His return being given
great publicity by Mr. Crandall, cre-
ated interest. The house hit about
the same figure as the Palace, $6,000.

FRENCH FILM NOTES
A company has been registered

under the trade name of "Ee Film
Franeais," with a capital of only
100,000 francs and offices at 7 Rue

'des Italiens, Paris. Among the di-
rectors are Leon Gaumont (of the
picture establishments) and Henry
Mego (connected with Pathe Con-
sortium). The object of the new
corporation is to publish a trade or-
gan devoted to the picture industry.
It is tho first time that olficials of
Gaumont and Pathe Consortium
have been associated in an enter-
prise.

During the week ended June 9
there were 22,920 metres of films
presented at the Paris trade shows,
compared with 23,300 metres the
previous week. The totals for the
month of May were 96,530 metres
released at the Paris trade shows,
compared with 96,000 metres during
April last.

"SPLIT" VOIDS LEASE
The J. F. and M. B. Cons -uction

Co. brought suit two years ago
against the Vivian Martin Pictures
Corp. to recover a balance of $5,000
on a $20,000 lease of a studio utilized
by the picture company for produc-
tion. Messmore Kendall, president
of the Vivian Martin Corp., refused
to pay the balance when he found
out that one of his employes was
receiving a commission from the
rental.

The construction company brought
suit and at the trial this week the
court held for the film company.

Putnam, Conn. Is to have a new
playhouse and business Mock, to be
erected at a cost of ft lT.ooo, accord-
ing to Charles Seder.

July 2 came as surprise. (Capacity,
; si'ale :>.'• and 5<J i « nts, mat-

inees; 50 and 75 «eents. r venings.)
Karlton—'Tl.r Heart Haider"

(Paramount). Started with some
promise, but scorching weather
knocked business almost to nothing,
gross for the week not reaching $3,-
500. (Capacity, 1,100; : cnt scale.)
Arcadia—"Alic,. Adams." Best

feature house has had In some time,
and gross showed it.'!' weather
breaks, Tiny house with capacity
about tiOO grossed ubout L< 000 on
week*

Los Angeles, Cab, June 18.

Editor Variety:

Dear Sir:—Under the heading "In-

side Stuff on Pictures" in your June

7th Issue you carry a story to the

effect that the director—in the eyes

of some big producers—is becoming

of minor Importance in the produc-

tion of pictures.

Here you have hit upon something

that represents one of the greatest

obstacles in the progress of the mo-
tion picture.

Show1 me where a director has

nothing to say about the story, the

cast and the building of sets and

I'll show you where a low average

of quality la the result

Aa Indicated by you, there have

been Instances where the story was
purchased, the scenario prepared,-

and the players engaged and the

sets built before the director was
engaged.
This is like buying the finest

broadcloth obtainable, the best silks

and buttons money can purchase,
designing and cutting the cloth and
then calling in a tailor to make you
up a suit of evening clothes.

In some instances, after huge
sums were spent on story, players

and sets, a director of doubtful tal-

ents has been entrusted with the

fate of valuable property. This
surely indicates that in the eyes of

some, the direction of the picture Is

of the least importance.
Again it is like buying the finest

goods, cutting the cloth and then
turning it over to a cheap East Side
tailor to make into a suit.

No director of reputation and
self-respect should allow someone
to do the most essential part of his

work for him before he is engaged.
He must be allowed to c.rry the full

responsibility of the direction of a
picture. This responsibility in-

cludes a say in the selection and
adaptation of the story, the selec-
tion of the cast and the building of
the sets.

Wonderful pictures from large or-
ganizations are very much the ex-
ception. Big organizations can
maintain a certain average quality
of production, but they_ cannot cre-
ate the real masterpieces that mark
progress In the march of the photo-
play.

A review of the big successes of
the industry clearly indicates these
achievements have been the work
of one man, the realization of
Ideals of an individual, the unmo-
lested production in charge of a
single person. The works of D. W.
Griffith, the late George Loane
Tucker, Marshall Neilan, Rex In-
gram and others of prominence in
the producing field which represent
the leading factors in the advance-
ment of pictures, are embodied in
the execution of the creative Ideas
of an individual and not the dicta-
torial conglomeration of an organ-
ization.

Pictures by organizations such as
you mention in your story are of
average merit and will always be of
average merit. Picture of Indi-
viduals will in the future, as in the
past, prove the only productions
that will attain the really big suc-
cesses. -

Organizations that consider the
director last will never attain that
success in productions that has
marked "The Birth of a Nation,"
"The Miracle Man," "The Four
Horsemen," and other similar
achievements. The practice such as
outlined in your story will keep the
standard of product where it is to-
day. It will never be conducive to
progress. The business cannot stay
where it is today. If it does not
progress It will stagnate.
The director Is to the motion pic-

ture what the artist is to the paint-
ing. You cannot tell the artist what
to paint, what colors to use and
what size the painting should be,
ai.d expect a masterpiece.
The story, the players, the sets

are to the director what the brush,
palette and colors are to the artist.
To dictate to the director what
story, what players and what sets to
use without giving him a voice in
the matter is as silly as attempting
to make similar demands of the art-
ist and expect to achieve succes .-.

Maurice Tourncur.

CHICAGO THEATRE HIT LOW MARK'

OF CAREER LAST WEEK; $31,000

Spell of Heat Spelt Low Grosses for All Picture
Houses—"Covered Wagon" Got $8,000—Roose-
velt Did $9,000—Randolph, $3,500

PROSTRATION HITS

BUFFALO GROSSES

Week Demonstrates How Low
Takings Can Drop—La-

fayette Hardest Hit
-

Buffalo. June 27.

Business at local picture houses
last week was a revelation, ac-
cording to one Buffalo manager. The
revelation consisted of a demon-
stration of the depths to which the
theatre business can fall during the
off season and bad weather. From
Wednesday on there was not a cor-
poral's guard in any moving picture
house in town with no relief In
sight at the end of the week.
The Lafayette was probably hit

hardest inasmuch as an elaborate
bill was being carried. This house
felt the drop most since its pre-
ceding week almost touched the low
record.
Last week's estimates:
Hipp — "Down to the Sea In

Ships." (Capacity 2,400; scale
nights, 35-50.) This picture started
strong, but succumbed to the heat
after the first few days. It was re-
ported to be a winner, but not even
a sensation could hold out In the
face of last week's weather condi-
tions. The first part of tho week
helped keep takings up and busi-
ness ran around $10,000.
Loew's State—"Catch My Smoke"

and vaudeville. (Capacity 3,400;
scale nights, 30-50.) The Mix pic-
ture feature continued with mild
Interest. This house was probably
the only one that broke even for
the week, as the overhead here was
somewhat less than elsewhere. Be-
tween $8,000 and $9,000.
Lafayette—"Mighty Lak' a Rose"

and vaudeville, headed by Fay
Marbe and Bachman's Million-Dol-
lar Band. (Capacity 3,400; scale
nights, 35-55.) This house did a
Humpty-Dumpty last week, drop-
ping from the $18,000 of the week
before to about $8,000 for the pres-
ent week. The show was an ex-.
cellent one, but was prostrated by'
the heat.

Chicago, June 1'7.

The hottest weather of the pres-
ent summer and the longest stretch
of- real heat known in Chicago for
some years included all of last week
in its grip and practically killed
show business in heading picture
houses.

It was the worst week ever expe-
rienced by the Chicago, Roosevelt
and McVicker's. as well as many
outlying theatres.
The only shows which made head-

way against the summer heat were
"The Covered Wagon" at the Woods
and "Safety Last" at Orchestra Hall.
Both suffered, but not to the extent
of other theatres. The Stratford,
with a jazz festival week, claims to
have made a little money.
Estimates for last week:
Chicago—"Slander the Woman"

(First National) (Seats 4,200; 55).
$31,000, lowest in the history of the
house.
McVicker's—"The Woman with

Four Faces" (Paramount) (Seats
2,500; 55). About $18,000.
Roosevelt—"Main Street" (War-

ner Brothers) (Seats 1,275; 55).
Neighborhood of $9,000.
Woods—"The Covered Wagon"

(Paramount) (Seats 1,150; nights
$1.65). About $8,000.
Randolph—"Sawdust" (Universal)

until Saturday, when Lon Chaney
in "The Shock" opened. (Seats
686; scale 50). Gross $3,500.
Orchestra Hall—Harold Lloyd In

"Safety Last." (Seats 1,400; 65).
About $12,000.
Monday of this week saw a con-

tinuance of the hot weather, but late
at night relief came in the rain,
which indicated that this week
would see an improvement.
"Scars of Jealousy" and Buster

Keaton in "Day Dreams" make a
double bill at the Chicago this week.
McVicker's has "The Law of the
Lawless."

''The Isle of Lost Ships" is at the
Riviera and Tivoli. "The Famous
Mrs. Fair"" Is at the Senate on thS
West Side. "The Trail of the Lone-
some Pine" is at the Stratford;
"Fogbound" at the Pantheon.

C. C. Patterson, interested finan-
cially in the Wadsworth (O.) Opera
House, and also another movie
house here, an.d who owns conces-
sions at Chippewa Lake Park, near
Cleveland, died suddenly June 11.
He was 48.

LONDON FILM NEWS

London, June 18.
Sardou's "La Tosca," which the

Gaumont company will shortly show
here, is the last film the Italian ac-
tress, Francesco Bertinl, will mal.».
She is said to have amassed a large
fortune, which edables her to retire
to her estate near Rome.

After many announcements and
contradictions as to what he was
about to make as his first picture
for Stolls, Will Kellino appears to
have settled down to "Young Loch-
invar," a Scotch story doubtless
adapted from a poem in juvenile
school books and telling the story
of a young Highlander who snatched
the girl of his choice from the hus-
band chosen by her father. It
should give the producer almost as
much chance for spectacle as "Rob
Roy," which he did last year for
Gaumont.

The work of making the film ver-
sion of W. J. Locke's story, "The
Beloved Vagabond," is proceeding,
and Carlylo Blackwell has departed
for Paris to "shoot" the Latin Quar-
tler scenes. Madge Stuart is his
principle supporter, with Albert
Chase as Asticot.

Travel pictures have apparently
obtained a firm hold on the West
Knd, and there are now as many
big travel features running as there
are big fictional films. "Thro* Ro-
mantic India" with Lowell Thomas
is at the Philharmonic after having
been oricrlnally seen at Covent Gar-
den; "The Land of the White Ele-
phant" has a position In the Stoll
picture house program; "Hunting
Rig Game." from the Pavilian. is
bcintr screened In at least a dozen
suburban and central kinemas;
"The Wonderland of Rig Game" is
at the Polytechnic; Cherry Kearton,
the British pioneer of this sort, is
about to show another series of
"nature" subjects, and both the
"Nanook of the North" and '•Climb-
ing Mount Everest*' pictures are
'Town for enrly West End represen-
tation. Strangely enough, the b< I

of all ib- ne travel feature's, the aero-
plane trip, "Biasing the Air Way to

India," was a failure in the West
End, and although tries at two im-
portant kinemas was on each oc-
casion taken off after the first day.
It is, however, very popular in the
suburbs.

"Conscripts of Misfortune" is the
title of the first picture being made
under the new George Clark man-
agement. The cast Includes Victor
McLaglen, Walter Tennyson, M. A.
Wetherall, Sir Simeon Stuart, Cecil
du Gue, Norma Whalley, Florence
Turner and Madge Stuart. Martin
Thornton is the producer.

Tho latest South African film has
arrived here and is almost ready
for trade showing. , It is from a
story by do Vere Stacpoole, whoso
"Blue Lagoon" was made by the
same firm, and Is entitled "The Reef
of Stars." Molly Adair and Harvey
Braban play the leading parts.

From India comes the news that a
native producer, by name Dhiren-
dranath Gangopadhyaya, is at work
on a soul-stirring story of "religion,
political, educational, love-making
drama." The educational love-mak-
ing is decidedly good, especially as
he describes his leading lady as
"the First Indian respectable lady
actress on the screen."

Work has begun on the film ver-
sion of the Baroness Orczy's novel,
"I Will Repay." The picture is be-
ing made under American director-
ship at Elstree.

Henry Kolker is just about com*
pleting the shooting of the screen
version of "T Will Repay" in
bind, and calls attention to a para-
graph that appeared in tie Pari!
lilm notes in Variety of May 24,

which Rives the impression Flora Ml
Lreton is (be star, also that «;< i

Treville has worked with her as co-
director, Miss Le Breton i* on< *f

three stats, the other two being
Pedro de Cordoba and Holmes Her-
bert, and Mr, Kolker has no "-

director, Mr, Tin v. lie merely acting
a* his interpreter in France4
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PRESENTATIONS
(Extra attraction* in picture theatre*, when not

picture*, will be carried and described in this depart-

ment for the general information of the trade.)

=!>

PROLOGUE TO "PEN ROD"

7 Mins.; Full 8ta9# <»P*c««' D <"°P>

Strand. New York.

New York, June 26.

Designed to furnish "atmosphere"

for the new Tarkington picture

"Penrod and Sam." Back drop has

futuristic design of morning glories

fuch av might figure In wall paper

for children's rooms. Five girls in

boys' togs open with dance; Joined

by like number of girl* in pinafores

with skL>i»ing ropes, hoops, etc., and

go into ensemble dances.

At the finish old man "Rube" ap-

pears. Children gather around him

and he sinars to.them. Singing de-

velops nto m.ile quartet Children

group f round In reclining attitudes

as lights diminish for approaching

evening, ami quartet harmonizes

"Bj jne J)ays." Effective, simple

musical jJnd dancing number for

purpose of this particular picture.

Hush.

FRI8H. GREENLO
AND TOOLIN
Songs and Saxophone
12 Mint.; One
Post, Battle Creek

Battle Creek. June 20.

Hal! n dozen numbers, including
harmony singing, comedy, a medley,
a saxophone solo (Greenlo) and
'Barney Google" (with the different

vocalists alternating lines) made a
program which won enthusiast! ^ap-
proval of the audience. The three
young men have engaging person-
ality and pleasing voices.

It is a combination quite effective
for picture houses. It is the former
vaudeville act of Frish, Howard and
Toolin. With n new man.

ORVILLE HARROLD
Songe
9 Mint.; Full Stage

(Special Setting)

Loew's State, Loa Angelea

Los Angeles, June 23.

For his first week Orville Harrold
offered two songs, an operatic num-
ber and a ballad. His first, in pier-
rot costume, "Canio's Lament," from
"Pagliacci," brings his fine dramatic
qualities into full play. Harrold
returns in an evening suit for "I'm
Falling in Love with Someone,"
consuming about one minute for the
change, during which time Emil J.

Polak. his conductor, leads the
house orchestra.
Harrold left the audience applaud-

ing for more than a full minute be-
fore he returned with a speech an-
nouncing he would do an entire
change of songs the following week,
although the heavy applause clearly
demonstrated the house wanted
more singing.
The time actually devoted to

singing occupied just six minutes.
Josephs.

C. SHARPE MINOR
Organ
7 Min*.
Rialto, New York

New York. June 19.

C. Sharpe-Minor is an organist
worth featuring. He has been in

Mghts at the Rialto for two succeed-
ing weeks and has always been a

featured soloist.

His selection last week was Victor

Herbert's suite. "American Fan-
tasy," the medley of American folk

airs.

The instrumentalist gets some
striking effects out of the organ,

proving his claim to distinction as a

unique master. Ahel.

Theatre

Manager Wanted
who is big enough to be a

managing director

ARE you the theatre manager whose ability has been

proven, not by one successful season, but by steadily

increasing and satisfied patronage? Are you the creative

showman who can conceive an appealing program in presen-

tation and exploitation? Then you may be the man we are

looking for.

If you are the man we have in mind, you desire a proposi-

tion where the ultimate in theatre equipment is at your dis-

posal. You have been looking for a chance to combine your

showmanship ability with the best this industry has to offer

in photoplay productions, talent and musical accompaniment.

You desire to associate with a group of theatres, each the rep-

resentative house in its respective community, backed by men

of vision who are looking for more capable men to meet the

ever increasing needs of expansion.
! i * •—• » -Wi i i i m m*+

The man we want is an artist who can build a program

to win the applause of the classes, but who appreciates the

necessity of directing his efforts to the masses. In other

words, a combination of the commercially practical and the-

atrically creative man.

It is useless for you to reply to this ad unless your past

record amply proves you to be possessed of all the necessary

qualifications of personality, adroitness and thoroughness.

The man to whom this ad appeals will recognize it as an

opportunity to promote his creative ambitions, salary and ad-

vancement limited only by his ability.

Your response will be held in strict confidence. Address

stating \<,ur past experience in fullest detail and qualifications

( >\ !' •
. ,-.v omplnved preferre d.—'—

—

„. >

eje*tt* $ $.,, 21

• Address Box 101

VARIETY
154 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.

"THE WALTZ JREAM'
Condensed Operetta
45 Mins.; Full Stag*
Century, Baltimore

Baltimore. June 27.

Hera is a genuine old-timer of
the Viennese school, a Strauss work
which never really achieved the
fame which rightfully belonged to
it. coming as it did years ago right
on the heels of the "Merry Widow,"
which was then the rage. It is far
richer musically than the piece
which really got the money at that
time, and its lengthy condensations
at the Century this week shows it

to be an entertaining piece of work,
filled with the finest Waltzes
imaginable. Its interpretation, too,
is good, and the Century theatre or-
chestra, with Frank Rehsen con-
ducting, lends itself admirably to
the support of the Duffy-Mackenzie
group, which is making the presen-
tation as the ninth and last of their
series locally. They were brought
here first by Thomas D. Sorlerj,
general manager of the Whitehurst
interests.

"Love's Maid" and "The Sweetest
Roundelay' of all are the outstand-
ing bits. in a piece crowded with
easy, smooth -flowing, Viennese
music. In some respects this piece
reminds one of Edauger'H flop.

"The Yankee Princess," which was
very rich musically, much more so
than many of the tawdry pieces
which made big money on Broad-
way this year. J. Humbird Duffy,
beside rehearsing, staging and
practically putting on J.he entire
thing, eang the leading role, that of
Prince Nlki. His associate, Alice
Mackenzie, did very well with the
Franzi role. Leo de Helrapolis
sang the Lieutenant Montschi and
Francis Tyler dealt with three roles
ai the same "time. Dorothy Crewe
got by fairly as the Princes*, but
her voice was light In epots.

It is an important production In

that it revives one of the prettiest

of all, the Viennese operas, work?
that have the modern ragjy musical
shows hacked to the boards. The
scenic backing is adequate, the or-
chestra comes through splendidly,

tho principals, particularly Miss
Mackenzie and Mr. Duffy, are top-
iiotehers. all combining to make, a
movie house presentation the like

of which we are not likely_to hear
again soon. Bi$h.

"A MIDNIGHT SERENADE * (2)

Song-Novelty
4 Mint.; Full Stage (Special)
Missouri, St. Louis

St. Louis, June 27.

The presentation opens with a
dark stage. As curtains part

—

slowly—the orchertra plays a Jew
bars of "Three o'Clock in the Morn-
ing." then go In to "I Wont Go
Home Until Morning." The moon,
visible, gradually gains upon the
dark scene, and as the orchestra
finishes the introductory number it

rolls In full splendor above the
house top, pouring a flood of mellow
light upon the high-peaked roof
(gable end to wings) of a Spanish
cottage. There are two latticed

windows that open upon the sloped
roof at each end of house top. In
one is a box of flowers.

Two black cats make their ap-
pearance on top of roof and start

that well known cat's serenade
"Mew -Meow." (The cats have mov-
able tails, heads and lighted eyes
that are continuously winking at

the audience.) This bit is assisted

by orchestra doing cat cry, etc., and
went over as a laugh. The window
at right opens and man in Spanish
costume appears with guitar, shout-
ing "scat, scat," and the cats beat
It. one going to each end. The man
then sings olo and a woman ap-
pears at other window, but not want-
ing the young lover to know she
wishes to hear his serenade, a pre-
tense at sprinkling the flowers is

made—even though* it was mid-
night. Just before the solo Is fin-

ished the cats come back and start

again their serenade. The young
lover becomes eirmged and fires a
shot at the cats, knocking ih^m off

the roof. He then finishes his song
of love; throws a kiss to the girl

and receives one in return. Curtain.

It is a beautiful little bit cleverly

put together. It worked successfully

as an applause and laugh getter

Produced by Charles C Dahl.

All Exhibitors

in Michigan
Read our magazine published every

Tuesday
ilf you want to reach thi* clientele

there is no bettei medium,
Rates vary low

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH, Publisher

415 Frse Pr««« Bldg DETROIT
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Pictures that are

in the Swim

The Strangers*

Banquet

The Christian

Souls For Sale

Backbone

Vanity Fair

Ix>st and Found

The Last Moment

Broken Chains

Hungry Hearts

,The liove

Sherlock Holmes

Look Your Best

Brothers Under the

Skin

The Sin Flood

A Blind Bargain

Mad Love

Remembrance

Gimme

The Ragged Edge
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PICTURES Thursday, June 28, If

PETER THE GREAT
Hamilton Theatrical Corp. present* this-

foreign subject featuring Enill Jannmg»
whoa* "Othello" was ihown some time ago
under the same auspices. A Oerman
product acquired under Famous Players'
blanket purchase. Directed by Dimitri
Buchowatskl. Story and scenario by 8ada
Oowan. Production editor Julian Johnson
Projection time 70 minutes. At the Rlvoll,
New York, June 24.
Catherine ....Dagny Servaeo
llencnlkov Bernhard Ooetik*-
Alexis Walter Junssen
Cnarina Eudoxla Cordy Mllovitch
Aphroema Alexandra Sorina
I'etcr tbe Great Kmll Jannlns>

With the revival of "Passion" at
the Capitol and this foreign sub-
ject at the Rlvoll it looks as though
the big Broadway houses are seek-
ing to fill In the dull warm weather
period with low coal foreign fea-
tures In order to save more valuable
material for better times.

There li much to be said for this
Jannlngs picture in spite of its me-
chanical crudities. It sticks to the
German formula of rpectacular
crowds and heavy mass effects and
it has long and discursive passages
that make the action drag but in
the main It furnishes a document
of historical romaice with a good
deal of human appeal.
There are cumbersome passages

of labored and stagy drama, the
thread of narrative staggers and
wanders, but in the summing up the
producers (presumably it is Ufa.
although the main title does not
specify the source) have made a
living portrait of the great Russian
Czar, r.nd have drawn a convincing
picture of rude times of empire
building.
The acting method t: Jannlngs Is

not subtle, but his style serves
admirably for the portray . of the
epic figure of Peter, the bull dog
monarch, man of a thousand con-

tradictions, passions and cruelties,
but of one consuming patr tic pur-
pose—to build a great nation. It's

not an especially admirable portrait,
but it does strike one as an authen-
tic record, Insofar as the principal
character is concerned. Nobody
else in the cast is more than a the-
atrical puppet. The German style

of makeup robs the women of any
semblance to reality and the bizarre
costuming of the period heightens
the pffect or artificiality.

The Ufa system has always put
the emphasis on feverish theatrical

effect and goes a little further here
Emotion Is expressed in facial con-
tortion and huge crowds seem a
necessary background to the dram-
atic high spots. These crowds are
well managed a.id the massive
backgrounds have a certain vffec-

tlveness, but indifferent photograhy
lessens and weakens the punch.
For example there Is a tremendous
bit of mob manipulation In the
scene showing the return of Peter
from the Swedish wars. Viewed all

together it was impressive, but the,
detail is blurred and the toning is

crude.

In the same way the scenes of
royal ceremonies in the palace over-
reached themselves. They never
are content to suggest masses of
people as Rex Ingram did in
"Zenda," clearly and adequately, but
must jumble the whole picture by
trying too much. There is a banquet
scene that is spoiled by attempting
too much. They have crowded so
many people into the picture that
the tiny figures look only jammed
and petty and the regal effect Is

lost In like manner, where they try
for an effect of a battle, they try to
take in the whole countryside and
one gets an Impression of sham
spectacle instead of the real conflict.

The failure of Ufa's mob effects Is

that they depend upon raw -ealism
and neglect the art of suggesting
the whole by tbe adequate pre-
sentation of a significant and
typical detail. A literal crowd is

strictly limited while a suggested
mob is bounded only by the cap-
acity of the spectator to vision in-

finity.

The defects of the picture are on
the technical side. The story and
the conception are fine. There is

high romance in the lo '? o* Peter
for Catherine, refugee, waif and
camp follower. Thure is the strong-
est kind of drama In the rugged de-
termination of the Emperor .o rule
with a rough hand, defy'ng the
patriarchs of the church, the plot-

ters in his household and the super-
stition of an ignorant people and
there .s compelling sentiment In his

struggles to make his unworthy son
Alexis fitting successor to the
throne. The picture is an irri iting

combination of good and bad, Judged
by A nerlcan production standard ».

One would guess It w *» a fine

literary effort tone wrong .n the
studio execution. Rush.

DIVORCE
T. B. . O. release, presented by Chester

Bennett at tbe Rialto, New York, week
June 24. Story by Andrew Bannlson; di-

rected by Chester Bennett. Jane Novak
star. Running time M minutes.
Jane Parker Jane Novak
Jim Parker John Bowers
Oeorge Reed.......... James Corrlaan
Mrs. George Re«d Mytbe Chapman
Gloria Gayne Margaret Livingston
Townsend Perry Freeman Wood
Wlthrop Avery George Fisher
"Dicky" Parker Philippe DeLacy

Despite this picture was given a
pre-release run at one of the Para-
mount's Broadway houses, it proves
to be but a program picture of or-

dinary quality.. In direction and

„ - <. •

\ NNOUNCEMENTS of coming pictures are a trade necessity.

*• Elaborate promises are justified

—

—if there's something more behind the announcements than the

paper they're printed on.

Announcementa mean little unless they're backed up by the

actual film exactly as promised.

You can't run just- announcements through /your projection

machine.

Your theatre can't live on paper pictures. *

With Paramount's 1923-24 pictures (one a week) you don't need

to book just promises.

Paramount's 1923-24 pictures are not paper pictures. Every one
of the 11 pictures in Paramount's current announcement for the

first three months of the 1923-24 season is either finished and in

the exchanges, finished and on the way to the exchanges, or

actually in work at the Lasky or Long Island Studio.

Paramount urges exhibitors to see for themselves that every

promise made in its announcement is fulfilled—and more.
Prints of 'The Cheat," "Bluebeard's 8th Wife" and "Hollywood"
will soon be in the exchanges. See them and know what hooking
up with Paramount means to you and your business.

See the others of the first 11 of the One-a-Week Paramounts.

Then when we tell you that these are just glimpses of the riches

ahead, that Paramount Pictures for the WHOLE season of

1923-24 will be consistently and progressively bigger and better,

you'll realize what Paramount's new policy of producing only

great box-office specials actually means.

Gpammoun

lighting the picture is excellent, the
fault lying mainly with the story,

which is a repeat of a tale that hae
been told on the screen hundreds
times.
The title Is going to be counted on

SJ the big bo*- office punch to the
production. Perhaps *t will serve
to draw at the box office, but those
that see the production. If they are
regular rilra fans, will recall having
seen the same tale with the same
situations time and time again.

I . brief, the story is that of a
young husband who achieves suc-
cess in business too rapidly and
falls for a vamp. They part, but
as soon as he loses his influen-
tial job all of the fair weather
friends give him the go-by and then
there is nothing left for him except
to return to the wife and child, and
she forgivingly take? him into her
arme and all is well with t'.t . world
again. He even gets his Job back,
for the president of the big iron
works was the wife's father. Same
old stuff, with the same old moral,
told in the same old way.
There are some redeeming fea-

tures in the cast of the production
and not the least of fneee is Jane
Novak, the star of the picture, who.
with a role that so many other stars
have played, must be forced to
stand for comparison. Miss Novak
fortunately is no worse than any of
the Mhers that have played the
same type of role. If anything, she
is a little better. John Bowers,
playing opposite her as the husband,
also scores. But the vamp of Mar-
garet Livingston was Just about as
overdone a piece of screen portrayal
a« has been seen in some time.
Freeman Wood, as one of the first
assistants to the vamp, and Tom
McGuire, working with him, both
pu' over several clever minor pieces
of business. James Corrigan and
Edythe h.ipman in character roles
proved likable, although when
Oeorge Fieher was paraded as Miss
Chapman's No. 2 in the matrimonial
stakes he was a laugh.

In "kiddie" actors the picture ca.
ries a corking youngster in Philippe

DeLacy, who just about walk*
away with one-half of the plctt
he being In all of the princli
scenes and getting the eye of
camera like an old trouper,
youngster will bear watching in tl
day of kid stars. Fred.

PENROD AND SAM
J. K. McDonald presents Booth Tarking.

ton'a sequel to "Penrod" via JPlrst National.
Scenario by Hope Loring and Lewis Lelea.
ton. Direction by William Beaudlne. Pro.
Jection tjme, 62 minutes. At tbe New Yoi*
Strand. June 24.

^
IVnrod Schofleld Ben Alexander
8am Williams Joe Uutterwortb
Rodney Bitts .....Ruddy Messina**
Ueorgie Basset t Newton MaltM irjune Jones Gertrude Messinaer
Herman Joe McCray
Vennan Gene Jackeoa
Fatn-r Scnofteld Rockilffe Fellows
Mothi-r Schofleld Gladys Brock weM.
Margaret Scbofleld Mary Philbla
Robert Williams Garetb Hughes
Deacon Bltta Wm. V. Moos;
Maurice Levy , Bobble Gordon
Duke (Penrod's dog) Cameo

Another chapter in the adventures,
both jolly and sentimental, of a real
American kid, done In Tarklngton's
happiest vein and transcribed to tbe
screen with a wealth of unassuming
charm and in a spirit of refreshing
simplicity. Perhaps the note of
childish griefs Is a thought too In*
slstent, but the thing Is done, with
an appealing tenderness that' dis-
arms and wins one's sympathetic re-
sponse.
Tbe picture is rich in chuckling

comedy. Nothing could be funnier
than tbe inquisition conducted by
Father Schofleld and Father Will-
iams over the hazing of the unpopu-
lar fat boy' by Penrod and Sam or
the solemn ceremonies of the whole
gang of kids, Including the ebony
Vermaan, .named to his own dis-
advantage.
Here are mere commonplaces ol

everyday life touched with color and
illuminated with sympathetic under-
standing to make a thoroughly en-
joyable hour of artless amusement
The story has a master's touch. It

has diverting comedy guiltless ol
vulgar buffoonery; a deft sort of
drama in the relations of people in

NEXT WEEK AT THE
T R A IS D

A Tale of the Jazz Age
A story of the tumultuous careers and secret

romances of the mad generation, playing fast

and loose with convention in their needless
pursuit of pleasure.

And
of parents who
remodelled their
lives to meet the
new situation
and save it,
while other par-
ents, who "did
not know and
never could
u n d e r s tand,"
forced rebellion
and lost.

JAMES
YOUNG'S
Production

WAN0*
uAU Prom the story

A Dual Adventkre"
Vy Dana Burnet

With

Marguerite De La Motte, Marjorie Daw, Noah Beery
and Wm. V. Mong

A spirited visualization of one of the most vital
problems of the hour, replete with surprises and
compelling sequences and abounding in good
humor, this excellent entertainment has unusual
appeal equally for the younger generation and
their elders. . .A box-office picture, Mr. Showman.

A
F'wti National

Picture

Depend on

First National
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m. «maIl-town community, and It ha*
Mnpathy and teudemesa that Isn't

built on sex triangles, neglected

wives or tn® rest ot tne *tudio

hokum. Nothing could be finer in

rlicate handling than the episode

of the return to Penrod of hia lost

slayground in the vacant lot as dad
escapes from a scene that Is getting

rather too sentlmentaUfor him, and
turns it into the hands of the moth-
er who had unobtrusively brought
the happy occasion about.

This Tarkington household Is the

only happy and affectionate family

the screen has had In many a long

ofay, and it makes a jolly variation

from the established scenario for-

mula. A happy family that is also
Interesting is a substantial achieve-
ment in picture making. But it has
a score of delightful attributes be-
sides. Item one Is the remarkably
convincing acting of the whole group
of youngsters, led by a handsome
freckled kid nanrifd Ben Alexander
and backed up with the astonishing-
ly natural acting of his homely pal

—

Joe ButterWorth in real life.

If anything could be more faithful

to life tlirtrt the kids themselves it is

a eocky fox terrier, property of Pen-
rod, called Duke, a pup that has at-
tained the* highest achievement of
art—utter* absence of self- conscious-
ness. The elders of the cast are
amazirlff in their simple naturalness,
as though^they caught the cue from
the children. Nothing quite so naive
has been done since the Sidney
Drew comedies* ' The cast has been
carefully assembled, a trifling part
going to 'so Well known . a young
juvenile as Gareth Hughes.
There isn't any plot that could be

set down. Penrod and his lieuten-
ant Bam organize a gang, leaving
out the nasty fat boy and a molly-
coddle brat. The parents of the ex-
cluded pair-~peopie of Importance

—

force Pen and Sam to admit them^
and that starts trouble for all hands.
The fat boy<s father buys the play-
ground lot from Penrod's father, and
then Penrod's dog is killed by an
auto and ceremoniously buried In
these hallowed precincts. The boy's
heart breaks when he is driven from
his playground and alienated from
his gang, until his mother makes the
Situation plain to uncomprehending
dad, and all is set straight by the
repurchase of the lot and its formal
conveyance back to Penrod. It is
astonishing that such simple things
as these can be made so moving, but
they held a summer audience spell-
bound Tuesday evening.
The pictuce is a better picture

than "School Days," which was a
cleanup on a similar theme. It prob-
ably didn't cost a tenth as much as
an ordinary feature, and it ought to
'make a fortune on Its merits.

Rush.

FACE ON THE BARROOM FLOOR
Pox production bawd on the story by C.

Marion Denton and directed by Jack Ford.
At Loews Circle, New York, June 26. for
one day aa part of a double feature bill,
rime. 63 minutes.
Robert Btevena I.Henry B. Walthall
Marion Treror Ruth Clifford
Oleic Von Vleck Walter Emerson
John Puaay Frederick Sullivan
little ' Alma Bennett
Governor Rankin Novel McGregor

A fairly Interesting picture has
been made out of this melodrama
of a decade ago. As a picture it

holds the attention and presents a
story well told. The producer has
made no attempt to place the .fea-
ture above the program class, with
its possibilities in that division com-
paring favorably with pictures made
by the same concern. Few of the
old-time melodramas have proved
as interesting on the screen as this
version of "The Pace on the Bar-
room Floor." The picture is cred-
ited with having been made from an
original scenario by C. Marlon Ben-
ton. He has unfolded his story neat-
ly, without any hitches, with the
dramatic element well sustained
from start to finish.

From a direction standpoint it

hits a fair average. • Jack For<Tat no
time shows flashes of class but has
worked out the story In a sufficient-
ly convincing style to make it satis-
factory for the medium class of pic-,
ture patrons. The cast headed by
Henry B. Walthall does all that is

asked of them, with some of the
tough barroom characters a little

overdrawn, which possibly can be
overlooked considering the type of
story. Walthall makes hia work
stand out. In every reel he does
hard work, with the real returns of
the picture being credited to him.
Ruth Clifford plays the feminine
role of greatest Importance, al-
though much less Important than
Walthall's. She Is given really no
opportunities in the production.
Walter Emerson plays a callow
youth role with ordinary intelli-

gence. The others hit a fair aver-
age. The production cost is of
minor importance, nothing of an ex-
pensive nature being called for.

An artist is the central figure of
the play. He is broke and an out-
cast on account of a woman. He
appears in a barroom to spend his
last dime and incidentally tells his
life's story to the hangers-on.
Through someone who had seen him
enter the place the girl, who had ac-
cused him of infidelity years before,
is told of his innocence and. rush-
ing to the barroom, brings him to
realize life and start anew.
The old title should draw a cer-

tain class, with the picture suffi-
ciently interesting to hold its own
in the pop price houses. Hart.

MAN AND WIFE
Arrow release In States' right* field. Ho

producer or director credited. Bhow* at
Vox'* Academy, N. Y\, double feature bill

June 24-27. 1923. Running time. 61 min-
utes.

1

1

Caleb Perkins Maurice Caatetlo
Hia Wife. Kdna May Suooner
Dora Norma Shearer
Delia .*. Gladys Leslie
Dr. Howard Fleming- Robert Elliott
Walter Powell Ernest Hllllard

No author, director or producer

credited for this picture. It was
produced principally outdoors, with

a story unusual enough to have
been taken fr6m life. In the cast
there is one old star favorite in

Maurice Costello, a stock favorite
In Edna May Spooner, and a screen
possibility in Norma Shearer. From
a State rights standpoint at a price
the pioture looks as though it will

get some money, although it Is

rather crudely produced and di-

rected and badly titled and edited.
The story starts with the old lure

of the city for those in rural com-
munities. Down on the* farm live

Caleb Perkins, his wife and two
daughters. One of the girls runs
away when the father wants her to
marry the hired man, Several years
pass and a noted brain specialist,

broken in health, seeking a quiet
spot to rest, applies for board, falls

in love with the younger daughter
and marries her. During the time
he is at the farm there is disclosed
by the vision route the fact he had
married the older sister, who had
run away, and that he believed she
lost her life in a restaurant fire

while he was absent from the city
attending a patient. In reality a
distant relative whom he commis-
sioned to entertain the wife in his
absence was in an automobile wreck
with her, and several doctors In-
formed him she was hopelessly in-
sane because of Injuries to her head.
The relative, in fear, had her com-
mitted to an asylum, and there she
remained until after the marriage
of the doctor to her younger sister.

Then the relative comes forward
with the real story and the doctor
has two wives on his hands—sis-
ters, and one insane. He has his
first wife removed to his own sani-
tarium, where he performs an op-
eration on her that restores her
sanity, and wife number two re-
turns home to her parents to have
a child. The first wife, after a time,
also returns home to suffer a ner-
vous breakdown and die. which
leaves the road clear for the doctor
to return for the younger sister and
his child.

It's a wild tale, wildly done on the

screen, but it bad a great element
of melodraratic suspense.
The cast was a short one, and

there was very little studio stuff,

so that the production did not en-
tail any great financial outlay.

Fred.

ALICE ADAMS
Presented by Associated Exhibitors. Story

by Booth Tarkington. directed by Roland
V. Lee; Florence Vidor. star. At Loew's
New York. New York, June 23. Running
time. 73 minutes.
Alice Adams Florence Vidor
Virgil Adams Claude Gillingwater
John Ruasell Vernon Steele

This story looks as though Booth
Tarkington in writing "Alice Adams"
started out to slip over the inside
stuff on how the girls set out to trap
the unsuspecting male when they
make up their minds that they want
any particular one for a husband.
Roland V. Lee, in directing the pic-
ture, started with an idea of getting
the spirit of Booth Tarkington Op,
the screen, and there were S6mo In-
stances during the picture where he
did ft, others where he relied on the
sub-titling to do it for him. How-
ever, "on the whole it Is a very in-
teresting program picture that will
have a 'great deal bigger box office
drag In the small towns than in the
bigger cities.

i
Three, outstanding members. First.

Florence vidor,, starred Jri the titular
role; Vernon Steele, opposite her.
and Claude Gillingwater, seemingly
great at times as the father, and at
other points overacting.

It's a small town story. One of
those small towns where everybody
started even In the race after wealth
and

,
position in life. Some stood

still and others made their pile. Of
the former type was the father of
Alice Adams, the heroine of the
story. He was a 'drudge, a henpeck,
and finally forced by his family,
principally his wife, to do things
that revolted his honest old soul.
In the end matters straightened
themselves out for the old man and
for the daughter as "well, for the girl
manages to snare the "catch" of the
town /horn she had set her mind
on as a husband.

Oifle of the best scenes is the prep-
aration for and the dinner at the
Adams home on the night that the
favored suitor is to call. The di-
rector got both comedy and pathos
over In that scene to a surprising
extent. One felt for the screen
characters, especially the father and
the dai gbter. The poor old dad in
his dress suit and the girl trying to
keep up appearances to make an
impression were well handled In this
portion of the story.
There are some real , laughs and

'

room for a good deal of thought in

the picture. Fred.

Auburn, N. Y., may have a new
picture theatre, Joseph Schwarts -

walder, of the Universal there, has
secured an option on the old Second
Presbyterian Church property in
South street with the Idea of con-
verting It into a theatre.

"—IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST ASTONISHING

PERFORMANCES IN

THEHISTORYOF
THE THEATRE."
— N. Y. "TRIBUNET

BOBBAH M1NEVITCH

The World's Greatest

Harmonica Soloist

Six weeks Rialto arid

Rivoli, New York

» i

Two weeks Strand

Theatre, New York

Now Playing Leading
Theatres

Direction H. CHERNYK
,
114 Eatt 16th Street

NEW YORK
Tel. Stuyvesant 6091

.
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IT1 UMAN WRECKAGE' is the most impor-

tant picture ever made," said the Los Angeles

Examiner when the picture opened for a four weeks'

run at the Century Theatre. "San Francisco ex-

pressed its approval and support in unrestrained

applause by the greatest audience that could crowd

into the Century x R M the picture is fascinat-

ingly dramatic from beginning to end." To which

the Chronicle added: "The scenes that pass before

the spectator are splendidly enacted, and, therefore,

are magnificent as a cry against the evil."

•

•

1TX RS. REID has given tfie public something

that is actually new, something that is extremely

powerful, and something unusually interesting and

artistic," said the San Francisco Call and Post. "If

should be remembered as long as the screen exists

v >• • in a class by itself v • •• Indeed a

shame that such a film was not produced years ago

r. : ft v an exceptional drama •• •• -»• a most

original dramatic hit • rr * One play that all

may see at a distinct profit. Mrs. Reid, James Kirk-

wood,- Bessie Love and George Hackathorne are

splendid."

•

•

s
l

I

:

T,HE New York Morning Telegraph said:

"Though wc are not exactly a judge of San Fran-

cisco's enthusiasm for motion pictures, we'll wager

that the Bay City has never shown more interest in

a photoplay than that which greeted Mrs. Wallace

Reid in 'Human Wreckage* at its world premiere at

the Century Theatre there Saturday."

IN

M AN, YOU will make a fortune every day

you play Mrs. Wallace Reid in "Human Wreckage."

The San Francisco reception proves it. The New
York premiere at the Lyric Theatre on June 27th

strengthens the proof, as will every other sub-

sequent run throughout the world. Get in touch

with your nearest F. B. O. exchange NOW and
make application for engagement of the picture that

will make new box office history. Do it NOW ! ! 1

Distributed by F. B. O., 723 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.—Exchanges Everywhere—Make Application for Engagement NOW
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NEW ACTS THIS »nu.— j.Thursday, Jun* 28, 1923

DOROTHY RUSSELL and CO. (3)

"My Evening Star"
12 Mins.; Full Stage
Riverside

Dorothy Russell, daughter ot the

late famous beauty of Ainci i a, Lil-

lian Russell, has been away from

the stage for several years. It was

believed the amputation of a leg

"would cause permanent retirement.

Doubtless the death of her mother

la thd only cause for a desire to

return to the footlights. There ap-

pears an intention to keep the Rus-

sell name alive and It may be that

Edgar Allan Woolf was Instructed

to write the sketch along those lines.

Because of her Infirmity Miss Rus-
sell is at the piano for most of the

act, assuming a standing posture at

times, however. Something of a
story is unfolded. Dorothy is known
as "Miss Fix-it," the lady on the hill

who has a reputation for advising

girls in their love affairs. Comes
Madeline, who explains about her
Billy Boy and when It looks bad
for him, says she has another love

—the stage. This is an excuse for

her childish rendition of a song
number, which la then properly
given by Miss Russell, though in

such low pitch it was not heard be-
yond the front rows.
Miss Russell further advises her

caller about stage life. When seven
her mother, then in the West, wrote
a Christmas letter, saying how sorry
she was to be away and sending a
message of love by the evening star.

"My Evening Star" was the song
identified later with Lillian Rus-
sell. So fax as the story goes, the
boy entrances and after words with
"Miss Fix-it" wins her admiration
and departs with blessings and the
kittenish sweetie. Jerome Cowan,
as the boy, showed something with
a bit. Marcelle Shields played the
girl amateurishly, though, perhaps,
under direction. A maid is also
programed.
Miss Russell has grown plump, re-

sembling somewhat the lines of hor
mother. Formerly in vaudeville, she
appeared as a dancer, but has al-
ways shown native cleverness at
piano-singing, which could be de-
veloped more than at present. A
colored picture of her i mother
adorned the piano and the orchestra
played the "Evening Stat-" melody
at the sentimental finale.

Dorothy is game enough to ven-
ture forth amid the rigors of vaude-
ville. Hers is a offering anchored
to the Russell rtame, to which she
has the right. Ibee.

FRANK HURST and EDDIE VOQT
Talks and Songs
16 Mins.; One
Jefferson

Hurst and Vogt are a dandy com-

bination, with every requisite for

sik cess if they stick together.

(M»an-cut fellows, both have that

breezy style and easy method which

apprise the audience they are en-

joying their work also.

Their material is bright, free from
gags, and excellently handled by
both. Hurst's ballad with his good
voice and clear enunciation is an
added asset.

Big-time calibre from beginning
to end.

KEL80 BROS and CO. (2)
Burlesque Magic, Comedy Dialogue
and Singing.
20 Mins.; Three (Special Drop).—
Broadway.
Two tramps (whose make-up

might be cleaner) a straight man
and a woman, have a typical bur-
lesque comedy crossfire conversa-
tional opening. All were -recently
with one of Jean Bedini's burles-
que wheel shows, the woman, Flo
Darley (formerly Bovis and, Darley)
cast as* prima donna.
Fallowing the opening Miss Dar-

ley puts over a ballad in good voice.
She has stage presence and adds
the very necessary class.
The three jnen put on a burles-

que magic bit, using two tricks
only, the disappearing dice and
making wheat cakes in the bor-
rowed hat, taking up a lot of time
with tricks which were old when
the Great Hermann was young.

Miss Darley returns, sings an-
other song and offers a rose as a
prize for the one of the three who
can entertain her best. A song
with uko accompaniment by one
of the men is followed by a few
l>a,rs of dancing by another, but the
prize is won (of course) by the
comedian, who is passing her ex-
poses a flask in one hip pocket
and a roll of bills In the other, his

power of entertaining being obvious.
Its surefire for the small time,

but is hokum precludes higher
aspirations. i

8UN FONQ LIN TROUPE (7)

Chinese Entertainers.

20 Mins.; Full Stage.

58th St.

China seems to have its standard-
ized vaudcv.Ue acts as well ' as
America and the Sun Fong Lin
troupe is

m
standardized to a fare

thee well. "Four men, two boys ar.d

a woman are in the troupe.
Two of the men are magicians,

one working with a voluminous
kimona such as Ching Ling Fco
first introduced over here for con-
juring years ago. The usual size

glass bowls of gold fish, with a
larger crockery bowl also filled with
water and fish, are conjured into

view.
The conjuring is so ordinary as to

provoke a smile from even the most
unsophisticated of audiences. What
Ching Ling Foo made a work of

art the conjurer in this turn makes
obvious. The kimona alone, which
is aided by a conjurer's cloth, is

big enough to hold half the glass
bowls to be found in the average
ten cent store.

Another magician in the act does
the trick much better, somersault-
ing and producing the bowl ol wa-
ter and fish, minus the kimona. .

Other stunts are the manipula-
tion of the revolving fork, burn-
ing of long ribbon in middle and
welding it together again, manipu-
lation of long ribbon tied to stick

and similar specialties associated
with Chinese troupes since the first

one landed over here.
One of the boys adds a slightly

new touch to a back bending feat,

balancing and bending back from
an elevation to drink a glass of
some liquid, while holding two
glasses of the same simultaneously.
The two boys <are whirled through

the air b% their pig tails among
other stunts.
Usual cninese scenic back ground.

Act makes cut and dried opener
or closer for pop houses.

Bell.

DOROTHY TAYLOR (1)

Songs .

9 Mins.) One (Special Drapes)
23d St.

Dorothy Taylor, a blonde with a
pronounced dimple, is with a male
piano accompanist before a pretty

hanging drape in "one." Her dis-

play billing reads "syncopated
songs" which aptly describes her
song cycle save for the second
ballad as a change of pace.

Miss Taylor is an energetio jazz

songstress who, when hot crooning
and "blue-ing" her stuff, wiggles It

over. This is doubtlessly a heritage

from cabaret rearing. Her lusty

voice is well suited for clear lyric

diction which is an asset. In all she

did four numbers, two of them
comedy, which were marred by her

periodical smirking at some of the

lyric comedy points which should
be eschewed. It's for the audience
to judge as to their humorous ap-
peal.

She fared neatly in the second
groove before a less than half cap-
acity, lackadaisical audience.

Abel

BABB, CARROLL and SYRELL
Dancing Rsvue
14 Mins.; One and Full

Cyclorama and Special Drops (2)

Palace

Fred Babb, Florence Carroll and
Lois Syrell comprise this excellent

trio of dancers. Babb stands out as
one of the best male dancers of this

season. His handling of the girls in

double and trio numbers and his

well routined difficult acrobatic ec-
centric routine, of ank'e steps take
him out in the front line.

The turn opens In "one," going
to full stage after the opening num-
ber. A pretty cyclorama serves as

a background for the rest of the
dancing, which consists of an .excel-

lent toe double with Babb as the
male end of an adagio toe waits that

was concluded with a difficult back
bend by the girl. A double by the

girls in a pretty pair of form-fitting

draped costumes followed his solo.

For a finish the trio Co a fast

acrobatic routine, the girls handling
splits and cartwheels. At tho Pal-
ace oper.lng the show the act made
a distinct impression. They could
have held a spot on this bill much
further down, as evidenced the re-
ception from the few that were in

at the conclusion of the offering.

Con.

BARRETT, CLAYTON and Co. (3)

-Fate" (Dramatic)
16 Mins.; Three and Full

Stage (8peoial)

23d 8t WIVWT
"Fate," a dramatic effort by Mary

Brown, has been seen around be-

fore, either with the same com-
pany or with other people, prob-
ably the latter, since Variety's files

disclose no record of the current

billing. It is a straight dramatic
piece, In Itself an oddity in these

days when dramatlo offerings are
few and far between, especially on
the small time, without the distinc-

tion of a "name" star, but that Is

about all the playlet is limited to

—

the three-a-day. The atmosphere
is strenuously aimed to create mys-
ticism, but is not very effective

therein.

It deals with a wealthy man's
desire for a male offspring, pe-
riodically lapsing into accusations
at having been blessed with a
daughter, now grown up. A travel-

ing Hindu mystic is at the gate and
i. invited indoors by the daughter
of the house, who evinced having
become interested in the occult.

The Hindu Invokes the assistance
of Karma, following some chatter
anent reincarnation, with the cul-

mination of conjuring up the vision

.of what the longed-for male off-

spring may have degenerated into.

The wealthy man is under the
Hindu's hypnosis and monologing
to permit for his costume change.
The scene in deep "four" shows a
squalid bedroom with the "son" a
dope rddict and bragging of his

having stolen another's wife (the
daughter doubling). This scene is

played up for .several minutes and
back to "three" With the Hindu re-

entering and the father thankful
for having a pure daughter and not
disgraced by a black sheep son.

The players, particularly the two
men, were chiefly responsible for

the sketch getting over. Abel.

DOROTHY WIL80N (1)
Piano and 8ongs
14 Mins.; One
Franklin

Miss Wilson is a nice-looking p**
tlte blonde girl. Assisted by a mala
pianist, who handles two solos at
the piano, in addition to accompany*
ing her in hfer numbers, she sings
a repertoire of popular songs o£
current vintage.
She la possessed of a fair singing

voice, considerable personality, and
a jass delivery that will get her by
in the pop houses. The singer makes
three changes. Opening in a pink
dress she changes to a suit and cap
for a ballad song in the spotlight
Her last change is to an attractive
blue dress. The pianist is a capable
musician.

It's a good turx£for an early spot
on the intermediate bills. Ota.

.

<M

THE RAINBOW 8IX
Minstrels
18 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set)
Jefferson

The facial make-up is in different
colors, red; blue, white, brown, black
and the woman in mulatto. Hence
the title. 'She acts as interlocutor
and pianiste, does two solos, and
joins in the ensemble singing. The
voices are fine, especially that of the
tenor, noticeable in his solos and
In the harmony singing. The man
in blackface is a comedian, singer
and dancer, and good in all depart-
ments.
The woman (no names are billed)

is of the old school, which means
she is versatile and a showwoman.
The act is well dressed, arranged

and produced, the only fault being
the age of a few cross gags, and
this is easily remedied.
The principal strength is In the

singing, as exemplified at Jhe 'finish

when the curtain had to be taken up
twico for encores, which the au-
dience insisted upon.
They can top any of the Inter-

mediate house programs, and the
pbig time can use them in an early
spot or to open after intermission.
The talk can be discarded entirely
without hurting this good act.

HOBAN and GREEN
Songs, Talk, Dancing
12 Mins.; One
American Roof
Two men with a nut routine th.'tt,

at present, is good for tho early
spots in the smaller houses. The
singing is better than the talk,

which is generally antiquated and
unfunny. The bigger man affects a
hobo makeup with an enormous
collar and unshaven face. His sing-

ing of "Asleep in tht Deep" in a
flne base voice is praiseworthy, but

it would hit even more squarely if

he eliminated tho attempts at

comedy combined now with th< de-

livery of the number*
The younger and smaller man

does one fair eccentric dance,

BOWEN and BALDWIN
Comedy and Songs
14 Mins.; One
American
Man and woman combination,

probably hailing from tho west.
They are nut comedy exponents,
the man especially holdlngy*o that
style. '

He employed a broomstick at tho
opening for a kit-sing and weak
back bit. What ho labelled "small
town gags" landed about that way,
filling in, but not getting audience
response. During a costume change
his inverted marriage yarn stood
up well. The only straight song
number was a harmony. duet at the
dote, it, too, punctuated for com-
edy purposes.
The team, given a spot, proved

satii fa< tory. /see*

FRIEND and HICKEY
Talks and Songs
14 Mins.; One
American
Al Friend was formerly of Friend

and Downing and Eddie Hickey
of the three Hickey brothers. The
dialog, starting with a letter bit,

got some laughs. Battling against
the temperature on one of last

week's scorching hot days, the team
was handicapped like all others.
The song section tickled the per-
spiring customers. Parodies in

particular sent the turn across.
One was a pajama lyric based on
the current "banana" nun.ber.
Friend and Hickey arc a safe

buy for three a day. lbce.

BILLY DeLI8LE
Juggler.
12 Mins.; Full Stage
Broadway. '

>

De Lisle, now with a b in in the

turn, wastes no time in getting to

the tricks he features. It was un-
fortunate tht t his routine was in T

terruptcd by another act (wifh the

RA88O and CO. (1)
Juggling
15 Mins.; Full Stage (8pecial Set)
Jefferson

Rasso is evidently a foreign jug-
gler, with the least trace of accent
noticeable in his announcement. He
is a quick worker, makes no blun-
ders, and does the most difficult

tricks in a smooth manner which
stamps him a good showman. He
showers seven balls with ease, has
a new billiard ball and cue trick,

which is a dandy; the cup, saucer
and spoon thrown from the foot and
caught on the forehead (but using -

a glass holder, glass, egg and spoon
Instead of the cup, etc.) is done
without the least stalling or attempt
'to make it look hard. He has other
so-called small tricks all excellently

executed, and for a finish balances
a stand containing a phonograph
surmounted by an indoor radio
aerial on his forehead. The phon-
ograph is started and the music,
apparently by radio control, is made
:o issue from different parts of the
auditorium. This had the audience
guessing. His assistant works well

and is unobtrusive, while dressing
the stage nicely.

The special set is attractive, and
the act in toto is well qualified te

open any kind of show.

14 Mins.; One
best intentions of course) because^ Man and woman in conversational
it prevented the reviewer from get
ting a line on DeLlsle, aloae. This
clowning is all right but can be
overdone.
However, DeLlKle with his natty

little lady assistant, opens up with
some extremely clever work with
a tennis ball and racquet, followed
by club juggling, ball manipula-
tions and hat spinning, many of
the stunts apparently original with
himself. Speed is noticeable, and
clean execution, without stalling,

another asset.

LUSTER BROTHERS
Contortionists
10 Mins; Full Stage
Franklin
Two of the best contortionist ac-

robats seen in many seasons are
the Luster Brothers. Opening with
ground bending and contortioning,
they go to a table for some excellent
bending and twisting that measure
up to anything seen in their line.

The closing trick is a pip. Ono
member; mounts a high pedestal,
from which he docs a bad dive to

an upright position. Ho lands on the
edge of tho table with hands down
on the descent. The act will open
or close any big-time bill and In-

terest. Con.

McGLYNN and 8ULLY
Hand Balancers
10 Mins.; One and Full Stage
Fifth Ave.
Two men entering like song

and dance team in tuxados After
a minute of this a table is pushed
out upon which one builds a three
high chair perch for some balanc-
ing which looks dangerous owing to

the formation of the chair pyramid.
The other in clerical garb in-

terrupts the stunt by singing a

funeral march and doing .a fets

steps to the tune. The orchefliCfl

also join In the funeral hymn. A
bit of hoke Was the ten ring of a

piece of muslin by one while th«

other was bending on the pen h.

Tho act goes to full stage for

corking rewtine of flying on the

three horizontal I'.it".

It is an Interesting' op< r.er or
closer for three-a-day bills.

Con.

4 LAVAS
Arab Acrobats
10 Mins.; Full Stage
58th St.

Four young fellows formerly with
the big Arab act at the Hippodrome,
follow the general routine of the
similar acts of this character, with
good results except that tho limited
personnel does not allow 'of the
usual exhibition of the under -

stander's strength in supporting 8
or 10 men in the formation of
pyramids.
The members are individually fine

acrobats nnd severally do all the
recognized acrobatic tricks and
gyrations associated with Arab acts.

Good small time closer as it

stands. With the addition of a
'sufficient number of acrobats as
good as themselves, to make the big
flash, it can follow the others .n

tho better houses.

BURN6 and ALLEN
Talk and Singing

cross fire. Man does wise cracking
hick and makes it convincing.

Woman also handles talk com-
petently. Woman does conversa-
tional song. Well delivered. Team
show ability much above their ma-
terial.

,

Present act will serve its purpose
for the three-a-dayers, but a
brighter and smarter vehicle will

have to be secured eventually it

they expect to advance. Bell.

CAVANAUGH and COOPER
Piano; Songs; Dances
12 Mins.; One (Special Drop)

Dancer and male singing pianist
Who introduces her dances in a con-
sistently written series of lyrics.

The girl is a sister of Lucille Cava-
naugh and a graceful dancer. She
opens in an old-fashioned number,
vocally introduces by the pianist.
The same lyric entrees, a waltz clog
in Bowery costume, then a dance
in which she imitates Lucille, in*n
similar eostume.
His piano solo Is announced as an

original arrangement of "Say It

With Music,* following which Miss
Cavannugh in a pretty pink frock
does a graceful waltz in which th^*
Pianist Joins her for a smooth
finish.

His singing is throaty nnd he
leans toward an over-assurance of
manner. Tho act in its present
Shape is pure fwe for the pop bills

and could hold an early spot on the
two-a d;.j. Con.

LEO HENNINQ
Singing, Dancing and Piano
16 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set)

58th St.

Leo Henning, supported by Lil*

Han Akers and a pianist, predom-
inates with class and youth. Mis*
Akers* dancing, pantomime and de-
livery tjf lines are the big asset.*
Following two songs with in-

cidental dances and a solo song by
Henning, all well put over, the
pianist interpolates a clever selec-
tion. A double song and dance by
Miss Akers and Leo Henning
(formerly Henning and Josephine)
brought the act well earned and
deserved applause.

LE SOIR TRIO
Songs and Piano
9 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
23d St. (June 25)
Two women and a man in prac-

tically a straight vocal "routine with
a .bit of piano*' work introduced in

the early section mainly as an ac-
companiment for the singing. The
people are well voiced and appar-
ently have been schooled in an
operatic act of some order. The
present routine hardly fits them for

metropolitan small time vaudeville.
In a certain class of out-of-town

pop houses their efforts will meet
with returns. Hart.

Leon Kelmer, manager of the

Prospect, Brooklyn, staged a cab-
aret scene as a business getter for

the Managers' Contest Week which
the Keith office puts on annually.
Kelmer purchased a second hand
trolley car from the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Co. to serve as prop in

a trolley car bit. It cost- $100 to gtt

the car into the Prospect. Vhen it

c;ime to taking it out, it was dis-

covered it couldn't be done without
taking down a section of the build-

ing. The manager solved the

problem by having the car broken
up inside of the theatre and sold H
for junk.
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PALACE
The bill at the Palace this week 1b

one act short of tile regular line up
through the length of the Singer's

Midget*, headlining. Spotted clos-

ing the first half, the Lilliputians

did about an hour, showing several

new scenes. The midgets have a
"ballyhoo" In the Palace lobby. The
tiny member of the elephant herd Is

on exhibition out there, guarded by
one ef the midgets. The kiddies are

staked to a seat on the elephant's

hack If they want it. A couple of

prop lions go with the "shlll."

A King Tut number, with a special

set was new and introduced a pair

of snake dancers. The dialog,

tinged with broad German gutterals,

was unconsciously funny. Another
new scene was a miniature revue.

The males were on in tuxedos as a
jass band. Specialties with a sign
announcing Dolly Sisters, Gallagher
and Shean, Belle Baker, Frisco, etc.,

carried imitations that were wide of

the mark, but entertaining. The
music of the jaxzers was also tinney,

but in the assemblage of versatility

was accepted. The act as a whole ia

one of vaudeville's best entertain-
ments. The effort to freshen the
material Is commendable.
The first half went smoothly and

well, considering about a half a
houseful were in. Bebb, Carroll and
Syrell (New Acts), a fast dancing
trio, opened. x
The Browne Sisters, a pair of

rretty girl piano accordionists, did
1 minutes,without leaving the stage

or stalling, and registered neatly.

The act has been Improved and
strengthened by cutting out the sing-
ing and dancing and stick to the
Instruments. Both girls are pretty
and attractive. The father of the
sisters leads the orchestra. The rou-
tine is a sure blend of operatic, pop-
ular and muslca.1 comedy airs well
delivered by both. The beauty of
the duet can still go a little piano
on the affectations.
Franklyn and Charles must have

shed about 10 pounds apiece with
their hand-to-hand stuff, which fol-

lowed the Apache dance. Had they
ducked the lift encore in "one" no
one could, have blamed them, for
they were perspiring so profusely
they actually dripped all over the
stage.* A couple of towel swingers
should be stationed in the wings, for
while honest perspiration is not to
be censored It is far from a pretty
sight on a night like Monday. The
act went strongly despite Its fre-
quent appearances at the Palace
without change.

\ Moran and Mack got away to a
quiet start following, but hooked
them with the "early bird" routine.
The blackface pair have a new pie<je

of comedy business in the boxing
bout, also a couple of new "dog"
gags. The rest of the turn remains
as seen around this season.
After intermission Irving Fisher,

with Don Prosser at the piano, sang
his way to favor In a well-selected
routine of songs that didn't Include
a familiar. Fisher is an extremely
likable juvenile with a resee«ant,
sympathetic voice and an appealing
personality. "My Wonderful One,"
"Some Pretty Day/' •"Tommy Lad"
and a medley of musical comedy hits
were Included in a 14- minute rou-
tine of delightful entertainment.
This chap has improved muchly and
will be a familiar lace along the big-
time trails.
Harry Green, back from England,

followed Fisher. Green is still doing
"The Cherry Tree," one of the best
character comedy sketches of its
decade. Green's is a living example
of the fallacy of the belief of the
booking men that the public don't
want sketches. Vaudeville can use
all "The Cherry Trees" in thev
orchard.
Edna Leedum and Dafve Stamper,

closing a long bill, did very well in a
tough spot. For a nut comedienne of
Miss Leedum's type to hold them
and make them laugh around 11
with the thermometer at 95 is no
slender assignment. Dave Stamper
is an admirable opposite for Miss
Leedum. The talk is credited to
Paul Gerard Smith. The slight skel-
eton upon which the act is built con-
cerns Miss Leedum's determination
to do an encore for which "she paid
a guy fifty bucks." The tall blondina
has toned down her nutting consid-
erably and is coming along fast. One
or two portions of the seemingly ad
lib crossfire "were quietly received,
but the turn as a whole is a genuine

• two-a-day Spot holder. It's by far
the best thing Miss Leedum has ever
done in vaudeville. Stamper gets an
even split on the credit.
• "Dame Fashion on the Beach," de-
scribed as an extraordinary repro-
duction in colored photography of
the Westchester Biltmore Fashion
Snow, tuned out a misty, badly fo-
cused parade of stage coryphees in
summer wardrobe. The girls pa-
raded down a colored carpet laid on
the beach of the -club. The photog-
raphy crabbed the flossy program
description, and outpointed the
adjectives. Con.

Golf Interfered with his regular
vaudeville work so William Mandel
<of William and Joe Manuel) de-
cided to forego the latter Tuesday
afternoon at the Orpheum, Brook-
lyn. The Arnaut Bros, doubled from
the Brighton for the afternoon's
substitution. The Mundels returned
to the bill Tuesday night. William
Mandel is competing in the N. V. A.
golf tourney at Garden City, L. I..

And is one of the semi-final runners
up.

RIVERSIDE
In the midst of these daylight

saving times It seems as though
the vaudeville houses played two
matinees—the sun was brightly
Shining on the Hudson, glimpsed
down 96th street as the curtain rose
for the "night" performance at the
Riverside Monday. Attendance was
about the same then as in the after-
noon, though It was surprising trade
measured even that much. At that
there Is no escape from the heat for
the Manhattanlte. and there certain-
ly Is little difference inside a the-
atre and out. Here's a little secret
about this house. On the extreme
sides the exit doors peep open and
there generally is to be found an air
current. That's one out for the 93-
degree stuff.

There's a rule about advertising
in the Keith houses, but two acts on
this week's varied and entertaining
bill hold the hint of publicity. Both
were featured. First came the
Westchester-Biltmore Fashion
Show, in natural color moving pic-
tures, and then came the S. S.
"Leviathan" band. Perhaps both
count -as exceptions, and that par-
ticularly applies to the band, which

to feature the entertainment on

in the field. They achieved some
ground lifts that looked impossible.
The colored fashion pictures are in-
distinct. Only the colors In the cos-
tumes were sharp, but thai Is prob-
ably all the maker aimed for.

/Dee.

18

as the
States

the great ship which sails
queen boat of the United
Lines next week.
The billing classes the organisa-

tion as the "S. S. Leviathan Orches-
tra." but it's nevertheless a band
and a credit to Paul Whiteman.
Closing the show it aroused encore
spirit, which means something in
Hades-like temperatures at nearly
11.15. A good-looking blonde youth
who appeared from his chair among
the brasses Just walked away with
individual honors. Modest in man-
ner be sure has a sweet tenor, and
he strode forth three times, but at
least once a email claque was re-
sponsible. Tha*. boy will about
own the ship after a couple of trips.
Altogether the band is good adver-
tising for the Shipping Board. Upon
the blue background there was a
white reflection that distracted at-
tention and ought to be eliminated.
Williams and Vanessi, a hot sis-

ter team from the west, gathered
the honors in bundles for '. leir en-
tertainment closing intermission.
This "study in contrast" h s been
on its way from the coast for about
four months. From Frisco, Chicago
and other points the house reports
have been excellent, and they were
correct. Fanchon and Marco di-
rected the turn, Harry Singer also
being credited with the find. Two
real "lookers" who can
dance, but in a way their own.
Frances Williams is a peachy
blonde, Miss Vanessi (first name
never billed for some reason) is an
even more striking brunet type, plus
a confectionery smile. She stepped
through 'a peacock number that is
going to win her plenty, showed
something* different while the two
pianists sang "Peggy Dear," and
shared the honors at the dancing
finale. Miss Williams stood out as
brightly. With '"Blind Papas," a J

western blues, no doubt, she tickled,
Apd then surprised by uncovering
an eccentric dance number. With a
semi-ballad, "I Cried for You,"
which Changed to ' Jazz, she again
proved her versatility.

It's a tossrup which girl is clev-
erer, and the choice will-depend on
whether one likes 'em light or dark.
Two classy girls who can and do
perform. TheV could step into a
Broadway production and hand the
wise birds a thrill, and it would not
be surprising if they were copped
by some legit producer before the
summer was much older. The song
numbers in the turn were composed
oy Arthur Freed. He with Jack
Clifford accompanied the girls, the
pianos being novelly set on either
side of the* stage. A song solo by
Freed was the only weak spot and
that wasted two minutes would en-
able the girls to pare down the run-
ning time that much.
Jack Norton opened intermission

with the aid of Frank Dufrene and
Lucile Haley, presenting the Hugh
Herbert skit, "Recuperation." Nor-
ton's comedy falls got funnier as the
act progressed, and each a as good
for a healthy laugh. Dufrene took
his medicine in a sweater, but it

was his own fault. Some athletic
trainers may sport the woolen cov-
ering, but they are wise enough to
leave them in. their quarters in the
summer time.
Dave Both had to work next to

closing to land but he succeeded.
His imitation of Paderewski may
be burlesque or not, but the play-
ing is powerfully effective, and it

seemed the audience wanted him
more at the piano than away from
it. Some of Roth's talk wilted bad-
ly, but the dancing dummy "Annie"'
took him out of the box.
Hawthorne and Cooke, on fourth,

had the kind of nonsense that fitted

the going. The business with their

ears will likely not be Imitated
Such stunts count as nuttiest in

their nutty routine, sure first for

audience purposes, for few present

had ever seen the like before. The
eomedv instrumental section put the

team over, and-it is always a guess
which they will or can play.

I >orothy Russell and Co. fNew
Acts) were third. Horace Wright
and Rene 1 >1< trh h were No. 2, wi

seemed unusually early for them.
Showmanship proved Its value, how*
ev< r, and a score that invited an

encore resulted. Herbert and I

opened with a routlno of equillbris-

tics that rates them with the best

BROADWAY
The weather certainly took toll

Monday. Prospects of a continuance
of the heat' wave justified tbje calibre
of the program offered, also the las-
situdo of the orchestra.
The Brightons, man and woman,

with rag pictures opened the bill with
a series of clean-cut rag pictures. A
suggestion would have the orchestra
a little more forte in a "silent" act
of this kind, and, on the contrary, a
little more pianissimo in a singing
act like McFarlane and Palace, who
followed. It seemed like a contest
between this team and the orchestra
for the most noise.. And that fune-
real recitative should come out pron-
to. "Answer me, old pal," Is a bal-
lad, not a dirge. Kelso Bros, and
Co. (New Acts). Charlie Olcott and
Mary Ann, with their piano-duolog,
werfroext. Mary Ann, with the ex-
ception of her boy make-up (which
she must have designed after seeing
the Huckleberry Finn picture, arid
which is all wrong), is about the best
partner Olcott has shown yet. They
sang half a dozen numbers, and the
audience wanted more.
Ted and Betty Healy opened with

cross-fire kidding, followed by some
clowning by Ted, who Is encroaching
on Frank Tianey's repetition style
of delivery, after which Betty put
over the gem In an exhibition of
front and back kicks in dance tempo.
An interruption from a gallerylte In
their double .Apish brought forth a
rebuke from Ted which effectually
silenced the undesirable patron, and
the pair received plenty of applause
at the conclusion. Billy De Lisle
and a woman assistant (New Acts)
had their act all bailed up by the
butting in of the ambitious Kelso
Bros., who are quite some Jugglers
themselves. Their first interruption—the passing -clubs—was o. k. and
fitted, as did the buck dance while
juggling clubs, by one of the broth-
ers. But neither the Introduction of
biirlesque sharpshooting, with the
crumbling cracker, nor the trunk
trick, was useful. If De Lisle is con-
tent to have his clever Juggling
snowed under by numbers, it would
be a good idea to book both acts on
the same bill in the same positions.
Clowning up an act that needs first
aid is all very well, but even this
should have Its limits. De Lisle
needs no such aid. The Kelsos also
took bows, with De Lisle at the con-
clusion of his act, and that was not

*ln* *n« ^clowning.
As far as Cliff Nasarro and his

band are concerned the band means
nothing; It is all Cliff Nazarro, and
he could get as good results with
less expense by carrying only a
leader (pianist) and using the house
orchestra. The band serves only to
kHl time between Cliff's songs and
dances. It looks like Cliff is self-
satisfied—a serious fault in a rising
young performer. A Maurice Tour-
neur production, "The Isle of Lost
Shins," a very good picture, closed
the show.

O'NelKs feeding is outstanding all

the way.
The Dinus and Belmont Revue

closed and kept everyone glued.

This miniature production has
smoothed in every way since last

seen. The dancing overbalances de-
ficiencies in the singing and the
Spanish tragedy finish provides one
of the few real thrills on the small

-

time.
^Trailing African Wild Animals."

feature picture.

Mondn*
5TH AVE. /
night' was a striking in-

JEFFERSok
.Terrific heat affected even this

house, which usually does capacity
business, and the management is en-
titled to a lot of credit for maintain-
ing the excellent standard of pro-
gram always provided, in view of the
decreased business. The orchestra
also maintains its quality and is a
treat to listen to, even in the dog
days.
A fine program was opened by

Rasso and Co. (New Acts), who set
a fast pace for. the next act, Reed
and Mayo, two men, who started
with a song which did not get them
very much and might be eliminated.
A song and dance did much better,
due chiefly to the dancing, and their
next number, a double routine of
tanglefoot and hock steps, scored a
good-sized hit. Their encore, with
one of the boys in fast eccentric
dance, the other playing the clarinet,
let them off to satisfactory results.
The Rainbow Six (New Acts) is a

minstrel act. Frank Hurst and
Eddie Vogt (New Acta) also batted
out a homer.
Harry Holman and Co. In "Hard-

boiled Hampton" followed, and with
this clever liftle company landed a
solid hit, as usual. Mr. Hofman's
characterization is perfect.
Ruth Roye sang half a dozen songs

and had to beg off. In doing so she
announced a contract to make
records for the Columbia, and put
in a plug for it. Walter and Emily
Walters followed wfth their well-
presented ventriloquial act.
"The Gilded Cage" is a revival of

an old idea done under several dif-
ferent titles. At the opening a vel-
vet drop In "two" Is seen, with the
girl in the cage suspended about the
middle of it. She sings a song and
the drop is drawn away, leaving her
suspended in the air. The stage is
darkened and the girl (a pretty one)
is swung out over the auditorium,
singing another song and dropping
flowers to the audience. The stage
was not darkened sufficiently, as the
apparatus and the men working it

were easily discernible from the
balcony loges, which destroyed the
illusion. The audience liked the act
Just the same.
"The Spider and the Rose," a pic-

ture, closed the show.

AMERICAN ROOF

STATE
The thermometer outside Loew's

State Monday nl.Jit registered a
sweet, even 90, but It was decidedly
comfortable inside, the temperature
apparently being about 20 . degrees
lower. Half a houseful saw a good
summer show, a bit light on comedy,
perhaps, but holding plenty of gen-
eral entertainment.
After a corking popular overture

by the State orchestra, Stanley and
Elva opened with an extraordinary
wire act. The man's dancing and
gymnastics on the tight-rope are
big-time stuff and his comedy souse
bit was good for several, laughs.
A buxom girl assists and" passes
muster with a graceful solo dance.
The beginning of *he turn should
be speeded up and the mau should
discard the horribly ugly purple
skin tights to which he strips now,
for something less gaudy and more
harmonizing.
Frost and Morrison, two-man

piano and song act, pleased greatly
with their vocal numbers but went
flat with chatter. Any talk at all
Is unnecessary, as the boys . have
voices and stage presence. Their
songs are all pretty much alike.
Evans and Wilson followed with

their standard little skit, concerned
for the most with the woes and
troubles of marriedNife. The girl's
baby-talk and winsome mannerisms
got the State crowd, and she scored
individually.

It has been a long time since a
girl as beautiful an Fay Marbe
stepped across the stage of the
State, and a longer time since a
headliner with a voice as terrible as
hers has sung as much as she does.
The red, decollette gown she wears
is stunning, her face is lovely and
her form divine, her dancing is
worthy of topline" honors and her
personality is of a musical comedy
star, but the thing she sings with,
commonly I nowrr as a voice, is
husky, shrill, quivering and three
mil< s outside the pilch limit. * Slw
struggled with four songs. Her ac-
companist, Jerry White, demon-
strated all kinds of salesmanship
with* the singing of a good ballad
Steppe and O'Neil next-to-closed

and were a laughing hit. The argu-
ment Muff m.iy set in overdone at
tiroes but as handled by these two
comedians of burlesque training, it

keeps the amusement up to pitch.

The American has an acceptable
bill first half, a fairly filled house
Tuesday night becoming much en-
thused over certain features.
The Walnrlghts and Al Raymond

were sixth and seventh after a con-
tinually improving succession of
standard acts, and they found the
gates open to solid applause and
deep-seated approval.
The Kawana Duo, Jap man and

woman, opened Instead of Dlavolo
and Betty, billed. Their foot Jug-
gling and hand-balancing feats kept
the audience absorbed, and they ini-
tiated the show with a hit. Jason
and Harrigan, girls with consider-
able appearance, personality and
ability to deliver pop songs, followed
with a sister act that might easily
have been placed farther down on
the bill. One is a graceful planiste,
something rarely to be found in
three-a-day vaudeville, and the
other warbles ballads wistfully
enough to merit her using- worthier
ones than those she now sings. Ben
Marks and Co. did not appear and
were replaced by Hoban and Green
(New Acts), fourth.
The Romas Troupe exhibited some

acrobatics and tumbling that spells
big time from start to finish. The
reason they are still on the smaller
circuit, however, becomes apparent
as soon as they begin to interpolate
a lot of cheap talk and old tricks
Into their turn. There is no ear'hly
reason for six men of their athletic
prowess and experience to include
In an otherwise exceptional act trash
remarkable only for its age. It re-
tards the turn from climbing.
•The Walnrlghts opened with a
short scene in a kitchen, written,
according to the billing, by Paul
Gerard Smith. With Grlndell. from
the preceding act, clowning in as a
Janitor this was good for many
laughs. The scene is cleverly shifted
to "one," and the man, accompanied
on the piano by the woman, sings
three excellent semi-standard num-
bers in a tenor voice of delightful
sweetness and lyrical quality. The
last song is particularly melodious,
and necessitated a well-deserved en-
core. The woman Joins in for some
good harmo and played an impor-
tant part in making the act the Hit
of the show. v

Al Raymond crasfted through with
a funny monolog, concerned mostly
with the study of history from Bden
to the subway. Ho uses a Dutch
dialect that is not overdone, but that
gives an opportunity for some very
laughable pronunciation.

Lillian Ziegler and Co. closed with
a sensational display of balancing,

"ling some on top of a lamp
that appeared very precarious. The
"company*1

is a man, who does half
the work and deserves equal hilling.
"Trailing African Wild Animals"

feature pbdure.

lav

stance of how a rather good Inter-
mediary program can progress list-

lessly or, more strictly, seem to
progress listlessly, not because of
any shortcoming from the perform-
ers but chiefly due to the lackadais-
ical response from the audience.
The entire attendance could easily
have been accommodated in little

more than half the orchestra chairs,
and the lack of numbers was by no
means balanced by any unusual re-
sponse. As a result the show
dragged and hit-or-mlssed spottily.

A full-length film, a summer de-
parture for this house, now serves
to round out an hour otherwise oc-
cupied by extra acts. The show
accordingly assumes the aspect of
a pop house layout, a radical change
from the big time atmosphere that
always obtained at the Fifth Ave-
nue despite Its mid-season three-a-
day grind. Many an act has showed
at the Fifth Avenue and played the
Palace the week following.
The Le Rays, opening with their

neat aerial routine, worked smoothly
for five minutes but to no avail un-
til the final minute or two, when the
man's forward heel catches on the
trapese roused them from their leth-
argy. Will J. Ward, pianologing a
quintet of overfamillar pops, won
consistent response despite the
super- plugged songs. Ward's baby
grand is located at the right end of
the stage, a relief from the usual
focussing to the left. However, he
warbles too much into the L. E. and
should aim more obliquely in the
audience's direction, Ward, when
he decided to abandon girl acts In
favor of a pianolog, started out with
some good stories to supplement his
ivory tickling. The present routine
Is strictly song-at-piano and a
change of pace would be welcome.
Howard Kyle and Co. In Paul Ger-

ard Smith's "House at the Cross
Roads," dramatic sketch, is exceed-
ingly good vaudeville despite its
"heaviness." Kyle as the host lends
austere weight with his personation
and more than offsets the natural
query as to the host's supernatural
powers in having prepared a table
for five guests and admitting he "ex-
pected" them all. The effect is as-
sisted by the mysterious opening
and closing of the door, an illusion
spoiled through a stagehand's care-
lessness in making himself visible
in performing the door business.

Cahlll and Romaine have dressed
up their stuff a bit since last' seen.
Otherwise their routine remains
standard. The 'blackface comedy
wench's bit of strumming a wash*
board with thimbled digits in guitar
fashion Is a piece of business Iden-
tified with a Jass band comedian.
Jack Powell Sextet.
"Marry Me." the musical com-

edietta, with Guy Voyer featured,
still is a good flash for the better
grade, three-a-day bouses. The
radium gown spectacle is a corking
conclusion, as ever.
£ Francis Dooley and Corinne

Sales clinched It In the next-to-
farewell position. This combination,
a popular vaudeville standard, per-
petrates some fierce hoke and still
more fierce punning, but even the
ennui -steeped customers always re-
sponded loyally. And the bit of the
orchestra is ."my ^rang" (she) and
hlssflalling on the gallery cohorots
as his "gang" Is almost as old as
vaudeville. But they get away with
it, not as crudely as some have in
the past but with poise, distinction,
unction and finesse. Dooley pulled
his set ad lib crack, "Its Just the
way you sell it, that's all," which
best describes it.

Ethel Parker and Al. Allen, dance
couple, assisted by a male pianist
(Joe Mann), working In full before
a pretty gold cloth eye, fared but
passably well. While the turn qual-
ifies for the big small time it Is lim-
ited there. Miss Parker does some
snappy knicking and "splits," but the
routining lacks something. Allen is
too dramatic in his song Introduc-
tories, overacting the lyrics, and his
chink solo meant little to this audi-
ence. The pianist is not even an
average accompanist and his solo
specialty failed to connect.
A seven- reel feature closed.

Abel

CITY
Consistently good' shows seem tb

be the rule at the City. Maybe its
the advantage,, that no with a
strategic position occupied by the
City in the vaudeville booking situa-
tion or making the best of the
"breaks." or Just plain luck. There
have been better shows at the City
than the first half bill, but compared
with some of the other pop bilk)
around the big town this week it
was a humdinger.
Most of the show Tuesday night

was given In "one," before the same
olio drop. For a while it looked like
a benefit on a Sunday night in one
of the legit houses. The second,
third, fourth, fifth and seventh acts
worked In one, and the sixth start* d
in one, going to full stage later.

Hurt Bhepard, the whip manipu-
lator, started It with hi* familiar
routine of tricks with the Australian
<•.•(!..• persuader. It held the hou*.-
Interested. Deadly weapons, those.
hull whips, that can cut a cigar in
two at a distance of 10 feet as clean
as If ti.ry were razors. A young
woman assistant of nifry appear

-

aii'p holds th< various objects. The
trick of snaking a gat out or ti

hands of a would-be stick-up with
the leather thong, coupled with the
revolver '.'<< «i icks oi the whip,
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particularly caught the attention of

the 14th streeters.
Deucing it was Alice Lawlor, who

work* like a cabaret graduate and
who should speedily develop Into a
standard single for the best houses.

Miss Lawlor contributed four pub-

lished numbers, all delivered with

individuality, pep and ginger. A
strut included in a brief dancing bit

topped off the songs and brightened

up a likable turn.

Incidentally, the City orchestra

played a perfect accompaniment for

Miss Lawlor's numbers, producing

a subdued symphonic tone with

muted effects that made It sound
like one of the top-notch Jazz or-

ganizations. Jack Roth is the City

leader and he can take a bow for

the way the entire show was played

Tuesday night. That orchestra is a

real asset for the City.

Hampton and Blake, third with

their rapid-lire repartee, missed

«ome of the laughs they have se-

cured in other houses. Open win-

dows, permitting the usual medley

of metropolitan noises, Including the

goings and comings of a hook and
ladder truck company in a fire house

on 18th street, blanketed the team's

voices occasionally and the upper
part of the houae couldn't catch

portions of the conversational chat-

ter clearly.
Barr, Mayo and Wren, following

with another session of talk, made
the show a bit gabby along here.

The noises also affected this act

somewhat. It's a combination of

fop, sap, and woman doing straight

at times. The comic doing the sap

breaks up a straw hat for laughs.

Figuring on a basis of the act doing
three a day or 21 shows a week for

a season of 40 weeks, that means
the destruction of 840 straw hats.

At two a day and 14 shows a week,
in 40 weeks, 660 straw hats a season.

And In ten years that would make
5.600 hats. But it's great for the

hat business. The trio does some
excellent close harmony for a

finish.

W. C. Dornfield. a magician, with
the bulk of the act running to card

tricks, next He patters while doing

his stuff and uses a bell off stage

*> register laughs. The bell didn't

work overtime Tuesday night, but

then it was pretty hot. and the

bunch were hard boiled. A trick

with a paper napkin and another
with handkerchiefs introduced some
good palming. The card tricks were
also neatly executed. Nothing new,
but the old stuff competently
handled.
Lynn and Thompson sixth with

a production singing and dancing
act. The man has a "personable ap-
pearance, sings much better than
the ujaial musical comedy juvenile

and IBfiii expert in legmanla danc-
ing. rThe woman dances several

styles', all very good, with high kicks
and toe dancing comparing with the

best. The act is backed with a pro-
duction setting in full stage after

opening in one. and the lyrics and
muslo have a Broadway Jingle. The
act clashed up the show splendidly.

Ray Hughes and Pam were next
to closing with u singing and knock-
about act that had Hughes taking
some tough looking falls. Hughes's
nut comedy grew on the house,

gathering strength as it went^long,
and he had the slumberers com-
pletely awake at the finish. A hard-
working comic, this same Hughes,
who walked on in the Mang and
Snyder hand-balancing act, closing,

and clowned it up for a whang. It

was all ad lib comedy and it had a

spontaneous ring to it that left 'em

with a laugh. A good way to leave

•em in any show. Alice Joyce in

"Alice Adams" was the feature

picture.
The rip-roaring thunderstorm

Tuesday night Just before show time
cut the attendance down to two-
thirds of a house. Bell.

FRANKLIN
A very good bill at the Franklin

the first half failed to attract more
than a few hundred fans. The bill

consisted of six acts and a feature
picture with the usual news weekly
and Aesop's Fables.
The Diamonds, the sensational

family dancing act, took the hit of

the bill, closely followed by Willie

Solar, who was pinch hitting for

Dooley and Morton programed, but

not present.
The Diamonds were spotted

fourth and whammed the few in

with their sterling routine of danc-
ing. The kids' double eccentric

soft shoe routine tore down the

front rows. The turn is fast,

snappy and entertaining and a wel-

come diversion for any man's the-

atre. They are a real vaudeville

spot holder.
Solar followed, keeping up the

high tempo with his song reper-
toire. The Franklinites were duck
soup for Solar's mugging and vocal

tricks. He got a laugh uny time

he wanted one by raising an eye-

brow. His unique song delivery

was a panic here. Solar sang
Hbout seven songs nnd could have
stayed longer, but managed to get

off without the usual speech.

Bob, Bobbie and Bob, two tramp
acrobats and club jugglers with a

clever dog, opened, doing nicely.

Dorothy Wilson (new nets) followed

in a song routine with a male
pianist. They liked "her.

HaLJohjnsoa and company in "Mr.

£haneroQe," a far-fetched farcical

.sketch, next 'ah i found favor. John-
aon tt a fern >!•' lrririersdrlatbY. The

sketch is conventional hoke about a
lover who dons female attire in

order to win the consent of his

girl's father to their marriage. Pop
falls for the dame, etc., a situation

that has been done many times.

The lines are not bright, but the

act has the ingredients necessary

for small time success. The im-
personation is highly exaggerated

In spots, Johnson being prone /to

exaggerate the feminine carriage

and walk, but it found high favor

at this house.
The Luster Bros, (new acts)

closed the vaudeville portion, the

feature picture, "The Broken Vi-

olin," following right on without

the usual intermission. Con.

23D STREET
A rather long show Monday,

largely due to a seven-reel feature

.Mid an extra act. The picture por-

tion was long drawn out, with the

vaudeville section moving with fair

speed and the heat a big detriment

in every way.
Le Soir Trio (New Acts), in for

Monduy only, opened the show, with

the Sommers Duo, a man and w6m-
an trapeze team, the first act of the

regular bill to appear. The acro-

batic couple confined their efforts to

five minutes, adding much snap to

their work, which was topped .off.

.with fast revolving feats, which^met
with approval. Aaron and Kelly, a
colored male singing and dancing
team, lent speed in the next spot.

The boys have a good idea of har-

mony singing, on the strength of

which they have the edge on many
combinations of the same order re-

lying only upon dancing. In the
stepping line they prove equally
successful, with the act in general a
contender for the two-a-day.
Charles D. Keating and Co. In

"'Huckleberry Finn" took the sketch
assignment. Keating, apparently a
favorite in the downtown locality,

was given a reception on his first

entrance. His work, largely on the
milk-and-honey order, brought re-
turns with the vocal work hitting a
good average. The act is away from
the general run of sketches, and on
this account fits in nicely.
Marian Clibney took up the run-

ning from then on, doing fairly with
a straight routine of talk in the
early section of her routine. Two
comedy numbers are used in the lat-

ter portion, including an Oriental
selection as an encore. Miss Gib-
ney used a song plugger in a stage
box upon the completion of her. own
work. His efforts added little. With
the aid of the songster ^ie turn was
lengthened out to 18 minutes, which
proved over requirements.
Marston and Manley appeared

next to closing. The male member
playing a silly English character
garnered several laughs. With some
brighter material he could be re-
lied upon to bring the act up to big
time standards. Several old gags
creep in throughout the present
talk. Limiting themselves to twelve
minutes fair comedy returns were
recorded.
One of the applause hits was reg-

istered by Adelaide Bell and Co.,
closing. Miss Bell, with her high
kick stepping, won instant approval,
building up strongly with each num-
ber, necessitating an encore, a rare
occurrence for an act in this late
position.
The audience displayed little en*

thuslasm for tho long drawn out
feature, "The Spider and the Rose."

Hart.

ability that rates appreciably above
pop house standards.
Brady and Mahoney, a standard

comedy team with an unbroken
partnership record of some 19

years and still going strong with a

new version of their flremai and
chief act, did their stuff under diffi-

culties next. Whenever there was a
lull in the outside noise barrage

and the house could catch an earful

of the conversational exchanges the

laughs -were plentiful. But the

quiet periods weren't, and the

L trains and taxi horns earned a
decision on points. The comedy
songs fared much better.

The Old Timers, including Annie
Hart, who received a reception, and
who did "Tim Sullivan's Chowder,"
an epic of the old London on the

Bowery variety days; We3t and
Van Slclen, Dan Barrett, Andy
Gardner and Rube Walman, were
fourth. The Old Timers all proved
they were still there 40 ways, noU
withstanding terms of service as

entertainers that qualify each as

a veteran. Dan Barrett's hard shoe
dancing would show up many a
youth of 20, and Dan is probably
around three times that. West and
Van Siclen's brass stuff and Andy
Gardner's "Patsy" characterization

also went over eurely.
Mullane was next to closing and

brought the first-nighters out of

their litharglc trances with his

resonant tenor. The gags that the

trains and trolleys broadsides didn't

ruin landed for surefire laughs, and
a current negro character ditty

done in Yiddish smacked 'em hard
and heavy. A vaudeville tradition

has it that Mullane was a gas in-

spector or something akin to it

working on the East Side before he
wejit into vaudeville", and that's

how he picked up Yiddish. How-
ever acquired, the accent is perfect

and the enunciation surprisingly

convincing for a guy whose natural

vocal inflection unmistakably sug-
gests Hibernian ancestry.
The Sun Fong Lin troupe of Chi-

nese magicians, balancers, etc. (New
Acas), closed. The picture was
"Mary of the Movies." Bell.

LEGAL MATTERS
After a days trial before New

York Supreme Court Justice Co-
halan, who advised the parties get

together for a settlement, the Fox
Film Corp. and Virginia Tracy set-

tled the action brought against

them by Alexander J. Gordin, play-

wright and scenarist and son of

the late Jacob Gordin, Yiddish play-

wright.
Gordin alleged he wrote the

scenario of the "Queen of Sheba"
under commission from Fox, buf
was suddenly, superseded by Miss
Tracy. With the release of the J.

Gordon Edwards' production of the

"Queen of Sheba" Gordin brought
suit against Fox and Miss Tracy.
The latter was credited with the

authorship of the picture.

The settlement provides for the
payment of $600 to Gordin, his suit

being ehiefly for the purpose of se-

curing screen credit for the story's

authorship. The Fox Film Corp.
has agreed to publish a paid adver-
tisement in two of the picture trade
papers publicly acknowledging Gor-
dln's authorship and services in

connection with "Sheba," Tolins &
Jacobson represented Gordin.

CABARETS

58TH ST.
It's hardly logical to expect an

audience to applaud" when it's indi-
vidually and collectively wiping its

fevered brow with one hand and
more or less vigorously fanning
Itself with the other.
So the handful of the faithful

that braved the heat Monday night
compromised by letting it go at
that and doing a great Imitation of
a congress of armless wonders.
To make it n.ore complicated for

the acts using dialog the Third ave-
nue elevated trains combined with
the horns of cruising taxi pirates
furnished a stiff opposition for tho
talkers.
Just as Brady and Mahoney

would reach the point of a gag, or
Frank Mullane the climax of a
story, the roar of the city's traffic
would drift in through the open
transoms, windows and doors,
making the talkers look like pan to

-

mimists.
The first half bill struck a mean

average of entertainment of the pop
variety. Perez and La Flor started
the frolic with singing and acro-
batics, the man doing hack falls

from a ladder arrangement that
roused the listless ones out front
and the woman filling In with
vocalizing. Good opening act.

Second were Cooper and Cava-
naugh, a mixed combination that
brought forth'a scries of excellent
stepping bits by Mlea Cavanaugh
and capable pianologing by Mr.
Cooper. A co. tnrne change for each
dan ce by Miss Gat I) lift i/gll included
a minstrel outfit with a neatly done
essence, another for a tough dunce
and several ethers that added sight

values to high kicks, *j Ills And
legamanla work <«f a high order.
Cpoper cJic^ked. nicely with a num.5,

her at the piano, and .made a plane
sbfo Important through Hie style

and eJtpert technie with winch it

in.nl.' i The learn display

Alexander Llchtman. head of his

own distributing system, is suing
Thomas H. Ince, the Ince Corp. and
Associated First National for ac-
crued commissions alleged due arls-

l ing from handling Ince's productions
through the former Associated Pro-
ducers. Only a summons has been
served on Ince, the Llchtman attor-

ney estimating the commissions
total around $10,000.

NOTES

Conkey's One-To-Fill for 192S has
been published (50c). It is a com-
pendium of information relating to

vaudeville playing, booking and
traveling, radiating out of Chicago.
Bob Conkey is the publisher with
offices at 65 West Ohio street, Chi-
cago.

Lew Brice, the vaudeville come-
dian, has completed his -first comedy
for Fox entitled "Shake a Leg" at
the coast studios. Brice has been
signed for a series of Fox two-
reelers and has already started work
on his second.

Joe Maxwell, who managed the

Aldeen, Pittsburgh, for the Shu-
bcrts, has been sent by the firm to

take charge of the Hanna, Cleve-

land, now playing summer stock,

replacing John Halle, on vacation.

The John Bucks are grandparents.
Their daughter, Etta, became tho

mother of a son last week. She is

Mrs. Charles F. Adams, Jr. Her
father (John Buck) is manager of

Proctor's 58th Street, New York.

J. W. Todd, Ne.w.York tepresefita-

. tive-of the CJus Sun, circuit ia/maR-
ing a tour of the Sun-bo,oke(J cities

nnd will return «U>. New York ,lihe

latter part Of "this week.
-*-

'

Horace QoftfinV next' seasOh'Si
mystery novqlfcy 1* titled 'The'/ Of'?
with the Celluloid Uyca*

The seizure of the liquor brought

in under seal last week by the

Berengaria (Cunard) and Baltic

(White Star) is expected to lend a

terrific impetus to the solution of

the dry question over here. Break-

ing the English customs seals on

both boats, he American officers

seized the liquor held aboard for the

eastern voyage of each vessel, with

the boats sailing "dry" for the first

time on record of an English

steamer, although the Majestic,

leaving the New York port last Sat-

urday, left "dry," having returned

on her westward voyage without a

supply.

When breaking the seals on the

Berengaria the Americans decided

the boat could retain sufficient

liquor to fulfil Its mediclhlfl quota,

although forbidding that any of it

be used even through prescription

of the ship's surgeon before the boat

sailed Tuesday. Last Saturday
morning when one of the Beren-
garia crew through an accident

broke his hip, there was no brandy
available on the big boat to give the

sufferer a drink and a substitute

had to be composed by the ship's

doctor.

The Board of Trade regulations of

England demand that every English
flag bearing ship shall carry a cer-

tain quantity of liquor per crew. It's

a regulation very much the same in

tenor as another in Latin countries
providing that a light wine ration
shall be served to the crew. Abroad
the liquor ration is considered a
part of the sailors' salary. The for-

eign sailor's vle.7 of tho American
prohibition against bringing liquor

into a U. S. port is that this coun-
try is attempting to dei rive him of

a paft of his earnings.

The English officers and crews
were furious over the seizure, al-

though they contained themselves
in the presence of the American of-
ficials and newspaper m n on board
when the seals were broken. One
English officer, however, said within
the hearing of a New Y\>rker that
when a demand was made by the
United States that its flag be re-
spected in all parts of the world,
heed was given to the demand and
the American flag commenced to es-
tablish the prestige it has sinc^ at-
tained. Coming into the port of New
York, the officer added, under the
British flag and of British register
with a proper manifest^ that men-
tioned the amount of liquor aboard,
all under seal, the big bpats Were
being subjected to examination and
surveillance besides seizure that
might have befitted a little smug-
gling schooner caught off the LeSJfc

Island shore.

A London paper said last Week,
'The Statue of Liberty is now the
most sardonic monument in the
world." "

The investigation which had been
under way since a squad of prohibi-
tion agents from Washington seized
the old Stoll brewery in Troy, N.
Y., a month ago resulted in the ar-
rest last week of Roscoe C. Van
Wagonen, alleged president of tho
Ruscher Brewing Co., which occu-
pies part of the plant. Van Wagonen
was arrested by Deputy Marshal
Frank J. Lochner on a warrant is-

sued by United States Commission-
er Lester T. Hubbard at the request
of William Brennan, assistant di-

visional chief of prohibition en-
forcement. Commissioner Clark
Cipperly in Troy, and released in

$2,500 bail for a hearing July 11.

The information in the warrant
charged him with possessing and
manufacturing beer in an alcoholic
content of more than one-half of
one per cent, for the purpose of sale.

Roscoe Irwin, former Collector of
Internal Revenue In the Albany dis-
trict, appeared for Van Wagonen,
Mr. Irwin also represents Charles
Wachter, who was arrested while
driving a truck alleged to contain
four per cent, beer from the plant
the morning the agents seized it.

Wachter has pleaded not guilty In

District Court and is awaiting trial.

Other arrrests are expected to be
made on a conspiracy charg ac-
cording to Mr. Brennan.
Four federal agents of what Is

known as the "brewery squad" were
sent to Troy six weeks ago to in-
vestigate the sources of the "good
beer" which was' flooding the city
After a thorough investigation th^y
decided Hint good stuff was being
manufactured nt the old Stoll plant,
ami. thpVt i accordingly, watched it

Earth/ in .the .morning Wnchter was
•••iidrlKing •'* UueU 1q;i4 from, the

.. alaoOi a.ud lb* agents stpvped. him
Kajnpie* of IhatJaceB, veto. taken a,ntl

Were f<»und. to, h ive, nn, ^I'lohoM,-.
• anient of fvur ,p-r jCept., ,it is >ail.

The agents hurried to the plant,

took other samples and sealed up
the'brewery. Wachter's arrest foU
lowed, aa did an investigation. The
"brewery squad" is said to have a
chemist In the party.

Harry Hoch has brought out a new
style in road house Bong- plugging
this summer. Harry Is now burst-
ing into song while dancing on the
floor. Of course it must be a Wa«
terson-Snyder number, but Mr.
Hoch arranges for that with the or-

chestra before starting to step. It's

a pip way to get it over. The diners
wherever Harry may be when sing-

ing think he is either just good na-
tured or ^half-soused. They listen

better and often break in on the
song with Harry. When finishing

and receiving more applause than
customarily bestowed upon the reg-
ulation plugger, Harry grows mod-
est and to properly credit, says: "I

didn't write it.- So-and-So are the
authors."- He also says after each
verse, "Isn't that good t" The other
night (and this is not written for

a tiproff but merely because it's

worth it) Harry had for a dancing
partner a very pretty young woman
who seemingly did not suspect she
had a singing hoofer With her.

When Harry started to sing "Stella"
while dancing with her and repeated
with "Sweetie," the girl tried to es-
cape, but Harry hung on to her,

never missing a note- meantime. It

wasn't unlike the extremely clever
bit Johnny Dooley is doing in the
scrap scene in "Scandals," when, as
his stage wife starts to beat him
up, Johnny commences to dance
with her as a stall, singing a rag
while doing it. «

•

1

The New York "Herald" early
this week carried a story of the rum
runners on the lower end of Long
Island (Suffolk County). It told of
the bootleggers importing gunmen
to protect their transfers of liquor
from boats to shore and the dis-
persing of She rum after landing.
Another* New York dafly this week
had a story from Halifax of a
steamer returning there asking for
police protection for the captain as
tigainst the crew. The latter stated
they had. gone on a month's voyage
to the • three-mile limit off the At-
lantic Coast to .dispose of 5,500

cases of liquor, but that it required
three months' time to get rid of the
cargo. Meantime with, short rations
and no pay the company rebelled
when the captain finally ordered tho
shiff headed back to Halifax. The
captain informed the crew the sale

had been made ashore where the
money passed. The Halifax police
are in possession of the boat at
that port. '

Johnny Johnson and orchestra of

11 men open at the Ross-Fenton
Tarms, Asbury Park, N. J., June 30,

for a summer's engagement. The
date was suddenly closed following
the Johnson's completion of a run
at Murray's, Philadelphia, from last

December. As a result Arthur
Campbell, a bass player who left

with the "Leviathan" band (White-
man's) on the Shipping Board ves-
sel's maldeVi voyage, is not with the
band. He radiogrammed back he
will rejoin Johnson after their re-

turn. Frank Crum is associated
with Johnson in the management of
the band.
• Plain clothes men of the New,York
police, according to report, are se-

curing evidence of selling in New
York and turning the evidence over
to the federal authorities. A simi-
lar plan was in operation between
the two enforcement bodies before
the Mullan-Gage repealer in New
York State removed the State and
municipal officers from the enforce-
ment field.

The Isham Jones Orchestra is

making the most important tour
ever planned for a dance orchestra
and at the highest guarantees. The
tour was arranged by John F. Deit-
zeli, of the Brunswick Company,
through Brunswick dealers. It

started June 18 and ends July 26.

The outdoor dance halls in Chi-
cago are doing a tremendous busi-
ness and the very warm spell re-

cently increased their receipts. The
major portion have canopies or

wooden shells for their orchestiras

and as a rule have one orchestra
inside and another outside.

Tho Ambassador Hotel, Lo*
Angeles, opened its newly rede< '

riited Coconut Drove Tuesday nighl

Abe .Lyman's orchestra was rel lined

for the dance music.

$ud*3 Synco'pators " it •• tl .the

,Xeqri inhq Lake House, Ro •

'

Mew, York
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JUDGMENTS

(Continued from page 10)

jresses In the opening. The skirts are made with four points on the bot-

tom and open down the .leftjiide. White trunks give the entire costume
distinction.

Very funny Is the opening of the show when the Fox News Reel Is

travestied. It Is an entirely original conception for a musical show. The
wedding of Max Ostler and Tillie McOllick (obviously Max Ober and
Matilda McCormlck) was screamingly funny In it.

The "Jewel Shop" scene Is a riot of scintillating beauty. Probably the

ost startling Is the last set In this scene, the tiara. The costumes rep-

resenting the sapphire and ruby coming next in beauty. Why is It that

invariably we hear pearl pronounced perl with an ugly brr on the r. These
mispronunciations are common and ruin many a good song or line. Much
more attention should be paid to this detail.

Dazzling is the Indlar scene showing Manhattan in the 17th century.

The costumes are of vermilion and gold and get away from the same
old thing.

Winnie Lightner knows how to wear her clothes. A roguish personality

with the ability to get her songs over has this good looking girl. Her
appearance would be enhanced mightily by having he.r hair bobbed in a
different style. The present bob gives a bad line to her profile and looks

incomplete. The flesh colored gown she wears for her specialty is dia-

phanous and graceful. It has a tight fitting bodice with a full skirt. As
the wayward wife in the Moscow Player* bit. a brilliant colored Russian
peasant dress suited he- unusually.

Johnny Dooley is doing something different in comedy and doing it In

the most artistic fashion. Especially well drawn Is his Peter Stuyvesant
character. Kind of miss his dancing. Tom Patricola as Archibald in

•Romeo and Juliet" dances his way into a big hit with bis guitar. At
least V. looks like a gu.'tar (maybe it's a phoney uke).

The "Mirror" number is well fitted in green and pearls and large pic-

ture hats. This mirror effect has been done a number of times. The
originator was Schwartz, a number of years ago he called it "The Broken
Mirror," and did it as a vaudeville act.

"The Life of a Rose" had no reason for being. The large rose in the

centre of the stage war very ugly and obviously prop. The song Itself is

like a thousand others.

The laughing finale of "Scandals" Is contagious and really wasted,

coming so late. The entire company laugh this number corklngly.

(The firat name U that of the
judgment debtor; creditor and
amount follow.)

Blaney Producing Co., Inc.;
Rivoli Holding Co.; $2,756.85.
Harry Cahane and Ernest De

Journo; N. Burkan; $355.97.
Nathaniel Eastman; Theatre Art

Magazine; $199.18.
Glenn Hunter; A. L. Libman;

$2,040.62.

Amusement Releasing Corp., St.
John Letter Co., Inc.; $61.48.
Orpheum Theatre Co., Inc.; City

of New York; $45.98.
Clover Gardens, Inc.; D. Sherbe;

$7,201.12.
William K. Ziegfeld; E. Klrch-

perg; $800.20.

Satisfied Judgments
Elizabeth A. Reilly; Waterson,

Berlin & Snyder; $606.71; July 27,
1922.

Dorothy Phillips In the "Slander the Woman" picture is charming and
convincing. How remarkably trig she looks in her shooting outfit. So
few girls look well In riding breeches or knickers. Yet they seem to be
rushed and mostly by the ones who cannot wear them. Three-quarters

of the wearers don trousers through affection as for ordinary walking
they are not a whit more comfortable than a sensibly lengthened skirt.

But Miss Phillips need8 them in the wilds of Hudson Bay. Her skating
suit of light cloth edge.i with white caracul is very sweet and fits snug<y.

A velvet afternoon dress with Lord Fauntelroy lace collar and cuffs made
the wearer look childish and pretty. Miss Phillips wears a very modern
dinner dress of silver cloth trimmed with pearls and pearl tassels, t

Mayme Kelso was well gowned in the court room scene. Miss Kelso's

comedy is quite h facto;* throughout the picture. She never overdoes.

A good make up is the butler's, seen only for a fleeting moment.
This picture, carries a genuine atmosphere of the wilderness. Its

photography is fine and* clear, particularly the snow scenes. The shawl
of Miss Kelso and the open neck of Miss Phillips' woods costume look

hardly warm enough for a trip front Montreal to Hudson Bay.

Just another example of self-sacrifice and loyalty of members of the
theatrical profession was .demonstrated Sunday night, one of the hottest

nights of the summer, by people who probably gave up a day at the beach
to appear at the benefit at the Harris theatre. The theatrical and news-
paper professions go hand in hand in their charity toward their stricken
comrades, and the unfortunate in any other walk of life. They never have
been known to refuse to give the helping hand either to the individual or
their country.

The Palace program Monday evidently was switched before the matinee.
Moran and Mack, scheduled to hold fourth position, appeared next to

closing, and Leedom and Stamper, programed next to closing, held the
second place. Considering the early position, the latter act contributed
the only comedy touch of the bill, with the exception of the next to closing

ftct, which secured second honors.

Edna Leedom. although she kids good naturedly about- her thinness,

Is not a hit too thin, and looks svelte in all of her clothes. The tan open-
ing gown is good* but the fichu effect Is too long for Miss Loedom's
figure. It could be shortened to advantage. The act would be more com-
prehensive to the audience if Mr. Stamper would speaker louder. In these
Summer months when all possible exits are open, if not in the auditorium,

at least back stage, the alien noises of the street tend to distract the
hearing of the audience. Hence a special effort should be made on the
part of the performer to enunciate clearly and exaggerate tone. Mr.
Stamper should have gone back a little when playing" his hits, tome of

Ills best were his earliest.

The second dress of Miss Leedom Is an attractive model, following

Tudor lines as to skirt, with an irregular line at bottom of the skirt. The
fabric Is closely studded brilliants. The powder she uses seems a trifle

too white and does not blend readily with her hair and rouge. Miss Lee-
dom was evidently singing over a cold.

Three chic tratteur gowns were worn by the girls in Singer's Midgets.
One a gray trimmed in red and black, was a good looking model. While
this Is a novel and pretty act, it is far too long for the Palace, and tired

out the audience. Close cutting would be a decided benefit to this unique
entertainment The minute prima donna of the company sings with
artistic assurance, wears clothes well and only came a cropper when she
•ang "Ell-Eli.'* Her rendering of the classic was good, but vaudeville
audiences do not want to hear church hymns. Who can blame them?
"Eli-Elf" Is about aj attractive in vaudeville as Verdi's "Requiem Mass"
would be, and as suitable. A good little horsewoman is the rider of
the high schooled pony in the cowboy scene. What a relief to »«e a girl

1de saddle for a change.

• A very fetching picture the female contingent made in their exaggerated
revue costumes. No 'Tollies" girl looks lovelier than these little artists.

The "Legend of Lady Godiva" was very pleasing to the eye. Lady Godlva
herself looked the beautiful heroine and the maneuvers of the 15 knights
were accurately done, while their nickel plated mail and gray satin gave
a brilliant touch to the finale.

Irving Fisher opener the second part. He Is singing better than ever.

Mr. Fisher has a nice way of standing when delivering his songs. It is

a three-quarter view and extremely masculine. His best is the first,

written by himself. As Mr. Fisher is of pleasing appearance, we must
Protest against the suit he wore at the Monday matinee. The sleeves
and coat are ret well fitted and tend to make the wearer Icok heavy and
he isn't.

Harry Green's "Cherry Tree" is still holding its own, though It is about
tlma t^is clever actor found a new medium. Florence Johns looked the

cherished wife to perfection in a conservative white satin beaded dinner
town, made in graceful lines. Her hair was nicely groomed.

SPORTS
?r

Jane Novak In "Divorce" at the Rlalto, has more close-ups than any
tar seen this season. It is a decided mistake, growing much too frequent
°* late. The public care more about the action of a scene than a profile.

The titles In this picture are very "Laura Jean LJbbylsh," and often held
too long, another padding scheme of picture-making. Miss Novak looks

*>er best In a plain black crepe dress with Mandarin sleeves.

Summery and quaint Is the Rialto In Its cretonne covers and drapes.

INCORPORATIONS
Now York Charters

Gardinier Amusement Corp., Am-
sterdam, $10,000; F. L and A. M.
and M. F. Gardinier. (Attorney, R.
H. Wc lver, Oneida.)
Webster Theatre, Manhattan, pic-

tures, $20,000; H. Suchman, J.
Rosenthal, F. Berger. (Attorneys,
Suchman A Samuels, 1640 Broad-
way.)
Daypho Corp. of New York, Man-

hattan, pictures and machines, $15,-
000; S. I. Slonim, I. Goetx. D. Mer-
melstein. (Attorneys, Goetx A
Jacoby, 15 Park Row.)

Capitol 8cenery Studios, Manhat-
tan, scenery. $5,000; F. Phillips, J.

Bernheim, M. F. Greensteln. (At-
torneys, Elsenberg A Eisenberg,
1475 Broadway.)

Lillian's Theatre Corp., Brooklyn,
pictures. $6,000; I. Lillian, L Schim-
kewlts, L. Wertheim. (Attorney, C.
Weinblatt, 820 Broadway.)
Spencer Williams Music Co., Man-

hattan, $10,000; S. Williams, M. J.

Kortlander, P. E. Jacobs. (Attorney,
I. L. Broadwin, 65 Liberty street.)

Urlift Amusement Corp., Queens,
$73,000; T. Gutman, H. Gaba, M.
Singer. (Attorneys, Levy, Gutman A
Goldberg. 277 Broadway.)
Case Pictures Corp., Yonkers,

films, $15,000; I. Kaplan. B. Cohen.
(Attorney, M. Lesser, 366 Madison
avenue.)

Delaware Charters

Madison Productions, Wilmington,
plays, $10,000. (Corporation Trust
Co. of America.)

Al Jolson, Wilmington, conduct
photo plays. (Corporation Trust Co.
of America.)

National Slide and Film Co., lan-
tern slides ai.J films, $50,000; Chas.
V. Holmes, Herman L. Kats. James
A. Slpe. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Capital
Trust Co. of Delaware.

Designations

Principal Pictures Corp., $100,000;
representative, I. M. Lesser, 1540
Broadway. I

American Motion Pictures Corp.,
Delaware, $0,000 shares preferred
stock, $100 each; 30,000 common,
no par valut* active capital. $3,000.-

000; representative, W. H. Barr,
Buffalo.

Maine Charters
Tremont Amusement Co., Bangor,

Me., picture business; capital stock,
$10,000; directors, Samuel Shults of
Boston, Maps.; M. L. Abbott and
Howard M. Cook of Bangor.

Connecticut Charters

Pleaeure Beach Park Co., Bridge-
port, Conn.; parks and places of
amusement; capital, $100,000; Incor-
porators, F. W. Pearce, Detroit,
Mich.; S. N. Schnee, Bridgeport,
Conn., and William E. Nevard of
Stratford, Conn.
Grand Amusement Co., Hartford;

capital $6,000; Incorporators, Philip
Smith of Brook line, Mass.; Ray E.
Averill of Hartford; George F. Han-
rahan, Unlonville, Ct.

Western sports championships,
better known here as rodeo con-
tests, will be an annual event in

New York. That is provided for

in the agreement of Tex Austin
with Col. Til Huston, owner of the
Yankee baseball stadium, where a
10-day meet will be stag -d August
5-15, when the topllners in roping
and steer buildogging dre'to com-
pete.

The rodeo here will double the

size of the western contestswherc
the maximum program is carried

out within five days, while most
meets are of r\vo and three day
length. There ' are 100 rodeos In

which recognised prise money is

contested for in a season in the
west. The oldest annual meet is

held at Cheyenne, which this sum-
mer will hold its 27th competition.

The growth of western sports con-
tests in the west has been as rapid
as indicated here last winter when
the first events of the kind were
staged at Madison Square Garden.
Attendance then amazed showmen
who did not understand the pro-
gram was composed of actual con-
tests. Cheyenne is a town of 12,000,

but Its rodeo draws a gate of 40,-

000 daily. It is stated that half the
patronage comes from persons liv-

ing east of the Mississippi/ Being
the best known meet, Cheyenne
dates its contests at the height of

the auto touring season. At Dewey,
Olka., records show as high as 50,-

000 people attended July 4, yet the
town holds but 4,000 inhabitants. At
Pendleton, Ore., away from the
beaten paths, a rodeo drew 55,000

people In three days, although It

was only the third annual event.

Top admission to the grand stand
at Cheyenne is $2.50, which fs

higher than the general top scale

arranged for New York.

The east has somewhat popular-
ized the term "rodeo," which is a
^Mexican word meaning round-up. A
few of the western meets use the

term, but other titles apply too.

"Frontier Days" is the name given
the Cheyenne events. The contests

there are conducted under the aus-
pices of the city and the profits are
devoted to public Improvements.
"Cowboys Reunion," ''Round-up"
and 'Stampede" are some of the

other names used. When Austin
came east last winter he chose one
of the latter names, but the Ar-
gonne Association, which bought
all the boxes and resold them at a
profit, desired a short name for

publicity purposes and rodeo was
selected.

The late Teddy Roosevelt did

much to promote tho western sports

game. Most of his famous Rough
Riders came from the cattle coun-
try of New Mexico and after the

Spanish-Air erican war there were
frequent rough rider reunions. Later

the annual meeting was changed to

cowboys reunions." At Las Vegas,

plenty of talk around that the vet*
eran title-holder had forgotten a
few years. Boxing managers, how-
ever, say the age limit regulation
Is more or less a technicality, for
the reason that It is a matter of
condition more than years which the
boxing solons are concerned with
If Britton stands up against the
others as he did with Bartfield It

would not be surprising If he battled
for the prouder honors during the
coming winter. At that he has a
good chance for the title In New
York, since Walker la In bad with
the commission, which has hung tho
championship on Shade.

Something went wrong on Tex
Rlckard's bid tor the fighting privi-
leges within tho Yankee Stadium,
for he is out and Jimmy Johnson la

In. Johnson and Rickard are argu-
ing who is to meet Benny Leonard
first. Rickard claims Leonard
should meet Charlie White because
of a cancelled bout carded for Madi-
son Square Garden last winter.
Johnson Is going ahead with a
match between Benny and Lew
Tendler. The latter match Is the
real goods, but a fuss with White
would also draw heavy money de-
spite that Guar lie's last date hero
resulted In a fine pasting from tho
squat Rocky Kansas. Leonard has
beaten them both, yet for some rea-
son White thinks he can beat Benny
and would try his best, White
knocked Leonard through the ropes
at Benton Harbor right before
Benny climbed back and dropped
the Chlcagoan for the count.
Rickard seems to have a propri-

etory right to the big arena at
Boyle's Thirty Acres la Jersey, and
thero he will stage the Willard-
Firpo bout He also has the New
York Velodrome, but it is not largo
enough for the big scraps. Not
having the Yankee park, It Is said,
he will enlarge the Velodrome, giv-
ing it a capacity of 60,000, as
against the "present approximate
26,000. Plans drawn provide for
raising the tiers at the bike track.
There are four open-air arenas In

New York this season in addition to
the Jersey City plant. The largest
in capacity next to Boyle's Thirty
Acres are the two major league
ball parks, with ths Velodrome
ranking next. Across the 50th street
bridge the Queensboro Club has an
arena with a capacity of about
7,000.

A tentative match that Is arous-
ing Interest in theatrical circles Is
one proposed between Davy Jones
and Charley Glaser. featherweights.
Johnny Collins, the Keith booker,
i» Jones' manager, while Glaser Is
handled by Frank Clark, the Chi-
cago representative for Waterson,
Berlin & Snyder. Both boys have
a large theatrical following through
their managers, and the bout Is on
the fire. It will probably be pulled

It M.. the first association, owned
l| SLS^fffiS?1 to

i i
,e

.. ^ *n»_PoI<>

and operated by cowboys, was

Illinois Charters

Synchro 8ong Film Co., 1S9 N.
Clark; $10,000.
Ned Norworth. 190 N. State, Chi-

cago; $5,000; sheet music

Massachusetts Charters

Brysnt Wsshburn Productions,
Inc., Boston; pictures; capital, $60,-

000; Incorporators, John J. Delany,
Brookllne, Mass.; Mass.; Margaret
F. Boyls, Harry L Michaels, Boston,
and Edith L. Johnson of Everett,
Mass.

Elliott Dexter Productions, Inc.,

Boston; pictures; capital, $50,000;
incorporators, John J. Delany,
Brookllne, 7 lass.; Margaret F. Boyls,
Harry L. Michaels, Boston, and
Edith L Johnson of Everett, Mass.

Island Park Amusement Co.,
Boston, capital $50,000; Incorpo-
rators, Margaret Ryan, Atlantic;
Thomas J. Paradis, Boston; George
L. DesCheneaux, Watertown.
The Bay State Exposition Shows,

Inc., Boston, amusements, capital
$50,000; Incorporators, Charles
Metro and Thomas Metro of Bos-
ton; John* Kllonls and Thomas
Kllonls of Norfolk, Vs.
Cosmopolitan Film Distributing

Co., Boston; moving pictures, cap-
ital $60,000; Incorporators, Nathan-
iel P. Goodman, New Haven, Conn.;
Ernest F. Blodgett, Melrose, Mass.;
Robert W. Cobe, Dorchester. Mass.;
George S. Chamberlain, Maiden,
Mass.; Frank W. Kallom. Melrose,
Mass.

formed to conduct annual contests.

The origin of the rodeo, however,

dates back at least two generations.

It was the* custom for the leading

ropers to be gathered together for

the purpose of picking out steers

and horses in the various ranges.

When the party reached a railhead

a pool would be formed and money
prizes competed for in roping and

bronco riding and "busting."

At the time Jack Britton lost the

welterweight boxing title he held so

long to Mickey Walker Britton told

thoss close to him it would take six

months to get back into form. No
one believed it would be possible

for the great left jab artist to turn

the trick. Even his manager doubted
that Jack would put on* the gloves

again except for minor engagements.
It was accepted that Britton was
washed up because of his age and
his 600 ring battles.

Yet a couple of weeks ago Britton
amazed the fistic word by going
against Soldier Bartfield. While the

latter Is no wonder, he is far from
the rating of a set-up. Jack had the
soldier in trouble twice. Once he
punched Bartfield to the canvas, and
Britton later said he could have put
him out. Perhaps a long-standing
friendship between the men ac-
counted for Jack not sending in the
K. O.
Now it is stated by Dan Morgan

that Britton Is ready to take on the
leading contenders for the title, In-
cluding Ward and Paul Royle, and
If he can defeat them will go against
Walker in an attempt to win back
the crown. Morgan claims Eddie
Shevlln. the shifty Boston welter,
has refused to meet Britton, but
there Is a reason, for Jack vnce
knocked him out. It Is claimed that

Ground ahowa It will be a West
vs. East proposition and should
draw from theatrical circles.
Jones has boxed twice on local

cards, putting up sensational bat-
tles on each occasion. Glaser has
held his own with Mike Dundee,
Billy Levlne, Jimmy Dennis, Peewee
Kaiser and Joey Sanger. He stopped
Dennis in two rounds and boxed a
draw with Dundee. Glaser Is known
as "The Pride of Tin Pan Alley,'*

Something of a "freak" Is prom-
ised through the routing of a long
distance run between New York
and Portland, Me., by Samuel A.
Johnson, a physical culture en-
thusiast, who recently completed a
non-stop run from Philadelphia to
New York. Johnson is 47 years of
age and a Bernarr MacFadden
devotee. The "run** Is to be ac-
complished under the auspices of
the MacFadden system as a circula-
tion builder for their magazine. A
theatrical advance man, Ben Kraus,
has been engaged to work up the
Interest In all of the towns along
the route from New York to Port-
land and to handle the publicity
for the "run."

A. B. "Ab" Hermann, captain of

the crack Colgate team the past
season, who was supposed to have
signed to play this summer with
Larry Doyle's Independent team In
Glens Falls, has been taken by the
Boston National League Club. Kin-
ney, star pitcher; Barnes, star
catcher, and O'Connor, crack short-
stop of the Maroon,
with Glens Falls.

Britton is "only 3ft," Lut there was connection with 460 feet of film.

Willie Ritchie, former lightweight
champion. Is coming back Into tho
limelight via vaudeville on the
coast. Ritchie Will do training

stunts* with a sparring partner
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BILLS NEXT WEEK (JULY 2)
IN VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

(All hojass open ror tta* week wltb Monday math so. »J« aot otherwise
•adtoated )

The blllt be'.ow arc grouped la divisions, according to booking oOcm supplied

Tha mmnv In which tbess bills arc printed 4w aot denote tbe relative

Importance of asts nor tbolr program position*

• bsfore nam* dsnetee act I* doing now turn, ar roappoartng after abaaaao

frees vaudeville, or appearing In city wboro Hated, for tb* drat time.

KEITH CIRCUIT
NKff YORK CITY

Keith's Palace
Vincent Lopex Orch
Bead A Auatin
.Tim McWilll Ifflf

"Wm Kent
4 Diamond*
Harry Delf Co
Williams A V'nEssI
Juggleland
tOne to fill)

Keith'H Riverside
Creole Fashion PI
Elisabeth Brice
Geo Moore A Girls
Edna Aug Co
L * H ZciBl.T
combe A Nevlns
(Two to All)

Moss' Broadway
Henry B Toomer Co
Flashes Cm Songl'd
Walsh A Bills
Tom Smith
T,aura Ormabee Co
Williams dt Taylor

Moas' Cwlaaeasa
Al Sbayne
Elsa Ryan Co
BUI Robinson
Bedalt 4k Natalie
(Two to fill)

2d half
Josef Fejer Orcb
Arnaut Broa
(Others to fill)

Keith's Fordham
T.uster Broa
White Sis
Hawthorne * Cook
Josef Fejer Orch
(Two to fill)

2d halfWm Seabury
Marino 4k Martin
Wiltoa Sle
Herbert 4k Dare
(One to fill)

Moan' Franklin
Singer's Midgets
Mildred Parker
Bennett 4k Faye
Marino 4k Martin
(Two to fill)

2d half
Singer's Midgets
D D H?
Morris A Flynn
(Others to fill)

Keith's Hamilton
Chaa Keatintc Co

lat half (?-()
LaToys Modfia
Hall 4k Oaltes
(Others to fill)

2d half (5-8)
•Lew Rice
Kelso Bros
De Lisle
(Others to All)

Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half 4X8-1 >

Jos K Watson
M'Cart'n 4k Marrone
Carnival of Venice
White Sis
•C'per A K'van.iugn
4 Olrtin Girls
Runaway Four

1st half (2-4)
Al Herman
T.eo Edwards
Hurst 4k Vogt
The Cahsinos
Amy Dean Co
(Others to fill)

2d half (5-1)
C Ninrrt 4k Ban *

I.llllan 8haw
J 4k It Sh'elda
Chaa B La « lor
Dotson
(Othera to fill)

Proctors tSd Ht.

Id half (28-1)
Cahlll 4k Romaine
Henry B Toomer Co
Mies Cupid
Bender 4k Knapp
Stone 4k Piatt
Helen A More"

1st half (2-4)
Mel Klee
Johnny Cosjlaa Co
Adams 4k Lllyan
Mollle Fuller Co
(Two to All)

2d half (5-1)

Innes 4k Rysn
Different Revue
Davis 4k Santord
The Reuters
(Two to All)

CONEY ISLAND
Brighton

Rooney 4k Bent Rev
Torke 4k King
Pat ri cola
Davis 4k Pelle
Moody 4k Duncan
Camillas Birds
(Others to AM)

R'ym'nd 4k Mnrkaye
Wtlkesna 4k wau'iu
Mercedes

ATLANTIC (11V
Globe

Gus Fowlor
Frank Tlnney
Geo Moore A Girls
Dooley A Morton
Harrison A Dakin

Van Hovea
Billy Sbaw's Rev
MrOrath & Deeds
(Two to All)

INDIANAPOIJ9

Palace

Nestor A Vincent
Jean I<aCroase
•Miss Mystery

CRCELB II Aft It V
D'ANDREA and WALTERS

Featured Dancers
ALWAYS

"Mary." -The Merry Wldonv." "Up la
the Clouds." "Spice of 1922." and others.

Harry Holman Co
i'lotro
(Others to AM)

2d half
Hawthorne & Cook
Bedsit A Natalie
Howard A I.fnd
Luster Bros
(Two to All)

Keith's Jefferson
Healy A Cross
CMIff Nasarro Band
Arnaut Bros
Hamilton A Barnes
Herbert A Dare
(Othera to All)

2d half
Mollle Fuller Co
Tierney A Donnelly
Baker A Rogers
Barbour A Jackaon
carnival of Venice
La Fluer A Portia
(Two to All)

Moss' Regent
D D II ?

Grace Edler Co
Wilton Sis
Tierney A Donnelly
La Fluer A Portia

FAR BOCKAWAX
Columbia
2d half

Bill Robinson
(Others to All)

BROOKLYN
Keith's Bashwlck
Louise Lovely Co
Irrlng Fisher
Wm Halligan
Splendid A Partner
Deagon A Muck
Blltmoro Pictures
(Two to fill)

Keith's Orphenm
Bthel Barrymoro
Margaret McKoe
Jack Norton
Blltmore Pictures
Fr'nklyn Charles Co
Clown Seal
Senator Ford
(Two to All)

Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (28-1)

Healey A Cross
Parisian Trio
O'Brien & J'sepbine

SHEAN and PHILLIPS
Featured with ONA MUNSON

Pln> log B. F. Keith Circuit

(One to f)!l)

2d h.ilf

Hamilton & Barne*
White Sis
Mildred Parker
(Others to nil)

Keith's nut St.
Giuran A M'rguerUe
Herbert Clifton
Norton A Nicholson
M ill.-: Burke Co
(Two to All)

Proctor's 125th St.
2d half (28-1)

Marston A Manley
Adelaide A Bell Co
•Da via A Sanford
Jlmmle' Reynolds
Sommers Duo
Harmon A Bands

1st half (2-4)
Different Revue
•Greenwald A Nace
C.ivanaugh A ("per
(Others to All)

2d half (u-SJ
T.yle A Emerson
Mattylee Lipp'rd Co

(Others to fill)

1st half (2 1)

M'Curt'n A Marrone
Pinto A Boyle
•Byan A Carringt'n
•Gordon A Klnny
(Two to run

2d half (C 8)
Will Morris
Janet of France
Cahlll £ Romainc
(Oth.ru to All)

Keith's Prospect

2d half C8-1)
Feplta Granados Co
Mel Klee
Burns A Allen
(Others to All)

lat half (2-'>
Cahlll A Romnine
Chas Lawlor
Lime Trio
(Others to Oil >

2d half (.-.-*)

Blaney Flaye^a
Pletro N

Hurst A Vogt
(OtheTs to All)

WILLIAM F. ADER
The Chicago Theatrical Lawyer

Now Located at

11 SO. LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO. ILL
Phone RANDOLPH 4MI

I

•Barton A Young
(Others to All)

Proctor* 08th St.

2d half (28 -M
Bthel Parker Co
Chas I*awlor Co
T A C Breton
Joha LeCialr
Rainbow Revus
Plate A « •»'•

ALBANY
Proctor's

Lloyd Nevada Co
Emma Stephens
Doyle A Christy
Mardo A Rome
Oddities of 1923

2d half
Mfacahua Co
Har.tl Harrlng'on

A SNAPPY ACT
Far Warm Weather

THE
FOUR

DIAMONDS
NEXT
WEEK

B. F. KEITH'S
PALACE

KIKl.l HON

ALF T. WILTON
FRED B. MACK

ASSOCIATE

Fleurette Joffrle
Van Horn A Inez

' Yoong's
4 Bellhopo
Goldie A Thorne
Dainty Marie
Lehr A Mercedes
Pedestrianiam

BALTIMORE

1 bach's Band
Sewell Sisters
Boyle A Bennett
Louise A Mitchell
Artie Mehllnger
Gilfoyle A Lang
Ruth Budd
Leedom A Stamper

BOSTON
B. F. Keiths

H Dixon A Girls
Bob Hall
Conlin A Glass
Lelght A Jones
Lydla Barry
Miller A Freara
Polly A Ox
Raymond Wilbert

in i-

r

mo
Shea's

La w ton
Lowe A Stella
P Ardell Co
Tom Burke

•Clark A Boots
(Two to All)

2d half
Cross A Santora
Fid Gordon
Joe Roily Co
Anderson A Oravi i

Kellam A O'Dare
•Arthur Miller Co

LONG BBACM, L.I.

Castle
(6-1)

Harry Stoddard
Ruth Roye
Hurkc A Durkla
Berk A Sawn
(Two to All)

LOUISVILI.K
National

Crosa A Santora
Kid Gordon Co
Joe RoIIey Co
Anderson dt Graves
Kellam A O'Dare
•Arthur Miller Co

2d half
Nestor A Vincent
Jean LaCrosse
•Miss Mystery
•Clark A Boots
(Two to All)

MONTREAL
Imperial

(Sunday Opening)

PHILADELPHIA
B. F. Keith's

Bob Albright
Ted Lorraine
BUI A Blondy
Zelda Santley
Norvelle'a Dogs
Burns A Lynn
Wroes Buds

PITTSBURGH
Davis

Kate A WileyPAT Sabine
Claudia Coleman
Olga Myra Co
Harry Green Co
Krio Zardo

PORTLAND, ME.
B. F. Keith's

Little Cottage
Al Stryker
Oscar "LorraineBAH Cart ton
Smith A Strong
lnes Courtney Co

RICHMOND
Lyrle

(Norfolk split)
1st hair

Powell A Brown
A A L Sheldon
Raymond Bond Co
Harry Breen
Dance Creations

SCHENECTADY
Praetor's

Miacahua Co
Haxel Harrington
R'ym'nd A Mackaye
Wllkena A Wi livens
Mercedes

2d half
Llayd Nevada Co
Enuna Stephens
Hal Johnson Co
Mardo A Rome
Oddities of 1923

SYRACUSE
B. F. Keith'.

Murray A Alan
Olson A Johnson
Caul Sisters Co
(Othera to fill

»

TOLKDO
B. F. Keith's

Beege A Qupee
Foil is A LeRoy
Jo Jo Dooley
Pllcer A Dougl's Co

BERT— —MINA
WAINWRIGHT

in "THE RIGHT WEIGHTS"
By PAUL GERARD SMITH

Next Week (July 2-4). Gate*, Brooklyn.

For PItya Sake
Joe Browning
Yip Taphankera

CINCINNATI
Palneo

Ward A Dooley
Sophie Kassratr
Stewart Girls
Carleton A Berh-w
McDevltt Kelly & Q
Ned Norworth
S Blue Demons

CLEVELAND
Palace

Klly
Rhodes & Watson
Blondes
Four Mortons
S Mallantlne A H
Marv Haynes
•Call of N. Band

Hippodrome
lt-n B.yer
Barrett A Farnuni

Davis A Darnell
The Stanleys
Oxford Four
Bennett A Rjchards
Helen Vincent
Mack A Marlon

MT. VERNON. N.Y.

Proctor-s

2d half (28-1)
Chaa Keating Co
Dooley A Sales
Marry Me
Aaron A Kelly
LaToys Models
(Others to All)

1st half (2-4)
Blgelow A Lee
Carnival of Venice
Hector
Lillian Shaw
(Others to All)

2d half C x>

Healy A Cross
chaa Ahearn Co
Hildebrand A M

CRSTLETON&MACK
Mick A Velmar
Four Miners
Moore a Kendall
(Two to All)

105th Street
Three Marshons
Florence Hobson
Movie Masque
Eddie Nelson
R Pagan A R:i?hI

(Two to nil)

DAYTON
R. F. Keith's

Dreams
Yates A Carson
Laughlln A West
Rubevllle
Maureen Enghn
Rex's Comedy V r

M im;r
Beeg;e A Qupee
Foilis A LeRoy
Jo Jo Dooley
Pllcer A Douglas Cj
N'ewhnff A Pheli>a
Harry Kahne

DETROIT
Teenple

T»nni" Mtddleton
Ren w.'irh

Wm Ebs
(Others to fill)

NEWARK, N. J.

Proctor's

Ted Lewis A Band
Mulroy McNeecc R
Runaway Four
Howard Kyle Co
Mellnda A Dade
The LeRays
Walters A Walters
Sinclair A Gasper

PATERSON, N. /
Majestic

2d half (28-1

)

The Old Timers
A & M Havel
Tr.nea A Ryan
The Delans
(Two to Bin

1st half (2 t)

•Lew Rice
(Othera to fill)

2d half 11*1)

Smith A Stropg
Mellnda A Dae
•Gordon A KlniK
• <>th-r« le fill)

Newhoff A Phe'.ps
Harry Kahne

2d half
Dreams
Yates A. Carson
Laughlln A West
Rubevllle
Maureen Kngtln
Rex's Comedy Cir

TBKNTON, N. J.

Capitol
Blnna A Grill
Martha Pryor Co
Jack Kennedy Co
Zuhn A Dretat
(One to All)

Id half
Frank Wilson
Adams A Lillian
Elklns Fay A K
Bohemian Life
(One to All)

WASHINGTON
B. F. Keith's

Ford A Price
Frances Arms
Harry Fox
Gertrude Barnes
Parlor Bedr'm A B
Crafts A Haley
A King Tangle

WHITE PLAINS
Lym.

Alf Rlpon
Shuffle Along 4

(Others to All)

2d half
Anna Held Jr Co
•Edwards A Prest'n
(Others to All)

TONKEBS. N. Y.

Praetor's

2d half (26-1)
York A King '

As Ye Sow
• F Silvers A Band
Reed A Ma; u
(Two to AH)

1st half (2-4

»

Baker A Roger*
Chas Ahearn CoTAD Ward
Will J Ward
J A H Shields
(One to All)

2d half (C-8)
M'C'rt'ne A M;irr ne
Blgelow A King
Pinto A Boyle
Hector
(Others to (111*

VARDON and PERRY
PERMANENT SUMMER ADDRESS:

VARIETY, NEW YORK

POLI*S CIRCUIT
BBIDGEPOBT

Pall's
Looking Backward
M'KissIck A H'llld'*
Billy Klncald
Marie A Marlow
Adelaide Bell Co

2d half
Kramer A Grl^ln
Bert Hugnes Co
Pot Pourrl
(Two to All)

1st half
Pardo A Archer
•Leon A Dawn
Meehan's Dors
Cblef Caupolieau
•Sweeney A Rooney

SPBINGFIELD
Palace

Babcock A Dolly
Young Wans; Co
Edith LaMonde

TOMMY— —SARA

VAN and VERNON
Fnlnce

Elaine A Mar mall

Gold A Edwards
Gilded Gage
•Morris A Townes
(One to All)

Zd half
Cupids Ctoseuns
•Ethel Theodoro
Dlaie Four
Wanka
•The Pearsons

IIABTFORD
Capitol

Dixie Four
Mildred Rogers CoWAG Ahearn
•The Pearsons
Bert Hughes Co

2d half
Morris A Shaw
North A South
Miller A Mack
Palermo's DogsGAP Maalev

NEW HAVEN
Palace

Moore A Freed

Laces A Ladi».s
Ward A Oliver

2d half
Royal Purple Girls
Chung Hwa Trio
Heras A Willie
•The Rovelly
Palmer A Huston

WATERBl KV
Palace

Miller A Mack
Morrla A Shsw
O A P Magley
North A South
Palraeros Doars

2d half
Dunno A Daye
Moore A Freed
Mildred Rogers
Gold A EdwardsW A O Ahearn

W'K'S-BABBK, PA.
roll's

(Scranton split)

I

1st half
Sidney Langfleld
Green A Parker

Brent A Partner

Official Dentist f the B. V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
a403 U'rray (Putnam Bldar. ) II. Y

Wanka
Cupids Closeans
•Dunne A Dave
•Ethel Theodore

2d half

Looking Backward
•Morris A Townes
Glided Cage
M'KlasIck A H'llW
Billy Klncald

8CBANTON. PA.
PoU's

(W'k's-Barre split)

Royal Venetian a

Dlgatanocs

WORCESTER
Poll's

Palmer A Huston
Chung Hwa Trio
Royal Purple Girls
Heraa A Willis
•The Rovelly

2d half
Babeock A Dolly
Young Wang Co
Edith LaMonde
Royal Danes
Lacos A Ladles

CAMBRIDGE
Central Sej.

John Gelger
Norman A Jean'ls
University S
(Two to All)

2d Half
•Nelson Waring
Sally Beers
(Three to AH)

LYNN, MASS.

Olympla
Goelet A Hall
Lew Seymour Co
Nell O'Connell
(One to All)

2d Hal/
Enid Markey Co
Jana A Whalen
•Fl'nce Rudolph Co
•Arch Stanley

NEW BEDFORD
Olympla

Nelson Waving
Enid Markey Co
Jans A Whalen
Fl'nce Rudolph Co
(One to All)

2d Half
Goelet A Hall
Bobbe A Stark
Norman A Jean'te
University 8
Carr A Brey

NEWPORT. B. I.

Colonial

Arch Stanley
Shaw A Lee
(Two to All)

2d Half
Roth Kids
Jack La Vler
(Two to nil)

ARTHUR SILBER
BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
60S FITZGERALD Bl DO. NEW YORK

Phoaos BRYANT 7»7»—gg
"ORPHETOCLRCUIT

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT
BOSTON
Boston

J A F Bogard
Prit chard A Ho '.;

Margaret Ford
Ferry Corwey
O K Legal Co

Gordon's Olympla

(Scollay Sq.)

Gordon's Olvmpia
(Washington St.)
Daniae A Dayne
Frank Farron
•Canton Trio
(Two to Ail)

BROCKTON
Strand

Sally Beers
McLaughlin A E

CHESTER FREDERICKS
The Festered Jovent le Daneer and

Clever Mimic
Third Srasoo with •

Gus Edwards Rerae

Monde
Wm Kcn.i.'Jy
Sunbounets
Perea A La Flor
•O A L Mitchell
Cblshotm A Breen
(One to ftll<

Bobbe A 8

it Half

John G»'s.-i

Shaw A Lee
•alls * ii >ugh' .

( HICAOO
Palace

Ben BernJo __
Frank Mclntyre
Avon Comedy 4
Henry A Moore
Snell A Vernon
Willie Solar
Margie Coates
Dj For Boya
•Armond A Perez

State I ake
(Sunday opening)
Hal Shelly
To to

Olga Cook
Milcrehtp A Gerard
Silver Duval A K
Garden A Pryor Co
Bert FUzgibboo
(Olhera to All)

MINNEAPOLIS
Hennepin

(Sunday opening)
Edwards A Beasley
Roy May A Eberlo
Sarah Padden
Dave Harris Co
Seymour A Je'nette

JACK POWELL SEXTETTE
HEADLINING PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Tom Kelly
Lelands
Walton A Brandt
W A II Brown
Henry Marge
(Two to All)

DES MOINES
Orphenm

(Sunday opening)
Yarmark
Wylie A Hart man
Chas Irwin
Sygbbee's Dogs
•Paul Kirkland Co

KAN8AS CITY
Mala St.

Lopez's Orchestra
Clayton A Lennine
Friends In Need
(Two to All)

LOS ANGELES
Hill St.

W C Fields
Cl'yton A Edwards
Boreo
Snow Clmb's A H
Sylvia Clark
Jenks A Allen

Victoria & Dupree

OAKLAND, CAT..

Orphenm

Irene Franklin
Murray A Gerrish
John Sheehan Co
Littlejohns
Clinton Sisters
Jack Ostcrman

SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate

(Sunday opening)
Blossom Seeley
Clayton A Edwards
Basil A Allen
Leon Varvara
Cortes Sisters
The Skattelles

Orphenm

(Sunday opening)
Wellington Cross
Eva Shirley Band
Avon Comedy 4
Flanders A Butler
Jewels Manikins
Van A Schenck '

Harry Rose

Thursday, June 28, 1923

SeasetlsaaJ Head-Balancing EoaUJbrleta
THE ORIGINAL

FOUR PHILLIPS
Playing Fairs for Keith Circuit

Next Week
Management: MAX PHILLIP

Chong A Moey
Orphenm

Julian Bitinge
Fred Fradkln
Regan A Curtis
Fox A Saranoff
Lo Grohs
Le Maire A Hayes
Paul Decker Co

MILWAUKEE
Palace

(Sunday opening)

Bessie Brownmg
Fennell Trio

ST. PAUL
Palaea

Wells Virginia A 17
The Sheik
Robert Rellly Co
Walmsloy A King
J R Johnson Co
Yost A Clady
(Others to All)

LOEW CIRCUIT
NEW YORK CITY

State
Corlnne llimber Co
Helen Ely
Frazer A Bunce
Fred LIndsey Co
Jimmy Savo Co
Rome* Troune

2d half

Thos P Jackson Co
Nell McKiniev
Romas Trouoe
(One to All)

Lincoln Sousre
Ruge A Rose
Flo Ring.
Bob Ferns Co
Dave Thurabv

POTTER and GAMBLE
B. F. KEITH CIRCUIT

Direction! THOS. J. FIT/PATRICK

John Blondv Bra
Carney A Carr
Rule A O'Brien
Sharon Stevens Co
Jimmy Savo Co

American
•Pete Orten
White A Grev
Hughle Clark
Bobby Jarvls Co
•Morey A Corbin
•Melrose A Brooks
Barry A Whltlcdse
(One to fill)

2d hair
Cooper A Lacev
E A J Gould
Taylor Howard * T
Farrell Tavlor .t

Helen Ely
Connors A Bo\ no
Three Chants
Kanazawa Bora

Yietoria

John Biondv Urn
XorthlHne. A Ward
Sharon Stevcn.i Co
M.i I'iPi A llrown
Kred Bowers Cs

2d half
Hetty Wath'ns'.Hi

Dance Varieties
2d half

LeVeaux
Jason A Harriaan
Fisher A Bertram
Maxon A Brown
Fred Lindsay Co

Greeley Snnare
Maxine A Bobbv
Mills A Kimball
Taylor Howard A I
Thoa P Jackson Co
Fox A Burns
(One to All)

2d half
Dunedin A Tluv
White A Grev
HiiRhie Clark
Melros- * Brook*
Barry A WkiUadwa
t Yllerons

Delu nrry Street

Swain's Animals
Rvana A Wilson
Connors A Bovne
itui** a O'Bi en
Amars nth I

(On- lo nil)

M h/iir
M i i<* I.UTiel le

CHadwli-k d i

Fraxer A Dunce
Gulden Bird
Barnes A Kenned

v

(Une to 111!)

National
Dunedin A Plar
Jason A Harrlraa
Grey A Byron
Al H Wilson
Wslter Manthev Co

2d half
Synco
Milla A Kimball
Righto
Evans A Wilson

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome

Kafka A Stanley
Ardell Cleavea
Eddie Clark Ce
Wilson A Kelly
Melody A Dance

BIRMINGHAM
Bijan

Krayona
•Mine tic A Brvant
Brown A Roxtrs
Rogers A Greaorr
•Caporal Tr!o

•

4 DANCING MADCAPS
PLAYING KEITH CIRCUIT

Produced by CISSY MADCAP.
Direction: JIMMY DUNEDIN

Dance Varieties

Orphenm
Selma Braats Co
Dreon Sisters
Merritt A Coushlln
Jas Kennedy Co
Neil McKiniev

2d half
Knight A Knave
Poster Girl
At Raymond
(One to Dili

Boulevard
Stanley A Alva
Frost A Morrison
Golden Bird
Fields A Fink
(One to (111)

2d half
Russo Ties A R
Warms n A Msck
Bob Ferns Co

2d half
Elcko A Kevo

'

Louis London
Nelson A Barrvs'JAB Pare
Songs A Scenes

BOSTON
Orphenm

Paynes
Phil Davis
Murray A Maddox
Adrian
B Michelina A T

BI'FPAI.O

Franc's A Wi'son
A A L Wilson
M Monticomtrr
Lazar A Dale
Mrs Bra Fav

.

JACK CLIFF

THOMAS ami HAYMAN
ECCKNTBIC DANCERS

flave signed for New York product loo.
tHAMBEHLAIN BROWN Office

Dave Thursbv
Casting l<amays

Avrnue B.
Casaon Bros A M
Hanson A Burtons'
Tower A Welch
Alex Broa A Eve
(One to All)

2d half
Maxine A Bobbv
Flo Rfnc
Olive Bayes
Judson Cole
Cosslar A Benslev 2

BROOKLYN
Metropolitaa

Knight & Knavd
Lillian Morton
Farrell Taylor 8
Steppe A O'Neal
Linn A Thomuson

2d half
3 Wheeler Bovs

CHICAGO
Kfcalta

Koris & West
DelbridK? A G
Quinn i in.- A S
Etbel Davis Co

CLEVELAND
State

Pollyana
Ford A Goodrich
Stars Record
Lewie A Rogers
Lieut Thetion Co

LONDON. CAN.
Loew

Mankln
Earle A Matthews
Muniford A Stanley

2d halt
Billy Colette
S Harmony Boys

1 aB Melbourne Co

WALTER ETHEL

WARD and DOOLEY

Merritt A Couchlin
Jas Kennedy Co
Harry Hlnes
Corlnne Himber Co

Fulton
Cooper A Laeer
•Warman A Mi<k
Poster Girl
Barnes A Kennedy
4 Yllerons

2d. half
Selma Braats Co
Frost A Morrison
Carl A lnes
Fields A Fink
(One to All)

Palace
I Chums
Judson Cols
Cosslar A BeasleT 2
(Two to All)

2d half
Caason Bros A M
Lillian Morton
Alex Bros A Eva
(Two to All)

Gates
Valda Co
Chadwiek A Tavlor
Walnwrlghta
Harry Hlnes
Kanazawa Bovs

MEMPHIS
State

Orvllle StammLAO Harvey
Fagg A White
Harry White
Hollywood Frolics

2d half
Kraycaa
Mlnette A Brrant
Brown A Roarers
Rogers A Gregory
Caporal Trio

•

MILWAUKEE
MUler

Tho Plckfords
•Boland A Knlsht
Chas L Fletcher
Amoros A Jeanette
•Slg Newman'a Or

MONTREAL
I-oew

DIas Monkers
Wyeth A LaRue
Carey Bannon A M
Fox A Kellv
Ward A Wilson
Harry Abrams Co

NEWARK, N. 1.

State
Hubert Dyer Co

E. HEMMENDINGER, Inc.
JEWELERS

33 West tflth Street New York
Telephone Bryant L*>13

2d half
Stanley A Alva
Northlans A Ward
Cardo A Noll
Fox A Burns
Linn A Thompson

AHTOK1A. L. I.

Astoria
3 Wheeler Boys
Betty Washington
Fisher A Bertram
Cardo A Noll
Al Raymond
Casting I.amavs

2d half
Ruge A Rose
Dreon Sisters
Bobby Jarvls Co
Steppe A O'Neal
(Two to fill)

ATLANTA
Grand

Icke A Ke,vo
Louis London

Weller M'xw'll A W
Al Lester A Co
Frank Gabv
Justa Marshall Co

NEW ORLEANS
rroaoont

Maxon A Morris
Lyons A Wakefield
Harry Berrv A Miss
Silvers A Ross
Eary A Eary

2d half •
Orvllle Stamm
L A O Harvey
Fagg A White
Harry White
Hollywood Frolics

OTTAWA. CAN.

Lasw
Raymond PikePAG Hall
Harry Mason Co
Bernard A Lenna
7 Honey Boys

riUGH HJERBERT
2fS l.EFFERTS AVENUE.KEW GARDENS. L. I.

Phone Richmond Hill »6SS

.1 A It Page
Bongs a Scenes

Id half •

It iOn i >l<i A Ash • 1

1

Lillian Calvert
Terry Due
Georgia Berens t

(One lo Mil

P\I.IS.\DF>. PH.
Aronty Bsos
Marge re I A Al •

s Blue Devils

PBOYIBENC*
Biers

• •« n i »->.ie >
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V A H.I-J& X r

i-rry * Whit*
ScNully KeUv A D
jean Graneta Co
«One to nil)
'

Jd naif

Pas* * Oreon
Cortnne Arbucklo
SehMffer W A O
Foater A Beamon
Jraser A Lawlor

TORONTO
Yoonae ***•

Wyoming Duo
Ubcrt Carlton
OAT Harvey
Matthew* A Avret
Byron Broa Co

WASHINGTON
Htrand

LAicy Odette Co
Hidden Voices
Herbert Denton Co
Nelson A Pariah
Kee Tom Four

—CHA3.
FINLAY and HILL

in "Vodvil • la Mode"

with ENRICO CARU8Q 3BORDI

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

BUFFALO
I-afuyeUo

f Ander Girls

AdamH A rhomse
Clifton A OeRtt
(Two to fill)

CORTLAND. N. Y.

Cortland
•Smith A Strltt

•Alice Remaen
•Eaton Trio

GF.NEVV N. 1.

Eninlro
•Smith A Btritt

PANTAGES
TORONTO
I'aiitaajeM

Gen l'isano Co
Conroy A O'Donnell
Clark. Ai Storey
Rulof A Elton Co
Hampton A Blake
Chas Ahcarn

HAMILTON, CAN.
Pantasea
(30-5)

Olntaro
Harry Coleman

- Kitner A Reaney
La Petite Revue
Fein A Tennyson Co

CHICAGO
Chateau
(1-4)

The Cromwelle
Herman A Briscoe
Dalton A Craig

•James TJchter
Hardy Bros Co

2d half
•Tempo
•Rowls A Gillman
Willie Faust Co

ROCHESTER
Victoria

•Alice Remsen
•Eaton Trio

2d half

•James Llchter
Hickey A Hart Rev

CIRCUIT
Les Gladdons

Travel
Leon A Mitxl
Purcella A Ramsey
Juliet Dika
Clay Crouch
Krans & White
I Falcons

SAN FRANCISCO
Pnntages

(Sunday Opening)
McManns
Connelly A Francis
Telephone Tangle
Gallerlni Sisters
Warren A O'BrU-n
Gautter's Toy Shop

OAKLAND
Pantages

(Sunday Opening)
Martinettc
Conn A Albert

DENTIST
Prices within reason to the profession.

d?. M. Q. CARY
N. W. Cor. State and Randolph 8ta>

Second floor over Drug Store
Entrance • W. Randolph 8L. CHICAGO

Les Gcllis 3

Ben Barton Revue

MINNEAPOLIS
Paatagea

(Sunday Opaaing)
Passing Parade
Fred Ardath
Betty Byron
Little Yoshi
Burton Sisters

EDMONTON, CAN.
Pantagea

Wilfred DuBols
Francis A Day
Alex Opera Co
Dobbs Clark A D
Dixie to B'way

CALGARY, CAN.
Pantagea

(2-4)
Selblnl A Nagel
Penzetta A Gray
Aleko
Clark A O'Neil
Canadian Vets

SPOKANE
Pantagea

(Sunday Opening)
Prevost A Goblet
Leona A Zippy

Klass A Brilliant
.

Francis Renault
George Renault
Dance Evolutions

LOS ANGELES
Pantagea

Laurie DeVlne
Franky A Johnny
Harry Seymour Co
Chuck Haas
Callahan A Bliss
Whitehead Band

SAN DIEGO
Pantagea

Casson A Mack
Cronin A Hart
Speeders
Walter Wcems
Sheiks of Araby

LONG BEACH
Hoyt

Whirl of World

SALT LAKE CITY
Fantagea

Phil La Tosca
Sid Gold A Bro
Honeymoon Ship
Carl McCullougb
Alexander

HENRI MARGO
assisted by

MARGARITA MARGO. ARDATH DR
SALES and HELENE BETH

Direction RAGLE 4k GOLDSMKTH

Ttette
Orew A Pates
Oorri's Animals

SEATTLE
Pantagea

Wlnton Bros
Jones A Sylvester
Latell & Vokes
Powell Sextette
Foley A LaTour
Roy & Arthur

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Pantages
Petram a
Nay Brothers
Casson A Klem
Georgia Minstrels

HKI.I.IM.HAM
Vaudeville

Zlska
Ulis & Clark

OGDEN, UTAH
Orpheum

(2-4)
Allen A Taxle
Princeton & Vernon
Dummies
Nan Halpcrin
Pasquall Bros

DENVER
Empress

De Lyons Duo
Burke A Betty
Ned Norton Co
Regal A Mnnr«»
Reno Sisters
Horl Three

COLO. SPRINGS
Burns
(2-4)

(Same bill plays
Pueblo 6)

Togo

EDDIE

BORDEN
Nl «?ht In Spain
•'Ack Strauxs
Hedley Trio

• TACOMA
l'iintngeH

*»ti* A- [>ojr
°,Mtara <v Landia
W'lfxly Maids
Youth
Oowrnr.;.- \. o
L* Hi.,,,.. Broa

fOaWl |HO, OKB.
raatagaa

' Brown
* Wh ie

l>< m ning
Marion . •;

. r

'•''"« Tack Sam

5 Chaplns
LaPlna A Binary
Marriage vh Divorce
Kinlay A Hill
Willie Bros

OMAHA. N*.I».

Davla A McCoy
Harvard Holt A K

MEMPHIS
Pantages

(Sunday Opening)
Scheppa Circus
Tony A George
L Burkhardt Co
Chas Howard Co
Hnbbella Band

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyrlo

(Sunday Opening)
LaDora A Beckman
Rogers Roy A R
Cave Man Love
Bert Walton
Bendodas
Hickey Bros

COLl MUCS, O.

James
(Sunday Opening)

La Vollaa
Jack Doran
Oklahoma Four
Little Cinderella
A Traoger Band
(One to All)

DETROIT

Regent

Santiago Trio
Ross A Roma
Steve A Green
Morln Bisters
Varriofi A' Perry
Hannaford Family

Miles

Lumars
U A E Parks
Carlson Sisters
Sherman Van A H
Valleclta's Leop'rds

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
CHICAGO
Academy
1st Half

Meyer A Nolan
Wm Hal
(Others to (ill)

Majestic
Fiveck A Claret
Leonard A Barnet >

Skipper K'n'dy A R
Cheyenne Days
Harry Rappl
Ransdells A Deyo
Gerie Greene
Georgalis 3

(Others to fill)

ST. LOUIS
Grand

Bento Bros
R A B Brill
Gillette A Rita
Bergman A Seamon
6 Musical Nosses
Gallettl's Monks
Pair of Deuces
labor A Green
(•our Tamakis

Sk> dome
Murray A Barto.i

BOB MURPHY "and"
suggests for your summer vacation

Bingham Beach. Booth Royalton. Vt.

ABERDEEN, S. D.
• Orpheum

•The Gregorys
•Sterling A Gold
Otto A Hammer
(One to fill)

DBS MO INFS
Rlverviewr Park

Murray's nVaatSea
Fxw'rth A Frir.ilr
Freehand Bros
(Two to fill)

FARGO, N. D.

Grand
To* Gregory*
Sterling A Gold
Otto A Hammer
(One to fill)

2d Half
Gordon A Joylce -

(Three to Am
GD. ISLAND, NEB.

Majestic
Al Barnes Co
(Two to fill)

2d Half
Falrman & Furrran
Sweet A Hill

GD. FORKS, N. D
Orpheum

George A Jirie
(Three to flllt

KAN. CITY, MO
Globe

F A M Collins

•Avis Dances
Ralph Seahury

2d Half
Hobb A Whitman
Rubevllle 4

(Two to fill)

SO. B-CND. IND.
Palace

OI!b*rt Wells
I .and of Fantasie
(One to fill)

2d Half
Land of Fantasie
(Two tq fill)

SP'GFIPLD. MO.
Electric

Coulter A Roae
2d Half

F A M Collins

TOPEKA, KAN.
Novelty

Healy A Garnella
Casey Devlin
(Two to fill)

2d Half
Fairfield Trio
Williams A Howard
(Two to fill)

CR'WFORDSVILLE
Strand
2d Half

Savoy A Williams
•Potter A Gamble
(One to nil)

'SIR" JAMES

DVVYER

World
(Saturday < >\ • » . : n j.-

)

Equllll Bros
Chick Bupn m<
Rosa .v Roma
[.< wis .v Norton
Hub LaSall<

i

•
• .la* kson

KANSAS (111

PiintMgrN

II.. I
I Vllllll

Daecy .v Rogers

Fox Fletcher 3

Lawrence A B'rra'n
(Two to fill)

2d Half
Healy A Garnella
Casey Devlin
(Three to fill)

KEOKUK, IOWA
Regent

Robb A Whitman
Donna Darling Co
Rubevllle 4

LACROSSE. WIS.
RlvoU

Gordon A Joylce
(One to fill)

MILWAUKEE
Majestic

Redford A Madden
Morgan A Ray
Mack A Redd in*

Knapp A Cornelia
Jimmy Dunn
•Earl A Rial R**
Browning A R'Vts
Vlsser A Co

NORFOLK, NEB.
Auditorium

Ah San Co
Sweet A Hill

Fairman A Furman

RACINE, WIS.
Rlalto

Brown A l*a Velle

DETROIT
Laaalle Garden

Wilson Aubrey 3
Conroy A Howard
Fitch Minstrels
•Fox A Allyn
Walter Baker Co

3d Half
Jim
Lieut Thlessen Co
(Three to fill)

FINDLAY, OHIO
Majestic
2d Half

Conroy A Howard
Mills A Duncan
(One to fill)

KOKOMO, IND.
Strand

Berg A English
Jerome A France
Jim

29 Half
Clifford Wayne 8

Embs A Alton
Wilson Aubrey S

RICHMOND, IND.
Murray

Clifford A Wayne a

Douglns A Kail
Mills A Duncan

2d Half

Berg A English
Jerome A France
(Two to All)

LLL. "SPEC." BILL
Continued from page 11)

they could procure these sought for

seats without the box office staffs

still working close with the "specs,"

the fathers of the new law are de-

termined to ferret out. Resides see-

ing to it that the new law was hur-

riedly passed, the instigators are

reputed to be Up on their toes to

gee that inside workings between

the loop theatre*; end the "peca"
are broken down.

It's a arise bunct) which in ba< h

of t f »
«

• now bill. Their* have to*

disappointnru nl at the box offii i

srlnd( a pi • i to their i n si nt o<

pation as offh e-ho tiers, and the

vshol, i Uuatiori lot ks 1 ke retaliation

c,i. th. th« will be g< od

vote-setting sines, the situation is

something the general public has
been shouting for.

The hint was circulated thia week
that the Couthoui offices were be-
hind the move to have the law
passed in order to drive out of busi-
ness the Independents, This Is

known to be far from the trutlnaThe
Couthoui offices have been caught
in the net of the new law as
strongly as the independents.
The upshot of the situation may

bring a Central Ticket Agency to
Chicago. Something has got to
happen because the Devers admin-
istration means business, and with
the Word out that it is Impossible
for lobbyists to reach Mayor Devers
on behalf of the "specs," it looks as
if the time has finally arrived for
the full showdown of the whole
Chicago ticket scalping game.

STOCKS
(Continued from page 14)

ley, opened the summer season at
the Jefferson, Portland, Me., Mon-
day, with "It's a Boy."

"The Bad Man," with Holbrook
Blinn, is in its eleventh week at the
Majestic, Los Angeles, with no end
of the run in sight.

The Campbell-Duncan Players at
the Grand, Toronto, have closed af-
ter three weeks.

The Nat Burns-Edwin Casper
stock at the Maryland, Cumberland,
Md., is reported closing July 7.

Isabelle Lowe has been signed
for a stock starring engagement
with the Saenger Players, New Or-
leans, commencing Aug. 6.

The stock at the Academy, Rich-
mond, Va., under the management
of Jake Wells, closed Saturday, due
to excessive heat. The temperature
was 104 on the closing day.

The Harder Hall Players have
taken over Keith's State, New
Brunswick, N. J., and are soon to
begin presenting their repertoire
there.

The light opera stock under the
management of J. Humbird Duffy
closes .at the Century.. Baltimore,
this week. *

The Keith stock at the Alhambra,
New York, closes July 7 with the
musical piece "The Gay Young
Bride."

Florine Farr, stock leading
woman, has purchased a beaoty
parlor in Springfield, Mass.

FORGERY ARREST
(Continued from page 12)

pay the rent of a rehearsal hall.
Harris says he gave the check to
Grisman to pay Hart.

Hart's affidavit denies ever hav-
ing made any loan to Grisman, add-
ing that his signature as the en-
dorser of the check Is a forgery.
Grisman is charged with having
forged the endorsement and cashed
the check.

Grisman was taken first to the
West 47th street police station and
then to the 30th street station. He
will be arraigned this (Thursday)
morning.
Grisman was formerly treasurer

of the corporation and Jack Gold-
berg was also an officer. Both were
ousted by the board of directors.
It is also stated by George Wolf,
attorney for the Harris interests,
that both arranged with employes
of the corporation to turn back part
of their salaries; also with Eddie
Hunter, the book writer, to "kick
back" a share of his royalties.
Harris is said to have sunk

$75,000 in the production, although
he s rted out with the Intention of
"angeling" only to the extent of
$5,000 last October. But between
October and April he has invested
15 times that amount. The show,
after a disastrous try at the Times
Square, after paying the Selwyns
$10,000 cash in advance as guaran-
teed rental for four weeks, is now
"in" for a summer run at the La-
fayette, in Harlem's colored belt. It

is reported doing excellent business.
Harris, nn alumnus of the Univer-

sity of Michigan, where he was cap-
tain of the football team and presi-
dent of the senior class, gave up a
lucrative law practice in Newark,
when- he and his brother, William,
a Yale man, were among the fore-
most bankruptcy lawyers, in order
to « ssay a flier in the show business

Harris Is now in personal charge
of the show. The charge against
GrlsmaYi w.« u Harris' decision to sin-
;• • out one Instance of an alb

numbei ol abuses and mispractice*

and proceed legally on it.

EQUITY FORCES CARROLL
(Continued from page IS)

another leaf taken out of the White
Rats' book. When the White Hats'

strike was on every one who paid
dues or got out on the firing line

and rendered services that practi-
cally ruined them in the show busi-
ness had "gold bars" or "service

stripes" stamped on their dues
cards.

Early this week the lineup for

the show as to principals was Peggy
Hopkins Joyce, Joe Cook, Dorothea
Neville, Roy Guisti, Harry Burns,
Jimmy Duffy, Loretta Marks, Jack
Patton, Irene Riccardo, Margaret
Davits, Gertrude Lemon, Claire
Elgin, Charles Senna, Carl in a Dia-
mond, J. Frank Leslie, Joeephine La
Vole, Lester Lane, Dorothy Knapp,
Rekoma, Alexanders, Sam Hermann,
Delmore and Lee, Callahan Broth-
ers, Zeller Brothers and Al Thomas.
There will be 24 show girls in

all, the 12 that walked out return-
ing and the 12 new ones remaining.
This will also be the case with the
boys, of whom there are now 24.

In addition there will be 44 dancing
girls in the show.

ENGAGEMENTS
Olive King Harding, "Passing

Show" (1923).

Richard Carlisle, "Swanee River."
Margaret Davies, "Vanities of

1923.'

Joe Morton, Valodia Vestoff, Lewis
"Frolic.*,

Anne Mason, Alphonse Ethler,

Clifford Brooke, director, "James J.

Mulhollland and wife."

Patricia Louise Barclay Rlordan,
Frances Simpson, Ilsa Bloode, Wil-
liam Post, Cheney's "Jitney Play-
ers."

Alison Sklpworth, "Take a
Chance."

Lolita Robertson, "James J. Mul-
holland and Wife." '

Barbara McCree (daughter of
Junie McCree), "The Passing
Show."
Jack Patten and Loretta Marks,

"Vanities of 1923."
Bertram Harrison. director,-

"We've Got to Have Money," for-
merly "Brains, Inc."
Sidney Blackmer, J. M. Kerrigan,

"Scaramouche" (film).

Carlotta Monterey, Edith Talia-
ferro, Marie Nordstrom, Masters
and Kraft, Cy Plunkett, Mellsande,
"Fashions of 1923."
Marion Mears, James Dyrenforth,

Theodore Westman, Jr., "Wise
Youth," Jeanne Marie Durant, Ted
Lewis' "Frolic."

Madge Kennedy, Luella Gear,
"Poppy."
Lomas Troupe, for Lewis' "Frol-

ics." >

Gertrude Vandcrbilt, "Battling
Butler."
Buddy Doyle, for Century Roof

show.
Paul Decker, in Hartley Power's

role in sketch "Doubt," Power leav-
ing to Join "Seventh Heaven."
Kenneth MacKenna, / "Simon

Called Peter."

Leon Gordon, director "Pansy."
Billy Blythe, "Vanities of 1923."

Flora Finch, "Brains, Inc."

Helen Bolton, Jane Taylor, Ted
Lewis's "Frolic."

Ted Lewis' "Frolic" (complete)
opens at Shubert, Boston, Aug. 4;

Julius Tannen, Lillian Lorraine,
Lovey Lee, Joe Morton, Jane Tay-
lor, Lomas Troupe, James Cough

-

Hn, Capman and Capman, Nan
Decker. Emmett Calahan will man-
age and Allen Foster produce the
numbers.
Helen La Vonne, with "Fashions

of 1924."

OBITUARY
(Continued from page 7)

in the John Barrymore production
of "Hamlet." He won special rec-

ognition for his portrayal of Secre-
tary Seward in John Drinkwa Hi s

"Abraham Lincoln."

JOHN J. CARLIN
John J. Carlin died June 25 at St.

Peter's Hospital, Albany, N. Y., after
an illness for over a year. The de-
ceased had been stage manager of
Proctor's Grand for eight years and
stage manager for F. F. Proctor in

Albany for over 30 years. He fol-

lowed Proctor when the latter pur-
chased the Leland, Albany. Mr.
Carlin having been associated -vith

Mrs. Leland In the management of
that house. Two daughters and two
brothers survive. The death of Mr.
Carlin leaves three 'surviving char-
ter members of the Albany lodge of
Elks.

JOHN FRANCIS MARR
John Francis Marr, 70, died two

weeks ago at his home in Portland,
Maine. In his youth Mr. Marr was
a well-known buck and wing and
clog dancer. He was the father of
Paul Marr, for many years con-
nected with the Rlngling Bros.-
Barnum-Bailey shows, and of Ray
Marr, appearing in musical shows.
A wife and four other children sur-
vive.

>.

WILLIAM A. WHITTAKER
William A. Whittaker committed

suicide Tuesday afternoon (June
26) by jumping off the wall at Bat-
tery Park, New York. The deceased
was an actor of long experience.
His last engagement was with the
Bushman and Bayne vaudeville
turn. He was 80 years*oJd.
The body was removed to the

morgue where it was claimed for
buriul by the* National Vaudeville
Artists.

JOHNNY MURPHY
Johnny Murphy (De Angeles)

well known minstrel, died In Phila-
delphia June 26, following an op-
eration at the German Hospital for

gall stones. Mr. Murphy, 18 years
old and a brother of Jefferson De
Angeles. He has been Identified

with minstrelsy for half a century.
For the past 30 years he has been
producing minstrel shows at the

Steel Pier, Atlantic City.

NEW ACTS
Marlon GUlan (Musical comedy)

and Harry Nelson ("The Man
Hunt"), singing and talklag two-
act.

May Lorlmer and Pat Moriarity in

"The Trousseau".
"Bits of Sun Showers" from re-

duction of that name, with Hnrry
Delf, Kenney and Shelby and girls.

Carl Francis and Billy Rand
(Kind and Mignon), two-act.

Lew Cantor has taken over the

Moore & Megley acts.

Dick Mllloy (Milloy and Keogh)
and John Connery (Beatrice Morgan
and John Connery) comedy skit.

"The Girton Girls" (4), bicyclists,

acrobats, singers and dancers.

"I Know Women," sketch, with
Glenn Anders, AuicnKtus Minton,
Harry H. English, Jane Hopkins and
Mildred Bouth«rick.

Silvertone Four, colored male

quartet.

"Here Goes the Bride," featuring

B< th Yar<i< n.

J. Q. Hooley baa been appointed
resident manager of the Rlalto, sr

Louis (Junior Orpheum), succeeding
Harry Earle, The appointment Is

affective with the f-aopeninj ol |Im

liialto in Auj.": t.

WILLIAM H. BRIQHAM
William H. Brlgham, noted

through New England as a band and
orchestral leader and a chorister,

died recently at his home In Marl-
boro, Mass. He was 70 years old.

He is said to have been the first

leader to Introduce a singing orches-
tra.

Patrick Mcdonald
Pat McDonald, aged 78, a retired

scene bulkier, died of asthma June
23 in New York. He had been living
at the Elks Club, No. 1 lodge, for
the past 10 years. A son, Bernard
McDonald, also in the theatrical
production field, survives.

Henry Piaraon, a»?ed 67, superin-
tendent of the Earl Carroll theatu ,

New York .died June 20 at his home
In Elmhurst, L. I. He had been
suffering some time with hardening
of the arteries, the cause of death.
The deceased had been in many ca-
pacities connected with the show
business for over 50 years, havinK
started as a. call boy in 1873 at

Ford's, Baltimore. He developed
into a great character actor, sup-
porting Booth, Barrett, McCullough.
William Florence and other stars.

He was a partner of Howard II. ill

In the production of "The Man Who
Dared." and also an intimate of

John Stetson. No man had a wider
circle of acquaintances in the the-

atre world. His wife (now his

widow) was the original Minna in

Joseph Jefferson's "Rip Van Winkle."
Mr. Pierson had been employed at

the Carroll since btrfore It opened.

The father of Jack H. Fauer, the
vaudeville agent, was killed by a
motor truck June 21 in Jamaica.
Ix>ng Island. The accident occurred
in the morning with death oeciir-

Ing the same night.

Mrs. Alice Frances Owen, 60, an
actress in her early life, was run
down and killed l»y an autom«ii>il«-

at Lake Shore Drive and Goethe
street, in ( 'h i< ago,

Morris Rosenfeld, foremost Yid-

dish poet of the Hh'-tto sweatshops,
died Jum- 21 at his home in the

Bronx, aged 80. Over 20,000 people

attended his funeral.

M

Fox's Lynbrook, LynbroOk, I. I,

• h thi^ we< k having t< • n > p* n

U BS tii.iri two mouths.
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PALISADES PARK
Schenck Bros, resort perched at

the peak of the lower Jersey Pal-

isades hundreds of feet above the

Hudson river and overlooking the

upper end of Manhattan, has the

king pin location for a summer
park. Its situation as a place of

hot weather recreation is ideal. The
management has capitalized this

detail of the enterprise, for it is ex-

ploited elaborately In all kinds of

billboard stands up to the 56-sheet
from one end of New York to the
other.
This year the place has been

renovated from the gate to the
furthest concession and is spotless

and orderly. The huge swimming
pool is the big attraction, but even
at this early season the genera',

amusement features have a tre-

mendous draw, not only from the
New York side but from the sur-
rounding districts of New Jersey.
All the trolley lines of the northern
part of the state pass close to the
gate and within a 15-minute
Journey there are well-to-do sub-
urban communities like Knglewood.
Hackensack and the resident la!

groups around Tenafly.
The place is splendidly run and

maintained in modern style, but the
kind of transportation provided by
the Public Service Corp. which
stage manages the northern counties
must be a severe handicap to the
progress of the property. The trip

from upper Manhattan to the park
ought to be an enjoyable experience
on a warm evening, but the car
lines furnish a service that makes
it a task to daunt the hardiest
tripper. The cattle pen herding in
vogue on Ellis Island bus nothing
on the traffic system at Edgewater
where the ferry crowds en' route to
the hill-top park are discharged.
Seven or eight hundred people

are put ashore through the ferry
house andPryn between harrow side
walls to a crude car barn where
they must wait in line to go through
turnstiles to the hot cinder plat-
forms. The car service Is woefully
inadequate and the crowding is dis-
graceful. Last Saturday night it

took one couple from New York ex-
actly 24 minutes to accomplish the
three-minute trip from Edgewater
landing to the park gate.
A perspiring conductor who had

been trying to handle crowds for
four hours was In despair. When
threats and pleadings fr.iled to get
twice as many people into .ae car
as it should have held, the car was
stopped until the victims were
packed far enough into the aisles
so the doors could be closed. The
traffic men say this condition pre-
vails from four in the afternoon
until 10 at night on busy days, but
the service is not improved. The
Public Service Co. has a strong hold
on local politics and enjoys remark-
able privileges. They don't permit
Jitney men to operate from the
Edgewater landing and they have a
soft monopoly on the stiffest fare
for the shortest distance around
this section. Eight cents Is the fare
for the lide of less than a mile.
Prom the north and west the

service is better because It Is spread
out on more than one line and the
crowd doesn't assemble at one spot.
The hands of the park people are

tied, because any attempt to fur-
nish Its own service from the river
would bring opposition and reprisals
from the trolley lines.
But in spite of the discomforts

the park haa a tremendous draw
from the New York side. The bill-
ing features the beautiful swim-
ming pool, one of the best In the
east and this has become an insti-
tution among the families of north-
ern Manhattan. It Is crowded from
11 until the park closes i.nd this
feature alone brings in a revenue of
more than $75,000 a season.
The park offers a variety of fea-

tures to satisfy the tastes of any-
one. There is a splendid dance hall
of the pavilion type, open to the
air on all sides which ets a big
play; there are three or four rides
of .the coa.ster type, a fine merry-
go-round; a complicated "fun
house" called "The Third Decree"
with a multitude of tricky surprises
The familiar "Street of Venice," a
water tunnel ride, and this year
there has been added a "Catter-
plllar," the covered circular novelty
that seems to have swept the coun-
try since last summer. It gets 20
cents and attracts big play. Besides
the paid concessions the inrk has
extended its free circus, a twice
nightly show on a picturesquely ar-
ranged stage built on the brink of
the cliff over the river and flanked
on the west with grandstands hold-
ing probably 1.000. Saturday eve-
ning the stands were at capacity,
the park holding probably in. 000.
There are probably a dozen mer-

chandise wheels, mostly of the reg
ulation nail-and-buzzcr type, but
they do not get the enthusiastic
play noticed at Columbia in tin-

same section. Palisades does not
seem to go :>ftcr the crowd on the
wheel play in just the stmr way.
On a brief examination the Pal-
isades percentage look rather
stronger than the other. For ex-
ample there is a wheel giving out
musical instruments, numbers being
sold al three for a quarter. The
grade of premiums looks the same,
but at Palisades th.> crowd plays
against 120 numbers Against the
the Columbia board of !*i>. in like
manner the, ten -cent wheels run to
24 instead of 20 numbers, in all

cases the wheel taking an additional
25 per cent, over the player.
The play at Palisades is listless.

or was Saturday evening, the grind
continuing with sometimes less than
half the numbers played.
The Paradise crowd is prosperous

looking and orderly but appears to

be made no more of young jouples
looking for the excltment of rides

and the family resort atmosphere is

less in evidence than at Columbia.
It's a brisk spending gathering,
particularly on the standard rides

and amusement devices and strong
supporters of the dance hall.

The refreshment booths are
models of neatness and courteous
service. The prices are moderate
and the materials of good quality
and well served. Among this year's
additions is one of Evans & Jordan's
animal freak shows, a 20-cent show
that got moderate play, although
why summer amusement seekers
should want to look at animal
monstrosities is a problem.
v The problem for the park people
to solve is the transportation from
the shore to the gates. As long as
It continues In the present shiftless
manner It Is bound to react unfavor-
ably on attendance from across the
Hudson, where the institution's big-
gest potential public lies. Rush.

BAZAARS ON SALARY;

PERCENTAGES ALL OUT

STOCK-SELLING FAIR
rottsville, Pa., June 27.

The sponsors for the new Schuyl-
kill Country Fair held a stock-
selling rally at the fair grounds last

Wednesday, when it was reported
2.000 shares were sold.

As a rule fairs projects are
financed b\ business men, but it is

expected by spreading stock among
all classes greater interest in the

annual event will obtain.

The plant will cost about $500.-

000, half of which has already been
subscribed. The steel frame, for the
grand stand has been erected. The
opening fair is dated for Labor Day.

LARGEST POOL IN COUNTRY
Newark, June 27.

Olympic Park expects to open Its

great swimming pool Saturday. The
management has had the greatest
difficulty in securing water, and, al-

though wells have been dug to a
great depth, they are not yet sure
of keeping the pool filled.

The pool Is said to be the largest

In the' country, being 400 by 200

feet. For the opening carnival it

is stated that among others Helen
Wainwrlght, Alleen Riggin, Ger-
trjde Ederle and Helen Meany \. Ill

compete, as will Johnnie Weismullcr.

Greenwich Affair Nets $40,-

000 — Nothing Shared-

Johnny Keeler Directed

As an evidence that charity ba-

zaars and amateur circuses for

charity purposes are being handled

on a new basis of efficiency, a cus-

tom Is gaining ground under which

wealthy promoters of such events

are taking all financial responsibil-

ity, employing professionals on a

salary basis and elimi; atlng the

percentage plan that formerly ob-

trined.

In the recent case of the amateur
circus held in Greenwich, Conn., for

the benefit of the Memorial hospi-

tal a net of $40,000 was turned over

to the institution funds. Nothing on

the ground was handled on the per-

centage system. Two professionals

were engaged at a fiat salary to en-

gage such, performers as were re-

quired to supplement the amateurs.
These consisted of several aerial

acts and a group of clowrs.
Johnny Keeler directed the show

and Prank Bowen trained the ama-
teurs for the numbers. The affair

was at all times in the executive
hands of Mary A. Lanier, a wealthy
local resident, who advised with
Keeler and Bowen for the renting
of the 150-foot top and vised all

bills, which were audited and paid
with money secured in advance from
ticket sales or advanced by the
sponsors of the show.
The women who had the event in

charge took~counsel with the men
of their families, who are concerned
in important business affairs, and
the whole affair was handled like a

business undertaking. Numerous
carnival promoters had ottered to

provide the tops and concessions on
a spiit arrangement but all tenders
were declined.

AL. G. BARNES CIRCUS

XELLEY'S BULL
Baraboo, Wisconsin, Is to declare

a general holiday Saturday, Aug. 11,

to celebrate the homecoming of

John M. Kelley's $75,000 prize bull,

"King Jees Homestead de Kol."
The Pathe people will take pic-

tures for the weekly.
May Wirth, who is with the Wal-

ter L. Main circus, will repeat her
rldrng stunts done on the prize

Kelley bull in the east last season.

"The King" will make a tour of the

western fairs this summer as an
exhibit.

PARK SHOW SUNDAY BAN
Springfield, Mass., June 27.

Local authorities, spurred on by
the same reform elements behind
the film censor bllj, have issued an
edict against Sunday circus per-

formances in summer parks.
The performance at Riverside

Park here was stopped Sunday and
notice was given that the ban is

permanent. Riverside had booked
in a elx-act bill and advertised It

extensively. The show was the
basis of a strong advertising cam-
paign to draw people to the resort.

B.-B. IN CHI FOR 9 DAYS
Chicago, June 27.

The Ringling Brothers-Barnum-
Balley Circus will exhibit at Grant
Park for nine days starting July 14,

giving two performances dally, In-
cluding Sundays.
The bannermen worked here^ last

week tind obtained a couple of
splendid locations In the heart of
the city. The lithographing brigade
began to get In the windows late

last week.

3-RING PARK CIRCUS
The experiment with an extended

open air show with grandstands
find a paid gate i^; said to have
worked out satisfactorily at Dream-
land, Newark, N. J. This week the
show was spread nut over three
rings and Involved 20 acts besides
turns doubled. .

Attendance has run as high .as

flO,000 week-end evenings and near-
ly twiee that <-n Sundays, accord-
ing to the statement of the manage-
ment.

ELECTRIC PARK FOLLIES
Midsummer Edition

Kansas City, June 27.

It Is an entirely new show in every
particular that constitutes the mid-
summer edition of the Electric Park
Follies, starting last week, as the
entire cast has been changed, new
acts introduced and new musical
numbers offered. Most managers
and directors would have been con-
tent with the production that had
been running since the season's
start, but not Manager Heim and
Director Mack. In spite of the fact
that the unseasonable weather of
the past few weeks had kept many
of the regulars from the park and
that the opening revue was still new
to thousands, the midsummer show
went on according to schedule.
The new show is given on a dou-

ble stage connected by a wide run,
which gives opportunity for the
working out of novel effects, which
Roy Mack has made good use of.

"Whoa, Tlllle; Take Your Time"
Introduces a new dancing juvenile*,

who, with the "Follies" girls all

dolled up In pink jazz togs, put over
an attractive bit of pep. Miss Suth-
erland followed with a nut singing
and dancing bit that won her a lot
of friends.
Mary Ellis, petite blonde, with a

big voice, the best heard at the park
for some time, sang "A Heart That's
Free" to repeated encores. "Har-
mony Baby" was a real production
number, led by Mirth Willis, a little

blonde soubrette, the only one of
the cast of the preceding show to
be retained. This is her second sea-
son here. Cuter than ever she looked
as she pranced out in a jade and
scarlet creation, leading the Dancing
Dozen, who for this occasion wore
novelty dancing dresses of white,
with music notes worked out in
black and with music scrolls for
head pieces, making a novel appear-
ance and carrying out the title of
the number.
Jack Irving followed with "Yan-

kee Doodle Blues," and then came
Bold and Townsend In a clever ex-
hibition of fancy stepping, neat and
graceful. "The Four of Us," a male
quartette, all youthful, put over rag
numbers, and the crowd wanted
more, but encores are barred here.
Then came the comedy hit of the

evening, "The Dumb Dora Blues,"
by Ferguson and Sunderland, as-
sisted by the Bowery Dancers. The
costumes the girls wore—most of
them could not be called dresses

—

are indescribable, but the number
is the biggest laughing bit the park
haa had for several seasons. Pros-

wpcr and Maret, the "College Ath-
letes." who played ten weeks here
last season, the longest ever worked
by a similar act, were given a re-
ception on their appearance.

Bold and Townsend gave another
peppy dancing number, and then
came "In the Days of Captain Kidd,"
a pirate number, by Miss Willi* and
her pirates. This was another pro-
duction number, with the girls all

I decked out in bold buccaneer SO'le,

This is the 14th season for Al G.
Barnes* Wild Animal Circus. Start-
ing in 1910 as a small outfit, Barnes
has gradually built his show slowly
but surely Into a big-time organiza-
tion. The Barnes circus is well
known In the west, especially on the
coast. The three dates played last

week in Elizabeth, Jersey City and
Paterson, N. J., brought the show
closer to New York than ever before.

It's different from the regulation
circus in reveral respects. There's
no acrobatics, aerial or casting acts,

or bareback riding. But the number
and excellence of the trained wild

j

animal displays more than balances
the absence of those three styles of
circus turns. There's a novelty
combination of musical comedy.and
high school horse act on a large
scale that carries a

%
suggestion of

the big acts that have held forth
In the past at the New York Hippo-
drome and which gives the Barnes
show a big city tomb that lifts it

out of the category of the regulation
touring circus.
Unlike most of the other circuses

composed of acts e'ngaged for the
season, with the show put together
like a vaudeville bill, Barnes owns
the whole show, lock, stock and bar-
rel. The trainers are employed by
him.
The wild animal features are un-

usual. They have been for several
years with the Barnes show, but this
summer Barnes has crowned all past
endeavors. Lions ride on the backs
of horses, tigers do the same thing;
a hippopotamus waddles around the
track harnessed to a wagon; groups
of lions, tigers and South American
pumas are in a r.eries of arena dis-
plays genuinely bewildering in the
variety of specialties offered with
the animals and In the speed with
which one follows the other.
Three rings, with the arena cage

in the centre. The other two rings
are for trained horses, ponies and
tame animal displays. All are busy
every second, with feature act
topping feature act.
The Barnes show Is a 30-car out-

fit this year. The big top is 305 feet
long and 150 feet wide. The seating
capacity is 5.600. with 2.200 reserved
seats at $1.50 top, 1.200 at |1.25 and
2.200 at 75 cents. The show rostea.
holds 485' people. Seventeen all-
steel cages house the wild animals.
Besides the circus in the big top
there's a couple of side shows, with
25 cents admission to each. Ben
Austin is general manager, and
Thomas Dawson press agent.

In Jersey City Friday the show
did capacity at night and the side
shows both did an overflow busi-

ness. There was no matinee in Jer-
sey City Friday.
The Barnes show gets off with «,

whoop that gives it a whirlwind
start. This has a touch of novelty
also. It's called "Alice in Jungle-
land" and has Dot Whitney as
"Alice" falling asleep In the arena
cage and dreaming the grand entry.
It is some grand entry, with 40
horses ridden by expert eques-
triennes, a ballet in the arena cage
by 12 dancing girls all In white and
with costumes as spic and span as
might be expected in a Broadway
show, a prima donna, and Lottie Le
Clair, who sings atop Tusko, a giant
elephant. This has considerable
singing attached to it in addition to
the spectacular elements.
There are eight elephants, rang-

ing from the giant Tusko. claimed to
be the largest elephant in captivity,
to two four-year-old bulls, real baby
elephants that stand about five feet
high and are about the size of a
small chunky horse. The babies are
a natural source of delight to the
kids, as well as highly interesting to
the adults.
Louis Roth Is the chief animal

trainer. He shows a number of
wild animal turns, Including one
with 11 lionesses and another with
12 Bengals. Among the odd acts are
one with an American eagle and a
mule, a group with camels and an-
other with trained .wild boars.
There are two liberty horse acts

with 12 horses in each, with the
animals doing the rotation trick
perfectly, among others.
Pearl Lingo, in addition to ap-

pearing as trainer in a lion and
horse display, Is also an eques-
trienne of ability. She leads the
closing display, which has 40 horse-
women in the high school and sing-
ing ensemble. Robert Thornton is

equestrian dfrector, appearing with
a number of acts, and Allen King
has several wild animal displays in
charge.
Among the trainers Of a varied

list of interesting displays are
Nellie Roth, Rita Bellew. Iva
Thornton, Kathryn Thompson. Mer-
rltt Blue. Max Label, Jack Cava-
naugh, Bert Den nip an^ Red Mc-
Kay.
There are 18 clowns, who pep up

the shqw with real comedy occa-
sionally, but there is not too much
of anything. That's on«» of the real
assets of the Barnes show—its di-
versity.
The circus ran two and a half

hours. It's a show that could come'
into New York and. mpre. hold its

own with any that has preceded it.

Bell.
*

1

>

-

with high boots, flapping hats with
the skull and crossboncs, cutless and
everything. It Is an attractive thing
and served well its purpose of in-
troducing the famous Ben Hassen
Troupe, Arabian acrobats, for a
whirlwind finish of the first part.

The hour intermission gave the
crowd plenty of opportunity to wit-

ness the electric fountain display,
with Its group of posing girls and
models. This Is Manager Helm's
pet feature, and he has never missed
seeing It every night for the past
24 years when In the city. It is also
seemingly just as popular with the
park's patrons as when first built.

The programmes are changed
weekly and the pictures and effects
kept up to the minute. The second
part of the "Follies" started at 10:45
with "Lady of the Evening," by
Miss Ellis and the Models.

The audience got an eyeful of cos-

tuming with this number. The
gowns fairly dazzled one. Designed
along Egyptian lines, with jeweled
corsages, girdles and ribbon-effect
skirts, they left little to the Imag-
ination, but were beautiful and
startling. ,

"He Loves It" was Jack Irvlng's
second number and was well liked.

Ferguson and Sunderland had the
next spot, and their stepping proved
acceptable. Miss Willis used "May-
be Your Man" for her single and
displayed another of her striktng
gowns. This one was pure white,
set off by a huge sash and bow Of
turquoise. Bold and Townsend pre-
sented a tango stepping bit. These
"Valentino" things are commencing
to get a bit tiresome, and something
newer would be acceptable.

The quartet came next and dupli-
cated their hit of the first part.
These boys can sing, look well and
know how to "sell" their stuff.

"Syncopate." with Mr. Irving and
the dancers, was what the crowd
had been waiting for. In their
nobby one-piece suits and high pat-
ent leather parade hats the girls,

looked good and the number proved
one of the popular ones of the bill.

Novello Brothers, musical comedy
clowns, were a novelty. An eccen-
tric dance by Mr. Ferguson fol-
lowed, and then the "Ukelele Blues."
by Mr. Irving, and the Hula Girls,"
introducing Miss Willis fh a sojo
Hawaiian dance. This nufnber
stands out.
The elaborntenesi of this produc-

tion and the fact that no admission
is charged except the regular 26
cents at th»> park gate Is the won-
der of Visiting managers, but the
answer la the crowds in attendance
nightly, and also that they stay for
the see.md p;irt of the revue, giving
the concessionaires a chance during
the hour intermission. li unite*.

BARNES BACK TO COURT

Wife Applies for Vacation of Di-
vorce Decree

Los Angeles, June 27.

Alphaeua G. Barnes Stonehouse,

better known as Al G. Barnes, cir-

cus owner, whose career of late has

been punctuated by frequent ap-

pearances in court, and who was

granted a divorce from his second

wife, Sara Jane Stonehouse, former

bareback rider in his circus, In Las
Vegas, Nev., May 4, last, is due for

another inning in court.

Mrs. Stonehouse, who was award-
ed $300 alimony monthly and $1,000

attorney's fees by the Nevada court

last month, has filed a motion
through her attorneys asking Judge
Emmett Walsh, presiding judge at

Las Vegas, to vacate the divorce
decree on the grounds it was .

ren-

dered against her "through her

mistake, inadvertence, surprise and
excusable neglect." She further
asks for $5,500, which she says will

he a reasonable amount of expense
for attorney's fees in moving for

a new trial, moving to vacate Judg-
ment and appealing the case.

Stonehouse got the decree on the

ground of cruelty, charging thrtt on
one occasion his wife chased him
Into a cage and used a whip on
him. Mrs. Stonehouse countered
with equally sensational charges.

I

DIVING GIKLS IN DEMAND
The vogue for swimming pools in

summer parks has been followed by
a sudden demand fpr diving girl

acts this season. The feature was
featured last year by the Johnny
Jones outfit, and the others are fol-

lowing the idea. Jones spent $5,000

for a front for his show and did

some heavy billing for the 90-foot

dive by a girl. .

Another girl did a 75-foot plunge,-

and the two lendeiM were b.t.kc '

up with a bevy of seven fancy
divers. The concession did well at

a 25-cent gate.

Under Canvas in Mountain*
Sterling Bros. "Uncle Torn's

Cabin" company, playing under can-

vas, is being routed through the

Adirondack retort region for the

summer*
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REGULAR VAUDEVILLE
About August IS, next, Variety will publish

'

u
Variety's" Regular Vaudeville Number

Bringing out the strength, length and breadth of all the vaudeville in this country that can be classed as Regular Vaudeville.

/

The object of the special number is more fully detailed in the letter below, sent by Variety to Regular Vaudeville man-

agements:

r
- '

tXRiETY
164 WE8T 4*th ST., NEW YORK CITY JiMie 23, 1923.

Dear,

Your co-operation is invited and it is wanted in a special issue

Variety purposes to publish during August in the promotion and

exploitation of Regular Vaudeville.

Regular Vaudeville as Variety sees it is the Vaudeville that has

made the playing of Vaudeville a business ; that has brought Vaude-

- ville to its present commanding standing ; that has made it a field of

life-time work for the artists who take up Vaudeville for a pro-

fessional career.

Variety's Regular Vaudeville Number will be published pri-

marily for the full information of the artist, for knowledge and

benefit. It will bring out in detail what Regular Vaudeville has

developed into ; how it is composed ; what it means to an artist ; how
Regular Vaudeville is a life's work to those who seriously take and

intend to stick to it.

Variety's observation of Vaudeville has been of years' duration.

You played Vaudeville in your theatres before there was a Variety.

In all of the intervening years nothing ever has been published in

detail to bring out what an immense business Vaudeville has grown

to be.

Variety sees Regular Vaudeville as represented by the member-

ship of the Vaudeville^ Managers' Protective Association, including

Loew, Keith, Orpheum, Pantages, Association, A. & H., Sun, Fox,

Poll and circuits of similar calibre. That organization has brought

about the amazing play or pay contract, looked upon as good as gold

over here now, whereas but a few years ago the British variety con-

tract was said to be the only negotiable actor's contract in the world.

The V. M. P. A. play or pay contract rivals it today. j
• •

You are one of the leading vaudeville managers of this country

who have so greatly contributed in developing Regular Vaudeville

into the most substantial and well-founded branch of all theatricals.

We think you should be agreeable in making the present status of

Regular Vaudeville known to the American professional world and

to the professional world at large. We hope you will agree with us

in that.

Variety wants to inform the artists of Vaudeville so thoroughly

in its special Regular Vaudeville Number that no doubt will ever

remain with the artists where their best interest lies. Variety doesn't

want the American vaudeville artists deceived by every speculator x

who gambles he can "hold up somebody" in Regular Vaudeville if

announcing a vaudeville circuit.

We want fo make this Regular Vaudeville Number complete,

an encyclopedia for all Vaudeville, to educate Vaudeville artists

through it that the Regular Vaudeville they, may have helped to

establish is the biggest, widest and wealthiest part of American the-

atricals and is the Regular Vaudeville worth remaining with, against

all of the false promises, phoney contracts and rainbow assurances of

the speculator; to believe that Regular Vaudeville is a career within

itself, not to gamble with but to be satisfied with, and how to avoid

the pitfalls laid for the artists of Regular Vaudeville by those

who would hire them a^vay from it for their own selfish pur-

poses.

We are writing this letter to every manager-member of the

V. M. P. A. ; to every Vaudeville circuit and proprietor Variety be-

lievCs to be on the level ; to those who treat artists fairly and justly,

and to those in Vaudeville who intend to remain in Vaudeville.

Variety urges your participation in this symposium on Vaude-

ville, of Regular Vaudeville, as will be published in Variety's Regu-
s*

lar Vaudeville Number; it asks you to be represented in it by an-

nouncement and by your views; it solicits your further support in

every direction; such support having been pledged by most of the

Regular Vaudeville circuits, and it trusts that the Regular Vaudeville

Number will so enlighten the American and European Vaudeville

artists that noVariety actor from either side pf the ocean will ever

thereafter have an excuse for leaving Regular Vaudeville, if he does.

1 Will you kindly advise us in reply and oblige,

Very truly,

ffiMfr

Supplementary to articles by managers in that issue will be opinions secured from artists in every vaudeville division,

together with Variety
9
s own stories on present Vaudeville.

The Regular Vaudeville Number will carry announcements horn artists and managers at Variety's usual advertising rates.

Space may be reserved or copy forwarded to any Variety office at

NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON
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a clever singer and Buster Brown
a showy dancer.

Berg and English, the "Two Dark
Horses of the Screen," closed the
show, and the possibility of these,

acrobats doubling for Harold Lloyd
and Snub Pollard gives the act ex-
ceptional interest.

Matinee business at the Palace
Sunday was away off. There were
only eight rows filled downstairs
and light business above. Hot
weather. That there is no real
headliner this week and the feature
honors are divided four ways may
account In some measure for the
light business. While the show had
weaker spots than is seldom eeen
at that house, it was fine entertain-
ment from the fourth act on.

The Palace policy calls for nine
acta, but this number was reduced
lo eight when Van and Schenck
were working so long, and the
smaller program might have been
used thin week since Anatol Fried

-

land's revue ran long Sunday, as
did the Avon Comedy Four. The
show started late, getting away at
2:40, but continued until 6:30.
The alfc>w opened with Curtis*

Best Friends, a mystery billing »f

an act. The friends turned out to
be dogs and ponies. The act wae
disappointing, lacking in class and
finish, although a dog attaining and
maintaining for a moment a balance'
on a cord sustained from the
mouths of two ponies was a nov-
elty. Dave Harris followed with
"The One Man Band," having a
girl prolog (burlesque) and a chap
assist him for a few moments late
in the act. Harris is versatile and
clever with poor Ideas of comedy.
Howard Smith and Mildred Barker,
assisted by Lillian Schacfer, in
"Good Medicine," here in December,
did not do so well as previously,
and it Is likely to be attributed to
Smith's disposition to overplay hta
part. It is a clever working out of
an Interesting idea.
The show really started with

Olga Cook, with Jack King at the

"ELJ," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION
Special Discount to Performers

WHEN IN CHICAGO
State- Lake Theatre Bldg.,

Ground Floor

piano. She swept dour, u-li barriers I
that had existed up to this time
and brought forth the applause
usual from larger crowd* when
first-class acta havt the stage.
Charles Irwin followed an main-
tained the m>rit established, closing
with a- serious recitation.
Friedland next with a revue

which has everything dewirabk for
such an attraction. The tinal num-
ber, which introduces his song hits
of the past with girls representing
the various songs by c stume and
doing dance* appropriate was par-
ticularly worthy; inasmuch as It

gets away from the usual rehash of
former hits by mere rendition of
parts of each song.
Whiting and Bur. were at a dis-

advantage, as their music trunk had
gon- to Los Angeles instead of Chi-
cago, but a song publishing concern
lent them a piano player, and they
were' a success. The « vonj enter-
tained with hoakum and finally got
down to singing, putting over
laughs in home-run style and sing-
ing exceptionally well. The Flo-
renis closed trie bill with posing
and equllibristic stunts, which are
well done, but which suffer from
the audleikce walking out.

The Four Mortons headline at the
State-Lake this week. The hot
weather Sunday for the first show
caused the smallest business there
In months. The show witnessed
did not have the sketch. "A Friend
in Need," nor liuth Glanville and
Hal Sanders.
Vlsser and Co. provide i splendid

opening act with a quacking duck.
Clayton and Lennie followed with
the same act they have been doing
for years, but which is ideal for
their purposes. Honey Campbell
had the "Cone Are the Days" act
with a male harmony trio with her.
It is a pretty picture of southern
life. The Mortons have practically
the same act aj when here before,
excepting that Sam opens with a
bit of golf.

Flora Millershlp and Al Gerard,
with Kddie lioran at piano, present
a alnging ami dancing specialty

Bert Fit/Ribbons
laughs by his nut

nicely done,
caused many
comedy.

Chalfonte Sisters, styled "Bird;*
of Paradise," sang nicely, danced
effectively and worked hard. The
act is especially worthy as a eon-
tume and scenery flash.

In spite of hot weather Monday
afternoon the Majestic show was
s? enthusiastically applauded that
it was stretched out lc minutes
longer than the scheduled time. Al-
though there was much singing

The Rialto has an . eeptionally
good show this week and a good
business Monday night with the
theatre cool enough for comfort. The
bill of eight acts had six comedy
numbers and created th most ap-
plause encountered at that house
recently. The other two acts were
Jue Roberts, the headliner, and
"Music-Mania," the biggest thing
on the program in point of numbers.
Monroe and Grant opened the

show with some travesty on an au-
tomobile truck, which later develops
to be a trampoline,, which they use
effectively for comedy and difficult
tricks. Conroy and Howard ore

RAIN BO GARDENS
MILLION DOLLAR OUTDOOR GARDENS

CLARK ST.. at LAWRENCE AVENUE, CHICAGO
FRED MANN Presents

EDWARD BECK'S NEW SUMMER PRODUCTION
"RAINBO BLOSSOMS"

With an All-Star Cast and the Rainbo Beauty Chorus
FRANK WE8TPHAL and HI8 RAINBO ORCHESTRA

r.lMOlH DI.NNKKS A I.A ( \KTK HFRVICK

CORRESPONDENCE
The cities under Correspondence in this lasue ef Variety are

•• follows, and on pages:

BALTIMORE 42

BOSTON 33

BUFFALO 34

CHICAGO 32

DETROIT 33

INDIANAPOLIS 34

KANSA8 CITY 40

LOS ANGELES 37

NEW ORLEAN8 34

OAKLAND 36

OKLAHOMA CITY 41

ROCHE8TER 34

SYRACUSE 40

WASHINGTON 36

early In the bill, Gene Greene, who
Is In his third week, went bigger at
this performance than when wit-
nessed previously.

Denyle. Don and Everett, a trainer
and a couple of dogs, opened the
show nicely. Jerome and France did
operatic and popular songs, using
cello at times, and made a particu-
larly good impression. Valentine
Vox, who replaoed John P. Medbury.
taken ill after rehearsal, presented
his ventriloquialism successfully.
Frank Stanley and the Wilson Sis-
ters presented a miniature revue
and Rabo Wilson proven1

that she
Is quite clever.

Tabor and Greene, colored team,
scored the legitimate hit of the bill,

doing singing and comedy in ar.

artistic manner and getting away
from the usual run of such nets
Inasmuch as there Is no dancing.
Warr's Jazz Syncopators, a band,
which has a ragtime singer and a
dancer to enforce its hit, did nicely.
The numbers are well played and
the novelties, such as the "House
of David" Blues with boards for
the front row players and "Wash
T b Blues" with a couple of fellows
using wash boards for effects, were
applauded liberally. Patsy Allen is

two girls who attempt the usual
two men style of comedy act, one
doing straight and the other com-
edy. The straight does a single,
which is fair. The comedy of the

Attention

SCENIC ARTISTS
Will Rent or Exchange for
Work Modern Scenery

Paint Frame
Se* Manager (Hickman** Palace Theatre

Mine Inland Arc, at RoeseTelt Road
CHICAGO

other makes the act all right for
such a house.

Irving Edwards, singer and come-
dian, started slow and seemed like

he might rot get the crowd early,

but bis cleverness finally impressed
upon those out front and his danc-
ing finish permitted him to close
well. Ling and Long proved a high
spot in the bill through the comedy
of tho long comedian, who is highly
amusing at all times, which, with
his extreme height, causes the
heartiest laughter. Joe Roberta,
banjoist. scored quite a* hit. and he
was applauded as long as the crowd
had any hope at all of having him
return.

Ted Maclean and Co. present a
sketch which is unusual in its theme
and which is handled competently.
Maclean plays a rich business man
who attempts to force his attention
on his stenographer, who gets in his

debt through aiding a scoundrel
brother in order to nave her mother
pain. After being seen in a heavy
role there is a surprise finish where
the business man has a change ef

heart.

Mallon and McCabe. singing and
talking comedians, have methods

FUR COATS
Cleaned, Glazed and Relined

$20
We also Remodel Furs into the

Latest Style—Work called for

Free Storage to the Performer

Bhimenfield's For Shop
204 State- Lake Bldg.

CHICAGO
Phone Dearborn IMS

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

eK STAGE SHOES
EVERYTHING I

Immediate Delivery. Single Pair ee
Production Orders.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

AISTONS, Inc.
Stevens bW. 17 No. State St., Chkaf*SCENERY

JUST BOUGHT $12,000.00 WORTH OF SCENERY FROM THE
FABRIC STUDIO

WHICH HAS GONE OUT OF BU8INESS
What Do You Need? We Have It.

EUGENE COX STUDIO
1734 Ogden Avenue CHICAGO

And His SYMPHONIC DANCE ORCHESTRA

THE FASTEST BAND IN VAUDEVILLE, PLAYING KEITH AND ORPHEUM TIME

Read What Wat Said About This Great Organization When They Played the Palace, Chicago, Week of June 3

NEW YORK CLIPPER
•Fugan's Orchestra scored a tremendous hit This

one of the beat orchestras, thai has heen heard »t (he

Palace this season, and the patrons showed then a?» .

ehltlon by lefuniiift to let them stoi».''

VARIETY
The Palace had a new band to Chi '-;•• In Raymond

Pagan and His Syncopated Dance Orchestra, which did

ho *ell Kaftan had to make a speech."

BILLBOARD
"Raymond Fagan's' Symphonic Dance Orchestra, IG •«-
•trumentalists, with good ensemble, good selections slid
a punch. Not so. fortunate' In *oioi«tH are sum** o* out
other orchestra*; of tin- season. Well ataKed. Show in-
telligent direction. Took a Rock oi curtains."
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which appeal to audiences like -this

«ml were greeted with continuous
laughter and some applause. "Music-
Mania" is a five-people Jaxz band,
one fellow and.four girls, with sing-

lag and dancing interpolations. The
girls are clever musicians and it

pleasures up with the best of tbe
organizations of this kind having
a limited number of players.

>ld est
has

It

2arby,
is

en-
the
a

•

H. M. Waterfall, one of the o

ticket brokers in Chicago,

bought out the William Friedlander

office on Randolph street, ne

and takes possession July 1.

rumored that Friedlander will

gage in business again across

alley from the Palace, and, if so

•merry war" is expected.

B. J. Carpenter's "Bringing Up
Father" opens at Waukegan, 111.,

gept. 9, and Gus Hill's Western
"Bringing Up Father" starts its

western dates at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

Nov. 30, according to James Wing-
field's books at the Chicago one-
ight routing offlce.

"The Gumps," sent on the road
several seasons back by a Chicago
corporation will go out again this

season with the backing of a New
• York corporation, opening at
Wilkes- Barre, Pa., Sept. 6. It will

be a musical show carrying 30

people.

Msv Valentine will have "The
Bohemian Girl" on the road next
season, opening about Oct. 1. Harry
Gordon will be business manager.

Primrose and Kettering will have
enly one show out the coming sea-
son—their new production "The
Crash." The managers did not en-
thuse when "Why Wives Go
Wrong" was submitted for booking.

Ixzy Weingarden's "Let's Go,"
colored show, is at the Grand on
the South Side in Chicago for two
weeks. He is trying to negotiate
an earlier showing at the La Salle,

starting July 1.

Miss Zabelle Thai], daughter of
Sam Thai), traffic manager of the
Orpheum and W. V. M. A. circuits,

was quite prominent in the annual
recital of the South Shore Temple,
social arts department, June 19,

leading a number in which she was
supported by ten other girls and
participating in another number.
Both of these numbers were among
tbe most applauded features of a
good program.

BOSTON i.

By LEN LIBBEY
When the reporter entered Keith's

Monday afternoon the temperature
, outside was dangling around the
Ms. At curtain time there was
plenty of room, downstairs being
only about a third filled, with the
balconies practically empty. It

wasn't theatre weather at all. and
it was apparent at the start that
under the handicaps the acts had
their work cut out for them. The
weather railed for light .entertain-
mentr-with accent on the entertain-
ment, and that such was accom-
plished is proven by the fact that
the reporter, despite the conditions,
remained seated in perfect comfort
and satisfaction until the curtain
rang down on the last act. The bill

this week, for general all-around
entertainment, compares very favor-
ably with bills during the height of

the season.

Jack Hanley, a juggler of the
tramp comedy type, working the old

ure-flre hit of having his trousers
threatening To descend to his shoe
tops at any moment, opens the show.
His act seemed to be dragged out
Just a little too long for this sort of

weather, making it difficult for him
to keep up the comedy strain. His
final work with the- sticks is excep-
tionally clever and he had a good
setup for his closing comedy stunt
when he walked across the stage, in

one. with the lights out and re-
deemed the pint he had placed in

front of the lights when ho started
bis act.

Combe and Nevins, a couple of
boys who depend upon polite syn-
copation for their value, started off

easily, although* looking rather out
of place with their dinner coats, and
estensibly stiffly starched shirts.
The boys have chosen some good
material and work together well. As
voices go they rate with the better
grade of acts seen in the deuce po-
sition and did not ask the house to
listen too long.

In the same sketch, which has
been seen here so many times but
"which always seems to be freshly
burnished with some new patter,
Harry J. Conloy and Naomi Hay, in
«lce and Old Shoes," scored th< ir

usual success. More times than is

handy to memory just now, this act
has played the city and always gets
across.

Shaw and T,rp, depending to a
Krcat extent on their nut stufY, werem next position. The hoys can de-
pend on their dancing to get them
across, but whether they arc placed
riSht in b.-ing so far up on the bill
« a question.
Tim s;op- act of the bill wasm the next position, the Renee Rob-

ert and filers-Dorf Symphonists. it
js unfortunate that Boston inns had
to wait until this kind of weather
to be* tliis act, for seldom has th< re

/

iprlljam jHanov
•

Editor VARIETY:

Pelham, N. Y., June 26th, 1923.

•

As I am leaving for the Coast today, I will not have

the time to prepare an advertisement for your valued paper.

I have contracted to appear for the Orpheum and

Keith Circuits until January, 1924, in preference to accept-

ing any of the production offers that have been tendered me.

I wish you would say good-bye to all the boys, and

with best wishes for your good health, I am,
• -s.

Sincerely,

'

• HARRY ROSE
"THE BROADWAY JESTER."

P. S.—Morris & Feil have arranged that I open at

Orpheum, San Francisco, July 1; then Orpheum, Los

Angeles, July 8 and 15, etc., etc. ; also at Palace, Chicago,

Sept. 9. • .

•

*

been a better presented and better

executed act on the bill at the local

house. Without any lost motion the

orchestra gets to work, showing
that tho value of syncopated music

is as much in the muted tones as in

tho blare, and despite the fact that

the musicians are for the greater

part performers on brass instru-

ments the result is very pleasing.

Miss Robert with her dancing was
over from the start, beginning where
many of them end with very difll-

cult toe dancing. Her other num-
bers are of the esthetic type, and
working alone she puts them 6n
with a dash and grace that Is truly

surprising. Irene fJiers-Dorf, the

violin soloist, who also directs the

orchestra, makes a line appearance
nd does splendid work, a rare com-
pilation. Her sister Elvira with the
rombone does not have as much
opportunity to shine, but with her

one chance registered. A girl not

mentioned, one of the players, in a

Jazz dance'showed the house some-
thing they lik^d. The act WIS a

runaway from the start and all but

a

o

stopped the show; would have with

a larger house.

Lloyd and Chrystie, in an act also

familiar here, got over with their

draw] and dialog, Which in enter-

taining if Bhallow.

Karyl Norman, holding tho top
position, playing the city for the

first time in over a year, seems to

be getting better all the time. He
uses simple but beautiful hangings
for iiis full stage act, although
working all the time in the one po-

sition. His songs arc well cho«*»n

and Ids voice, always remarkable for

its register and cl< amcss of tone,

was In splendid shape at the Mon-
day afternoon show. After his reg-

ular a< t he makes a pretty speech
and then slipping into his boy cos-

tume shot over a couple of numl>» ri

and for a flnal encore changed into

female costume again and put over
?w o new numbers.

Bert Hughes and his company <»f

three women, with their basketball

gan . en bicycles, close the how, an
that If well tferttl waiting for.

DETROIT
By JACOB 8MITH

Orehestra Hall announces this is

the last week of the Vaughan Glaser

Players, who opened three weeks

ago. Poor business Is the reason.

Apparently Detroit cannot support

more than two permanent stock
companies. Even the popularity of

Frank Morgan was not sufficient to

attract a profit at the box office.

Bonstellc Players offer "To the

LudifigJ si the rjarrick. Next, "The
(ir<« ii Goddess."

Woodward Players are present
"Widow by Proxy," at the Majestic.
N< xt, Baby Mine."

The Bpice of 1922" closed a f-

. k* engagement Mst Saturday .it

t;.<- Hhubert-Detrolt, proving that
Detroit «.m stand Jong runs. Next

on the Shuberts plsn <jik runs
on .i'i '.':• Ir i oo*l musical

Pictures may go Into thin beut« for
the balance of the summer.

The Madison closed down Sunday
and will remain closed for three or
four weeks while the house is mm-
pletely redecorated.

Carl J. Sonin will remain in charge
of the Warner Brothers Exchange,
which has been taken over by the
Harry Charnas organization, who
also has the Warner rights for Pitts-
burgh, Cleveland and Cincln I

territories.

.lohn H. Kunsky nnnmn * h is in*
tention of re-entering the
right, exchange held by S« pt. i.

The opening of the Nm Regent
:.• .it: ••, Or ind Rapids, h.is b< • i

postponed until August 10. Th< C
no! Idated Theatres, Inc., of Grand
Rapids • 111 • lose the Ifajest d

the Orpheum on July 1. The i i

house reopens Sept. 1 with mu I

(i. which '..I-. )>e< n ••
i

• !<r.ir .'.
•
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MUSICAL COMEDY'S BIQGE8T LITTLE COMEDIAN

Fifth Year, GEORGE WHITE'S "SCANDALS" '*

GLOBE, NEW YORK—NOW
New York "Times*'—"And then there should be separate mention of the extremely comic LESTER ALLEN, who U gifted acrobatically as well as in a comii.

.

way
uSun-Globe" (Playgoer)—"Amusing—if prettiest chorus will not make you forget your troubles, LESTER ALLEN will. Allen could always make us laugh."

"Daily News"

—

"Lester Allen, who need take little, if anything, from even the cleverest, helps."

"Evening Mail"

—

"Lester Allen carried most of the fun"

"Herald," "World," "Post." "Journal"—"Amused always; entertained immensely," etc., etc.

AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVE PERSONAL' REPRESENTATIVE FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE

HARRY FITZGERALD WALTER HOUSTON PARKER WM. MORRIS

BUFFALO
By 8IDNEY BURTON

The Bellevue theatre, Niagara
Falls, was broken into by safecrack-

er* Thursday night and the box of-

fice safe looted for several hundred
dollars;

Edwin O. Weinberg, for many
years manager of the Strand theatre
here and more recently manager of

the New State, Schenectady, which
became involved In the Spiegel
fiasco, has returnedsto Buffalo, be-
coming branch manager for Renown

WVRRANTV
BROKERAGE CORPORATION

UNLIMITED Funds For

LIBERAL FirS? CUtcl

SECOND Mortgages On
HOMES . City and Suburban

45West 57* Street
1

OTa3.a2925

pictures. Allan S. Moritz, 'formerly
local manager for Famous Players-
Lasky. has been transferred to the
New England territory, with head-
quarters at Boston.

The final performance of the sea-
son of the Buffalo Players, Inc., is

being given this week at the Allen-
dale theatre, with "The Torch Bear-
ers." The Players report an unusu-
ally successful season, in the house,
with a slight profit shown and with
the local backers reporting them-
selves satisfied with both the finan-
cial and artistic showing of the
organization.

Kae Raymond and Dorothy Mc-
Kaye, opening at Shea's Court Street
on Monday, were left without bag-
gage for the opening day and were
forced to appear in street costume.
Eben Litchfield, accompanist for
Harry Fox, appeared before the cur-
tain apologizing for the mishap and
asking the indulgence of the audi-
ence. The act registered well despite
the handicap of lack of costume and
scenes.

ENGLISH'S— "Gold
Grand Players.

Diggers,"

INDIANAPOLIS
By VOLNEV B. FOWLER .

MURAT— "The Ruined Lady,'
Walker Co.

-

a.

4.

f.

AN OPEN LETTER
la answer to an open letter In the Billboard. May 22d. addressed to Lieut.

Thetton (WHO HAS THE HONOR OP HOLDING A REAL. LIBUTBNANTCT IN
THBJ FRENCH REPUBLIC AND A REPRESENTATIVE OP THE PRENCH HIGH
COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES). I will humble myself and answer Plsano.
•^General Plume Blanche" (White Feather), commissioned by himself as a Oenerosa.

In reaponse. I enjoy accepting this man's challenge any time and anywhere he
mention.

I would suggest a military target range—dlatance of targets to be as
follows:
250. 600. 1.000. 2.000 yards for rlflle. Springneld or Hatfield army regulation.
For challenge of revolvers as follows:
United States 48, 21 officers' target and 22-Caliber Colt Automatic. Two
balls for range finding dlatance for revolver, 25 and 26 yards respectively.
The 46, 28. 22, 22 I request alao that Pisano have his partner as a human
target, so as to offer no protection, same as I am doing.
To ahow my alncerlty of his challenge. I will divide the purse Into benefit!

—

five hundred dollars to N. V. A. sick fund and five hundred dollars to the
American Legion.

. ,

I will also challenge him with releasing 12 balloons. 20 Inches In diameter.
at two-second Intervals, one hundred yarda distance, with a "rifle," not a
Hhot gun. The latter Is used only for hunting.
I have received permission to use target grounds at Annapolis, Maryland,
for this fray. I request that any United States Army Captain be the Judge.
I believe this challenge la a sincere teat of real marksmanship.
IMsano also accusea me of cribbing the scenery of his last act. This Is
ridiculous. My scenery Is a duplicate of a battlefield in Verdun, the place
where General Plsano, which he calls himself, has never seen, nor did he
set his foot on any French or European battlefield during the war. He
remained here during the whole war from iai 4 to 1919, Inclusive. Plaano
)> is and Is faking his entire prestige by representing himself as one who
Ins been on the Italian front, which he never even saw. I defy him to
kIiow me one credential proving hia genuine claim to any rank, not even a
l>rlvate, Ask IMsano If he remembers my nine decorations, which were
given inn for valianl service on battle fronts, and I will ahow credentials,
• ,. ii one a Kenuine article; also prove that I was the winner over 7,000
entries in the Military School of the War Department In France, with
i rile, revolver and machine gun. My papers can be seen In any lobby dls-

l
I i >' . while I play that theatre. My decorations and medals do not come

f i i>in a "department store," like Plsano'a
He alao accuses me of being a Hani actor because I do not resort to

fake shot targets as he does, such as shooting candles, matches and candies
<>n the steel target, which any achool boy could do, which I explain to all

my audiences, it Is Pisano's tactics of steet target shooting that hinders
legitimate target and sharpshooters, like myself, from getting booking,
due to the numerous accidents of rebounding bullets recochetlng Into the
wings, striking any singe hand or performer who might be near, or even
<>ut as far as the ltr,-.t few rows of the theatre, and oftentimes endangering
the mualclans.

'

Ills automatic rifle or pump gun la also dangerous when ejecting shells

to the right or left. Often the red-hot shell strikes anyone in the audi-
ence, which brings a complaint from the management, and thereby making
a regular act of my own type suffer, due to the reluctance of booklag agent.

I have the first complaint to receive. The reason la, I do not use a

pump gun or automatic In the audience, but a alngio ahot pistol. Take my
udvlce Plsano, and disenrd your atcel target, your pump gun, and bell

shooting, and do a regular shooting act; eliminate all danger and house

complaints. Tell all your aharpshooting friends I will give you my permis-

sion to copy my target, consisting of one-Inch felt, two %-lnch maple
(clear wood) two-Inch separation between them of chrome eteel; then you

can guarantee a safe target. If YOU are a REAL SHARP8HOOTBR. and

The two steel targets that you sold me at a fabulous price, and which

were not used, are unworthy and good for nothing—only help me mue
snapshooting more dangerous They are both In « t <»rage

J
can snow

anyone the frame punctured, showing they were unfit for stags snooting

when I received them.

I hope this open letter will show our co-performers the difference between

(SIGNED)

Several tenants of the segment of
the Hotel English, which is to be
razed to make way for the Famous
Players' Theatre, have vacated. In-
dicating work will be started in a
short time.
V

No action was taken at the meet-
ing of the City Council last week on
the ordinance removing restrictions
from public dancing, in which sev-
eral theatres and all the amusement
parks and cabarets are interested.

A vote may be had early in July.

Amusement parks are having the
best season they have had for many
years.

Premium lists for the Indian
State Fair, Sept. 3-8, are out. A
total of $111,020,586 is offered. The
Shelby County Fair at Shelbyville,

Ind., will have a night fair this

year for the first time, and a com-
mittee is seeking attractions.

sieged with applicants who would
enter the picture field by way of
Director Edwin August, who is
showing and telling all about the
path to stardom.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
By L. B. 8KEFFINQTON

LYCEUM—Lyceum Players in
"The^Exclters."

FAY'S—Swain's Animals. Three
Whirlwinds, Morgan and Grey, Fish-
er and Sheppard. Andy and Louise
Barlow; "Mary of the Movies." firm.

FAMILY—Split week musical
comedy.
EASTMAN—"Grumpy."
PICTURES—"Glimpses of the

Moon" and "The Go-Getter." Re-
gent: "Catch My Smoke" and "Dark
Secrets," Piccadilly.

Olive Tell joined the Lyceum
Players.

The case of Elvln Cole, 3538,

member of the picture operators'
union, arrested orr a charge of
picketing in front of the Savoy Sun-
day night. June IT, was continued in

City Court until July 11. Operators
are arguing, with police that they
should not be arrested for violating
the antl -picketing ordinance on
Sunday unless theatre owners also
are charged with violating the Sun-
day closing law.

<&s-<*y&&

, r"*" NOW ON LOBW CIRCUIT
P. S.—Twenty-eight years ago I performed the malch trick at the Cirque

Ralncy, Avenue Sato »n1 Moncey. Lyons, France. This trick belongs to my ei-
partner, M»i Lansgl-w. »

Ace Berry, native of Brooklyn an*
former Boston newspaperman, be-
came manager of the Circle this
week, following resignation of
Ralph Lieber. Lieber returns to the
Republic Finance and Investment
Corporation in an executive ca-
pacity.
— Berry has been Circle publicity
director for three months. He has
been doing movie and theatrical
publicity for five, years. He has
been in .theatricals for 16 years,
having also served as actor, the-
atre manager and manager of the-
atrical companies.
The rest of the Circle staff re-

mains.

Fay's will continue open all sum-
mer.

Orth & Coleman's Tip Top Merry-
makers moved into the Family this
week for indefinite stay.

Announcement is made that a new
story will be built on the large east
wing of the Eastman School of
Music to provide needed room for
the school of ballet.

The summer session of the East-

man school opened' this week with
a large enrollment, the feature be-
ing the courses offered in interpre-
tation and stage technic. Vladimir
Rosing, who has charge of this de-
partment, came here direct from
London to All the engagement.

A week of one night stands in

New York State has been laid out

for vaudeville road shows under
the management of Joe Deeley. The
towns already signed include Ellen-

vilie. Walden, Liberty, Monticello

and Steubensville. The shows will

consist of four acts each, booked by
Harry Lorraine of the Fally Markus
office.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
PERMANENTLY REMOVED
From face, neck and arms by the

only successful majthod In the world.

POSITIVES AND PAINLESS.
NO NEEDLES OR CHEMICALS OSKD.

Has no III effects on the skin or health
and la particularly effective In stub-
born casea where other methods failed.
Physicians* Investigation! solicited.

Free booklet.

N. Y. Cosmo-Plastic Inst.,

347 Fifth Ave.
Opp. Waldorf. Suite 804, Aafcssad SIT*

Physicians In attendance.

ANNOUNCEMENT

NEW ORLEANS
By O. M. SAMUEL

ST. CHARLES—Saenger Players
In "Pair of Sixes."
CRESCENT—Vaudeville.
LIBERT Y — "What a Wife

Learned" (film).
STRAND — "Glimpses of the

Moon" (film).

JoexRolley Is recuperating In New
Orleans. He recently underwent a
serious operation.

The Palace closed Sunday. J. A.
Bertram, manager, will spend a va-
cation in Boston, his home town.
Bertram leaves on his pleasure trip
July 8.

The Universal, aided and abetted
by the "Tlmes-Plcayune," had a mob
of aspirants "shot" in Lafayette
Square last week. It was after sun-
rise.

Loew*s Crescent was literally be-

The large number of

TAYLOR-XX
Wardrobe Trunks now In service

Is due to but one thing

—

SATISFACTION

$75

TAYLOR'S
CS R. Randolph St.. CHICAGO
?10 W. 44th St.. NEW YORK

1. WILLIAM F. DUGAN

the well-known writer, has now taken offices

with me and is in position to take care of the

better-class artists desiring exclusive material,

namely: sketches, monologues, team matter, re-

stricted songs, revues, musical comedies, and so

forth.

1 540 Broadway
Loew's State Building

Room 1002
Bryant 3993
Hours: 11 to 5

ANDY RICE

^= I
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WE HAVE JUST,INTRODUCED THE
GREATEST SONG HIT WE
HAVE EVER HAD IN

®
"

THE
PASSING
SHOW"
AT

THE APOLLO

CHICAGO
^ -

| WHERE WE ARE
ift

•

£ HAPPY TO SAY

OUR ENGAGEMENT

BEEN

INDEFINITELY

EXTENDED
i >

•

THIS
-

NUMBER

IS A SURE

FIRE APPLAUSE

WINNER FOR

ANY KIND OF AN
• ACT. IT WILL FIT

ANY SPOT. IKY IT

AND BE CONVINCED.

YOUR COPY IS WAITING

FOR YOU AT ANY

JEROME H. REMICK & CO.
(OFFICE)
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-

KEITH
IS Synonymous FOR

STANDARD HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE
so

*

IDA MAY CHADWICK
IS Synonymous

TALENT, INDIVIDUALITY AND "SHOWMANSHIP"

OAKLAND, CAL.
No move has yet been r. de by

any show people to avail themselves
of the Pantages theatre which
Alexander Pantages gave up follow-
ing a legal battle over rent. Rumors
that Keating & Flood of Portland
were going to take the theatre have
been denied. It Is known, however,
that the Portland producers are
Jilannlng a musical comedy season
or next year. It will presumably
be in Portland. Will King is in
Seattle now.

Fat Is Fatal to Stage eareert!
BATHE YOUR WAV
TO 8LENDERNE8S

14 TrtatmMt*

$3.00

UM ?-5-- **P ** TREAT*
2° P1iTIN0 Womlerf ully SimpU to Um
"<? CXERCI8INC«l».»y Wo.rf.rJul la Roulli
NO HARMFUL DRUGS
A 101101150 medical compound eontalnint ab-
aolutcly harmlrta Ingredient, that will reduce
four weight. Merely dlaaolra oae UK1.COK
sartoo In rour dally bath and we youraelf
grow allmmer. healthier, mora beautiful. 8end
oo ntoner ; Just mall your order and pay the
PMtman 13.00 plua pottage upoo dellviry.

Descriptive Booklet Free
DR. R. OSBORNE CO. 220 Fifth Avaaua
Established 191* New York

Clara Joel and her husband. Wil-
liam Boyd, returned east after their
season at the Fulton, Oakland, Cal..

and Miss Joel's season at the Cur-
ran In San Francisco in support of
Robert Warwick. Miss Joel achieved
nearly as much popularity as War-
wick did during her engagement
here. The reviews in the dailies al-
most without .exception gave her
prominent mention.

Reginald Travers. well known in
Little Theatre circles, will make his
sixteenth production at the Greek
theatre here on the last Saturday of
this month. "The Merchant of
Venice" has been selected with
Travers playing Shylock; Hedwiga
Reicher as Portia and William
Rainey as Bassanio. Jane Cowl In
''Romeo and Juliet" is announced
as the next big offering at the
amphitheatre on the campus of the
University of California.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
(PIANIST)

AT LIBERTY After Aug. 15

Large library; 8 years' experience; vaud.
or plcturca; best of references. Am bow
directing first-clans vaude. orchestra but
desire a change. Salary must be good,
for I can do the work. Address MUSICAL
DIRECTOR. P.O. Vox 1263. St. Louis, Mo.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
By HARDIE MEAKIN *

Theatrical interest was aroused
considerably this week by \he ad-
vent of a tryout of Mary Roberts
RInehart's new piece, "The Break-
ing Point," at Poll's. Living in
Washington, and being prominent
socially, brought to the opening a
friendliness that was reflected at
the box office and, although there
surely must have been liberal paper-
ing Monday night, the theatre came
close to holding capacity. The piece
is reviewed elsewhere in this issue.

—

MORT JOE

AND

Playing three weeks of Loew's Greater New
York Theatres, by courtesy of Mr, J. Lubln

July 2-4—Greeley Square, New York
July 5-8—Gates, Brooklyn

July 9-11—Astoria, Astoria, L. /.

July 12-15—American, New York
July 16-18—National, New York
July 18-22—Metropolitan, Brooklyn

HEAR US SING

George Marshall now has the
stock field to himself, Henry Duffy
and Arthur Leslie Smith having
closed their season at the President.
Anne Nichols, author of "Abie's
Irish Rose." evidently took things
over for the final two weeks of the
season when a return of her play
was staged. The entire company,
including Robert Lowe, Guy D'Bn-
nery, Harry Bhutan, and David
Herblin of the stock Itself, along
with the newer additions for this
last production of "Abie." Lew
Welch, Anne Bronough, Thomas
McGrath, and Henrietta Vaders.
left here after the closing Saturday
night for Montreal, where the piece
is to be presented for an unlimited
engagement, with Chicago the ulti-
mate goal, if rumor has it rightly.

vaudeville continues to do its share
of business, and Ethel Barrymore
has aided materially this week.

The picture houses have settled
Into regular program features for
the current week, with the line-up
as follows: Loew's Palace, Alice
Brady in "The Snow Bride" (Para-
mount); Loew's Columbia. Agnes
Ayres in "The Heart Raider";
Moore's Rialto, "Lost and Found";
Crandall'a Metropolitan. "Wander-
ing Daughters" (First National).

Loew's vaudeville at the Strand
consists of "Songs and Scenes";
Ecko and Keyo; Louis London;
Elizabeth Barry and Jim and Betty
Page.

picture shows in the new picture
house in that neighborhood. After
conferences between a joint commit-
tee appointed by the civic and relig-
ious bodies that were making the
fight, and Mr. Stutz, manager of
the house, Sunday closing was
agreed upon, at least for the next
two months as a try-out. The fight-
ers against the Sunday shows have
promised Stutz their support
throughout the week, and it is now
to be seen what the result will be.

Returning to George .Marshall
his company is doing Frank Cra-
ven's. "The 1st Year," and doing
no business. George admitted it
himself with a big ad in the dallies
yesterday in whfch he stated, after
addressing the people of Washing-
ton, that they have complained
about "dirty and suggestive plays
at the Belasco Theatre." He asks
whore are these complainers after
the critics and those who have seen
the play proclaim it the "comedy
classic." The prices are also
pointed out and the coolness of the
theatre. Marshall says the play is
not doing business in spite of all
these attributes, and he wants to
know why?
Next week his stock will try out

a new piece, "After the Rain," by
Leroy Clemons and Lynne Overman.
The natural off-set of the hot

weather lack of business in the the-
atres finds the summer parks raking
in the money. Glen Echo is so far
ahead of last year at this time that
the management is elated, and if for
the rest of the summer they can
hold the gait it will be the greatest
year in the history of the park.

The roof gardens are all doing
remarkably well, the attractive Le
Pnradis roof, with Meyer Davis'
band, is leading them all, and now
comes along the sedate and select
Willard with a roof also, calling it
"Atop the Willard." where Davis is
also supplying the music.

Roland Robbins went along as
one of the Ruests of Uncle Sam on
the trial trip of the Leviathan. At
his theatre, Keith's, the big time

The citizens of Chevy Chase.
Washington's society suburb, won
out in their fight on the Sunday

M INERS
MAKE UP

Est. Henry C. Miner, Inc.

Silk, Worsted and Lisle

OPERA HOSE
36 Inches Long

More comfortable, more serviceable, more conven-
ient than tights,

At lA the Price.
$1.50 for Lisle, $2.50 for Worsted, $2.95 for Silk.

The Jantzen Bathing Suit for Women
Assorted Colors, $6.50

Silk Suit, to Order, $22.50

Memorize!
You pav no more at Nat Lcwif.

B. F. KEITH'S PALACE, NEW YORK, NEXT WEEK (JULY 2)

THE

FOUR DIAMONDS
HUGHIE — PHOEBE — THOMAS - STANLEY

.'

.

THREE BROTHERS AND A SISTER

in "A PERFECT SETTING"
THE FASTEST ACT OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

A ROYAL FLUSH. OUR ACE ALP. T. WILTON
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"Musicisto Di Milani" »

REPEATING WITH TREMENDOUS SUCCESS OVER THE PANTACES CIRCUIT \

PANTmOM

The Gallerinl Sisters headline the bill at the Pontages

the current week. They offer a delightful musical pro-

gram which ranges from popular melodies to classical

selections. Pretty and peppy, these talented girls- manu-

facture some really good music on the accordion, cornet,

violin and saxophone, which appealed greatly to the

audience at the opening performance yesterday.
sV

GALLERINI SISTERS CARRY OFF HONOR8
FIR8T 8HOWING OF FINAL PROGRAM

AT

Pantages circuit vaudeville says good-bye to Saska-

toon this week until next fall. The season's closing bill

Is an entertaining one and well up to the high standard

set during the year. With the first night audience at the

Empire, the Gallerini Sisters created the best impression.

These two clever girls are back with their dassllng cos-

tumes and musical instruments—accordions, violin, saxo-

phone and cornet. They play a varied and lilting pro-

gram.

THE GALLERINI SI8TERS

Two daughters of Sunny Italy, the Gallerini Sisters,

are "stopping the show** at every performance in Pan-
tages theatre this week. Instrumental music always has
a special appeal to Edmonton Inns, and when the dis-

pensers are two charming girls, attractively garbed and
proficient in the mysteries of the accordion, violin, saxo-

phone and cornet, there can be no question about their
reception. Classical and jass muslo are included in their

repertoire, and none of the audience seemed able to get
enough of It. One of the biggest hits since Pantages re-

opened locally can be chalked up to the Gallejini Sisters.

.

•

VITTORIA GALLERINI .

OTHER VAUOEVILLE BILL8

Programs of Week at Pantages, Palaca and Seventh St.

There is something magical about an accordion, to

vaudeville audiences. Let anyone at all come out on the

stage ami do "Toot Toot Tootsie" or the Pilgrim's Song-
It doesn't matter which—on the instrument, and imme-
diately the house is all enthusiasm. The mystery Is

demonstrated agajn this week at the Pantages, by the

Gallerini Sisters, who are one of three high spots on a

pretty fair bill of vaudeville. They are 75 per cent better

than most accordion acts. And they can be—and have

been—seen frequently without palling on their audience.

.

•

CLOTILDE GALLERINI

LOS ANGELES
By ED KRIEG

Fanr.y Brice's fourth week at the
Orpheum scored just as emphat-
ically as in her previous weeks. The
current bill i.i strong on comedy,
but rather light on singing and
dancing, which made it easy for
Snow, Columbus and Hoctor closing
and holding the entire house to
much appreciation with their well
arranged and neatly executed sing-
ing and dancing offering. Miss
Hoctor's dance solos were especially
worthy. *

Morris and Campbell, repeating,
received the heaviest comedy re-
turns. Florence Tempest and

***. STAGE- •»»mm wo

The World's largest

manufacturers of the-

atrical footwear* We
fit entire companies,
also individual orders.

HKw TORK- 1B54 B'way at 4Sth St.

CHICAGO—Stat* and Monroe 8te.

Homer Dickinson scored. Emerson
and Baldwin qot their usual laughs.
Deiro was forced tc encore time

and time again, ending by stopping
tbe show. Anderson and Yvel
gathered an applause hit with ex-
cellent dancing and skate evolu-
tions in opening spot. A comedy
sketch. capably presented by
Marlon Murray, Carroll Lucas and
Del Sherrad. was fourth, playing to
good laughs. Josephs.

A seven -act bill holding good
features probably accounted for the
big house first show Monday night
at Pantages. The hit honors were
divided between Whitehead's Band
and Chuck Haas, while Hadji Alii

completely myetified with swallow-
ing objects and reproducing them.
His drinking of considerable water
and bringing it forth at opportune,
times waa good for much laughter.

He held down closing spot interest-

ingly.

Whitehead's Band offered a good
arrangement of jazz and inter-

pretive selections, and, with White-
(

head leading and injecting novelty ^

combined with the trick banjo bit

at the finish, caused applause long
after the stage was darkened. Cal-
lahan and Bliss, with their peculiar

Idea of comedy and funny make-
ups, elicited laughs.
Laura Devlrie. opening, begins at

CHAS. H. SMITH
VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR

236 Wert 55th Street. New Vers Circle I4S4

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
Bteamahlp accommodation* arranged on at) Lines, at Main Office

Prlcee. Boats are aol«K *ery fain arrange early. Porelan Money
bonshf and sold. Liberty Bonds nonaht and sold.

PAUL TATJSIG A SOW. 104 Kaav 14th St.. Hew York.
Phones gtajrreeaat d 130-6 137.

the piano, then sings and concludes
with contortions anc acrobatics) to
good returns for her versatility.
Frankle and Johnnie, colored chai ,

taking turns with single soft shoe
stepping, also employing the piano,
followed to meagre results. Harry

' ymfiur and Co. of four girls were
the third successive act to use the
piano. Seymour keeps busy, and
when no! singing accompanies at
the piano specialties capably put
over by the girls. The act was
nicely received. Josephs.

Owing to the importance and the
expense, the current bill at the
Hlllstreet comprised only five acts.
Bobby McLean and Co. started at
at a fast pace with spectacular and
snappy ice rkating. Three White*
Kuhns, following, brought Charlie
Murray on th«. stage from the audi-
ence, and the film comic got a tig
reception.

Pearl Hickman's Kiddies held the
stage for 35 minutes. The 16 kid-
dles offered singing and dancing
specialties of every known variety
and uncovered considerable talent.
The act is nicely presented and
tastefully costumed. The cute kid-
dles won unanimous applause and
much admiration. Toney and Nor-
man were their usual success next
to closing, and Aunt Jemima made
an excellent headliner, closing the
show a big hit Josephs.

The new West Coast theatre, Ban
Pedro, will open next week playing
five acts from the Bert Levey office
on a split week policy. The Dome.
Ocean Park, and Inglewc d, chang-
ing three times weekly, have also
been added to the Levey books.

Edith Clifford has rented a
bungalow in Hollywood for the
summer.

when she purchased a bungalow In
Hollywood^.

Ruth Roland while, in New York
was the recipient of an offer to play
the "legit."

J. J. Rosenthal, theatrical pro-
moter. Is resting nicely at the St.
Vincent hospital after a minor oper-
ation.

mother of Jack Osterman, vaude-
ville, -now here, declares she will
make her future home In the west.

Thomas Wilkes announces that he
will produce a play at his local the-
atre which satirizes the critics. It
is titled "Schemers." by William
Irving Slrovitch.

Joseph Schildkraut will read the
last part of Ibsen's "Peer Gynt" be-
fore the Motion Picture Directors'
Club.

Ivy Sheppard, * stock
woman, vacationing here.

leading

Mike Lyman, restaurateur, is re-
covering from a long illness.

t

Katherine Osterman Rosenthal,

FOR SALE PROP BABT orand
PIANO AND CRATES

Total weight 200 pound*; mabotany
color; easy to etrike for traveling-; $100.

SEIGKR, «t| Riverside Drive, New York
Phone Audubon 43M.

All the Latest in

v Summer Fore at a
Saving of Over

50%

Special Diwount to/

the Ptoffouion
Fur* Repaired and

Remodeled*

B- <F

Sophie Tucker became a Los
Angeles real estate owner last week

"—THE Jl^ERA •»
TUB SLPBKME PROFESSIONAL PECAN OS OREAT BRITAIN

pout prepaid. U. GL A.. 16.00.
«i«piayed line* la Annual subscription.

Editorial, Advertising end rubTUfclnc Offl<*a is W»in„^„., t._- . ' a. *
London. W.Ct, Phoae Reseat 4*8% 0aC" 1 " oSett^'EfrSSjl

SIGNED FOR THE TED LEWIS FROLIC

THE-LOMAS COMPANY
DIRECT FROM THE NEW YORK HIPPODROME ORIGINATORS, NOT IMITATORS

The Biggest and Best Stilt Walking Novelty Picked for the Newest and Best Production

(We Have the Only Original, Fully Protected, Comedy Horse in the Show World)

AH Communications to TOM LOMAS, Manager, 323 West 43d Street, New York City
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MR. LEO SINGER
Present*

"SO THIS IS LILUPUT"

SINGERS

with

IN THEIR 1923 REVUE Direction PAT CASEY

NEWS OF THE DAILIES

Mabel McCano Murray, musical
comedy actress, has filed an answer
and cross petition to the divorce
suit of nor husband, Victor W. Murr
ray, of Cincinnati, charging him
with neglect and failure to provide.
She statcs^hat he has lived on the
money she earned irt theatrical en-
gagements. Before that, she says,
he was dependent on his mother.
Muftray charged in his suit that the
actress married him to better her
social position and that she was
extravagant He also filed an

ADELAIDE & HUGHES
Studio of Dance

46 West 57th Street, New York
Phone ri*u 7690

amended petition in which he said
that 8he> had embarassed him by
boasting that she sold her jewels to
support him.

The Society for the Prevention of
-Cruelty to Children last week
caused the arrest of Benjamin
Griffin of Brooklyn; his wife, Cam-
mle, and their twin sons, Verlon and
Berion. The boys had been appear-
ing in a Brooklyn theatre in a danc-
ing act at a salary said to be $200*
a week. They are 16, but very
small, wearing their hair bobbed
and being Identical in appearance.
The parents are charged with al-
lowing their children to perform as
professional vaudeville actors, while
the twins are charged with Juvenile
delinquency. *

Eddie Cantor Is reported to have
received many letters the past few
weeks warning him to keep quiet

about the Ku Klux Klan and Henry
Ford when he is on the stage.

Charles Ray filed articles of in-
corporation for the Charles Ray En-
terprises of California, There are
to be 100,000 shares, making up a
total capital stock of $1,000,000.

you €\
seen /

|ID you ever see the little
' geisha of Korea weave

gay silks and glimmering tis-

sues into the age-old fabric of
her dance? Did you ever bar-
gain for a brass-trimmed chest
with butterfly hinges, in the

streets ofSeoul? Did you ever see a baby put to sleep
by being tapped on its tummy? Or watch a man in
mourning for his father, smoking a two-foot pipe
under a bamboo hat as big as a clothes-basket?
Did you ever take a houseboat up the River of Golden Sand?

Or climb the Diamond Mountain and aee a temple with blue
walls, red towers, and a thicket of yellow lilies and honeysuckle
above blue-purple tiles?

The Hermit Kingdom's open—There's a good rail-
way, fine hotels, guides that talk English, and, to get
you there, the fastest ships on the Pacific—none better. >

YOKOHAMA SHANGHAI HONGKONG
10day$ 14 days . 17 days

Largest, Finest and Fastest Steamships
To the Orient

Canadian Pacific
IT SPANS THE WORLD

B. T. STEBBIRG, Gen. Agt., Pass. Dept.. Madbon Avv. at 44th St., New York

u

On last Thursday night, the hot-
test • of the season thus far, Cyril
Maude was forced to make a cur-
tain speech after the second act of
"Aren't We all?" Industriously
wiping his brow, the English actor
walked to the footlights and said:
"An appropriate line this evening

would be:
"Trickle, trickle, little star.-

The dailies report that the Kauf-
man-Connelly comedy, "Dulcy," has
been produced In Amsterdam, Hol-
land, under the title, "Dulcy Helps,"
and that it is a big success, getting
as many laughs as on Broadway, but
not in the same places.

A report from Paris says that
Anne Meredith, former actress, has
quarreled with her wealthy husband.
Stephen S. Bigelow, and intends to
sue for divorce in the near future.
Bigolow Is a Harvard graduate,
from one of Boston's most aristo-
cratic families. He distinguished
himself during the war as a mem-
ber of the famous Lafayette Es-
cadrille of aviators. Before her mar-
riage Miss Meredith appeared in
"Polly with a Past" and other plays.

Art Acord, cowboy film hero, had
his ear nearly severed In a free-
for-all fight at the bungalow of two
extra girls in Hollywood on June
20. According to Acord's story, he
met the landlord of the bungalow
early in the morning and agreed to
accompany him to help quiet the
two girls and their male companions,
who were making an awful uproar.
After several minutes of fierce bat-
tling, during which, It is alleged,
one of the two men—James Roche
and W. A. .Warren—drew a pistol
and attempted to shoot, Acord was
hit with „ chair and knocked to the
ground. When he arose he was at-
tacked again, this time with a
fcnife, which seriously injured his
left ear. The girls were arrested
and given 50 days or $50 on charges
of -vagrancy. Their names are
Lcska Scruggs and Floy Cuinn.
The men were held on charges of
assault with a deadly weapon.
Acord went to the hospital.

Several picture films of Sarah
Bernhardt stored in the laboratory
of William B. Gray in Mt. Vernon,
N. Y., were destroyed June 21 by a
fire that swept the building. They
Included films soon to be sent to
her son in France in compliance
with a wish expressed by her before
she died that all her new films be
destroyed, as she wished to be re-
membered by the people as she used
to be.

that Miss Barrymore was contem-
plating starting divorce action in
the courts of New York, but this
was never carried out. ,

Under the terms of the will of Col.
Samuel P. Colt, Russell O. Colt,
Ethel Barrymore-Colt, his wife, and
their three children were all named
as beneficiaries. In addition to a
joint share with her husband in the
estate of Col. Colt, at Mamaroneck,
N, Y., and occupied by'her and her
children, Mrs. Barrymore received
$25,000 outright in Col. Colt's will.
Each one of the children received
$50,000, while Russell O. Colt, be-
sides receiving $100,000 outright, re-
ceived Linden Place, the beautiful
Bristol residence, and one-sixth of
the residuary estate.

The Colts were married at Hyde
Park, Mass., March 14, 1909, after
certain dispensations of the Catholic
Church had been allowed. The
couple have three children—Samuel
Pomeroy, John Drew and Ethel Colt
—who live with their mother in New
York.

The New York Theatrical Hos-
pital Association has been formed
to superintend the building of a
hospital for the exclusive use -of

the people of the stage. The final
plans Will be laid before the public
in the fall. It has been announced
that the location will be somewhere
between 34th and 69th streets on
the west side. An eight-story build-
ing, with 100 beds capacity, is con-
templated. The cost will approxi-
mate $1,000,000. Members of the
profession are to be admitted, irre-
spective of creed or ability to pay.

EATDICAL CUT:
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. Inc

225 Wtil 39 if NEW YORK.

The chairman of the committee is
Dr. McCall Anderson.
»

-

_____

, John Edward Cort, son of the
produoer, has been granted a di-
vorce from his actress wife, Maude
Fealy. Young Cort claimed that his
wife would not abandon he stage
career and that she left him five
days after their marriage. His
father corroborated this testimony.

Peggy Wood, musical comedy
star, and her sister. May, are to
share the estate left by their father,
Eugene Wood, totaling $5,118.

A loss of $351,718 has been an-
nounced by the Chicago Civic Opera

(Continued on page 44)

The Guardian of a Goad
Complexion

T/for TheBoudoirNA

STEINS MAKE UP
m^dookhtUpon Request)V%
^VVSTEIN COSMETIC CO./Af^
vV_x*JO BROOMB SX/U%FJ

Holds the Centre of the

Stage

Sigmund Romberg, composer, Is
being sued for a separation by Mrs.
Eugenie Romberg on a charge of
abandonment She says that she
married him in 1908 and that he left
her last March, refusing to live
with her since then. She says that
he has also failed to support hor
properly.

Ethel Barrymore-Colt has begun
action for a divorce from her hus-
band. Russell O. Colt, son of the
late Col. Samuel P. Colt, millionaire
rubber king, who died two years
ago. Papers in the suit were filed
in the Superior Court of Rhode
Island at Providence and the case
is set down for a hearing during
the week of July 2.

The couple have been living apart
for several years. Miss Barfymore'i
attorneys are Gardner, Moss &
Hi islam.
Several years ago it was rumored

$$ieach*$fbrH
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MADAME

KAHN

SAILED

FOR

•

•

PARIS

ON

S.S. PARIS

WEDNESDAY,

JUNE

2ITH

Au Revoir, But Not Good-Bye!t

I

x

Upon our departure for Paris, we have an important announcement to make to

the profession.

We are not going to Paris for our health and neither are we going for pleasure,

but we are going upon a special trip that is going to benefit you

—

We believe in being thoroughly up-to-date, and the Kahn Shop is ririit up to

the minute with everything that the profession should wear on and off the

stage, hence the trip abroad at this time.

In Paris most of our time will be spent What the Parisiennes typify as the

latest and most modern will be imported to our New York Shop. What all

Paris society is raving over in the way of ultra-fashions, extremes and those

especially designed to meet the demands of the, modest dressers will be brought

to our American Shop. Not a single one of the foremost modiste establish-

ments of Paris will escape our inspection. We have been in the business long

enough to know what the stage and screen wardrobes must have to create the

impressions desired by those who have created dress standards.

We believe \n America aqd have always been to the fore in creating distinc-

tive and original styles, yet we fully appreciate the dash, swerve, lines and
curves that the foreign designers give to their most approved models.

Whatever design, whether American, European, Occidental or Oriental, we are

going to have it. So determined to keep our New York Shop in perfect tune

with the fashion rhymes of the world, we are making an extended trip to

European Marts where the modistes of the Old Continent compete in styles

and designs.

None are too fashionable, smart or chic for the American dressers and none
too fancy or exquisite that we cannot import to your own wardrobe via our New
York Shop.

fc *•>*>.v*v«

Madame Kahn is devoting her life to her ideals that are being inculcated into

the growth and progress of the Kahn Shop. Neither she nor Mr. Kahn will

leave any stone unturned in their efforts to make the Kahn Sh^p the leader

of them all in styles both local and foreign.

Although Madame Kahn and Mr. Kahn are sailing for the other side of the

Atlantic to arrange for New York importations of what is finest and best in

all Europe for the American woman to wear, the New York Shop at 148 West
44th Street will be conducted in the same efficient and capable manner as here-

tofore with experts in charge who also are under instruction to cable us at our

Paris Branch, 54 Faub Poissonniere, for anything that you may want before

•we return personally.

Our New York Shop to-day is as finely systematized as any in the world. Its

plan is not an overnight development, but the result of years of careful endeavor,

study and a thorough acquaintanceship with the trade and the profession.

By keeping in close touch and harmony with the public seeking the newest,

smartest and nobbiest of stage and screen styles, we rejoice that the Kahn
Shop speaks for itself.

•

The continuance of shop visitation by those who have followed the Kahn
banner will be appreciated during our absence, and to those who may make
the Kahn Shop their future Mart, we will cheerfully extend the hand of shop

fellowship.

«

MME. KAHN
IMPORTER

New York

148 West 44th Street

Paris

54 Faub Poissonniere

• . •

.

.
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LEWIS & GORDON present

Thursday, June 28, 1923
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PAUL DECKER
IN THEIR

INSTANTANEOUS
HIT

aDOUBT 11

A Comedy by EDWIN BURKE

Supported by an Excellent Cast, including MAE WASHBURN and DUOLEY CLEMENTS

•

Booked solid until June, 1924. Opening July 1, Orpheum, Lot Angeles, Eastern Time starting September 10 at B. F. Keith's Palace, New York

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
By CHESTER B. BAHN

STRAND — "The CJirl of the
Golden West"; last half, "A Man of
Action."
EMPIRE—"Soul of the Beast";

last half, "Little Wildcat."
ROBBINS-ECKEL—"Skin Deep";

last half, "Enter Madame."
CRESCENT — "Prodigal Daugh-

ters."

Business was off In all theatres
last weeK. Mot until Monday wan

I YdSi mak« 'em M»U •muke
OIOABS M1UK DC ALA, HIZ

I & Y Cigar Co.
7th AV*. Opp. Catombte Thealrw

Where All the Wrf

there any break in tho torrid heat
that had prevailed for seven days.
The Temple, playing to starvation
patronage, put a padlock on the door
for the summer Sunday. Keith's,
too, suffered with the rest and drew
its only aisable house on Friday
when a second "Novice Night" was
observed. Picture theatres felt the
heat similarly, but the Orescent,
thanks to special advertising, not
only held its own, but enjoyed an
advance.

"Stardust," a dance revue, the
idea of Walter Criaham. a Syracuse
amateur stepper, will be the first

"Novice Night" winning act to be
given a professional production at
Keith's here. "Stardust," sponsored
by the Syracuse Hearst newspapers,
credited with discovering the turn,
will All a full week's engagement at
Keith's next week. Veteran vaude-
villians who have seen the act In
preparation say it has professional
value.

WELL, what about it? WELL, what
about what ?

WHY!
EDDIE

»

Owing to the partial destruction
of the old Horticultural Hall at the
New York State Fair Grounds, the
State Fair Commission will be
forced to discontinue the Little
Country Theatre during the 1923
fair in September. The Little Coun-
try Theatre has been a State fair
institution since 1919.

Elmira is scheduled to have an
open air amusement resort. The
Carnival Court Association has been
formed to lease a site along the
Chemung River, and will open an
athletic and combination circus and
Wild West show.

Facing federal prosecution on
charges of evading the war tax
measure, two Syracnse movie the-
atre owners have settled with the
government rather than take a
chance with a criminal action in
Federal Court, it is announced »by
Collector Jesse W. Clarke, of the
Syracuse Internal Revenue head-
quarters.

CLAYTON

What was once the Bastable Is

now but a pile of debris, but this
fact did not deter Joseph Tropea.
orchestra leader, from filing a mu-
nicipal court^buit to collect SL526
from Stephen Bastable, manager of
the ill-fated playhouse. Tropea

j
claims that he was engaged to iti-

! stall his orchestra for six weeks.
[but the theatre burned before the
first two weeks of the contract pe-
riod were up. Tropea says he's still

•. waiting for payment.

Jessie Kennison, of the Golden
Gate Trio, has been signed to dance
on the Onondaga Roof here during
the summer season. Miss Kennison
appears with Jack Moffett, long her
partner. In private life, the actress
is the wife of Paddy Moriarity, of
the Temple house staff.

go over on account of it being too
far out of the regular amusement
district. In addition to poor busi-
ness the house suffered two costly
interior explosions, from which it

never recovered. It was not even
repaired after the last disaster. In
the transfer to the new owner pa*
pers were recorded cancelling the
Hardlngs' 25 -year lease, and It is
reported that the later managers
paid a bonus of between $10,000 and
$15,000.

Two of the acts at^the Pantages
this week are from the pen of Har-
lan Thompson, formerly of the Kan-
sas City Star force. They are the
book of "The Sheik's Favorite" and
"The Man Hunt."

The Twelfth Street
which for several years

Theatre,
has been

under the direction of the Newman
Interests, will July 1 be managed
by the Skouras Brothers' Enter-
prises, who hold the lease of the
house. The later firm operates some
20 theatres in St. Louis.

FRENCH 8HOE8
For Oa sad Off Stage

Simwi
el Skert

•<< fer Cateieioe

West 45th St., at No. 154
Opp. tneum The«. Bel. B'waj tod «ib *»e

VERNA BURKE
The Clever Dancing, Singing, Talking

Pantomimist

AND
FRANK

LENNIE
WELL!

The abandoned Second Presby-
terian Church, Auburn, is to be con-
verted into a movie theatre. Joseph
Schwartzwalder is behind the ven-
ture.

The Strand Theatre Co., of
Ogdensburg, has closed for the pur-
chase of the Grand, Malone.

Missing a toe-to-toe catch dur-
ing the last performance at the
Olympic, Watertown, Fred Knapp,
of Knapp and Bender, crashed to
the floor on his face. He was, how-
ever, not seriously injured. Knapp
says he's followed by a hard luck
jinx. He has been hurt four times
in two years, twice on ths stage,
and twice in auto accidents.

Only that we are at the STATE-LAKE THEATRE,
CHICAGO, this week (June 25), playing in a HIGH
CLASS theatre.

WELL, what about THAT ?

KANSAS CITY
By WILL R. HUQHE8

MAINSTREET—-Vaudeville.
PANTAGES—Vaudeville.
GLOBE—Vaudeville.
ELECTRIC PARK!— "Follies of

1923."

NEWM a X — "The Red Shawl,"
film.

IdBERT V--' Trifling with Honor,"
film.

KOYAL — "Enemies of Women,"
film.

i

OH!

JUST want to say we are as usual a big laughing
SUCCESS.

Thanks to Keith, Orpheum and their Affiliated Circuits

The hot weather of last week,
i <»ming suddenly without notice af-
ter a cold, rainy spell, was a blow

; »o the theatre, although It helped
;:i^ parks, which had been getting
much the worst of the breaks. The
Mainstreet, however, which has a

[huge cooling plant, reaped the ben-
I eflt in dollars many times. Capacity
was the rule. Among the film the-
atres the Newman was the one best
bet, as it also is featuring a cooling
system.

RKI'ltCSENTKO BV

M S. BENTHAM OFFICE
SIMON
AGENCY

CHAS. ALLEN, personal representative, CHICAGO

Jack Both, manager of the Isis,
Kansas City's leading residential,
has taken a lease on the Strand,
which is now being remodeled and
refurnished. It will open in August.

The Doric Theatre property,!
which for a number of years has
been operated by the Hardlngs in
connection with the Liberty, has
been sold and will be converted into
commercial use. At the time the
Hardings took over the Doric the
wise ones predicted It would never

Premiere Dancer in "The Wine Ballet" in "Passing

Show of 1919"

Specialty Dancer in "Tip-Top"

Featured "Dance Dreams/' Loew Circuit

Featured "Stepping Fools," Keith Circuit

"The niftiest thing seen on a Buffalo stage in
a long time."—BUFFALO "EVENING NEWS."

Season of 1923-24 will appear with Stanley Hughes in a
Snappy, Unique Dance Offering Entitled

MODERN
H. M. BURNSIDE

Earl Carroll Theatre Bid*., New York City

THOS. CLIFFORD and GREY MONA
IN A FAST HOOP NOVELTY

B. T. Keith's Orpheum, Brooklyn, This Week (June 25) Direction H. B. MARINELLI
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Don't Overlook
«

"VARIETY'S"
PUBLICITY

PLAN
Let "Variety" work for you over the summer
—taking you all oyer the world.

The Publicity Plan does it. It is being con-

tinuously inquired into by shrewd adver-

tisers.

This Publicity Plan insures you publicity

by display or pictorial in every issue of

"Variety" while contract runs. It has been
made adaptable for anyone, in length and
cost.

Details may be obtained from "Variety's"

office, at

New York Chicago

or by mail.

London

OKLAHOMA CITY
W. H. Gerringer, assistant gen-

eral manager of the Saenger Amuse-
ment Co., New Orleans, accompa-
nied by the company's architect,

visited several of the Dallas the-

atres during the week. - The gan-
gers are building a 2,000-seat the-
atre at Texarkana, Texas, and also
a new theatre at Alexandria, La.

One reel of "The Whip" caught

NOW ON DISPLAY
A WONDERFUL COLLECTION OF

MID-SUMMER
HATS

Something Different.

160 W. 45th St., New York City
Two Doora East of Broadway

•0% OUceuat to N. V. A.'* fr«m • N. V. A.
ALSO TO PROFESSION ALB

fire in the Capital Theatre projec-
tion room at Dallas, Taxes, and was
destroyed. "Mary of the Movies"
was substituted. C

District Manager A. E. Pair of
8outhern Enterprises. Inc., is on a
business trip to New York. *

Manager Ralph Morrow of the
Hodkinson Exchange at Dallas,
Texas, reports the arrival of a lit-
tle Traveler at his house.

R. T. Newton of the Paramount
office staff at Dallas, Texas, was
called to Asheville, N. C, by the
death of his father.

Tom Boland of the Empress at
Oklahoma City has taken over the
State rights from the True Film
Co. In Dallas, Texas, for the distri-
bution of "Has the World Gone
Mad?" and the Johnny Hines pic-
ture, "Luck."

Will D. Crowell is the new man-
ager for the Garrick Theatre at
Dallas, Texas. He was recent booker
for the American Releasing Corp.

Manager Smith of the War De-
partment Theatres in the South-
west is out on a tour of inspection,
and will wind up in Los Angeles and
San FrancisCo before returning to
Dallas, Texas, headquarters.

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
249 W 38th St.. N. f

.

Phone Fits Roy 0344
Rftn«1 for Pafnlnen*E3

EDDIE MACK TALKS: No. 140

ACTS WEARING MACK'S CLOTHES IN NEW
YORK THEATRES THIS WEEK

Coney lMlantl^Swd ami A nut in anil
XniHut IlroH.

I'hJmcc— M.kniii and M««k
S««te—Steppe and O'Neill
Hamilton— Iturn* anil I.miii
Praetor** ltSth Ht!-LlltnmW> Reynold*. Fnr HoeUaxvay—McKay and Ardlne
I'roetor'n 5Kth 8t.—Kennedy l»ro". Orphenm. Brooklyn— II. and B.
i'roetor'H 5th Ave.—Dooley and Hale* Wheeler.

Whether summer, when but few theatres are open, or winter, when
none are closed, Mack's clothes are always well represented

upon the stage.

MACKS CLOTHES SHOP
MACK BUILDING

Jutt a »tep Kast of Broauwny on 4f.th Street

BERT IS AT THE 46th STREET STORE

Ji

GET ABOARD
THE NEW "HIT" WAGON
%e HOUSE OF HITS
"MARCH of the SIAMESE"
ANOTHER "PARADE" BY PAUL LINCKE, WRITER OF

"GLOW-WORM"

"JUST FOR TO-NIGHT
WALTZ SONG

$10,000 CHALLENGE WALTZ MELODY OF THE WORLD
STAR HITS *********** F0R STAR ACTS

'PARADE of the WOODEN SOLDIERS'
ACKNOWLEDGED MILLION DOLLAR HIT

PAUL WHITEMANS RECORD

HEARD THE MOST ******* from COAST TO COAST

TWINKLING STAR
FOX-TROT SONG

ANOTHER CHALLENGE MELODY BY COMPOSER OF
"GLOW-WORM"

CATALOG UNEQUALLED * * * * WORLD'S BEST MUSIC

i i NUT-SEY FAGAN f J

THE CHAMPION SENSATIONAL "NUT" SONG HIT
BY WRITERS OF "BARNEY GOOGLE"

"TRUST ME AND I'LL TRUST YOU"
BY WRITER OF "UNDERNEATH THE STARS"

REAL MUSIC *********** REAL HITS!

[4fSBiHHlflifl

ALL THAT I WANT IS TO
BE LEFT ALONE"

BY WRITERS OF "LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE'

"*
I -r

GIVE ME THE RIGHT
TO CALL YOU MINE"

- 4 j-r*«" (BALLAD)

COMEDY HITS *********** CLEAN COMEDY!

w
GEE, I'M TICKLED PINK"
NEW YORK AND LONDON'S SENSATIONAL

•EXPRESSION"

"BALTIMORE, M. D.
THE ONLY DOCTOR FOR ME"

Artist Copies FREE to Recognized Artists

Vocal Orchestrations FREE to Recognized

Artists

f Complete Sheet Music,

ALL OTHERS \ 30c each
I Any 4 for a Dollar

Dance Orchestrations, 25c each

Full Band "PARADE," Street Size, 50c

Full Band "PARADE," Concert Size,

$1.00

Full Band "JUST FOR TONIGHT," 50c

EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CO.
225 W. 46th Street, NEW YORK

Next to N. V. A. Club
PHILADELPHIA, 200 N. 34th St., Jack Coombs BOSTON, 1865 Columbus Ave Carroll Whit*

CHICAGO, 6315 Harper Ave Phil Wilcox ST. LOUIS, 3127 Locust St. ..Edgar H. Sittner

SAN FRANCISCO, 450 Jones St. Fred Billadeaux
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WALTER L MAIN
3 BIG
RING

WINTER HEADQUARTERS
HAVRE DE GRACE, MD. CIRCUS

MUSEUMS, MENAGERIE and

ROMAN HIPPODROME.

LETTERS
•m •dins for small te>

Clark

MOT BB ADVBRTIWD. W>

LETTEBI ADVBHTIIKD
ONB ISSUE) ONLY.

TAR1KTT iMreM Mall Cler
POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING.
CIRCULAR LBBTTBRB Wll

IS

MAY WIRTH
WITH

U
PHIL

11

•

.

Featured Under the Big Top

FAMOUS LLOYDS
THE ORIGINAL OF THE INDIAN RIDING ACTS

SI KITCHIE
"WITH IT'

Anderson Richard
Austin Wmitw
Ac«rn Harry

Bell Dick
Belmont Jo*
Brooks Arthur
Burt Bessie

-Calrln Lester
Christy Ada
Claudlns Dan
Clark Floretta

De Voe Dorothy
Dion Helen
Douglas Harry
Dyson Hal

Blaine Mabel #
Elfman Bess
Ercelle Carmen
Krrol Burt
Evans Eddie
Fisher Mae
Fisher Ren re

Gamble Th.^dcre
Genesscse Ohas
Glendoniiirf l>KSy
Glenn & Rl.-Darda
Gerald & Ko^nlg
Gemmlne Mark
Goodrich E<1 :.t

Qranvllle Mr
Grenlse Ja<!c
Orlfflo Oeo D

Hanko II m
Harris Sam
Haywood Kddle
Honeys Je.in
Hughti Fred

Jardon Dorothy
Jarvia Jean
Johnson Mr

Jones Fannie
Kellerman Annette
Kennedy Molly
Kennedy Peggy

Lamor* Mrs D
Lamore Harry
Lee Mildred
Levolo Pat
Lewis Dolly
Lewis M
Lombaes Fred

• '

Martin E
Metzel Max
Meyers Walter
McCrey Lillian
McVey Audrey
Mimshels Milo
Moore Tom

Obrecht Ernest
Ormo Norma

Parker Evelyn
Parr Albert
Plckford Bunny
Pitroft Mr
PlUkord Mr B

Roberta B '

Roade Claude
Robinson Geo
Uoonoy Vera
Ilubine Jnn
Rund Mia* M
Russell Gcorgie

Bait John- Dolly
Sanderson Russ> U
Secrost C
Stephens Harry
Stephen Murray
Sterling J'iMus

Wnas Wyae & Wia<*r
Weaver Bros
Wilo'.c Laura

CHICAGO OFFICE

Johnson Bros A J I

BEN HASSAN'S
ARABIAN WONDERS

"A WHIRL*WIND SENSATION"
BENNIE HASSAN, Mgr.

MAXIMO
"THE CUBAN WONDER ON THE SLACK WIRE"

Nothing Like It Ever Seen in This Country

Since My Last Appearance Here in 1923 j

— *—

• *

Athenit Miss
Anderson Lucille

Bimbo Chas
Bennett ('has
Blackwell Rita

Chadderton Lillian
Cunard (iraee
Carting Hilda
Cohen A Dusey
Cross Chaa K

«

Daveya Two
Day George

Furman Hasel
Follls Dick
Fair Polly
Flbresta Fesens

Gibson Jean
Gibson Hardy
Gordon Be Day
Guilfoyle J & O

Halg R W Mrs
Howlah Lou
Hullbert Gene
Holllna Kitty
Hyde Marian
Harris Jack
Hardy & Gibson

Khuym .

Kingston B Mi.ia
j

Larkin Pete
Leon L
Lee Bryan
Lane Jean
Left* Nathan P
Lloyd Arthur Mm
Luddle Rose G'rdea

Meakin Walter
Morrison & Daley
McCoivan
Maaon B Smiling

Nielson Anabel

Owen Garry

Pullman Kattle

'Romatne Julie

Smith Oliver Co
:

Southern Jsan
Simmons James D
Sentry Norton A B
Silverettes The

Weston & Eline
White Frances

BALTIMORE
By ROBERT, R. SISK .

CARLIN'S ARENA—DeFeo Grand
Opera Company, fourth week.
CENTVry—"Woman with Four

iFaces."
RIVOLI—"Daddy."
METROPOLITAN—"Salome."NEW—"The Heart Raider."
PARKWAY—"Truxton King."

With the DeFeo Grand Opera
Company in its last week at £ar-
lin's Arena, DeWolf Hopper and hit
Gilbert and Sullivan company comes
In next week for a run. This com-
pany was organized last year by
John Pollock. Its personnel is
slightly changed from last year, but
Hopper, Herbert Waterous, Arthur
Cunningham and Winifred Anglin,
along with Henry Kelly, remain.

At the Garden this week Thomas
Tobin has staged a "Kiddies Fol-
lies," a local proposition, with 25
kids. Newspaper reviews are glow-
ing, and comment heard from local
showmen is to the effect that he
has done a groat pieee of work in
putting on a show which has some
drawing and holding power to it.

Monday night, a/ter the perform-
ance was over, a ' slight blaze was
discovered in the rear of the Pea-
body Theatre, one of the White-
hurst string, located on North ave-
nue. Damage was slight.

Other amusement narks in the
.

locality of Baltimore are beginning
to put on added attractions as a
drawing card. At Bay Shore a sec-
tion of the Metropolitan Singing

,

Club entertained dinner guests,
while Riverview Park is putting on
a big Passing Show this week.
.Frederick Road Park has engaged
the Homewood Playshop. an organ-
ization connected with Johns Hop-
kins University, to give perform-
ances at night. T. M. Pu shing,
dramatic critic on the Sun, Is dri-
matic director of the group.

F. C. Sehanbergcr has accepted-
tho post of stage director for the
mammoth Fashion Show which will
be staged in the Baltimore Stadium
shortly. The stadium seats ncarqr
50,000 people, and Mr. BchanbergtT
will direct the specialty acts which
will entertain the crowds. Ho ha*
acceptod the post without u >• -pt-

log the salary attached to IL
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Just A Plain nt Of Fact
By * %

ICLa©

^
*

In 1921 I Came Over To This Country With The Harry Lauder Show With Which I Played 21
Weeks.

*

March 17th, 1922, 1 Signed A Contract With Shubert Advanced Vaudeville And Postponed 20
Weeks' Booking Abroad. , . .

I Opened On The Shubert Vaudeville Circuit March 27th And Ployed Five Weeks. I Was Told
That I Would Be Placed In "The Passing Show" At The End Of My Vaudeville Bookings.

I Received No Bookings From Either Shubert Vaudeville Or Shubert Productions Until Oct. 10th,

When I Was Switched To "Hitchy Koo Of 1922," Which Openedjn Philadelphia. The Act Played

One Show Due To The Length Of The Performance, And I Finished Out The Week Playing Bits.

The Next Week Arthur Kline, Shubert Vaudeville Booker, Sent Me To Pittsburgh To Join "Oh What
A Girl," A Shubert Vaudeville Unit. The Manager Of The Unit Told Me Not ToOpen My Baggage;

The Manager Of The House Told Me To Go Ahead And Open. I Opened. The Manager Of The Unit

Cancelled Me After The First Show. The Pittsburgh Papers Unanimously Acclaimed Us The Hit Of
The Show.
r W.e Returned To New York And Were Informed There Was Nothing Available Until A New Show
Opened At The Winter Garden, Which Was Being Rebuilt. This Would Have Meant Another Lay Off

Until New Year's. > > . «\

f On August 2, 1922, I Signed A Release For $1,000 on the Original Contract Of March 17, Follow-

ing Which I Signed A New Production Contract. October 2£th I Signed A General Release For 'A

Consideration Of $3,000.

• I Lost A Season's Work In Europe, Worked Five Weeks Of Shubert Vaudeville, Five Days In

"Hitchy Koo," One Day With "Oh What A Girl" In Nine Months. I Lost Seven Weeks' Work And
Salary Despite The Two Settlements, Laying Off That Length Of Time.

After The Shubert "Experience" I Was Forced To Play Small Time Vaudeville Houses At A Ridic-

ulously Low Figure. '

The Moral Of This Advertisement Is The "Production" Clause To Any Contract. Don't Be Fooled

By The Lure Of A "Production" Offer When It Is Used As A Bait To Lure You Into Some Other Kind

Of Hocus Pocus.

A Play Or Pay Contract Wit,h Responsible Interests Is Worth More Than A Season "On Paper"

With A Production. -

Now I Must Sail Away To Open In Paris (France) At The Casino, July 15th, in The New Harry

Piker Revue, Where I Will Strolf In About 9 P. M.,Do ONE Show, And Stroll Out To The Cafe De La

Paix And Sit Down With A Tall Glass Filled With Some Of Van Hoven's Ice, And We Will Drop The

Curtain On This Episode.

^_i. p

/

yniiih^ MM^
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ATTENTION
INDOOR AND WINTER CIRCUS MANAGERS

// you want a real attraction and sure-lire drawing card for your show, the

BELLECLAIRE BROTHERS
will be at liberty commencing November, 1923

Presenting the greatest novelty available for your class of attraction

Looping the loop to a hand-to-hand stand from my own patented mechanical device

The feature for six years of the United Friars Booking Association and at present procurable through the World Amuse*

ment Service Enterprises, Blum Building, Chicago, ///., or direct from Ben Belleclaire, 7 June Walk, Long Beach, N. Y.
—

NEWS OF DAILIES
(Continued from page 38)

Company after lts""~season of ten
week*, v

Max Reinhardt has bit a snag in
his plan to establish a new theatre
oa tn« Kurfuerstendamm, Berlin,
because of a legal precedent regard-
ing building sites. The location pro-
posed for the theatre was next to
one of the city's leading playhouses
and the owner of the latter has
obtained an injunction against Rein-
hardt'e plan. The complaint was
based on a court decision holding
that no new place of business may
be established on a site adjoining
that of a Luilding where the same
kind of business is being carried on.

Peter Marshall, who played one of

SUMMER SHOES

White, colors and chic com-

binations in dainty designs

for all occasions.

ANDREW GELLER
1656 Broadway
NEW YORK CITY

At 6 1st Street

the Marines in "Rain." died last
week in a Boston hospital. He was
known to be one of the oddest char-
acters in show business. He was
in the hubit of going down to the.
Bowery every Monday and dis-
tributing his salary to the needy.

A fire in the film storeroom of the
Famous Players studio in Long Isl-
and City last Friday caused the loss
of many thousand feet of film. Two
firemen were overcome and severely
lr it by the blase, which started
from an unknown source, as the
building was closed for the day.

Lou Tellegen has filed an affidavit

In the Supreme court denying that

he conducted himself improperly
with Jessie Reed, vaudeville actress,

In Minneapolis last year. Tellegen

was one of five men named by Lou
Reed in a counter suit for divorce.

Jack Wilson and Arthur Lyons have
also denied the enlarges, but noth-
ing has been heard as yerfrom Jack
Curtis. Arthur Hbrwits and Harry
Rosofsky.

A judgment of $2,850 has been re-

!E

- COUPON

1 bookTtrii 1

WELDON.WILLIAMSkLICK
POR1 SMITH. ARK.

turned against Ganna Walska in
favor of Mrs. Clarice M. Baright,
who conducted two breach of prom-
is? suits for the prima donna and
claimed that she was only paid
$150 out of a $3,000 fee. Reports
fr.>m Paris say that Mme. Wal*ka,
trying to sing the role of Gllda in

"Rigoletto" at the Paris Opera
House, was laughed at, the first

time that such a thing has hap-
pened to any artist there.

CSeraldine Farrar has won her suit

for a divorce from Lou Tellegen,

who has been held guilty of mis-
conduct by the court. Thomas 11
Mahony, the referee, has filed a re-
port giving the singer her freedom,
and all that is necessary now is offi-

cial confirmation of the decree,
which is expected momentarily. The
dailies are hinting that Tellegen's

next wife will be Peggy Hopkins
Joyce.

DISC REVIEWS

JOE JACKSON
Has Two Bungalows For Rent

at Greenwood Lake, N. Y.; 50 miles from New York City.

Fishing, boating and all out-door sports. One bungalow lake

front, the other 500 feet from lake, overlooking the lake.

Communicate with ALFRED GOLEM, Continental Hotel,

Greenwood L^ake, N. Y.
'

.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

Back to Prc-War Prices

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City. Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand

SAMUEL NATHANS
SOLE AGENT FOR HAM
TRUNK8 IN THE EAST

t
529-531 Seventh Ave., New York City
Phone: Fits Roy 0820 Between 38th and 39th 8tr eta

WHEN WILL THE SUN SHINE
FOR ME (Fox Trot)—Inter-
national Novelty Orchestra.

GONE—Great White Way Or-
chestra—Victor No. 19089.

Both are primarily vocal num-
bers, particularly the first and as
such have caught on to some extent.
The dance versions are accordingly
likely dance numbers with the In-
ternational combination fulfilling; Its
claim to novelty in telling fashion.
The White Way combo also ex-

acts some kicky effects from the
stately, sustained note ''Gone (But
Still in My Heart)" (Lee David).

dition and the other a double tenor
number. The 'Mellow Moon** selec-
tion is a popular ballroom waits
which has made its existence felt
locally despite its mid-western
origin. The vocal version is equally
as fetching.
The "Shannon Moon" number

gives its Gaelic theme away by the
title and is pleasingly harmonized
by Hart and James.

THE WORLD 18 WAITING FOR
. THE 8UNRI8E (Fox Trot)—
—Paul Specht and Orchestra.

ROSE8 OF PICAROY — Same-
Columbia No. 3870.

These selections, heretofore
known as better class ballads make
surprisingly lilting fox trots and
are refreshingly different In melody.
Specht's arrangements are un-
usually colorful' with the maestro's
violin essaying a snatch of solo
work, the piano also breaking forth
in bright passages.
Specht is at present playing an

extended London date but this
record should keep him represented
In the Interim.

HONEYMOON CHIME8 — Ferera
and Franchini (Instrumental).

ONE LITTLE 8MILE — Same-
Columbia No. 3885.

One of the best Hawaiian couples
produced in a long time. "Honey-
moon Chimes" is Mary Earl's latest
waltz composition which has
Vernon Dalhart singing a chorus in
his usual Ingratiating tenor and
essaying a 'cello counter-melody
effect with "Just a Song at Twi-
light."
The "Smile" number is a strictly

Hawaiian piece and Dalhart , works
la "Aloha Oe" captlvatingly.

FAREWELL BLUES (Fox Trot)—
Finxels Arcadia Orchestra of
Detroit.

MAD—George Kelly and Original
Six—Okeh No. 4847.

The "Farewell Blues" bids fair to

CROPPER'S
FINE LUGGAGE

SOLE AGENT FOR BAL
THEATRICAL TRUNK

HOTEL tWORAlANDIK BLDC.
4 B. cor. 38 c a A B'way. M. I*. C,

PHONE i riTZROY 3848

become one of the most popular
dance indigo compositions with the
Arcadia orchestra from Detroit
proving no flivver In strutting ita

jazz stuff. "Mad, 'Cause You Treat
Me This Way" (Bobby Heath-
Jimmy MrHugh) by the Kelly sextet
is anotlior hit possibility which k
already catching on. The Kelly
rendition should do much to add to

its prestige. Abel

JAMES MADISON sai

It's a wonder the Volstead law
didn't ferbid funerals, so as to
prevent us from passing
around the Mbier/*

VERSATILITY
is a requisite in modern auth
ship. I write anything that
for a laugh, be it vaudeville,
musical comedy, burlesque or
moving pictures.

My Mirth Laboratory is at
1493 Broadway, New York.

I ALSO I88UE
1 every month a COMEDYISERVICE (the highest
priced printed matter In the
world), each Issue containing.

i

a new and strictly original'
monologue, double routine
and miscellaneous gags. It's

intended exclusively for top-
notchers. No. 11 now ready,
price $2; or the first 11 issues,
112; or any 4 for $5. Yearly
subscriptions (12 Issues), SIS.

V- i

"HITS FROM 4 4
THat WEST!"

** FRATURJB
NUHBEB

(SONO HIT AND PRIZE DANCE NUMBER)
m
"WHY 8HOULD I CARE?" (Fox Trot)

NASHV1XI.E lil.l'ES VAMPIRE Bl.UKS
t roresaional copies to recognized performers. Orchestra Director* and Pre-

RiffVffy S&fST" everywhere are praising our Song Dance. Hit. "LIZZIE."WRITE. HIRE OR PHONE VH Room «10, Superb* RMff.

KEYSTONE PUB. CO., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

8NAKE8' HIP8 (Fox Trot)—The
Cotton Pickers.

I NEVER MISS THE SUNSHINE—
Same—Brunswick No. 2418.

Now that they've had "Cat's
Meow," "Bees' Knees" and "Apple
Sauce" as song titles, "Snakes'
Hips" is as good a colloquialism to
label a rag as anything and this is
truly a corking blues. The Cotton
Pickers sure pick it into all sorts
of arrangements and spell it into a
wicked toddle.

M
I Never Miss the Sunshine, I'm

So Used to the Rain" is a more
melodious blues, equally effective
for dance.

UNDERNEATH THE MELLOW
MOON — Alice Green — Edna
Brown (Vocal).

RIVER 8HANNON MOON—Charles
Hart-Lewis James—Victor No.
19071.

Both "moon" songs, fittingly ap-
propriate . for the season, and both
duets, one a soprano-contralto ren-

Black,
White, Pink

Satin,
Patent or

ViciKid.
Sanaa

Peietee
Tee

HORT MmpJhois

Reiulsr $10

For STAGE and 8TREET
225 W. 42d St., New York
CLOG8 A JINGLE 8HOES

Box
Toe,
Hand-
Made,
Kid or
Satin,

iMaM
8rraert.

Catalee Y Regular
Free. $5.50

CREO STUDIO
For Sensational Stage Dancing

The only one of its kind

170 WEST 48th STREET
Juet Off Seventh Avenue, New York City

PHONE BRYANT SIM

BE THE FIRST TO GET OUR NEW SENSATIONAL GANG SONG

/ I
(ON THE OLD BACK PORCH)

JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO. CITY
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E. F. ALBEE, President
•

J. J. MURDOCK, General Manager F. F. PROCTOR, Vice-President

B. F. KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
(AGENCY)

ice Theatre Building, New York)-

•

Founder*

B. F. KEITH, EDWARD F. ALBEE, A. PAUL KEITH, F. F. PROCTOR

Artiata can book direct addressing W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH

Booking Agency
General Executive Offices
IPEW BUILDING ANNEX

160 WEST 46 th ST-
NEW YORK

JMLUBIN
GENERAL MANAGER

% CHICAGO OFFICE

!6o2GipitoIUdg
SIDNEYMWEISMAN

IN CHARGE

BOOKING DEPARTMENT
Palace Theatre Building

NEW YORK

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
State-Lake Building

CHICAGO

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.
MARKET, GRANT and OTARRELL 8TREET8 8AN FRANCISCO

ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEINO ISSUED.

i —

—

»

SHEESLEY HOODWINKED T

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

FALLY MARKUS
1547 Broadway

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE B.OG.

."g « '

. >

"SEE US WHEN IN CALIFORNIA"

MEIKLEJOHN and DUNN
Amuaement Manarera, Theatrical 4g«ot«.

Peraonal RepreMntatWaa.
Vaadovllla. Road Bbowi.

. L0» AN«ELIS-M.Mtk Thsatra SMf.. ttfc

•Mr. tttii. f\m Mia.
8AM FRANCISCO-raataffM ThWtr* Silt.. MM

Da»fl« M$a.

Bryant 6060-6061

(Continued from page 9)

open" territory shortly this amount
la to be increased to $25.

It Is possible "Honest John" col-

lects with his left hand while his
right hand shakes the paw of T. J.

Johnson, high commissioner and
cxar of some of the outdoor world,
or puts his okeh on letters sent to
reform organizations down in In-
diana, warning them that "the wolf
is coming." *

If "Honest John" Sheesley is sin-
cere in his efforts to clean up to the
extent that he wishes a house clean-
ing in his own show he is such a
dupe that he will soon be the laugh-
ing stock of the entire carnival
world. One of the attendants at a
game was so brave that he made
overtures to the Variety man to
permit the Variety man to win and
Pay him cash instead of prizes, ask-
ing only in return that the money
the Variety man obtained be divided
with the attendant. (If he won.)
This proposition came with "Honest
John" Sheesley Just a few feet from
the attendant and goes to show how
blind "Honest John's'* virtue is. As

the Variety man was unknown to
anyone with the show, the offer was
strictly voluntary.

The Greater Sheesley Shows have
Capt John M. Sheesley as owner
and manager and formerly wintered
at Pensacola, Fla., (bough more re-
cently making winter home at West
Allis, "Wis. "Honest John," as the
owner is called, is known as the best
"fixer" and "mender" in the United
States. It is said no matter how
tough the city officials of a town
may be that "Honest John" can run
nearly anything over. Years ago
W. H. ("Bill") Rice was general
agent for the Greater Sheesley
shows, but the organization got too
strong at that time and Bill retired.

"Honest John" Sheesley is cred-
ited with being the wealthiest car-
nival man in America. He is one of
the big five, the quintet which
fathered the Shuwuuo's Legislative
Committee, and is said to have
given the organization not only bin
financial support but his advice and
guidance; that the organization is

run much along the lines that "Hon-
est John" wishes it to be.

The Greater Sheesley show as

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLETHEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

PAUL GOUORON, CAPITOL BUILDING, CHICAGO
.

Detroit office, iff Breltmeyer Bldg.

Specialties !

I )ur White Shoes — charming

alike on stage or street—are

indications of the particular

styles designed by us for the

|»r..f*ecinti

Winkzlman
Sti/lcin Qunliti/ Footwear

21 West 42nd St.

fhiladclphi* S'icTork
'
3 »H/<r.

viewed at Oshkosh last week has
the look of a 25-car outfit, with six

rides, including fcrris wheel, butter-

fly, caterpillar, merry-go-round,
swing and whip. All were getting a
good play at 10-15. It looked like

25 or 30 concession stands and about
15 wheels, .five cat games, a couple
of roll -downs, a string game, a
watch lot, a pitch-'tli-y< u-win and
two mitt joints.

There wero numerous things

around the show contrary to a card
issued by the Showmen's Legisla-
tive Committee on April 5, 1923.

That ruling says: "All gypsies pro-
hibited from being around, asso-

ciated or connected with outdoor
amusement." Yet the Greater Shees-
ley shows has mitt joints, thinly

forced in on the ground that the
people are not really Gypsies, just

ordinary folk wearing gypsy cos-

tume.
Another ruling reads: "All games

where the operator, attendant or
any person may, by mechanical de-
vice, or by pinching, squeezing, trick

brake, or otherwise, control its

speed or determine its outcome pro-
' hibitcd." This order was violated

frequently. Even on the cat-racks
there was a squeeze, manipulated
from the front of a stand," so that
when the player hit a cat the board
b* hind would go up about one-half
an inch and prevent it from going
over. The game when run straight

is a thousand .to one against the
player, but wirh this sqreeze there

was not even the "one" left.

On a game where a ball was
thrown at a balloon the attendant
would .show the suckers how easy it

,was and break a balloon every time,

while the strugglers who paid could
not do it. This was accomplished
by, having a taped ball with tacks
in it which the attendant picked tip

every time to cast, but which the

p:::v-r did »•«•< h*'»» rtWtll

to grasp. At the wheels where the

red wins to a big prise the nails

have been poMshed down smooth
after i>« Ing Irlven In a sixteenth
of an inch until there is little chance
of the itop being on those number?,
but to make the chan e l v» n loss

o.l is being used to raok< the arrow
tilde off.

Another "Committee' 1 provision I*

that money shall not be given as
prizes nor prizes exchanged for
money, but fast talking spielers of-
fered pocketbooks or $6.50 In cash
openly with all money spent given
back "if you win." Still another
provision that children under 16
should not play was being violated.

At one time when a "monkey"
flashed a bankroll an attendant of-
fered to tell the rube bow to "make
some money." At still another time
"Honest John" Sheesley whispered
in an attendant's ear and it ap-
peared from lip-reading that he or-
dered that the player must "win.'

Two ten-In-one shows, cne midget
show, a girl show, a water diving
show and motordrome completed the
outfit.

Outside of the objectionable.", the
show is very presentable.

No one in Oshkosh bad any in-
formation whether Tom Johnson
had notified the local chief of police

regarding the Sheesley carnival, but
it might have been that Oa'.ikosh
had been picked on as a wide-open
town or that the Sheesley people
believed they could get away there
with "the stuff" that they would not
pull In another place.
Tom Johnson said when assuming

h office as reformer of the carni-
val, within the carnival, appointed
by the carnival and for the carnival,
that he only wanted a chance to
show the world he's oh the level by
getting one of the leading members
of the Showmen's Legislative Com-
mittee to commit an infraction of
his, theirs and the committee's rules.
Here's* Tom's Chance.

Garry Owen will return to "Com-
pliments of the Season." the Paul
Gerard Smith vaudeville act, from
which he was given notice for miss-
ing a performance when the act
played the Palace, New York, sev-
eral weeks ago. Since Owen has
been out Smith has been playing
the principal role. Owen missed a
show at the Palace, arriving at the
house after the act had gone on, to
find that one of the cast had to be
substituted in* his role. The pro-
ducer, E. K. Nadel, gave Owen his
notice following.

Bill Lykens, vaudeville gent who
suffered a stroke four weeks ago is

on the road to recovery. He was
removed from Leedom Hotel this
week to a sanitarium in Atlantio
City.

Crestere and his band will begin
their annual summer tour on July
2 at Trenton, N. J.
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WITH THE MUSIC MEN

The music publishers seem to be
going in for trick advertising this

year. One Arm has a new poster

that bills Its leading song, one of

the real hits of the day, with a
brand new number as "The two big-

gest flops ever published." The idea

evidently la to tie up th»* nrw piece

with the hit and to make people be-
lieve that It Is just about as suc-
cessful a "flop" as the older, estab-
lished number.
Another publisher advertises his

latest waits as "nearly as good" as
his waits of last season, which was
usmsualiy popular and had a large
sale.

The suit of Lillian Ross and Alvin
A. Fleischer against Shapiro. Bern-
stein A Co., Inc.; Jack Mills. Inc.;

Joe Mlttenthal. Inc.; Irving Berlin.

Inc., and Henry Creamer for song
royalties on an assigned claim from
Creamer discloses some Intricate
"angeling" for last year's flop col-
ored show, "Strut Miss Lissie." The
show was written by Creamer and
J. Turner Layton, colored song-
smith, Creamer controlling 87%
per cent, of it. In consideration of
William Minsky and Arthur s.

Lyons advancing $2,750 to Creamer,
the latter assigned 62 V4 per cent,
of the show to Minsky and Lyons;
also assigned his interest In 12 pop-
ular songs to Minsky and Lyons;
also pledged himself that he
(Creamer) would dispense the $2,750
as follows: $1,250 to be paid as one
week's advance rental of the uptown
theatre where "Strut Miss Lizzie"
held forth and the balance to be dis-
bursed for paying off the salaries of
the cast for a previous week's run
at the Minsky National Wintergar-
den on the east side.

It la this $2,750 that Miss Ross
and Fleischer seek to recover.
Minsky and Lyons assigned their
Interests In the 12 songs to Herman
Monosomy a business associate of
Lyons', who In turn assigned to the
plaintiffs. Among the songs are in-
cluded* such familiar airs as "Dear
Old Southland, "Way Down Yon-
der In New Orleans," "Come Along"
from the "Follies" and "I Love
Sweet Angellne," the latter pub-
lished by Joe Mlttenthal (now out
of the publishing business), who
unsuccessfully sued Berlin, Inc., al-
leging that "Pack Up Tour Sins and
Go to the Devil" from Berlin's
"Music Box Revue" Infringed on the
"Angellne" number.

Lillian Ross, one of the plaintiffs.
Incidentally, recently recovered
judgment on a loan from Lyons and
also instituted legal proceedings, al-
leging breach of promise against
Lyons, an independent vaudeville
agent

D. K. Howell, secretary of the
Musicians' Mutual Benefit Associa-
tion of St. Louis, lodged an em-

Tavern
156-8 WEST 48TH STREET

East of Broadway

A CHOP HOUSE

OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotel
AND

CHICAGO
Special Rates to the Profession ^

GRANT LORRAIN
'

417419 S. Wabash Avon

350 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
IRV1NGTON HALL

355 West 61st Street
6640 Circle

HILDONA COURT

HENRI COURT
312 West 48th Street

3830 Longacre

341-347 West 45th Street 3580 Longacre.
1-2 -3 -4 -room apartments. Each apartment with private bath,

phone, kitchen, kitchenette.
$18.00 UP WEEKLY—$70.00 UP MONTHLY

The largest maintainer of housekeeping furnished apartments
directly under the supervision of the owner. Located In the center of

the theatrical district. All fireproof buildings.
Address all communications to

CHARLES TENENBAUM
Principal office, Hildons Court, 341 West 45th 8t., New York
Apartments can be teen evenings. Office in each building.

Read and Save

HOME FOR PERFORMERS
i

Furnished rooms to let In high clans Modern Building. Rooms with hot
•nd ( old running water: housekeeping privileges; gas. electricity, maid
service and linen included; telephone, bath, kitchen on every floor for your
convenience.

Situated SO feet from Central Park West. 15 minutes from booking
offices, next 8th Ave. surface cars, 6 minutes from 6th and 9th Ave. "L."

stationa.

8INGLE ROOM, $6 WEEKLY; FRONT 8UITE8, $14 WEEKLY
DOUBLE ROOM, $7.50 UP; 5 ROOM APART., $25 WEEKLY

Office on premises under supervision of Owner

14 West 101st St., New York Tel. Clarkson 1260

THE BELLEVIEW and COTTAGE8
411 Ocean Road

SPRING LAKE BEACH. N. J.

Wonderful IssatlM. faetai sMstifai WlftCier Lake*
lurrwuadrd by tress lawat ase thad* treat. Ursa
verandai; all eutslee reeau. apeelal rates fer leas

•tayt. •

phatic protest 'against the police
band accompanying local real estate
men to their annual convention in

Cleveland. The band has 35 mem-
bers, who will be granted three-day
furloughs, with^jwukJCor the occa-
sion, the realtors to pay all other
expense.

Howell told the board that "po-
licemen are paid to do police duty
and not beat musicians out of their
rightful work. At the same time
the band is going to Cleveland you
are asking additional appropria-
tions to hire more policemen." He

ARISTO HOTEL
101 West 44th St.. New York
lr the heart of the Agents' district

FOR THEATRICAL FOLKS
Running water, telephone and electric

fan In every room
Rates: Single 910.50 up; fit op with bath

Telephone lUn-llM Bryant

Nothing
Hotter on li'way

Ned Wayburn't
Demi-Tasse Revue
Presented by the stager

ot the

ZiECFELD FOLLIES
TWICE. NIGHTLY
AT 7:jo and ii:j©

MEYER DAVES'
WHITE HOUSE BAy

D

BHORK DINNER, $8.50

A la Carte
Moderate Prices

= HOTEL = J

SHELBURNE
Ocean P'kwny.Brighton Bench,

New York.
Phone Coney Island 0800

also called to their attention that
"real musicians depend on this work
to pay excessive rents and other
things, and if the real estate men
must have music they can hire
plenty of musicians in St. Louis or
Cleveland without going to the Po-
lice Department."
The Police Board Informed How-

ell that the realtors. In taking the
police band to Cleveland, are doing
so to advertise the f87.000.000 bond
issue recently voted for by St.
Loulsans; that the board agreed to
let the police go, and they intended
to keep their part of the program.

St. Louis Musicians' Union asks
an increase of $4 atnan for those
in Orpheum pit next season. It Is

said that the Rialto, Empress, Jef-
ferson and American will also be
asked to increase pay of musicians.
The Grand will not be asked.

OEL'S One Moment West
of Broadway at

41st Street
The Rendezvous of the Leading Lights of literature and the Stage.Tba Beat rood and Entertainment In New York. Music and Dancing.

$1 Oar Special: A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
In the GRILL with SPECIA L RESERVATIONS for LADIES

-TW

The Chateau Laurier
City Island, N. Y.

NOW OPEN FOR SEASON OF
:-: 1923< .-;

Beautifull}) Decorated. Dinty Moore s Wonderful Orchestra

Excellent Shore Dinner at $3.00 and exquisite a la

Carte service

Management

Julius Keller William Werner

4

Will Von Tilzer's (Broadway Mu-
sic Publishing Co.) come-back has
been emphasized through another
nut number. "I Love Me," by Will
Mahoney. Jack Hoins and Eddie
Weber. The Von Ti.zer number is

leaping to the front among the me-
chanicals and nut songs, vying with
"Bananas" and "Google." The
Kresge stores listed It first Monday.
The Broadway's catalog for next

season may have a revival in addf-
tion to its pops and ballads. Von
Tilzer sees a start for this through
Lopez having placed "Ragging the
Scale" on his program at Keith's
Palace, New York, next week.
"Ragging the Scale." first published
by Von Tilzer in 1914, was one of
the big hits of that day and then a
10-eent number. It ran for about
18 months, and in current times
would have been with the million

-

copy sellers. - Since then the calls
for it have sent the retail price to
35c, with Von Tilzer holding it at
23c. wholesale. There's a chance,
according to the general opinion, for
"Ragging the Scale" to break in
just now to virtually a brand new
crowd of listeners and buyers. Ed
Claypoole was the author of "Rag-
ging the Scale."

The Broadway's catalog also in-
cludes "Strutting Jim," "Am I to
Blame?" and "Steal a Little Kidd
While Dancing."

Will, with the same office at 723
7th avenue, says things have been
coming along quite decently of late,
and with "I Love Me" as a rapid
seller to lc;id his list, he thinks next
season should see a far bitter busi-
ness feeling among the puldi: h-i..

Edward B. Marks' fall plans em-
brace a concentration on both Con-
tinental and American compositions,
with such standard American song-
smiths as Con Conrad. Waller Don-
aldson. Billy Rose, Wilson and
Brennan. Herbert Spencer. Fletfl
Jan Brown. Benny Davis, Alfred
Solman, Arthur J. Lamb and others
listed among the contributors to the
new Marks' fall catalog. Conrad,
who has six songs featured among

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments
(of the bettor kind—within meant of economical folks)

THE DUPLEX
330 Wet 43d Street

Longacre 7132

Three and four rooms with bath
Modern in every particular. Accommodate three or more

adult*

$12.00 UP WEEKLY
YAND1S COURT
241-247 West 43d Street

Bryant 7912

One, three and four room apartments with kitchenettes,
private bath and telephone. Directly west of Times
Square. Room arrangement*creates utmost privacy.

H RATES: $17.00 UP WEEKLY
Refet communications to M. CLAMAN, 241 West 43d St.

Phone > LonfMrre »l|4—Br/nnt 4ttt

THE BERTHA
COMPIJCTE FOR HOUSEKEEPING

323-325 West 43rd Street

Gee. r. Scsxneidit

,

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
CLRAN AMD Ami.

NEW YORK CITY
PrlTsle.Bsth. 3-4 Hoomt. Caterlna to the comfort end convenience Of

the profession.
STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIOHT ..... S IS.M OP

THE ADELAIDE
Between Mth end 47th BtreeU

Three. few nnd Flvo-
fttrlrtiv Pmf—6»n»l. MRS

754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE
One Block Wset of Breadsmy

Hlfh-C lass Famished Apart meats.
GEORGE HIEtiEL J!£L

r+
PALACE HOTEL

132-134 Weet 45th Street, New York City
Centrally located, one-half block from Broadway

Redecorated and Refucnished—Unusual Home Comfort*
UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

We Welcome New and Former Patrons

Phone Bryant 0616 A. B. CLAKK, Manager /^
THE WELDON

Broadway and 124th St.
Recently Converted Into

1, 2, 3 ROOMS—BATH
Kitchen and kitchenette, newly end
attractively furnished throughout.
Special low rates to the Profession.
Up-to-date restaurant In building;.

Phase Mornlnfslde 1764

the current Victor releases, has con-
tributed a special catalog, and Don-
aldson has a Dixie number In prep-
aration. Rose's "Nut-sey Fagan"
is In keeping with the author's rep-
utation as a novelty and "nut" song
specialist. Wilson and Brennan,
regular staff writers, who have
turned out "Little Red Schoolhouse,"
"Old Swimming Hole." etc., have
"All That I Want la to Be Left
Alone" in the works, and Eli Daw-
son and Vic Olivier liave turned out
"Gee, but I'm Tickled Pink."
Mr. Marks, whose firm has gained

repute for the American exploita-
tion of European' hits, states that
because of the foreign cost of print-
ing being very low much inferior
stuff is turned out. While this com-
plicates the task of sifting likely
material, Mr. Marks* Continental
agents report regularly as to the
best possibilities and past perform-
ances, like "Glow Worm." "Parade
of the Wooden Soldiers." "Bummel
Petrus," "March of the Siamese"
(Paul Lincke) and others, and prove
the publisher's good judgment.

HOTEL HUDSON
ALL NEWLY DECORATED

f 6 and Up 8inole
$12 and Up Double
Hot end Cold Water and
Telephone In Bach Room.

102 WE8T 44th 8TREET
NEW YORK CITY

Phoaei BRYANT ltt8-29

The Remick plug for "Babbling
Brook" next week, taking in the 4th
and making it nation-wide after a
strident'eampaign in advance, seems
certain to bear big results. Early
Indications were this week that the
eon;; will be a featured number in
near l.OOf theatres next week, an
extraordinary total considering the
•ummertime, while it will also be
played by at least 500 orchestras

HOTEI, FULTON
(In the Heart of New York)

f 8 and Up 8ingle
$14 and U^p Double

Shower Bathe. Hot and Ccld
Water end Telephone.

Electric fen In each ream.

264-268 WE8T 46th 8TREET
NEW YORK CITY

Phones Bryant 0393-0394
Opposite N. V. A.

outside of theatres . Mose Gumble
is elated over the indicated showing.
Quite a few "in and out" items

in the Irving Berlin offices this week.
Saul Bornstein returned from Eu-
rope on the "Olympic" and got right

J

into harness. Max Winslow is va-
cationing In the Thousand Islands
district and wires in he is now on
his tenth island. Murry Ritter is

up in the Catskills and phones in

every morning.

A town In Indiana has been named
Dresser after Paul Dresser. The
town is right "on the banks of the
Wabash," about which Dresser
wrote one of the most popular songi
of a generation ago.

Ira Schuster, song writer,
become the father of a boy.

has

FOR RENT
Camp (Cottage)- rf£ht on the water, Sebago Lake, Maine ,

Excellent boating, bathing and fishing. Large ertened veranda.
Plenty of sleeping accommodations. Kent 1250 for balance of season, or
$100 monthly. •

BARNEY GERARD
Columbia Theatre Building, New York

Alio have henutirnt Iton* tor enlr or rent. White Plnlne. N. f

.
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NEXT LEGIT SEASON
(Continued from page 1)

the stock market prices to Almost a

panic level, as evidence of Wall

Street discounting bad business for

months to come. 4 Experts in the

mercantile world, on the other hand,

prove by business charts that prices

of commodities are due for an up-

. ward trend and forecast healthy

business Increases. The result Is a

condition of indecision so far as

theatricals go, but being an un-
stable business normally, adjust-
ments can be quickly accomplished
and the general forecast may be
said to be not as bad as some
showmen would have it

The automobile as a factor in re-

lation to amusements as a whole
has been pointed out before and is

credited with .counting heavily Jn
the spring drop In' theatres. It is

claimed that $4,000,000,000 was ex-
pended in motor cars within the
past year, a sum that is in excess
of the country's total earnings. A
sign that the end is in sight is cut-
ting of prices for some cars al-

ready. Show men say money spent
for cars in no way benefits theatri-
cals since autos constitute a form

• of recreation and a luxury. w"hich is

the same classification, given
theatres.

Legitimate managers appear dis-
posed to fully favor the extension
of the booking plan started last
season by the Erlanger and Shu-
bert offices, whereby opposed book-
ings are eliminated. Last season
the new system was carried out in
a limited number of stands, but
next season it is understood the
plan will cover all bookings con-
trolled by the two offices.

There have been instances of a
clash on terms, however, by the in-
dividual producers who have book-
ing agreements with either one of
the booking offices. An attraction
routed for coast time failed to se-
cure the same percentage from both
offices and as it meant a difference
©f 10 per cent., part of the tune was
cancelled, and independently placed.
It is assumed fhat the Erlangcr of*
fice will not recognize the agree-
ments made by the Shuberts to
their allied producers and the re-
verse applies to the Shubert book-

;
ing office in relation to the *«syndl-

;
cate" managers.

It is believed now the new 'season
will get under way without seeing
the much talked of Shubert and Er«- ;

langer joint incorporation. In some
quarters the scheme is reported off
as the result of the proposed under-
writers not securing satisfactory
replies as to the possibilities of the
independent managers. Reports
right along, however, were that the
proposed fusing of the big offices
actually concerned the ownership
of theatres by which means the cor-
poration would be able to "dictate
terms to productions, with the
latter taking all the risks. The
guarantee system, which attained
such growth during the .season es-
pecially in New York, attained the
same purpose. That this figures in
the smaller number of new shows
being tried out Is undoubted.

CARNIVAL KILLING
(Continued from page 1)

the affair has undoubtedly run down
the final curtain on any future, car-
nivals appearing in Bladensburg
whether they make a play for white
or colored patrons.

In pursuance of the special meet-
ing held of the Merchants' and Man-
ufacturers' Association of the dis-

trict the following recommendations
have been made to the district com-
missioners:

. A $500 license fee.

Only one circus each year.
The association states to the com-

missioners that carnivals exert a
'baleful influence" upon the com-
munity and develop "a high state
of immorality." In addition to the
fee of $500 for the carnival itself

the association suggests an addi-
tional fee of $500 for each conces-
sion operating under it.

The recommendation regarding
the circus visits being confined to
but one each year was an unex-
pected development. They even rec-
•ommend that this one circus be per-
mitted to stay but two days. This
will evidently, if acted upon favor-
ably by the commissioners, work a
hardship on the RIngling Brothers,
Barnum- Bailey aggregation who
moved their stay here from that ofr

a two-day appearance to a three-day
'Stand this year for the first time and
the business on the third day jus-
tified the move on the part of the
management. As fon the^Sells-Floto
aggregation, which was here early
this month, their stay was Confined
to two days, with weak matinees
and but only fa^lr business at nights,
although the show received some of
the best notices «ver accorded a cir-
cus visiting Washington.
As a result of the agitation- over

NEW YORK THEATRES

8AM H.

^'Harris

:•:•:»:•:::«:

HARRIS Attractions
424 St., W. of Bway.
Evening at 8:21.

Mats. Wed. -Sat. 2:20.

OWKN DAVIS' Warm-Hearted Play

ICEBOUND"
Tha 1423 PULITZER PRIZE Play

MUSIC BOX THEATRE
West 45th St. Eti. 8:15. Mat*. Wed.-Sat.

B. HARRIS PiatenU IRVING BERLIN'S

MUSIC BOX REVUE'
Stated by HASSAAD SHORT.
WITH A GREAT CAST I

fiflRT THBJATRB, W. 48th St Eva. 1:15VUni uata. Wed. and Sat. at 2:11.

MERTON
OF THE MOVIES

Wffc Glenn Hunter—Florei.ce Nash
Barry Leoa Wilfton'a atory dramatised by

8. Kaufman and Mara Connelly

SFTWVTtf THEATRE. W. 42d St. E»t. S.30.BHUW *a Matinees Wed. and Sat at 2:30.

BVFTJS LeMAinE and GEORGE JESS EI. prevent

HELEN of TROY,
NEW YORK

"THE PERFECT MISICAL COMEl>T."
M —Herald.
amir and Lyrlei by Pert Rainier and rtarry Ruby
™ -

H«w Amsterdam Theatre—W. 42d Street

wnlnn •15. POPULAR MAT. WEDNESDAY.

REGULAR MATINEE SATURDAY.

NEW SUMMER EDITION

jjEGFELD FOLUES

^YRIL MAUDE
IN

"AREN'T WE ALL?"
By FREDERICK LONSDALE
THE GAIETY THEATRE
«Kf»ln headquarter* for laughter.

West 44th St Bra 1:20.
Mat*. Wed. A Bat 1:20.HUDSON

GEORGE M. COHAN
Presents the Hit of tha Town

"SO THIS IS LONDON!"
-A BOWLING SUCCESS."—Ere. Poet

IRFRTY theatre. w . 42d stLlDLIX * Mata. Wed. A Sat.

"Best American Musical Play
In the Whole Wide World"
GEORGE M. COHAN'S

COMEDIANS
ta the New Song ami Dance Shew

"LITTLE NELLIE KELLY"

TIUCQ Cft Tatatre. W. 42d Bt Ktci. S30.
I llfll-O OVli Mat i. Thursday and Saturday.

. THE 8EI/WYNS Present
CHANNINO POLLOCK'STHEOOL

The Play That Succeeded la Satte et the Devil.

DFD1 TD1 If* 42d St, W. of llway.I\LrUDLIL EVENINGS at 1:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, 3:30.

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"
"THE PLAY THAT PUTS

'U' IN HUMOR"

VISSER AND CO.
In Their Novelty Offering

An Unusual Surprise, including

THE ORIGINAL FAMOUS

SINGING DUCKS

MANAGERS, NOTE—This is the

only act of its kind and will make
good on any bill.

Thlt Weak (June 24), State Lake. Chleaao.

Next Weak (July I), Palace. Milwaukee.

Weak ef July t, Majettie, Ckieate.

Weak ef July 15, Majeatic. Milwaukee.

O'CONNOR
SISTERS
Harmony Singers

f*l f\Hf? THEATRE, BRYANT 3880.uLvDL Broadway and 46th Street.

POP. MATS.T
A
HU
8AT.BEST SEATS $2

FIFTH ANNUAL PRODUCTION

GEORGE WHITE'S
SCANDALS

DE LUXE EDITIONSM ARK r\tranD
Itron«lwnv and 47th Street

"A NATIONAL, INSTITUTION"
Direction Joseph I'lunkrlt

BEN TURPIN
"Where It My Warfderinf
Bay Thi* EvMingT"

STRAND SYMPHONY OKCHENTRA
CAKIj KDOUARDK Conductor

"Wandering
Daughter"

the killing:, the corporation' counsel

has given an opinion which it is

believed will solve the problem of

admitting undesirable carnivals.

His interpretation of the law is that

the commissioners and police chief

of the district have power to pre-

vent the operation of merry-go-
rounds, and Jike devices, and inas-

much as no carnival is known to

travel without these concessions,

such authority is ample to bar ob-
jectionable shows.

It lies entirely within the discre-

tion of the district commissioners
as to whether or not a carnival enn
appear in the district under exist-

ing law, stated Corporation Counsel
Stephen.) in his report to C imis-

sioner Oyster in reply to the com-
missioner's request that he be sup-
plied with an opinion co that he
could ascertain means to stop
Washington from being a mecca for

this class of attraction.

Commissioner Oyster under whose
direction the police department is

ami- who also deals with carnivals,

states that as long as he is in office

he will exercloe the C ;retlon

pointed out by the corporation
counsel. All sorts of remedies have
been suggested to the governing
body of the district as a means of

stopping these shows, the Mer-
chants' and Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation having suggested large

license fees.

LOEW PARK OPENS BIO
(Continued from page 9)

wheel trucks and each weighs seven
tons, a tractor being used to haul
them off the field to make clear

vision for the fireworks.

Victor Hyde's orchestra has been
booked Indefinitely, starting Mon-
day night with 40 pieces *and being
jumped to 50 after opening night.

The dancing feature is being boomed
big, enormous canvases being
stretchedam both sides of the field.

iThe canvas is processed and rolls up
after the show. Dancing space for

10,000 is being advertised* the Idea

being to open the show with danc-
ing until dark, then the single fea-

ture picture, followed by fireworks,

ai ' another crack at dancing. Sun-
day night will be concert and pic-

tures at four bits.

About 160 have been payrollcd

anl the actual "nut" on the proposi-

tion is a flguro that Loew himsHf
hasn't learned yet. About |D0,000

has been sunk already. The financ-

ing Is under Massachusetts incor-

poration with the Loew interests

an<l the Braves crowd in partner-

ship. Christy Mathewson is ho;ul-

Infe- the Braves interests, which in-

clude Judge Fuchs.
Charley Woerz is in full charge

of the proposition and has the town
eating out of his hand. Ho broke

all summer amusement Rvblfclty

bartram and saxton
-

the best bet

of the year for

musical comedy

IRVING— —MARY

DUNNE and DAYE
•FRECKLES and BE88IE"

PLAYING B* F. KEITH CIRCUIT.

Direction 1. KAUFMAN 4

The StellarSAXOPHONE QUINTETTE
"A SAXYMPHONY IN GOLD"

Direction EZ. KEOUGH
What Do You Think? They Say

I

.11 ' '.).. jg
Is a Wonderful Accordionist

OSWALD
W00DSIDE

KENNELS

WOODSIDE

LL

records. Marcus Loew came over
personally ty boat with about 40 of

hi. regular "stago and film celebri-

ties" and they proved to be wonder-
ful bait. Loew even made a speech
which several people heard. Among
those who came over were Ray-
mond Hitchcock. George Beban,
Jane and Katherine Lee, Lillian

Woods, Helene "Smiles" Davis,

Audrey Maple, Harry K. Morton,
Alice Mason, Kitty Kelly, Karl Nel-

son, Dorothy Richardson, Florence
Moore, Kathleen Ardell, Zella Rus-
sell, Marguerite Marsh, Fern Oakley,

Co i Conrad, Daphno Dua.i, Mahlon
Hamilton, Lena Keith, Charles
"Daredevil" Hutchinson, Janet
Stone, Nelson and Davis, and Mabel
Kroman. .

They were ordered In for three

days, Htormy days to be exploited

at tho Loew State and the Loew
Orpheum. Woerz met them at the

boat with every newspaper photog-
ranhcr in Boston, a couple o* Amer-
ican Legion bands and a flock of

automobiles, parading tho town, be-

ing reviewed at the State House and
City Hall, entertained by the Elks
and winding up after Monday
night's show at the Brunswick for

a midnight rally and a final dangle
of publicity bait.

MARGRET OSBORN
Of MARGRET and WORRELL

Just finished 37 weeks for
Keith and Orpheum Circuits

This week (June 26), Main St.,

Kansas City. Thank you, Mr. Kahl.
Direction JOHN BILL8BURY -

MOLLIE WILLIAMS
SIDNEY HOTEL

66th Street and Columbus Ave.

New York City

Care of IIARKY WILLIAMS
A Phono (oloint.ni 1«2«

Edwin J. Talley, who was for-
merly associated with the Frederick
E. Goldsmith office, was r.ppolnted
Special Assistant Corporation Coun-
sel Monday, taking office Tuesday.
Tally is prominent In Catholic
Society circles and wil a graduate

of St. Prancis Xavler and the New
York Law School. , ,

A new system of Interior lighting

foi offi< < ii.i been Install* d In the

remodelled Keith Family Depart-
ment on the litth floor of th<- I-.il.o-.

Huiiding. The Illumination comes
through prop windows which are

backed by Incandescent s, with the

effect similar to daylight

Mr. and Mrs. Lester, proprietors
of the Latter Whop of Chicago, ar-
rived in New York this week to

take ovrr \uo western rcgretenta-
tlon for Daatall & Co, theatrical

Importer*, Tl»»« Loafers are cos-
tuming the annual University of

Michigan* college c» i»riainnaent,

"Onco^A round."
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THE MOST INTENSIVE CAMPAIGN EVER PUT OVER FOR A POPULAR SONG
»

FOR THE WEEK OF JULY SECOND •

-
•

SUNG IN EVERY VAUDEVILLE THEATRE

PLAYED BY EVERY ORCHESTRA

•

PLAYED EVERY MOTION PICTURE HOUSE

Featured With Slides By Singers and Organists

.

•

- .

DREAMY MELODY
MAGINE, KOEHLER and NASET'S

HAUNTING WALTZ SONG

In Preparation for Early Release Kahn and Donaldson'*

LATEST BALLAD FOX TROT

LOUISIANA

BARNEY GOOGLE
CON CONRAD and BILLY ROSE'S

COMEDY SENSATION

FIRST, LAST, ALWAYS
(I LOVE YOU)

Another Sure-Fire Ballad Fox-Trot by Harry Akst and Benny Davie

Always at Your %
Serviae

\Copies, Orchestrations and Harmony Arrangements, Obligatos Are Yours for the Asking Any Time for Any
of Our Songs. Write or Call

JEROME H. REMICK
>

CO.
CHICAGO—634 State-Lake Bldg.

BOSTON—228 Tremont St.

NEW YORK-

SAN FRANCISCO—908 Market St. DETROIT—457 West Fort St.

LOS ANGELES—417 West 5th St. MINNEAPOLIS—318 Pantage^Bldg.
-219 West 46th St. PHILADELPHIA—31 South 9th St.
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